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The red pill is not the gospel, and the wisdom of the world is
foolishness. Being Christ-like is more important than being
'alpha'. If you are more focused on red pill concepts than
spiritual concepts, you are a fool.
152 upvotes | April 13, 2020 | by IsAllThisReal | Link | Reddit Link
"Let no man deceive himself. If any man among you seemeth to be wise in this world, let him
become a fool, that he may be wise. For the wisdom of this world is foolishness with God. For it is
written, He taketh the wise in their own craftiness. And again, The Lord knoweth the thoughts of the
wise, that they are vain. Therefore let no man glory in men " - 1 Corinthians 3:19
"But God has revealed them to us through His Spirit. For the Spirit searches all things, yes, the deep
things of God. 11 For what man knows the things of a man except the spirit of the man which is in
him? Even so no one knows the things of God except the Spirit of God. 12 Now we have received,
not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit who is from God, that we might know the things that have
been freely given to us by God.
13 These things we also speak, not in words which man’s wisdom teaches but which the [a]Holy
Spirit teaches, comparing spiritual things with spiritual. 14 But the natural man does not receive the
things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him; nor can he know them, because they are
spiritually discerned. 15 But he who is spiritual judges all things, yet he himself is rightly judged by
no one. 16 For “who has known the mind of the Lord that he may instruct Him?” But we have the
mind of Christ." - 1 Corinthians 2:10-16
"As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways and my thoughts
than your thoughts." - Isaiah 55:9
It seems like we are seeing some new users on this sub, and I think its important that we set a
standard for what is and is not Christian RP. The red pill is about seeing reality for what it is. For you
will know the truth, and the truth will set you free. The red pill does not have a monopoly on truth,
and any truth in the red pill exists already in God. The red pill is one subset of a-moral philosophies
that looks to accurately characterize social dynamics between the sexes and in human behavior more
broadly. It gets some things wrong, and other things right, it is no substitute for biblical truths, and its
not even a supplement for it. Its a loose collection of many men theorizing about the right answers to
these kinds of questions. But at the heart of it, the goal is to demonstrate how to be a man, and that
being a strong man is not optional, but necessary. There is a lot of solid truth in TRP, but like any
wisdom of man, it is incomplete and corruptible, and leads to foolishness.
One example of this foolishness is that TRP spaces are often filled with buffoons posing as the
supreme alpha philosopher-king, posturing to assert their point and get noticed by the community as
'hah totally alpha bro'. Its pathetic.
I grew up around Russian immigrants, most of whom fought in wars and were some kind of manual
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laborer. If you entered that group with the kind of posturing you see in TRP circles, you would first
be mocked, as though you were a small dog that will not stop nipping at the heel, then you would get
beat until you learned to be silent. It reveals a stunning insecurity when men behave this way, but it is
a direct result of the way that non-christian TRP views masculinity, and encourages men to behave
like yapping dogs. When I used to read 'field reports' I would cringe and laugh, as they read like some
fantasy of a deluded teenage boy. It is a symptom of not growing up around other men. It is a
symptom of a soft, feminine culture where the slightest masculinity is rare and shocking.
We are told to have a sober self-assessment. To be cognizant of our flaws and our strengths, and to
not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of our mind. Our model of
behavior is not Genghis Khan, its a 1st century carpenter who allowed himself to be sacrificed despite
his innocence. Who held all power in his hand, and relinquished his Godhood to save an undeserving
humanity. Christ did not boast in his omnipotence, how much less should we boast in our earthly
strength? We should be soberly aware of our strength, knowing its limits. Empty boasting, telling
exaggerated tales, and posturing are all the territory of weak, insecure men looking for validation
from strangers on the internet.
"May I never boast except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, through which the world has been
crucified to me, and I to the world." - Galatians 6:14
With this said, should you be lifting, practicing stoicism, and understanding the mechanisms and
dynamics of social interaction? Of course, but no amount success in the weight room, or with women,
or in business will bring you true success, purpose, fulfillment, or peace.
"I said in my heart, “Come now, I will test you with pleasure; enjoy yourself.” But behold, this also
was vanity. I said of laughter, “It is mad,” and of pleasure, “What use is it?” I searched with my heart
how to cheer my body with wine—my heart still guiding me with wisdom—and how to lay hold on
folly, till I might see what was good for the children of man to do under heaven during the few days
of their life. I made great works. I built houses and planted vineyards for myself. I made myself
gardens and parks, and planted in them all kinds of fruit trees. I made myself pools from which to
water the forest of growing trees. I bought male and female slaves, and had slaves who were born in
my house. I had also great possessions of herds and flocks, more than any who had been before me in
Jerusalem. I also gathered for myself silver and gold and the treasure of kings and provinces. I got
singers, both men and women, and many concubines,b the delight of the sons of man.
So I became great and surpassed all who were before me in Jerusalem. Also my wisdom remained
with me. And whatever my eyes desired I did not keep from them. I kept my heart from no pleasure,
for my heart found pleasure in all my toil, and this was my reward for all my toil. Then I considered
all that my hands had done and the toil I had expended in doing it, and behold, all was vanity and a
striving after wind, and there was nothing to be gained under the sun." - Ecclesiastes 2:1-11
The answers we give to questions here should contain PRIMARILY biblical advice, not just TRP
advice with a sprinkling of Christianity. When we are telling a story or giving an example in our own
lives, the information should be presented with the purpose of informing, not to demonstrate how we
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exemplify some red pill concocted standard. Similarly our pursuits should be primarily spiritual. We
all need to work on things in the physical, but our pursuit and our desire should be for the things of
God.
"that I may know Him and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of His sufferings, being
conformed to His death," - Philippians 3:10
I find my own focus all too often is on my next task in the physical. Working out, practicing
instruments, advancing my career, but all of this is chaff before the wind, chasing after nothing.
Similarly, I find myself wanting to respond harshly or to assert dominance or superiority when
challenged. When the high priest, who had mocked Christ, ridiculed him, and was delivering him up
for execution, asked to tell him who he was, he remained silent. Only when the priest asked him by
the name of the living God did he give TWO SENTENCES.
“You have said so. But I tell you, from now on you will see the Son of Man seated at the right hand
of Power and coming on the clouds of heaven.” - Matthew 26:64
When I evaluate my actions and words, the first thought should be 'would Christ do or say this', this
then covers the question of 'would a man secure in his strength do or say this'. Are my thoughts
genuine, and my advice backed by scripture? Am I looking to provide biblical teaching, or trying to
look good in the eyes of man?
These are questions I will continue to ask myself, and questions we should ask of all comments on
this sub.
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Women keep attacking me for desiring a pure wife
114 upvotes | February 22, 2021 | by MakeWildyGreatAgain | Link | Reddit Link
I was browsing r/Christianmarriage and I mentioned that I was saving myself for marriage and that I
wanted a wife who shared those values with me. Immediately, I was attacked as judgmental,
misogynistic, selfish, and even an untrue Christian. Having premarital sex partners is directly linked
to divorce rates, unhappy marriages, and unstable households so what’s wrong with wanting the best
for myself and my family when the Bible specifically states that there are earthly consequences for
our sin?
Yet these same people deny that such consequences exist. Some even went as far as claiming that the
Bible ACTUALLY condones premarital sex. It’s one thing to attack me for sharing an opposing
opinion. But propagating literal heresy, now I have a problem with that.
The funny thing is that it seems like the only people who have issues with my viewpoint are nonvirgin women, or married women who have had premarital sex. I always ask them and never have I
ever encountered a virgin woman who had hypocritically judged me for “judging” non virgins. I am
convinced that this entire self-righteous opposition to pure Christian men wanting pure Christian
wives is one massive cope. I’ve even noticed that stating this viewpoint elicits the same kind of angry
response that porn addicts react with when they hear about Nofap or the fact that porn is bad for you.
I ask them why my desires are misogynistic and judgmental and they claim that they are so because a
“true Christian” should be willing to look at a woman’s past. But when I ask them, “Would you be
okay with your daughter marrying a truly repentant Christian man with a history of domestic abuse,
drug addictions, or even rape? Does a pure Christian woman desiring a pure Christian man make her
judgmental and misandrist?”
And their way of avoiding the response that exposes their blatant hypocrisy is that they are “apples
and oranges” and thus incomparable as if they do not share the common thread of the entire premise
of their original argument that a Christian should be willing to look past someone’s past. Needless to
say, they almost always end up hurling insults before blocking me.
I support all my based brothers who have to experience the hypocrisy of modern women.
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HillSong Pastor Carl Lentz' Lover
108 upvotes | November 12, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
You probably heard about the Pastor from Hillsong Carl Lentz' affair. This was his mistress talking:
https://nypost.com/2020/11/10/celebrity-pastor-carl-lentzs-alleged-mistress-ranin-tells-all/
Couple things come to mind immediately:
1. He was actively looking for trouble and he found it. He asked for her number knowing he was a
married man. Even worse, he hid it in his phone to cover it up - right out of King David's
playbook.
2. He needed a woman for validation. “He’s a professional narcissist” she says. And a narcissist
who needed constant validation from the church, celebrities and women.
3. He's addiction to Dopamine. “He hadn’t been doing anything for so many months, he hadn’t
been onstage, what else was going on in his life? He needed to do something that would excite
him.” she said. This is the problem with men who are addiction to money, fame, social media,
alcohol, drugs, working out, porn, texting or any other dopamine producing activity. Spending
time with his wife of 17 years and 4 kids, or spreading the gospel wasn't enough to satisfy his
dopamine addiction. Once Satan gets his hooks in you with dopamine, you need supernatural
help with rehab.
4. She had every intention of ruining his life and career. He had more to lose than she did, she had
more to gain than him. She was calculating and manipulative from the beginning. After he left,
she paid an app to do a background check based on his phone number. “Everything came out,”
she said. “It hit me so hard.” Once she realized he was famous, she didn't care if he was fat and
bald, the rush was the goal to own him and bring him down.
5. He kept up the facade. During their 5 month long affair, he was still the perfect daddy, doting
husband, and strong confident church leader. His wife's instagram and his own account is full
of photos of his ministries and flowery, biblical language because even in the midst of
horrendous sin, he kept playing the role he was taught to play.
6. 1 year ago Pastor Carl and his wife had marital "issues" and decided to renew their rocky
marriage with regular date nights, committing to spending more time together and other very
good ideas that the self-help marriage books tell you to do. They even hosted a marriage
conference where they mentioned their marriage growing distant and their efforts to make it
better.
Takeaways: This didn't happen by accident and it wasn't a one time mistake. It didn't blindside him
and come out of nowhere. This was a series of hundreds of small decisions over the last few years
that culminated in a life-changing sin. Pride is the sin that tells us we need validation, Pride tells us
we need excitement outside our mission to make disciples. Pride says their is nothing wrong with
being friends with a women who is not your wife because you have self control and wont let it
become sinful. And pride is what causes a man to act like a Godly leader on the outside while having
an extramarital sexual relationship for 5 long months.
I hope Pastor Carl turns out like King David and repents and does wonderful things with his life. God
uses sinful mistakes in people's lives for his glory.
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PSA: Stop thinking about dating non-Christian girls. It’s
pointless.
104 upvotes | November 14, 2020 | by CashSplash123 | Link | Reddit Link
Ask yourself if you think this girl is a Christian. Better yet, ask her and wear your faith on your
sleeve. Don’t waste time and your thoughts on someone who won’t help you in your mission to exalt
God.
Don’t lie to yourself, you’ve entertained thoughts about chatting up the girl in the library or Starbucks
who’s wearing the oversized sweater to modestly hide her feminine curves, with glasses on, and her
hair tied up in a pony tail, studying some kind of advanced topic in her major. She wears little to no
make-up, but her petite-ness exudes an effortless physical attractiveness that no hot-blooded,
testosterone-driven male can’t deny. You approach, and she entertains you bc you’re a RP man who
worked to propel himself in the top 10 percent of men. You run your game, and she’s caught in your
charm; but oops, you forgot to mention that you follow Jesus. What happens? How does the story end
if she’s not a Christian?
It ends with someone getting hurt.
You are unequally yoked.
End it. The best way to fix a problem is nip it in the bud.
Even if you find a Christian girl who has opposite interests than you, she is a better match than the
non Christian girl who likes the same music, movies and even the same Bible verse as you.
This message has been brought to you by someone who has your bests interests in mind.
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Why Men Hate Going To Church
102 upvotes | April 14, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
Like many men, I've never enjoyed attending church. After 39 years I've discovered why. A book by
David Burrow called "Why Men Hate Going To Church" (only $2.99 on kindle) articulates many of
the reasons why so many men feel the same way. Here's a few quotes from the book:
"Mostly absent in church are young, athletic, and uneducated men, who possess a more
masculine outlook on life."
"Lovey-dovey praise songs force a man to express his affection to God using words he would
never, ever say to another guy. Even a guy he loves. Even a guy named Jesus. The Bible never
describes our love for God in erotic terms. The men of scripture loved God, but they were never
desperate for him or in love with him. Men are looking for a male leader - not a male lover."
"Churchgoing can inflame lust in a man's heart. It's a weekly appointment with throngs of
women who look their best. Churches attract lots of young women - many of whom dress
provocatively, to say the least. The exposed cleavage and tight-fitting garments that made
spring break famous are now appearing at a worship service near you."
"Churches paint heaven as eternal singing in the choir. Contrast that with Mormonism where
men spend eternity making celestial babies. Or consider Muslim heaven where men enjoy the
ministrations of 72 virgins for eternity. Guys, which sounds better to you: eternal sex or eternal
singing? Is it any wonder why Mormonism and Islam are growing so rapidly and are popular
with males?"
"In today's church, the gospel is no longer about saving the world against impossible odds. It's
about finding a happy relationship with a wonderful man. If the point of church is pursuing a
relationship, you will draw more women than men."
The author touches on a few things that most-likely hit home for you. You probably don't like singing
love songs, especially when you don't know the words and the leader sings the same phrases 15 times
(let's sing it one more time, one more without the guitar, one more without the drums, now with just
our voices!). Maybe you don't like to sit still for 60 minutes listening to one man talk. Or maybe you
just don't see the relevance to your daily life. How does analyzing the Lord's Prayer for 30 minutes
apply to making more money at work? How does a Hebrew word-study on the Beatitudes help my
sex life when I have a deadbed?
When I ask most of my buddies why they don't go to church they typically reply that it's boring and
they don't get anything out of it. They'd rather read the Bible at home or go out in nature or watch a
short video sermon while they multitask at home. Essentially, the church doesn't offer them anything
they can't get at home or on their phones.
Women on the other hand, (my wife included) see attending church as the highlight of their week.
She loves getting dressed up, seeing all the other moms and what they are wearing, praising Jesus in
long, loving worship. Women often have no trouble sitting still for 60 minutes taking notes on "Faith
Love and Hope: Finding deeper purpose through serving". Meanwhile I'm fidgeting thinking of all
the fish I'm not catching, the deer I'm not shooting and the tennis I'm not playing.
WHAT CAN MEN DO TO ENJOY CHURCH?
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As a Bible believing, Jesus following, hardcore Christian man who's mission in life is to evangelize
and make disciples of ALL people, I'll admit I attend church mostly for my family. I sing really loud
at church (cause I'm not ashamed) and I try my hardest to pay attention to the sermon. But I
admittedly struggle. It's just not my vibe. For no reason would I ever freely schedule a time to get
dressed up, sing worship songs for 20 minutes then voluntarily listen to ONE man speak on a highlevel cerebral topic for 30+ minutes. Yet I still believe attending a local church is important and
valuable.
I wish my church sang less female-oriented songs and apparently so do the other men because out of
1,200 attendees, only a few guys sing and they are the church staff. But I'm not a consumer and I'm
not there to be entertained. I'm there to worship a Holy God who saved me from eternal wrath in Hell
through death on a cross. I wish my pastor spoke more about practical topics like "saving and
investing" or "how to satisfy your husband" or even "disciplining the kids when they are rebellious
little brats". But alas, I read God's Holy Word and ask the Holy Spirit to reveal insight to me while
the pastor is speaking.
Essentially, sunday services are not designed for men because they are female-oriented. That's why
churches are seeing a DRASTIC decline in male attendance on Sundays and even worse decline in
ministries. I don't blame men for not attending church. I don't blame men for disliking church when
they do attend. But I ask you men to be different - put your distaste on hold, change your attitude,
adjust your mindset and start to see their modern church with all its flaws as a opportunity to worship
your creator.
I'd love to find a new church that caters to men. I'd like to change my church and make it more apt to
attract men. But until that day, I will change my heart.
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The Laziness of Men
100 upvotes | January 8, 2021 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
There's plenty of women bashing that goes on in this sub. Based on my experience, the most
commonly repeated problems with women are because of weak men. If there is a paramount
takeaway from the RP movement, it's that men are responsible for the outcomes in their lives. I
personally would add that they are also responsible for their communities, but that is not an RP belief.
This message never goes over well, but it bears reminding regardless of how many angry incels call
me Blue Pill.
Women who are sluts are that way because men refuse to hold them to a higher standard and will
simply wrap their weasel to avoid getting whatever STD-of-the-month these women carry. As a
single guy you can choose to wait for a chaste woman or you can sleep with an easy Tinder date. If
the standard for christian men was to marry a virgin, the number of virgin women would increase or
at least the existing ones would transition into matrimony. But sadly the standard for the average 20something christian man is to have sex with women and likewise except the same in return. This
sends a clear signal to christian women that it's ok to practice hypergamy in their 20's, repent, and
marry a beta bux in their 30's to get the life they want. In addition, the standard for beauty is such that
an average-looking virgin woman in her 30's will never get as much attention as a hot slut in her 20's.
Again restated, the standard is such that chastity is set below physical attractiveness. Right now you
can probably name 2 girls who are virgins who you would never date and 2 hot girls you would date
if given the opportunity.
Women who are emotionally unstable still get dates, have male friends (orbiters) and enjoy plenty of
time and attention from thirsty guys. This reinforces their erratic behavior. Who's at fault here?
Wives withhold sex from their husbands as a power play. They know husbands need sex, and for
females without many available weapons, a dead-bedroom is often their armament of choice.
Husbands, however, can choose to focus on their mission, remain OI, be the oak, practice stoicism
and even enjoy life throughout the temper-tantrums of their marriage. But most often they choose to
cave to their wives, provide choreplay, give up leadership and accept a beta mindset, all for that
glorious, occasional drip of vagina. If that doesn't work they embrace the 2nd easiest route - spinning
plates or divorce.
I can go on with more examples but let's look for the common ground in all of these scenarios. It's
easy to see - The men are lazy. Instead of taking ownership of their circumstances, men often blame
women. I see it every week in TRP, MRP and RPC - "Women are sluts" "There's no such thing as a
faithful woman" "Women are liars" "My wife isnt submissive" "Girls spend all their time on social
media" Notice all of those statements focus on the women and not the men.
Allow me to rant for a moment. Monday I found out my 4 kids will be having school from home
indefinitely because a group of men on the school board decided to cave to a group of female
teachers who thought Covid was too dangerous for teachers, therefore disrupting our entire
community and leaving parents struggling to teach at home or find babysitters so they can work. Lazy
men called off school instead of finding a way to have school in a safe way. Cubicles, air-purifiers,
mandatory hourly disinfection, facemasks, isolation chambers for teachers, etc. None of these options
crossed their minds. They took the easy path. Sit at home and pass the responsibility on to parents.
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Our gym today was closed because the man who runs the facility thought there might be ice on the
roads. It was 40 degrees and dry this morning. I stood outside the gym with a dozen other members
when a security guard told us the news. Another lazy man who didnt open up the gym nor take the
time to alert his members.
I see the same pattern everywhere I look - politics, religion, entrepreneurship, college, sports,
churches, families. In the classroom, the boardroom, the living room and the bedroom, men are
sickeningly lazy. I was recently interviewed on a podcast and the host asked what was the most
frustrating aspect of entrepreneurship. My answer was the laziness of the people we depend on to
succeed. Up and down the supply chain, I see men who cannot get their jobs done effectively,
consequently damaging my business, my customers, my employees and my family. A large client
canceled all new product for 2021 due to covid. I asked, "Why?" They replied, "Because it's too
much effort to add new products during this trying time," (even if it violates our contract). My
response? Immediately approach retailers in foreign countries to replace the lost income. There's no
time to argue the stupidity of their statement nor their violation of a contract.
Women aren't the problem. Covid isn't the problem. Trump isnt the problem. BLM or antifa isnt the
problem. Socialism isn't the problem. Atheists aren't the problem.
The problem is lazy individual men who cannot take responsibility for their lives.
I admit I stopped reading the OYS posts because I saw too much of the same lazy nonsense week
after week. Alphaman2020 posts every week about struggling to get off porn and his inability to meet
a HB9 virgin who loves Jesus. Or user john316 who posts about his at-home martial arts workouts,
can't get his wife to have sex with him because she's "not submissive", and reads the Bible as
consistently as he pays his income taxes.
Get your stuff together boys. Take ownership of your life. And please stop slut-shaming women
because you are not even close to the kind of man that deserves a hot, chaste girl. Calling me blue pill
or downvoting my posts won't help your dumpster-fire of a life. Unplug from the 9 hours a day you
spend on your phone making snarky comments on twitter or browsing memes on Reddit and go
become a man.
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Iron Rule #6: Your Wife Will Never Love You!
96 upvotes | July 11, 2021 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
I want to offer some of my thoughts on Rollo Tomassi Iron Rule #6: Women are utterly incapable
of loving a man in the way that a man expects to be loved. Women are incapable of loving men in a
way that a man idealizes is possible, in a way he thinks she should be capable of.
I read The Rational Male when I first discovered the Married Red Pill subreddit almost 4 years ago.
Rollo's book was part of the required sidebar reading. Early this year, I revisited the book. The rule
that hit me immediately was #6. I quickly sought out a youtube video of Rollo explaining in detail
what he meant by this rule. He mentioned there has been some misconception about rule #6. The
author says that a woman may love a man, of course, but never in the way that a man wants her to
love him. Essentially, the man idealizes or creates an image in his mind of how his woman should
love him, and therein lies the problem. With this in mind, I'll rephrase rule #6: Your woman is
incapable of loving you in the way you want or think she should love you.
Since that day in January, I've often thought of rule 6 because I'm reminded of it daily. My wife and I
have been married for 12 years with 4 kids. We dated 6 years before we married for a total of 18
years together. I, like so many other men, was flooded with affection from my wife early in our
relationship. It wasn't until she got pregnant with our oldest son that I felt any changes from her. I
chalked it up to pregnancy hormones and didn't think anything of it. After the birth, her affection
shifted to our newborn which is nothing out of the ordinary.
The "aha" moment was the announcement of the 2nd pregnancy and the corresponding 9 months
living with an emotionally distant roommate instead of a loving wife. My doting wife had become
distracted and apathetic. This pattern repeated until after the 4th child was born. That means 8 years
of our 12 years married my wife was not fulfilling my expectations of affection. Those 8 years we
still had sex often, played sports together and even had dates. But the woman who was outwardly,
constantly affectionate disappeared.
The secular Married Red Pill group has several ways to address this issue as it frequently appears in
posts and comments. For many men, the first option is to "work on yourself" or "sidebar and lift"
which is the mantra often repeated to take your mind off the fact that your wife doesn't meet your
idealized expectations.
The next practical option is to escalate the dread levels. The theory with dread is that If she is scared
to lose you, that fear will motivate her hypergamy, triggering her to compete for your affection. For
some men, dread doesn't work so they give up entirely and spin plates or mentally check-out and
pursue a solo mission or hobby.
But none of the secular options presented in MRP and RP seem to change things permanently. I read
story after story of men who saw their wife's affection return only to have it disappear again with
another pregnancy or once they lowered the dread levels. Working on yourself and mentally checking
out is only doing more damage. All temporary fixes but no long-term gains. And the hamster wheel
kept turning.
If you find yourself in a similar situation as myself with a wife who has changed permanently, what
should you do? What is the solution? My best advice and the path I have chosen has three parts.
1) Change my expectations.
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My idealized version of love was based on a mix of ego, Biblical teachings, and blue pill
indoctrination. My ego said I was a man worthy of her attention. I was receiving attention from other
women and I deserved it from my wife! Stroke that ego woman! Don't just tell me I'm amazing, show
me!
The Bible says women are supposed to respect and submit to their husbands. I was taught at a young
age that Christian women were supposed to put God first and their husbands second, even above the
children. And Blue Pill says a woman should constantly be romantic and thinking of ways to spoil
her husband with lingerie and other ideas. Wow. Just typing that was pathetic.
Four years ago I was angry that my wife had changed. I had put her up on a pedestal and was furious
when she didn't honor my massive covert contract. Now, my expectations are quite different and they
are evolving and maturing as I grow in my spiritual walk.
I want my wife to be my helpmate which is a cheesy evangelical term for a partner. I run the house
and I'm in charge of the family, but she does a lot of the day-to-day grunt work. She makes the
lunches, she drives the kids, she plans social outings with other couples. All these little daily tasks are
her responsibility and I willingly pitch in when I am available. While I'm best at working and leading
the family, she likes to be told what to do and she's excellent at implementing my ideas.
We have to plan sex now because the dang kids are always trying to get up in our business, but we
make it happen. I don't expect my wife to act like she did a decade ago. She is constantly bombarded
with affection from 4 needy children. But I know she loves me because she's loyal, supportive,
submissive and respectful, and that is enough for me.
2) Focus on my mission.
My mission is to make disciples of the people in my community. That's also your mission. How we
differ is in the way we implement that mission. I focus on making relationships with people through
common activities, then disciple and encourage them as our friendship grows. How do I reach people
specifically? I coach kids soccer, I play pickleball with a large group, I run a workout "Life Group"
for our church and I make a point to use hospitality (welcoming people to our home) so that we have
opportunities to share the gospel.
Did my wife do something that upset me today? I don't remember most days, because I'm thinking of
ways to reach the people around me and having a blast doing it! Jocko Willink has a great analogy
that illustrates this point: The larger your world, the smaller the problems appear. If you have a wide
net of friends and a packed social calendar, little things seem to bother you less. If my world is small,
every little inconvenience bothers me. That's why teenagers lock themselves in a room when their
silly crush doesn't text them back. Small world, big problems. I keep my world big, lots of people lots
of activities, and what other people do matters much less.
3) Pray for her and us.
This is a season of our lives. A really great season actually. I notice when the kids are gone to
grandma's house or at summer camp the old, affectionate wife returns. Do I enjoy extra attention
from my wife? You betcha! But I'm more concerned with what God is doing with our marriage. I
pray that he continues to use our marriage to help us reach people! I pray that we are loving parents
who use wisdom to discipline our kids! I pray that we use our finances to glorify God!
--If you are married and especially if you are married with kids, you probably noticed a shift in
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attention from your wife. Maybe you got butthurt like I did. Maybe you visited MRP like I did.
Maybe you even visited dread level 6 and it worked... for a while. I'd suggest stop trying to fix your
wife and realize that your wife isn't the problem.
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A somber reminder
87 upvotes | May 31, 2020 | by uzaquebrantado | Link | Reddit Link
Hey, folks:
A couple of hours ago, I got a call from my dad saying that my grandfather hung himself.
I'm sad but not surprised by that news. Since getting involved in RP, I've been thinking about my
grandfather and I knew he was in a really dark place as a man.
When he was young, a revolution broke in my country of origin and created a communist regime. He
got a membership of the communist party, got heavily into politics and even was appointed mayor of
the little town he lived in.
As it's always the case with communism, the social justice was never there in the first place. They
just substituted a class system with another one that, in order for you to climb, you had to get dirty
and nasty into politics. My grandfather was never dirty and nasty. Despite being an unredeemed
sinner, he was a fairly honest man.
Despite his relative success and having earned the respect of his peers, he could never thrive in
politics. To make it worse, while he was unsuccessfully playing that game, his inheritance (a good
piece of land) fell into the hands of one of his brothers. When my grandfather retired from politics, he
ended up working for that brother, under the sun, in the fields, for basically nothing. His daily life
consisted in him waking up at 4am, going to the fields until 11am, having lunch at home and spend
the rest of the day in silence, in a rocking chair. He liked to watch the 8pm news, and then go to bed.
Communism hurts men because a large, predator government will always try to erode our God-given
authority in our homes and families. If the government provides for everything, of what use are we?
If you walk down any street of my country, you'll see herds of powerless, lazy men of any age,
indulging themselves in alcohol and gambling. No wonder, divorce rates are sky-high in my country.
Meanwhile, my grandfather watched how the political system that he helped to build not only
oppressed its citizens, but also fomented in them all kinds of vices and unrighteous behavior to keep
them entertained (alcohol, corruption, sexual immorality and laziness). Eventually, as he got old, he
had to stop working in the fields. Now, he wasn't even able to provide a few tomatoes and corn for
my grandmother... so he took his life.
For the record, my grandma is the only woman that I know that is not a feminist. I know AWALT but
she was raised in circumstances that kept her feminine imperatives under control. That is, in contrast
with the open hypergamy that we see today. As far as I know, she has always been pretty lowly and
submissive.
A good wife, three kids and 6 grandkids weren't enough for my grandfather. You don't have to marry
a high notch count, crazy feminist to want to kill yourself. A marriage will NEVER redeem a man.
Working for a government that promotes social justice will NOT redeem a man. Only believing in the
name of the Son of God, Jesus Christ, can redeem you.
Seek God while he may be found. Believe that Christ died for your sins and that he rose on the third
day. Submit to his Lordship (how couldn't you if he had the power to rise from the dead?).
Submitting to his lordship means that you'll do what your Lord commands you to do, that is, to make
disciples. Go on a mission for His glory.
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For the single men, if you stumble upon an attractive Christian woman while you pursuit God, marry
her. If you die single, know that you've overcome the world:
"Who is the one who overcomes the world, but he who believes that Jesus is the Son of God?" - 1
John 5:5 (NASB).
For the married men, don't let yourselves become an old man in a rocking chair in the corner of your
house, like my grandfather did. Be patriarchs, be the leaders of your households. If a predator
government comes for your authority, pack your wife and your cattle and move to greener pastures,
like the OT patriarchs did several times.
May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ be with you all!
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8 Resolutions for Christian Husbands (fixed)
86 upvotes | October 11, 2020 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Several years ago The Gospel Coalition put out an article titled "8 Resolutions for the Christian
Husband" written by Trevix Wax. I was only recently made aware of this article. Upon reading this
short article I couldn't help but mentally correct it as I went along. Below is the corrected article,
point-by-point.
1. I will tame my tongue. When it comes to my wife, I need to be quick to listen, slow to speak,
and slow to anger.
FTFY: I will speak the truth, lovingly but without apology, even when my wife doesn't want to hear
it. I will not cower before her tantrums nor shirk my responsibility to wash her with the Word.
2. I will talk to my wife the way I would if a special and important person were visiting my
home.
FTFY: Just as Sarah called Abraham her Lord (1 Peter 3:6) I will teach my wife to demonstrate
similar respect and deference toward me with both her behavior and words.
3. I will always be upbeat and positive in my interactions with my wife. I am not called to
critique her. I am called to love and accept her.
FTFY: As her husband, my wife belongs to me. Tending to her personal growth is one of my
responsibilities. When she is out of line or exhibiting destructive, or otherwise sinful, behavior, I will
be patient, but clearly and directly correct the behavior.
4. I won’t use my words to try to take from her. I will just give and bless, thinking about what
she needs, not what I need.
FTFY: My wife is called to be a helpmate. I will give her guidance on how she can best serve me, our
family, and the corner of the Kingdom I have been given by God to be responsible for. I will praise
her for being capable and when cheerfully carrying out her role.
5. I will strive to serve my wife every day.
FTFY: I will strive to serve God every day.
6. I will win my wife’s heart so she, in turn, will want to be mine.
FTFY: I will strive to realize my God-given potential, and as a pleasant side-effect, my wife will
eagerly desire me as I grow in strength.
7. Just as divorce is not an option with me, I want that same reality to be true for negativity or
harshness with my wife. It is not an option for me to be harsh with my wife. Not under any
circumstance. Ever.
FTFY: I will patiently teach my wife to approach me respectfully whenever she is concerned about
my judgement or decisions. As my first mate, I will value my wife's input when it is presented
appropriately and effectively.
8. I will sow seeds of righteousness by consistently committing to walk with the Lord. God will
give me the power to bear this fruit and love my wife wholeheartedly.
FTFY: I will sow seeds of righteousness by consistently turning to God's Word and not the ignorant
babbling of politically correct feminized "pastors" and teachers. The most loving thing I can do for
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my wife is to strive to order our marriage in accordance with God's revealed design, in scripture and
in nature, no matter how unpopular it may seem to modern minds.
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How I Overcame Porn Permanently
80 upvotes | February 2, 2021 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
[Note: Originally written for /r/NoFapChristians - this draft is unedited. Yeah, it's re-hashing old
material for this crowd, but still a useful reminder.]
I've been clean from a history of what many would call porn addiction for years now. I've since
discipled a number of men through the issue and found immense success with helping these men find
the same victory I did. Over the years, some have suggested I post here and I was just recently
reminded, so here goes. My posts tend to be long-winded, so I'll give the abbreviated version, given
how late it is.
FIRST: Embrace the Limitations of Human Methods
"Are you so foolish? After beginning by the Spirit, are you now trying to be made perfect by
human effort?" Galatians 3:3
When I first got started, I tried it all - accountability partners, post-it notes, verses left around my
computer desk, leaving a Bible next to the monitor. I tried the "when you're tempted" strategies of
"stop and read the Bible first," "pray in the moment," or "quote verses you've memorized. I even
contemplated tattooing a cross on my "special hand," as if the guilt it would create could somehow
save me from ... well, becoming guilty.
These things helped on occasion. But I found the results to be very inconsistent. I was left longing for
a reliable method. I found that anything that required "human effort" ultimately failed me at some
point or other, never producing divine permanence.
SECOND: Understand Reproductive Compulsion
"Did he not make them [husband and wife] one, with a portion of the Spirit in their union? And
what was the one God seeking? Godly offspring." Malachi 2:15
One of the most illuminating things for me was when I saw in Scripture the parallels God was
drawing between physical relationships and spiritual ones. Most notably: the Church is often
referenced as Christ's bride (or even the Father's bride, in Isaiah). I discovered in my marriage that
the sexual frustrations I experienced with my wife were highly correlated with the ways I was
interacting with God. In the days when my wife had no spontaneous desire for physically
reproductive acts as a one-flesh relationship, I also was expressing no spontaneous desire for spiritual
reproduction through the oneness bond I have with the Spirit who lives in me.
The Bible constantly talks about how the physical things of this earth are (in Hebrews 8-9
terminology) "copies" and "shadows" of the truer heavenly things. In this sense, I found that my
desire for physically reproductive acts (birth control notwithstanding) were little more than a
roadmap to help me get to the end-destination of spiritual reproductivity. That is:
evangelism/discipleship was the spiritual fulfillment of the physical drive I had for sex.
THIRD: Understand Biblical Indwelling
"They shall become one flesh" Genesis 2:24
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The Bible was (presumably with some exception) written in a time when there was virtually no real
form of birth control. Sex produced babies. When a man physically indwells a woman, that's the
expected result. So, I started looking at what the Bible says about a spiritual indwelling. I found that
there are only three good things (i.e. not demons, sin, etc.) that can indwell us: (1) God's Word, (2)
Jesus, and (3) the Holy Spirit - not unsurprisingly, these are all representative of the three aspects of
the trinity (God's Word, as referenced by Jesus, being OT Scripture, thus the Father - not the "Word"
in the John 1:1 sense). Fascinating to me was that all these references to God indwelling us shared a
common trait:
God's Word: "The sower sows the word ... those that were sown on the good soil are the ones
who hear the word and accept it and bear fruit, thirtyfold and sixtyfold and a hundredfold."
Jesus: "I in them and you in me, that they may become perfectly one, so that the world may
know that you sent me and loved them even as you loved me." John 17:23 (see also John 15,
where this is spelled out in much greater detail)
Holy Spirit: "You will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you, and you will
be my witnesses in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth." Acts
1:8
When God - any person of the trinity - enters into and indwells us, the result is spiritual reproduction.
Someone else just posted a CS Lewis quote about our desire for physical sexuality not being too
much, but too little - that God has so much greater in store. I have found this to be quite true in the
form of evangelism and discipleship - that, to be crude, it "scratches that itch" in a way that I never
would have expected.
FOURTH: Pruning
"Every branch that does bear fruit he prunes, that it may bear more fruit" John 15:2
Jesus as much as gives the answer to all sin problems, and it's not "try really hard to stop!" He says
first that any branch that fails to produce good fruit "withers; and the branches are gathered, thrown
into the fire, and burned" (John 15:6). Yikes! If you are fruitless, God won't prune away your sin. He
lops you off from the vine entirely. See also the parable of the talents/minas - the one who kept his
coin didn't lose it. He still had it. But he didn't produce with it, but that was enough for the master to
cast him out "where there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth" (Matthew 25:30) - the same
description Jesus gives for hell in Luke 13:28 (not at all surprisingly: the same chapter where Jesus
preaches the parable of the fig tree, once again affirming that fruitlessness = cut down, per v7, 9).
But if we want to know how to get rid of our sin, Jesus talks about "pruning." Who gets to be pruned?
"[E]very branch that does bear fruit he prunes" (John 15:2). That's right: if you want your sin pruned
away, you must bear fruit. And what is the goal of the pruning? "... that it may bear more fruit."
Our goal in avoiding sin is usually because we want to feel less guilty. Or sometimes it's this vague
concept of "being more like Christ" by being sinless. How many people do you know who struggle
with porn who, when asked why they want to quit, the answer is: "So I can be better at making
disciples?" Some people might get that somewhere on their list if you asked them to give a top-10 for
why they want to quit, but it's rare to find anyone who has that as their instinctive response. Yet that's
God's #1 reason for pruning away your sin. If he's not going to get that result - as evidence by the fact
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that you're not producing disciples yet already - then why would he bother pruning you? Better to lop
off the unfruitful branch. But if you are producing disciples - if you are fruitful - then he has every
reason to prune you to make you even more fruitful.
No, I don't mean to degrade this into a conversation on whether or not "bearing fruit" is what saves us
(it's not). But I do want to take Jesus as seriously on this subject as his words portray, not
undermining the significance of the weight he places on the concept simply because I prefer to cling
to a "not by works" mantra that makes me feel good about ignoring any actual spiritual obligation
that comes with my salvation.
FIVE: Make Disciples
"Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations ... teaching them to obey everything I have
commanded you." Matthew 28:19-20
Jesus opened his earthly ministry: "Come, follow me and I will make you fishers of men." He was
clear up-front that the end-product he would be creating in his disciples would be that they become
discipler-makers too (no that's not a typo). When he prays during his final meal with them, after
teaching them everything he could and showing them through the model of his own life how he
discipled them, he says to God: "I do not ask for these only, but also for those who will believe in me
through their word" (John 15:20). He was thinking toward future generations that would flow from
them - that crop "30, 60 or 100 times what was sown." In his ascent, his final words are for them to
"Go and make disciples." This singular mission is literally the focus of everything Jesus passed on to
the 12 - and it's the reason God saves us. This is among the "good works prepared in advance for us
to do," as Paul references as being the reason God saved us by grace through faith (Ephesians
2:8-10).
When Jesus said to "make disciples," he didn't say those words in a vacuum. He didn't mean to make
"converts" or to "get people to attend a Sunday service" or "have them say a prayer." He's saying,
"What I just did for you all for the last few years - now go do that for everyone else on the planet."
Both Jesus and Paul understood and preached that this would happen through spiritual generations the fruit of our oneness bond with Christ, just as physical children are the fruit of a one-flesh bond
between spouses. Disciples are ones who follow to become like their master. And if people don't
know what Jesus looks like, we reflect Christ to them living in such a way that we can profess boldly
as Paul did: "Follow me as I follow Christ" (1 Cor. 11:1).
Pink Elephants
While this is a poor reflection of the spiritual dynamic at work in the oneness bond we have with God
and the spiritual reproduction that can ensue from that, it at least conveys one aspect of mental
remapping that has helped some.
Have you ever tried to stop thinking of a pink elephant? The more you or someone else chants: "Stop
thinking of pink elephants!" the more you keep thinking of them. What's the answer to the riddle?
How can you possibly stop thinking about them when the harder you meditate on that command the
harder it becomes? The answer, as every child knows, is to go do something else.
The more you try and try and try to stop thinking about porn, the more you keep making it the center
of your thoughts and attention. Jesus says, "I have better things in store for you. Will you join me? If
you will, I will make you a fisher of men. Will you actually start fishing for men?" On that journey is
when sanctification happens - not by you turning away from sin, but by turning toward Christ and
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becoming what he is molding you into: a fisher of men.
CONCLUSION: Sanctified Framework
In my journey, I've found that when I am spiritually satisfied by my oneness with Christ (which has
the result of producing disciples/fruit), my compulsion toward physical gratification is equally
satisfied.
I also find that the more I become like Christ - not in what I avoid, but in what I DO: make disciples the more my way of thinking conforms to his. How could it not? If I want to make disciples like he
did, I need to study his life and the example he gave. I need to live like he did. I need to pass on my
lifestyle like he did. I need to embrace Philippians 3:17 - that Jesus was the model for the apostles,
who set a model for others, and that others were instructed to follow that model, and so on down the
spiritual-generational line. And in doing this, just as a physical child receives my physical DNA and
becomes like me when it observes me and how I model life for him - so also do our spiritual children
inherit our spiritual DNA, and we are raised to be like our spiritual parents. And in this process, with
Jesus being the patriarch over all spiritual generational lineages - the more we become like Christ, the
more we have the mind like Christ (Romans 12:1-2).
Was Jesus tempted as we are? Absolutely. And those temptations will still come, no doubt. I am still
tempted. But it is never anything more than that: a temptation. Just as Jesus had a mental framework
of understanding and saying no to temptation because he had more important things to focus on (like
bearing fruit - making disciples), so also do I develop a mental framework of understanding and
saying no to porn (and this applies to all other sins as well) because I have more important things to
focus on: making disciples.
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When "I'm sorry" is worthless and what really matters
78 upvotes | July 15, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
A young boy came and asked his dad for help.
The boy had a bad temper and wanted his dad to teach him how to control it.
The dad grabbed a hammer and nails, took his son and they walked out to a new fence post. He told
his son that every time he lost his temper, he was to hammer a nail into the post.
If he lost his temper twice in a day, then two nails were to be hammered into the post, 3 nails if he
lost his temper three times, and so on. The boy said he understood.
At first, a lot of nails were going into that post.
But one day, he made it the entire day without losing his temper and he ran to his dad and told him.
The boy was proud he was able to make it an entire day and exercise this control, where before he
couldn’t.
So the dad walked out with him again to the fence post and told him that for every day he was able to
control his temper, he was to pull one nail out of the post.
As the days and weeks passed, he started pulling out more nails than he was hammering in.
And eventually, he went so many days without losing his temper that he was able to pull every nail
out of the post.
The boy was beyond thrilled, and ran to his dad to tell him!
The dad embraced his boy, bragged on him and told him how proud he was of him.
Then the dad’s face turned solemn, and the boy asked his dad what was wrong.
He took his son by the hand and walked out to the fence post.
“Son, this was a new post. But look at the holes, pot marks, chips, etc in it from all those nails you
hammered in. It’s all scarred and messed up. This post will never be the same.
“This is what happens when you lose your temper and you say and do bad things to another person.
“You can say ‘I’m sorry’ all you want, and mean it, but the damage is done. Sometimes, like the
fence post, they will never be the same again because of your words and actions.”
It is as God says:
“The words of a tale-bearer* are as self-inflicted wounds, And they have gone down to the inner parts
of the heart.” – Proverbs 18:8, Young’s Literal Translation
*Gossiper, whisperer
What’s more, we are told “Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and they that love it shall eat
the fruit thereof” – Proverbs 18:21
And it’s not only your words, actions speak louder.
New meanings and no actions
Often today, “I’m sorry” is a filler phrase used for or because:
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The person is sorry you think or feel a certain way about what they said or did, not because
they personally are sorry for their actions.
They think it will lessen any negative impacts of their actions, more of a “get out of jail free”
card. “I said I’m sorry!” you might hear, expressed in a particular tone.
It’s what is expected, social norms and all, but carries little personal meaning to them in the
moment.
There’s nothing wrong with saying it, especially if you mean it and its appropriate based on the
circumstances, but what really matters is if it reflects a sincere and genuine repentance, of which your
actions demonstrate if you really were/are sorry.
And that’s where the rubber meets the road.
It’s your actions.
If you’re sorry, it shows up in what you do afterward.
It’s the same with God.
How many times have you said I’m sorry or some variation thereof, only to go right back to what you
did that had you feeling sorry in the first place?
God requires repentance.
You must change your mind, see things from His perspective and turn fully to Him as you start doing
things consistent with that new mindset.
The late Adrian Rogers once said “You call yourself a Christian, after Christ. Either change your
ways or change your name.”
Don’t be the one saying I’m sorry and then repeatedly doing what you’re sorry about.
That’s a sorry excuse, not true sorrow.
Actions, trends and understanding
Thankfully, God is plenteous in mercy and exceedingly gracious.
He works with us.
We too, should work with others and give them leeway.
Bad habits are not broken overnight.
But if a person is making headway, if they’re showing progress and really are working toward getting
better, overcoming an addiction, showing they’re sorry and going about making things right, that’s a
very good thing.
Encourage them. Be patient with them. Help them where you can.
And hold them accountable.
Let them prove the “I’m sorry” was a first step to setting things right with God, with you and
whoever and whatever else is needed.
This, of course, includes you.
Say what you mean and mean what you say.
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Show it by your actions.
And honor the LORD.
To hammering the truth and setting things straight,
RPW
Cross posted from: When "I'm sorry" is worthless and what really matters
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Lifting Is Not A Suggestion
78 upvotes | October 3, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Let's talk about lifting.
Over the past several months I've seen a disappointing trend on this sub. A significant number of you
are not lifting at all and several are halfheartedly "lifting" without clear direction.
Gentlemen, this is not good.
There are several points of disagreement between RPC and TRP/MRP, but the critical importance of
lifting is not one of them. You don't get a magical "get out of the gym free" pass by being
baptized.
Frankly I am not surprised. Most churches tend to place a grand total of zero emphasis on physical
health and appearances. If you look around at the average congregation and examine the typical
churchgoing male you will see that stick figures and beer guts are the norm. Gee, I wonder why so
many women are aroused by guys outside the church. It's a real head scratcher.
"Be strong and courageous..." - Deuteronomy 31:6a
"Have I not commanded you? Be strong and courageous..." - Joshua 1:9a
"Be watchful, stand firm in the faith, act like men, be strong." - 1 Cor 16:13
Despite the scriptural refrain to men to be strong, the Christian man who takes it upon himself to lift
is stepping outside the unspoken churchian skinny-fat orthodoxy. He is opening himself up to charges
of being too concerned with worldly things, vanity, or health and fitness idolatry.
Crabs and buckets my friends.

Why You Must Lift
This post isn't going to talk about how to lift. There are many posts across the internet detailing that.
This is more about why men need to lift and the benefits of heavy weightlifting and building muscle.
Here are some of the key ones that should not be overlooked:
Physical * Lower chance of mechanical injury when performing day-to-day tasks * High percentage
of lean muscle mass is correlated to living longer and lower rates of many degenerative diseases *
Auto-immune and central nervous systems benefit from regular heavy weight lifting * Being sick and
injured less allows you to make better use of your time whether at work, home, or doing hobbies
Mental * Over time as you gain results you will come to love the process of self improvement *
Setting a new PR or finally seeing the results you've been working for gives you a great sense of joy
* Becoming strong enough to physically defend yourself and attract a mate gives you great peace *
You can more easily intimidate others and must learn how to manage this. The biggest guys I've
known have often been the most gentle because they have to be. * It takes patience to see your lifts
increase and your muscle to grow. * Despite the stereotype, most gyms have great cultures where
people help one another. This gives you a chance to demonstrate kindness to people less progressed
than you. * Forcing yourself to go to the gym when you are tired, sore, and full of excuses improves
your self control tremendously. One must be faithful to the process for years to see the results.
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(Notice a trend there?)
Social * Instantaneous respect from most others, especially men. * Fit people are hired and promoted
at higher than average rates * More likely to benefit from the "halo" effect rather than suffer the
"horns" effect. * Your confidence is not only improved but reinforced as more interactions turn out
favorably
Sexual * Far easier time attracting a top tier mate * Better ability to pick her up, pin her down, and
have sex in "advanced" positions * Improved sexual stamina * Higher testosterone leads to higher sex
drive, harder erections, etc. * Less likely to suffer from ED * Women flirt with / hit on you / initiate *
Passive dread is constantly in play
Here is a classic write up, Iron and Soul by Henry Rollins that is a must read if you haven't already.
These lists are far from exhaustive and could go on for pages. Here's the thing: you chuckle-heads
won't get the majority of these benefits from jogging, yoga, or high rep-low weight lifting. In fact, in
many cases such exercises will lean you out further if you are already skinny and create the opposite
effect.
Imagine building a house without taking the time to build the foundation. How would that go?
Imagine building a super-car equipped with top of the line parts, but didn't want to take the time to
install the engine or tires. How far would you get? You get the point.
Effectively lifting to build a strong, aesthetic, and healthy body will make everything else you do
substantially easier and far more efficient.
Consider the following examples:
Pick up artist Owen from RSD and fitness YouTuber Connor Murphy.
Both of these guys get a ton of response from women. Owen overcomes his sub-average appearance
by having extraordinarily tight game. If you watch some of his in-field videos you will see the that
most of his pick-up goes like this: 1) Approach 2) Resistance and a gauntlet of fitness tests 3) Hold
frame 4) more tests 5) eventually she becomes attracted to him despite his appearances
On the other hand, Connor's physique works like a cheat code in a video game. His approaches
basically go like this: 1) Approach (or get approached) 2) take shirt off 3) Get number close, kiss
close, F close, whatever.
Here is another guy who tries the Connor Murphy approach before and after cutting. The results
speak for themselves.
Sure, anything on the internet can be faked, but the point here remains.
Yes, you can be a sub-average looking manlet and still game and attract hot women. To do so means
overcoming a gauntlet of fitness tests, resistance, and logistics. She starts the interaction from a place
of outcome independence; she loses nothing if you don't impress her. She comes to the conversation
armed with hundreds of reasons why she "can't" sleep with you. Ultimately in this scenario you fight
an uphill battle from the start and must qualify yourself to convince her that you are in fact a solid
mate choice.
Building an aesthetic physique, however, allows you to achieve the same and better results much
more easily and it inverts the qualification process. Rather than you having to run tight game to
"convince" her and overcome her subconscious defense mechanisms, your aesthetic physique turns
the table. She is no longer outcome independent. She has something to lose (a chance to mate with a
highly attractive guy) if the interaction fails. Now she is in a position of qualifying herself and she
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will be the one actively removing any barriers she has to sleeping with you.
These dynamics do not change in marriage. When you initiate with your wife you run a different
version of these two games. If you are ugly she is biologically and socially programmed to offer
some resistance. "I'm too tired", "I have work in the morning", "I don't want the neighbors to hear"
etc. You get the point. When you have a hot body on the other hand she will not only offer less
resistance, but will often be the one removing resistance. "You'll sleep better if you get off", "How
about I just blow you and see where that goes?", "The neighbors know we are married, who cares if
they hear something?"

The Economics of Lifting
The study of economics teaches us that scarcity drives value and should reasonably expect scarce
items to be highly prized. Things that are easy to produce are less valuable than things that are
difficult to produce.
Attractive females are common. Entire billion dollar industries (cosmetics, plastic surgery, apparel,
etc) have been built to help average women look amazing at an affordable cost. For an average
woman to achieve an attractive body requires about a year to a year and a half in the gym, mostly
focused on lower body muscle gains and weight loss. In other words, with a fairly low time
commitment and some cash most women can dramatically improve their appearances.
A solid and attractive male physique is different. For a man to achieve "the body" that drives women
crazy requires 3+ years (more like 5+) of intense physical training focused on muscle growth, which
is by nature a slower process than fat loss. There are no real shortcuts. Even with the best diet,
supplements, and trainers money can buy, the process can only be shorted so much and you are still
left with the hard work. Your trainer, or even steroids, cannot do the reps for you. Whether you are
poor or rich, young or old, the process is the same and it requires doing the work yourself. This is one
of the major reasons why the aesthetic male physique is so highly sought after.

My Story
I was the skinny tall kid growing up. I think I was about 6'2", 155lbs, and about 6% BF when I
graduated highschool. I had abs, muscle definition for what little muscle I had, and a decently
handsome face. Nonetheless, I had to run very tight game to have success in any capacity with
women. It was always an uphill battle and I lost as much, if not more, than I won.
When I moved out of my parent's house I ate like crap and "worked out" (push ups, pull ups,
crunches, and running) and managed to put on about 15 lbs of fat and muscle. For the first time I
could remember I actually didn't have a six pack, but my success with women was actually improved.
I met my wife and got married at about 170lbs. We had both been athletes in our highschool years
and fairly fit from that, but we slowly began to fall out of shape. During the first year of marriage I
was reading a blog about personal finance and there was as post that discussed some of the financial
benefits of lifting in terms of lowered lifetime health costs. So I began lifting and encouraged my
wife to do the same. I didn't know up from down in the gym, but over the next few years I began to
figure it out.
We moved and made friends with a competitive bodybuilder and his model fiance who were both
highly attractive and we both learned a lot from them. Eventually we moved again but by that time I
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had gotten a much firmer handle on fitness.
I put on about 20 lbs of muscle. Not a huge feat by most standards, but I high an extremely quick
metabolism and require about 3,500-4,000 calories to move the needle at all. I got up to 200lbs and
am now in part-way through cutting before starting another bulk. I have never looked better.
I can affirm first hand that confidence soars and people respond differently when you have an
aesthetic physique. My wife and her friends are constantly complimenting my appearance. When I
run into people I haven't seen in awhile they marvel at the difference. People notice. My wife and I
had a pretty regular sex life before (2-4 times a week) but now she cannot keep her hands off me and
rarely goes more than 24 hours without pouncing on me. Fitness tests are far less frequent much more
easily passed. Passive dread is a baseline fact and my wife knows I would be a hot commodity on the
SMP if we ever split. She finds this somewhat intimidating yet highly arousing.
The crazy thing to me is that I know I have a lot further to go. I am not at competition body building
level of physique and my lifts for my size of guy are, for the most part, in the intermediate range.
Nonetheless I am frequently the most muscular guy in the room, especially and sadly when I am
among Christians. I can only imagine what things will be like when I am truly jacked.
Certainly these results come from more than just lifting, but they wouldn't have gotten to this level
without lifting.
So stop pussy-footing around in the gym and lift like you mean it.
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Do not be unequally yoked.
76 upvotes | November 24, 2020 | by husky-viper | Link | Reddit Link
I speak as one who walked in sin. Consider my experience carefully. Consider the command our your
God and what it is that He desires of you. Do not walk the way I went, because you will only find
pain.

Do not seek to be unequally yoked.
I found porn at a young age. Over time I escalated, looking for riskier things trying to replicate that
first hit of dopamine. Eventually I went looking for sex. At least three times God actively intervened,
preventing me from meeting women for sex.
”If your right eye makes you stumble, tear it out and throw it from you; for it is better for
you to lose one of the parts of your body, than for your whole body to be thrown into hell. If
your right hand makes you stumble, cut it off and throw it from you; for it is better for you
to lose one of the parts of your body, than for your whole body to go to hell.” (Mat 5:28-29)
Professing to be wise, they became fools … Therefore God gave them over in the lusts of
their hearts to impurity … For this reason God gave them over to degrading passions …
And just as they did not see fit to acknowledge God any longer, God gave them over to a
depraved mind, to do those things which are not proper … and although they know the
ordinance of God, that those who practice such things are worthy of death, they not only do
the same, but also give hearty approval to those who practice them. (Rom 1:22-32)
Finally, He let me fail. I found her online; she was also looking for sex. In less than a week we met in
person. We were immediately sexual. Within a month I lost my virginity to her and I fell deeply and
madly in love.
In the throes of lust, then temptation, then sin (Js 1) I went looking to gratify my own flesh.
*But examine everything carefully; hold fast to that which is good; abstain from every form
of evil. (1 Th 5:21-22)
I made up my mind: because I had sex with this woman, I would marry her. I would honor my God in
this thing even if I had found my way here by acting sinfully.
32 But I want you to be free from concern. One who is unmarried is concerned about the
things of the Lord, how he may please the Lord; 33 but one who is married is concerned
about the things of the world, how he may please his wife, 34 and his interests are divided.
The woman who is unmarried, and the virgin, is concerned about the things of the Lord,
that she may be holy both in body and spirit; but one who is married is concerned about the
things of the world, how she may please her husband. 35 This I say for your own benefit;
not to put a restraint upon you, but to promote what is appropriate and to secure
undistracted devotion to the Lord. (1 Cor 7:32-35)
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Do not be unequally yoked.
I asked her to marry me, and she agreed. Before we married she told me she had become a Christian.
I was elated. I ignored every red flag; she didn’t want to read the Bible, she did not want to pray with
me, she had a migraine every Sunday. We got married about a year later and at this point I quit porn
cold turkey.
Do not be bound together with unbelievers; for what partnership have righteousness and
lawlessness, or what fellowship has light with darkness? Or what harmony has Christ with
Belial, or what has a believer in common with an unbeliever? Or what agreement has the
temple of God with idols? For we are the temple of the living God … (2 Co 6:14-16)
Then she told me she had lied. I had made excuses for everything that told me I was about to marry a
non-believer.

Consequences of Being Unequally Yoked
One Flesh, Two Masters
For this reason a man shall leave his father and his mother, and be joined to his wife; and
they shall become one flesh. (Gen 2:24)
”No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will
be devoted to one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and wealth” (Mat 6:24)
I desired to grow in my faith, and she wanted nothing to do with it. I desired kids, she wasn’t sure. I
desired international missions, she worried about money. God and religion became a taboo subject in
our household. Eventually I stopped desiring.
Nothing prevented me from pursuing God by myself, but I didn’t make room. I had a household full
of reasons to put my Bible aside and do other things. I had a wife to please.

Joining the “Old” With the “New”
Therefore, if anyone is in Christ, this person is a new creation; the old things passed away;
behold, new things have come. (2 Cor 5:17)
“...through Him everyone who believes is freed from all things…” (Acts 13:38)
I served two masters. She served the world. Sometimes I served God. Most of the time I was left
wondering what my faith was missing.

New Cloth, Old Garment
”No one tears a piece of cloth from a new garment and puts it on an old garment; otherwise
he will tear both the new, and the piece from the old will not match the old.” (Luke 5:36)
But you did not learn Christ in this way, if indeed you have heard Him and have been taught
in Him, just as truth in Jesus, that, in reference to your former manner of life, you aside the
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old self, which is being corrupted in accordance with the lusts of deceit, and that you be
renewed in the spirit of your mind, and pu on the new self, which in the likeness of God has
been created in righteousness and holiness of the truth. (Eph 4:20-24)
Our conflict around faith, money, and life goals (house? Kids? work?) tore at us. We disagreed on all
these fronts every time they came up. We stopped talking about faith because there was no give on
either side, and no common ground. We stopped talking about money because she was always
stressed about it and I didn’t plan enough. We stopped talking about kids because I expressed the
desire to discipline them and raise them as Christians. She did not want Biblical discipline. She didn’t
want the Bible involved with any kid she had.

New Wine, Old Wine Skin
”And no one puts new wine into old wineskins; otherwise the new wine will burst the skins
and it will be spilled out, and the skins will be ruined. But new wine must be put into fresh
wineskins.” (Luke 5:37-38)
”And no one, after drinking old wine wishes for new; for he says, ‘The old is good enough’”
(Luke 5:39)
I stopped seeking God because every time I sought Him there was resistance. I had a hole in me that I
couldn’t fill in my marriage. Eventually, I went looking for other things, old habits, old ways to get
dopamine hits. I was lonely in my marriage.
I could have gone to God, but in my brokenness I chose old habits. At this point I had acquired a
healthy fear of making my wife angry, so whenever the conversation came to it, I lied about what I
was doing.
Instead of fearing God, I feared her. Instead of putting God first, I put her first. Instead of taking care
of myself and seeking my God, I sought her comfort and well-being above all else.
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Apparently now if you are just in a good mood, you're toxic.
71 upvotes | April 30, 2020 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
Psalm 27:3
Though an army encamp against me, my heart shall not fear; though war arise against me,
yet I will be confident.
I think one of the fundamental concepts of Christianity is a positivity that while your current situation
may suck, it's only transient. But now according to 'Psychologists' people who have a positive attitude
during the quarantine are displaying 'Toxic Positivity.' I really think some of these people just want
everyone to crawl into a fetal position.
-End Rant-
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Sparking a Husband's Sexual Desire (RPCW)
66 upvotes | June 22, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I just wrote this as a comment to someone else, but spent too much time on it not to make a post of it.
So, here goes. The question was, essentially, how to arouse a husband who doesn't show much sexual
interest in you. These are, for the most part, meant to be long-term solutions rather than short "put on
lingerie, light some candles, cast Marvin Gaye to the speaker, and draw him in" types of advice that
really only create one-off moments.
This is a good question - and it's not the first time I've heard it. This sub probably needs a guide on
the sidebar for women on how they can enhance sexuality within a marriage, especially when the
husband seems disinterested. Maybe /u/RedPillWonder has already written something like this. Either
way, here are a few things that come to mind:
Physical Appearance
I know most people don't want to hear it, but guys are primarily turned on by physical appearance. Is
he sexually attracted to certain celebrities? If the answer is yes, then it's not that he's sexually
disinterested; it's that he's sexually disinterested in you. Ouch. I'm sure that hurts to hear. But the
good news is that there are LOTS of things women can do to become more physically attractive. Lose
weight. Develop an appealing fashion sense. Become more skilled at wearing makeup. Adjust
posture. Use body language.
I used to be very unattractive to my wife. She'd suggest I change as a way of improving her sexual
interest in me. I'd say, "But some of these things are just part of who I am." Her reply: "So you're
saying that your self-identity is tied to wearing ugly clothes? That somehow if you stopped wearing
ugly clothes, you as a person would change?" The reality is that it wasn't an identity issue for me. It
was a preference issue. I wanted a better sex life, but at the time I preferred wearing my comfy-pants
(even in public) more than I desired to have sex with my wife. That, in turn, made her have no sexual
desire for me, creating a nasty sexual stale-mate. I had to lose 50+ lbs, gain a ton of muscle, up my
wardrobe, start wearing cologne, etc. to be more attractive. Now, just yesterday, she's commenting on
watching my butt while on a hike. All those things that made me unattractive that I didn't want to
give up, or the hard work I didn't want to start - it's all just part of life now and I don't find my new
lifestyle any less "me" or even less enjoyable than my prior lifestyle. Actually, I'm MUCH happier
now, even though I couldn't have foreseen myself becoming happier before I'd started moving
forward in these areas.
Kino
Beyond mere appearance, men are also turned on by direct physical contact. Kino is the art of
utilizing physical contact to stimulate arousal. Learn to apply it and your husband will get hard fast.
Just be tactful. Grabbing his crotch right off the bat isn't likely to work and the, "There, I tried and
failed" attitude is unhelpful (I've been there and seen other women go there). Use physical touch in
different ways. A hug might not get him thinking about sex. He might think you're looking for
emotional connectivity through the hug. The same thing could apply to a kiss when he gets home
from work or before bed. Most people take general gestures as just that: general and not a
communication of desire.
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Instead, try sitting next to him on the couch when you're watching a movie, rather than sitting on a
chair across the room. Put your hand on his thigh and rub your fingers back and forth for a while.
When you snuggle up to him, instead of just enjoying the comfort, put your hand on his chest. Maybe
even slide your hand up his shirt just to feel the warmth of his skin. Give him a massage without
expecting one in return. As part of the massage, slide your hands down his back and around his waist
toward his front side, then go down his legs rather than pushing for his crotch. The point here is to
tease his arousal, not to force it through direct contact. Get him thinking about sex without him
realizing that's what you're pushing for. If he notices right away that you're trying to get him aroused,
his anti-sex defenses will go up. Once he is aroused, they stay down.
Clothes
I don't think women realize how drastically important their clothing is toward getting a man to desire
her. For some, this is a "down the road" kind of thing. You really have to have the right body to make
your clothes work for you. But even then, there's a lot of wiggle room if you're clever with your
fashion sense. There are even some obese models I've been shocked to find myself look twice at - all
because they knew how to make their attire work for them. The goal here isn't to look respectable or
cute or even fashionable. It's to look attractive and feminine. There is a huge difference. The clothes
women like for themselves do not often overlap with the clothes men would want to see on their
wives to instigate sexual desire. My wife can still use a lot of work on this one. Her go-to outfit is
jeans and a t-shirt. She thinks it works because they're girly t-shirts. But they're not attractive. Even
skin-tight jeans do nothing for me. I don't even get interested in yoga pants or leggings. Know what
does it for me? Skirts and dresses. Capris can even work. Gaucho pants are also fine. My rule of
thumb: if men commonly wear it, it's not going to attract a man. I don't want my wife to dress like a
man. I married a woman for a reason.
Now, most women assume lingerie is the answer. Yes, lingerie is great. I LOVE it. But it's only great
when you're already headed toward sex. It doesn't actually get him headed there, though. It assumes
he's already ready to go, or that it will be enough of a tipping point to get him ready. In reality, if you
want him thinking of sex before you get in the bedroom (which is the best way to assure it happens
when you do get in the bedroom), you should be wearing clothes that imply sexuality ahead of time
and save the lingerie for an added boost to his already-aroused state.
Attitude
There are really 3 qualities that affect a woman's SMV (sexual market value) to a man. The first is
her physical appearance (often numerically reduced to an HB ranking - ex. "She's a 7"). The second is
her fluency with physical contact. A guy will be more attracted to a woman who touches him than
who stays seated on the other side of the table. This is where kino comes in. In my experience, it
actually boosts attractiveness and not just arousal. But the third is your attitude. Some women are
total nagging harpies or plain-janes who think their husband should get hard just because she says the
word "sex." This is counter-productive and only actually works for incel men who would hump
anything that gave them the time of day.
I've known a lot of women who thought they had a "good attitude" because they were generally
positive, optimistic, upbeat, and happy people. That's fine. But having a "good attitude" is not the
same thing as having an "arousing attitude" or a "sexually alluring attitude." You ever watch a James
Bond movie? Notice how the girl who wants to get him in bed doesn't act like a wife. She acts like a
woman who wants to get him in bed. Right? There are some women who are not physically
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appealing, yet I find myself attracted to them anyway because they speak seductively, use body
language, have a presence that leaves me thinking: "If I wanted to, I could have sex with her right
now." This attitude can be conveyed 100% with completely non-sexual dialogue, without any form of
physical contact, and without overtly being sexual.
Now, part of this is tied to Madonna-Whore Complex (which it sounds like your husband may suffer
from), and I'm persuaded that adjusting one's attitude is the best solution, even over wearing better
clothes or applying kino, which are things even the sweet, innocent types will do. Instead, a seductive
attitude stems from you FEELING like a sexual person first. Most Christian women who struggle
with sexual allure have the framework, "I'm a good girl, but sometimes I behave sexually 'naughty'
with my husband," then are proud of themselves with these isolated moments of sexual expression.
This perpetuates the M-WC to be even worse. Instead, flip it to tell yourself, "I'm a naughty nymph,
but I behave innocently so some people don't see it." Then let your husband be one of the people who
DOES get to see it.
I will also note that just as a "good attitude" is sexually neutral and an "alluring attitude" is sexually
seductive ... a "BAD attitude" is a HUGE turn-off. Don't be a harpy. Don't nag. don't complain. Don't
boss him around. If you need help, ask him when he's available to help you rather than telling him,
"Come here, I need your help."
Dialogue
I put this one really low on the list because it should be an afterthought. Behaviors will always be
more alluring than words. If you're relying on words as your primary tool, you will fail. But if you've
got the other things in line, learning to incorporate sexual suggestion into your dialogue can go a long
way toward getting your man to be thinking about sex with you. This can be done through innuendo,
conversations on the topic of sex, commenting when a movie, person on the street, or other person
you come across makes you feel sexual, etc. Most women are taught to hide their sexuality. With
most of the world, I don't necessarily disagree. But certainly with your husband you should be
expressing it regularly, not hiding it. Sadly, for most women they've been hiding it for so long that
they don't even know how to begin expressing it - especially through dialogue - and it feels very
awkward and forced. Do it anyway. Even if it's out of character and out of context.
I will note here that general encouragement and support toward your husband is not sexually alluring.
It's a fantastic expression of your loving commitment toward him and can help strengthen the
relational bond you have with him, but this type of dialogue does nothing to entice a sexual bond. So,
recognize that even good behaviors only work within their own context.
Ambiance: The above advice should produce long-lasting results with a continual boost to your
husband's sexual interest in you. If you are doing well in those areas and you just need something that
tips him over the edge, try working on creating a sexual ambiance in your home. Most women like
very sterile, neutral colors for their walls, generic paintings of landscapes or flowers for the walls,
etc. Try putting up decore that evokes sexual thought and imagery. It doesn't have to be sexual. My
grandparents, for example, had a painting on their wall for as long as I knew them that was of a
woman carrying a vase of water with a man holding his arms around her. It was not at all
inappropriate for company to see - it would have been viewed as a normal painting. But it also
expresses a moment of intimacy between two people. [I actually think my grandmother is the one
who painted it.]
I also liked buying LED lights that changed colors. So, if I had company over, I could make them
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ordinary white. But if I wanted, I could change them to red or blue or something else that set a
different atmosphere than the typical stale white colors we often see. Or lighting candles around a
room to light it, rather than just the one on your kitchen counter for the scent, can go a long way. Or
you can use cheap tactics and "accidentally" start leaving some of your sexier bras and panties on the
floor by your bed where he'll take notice, whereas most women generally try to hide their
"unmentionables" (oh, and stop calling them that). The point here is that there are lots of things you
can do with the aesthetics of your house that convey intimacy and sexuality without being totally
awkward when outsiders come in.
Sexual Association
Another thing that can help is to start creating sexual association with non-sexual things. For
example, I was at a Bible study once where we were talking about the word "consecrate." One lady
asked, "Is that like when you move into a new house and you consecrate it by having sex in every
room?" Her husband says, "No, that's christening." Well, now a perfectly normal word that gets used
even in Christian conversation ("consecrate") reminds me and my wife of that story and gets us
thinking about sex. These types of associations can help create natural triggers toward sexual thought,
which raise sexual activity overall.
How do you pull this off intentionally? Create a running joke about it. For example, you can be
sarcastic about how some lame chore, like folding laundry, is so exciting for you. He comes home
from work and asks how your day was. You say, "I folded laundry for an hour. It was so exciting!
[with dry sarcasm]. Just thinking about the excitement of folding laundry anymore makes me horny."
You both laugh. Next week, you're watching a show, pull some laundry out of the dryer and plot it on
the floor to start folding it and say, "Laundry day. Time to get horny," as you hold up a pair of
underwear. He remembers the previous joke and you both laugh. You've just created an inside joke
and now every time you fold laundry he remembers that it "makes you horny" (sarcastically). You
can push even harder by actually initiating sex while folding laundry or having sex on top of a clean
laundry pile (yes, even if it means having to re-wash some of it). Suddenly, you have this weird
"laundry" thing, and the fact that you fold laundry frequently means he's thinking about sex
frequently. Just don't force it every time.
Other than a running joke, you can also create associations in other ways. For example: buy him a
generic gift, but find a way to use it while having sex. I bought my wife a back massager once. It
vibrated. At first, it was used while watching TV. Then I used it to give her an intimate massage
before initiating sex. Eventually it got used while having sex. Now there's a household item that
invokes sexual imagery/memory. Repeat the process with other things, like ice cubes or certain types
of food or a pencil or some other random object that you SOMEHOW incorporate into sex. I once
bought my wife a boquet of flowers and used the petals to rub her intimately during sex. It wasn't
particularly mind-blowing and was probably less interesting than normal stimulation ... but it made
her laugh now that type of flower reminds her of that one time she was pleased by one.
That's all I've got time for. Best wishes.
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No, your congregation does not preach "biblical headship"
66 upvotes | August 11, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
"Headship" as a concept is given a lot of lip service, but few people actually practice it the way Christ
does with the Church. I can't count the number of people who tell me how "red pill" their church
congregation is, or how "biblically grounded" the teachings are on marriage and relationships, while
being exactly the opposite.
KNOWING THE STRUCTURES
I believe a large reason for this stems from inappropriately understanding the views on marriage
expressed by different congregational structures. Here they are:
1. Headship: The view that the man is the head of his household. What he says goes.
2. Complementarianism: The view that God has given men and women different roles to fill.
Among the man's roles are the right to have the final say on disputed matters in the home.
3. Egalitarianism: The view that husband and wives are on equal footing with regard to all roles,
including decision-making authority.
4. Feminism: The view that women should be empowered in the home to do as they please and
that men should support them in the direction the woman chooses to go, unless it would
otherwise amount to direct sin.
Very few congregations actually claim the title of "feminist" when it comes to discussing marriage
roles, as they realize this cultural ideology is in direct opposition to Scripture, so most of them will
take the feminist agenda and mask it in the form of egalitarianism or complementarianism.
Egalitarian-feminists will push the notion that a wife's equality with her husband prohibits him from
exercising authority over her, empowering her to have an equal say, which is virtually always
interpreted that her "equal" say should win because if he wins then he's just a patriarchal monster.
Complementarian-feminists will pay lip-service to male authority in the home, but instead redirect
that authority in ways that serve the wife. If there's a dispute, the husband would be "ungodly" if he
were to exercise his authority in a way that displeases his wife or fails to give her what she wants. As
such, the man's authority in the home is merely that of a puppet figurehead, while the wife truly runs
the show. Feminist structures incorrectly reflect to the world that the bride (Church) has authority
over her husband (Christ) either by direct authority or obligational exercise of authority.
True egalitarianism (of the non-feminist variety) is still unbiblical and dangerous. Jesus directly
preaches that no kingdom can have two leaders, or else it will be divided. Married people are meant
to be ONE, not divided. The only ways true egalitarians can resolve conflicts are: (1) by
compromising, which inherently means that even if one party is right, the right answer must be set
aside for the compromised conclusion, or (2) taking turns (usually couched in "loving the other
enough to let him/her have this one"). Egalitarianism incorrectly reflects that Christ and the Church
are equal in authority in the relationship.
True complementarianism (of the non-feminist variety) is another beast entirely. Even up to 3-6
months ago I would have identified as a complementarian purist (meaning: the feminist expressions
of it are eradicated). But I have since come to realize that it is flawed even in its fundamental
ideology, which is that God has assigned certain roles for men and women to follow. While many
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complementarians will focus on the authority dynamic as the "hot topic" to discuss, and thus use the
word "headship" to describe aspects of their theology, the reality is that the full doctrine of
complementarianism insists on many other role distinctions that men and women must align with.
These roles are often not found directly in Scripture as obligations; rather, they are cultural norms
that have an imputed theology about them, such as the man going off to work his 9-5 job while the
wife stays at home to cook and clean. The complementarian view looks at the way men and women
are created and attempts to deduce what God must have intended for men and women to do with
regard to the family unit and within the body of Christ, while ultimately having little Scriptural
support for the conclusions reached.
HEADSHIP
HEADSHIP, on the other hand, is completely distinct from feminism and does not have a feminist
expression (at least that I've seen). It ordinarily isn't listed as a distinct structural component of
marriages, often being taken as a singular component within true complementarianism. Yet to suggest
that headship must also always be accompanied by other complementarian views is irrational.
Headship, by itself, simply states that God gave men the authority over their own households to
decide how they ought to be run. Instead of assuming that women are designed by God to fold
laundry and men are designed by God to mow the yard, if a man so chooses, he may exercise his
headship authority to delegate the responsibility of mowing the yard to his wife while he folds the
laundry - or, if he so chooses, that she does both and he watches the football game.
Many women object: "That's not fair!" And it certainly doesn't seem so, if the man is ungodly. But I'll
echo /u/RedPillWonder, who wrote a fantastic post which I'll paraphrase (you can go to his history
for the full thing): The wife's obligation to submit to and respect her husband is not contingent on his
fulfillment to love her as Christ loves the Church, and vice versa. I've written before on 1 Peter 3,
showing that even for non-believers who were guaranteed to be ungodly, the wife was still expected
to live in submission to him with a gentle and kind spirit toward him, and that this is set up in the
passage as paralleled with the way a slave should submit to an oppressive master or the way Jesus
submitted to the authorities who crucified him. No, it's not fair. But it's godly. Yes, you will fail, just
as he will. But always remember that these obligations are independent, not interdependent.
The key aspect of headship is that the husband decides how his own household is to be run. There is
no eisegetical attempt to stretch Scripture to endorse why women should cook and clean while the
husband fixes the toilet. He plots the course and decides how the ship will get there. The wife helps
him along the way, not defying him on the basis that "God created women to be better at cooking, so
I'd rather cook the meals than do that other stuff you want me doing." Of course, this doesn't mean a
man can't delegate domains to his wife. He doesn't need to micromanage her. But he does need to
accept responsibility for those areas which are delegated to her because they are ultimately still part
of his domain, not hers.
In this, I disagree with those who stretch passages like Titus 2:3-5 to suggest that the house is the
woman's domain and not subject to her husband's leadership. I laugh at the concept of the "man
cave," where men have defaulted so much authority over the home to their wives that they only have
the frame to insist on a small corner in the basement to decorate as they choose. The entire house is
his - and while he may trust her with much of the decor and maintenance, it is still ultimately his
domain and he is the one responsible for its upkeep, which she helps him with, as that is her function
within a headship structure: to be his helper.
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Yes, this places an immense amount of responsibility for the well-being of the kingdom on the man not only his personal kingdom, but God's heavenly Kingdom on earth too! He'd better be a man worth
living up to that responsibility. This is what headship demands of him. And what the red pill teaches
us is that a woman, even if she agrees with headship and knows it's wrong to divorce, will likely
leave a man if she believes he is ultimately a dead-end for her. So, no ... you don't get to insist that
she follow your crappy leadership "because the Bible says so" - you can expect she'd rather sin by
divorcing you than sin by resenting you.
"Headship" Gone Wrong
The word "headship" is often misused in modern churchianity. Instead of referring to a man's Godgiven authority over the home, it gets misapplied to reference God's authority over man in how he
treats his wife, undermining the whole concept in the first place. To be clearer: the word often gets
used to imply that God micro-manages men to a point that the actual exchange of authority is little
more than a phantom transfer for the woman's benefit. Take, for example, this article from the selfprofessed "Council on Biblical Manhood and Womanhood." Sounds like an authoritative body to
decide these things, right? Let's walk through it.
The Wife is Primary
I kid you not: the article's very first point is that "Christlike male headship means that you see the
spiritual nourishment of your wife as your primary duty." Apparently our primary duty is not to God,
but our wives. It has nothing to do with advancing God's Kingdom into the nations, but to "nurture"
God's Kingdom within your own little household. What a joke. I also love the exaggeration of calling
this a "primary" duty and using Ephesians 5:28-30 as the reference. Show me where it says anywhere
that this is a "primary" duty.
Yes, the husband is responsible for the sanctification of his wife - but this is not his "primary" duty.
God says the purpose of marriage is "to produce godly offspring" (Malachi 2:15). If the husband is to
lead the marriage toward the fulfillment of the purpose God gave for the marriage, then THIS is his
primary duty: to make disciples (i.e. godly offspring). Yes, he should begin with his wife and
children, but he cannot teach them how to be discipler-makers if he is not showing them by how he
makes disciples outside the home as well.
More to the point: what does this have to do with headship/authority? If I were to re-word his point, it
would be more accurate to write: "Part of being a Christlike male headship husband means that you
see the spiritual nourishment of your wife as your primary one of your dutyies." That's a statement I
can agree with.
One Wife
When he writes "headship means that you love just one wife" - does he mean you can have more, but
you're only allowed to love one? Obviously not. So, the word "love" there is superfluous. He really
means that a man should only have one wife (at least if he's to be in a position of authority within the
Church). But note that he feels compelled to add the word "love" there to show extra emphasis on
how good a man should treat his wife, because that's really the point of his article rather addressing
biblical standards. By the way, note that he didn't cite a reference for this one.
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Headship is an authority structure. Was David not head over his many wives? Was Solomon, with his
hundreds of wives, not head of them? The authority structure is distinct from the issue of how many
people you have authority over. If I were to rewrite this statement it would read either: (1) "Christlike
male headship means that you love just one have authority over each and every wife in your
household," or (2) "Christlike male headship means Being a leader in the Church requires that you
love have just one wife." Those are statements I can get behind.
Know the Lord
He writes that "headship means that you train yourself to know the Lord in a vibrant way." This has
nothing to do with authority structures within marriage. A better re-write would be: "Christlike male
headship means that is best expressed when you train yourself to know the Lord in a vibrant way." I
can agree to that.
Her Interests First
No joke, actual quote: "Christlike male headship means on date night/vacations, you think first, 'What
would she like to do?' not, 'What would I like to do?'" He concludes: "She will love you for it." Haha!
Look, I'm all for rewarding a respectful, satisfying wife with things you know she enjoys and values.
But the idea that a man must exercise headship in a way that defers to his wife and that he's not
allowed to have his own wants and desires is unbiblical and inconsistent with what we see in Jesus
throughout Scripture. By the way - where's his verse to back this one up? Oh yeah, that's another one
without it. This would be better written: "Christlike male headship means can involve, at times, on
date night/vacations, you think first, 'What would she like to do Do I want to reward this woman I
care about?' not, 'What would I like to do What would she like to do?'"
Hold the Baby
He says, "Christlike male headship means that at dinner, after a long day at work, you hold the baby
so your wife, frazzled from kids and home, can eat first." He gives no verse to back himself up, so let
me give one instead: Luke 17:7-10 has something to say about this: "Suppose one of you has a
servant plowing or looking after the sheep. Will he say to the servant when he comes in from the
field, 'Come along now and sit down to eat'? Won't he rather say, 'Prepare my supper, get yourself
ready and wait on me while I eat and drink; after that you may eat and drink'? Will he thank the
servant because he did what he was told to do? So you also when you have done everything you were
told to do should say, 'We are unworthy servants; we have only done our duty.'" Notice that the
master isn't working hard in the field and coming home to ask for his food to be prepared. The
SERVANT is the one who is working in the field and then comes home and is asked to do more work
rather than getting to take a break. While I recognize that there is some distinction between wives and
servants, the principles within the headship authority structure still apply, which is why 1 Peter 3 is
written as it is.
I'll reword this one: "Christlike male headship means that at dinner, after a long day at work, you hold
the baby so your wife, frazzled from kids and home, have the right, if you so choose, to ask your wife
to cook you dinner so you can eat first." Would this be the best idea in modern culture? Probably not,
given the feminist tendencies most women have today. But as a descriptor of biblical headship, this
statement is MUCH more accurate.
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Apologize
"Christlike male headship means, when conflict happens (as it will), you lead in apologizing." Again,
no verse for this one. Now, I'll note, in all these re-wordings I'm going to interpret "means" as
"involves" going forward. Headship is literally just an authority structure. The "Christlike" part is
what he's trying to get at, but by saying "means," it's as if he's trying to re-define the term/phrase.
That said, ignoring the difference between "means" as a definition matter and "involves" as a matter
of inclusiveness, let's re-word it: "Christlike male headship means, when if conflict happens (as it will
if you're a blue pill idiot), you lead in apologizing resolving it."
Show Strength
Woohoo! One I actually pseudo-agree with. Maybe his explanation could use some tweaking, but
let's celebrate the commonality while we can and move on.
Take a Hit
"Christlike male headship means that you put yourself in harm's way, gladly taking a hit to protect
your family (and the weak)." Where did the "and the weak" section come from? How does my
authority over my wife suddenly equate to me jumping in front of a bullet for a guy down the street
from me? That aside, I'm not at all opposed to protecting my family. I'm just confused about how
often this situation actually comes up? Regarding physical danger, I'm not sure how often you and
your wife are held at gun-point or threatened by a man trying to punch your wife in the face and not
you so that you'd have to jump in the way ... but it's never happened for me.
Solicit Wisdom
He was doing so well with this one until the end: "Christlike male headship means that like the best
leaders - generals, presidents, coaches, and so on - you solicit gobs of wisdom from wise counselors
(namely, your wife)." I love his follow-up here: "If your relationship is like mine, she will put you to
shame in this category." If she's so wise and you're so unwise, dude, why are we reading an article by
you in the first place? His answer would, of course, have to be: "Because my wife told me to write it
and I learned all this from her."
Yes, your wife is wise in many areas. Yes, you should absolutely hear what she has to say and weigh
it carefully. No, you should not will-nilly assume your wife is wise on any particular issue just
because she's your wife. If I'm fixing my lawn mower, I'm not going to solicit her "wisdom." When
I'm arguing a case in court against a wife and I need to conceptualize how she and her attorney will
present their case ... yeah, I'm going to ask my wife how a woman might perceive the issue, and her
input is often helpful.
If I were to re-word this one, I'd probably add after "wife" - "in contexts that she is likely to have
more experience and/or insight than I am."
Die to Yourself
"Christlike male headship means you die to yourself daily." I would make no changes to this
statement. But look at his explanation: "... for the good of my wife and my family." Yes, we want
their good. But this is not the reason Jesus died. It was A reason GOD had Jesus die - because of his
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love for his children. But JESUS died to bring glory to his father and out of obedience to him. In the
same way, your obligation to "die to yourself daily" is not "for the good of your wife and family," as
the author suggests, though they certainly benefit from it the same way we benefit from Christ's
death. Rather, it is for God's glory and out of obedience to him that we do it. Always keep your
priorities straight here.
CONCLUSION
Biblical headship is an authority structure. It is not a collection of ideas about how a man ought to
treat his wife. Those are peripheral aspects - and they may be quite biblical - but they are not
headship itself. The authority to lead in the home is not synonymous with a man's obligation to love
his wife - though both are equally and separately true. Failing to recognize the separation between
these two leads to inappropriate results, such as a wife believing the husband's authority is contingent
on him doing for her all the things that ridiculous article spells out.
Biblical headship simply states that a man has the authority from God to lead his home as he sees fit.
The wife does not have dominion over the home or raisin the children. Those are his responsibility.
Her role is to help him with those responsibilities. If he trusts her, he will delegate some of these
responsibilities to her with minimal oversight. If she is untrustworthy, giving her carte blanche would
be a poor use of a man's headship and he should take a more involved role.
Just as you have headship of your wife, Christ has headship of you. Just as your wife tries to usurp as
much control and dominion over your household, so do you to God's - which you shouldn't get if you
are untrustworthy. Just as a husband does well to delegate (rather than micromanage) categorical
responsibilities to his wife (rather than individual tasks) if she is trustworthy, so also, if you are
trustworthy, will God delegate categorical responsibilities to you within his Kingdom (see the
parables of the minas/talents, for example).
Meditate on this: that my point in this post is not to preach to the wives (who have their own sub),
but to the men (who have their own spiritual head). 1 Cor. 11:3.
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Make it easy for your spouse
65 upvotes | July 13, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
You can be healthier, happier and have a far more successful marriage by doing things God’s way,
and one of those ways is making it easy for your spouse to do what God commands.
As we know, God tells spouses to do certain things in marriage.
And often, these aren’t easy depending on a number of factors.
Especially when God commands you to do them with no conditions attached thereto.
Husbands are to lead, love and provide. Wives are to respect and submit. Both are to be sexually
available when the other wants sex.
But what if your spouse is unattractive?
It’s not like a wife is wet and aroused looking at her unfit, unkempt husband who manages to groan
out a “Wanna bang?” in between belching out beer and Doritos.
What if the husband is a drunk captain, and doesn’t lead well or has a terrible track record of bad
decisions?
That’s hard to obey.
What if he doesn’t have his life in order and he’s more interested in getting high and playing video
games than setting forth a vision for his family and following it?
That’s not easy for a woman to respect.
From the husband’s side, it doesn’t make a man have a diamond hard erection looking at his
overweight wife in baggy clothes who let herself go months (or years) ago and doesn’t put in the
effort.
How is he supposed to love his wife when she’s a nagging, contentious shrew of a woman who
constantly complains and sucks the joy out of you? (And not in a good way)
Or how is a husband who busts his butt at work and sacrifices for his family and has a harder time
continuing to provide when his wife wastes money and is unappreciative of his efforts?
On both sides, it takes a toll on you mentally, emotionally and physically and usually takes a
downward spiral unto something motivates one or the other or both to start making changes.
Thankfully, there’s a better way.
He (or she) who follows the Golden Rule ends up with much more ‘gold.’
Jesus tells us ““So whatever you wish that others would do to you, do also to them, for this is the Law
and the Prophets.” – Matthew 7:12
And in Luke 6:31:
“Treat others the same way you want them to treat you.”
This is especially true of your spouse.
I you want more of something, give that same something (or its equivalent) in return.
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And give more than what you received.
You’ll find the return is worth it.
Taking the opposite approach
Many spouses take the road well-traveled.
If slighted, they react in kind.
If they see their spouse improve, they assume it’s short-lived.
If they work on themselves, it’s only temporary.
This group receives without giving (much) in return.
And in the end, as at the beginning, they reap what they sow.
Don’t be that spouse.
Do you think making it difficult for your spouse is somehow going to make it better?
It never does.
Look, I get it.
You don’t want to reward bad behavior, so you show “civil disobedience” or in this case spousal
disobedience, to protest.
You don’t want to be the only one giving. It’s tiring, it’s exhausting, especially if you’re not getting
anything in return.
You think if they go through enough “bad” or make them feel enough pain, they’ll start acting right.
You’re doing it for their good, you think to yourself.
And you’re wrong, on every count.
Because only God’s commands matter.
You’re writing your own “scripture’ about how things should be, instead of relying on the one who
spoke the universe into existence.
Relying on God’s Wisdom
Honest questions:
Do you think God has a good grasp of human psychology and behavior?
Do you think the Creator understands male and female nature and all of its expressions?
Do you think that when He gives commands to each spouse, that He’s doing it because it’s not only
right but because it works?
Or do you think He just likes seeing each spouse jump through hoops and act all crazy and get out of
sorts at times?
The thing is, God knows it all.
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From your personal makeup to the nature of your sex to your sinful state to all the intricacies of your
personality and your spouse’s and a lot more information…
And when He tells you (or your spouse) in His Word to do things, it’s because He knows what works.
He knows the best ways to solve issues.
And He has specific roles and responsibilities and ideals that He wants each of you to live up to.
So get to it.
Rocks, oranges and an easier way
OZ once wrote a line that stuck with me.
He was arguing with one of our commenters about husbands, self ownership and improving for their
wives and basically said “Look, I can’t give my wife rocks and expect her to make orange juice!”
The same is true of you.
Don’t give your husband or wife rocks and expect OJ in return.
“Give, and it shall be given unto you. Good measure, pressed down and shaken together, shall men
give into your bosom. For with the same measure that ye mete withal, it shall be measured to you
again.”
I think you’ll find the principle behind that verse shows up in almost all aspects of life.
Give, and give generously. Give cheerfully. And do it for life.
For husbands: Lead, love and provide. Be strong, courageous, prayerful, wise and diligent.
For wives: Love, respect and obey. Be cheerful, discrete, diligent, feminine, prayerful and
comforting.
For both: Be attractive, sexually available and eager, and a genuinely good person.
For singles: Be chaste, but be all of these other things while dating (except for sex) because if you’re
not doing it before, it’s unlikely you’ll be or do it after.
Give to God, which is your due.
Give to your spouse, as God commands.
Give fully, as neither God nor your spouse enjoys a half-hearted effort.
And give for a lifetime, as anything less violates your vows.
To giving (and receiving) all the good things in life,
RPW
Cross posted from: Make it easy for your spouse
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Want Respect? Treat Your Time With Respect
65 upvotes | February 12, 2021 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Money.
Muscles.
Minutes.
All three are examples of resources of value; that women value especially. How a man manages these
resources is what ultimately sets him apart from other men. Of the three, a man's time is the most
precious, but least respected.
Certainly, it requires an investment of time to build a strong aesthetic body, but this is a wise
investment with excellent returns. Once built, only a small investment of time is required to maintain
an great physique. If tarnished or lost, strength and form can be forged once again, though much
faster than before. Ultimately, strength and form are renewable resources that are worth the
investment.
Money is much the same. The initial time investment to build a stable financial base for your life
(learning high-value skills, establishing a great reputation in your field, making intelligent
investments, etc) is considerable. Once established, your ability to earn, save, and spend wisely,
allows you to keep filling the war-chest with relative ease. If lost, fortunes can be rebuilt, often faster
than the first time around since you have already developed valuable skills and connections. Riches
too are a renewable resource.
Time is not. Once a minute is spent, there is no renewing it. You will only be young once. Your son
will only be a toddler learning to walk once. You only have this calendar day to live once.

"A person's days are determined; you have decreed the number of his months and have set
limits he cannot exceed." - Job 14:5 NIV

God is sovereign and has allotted you a fixed number of years, months, days, minutes, seconds, to
live. Time is a finite and non-renewable commodity. This fact should lead us to be more judicious in
how we spend our time than our money. Yet the vast majority of people, Christians no less, show
little respect for their time and treat it casually.
For reference, if you are 25 years old at the time of this post and live to 80 (slightly higher than
average life expectancy in the US) you only have 481,609 hours left to be alive. Take 8 hours out for
sleeping and another 5.5 for working each day (accounting for weekends and two weeks vacation)
and you are left with only 270,095 hours of discretionary time. (calculator)
The stoic philosopher Seneca wrote a letter titled On The Shortness Of Life. It is well worth reading.
In it he writes:

"Men will never allow anyone to take possession of their estates, and at the slightest dispute
on boundary lines they pick up stones and rush to arms; but they do allow others to trespass
on their lives... men are very strict in keeping their patrimony intact, but when it comes to
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squandering time they are most lavish of the one item were miserliness is respectable."

Your time is the most precious resource you have to manage. Do you treat it as such, or are you a
spendthrift casting your pearls before swine? Our culture has been constructed to extract your most
precious possession, time, with minimum effort and without payment.
When you are scrolling endlessly on social media, reading yet another news article that will be
irrelevant tomorrow, and whacking it to "free" porn five times a day, you are selling your time to
corporations that do not give a singular damn about you for $0.00. I ran the numbers and did the
math. Here is the analysis of that investment.
How do you spend your time? If someone were to observe your average day, would they come away
with the impression that you respect your time? If the answer is no, why on earth should they respect
you?
Withdrawing Time And Attention
A man providing and withdrawing his time and attention to a woman can be an effective way to
discourage bad behavior and encourage, reward, and reinforce good behavior... if his time is worth
anything. Turns out the man who regularly sells his time for $0.00 does not have a lot of impact on a
woman when he withdraws it from her.
Why should it matter to her?
A woman who sees a man constantly squandering his time as if it weren't worth anything very well
may come to the conclusion that his time is indeed as worthless as he treats it. Not only does his
withdrawing his time and attention mean little to her, but his giving her his time and attention is
nearly insulting.

"If the man who spends his time on worthless things spends it on me, does that make me
worthless too?" - her hamster

Contrast this with the man who respects the value of his time and spends it carefully. He doesn't
waste it on useless frivolity. He demands a high rate of return from any employer wanting to
purchase his time from him. He is selective in who he spends time with. When he recreates it is not
mindless idleness but an active pursuit of leisure. When such a shrewd man spends his time on
something or someone, he is making a statement: this is valuable and worth spending my precious
time on.

"The frugal steward finds nothing worth trading his time for; that is why he has enough of
it." - Seneca

That is the sort of man who can remove his time and attention and it be felt as a loss, or give his time
and attention and it be felt as a gift. Consider Elon Musk's recent investment of 1.5 billion dollars in
Bitcoin. Like him or hate him, Elon Musk is a heavyweight in the market and by giving his attention
and resources to Bitcoin, the market responded and greatly upgraded the value of the commodity.
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A man who has a track record for not wasting his time and spending it wisely can likewise confer
value on people and things when he deems them worthy of spending time on. This, ultimately, is why
the time and attention of an alpha is so craved by women. By attracting his attention, she is proving
herself valuable enough for a guy like him to spend his valuable time on her.
Do not hoard your time, but invest it wisely and spend it well. Length of life is not a substitute for
quality of life.

"You cannot, therefore, accept a hoary head and wrinkles as proof of a long life; the man
has existed a long time, he has not lived a long time." - Seneca

Last year one of my aunts died at a relatively young age. She was the youngest of her siblings and she
was survived by her mother. Her death was made less sorrowful because, while she hadn't lived a
long life, she had lived a lot more life than most people twice her age. She invested her time on
important and enriching things. She never counted on having more time later in life and she was
blessed to have had lived with this perspective.
Respect the ultimate non-renewable resource in your life. Do not let other break into your frame and
steal it from you, or worse, give it away for a pittance.

"So teach us to number our days that we may get a heart of wisdom." - Psalm 90:12
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Phenomenon of women "discovering God" at 30 and coming to
church to find a husband
62 upvotes | June 11, 2022 | by mathisfun100 | Link | Reddit Link
Has anyone else heard of this or maybe observed this at church?
Essentially, a woman lives a life of promiscuity, and as she begins to reach her late twenties to
thirties, she realizes she is running out of time to find a husband. All the men she slept with had no
interest in commitment, so she goes to the one place where the men still value marriage and are told
to completely disregard the past - the church. She becomes a "born-again virgin" (I laughed when I
heard this is a thing), basically an attempt to help the sucker "good guy" Christian cope with having a
promiscuous wife by saying the past is irrelevant and she is now a pure virgin girl.
This woman goes over how women outnumber men in most churches and how these women love the
church because the men are taught to be beta, being told that promiscuous women are victims and
need to be taken as wives by Christian men.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WhwgB-dT7Aw
What do you think of this? Have you personally seen this play out in church?
I did see some interesting studies on virginity and divorce - basically virgin brides have, by far, the
lowest divorce rate, irrespective of religious views. However, the Christian divorce rate is practically
the same as secularists/atheists. The reason being is that the so called Christians don't actually follow
the Bible and live lives indistinguishable from the worldly crowd, becoming just as broken as
everyone else and hence undesirable for marriage (explains why we have an unprecedented divorce
rate of nearly 50% in the West which corresponds almost perfectly with the 1960's sexual revolution).
I always see people quick to jump to the concept of grace, revealing their lack of understanding of
what grace means. If a sinner is truly repentant, the sin is forgiven - by no means does this nullify the
worldly consequences of your sin (e.g., if you lived a life of smoking and drugs but suddenly repent,
good on you, but your organs are still likely irreversibly damaged). In the case of sleeping around, a
woman loses her ability to pair-bond and is therefore broken for the purposes of marriage.
I realize this is a politically incorrect thing to talk about now - women don't want to be seen as broken
sluts, and men don't want to think of their wife as a broken slut, but I feel like this needs to be
formally addressed in the church.
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Modern Christian women rejecting submission and male
headship
61 upvotes | July 6, 2020 | by usermind | Link | Reddit Link
I feel like most of the women who call themselves Christians highly disagree on the biblical roles on
a marriage. It's like they want the husband to be the provider, protector and a chivarly but don't want
their counterpart and still be independent empowered. Also they seek 'legal insurance' in case 'things
go wrong', basically denying the spiritual insolvency aspect of marriage.
I'm struggling with this as they seem, in different doses, intoxicated with feminism. This makes
marriage not viable for men. How do you guys deal with this?
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Discovered an inappropriate relationship
60 upvotes | May 8, 2020 | by lololasaurus | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: ~13% BF, 5'9", 176lb, lifts (1RM - 468DL, 379SQ, 203 Bench, 176 OHP). BJJ was twice a
week until the lockdowns started. I sourced 380lbs olympic weights, bar, squat rack & bench so the
numbers above are my current lifts, not former max which was higher before losing a month of lifting
to the 'rona lockdowns.
Reading: I've read most all of the content at this point, many of them multiple times, particularly
NMMNG and WISNIFG many times
Finances: Good job, reasonably good side business given the current lockdowns, negligible debt on
my part, though my wife still does whatever she wants there
Spiritual: I pray every morning and read scripture to the kids. Weekly zoom prayer meeting with
fellas. Always looking for opportunities to share the faith but the past couple months, as everyone
knows, has been weird socially.
Well, some of you have followed my various OYS posts. Haven't posted in awhile, though I haven't
stopped working. Time through the lockdowns has been pretty productive; sourced gym equipment
so I'm able to keep the lifting up. Work wise I've been working from home. I'll be back in OYS it
looks like as I have new work to accomplish and direction to go.
Caught my wife facetiming another leader at her recovery group. The tone of the conversation
instantly caught my ear, and the laughing and flirtatious conversation immediately put me on alert.
This single man has absolutely no reason to have such close discussions with my wife, but she is OK
with it. I've wondered about this guy before, but as he's also a realtor and she is one too (yep, they
work together) she always blew it off as her coworker. The conversation was CLEARLY not that,
although it wasn't overt either, as these things never are.
I remembered my NMMNG, WISNIFG, and strategos_autokrator lessons and assertively and clearly
confronted her as soon as she was off and set an explicit boundary - I will not be married to a woman
who has relationships with other men like that. The conversations are inappropriate, the relationship
is inappropriate, it needs to end. She said she understood.
Well, that was about a month ago. I have since discovered that she didn't stop, she just took it
underground. Tone would be fun and quiet in a private room, then when she heard me approaching,
she'd go louder and end the call businesslike. He'd call at non-business times, I'd see the incoming
call, she'd deny the call and say she didn't need to talk to her coworker right now. Then I'd leave the
room and she'd be on the phone in hushed tones again. Nonstop texting day and night. Going to the
office for her all day video class that she wasn't paying close attention to at home, turns out he was
taking the same class and also there. Taking "listing" pictures for him for 5 hours only 20 minutes
from here. The old phone protectiveness never went away (she's known him since she was filing for
divorces so..) Collected a bunch of other evidence as well but that's not the point of this post - bottom
line she went underground with it in a display of deceit.
I confronted her about it three nights ago. Asked her politely to completely end the relationship and
the deception/lies of commission and omission. She refused. Said he's a "close friend" (remember, he
was just a coworker before) of two and a half years, she's put her life on hold for this family and she's
"not going back to that", whatever "that" means; I didn't ask. Said she lied about it because I would
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be jealous. I said I understood and that I'm done, I want out, won't stay married to someone who has a
boyfriend. I know I talked too much - I should have just done it instead of talking, but old habits die
hard I guess, and I definitely talked less than I once would have.
So, I'm looking for a rental (we have a bunch of kids, so I need to find a house ideally, and the rental
market here is really not very large for what I need, but I'll find something) and working on the
legalities, which I probably should have prepared ahead of time.
I was thinking this morning that if this had happened 3 years ago I think I would have not had the
dignity to say goodbye. I would have accepted it under some sort of buffer excuse that cited being
Christlike and waiting on God and being willing to forgive or something despite there being no
change because I wouldn't have felt I had more options.
I do continue to pray that God might regenerate her and blast her with repentance here at the end, but
absent some miraculous repentance down to the bones sort of event - I'm able to know that I don't
have to be alone, but I can abound there or with someone, because I've got the Father, and that's OK.
I'm able to know that I am actually a prize and have value and worth. I know that I need to get my
head straight still after all this; even with the improvements I've seen, this choice on her part is a gut
punch, but it's not really a surprising one after all the stuff of the past.
So I'm thankful for the materials and wisdom you guys have put together in all of this. They really
changed the course of my life. Looking forward to getting back in OYS.
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Tactics for Getting out From Under Porn
60 upvotes | August 31, 2020 | by betatest-in-process | Link | Reddit Link

Tactics for Getting Out From Under Porn
God has been good to me over the last three years. I haven't touched pornography in that time, and I
have not struggled with it. In part, I struggle with other sins (masturbation, fantasies) that most men
have in addition to porn, and I used to struggle with porn on a regular basis. I still struggle with
temptation and lust in my mind, but the effects are not what they once were. I've been clear of
masturbation for a number of months now, and the urge for that is minimal as well.
I have a freedom that appears to be absurd in light of what I see regularly in OYSs and other posts
here. I want for others to have what I have: freedom from porn usage.
First, we need to cover some basics so that the tactics make sense.

Lust vs. Temptation
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/6pou4h/201_healthy_sexual_desire_v_lustco
veting/
Jesus was tempted. But he did not sin. I guarantee you He saw beautiful women, yet He still did not
sin. I also guarantee you His testosterone levels and sex drive were just fine (being the perfect Man).
So what? How did He see and not sin?
Someone on the Discord server explained this to me clearly: temptation is the attraction to a thing, sin
is interacting with it. In the case of seeing someone attractive, the attraction is the temptation. The sin
is interacting with that attraction mentally or physically. In the link above u\Red-Curious says
Biblically, the idea of [lust] is not merely any old desire. It's an I would if I could mentality.
If you see and consume, you are guilty as Christ says: "Anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has
already committed adultery with her in his heart," (Matthew 5:28)
That is, if you could, you would and you totally will imagine it in your head.

Recognize, Reject, Seek Forgiveness, Carry On
When telling others about how I have managed to kick porn, I found myself telling other guys to "just
pray". I was informed that didn't work. So I re-examined what I had done in the early years of my
departure from porn. I found that I didn't just pray. I had a few tactics, including prayer, that allowed
me to seek God in an organized and purposeful manner.
We are told to "take every thought captive to the obedience of Christ" (2 Corinthians 10:5). The
following method does precisely that.
When we take a thought captive, we eliminate a way the enemy can approach us: "resist the devil and
he will flee" (James 4:7). However, this doesn't mean he won't try to tempt us again with the same
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thing.
This first tactic is used in the moment. You see something and it spurs a thought, or a random thought
comes into your head. You're tempted to entertain the thing, to play with it in your mind, to roll it
over and see where it takes you.

Step 1: Recognize the Thing
This takes practice. Many times you'll catch yourself already entertaining a thought before you
recognize what it is. The important part is to recognize the quality of the thought and immediately
move to step 2.

Step 2: Reject the Thing
Once you have recognized the thought as temptation (or sin, depending on how far you get), you need
to reject it. I say to myself something like "I reject this _____ and I give it to You, God".

Step 3: Ask for Forgiveness and Change
This is where I spend most of my time in prayer. While I'm often able to catch myself before
engaging with a tempting thought, sometimes I don't. Forgiveness from God and self-forgiveness are
important to eliminate shame. Typically I say something like "God, please forgive me for this. Please
help me change, to be the person You want me to be!"
You can read more on forgiveness here.

Step 4: Carry On
It is important to use this tactic in the context of something larger. If you have some task to turn your
mind to, great! If not, what are you not doing?
Move on with your day, task, whatever. If you're lying in bed at night trying to fall asleep, plagued by
incoming garbage, the thing you can be doing is "box" or "triangle" breathing. Or praying. Or both.

Identifying Your Weaknesses: Root Cause Analysis
We are told to resist the enemy, and he will flee. Again, we are told to flee idolatry. Consider this
step to be organizing resistance against the enemy, as well as an organized flight from idolatry. The
enemy will attack when you are weak, and this will map out your weaknesses in stark detail.
If you happen to work professionally in a STEM field, you may be familiar with the idea of "root
cause analysis"; it answers the question why did ____ happen?. What was the root cause of the thing
that happened? In an ideal world, this discovery is made without judgement of those people and
circumstances involved. You may need to pray for God's wisdom so that you are only recognizing
what happened, as opposed to judging yourself for what happened.
In my case, I wanted to know why I binged with porn and all its trappings. The first thing I did was
build a timeline of what my activities normally look like, from the time I did the thing all the way
back to days prior.
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Conditions Immediately Prior
Think about the last time you used porn. What were the conditions immediately prior to use? Your
emotional condition? Physical? Surroundings? Location?
I've copied the following from my journal from 2017:
On my computer w/out a purpose, looking for something to do, and I think I'm alone.
Bored. Angry. Tired. I'm making excuses & actively rebelling.
I considered the previous month or two when making these generalizations. It will be helpful for you
to write out the conditions for each time you used in as much detail as you can. I tripped up here and
went straight to generalizations.

Conditions Before You Act
And what happened before that? Hours? Days? What did you eat? How much sleep did you get? Did
you work out? Get in a fight?
I identified patterns in myself that I followed in the days and hours before landing back in
pornography:
Entertaining or accepting invasive thoughts and/or fantasies as 1) my own, 2) "ok" or
somehow acceptable. Generally board, feeling listless & purposeless (even when there is
plenty to do, I've had enough sleep, been doing everything right).
Depression/feeling down (all I want to do is sit and watch TV).
Not taking time for God daily. Note the presence of excuses for this lack of activity: "I don't
have time", "I'm ok, I don't need God's help right now", etc.
Making excuses for "innocent" thought patterns or activities that objectify others (which
leads back to masturbation and pornography and destructive pleasure seeking). [specific]
excuses & patterns that may arise [that I used in the past] are looking at "artistic reference
materials", not looking away from another person's body & explicitly rejecting the thought
pattern before it begins (such excuses come up: "this doesn't hurt anyone", and others)
I came to the above conclusions while thinking about my specific conditions before using porn. You
don't have to come to conclusions right away. Just make notes of the conditions, and see what
patterns come up. Again, you will benefit from writing out each instance in as much detail as
possible. Again, I made a mistake here, and went straight to generalizations.

Mitigation
Now you know when you are weak, why you are weak, and what decisions typically put you in that
state.
The next step is point-by-point mitigation. This is where I discovered the
"recognize->reject->forgiveness->continue" tactic in the section above. I found that for the large
majority of stuff that happened in my head, I could just reject it (give it to God), and continue on with
my day.
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Some of the items above could not be dealt with only in my head, though. I had to settle with the idea
that I wasn't taking care of myself (enough food, enough sleep, supplements), that some habits I had
built were actively putting me on the path to temptation and eventually porn usage.
I had the following mitigation plan for "Depression/feeling down"
Continue maintenance [enough food, enough sleep, supplements]. Stay busy. Focus on God.
Use the meditation/EFT tools you have. Exercise helps a lot.
While still general, the above plan is prescriptive. I knew what to do. I just had to sort out how to do
it.

Mission
Let's talk about the larger solution: "Stay busy". You will get some benefit if you use the tactics
above as they are described. You will reap a maximum benefit when you use them in the context of
some greater strategy; your mission for God
I reached out to u/aaaquad on this point, because the specifics of my mission are still rather fuzzy. He
sent me the following:
I cannot stress enough how important mission and purpose is in being able to kill
pornography, or any sin for that matter. Since seeking after porn and sin is a function of the
desires of our hearts, the only solution is to be able to have an even greater desire for Christ,
or to put it another way, to have a changed heart (Ezekiel 36:26). The new desire we have is
love for Christ and obedience to him (John 14:21). The command we obey is his call in the
great commission (Matt. 28:18-20).
Since God’s mystery and purpose of the gospel has been made known (Ephesians 3:6), the
powers and authorities in the heavenly places (Ephesians 3:10) have realized the imminence
of their defeat (Hebrews 2:14) The enemy has been strategizing and scheming how to
prevent this from taking place and preventing as many people from coming to the
knowledge of the truth. This is why Paul talks about our fight not being with blood but
against the rulers, authorities and cosmic powers, and evil spiritual forces in the heavenly
places (Ephesians 6:12).
Pornography is a potent tool used by the enemy to prevent God’s plan from taking place.
When Jesus ascended into heaven he told his disciples to go and make disciples, training
them to obey all that he had commanded. God is seeking after the bearing of godly children
(Malachi 2:15) which echoes God’s original mission to expand his kingdom to the entire
world.
In the same way that pornography physically drains your energy, preventing you from
successfully bearing and raising children, so does it spiritually drain you, preventing you
from making disciples. Thus the enemy succeeds in obstructing God’s plan to expand his
kingdom to the entire world.
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So with the importance of mission in mind. What is your mission? Once you know Christ’s
mission for you and it begins replacing those old desires the following spiritual practices
will be effective in enabling you to overcome your flesh and the enemy in the fight against
pornography…

How is this different from just "doing stuff"?
The above tactics are short term solutions. They will get you out of destructive patterns.
They will not put you on a Godly path. They do not replace God’s purpose and will in your
life. These tactics will enable you to get clear of the bondage of porn so that you may pursue
God more effectively, that’s it.

Troubleshooting
You’re going to run into roadblocks using these tactics. Here are a few that I’ve had to deal
with, or that I’ve heard others talk about. Here we use prayer as an effective intervention,
but pursue the will of your God. In all the following cases 1) pray, 2) carry on. When you
do this you practice trusting God to handle each thing you bring to Him.

Shame
I got really good at hiding my porn usage after I was shamed as a young man. In my shame,
I attempted to hide even from God. Trusting Him will be a big challenge for some of you.
You can pray over that, "God, please help me to trust that You are safe for me to come to."

Anger
"God, I'm angry. I don't want to be angry, I don't want to be this person. Please help me to
be someone different."

Despair
"God, I can't get out. I don't know what to do. Please help me have hope in You."

Distrust
"God, I don't trust You because _____. Please show me how to trust You!"

Persistent Temptations
There will be things that won’t leave you right away. Sometimes I’m stuck with
thoughts/images for days or weeks at a time. The latest round of fantasy I’m trying to shake
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has been with me for three weeks at this point.
Jesus gave us an example of how we ought to pray in these cases: Luke 18:1-8. We are to pursue our
God with persistence. God works in His timing. Part of the reason we pray is to practice trusting God
to do His will in His timing.

Long Term Care
As your current temptations become manageable, you'll find that the Holy Spirit will prompt you
with memories from your past. You'll need to address each thing He brings up. Do yourself a favor
and write them down. You’re going to want some details recorded for when you are working with
others who also have this issue.

Links
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/6rqc0q/202_conquering_addiction/
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/drp1lx/the_truth_about_porn/
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/95u0uz/kicking_porn_for_good/
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/95f1t8/sex_addicted_v_sex_starved_mrp_dr
aft/
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FR: Dinner w/ an Alpha
59 upvotes | January 11, 2020 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 28yo, 143#, 5'7", ~14% BF. Wife 31yo, 1yo girl, 3yo boy
Bench 2x160#, Overhead Press 3x120#, Squat 4x210#, Deadlift 5x260#

A few weeks ago, a longtime friend invited my family to join his family for dinner. On a cold winter
night, I loaded up my little family and drove up to their place.
Arnold*'s eldest daughter - only about 12yo - greeted us at the door. He and a handful of his eight
children met us in the entryway. He gave orders for them to help my wife, my kids, and me with our
coats, shoes, and the gear we had brought. As soon as we had unpacked ourselves from our winter
garments, he gave us each a big burly hug. He exuded nothing but joy. As far as I could tell, it was
his greatest pleasure that we would join his family for dinner that night.
We trundled around to the kitchen. He took charge of the conversation to ask about our family.
Arnold has known both my wife and me from before we had kids (and before we were married). We
joked about all the life-with-little-kids learning experiences we have had. On the other side of eight
children, Arnold and his wife both laughed with us. They've been down that road many times.
As his wife prepared dinner, he took responsibility for all of the people. He wrangled and managed
children as they needed managing, and he sat to further chat with my wife and me. A playful toddler
ended up in my lap, so he spoke mostly with my wife about all the latest news with her family.
Soon we transitioned for dinner. Arnold gathered up all the children to the table while his wife set out
dinner. He prayed a blessing over our meal before we settled down to eat. He made sure my wife and
I had our places and all the necessary accessories for feeding our own little ones. He did not sit down
until after everyone else was seated with food on their places.
While we ate, I observed how his wife related to him. She was comfortable. Very comfortable. They
were always in some kind of physical contact - sitting close enough that their shoulder, legs, arms, or
whatever were always in contact. There was nothing romantic about this kind of touch. It was just uh - close. And it was clear that she was the one getting close, leaning into his presence, it felt like.
Arnold did not take one scoop of food for himself until after everyone else was well into their first
helping. When bread rolls came out of the oven, he took the two burnt ones for himself and doled out
the properly cooked ones onto everyone else's plate (despite his wife's protest, "You don't have to eat
the hockey pucks!").
As many people in my life have noticed, Arnold's wife asked about how I've gotten in shape. We
discussed how my generation's lifestyle by default doesn't produce strong men but how important it is
for a man's fulfilling his role in a household to be strong, confident, etc.. Arnold roared to life in
agreement. He's always been strong. He has a job that requires a moderate amount of heavy lifting,
and at home, he's always working on the family vehicles and the house. Oftentimes when other men
bring up fitness, they seem to speak from a place of competition, but Arnold's spoke more to
celebrate how good strong, virtuous masculinity is in general. Our wives seemed to appreciate our
little exchange.
We dispatched children to play and start a fire in the fireplace while we adults retired to the living
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room to chat. My wife and I sat on a couch next to each other (as I noticed how close my wife didn't
sit to me). Arnold's wife sat in an armchair, and Arnold knelt on the floor next to her, helping my 1yo
play with toys while also leaning onto his wife's armrest to chat with us.
His focus was 100% on us. He was entirely interested in everything we had to share. His wife also
sharing and joking while still enjoying the pleasure of her husband's presence. I again had kids in and
out of my lap, but it wasn't lost on me how vastly different Arnold's way of being a husband and
father was from my own custom.
A short while later, we said goodnight. Again, Arnold dispatched his children to assist us. He gave us
big, burly hugs, while he and his children all implored us to come back again soon. Indeed, we
certainly will.

My Takeaways
From this experience, there were a few key lessons I walked away with.
Be like Jesus in service. Arnold served his family before he served himself. He did not do it to seek
validation or praise but to joyfully execute his responsibilities in caring for his family and his guests.
Be like Jesus in lordship. Throughout the night, Arnold gave instructions to his children and to his
wife, and his orders were followed without question. He did not need to "flex" his power to get his
way. He was not in any way embarrassed to be in charge. He very comfortably guided everyone in
what to do next.
Let everyone enjoy your presence, mirth, and joy. All evening long, Arnold was the happiest person
in the home. Despite rowdy children, burnt bread, and interrupted conversations, he took pleasure
throughout the entire evening. We as his guests got to share in - to participate in - that pleasure,
filling us up with joy, too.
*not his real name
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Lifting - You're Doing It Wrong
59 upvotes | April 5, 2021 | by ReddJive | Link | Reddit Link
Developing strength takes a long time. There are no quick wins. There are no shortcuts. It's a process
of time. What's the old saying? 8 weeks you notice, 12 weeks the world notices? Something like that.
Any how, few make it to 315 pounds on a lift let alone exceed 500. There will be a few of you that
will say “yeah no kidding, RJ” but I don’t think you understand what I am saying. I am not saying
lifting heavy is the only choice. I AM saying that going to the gym and lifting is THE choice.
For example, think about your day.
You woke up early wanted to have some time with the wife but she wasn’t into it. Fine. You roll out
of bed, shower, get ready. Traffic was insane and you caught yourself swearing a few times. Give
some grace for sure but really they know they can’t cross three lanes of traffic to make a right turn!
There just wasn’t enough coffee to start the say. 3 cups would have been just right but Jack over in
accounting didn’t reset the pot after he took the last cup. Can you believe some people?!
The moment you walked into the office it was one demand and deadline after the other. The wife
burning up your phone like it was the rain forest. I mean she realizes you have a full time job right?
Then lunch comes around you were in such a rush you forgot your protein shakes and carefully
prepped meals.
you’re starving. So you grab that burger and fries at lunch. Screw it.
On the way home you realized it was your turn to go to the store. you promised the wife you would
pick up stuff at the store, run a few errands. nope. Just want to get home. You’ll order pizza for
dinner. Just something easy. Kids will be happy and so will the wife (she won’t have to cook) and
maybe you can get some peace. Besides you deserved it, you made the goal weight for this week
early. Though you do have to stop by the hardware store for light bulbs.
On the way out you noticed a cart from the store rolling toward a nearby car. Unfortunately your
hands were full all you could do was cringe as it made contact against the paint. You reassured
yourself that there was nothing you could do in time. Coming home that evening you spend time with
the family and stresses at home take over
You realize all the improvement projects that have to get done and your wife reminds you too. Well
she doesn’t get it. YOu need to chill. Self care ammi right? Any case you could get them done but the
thought hardly excites you. Then that sinking thought hits you still have to go to the gym. Between
everything you did today, the things at home piling up it’s probably a waste of time going to the gym.
It’s not like you could focus and work hard enough to make a difference.
Ok maybe it’s not a disaster you deserve the day off. You hit some PRs already and tomorrow you
have a presentation at work. A good nights sleep and not having aching legs will set the day right.
Maybe some cuddle time will put the wife in the mood.
********************
Matthew 4:1-11
See how the negative decisions start to compound your day? If the enemy is bold enough to test
Jesus, he sure enough is going to test us. The enemy sneaks in and you don’t even know it. It may be
an old sin that you thought was conquered long ago and there it is calling to you again. It could be
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something as simple as God giving you a chance to serve Him by helping someone out, but you let
the moment pass. Not all those moments are going to be in your face.
When we make decisions we often do not think of the long term results. We think of gratification;
what will make us feel better, get us to short term results. Lifting is a life time study and it's not all
just about fitness. It’s about the hard right over the easy wrong.
Soda vs water. Pizza vs chicken. Tv vs the gym.
This isn’t right vs wrong. This is discipline. The discipline to maintain even in the face of not
wanting to. We are our own worst enemy. We often rationalize the best possible outcome.
I'm not ready. I need more energy. Just not the right time.
We are not going to be 100% in every situation we face. Predators (human or not) maximize their
strengths for our weaknesses. You are no different when it comes to yourself. Is it any surprise we
binge or eat bad when we are at our lowest?
Do you think God is going to call when you’re absolutely ready? Lifting does more than prepare your
body. It prepares your mind. Doing what you have to do, what you should do, even when you don’t
want to.
Facing challenges while dealing with adversity is part of being a Christian. Our Lord never said this
would be easy. Even the simple things. The gym is a place where ordinary people display
extraordinary determination. Every man there is facing similar issues. Long days at work, demands
by family, friends, all seek to take you away from your training. Remind yourself what God wants
from you. Did he shy away from what He had to do?
Our emotions cannot be trusted. In today’s world people make moral decisions based on concepts of
fairness or equality and put them into a circumstance, mostly by sympathizing with the party that
would be left worse off. It makes us feel good to make decisions this way.
The impact of the emotional system on morality is further strengthened by the fact that a moral
judgement is often quick, and done by “feel”. Meaning that decisions of morality are largely
emotional decisions: general goodness or badness; good vs evil and so on.
Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your
ways submit to him, and he will make your paths straight. Proverbs 3:5-6.
We can’t trust ourselves when pushed against a wall.
Choose the hard right over the easy wrong.
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What she does before, she does after
58 upvotes | April 18, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
What you read in this post may seem simple, but the simplest things are sometimes the most
profound, and it can greatly affect your future marriage.
I’ve seen the following play out enough times that it’s worth writing about and highlighting this basic
truth.
What women do before marriage, is what they will do after (or even less), so watch her actions while
you are dating, and discover what you can about her before you even met.
This applies to men as well, so for our female readership, keep a careful eye on his actions as you two
are together.
Let’s categorize this before dating, after dating and after marriage.
Before she had the pleasure of knowing you
Credit to my friend u/RocknRollChuck (gotta love that guy!) for using that phrase in mod chat, which
I’m now stealing.
Recently, u/Deep_Strength talked about women he used to date who were only doing things because
they knew he liked it.
For example, he wanted a woman who was committed to working out and eating healthy, and two of
the women he dated did just that.
But he suspected that they were only doing it for him because they knew that was something he
valued, and while that can be (and often is) a good thing, it’s also an indicator they weren’t doing it
from any internal source that motivated them, and the likelihood of them giving up on it once they
achieved what they wanted, in this case, marriage, was high.
He was right.
Once he stopped dating them, they both stopped working out and eating right some time thereafter.
So, if you want a woman who has certain values or is committed to specific activities, see if she is
already committed to doing those things before you two meet.
If yes, the likelihood of her (or him) continuing to do those things while dating and after marriage are
orders of magnitude higher.
Guaranteed? No. Much more likely? Yes.
Because if she (or he) has been single for awhile, and is already doing these things, it’s a surer sign
it’s part of their values and something they’re likely to stick to.
With that said, let’s continue to our next category…
Dating and discovering how awesome you are!
Next, watch what they do while dating.
Seems simple, right?
But so many people miss it.
Example:
I’ve heard women say, “He isn’t my husband yet, I’ll start submitting when we marry” and men buy
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it, lock, stock and barrel.
Wrong.
A woman doesn’t magically become submissive when she marries.
A man doesn’t become a dynamic leader after saying “I do.”
If they’re not doing it before, it’s not likely after.
(It should be obvious to a Christian, but to be abundantly clear, this does not and should not apply to
sex, which is reserved for marriage).
You can go down the list.
Is she a good help mate while dating? Or exhibiting the qualities of one in various ways?
Does he act judicious and wise? Has he shown a good temperament? Is he a provider and protector?
Does he work hard?
Is she respectful? Is she feminine? Courteous? Kind? Does she work willingly around her home?
Does she consistently do you good and not harm while dating? (Proverbs 31:12)
[Haha just re-read that first line, hopefully with play and practice and communication with you she
does that well too ;) ]
Does your heart safely trust in her? (Proverbs 31:11) Or does she give you doubts?
Carefully consider a persons actions while dating.
Don’t make the mistake of thinking marriage will be different. Issues before are issues after, and
often increased.
Biblical principles for protecting and guiding you
Consider the qualifications for bishops and deacons in the Bible.
God the Holy Spirit didn’t say, make sure they are doing these things after you make them a bishop
or deacon, but to look for these qualities before considering them for the position.
You should do the same.
Whatever values, whatever qualities, whatever actions you want to see in your future spouse, see if
they are living those things before.
And even more importantly, see if they are coming from a place of internal origin, or if they are
doing them for some external reason.
Closing thoughts
Words are worth knowing, actions are king!
Jesus said “If ye love me, keep my commandments.” How do you know if someone loves you? How
do you do you know if you love them?
By your actions.
Actions are important. Actions are indicators of commitment and love. Actions are what you use to
vet someone for marriage and to gauge where to set and enforce boundaries.
I encourage you to consider what is said here.
It’s your future.
And if you want it filled with joy and pleasure and (more) good things of every kind, it greatly helps
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to follow this simple rule:
Date, and discover who someone is before making them your spouse.
To (good) discoveries while dating,
Cross posted from here
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A Quick Reminder about Women's Competency
58 upvotes | May 14, 2020 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
I can't believe I feel compelled to make this post. But there has been enough discussion going around
that seems strongly misguided with anti-woman sentiment. There is already sufficient talk in the
sidebar on this, but maybe a fresh bit of content will at least shut it up for a while.

Women will know more than you.
1 Samual 25 illustrates to us that not only can women have valuable input, but that they are also
competent and capable of saving us from others from their own foolishness. Had Abigail not moved
tactfully to appease David, her husband, and likely her entire livelihood would have been taken from
her.
The question "should advice ever be taken from a woman" is... honestly I'm pretty taken aback by it.
Listen, I'm not trying to say you always take it, but use your noggin'. Mimic the Bereans, solid advice
from an established, balanced, and God-fearing person should always be taken into consideration,
regardless of creed, sex, race, species, whatever.
You will always run into situations where a woman absolutely could have more knowledge then you.

Women Have Autonomy to do Right and Wrong
Women can choose to sin, or not. Just like you or I. Being Redpilled doesn't remove a woman of their
ability to make good or bad choices. Even if everything you do is right in line with Christ's desires.
That's kind of sin's shtick. Stop trying to figure out the secret recipe for forcing your wife's heart - you
can't.
I am not making this point to tell you guys you can relax - you shouldn't. There are ways we can
make our spouse less likely to sin by leading and being a man. Thing is though, you need to do these
things for YOU. Don't be a better man because you don't want her to sin. Be a better man because
Christ calls us to be. The benefit to her is just a side effect.
Understand this: you will not be on trial for her sins. She will be. You will be on trial for your own,
and being a lukewarm milquetoast will be on that docket if you use this as an excuse to pass on your
responsibility.

Women Have Utility
(This is more for you younger guys beginning to internalize RP content.)
Women were literally created to be help mates. If your wife is a financial wiz - and she very well
might be - delegate to her! If my wife was capable of making 30% - 40% return on stocks you can bet
you sweet booty I'd be having her take point on our finances. If your sister has some insight into the
quality of person someone else is, obviously consider it. Being a good captain means utilizing your
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whole crew. You'd be stupid to have your #2 loaf around because you don't trust her (without reason)
to complete sophisticated tasks.
Your mission should be bigger than the capabilities of a single man. To be dismissive of her skills
would be a huge disservice to that. Additionally devaluing a fully capable woman to pedantic jobs
could very easily lead her to sin - have expectations, women are NOT incompetent.
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The change in perspective that freed me from porn FOREVER.
The Ultimate Guide.
58 upvotes | April 5, 2021 | by smokemeatsuckteat | Link | Reddit Link
Hello all. This is the first post I have made in r/RPChristians and I wanted to share some tips and
advice for anyone who is struggling with pornography, lustful thoughts. I was a chronic addict my
whole life but now I can proudly and confidently say that I am free (22y/o).
If you are struggling counting days, constantly rationalising relapsing, and persisting with the same
failed mentality, you are DOOMED TO FAIL.
You need to look at this process from a completely new perspective.
What if I told you there is a way to quit porn easily and painlessly. No withdrawal pangs, no
gimmicks, no willpower.
Now instead of feeling envious of people who consume pornography, I am repulsed by the thought of
going back to my old habit. You can gain your freedom too.
I struggled for years with counting streaks and I would always end up falling back into the same old
habits, again and again.
I would've quit YEARS SOONER if I had changed my mentality. I changed my mentality when a
Christian friend recommended a book to me called the 'easy peasy method'.
It's completely free book in pdf format and there is an audiobook on YouTube. I am not going to post
a link on this site but you can search the easy peasy method .org on google. I wanted to go over some
of the most important points and give my own perspective.
The book is adapted from Allen Carr's method used to combat smoking. Some kind soul adapted the
book to be used to combat pornography addiction. It is exceptionally effective.
DISCLAIMER: I do not work for them, I am not advertising the site. I have read the rules of the
subreddit before posting, so I am wary about keeping the discussion within this forum. This is why I
have summarised the key points below for us to discuss here today.
If it sounds too good to be true, that's what I thought at the start too. I wanted to share it with you
because it has helped me out so so much. I hope you will find it useful too.

Some key points that I took away from the book:
- The problem that we face is an issue of 'brainwashing'.
- The truth is that the PMO (porn, masturbation, orgasm) user is not giving anything up by quitting
pornography.
- The PMO user is forfeiting a lifetime of health, energy, wealth, peace of mind, natural confidence,
courage, self-respect, happiness, and freedom.
- Yet they try to achieve the peace of mind that the non-user enjoys.
- By engaging in this practice, they are destroying their body's natural relaxation system.
- The "just one peek" mentality is a fantasy. You must remove this notion from your mind.
- The occasional peeker is the most pathetic user of them all. They continue to fall for the very trap
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that they fell into in the first place.
- This process NEED NOT BE A PAINFUL ONE!
- 'Withdrawl is caused by doubt and uncertainty.

- The truth is, it is easy to stop PMO. It is only indecision and moping, that makes things difficult!

- It is only when you want it, and you can't have it, that you suffer. The key to not suffer, is to make
stopping certain, and final.
- Savour each and every moment, and remind yourself how marvellous it is to be free again
- Do not doubt your decision. What are the costs of relapse? Remember how hard it was to get to this
point in the first place.

Why "just one peek" is devastating for morale:
1. It keeps the little monster alive in your body
2. it keeps the big monster alive in your brain
How can you yourself become a monster if you are being controlled by another?

A common misconception about PMO recovery:
- You do not have to wait until you stop craving PMO, or wait to become a non-user.

- It is completed the moment you close that browser window, cutting off that supply of dopamine.
You are ALREADY a non-user. And you will REMAIN a happy non-user, as long as:
1. You DO NOT doubt your decision
2. You do not WAIT to become a non-user. If you do, you will be waiting for nothing to happen,
merely creating a PHOBIA
3. You do not try to NOT think about PMO, or wait for a moment of revelation to come, thus
creating a phobia
4. No substitutes. No edging or masturbation without pornography, or vice versa.
5. You see other PMO users as they are, and PITY them, rather than ENVYING them.

END
I am praying for you all. I hope you will come to understand that quitting PMO is easy with the right
mentality. When you become free, please spread the word and help another brother out.
Edit: if you do decide to check out this resource, please let me know your thoughts and if it has
helped you/ changed your perspective.
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When you have "feeeeelz" for someone else
57 upvotes | August 2, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
About a year into our marriage, my wife confessed she had romantic feelings for her boss at the time.
He was obviously hitting on her - and who could blame him? She's attractive, intelligent, in a great
career, and she was extremely helpful to him in his mission to make a butt ton of money in life. This
confession was nerve-wracking for her, thinking I would be infuriated. Of course, that response
would have been almost as blue pill as my responsive effort to support her in her feelings and
empathize with the situation. I, of course, confessed that I had felt things for other women since we'd
been married too - and that this is a natural expectation, not something shameful that needed to be
swept under the rug.
The Last Five Years
... is the name of one of my favorite musicals about a massively successful writer named Jamie
(Jeremy Jordan) and a failing actress named Cathy (Anna Kendrick) who fall in love for all the wrong
reasons and end up divorced in under 5 years (not spoiling the end: that's literally the first song). It
can be found for free on YouTube. Note: if you watch, Jeremy Jordan's songs are in forward
chronology, but Anna Kendrick's are in reverse (meeting in the middle for their wedding duet) - no
doubt a metaphor for the way she, after their divorce, wishes she could go backwards to where they
started. I know - movies/TV/books are generally taboo on red pill forums, but the author of this
musical actually got sued by his ex-wife because it was so obviously about their relationship that I
treat this as a predominantly true story, just expressed through music rather than a blog post.
There are tons of red pills in this movie. The author is so alpha by the end that he literally opens the
film with his ex, having been alpha widowed, lamenting the fact that he's off enjoying life and sex
with other women while she's regretting the fact that she was a cold, bitter harpy that pushed him
away. I love her line: "Give me a day, Jamie. Bring back the lies. Hang them back on the wall." If
you hadn't guessed, the moral of the movie (or at least one of them) is that (a) when a man is
committed to his mission, and (b) he invites his wife to join him, but (c) she is bitter and won't follow
because she insists on her own mission, and (d) she ends up leaving him, then (e) the alpha man ends
up fine and she ends up sad and depressed.
A Part of That (25:55) is a fantastic exploration of a wife trying to conform herself to her man's frame
and mission (don't worry: at 1:01:00 she change her mind and goes rebellious, like you knew she
would). The Schmuel Song (30:13) is also perhaps the best example I've seen in film of a man pulling
his cussing/screaming, scowling, harpy wife into his frame by addressing her feels, expressing
amused mastery, negging, and applying /u/RedPillWonder's posts/comments about the power of
story-telling (a tactic I use often). But I won't elaborate on those (or others - I'm sure I'll do a post on
the movie someday), so let's skip to the song most relevant to this post: A Miracle Would Happen.
Jamie and Cathy are newlywed, attending one of his work parties. He realizes that having a wedding
ring doesn't magically take away his attraction for other women - yet it vastly enhances their
attraction toward him. Some theorize that this is because the ring shows he's willing to commit, but I
don't buy this explanation because being a mistress undermines his commitment (though I'm sure
women can hamster this away). Instead, I believe it's because a guy stops GAF about other girls,
when he's newly married, making it easier to maintain confidence around them because he doesn't
need them. Until she turns on him, he at least has the abundance of his wife. In experiencing this
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phenomenon, Jamie sings:
Everyone tells you that the minute you get married every other woman in the world
suddenly finds you attractive. Well, that's not true: It only affects the kind of women you
always wanted to sleep with, but they wouldn't give you the time of day before, and now
they're banging down your door and falling on their knees. At least that's what it feels like
because you CAN. NOT. TOUCH THEM. In fact, you can't even look at them. Close your
eyes, close your eyes, close your eyes.
Anyone else able to empathize?
Except you're sitting there eating your corned beef sandwich and all of a sudden this pair of
breasts walks by and smiles at you. And you're like, "That's not fair!"
And in a perfect world a miracle would happen and every other girl would fly away.
And it'd be me and Cathy and nothing else would matter. But it's fine, it's fine, it's fine. I
mean, I'm happy. And I'm fine, I'm fine, I'm fine. It's not a problem - just a challenge. It's a
challenge to resist temptation.
Every try to convince yourself when you start having those lustful thoughts or pesky feelings toward
other people that "I'm happy" and "I'm fine" and that you wish you only ever had eyes for your wife?
It's, of course, a pretty typical blue pill ideology that most newlywed men hold.
And I have to say that what exacerbates the problem is I'm at these parties. I'm the center of
attention. I'm the grand fromage. And here she [that pair of breasts] comes: "Let's get a cup
of coffee. Will you look at my manuscript?" And I'm showing her my left hand. I'm
gesticulating with my left hand. And then OH! There's Cathy! Cause she knows. They
always know. And there's that really awkward moment where I try to show I wasn't
encourage this ... which of course I was. And I don't want to look whipped in front of this
woman, which is dumb - I shouldn't care what she thinks since I can't touch her anyway.
That's right: women always know. Don't think you're clever enough to hide the way you find other
women attractive. Own it. Make it work for you rather than being a secret you think works against
you.
And in a perfect world a miracle would happen and every girl would look like Mr. Ed. And
it'd be me and Cathy and nothing else would matter, but it's fine, it's fine, it's fine. You
know I love her. And it's fine, it's fine, it's fine. It's what I wanted! And I'm fine, I'm fine,
I'm fine. it's not a problem. It's just a challenge. It's a challenge to resist temptation.
Yes. The blue pill fantasy is what you wanteED. Is it still what you want? The reality is that chasing
it down with another woman is just shifting the object of your blue pill fantasy. Never forget the third
commandment of poon here: You shall make your mission, not your woman, your priority. In the
movie, as a writer, Jamie (Jeremy Jordan) ends up believing he needs a woman in his life to be the
inspiration for his writing. This is his flat that contributes to the downfall of the marriage. But the
point I want to summarize is a simple one:
The fact that you get married doesn't change your proclivity to be attracted to other
people.
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My guess is that if you're lifting, developing a stronger and more fun frame, becoming more
charming, socially acknowledged, etc. that along your red pill journey you're going to deal with this
exact same kind of attention. Fantastic! Find proof in the abundance mentality you've been building.
But as enjoyable as it may be, many men and women simply don't know what to do when these
feelings come up - and I'm not just talking about casual lusts, but actual entanglements that haunt
your mind and are difficult to pull yourself out of.
UNDERSTANDING THE LACK
I'm reminded of the three Hebrew loves (I hate talking about the Greek loves because Jesus didn't
speak Greek, nor was it native to the apostles):
Dod: Physical passion
Raya: Friendship and fun
Ahava: Commitment
These all hit different peaks at different points in a relationship. The dod is highest when you're
young and hormones are high. The Raya grows over time and peaks in mid-life, if you are wise with
your finances and have the ability to enjoy life when your kids are teenagers or off to college. The
ahava peaks in late-life, experiencing the fullness of a committed life to one another. When one is at
its peak, the others are generally weaker - and the further from the peak, the weaker you are. That
said, it's possible (at least for short bursts) to have all three in perfect, excellent harmony - and those
are your best emotional-feelzy moments with your spouse.
When you find yourself emotionally entangled with someone else, it's often because you haven't
developed ahava in your marriage yet. This love is lacking. You'll get there. But that level of
commitment is still shallow. That's why it's easy to have eyes for other people - and you'd be a fool to
believe your spouse doesn't look outside the marriage in similar ways.
At some point, the dimmer switch on other prospects will fade away, and it happens very gradually
over time. On a new marriage, you're still too used to being in the single arena. It's going to take over
a decade to shift away from that and settle in your mind to a point where ahava can even start to take
hold. For the newlyweds, it's only a fanciful notion of what you want to be true, but not yet being
experientially true.
WHAT TO DO?
Well, if you feel like blowing up your marriage, you can act on these feelings. That option's certainly
out there. Obviously I'm not going to recommend that for Christians, who wouldn't want that route
anyway. Otherwise, the simple unhelpful answer is: Don't act on these feelings.
It's unhelpful because it's "easier said than done." There are a number of reasons it's hard to do:
You lack discipline
You intentionally enter tempting situations or permit them to continue
You've trained your mind and body to act on impulses
The alternative isn't particularly appealing
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It would be easy to "get away with it"
There's nothing technically wrong with what you're doing
Notice something sorely lacking from all of these? Yeah, it's your mission. Do these feelings advance
your mission? Let me recite the third commandment of poon yet again: You shall make your
mission, not your woman, your priority. Most people wrestling with will-power issues only have
those issues because they aren't committed to a mission that matters. Or, if they are, they either (1)
haven't found much success at it to become passionate, or (2) have higher priorities, meaning their
"committed mission" is really their "committed hobby."
Along the latter lines ...
APPRECIATION AND PRIORITIES
I said above that you'd be foolish to think your spouse isn't noticing, and possibly feeling things for,
other people the way you do. It's human nature. Expect it. That said, here's one of the biggest blindspots for men: when your wife feels unappreciated.
I've been there. I mentioned above that my wife developed feelings for her boss at one point. It
happens. No biggie. But why? Well, she was doing a stellar job at the office and he appreciated that.
He gave her attention for the things she contributed rather than just expecting them because it's her
job. I, on the other hand, didn't give my wife a job in the first place. I let her make up her own set of
responsibilities around the house, hoping she'd figure out what needed to be done and not. While she
did a pretty good job, her priorities weren't identical to mine.
The things she was doing were things I didn't ask her to do and that I didn't find any value in - and yet
she wanted me to dote on her for how well she did them. For example: she would dust the living
room. I never saw any dust in the first place. She'd tell me she did it and I wouldn't bend over
backwards with appreciation because I didn't even know it had been done. Why would I show
appreciation for something that doesn't matter to me?
Thought Experiment: Imagine that you're gone on vacation. A stranger comes by and spends 8
hours a day every day that you're gone picking up ants off your porch and putting them back in
the grass. You get home and he tells you about all the hard work he did for you picking up all
the ants and putting them back in the grass to keep your porch ant-free during your vacation.
You're likely to say to him, "Thank you for your effort" as a general courtesy, but inside you
will be thinking: "That was a waste of his time. The ants are going to come back anyway. And I
wasn't here to enjoy the ant-free porch in the first place. And even if I was, I don't care if my
porch is ant-free because I expect an ant every now and then. That's just normal for a porch.
That guy was crazy and just wasted all that time and hard work for literally nothing."
Between your verbal expression of gratitude and your internal thoughts toward the situation, one is a
lie and the other is true. I assumed it was better to live as I truly felt rather than lying in order to make
someone else feel good. When my wife dusted the living room or vacuumed the floors, or wiped
down the counters, etc. when I never saw them dirty in the first place, it felt like the guy picking ants
off a porch. What a crazy, insane waste of time, expending all that effort for nothing! Rather than
lying to my wife by pretending appreciation, I simply ignored it the same way I would have ignored
the ant man in that scenario, brushing him aside to get his craziness out of my way.
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Then at some point, especially after becoming red pilled, I realized that women (with due respect)
often have the emotional maturity of children - or perhaps most men have such a lack of emotional
expressivity that a woman's emotional needs feels like the needs of a child. I don't extend the
metaphor much further, as many men do. I do believe women can be highly intelligent, have welldeveloped thoughts and impressions and fascinating perspectives. And many are able to balance their
emotions with rational thought. But the underlying craving for someone to treat them with the same
expressivity they experienced as children is always there.
My kids waste time on lots of stupid things. It's fun to watch them sometimes. Sometimes they'll
spend an hour trying to "help" me with something, while really making it worse. How do I respond?
Do I chew them out for having caused me trouble? Of course not. I dote on them. "Oh, it's so
wonderful. Thank you! Let me give you hugs and kisses. You really did this for me?!? I love it!" ... as
I teach them a better way to do it next time that might actually be helpful in the future, or at least
cause less harm.
At some point I realized my wife wanted me to treat her the same way. She wanted that affection
and it was wise for me to give it to her because that would create the emotional context for her
to desire to improve to a point where she actually was more helpful.
Simultaneously, my wife became wiser and started to realize she was plucking ants from a porch. She
stopped wasting time on things that didn't need to be done because the list of things that actually did
need to be done grew ever more massive. Prioritization occurred and helpfulness abounded, and now
I am authentically appreciative for her contributions.
If your wife is looking elsewhere, there's a good chance it's because you're not giving her feels. You
don't understand her child-like need for emotional fulfillment - possibly something that was lacking
in her upbringing that she's validation-seeking from you. While there may be other reasons, that's
often the case. Regardless, I don't say that as a negative. Wives SHOULD look for validation from
their husbands - it's the husband who shouldn't look for it from his wife, but from God. So, she's right
to want his validation. You'd be wise to give it - and not in the cold, dead way you probably often
communicate. Try ...
Giving her a high-five. It's corny, but makes people feel good. Even your wife.
Doing a happy dance.
Spinning her around and finishing with a dip.
Wrapping your arms around her and whispering your appreciation seriously and mysteriously
in her ear.
Agree and Amplify the value of what she's done, but actually end on a more serious note of,
"For real, though: thank you."
You get the idea. These are ways to trigger her feels. While the actual words you say may not be
precisely accurate, your words aren't all you're communicating. You're communicating your emotions
too. Just as true words with false emotions can be either a lie or accurate expression of truth, so also
can false words used to communicate real emotions.
Now, if your struggle is that you just don't have any real emotions to communicate toward your wife
in the first place ... well, you've got bigger frame issues to work out before trying to address stuff like
this.
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For the Women
For the women: my suggestion in all of this is to focus your efforts on things that your man does find
valuable rather than things that you find valuable that you wish he valued as much as you do. But
even if he doesn't, remember Luke 17:7-10.
Suppose one of you has a servant plowing or looking after the sheep. Will he say to the servant
when he comes in from the field, ‘Come along now and sit down to eat’? Won’t he rather say,
‘Prepare my supper, get yourself ready and wait on me while I eat and drink; after that you may
eat and drink’? Will he thank the servant because he did what he was told to do? So you also,
when you have done everything you were told to do, should say, ‘We are unworthy servants;
we have only done our duty.’
Have this attitude with your husband, as we are to have with Christ. It's not fun, but if you can
recognize this as your role, you won't be demanding the validation, thus will be less likely to fawn
over the next guy who gives it to you. In this, while it's appropriate for a wife to seek validation from
her husband, that should not be the purpose of her being with her husband.
The purpose of marriage is to produce godly offspring (Malachi 2:15), which means to make
disciples - first of your birth children, if you have them, and simultaneously outside of your
home.
If you view your own thirst for validation as the purpose of your marriage, then when you don't get it
(despite appropriately seeking it), you'll begin to wish you were married to another man and forsake
the things you'd otherwise do that would fulfill that purpose. If the point of marriage was to get
validation from your husband, then you'd be right to develop feelings for another man when your
husband isn't validating you. But because that's not the point of marriage, having your eyes fixated on
the actual goal - to make disciples - should go a long way in reorienting your heart to where its
passions should be aroused. 3 John 1:4 - "I have no greater joy than this: to get validation from
others" ... ooops, I mean "to see that my [spiritual] children are walking in the truth." See how that
works?
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Rooshv Converts to Orthodox Christianity and Shuts Down
Casual Sex Talk on Forums
56 upvotes | May 26, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
After many years hinting at forming a relationship with God, Rooshv recently came out with an
announcement that he has taken The God Pill. Just recently he announced new rules for his web
forum that [casual sex and hooking up can no longer be discussed on the forum] in an effort to not
encourage sin.
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More Than Marriage: How churchianity has screwed up
friendships too
54 upvotes | July 29, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
The "church" does a great job talking about the importance of fellowship. But when it comes to
relationships, the quantity of conversation on the topic certainly doesn't amount to any quality
conversation.
POOR RELATIONSHIPS
According to a survey by Cigna:
Nearly half of Americans report sometimes or always feeling alone (46%) or left out (47%).
27% rarely or never feel as though there are people who really understand them
43% feel that their relationships are not meaningful
18% feel like they have no one they can talk to
Living with your children doesn't have a statistical impact on the degree of loneliness you feel
Adults aged 18-22 are the loneliest generation to date and also happen to have the worst
health of all prior generations
That last one is a real kicker. What's a church congregation to do? Well, clearly these statistics focus
on the degree of openness and transparency people aren't feeling in their relationships, so we should
focus on those qualities, right?
Wrong! Churchianity has long been holding out this idiotic notion that emotional vomit is somehow
healthy. They tell us that we should all connect with a small group where we can be completely open
and share all of our deepest, darkest secrets, our greatest life struggles, etc.
Women talk. Men do. Despite what our feminized society would have you believe, men are better at
building healthy relationships than women. For example, this article from PsychologyToday notes:
"According to substantial research, women across all ages and lifestyles report higher levels of
loneliness than men do. [Ironically:] Except, perhaps surprisingly, in one subset of people single people. While married women inch out married men for the lonelier group, single
men vastly outweigh single women as the lonelier bunch."
Notice the language here? Substantial reserach. All ages. All lifestyles. Men are better at building
relationships (unless you're a single omega).
And yet we're taught that everyone should build relationships like women.
And yet the research is showing that this advice is producing the loneliest generation of people ever.
Go figure.
NEGATIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Notice how all of those seem to be negative things? Churchianity assumes that talking about good
things in life is the norm, but that talking about the negative things are where it "gets real." Again,
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they're wrong. I've attended a ton of small groups in my lifetime, and have talked to leaders and
participants of countless more. I always get the same feedback: that people will share surface-level
praise reports TO the group, but will focus more on sharing WITH the group all of the harder things
to talk about.
This is no different than social media. Anyone can go on Facebook for people to share TO them how
great everyone else's life is. But commenting on someone's status update, "That's so great," is no
different than being at a small group, giving a polite nod and saying, "That's so great!" in person.
They don't feel your joy with you. Yet when you speak negatively, suddenly people are empathizing,
laying hands on you, and communicating heart-felt concern. We're following the command to "mourn
with those who mourn," but forgetting how to "rejoice with those who rejoice."
When we only ever connect intimately with people on negative things, relationships feel very heavy
and burdensome. Yes, it's better than no relationship at all. But they're far from fun and enjoyable. I
have never known someone to describe negative-only relationships as "best friends." It's rare to find
them even called "genuine friends" at all - they're more the people you call your "friends" just so you
feel like you have friends, but in reality you only ever see each other in very select contexts.
CONTEXTUAL "FRIENDS"
True friends enjoy living life alongside each other. I remember watching How I Met Your Mother
with my wife while we were dating. She made a comment, "I would love to find friends like that people who just hang out with each other all the time, not because they have an agenda, but just
because they like being around each other."
Contextual friendships are friendships with an agenda. They're the people in your small group, on a
ministry team with you, co-workers, family members, etc. Countless times I've seen people leave a
congregation and suddenly all those people they were "so close to" are now acquaintances they only
see once every few months, or when they randomly bump into each other at the store. How genuine
were those friendships if they can't survive a change in context? Not at all.
I have work friends. But I've never hung out with my co-workers outside of the office. I'm okay with
that. But I did just leave my congregation of 7 years. My wife is connecting with a girl from that
congregation to sort kid clothes. Another girl asked her for coffee last week. I've had numerous phone
calls with different guys and have meetings scheduled with 3 of them - not sterile conversation-only
settings, but things like playing frisbee golf, going swimming, or watching The Boys together. We're
having another couple over for dinner next week. We changed contexts, but the relationships are
continuing. Why? Because we build genuine friendships within our congregation - things that survive
context. This is the rarity, and it only happens for me because I have made an intentional point of
doing it.
This is particularly bad for people who are in full-time ministry positions or heavily involved in
ministry activity in a church congregation. They place a heavy degree of importance on the context of
why they're connecting with each other - making a difference for eternity - and think that this trumps
everything else in the relationship (and they're right). So, all of their interactions focus on talking
about the Bible, or planning the next event, or refining their ministry process. Even when they "go
deep" with each other, it's for the purpose of praying together, sharing each other's burdens, and
helping each other find freedom, as "good servants of Jesus Christ" should do. But at the end of the
day, they have no connection with each other outside of their own context. This is where they've gone
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wrong, not realizing that the lack of authentic relationships among each other is negatively impacting
their ability to make a difference for eternity.
I once asked a guy who his top 5 best friends were in the congregation he was attending. He listed off
5 people by name - and actually knew all of their last names, so that was a good sign. I asked him
how often he called them up randomly just to chat. Never. I asked him how often he saw any of them
outside of a ministry-related function or conversations that ended up being primarily about ministry.
Never. I asked him if he felt comfortable calling any of those guys up to see a movie with him that
night. None. Guess what: they're not real friends.
AUTHENTIC RELATIONSHIPS
Some people mistakenly believe that being intentional means being inauthentic - that relationships
are only genuine if they happen naturally. This is just idiotic. The fact that I plan to have close
friendships doesn't mean it's impossible for me to have close friendship. The fact that I plan to save
up for retirement rather than just naturally and accidentally having enough money when I want to
retire doesn't mean I'm not really retired. It means I was wise about investing my money toward a
goal. Be wise about investing your relational efforts toward a goal.
Remember that women are focused on finding a natural. They don't want to feel duped by some guy
who only pretended to be a confident alpha. They want to bag the real deal. So, there's a stress against
anything that may seem inauthentic, and being intentional about a thing makes them feel inauthentic.
But this isn't true for broader friendships. The feminization of our understanding of relationships is
what created that impression in the first place. Leave it behind and you'll find that being decisive and
intentional about how you go about building friendships is also completely appropriate - and perhaps
even a more masculine way of doing things.
POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Speaking of the feminization of relationships, have you noticed another thread throughout this post?
That's right: all of the focus on relationships is your emotional connection to someone else. We're
taught that building healthy relationships comes from fostering deep emotional connections, which
happens through conversation about deeply emotional things going on in our lives. Even the women
I've known in my life haven't formed real friendships this way - how much less men!
I once went on a campaign asking people, "Who are the best friends you've ever had in your life?"
Take one guess how many listed a spiritual mentor or counselor as their answer. None. Virtually
everyone listed someone they knew in high school or college.
I then asked them what aspects of their relationship made them such great friends. How many do you
think listed "open, transparent communication about our deepest life struggles" as their main criteria?
None. Instead, virtually everyone talked about "that time we went white water rafting" or "we just
loved hanging out with each other a lot" or "we really enjoyed going to concerts together." It was all
about the things they enjoyed doing together that build their best relationships, not the transparency
of their life issues.
You want real, healthy friendships that last for a lifetime? Go out and have fun with people. That's
really the answer.
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SEXUAL DYNAMICS
Why am I writing this on an RP sub? Let's get to the real point of this post.
The church obviously misunderstands male/female relationships horribly, but it doesn't stop there they also misunderstand basic friendship relationships too. Don't trust what you hear from your
ministry leaders. Build authentic relationships, where authenticity isn't defined by how open and
honest you are with each other, but by how much you enjoy being around each other.
Is it at all surprising, though, that most Christian women look for communication, transparency,
openness and honesty as the hallmarks of a good marriage? After all, this is what churchianity tells
them to look for in a good friend - and Christian women are told that their husband should be their
"BEST friend." So doesn't that mean that he should be even more open, honest, and transparent with
her than anyone else? Isn't that how their marriage can soar into the heights of emotional bliss?
No. Because relationships don't thrive on these things. Transparency, honesty, and openness - even
vulnerability - are tools that can help a relationship move from a bad place to a good place. But they
are not the foundation of the relationship itself.
Attraction is the foundation of all good relationships - even friendships. For the sake of friendship, it's
about charismatic attraction. You don't want to spend time around people you don't like spending
time around. Duh. But when there is a charismatic draw to being around someone - because they're
really funny, or show great leadership qualities, or have a lot you want to learn from, or simply
because you want they life they have - those are the people you love spending time with.
For marriages to function properly, there must be both a charismatic attraction and physical
attraction. There are some truly hot women who I would never want to spend more than a few second
around because their character is so vile that there's no charisma when I talk to them. There are plenty
of other women who have great personalities that I really enjoy being around, but I'd never marry
them because I'm not physically attracted to them. A good marriage requires both.
This is particularly true for YOU, MEN. If you put on that stiff military face all the time, thinking
you're being "stoic," you're probably really coming off as non-charismatic, cold, and unattractive.
Have some fun in life. Be funny, a great leader, a wise teacher, or the guy who has the life your wife
wishes she had. Leave her thinking, "I wish I could be more like him." And keep going to the gym.
Be more physically attractive too.
This is how you're going to build a healthy relationship. And, as noted above, healthy relationships
are found more on what you do than on what you say. People remember their best friends by what
they did together, not by what they talked about together. Even girls won't say, "Shaundra was my
best friend because we talked about my divorce all night." She will say, "She was my best friend
because we had sleepovers, played truth or dare, did each other's nails, etc." Even when it is about
talking, like, "We loved talking about boys together," the connection that formed less about the
content of the conversation (i.e. what they were saying about the boys) or the insight they were
getting into the other's taste in men, thereby creating some "emotional connection" ... and more about
the activity of talking about boys, regardless of which boys came up.
In the same way, if you want your wife more attracted to you and desiring you sexually, focus less on
talking together and more on doing things together. And no, Netflix and chill doesn't count. That's
what you do to wind down after you're done doing things together. But yes, having sex is definitely
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doing something that enhances relational connectivity. If you're reading, here's a fascinating research
analysis that uses lots of fancy scientific words to explain that sex actually has a positive impact on
relational bonding beyond just feeling good in the moment. Duh.
But don't get sucked into the lie that good relationships are built on "going deep" with the negative
things. Penis shaped things, sure. Positive things as well. But not negative. Marriage counselors love
pushing this agenda because that's their entire job: digging into pains and struggles, negative things in
your lives, and opening up conversation and transparency, and creating vulnerability in those places.
Their entire career is about developing emotional stability in people, so it's not surprising that their
advice is all about emotional aspects of relationships. Indeed, for some people who have never dealt
with their emotional issues, this can be a valuable tool. But don't let it be a replacement for the
authentic types of relationships that will leave you with memories that will carry on into eternity.
While not the best example, and I take issue with aspects of the sentiment, there is some truth to the
old adage:
A good friend will bail you out of jail. But your best friend will be standing next to you saying,
"Dude, that was totally awesome!"
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How to evaluate sexuality compatibility as a Christian with no
pre-marital sex and only chaste behavior
54 upvotes | May 13, 2020 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
This question has been asked a bunch of times before, but it never has had it's own post.
Let me first say I'm not an expert on this topic, but here's a bit about how I approached it with my
wife. The good fruit that this has born is that I am happy to say that my wife has never once denied
me when I really wanted to have it nor have I her. We have had grace for each other if sick or tired a
few times, but overall we go out of our way to please the other.
I'm going to go over a bunch of different points here (not everything in the post above), but if you
want to read the full timeline of when/how I discussed things you can click the link.
And yes, I realize I made a spelling error in the title!

Vet for background (e.g. how she grew up, what her parents taught her about sex, if there is
any abuse, etc.) to ensure there aren't any yellow or red flags there which may interfere with
intimacy
This gives you some clues into how she was raised and her attitudes toward sex. As one of the many
Christian growing up during the "purity" movement, it did warp many Christian men and women's
ideas about what was good and what was bad. It's was often the case that it was drilled into young
adults heads that sex before marriage = bad and sex after marriage = good. While most men can flip a
switch to go from no sex to lots of sex, sometimes women have hangups about this because they've
been doing what is "right" and now even though it's good to have sex with their husband it still feels
"wrong." You want to see if they can process through any yellow or red flags in their attitudes toward
sex.
Look not just at virginity but overall chastity. It helps to differentiate if she may hold
virginity as an idol, or if she's being obedient to God
No man or woman should be shamed for preferring a virgin spouse. However, virginity is not a be-all
end-all. A "technical virgin" who continues to do everything with men while dating is questionable at
best. A woman who had formerly slept with some men but has been chaste for many years since she
has been saved is showing that she understands how to obey God.
Look at her attitudes toward physical intimacy and acceptance of it. For example, you
should both want to have sex and have trouble keeping your hands off each other, but you stop
yourselves because you want to avoid temptation and honor God.
This should be quite obvious seeing the context of 1 Corinthians 7. Paul describes that "because of
fornications" that men and women should marry because they were burning with passion for each
other. Beware of women (or men for women) who want to be in a relationships or marriage but don't
have a hard time keeping their hands off you. They may be in it for other reasons, but less likely want
to fulfill their own duty toward you. Which leads into...
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Go over the Bible passages on marriage with her and ask for her opinions (you must ask her
to give her opinions before giving yours, so you don't unnecessarily influence her toward your
perspective).
1 Corinthians on denial of sex is a big one. If she is a true Christian and unselfish she will want to
have sex even if she doesn't feel like it and same with you as a husband. It is must to go over this
passage with a prospective spouse and see their attitude toward it.
Ask about her libido.
Many men never ask, but it's important. Does she want to have sex? How is her sex drive? What is a
reasonable amount of sex in marriage to her? What if your numbers are so drastically different such
as you want to do it everyday while she wants to do it once every couple weeks?
Look at how she treats others and you. The more unselfishness and respect for others you
see, the more likely it is that she won't deny sex.
The Christian walk is often filled with loving and serving others even when we don't want to. You
want a Christian who walks the walk. Also, read the Christian Brad Pitt thought experiment explains
how a woman generally will act if she's attracted. She'll want to go out of her way to follow you and
be with you. This includes sex.
Examine attitudes and actions toward birth control (and if she is taking any), exercise, sleep,
and other factors as that can influence a woman's sex drive
These are often overlooked. Aside from the potential side effects of things like birth control (cancer,
blood clots, etc.) there are other things like changing a woman's preferences and sex drive that get
glossed over. There's a few examples in the OYS threads about men realizing their wives libido was
killed by birth control. You don't want to get married to someone who is taking birth control who is
attracted to you and then when she goes off she thinks you're not attractive and doesn't want to have
sex with you. Likewise, lifestyle stuff is important because things like high stress and lack of health
all can contribute to lower sex drive.
While sex is not everything, it's easy for it to become an issue in a marriage especially when you're
the one getting denied. These difference points can allow you to investigate a woman or man's
potential attitudes and actions toward sex which will give you a good idea if they want to have sex
with you and if they'll deny you or not.
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Getting your wife back after a separation
53 upvotes | January 11, 2021 | by johnmic07 | Link | Reddit Link
As many of you know, back in September my wife and I separated and very nearly divorced. But we
worked it out and got back together in November after being separated for a little over two months. I
wanted to write a little bit about what happened in the hopes that if anyone else on this sub gets
separated that it could be helpful for them. Feel free to share any personal experience with a long
term separation in the comments.
Some background:
My wife and I have been married for a little over 4 years. We were very in love when we first got
married, but we had significant problems right from the beginning. I was very red pill (unknowingly)
when we were dating, but then thought that I needed to be blue pill as a married man. I was looking
to my wife to lead and it made both of us miserable. We fought constantly and it was terrible. After
about two years of marriage I discovered red pill and immediately started making changes. I was
working out, reading, taking charge and this immediately improved the marriage for me. My wife
was more sexually interested in me, our fights were less intense and less frequent, and I was enjoying
being married for the first time. However, my wife didn’t know how to process these changes and
wasn’t getting the comfort that she needed from me. Once we had our daughter a year ago, this
became a much bigger issue and eventually led to her taking our daughter and leaving.
The separation:
When my wife left, I was completely devastated. I was angry, depressed, and miserable. I felt like I
had completely failed as a husband, as a father, and as a Christian. I tried everything I could think of
to get my wife back, and so here’s what worked and what didn’t:
1. Don’t contact her friends and family. I didn’t actually do this, but I was tempted to at one
point. But ultimately you need to focus on getting HER back. If she comes back, her friends
and family will accept you. If she doesn’t, they won’t. Getting her friends and family to guilt
her or convince her to come back won’t ultimately help your marriage because she’ll be
resentful. You need to do the hard work yourself.
2. Don’t panic. When my wife told me she wasn’t coming back and that she wanted a divorce I
had a complete breakdown. It seemed so hopeless, but it’s important to remember that women
can change their minds about things very quickly in the right conditions. She can go from being
happily married to separated in a day, but she can also go from being separated to being happily
married again in a day. You just need to play the cards right. It’s tempting to file for divorce
within a few weeks of her leaving, but don’t. It might be tempting to immediately call up your
cute, flirty, recently divorced coworker and get drinks but it’s not a good idea. Just stay
focused. Talking to a divorce attorney might be a good idea just to get a better idea of what to
expect but you need to stay calm.
3. Don’t contact your wife when you’re emotional/angry. When my wife first left, I was livid. I
felt completely betrayed and when we spoke on the phone it showed. We would argue and yell
at eachother and make threats and it did a lot of harm and prolonged our separation initially.
Unless you’re calm, don’t call or answer her calls. Take a few minutes, calm down, then call
her back. You want each phone call to bring her closer to you, not further away. If you can’t
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

calm yourself down it’s better to not speak to her for a week or two than to speak to her while
you’re upset. I found the book “How to Win Friends and Influence People” to be absolute gold
for me when I was separated because it helped me to start having positive communication with
her despite how upset we were with each other.
Don’t beg or try to logically convince her to come back. It won’t work. I tried every rational
argument I could think of to get my wife to come back when we first separated. I told her it
wasn’t best for our daughter, it wasn’t what we believed, and many other things. Not only did it
not work, it wasn’t even close to working. It was like I was talking to a brick wall. My wife
didn’t end up coming back because I logically convinced her to come back, she came back
because she wanted to. She came back because I showed her I was changing.
Take a brutally honest look at why she left. It’s easy to blame her and tell yourself that
you’ve been perfect and she’s been the cause of all the problems. But that kind of thinking
won’t get her to come back. For me, I realized that I’d been way too alpha and that my wife
needed some beta comfort that I wasn’t giving her. I realized that a married man needs to be
comfortable transitioning between alpha and beta depending on his wife’s needs and that no
woman is going to be comfortable living with a 100% alpha all the time (especially with kids).
When we’d speak on the phone, I started to emphasize the beta which over time convinced her
to consider coming back. But there are no rules here. Every woman has different things she
needs and so it’s critical to diagnose them as thoroughly as possible. Call her up and ask her
what you’ve been doing wrong to confirm that you’re on the right track. Show her that you’re
committed to changing.
Be agreeable with what your wife wants. When you’re separated, it is not a good idea to be
putting up stiff resistance to what your wife wants. It’s much better to have a “bend but don’t
break” strategy. Any time you say the word “no” to her, it’s a reason for her to be done with
you. When you’re not separated this would be a terrible idea, but the rules are different when
you are. When my wife was separated she told me that she wanted to sell our house and move,
that she wanted to hire landscapers to make the yard look nicer, and many other things. Some
of the things she asked for were reasonable and we’ve done them. But we haven’t moved, we
have no plans to, and we haven’t hired any landscapers. Instead of outright telling my wife
“no”, I instead told her that I was open to looking into that and that it might make sense. Then
once we weren’t separated anymore my wife looked into it, ran out of steam, and now we’re
fine.
Communicate with your wife. Even if you just call her up once a week and talk to her for two
minutes about when you’ll pick up your kid, and then that’s it, that is still positive
communication that will slowly improve things. As you gauge her reactions, you can have
more in-depth conversations, then meet in person, and then start discussing when she’ll move
back. It’s very important that in your conversations you emphasize that you’ve changed
whatever issue caused her to leave. My wife left me because I was too dominant, had a temper,
and wasn’t comforting. And so when I called her or met with her in person, I made sure to be
agreeable, calm, and comforting. If you go a few days or even a week without talking to her
that can be ok but ultimately you won’t get her back if you aren’t in communication.
Keep improving yourself. As a separated man, I had a lot more free time to work out, read,
and improve myself in general. You definitely do not want to let yourself go! Become the best
version of yourself you can be and when she sees that it will draw her back to you.
Pray. Prayer is absolutely critical when separated. I was so mad when I was separated I was
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blaming my faith and even God for getting me into the situation I was in. I rarely prayed at
first, but once I started seriously praying I started to get results very quickly. I would not be
back together with my wife today if it hadn’t been for prayer. I’m a Catholic and I found
praying the rosary to be incredibly helpful but obviously everyone has different preferences
here and so go with whatever is helping you to humble yourself, find peace, and reach God.
10. There are no rules. Everything I’ve said in this post is what worked for my specific marriage
but every situation is different. When separated, you’re in Vietnam and you need to do what
needs to be done regardless of what red pill, your pastor, me, or anyone else says.
I sincerely hope that none of you go through a long term separation but if you do I hope that this post
is somewhat helpful. My wife and I have been back together for almost two months now and we're
doing very well. We just celebrated our 4 year anniversary and I can tell that she's much happier than
she was. We still have issues we need to work on, and I still have a lot of work to do before I've
become the man that I want to be but I'm confident that we'll make it.
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Vent: I left the men's bible study at my church because the men
constantly complained about their marriages
53 upvotes | September 27, 2020 | by Platinum247365 | Link | Reddit Link
A few years ago, I had troubles with dating, so I swore to myself that I would become the best Godly
man I could possibly be. I decided to go to men's bible study to achieve that end.
As it turns out, that was a huge mistake.
We would have a lecture on overcoming certain obstacles in life, and we'd have talks at our tables.
What was the biggest struggle that these men complained about? It was their marriage. It was their
wives. "My kids are disrespectful." "My wife always yells at me and argues with me." "I have trouble
paying my bills." "My wife is too demanding." "My wife won't let me do anything." "My wife doesn't
like my friends or my hobbies."
The lectures and lessons were of no help whatsoever. Sometimes, the subject of the lecture was an
example of a loveless, strained marriage or a divorce. These were used as a warning when God isn't
in one's marriage. There was one story where a wife said to her husband: "I think you're a pain to deal
with, and I want a divorce." And so - what kind of advice was given from the pulpit? "Ask God to
come into your marriage." "Step up and be a good man to your wife." "Stop complaining. Love your
wife." Many times, marriage was not the focus of the lesson, but the discussions, lectures, etc. would
relate to bad marriage as an example.
Now look: As a young unmarried man, they do not realize the effect that this has on someone like
me. The lectures and discussions were about dealing with marriage on many occasions. Therefore, I
could not relate to many of these lessons at all. Know this: If all that Christian men do is complain
about their wives all day, do you think that they're setting a good example for younger men? I don't
think so.
My last straw was when we went to a men's retreat with other churches. At one point, there was
a huge lecture. We had a well-known guest pastor preach to a huge crowd of men. And what did he
talk about? You guessed it - marriage. He pretty much regurgitated the same talking points I
mentioned above. "If you're having a tough marriage, be a good man to your wife." "Come get some
counseling at the church and we'll help her." You get the idea.
That's when the ideas were seeded in my mind. Why even get married in the first place? Why
even bother with these struggles in the first place? God had shown me that as a single man, I was
free. I caught up with that guest speaker later in that retreat and told him that based on all the things
he said, I don't think I want to get married. He could not answer my concerns and just told me not to
throw the baby out with the bathwater.
It just does not help when the church doesn't have much answers for struggling husbands except for
shaming tactics. And the rest is history. After that retreat, I left men's bible study, and accepted my
singlehood. Still, many people try to convince me to change my mind about marriage, and they have
trouble respecting my choices, but at the end of the day, I'm happy. I still struggle with lust on
occasion, but honestly, I'd rather struggle with that than deal with the drama of an unhappy
marriage.
Thank you all for reading.
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The "Closer to God" Myth
52 upvotes | August 2, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This post is probably going to tick off a lot of people because it's such a wide-spread and overpopularized myth. But I'm okay with stepping on some toes. I often hear people say:
My goal in life is to grow closer to God every day.
The Bible actually talks very little about this concept. There are a small handful of passages that talk
about drawing near, but they're few and far between - at least compared to some other larger concepts
that create a better framework for relating with God. Consider:
I love my kids, but when I tell them to clean their room I get upset when they hang all over me
wanting to spend more time with me. They think they're loving me. I think they're being
disobedient brats.
God did this to Moses in Exodus 14:15 - "Then the LORD said to Moses, 'Why are you crying
out to me? Tell the Israelites to move on.'" Basically, "Stop spending time with me and start
doing what I told you to do."
Jesus tells us, "Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations." Instead, we focus on having
more quiet times, praying more, singing more songs, attending more services, etc. In essence,
we focus on getting "closer to God" and spending more time with God than actually doing the
things he told us to do.
Christian culture over-glorifies the relational aspect of our faith to the point that we think getting
"closer to God" is the most important thing. That's not surprising. Society tells us that relational
closeness is one of the most important things to have in life, and we impute this psychological trend
into our theological framework. The result is that we end up like clingy kids that hang all over our
parent's neck because it makes us feel good to be near them, but we never actually clean our room,
which just makes them angry at us instead.
Then we get all confused, wondering: "How can I be focusing on God so much and yet still feel so
distant and my life feel so screwed up?" Duh.
And yet my kids rationalize it: "But I just want to be with you all the time," as if this profession of
their emotional joy toward me is somehow a substitute for obeying me and following my leadership
in the home. Don't rationalize your relationship with God like a child unless you are a spiritual child.
Instead, take Paul's advice in 1 Cor. 13 - "When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a
child, I reasoned like a child. When I became a man, I put the ways of childhood behind me" - and all
this in the context of understanding what it really means to love someone.
That's why Jesus said in John 14:21, "The one who has gushy feelings and spends lots of time with
me is the one who loves me," right?
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Be the Judge
51 upvotes | August 12, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This is a tweaked version of an old post from MRP that I never shared here, but it came up recently,
so enjoy.
My job right now is to argue (attorney). It's rare to have a case where I'm not arguing against
someone. There's almost always an attorney or party on the other end. But if I were to run for judge
and win, my new job would be to hear someone else's arguments and make a decision. Which role are
you playing in your marriage?
Playing Attorney
When you DEER and argue with your wife, you are putting yourself on an equal playing field with
her. You're saying that you're one attorney and she's the other and you're both pushing for differing
agendas. The problem is that there's no invisible judge presiding over the situation. This means that
you're both implicitly assuming that there's some objective "right answer" and you're more closely
aligned with that objective reality than the other. But because that objective reality is an inanimate
ideology that never acts or reveals itself, the argument itself becomes the centerpiece of the show.
The argument is emotionally devastating in many such cases because there is no absolute resolution only a concession toward trial and error based on whoever has more steel plates in their head to keep
banging.
EXAMPLE: Suppose she starts arguing that you should never spank your kids. You argue
back that spanking is perfectly appropriate and beneficial. There's so much evidence on both
ends of the spectrum that nobody can definitively say whose way is better. There is no magical
parenting fairy who will appear to screaming parents and tell them who's right.
Whenever you engage in an argument in a back-and-forth manner, even though you're arguing
against her, you're actually validating her view. By playing the role of "opposing counsel" you're
communicating that objective truth has not been discovered on that issue yet, so it needs to be
discussed and argued. Once you do that, you cannot then play the "headship card" because now it
comes from a place of weakness (and playing that card so directly and verbally is generally from a
place of weakness anyway). In the end, you have not persuaded her that your way is better. At worst
one of you caves and the other feels like a loser; at best, you reach a compromise, which
compromises the truth of the situation just to keep both parties somewhat appeased. Either way, you
have just proven that no objective reality is going to decide the case ... so, in her mind she's following
a guy who keeps getting it wrong, and she's the wife who just has to put up with a husband who
makes wrong decisions all the time, or with whom she has to compromise to half-measures.
NOTE: Winning arguments and getting your way aren't methods of strengthening your frame
or "holding frame." Being an argumentative jerk who never backs down might be a persona
you want to craft into your frame, but it is not your frame itself. Your frame is who you are and
how you project that to those around you. If you deviate from who you want to be just to win
an argument or get your way, you may prove a point, but you've broken frame to do it. You've
shown her that she has the power (through sacrifice of her ideologies) to change you, for better
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or worse. This is not a display of strength, but of weakness.
Playing Judge
Instead, you just need to take the position of judge from the get-go. At that point, you're not arguing
with her - you're listening to her argument. That's a huge difference.
Interestingly, go watch a real trial (not Judge Judy crap) and you'll notice something right away:
Judges STFU. They sit there and listen. They don't argue. They really only speak when someone
objects. When a witness is finished or the case concludes, the judge might ask some questions to get
more clarity on the situation, but they never engage in the argument itself. They never argue back.
They are only seeking more information with which to make a wise decision. The judge's opinion,
then, becomes objective reality to the parties under its authority. Yes, it may be subjective as to the
decision itself (one or the other always thinks the judge got it wrong), but the authority from which
the decision is made is objective - something that everyone knows not to defy. As attorneys often tell
clients, "I don't care if it's a bad decision; you better do what the judge says anyway."
Now, in his opinion the judge does account for the arguments. He doesn't "pre-judge" the case before
even hearing the facts (which would be unethical in every jurisdiction). He shows empathy to the
attorneys and parties: "I heard what you had to say and here's my conclusions based on all the
information you've given me." He does this to let the parties know that their arguments have actually
been heard and understood, not ignored - and that feeling of being understood is often more important
to a wife than actually getting her way. It also bolsters his decision, making it harder to appeal, as
often happens when a judge's decision fails to reference substantial aspects of one side's case. By
acknowledging the arguments, he's not merely communicating empathy, but also establishing a
precedent: "If something similar happens again in the future, this is how I'm going to process that
situation and rule on it."
Whether you're an attorney or judge, the arguments will be never-ending - and often-times you will
want them. My wife is great at researching issues and presenting information to me. When she does
this, she has a conclusion in mind that she wants me to reach, so she presents the information in the
form of an argument to persuade me to her side. Sometimes I agree with her position, other times I'm
outright opposed to it, and other times what she says inspires me to investigate the issue personally
because I may not agree with her argument immediately, but I'm persuaded enough that it's worth
further insight.
The difference is that as an attorney the arguments are against you; but when you're a judge, the
arguments are to you. Position yourself as judge, not attorney. Don't argue back. STFU until she's
said all she has to say, then issue your ruling, acknowledging that you heard and understood her. In
this, I'm not giving you a license to ignore your wife by giving a boilerplate speech of how you
comprehended her words. Actually weigh them, as good judges do. But once you've made your
decision, if she tries to argue back, let her know that you're not arguing - you're deciding. I've had
good luck in the past reminding my wife, "We could argue about this, but then there would never be
finality. Do you want to have a decision and move forward or do you want to debate for the next
three hours?" The question is, of course, rhetorical - she knows I'm not going to entertain the debate
even if she says that's what she wants.
Since I first wrote that post, the dynamic in my household has changed a lot. First, my views and
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understanding have updated enough that I had to edit significant chunks (and probably would have
done more, if I had the time). But more to the point: my wife has wonderfully fallen in line with this
forum. Instead of a civil court judge who is resolving conflicts, I'm now more of a probate judge who
receives petitions and decides whether or not they have merit and should be granted or denied.
Or perhaps a better analogy would be the scenes we see in movies where the king sits on his throne as
people file in, waiting for their turn to ask things of him. Their request always involves an argument.
But it's not an argument against anyone. It's an argument to the king. This is how it should be. And
yet when another subject within the kingdom has a petition - like one of your kids - your wife shifts
to the role of the queen next to you or the advisor whose input you value and esteem, but have no
obligation to. Do you think the king is worried about whether or not his advisor will be upset with
him for making a different decision? Of course not. Yet the wise king makes the wisest decision,
whether it came from his advisor or himself, or elsewhere entirely.
It's interesting to see how 2+ years of applying a concept has changed the dynamic. Sometimes I
think my wife still has 998 feet to go on that 1,000 foot rope, but other times I look back at these old
posts and realize we've come so much further than I ever imagined. But when the changes are ever so
gradual, we hardly realize just how far we've come.
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FR: Fatherhood. Some early observations.
51 upvotes | December 9, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
My firstborn, a son, was born a little over a month ago. It turns out that newborns, despite their
incredible cuteness, are needy and time consuming. Hence, I have not been as active here. Fear not
my fellow RPC goers, I have been taking diligent notes along the way to share.
The following thoughts are in no particular order. Take them or leave them as you will.
Pregnancy is no excuse to buckle as captain
After I impregnated my wife (that shouldn't be a weird thing to say) I constantly received well
intended but blatantly stupid advice from other men about how to navigate a pregnant women's
hormonal mood swings, strange cravings, and more. Turns out, if you have established yourself as
captain and have her deeply in your frame the best thing to do is nothing different. So that's what I
did. Guess what? Our relationship continued to be easy and sex continued to be awesome the entire
pregnancy. Sure, she had emotional episodes and some wild mood swings, but these are just bigger
more obvious fitness / comfort tests. It makes sense. A pregnant woman is incredibly vulnerable and
reliant on others for support. She wants to know you are going to remain solidly and reliably alpha. I
tend to disagree with the "pregnancy is a time to show your beta side" advice that sometimes gets
thrown around. The woman is the ”beta” in the relationship and she doesn't need another beta to care
for the child, she needs an alpha who is going to fight off threats, hunt mastodon, and blaze a path
forward for the family. This doesn't mean you don't change diapers and burp junior, but you do so
because your legacy is worth building up the right way from the ground up.
A funny story, my wife and I were having sex while she was about halfway through the pregnancy. I
was pounding away and she turned and said something hormonal like, "I need some reassurance that
you want me". While I was inside of her. Rock hard. I think I told her that I wanted her because she
was being a naughty girl, spanked her, and kept going. Later she told me she realized she was being
crazy to question my desire for her in the midst of having sex. This whole event stood out to me
because she has never asked something like that and I knew it was her being hormonal. Had I
engaged her and stopped to explain all the reasons I found her desirable it would have likely derailed
the whole thing. Maintain frame, AM, keep going.
Sex during pregnancy can be great.
My wife and I had regular sex (4+ times a week or more) throughout the pregnancy. One of our best
times having sex in our entire marriage was during her second trimester. In fact, we had sex on the
day she went into labor. Interesting point of note, my wife initiated more than I did.
Women in great shape fair much better.
It's a small sample size, but we know many women who were pregnant and delivered within a month
of my wife. My wife was in the best shape of the bunch and continued to lift up until about the
middle of the third trimester. She had the most straightforward labor of the bunch. In order of fitness,
the rest of them followed. The least fit women had the hardest time with labor and required more
medical interventions. We are convinced that several of them could have avoided complications
simply by being physically stronger and having more stamina.
Fathers who lead don't have bitchy wives.
As with most things in life, there are good, bad, and plain stupid ways of parenting. There are infinite
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number of strong opinions on what the right way to do something (birthing, diapering, burping,
sleeping, medicating, etc). Do your homework. Don't leave every decision up to your wife who has
been hearing about the virtues of free-range organic grass fed upside-down breastfeeding of
whatever the latest trend is from her girlfriends. Not everything matters, but some things do matter
and by being involved, researching the issue, and making the decision you will not only improve your
child's well being but your wife will see you leading your family and follow accordingly.
Many of the wives I know with the least respect for their husbands is because their husband saddles
them with all the decision making for the kids. That's a ton of responsibility and first mates resent
captains who leave all the hard calls up to them.
My wife has often expressed her appreciation for me taking the lead in deciding things involving our
son. I delegate a lot to her, but she knows she can come to me for help making a decision if she is
deciding between options. I have a cousin who's wife is a busybody who evidently makes all the
decisions for their sons. The results are unpredictable and varying and it doesn't reflect well on him as
their father. I don't want to be that guy and neither should you.
Babies have amazing frame.
You have no idea what a complete self-outlook is until you meet someone who has no ability to
discern that other people outside themselves even exist. Despite your best efforts, their outlook
cannot be changed and you inevitably end up bending your efforts (time, attention, money, etc) to suit
their wants. Nothing to really elaborate on here yet, but it is fascinating to watch.
Never let your kid break your frame, especially not in front of your wife.
Doesn't this contradict the point above? Not exactly. My baby may not have the cognitive
development yet to enter my frame, but that doesn't mean I need to fall into his. I admit, when my son
is screaming his head off for reasons I have yet to diagnose, it can become frustrating. If I were to
lose my cool because a baby was fussy, how could my wife trust that I won't lose my cool when a
real problem arises?
Automate everything you can.
The newborn phase is not the time to skimp, pinch pennies, and save. Do whatever you need to do as
quickly and easily as possible, or it will likely turn into a mess. You've been building your career and
stockpiling funds for the war chest, right? Well now is the time to tap into that to make life easy for a
little while. Spending extra on services and quality products that do the job easily is well worth it
because simple tasks can require ten times more focus and effort to pull off with newborns. You want
to automate or ease the repetitive undesirable things as much as possible so you can focus your time
on more important things like sleeping, hitting the gym, reading, hustling, whatever.
Having a kid is not that expensive, if you're smart about it.
I've always heard that having children is extremely expensive, so I wanted to put it to the test. I asked
my wife to start a spreadsheet. The used market for kid stuff is insane. Essentially new and perfectly
functional items can be found at a tenth of the cost of buying new. If you ask around, a lot of other
parents who aren't using their newborn stuff at the moment are happy to loan them to you. Some
products, like cloth diapers, work far better than their disposable counter parts and save you a ton of
money in the meantime.
Even the labor and delivery need not be all that expensive if you shop around and screen for
insurance coverage ahead of time. So far we've spend about a third of what it would cost if we had
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done the easy thing and bought everything new. I'm sure costs will rise as our son becomes mobile
and starts to injure himself or gets sick but from a pure material cost it is not that bad.
Going to the gym is more difficult now.
You're exhausted from getting terrible sleep. Your nutrition is probably not on point. The thought of
going to the gym to lift heavy things sounds terrible. This is why being disciplined is far more
important than being motivated.
Leaving the house to go to the gym also means leaving my wife alone with a newborn. It's doable, but
it isn't fun. When junior spits up all over your wife, poops, and pees through his diaper and swaddle
in about 30 seconds (this happened the other day) having a second set of hands goes a long way. A
situation that is inconvenient can quickly turn into a major annoyance when you are on your own.
Taking care of yourself and your crew is important. This doesn't mean you don't go to the gym, but it
means you cannot be indulging yourself wasting time screwing around between sets. You go in with
a purpose, execute, and get out.
Until some sort of "normal" rhythm is established maintenance is your primary goal. If you've been
going to the gym 4-6 times a week, it may be time to shift to doing 2 full body days. That is the
approach I took for the first few weeks. Those workouts sucked, but they kept my strength up. This
week I've begun shifting back to a more normal routine. Not only did I maintain my strength, but I
PR'd on bench and squat and matched my all-time-best PR on Deadlift.
It's not as hard as people make it out to be.
Having a newborn isn't that hard. It's challenging compared to life before-hand, but people who have
an otherwise healthy newborn and essentially fall apart likely did not prepare before hand and are not
adapting well.
Fatherhood is amazing.
I cried when I saw my son for the first time. I was so happy to meet my heir, my legacy, my protege
who I hope outdoes me in life, love, and godliness. I think the last time I cried before that was at my
grandfather's funeral way back in high school. Snapping my clavicle in half or having appendicitis?
No tears. Crying over pain is for pussies. Crying for joy is for those who are blessed to experience
such joy.
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How to Know if You're in Her Frame
51 upvotes | January 7, 2021 | by TRP_Scepter | Link | Reddit Link

You’re nervous.
That’s it. If you’re nervous, you’re in her frame.
This observation applies to any situation involving a woman. Whether you haven’t even approached
her, plating her, dating her, or married to her, it doesn’t matter; if you’re nervous, you’re in her
frame.
The reason for your anxiety around her is thus: Your masculine instinct is telling you that something
is dreadfully wrong. Men are built to lead women. Women are built to be followers/helpers of men. If
this order is broken, or you believe it'll be broken (approach anxiety) your instincts will tell you.
Take a moment to reflect on your past interactions with women. Whenever you’re confident, strong,
and your masculine-self, chances are you’re not nervous at all and your relationships with women are
great. However, when you’re nervous, the relationship or interaction is falling apart because she’s in
control.
Women are not built to be in control. Women are built to be led. If you forget this and let her
take control or submit to her frame, your instincts will punish you in the form of anxiety.
Disclaimer: The following example is taken from when I was dating as an agnostic, however, it
illustrates my point well.
I was at a family gathering with my now ex-girlfriend. I was sitting at the table scrolling through the
photos on my phone and I scrolled past a nude photo of a girl I was dating before her that I forgot I
had. But of course, she was looking over my shoulder and saw it.
“Woah woah, scroll up.”
I felt my stomach flip and my heart sink. I didn’t want her to cause a scene in front of her family.
Read that sentence again. I didn’t want her to cause a scene in front of her family.
I was in her frame. Realizing this I quickly got back into my frame, scrolled up, tapped the photo, and
said,
“This? She’s pretty cute huh?” I was still nervous, but was regaining composure rapidly. I was
getting myself together and thus pulling her back into my frame. I changed my focus from her and
her family to me, my masculinity, and my dignity.
She gave me the silent treatment and kept drinking beer. I got up and enjoyed the food her family
prepared. After a while, she asked me if I wanted to “get some air.” We excused ourselves, went
outside, and I answered her questions honestly. She confessed how insecure she felt because the
woman in the photo was "so much prettier than her" and I "deserve better." She was thoroughly back
in my frame. I comforted her through kino and reassured her that she was good enough for me or else
I wouldn't be dating her.
When I look back upon all of my relationships I see this trend; I was only nervous if I was in her
frame and being led/controlled by her. The instant I gripped back the reins of the relationship (as men
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should do) the anxiety went away and the relationship became joyous.
So the next time you’re nervous around a woman just know the following…
You’re in her frame and you need to get out of it.
You’re a man.
Act like one.
Follow me on Twitter for quotes I find particularly engaging and meditations that don't deserve their
own post.
Closing Statement: In the past, I wrote posts dedicated to fornication. I do not condone fornicating
anymore, however, the posts will remain up for people who believe they can learn from them. Sooner
or later I will talk about my conversion to Christianity. And yes, I got rid of all the nudes on my
phone.
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The Demise of Marriage: Cause and Effect
51 upvotes | January 13, 2021 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
One of the posters recently had a post asking some peripheral questions about this such as single
motherhood on the rise.
I wrote a blog post last year attempting to detail all of the factors that go into the demise of marriage.
Re-posted in entirety if you don't want to click on the link.
I can’t remember any one person having tried to write down all of the negative effects about the
demise of marriage. This is basically a list to try to write down most if not all of them at least in the
US. Most western countries probably have similar trends too. Some may overlap with Christianity
and Christian marriage, though culture would have been increasing hostile regardless.
Got the idea from reading the comments here. Much of everyone arguing about many of the common
talking points not realizing that pretty much everything contributed.
Unfortunately, don’t have the time to link all of the posts that related to all of these topics, so I’ll
possibly do it when I have more time. Just linked some of the more recent ones.
Feminism
Proto-feminism women’s suffrage — sped up the implementation of liberal policies (see:
many points below). However, many of these policies would come about regardless.
Women in the workforce — increasing need for full-time jobs decreases quality and pay of
jobs. Note: I’m not saying women can’t or shouldn’t work (as many women have throughout
history and even Biblical times did: Proverbs 31), but this trend does negatively affect
employment rates and quality of pay of jobs. It’s basic economics.
No fault divorce — incentivizes divorce and single motherhood, especially for cash and prizes
Default mother gets the kids — incentivizes wife divorce
Child support model has replaced fathers — can easily leave a marriage to get money (h/t
Dalrock)
Sex outside of marriage — decreases marriage rates, increases cohabitation. Why buy the cow
when you can get the milk for free?
Decreased stigma of bastards — decreases marriage rates
Contraception — decrease marriage rates
Abortion — decreases marriage rates via increased sex, decreased stigma, and contraception
Bloating government spending and entitlements — incentivizes single motherhood and
poverty
Increased victimhood and protected class status — virtue signalling and sky high
expectations become the norm
Women can do no wrong — everything is somehow men’s fault.
Masculinity is demonized (via "the patriarchy") — decreases “good masculine men,”
increases “feminized pansy men,” and increases “bad boys.”
Rise of the white knights — men thinking that helping or speaking up for women will make
them attracted to him
Cross-dressing and cross-behavior — women start to cut their hair short, wear men’s
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clothing, and act more like men which leads to decreased their own attractiveness. Women with
longer hair, feminine clothing such as dresses and skirts, and feminine demeanor are almost
universally more attractive.
Women delay marriage “Find yourself” and “try to have it all” and “don’t settle down too
early” — delays women’s marriage expectations until after their most attractive years
Tearing down “patriarchy” or forced equality of the sexes which doesn’t exist — women
are not attracted to most men
Decreased shame — “certainly societal shame over old maids, loose women, divorcees and
bastard children played a large role in why many people were “christian” at the time. Once the
stigmas started to be removed from the previous list then people found more interest in them. I
mean, its not like loose women is a new thing, right? Been around since the beginning of time!
However in most societies such women were shunned and frowned upon, despite the absence
of God. This kept such activities in check, whereas now they are celebrated and running
rampant!”
These trends have highly destabilized the marriage marketplace, leading to entitled, less-attractive,
less feminine women and decreasing amounts of attractive masculine men.
Education trends
Women gravitate toward educational teaching especially K-12 — biases education system
toward girls
Elimination of PE and increase of busy work in schools — biases education system toward
girls
No child left behind — no stigma for failure leads to decreased care about doing well in life,
especially for boys who schools don’t care about
Men tend to do well in more hands-on fix-it work — some/many men prefer not to go to
college and into trades. Trades aren't as valued as college by women because of less social
status.
College/STEM pushed for women via feminism — Women increasingly represented in
college and graduate education (also due to above). Don't want to marry down in status or
financially because of hypergamy.
Parents push their daughters more than their sons — Unsurprisingly, their daughters are
more ambitious than their sons to get an education and good job
Expectation for young adults to move out at age 18 (or 20 or 22 or whatever) — pushes
women to develop career skills in order to support herself in lieu of pursuing marriage. If
needing to live on your own is a certainty but marriage is only a possibility, its not a wonder
young women aren't focusing on marriage.
As educational attainment and a high paying job have become a ‘status symbol,’ this leads women to
look down on men leading toward more “where have all the good men gone.”
Other/Social trends
Social media and dating apps — Encourage narcissism and skyhigh unrealistic expectations,
typically in women more than men, but can be both. Also, normalizes hedonistic lifestyles and
presenting yourself as perfect without flaws.
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Husbands and fathers are treated with contempt and no respect — especially happens in
the media. Corollary: Loss of solid role models. Decreases men who want to be such.
Disney princess mentality — sky-high expectations of “prince charming” leading to decreased
dates, relationship formation, and marriages. Improper view of “romance.”
Obesity — decreases both sexes attractiveness which decreases dates, relationship formation,
and marriages.
Pornography and romance novels — sexual satisfaction can be gained at the expense of
morality outside (or even inside) of marriage.
Liberal media bias — feminist policies are pushed at the expense of morality
Romanticization of marriage — Most marriages outside of the last hundred years were not
out of “[feeling] love.”
Many men and women start to believe that things that are attractive in men (e.g. have a
good job, successful, educated, interesting, etc.) are also attractive for women to get a man
— Hint: youth, beauty and femininity are attractive to men. These incorrect expectations lead
women to focus on the wrong areas to try to land a man.
Women want men that “have it all” but won’t date men who are significantly older — this
is simple logistics. Most men in early to mid 20s are not very successful yet, aside from a few
start-ups and those men are usually socially awkward. Since there are only a few men like this
early on, the few very attractive women will snap them up. The rest complain where “all the
good men went” when their expectations don’t match reality.
Increase in risk averse behavior — parents want to protect their children from life rather than
introduce them to the conflicts of life and how to overcome them. Less men and women are
willing to take the plunge to get married earlier or even just ask their counterparts out on dates.
Parents don’t teach their sons and daughters about the opposite sex much anymore —
little if any parental mentoring about life which leads to mass confusion for men and women
Less stigmas for bachelors or bachelorettes — Socially single for longer periods of time is
more accepted. There used to be preference to giving promotions to married guys over single
ones.
Marriage vows are literally just people saying stuff — "To have and to hold" where each
spouse meets each other's sexual needs is out. "For richer or for poorer" and "in sickness or in
health" are not taken seriously. Women, and to a lesser extent men, will just leave at the first
sign of hardship.
"Other" relationships are more acceptable — Polyamory, friends > marriage, and exploring
non-monogamous non-heterosexual relationships are becoming more normalized.
These factors negatively affect men and women’s expectations of relationships and also some may
result in decreased or significantly decreased attractiveness.
Christian trends
Chivalry and feminism’s “Christian” counterparts (complementarianism and
egalitarianism) have replaced Biblical marital roles and responsibilities — leads to an
inversion of roles or idolatry of the wife in the marriages
Clear Biblical compromise — women pastors/leaders, de-veiling of women in Church, etc.
Lack of focus onto preparation for marriage — God’s Biblical marital roles and
responsibilities are largely ignored or manipulated in favor of worldly talking points such as
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“communication” and “conflict management”
Tingles are a sign of godliness — if she’s not in love with you (romance), you’re not acting
godly. Makes husbands idolize their wife’s feelings and thereby a slave to them.
“Women are more spiritual than men” — increases pride and self-entitlement and decreases
repentance and humility
“Women good, men bad” — an offshoot of the above used to blame husbands/fathers for even
sins that their wives/daughters/sons commit saying that ‘if they were only godly enough then
their wife or children would submit.’ Encourages rebellion and decreases respect and attraction.
Feminimization of the Church: worship, preaching, etc. — increases female and decreases
male attendance leading to disparities in the dating pool that negatively affect women.
Preacher apex fallacy — sexual attraction is from power and status in the Church. “Be like
me” attitude doesn’t work, especially when the pastor suddenly starts having marital troubles
because of adherence to chivalry or complementarianism over the Bible.
Fall to cultural expectations — happy wife happy life, white knighting, women can do no
wrong, and many of the other feminism trends.
“A man must pursue a woman” — the non-Biblical reality of the typical conservative
Christians. Reality: Jesus invited the disciples to follow Him, and the disciples chose to follow.
He did not chase after them.
Christians following worldly social scripts — college -> job -> house/car -> marriage are
more important than instructing children to follow Biblical morality.
Physical attractiveness and worldly success are largely ignored — to get a spouse you must
wait on “God’s timing and be godly” while ignoring that no one wants to go out on dates with
obese, poorly dressed, and poorly marriage-prepared Christians. Which leads into…
“God’s timing…” or “God’s plan…” — prevents Christians from actually taking steps to
change their own situation which decreases chances of meeting someone who also finds
attractive. Corollary: God does not promise anyone a spouse in the Bible
Nuclear rejections — dissuades young Christian men from approaching in the future
The over-spiritualization of dating — Dating is only encouraged if you’re serious about
getting married, and Christian friends hype up a date like you’re getting engaged.
Jesus is my boyfriend — leads to weird pseudo-romance that negatively inflates women’s
expectations in a relationships
Mother’s day and Father’s day microcosm — praise mothers and shame fathers to do better
or “man up.” Even worse: claim God the Father is also a mother.
Purity culture — Flirting is a “sin.” Women are brown-beaten to not have sex so much they
still remain unwilling to have sex in marriage.
Honestly, there were more Christian (or should I say non-Christian) trends than I expected. Most of
these negatively affect women’s expectations. Some disincentivize men from being Christian or even
trying to date. The worst offenders are the ones that distort the Scriptures to mean or say things that
God never said about marriage or promises He never made.
Overall thoughts
In general, when most men and most women married in their early to mid 20s, the women were
marrying for the trajectory of what the man could be (unless she was marrying someone 5-10+ years
older than herself). Men would get the “wife of their youth” immediately while working to support
his family and become a great husband and father that his wife could brag about as he becomes much
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more successful.
Most Christian men and women would do well to focus on themselves and what benefits they could
bring to a potential spouse. They should work on their own attractiveness: stay fit, eat healthy, well
groomed, and masculine or feminine in action and clothing if possible. They should also focus on
what God says about marriage and not the common cultural Christian distortions that are parallels of
what culture says about husbands and wives.
Christians should be active in serving Jesus and mentoring/discipling others and being
mentored/discipled themselves if possible. Network within the Church and go to widespread events
as that gives them more avenues to meet other Christians. Evaluate your own expectations of a
spouse to make sure that you’re not having unrealistic expectations or too many deal breakers (aside
from Biblical requirements like serious Christian).
Also, if I missed any, add them to the comments. I’m pretty sure I got most of everything, but there
are always some that I probably missed.
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Examples of Simping in the Bible
51 upvotes | November 30, 2021 | by redpill-cool | Link | Reddit Link
Simping - for those of you that haven't heard the term, here's urban dictionary's top definition:
"When you infatuate over women, allowing them to take over your mind and cause you to do things
for them that you wouldn't normally do."
Simping is a huge issue that causes a lot of men to end up in RPC, and we see it in the Bible
repeatedly. Today I'm going to talk about three Bible stories where men were simping - Adam,
Samson, and King Solomon.
If you know anything about these stories - you know that this covers a broad range of men. Adam,
the first man ever. Samson - one of/the strongest men ever. King Solomon - one of/the wisest men
ever.
Genesis 3:3-6 "but God said, ‘You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree that is in the midst of the
garden, neither shall you touch it, lest you die.’” 4 But the serpent said to the woman, “You will not
surely die. 5 For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like
God, knowing good and evil.” 6 So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it
was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to make one wise, she took of its fruit
and ate, and she also gave some to her husband who was with her, and he ate."
Adam wouldn't have done this normally, that is why it specifies that she gave some to Adam.
Otherwise it simply would've said the serpent tricked them both. Satan is smart though, he knew it
would be easier to get to Adam if he manipulated Eve into doing so, and so that is what he did.
Deuteronomy 17:16-17 "Only he must not acquire many horses for himself or cause the people to
return to Egypt in order to acquire many horses, since the Lord has said to you, ‘You shall never
return that way again.’ And he shall not acquire many wives for himself, lest his heart turn away, nor
shall he acquire for himself excessive silver and gold."
1 King 11:1-3 "Now King Solomon loved many foreign women, along with the daughter of Pharaoh:
Moabite, Ammonite, Edomite, Sidonian, and Hittite women, 2 from the nations concerning which the
Lord had said to the people of Israel, “You shall not enter into marriage with them, neither shall they
with you, for surely they will turn away your heart after their gods.” Solomon clung to these in love.
3 He had 700 wives, who were princesses, and 300 concubines. And his wives turned away his
heart."
Partially King Solomon did this out of lust, and partially out of greed (because he went for 1,000
exactly, we can tell that it was seen as an achievement for him). Despite being given exceptional
wisdom he still did this. Far be it from Solomon to take a foolish action like this normally, so this too
is simping.
Judges 13:5 "for behold, you shall conceive and bear a son. No razor shall come upon his head, for
the child shall be a Nazirite to God from the womb, and he shall begin to save Israel from the hand of
the Philistines.”
Judges 16:17 "And he told her all his heart, and said to her, “A razor has never come upon my head,
for I have been a Nazirite to God from my mother’s womb. If my head is shaved, then my strength
will leave me, and I shall become weak and be like any other man.”
Samson, despite being one of the strongest men to ever live - able to take on an entire army
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himself, still failed and simped for a Philistine' prostitute.
Each of these are a cautious tale that you should keep in mind through-out day to day life. To
put it in the most basic terms possible, simping happens when you place women above God in your
hierarchy of important things, which in itself is idolatry. If you are struggling with that, crack open
the sidebar and start reading. Almost every post on there is helpful in someway with getting rid of
simping.
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Cats - A Basic Level Analogy on Female Nature.
50 upvotes | June 1, 2020 | by operationveritas | Link | Reddit Link
For millennia, human nature has been likened to that of our animal counterparts at the very core. Strip
away human consciousness, emotions, social media and modern progressiveness and we see the raw,
barebones nature of a large majority of human beings. As we are all children of God, at a base level,
we are all created with that same, primal and instinctive nature.
Now my journey with RP and RPC more recently, has been a bumpy one in the past. When I was
introduced to RP over a year ago, I couldn't quite grasp and swallow that big, fat, red pill. Maybe it
was because I thought it was too good to be true, who knows, but I was a bit of an idiot. However,
there were a few occasions about year ago where I went out and tried to figure things out for myself
that it finally clicked. I had come to the conclusion that deep down, no matter how 'cultured'
'educated' or 'woke' people are, or at least claim to be, more often that not we fall back to primal
instinct. Most of the time, we don't even notice it. I finally made the connection.
Cats.
I remember trying to explain this to my old BP friends and yeah I don't need to tell you how that
went, hence old friends. But this is what I had noticed, from first hand experience [important
later].
A Cat, a feline mammal that on the surface does almost literally whatever it wants, or so it seems to
us. When Cats are around people, they tend to get scared and freeze. When said person takes a period
of time out of their day and runs after them saying 'awww what a cute kitty', guess what, they BOLT.
Worst case scenario, they hiss and attack in self-defence. This leaves said person momentarily
confused and a bit sad that they couldn't pet the kitty. Said person then looks like a fool in front of
their mates, because they attempted to pet a cat using all the bells and whistles they thought might
work, and now they look like fool. And "as a dog returns to it's vomit, a fool repeats his folly".
Don't be that guy.
So how do we get to pet the cat??
It's simple. Don't.
At least not to begin with, otherwise you'll end up in the fabled scenario above, which most of us
have encountered at least once in our lives, with a relatives cat or even just a random one on the
streets.
Cats are peculiar, but at the core, the nature is rather simple. When you enter the vicinity of a Cat and
inject your presence into the area for the first time, it knows you are there, even if you might not
know it is there, or it's right in front of you. So you just go about your own thing, keep doing what
your doing. You know the cat is there but you know it'll run if you try anything. Besides, you're so
involved with your own business, the Cat could be doing this, but you'd still carry on. Cats are also
curious and seek attention, so when they're not getting it, they get braver. You'll notice it gets closer
and starts to scope you out. It might even just sit 2 feet away from you and observe you, but as soon
as you move in its direction, BOOM, gone. After some time (variable) it'll gather up the courage and
maybe brush past your leg. It knows you're not a threat now, that's a green light to move closer for the
cat. Bish bash bosh, before you know it you're stroking the cat on your mates sofa looking like Dr
Evil and Mr Bigglesworth from Austin Powers.
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Moreover, if there are several cats in the room and they see their buddy getting all of the attention,
and they can also see that you're not a threat, you're now the cat man. What if the cat doesn't bite? Or
goes to someone else? Put it this way, there are no shortages of cats in the world. If one doesn't come,
another will. Take your pick.
Congratulations. You have just been socially proven by a Cat.
The real emphasis in this analogy is this: Do your own thing, and other things will naturally
gravitate towards you.
In RPC terms, focus on your mission and God will bring you the fruits of life, including a
girlfriend/wife. Of course, the cat analogy focuses mainly on the initial stages of attraction, however
it shouldn't be forgotten, as it is a hardwired programme in the female nature which more often than
not, will play out once again.
In the bible we can actually see this happening with Jesus and his female followers. Check it out.
Mark 15:40-41
"There were also women looking on from a distance, among whom were Mary Magdalene,
and Mary the mother of James the younger and of Joses, and Salome. When he was in
Galilee, they followed him and ministered to him, and there were also many other women
who came up with him to Jerusalem."
Luke 23:49
"And all his acquaintances and the women who had followed him from Galilee stood at a
distance watching these things."
Notice that they are all initially 'at a distance' from Jesus to begin with while He is out there
performing his miracles and carrying out the great commission, leading to his ultimate sacrifice for
us. They initially just 'watch on' however once they realise that Jesus is not a threat, soon come closer
and follow. What did Jesus do to get people to come closer? Absolutely nothing. He simply did what
God had commissioned him to do, held his frame, and everything else followed. Did Jesus care if
people left or defamed him? No, because He knew that there would always others out there. The
two examples above directly address this nature, but there are other less obvious points in the Bible
where you can see this nature at work also.
How does this translate to modern society? Simple, You do your thing and inject your presence and
frame into social scenarios, and if you are strong in faith, strong in the mind, and strong in physical
presence, You won't need to say a word and the cats will all look, even if its just a glance, because
they feel it as soon as you walk in. Of course, social conditioning and modern society/churchianity
has told us that men should do all of the pursuit. Don't. You're there to do what you're there to do.
See someone you like? Keep it low effort, a big cheesy grin and overt hand gest..... just kidding. Just
give 'em a smirk and a nod or something like that so that you acknowledge they are there, but you're
doing your thing. Then, just observe. No one comes? Cool, you're so busy that you DGAF.
People ask this question a lot over on r/asktrp along the lines of, why am I not internalising RP? It
goes back to a point I made earlier about first hand experience. You can read all of the books,
literature, posts and watch all of the dodgy PUA videos you want, but the real way to internalise RP
and RPC is to get out there and stop being a keyboard warrior. Drop the social media, porn and all
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that rubbish. The best way to 'get' RP is to go and figure it out yourself. This is the great thing about
r/RPC. There are well experienced and well versed people on here much more than me, but I'm sure
they didn't amass the knowledge they have by just reading and typing. Get out there and figure it out
yourself. Then you can come up with crazy cat analogies... I'm just at the beginning of my journey
through life and still have a lot to learn, so I remain humble in my approach.
Attraction is a non negotiable. Cats will be Cats, Women will be Women.
Just don't run after the Cat.
Trust me, I learned the hard way.
P.S. as this is my first long post to the sub, I would be more than appreciative of feedback/criticism,
so that the next post will be better quality. Hello from the UK.
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Born-again women with high body counts
49 upvotes | June 12, 2020 | by fraggotelement | Link | Reddit Link
How do you reconcile personally? One girl I was with told me that her last encounter was a year
before she met me, only after which did she start to take the faith seriously. I know Christianity gave
her purpose, but I felt like a complete loser knowing she'd slept around for all of her teenage years
and 20s, yet we were to wait until marriage for sex when I met her. I guess this may have not been as
big of a problem if I wasn't so sexually inexperienced, but it really got to me.
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REPOST: Tactics for Getting Out From Under Porn
48 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | by swinglow-sweet-AC130 | Link | Reddit Link

Tactics for Getting Out From Under Porn
God has been good to me over the last three years. I haven't touched pornography in that time, and I
have not struggled with it. In part, I struggle with other sins (masturbation, fantasies) that most men
have in addition to porn, and I used to struggle with porn on a regular basis. I still struggle with
temptation and lust in my mind, but the effects are not what they once were. I've been clear of
masturbation for a number of months now, and the urge for that is minimal as well.
I have a freedom that appears to be absurd in light of what I see regularly in OYSs and other posts
here. I want for others to have what I have: freedom from porn usage.
First, we need to cover some basics so that the tactics make sense.

Lust vs. Temptation
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/6pou4h/201_healthy_sexual_desire_v_lustco
veting/
Jesus was tempted. But he did not sin. I guarantee you He saw beautiful women, yet He still did not
sin. I also guarantee you His testosterone levels and sex drive were just fine (being the perfect Man).
So what? How did He see and not sin?
Someone on the Discord server explained this to me clearly: temptation is the attraction to a thing, sin
is interacting with it. In the case of seeing someone attractive, the attraction is the temptation. The sin
is interacting with that attraction mentally or physically. In the link above u\Red-Curious says
Biblically, the idea of [lust] is not merely any old desire. It's an I would if I could mentality.
If you see and consume, you are guilty as Christ says: "Anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has
already committed adultery with her in his heart," (Matthew 5:28)
That is, if you could, you would and you totally will imagine it in your head.

Recognize, Reject, Seek Forgiveness, Carry On
When telling others about how I have managed to kick porn, I found myself telling other guys to "just
pray". I was informed that didn't work. So I re-examined what I had done in the early years of my
departure from porn. I found that I didn't just pray. I had a few tactics, including prayer, that allowed
me to seek God in an organized and purposeful manner.
We are told to "take every thought captive to the obedience of Christ" (2 Corinthians 10:5). The
following method does precisely that.
When we take a thought captive, we eliminate a way the enemy can approach us: "resist the devil and
he will flee" (James 4:7). However, this doesn't mean he won't try to tempt us again with the same
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thing.
This first tactic is used in the moment. You see something and it spurs a thought, or a random thought
comes into your head. You're tempted to entertain the thing, to play with it in your mind, to roll it
over and see where it takes you.

Step 1: Recognize the Thing
This takes practice. Many times you'll catch yourself already entertaining a thought before you
recognize what it is. The important part is to recognize the quality of the thought and immediately
move to step 2.

Step 2: Reject the Thing
Once you have recognized the thought as temptation (or sin, depending on how far you get), you need
to reject it. I say to myself something like "I reject this _________ and I give it to You, God".

Step 3: Ask for Forgiveness and Change
This is where I spend most of my time in prayer. While I'm often able to catch myself before
engaging with a tempting thought, sometimes I don't. Forgiveness from God and self-forgiveness are
important to eliminate shame. Typically I say something like "God, please forgive me for this. Please
help me change, to be the person You want me to be!"
You can read more on forgiveness here.

Step 4: Carry On
It is important to use this tactic in the context of something larger. If you have some task to turn your
mind to, great! If not, what are you not doing?
Move on with your day, task, whatever. If you're lying in bed at night trying to fall asleep, plagued by
incoming garbage, the thing you can be doing is "box" or "triangle" breathing. Or praying. Or both.

Identifying Your Weaknesses: Root Cause Analysis
We are told to resist the enemy, and he will flee. Again, we are told to flee idolatry. Consider this
step to be organizing resistance against the enemy, as well as an organized flight from idolatry. The
enemy will attack when you are weak, and this will map out your weaknesses in stark detail.
If you happen to work professionally in a STEM field, you may be familiar with the idea of "root
cause analysis"; it answers the question why did ________ happen?. What was the root cause of the
thing that happened? In an ideal world, this discovery is made without judgement of those people and
circumstances involved. You may need to pray for God's wisdom so that you are only recognizing
what happened, as opposed to judging yourself for what happened.
In my case, I wanted to know why I binged with porn and all its trappings. The first thing I did was
build a timeline of what my activities normally look like, from the time I did the thing all the way
back to days prior.
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Conditions Immediately Prior
Think about the last time you used porn. What were the conditions immediately prior to use? Your
emotional condition? Physical? Surroundings? Location?
I've copied the following from my journal from 2017:
On my computer w/out a purpose, looking for something to do, and I think I'm alone.
Bored. Angry. Tired. I'm making excuses & actively rebelling.
I considered the previous month or two when making these generalizations. It will be helpful for you
to write out the conditions for each time you used in as much detail as you can. I tripped up here and
went straight to generalizations.

Conditions Before You Act
And what happened before that? Hours? Days? What did you eat? How much sleep did you get? Did
you work out? Get in a fight?
I identified patterns in myself that I followed in the days and hours before landing back in
pornography:
Entertaining or accepting invasive thoughts and/or fantasies as 1) my own, 2) "ok" or
somehow acceptable. Generally board, feeling listless & purposeless (even when there is
plenty to do, I've had enough sleep, been doing everything right).
Depression/feeling down (all I want to do is sit and watch TV).
Not taking time for God daily. Note the presence of excuses for this lack of activity: "I don't
have time", "I'm ok, I don't need God's help right now", etc.
Making excuses for "innocent" thought patterns or activities that objectify others (which
leads back to masturbation and pornography and destructive pleasure seeking). [specific]
excuses & patterns that may arise [that I used in the past] are looking at "artistic reference
materials", not looking away from another person's body & explicitly rejecting the thought
pattern before it begins (such excuses come up: "this doesn't hurt anyone", and others)
I came to the above conclusions while thinking about my specific conditions before using porn. You
don't have to come to conclusions right away. Just make notes of the conditions, and see what
patterns come up. Again, you will benefit from writing out each instance in as much detail as
possible. Again, I made a mistake here, and went straight to generalizations.

Mitigation
Now you know when you are weak, why you are weak, and what decisions typically put you in that
state.
The next step is point-by-point mitigation. This is where I discovered the
"recognize->reject->forgiveness->continue" tactic in the section above. I found that for the large
majority of stuff that happened in my head, I could just reject it (give it to God), and continue on with
my day.
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Some of the items above could not be dealt with only in my head, though. I had to settle with the idea
that I wasn't taking care of myself (enough food, enough sleep, supplements), that some habits I had
built were actively putting me on the path to temptation and eventually porn usage.
I had the following mitigation plan for "Depression/feeling down"
Continue maintenance [enough food, enough sleep, supplements]. Stay busy. Focus on God.
Use the meditation/EFT tools you have. Exercise helps a lot.
While still general, the above plan is prescriptive. I knew what to do. I just had to sort out how to do
it.

Mission
Let's talk about the larger solution: "Stay busy". You will get some benefit if you use the tactics
above as they are described. You will reap a maximum benefit when you use them in the context of
some greater strategy; your mission for God
I reached out to u/aaaquad on this point, because the specifics of my mission are still rather fuzzy. He
sent me the following:
I cannot stress enough how important mission and purpose is in being able to kill
pornography, or any sin for that matter. Since seeking after porn and sin is a function of the
desires of our hearts, the only solution is to be able to have an even greater desire for Christ,
or to put it another way, to have a changed heart (Ezekiel 36:26). The new desire we have is
love for Christ and obedience to him (John 14:21). The command we obey is his call in the
great commission (Matt. 28:18-20).
Since God’s mystery and purpose of the gospel has been made known (Ephesians 3:6), the
powers and authorities in the heavenly places (Ephesians 3:10) have realized the imminence
of their defeat (Hebrews 2:14) The enemy has been strategizing and scheming how to
prevent this from taking place and preventing as many people from coming to the
knowledge of the truth. This is why Paul talks about our fight not being with blood but
against the rulers, authorities and cosmic powers, and evil spiritual forces in the heavenly
places (Ephesians 6:12).
Pornography is a potent tool used by the enemy to prevent God’s plan from taking place.
When Jesus ascended into heaven he told his disciples to go and make disciples, training
them to obey all that he had commanded. God is seeking after the bearing of godly children
(Malachi 2:15) which echoes God’s original mission to expand his kingdom to the entire
world.
In the same way that pornography physically drains your energy, preventing you from
successfully bearing and raising children, so does it spiritually drain you, preventing you
from making disciples. Thus the enemy succeeds in obstructing God’s plan to expand his
kingdom to the entire world.
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So with the importance of mission in mind. What is your mission? Once you know Christ’s
mission for you and it begins replacing those old desires the following spiritual practices
will be effective in enabling you to overcome your flesh and the enemy in the fight against
pornography…

How is this different from just "doing stuff"?
The above tactics are short term solutions. They will get you out of destructive patterns.
They will not put you on a Godly path. They do not replace God’s purpose and will in your
life. These tactics will enable you to get clear of the bondage of porn so that you may pursue
God more effectively, that’s it.

Troubleshooting
You’re going to run into roadblocks using these tactics. Here are a few that I’ve had to deal
with, or that I’ve heard others talk about. Here we use prayer as an effective intervention,
but pursue the will of your God. In all the following cases 1) pray, 2) carry on. When you
do this you practice trusting God to handle each thing you bring to Him.

Shame
I got really good at hiding my porn usage after I was shamed as a young man. In my shame,
I attempted to hide even from God. Trusting Him will be a big challenge for some of you.
You can pray over that, "God, please help me to trust that You are safe for me to come to."

Anger
"God, I'm angry. I don't want to be angry, I don't want to be this person. Please help me to
be someone different."

Despair
"God, I can't get out. I don't know what to do. Please help me have hope in You."

Distrust
"God, I don't trust You because _____. Please show me how to trust You!"

Persistent Temptations
There will be things that won’t leave you right away. Sometimes I’m stuck with
thoughts/images for days or weeks at a time. The latest round of fantasy I’m trying to shake
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has been with me for three weeks at this point.
Jesus gave us an example of how we ought to pray in these cases: Luke 18:1-8. We are to pursue our
God with persistence. God works in His timing. Part of the reason we pray is to practice trusting God
to do His will in His timing.

Long Term Care
As your current temptations become manageable, you'll find that the Holy Spirit will prompt you
with memories from your past. You'll need to address each thing He brings up. Do yourself a favor
and write them down. You’re going to want some details recorded for when you are working with
others who also have this issue.

Links
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/6rqc0q/202_conquering_addiction/
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/drp1lx/the_truth_about_porn/
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/95u0uz/kicking_porn_for_good/
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/95f1t8/sex_addicted_v_sex_starved_mrp_dr
aft/
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Are women really "saved through child-bearing"? Yes.
48 upvotes | June 16, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
TRADITIONAL EXPLANATIONS
I have yet to see an even remotely persuasive view of this verse in any commentary I've read. Yes,
I've gone through all of them on biblehub.org. Here are the answers given on that site and others:
1- It's a reference to the fact that a woman would give birth to the Messiah (Elliott, Benson, Matthew
Henry, and virtually everyone else)
Benson suggests Eve is the one saved through child-bearing, fulfilling Genesis 3's curse on the
serpant
2- Paul just put the women in their place, so he felt obligated to make them feel better by highlighting
that they can have kids and men can't; that is: women still have an honorable function in the earth, if
not through teaching then through bearing children (Elliott's)
3- If women are faithful and holy, God will remove the curse of the pain of child-bearing, or perhaps
even the possibility of death (Benson)
4- Child-bearing references all maternal duties, being what will save women (Barnes, Geneva)
5- Child-bearing is "synonymous with education ... woman, by the proper training of her children,
can obtain salvation as well as her husband, and that her appropriate duty is not public teaching, but
the training of her family" (Rosenmuller)
6- The real emphasis is that women must continue in faithfulness and holiness to be saved, as is
apparent from the entire rest of the new testament, and the mention of child-bearing is merely
because it was the curse on the woman, suggesting that she will be saved even despite the fact that
she still experiences pain while bearing children (Barnes, Poole)
7- Child-bearing, and the work associated with it, would be the context in which women are most
likely to be saved, whereas a lifestyle of public teaching would actually decrease their likelihood
toward salvation (Jamieson-Fausset-Brown)
WHY THEY DON'T WORK
1) There is NOTHING in the context to support the reference to the Messiah. Further, the futuretense of the child-bearing being a salvific event precludes the option of the past child-bearing event
of Jesus' birth, not to mention the "if they continue" language. This point is also made moot by the
fact that men are also saved by the fact of Mary (a woman) having given birth to Jesus, so why would
women be singled out in this way? For this to make sense, Paul would have had to re-word himself:
"Women will be honored by being the gender through which the Messiah was born," yet that's not
what he said. Barnes does a decent job shredding this view apart.
2) The passage doesn't say women will be "honored" or "esteemed." It says they will be "saved." The
word for "will be saved" is used a dozen or so other times, none of those times being translated
anything remotely close to honored/esteemed. The only two times it's not used salvifically are,
ironically, references to Jesus bringing someone back from the dead. It seems apparent that these are
interpretive translations whereby "will be resurrected" or "will be made well" could have just as
easily been translated: "will be saved [from death]."
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3) One could argue that the invention of epidurals has fulfilled this verse, defeating the curse. The
problem is that this is available even to the most vile of women, having nothing to do with faith and
holiness. There seems to be no distinction between those who are faithful/holy and those who aren't
when it comes to pain in child bearing.
4) Again, if we take "saved" in a soteriological sense, as seems to be the case from the other uses of
the word, this interpretation would make the passage read: "Men are saved by grace through faith, but
women are saved if they have kids, but only if they're faithful and holy also." This is against most of
the rest of the new testament on soteriology.
5) This interpretation seems to create an unnatural separation of the words as if it's suggesting,
"Women will be saved, just like men, and they will also have a role of teaching among their
children." It ignores the "saved THROUGH child-bearing" part.
6) This is perhaps the most plausible of the unlikely options. My only objection is that the word
"through" in the phrase doesn't lend itself to be reinterpreted this way. Every other use of the word
"through" here is a direct causal relationship. Many translations of the Greek word for "through" also
say "because of." The majority use it in the context of something being said "through the prophets,"
emphasizing that they were the vehicle by which something would happen. It's also frequently
translated as "by." None of the alternative translations lend themselves to this interpretation.
7) I'm fascinated by this interpretation, affirming my appreciation for the JFS commentary whenever
I have come across it. But there is still too little context for this interpretation to make sense, and it
ignores the causal nature of the word "through" in the actual text.
WHAT IT DOES MEAN
Virtually every commentary on the subject tries to "explain away" the phrase as if it means something
other than it says. I propose that the Bible means what it says in this situation. The context is
obviously soteriological, as it blatantly references the fall of humanity by its reference to Eve's first
sin, and then immediately explains how women are to be saved going forward.
To give my TL;DR: We often discuss here that physical reproduction is a shadow of the reality of
spiritual reproduction. I have also referenced on many occasions the soteriological connection to
spiritual reproduction (which I will reiterate below). In this, child-bearing for women does have both
spiritual soteriological significance (in the sense of producing spiritual children for them to mother,
being the women they convert and disciple) as well as physical significance (by producing children to
be the primary objects of their evangelistic efforts).
THE FULL EXPLANATION
Understanding the Fruit
Jesus talks a lot about plants, fruit, seeds, farming, growing, etc. He is consistent in his use of them.
The parable of the sower is the most obvious one to interpret because he actually takes his disciples
aside and explains exactly what it means:
The seed is God's Word.
We are the soil.
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The plant is when God's word grows in a person.
When the plant grows large enough, it bears fruit.
Fruit is the seed-bearing part of the tree that drops into the nearby soil.
That seed then can grow, if the nearby soil is good soil.
The result is that the tree yields a crop "30, 60, or 100 times what was sown."
Only the good soil does this, and there's no room for the expectation that the good soil WON'T
do this. It WILL.
In this, we see some imperative that those who are genuinely saved will produce fruit and a crop. The
fruit contains the seed that we spread to those around us. The crop are those who grow from that seed,
being those who we convert and ultimately disciple. Paul talks about evangelism as the planting
process and discipleship as the one who tends the plant with water, fertilizer, etc. God is the one who
makes it grow.
Caveat
Before I go much further, let me make clear up-front: I am not suggesting that spiritual
reproduction is a prerequisite to salvation. That would be an absurd conclusion, as that would
mean that one must have sex (physical reproduction) before they can be married. Instead, the
marriage precedes reproduction, yet is also what consecrates it. Just as sex affirms the authenticity of
the marriage and precludes the possibility of annulment, so also does spiritual reproduction - bearing
fruit for Christ - affirm the authenticity of our salvation and preclude the possibility of a spiritual
annulment, as will be addressed more with regard to the soteriological significance of the fruit,
below.
Let me also make clear up-front that the fruit is not the actual disciple who is produced from our
effort. That would be the plant that grows from the fruit falling in the nearby soil. Instead, the fruit is
the part of us that goes out to spread seed into the nearby soil. The soil it falls in is still separate from
the fact of the fruit that spread the seed there.
Soteriological Significance of Fruit
With that foundation, look at many other passages and the soteriological significance of bearing fruit
and helping the crops grow:
First, the parable of the sower itself shows that this is directly associated with being good soil. I won't
rehash that.
Second, in Matthew 7, Jesus says that we will recognize true believers from false ones by their fruit,
showing the soteriological significance of bearing fruit (i.e. spreading seed, being God's Word out of
us).
Third, in that same passage, Jesus doesn't say that the tree that produces bad fruit will be cut down
and thrown into the fire (though this is also implicit), but that the tree that "fails to produce good
fruit" is the one that is burned up.
Fourth, if we look at the parable of the talents/minas, it's all about reproducing what God gave you.
The one who had 10 reproduced 10, the one with 5 reproduced 5. The one with 1 talent/mina held
onto it and did not reproduce. He didn't lose it! That's important. He kept it safe. But he didn't
reproduce it. What happened? It was taken away from him and he was cast into a place with the exact
same description Jesus uses for hell ("weeping and gnashing of teeth").
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Fifth, the parable of the fig tree (Luke 13:6-9) tells of a fruitless tree that the master wanted to cut
down. It wasn't producing bad fruit. It wasn't a dead tree. It was a barren one. The gardener asks for
one more year to fertilize it, tend it, and help it grow. He says, "If it produces fruit, I've saved the tree.
But if it doesn't, then after giving it that one last chance, you're welcome to chop it down and throw it
in the fire."
There are many, many more examples, but it's quite obvious throughout Scripture that spiritual
reproduction is tied to soteriology. And consider how a woman's barrenness in the old testament was
such a great shame over her! It was considered a sign of God having cursed her. She could have
otherwise been a fantastic wife and woman, yet by being barren she was considered disgraced all the
same. So it is with the barren believer.
The Unforgivable Sin
I'll actually add one more example: the unforgivable sin. Lots of people ask what it is. Jesus says it's
"blasphemy of the Holy Spirit." Most people don't like the actual context of the passage and will say,
"No, saying something with your words can't make you commit it. It's a heart thing." Then they'll
break it down into one of the two most popular answers: (1) It's callousing your heart so hard that you
will never choose repentance again, or (2) It's ignoring the Holy Spirit's work in your life all the way
to the point of death without ever repenting.
These answers are completely absurd because there is NOTHING in the context of the passage at all
that would even remotely imply this. It requires eisegesis to impute those concepts into the passage to
get there. Let's look at the actual context:
The pharisees verbally accused Jesus of working through denomic powers.
Jesus rebukes them.
He tells everyone that "every kind of sin and slander/blasphemy can be forgiven" specifically highlighting verbal sins (slander).
He adds, "Anyone who speaks a word against the Son of Man will be forgiven" - again, a
verbal sin.
"But anyone who speaks against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the
age to come" - obviously talking about verbal communication.
So what does it mean to "speak against" or "blaspheme" the Holy Spirit?
The obvious contextual answer is to do exactly what the Pharisees just did to Jesus, which created the
context for why Jesus said all this in the first place. The pharisees verbally attempted to thwart Jesus'
efforts by preaching against him to convince others not to follow him. I have to imagine that if we do
the same against the efforts of the Holy Spirit - that is, verbally attempt to persuade others away from
the faith that the Spirit is drawing them toward - this would be blasphemy of the Holy Spirit instead
of "blasphemy of the Son of Man."
Let's expand on this. Acts 1:8 tells us that the function of the Holy Spirit when he comes on us is to
cause us to become God's witnesses to the world. That is: spiritual reproduction. God's Word grows
in us because of the Spirit's work, which then produces the fruit that is spread into the nearby soil
("Jerusalem, Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth"). So, the work of the Spirit is ultimately
to cause us to produce good fruit (i.e. converts and disciples).
While the Spirit produces good fruit, one who produces bad fruit is one who does the opposite.
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Instead of generating life, they compel others toward death. Bad fruit is still fruit - it is still
reproduction and not the same as barrenness. But it's producing something vile rather than nothing at
all. The fruit is dead. So, one who produces "bad fruit" produces death in others, leading them away
from life.
In short: those who "speak against/blapheme the Holy Spirit" are those who attempt to lead others
away from the life that the Spirit offers to everyone. It is those who fight against the Gospel and
attempt to lure believers away from salvation and into death.
To recap up to this point:
Trees with good fruit are those who are alive in Christ and actively sharing their faith among
the soil (people) around them.
Barren trees are those who are neutral and apathetic, having no interest to share their faith or
fight against the faith, except to the degree that they find the conversations
stimulating/amusing.
Bad fruit comes from the active efforts made by those who seek to thwart the efforts of the
Holy Spirit, leading others away from life and reproducing death in them instead.
The connectivity between the fruit and the unforgivable sin is obvious in that the very next verse after
the unforgivable sin is: "Make a tree good and its fruit will be good, or make a tree bad and its fruit
will be bad, for a tree is recognized by its fruit."
Oh, and after that Jesus goes into the verbal nature of the unforgivable sin: "how can you who are evil
say anything good? For the mouth speaks what the heart is full of ... everyone will have to give
account on the day of judgment for every empty WORD they have spoken. For by your WORDS you
will be acquitted, and by your WORDS you will be condemned." I'm not sure how we ignore the
verbal nature of this entire passage, or the context of the fruit.
... not to mention that the only reason Jesus is preaching on this at all is to rebuke the pharisees for
trying to lead people away from following him, making it even more obvious that the unforgivable
sin is to verbally entice others away from the life that the Holy Spirit is enticing them toward,
specifically "blaspheming" the Holy Spirit in the process.
Oh yeah, and beyond the fruit being mentioned in the passage itself, you'll note that I bring up the
parable of the sower a lot here because that parable is shared in the very next chapter and begins with,
"That same day." That is, the parable of the sower was preached almost immediately after Jesus
taught on the unforgivable sin (technically, he got interrupted before he could finish his explanation,
the parable of the sower being Jesus's way to get back on track).
What about vocal atheists?
This always comes up, so let me clarify: it's one thing to present a defense of your own world view.
Most vocal atheists are doing just that. They're pushy about it - not because they're trying to force
Christians to give up their faith (much less with any success), but because they're intellectually
ambitious and arrogant of their own views. They debate just because they enjoy the debate, not
because they want to stifle the Holy Spirit (even though their actions may at least appear to have that
impact). In this sense, most vocal atheists are forgivable, if they repent.
Under the view I'm presenting, the point where they cross the line is when they actually shift their
focus off of mere verbal jousting as a game they enjoy, and instead adopt the focus of the pharisees:
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to allow their hate for the Holy Spirit's work cause them to argue that what the Holy Spirit does is
evil in an effort to entice those who would live by the Spirit away (I may even add: "and actually
succeeding").
Arguably, this wouldn't even apply to the degree they may persuade a fellow non-believer not to be
saved, as there's no death being produced - there was already death in the non-believer in the first
case. In that situation, they're merely nurturing the conditions for death to remain. Rather, if they
actually persuade a genuine believer to give up their faith with the goal of stifling the Spirit's efforts,
that's actually reproducing their own death into someone else who wasn't previously dead. That is
when they have produced bad fruit.
Fun Fact
As something of an aside, the soteriological significance of spiritual reproduction also explains
Deuteronomy 23:1 - "No one whose testicles are crushed or whose male organ is cut off shall enter
the assembly of the Lord." What a fascinating verse. Why not? Because if you have no capacity to
reproduce, you have no business pretending to be among God's people. In the old testament, it
references the testicles as the means of physical reproduction. We now understand this as spiritual
reproduction, and therefore anyone who is spiritually incapable of reproduction cannot be among
God's people. Fortunately, all people are "capable" - yet some of us refuse, becoming like the
eunuchs who emasculate themselves by choice, which Jesus references in Matthew 19.
THE CHILD-BEARING ASPECT OF MARRIAGE
What does any of this have to do with women being saved through child-bearing? I know I've gone
on what must seem to be a confusing side-track for a bit. But here's where it connects.
If failing to produce good fruit is what causes someone to be chopped down and thrown into the fire
(i.e. go to hell), then it follows that the only way to know you won't go to hell is to produce good
fruit.
In Malachi 2:15, we read, "And why did the Lord make them [husbands/wives] one [flesh], with a
portion of his [Holy] Spirit in their union? To produce godly offspring." That is: the point of marriage
is to produce godly offspring.
God didn't want just any offspring. Adam and Eve fully populated the world by the time of Noah, but
God wiped them all away with the flood, saying through his actions, "That's not what I meant when I
asked you to fill the earth." Instead, Malachi 2:15 clarifies that God wanted GODLY offspring people who are spiritually alive.
In the New Testament we readily understand that godly offspring is not produced merely from our
physical descendants (even the Old Testament, such as in Zechariah, we see that the physical
offspring of the spiritually alive can still be spiritually dead), but through our spiritual descendants.
While Paul was not Timothy's physical father, he calls him his son in a spiritual sense. Romans 9
talks about how it is not those who are the physical descendants of Abraham who are his true
children, but those who are the descendants of the faith of Abraham. Peter and John, in their epistles,
also reference having spiritual children.
So, just as Malachi 2:15 alludes to the godly physical offspring of husbands and wives, the way
married couples bear physical children is a model for how the church (and us, individually, as part of
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it) ought to bear spiritual children. Per the above, this child-bearing concept is directly associated
with salvation - not that it makes us saved, but that saving faith will always lead to a compulsion to
spread seed (which is found in our fruit). Put another way, our spiritual marriage to Christ should
create a desire to spiritually reproduce with him in the same way that our physical marriages should
include a healthy desire to engage in physically reproductive acts with our spouse.
CONCLUSION
So, "women are saved through child-bearing" seems to be this: Just as a wife is to bear children for
her husband, which was (biblically) her most significant role in the household for most of history, so
also is Christ's bride - the Church - meant to bear spiritual children for our groom. This process of
child-bearing is substantially and undeniably tied throughout Scripture to our ultimate judgment.
Reproducing spiritual offspring for Christ, our spiritual groom, contributes to and affirms our
salvation in the same way sex (physical reproduction) contributes to and affirms a physical marriage not as a necessary prerequisite (lest we be accused of reproducing with Christ before we are married
to him), but as the seal that binds a marriage in the same way physical reproduction consecrates a
physical marriage, eliminating the possibility of annulment.
In this sense, women are quite literally and soteriologically saved through child-bearing - not merely
in the physical sense, but in the sense of raising spiritual children for which their ability to birth and
raise physical children is a template.
Interestingly, "women are saved through child-bearing" can't possibly mean that they have a different
means of salvation than men, as if men are saved by grace through faith, but women through childbearing. That would be an absurd and inconsistent result with the rest of Scripture. Instead, it's best to
understand that the soteriological significance of spiritual child-bearing is imputed to men in the way
that we also adopt the role of the bride in regard to our union with Christ. That is, the soteriological
rubric is same between both men and women in our relationship with Christ, yet women as a physical
gender are uniquely given the template for how spiritual reproduction ought to occur by virtue of the
physical representation they express in human marriages.
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If you are struggling with repetitive sin, especially if you're a
coomer, you need to commit to scripture memory.
47 upvotes | February 19, 2020 | by IsAllThisReal | Link | Reddit Link
I have hidden your word in my heart that I might not sin against you. - Psalm 119:11
What can this mean? Can it really mean that just storing the word of God in your heart will prevent
you from sinning?
Yes.
The law of their God is in their hearts; their feet do not slip. - Psalm 37:31
Keep this Book of the Law always on your lips; meditate on it day and night, so that you may be
careful to do everything written in it. Then you will be prosperous and successful. - Joshua 1:8
Its not as simple as just memorizing some words, you can have plenty of knowledge in your head and
still "just browse instagram" (NO egirls, NEVER!). You must get that knowledge into your HEART,
by meditating on it day and night.
But his delight is in the law of the LORD; and in his law doth he meditate day and night. - Psalm 1:2
You should delight in his words and his teachings. You desire to understand it, you crave it like a
starving man craves food. blessed are those who hunger and thirst after righteousness. You replace
any and all desire for sin with an all-consuming desire for God and the things that are holy.
It is inevitable that you are going to be temped, and we are given steps to prepare for this temptation:
Finally, be strong in the Lord and in the strength of his might. Put on the whole armor of God, that
you may be able to stand against the schemes of the devil. For we do not wrestle against flesh and
blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present
darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places. Therefore take up the whole
armor of God, that you may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand firm. Epehsians 6:10-13
The armor is truth, righteousness, peace, faith, salvation, and your offensive weapon is the sword of
the spirit, which is the word of God. God spoke all life, all space and all matter into existence with
his word. His word is power and light and healing to the mind and the flesh.
Then once you have prepared,
Submit yourselves, then, to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you. - James 4:7
HE WILL FLEE. The same word that spoke creation into being gave you the blueprint for success
and told you it WILL WORK. When you have doubt and you are struggling, when it seems like you
can't go on or it just makes no sense,
Let us hold fast the confession of our hope without wavering, for he who promised is faithful. Hebrews 10:23
He who promised is faithful. God is not a man that he should lie, nor a son of man that he should
change his mind. Does he speak and not act? Does he promise and not fulfill? - Numbers 23:19
So to recap:
1. scripture memory
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2. meditate on scripture to store it in your heart
3. prepare yourself for temptation with truth, righteousness, peace, faith, salvation, and the word
and the spirit.
4. FLEE from temptation, STAND and RESIST against thought patterns and desires
And I am going to add a number 5 that has helped me immensely.
5) HATE what is evil. Hate it for what it would steal from you, for how it would separate you from
God, for what it did to Christ on the cross, or what it would pervert and distort. HATE every aspect of
it. HATE what is evil, and cling to what is good.
If any of you want an accountability partner, I'm your guy. I'm not going to ejaculate until I'm
married. I know some Christians disagree for whatever reason, and I am not here to condemn them,
but to offer this warning:
26 If we deliberately keep on sinning after we have received the knowledge of the truth, no sacrifice
for sins is left, 27 but only a fearful expectation of judgment and of raging fire that will consume the
enemies of God. 28 Anyone who rejected the law of Moses died without mercy on the testimony of
two or three witnesses. 29 How much more severely do you think someone deserves to be punished
who has trampled the Son of God underfoot, who has treated as an unholy thing the blood of the
covenant that sanctified them, and who has insulted the Spirit of grace? 30 For we know him who
said, “It is mine to avenge; I will repay,” and again, “The Lord will judge his people.” 31 It is a
dreadful thing to fall into the hands of the living God. - Hebrews 10:26-31
I hope these verses help someone as much as they have helped me.
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Listen up you pricks, we have work to do.
47 upvotes | April 16, 2020 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
In the past handful of months we've doubled the number of subscribers here at RPC. At first blush
this seems encouraging; we want to help others figure this out, right?
Well it would be good news except a bunch of you lazy jerks aren't even bothering to read the side
bar, aren't abiding by the rules (rule 2 being the most violated), and aren't posting in OYS.
(u/coachdad8 posted about this recently. Read it.)
Not having bothered to read the sidebar(s) you aren't even sure what the red pill is, let alone trying to
swallow it. We've seen a massive influx of posts and comments that basically amount to this: "How
can I use game to make my blue-pilled fantasy come true?"
News flash cupcake: the blue pill is a lie. That, in a nutshell, is why we are here.
So before you go and write that post, before you post that comment, think: have you actually taken
the time to educate yourself? I get it. There is a lot of jargon, the secular posts are a mixed bag, and
u/red-curious likes to write small novels for each of his posts. Trust me, it's worth reading and
reflecting on.
At the end of the day if we let this casual knuckleheadedness continue on unchecked this sub is going
to turn into flannel-graph bible study with the Flanders and the message will be watered down to the
point of uselessness (i.e., salt that has lost its saltiness).
As mods we've let a lot of this low-effort stuff slide because this community has always had a vibrant
"immune system" to react to the abject stupidity that occasionally gets posted here. Time to step it up
a notch gents.
Oh, by the way, hello and welcome to the new folks.
We're here to help you.
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r/RPCWomen is now active.
47 upvotes | May 21, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Welcome post is here:
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPCWomen/comments/gnpbgh/welcome_to_rpc_women/?
Ladies (and men who want to engage too), enjoy the conversations you all create at r/RPCWomen.
No, the mods here are not interested in taking primary responsibility for creating content there.
Yes, we're fine with having women join on as mods. It should be understood that the primary
audience of this sub is women, even though men may participate form time to time. It should address
many topics raised by passages like Titus 2, 1 Peter 3, Proverbs 31 - either from a theological level (if
you're comfortable with that) or a more pragmatic, "Here's what's worked for me" angle.
Have fun.
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RPC Video Chat
46 upvotes | June 3, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
For those not fans of long blocks of text, a few of us have started up an RPC video chat series for you
all to listen in on. So as not to defeat the purpose, I'll just share the links and say no more.
Episode 1 - Introductions
Episode 2 - Archetypes
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Why God Doesn't Love You.
46 upvotes | February 16, 2021 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Yeah, God loves you, but that doesn't mean you'll always experience the benefits of a loving
relationship with him. Lots of people see these constant, recurring struggles in their lives and think,
"God must not love me." Some people are less dramatic and just want answers to their problems.
But answers aren't always easy to come by. Yeah, "no temptation has overcome you except which is
common to man," but man's most common response to those temptation is also to cave. So, the
commonality of our temptations, frustrations, struggles, etc. only speaks to the fact that we're "not
alone" - it doesn't at all indicate that there are answers.
WHY You Struggle
There's a difference between what you NEED and what you WANT. Goodness, I feel like I'm talking
to 3-yr-olds about "needs and wants," but seriously: this phenomenon persists even into adulthood
with our faith.
Want
When people ask about "how to stop watching porn" or "how to get my wife sexually interested in
me" (or even the reverse or "how to find a girlfriend" or "what to do about my spouse's sin issue" or
"how to cope with the feminine imperative" or any other life issues, they're focusing on WANTS.
These people are saying: "I have an idea in my head of what my life ought to look like. This thing is
holding me back from experiencing that ideal. As such, I think I need the answer to this problem in
order to get back on track to my ideal life." In reality, they can be fine with or without that resolution.
They just don't comprehend that reality yet because they're so fixated on that one issue.
Look at all the chumps on askMRP who think they need their wife to change. The barrage inevitably
comes in: "No, what you really need is to STFU, sidebar, and lift." The seculars over at MRP
understand that what a person wants isn't the same as what they actually need in the moment. In fact,
even getting what they want probably wouldn't make the person's life nearly as good as they expect
because the resolution of one problem without solving the underlying cause is inevitably going to
expose even more problems.
Need
What you NEED in life is spelled out in Scripture. You NEED to be following Jesus; you NEED to be
bearing fruit - spiritually reproducing; you NEED to know the Scriptures inside-out to be established
and equipped to do these things. I have summarized it consistently in the three greats:
Love God - This is the greatest commandment. Go read Deuteronomy 6:4-9 again, if you
haven't lately. Get to know him, prioritize his interests for you rather than your interests for
him. Study the Bible, pray, meditate, memorize, etc. Remember that time Jesus said in John
14:21, "The one who has gushy feelings for me is the one who loves me?" Oh, that's right,
neither do I. It says, "Whoever has my commands and keeps them is the one who loves me."
Love Others - This is the second greatest command (per Matthew 22:39). Same as above. It
doesn't mean just having positive vibes or good-will toward your neighbors. It's active. But
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even more so: 1 John 4:8 says that "God is love." God has to be part of the exchange. If you're
not reflecting God's character toward them in the interaction, it's not loving.
Make Disciples - The Great Commission. Matthew 28:19-20. This isn't just for that one person
you've thought about sharing the Gospel with, but you never get around to doing it. It's a call
that we, collectively, are responsible for the whole world - yes, literally ALL NATIONS being not only "converted" to faith, but discipled toward competency at obeying everything
Jesus commanded us. Who are you discipling right now? If no one, you'd better figure out
what's holding you back and overcome it. If you don't know how to disciple someone, that's
what the discord (called "disciplecord") is for.
These are your NEEDs. These are the things you should be focusing on in your life. These are as
important to you as the food you eat and the water you drink and the sleep you get every night.
Without these things, you will die and burn in hell for eternity. Yes, I can point to very clear
soteriological passages on each of these points if this were open to debate, but let's skip that from this
conversation and simply note that if this is what God wants for your life, it's what you NEED.
ARE YOU PRAYING TO US?
A "prayer" is, in its most historic context, an earnest expression to another, usually with a hope or
expectation of a helpful reply. It's not always "fix my problem." Sometimes it's just communication
of a situation with the hope that the recipient would receive and experience the good-intent. For
example, "I prithee well" was an old-English way of saying, "I earnestly hope/pray things go well
with you." Biblically, prayer has a somewhat expanded definition with a more conversational aspect
of our relationship with God, but the "earnest expression" is always a part of the definition, as seen
clearly through many of David's Psalms - even the ones where he's just talking to God and not asking
for anything back.
Lots of the posts we get around here are honest requests - even earnest ones. People see a problem in
their lives. It's killing them. They desperately want a solution. I'm guessing that most people haven't
prayed with the Luke 11:8 earnestness or, as the NIV puts it: "shameless audacity," before coming
here. But even if they have, it's because God hasn't given them the solution they're looking for. So,
they come to us instead.
We are NOT here to give you the answer to your perceived need (i.e. your "wants"). What we CAN
do is point you toward what your actual needs are (i.e. your "needs"). This will include sub-goals
with a broader agenda than what you intend for yourself.
You aren't getting sex with your wife. We find out you're fat. We tell you to lift and diet. You
think it's because we know that'll help your sex life. Our real agenda: men who are fit and
disciplined are more useful to God's Kingdom than those who aren't.
Your wife keeps nagging you. You have no frame. We teach you how to build a both strong
and desirable frame. You think it's so you can pass fitness tests and curb the nagging. Our real
agenda: men with desirable frames are able to be more influential in Kingdom-building.
You struggle with porn. We give you advice on how to overcome it. You think it's because
porn is sinful and you need to stop. Our real agenda: get you focused on making disciples like
Jesus told you, which is more important than stopping porn.
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u/RStonePT once commented that MRP was one of the greatest bait and switches of our time because
"men come here for better sex, but we send them away as better men." When you pray your problems
to us, that's what our agenda should be to you. It's what my agenda always is - ask /u/praexology for
his memes on-point. And if you're responding to people's posts by focusing on the weeds and
forgetting the forest, think twice about what you're actually trying to accomplish.
But there's also a reason WHY you CANNOT find actual solutions to your broader problems without
this bait-and-switch in the answers we're giving: because to do otherwise would simply ben enabling.
FRUITFUL PRAYER-DYNAMIC
I'm going to keep this short and sweet: If you aren't living the victorious life that God designed
for you - a life of fruit-bearing discipler-making - why do you think God would be so foolish as
to become your enabler by solving your problems, making you more comfortable in your
unfruitfulness?
The reality is that Jesus says in John 15 that the fruit-bearing branch is the one that gets pruned whose problems are shorn away; but the fruitless branch is lopped off and thrown into the fire. So, if
you're not bearing fruit for the Kingdom yet, NO DUH! why you aren't seeing clean, easy, and
consistent answers to your prayers.
Ironically, when you ARE bearing fruit for the Kingdom and your whole life is bent around those
things which God designed you for - not because "God said so, so I'd better get off my butt and do it"
but because you are transformed inside and out and can't stop seeing the world the way God sees it in
its vast need for the Gospel and training in righteousness ... when you're there you find two changes
in your prayer dynamic:
You stop praying about things like "fix my spouse" or "help me stop sinning" or "what job
should I choose?" because you realize that when you're living victoriously, these things seem to
work themselves out naturally (Matthew 6:33) to the point where they're non-issues; or your
priorities are so rightly re-aligned that you realize the insignificance of such trite and silly little
requests in the face of the larger missional objectives ahead of you, thus ...
You ask for BIG things in your prayer life. Instead of asking for trinkets, you begin asking God
for continents. Anyone remember my vision for how I'm pursuing the fulfillment of my
mission? Yeah, think big! To quote Dawson Trotman:
“Do you know why I often ask Christians, ‘What’s the biggest thing you’ve asked God for
this week?’ I remind them that they are going to God, the Father, the Maker of the Universe.
The One who holds the world in His hands. What did you ask for? Did you ask for
peanuts, toys, trinkets, or did you ask for continents?
“I want to tell you, young people, it’s tragic! The little itsy-bitsy things we ask of our
Almighty God. Sure, nothing is too small – but also nothing is too big. Let’s learn to ask for
our big God some of those big things He talks about in Jeremiah 33:3: ‘Call unto Me and I
will answer you and show you great and mighty things that you do not know.”
THE IMPERATIVE OF BIBLE FLUENCY
The reason it's easy for people to forget the difference between wants and needs in our lives is that
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most people don't have a competent grasp of Scripture. A physical bride has a physical husband who
presumably speaks to her regularly, even when she isn't chasing him down for a conversation. Our
spiritual groom, however, speaks primarily through his Word. And where he has spoken, he won't
repeat himself. If we don't pick up his Word, we'll never figure out what he's trying to say to us. With
that ignorance, it's easy to come up with our own ideas of what God expects.
But even among those who do pick up the Word regularly, if they're doing it just for the purpose of
hearing God's voice, but without the intent of understanding it (i.e. frequent quiet times, but never
moving on to actual Bible study), they'll be no better than a wife listening to her husband say, "I have
a present for you, so go finish your household responsibilities and I'll give it to you" and all she hears
is, "I have a present for you ... and I'll give it to you," then holds out her hand waiting, ignoring the
rest of what he says.
Just as our daily time in the Word (i.e. quiet times/devotionals) help us develop a breadth of
knowledge of what the Scriptures say, Bible study is necessary to develop a depth of understanding
of it - and the two MUST work hand-in-hand. And Scripture Memory is the key to persistence in
application of the Word, having an almost mysterious quality of evoking internal transformation as
we let God's Word indwell our hearts.
THE OTHER BASICS
And if you haven't guessed it by now, just as I've covered prayer, quiet times, and Bible study, I
could write sections in this post for the other 7 basics in the 300-series, if I had the time. Content
like this post comes in the equipping phase after the basics are instilled, but hopefully you see how
developing a lifestyle that exudes these disciplines with great frequency will both make you fruitful
as a Christian and also optimize the conditions in which God will want to prune away the struggles
you're dealing with, just as Jesus said in John 15 that the fruitless branch is chopped off, but the
fruitful one will be pruned.
CONCLUSION
The lives we want for ourselves are incompatible with Christian living. Pursuing our own vision for
life, no matter how well-intentioned and God-honoring we try to make it, will always be rife with
problems. Some people want to tell God how they will serve him. It doesn't work. We must start
focusing on God's vision for our lives as expressed through Scripture, most notably through the
example laid out by Jesus and the apostles, who devoted their whole lives toward a singular purpose everything else being mere stepping stones along the way. Only then will God give solutions.
If God gave answers to our problems any sooner, he would become an enabler. Why would God
enable us in our sinful rebellion toward our own life-visions by taking away the problems that
inherently arise when we pursue those other visions? That would be foolish of him, and God is no
fool. This is why even Paul, when addressing the "thorn in his side" (2 Cor. 12) finds peace in the
conclusion that God's grace is sufficient for him, embracing the weaknesses without allowing them to
hinder his relentless pursuit of making disciplers for Christ.
So when someone complains, "How do I deal with my spouse?!?" and insists, "She simply refuses to
change/follow me," don't get so hung up on her reaction. You do what you need to do and if the thorn
persists, it persists and you accept the sufficiency of the grace God does give. But most often, I find
that this attitude achieves the result promised in Matthew 6:33 - "Seek first His Kingdom and His
Righteousness and all these things will be added to you as well." Are you Loving God, Loving
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Others, and Making Disciples? If not, get to it - and work toward internalization of these things as
part of your frame (i.e. your own internal point of origin) rather than rote behavioral modification.
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New Sidebar Compilation!
45 upvotes | July 20, 2020 | by DeChef2 | Link | Reddit Link
Edit: HA! I couldn't even make it one page without making a mistake. Apparently we are RP
Cristians, yikes. Anyways, I've updated the links to go to the revised version. I also added a table of
contents; each line is a link, though it doesn't look that way.
It's been a good month and half in the making, but it's finally done!
The previous compilation was getting dated as new posts (and comments) were added to the sidebar.
There was also no color and I knew I could make the illustrations look better.
So I added color: the classic red and gold, all the new posts, and redid most of the illustrations. I'm
saving the lens one for later; I'm considering option for the mirror in the center.
Anyways, here they are!
PDF version
EPUB Version

If you see any spelling mistakes or formatting inconsistencies, throw me a PM with the page and
paragraph number so I can fix it.
Finally, u/Red-Curious, if you guys ever add a new article to the sidebar, let me know and I can
update it. Once, or if, a significant amount of changes happen, I'll re-release the sidebar.
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My Kingdom Come
45 upvotes | December 17, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
There are people who know the Bible so well they can convince themselves that the things they do
are glorifying to God. They know theology and doctrine and even dabbled in some Greek word
studies.
I'm one of those people.
My christian resumé rivals anyone in seminary or on the mission field. I can go toe-to-toe with most
life-long pastors and come out on top - christian school, pastor grandfather, youth leader at a megachurch, bible camp counselor, Bible study leader, exhaustive listener of sermons and voracious reader
of books.
A few weeks ago a preacher said when some people pray they say, Your Kingdom Come. But what
they mean is, My Kingdom Come.
I ask God for success for my business. I pray for opportunities to meet people and make relationships
so I can tell them about Jesus. I say Lord, be with my wife and keep her safe, protect my children and
give them wisdom and conviction for their sin. Change my heart and make me a better husband,
father, and friend.
All the right words. All the wrong motivations.
-I want to be a better father but I yell at my four kids because they are all acting like little jerks and it
messes up my peaceful day.
-I want my wife to be happy unless I haven't had sex in 48 hours.
-I want my business to be successful but not if I have to work more than 25 hours a week.
-I want to meet people and share Jesus unless they are obnoxious or make me feel uncomfortable
with their weird personalities.
But the story we tell ourselves eventually becomes the truth in our mind.
-I'm a great dad and every dad gets annoyed sometimes!
-I'm an awesome husband and my wife is lucky to have me! I have rock-hard abs at 40 years old!
-My business rocks because I invented something original and no one else can do what I do!
-I hang out with people who share common interests!
My Kingdom Come.
What would my life look like if I stopped asking for all the right things with the wrong motivations?
What would Jesus do in my life if I accepted HIS way instead of my way.
Do I really want His Kingdom to come?
Do you?
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The Image You Reflect
45 upvotes | April 9, 2021 | by UpTanks | Link | Reddit Link
I noticed a pattern that deflated my ego.
Hot Christian woman dates masculine male unbeliever; she brings him to Church and
through a period of time the man eventually comes to faith.
Praise God first and foremost. But be honest, when you’re a cool Christian dude™ at the young
adults group it definitely feels like you’ve been undercut. On a deeper level it may even betray
grinding out Christian faith! After going to youth and Church all throughout adolescence and never
swaying from the path (except for porn), it turns out the environment actually served to make you
into a pathetic beta that the girls (who outnumber the boys by a ratio of 8:2) constantly overlook in
favour of unbelievers.
It's actually astounding once you notice the trend. I knew a girl who put up with a 4-year overseas
LDR with a guy who didn’t believe in God rather than date any of the guys at Church. They are now
married and regularly attend on Sundays. A 5-year LTR whose boyfriend had a vision and converted
shortly after that. On the other hand: A 40-year-old woman whose husband is a vehement atheist. A
43-year-old woman with a non believing biker husband who doesn't attend..
We of course know that Christian or not, AWALT. But surely Christian guys can do better?
One of my fellow Church youth leaders said recently: "The girls keep saying that there aren't any
boys at youth. I'd point them out, but then they'd say 'No, there aren't any BOY boys.'"
Where are the BOY boys?? Let's hear from one of my senior students at the high school I work at:
"Why would I want to go to Church? All you do is sit around and some old codger reads out a book".
The gist of the issue is: God = Church, Church = boring and irrelevant, therefore God = boring and
irrelevant.
I once partook in the ‘relevant’ activities that a ‘boyish’ kind of dude and his friends would do, as I'm
sure a lot of us did. Then I went through the process of being pulled into faith once I was in
University. I have a sense for both sides of that coin and definitely choose righteousness (though not
without temptation). So with working at a high school my testimony is suited to the boys. A student
said to me last week: "you don't strike me as a religious person.. You're big, cool and more like an
athlete" (No he was not paid to say that).
Yet it worries me then, is being at Church as an adolescent male counterproductive? Should boys stop
going altogether? But where would they get their faith development from?
Wait for it... Discipleship.
There’s an entire generation of clueless and nonexistent fathers out there which means there are a lot
of boys lacking direction, lacking a Godly masculine male role model. They need a teacher, discipler,
spiritual father, lifting partner, life-mentor. There’s so much work in the field it’s unbelievable. I
work in a boys school with 2000 students. If God has given this utter wretch 2000 young men to sow
into, how much more will He give you!
But we need to be growing and we need to be equipped for the massive task of reaching the men of
the west.
The classic example of the dog owner has stayed with me for a long time. When you see a morbidly
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obese dog waddling around and barely able to breathe – what do you think of its owner? Not very
highly. So would you take advice from them about how to look after your dog? Absolutely not. It’s
the same with us and our Lord. When the world sees you, interacts with you and watches the way you
live; you are reflecting an image of Christ that either draws men in, or pushes them away.
Men rarely find themselves having faith without seeing it in a man they respect.
Therefore when you go to the gym, you aren’t just getting big to feel good about yourself. You’re
making the image of what it looks like to be a Christian man more respectable. You aren’t just
learning game to have more sex or land a wifey, you’re showing guys that they can be Godly AND
good with women. You are reading and implementing the sidebar to be equipped to reverse
effeminate perceptions of your faith, reclaim masculinity for God and make the body of believers
bigger, stronger, and more effective.
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I swear, not lifting must be a sin
45 upvotes | May 9, 2019 | by nattyyyy | Link | Reddit Link
I've been lifting for about 2 weeks now and I don't think I could possibly be happy without it. I use to
be the class clown, and I'm starting to get that back. I feel athletic, funny and attractive, and there's
much more dopamine running through my brain. The benefits are so abundant that I think not lifting
must be a sin, similar to being effeminate. Just wanted to share for anyone who doesn't lift. Please
remove this if it shouldn't be here.
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HOW TO GET YOUR NEW YEAR OFF TO A GREAT
START
45 upvotes | December 26, 2018 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Book released!
44 upvotes | April 16, 2019 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
The Biblical Masculinity Blueprint: A Christian Man’s Guide to Attraction, Relationships, and
Marriage in a Messed-up World has been put up on Amazon.
Amazon Paperback and Kindle. They're supposed to be linked within a week and go to the same page
but for now they're separate.
My thoughts about the release here.
This is, to my knowledge, only the 2nd book written from a Christian men's perspective taking into
account the reality of today's dating and marriage atmosphere along with how the Church has gone
with the culture on a lot of these topics.
If you have questions ask away.
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Manoah's wife and Manoah: a biblical counterpoint to Eve and
Adam
44 upvotes | November 3, 2020 | by Proverbs_31_2-3 | Link | Reddit Link
I recently came across an interesting woman in Scripture whose story I was not that familiar with,
and who I have never heard highlighted in any sermon or article I can recall. When contrasted with
the story of Eve, Manoah's wife compares very favorably. You can read about her in Judges 13. She
became the mother of Samson.
Very briefly, the story was this: Manoah's wife was barren. The angel of the Lord appeared to her and
told her she was going to have a baby son, and she must raise him in a certain way, because he was
going to deliver Israel from the Philistines. She then went and told her husband, Manoah. He prayed
for the angel to return, and he took over from there, engaging the angel in dialog, asking for further
instructions, offering hospitality that resulted in a sacrifice to God once the angel revealed his origin.
Manoah realized they had been conversing with a theophany of God, and feared they were going to
die, but his wife wisely pointed out if God was going to kill them, they would already be dead.
Everything happened just as the angel had told them.
What is interesting in the comparison with Adam and Eve is this:
Adam and Eve:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

angelic/divine being appears to Eve
Eve engages in dialog directly with the being
Eve does not involve her husband Adam
Adam (who the text says was there) does not get involved, does not take the lead
Eve follows her own way; leads Adam into sin; Adam doesn't take initiative or demonstrate
leadership, follows his own wife, and doesn't involve God in the situation; he also doesn't
question the angelic being, stand up to him, or lead his family; Adam and his wife behave
wickedly

Manoah and his wife:
1.
2.
3.
4.

angelic/divine being appears to Manoah's wife
No mention of Manoah's wife engaging in dialog directly with the being
Manoah's wife goes and involves her husband
Manoah asks God for intervention; then he takes the lead in questioning the angelic being "Did
you talk to my wife", "What do you want us to do for the boy's upbringing", "May we prepare
food for you" and finally offered a sacrifice as instructed
5. Manoah's wife goes back to home base (her husband) and follows his lead; Manoah goes back
to God and then leads the family interaction with God's messenger; Manoah and his wife
behave righteously
This is a great example of 1 Corinthians 14:35: "If they have any questions, they should ask their
husbands at home, for it is improper for women to speak in church meetings."
I think it's also a great female role model in Scripture for you to teach to your daughters, your wives,
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and anyone else who will listen.
Have any of you ever heard a talk on Manoah's wife, thought of it in relation to the Adam, Eve, and
serpent narrative, or have any thoughts or reactions to this idea?
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One reason weightlifting and/or intense exercise is so helpful to
our mission as men.
44 upvotes | August 8, 2021 | by Bruh-Nanaz | Link | Reddit Link
Weightlifting, as anyone who practices it knows, is uncomfortable. It is quite stressful and unpleasant
when you take it up for the first time. In fact, unless you have a specific goal in mind when you
begin, everything in you is going to try to convince you how stupid and pointless it is on account of
how awful it feels.
But after the first few weeks, that pain begins to abate (especially if you've paced yourself properly),
and you start to see the fruits of those efforts:
The next time you lift that jug of milk from the fridge, it's a little lighter.
When you grab your wife to kiss her, she's a little easier to throw around, and she likes that.
If you trip over a rock or stumble over a curb, righting yourself is a little faster. You might not
eat dirt this time.
Weightlifting and exercise helps us to appreciate the purpose of struggle and sacrifice in life. It isn't
pointless at all. It's necessary to grow, to become strong.
What happens when every single thing is easy for you?
You get fat. You get lazy. You look slovenly and unkempt.
Struggle makes us stronger, smarter, and sharper as men, and the most important thing about men is
our ability to endure it and carve a way forward for ourselves or for others. That is something that
garners respect -- competence through experience. There's a lot more respect for Olympic strongmen
than there is for bodybuilders. One is for purpose, the other is for vanity.
Thoughts?
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RedPill In Scripture: Judges 16 - Samson Nagged to Death
43 upvotes | December 12, 2020 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
What was a physically fatal error for Samson is a relational fatal error for many men. There is a myth
in the church that your wife should be your best friend, your confidant, and your confessor. This is a
lie. There is no expectation, let alone requirement, for patriarchs to behave this way toward their
wife. In fact, you will be hard pressed to find examples of this sort of behavior in scripture. Samson
caves to Delilah's terrible nagging and gets himself killed in the process. Presumably, he told her "no"
until he finally broke down and told her his secret. He ought to have let his no be no.
Nonetheless, Samson is a fallen man and ultimately is undone. Samson's lover, Delilah, learns the
secret to his strength and tells his enemies how to defeat him. Samson is then captured and tortured,
only to find released in literally crashing a house party, killing himself and 3,000 enemies with him.
This post isn't to look at the various interpretations and applications of this story. Instead, we will
examine a single critical section.

"And [Delilah] said to [Samson], "How can you say, 'I love you,' when your heart is not
with me? You have mocked me these three times, and you have not told me where your
great strength lies." And when she pressed him hard with her words day after day, and urged
him, his soul was vexed to death. And he told her all his heart..." - Judges 16:15-17

Any bells ringing? Does this sound familiar? It probably does.

"How can you say, 'I love you,' when (fill in the blank)"

This is a common fitness test that is literally as old as the Bible. Most men who have become
involved with a woman for any considerable length of time will likely encounter this one and the
objection is seldom based in reality. In fact, guys who go out of their way to try and show their
woman how much they love her often get this test the most. The problem is that she doesn't feel
loved, and "feels is reals" despite concrete evidence to the contrary. A man might try to make her
"feel" like he loves her, only to come off as desperate,disingenuous, and effeminate. Some men go
too far the other way and become emotionally constipated emergencies.
So where does this test come from and how does a man go about his life in such a way that this isn't a
problem for him? Simple: be successful in your mission and provide her with ways to participate with
you in those achievements. The thing is, often women who don't "feel loved" aren't lacking for
affection, but starving for affection from someone they genuinely admire. This makes intuitive sense.
The affectionate gestures and words of a weak unaccomplished man mean nothing to her. Such a man
cannot make her feel the love she wants because the problem isn't quantity of affection, but quality.
Conversely, she will not soon forget the smallest attention or affection from a successful,
accomplished, driven, strong, admired, and talented man. Such a man can explode her feel sensors
without speaking a word. A genuine smile or a knowing wink from such a hero-in-her-eyes will make
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her feel more loved than a hundred gestures or words of praise from a man she doesn't admire or
respect as capable of exerting his will on the world.
The only thing better for a woman than having the affection a man she deeply admires, is to be able
to participate in some way in the activities that he does that make him so admirable. Whatever that is,
if she can do something to help him be successful in his mission, she will feel a deep sense of
inclusion, contribution, and belonging. Despite the incessant propaganda from Hollywood, women
are not heroic in nature. The mythologies, legends, tales, and histories of humanity are packed chock
full of men and their accomplishments. The handful of exceptions that feminist point to are exactly
that: exceptions. Feminists have to scour the history books or bend historical accuracy to the breaking
point to find truly heroic women. Even so, this strong desire on the part of feminists reveals that
women, despite their lack of innate heroism, have the desire to be heroic.
So how do they do this? They participate in the heroic through helping their men accomplish heroic
deeds. For this Christian this should be obvious: God created women for the purpose of being a helpmate to men. A man who does not include his woman in some way in his mission is not only denying
her participation in the heroic that she likely cannot fulfill herself, he is hindering her from being
what God created her to be.
Back to Samson. Notice that Samson, while heroic, does not include Delilah in his mission. In fact, it
is difficult to discern Samson's mission (if he even has one) from the text. It is little wonder that
Delilah ends up in the frame of the Philistines and assisting them with their mission. This in on ways
excuses Delilah of her treachery. Rather, it demonstrates the high cost of not managing your mission
and your woman's participation in it.

"You have mocked me these three times, and you have not told me where your great
strength lies"

Because Samson didn't tell her how to get him killed by his enemies, he was making a fool of her.
Because you didn't take the trash out to the curb the night before, you made her slip on the icy
sidewalk, which made her back hurt, which led to her having to take a longer shower, which caused
her to be late to work, which almost got her fire. You carelessly putting her job in danger by not
taking out the trash last night must just be your sick way of mocking her since you're a sociopath.
Women say wild things and make insane leaps of logic. Don't take the crazy bait. Sampson took the
crazy bait and it cost him. Had he fogged, AA, AM, or simply STFU, the rest of the story may have
been avoided.

"And when she pressed him hard with her words day after day, and urged him, his soul was
vexed to death."

Ultimately, Sampson permitted this behavior. Whether it was oneitis, lack of abundance, or
something else, Samson did not withdraw his time, presence, or attention when she engaged in this
awful soul crushing behavior. Men, you will be treated as well as you expect or as poorly as you
allow. Develop a low tolerance for bad behavior from people in your life, men and women alike. I
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cannot count the number of times women who behave poorly toward their men, yet automatically
treat me with respect. This is something I cultivated early on in life and it has been extremely
beneficial. The alternative is vexation to the point of death. Your call.

"And he told her all his heart..."

What was a physically fatal error for Samson is a relationally fatal error for many men. There is a
myth in the church that your wife should be your best friend, your confidant, and your confessor.
This is a lie. There is no expectation, let alone requirement, for patriarchs to behave this way toward
their wife. In fact, you will be hard pressed to find examples of this sort of behavior in scripture.
Samson caves to Delilah's terrible nagging and gets himself killed in the process. Presumably, he told
her "no" until he finally broke down and told her his secret. He ought to have let his no be no.
Imagine a Samson who had super-human divine strength. Imagine a Samson who had a mission that
he was laser focused on, yet still made time to be humorous and enjoy life. Imagine a Samson who
gave Delilah a part to play in his mission, despite her faults. Would the story have turned out the way
it did? Likely not. In fact, such a Samson would strongly resemble Christ. It is as though Christ were
a better Samson.
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Becoming beautiful
43 upvotes | April 15, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
This one is for the ladies.
Since we've been talking about godliness and sex appeal, what do you do if you're one who isn't
blessed with natural beauty?
The good news is you can up your attraction levels.
Maybe by a lot more than you know.
These are things you can do to increase beauty that the majority of men find attractive. Obviously,
not all men are the same and have preferences.
The point of each is they are controllable. You can choose what you want, if any. Or continue on
and not care what men think, and try and catch the eye of one using the opposite approach.
Let's do this in list form:
1. Lose weight.
Most men want a woman in shape. And round is not a shape. Not for this exercise, anyway.
Losing the extra pounds is probably the biggest thing you can do for your buck when it comes to
improving your attractiveness. Pick a diet and stick with it. Keto, Paleo, Bulletproof, Carnivore.
Eating healthy will have a beautiful effect on your figure.
You can try intermittent fasting. You can exercise (at home or the gym). You can take supplements
that aid in weight loss.
You can improve your sleep. You can cut out or reduce things in your life that cause stress, which
reduces cortisol, and cortisol is a big factor in why some women are, well... big. (Besides taking
down food like a fat lady on a cheese cake, that is).
2. Improve your complexion.
While you can't do anything with the shape or contour of your face (outside of surgery, which I don't
recommend), you can take steps to have a clear complexion, which will make you more beautiful.
Try shea or cocoa butter, aloe vera, vitamin C or E or any number of natural lotions or creams. You
can also take supplements to help. Vitamin A and Vitamin C supplements are good. I recommend
liposomal for the latter.
For skincare info u/HumectantMenace writes:
Do not put coconut oil on your face!!!! Extremely comeodomic. Instead learn proper
skincare. r/SkincareAddiction is a wonderful resource. Stick with emulsifying ingredients
and lock it in with an occlusive, sun screen daily, and retinal for a lasting youthful
complexion.
3. Grow your hair out and style it.
Men love longer hair on women.
It doesn't need to be down to your butt. And yes, some women look great with shorter hair. But in
almost every case, letting your hair grow longer and keeping it beautifully styled goes a long way to
looking great in a man's eyes.
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Note: nothing wrong with buns or putting it up in a pony tail or any number of things. Most men like
a variety of looks and can find you sexy in some variation of how you wear your hair.
But if you don't ever do anything with it (or it's rare when you do) and your "look" is plain Jane, don't
be surprised when you're viewed as plain.
4. Be fit and toned, and develop feminine curves if you can.
In addition to losing weight (if needed), you want to have a toned body.
Saggy arms aren't attractive. Stick legs likely won't win you a bikini competition.
Now, I'm not necessarily a fan of the "body building" look on women (I'm not talking about the
unnatural ones on who knows what kind of drugs, I like the more natural look of a flat, toned stomach
as opposed to highly defined abs on a woman, or toned arms instead of a much skinnier version of a
muscular man, etc) but you may need to add some weight if you're on the skinny side and see if you
can develop curves.
And by curves, men don't mean chubby, they mean tight, toned, feminine curves that are incredibly
appealing.
5. Develop a sexy butt.
Men love an amazing a** on a woman!
To quote an old Jeff Foxworthy joke, we're not talking about looking like two Volkswagon Beatles
were stuffed inside of there.
Looking like you're walking with two Herbies hidden inside you isn't attractive.
Sir Mix A Lot aside, we don't like that big of butts.
Try two handed kettlebell swings. They'll help shape your butt, give it a better overall look and
develop that sexy, curvaceous, yet toned and tightened look. Squats and wall sits work too.
6. Improve your posture.
The way a woman carries herself can be very attractive, even sexually appealing. Whether it's how
you hold yourself, stand, walk or sway, it can be done with grace and elegance.
Try Ballet Beautiful on YouTube. Get a Rolfing 10 series done, which can not only improve your
posture but mainly fix any structural body issues by working with your fascia.
You'll stand more upright. You'll feel better. And you'll look better!
You're a woman! Stand with a feminine confidence and carry yourself accordingly! You'll turn more
heads than you otherwise would when slouching or moving like a rock.
7. Always be well groomed.
Keep your legs shaved, your private area trimmed and well groomed (or Brazilian in the summer,
French in the winter), your eyelashes done and all of the other things women do to enhance their
appeal. It's helpful. It works. We notice, even if we don't always know the exact thing you did, the
overall look is impressed upon us.
Well, we've covered the "naked" things (which some of these should only be seen in marriage, but
you know that right?
Onward!
8. Wear feminine clothing that highlights your figure.
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Jeans and a tee can be cute. We like that. Shorts and a cute top? OK, yeah.
But do wear (and often) dresses, skirts and other articles of clothing that are unmistakably feminine!
You look great in them! We like it. Impress us.
Remember:
Tasteful, not trashy.
Elegant, not inappropriately exposing your most intimate areas like you're a "professional" or didn't
have a daddy.
Wear clothing that is somewhat form fitting that hints at or slightly shows off the figure you've
worked to develop. Not baggy clothes. Or ugly "top of the line" fashion (some of that stuff is beyond
ugly) but a look that works for you.
9. A beautiful voice and speech seasoned with grace
If your voice needs work, there are vocal programs out there to enhance it or develop a more
appealing one.
You probably don't need that, but it's your speech that can win the day.
How you speak can influence others and make you more attractive. Men love a sexy, feminine voice
but they love what is said even more.
Do you speak in respectful tones? Are you encouraging and uplifting? Do you fully embrace your
femininity and it flows out of you in your speech?
It carries more appeal than you may realize. Try it. You'll like it. And your man will like it more.
10. Know your identity.
You're a daughter of God if you truly know Him. You have a divinely inspired identity. You're a help
mate for a good man. It's your job to find him.
Just as God presents Himself to us, it's up to us to act on that. A man may present himself to you, but
what are you doing to get his attention?
If you are (or become) a woman of high value, and you know this, it'll shine through. You'll
internalize it. It will radiate around you. You'll be beaming!
And you'll be beautiful!
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Amazon Prime's Tokyo Girl - an accidental AWALT
docudrama
43 upvotes | May 30, 2020 | by Proverbs_31_2-3 | Link | Reddit Link
This is the third time I've posted this because I keep screwing up the title. First I wrote Netflix instead
of Amazon Prime. Then I forgot the AWALT. Third time's the charm.
This whole post is a spoiler, so don't read it if you don't want it spoiled.
I just finished watching this show called Tokyo Girl on Amazon Prime. I started watching it because
I've been to Japan and it was interesting to remember Tokyo and even rural Japan, and hear Japanese
- it's subtitles only. Anyways, the story is about a girl who grows up in rural Japan but strikes out to
find her fortune in Tokyo and try to make it big in the big city.
The whole thing reads like an AWALT playbook though. Career first, ride the CC, become a sugar
baby, alpha widowhood, hit the wall, biological clock screaming for a baby that never comes, cougar
mode. It's basically the story of a rudderless woman who is seeking the glorious have-it-all life that
her society is telling her she can have. She's always going for the next thing, the next job, the next
man, the next milestone, but constantly coming up short, empty, disappointed, or hollow. Maybe she
finds some happiness at the end. But will it last?
It's interesting in that it has these short aside monologues from different people in the show. And
some of those monologues glorify feminism and the career woman, and others question whether it
really makes women happy. Is traditionalism better?
It's also interesting because it shows some variations on how feminism is infecting and ruining a
different society than our own. Like the equivalent of clubbing and hookups is apparently these
polished, formal dinner/drinking parties where everyone drinks sake and presumably can hook up and
go home with whoever.
What got me to write about this show though was this dialog in Episode 7, which I thought was just
too on point not to share with you guys, it made me laugh. Someone over there has their eyes open at
least a little bit.
(Aya is the main character in this show.)
Aya: For any woman, there's a biological limit to have a baby. Therefore, before waking up
from the shock on my 33rd birthday, I've set my life goal as being married. Once my
objective is set, I'd use any means to achieve it. Once you have more friends who are
married than are single, there are hardly any group dates. Instead of waiting to meet
someone randomly, I registered with a marriage consultancy.
(Aya is standing all alone and ignored at a dating event where everyone else is paired off
and chatting.)
Aya: I've learned about the first-class items, and polished myself over and over. So I must
be in great demand with many men to choose from. Why is this happening to me?
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Marriage Consultancy Specialist: Those gentlemen who are registered in a marriage
consultancy care very much about a woman's age. Those gentlemen who wish to start a
family, they tend to favor reproductive capacity in women, more than their appearance or
social skills. It may sound a bit harsh for women who've worked so hard for their career, but
unfortunately that's the reality. How about lowering your expectations?
Aya: Lowering my expectations. What I'm asking for is someone in their 30s, with the
annual salary of 10 million yen (currently $92,000), and more than 175 centimeters (about
5'9"). Only those three things.
Marriage Consultancy Specialist: (laughs) Men with such qualifications are all targeted
by younger women. Some of them have just graduated.
Aya: Just graduated! It's not job hunting.
Marriage Consultancy Specialist: No, it actually is. Those who come to us are always
well-prepared, just like for job hunting. And, I'd like to give you a piece of advice. You
should perhaps reconsider what you're wearing.
Aya: Oh, right. What do you think is wrong with this?
Marriage Consultancy Specialist: You're wearing things that are easily spotted as
expensive. It's like you're telling the world you'll splurge and are high-maintenance. Most of
the ladies here spend money on less noticeable things, such as silky skin or shiny hair. And
your nail polish, it's a fashion-forward style, isn't it? It might be better to apply something
more refreshing, such as beige. And your hair. I know you can't put it up (it's a chin-length
cut in the show) but try to make it a bit more cheery and feminine. How can I put it?
Honestly, your style is somewhat appealing for women, like you're a gung-ho career
woman. But maybe you should adopt a style that is more appealing to men's tastes.
There's definitely a lot of feminist nonsense put forward in the show though. Like one woman who
divorces her rich husband to start the florist shop she always wanted and who says:
So here's what I think. It's not so important that a husband be attractive. But he should put
great importance on what his wife wants to do.
A man who becomes Aya's husband saying:
I have dreams and things I want to do. But my wife has dreams too. I want to make it as my
objective to make her dreams come true. (But it later turns out he got this line from a book
on how to pick up a wife, and doesn't believe this at all.)
And there are some moments that challenge the feminist nonsense, at least a little:
Aya: Since childhood, I believed that my life story would turn out to be wonderful and
romantic. But recently, I've realized that it is, in fact, quite normal. Instead of being the one
and only protagonist of the story, it feels as if I've become one of the extras. But I'm pretty
happy. For so long I worked hard to become someone. But isn't it also okay to be one of the
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extras? If you get rid of your pride, this life should be very happy.
But her revelation is transitory because she dives right back in to not being happy with what's she's
got.
In Episode 9, in her mid 30s, Aya wants a baby but marital discord (her husband really wants a
homemaker wife) derails those plans:
Aya: There are a number of women who can have babies. But there are only a few of them
who can push projects forward while making their own decisions at a first-rate company.
Shouldn't that be enough? But, being born a woman, what does it mean not to have a baby?
Flashback to her Mother: Ever since we were kids, women tend to want what others have.
That's how we grow up while keeping pace with other people.
Aya: (sobs while signing divorce paperwork to husband who is now having a child with
another woman)
It also demonstrates hypergamy in action, and addresses the general materialistic desire for more and
better stuff and lifestyle. Actually, the title/credits image for the show is a bunch of immaculately
arranged stuff. So it's hypergamy and "build bigger storehouses" and "eat, drink, and be merry for
tomorrow we die" kind of behavior.
Final Episode:
Man speaking: The grass is always greener on the other side. Larger. And excruciatingly
more beautiful.
Aya: In this town where you're constantly being exposed to something better, those greedy
women such as myself, while never being fully satisfied with the happiness in front of them,
will keep convincing themselves that things are completely fine, and will keep walking
ahead, step by step, ... For those greedy women who don't know when enough is enough, if
you can taste the pinch of jealousy as the spice of your life that means you've truly become
an urban woman. Let's do our best, shall we? What we want to obtain in life just keeps
increasing anyways.
So I guess it's also a treatise on female discontent. She kind of ends up a little happy at the end of the
show, but also there is a melancholy and wistfulness to it at times, where she realizes if she had
stayed with the first man she loved, she might have been happy. But because of FOMO, and
unwillingness to accept the "small happiness" she had found when there might be a bigger, brighter
happiness out there if she just kept trading up, she really lost out on a lot.
It's definitely not Eat, Pray, Love, way more honest than that, and interesting because of it.
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Who we are and why we are here
43 upvotes | August 6, 2021 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
There's been several posts linking other subs. STOP DOING THIS - only quote relevant portions
without links or use a no participation (np) reddit link.
This is a post from the sidebar that you should have been looking at first which describes who we are
and why we exist.
I'm re-posting as it's own stand alone so people can ask questions if they want.
I'm a mod here and have been around all of this for over a decade. I'll give you the full background.
1. Over the past 100+ years (perhaps 1000+ years), much of western Christianity has incorporated
a lot of secular beliefs into their sex/gender perspectives. Christianity has been increasing
feminized while male masculinity has become more demonized. New philosophies like
Christian egalitarianism and complementarism have arisen. Renn covers various books in the
above link such as David Murrow's Why men hate going to Church, Leon Poddle's The Church
Impotent: The feminimization of Christianity, and Callum Brown's The death of Christian
Britain. This isn't something the manosphere invented; most of these were written before the
manosphere came into being.
2. Many in the Church espouse typical cultural phrases like "happy wife, happy life" or "gotta
listen to the boss" which is direct contradiction to the Bible (e.g. Ephesians 5). Likewise, as
divorce and brokenness in homes has increased by liberal policies, men and women are not
fathered and mentored as much as they used to which has resulted in much dysfunction. (Not
that conservatives are any better).
3. Likewise, tons of dating advice follows an untruthful bent, especially in Christian communities.
"Just be yourself" is one of the common ones that doesn't help, and in the Christian community
"focus on being godly" or "just pray and God will have it all in His time" are some of the
common ones. This is unhelpful to Christian men who are unsuccessful with women.
4. During the late 90s, 00s, and early '10s, the pick up artist (PUA) community was all about
discovering what worked to get laid. This slowly morphed into discussion boards on the
internet. During the late 00s and early '10s, this group started to pick up steam on the Internet
and started fracturing into various groups: PUAs, secular red pill, red pill women, men's rights,
incels, etc. This is the time of approximate the secular manosphere proper being established
right around 2009-2010. Probably the most prolific Christian blog (Dalrock) on exposing the
false beliefs of the culture and how they have been incorporated into the Church started around
2010 or 2011.
5. Many Christians who were bad with women ultimately saw that some of these concepts
worked, which had been contrary to the typical advice they had been preached to from the
Church or other Christians when they were teens or young adults. Many of these Christians get
sucked into the secular RP and lose their faith.
6. Since God created man and woman, the Truth in the Scriptures about male and female
relationships is clearly true. Some of this lines up with what the secular RP has come to
conclude through trial and error (man should be the head of the family, have a mission bigger
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than himself, wife is helper and shouldn't be put on a pedestal, etc.). Some high profile secular
RP leaders like Roosh and Victor ultimately see that hedonism and sex is all worthless in the
end without God.
7. /r/RPChristians was started by /u/Red-Curious with the intent to understand and apply what the
Bible actually teaches about marriage and relationships and to minister/outreach to the secular
RP (much like organizations like XXX Christians which minister to porn stars). Since there are
not a lot of spaces where Christian men and women can discuss sexuality without fear of
reprisal, this is one of those spaces.
8. We don't incorporate RP philosophy into what we do because the Bible is the ultimate
Truth, but we may use RP terms to communicate concepts that the Bible teaches.
To answer some more questions.
How would you categorize your philosophies/theology to someone unfamiliar with RP?
We teach what the Bible says, but we may use RP concepts to explain it as many men from secular
RP understand the terms in that way.
Many men even here may think it's about incorporating RP beliefs into Christianity, but that's false.
You can't incorporate other beliefs into Christianity and have it still be Christianity. It's just your own
pet version of Christianity.
Would you simply say you’re an RP Christian? Or is there another overarching name for
this type of theology. Personally, I had never heard of RP and it’s hard to find online
resources or commentaries on your interpretations of scripture.
No, I'm just a Christian who believes what the Bible says about men and women and doesn't get
caught up in what the culture teaches which is mostly false. Men and women are not the same. They
have different traits they look for in the spouses. Each have a sin nature that they need to resist.
Most Christians who are not familiar with the sub think that we are trying to incorporate RP
philosophy on top of the Bible but that is furthest from the case. Because we use the term RP in the
name and thus are "associated" with the secular RP, we're often biased against for stating the truth in
other subs for just posting here. Still others can't get over the use of some RP terminology, even when
it is truthful thinking it is corrupt or bad.
Is this isolated to reddit? Do you meet up with groups or attend churches with those who
adhere to these same beliefs?
There's associated Christian blogs.
As far as I know, there are no groups or Churches specifically, but individual men may go back to
their churches and start teaching actual Biblical truth in their small groups and ministries and even
pastors. In some churches, some men have gotten kicked out or asked to stop.
/u/Red-Curious comment:
Very well said! Given that this is going on the sidebar, for future readers, there are a few things I
want to clarify:
1) My personal view is that the feminization of the church started much sooner than 100 years ago. I
believe the first woman was ordained in 1815, but it really started picking up by the 1850. But I'd go
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even further back into the middle-ages when romanticized concepts of love crept into the church and
began glorifying women through literature, skewing church interpretation of Scripture with the
cultural philosophies of the times.
6) It's worth noting that it's more than just that their "teachings" and ours overlap. When an
archaeologist uses scientific methods to confirm that a biblical event did, in fact, occur (such as the
overthrow of Babylon by the Medo-Persian empire, as one of MANY examples), we don't say they
"just happened" to come to the same conclusions as the Bible about the downfall of Babylon. We say
that what God said is true and they, through secular means, have explored the evidence of God's
written truth within the observable world. This is how it is with the secular RP's examination of
intergender relational dynamics. They are studying the reality that God created without cultural filters
that create bias in most "scientific" studies. They're literally just asking, "What actually closes the
deal, and how can we replicate it?" Of course they're going to come to conclusions that line up with
the way the Bible says God created men and women. God authored sexuality, hormones, etc. They're
just studying God's creation to figure out what we learn through Scripture.
7 and 8 are spot on.
To answer the questions more directly:
How would you categorize your philosophies/theology to someone unfamiliar with RP?
We believe what the Bible says. That's really it. We are grounded on theology and not philosophy (a
topic on which I have written much). We don't force any one hermeneutic. There are people from all
denominations/branches here. We do not aspire to be a particular "denomination" with our own
isolationist claims about what the Bible means. We recognize that there are many different valid
interpretations of a number of passages.
If you want to say something sets us apart, it's our complete and utter rejection of liberal theology.
That is, when people try to infuse cultural philosophies into the way they interpret Scripture, that's
where we draw the line.
That said, the most commonly held Scriptural foundation here (which is by no means unique to us) is
the view that the Christ-church relationship (and in some aspects the God-Israel relationship) was
given to us as a model for the way husbands and wives ought to interact. We look not only at what
Jesus teaches, but also at what he does. This is, perhaps, where we tend to part ways with the
mainstream church culture, who focuses more on the words than the actions of Jesus.
Would you simply say you’re an RP Christian?
Not any more than I'd say I'm a Christian lawyer or that you'd say you're a "Christian reddit user."
Your use of reddit is a fact about you, not part of your identity. So, when I attend "Christian Legal
Society" meetings they say, "We are Christians who happen to practice law." Here, I'd say I'm a
Christian who happens to be RP-aware. RP is not part of my identity or branding. It's just a context and a useful one to communicate at various times.
Or is there another overarching name for this type of theology.
Not that I'm aware of. Again, we don't have our own unique brand of "theology." We are just normal
Christians who have paid attention to parts of Scripture that others in modern culture haven't given
much thought to (for a variety of reasons) - and with a particular emphasis on actually APPLYING
what we read rather than just ingesting it for academic value.
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Personally, I had never heard of RP and it’s hard to find online resources or commentaries
on your interpretations of scripture.
That's because very few believers have delved into the Bible's views on sexuality enough to produce
content exclusively focused on it that aren't tainted by serious cultural baggage. This, of course,
makes a lot of sense when you consider how it was culturally inappropriate to speak openly about
explicit sexual matters for all but the last 75-ish years of the world's history. It is the feminization of
the world that brought on the sexual revolution, so it's not surprising that the content that's been
generated on the topic is feminized as well.
To go from a different angle, if I were to write a "red pill commentary" on the Bible, it would look
extremely close to a blend of many other commentaries already in existence. I'm not going to read the
book of Nahum or Daniel and try to force some "RP lens" into how the book should be interpreted.
But there are some passages where a proper interpretation has been lost on those who have been
conditioned by culture to have a butterflies-and-rainbows view of who Jesus was and feminized
notions of marriage and sexuality. That is:
We don't put on an "RP Lens" to Scriptural interpretation. We take off the "Feminized
Lens" that everyone else is wearing, then interpret Scripture without that bias. This leads
to many similar conclusions, but a few extremely significant different ones too.
To be abundantly clear: there are MANY commentaries that will preach the same things we do. But
again, one of our principles is relevant here: Watch what people do, not what they say. This is a twist
on the "Do as I say, not as I do" motto that's become a popular joke about churches - because many
pastors will not live out what they preach. In this sense, you may READ many commentaries that
preach proper principles of marriage, sexuality, headship, etc. - but good luck finding a body that
actually practices them. Congregations will pay lip service to Scripture, but conform their behaviors
to culture.
In this sense, let me make one more thing clear:
RPChristians is NOT merely about what we believe, but about how we live.
This is what separates us from the rest of the flock out there. We are committed to living out what we
believe about the Bible, whereas many "pastors" and congregations are content to pay lip service,
while living their own lives (and leading their flock) on their own philosophies, which happen to be
"inspired by the Bible" in the same way many movies are "inspired by a true story" - they will draw
from the source content, but put their own spin on it, taking great liberties with the final product.
Is this isolated to reddit?
No, there are a series of bloggers out there who teach similar stuff. The use of secular red pill
terminology is probably what most segregates us from the rest of the manosphere Christian bloggers
(though each blogger/website/organization/subreddit is going to have its own unique spin on things).
Do you meet up with groups or attend churches with those who adhere to these same
beliefs?
Some people do. I have personally led a small group with a handful of guys from this subreddit
(primarily over zoom due to geographical issues). But the goal would never be to congregate. My
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personal missiology involves a DECENTRALIZED Church, not the mainstream centralized model.
To over-simplify, this means I prefer to send people out into the world rather than trying to get them
to congregate in one place.
To summarize:
We are not Christians incorporating RP into our beliefs. We believe what the Bible says.
We may use RP terms to communicate certain concepts if they agree with what the Bible says,
especially to men coming over from the secular subs. Think Paul and Mars Hill.
The vast majority of accusatory posts from other Christians show quite readily they don't
understand anything about us. Straw man arguments confusing the secular manosphere with
what we do here.
Yes, there are some men and women who are angry at being lied to and take it out in their
posting. Yes, some men and women are bitter. Yes, there are some men who hate women and
women who hate men. Yes, there are immature believers in Christ who need to ditch the
secular philosophies and put on the fruits of the Spirit (e.g. Ephesians 4). No leader here has
said these things are right, even though they come up time and time again. That's part of the
ministry. We're dealing with imperfect people.
However, that's what we are here to address: to call these men and women to be obedient to the
Bible and be mature believers in Christ. The leadership and endorsed will take the time to
correct these things.
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How to expose yourself to others/Stop seeking emotional
voyeurism
43 upvotes | August 9, 2020 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
Billy, a man who always struggled with getting a girl to talk to him, much less getting a date sat in
the shadows. A pair of local college girls were walking back to their dorm after pizza and thats when
Billy stepped out from the shadows, unraveling the fabric knot around his trenchcoat. Exposing
himself. The girls at first were in shock but once they realized they weren't in immediate danger they
observed their surroundings, they noticed Billy. Really, they noticed him. Laughing and pointing as
Billy ran away crying full of shame, confusion and plotting his next attack.
This is how women (or others in general) feel when you overshare. They don't care what you have to
offer until they are interested in what you can provide. Feelz, tingles, whatever. Until you are
perceived as being provisional your feelings are overbearing. The only one benefitting from your
emotional voyeurism is you - and only negligably. Is the juice really worth the squeeze if your
authority is being undermined by your own insecurity?
Rarely if ever do we see Christ opening up and sharing his emotions even to his closest friends. In the
garden of Gethsemane his friends are asleep as Christ weeps alone asking if the burden of sacrificial
love was a passable cup. When Lazarus died he wasn't sharing his emotions those nearest him, they
were visible because he was mourning for his own sake.
Now this isn't a post trying to convince you to never share your struggles and pain but allow yourself
to feel them in privacy until you have had the chance to look at them with some objectivity.
Is this something I need help with? Or do I need to handle this on my own? Is the person I'm talking
to this about even capable of helping? Or am I just sharing because I am seeking pity.
What is the benefit of me sharing my complaints or grievances? Am I seeking a level of transparency
that borders on emotional voyeurism? Or can I actually get sound help to alleviate my pain?
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Two Principles for Younger Men...
42 upvotes | June 7, 2019 | by RobertMckee | Link | Reddit Link
I discovered the two most important principles to help young men after years of manosphere input.
Your mission is not a woman. Pursue excellence, do not pursue women. There’s a surgeon who
travels the world healing poor people – he met his wife on his journey. James Bond meets women on
mission – they’re a side show. RooshV spent 20 years pursuing women. He has nothing to show for
that. Women come and go but excellence will never divorce you.
Intense female desire is the foundation of a strong relationship. You can persuade a woman out of
your reach, but she won’t be faithful. Not for long. Instead, the woman obsessed with you – take her.
If you can’t find her – pursue excellence harder. On your path you'll find an admiring female.
These two principles are the foundation of success with women. Time spent pursuing women is time
lost pursuing excellence. Don't do things to make yourself more attractive. Instead, pursue meaning
or value. 95% of the time should be spent on that which matters.
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Let RP be a tool to your walk with Christ, not a temptation
away from Him.
42 upvotes | December 10, 2020 | by theoconomist | Link | Reddit Link
Psalms 37:1-2,8
(1) A Psalm of David. Fret not thyself because of evildoers, neither be thou envious against the
workers of iniquity.
(2) For they shall soon be cut down like the grass, and wither as the green herb.
(8) Cease from anger, and forsake wrath: fret not thyself in any wise to do evil.
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Testosterone's Effects and Importance of Maximizing It
42 upvotes | March 4, 2022 | by redpill-cool | Link | Reddit Link

Today I’m talking about testosterone - and why you should
work to maximize it.
This will not be a Bible-heavy post, as it is mainly in regard to maximizing the amount of power you
have in the flesh and control over the flesh.
Also heads up for any women reading this, THIS INFORMATION DOES NOT APPLY THE
SAME TO WOMEN’S BODIES.

Testosterone is a hormone that will benefit you in numerous
ways;
-Stronger bones
-Faster muscle building
-Faster recovery times between weight lifting sets
-Makes effort feel good
-Makes negative emotions less bad, and positive emotions better (great for maintaining frame)
-Better self control
-Higher sex drive
-More aggression
Because of these traits - when testosterone is going up it can create a positive feedback loop.
And when it’s going down it can create a negative feedback loop. Especially how it impacts effort
feeling good. Many of the things that increase testosterone take effort to do, as testosterone is largely
determined by where your brain positions you in the dominance hierarchy.
It should also be noted that depression in men is mainly caused by extremely low testosterone,
which in turn makes negative emotions extremely strong. This is why some of the most effective
methods for curing depression are physical things. E.g. 10 minutes of sunlight daily and a minor
amount of weight lifting. Anyone who has tried to “fix” a depressed person knows this is almost
impossible without forcing them to as well, because effort feels horrible to them.

First I’m going to talk about how to test your testosterone, then
increase it with physical habits, then in another section increase
it with psychological habits.
I highly recommend you get bloodwork done to check your stats before beginning. This will
help set a baseline to see your future growth, give you a small win, and help you identify any massive
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physical issues hurting your testosterone levels. The tests I recommend are testosterone total &
free, CBC (Complete Blood Count), and CMP (Comprehensive Metabolic Panel), and if it’s your
first time and you haven’t been screened for allergies in the past - I also recommend an allergy
inhalants test.
I found out I was allergic to Dust Mites due to that, my sleep has been around 30% more
effective all because of a little $130 test there. CBC, and CMP both give a ton of data points and
they are very cheap, testosterone is our focus and it’s not as cheap ($90 at my place for total & free).
Out the door for all these tests you’re talking about $250, and without the allergies test - ~$120 (NO
INSURANCE - IN THE USA).
You do not need to go to a doctor to get these tests, look up “blood testing lab near me” on
Google, and look through the options until you find one that allows private orders.
After you get your tests back - you need to know that the reference ranges are based on
population averages, not healthy metrics.
Testosterone’s ranges are specifically bad. If you are a male 18-24 - you want your testosterone
ideally to be in the 1,000+ ng/dl range (which it almost certainly won’t be upon first testing). And
you really don’t want it anywhere above 1,300. Some lab’s reference ranges are as low as 100-800
ng/dl at this point for that age range.
If you come back with a total level below 300 (and this includes you older guys), I recommend
you go see a male health specialist immediately, as it is extremely unhealthy for your testosterone
to be that low, and you’re at risk of a whole host of horrible side effects.
On free testosterone - you’re looking for an amount under 10% of your total testosterone.
Testosterone binds to other hormones and that decides what it is used to do. E.g. increase libido,
increase muscle build rate. If this range is off - your testosterone may be using too little or too much
for a certain function, so you may only partially have the symptoms of low testosterone, but not
others. Free testosterone is testosterone that isn’t currently bound to anything, this means it can move
freely and hit multiple functions - or other times (often times due to artificial interference) it does
nothing.

Now that I’ve covered testing - physical habits that can increase
testosterone.
-Not being a fat bowling ball. This point speaks for itself, calculate your BMI, if you are overweight
or obese lose weight.
-Don’t smoke, drink, or do drugs (except steroids, those can increase your testosterone, but keep in
mind if you decide to use steroids you can cause permanent health side effects, and shut down your
natural testosterone production).
-Lifting weights.
-Don’t sit so much. I’d recommend a standing desk and walking treadmill if you are in an
environment where you are able to (costs ~$1,000 for both, and can be loud).This is also good for
losing weight. You can easily burn an extra 2-3,000 calories a day if you are walking all day.
-Hitting the right macronutrients. Macronutrients are carbs, proteins, and fat. Focus on getting at least
1g of protein per pound of body weight first, then research this more and learn about what
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macronutrients you specifically need. EVERYONE’S DIET NEEDS VARY, THERE IS NO ONE
SIZE FITS ALL.
-Hitting the right micronutrients. Micronutrients are things like vitamins and minerals - this point can
be very difficult, track everything you eat in Cronometer (free app) and see what vitamins you are
missing. Adding a high quality multivitamin can help a lot - although many are scams, because they
do not include the other ingredients necessary to activate the vitamins. Generally I like the brand
Thorne Research - but they are very expensive.
-Organ meat is another good option with extremely dense micronutrients. If you aren’t willing to do a
multivitamin or organ meat, your only option remaining is orienting your entire diet around
micronutrients if you want to improve testosterone using this point. Also - Cronometer gives a
generalized number for micronutrients. The only way to truly know if you are getting enough
micronutrients is with blood tests.
-DO NOT FALL FOR “TESTOSTERONE BOOSTERS”. THEY WILL HURT YOU. Testosterone
boosters mess with blood tests, and increase free testosterone artificially. MEANING MORE
TESTOSTERONE WILL NOT BE UTILIZED. They are a huge scam.
-RESEARCH YOUR CITY'S WATER SUPPLY. Most city's water supplies are severely
contaminated with birth control, which comes from cattle piss, and is not properly filtered out. I
recommend buying a three stage water filter and only drinking water that has been run through that
(INCLUDING TO COOK WITH). For those of you that don't know, most birth control is an
extremely tiny amount of steroids, but just the right amount to shut down natural testosterone
production CASTRATING THE ANIMAL - AND CASTRATING YOU.
And there are also quite a few other ways to increase testosterone - but those are mostly stupid
and not worth the effort. E.g. Having sex/masturbating once a week will cause your testosterone
levels to increase to spur you to look for sex again (usually it levels off after 7 days, so you
repeatedly cycle this to max out your testosterone). Many of those other methods have huge
downsides, so I would not recommend them.
Now for a few psychological habits.
-Recognizing small wins, and putting yourself in situations to repeatedly achieve small wins. Your
brain associates winning with going up the dominance hierarchy, leading to a higher testosterone
level. (This is because historically if a stronger man is around, it is safer for you to be weak and
effeminate, as he won’t see you as a threat and try to kill you.)
-Delete. Instagram. For women Instagram is crack. For men it’s just a great way to betaize yourself.
By looking at men with fake lives - your subconscious sees an extremely strong man, and harshly
lowers testosterone levels in response so he won’t kill you.
-Don’t play games you are guaranteed to lose. Every loss lowers your testosterone.
-Don't watch porn. Your subconscious can understand that you are the cuck in this equation.
Each of these lists could be hundreds of points long - these are my personal favorite, due to the
amount of payoff compared to effort put in.If you have another suggestion for raising testosterone
- feel free to add it in the comments.
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Interactions on this sub
42 upvotes | February 26, 2022 | by bdb5821 | Link | Reddit Link
I’m no moderator. I’ve only posted once. Mostly an observer.
As Christians, we are called to love and uplift each other. Honestly, some of y’all are real jerks.
I read your comments. So many people posting here are hurting, and yearning for a Christian
community. But when they ask for advice, you put them down and question their faith.
I understand tough love. We all need to be told to get a grip. But judging each other’s faith is too far.
The exact people who I’m talking about will come into the comments, and tell me that I’m a product
of “soft church leadership.” Go ahead, you’ll just prove my point. I pray that everyone here heals and
turns to the Lord, and that we can all love and uplift each other.
Thank you.
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Wife On Sex Strike Unless I Go Vegan?????
41 upvotes | January 1, 2022 | by BlueJacket_Fan1995 | Link | Reddit Link
Intro
Hi, everybody. I'm mainly a lurker, but I made this account to ask for help with a ridiculous situation
that has arisen with my wife.
I [29M] have been married to her [26F] for six years. We met at church, and she seemed like the
perfect Christian wife — she doesn't know about TRP but she embodies many of the values. At least
that's what I thought...
Mission: My current mission is to have children and to build my family. For obvious reasons, I need
my wife's help to achieve this.
Stats: I'm 6'0ft, 175lbs, 14% bf, 275lb squat, 200 bench press, etc.
Reading: I'm currently working through an in depth study of the Book of Luke with my mens bible
study group. I've been reading through rocknrollchuck's MRP posts and have been just generally
lurking for a while. I just bought No More Mr. Nice Guy, by Robert Glover, and I'm hoping to start it
soon. (I know this sections a bit sparse so please pm if you have any good recs for my specific
situation.)
Finances: I work in tech and make around 80k a year plus bonuses. Without bragging, I'm pretty
good at what I do, and will likely be placed on a leadership track in the near future. On terms of debt,
I have about 5k left in student debt and then my mortgage.
Spiritual: I've been an active Christian my whole life (Church Camp, Mens Retreats, etc.) and pray
before every meal and when I go to bed. I'm on the quieter side, so I tend to keep a low profile on my
religion, but I'm trying to work on that.
The Issue
We recently decided that it was time to have kids, so she quit her part-time job to focus on the home.
At first, everything was great — the house was cleaner than ever before, she seemed happier, she
spent more time cooking, and the sex was great — however, she's recently converted to veganism
(apparently she read some book about Christianity and veganism being tied). Of course, this is
ridiculous given the countless verses confirming that animals were created for humanity (Genesis 9:3,
Romans 14:2, Genesis 1:29-31, etc.) I told her how I felt, assuming that this was just a silly phase,
but she's kept up for about a month. For a while, she was fine with cooking meat for me, but a couple
weeks ago she started cooking less and less meat in the meals she made. Yesterday, I told her that I'm
currently bulking and that eating rabbit food was not going to help with my gains and that she needed
to start eating a proper diet if she was going to mother my child — this is when she went from
annoying to hysterical.
She started spewing all this BS about how I was forcing her to go against her Christian faith. I
might've lost my cool a bit, but, essentially, I told her that her interpretation is not based in biblical
fact. As the Captain of the home, I decided to put my foot down, telling her that we were going back
to eating meat and these shenanigans had to stop. Instead of obeying me, she told me that she wasn't
going to have sex with me unless I go vegan.
I know it's probably my fault for putting up with all this BS in the first place, but you have to
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understand that though my wife has always been an animal lover, I never thought that she would take
it this far. It's sweet and feminine when she pets dogs at the park. It's insane leftist crap when she
won't a normal diet and demands that I don't either. I wanted to ask this community what to do. I
don't want to divorce her, but I refuse to have a sexless marriage...
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Desiring God Says Feminism Wants to Silence "Real Men"
41 upvotes | June 19, 2018 | by JT-Anderson | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/happy-wife-happy-life
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Men and respect
41 upvotes | June 7, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
This started out as a reply to this post but decided to make it a stand alone post.
How can I get people to respect me as a man
Respect/reverence God.
Respect yourself.
Men respect sacrifice
A man who sacrifices his life for a cause garners the respect of others. Your cause is Christ's.
Men respect a man who respects himself.
Do you have your life in order?
Your walk with God, health, fitness, finances, relationships. All of it. Have you cared for and built (or
building) a body worthy of respect?
If you don't care enough about your life to start turning things around (instead of getting by or doing
"just enough") you won't have respect.
In the Bible, men were required to "rule their own houses well" before being chosen for spiritual
leadership.
Let this principle guide you and get your own "house" in order even if you don't have a woman and
kids in your life.
*Men respect accomplishments. *
And while you're not on this earth to rack up the worldly goods, men respect those who build
empires, who are financially successful, who achieve "impossible" goals, who have as marks in their
life one achievement after another in a variety of things.
And the more rare and dramatic the achievement, the more respect.
Men respect bravery and courage.
Most men shy away from tough or dangerous things.
Those that run to it, those who go where others dare not, those unafraid to face what the world finds
scary, are those who secure the respect of good men.
Men respect honesty, candor and forthrightness A man who says what he means and stands by it.
A man who "lets his yea be yea and his nay nay"
A man who lives by a set of standards and applies those same standards to anyone he lets into his life.
He's not a respector of persons, and doesn't treat those unequally due to status, favor or recognition.
Men respect a man who overcomes challenges.
Life can be tough. Exceedingly so, at times.
But when a man rises after each fall, he is not only strengthened, he gains respect.
for the righteous falls seven times and rises again Proverbs 24:16
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It has been said "It is impossible to defeat a man who refuses to give up."
Be that man.
When life beats you down, when it's unfair, when it seems all the world has conspired against you,
you turn to the One with whom you have to do, you gather your wits and your will, and you get
yourself up and go out again.
You will fail. There will be times of trouble. (And yes, great successes too!)
You may be mocked, ridiculed and even left or made fun of by women in your life who don't
understand or can't endure alongside you.
You get up.
If thou faint in the day of adversity, thy strength is small. Proverbs 24:10
It doesn't mean it doesn't hurt beyond what you think you can take. Or that you understand perfectly
or even at all. Or even whether your friends don't, a la Job. Or that it won't take some time to heal.
But you get up.
You press on.
Because you're a man, and you have a mission from God.
Men respect those who chart their own path, regardless of what others think
If you're asking this question (about how to get others to respect you), you're on the wrong field.
A wise man will listen to advice, and weigh it accordingly, but he does as his own heart and mind
dictates (as guided by God), and not what others think can or should be done.
If you're worried about respect from other men, you need to fix yourself first.
Otherwise your actions are going to be determined by what they think.
You're trying to do things because other men will find them respectful.
Stop.
Do things because you have set your heart and mind on God and nothing and no one, not their
opinions nor their actions, will sway you from doing what you have determined, which should be
what God has set out for you.
Once you have this framework, this guiding North Star, you go in that direction and do not move to
the right hand or the left.
You have your mission. Nothing else matters.
And while on it, you'll see accomplishments, they'll be sacrifices, they'll be trials and temptations,
stories of bravery and courage, you'll be the best version of you this side of Heaven, and very likely, a
good and godly woman (or many) will cross your path and you may choose one to bring her
alongside you (and never in front) as you continue the cause you've set out to accomplish.
And one day, when you rejoice before (and because of) your Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, you may
hear "Well done, my good and faithful servant. Enter into the joys of your Lord."
That, is respectable.
And a legacy worth leaving.
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Feeling discouraged with many churches' support of the Black
Lives Matter movement, including my own.. Are there any
truly alt-right/conservative churches left that don't buy into
this?
41 upvotes | July 1, 2020 | by sabsz16 | Link | Reddit Link
Feeling discouraged with many churches' support of the Black Lives Matter movement, including my
own.. Are there any truly alt-right/conservative churches left that don't buy into this?
30 points•33 comments•submitted 3 months ago by sabsz16 to r/RPCWomen
My baptist church hosted a racial reconciliation meeting last week and I'm just disappointed as to
what I heard. I'm red pilled through and through. I would like to be clear that I believe black lives
matter, but I don't believe in Black Lives Matter for many reasons. If you're curious as to why:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=88-dV9K_cHE I honestly feel like I'm going to have to resort to
dating apps to meet Christians that aren't fooled by the media and what society tells them. Of all
people, Christians aren't supposed to succumb to the world and their approval and it pains me to see
so many churches bowing down to this narrative.
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Socrates Quote on Lifting
40 upvotes | July 7, 2020 | by Bearman637 | Link | Reddit Link
No man has the right to be an amateur in the matter of physical training. It is a shame for a man to
grow old without seeing the beauty and strength of which his body is capable.
- Socrates
I thought this was a great quote. Wanted to share. This may be a low effort post so feel free to delete
mods if you think it should go. Ive been lifting since jan last year when i found this place. I love it as
a hobby.
I found the inverse pyramid scheme championed by lean gains to be the best for progress and injury
prevention.
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Fixing Your OYS - Your Life Will Keep Sucking Until You
Read and Apply This Post
40 upvotes | January 31, 2022 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I've been reviewing some of the OYS on the discord and responding a bit more, now that I've had an
interlude of time open up. Here are some lessons everyone should learn.
1. OVERWEIGHT
I get it. I like to eat as much as the next guy. I've struggled with weight all my life too. I just hit my
post-RP high on weight this past December. January came around and I decided to do something
about it. I started a #diet-reporting channel on the discord and post ever calorie that goes into my
mouth, as well as every calorie of exercise I burn. Result? Over 15lbs down in 3 weeks, and counting.
It's not that hard guys. Too many men want to pussyfoot around with complaints about their life
while trying to hide their physical fitness problems by simply citing "5'10, 120kg," not saying
anything else about their size, and hoping nobody else notices or does the conversion (it's over
260lbs, by the way).
Here's the advice I just gave two guys who had an obesity problem and both reported playing video
games. I told them they must repeat this phrase back to me: "I promise I will not play another
video game until I have bought a stationary bike. I will not play video games anymore unless I
am also riding that bike and maintaining a minimum 10mph pace."
Know how I lost over 15lbs in 3 weeks? I'd literally have to 100% stop eating to maintain that same
pace. My solution: I still cut my calories, but I just sit on the stationary bike for hours a day.
Sometimes I'm working. Other times I'm playing video games with my son. When I'm chilling with
my wife after the kids go to bed, either talking about life or watching Netflix, I'm on that bike. I
refuse to allow myself certain life pleasures, like video games, unless I'm burning calories while I do
it. No exceptions. I ate over 3,000 calories a few days ago but still hit my 5lbs/wk goal. Know why? I
biked 51 miles and burned more than what I ate.
Two caveats:
No, the bike (or if you prefer: treadmill) is not a substitute for your diet. You cannot maintain
2-4hrs on a stationary bike 5-7 days a week for the rest of your life. At some point you're going
to reduce the cardio again. At that point you have two options: (1) make sure to keep your diet
in check while you cardio-focus, or (2) eat normal, but be prepared to have this cardio-phase of
life happening constantly throughout your life, even after you've hit your ideal weight; every
time you creep 5-10lbs over your ideal, that's another 1-2 weeks of a sub-zero diet.
No, you don't stop lifting. Realistically, I can only maintain this sub-zero diet for a month at a
time before I have to take a week off to re-bulk. Can't lose my 275lb bench press max. So, you
do the above for a month (i.e. 20+lbs lost), then take a week off to re-bulk and heavy lift (which
you should also be lifting during your cardio-focus too, just not as much time-investment) in
order to get your lifts back to where they were pre-cardio (you'll re-gain 5-7lbs), then hit
another month sub-zero dieting. Trust me, after the first week, you don't even notice that you're
dieting anymore.
The caveat to this second caveat is that if you're over 25% body fat, you just cardio until
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you're down to 25% before you try to do a "re-bulk lifting" session. You didn't have
muscular bulk in the first place, so there's no "re" to do. Still work light lifting (2days/wk)
into your routine, but hammer that cardio. Once you're 25% body fat, you can start hitting
lifting much harder to make use of your size for quick easy lifting gains. Starting to lift
when you're a twig is a lot harder than when you've got extra fat on you. Take advantage
of that - and 25% is not ideal, but acceptable enough that you can scrape by in society
without being a total embarrassment.

2. TIME-SINKS
So many guys in OYS are wasting their time. It's usually video games, porn, and social media. I
noticed over a decade ago that my weight was directly correlated with how frequently I watched
pron. Cut it out of my life entirely and I permanently lost roughly 50lbs that even in my peak-weight
since then, I've never gained any of that back.
I already told you what to do about video games, so look above on that.
For social media, the same as above applies. Just promise to yourself: "I will not scroll
Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/crazy blogs/etc. unless I'm burning calories while I do it." Even while
I'm at work talking to clients - something that's actually a high-value, productive activity - I hop into
my office conference room and pace laps. Other people recommend an under-the-desk treadmill and
just go at it all work day with a standing desk. With all the time you're wasting on social media or
other things, think of how much better your life would be if you either (1) burned calories while you
did it, double-valuing your time, or (2) had extra non-cardio time to do more productive things in life
because you've committed that you won't use social media while not burning calories.
3. PRIORITIES SUCK
One guy in his OYS talked about wanting to improve his fashion, but he was still overweight.
Horrible idea. Let's break this down:
If you buy a bunch of new clothes now, then lose a ton of weight and bulk up your chest size,
you'll have wasted that money.
By having the heavier-set clothes still in your wardrobe, you'll have more psychological lax to
let yourself gain weight because you know you still have clothes to wear.
If you wait to up your wardrobe until you have the body you want, you'll have extra motive to
keep your body in that shape.
Holding off also gives you an opportunity to save up in your budget to afford decent threads.
This type of mis-prioritization happens in other areas too, this is just an easy example. Think before
you pick what you're going to start working on. Get feedback from other guys. Don't think a new
slick pair of shoes is going to impress women enough to ignore your pot belly.
4. NO OTHER SINGLES
Do you know how many OYS I've read where someone complains, "Everyone I know is already
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paired up. The only singles I'm around are people I'm uninterested in." Seriously, if you don't have
women crawling over you, it's because you suck in some way. It could be your physique, but even hot
guys have trouble sometimes. Maybe his social game sucks. Maybe he has awful habits/quirks that he
won't give up. Maybe he wastes his time on video games rather than socializing, even though he's
good in social settings when he's there. Figure it out.
When someone complains that there are no singles in his area, here's my thought process:
First, why do I care? Useless information. My guess is that most of these guys think it's useful
because they want others to accept it as some sort of explanation or excuse to justify their
frustrations with being single. That's literally half of the letters in DEER(ing). Stop doing that.
Second, even if you're telling the truth and there are no singles in your social circle, your social
circle sucks. Go make other friends.
Third, most people who say this aren't being technically accurate. Literally every contact you
have is married or engaged? Redefine "single" in your mind: If she doesn't have a ring, she's
single. Options open up with this mentality. The mental box Christian guys put themselves in is
pure lunacy. Trying to "honor her boyfriend's right (?!?) to her" is something even feminists
would find cringy. It's a sign of a weak frame. Guys who think this way presume that because
of temporal happenstance (i.e. he got there first), somehow she shouldn't have the option of
being with a better guy (i.e. you, if you keep improving; it's really NOT hard to become one of
the top 10% of men). If this is making your moral insides tingle in discomfort, just stop and
think about it for a second:
How's it fair to you to close that door on yourself because of factors out of everyone's
control?
How's it fair to her to deny her the opportunity of being with a better guy because "he
called dibs on her first"?
How's it fair to the other guy if he's with a girl who COULD do better (i.e. you, when you
improve past her boyfriend and you're still interested), and you know hypergamy is going
to kick in at some point and she's either going to (1) leave him, or (2) they're going to
have a crap relationship?
Of course, if you do improve enough that you could pull a girl from her boyfriend, you may find you
can pull better than her anyway, so you may not be as interested at that point regardless. But the
mentality is useful all the same. Either way, it's a win-win-win to view relationships this way. My dad
taught me that very young and I ignored him, but I see the wisdom in it now: If you don't see a ring,
she's on the market.
Seriously, think about that: she hasn't made a commitment to her boyfriend, nor he to her. They
haven't promised to be with each other for life. They haven't promised, "I will not break up with you
if someone better comes along." If they did have that promise, they'd literally be engaged at that
point. Rings would be exchanged. If there is no ring, that commitment isn't there. If you're better and
you come along, without the ring she has the right to upgrade.
5. LOOKING TOO EARLY
I have to distinguish here:
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You should ALWAYS be approaching. For more on that, I'll defer you to the principles in one
of my older posts.
HOWEVER, you shouldn't actually expect to find your wife as a result of these approaches.
Don't bother "looking" until you're actually ready.
The goal of early approaching is just to have fun socializing and getting good at it. You can play
around with number-closing as a goal if you want, but you don't even have to go that far. Just
learning to talk to girls is valuable in itself - especially upgrading your confidence talking to
attractive people. That applies to men too. Back in the day, my fear of talking to hot girls was
associated with fear of sexual rejection. But I also had a fear of talking to highly attractive men,
assuming they wouldn't want to hang out with "someone like me." What a useless mentality,
especially for someone committed to improving (you are committed to that, right?). Learn to talk to
attractive people, in general. This boosts your confidence all around.
But let's be real: if you're still 25%+ body fat, earning under $40k/yr, with a crappy wardrobe, no
social skills, etc. - do you really think you're going to pull someone you think would make your ideal
wife? Think of the best woman you could pull with stats like that (and be realistic). Now imagine
yourself 50lbs lighter, muscular build, better financial portfolio, having learned social skills and
developed your social circle, etc. - and now think of the best woman you could pull. You're shooting
for all those things in your life, right? You're trying to improve, right? Why would you settle for the
type of person you could pull now when you could make substantial gains first and then have a much,
much better pool of people who would be interested in you?
Think about it this way: with your crappy stats you might be able to pull an HB6 if you compromise
on some of your standards in other areas. With better stats, you might be able to pull a 9 (perhaps
even a 10?) with similar compromise. Oooooooor ... you could pull an HB6 or 7 without having to
compromise on any of your other peripherals. Suddenly, instead of the semi-psychotic 6 who actually
gave you the time of day, you've got a 6 (or even 7) who also happens to be an actual Christian
(rather than the psycho girl who was LARPing in the church), takes her faith seriously, perfectly sane
(for a ...), intelligent, no debt, possibly even a financial contributor, good mom-qualities, etc.
Right now you can pull the former. 6-12 months from now (longer if you dilly-dally about selfimprovement) you can pull the latter.
Yet for some reason guys keep saying with crappy stats how they're looking for a wife.
That's lunacy. Always practice game, but don't actually prioritize "looking" until you're at least as
good as the girl you want to marry. Remember: women marry up, not down. Deal with it.
Caveat: Everything else I've ever written on why you shouldn't even been "looking" in the first place.
Read my two sidebar posts on "how to find the girl you can't keep yourself from banging." More
details there, especially the section, "How to find a wife (by not looking for one)." I stand by those
posts to this day.
6. DOUBTING GOD
Lots of guys post Assurance of Salvation numbers below 10. Okay, we all have doubts every now
and then. That's actually not a bad thing (longer conversation there, which I'll table for purposes of
this post). But for a lot of guys, the reason is that they're on the fence about whether God is even good
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or has good thing sin store for them. They doubt Jeremiah 29:11 - "'For I have good plans for you,'
says the Lord. 'Plans to prosper you and not to harm you.'" Yeah, that wasn't spoken to you
individually, and context matters, and God created some people for humble purposes. Fine. But God
still "works all things for the good of those who love him." That's a promise you can take to the bank
(figuratively, not literal money; if you're into prosperity gospel garbage, go away unless you're here
to learn your way out of it).
When people look at their sucky life and doubt God's goodness, I can't help but chuckle while
shaking my head in disappointment.
You screw up your physique, social life, time allocation, spiritual disciplines, etc. Your life
sucks.
But somehow God is to blame and his plans aren't good?
Get real. People like this aren't following God's plan in the first place. Our sidebar is already replete
with biblical information to demonstrate that God does, in fact, want us to take care of our bodies, be
good stewards of the finances he gave us, be disciplined in our pursuit of Christ and the work he gave
us, managing our time appropriately, etc. Nobody actually doubts that these things are in the Bible
(and much, much more that we discuss here). How can you claim God's plan for your life isn't
good if you're not actually living in God's plan for your life yet?
Until you fix your physique, ability to love and relate with his people (i.e. social skills), become a
good steward of your finances, and all those other things we try to get guys to work on, you are not
in God's will for your life, and therefore you have no basis for saying that God isn't good or that his
plan for you sucks. You are in rejection of God's plan, if you're like that, and that means YOUR plan
for your life sucks, not God's.
7. NO MISSION
If you have no mission in life, you will never be satisfied with your life. Jesus gave you a mission.
You can be satisfied with your own, but it won't get you very far in eternity. Better to adopt his so
you're not only satisfied, but also building a foundation for eternity.
Guys who write OYSes ignoring mission or noting that they don't have a mission - especially if
they've done several OYSes and haven't fixed this by now - are doomed to eternal failure. Even the
secular guys eventually figure out that achieving their own mission isn't enough. I've talked to a
number of TRP/MRP ECs and mods who have all adopted some form of spiritual pursuit (a lot
turning to Christianity directly) because they realize there's got to be more to life than the silly things
their own brains can come up with.
Mission matters. If your life sucks right now and you don't have a mission, that's why. Mission
matters, nothing else. I'll defer to the barrage of other posts on the sidebar and in my post/comment
history on this topic rather than belaboring the point here any further.
8. COVERT CONTRACTS
I've seen a number of guys complain about why other people won't treat them the way they want to
be treated. In some regard, this is because you haven't earned the right to be treated that way yet.
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Look to the above and fix those things to deal with that.
Other times, the issue has a different cause: You never told them how you want to be treated. One guy
recently posted an OYS complaining that his church friends didn't understand how bad he was
hurting. He just assumed that it was their job to probe his mind and figure that out. That's a covert
contract. If you want people to "get you" it's your responsibility to tell them who you are and what
you're dealing with in life.
The problem is that most people take the "play it off" approach. They'll share their deepest fears and
struggles, but they'll do so with a bold face. This is a defense mechanism, NOT the sign of a strong
frame ... IF you're upset about their response, or lack thereof. Re-read that sentence. If you really
don't care how they respond (which is part of a strong frame), then don't whine about it. If you DO
care about them not reaching out and helping you the way you think they should, it's probably
because you haven't communicated how deeply the issue is actually affecting you. Don't assume
they'll get it. Don't have covert contracts with them. Be overt. Thinking that you're some "red pill
guru" because you can talk about difficult issues with a straight face is a straight up lie you're telling
yourself if you get butthurt about people's responses to you afterward.
9. NO OYS AT ALL
Some guys love to complain about how their life sucks, or ask questions about these "tricky" (read:
completely normal to everyone else) situations they find themselves in, but they're not even posting
OYSes at all. I get it, not everyone has time to be engaged. Are you actually at least going over this
type of content regularly with someone else in your personal life?
I have a number of men who I address these things with verbally - at least every other week, oftentimes more than that. But I still post the monthly OYS in the discord. Why? Because OYS matters.
If you're not constantly self-evaluating, you will never actually improve. If you're not doing it in a
context where other men can help you, you'll be stunted by your own narrow-sightedness in how far
you can improve and in which directions. Simply put, if you don't post or discuss these types of
things for others to engage with (and no, the "tell us how your week went" at small group does NOT
count), then you have no business coming here complaining or asking questions about why your life
sucks because I can tell you the answer in one second: "No OYS."
CONCLUSION
Didn't make it to 10. Ran out of time. Suffice it to say, if you want to improve:
First, get a mission and start pursuing it relentlessly. Consider EVERY angle that you can take
in life to optimize this. Post about it in OYS and discuss with others.
Second, if you're not already in good shape, get there. This could be one of those extra "angles"
for your mission - people will bend over backwards to help others who are fit.
Third, stop DEERing or wasting time on stupid things, or misprioritizing your life. Re-read the
first two bullets of this conclusion and let that be your focus for now.
When you've done at least that much, and your spiritual disciplines are in order (which should be part
of the pathway to achieving your mission - if they're not, then your mission sucks), then you'll start to
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taste what it's like being within the bounds of God's plan for your life and you'll see that it's good. It
may not be what you wanted for your life. It may also not be a high and noble earth-changing plan.
But it will be good. Steven was stoned to death. That was God's plan for him. That was a suck plan,
God. But it was good. Know why? Because that's what scattered the early wave of new converts
across the globe, when persecution began, and his death brought the Gospel to many nations. It was
good. Do you think anyone would have viewed him as a martyr or that people would have scattered if
it was a random ugly fat guy who did nothing for God's Kingdom and only happened to show up to a
few services every now and then who was stoned? Hah. No.
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Stop watching MGTOW videos
40 upvotes | May 26, 2022 | by JabberWookie_77 | Link | Reddit Link
Okay, these videos have their place. Growing up as a blue pill, Christian nice guy, I was painfully
aware of my own sinfulness and my need for a savior. I could feel my own failings when it came to
lust, pride, etc. But, if you were to ask me about the failings of women, I don't think I could have
articulated a single one common to women. I knew, theologically, they were sinners, but i took that
on faith. Those divine beings, made of sugar and spice and everything nice, were set up on a pedestal.
Even the ones who spread their legs were probably the victims of some a-hole who took advantage of
them. And because they weren't especially interested in me, they must not deal with the same sexual
temptations that I do. Looking back, I can't help but cringe at my own naivete.
This is where I benefited from MGTOW videos. For the first time I felt the disgust for the way many
women act. RP content opened my eyes to see the way things are and helped me get past my
conditioning. At the time, though my wife and I still had sex regularly, I was really frustrated that my
wife was doing it out of duty rather than out of real desire. Never mind the fact that I was 100lbs.
over weight. Pornography had a draw because the women gazed longingly into the camera. Being a
retard, I never stopped to think that maybe they just use men for money and validation. That's
actually the problem most of the time with porn, you don't stop to think, you allow yourself to be
carried away in the moment. Why should some random thot's lack of genuineness and faked desire be
satisfying me more that my wife who loves me and is giving herself willingly, in spite of the fact that
I let myself become an unattractive fatty. While I still abstained from porn by will power, this idea
broke a lot of the struggle for me. I still appreciate the naked female form, but I have my wife for
that. The girl online doesn't want me, she wants money, and lengths she's willing to go for it disgusts
me.
So if it was so helpful, why stop?
First, I'm still 60lbs. overweight. I have no business sitting around looking for entertainment. Maybe
you're in better shape than me, but there really is very little value in most of that content, though it
can be good for a laugh.
Second, I used to listen to political talk radio. One guy I liked is Mark Levin. He's a sharp guy, I liked
the content and found it informative. However, he would go off on angry tirades several times every
show, and every time I was left seething at the state of things as they are. One morning in my daily
bible reading I came across Proverbs 22:24-25 "Make no friendship with a man given to anger, nor
go with a wrathful man, lest you learn his ways and entangle yourself in a snare." This is what I was
doing. I stopped listening to him and almost instantly was happier throughout the day. In a similar
vein, Psalm 37:1-8 is especially pertinent to this point.
"Fret not yourself because of evildoers; be not envious of wrongdoers! For they will soon fade like
the grass and wither like the green herb. Trust in the LORD, and do good; dwell in the land and
befriend faithfulness. Delight yourself in the LORD, and he will give you the desires of your heart.
Commit your way to the LORD; trust in him, and he will act. He will bring forth your righteousness
as the light, and your justice as the noonday. Be still before the LORD and wait patiently for him; fret
not yourself over the one who prospers in his way, over the man who carries out evil devices! Refrain
from anger, and forsake wrath! Fret not yourself; it tends only to evil."
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Third, the things that you constantly put in are going to come back out. "...For out of the abundance
of the heart the mouth speaks." Matthew 12:34
I've seen more posts lately that seem to be flowing from YouTube rather than the Bible. It's wise to
see reality as it is, but we also want to respond biblically. Don't fret the evil around you, do good and
befriend faithfulness! When we see sin we should have both revulsion and pity at the brokenness of
God's good designs. If you're constantly boiling with anger and disgust, stop feeding it. Feed on the
True Bread and take it to others.
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Confronting the myth that you have to “earn sex” in marriage,
and that if your wife deprives you, or worse, cheats on you with
another man, it is completely your fault as a man for not being
“red pilled” enough to stop her. This attitude is blue pilled, and
takes away responsibility from women.
40 upvotes | September 10, 2019 | by Dan_M7 | Link | Reddit Link
Men need to stop blaming themselves for things that’s not their fault.
1) The Bible is clear that sexual satisfaction is a right, NOT something you have to earn.
1 Corinthians 7:5 Do not deprive each other except perhaps by mutual consent and for a time, so
that you may devote yourselves to prayer. Then come together again so that Satan will not tempt
you because of your lack of self-control.
The Bible does not say “If your frame is totally awesome, you can have some sex”.
The Bible is clear that depriving one another sexually is wrong.
Therefor, if a husband is being constantly rejected, then it is not him who must “improve his
frame”, but the wife who must not deprive him. Improving is good, but not a compensation for
sinful behaviour.
1 Peter 3 Wives, respect and obey your husbands in the same way. Then the husbands who do not
obey the word of God will want to know God. They will want to know God because their wives
live good lives, even though they say nothing about God.
The reason you think you need to improve your frame to get sex is because we’re so culturally far
from a TRUE red pilled society, that you compensate with self improvement rather than advocate
obedience, as almost every church used to do prior to the feminist movement.
2) If your wife cheats on you, steals from you, and constantly lies to you, it’s her fault, not
yours. You are not responsible for her action. You may make yourself an authority figure, and
thereby allow her to more easily listen to you out of respect, but at the end of the day, it is her choice
on how she treats you.
3) An interesting example of self improvement NEVER being enough is Steph Curry.
He’s one of the greatest basketball players today, MVP, attractive, tall, millionaire, muscular,
everyone loves him, women are attracted to him, and his fame is beyond measure. His frame is
higher than mine, yours, and most men on the planet.
And yet, his wife Ayesha Curry recently said on a talk show that she “wishes I could get more male
attention too.”.
If Steph Curry’s self improvement can’t hold down his woman, how can any of ours? Why?
Because hypergamy. A woman’s obedience is not dependent on your frame. At any moment, a
woman may decide she wants another man. That is NOT your fault. You are NOT responsible
for her hypergamous nature.
Red pill states that you may improve your frame so that she is less inclined to act out her
hypergamous nature, but at the end of the day, she can do whatever she wants. The Bible
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teaches her to NOT act out her hypergamous nature and be loyal. That is the true red pill.
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Why the Church misunderstands Jesus and how this screws up
your view of leading your wife.
40 upvotes | February 11, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I was chatting with /u/warriorjesus1915 the other day and I thought a portion of our conversation was
necessary to share more broadly - and in far greater depths that I discussed it with him. The question
arose: Why does the church have such a beta view about Jesus, and how do they miss the mission of
disciple-making?
The answer is quite simple: The Church looks at what Jesus said, not what he did.
That is, the church doesn't look at Jesus' life as something to be modeled; they only look at his
teachings as something to be obeyed. If we only focus on what Jesus and the apostles taught rather
than on what they did, it makes sense that the church would get hung up on things like the
beattitudes, fruit of the Spirit, giving, service, etc. and totally miss the larger implications of the
mission of Kingdom-building that Jesus was living. Jesus' teachings are excellent, but the life he
modeled is the context we're meant to apply those teachings in. If we try to apply his teachings while
ignoring the proper context in which they apply, we ultimately negate the value of their application.
It's as Paul says in 1 Cor. 13, "If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all
knowledge, and if I have a faith that can move mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing." In the
same way: "If I obey Jesus's commands to love my neighbor, to pray for others, to be a generous
person, etc., but I lack the purposes in life that drove Jesus to do all of these things in the first place, I
am nothing."
JESUS AS A MODEL
I find this willful ignorance of Jesus' missional lifestyle particularly bizarre because Jesus himself
says that the real focus is on his actions. In John 13:15 he says, "I have set you an example that you
should do as I have done for you. Most people mistakenly assume that this is only a reference to
washing each other's feet - or more broadly: serving each other. But Jesus precedes this with a simple
question: "Do you understand what I have done for you? ... You call me 'Teacher' and 'Lord,' and
rightly so, for that is what I am." This is what sets the context for the passage, noting that just as he
fulfilled these roles in their lives in the way he discipled them, they were to go off and do the same
for others.
It's worth noting that the word for "teacher" in this passage is didaskalos - the same word Jesus uses
in Matthew 28:19-20 in the great commission: "Make disciples of all nations, teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you."
Back to John 13, later on in the passage (v. 34-35) Jesus once again sets his lifestyle toward the
disciples as the model: "A new command I give you: love one another; as I have loved you, so must
you love one another. By this all men will know that you are my disciples if you love one another."
The command to love one another already existed in Deuteronomy. There was nothing new about
that. The "new" part is that we are to do it "as I have loved you," in Jesus' words. He didn't say, "As I
have loved the crowds who listened to me teach" (or else we must all be called to be mass-preachers)
- he said to the 12 in private during his last supper, "As I have loved you." How did he love them? By
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discipling them.
He then spends the rest of chapters 13-17 explaining the ministry of disciple-making that he he had
been doing in them and the fruit that he wanted to see them bear. All of this culminates in John 17
when Jesus concludes the meal with a prayer: "As you [Father] have sent me into the world, I have
sent them into the world ... My prayer is not for them alone. I pray also for those who will believe in
me through their message" (v. 18-20). This was Jesus' goal the entire time - that his lifestyle would be
a model for how we should live toward others, not merely his words.
Yet despite this clear focus on living as Jesus lived, the church prefers to pretend that none of this is
in the Bible so that they can think to themselves, "If only I can be generous and kind and humble and
patient, then I will have lived like Jesus lived." Certainly Jesus expressed these qualities, but his
instruction was that we live the way he lived toward the 12 and not just his general character
attributes.
THE APOSTLES AS A MODEL
In 1 Cor. 11:1 Paul lives up to Jesus' words in John 17:18-20 - "Follow my example, as I follow the
example of Christ." Paul took Jesus's words to heart, carrying on for others the same things that Jesus
did with his 12.
Note how often people want to read Ephesians and Galatians and look at the words of what was said,
but completely ignore the context in which those words were said. In 1 Cor. 11:1, for example, Paul
is writing a letter to the Corinthians and then says, "By the way, do what I do." That is, Paul was
actively following-up with people he had discipled! If Paul says, "Follow my example," and he
discipled people and wrote letters to stay in touch with them to continue helping them grow even in
his absence (Philippians 2:12), shouldn't part of living out 1 Cor. 11:1 mean that we are also keeping
in touch with people that we're helping to grow in Christ?
Paul even uses this concept as the sign of maturity - not that people merely obey his words, but that
they live in the model he established. In Philippians 3:15-17 he says, "All of us, then, who are mature
should take such a view of things. And if on some point you think differently, that too God will make
clear to you" - and I want to pause here to clarify the emphasis that Paul is giving to this passage.
He's saying that he's about to reveal the rubric for determining spiritual maturity. If you claim to be
mature, you have to agree with him on this, and if you don't then you must not be mature. And he
even says, "Oh, by the way, if you think I'm wrong, don't worry - God himself will prove to you that
I'm right about this."
Continuing the passage: "Only let us live up to what we have already attained; join with others in
following my example, brothers, and take note of those who live according to the pattern we gave
you."
That's right. The "secret" to being spiritually mature is not in obeying what the letters say, but in
living as the apostles lived. They set their lifestyle as a pattern for everyone to follow in. Their letters
of instruction were not merely about the points they were teaching; they were part of the model of
how we should be teaching others. That is, it's not enough to obey the commands; rather, as Jesus
said in Matthew 28:19-20, we now have a responsibility to pass all of this on through the disciplemaking process to others as well. We are not merely to teach God's Word to others; rather, we are to
live an example that someone else can say: "I want to be just like u/Red-Curious because I can see
that he's trying to be just like Christ."
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Can you insert your name in there?
A NECESSARY DISTINCTION
For the record, all of this is crucial in properly understanding the New Testament. Per 1 Cor. 11:3,
there are two contexts we can view Jesus' lifestyle in:
1. How Jesus interacted with God as the Father's follower.
2. How Jesus interacted with the church as the church's leader.
Everything Jesus did falls within not just one or the other of these two categories, but both of them. In
the same way, you as a man have two contexts within which you should understand your actions: (1)
How you interact with Jesus, and (2) How you interact with your bride (or if you're single, toward
those who might become your bride). We do not distinguish which behaviors fall into which category
by saying, "Here are the things I do for my wife, and those are the things I do for Jesus." No, all
behaviors are a reflection of both, in some form or another. The distinction is not about balancing
these two categories appropriately, but about learning the proper order of following and leadership so
that we can be effective followers and leaders just as Christ was both.
Jesus' actions were founded on what he saw his Father doing (John 5:19). That is, it is as if Jesus was
saying, "I am following the Father. You need to know how to follow someone, so I'm going to show
you how to do that by the way I follow God." He didn't go off-script or make up his own plans for his
life. He knew what his Father's agenda was and he showed us how to live out a master's agenda by
living out His Master's agenda.
In this sense, we should look at the ways Jesus followed God in order to describe how we should
follow him. This is often overlooked, as we only ever want to look at the ways Jesus interacted with
people here on earth. We say, "Here is how Jesus treated his bride, so that's how we should follow
Jesus." But this ignores the distinction above and gets everything backwards. We ignore the position
Jesus had as a follower and only ever focus on his position as a leader over the church.
It then makes even more sense why the church has misunderstood how to follow Jesus. Why?
Because they only look at Jesus as a leader over the church and not as a follower to God. When we
fail to see the way Jesus modeled following for us, and how that affects our leadership, we lose the
context for the life that Jesus lived, and his mission of disciple-making is forgotten - because that
mission was the hallmark of his status as a follower. God gave him a mission and he followed the
mission God gave him. Neglect Jesus as a follower and we neglect the mission behind his teachings.
WHY SHOULD THIS MATTER?
As I said above, we should live in such a way that someone can say of us: "I want to be just like
u/Red-Curious because I can see that he's trying to be just like Christ." If you can't insert your name
in that sentence, you are not following Christ rightly. And if you are not modeling being a good bride
to Christ, how can your wife learn to be a good bride to you? Or how can the girl you're interested in
know what you expect from your future bride?
It has been said many times that women are designed by God to be followers. They are clay that their
men will mold, whether they realize it or not, just as we are all clay that God molds, whether we
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realize it or not. If you want your bride to be good to you, the answer is not to be good to her - it
is to be good to Christ. You want to show her how a follower should treat their leader.
Some people will mistakenly plop "servant leadership" concepts in here. They argue, "If you want
your wife to serve you, you must show her how to do so by serving her first." There's nothing wrong
with serving your wife this way, but it does not teach her the lesson these people think it will. It
teaches her that a husband should serve his wife, or a leader should serve her followers. So, if she
looks at the Christ/Church relationship, she will live spiritually as if God exists to serve her needs.
How does such a theology play out in real life?
I know countless women who believe God is meant to keep them emotionally satisfied. When
they are emotionally dissatisfied in their relationship with God, they become apathetic toward
their faith, or otherwise abandon it entirely. Why? Because they have a backwards view of how
leaders and followers are supposed to interact.
Other women will say they're looking for God's provision, but are really expecting God to
maintain their consumeristic lifestyle that exceeds what they're willing to put in the work to
earn, and then whine and complain to their small groups about how they can't make their next
credit card payment. Why? Because they assume the leader exists to serve their purposes, not
the other way around.
I'm sure you get the idea at this point. It's okay to serve your wife in appropriate contexts. But that
service must come from a position of sharing out of your strength and not out of obligation. 1 Cor.
11:3 is clear enough: Jesus followed the example the Father laid out for him, and men are to follow
Jesus' example and lifestyle, just as women are to follow their man's example and lifestyle. The
example the wife is to follow is not in how her husband treats her, but in how he interacts with and
for God.
FOR EMPHASIS
To be absolutely clear: many men may lead their wives by treating them a certain way, thinking that
they're training them on how to interact with themselves. But what they're really doing, if we follow
the 1 Cor. 11:3 flow of leadership, is teaching our wives how to interact with others, not with
ourselves. We're saying, "I as your leader and acting this way toward you," and she receives, "So
when I am leading others, that's how I should act toward them." The concept of "do unto others as
you would have them do unto you" may apply in a peer-peer context, but in a leader-follower context
the message is received very differently.
If you want to teach your wife how to interact properly with you, don't focus on the context of your
interactions with her; focus on the context of your interactions with Christ. As she watches you
follow Christ, that will show her how to follow you. If we confuse these two contexts, we fail to see
the pragmatic mission-orientation of Jesus's daily life (his frame), and we will also preclude our
wives from having a model to look toward on how to be a follower (within our frame).
CONCLUSION
1. Yet another way that pastors prove their beta mind-set is that they only look to what Jesus said,
forgetting also to contemplate what he did and why he did it.
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2. Jesus was not only a teacher and leader; he was also a follower - and the way he followed God
is the way we should follow him.
3. We should not confuse the way Jesus treated the church for the way we should follow him;
rather, the way he interacts with his bride is the way we should interact with our bride - and we
must take a Scripturally complete view of this and not isolate the passages that the church likes
to focus on.
4. We should not lead our wives by focusing on how we relate with them; rather, we should lead
them by showing them how we follow Christ.
5. The way Jesus followed God was by adopting his Kingdom-building mission and living out the
specific ways God wanted him to contribute to that mission. The way we follow Jesus is
identical: adopting his Kingdom-building mission and living out the specific ways Jesus wanted
him to contribute to that mission. The way our wives should follow is us identical: adopting our
Kingdom-building mission and living out the specific ways their husbands want them to
contribute to that mission.

APPLICATION: I'm sure you can think of a dozen, but the simplest one I want you to start with for
now is that you begin leading your wife by showing her how you follow. Find 1 new way this week
to contribute to God's mission of Kingdom-building - and do it in a way where your wife is able to
observe the way you followed God in that area, either because she saw you do it (like introducing
yourself to someone new at church and inviting them to a small group you're leading), or because you
told her about it afterward (like sharing the Gospel with a co-worker and telling her the story when
you get home).
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The Truth About Porn
39 upvotes | November 4, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This post is going to tick off some people. I'm okay with that. I know it requires a lot more qualifying
language than I'm actually going to give it (I'm low on time). But I think this is a necessary message
right now anyway.
No, this is not a defense of porn use as if it's not sinful. It is sin. But, I'm going to defend the use of
porn insofar as it has been used as a tool of condemnation over men by the church in their marriages.
Why would I do this? Certainly not to encourage porn use. Instead, my premise is that when men
blame porn for their marriage troubles, they fail to see the actual issues and become so obsessed with
quitting porn that it becomes the proverbial "pink elephant" they can't stop thinking about and
ultimately interferes with their ability to live on mission for Christ.
Does Porn Actually Ruin Marriages?
Churchianity tells us that watching porn ruins marriages.
Does it, though?
Seriously. Ask that question and dwell on it for a bit. This comes up all the time in Christian books
and movies. There's only one way that I have noticed an appreciable impact on my marriage: When I
would curb my desires through porn, I was less interested in initiating with my wife, and then I
blamed our lack of sex on her denial rather than my lack of initiation and developed resentment
against her for it.
Notice that this isn't actually a porn problem. This is an initiation issue. If I were to have initiated
with my wife as often as I wanted sex, one of two things would happen: (1) we would have sex and
I'd have no need for porn (or if I did, it wouldn't be in a resentment-building way); or (2) she would
deny me, we wouldn't have sex, and HER DENIAL would build my resentment against her - and this
would be true even if I didn't watch porn afterward.
My point here is simple: the act of watching porn and masturbating is not, in itself, what causes the
problem, as the resentment that builds is independent of the actual porn use, which is really more of a
coping mechanism to abate the resentment. Dare I say it? In many cases, I've met clients and fellow
churchgoers who would have divorced their wives long ago if they hadn't had porn to abate the
impact of their bitterness. In some of these cases, it's entirely possible that watching porn is what
saved their marriage as it gave them an outlet to relieve their frustration against a sinfully denying
wife rather than letting their bitterness continue to grow until it erupted into a divorce.
Does that make it right? Absolutely not. But if we're not accurate about what the problems are in
marriages, we're not going to be accurate in finding solutions either. If we keep blaming "all those
horrible men who are addicted to porn" for marriages falling apart, like in the Fireproof movie, we're
only ever going to get fictionalized rationalizations for what the answer might be, while the real
answers (i.e. everything else we teach here) are hidden and left unaddressed. As long as churchianity
keeps blaming porn for more than its actual role in marriages falling apart, there will be no motive or
reason for its leaders to look for alternative, more biblical cures for broken marriages and sex lives.
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A Perfect Example
I'd been planning on writing this post for a couple weeks now (no, I don't actually get the chance to
write every post idea that comes to mind), but was finally triggered to do so by this post by
/u/carelessbowler5. He writes about his failure to overcome his porn use. Props for your honesty,
brother! But here's what's most telling about the situation:
I know what it looked like in my BP days. I spilled my guts and she just kinda looked at me
blankly, not feeling bad, sorry, sympathetic, or anything (never any rage or anger like other
wives). Usually a somewhat indifferent, "Uh... I forgive you."
Where I think he's mistaken is when he says "like other wives." I've counseled a lot of guys through
porn issues. I've also seen a lot of them go through confession with their wives. This response seems
pretty standard. With their words, many will say, "Thank you for your honesty. I forgive you. You're
always welcome to tell me anything and I'll do my best to help you." With their actions and
mannerisms, they're implicitly communicating: "Why are you telling me this? I don't want to know. I
think I do, but in reality it just makes me less attracted to you and more pessimistic about our
relationship. I can't resolve that cognitive dissonance on my own, so you're going to have to resolve it
for me by not telling me in the first place."
Now, some guys confess for stupid reasons, like hoping it will make their wives more sexually
interested in them. After all, "If I'm struggling with porn and she realizes just how serious it is, maybe
she'd be more inclined to help me by having sex with me so I don't have to go to porn." That's not
been my experience or the case among men I've counseled. It usually results in a one-time (maybe
one-week) adjustment before returning to life as usual.
Refuting Churchianity
As I've written before ("Sex Addicted v. Sex Starved"), most guys don't actually have an addiction
problem. They just have sinfully denying wives. The majority of men I meet have no problem saying
no to porn within 48 hours after having sex with their wife (i.e. the time it takes for his balls to refuel
completely). If they're at all close to a representative of the whole of men who use porn, what does
this implication say on the impact of porn on marriages?
Let's look at some of the most common arguments Christians use for why porn kills marriages and
see if the rationale makes as much sense as they think it does. For this fun exercise, I'm going to use
this article from the Christian blog, thrivingmarriages.com.
1. Porn kills your ability to get aroused by "just" your spouse.
This was not my experience in my porn days. I know the author claims (without citing) that there's
"science" to back this up, due to "brain re-wiring" that often gets discussed. For those with an actual,
genuine addiction, this may be true. But the fact that most men can become aroused by "just" their
spouse (even if she's unattractive) after merely a few days off porn is also very telling. When actual
addictive issues are at play, the brain's reward centers are certain re-wired - that part is true. But the
re-wiring also causes a modicum of permanent change that cannot be completely reversed. So, for
every guy who has overcome his alleged porn addiction and found himself attracted by "just" his wife
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again, either God is doing a literal physical miracle every time by undoing physical brain damage, or
these guys were never really addicted in the first place, and the "re-wired brain" argument holds no
weight except in the most severe, extreme cases.
More likely, if a guy can't get aroused by "just" his spouse, it's not because he's watching porn, but
because she's not trying to arouse him. I would LOVE to hear from these men: (1) what kind of
physical shape is she in? (2) how's her fashion sense? (3) does she use seductive mannerisms around
him? (4) how often does she put on that lingerie? Women expect men to get aroused just by her
saying the word "sex." Interestingly: for many men, they're right! But the fact that most allegedly
porn-addicted men would jump on their even unattractive wives at any showing of her willingness is
only further evidence that their brains have not actually been re-wired.
More to the point, if there is any re-wiring going on, it's that men's brains have been re-wired to
believe having an attractive wife with decent fashion sense who occasionally acts seductive or wears
lingerie from time to time is somehow an unrealistic expectation of sex. That's the real dangerous "rewiring."
2. Porn Kills Your Libido ... "when it comes to making love to your spouse."
I love how the author misleads the title by putting the qualifier in the body of that section rather than
the title. No, porn does not kill your libido. His argument is that men would rather watch porn than
have sex with their wives - that he gets e-mails from women in their twenties complaining that sex
has somehow dropped off after marriage, which he presumes is because the guys are watching porn
instead. First, I'd love to see how many more men are concerned with this post-marriage sex-loss
phenomenon than women. But more to the point: the fact that these guys are still watching porn
shows that their libido is not, in fact, killed at all. Yes, it's "killed ... when it comes to making love to
your spouse," but there's no evidence here that the porn is what killed it. More likely than not, she
killed it through being a nagging harpy or by denying him repeatedly or by getting fat. Or perhaps it's
the more general phenomenon that sexual attraction is highest during anticipatory phases of a
relationship, and since he's talking about people who were virgins until marriage, once that build up
is gone post-marriage because they're actually having sex, the anticipatory tension is released and it's
just not as exciting anymore.
This is the problem when women talk about how their wedding day should be the "best day of my
life!" If you've already hit the climax at that point, everything after that will, by definition, be
disappointing. For couples who view sex as a destination that has been "achieved" in a relationship,
ongoing sex afterward is a let-down. Instead, sex should be viewed as a journey with new territory to
explore and lots of old ground to rediscover.
3. Porn Makes You Sexually Lazy
The author's rationale is that you are allegedly trained to believe that people are just always "turned
on" and ready to go, and therefore you're less interested in foreplay. This could easily be undermined
by arguing back: "Okay, so from now on I'll just watch porn that does involve a lot of foreplay and a
slow build" ... as if that doesn't exist. For those who don't, though: I'd be shocked if there's any truth
in this statement at all. Most men obviously realize that it takes time to build arousal. The problem
here is that they're waiting until post-initiation to begin building arousal rather than building arousal
throughout the day pre-initiation. The author clearly doesn't understand that - and if we assume that
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arousal can only start post-initiation, then I might be inclined to believe what he's saying. But if he
doesn't understand something as basic as this, what's he doing writing on a blog about marriage and
sexuality in the first place? Well ... I guess the same could be said of most Christian authors on sex,
so there's that.
My personal experience is quite the opposite of what the author said. Porn did not make me sexually
lazy. Rather, I have always been highly aroused and turned on by the foreplay period of building
arousal with my wife, even if it's entirely post-initiation. This was constant even during the times
when I was using porn the most. To get a bit too graphic, there were times I had masturbated to porn sometimes even multiple times - before hopping into bed to my wife unexpectedly initiating with me,
and the fact that I'd been on porn before made me MORE inclined to slow-build, because I needed
that time also.
Also, watching porn immediately before having sex with my wife made me less "sexually lazy"
because it filled my head with things I'd like to try with my wife. Things that, you know, most
"Christian" authors would say are "unrealistic expectations" ... because, well, apparently anything
other than missionary or cowgirl is totally unrealistic in marriage. Right? Haha. No. Watching porn
can motivate a man into avoiding the lazy slump of doing the same things over and over again by
showing him there are other fun options out there. Again, I'm not rationalizing porn use as a good
thing. Don't do it. I'm just saying that the "let's make up arguments for why porn is damaging" fad
comes up with bad information that isn't consistent with most logical frameworks for high-libido
men, who will be sexually interested in their wives and not lazy in the slightest, even despite their
porn use. If the man is low-libido, then porn-watching probably isn't so much the issue.
4. Porn Kills “Making Love” and Turns It Into a Foreign Concept
He argues that "intimacy doesn't happen with porn." Again: what if a guy commits only to watching
the type of porn that involves intimate and romantic build-up? Would that make him feel better? The
fact that this porn exists once again completely undermines the point, as he assumes that all porn
involves a plumber taking off his pants within 30 seconds of walking into a girl's house.
What's really going on here, though, is that what the author means by "intimacy" is actually
validation-seeking. Sure, this is straw-manning, but if you ask him (or most people) what they mean
by sexual intimacy (as opposed to other kinds), what they will answer is: "The feeling you get when
you know someone else desires you and wants to be close to you and that you're totally focused on
each other." In other words, the author is arguing that porn makes you stop seeking validation from
your spouse. The mistake here is in thinking this is a bad thing. Sure, we can enjoy validation when it
comes, but seeking it out is actually harmful to martial sexuality.
Of course, the fact is that most men on porn are using it BECAUSE they're not getting sexual
validation from their wives already. They still want that validation. Porn hasn't killed their need for
validation, as evidenced by how many blue pill men there are in the world. Porn just teaches men that
they don't need to rely on their wives for that validation. This is actually a good conclusion - the
problem is that they're going to porn to get it instead of God.
5. Porn Makes Regular Intercourse Seem Boring
Apparently wanting more than starfish is a bad thing now. I'm curious of the author's own sex-life. I
get the impression that the entire article is a way for him to hamster/rationalize that his
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missionary/cowgirl framework is really the only proper Christian way to have a sex life in marriage.
He says: "most is very violent, extremely degrading, and very ugly." Unless there have been massive
changes to the porn industry in the last 3-4 years, this is not at all my understanding of what's out
there. Does that exist? Absolutely. But it was always categorized in its own subset, separate from the
majority. He also says, "'Regular' intercourse is actually not depicted that often in porn." Again, it's
been a few years, but my recollection is that "regular" intercourse was the norm and made up the vast
majority of videos out there. Or perhaps, again, his idea of "regular" is limited to two positions and
anything outside of missionary or cowgirl is "extremely degrading" or "very ugly."
The fact is, virtually every blue pilled guy I meet (and that's the majority of them), including the ones
on porn, is excited about ANY sex with his wife. Even if their sex is objectively boring, he's excited
by it because he's having it with a real person.
6. Porn Kills Your Ability to Be Tender When You Have Sex
Now he's just stretching. Seriously? First off, who says that sex is supposed to be tender in the first
place? Has he not seen the statistics on rape fantasies? How many women want to be dominated
sexually? For most guys, they're SO OVERLY TENDER that they NEED someone to teach them
how to go rough a bit. This aspect of porn isn't killing marriages; it's probably helping overly tender
guys get a small taste of what women actually want in the bedroom. But even at that, as with many of
his other points: there's plenty of porn out there that involves tender caresses.
7. Porn Trains You to Have Immediate Gratification and Have a Difficult Time Lasting
Long
That's funny. Most guys I know who watch porn will watch it for hours at a time, edging themselves
to maximize their gratification. This statement is ignorant.
8. Porn Gives You a Warped View of What Attractive Is
I love this line: "If a woman gains even ten pounds, then, she’s no longer attractive, and the porn user
has an honest to goodness difficult time getting aroused, because he associates only a certain body
type with arousal." Yes, because apparently guys can will-power themselves into being sexually
aroused by fat people.
This is worth a post in itself, but just as I occasionally cite women having retroactive emotions, I find
that most men have an inverted condition with regard to imprinted attraction attraction. It's a weird
phenomenon that creeps up again and again and again - especially among blue pilled guys. With the
wife, her present emotional state projects onto how she emotionally felt in the past. If she's mad
today, the extremely fun vacation they took 2 years ago suddenly wasn't so fun - it was a nightmare
that she didn't enjoy at all, and she was just pretending to enjoy for his sake ... until tomorrow when
she's feeling good again and that vacation was the best trip she'd ever been on.
For guys, they imprint a past image of a woman on their brain and often still see her in that image
when they look at her today. Their perception of the present is skewed by that early imprint so that
when a wife actually gains weight or changes her personality or mannerisms, etc., he still sees her
just as she was when they started dating. This may not be your experience, but I've found it true of
countless guys who still desire sex with their spouse not because of how attractive they are today, but
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because of how attractive they remember her being and their brains still see those attractive features
underneath the excess flab and harpy attitude. I'm getting off-track here, but suffice it to say that my
observations of men's attraction toward attraction-decreasing changes in their wives is completely
inconsistent with what the author cites.
9. Porn Makes Sex Seem Like Too Much Work
This is just a recitation of the "makes men lazy" argument. No need to readdress. Suffice it to say that
when a man is actually aroused, it doesn't matter how much porn he watches. He'll still work hard to
get off, and usually to get her off too.
10. Porn Kills Selflessness
Again, this depends on the type of porn a guy watches. A guy who used to disciple me while I was in
law school and first married once commented that different men become aroused by different aspects
of sexuality. For him, it was the shape of a woman's body that turned him on. For other guys, it's the
idea of his own ejaculation. For me, it's always been watching the female orgasm that's most arousing
and gives me the best orgasms. While there are others out there, to stick with mine: my infatuation
with watching a woman orgasm as the peak of my own sexual excitement has the exact opposite
impact of what he talks about. I guess in a weird way, you could call it selfish - that I would behave
sexually selfless toward my wife in order to increase my own pleasure in sex. But the fact is that
watching porn or other women orgasming wasn't killing my selflessness - it was reinforcing it,
encouraging me to continue seeking my wife's sexual pleasure in the bedroom.
Also, how many porn-addicted, blue pilled betas are actually selfish toward their wives? The majority
are serving at her every beck and call, doing everything they can to prioritize her happiness. So no.
Porn is not making them less selfless. At least not in their behavior. More accurately, it's a reward
mechanism these guys use. "I was selfless toward her and she didn't reward me with sex, so I'll
reward myself with porn." In this sense, porn is what's keeping them selfless. When I gave up porn
and still didn't have a healthy sex life from my wife, that's when I first started becoming selfish in my
marriage - and that was also the start of what saved my marriage.
A SIGNIFICANT DISTINCTION
This really needs to be emphasized, so I'm making it its own section. When I was on porn, one of my
go-to categories was amateur videos that were reflective of actual sex lives. It's pretty obvious when
people are faking or there are filters over the lenses or the production team edited or mastered the
video a certain way, or the cameras shift from one angle to another repeatedly so you know there is a
whole crew right there with them, breaking the immersion. It's clear when the couple is using various
positions just to put on a show, rather than because it's what they actually want to do in the moment.
I was into this more "realistic" type porn at the time because it was believable - it was representative
of what I could actually be doing with my wife, and that connection to seeing myself with my wife in
the video doing what those people were doing is what turned me on. So, for a guy like I was, who
focused primarily on this type of porn, virtually all of the author's arguments are moot. That type of
porn was not killing my image of sexuality or my view of my wife or making me think sex with her
would be boring or any of those things. It was making me desire more from her what I realistically
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should have been getting, but wasn't.
Whenever porn can be used in a way that doesn't cause the problems he's bringing up, then he is no
longer making an argument against porn - he's only making an argument against certain types
of porn. I might cede that certain types of porn, if watched in excessive quantities, could cause a lot
of the marriage-killing problems he references. But that claim can't be made about ALL porn.
And if it's not true of porn itself, as a broad category, then porn itself isn't the problem; rather, it's the
types of porn guys should watch. Would the author reasonably argue, then, that porn is okay as long
as it's limited to certain types that won't cause these problems? Of course not. And nor should he! My
point is more that churchianity is always going to make the porn problem out to be worse than it
is because it keeps the blame on men rather than looking at the actual dynamic in marriages
and what's causing the sexual-break-down. Porn has become an easy scape-goat to avoid
figuring out where the problems really exist.
What about contextual use?
Another assumption this guy makes is that all porn use is done in secret/private and on an ongoing,
consistent basis. Given that virtually all effects of porn use are reversible when a guy stops using
porn ...
What if a guy's wife is going on a business trip? He uses porn to curb his desires while she's
gone. He stops a couple days before she gets back. Those couple days are more than enough to
let his sperm rebuild and he's just as eager for his wife as before she left. He's using porn in a
highly contextualized situation. Virtually all of the author's arguments against porn use are now
moot.
What if a guy's wife is constantly denying him sex, so he uses porn to curb his desires in the
face of nowhere else to turn? Is the porn use really what's killing the marriage in that situation?
What if a guy or his wife has a legitimate physical deformity or psychological issue preventing
them from having a healthy sex life, so he uses porn to help solve the problem?
What if a couple decides they like watching porn together to get in the mood, and this makes
them feel more bonded with each other by doing something together that most people would
only ever dare to do in secret by themselves?
I'm not saying any of these are good reasons to use porn. I'm just saying that these types of uses of
porn completely undermine the arguments the author makes - and by extension, most of churchianity
who puts out the same arguments.
What Does Any of This Have to Do With Marriage?
As it turns out, not very much. The guy titles the article "10 ways porn kills a marriage," but then
goes on to talk not about marriages dying, but about the impact porn has on a man's brain. He never
connects that impact to divorce. At best, he tries to connect it to sexual disunity between spouses. The
funny thing is - he didn't have to give these 10 reasons. All he had to say was, "If you're getting off
with porn, you're not getting off with your spouse" and in a single sentence would have proved that
point. But even then, there's no evidence that this connects to divorce or even emotional
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dissatisfaction in a marriage - especially when the wife has no idea the guy is on porn.
In this sense, one could easily read this article and conclude: Okay, as long as I limit my porn to
realistic scenarios that reinforce my desire to see my wife orgasm, and my wife never finds out,
there's no problem with porn. Because his arguments only really waged war against other types of
porn. Which is the EXACT PROBLEM with using philosophical or scientific reasoning to make
a THEOLOGICAL point. Silly churchianity. Why are you always so committed to thinking the
way the world thinks?
A more theological approach to this whole situation is to look at the example Jesus gave us. Jesus has
one bride, who are described as "good soil" and which produce "good trees" when the Gospel springs
up in us. Jesus also says that no good tree produces bad fruit, meaning Jesus will not spiritually
procreate through anyone who is not his bride (though he may use them as external tools in his
purposes all the same). We don't see Jesus salivating over his desire to procreate through anyone who
isn't part of his bride. He either draws them into becoming his bride or he turns his head and walks
on. The use of porn by a Christian man in light of the fact that we are the image of Christ implies that
Jesus has some bizarre longing to indwell and reproduce through anyone other than his own church
with no intention of making the person part of his church (the same way a man has no intention
actually to marry the woman on his computer screen). Because there's no Scripture to that indicates
this, it creates a false image of Christ in our lives, which is damaging to the name of Christ if
communicated to the outside world.
A Closer, Red Pill Look
Back on point, though, let's look again at these sections in his article and consider two questions in
brief: (1) Knowing the truth about intersexual dynamics, is his proposed "harm" really a "harm" at
all? and (2) Are these issues actually "killing marriages"?
1. Porn kills your ability to get aroused by "just" your spouse
(1) The author assumes men should be easily aroused by unattractive women, if he happens to be
married to one. If that's the case, the fact that she let herself go is probably more of an issue to their
sex life than his ability to influence what he finds arousing. This notion is intended to give women a
free pass to let themselves go while keeping the responsibility on the man to be attracted to her. In
reality, the impact porn will have on a man's attraction toward his wife is likely relatively small and
unlikely to result in his sexual disinterest toward her.
(2) Many people remain married indefinitely with relatively little physical attraction. Yes, we could
call these "dead" marriages. But if there is a lack of attraction, it's likely more because the people
themselves are not attractive, not because someone has psychologically conditioned himself to find
an attractive person unattractive.
2. Porn Kills Your Libido
(1) Objectively this is false. It satiates your libido and in most cases increases it. More to the point,
though: even if true, many guys are a huge turn-off to their wives because of how sexually
needy/clingy they get. When his libido for his wife is no longer controlling his behaviors with her, it
creates the perception that he doesn't need her, which can actually increase her sexual responsiveness
toward him - whether through actual attraction or in-the-moment adjustments to take responsibility
for driving him to porn in the first place.
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(2) Even if a guy's libido toward his wife is actually negatively impacted, this only hurts the marriage
if his wife isn't getting the sex from him she wants. If she was already a denying harpy, she's
probably relieved that he's not initiating anymore and doesn't have to put up with his him touching
her. This likely actually improves the marriage dynamic as neither of them has to worry about forcing
sex between them and he gets to use porn to placate his desires.
3. Porn Makes You Sexually Lazy
(1) The author assumes each spouse is responsible for the other's orgasm. If a woman takes
responsibility for her own orgasm, her enthusiasm increases. As her sexual enthusiasm increases, his
will also - and this will almost certainly outweigh any initial laziness he might get from porn, if
there's any at all in the first place.
(2) If there is any gender known for being sexually lazy, it's women. How many men complain about
star fish sex? Duty sex? Denial and rejection because she's "too tired" or "doesn't feel like it"? Even if
there is an impact on a man's sexual effort with his wife, this is grossly outweighed by the sexual
laziness most women express. So no, a man becoming sexually lazy is likely not the thing that's
"killing the marriage" - her laziness is almost certainly a much, much larger contributor.
4. Porn Kills “Making Love” and Turns It Into a Foreign Concept
(1) Who ever said sex was about "making love" in the first place? The church really screwed this one
up. Yes, love and intimacy CAN certainly be a part of sex, but there's no biblical mandate that it
MUST be. They're tools to increase the sexual experience in certain concepts. But if you use the same
tools and techniques over and over and over again, it actually ruins sexuality. Sometimes married
couples need to screw, not "make love."
(2) For as much as women may want to call sex "making love," the amount of "duty sex" or starfish
sex they put out comes off as incredibly unloving. Again, the degree to which porn may affect a guy's
capacity to "make love to" instead of screw his wife is not likely the lynchpin on their marriage in
comparison to the impact of the typical wife's "love making" capacity in the bedroom. Notice also
that the imperative for "making love" is always from the man to the woman. Churchianity never
discusses what it would look like for a wife to "make love" to a man in the bedroom.
5. Porn Makes Regular Intercourse Seem Boring
(1) That's because regular intercourse IS boring. It's like eating tofu then having some steak and
saying, "Stop eating steak or you won't like your tofu as much." Duh. But does this actually cause
harm? No. While it might initially make sex SEEM boring, by learning new things, sex actually
becomes less boring. Again, that doesn't justify how the new things are learned; I'm merely
addressing the author's point as a bogus one.
(2) It's very possible that some men who perceive their sex lives as boring will file for divorce over it.
I have had these clients. But 99% of the time it's not because porn made him think his sex life was
boring ... it's because his wife's refusal for any form of sexual exploration was ACTUALLY boring.
6. Porn Kills Your Ability to Be Tender When You Have Sex
(1) Most women are turned off when guys are too tender all the time during sex. Again, it's not about
"making love" all the time. It's about screwing each other hard. Even if porn causes this result (which
I dare say it objectively does not), it's likely an improvement to their sex life.
(2) How many couples are getting divorced because "He just wasn't tender enough with me in the
bedroom"? I'd wager the number of women who ask for more sexual aggression greatly outweighs
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those asking for more tenderness. This isn't killing marriages; it's putting guys in the statistical
majority for satisfying their wives.
7. Porn Trains You to Have Immediate Gratification and Have a Difficult Time Lasting Long
(1) Nevermind the absurdity of this statement, even if we stupidly assume it's true, this really only
matters in two situations: (a) we assume that sex must always end in simultaneous orgasms (which is
not the norm), or (b) the guy doesn't have the stamina or interest to build up for round 2. In the case
of a, if we don't assume simultaneous orgasms, then what's the big deal if he blows his load early? He
can still be sexually available to her afterward - especially if he's willing to build up to a round 2.
(2) I've seen people not get married because "he wasn't long enough," but I've never seen a marriage
end because "he didn't last long enough." How is immediate gratification going to "kill a marriage"?
The author offers no explanation because there isn't one. What if the guy likes getting off fast? What
if the wife likes quickies so she doesn't have to deal with prolonged physical contact with a guy she
can't stand touching in the first place? Maybe his premature ejaculation is making sex more tolerable
for her, thereby saving their marriage! Yes, I realize how absurd all of this sounds in the grander
scheme, but I've also known women to have said things along these lines about their husbands and
sex lives.
8. Porn Gives You a Warped View of What Attractive Is
(1) No, it shows you what you already find attractive. You can't change what you're attracted to/not,
and it's unlikely that porn can do so for you. It plays on preexisting fetishes or letting people discover
attraction triggers that they didn't know they had until they saw it.
(2) I do see marriages die because people are not attracted to each other. This is probably the single
biggest cause of divorce that gets rationalized as other things frequently. However, I have never seen
attractive people claim that porn cause them to lose attraction for each other. The couples getting
divorced due to lack of attraction are doing so because they are ACTUALLY UNATTRACTIVE, not
because porn convinced them that the other is unattractive.
9. Porn Makes Sex Seem Like Too Much Work
See the lazy problem above.
10. Porn Kills Selflessness
(1) Selflessness usually kills attraction. A guy developing a dab of selfishness in his spine is likely to
help, not hurt.
(2) I'd love to see the comparison between female selfishness and the component of male selfishness
attributable to porn.
CONCLUSION
At the end of the day, watching porn isn't likely the reason marriages are dying. If a wife doesn't
know about it, she has no reason to be upset with him, unless it's causing him to be sexually defiant
against her. And let's be honest here: how many guys who watch porn are actually denying their
wife's initiations? Extremely few.
At best, their sex-life has been hindered by his porn use. But even at that, go ask guys who have
successfully conquered porn in their lives and see if their wives are somehow magically more
receptive to sex when their husband has quit something she didn't know he was doing. I've discipled
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several guys in this position and while they are relieved to have stopped using porn, their reports of
the futility in their sex lives were unaltered by this change. If anything, they desired their wives more,
but their wife's receptivity to their sexual advances remained unchanged, increasing the stress,
friction, and resentment in their marriage. Yes, quitting porn has actually made some people's
marriages worse.
On the other hand, if the wife DOES know about it, how many of them are actually filing for divorce
when they discover their husband's use? Very few. I have yet to find a single case where that was the
reason a woman (or man, for that matter) gave me for why they wanted the divorce, even though
allegations of porn use do come up constantly - just never in terms of why they want the divorce.
Instead, they begin seeing their husbands as sexual beings. Yes, this can have a negative impact on a
marriage if the wife isn't attracted to her husband because now she has to come face to face with the
fact that she doesn't want to be sexual with a man who is sexual. But at that point, the harm isn't
caused by the porn use. It's caused by the wife's sexual disinterest. And if the wife is sexually
attracted to her husband, then her perception of him as a sexual being improves their sex life by her
realization that he has these desires and hasn't been able to control them without her.
Are there situations where porn kills marriages? Absolutely. But those situations are few and far
between. The porn problem is NOWHERE NEAR as destructive as churchianity makes it out to be.
Instead, pornography gets used as a catch-all scapegoat to blame men for everything that goes wrong
because it's too risky to blame women for the behaviors that drive men to porn in the first place.
Yes, watching porn in 99.9% of contexts is sin. Don't do it. But don't beat yourself up over it either,
as if you're ruining your marriage. Chances are that your porn use is having very little impact on your
marriage directly.
Epilogue: So Why Stop Watching Porn?
Even if it doesn't have a direct impact on your marriage, it does have a direct impact on your ability
to live out your mission, if it's a godly one. While you should still make disciples even if you struggle
with porn, stopping your porn use will increase the respect other men have for you and give you
additional influence in their lives. There's plenty enough in Scripture that discusses sin - and that is
all sin, not just porn use (sexual denial, for example) - as a hindrance to one's relationship with God
and ability to work through someone. I take this as a theological conclusion, not a philosophical one.
Additionally, the time you spend watching porn is time not spent advancing your mission. When I
was on porn, it was usually at night after my family went to bed. Now my evenings are spent talking
to guys I disciple, working, commenting on reddit, writing articles for gotquestions.org, studying the
Bible, working on the house, or any other number of productive activities. Admittedly, sometimes I'm
just watching TV instead too :p
Also, the time you spend watching porn is time not spent initiating with your wife. Sure, she can
always initiate with you when she feels like it, so you're not necessarily denying her your marital
duties. But it is counter-productive if you desire a healthier sex life with her. It may not be a
devastating relational break-down the way churchianity makes it seem, and it's not likely to prompt
you to file for divorce. But if "normal" requires sin and "better" doesn't, why not go for better?
There are plenty of other reasons I could give here, but my guess is you've already been drilled
enough with the benefits of quitting porn (even if some of them are technically misguided) that I don't
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need to spend too much more time on this.
CONCLUSION 2
In all of this, remember that my goal here is not to rationalize watching porn. It's to get you to realize
that the rationalizations often given against it are false and will lead to equally destructive sexual
patterns in a marriage and on your mission for Christ as a whole. My hope is that you'll walk away
from this post not encouraged to watch porn, but feeling less guilty over it. Too many people think
"guilt" is a good thing that drives people toward repentance. It doesn't. It coerces behavioral
compliance, not heart-change. Live on mission instead.
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RMV Checklist: How to know if a woman is good marriage
material
39 upvotes | February 27, 2019 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
When you’re weighing whether to date or marry a woman, you’re likely familiar with the SMV
acronym or Sexual Market Value.
That is, her youth, beauty and fertility and the importance men place on those traits in choosing a
girlfriend and future wife out of the “marketplace” of all the other available women.
But beyond the basic and initial attraction most men experience, there’s a world of details that can
help determine whether your future marriage will be happy, stable and satisfying—joyful, even—or if
it’s likely to be filled with frustration, disappointment and despair.
Giving you glimpses into your future
There are clear signs, if you’re willing to look, and they can be found in a woman’s RMV or
Relationship Market Value, also called MMV or Marriage Market Value.
RMV consists of things that make for a better, happier, stronger relationship that lasts.
This is true for men and women, and this post is part one (for men) of a two part series (the second
for women) on helping to identify qualities in a potential spouse that make for a godly, happy
marriage that lasts.
RMV can include character and personality as well as talents and skills. It ranges from her personal
relationship with God to her personal finances, from how she appears in the present to what she’s
hiding (if anything) in her past.
And, of course, always taking a close look at her actions to see if everything she’s promised will be a
reality in your post-nuptial future.
Are you truly getting what she has told you when you marry?
Let’s find out.
Here’s the checklist:
1. She knows the Lord Jesus.
As a Christian, you are commanded not to marry a non-Christian.
“Do not be unequally yoked with unbelievers. For what partnership has righteousness with
lawlessness? Or what fellowship has light with darkness?” 2 Corinthians 6:14 ESV
Ignoring this simple, yet profound command is the cause of much strife between couples.
And yet many do.
Take a good look at the contrast God gives you.
Light with dark? Righteousness with lawlessness? You probably wouldn’t blink an eye at how those
things cannot be blended together, and yet we sometimes think we know better than God and can
make it work when marrying.
Because love.
Or attraction.
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Or chemistry.
Or fill in the blank with your best excuse.
No.
You’re the one who’s going to pay if you purposefully ignore this command.
Oh, and if you think you’re going to win her over by evangedating, let me say I’m thankful for any
and all who come to Christ and did so through the efforts of one they dated.
But for every one who was successful in winning their girlfriend to Christ, there are four or five or
fifteen others who didn’t and they ended up so emotionally tangled that it’s almost impossible to
undo without great hurt and sorrow. Or you end up marrying, violating the command and living with
the consequences.
Make sure she’s a Christian.
And if you don’t want to marry a non-Christian, it makes sense not to date a non-Christian. Because
as one itinerate preacher said, you’re going to end up marrying someone whom you’ve dated.
Simple, profound and clear.
So obey the command.
2. She has a great relationship with God!
Didn’t we just cover this?
It’s great you asked… and no, we haven’t.
In fact, this section is going to make or break the others to a large degree, as you’ll see.
First, let me get your opinion on something.
Imagine there’s a married couple and they’re having some problems. The man is doing his part, but
not to much avail.
The wife doesn’t communicate well or even that often. They’ve been physically faithful but the
commitment is lacking. Just kinda, well… meh. Their intimacy is almost non existent. It occasionally
happens, though. They don’t spend that much time together, although he’s always available and
reaches out. She just doesn’t put in a lot of effort, overall.
If you were to ask, she says the marriage is important to her, and she nods in agreement when you
bring up certain things and says she’s doing that or plans to and agrees it’s important. But she rarely
gets around to it and her actions often don’t match her words.
Would you say this couple has a good marriage?
Because its your girlfriend/fiancée’s (and your, for that matter) relationship with God that I’m talking
about.
Just like you can be married but have a terrible marriage, so too you can be saved, and part of the
bride of Christ, and have a personal relationship with God, but that relationship isn’t very good or
strong.
And, of course, it can be a great one if you choose!
And speaking of choosing, you’ll want to marry a woman who’s relationship with God is where it
should be and getting stronger.
Because if not, you can easily end up like the imaginary couple above if you don’t get serious about
the faith and you settle for stock answers like “She believes in God” and “I’m a Christian” and “She
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loves Jesus” or “My faith is important to me.”
There’s nothing wrong with any of these per se, but what do they mean in specific, practical, every
day life, her and me living together as husband and wife kinda terms?
Ask some easy and honest questions, take a good look and carefully consider each of the following:
Is she spending time together with God or rarely have quiet times with Him? Is she in His Word daily
or doesn’t have the desire to do so? Is she holy or off in sin? Does she encourage her friends to live
godly and is she discipling others? Is she living out what Scripture teaches to the best of her ability
and it’s evident by her actions?
This goes for you, too.
Because your answers are going to determine your future happiness with your wife, and if all you’re
relying on is her telling you she believes in Jesus, or she has a personal relationship with God, or any
number of other platitudes and phrases, dear brother, you’re in for a rude awakening.
Come here for a sec.
I can almost read your mind. There may be things like “Well, my relationship with God isn’t that
great either, so we’re on the same page and we can grow together.”
Or even more likely, there’s the “Bro, I just want a good woman who’s faithful, chill, cheerful and
fun, gives me plenty of sex and all the other good stuff. Submissive and follows my lead. You know.
I don’t want or need a biblical scholar”
Yes, I know.
You mean things like you having full sexual rights to her body (and she, yours, as per 1 Corinthians
7). Not to mention all the intimate actions poetically written of in the Song of Songs.
And her being submissive in every thing like in Ephesians 5:22-24.
Or her being a good help mate and hard worker in or out of the home like in Proverbs 31.
Or her respecting you. (Ephesians 5:33)
Or her just generally being a good woman, and not living the party girl lifestyle, not off in sin, etc.
Or her being chaste and she can present herself to you on your wedding day as not having been with
anyone else, or at least has repented of her past and hasn’t been with very many men.
Or her being fun and playful, maybe like Isaac and Rebekah (Genesis 26:8) when he was “sporting”
with her (the word tsachaq means to play with, make sport, tease or jest, laugh and mock, all in
merriment and fun)
Or her being chill and not a nagger or a nuisance but instead is a peacemaker. (Proverbs 21:19,
Matthew 5:9)
And on and on and on…
Things like, well, you know, things God talks about in the Bible.
Things she would know and embrace and live by if she were, well… if she had the kind of
relationship with God that we’re talking about.
Remember, she doesn’t need to be biblical scholar or seminary student or start citing Koine Greek
and Hebrew to you.
She just needs to be (no matter where she’s starting from) someone who loves the Lord and has a
sincere desire to continually grow in love, sanctification and grace and it’s clear because you see it in
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her actions.
Let me run this by you one more time in a different way.
If you’re a Christian man and want a woman like this, look for a godly woman who’s in God’s Word
and does her best to live by His commands because she walks in the Spirit and not a superficial,
surface-level one without much depth.
Again, she doesn’t need to be steeped in the Word from the get-go, BUT (to borrow the F.A.T.
acronym from Red Curious) she does need to be faithful, available and teachable.
Otherwise, if you’re single and ignore this advice, don’t wake up one day, cry and complain and post
on RPChristians how your now wife isn’t submissive, she doesn’t try to please you, she’s a nagger or
not nice, or doesn’t know when to STFU or who knows what.
You’ve been warned.
You’ve been encouraged.
And hopefully, you’re at least a little bit inspired to make this a priority in your life and you look for
a woman with this level of spiritual maturity, grace and godliness and who will, in the words of a
very wise man, “will do you good and not evil all the days of your life.”
I wish it for you with all of my heart.
Now, onward…
3. She respects you.
“and the wife must see to it that she respects her husband.” – Ephesians 5:33b NASB
Entire books could be written on this, but let’s see if we can sum it up.
She should respect the position you hold as her head and the authority God has given you over her.
There should be an understanding and reverence there because you’re going to be the one held
accountable for how you handled the headship God has given you.
This respect should show in her actions.
It can include her asking to speak privately and not bringing up contentious things or badmouthing
you in front of others, to addressing cares and concerns diplomatically even when alone to building
you up or taking care to set a good example because as your help mate, a respectful woman knows
she is an ambassador (for God and for you, as her husband) and her actions matter in keeping up your
good name.
In sum, she builds you up and doesn’t belittle you.
She highly esteems who you are (as her head/authority over her), your God given mission/the work
you do and the responsibility you have.
And she does this even when (or especially when) she’s angry, upset or disagrees with your
decisions.
If we respect and obey God only when things are good, or when we understand all that we want, or
when life is a fairytale of fantastic moments, that doesn’t say much about us. The same is true of your
gf/future wife. You want a woman who’s respectful (or working on becoming more so) at all times.
I’m not talking about perfect, but rather a woman who puts into practice what the Word teaches and
works on improving as needed.
So while dating, see how she acts around her father and how she speaks of him. He is over her until
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she marries. You want a woman who treats her dad with honor and respect and has the right attitude
and actions toward him, as this is a great sign she will give you the same when you marry.
4. She’s submissive.
“Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord. For the husband is the head of
the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church: and he is the saviour of the body. Therefore as the
church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own husbands in every thing.” Ephesians
5:22 and 24 KJV
As with respect, barrels of ink (or endless pixels on a web page) can be used up to write at length on
this.
I once shared an analogy that I think will be helpful here.
Do you remember those drivers ed cars? They have a brake on the passenger side, so the instructor
can slow down or stop the vehicle if he feels it necessary.
Now imagine you and your wife are riding in a car but she has a brake on her side.
If you’re trying to accelerate and steer, but she decides to pump the brake because she doesn’t like
what you’re doing or how you’re driving, it can lead to chaos and wreck your marriage, just like it
can end up in an accident and wreck your car in this analogy.
At the very least, it’s going to be a bumpy ride in your relationship and make getting to your
destination more difficult.t
At worst, it can wreck your marriage.
If, however, you want to arrive at your destination quicker, easier and much more smoothly, she’s
going to have to trust God and you, and submit.
Moreover—and this is important—her submission is not conditional. Just as your love for her is not
conditional. It’s not “Well, when were on the same page” or if I think that’s what right, or any kind of
other excuse. It’s full submission in everything.
[and this shouldn’t have to be noted, but obviously if something is clearly a sin, then violating God’s
Word because your husband told you to doesn’t count. So don’t go knocking off the local 7 Eleven
because your husband sent you down there to get a couple hundred extra cash]
I’ll also note that while headship is talked about with a wife, it’s a good idea that she practices it as
your girlfriend.
After all, she doesn’t magically become submissive when she says “I do” and what she’s like before
the marriage is likely what she’s going to be like after in this regard.
5. She’s a virgin.
This is God’s standard and the gold standard when it comes to sexual virtue.
It’s not virgo intacta (no intercourse) but every other hole has been plundered and now you get to be
to be the next person in line.
It’s not hamstering oral sex isn’t sex, so her stuffing your manhood in her mouth doesn’t count kinda
thinking.
Or any other nonsense.
She’s sexually pure.
Virtuous.
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A virgin. In every way.
That means no intercourse, oral or anal.
Now, as we all know, none of us are perfect. We make mistakes. Sometimes big ones. Or many. And
maybe she’s traveled the road from slut to saint and has sincerely repented of her past.
You’re going to need to weigh this accordingly.
Obviously, her relationship with the Lord is the most important thing.
We also know that studies show that women with higher numbers of sexual partners often have much
higher likelihoods of divorce, depression, addictive behaviors, and so on.
Just remember, as a general rule, the lower the number, the better.
A virgin is ideal.
But 2 is better than 5.
5 is better than 14.
And so on.
Also, I’d consider the consequences of porn and masturbation if it’s an issue with her.
It can cause issues with women just as it does with men. I once heard a woman tell of her group of
female friends—some who had masturbated and still do—and even the ones who still were, said that
if she hasn’t started, then don’t. Interesting that the ones who were, recommended to their friend not
to start. It doesn’t seem to affect all women equally, and yes, I’m aware of women who seem to have
no problem with it.
I just want you to be aware that it can be an issue for individuals and affect your future. So talk about
this topic in an open, honest and adult way and see if there are any issues or struggles or signs that
might point to problems in the future.
6. She comes from an intact family.
Many years ago, a marketing mentor stopped his seminar and took a moment to talk to us about life,
dating and marriage.
It was an odd, but poignant moment.
He said if we’re considering a woman for marriage, there is one thing you need to look for. He said it
can make or break your marriage.
And that is her relationship with her dad.
If she’s had a great relationship with her father, it goes a long way to helping ensure a happier
relationship with you.
And the opposite is also true to some degree.
A bad relationship with her dad can lead to troublesome times in your relationship with her.
He had been around a long while, had dated a lot and been married a time or two and in all of his
years, and that of his friends, family and colleagues, he had seen it time and time again how true this
statement was.
Now, let me offer something even more important.
It’s not just her relationship with her dad, but is her parents divorce a part of her past?
Obviously, it’s not her fault, but it can impact her future.
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I’d argue even more so than her relationship with her dad.
You want a woman who comes from an intact family.
Major bonus points if her parents had/have a good and happy marriage. And additional points if the
girl you’re with had/has a good or great relationship with her dad, especially in her formative years.
Now, not all of this is bad news if she’s from a broken home.
As with other categories in this list, there are exceptions. Some people are impacted to far greater
degrees than others.
For example, my mom didn’t have a good relationship with her dad. It wasn’t bad, just not good. She
struggled at times with that, and yet she and my dad had a great marriage, a very happy and blessed
55+ years together til she passed.
So don’t count a woman out if she’s suffered through this, but do know it can make an impact on you
two and it’s something you need to consider.
7. She’s mentally and emotionally healthy.
Get yourself a stable woman.
She’ll be a blessing to you.
Unless you like the fireworks from emotional train wrecks that express themselves all too often, look
for a healthy woman who doesn’t have any issues in this regard.
It’s tough to write about, because my heart goes out to any woman who’s going through things that
can cause mental or emotional instability.
And the causes can range from childhood trauma, to a medical condition to any number of things that
leads to depression, bpd and various forms of emotional outbursts.
It’s a very challenging thing for a woman going through this, and it can be a roller coaster ride for
both of you. Do I think all women with varying degrees of depression or disorders should be written
off? No.
But I am saying you need to think long and hard about dating and marrying her and make sure you’re
prepared to handle the ups and downs, the good times and the outbursts, and everything that is
involved with this.
Now, quick note:
Please show good judgment and understanding.
Women cry. They get emotional. Sometimes often.
They may experience high highs and low lows, depending on how sensitive they are, etc.
These are not the women I’m talking about when I say be careful when considering who you date and
marry.
Maybe a woman doesn’t handle a situation as well as you think she should and she emotionally
breaks down in that moment. It’s fine. She’s a woman. It could be she cares deeply about something
and the experience is overwhelming. Let girls be girls.
And if someone does struggle with depression, is she on meds? Does she have it dialed in and any
emotional outbursts (or retreating and not wanting to be around anyone) are rare?
It’s something to consider because she may be a diamond in the rough with many outstanding
qualities, and this is an area that, while challenging, is under control.
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Use wisdom.
You may find this next part surprising.
I think you should be cautious about dating women with a high number of past relationships and/or
few ones but with much baggage.
These too, can cause issues.
Cautionary note number one:
For example, let’s say that a woman got very emotionally attached and bonded with a man she dated
and there was a bad breakup. We all know or have heard of women who carry emotional scars from
previous relationships. Now imagine a similar relationship, but this time the man was unfaithful and
she has trust issues. Then imagine there was another relationship, and this one had more negative
things impressed upon her.
And the cycle keeps repeating.
She’s going to have a hefty amount of baggage to carry around, and it may get unloaded on you.
So look into or ask about her dating past, and see if there are any warning signs to steer clear of.
Cautionary note number two:
There’s the flip side of number one, which is that she never dated that much and has regrets and
wishes she could “live it up” and alas, some do, to their detriment.
While others internalize it—and even though they don’t act on their feelings—they resent that they
didn’t get to experience “abc” or “xyz” and they can take out this frustration on you.
See, the thing is, it really comes down to the woman.
If she’s well adjusted and was raised right and has a good perspective about things, I know women
who dated and married the man in their first relationship and they are amazingly happy and they have
nary a regret. They would do it all over again in a heartbeat.
I also know women who dated a lot, both short and long term relationships, and they too, are
exceedingly happy and have a great marriage. They simply took things in stride, any negative
outcomes was like water off a duck’s back that they learned from and it didn’t impact them that
much, if at all.
Then there’s the aforementioned cautionary tales.
You’re going to need to see what, if anything, happened in her life and what impact it’s made on her.
If I had to guess, I’d say this one is 50/50 on whether a woman is carrying a lot of emotional cargo or
whether she’s flying relatively baggage free.
8. She doesn’t have any bad habits.
I’m not talking about biting her nails bad or silly stuff that doesn’t mean much.
I mean things that can uproot your relationship, cause strife or deep frustration or long term
unhappiness.
Like lighting up joints as if she was Cheech or Chong.
Or being a heavy drinker.
Or a bar fly, club-hopping, party hard kinda girl.
Or being flirty with other men.
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Or treating others (think waiters or waitresses) with disrespect or disdain.
Or just a basic lack of manners, class or conviction as to what is right and good or even normal
behavior for a woman.
And the list goes on… :)
9. She’s single, never married and no kids.
Put the rocks down for a moment.
Yes, there are single moms who end up making good wives.
And you can probably find exceptions or examples of women in different scenarios who would make
a good spouse.
I’m simply giving men a truth.
There will be greater challenges with a woman who is divorced, or has children.
Some/many men will completely avoid a divorced woman for biblical reasons. We’ve covered this
topic before and I don’t want to bely it here, I’m bringing this up because many men believe
differently, and I’m saying there’s obvious concerns even if there weren’t biblical objections by
some.
Studies show many divorced women are likelier to divorce again, compared to women who were
single, never married before tying the knot.
Moreover, the single moms often (and understandably) put their kids first, but biblically speaking, as
far as relationships go, it’s God first, and then your spouse and then the kids.
This puts single moms in an almost impossible situation. Vetting for a husband who is going to take
priority over her children? Most women would likely say no, probably even the vast majority of
them.
But I chatted with one woman who would put her new husband first, above her kids, so these women
are out there and do exist.
The thing is, the pool of women who are like this are very small, and as others have said, when it
comes to single moms, add the number of kids she has and add one spot… that’s likely where you
stand.
Unless you can find that rare woman, or a godly young widow, the ideal is single, never married and
no children.
10. She’s teachable.
You want a woman who is faithful, available and teachable.
I really hope God “gets onto” my friend Red Curious for his F.A.T. acronym (because every time I
think of it I think of a literal fat woman lol — and there’s got to be something better) but admittedly,
it is memorable, helpful and accurate.
As I mentioned earlier, you don’t need a woman who knows everything (although some might think
they do haha) about the bible or other things, but you do need someone who is open and eager to
learn no matter level they’re starting at.
Moreover, as her (future) husband, there will be times you need to teach, instruct and/or admonish
her. Will she humbly receive your instruction? Does she repent or is she prideful and pushes back on
any correction?
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Take note and take appropriate action in considering her for marriage.
11. She’s a good help mate.
“Neither was man created for woman, but woman for man.”
1 Corinthians 11:9 ESV
“Then the LORD God said, “It is not good for the man to be alone; I will make him a helper suitable
for him.” - Genesis 2:18
Look for a woman who knows and embraces a biblical role of being a help mate for her husband.
See how her actions align with this belief, and ask yourself how she is doing with this role while
you’re dating?
It’s less of “I’m hungry and horny. Go make me a sammich, woman, so I can smash!” and a lot more
of her working with you to help achieve the mission God has given you.
Sure, this help can include sandwiches and sex, but you and I both know when you’re abusing your
authority and when you’re respecting your help mate.
So ask yourself when evaluating her role as a helper, does she take initiative to find ways to help you,
both small and great? Is she eager to come alongside you and play an active role in being a helper?
Does she want to know more about it so she can be fulfill her role better?
Are her actions more of a “just enough” to get by, or does she go the extra mile? Does she see herself
playing a limited role, confined to a certain area, or does she view being a help mate as encompassing
everything, and wants to pour herself into you in every way, so you can more effectively pour
yourself out to God?
She’s not only your (future) lover and companion, she’s your help mate, and hopefully she acts like
it.
When you find a great one, you’ll want to put a ring on it.
12. She’s fiscally responsible.
You likely know of the “Men want debt free virgins with no tattoos.”
Let’s focus on that first part, because you may find it impacts your life a lot more than you realize.
Now, you’ll want to know how much debt she’s carrying, as it’s going to be on your financial
shoulders as soon as you say I do.
And it’s not just the amount, but how did she accumulate it?
Was it for student loans, and were those loans for a worthwhile degree where she’s likely to make
enough to repay the loans? Or was it for some obscure art degree that makes her a top prospect as a
Starbucks Barrista? Or if it’s for something involving feminist studies, just run.
Besides education, where did she spend it? Is she a responsible credit card user? Does she max her
cards out? Reasons?
As irresponsible as it seems, it does help to know the reasons why she made the decisions she has, so
do ask. You may be surprised to learn why, and it may change your perspective on her financial
practices. Always get to the bottom of things before reaching a final conclusion.
Of course, besides debt, there’s a whole host of other things to think about, such as:
Is she a saver or a spendthrift?
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Does she make impulse buys? Is she prone to the latest fads and fashion and feel compelled to keep
up with the Joneses?
Or does she strike a healthy balance between spending and enjoying some nicer things, while saving
for the future and/or investing?
Because believe it or not, either one can be bad.
While it’s better to have a saver then someone who spends all of her (and your) money, it’s not all
rainbows and sunshine if she’s of the mindset that one should never spend on certain things.
Maybe you want a nice this or that, or to take a more luxurious vacation one year, or upgrade your (or
her) wardrobe and she’s adamantly opposed. You may want to take out a loan to start a business.
You can do what you want with your money, but a spouse who’s on the opposite side and emotional
about it, or outright hostile to having certain things isn’t going to be a fun time together.
It’ll be good to think on this, know where each other stands, and as always, listen to what she says but
continually look for clues that her actions match her words.
Above all, be very open and forthright with each other.
Tell her if you’re open to taking managed risks, and to what degree and give her examples. Ask her
the same. See where you two are in agreement, where opposed and what you’re willing to do.
It’s far better to know now than to get involved, mingle your money and somehow be surprised that
your wonderful wife thought it was OK to get that collection of Jimmy Choo’s.
You’ll be at peace if you choose a woman who is a good steward of what God has given her, is wise
with her money and can be content with little, if needed.
And, of course, little to no debt as a result of this would be a wonderful bonus. Speaking of...
13. Bonus: She has a small social media footprint.
If you’re into Instababes or attention seeking thots, think again.
You’ll really want to reconsider.
Instead, choose a woman with an average to small (or non-existent) social media presence.
Narcissism isn’t nice to be around.
You don’t want a woman like this for a wife.
Because if it’s all about her, it’s not going to be about you or God or anything that’s important, unless
she’s front and center and can receive all the accolades.
Save yourself the time, trouble and expense.
Find a girl who either uses social media wisely, or not at all.
Now, girls will be girls, and of course they’ll want to post pics of you two googly-eying each other,
having fun at the beach, on the slopes, or wherever you find yourself and share it with friends and
family.
There’s nothing wrong with that.
Let her be a girl and enjoy all the good things that come with it.
Just know that if the attention seeking is reaching the upper atmosphere, it’s a sign you should move
on and find a woman who acts more appropriately in our social media society..
14. She’s fit and attractive.
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Men are visual creatures and it plays an important role for you to be physically attracted to your
future wife.
This goes both ways, and it helps if she can’t keep her hands off you because you look good and your
body is in shape.
The problem, if there is one, is whether she is committed to keeping a healthy and fit body and age
gracefully over the years.
If you have a woman who is committed to eating right, working out and doing what she can to stay
tight and toned for as long as possible, then great! You’ve got a gem.
But if she looks good now, she may or may not in a few years, depending on all kinds of factors.
This has already been discussed here in various posts, and obviously, it’s not the most important
factor but it is one to think about and weigh (no pun intended) whether her gaining “x” number of
pounds is going to affect your attraction.
There is such a thing as love goggles and some men may not blink an eye at his girl gaining some
weight.
And you love her and stay committed no matter what. No one is arguing differently.
What we are saying is that attraction matters to some degree (usually more than most realize), and no
matter how godly or good or amazing she is, if she gains 50 or 100 or 150 lbs, it can affect your
attraction levels.
And that, in turn, can affect your sex life, whether you get a diamond hard erection and want to
repeatedly ravish her body because she’s hot and you’re attracted to her or if, well… you can hardly
get it up because there’s no attraction there.
Which a lack of sex can in turn can affect other aspects of your relationship. If sex isn’t regular, it
spills over into other area and you have this feedback loop of negative consequences.
Keep in mind there are degrees.
I don’t think anyone is saying (I know I’m not) if a woman gains twenty lbs (or whatever number)
it’s all over. Or if she breaks out in bad acne or any number of physical beauty features, that it’s
somehow tanking everything going forward.
Everyone is different.
What is clear, however, is that attraction does play a role, and often a very significant one.
Small hinges swing very big doors, and you can find yourself being less and less attracted and that
“swings” another door over there a little, which in turn swings another and things add up.
If you think it’s not an issue, OK. I won’t argue with you. I am saying think on it and be ready to reap
the rewards or consequences no matter how it plays out.
So if you are concerned, see how she is now and what she’s committed to in her actions.
Just remember that while it’s important, there are other FAR more important things like her knowing
Jesus as Lord and walking closely with Him, as well as many of the above things we’ve already
discussed.
Don’t choose only on looks, but don’t count them out either.
15. She’s cheerful and has a great personality!
One of the best blessings you can have is to date and marry a woman with a cheerful demeanor and
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just generally a good or great personality.
There’s just something about being around another human being (especially female companionship)
when that person is happy, upbeat, optimistic and loves life!
It’s enchanting.
It fills you with all kinds of good things.
And it makes life go so much better.
Why do I mention all of this and include it as part of the RMV checklist?
Because God Himself (through divine inspiration) warns us repeatedly of a woman with a bad
attitude.
If God mentions something once, that’s enough, and you should take notice and act on it.
If twice, you should stand up and be more on guard than ever.
Three or more times, repeated in similar and different ways to make a point? Bro, you better get
super serous about this.
Here, let’s take a gander:
“It is better to live in a corner of a roof than in a house shared with a contentious woman.” – Proverbs
21:9
Stop for just a moment and think on this. While God used men to pen the Bible, God is the one who
inspired it.
And God thought it fit to include some words about the troubles of living with a contentious woman.
You too, should take heed.
Hang on though, because God’s not done with this topic.
“It is better to live in a corner of a roof than in a house shared with a contentious woman.” – Proverbs
25:24
God repeats the same thing.
OK. We got it, God.
But nope, He has something else to say on it, this time a little differently.
“A continual dropping in a very rainy day and a contentious woman are alike.” Proverbs 27:15 KJV
Hmm. Like a continual drumbeat of falling beads of rain, this is what a quarrelsome or contentious
woman is like.
Well OK then.
You’ve been given fair warning.
And we’re still not done.
We also have:
“and a wife’s quarreling is a continual dripping of rain.” - Proverbs 19:13 ESV.
Man, I think we got it.
But God doesn’t think so.
No.
He tries YET AGAIN to get it through your head with this verse:
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“It is better to live in a desert land than with a quarrelsome and fretful woman.” Proverbs 21:19
Notice the description.
It’s continual.
It can drive you crazy.
But just as importantly, notice the progression.
At first, just living in the same house with a woman like this is bad.
But then you want to be in a corner of the rooftop.
After that, it’s enough to drive you out and want to live in a desert land.
The physical, mental and emotional toll it can take on a man is VERY significant if you have to try
and put up with a contentious or a quarrelsome woman every day.
Think it’s important to make a very wise decision about who you date and especially who you marry?
You better believe it!
So when you find a sweet girl with a wonderful attitude and a personality that can’t be beat, you
might want to move Heaven and earth and make her yours.
Because you will have one of Heaven’s best blessings in finding a good woman like this.
The Bible tells us “a prudent wife is from the LORD.”
It wouldn’t surprise me if the Holy Spirit impressed upon you that a sweet woman is as well.
As I’m want to repeat, take note and take action.
What you need to do next
I’m running out of space to finish this, and instead of stopping mid-section, I’ll link and point you
over here to read the rest. if you're so inclined.
It’ll be advice on how to process and apply all of this, and some extra notes to think about.
Things like:
How to stack the odds in your favor when applying these principles
When it’s OK to “rule out” a red flag
How to get God’s guidance and direction in finding a woman that’s right for you
And things like avoiding dating “blind spots” and knowing when to end a relationship vs. moving
forward with confidence.
See you over there if you make the jump.
You've got the whole list here, though, so you're good to go either way.
And wishing you all the best in everything you do!
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"I think I was just raped"
39 upvotes | October 8, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
... my neighbor (HB5-ish) told me on Saturday night, standing on my front porch. It was kind of
awkward hearing the doorbell ring at 10pm in the first place, not to mention the fact that she was the
one woman on my street I've barely had longer than a 2-minute conversation with. She was clearly
drunk, though still speaking relatively clearly. To her credit, there are some situations where a sober
guy having sex with a black-out drunk chick can legally be considered rape.
She asked to use my phone because her "rapist" stole it and drove off. I let her in, direct her to my
garage for some privacy, and went back to putting my kids to bed after a fun night at Chuck-ECheese. My wife's came out of our bedroom, confused about who was at the door, so I told her what
was going on. Her heart sank as she rushed to the garage to console our neighbor. Putting her crazy
work schedule aside, my wife decides this is more important, so she headed over to the neighbor's
house to sit with her while she waited for the police. That way she wouldn't have to be alone after ...
you know, being raped.
About an hour later my wife comes back in with a disgruntled look on her face: "She was not raped!"
What happened? I asked with a grin, already having suspected this conclusion an hour ago, based
almost exclusively on our neighbor's demeanor when she first asked to use my phone. Here's how it
went down - noting that my neighbor apparently had excellent memory of everything.
She was tailgating at a bar and got fairly drunk - but not too drunk to forget things. She met a guy. He
drove her home. She invited him in. They had sex and cleaned up afteward. She changed the sheets.
They cuddle and fall asleep for an hour. He takes a shower while she's asleep (evidenced by the fact
that it was dripping when she woke up) and drives off. She can't find her phone.
In her mind, he took advantage of a drunk girl, stole her phone and fled. She cries rape. So, she drives
(still drunk) to the police station, but there was no one at the desk. She rings a buzzer a few times
before realizing she could be charged with drunk driving, so she leaves and drives back home again.
She looks around for her phone, can't find it, then knocks on my door.
Fast forward - my wife's sitting in her house hearing this sob story about how she just got raped and
had her phone stolen. She suggests calling the phone to see if anyone answers: no answer. They hop
on Facebook on the girl's laptop and message her friends who were still at the bar. Her phone is there.
My wife leaves. Police show up 15 minutes later.
"I'm so glad I left before the cops got there!" my wife says.
Why's that?
"Because it would be really awkward trying to tell them everything I just heard and yet listening to
her call it rape. She was not raped! That was a total waste of time. She's just a girl who made some
bad life choices, had sex with a guy she didn't really know - or even like - and doesn't like dealing
with the consequences of those choices. But you know what really ticks me off? How do you think
she's going to remember this night? In her mind, this is always going to be the night she was raped.
That's just absurd, but God-forbid anyone try to tell her otherwise. And if she ever finds that guy
again, who knows how she might try to ruin his life."
I'd never been so proud of my wife.
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The frame of Christ
39 upvotes | September 8, 2018 | by lololasaurus | Link | Reddit Link
In trying to develop my understanding of frame, I've struggled mightily. I can't even remember the
nonsense I thought about it when my brother pointed out my wife's hypergamy was spinning up 10
months ago and reminded me of TRP, but it has gone through many iterations of understanding over
these months.
A week or two ago in church my pastor preached on the 91st Psalm, which Satan cited when
tempting Christ in the wilderness. You may recall in the fourth chapter of Matthew Then the devil took him to the holy city and set him on the pinnacle of the temple and said
to him, "If you are the Son of God, throw yourself down, for it is written, "'He will
command his angels concerning you,' and "'On their hands they will bear you up, lest you
strike your foot against a stone.'" Jesus said to him, "Again it is written, 'You shall not put
the Lord your God to the test.'" Matthew 4:5-7 ESV
My pastor pointed out several things from this text, but the chief thing is that when Satan tempted
Christ, he didn't really lie. Scripture does say those things he quoted. Christ really is the only one who
has ever filled all the requirements of the 91st psalm - a Messianic Psalm, at that.
Our Lord knew His mission, and didn't get caught up in the nonsense - "throw yourself down and
show off by not letting your foot strike a stone!". See, the promise was true, but it was true in the
context of the mission.
But our Lord not only refused to get sidetracked by the nonsense, He also stayed on mission. His
mission, of course, was to live a perfect life in perfect obedience and to be the spotless lamb that was
the only man in all of history who lived with perfect active obedience and passive obedience. His
mission was to crush the head of the serpent, not avoid dashing his feet against stones, although both
of those promises were true.
It struck me as I was listening that this is literally frame. And what better example of frame has ever
existed than Jesus?
Hassled by Pharisee and Sadducee trolls constantly, sends them away speechless or raging time
and again sinlessly
Deals with disciples arguing over who is going to be the greatest
Attempted manipulation by Mary, Martha, scribes and teachers (Flattery), and so on - never
once manipulated successfully
Not only vets but prepares people who want to follow Him - calls some effectually, others
express interest but do not have the regenerate heart and He sends them away with the
realization that they don't have the heart for it (rich young ruler for example)
Put before the court in the middle of the night for a trial that lacked any real justice, and look
how He handles it? Of course being God this isn't fair to Caiaphas, since Caiaphas is so
unshakeably in Christ's frame that his unjust trial is actually central to the plan...
Has a bride that is just a wicked mess, but transforms the bride into something glorious and
presents the bride to Himself for His purposes and by the counsel of His will. Not by our doing,
that's for sure.
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Frame is just staying on mission and not getting redirected into someone else's mission or distracted
from the goal; this is why all of mankind is in Christ's frame whether they realize it or not, because
there isn't a square inch of creation - anywhere - that Christ isn't completely sovereign over.
But how does this apply to us?
Watch Jesus keep frame from His first recorded words:
Now his parents went to Jerusalem every year at the Feast of the Passover. And when he
was twelve years old, they went up according to custom. And when the feast was ended, as
they were returning, the boy Jesus stayed behind in Jerusalem. His parents did not know it,
but supposing him to be in the group they went a day's journey, but then they began to
search for him among their relatives and acquaintances, and when they did not find him,
they returned to Jerusalem, searching for him. [46] After three days they found him in the
temple, sitting among the teachers, listening to them and asking them questions. And all
who heard him were amazed at his understanding and his answers. And when his parents
saw him, they were astonished. And his mother said to him, “Son, why have you treated us
so? Behold, your father and I have been searching for you in great distress.” And he said to
them, “Why were you looking for me? Did you not know that I must be in my Father's
house?” And they did not understand the saying that he spoke to them. And he went down
with them and came to Nazareth and was submissive to them. And his mother treasured up
all these things in her heart. (Luke 2:41–51 ESV)
Check this out:
Attempt at manipulation by Mary (the attempt to instill guilt - 'why have you treated us so? we
were in great distress!')
The deft and perfectly accurate riposte ("Why were you even looking for me?" - The appeal to
personal responsibility - "did you not know that I must be in my Father's house?")
The owning His responsibility (Then he went with them, came to Nazereth, and was submissive
to them -- because children are to obey their parents in the Lord for this is right, and Christ
obeyed perfectly in all things)
Finally, the response from Mary - "And his mother treasured up all these things in her heart".
Perfect frame.
Or watch Jesus keep frame with Mary and Martha:
Now as they went on their way, Jesus entered a village. And a woman named Martha
welcomed him into her house. And she had a sister called Mary, who sat at the Lord's feet
and listened to his teaching. But Martha was distracted with much serving. And she went up
to him and said, “Lord, do you not care that my sister has left me to serve alone? Tell her
then to help me.” But the Lord answered her, “Martha, Martha, you are anxious and
troubled about many things, but one thing is necessary. Mary has chosen the good portion,
which will not be taken away from her.” (Luke 10:38–42 ESV)
How did Jesus keep frame here? Well, first, where was the temptation to break frame?
Here we see Martha being all type A and trying to serve Him - not a bad thing to serve God, of
course, but her sister Mary was the one who couldn't get enough of Christ's words and teachings.
Martha asks Christ to tell Mary to come help her instead of continue ministering to her. Christ is not
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distracted, is not made to feel guilty (though there was a definite attempted manipulation there - "do
you not care that my sister has left me to serve alone?", and instead points out that Mary has chosen
the good portion while refusing to redirect His mission.
So what can we learn from all this?
Well, we see a lot of it already spread throughout various excellent posts by people with a far greater
understanding of it than myself. But for me at least, watching how Jesus handles these manipulations
has been extremely helpful in understanding how I can handle them rightly. I almost feel like I've got
a cheat code now between this and the post from a few days ago about marriage being a 'higher
authority' that doesn't exist.
I feel like this could be expanded into a book on its own, honestly.
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Really struggling with turning down non-christian women. Not
sure how best to turn them down. Just need some
encouragement.
39 upvotes | February 25, 2020 | by IsAllThisReal | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 6'1 220, somewhere around 325, 445, 495 bench/squat/dead. Bodyfat is under 20 but above 15.
I have a good paying job, but the work is terrible, so I'm actively job-hunting. Currently my mission
is clear, I need to build myself up in Christ and form a stronger relationship with God in preparation
for the next stage of my life which will likely take me into the government sector. I also feel a strong
calling to help out guys I perceive as whimpy, I currently 'mentor' 2 guys in lifting, and I got both of
them to stop watching porn. The feeling I get from seeing them get stronger is amazing. Still haven't
gotten them to come to church, but I think the one guy is close.
Theres a girl at the gym who works out every day the same time that I do. She's so hot that I've
decided I won't even look at her because its my best defense against impure thoughts or actions. She
dresses in basically nothing, and what she has on is skin tight. Not the kind of woman I hope to
marry. We've talked a few times before in passing, and we both play volleyball. Today as I was
squatting, she squatted in the rack next to me and we had a short conversation, in which she
mentioned she is going to a volleyball game at a local university and she asked if I wanted to go.
I told her I am busy this weekend (which is not a lie, but if she were a christian I would be the freeest man in the world), and just kind of kept lifting, leaving it at that. Secretly hoping she would either
gain 100lbs or spontaneously turn into a wildebeast so my raging hormones would not melt through
my skull. I left without saying anything, because I am not sure how to most effectively turn her down
if she asks me to do something else in the future.
Thinking simply, the most appropriate response would be to say "I'm not interested in a relationship,
I'm a christian and in my experience dating non-christian girls causes me to compromise my morals".
In reality, I don't want to come off as a judgmental prick, and maybe she just wants to be friends (or
at least will hold to that plausible deniability). The implication there is that she is too morally
deficient for me to date her. Which, while true, is maybe not the best way to express it. How would
Christ handle that situation? Its almost certain he had to handle similar things.
Sitting at my desk, now, though, all I can think about is how single I am, and how lonely I feel. The
verse I am meditating on strongly recently is Hebrews 10:23 - Hold fast to the confession of your
faith, for he who promised is faithful. The implications of that verse are so far reaching and give me a
lot of strength at times when I am plagued by doubt. I quite literally 'burn with passion', and ask God
every day for the right woman to come along, but my search for a godly proverbs 31 wife has been
fruitless.
Maybe I just needed to vent a bit, brothers, because I am already feeling a bit better.
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Slay Your Idols
39 upvotes | December 29, 2020 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
I've been doing a Bible study in I Samuel for what free time I have.
In it, we see the Philistines capture the Ark of the Covenant. They moved it from Israel to one of their
cities, and set it up in a shrine next to an idol to a false god, Dagon. When they opened the shrine the
next day, they found that the idol of Dagon was lying face down in front of the Ark. So basically it
was in a worshipful position before the ark of the Lord. The Philistines promptly propped it back up.
The next day, they opened the shrine, and the idol was face down in front of the Ark again, but this
time it's hands and head were severed. God then started wreaking havoc among the locals. The
Philistines recognized that their idol had no power over God, and eventually allowed the Ark to
return to it's rightful place. Many of the Israelite people saw the Philistines get wrecked, and
promptly turned from idolatry.
So to recount, Some of the Israelite people had begun worshiping idols of Dagon, so God went in and
summarily executed Dagon to prove a point. We should also note that in receiving the Ark back, a
number of the people along the way were struck down as well. A smart man who professes the Lord
might just want to identify his idols and remove them before God takes it upon himself. Jesus speaks
a bit about this in Matthew 6:24:
>No one can serve two masters. Either you will hate the one and love the other, or you will be
devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve both God and money. “Therefore I tell
you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or drink; or about your body, what you will wear.
Is not life more than food, and the body more than clothes?"
Here, he's encouraging people not to fall into the trap of idolizing money, but you can swap in just
about anything a person might prioritize over God. It doesn't have to be a stone carving, it could even
be a concept. I'd argue that even oneitis could be a form of idolatry. As has been pointed out by one
of my brothers in christ, a smart phone is a modern idol.
So how does one do it? The best way, in my opinion, is to just go cold turkey. Note that when Josiah
wanted to end idolatry, he didn't just take down the idols, he smashed them outright and destroyed the
altars. Many times when the children of God sacked cities, they were instructed to physically destroy
the idols they found there and not to take them as loot. So not only making sure the practice was
stopped, but making sure there was no way to slip back into those practices later. Now a bunch of the
junkies I've dealt with have a critical problem with this approach, though. They can't exactly
physically destroy their idol. Again, Oneitis is much the same. So the cure most take is to destroy
what they have on hand, then physically remove themselves from it's presence. They have to be very
vigilant, however, as the craving is always there trying to lure them back.
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Married Man's Guide To Dating
39 upvotes | March 30, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
Started writing down dating guidelines and tips for my 3 sons and thought I'd share with the group
since we have so many single guys.
Stats: 39 yrs old, 6'2", 185lbs, ~8% bodyfat
Lifts: 225lb Bench, 365lb Deadlift, 310lb Squat.
Married: 12 years, 4 kids.
Spiritual: Saved 33 years, soon to be a full-time missionary.
Work: Serial entrepreneur.
I actively dated from 1996 to 2006, before Facebook and phone apps existed. Men had to walk up to
women and risk rejection by asking them on dates. Good news was the dating scene forced us to have
backbone and it taught us to handle rejection. Bad news was that it limited the dating pool to
immediate social group. The guys that did the best were the guys who were outgoing and extroverted
since you had to meet women in order to date them. To date the HB 8+ women, you had to be bold,
articulate and fun - we couldn't rely on doctored pictures or exaggerated profiles. Everything was
exposed once you struck up a conversation. I know men still meet women and ask for dates in person
today, but it's the exception not the rule.
Lest you think this is simply a reminiscing post, I'll mention that 2 of my best friends are approaching
40 yrs old and are finally getting married this year, and my brother, who is 36 yrs old, is also tying
the knot soon. Just a couple years ago (circa 2018) they were all heavy into the dating scene. We
often had conversations about tactics and best practices. As much as things have changed due to
Tinder, Bumble and other apps, things remain much the same. Men want to date quality women. I
might not be able to build a house or fix a car, but I do have the ability to engage women.
First tip is from Sawyer Brown, "Some girls don't like boys like me, but some girls do." Genetically,
I've always been a gifted athlete, tall and muscular with low bodyfat. I did some modeling in my 20's
and have an outgoing, fun personality. But I quickly noticed that being popular and good-looking
didn't always matter. Often the girls I approached openly rejected me. At the time, I couldn't
understand why a girl would immediately be hostile toward me. As I became more experienced in the
dating scene I realized some girls just don't like me. Worrying about why is pointless. I dated tons of
women and so I learned to focus on the ones that did like me.
Second tip is to bring more to the table. Most guys are pretty slovenly. Most christian guys are even
worse. The standard guy has a bad haircut, wears bad clothes, has bad teeth, works a mundane job,
drives a dad mobile, and carries around lots of bodyfat. You probably have an awkward appearance
(acne, bushy eyebrows, facial hair, etc). While you can still date some women due to your sparkling
personality, for goodness sake man, clean up your appearance. The number one complaint women
have about their boyfriends is their body odor, body hair, silly clothes and facial hair. Single guys are
goobers, they're social nerds - they're not athletic, they're awkwardly shaped, they have weird habits
and worse of all they're not memorable. That's why the top 30% of women are all trying to date the
top 5% of men. It's not that you are bad, it's that the top 5% are so much better. You have to bring
more to the table. Looks matter. Athleticism matters. Success matters. Social skills matter.
Third tip is to approach. Luckily I was always a smooth talker. It's natural for me to approach, strike
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up a conversation and within a few minutes exchange numbers with plans to hang out. I do this with
both men and women. I like people, I think they are interesting. God has gifted me with the skill to
make people feel at-ease and I use this for work and in every day exchanges. I meet a guy at the track
when I workout and invite him to go fishing on the lake; I meet a girl at the gym and we plan couples
tennis match for the weekend; I meet a family at the park and ask them to come to a BBQ at my
house. You can be great at meeting and relating to people if you do it often. I started approaching and
inviting people when I was in highschool. It's a skill. Develop the ability to talk to everyone and be
the guy that actually follows up. I have dozens of people I text on a regular basis, "Going to the track
Thursday for a workout and would love to see you there."
Last tip is stop saying there are no good women. Churches are full of great single women. Join a
hiking group, play team sports, get some hobbies, do volunteer work - go to where the women are at.
I notice the maximum effort most single guys make to meet women is to swipe left on their phone for
10 minutes a day and then complain. That's weird, because in any given week I can meet half a dozen
single women in their 20's or 30's who are solid prospects for any single guy. But maybe you think
you deserve the HB9 who is a virgin. Allow me to be the first guy to tell you that a HB5 is your
ballpark son, so start dating for personality or else this wont end well for you. Women aren't stupid,
they know your SMV. What you are looking for is a woman who loves God, follows Jesus, prays and
reads her Bible and can have a good time. Plenty of those to go around.
To Summarize:
1. Focus on the girls that like you instead of analyzing why some girls don't.
2. Make yourself attractive. Most men are not memorable. Be a man women notice and
remember.
3. Approach women and be engaging. Make them comfortable. You learn this skill by
staying off your phone and meeting them in person. Practice daily.
4. Go where the women are, they're everywhere. Be realistic about your SMV and date in
your ballpark. Definition of a good woman is one that loves and follows Jesus and can
have fun.
Finally I'll leave you with some backstory. I am a notorious flirt. I was recently convicted of this last
year and repented. I've always been successful with women and I allowed it to become a sin. This is
the epitome of a God-given talent used for evil. My phone was filled with texts from women other
than my wife. I reference this in my past OYS posts. Don't make the mistake I made and let your
skills with women become a sin. Have a mission, follow Jesus, be a leader and approach women.
Good luck single men!
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Friendly Reminder Brothers
39 upvotes | April 10, 2020 | by Brw_ser | Link | Reddit Link
Thanks to the lockdown a lot of people's bank accounts are in the toilet. That means the golddigers
are working overtime now. It's very likely you'll get some very pretty girls showing interest in you
now. I'm just exhorting you to not try to be a hero. You'll go broke real quick if you do.
Just remember if you weren't her type 6 months ago you're still not her type today. The only thing
that's changed is her finances.
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Modern dating makes me feel like I need to sin to get involved
with women.
39 upvotes | May 14, 2020 | by Idabfordayz | Link | Reddit Link
It's sinful to lust, but the only way to make a woman attracted to you is to show her that you lust after
her, and make her lust after you (create sexual tension). If you tell girls what you stand for, often
times they will think you're a weirdo or odd (even if they are Christian). If you invite them out, they
will see you as a beta and try to manipulate you for attention or your time. From my experience most
girls want to get the sex ASAP. It's so frustrating.
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Actual Conversations With "Abuse" Victims
39 upvotes | June 4, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
It occurred to me recently that many guys may not know what their wives are telling the attorney in
preparation for that looming divorce filing she didn't tell you she was already planning. So, let me
give you some insight on what that conversation looks like behind the scenes.
All of these are approximations of actual quotes I've heard throughout my career. They usually start
with an allegation that the other side is abusive, followed by my asking: "How is he abusive?"
The Typical Conversation
This is based off of an actual conversation I had with one client in particular, but is fairly common of
most:
"Did he ever hit you?"
"No," she says.
"Okay, so how was he abusive then?"
"He's verbally abusive."
"How so?" I always ask.
"He swears at me."
"Out of the blue or during arguments?"
"During arguments."
"Did you swear back at him?"
"Yes, but nowhere near as bad as he did it to me. He gets REALLY angry during arguments. Did I
mention he's emotionally abusive too?"
"How's he emotionally abusive?"
"Because he gets soooo mad at me for little things or when I didn't do anything wrong at all!"
"Does he think you did something wrong?"
"Well yeah, that's why he's mad. But I swear I didn't. I just didn't do it his way - and he wants to
make me feel horrible for that. That's emotional abuse. I looked it up on the internet."
"I'm sorry to hear that. Have you ever gotten mad at him over something that he felt was unjustified?"
"Oh sure. He accuses me of nagging him all the time."
"And have you ever yelled or gotten angry in those situations?"
"Well, yeah - because he's so abusive that it makes me mad and I can't help but yell and get angry!
But what do you think? Can we show the court how abusive this man is?"
Other Memorable Quotes
I have added the first sentence for context, but I assure you that ALL of these quotes have included
an allegation of the exact type of abuse referenced at some point in the conversation/testimony, and
the second sentence on is part of the explanation given. Some are my client, others are the opposing
party during my examination.
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"He's manipulative. He doesn't actually do anything that I could call abusive, but he does things
to make me feel abused anyway. That's how he tries to get away with his abuse."
"He's manipulative." I ask, "How does he manipulate you?" She answers, "By asking me to do
things, and then I feel like I have to do what he wants all the time." I ask, "Does he ever
threaten you if you don't do it, either direct or implied?" "No, I just know that he'll be angry. He
uses his anger to manipulate me into getting his way."
"He's manipulative. He uses the kids as pawns to get at me." I ask, "How so?" She answers,
"When we're fighting, sometimes he takes the kids and leaves the house. He says he's 'giving
me time to cool off.'" "What does he do with them?" "Usually they go to a park or out for ice
cream or something fun, knowing that I'm at home in tears - and he doesn't care. Then he looks
like the fun dad and I'm the crazy mom who they have to be saved from. And everyone thinks
HE is the hero in the situation!"
"He's emotionally abusive. Every time we argue, he just sits there silently and doesn't talk or
get mad or do anything. He knows it infuriates me, but he keeps doing it!"
"He's emotionally abusive. He loves to look at me with this smug grin on his face, even when
I'm obviously mad at him." I ask, "You mean he does it when you're not mad too?" She
answers, "Yeah, he's just smug all the time."
"He's emotionally abusive. He told me if I tried to leave him, he'd fight for custody of the kids."
"He's emotionally abusive. He told me that if I didn't handle this situation his way, he'd take the
kids and live with his mom for a while." I asked, "Isn't that what you did when you filed for
divorce two years ago before dismissing it?" She answers, "Yeah, but I'm the mother. That's
different."
"He's sexually abusive. He thinks I should have sex with him whenever he feels like it, and he'll
try to pressure me to say yes." I ask, "Do you say yes or do you stand your ground?" She
answers, "I always say yes. It wouldn't be abuse if I felt like I was allowed to say no."
"He's sexually abusive. He made me give him blow jobs even though he knows I don't like it."
"He's sexually abusive. He looks at me all the time, even when I don't want him to. It creeps me
out."
"He's sexually abusive. When we have sex, after he's finished he ends things and never tries to
help me along, then makes me feel guilty for not finishing as fast as him. It makes me not want
to have sex with him anymore." I ask, "So did you stop having sex with him or tell him you
didn't want to?" She answered, "No. I just started finishing myself off afterward."
"He's sexually abusive. He raped me many times during our marriage, forcing me to do all
kinds of outrageous things, like blow jobs, hand jobs, and other stuff." I find peers in her
congregation to confront her about these accusations. She tells them, "Oh, I made all that up.
My attorney said I had to say those things to win custody."
"He's financially abusive. He controls the check book and I have to ask for permission
whenever I want to buy anything." I ask, "Has he ever said no to anything that you needed for
daily living purposes?" She answered, "No."
"He's financially abusive" as above (a common one). I ask the same question. She answers,
"No." I ask, "Has he ever said no to anything you wanted to buy at all?" She answers, "No. But
he still has all the power over the finances and I have none."
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"He's financially abusive. He keeps all the accounts in his name and refuses to let me know
what's in the accounts." I ask, "Have you ever asked and he told you no?" She answers, "No. I
don't feel like I'm allowed to ask. But he never gave me access."
"He's financially abusive. He buys whatever he wants, like eating out for lunch while he's at
work pretty much every day. But when I want to buy something, he always says no." I say,
"Give me examples of things he's said no to." She answers, "Usually new decorations for the
house." I ask, "Is he buying decorations for his man cave or his office?" She answers, "No, he
doesn't value decore, and because he controls all the money, it means I can never have what I
want, while he still gets to have whatever he wants." I ask, "And what is it, exactly, that he
wants?" She answers, "Usually he just spends money on food." [Note: the guy wasn't even
obese.]
"He's financially abusive. He spends all our money, and then there's nothing left for basic
needs. We're in so much debt." I ask, "What types of things does he buy?" She answers, "TVs,
sound systems, video game systems, computer stuff." I ask, "Have you ever bought things like
that for fun yourself?" She answers, "Yeah, he buys me a new smart phone every year. I also
have a few ipads and a laptop. He likes to buy me jewelry too. He thinks I have to forgive him
when he does that. But then when there's no money left for groceries, we end up having to put
it on the credit card, and now I'm constantly in a panic over all the debt we've racked up. Can
the courts make him stop? I can't handle the financial abuse."
"He's financially abusive. He knows I can't afford this divorce, yet he keeps doing everything
possible to ring up my attorney fees and make this case cost a small fortune." I think to myself,
"No, you calling me for 3 hour chats 2-3 times a week to talk about your insecurities and not
letting me hang up the phone is what's costing you a small fortune. Learn to shut up and this
whole thing would have been 80% cheaper."
"He's verbally abusive. He yells and screams and swears at me all the time." I ask, "Do you
ever do it back?" She answers, "Yes."
"He's verbally abusive. He lies all the time." I ask, "Do you have any proof of any of the lies
you just told me about?" She answers, "No, he's really good at hiding things. And a lot of the
stuff he lies about are smaller things just to get under my skin, not big things that would be
provable."
"He's verbally abusive. He calls me names and tries to make me feel bad about myself, telling
me I'm worthless and that nobody could love me." I respond, "I'm really sorry to hear that. That
sounds cruel. How did you handle it?" I thought she'd say she went to her room and cried. Her
actual answer: "I know I shouldn't have done it, but I started breaking his things. I figured that
if I wasn't worth anything, he couldn't have anything worth anything either. I get that I reacted
poorly, but that doesn't change the fact that the way he talked to me was abuse, and I want the
court to see that."
"He's physically abusive. Just look at these pictures!" She pulls them out, I say, "Oh, that red
mark on your neck?" She says, "No, that was a bug bite. It's the spot on my arm, where he hit
me." I ask, "Oh, the dot right there?" She says, "No, the other arm." She points to a slight
discoloration that I'm pretty sure was really just a shadow. I say, "Oh, the picture must just be
faded too much to notice. Can you get me one with better resolution so the judge can see what
you're pointing out?" After she gets me the better resolution copy the next day, I still couldn't
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see it. She didn't have any other angles of the shot (presumably because she couldn't get the
shading just right from any other angle).
"He's physically abusive. Look at the pictures of the bruises on my arm!" The pictures were
entered as exhibits and showed very serious bruises. She added, "I took this video of him
slamming a door on my arm repeatedly." It gets marked as an exhibit and played for the judge.
The video shows the two arguing, then she drops her phone, so the video goes black, but audio
can be heard of her screaming and a door slamming on her arm multiple times. Later at trial, I
have my client on the stand presenting a video that he was taking simultaneously, showing her
slamming the door on her own arm with an identical audio track.
"He stalks me. He walks his dog in front of my house all the time." I ask, "How far away does
he live?" She answers, "4 houses down."
"He stalks me. He constantly posts things on Facebook directed to me and he won't stop." I ask,
"Have you ever told him to stop?" She answers, "No." I ask, "How difficult has it been
managing your social media account with him doing this?" She answers, "Oh, he doesn't
actually tag me in any of them. I only find out about it because my friends tell me about it."
"He stalks me. He used to take videos of us having sex together." I asked, "When did you find
out about this?" She answers, "I mean, I agreed to it at first, but I didn't know he was still doing
it after the first few times. Plus, I didn't know he had videos of other women too - and he didn't
delete them after he broke up with them! He probably still has my video too. Don't you think
that's creepy like a stalker? He's out there watching videos of me naked after we're divorced.
The court has to realize that's stalking, right?" I ask, "Do you have any evidence that he's
actually watching those videos?" She answers, "No." I ask where she found the videos, she
answers, "In a box in our shed." I ask, "Does he know you found the videos?" She answers,
"No." I ask, "So, in all probability, he thinks they're still packed away in a box in the shed and
hasn't actually seen them in years, right?" She answers, "Yeah, I guess that makes sense."
In all of these situations, the women genuinely believed they were the victims of abuse. I 100%
believe that they were being sincere in their allegations, despite that in most situations they did not
come anywhere close to the actual legal standard of abuse. To that end, I have only used examples
from cases where the allegation of abuse didn't actually get substantiated in court (except a few
of them, where the cases are still pending, but it's not been an issue yet). I'm not here to increase
panic about the divorce-rape boogey-man.
BONUS 1. Gender Reversal: "She filed a CPO against me saying I'm abusive, but she's the abusive
one!" I ask, "How so?" He answers, "For example, when we would have sex, she'd make me choke
her. I was really uncomfortable with it, but she'd pressure me saying she couldn't orgasm unless I was
choking her hard enough that she was actually having trouble breathing."
BONUS 2. Parental Alienation [an EXTREMELY common conversation]: "He/she is alienating my
kids from me! He/she lies about me, blames me for everything in front of the kids, keeps telling the
kids I cheated on him/her, tells the kids it's my fault we're getting divorced, etc. This HAS to stop.
Don't the courts care about parental alienation? I read online that this is a big deal and that the Courts
will put a stop to it." I ask, "How's your relationship with your children?" They answer, "Oh, they
love and adore me. Our relationship is very strong." I ask, "How's the other party's relationship with
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the kids." They answer, "Not very good. The kids really struggle being over there because of how bad
of a person he/she is." I ask, "Given what you just said, who do you think the court will believe is the
actual alienated parent?" They answer, "But they're doing it to themselves! I'm the one being
alienated by all the things they say about me." I answer, "Give me 3 examples of how your
relationship with the children has been irreparably harmed by those things." They never get past the
first.
BONUS 3. Danger to the Child: "He doesn't love our daughter. It's so obvious. He's using a size 3
nipple, which I know is the manufacturer recommended, but she had acid reflux 6 months ago, so she
should only be using a size 1 nipple on her bottles to limit the flow. How does the court not see that
he just doesn't care about his daughter at all?" [Yes, this one's more exaggerated because of the way I
summarized the conversation, but every claim I referenced is true, nonetheless.]
Caveats
In maybe 2-3 of these cases there were more significant things that came up and these were
secondary rationales. But in the majority, these were the primary reasons given.
I also have a number of cases where the abuse was very, very real. This isn't to say that abuse doesn't
actually happen. Rather, it's to show that women have a grossly inaccurate concept of what actual
abuse looks like.
NOT The Point
My point here is not to make you afraid that all women will cry abuse just because they can. It's also
not to make you afraid of abuse charges that she will inevitably contemplate at some point throughout
your marriage. I'm also not trying to make you extra cautious of doing anything that could possibly
be interpreted as abuse in court.
The Point
My point ACTUALLY IS that if a woman isn't attracted to you or (even if she is) she's decided to
leave, she's going to be prone to interpret any negativity in the relationship as a form of abuse no
matter what you do. Sometime her feelings will be legitimate in light of the circumstances. Don't be
that guy, unless it's self-defense. But none of the things I referenced above went anywhere in court,
no matter how fervently she pushed the issue (some cases pending). So, my conclusion for you guys
is to look at a list like this and think to yourself:
There's no point worrying about whether or not she's going to cry "Abuse!" someday. Just
assume she will.
From there, the guys who fare best are the ones who make her second-guess why she's divorcing
him in the first place. And yes, that second-guessing is EXTREMELY common as well, despite
how few women are willing to admit it. But they tell their attorney everything along those lines too.
This is one of the reasons it's so vital to maintain a firm "stay plan is the go plan" mentality if your
marriage is falling apart - not in the hope that you might win her back, but because the things that
would give you that chance are the same things that are going to tweak whether she cries "Abuse!" or
"Aw, I'm going to miss how bold of a person he was."
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Originally drafted for MRP. Still relevant for Christian guys whose marriage is headed toward
divorce.
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Virtue Signaling
39 upvotes | June 10, 2020 | by ruizbujc | Link | Reddit Link
I wrote this up as a reply to someone on r/TrueChristian, but thought you might enjoy this as well.
The original thread is here.
There are different types of virtue signaling, but an easy (albeit not perfect) test to distinguish virtue
signaling from authentic concern is if the person is presenting an accurate and balanced
representation within a situation (Non-VS) or if they are: (1) ignoring one perspective to focus
exclusively on the other, usually skewing or exaggerating facts to be falsely persuasive (Biased VS),
or (2) present inflamatory characterizations of an issue and half-baked or extreme solutions that don't
actually solve problems (Angry VS), or (3) express condescending affection for the "other" (FauxCompassion VS).
To use a less political example ...
Angry VS: Porn is the worst sin ever. It destroys marriages and makes men slaves to sin.
Anyone who watches porn is depraved and needs Jesus. I used to watch porn, but I'll never do
that again, now that I know how bad it is. And think of all the women who are coerced to join
or stay in the porn industry and all the way watching porn encourages the industry to take
advantage of these women! If you watch porn, do you even have a heart? Of course not. Porn
watchers aren't godly at all. Every guy who watches porn should chop his peter off. That's what
I think about porn and people who watch it!
Biased VS: We should all be concerned with porn use. It's the biggest sin men face. If a guy
can get past his porn issue, he can get past anything. But most men can't because they aren't
disciplined or spiritually mature enough. They love their sin too much. Virtually every marriage
that ends in divorce has probably had some connection with porn watching. If we could put an
end to porn, divorce rates would drop way down and families would be much happier overall.
[Note how it sounds rational, yet is full of misinformation and a failure of understanding the
struggle of those who do watch porn.]
Faux Compassion VS: It's sad how many people watch porn these days. My heart breaks for
them. They don't know how destructive it is. If they could only see into the heart the way God
does, they'd see that it's killing them! I pray for them regularly - that God would pull them out
of such a dangerous state. I care about them and want to see them healed and come to
repentance. Who will pray with me for this hurting community so they can be better and more
godly [implicitly: "like me"].
Authentic Concern: Porn is sin. It needs to be dealt with. But it's not the only sin out there that
men and women face, and often times it's interwoven with other issues. For example, 1 Cor. 7:5
tells husbands and wives not to deprive each other. Some men and women turn to porn because
their spouse is denying them a valid sexual outlet. And it's all that much harder for single
people who have no legitimate sexual expression at all. That doesn't make it right, but
understanding that some people are sexually starved rather than sexually addicted can help us
re-frame the issue in a way that is productive toward finding solutions instead of demonizing
porn use without equally calling out the sexual denial that is pushing many people toward porn
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in the first place. Rather than shaming porn use without understanding the struggles of those
who are caught in it, let's explore some strategies we could implement to help people solve the
core issues at play in things like pornography use, sexual denial, and managing pre-marital
sexual impulses.
Now, it's possible that some people speak in VS-type language who aren't intending to virtue signal.
Rather, they may simply just be impassioned and ignorant. That's a very, very dangerous position to
be in too.
Also, realistically, we know that a person could learn how to communicate in a way that seems
authentic, while still doing it for the goal of virtue signaling (even if he wouldn't necessarily call it
that). But the times that people have genuine concern while communicating it in an angry, biased, or
over-the-top concerned manner seem to be much rarer. Specifically ...
Anger VS: If you were truly that passionate about the issue, you'd be doing more to understand
it and the people on the other side who are struggling or don't even think it's wrong to begin
with. Rather than making them your enemies, you'd make them your target ministry
demographic.
Biased VS: If you truly cared about the issue or were as knowledgeable as you pretend to be,
you'd give credit to the opposing viewpoints and show empathy for those who hold them rather
than trying to straw-man the easy arguments to overcome.
Faux Compassion VS: If you truly loved the people who are struggling as much as you say
you do, you'd have spent enough time with them to recognize that there's more going on than
the black-and-white portrayal than we like to paint.
Now, obviously I'm making up these different types of virtue signaling based on my own
observations. It's not like there's a manual out there that explains any of this (at least as far as I've
seen). I could put other flags out there, like stereotyping, silent virtue signaling, etc., but I don't have
the time to sit down and be completely comprehensive about this.
What's important to remember in the reverse is that people who virtue-signal tend to have their own
internal pain that leads them to it - and that needs to be recognized too so that those of us they are
signaling against can remember that we ought to respond with love and compassion rather than hatred
and nastiness at their accusations and false characterizations of us.
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For when you stumble
39 upvotes | July 26, 2020 | by enigmaplatypus | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, i feel as though God is wanting me to share this (i hope). for all those who stumble and fall, who
lapse into that sin, or who feel discouraged. There is hope in Jesus! He has not abandoned you, you
have not sinned away your salvation. You may have lost the battle today, or be on the edge of loosing
it.... but remember God will win the war! He has already defeated all of our sin and He has crushed
the enemy! You may have stumbled today but God is holding you up! Run to the Father, repent, and
rebuke your sin, whatever it is. Stay close to God and rest in His arms! He has got this and He has
won the war already and He will win the war you are in right now too! I highly recommend reading
Romans 8 (full chapter) and John 10:27-30. Take care and God bless.
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A reminder to all those who are furious about the state of
things - Matthew 5:13
39 upvotes | November 26, 2020 | by Bruh-Nanaz | Link | Reddit Link
Let us remember to be a shining light among the people, to shepherd them into righteousness through
love, compassion and a strong positive example. In this day of anti-logic, identity politics and
extreme polarization, I believe it will be our actions (particularly if you are a straight, white Christian
man) that demonstrates our authenticity in the faith, marking us as true believers and not just some
terrorist faction hell-bent on ushering in fascism.
In Matthew 5:13, Christ tells us, "You are salt for the earth. But if salt loses its taste, how will it be
made salty again? It is no longer good for anything except to be thrown out and trampled on by
people."
In fact Matthew 5:11-16 touches heavily on the social climate of today and gives instructions to those
he would call His elect: “Blessed are you when people revile you and persecute you and say all kinds
of evil against you falsely, on account of Me. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward in heaven is great!
For in the same way they persecuted the prophets who were before you. You are the light of the
world. A city set on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a lamp and put it under a basket.
Instead, they put it on a lampstand so it gives light to all in the house. In the same way, let your light
shine before men so they may see your good works and glorify your Father in heaven."
Don't fall prey to the outrage culture that is so popular and addicting these days, which feeds into our
egocentrism. It is not necessary to engage anyone in argument or debate for any reason. In fact it is
counter-productive, as most people who are against Christianity or are Athiests don’t WANT to
understand our faith, they would rather persecute us according to their caricaturized perspective of
the Bible. Our quiet, demonstrative actions will speak louder and be more understandable than any
words.
Let’s stay salty, my friends!
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Dating a “Christian” girl - my experience
39 upvotes | July 28, 2021 | by agoodcrayon | Link | Reddit Link
Dated for 6 months.
Some background:
She’s 21 so she wanted to go out & explore the night life. I objected this but it didn’t matter to her.
She and her unchristian friends went out and it slowly trickled into a 3 or 4 times a week thing.
She then started sleeping over her friends house here & there and would disappear the next day - no
calls or texts back from her.
Last week, it was another one of those going out nights. This time though, while being under the
influence, she drove & hit something that broke her passenger side mirror and her window along with
damaging the passenger side of the car.
I met up with her that night at 1am and helped her with the car. There was glass everywhere. She
invited me inside her parents house and we talked about the event in her room.
Things got heated and she was drunk so we started getting sexual. She wanted me to have sex with
her but then my and/or her conscious wouldn’t let me. I think the Holy Spirit saved me there. We
stopped and chilled a bit until I left at 3am.
Her dad paid for the repairs and there were no consequences for her.
Last night she went out again (not even a week passed since her accident). She slept over her friends
house. No calls or texts all day today.
All the red flags of partying and staying out late and “sleepovers,” I’ve come to the conclusion that
she may be cheating on me and this type of person is not worthy of pursuing. I’ve called things off
today.
Now I have a lot of questions and scenarios running through my head as to where I went wrong. Did
she cheat or no? How can I trust another female again? Are there any decent women left worthy of
marriage?
I’m losing hope in finding a good partner for life. I don’t want to assume all church going girls are
like that but I have yet to see a good one that’s attractive.
I may be destined for singleness.
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No, it's not okay.
39 upvotes | July 25, 2022 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
PREMISE
The phrase, "It's okay," has become the go-to saying to anyone who is struggling, even when the
struggle is because of their own poor life choices. The phrase is usually appended by, "God loves you
just as you are."
It's no secret that the world uses God's love as an excuse to justify poor life choices.
Overweight? It's okay, God loves you just as you are. You don't need to lose weight. Be proud
of your body!
Unable to engage in social situations and make friends? It's okay, God loves you even if they
don't. You don't need them, just him. No need to improve your social skills.
Struggling to financially provide for your family? It's okay, God loves you just as you are. Even
the apostles were poor, so you keep on playing those video games all day instead of working!
MYTH: God loves you just as you are.
FACT: God loves you, despite the way you are.
EXAMPLE
Let's start with body image issues. I heard someone share recently about her struggle. She was afraid
that her husband wouldn't love her anymore because she's getting older and gaining weight. She had
made poor life choices that put her in a bad position, just as I had earlier in my marriage.
Good thing mainstream churchianity was there to support her! She learned that "God loves me just
the way I am" and "I am beautiful, no matter what they say." They're in the Bible. Look it up.
<searches> Oh wait, that's actually a Christina Aguilera song, not a Song of Solomon.
The one that does often gets quoted is: "I am fearfully and wonderfully made." And that's true! When
God knit you together in your mother's womb (i.e. the previous verse), you were fearfully and
wonderfully made. But he's not the one who made you fat and unattractive. You did that after he
made you. Just as with Adam and Eve at creation, God can make something good, but we have the
power to screw it up.
BIBLICAL
The whole "God loves me just as I am" thing is a sham - especially if you're sharing it with nonChristians. God hates sin. Psalm 11:5 says plainly, "The Lord tests the righteous, but his soul hates
the wicked." Psalm 5:5 - "The boastful shall not stand before your eyes; you hate all evildoers."
Proverbs 8:13 extends this to us: "The fear of the Lord is hatred of evil." No, it's not a "love-hate
relationship" with God. That's awkward human terminology to rationalize clinging onto destructive
ties in our lives.
The Bible says that "God shows his love for us in that while we were still sinners, Christ died for us."
Notice the tonality here.
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Many people interpret this to say: God loves all of me, including my sin, which is an unbiblical
conclusion.
The actual tone and context of the passage reads more like: Even though we were sinners and
God hates sin, he loved us enough to do something to eradicate those parts of us so that we
could be in fellowship with him again.
The primary function of salvation is sanctification, not a "free ticket to heaven," as some claim. The
fact that God will not allow sin in heaven is very telling that he does not embrace our sinfulness, but
wants it gone.
The irony, of course, is that the way we get "pruned" of our sin (per John 15) is not by trying to prune
ourselves (per Galatians 3:3), but by "abiding in Him" (John 15), which the same author later says in
1 John 2:6 defines as "walking as He walked" - i.e. live our lives the same way Jesus lived. How do
we do that? The three greats I've often shared before: (1) Love God, greatest command; (2) Love
Others, second greatest command; (3) Make Disciples, great commission.
REBUTTAL
Now, I'm sure some people will want to argue semantics. "I am a sinner. God still loves me." That's
dodging the point. You can't knowingly continue to sin without repentance and expect anything other
than God's wrath. Hebrews 10:26-31 is clear on that - "For if we go on sinning deliberately after
receiving the knowledge of the truth, there no longer remains a sacrifice for sins, but a fearful
expectation of judgment, and a fury of fire that will consume the adversaries." Sure, you may slip up
while being continually repentant, as sanctification won't be complete in this life ... but on the bigger
picture: Do you really want to play the semantics game when that kind of judgment is on the line?
CONCLUSION
"It's okay, God loves you" is not an excuse for failing to change your lifestyle and behaviors. If you're
a glutton, learn to control your diet (I know that's one I struggle with, which is why I run/bike so
doggone much!). If you have no friends, learn some social skills and get out there. "I'm more of an
introvert, so I don't have to," is not an excuse for failing to build the relationships that are necessary
to advance the Gospel in your sphere of life. If you're financially struggling, get off the TV and video
games and get a second job, or find a way to improve the career path you're already on. I had one
friend who was in a tough spot working as a financial advisor. He was pulling 6-figures, but still
massively in debt. He got his spending worked out to stop new debt, but the interest on the old debt
was still killing him. Know what he did? He got a job working third shift at Steak 'n Shake for a year
making $8/hr - an embarrassingly low wage for him - to make up the extra cash to pay down the debt.
His wife was a school teacher and she actually got a summer job to supplement and help.
Whatever it takes, stop making the "God loves me just as I am" excuse and go do what you need to
do, prioritizing first God's Work of building His Kingdom.
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What would you do if you were suddenly single?
38 upvotes | June 20, 2020 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Whether by some tragic accident or unforeseen circumstance, imagine you found yourself single
tomorrow. If all of a sudden you found yourself back in the sexual market place (SMP), would you be
ready? For most men in LTRs, the answer is no.
So what would you do if you suddenly had to compete in the SMP again?
Would you start taking lifting seriously? Actually track your eating to lose weight? Take the time to
dress better and not just wear athletic clothes? Shave that patchy half-beard lab experiment gone
wrong?
For most of us something comes to mind when considering this hypothetical. Whatever that
something is, it is the something you should be doing now.
So get to it.
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Monk Mode: The Definitive Guide
38 upvotes | May 27, 2021 | by TRP_Scepter | Link | Reddit Link

Introduction: Reclaiming Monk Mode
Most of your problems can be solved by going monk mode.
The monk mode most people do is riddled with sloth, whining, idiocy, an unwillingness to sacrifice,
and a heart without God.
That “monk mode” is going to get you nowhere. If it gets you anywhere, it's be nothing compared to
where you could be.
Enough weakness. Make the most of your monk mode. A good monk mode can change your life.
I hope to inspire change in you.

Credibility: Who am I to talk about this?
I’m a former PUA turned Eastern Orthodox Christian. I had the lifestyle most infidels want and still
have a body most people crave. I’m 5’10 and 170 lbs with a body fat percentage of 10% after a
massive bulk where I weighed 205 pounds and could barely breathe.
I take my shirt off in public and see nods from men and glances from women.
I'm discerning monasticism. Living with monks, and figuring out if being a monk is for me.
All the monasteries I've visited taught me something about being a literal monk. I'm going to share
those lessons with you. You needn't join a monastery. Take the lessons I learned and apply them to
your life.
First, you need to know what monk mode is.

Definition
Monk mode is focused prolonged solitude with the intent of reaching your goals.
The word focused can't be overstated. Focus implies something to be concentrated on. You should be
on focused a goal or a set of goals you want to reach during your time in seclusion.
I can't tell you what your goals are. You know what you want.
However, I can tell you why solitude is important.
Life in the world is busy, chaotic, and time-consuming. We can’t avoid it. However, we have more
time than we think but it’s wasted.
Less time chasing that “pious” woman and more time doing crunches.
Eating out with friends less to watch your diet and get shredded.
Refusing to scroll through social media so you can get your business started.
Get out of the DMs of women craving attention. More time loving God with all your heart, soul, and
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mind.
You get the point. Monk mode in the modern world is time management and making yourself
brighter so your light shines among men. There are five things required for a fruitful monk mode. The
first and most important is...

Discipline
At 4:30 AM I woke up to the sound of Church bells. In a sleep-deprived daze, I staggered to the
communal bathroom. After splashing cold water on my face and changing my clothes, I shuffled to
the Church with the rest of the pilgrims. The monks were already in the Nave. Service started at 5:00
AM. We didn’t leave Church until well past 8:00 AM. After service, we ate a quick breakfast and
went to work. We didn’t stop working until 4:30 PM. After work, we had dinner and a short evening
service before we went to our rooms.
The monks repeat this every single day without fail and without complaint. I assume most of them
feel sluggish and slothful every now and then. They just don’t succumb to it.
Do the same with your goals. Don’t want to be fat? Get used to eating less and being hungry. Don’t
break your diet no matter how much you want to. Want cash? Get used to working more. The monks
don’t complain. You shouldn’t either.
Be stoic. Complaining is useless.

Self-Awareness
My ax began to feel heavy. The wood wouldn’t split no matter how many times I hit it. Each time I
raised the ax above my head the field began to spin. My stomach howled and my tongue was
sandpaper.
Right as I felt myself slipping my brother-in-Christ asked a monk if we could eat something. The
monk gleefully agreed and helped us cook our meal. We ate hardy and went right back to work.*
“I saw it in your eyes, brother. You were going to pass out.”
There’s a fine line between persistence and stupidity. If you don’t know where your limits are you’re
going to break. Anybody in the military can attest to this; there’s always one person that doesn’t
hydrate or fuel themselves properly out of ego and ends up passing out in rank.
If you push yourself too quickly you’re going to fail. If your goal is to get stronger you’re not going
to jump from 135 to 225 if you can’t even bench 140. Know your limits so you can break them.
This doesn’t mean be lazy. Be ready to work hard for a long time.
Work and patience; two things this generation hates.

Thick Skin
I leaned on my shovel and looked up. The sky was pink and the clouds were a vibrant orange.
Contemplating the beauty of God’s creation, I heard a hoarse and booming voice speaking Russian. I
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turned my head and watched an elder monk scolding a younger monk. The younger monk nodded,
bowed, and went his way without a trace of negativity on his face. I admired his stoicism; I’d
probably snap at them or be upset.
And so would you.
Your friends and family may have a crab in a bucket mentality. Change scares people. Are you able
to take their passive-aggressiveness? Their chastisement? Their unnecessary criticism? If you aren’t,
you’re going to hold yourself back.

Sacrifice
The novice’s room was empty. Nothing but white walls and carpet. He goes outside to kiss his mother
and father goodbye. His mother’s tears soak his black robe. His friend is waiting in the car. The ride
to the monastery is silent Nothing but sand and cacti. Hours go by. They arrive at a place filled with
people dressed in long black robes and downcast faces. The monk gets out. “Thank you for
everything. Keep an eye on my family. Pray for me.”
Monks are told to say goodbye to their friends and family, sell/give away all their possessions, and
take vows of chastity, poverty, obedience, and stability.
No money, no honey, do what you're told, and get ready to spend the rest of your life at a monastery.
Most of us don’t have that discipline nor calling, but there’s something to be learned here; you have
to give something up to become who you want to be. Big or small. During your monk mode you will
lose something.
Every monk mode I’ve done required something to be sacrificed for the sake of time. I’ve lost
friends, girlfriends, and time with family.
Doesn't matter. Give glory to God for everything. What you lose and what you gain.

Love of God
“Why did I give everything up,” the monk smiled brightly, “I love God!”
Everything you do should be for the glory of God and God should have a huge place in your monk
mode. Every single day should have time dedicated to studying Scripture or doing something
pleasing to Him.
We exist for Him.
We should glorify Him no matter what we’re doing.
Your relationship with God is personal. I can’t tell you how to make what you’re doing for Him.
Only you know that.
Everything is for God.
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Epiloge: Back to the world.
I prayed the car in front of me would move. The nose from the car horn was deafening. I began
daydreaming about the monastery. The silence, the flowers, the monks, the church. I missed it dearly.
"Why'd I have to go back to the world? There's nothing here for me anymore..."
I looked to my left and saw a car full of blonde girls drinking Starbucks and singing. To my right, a
hardened Mexican man with a mustache in a beat-up pick-up truck.
The city noise was deafening. The air was smoggy. My heart was broken.
Adjusting to the world was hard, but the changes to my lifestyle that occurred during my pilgrimages
will remain with me forever and as I continue to discern. Living with hardcore monks really exposes
your weaknesses.
I began waking up early attempting to correct my morning sloth and mimicking the discipline of the
monks I spend time with.
I cleaned my diet up. Monks eat clean. I watch what I eat and focus on what makes my body feel
good. This is part of the reason why I lost so much weight and my physique is good.
I hope my stories were entertaining and my advice helps you with your own monk mode. Remember,
these five things are essential for a Christian monk mode; discipline, self-awareness, thick skin,
sacrifice, and love of God.
See you out there.
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My Daughters Rules for Dating My Daughter.
38 upvotes | April 6, 2021 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
My almost seventeen year old daughter was asked out for the first time a couple of weeks ago. I think
it's pertinent to the discussion that I'm a strict parent, in some areas. That translates into no cell
phone, or car but she's free to go get a job and purchase those herself is she wants. She's also in a
small private school. Now supposedly it's a Christian environment, but several of these kids seem to
be hellions when mom and dad aren't around.
Which leads into something the daughter has brought up several times and seems to be a focal point.
A few months back, a some of the girls hatched a plan to sneak out one night and get hammered.
They asked her along, and she declined. Pretty much immediately they started ragging her about
being goody two shoes, etc. A trait she probably got from her mother is that when she gets mad she
just digs in her heels further. As an example, she enjoys puzzles. So on vacation last week, I tossed
her a Rubik's Cube and explained the concept. She got stuck on that thing for several hours until she
finally solved it. The ribbing from these girls got her similarly mad, and she just dug in on her
convictions there too.
So these girls went through with their plan, and snuck out. Apparently one of them had a boyfriend
who supplied them with alcohol, they got drunk, and then the girl driving passed out at the wheel.
Both of the girls in question and a third that my daughter didn't know now have some life changing
injuries to deal with as a result. That's unfortunate, if predictable, but it did get my daughter thinking
about her choices and how that could have been her.
So at the point where the guy asked her out, she replied saying she wanted me there for any dates.
The guy then told her, quote, 'never-mind then.' Her interpretation seems to be 'he just wanted sex'
which has, again, gotten her mad and again she's doubling up on her convictions. So at that point, she
was already aware of my crazy ex girlfriend. She wasn't entirely aware of the massive drama that
entailed from it, outside of clearly remembering her mother using a few derogatory terms, which
would be something notable. I admitted that I and the crazy ex had extra marital sex, and that I felt a
lot would have been avoided if I'd just kept my desires in check. I described it as a bad shadow of
what I had with her mother and, I think, rightfully used that entire episode as an example of how
wrong things can go if someone starts letting their desires get the better of them.
I knew this conversation was going to be a little awkward, but we also got into the discussion about
relationships, sex, and what a circus it can be. It's worth noting that her mother also insisted on
having either her brother or her dad present for any kind of date all the way up through the trip to the
courthouse to get married. But she's sticking to having dad or possibly 'paw paw' (her grandfather on
her mothers side) present for dates/hanging out/whatever they call it now. After both of the incidents
mentioned, she appears to be fully committed to this course.
One of the points her 'paw paw' brought up on the phone, was that I was the only guy that ever went
on more than a couple of dates with her mother. His perspective was that many of them figured out
the chaperone thing wasn't going away. So we discussed the fact that she's going to encounter this
more than a few times.
We also got into how the other girls might react, like when she was called goody two shoes, and at
least I could say that her mom had a bit of a reputation for being a snob. Now it's fair to say that in
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some social situations that required a scalpel her mom was a battering ram, but a lot of this stemmed
from her mom making a number of decisions in line with her Christian faith, and not wavering from
them. Much like what my daughter appears to be doing.
Another discussion was that any date is at her pleasure, so if she wants to call it off for any reason,
she's entitled to that. That led into a discussion of not leading guys on, and how some girls do it for
fun, and some do it because they think they are letting the guy down easy. I likened it to getting a
shot as a kid. You can drag it out all you like but, in the end, it's easier and less painful for everyone
involved if you just have courage for a moment and get it done. But I pushed the point that guys
aren't psychic, and that they operate differently and work better with concise answers.
It drifted off a bit into future planning too, but that's a different animal.
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The Church
37 upvotes | December 14, 2020 | by Background-Camera109 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a pastor of a small Reformed church. I've read a lot of negative things in this sub about churches
and pastors, "churchianity" etc. And I agree with a lot of it. I'm trying to make my church a positive
place for men that doesn't idolize or pedestalize women as so many churches do. I don't want to
pedestalize men either- I just want to be faithful to what the Word says about both.
I'm curious as to everyone's perspective on church right now. I am especially curious given a Gallup
poll that just came out that showed that regular church attenders are the only group whose mental
health did not decline in 2020.
So: What's your current perspective on church? Do you think there are good ones? Is church a lost
cause? What are your experiences, positive and negative? What do you think churches need to do to
overcome the feminization that is present in so many churches? I'm sorry if this has been discussed to
death- feel free to point me in the right direction if so.
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There is no such thing as mutual submission
37 upvotes | March 30, 2021 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
[This was posted on RPCW several months ago, but it's a helpful reminder for men, with what's
coming out of many churches today, and light of some recent comments in our community.]
If you're going to marry (or are already married), then it's good to get a solid understanding of
scripture on submission, as it's a strong pillar of a great marriage when practiced, or it can be the
cause of much strife if not obeyed.
One idea that is promoted at times is that of "mutual submission" and it is unbiblical as well as
impractical.
Let's take a look at the verse people use to promote this idea:
"submitting to one another out of reverence for Christ." - Ephesians 5:21
So who is this "one to another?"
Keep reading the rest of the chapter and we discover who Paul (God, ultimately, as the scriptures are
divinely inspired) is talking about.
In context, he lists 3 groups of people who are the "one to another."
Wives to husbands.
In fact, this is the very next verse after the "one to another" verse. And it gets specific, a point we'll
talk about next.
Children to parents.
Servants to masters.
This is who is to submit to who, in context, according to God.
Naming names and biblical specificity
Or titles, if you prefer.
The Holy Spirit specifically names wives and tells them to submit to their own husbands, who are
also specifically named.
He does this in the aforementioned passage in Ephesians:
Wives, submit to your own husbands, as to the Lord. - Ephesians 5:22
And Ephesian 5:24
"Now as the church submits to Christ, so also wives should submit in everything to their
husbands."
And in Colossians:
Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as it is fit in the Lord.
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Again in Titus:
to be self-controlled, pure, working at home, kind, and submissive to their own husbands,
that the word of God may not be reviled.
Also in 1 Peter 3:1
Likewise, wives, be subject to your own husbands, so that even if some do not obey the
word, they may be won without a word by the conduct of their wives,
Another in 1 Peter 3:5
For after this manner in the old time the holy women also, who trusted in God, adorned
themselves, being in subjection unto their own husbands:
Notice how often God specifically names wives and specifically says they are to submit to their own
husbands.
There is not a single verse in all of scripture that does the opposite, where it specifically names a
husband and says he is to submit or be in subjection to his wife.
Not one.
This should speak loudly to us about what God requires in this regard.
But why? Why did God set it up this way?
We can get into biblical headship before the fall, Adam being created first "For Adam was first
formed, then Eve" and arguments Paul uses and all kinds of other aspects, but we should always keep
our eyes on God.
And He says in Romans:
"Shall the thing formed say to Him that formed it, why hast thou made me thus?"
We can take that principle and apply it here.
As God tells us in Corinthians:
But I want you to understand that the head of every man is Christ, and the head of the
woman is man, and the head of Christ is God.
And in that same chapter:
Neither was the man created for the woman; but the woman for the man. - 1 Corinthians
11:9
This is how God set it up, and rebelling against His design and roles and responsibilities for
relationships (or any other aspect of life) invites trouble and hardship, and instead we should seek His
hand and favor upon our lives, in this and every area.
With that said, there's nothing wrong with looking at the practical applications of this.
Practical applications
Imagine those old drivers ed cars (if you're not familiar, it's where there was a second brake on the
drivers side) and you're trying to drive, and the passenger decides to hit the brakes any time they feel
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like it.
It's going to make for a very bumpy ride.
In fact, if you're trying to cross over onto a busy highway, and the driver is accelerating and turning
the wheel, while the passenger decides to slam on the brakes, you're going to end up in a wreck and
hurt the car and yourself.
The same is true in relationships.
You're simply going to end up hurt and damaging the relationship as well.
You need one driver.
The other can navigate. They can watch out for things. They can give advice. But having them both
try to drive?
That's like making a car with a steering wheel, accelerator and a brake pedal on the passenger side,
and simply letting them go...
It'd only be entertaining in the sense of watching the train wreck about to unfold.
This is common sense to us, and yet we fight like all get out over wifely submission and obeying or
doing this or that.
It's for the good of husband and wife.
It's for the health of marriages.
It's so we'll get where we want to go faster, easier, safer and a lot more fun than it otherwise would
be.
It's very, very, practical.
Besides, how's it going to work otherwise? Are you going to take turns making decisions? Or
separate out which areas each of you are "head" over? Keep talking til you're blue in the face and one
of you gives in?
Many a miserable couple tries the "compromise" route, which is still one side giving in to the other
for the most part.
There will always be issues on which there is little to no compromise, even if you wanted there to be.
There has to be one authority.
Decisions, decisions
You might ask, what about a man who isn't a good leader, biblically speaking, in being the head of
his wife, he's, well, reckless or unwise or who knows what?
Well, what would you do with a guy who drives recklessly?
You don't get in the vehicle!"
For the single ladies, that means you vet very carefully and watch his actions while dating.
And if he doesn't measure up, you don't marry him if you don't want to ride with a reckless leader
who will be the man over you if you marry.
Questions to consider.
What if you're already married?
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Prayer and obedience are your friends. In one of the quoted verses above, it says husbands may be
won over without a word by the conduct of the wives.
And prayer changes things.
Look inwardly. Is a wife praying or obeying because she simply wants to change your husband, or is
she doing it to glorify God and honor and serve Him?
A wife is more likely to get answers if it's the latter and not the former.
Outliers and other things
When talking submission, it's human nature to come up with the worst possible outcomes and argue
against it.
What about this? And that over here?
Outliers don't overrule God's commands.
Use common sense.
But for the sake of somewhat addressing this, if a woman's husband told her to rob a bank, or murder
an innocent woman or to commit adultery, or any number of clearly unscriptural things, then
obviously she is to obey God above all and follow His commands.
But be very careful.
It's going to be easy for a wife to fall into the trap of "Well, he's just not right on interpreting this
scripture and so I'm going to do it my way, because after all, I obey God first."
If a husband is in error, let God correct him.
And trust me, God can get ahold of and deal with him in ways far beyond what a wife can do.
All she'll do is often make things worse.
It's best for a wife to get out of her own way and go to God and give it to Him.
And in the meantime, obey. As God has told wives, win him over without a word by the conduct of
the wife.
While God also does what He's going to do with the husband.
Also, if a woman is being physically abused, then she should immediately remove herself from that
situation. Again, common sense dictates you don't stay somewhere in the name of submission, only to
be pummeled by a pathetic imbecile of the male species.
Follow the spirit and the letter of the law. Sometimes, extreme examples of the latter can violate the
former.
In the end, as at the beginning, submit.
This is both wives to husbands and men to God.
"Submit yourselves therefore to God." - James 4:7
It's God's design for married couples.
It's for your benefit and blessing.
It's for your protection.
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And, it will bring about the greatest happiness and peace when both husband and wife are obeying
the plans God has laid out for married couples to follow.
-RPW
Original
Home
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Reminder: Red Pill Christians is a male-only space
37 upvotes | January 17, 2022 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
After deliberation among the mods, it was decided that RPChristians is to be exclusively a male only
space.
It’s been informally this way for much of our history, with some exceptions, and the last several years
have brought tremendous growth, including a number of women, both lurkers and commenters.
We recognize many of you have value to add and insight to share, and what some of the newer
women may not know is we created a subreddit exclusively for you to do exactly that.
It’s at: Red Pill Christian Women, or RPCW for short.
It’s a place for like-minded women to discuss dating, relationship and marriage topics from a red pill
Christian perspective, to encourage and uplift each other, to ask questions, learn and grow and to
foster and build a community of Christian women committed to living for God and following His
Word. Please see the post linked above for a more comprehensive overview.
While some of the mods from RPC proper may oversee the efforts, post or comment from time to
time to help build it up, it’s your community.
We encourage you to invest in it, and make it your own.
Our reasons (and ultimate decision) to encourage this separation are manifold, but really comes down
to a simple understanding:
Men and women have different natures, and how we express and communicate things are often at
odds.
For example, put a group of men together and there’s likely to be a lot of “pushing each other on the
playing field” and the rough and tumble of how we go about building each other up, correcting one
another, and developing ourselves. Kinda like a locker room.
A group of women often approach the same goals using very different strategies. You have a way of
reaching one another with words and means that are unique to your nature.
Sure, there are areas of overlap, but for online communities such as these, we believe the best
solution to ensure the greatest growth (both individually and the communities at large) are separate
subs.
We want to play to the strengths of our respective sexes, and a subreddit for each of us makes the
most sense.
You’ve got 3 good female mods there, along with two male mods, and there’s significant opportunity
to add more as the sub grows. We’d like to see your name there, as you commit to and invest in the
community and help women to grow.
For those that haven’t already, go ahead and make the jump and enjoy the community at Red Pill
Christian Women.
You can message the moderators if you have any questions, and we'll help where we can.
Wishing you growth and happiness.
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Enforcement:
Comments and posts from known female accounts will be deleted, and that person will receive
a permanent ban from RPChristians. Banned accounts will receive a message from the mod
team letting them know why, with a link to participate at RPCW. We have several members
who are actively helping us enforce this for the good of both subs. However, if you believe a
mistake has been made, please message the mod team.
May God bless all of you this year and may we bear much fruit for His Kingdom!
Chuck
(Original post written by RedPillWonder, updated for this post by Rocknrollchuck)
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This community is starting to feel less and less Christian, and
more and more like a late-stage relationship advice sub.
36 upvotes | May 30, 2022 | by TotallyAlphaForReal | Link | Reddit Link
5'9", 150, 87k/y, several recent dates, etc.
What happened to this group? Scrolling down the sub it seems like half the posts are about virginity
and divorce, and half the comments on those posts cite pessimistic statistics about worldly virginity
and divorce rates.
I just have to ask: did you stop being Christian? Why are you using the general secular population as
your dating pool? Why aren't you guys meeting girls at church? If you do your prospects will be a lot
better. If hardly any of the dating age singles at your church are virgin and half of church marriages
end in divorce, then maybe it's time to stop choosing churches based on the number of strobe lights
on stage.
This is starting to look more and more like a late stage dating advice community where everyone with
potential has been distilled away to a successful life, leaving behind a community of chronically
single dregs
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Herd Mentality: The time an entire nation of women almost
rebelled against their husbands
36 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | by LoydWalker | Link | Reddit Link
Thousands of years ago, the king of the most powerful nation on earth at the time held a massive
feast and invited people both great and small to attend.
We pick up this story in Esther chapter 1.
On the 7th day of this feast, “when the heart of the king is merry with wine” he commands his
chamberlains to bring Vashti the queen before him, because he wants to show off her beauty to his
guests.
[First note, don’t make dumb decisions when drunk or under the influence. Well, don’t make dumb
decisions regardless, but there is a reason God says “Do not be drunk with wine…but be filled with
the Spirit]
And the queen does something that shocks the establishment… she refuses to come at the king’s
commandment.
So the king seeks counsel with his princes and he asks what should be done with queen Vashti, since
she refused his command?
The 7 princes of Persia fear herd mentality
Memucan, one of the princes, speaks up and says “Vashti the queen hath not done wrong to the king
only, but also to all the princes, and to all the people that are in all the provinces of the king
Ahasuerus.” (Esther 1:16)
The case is made that the queen has done wrong to all the people everywhere.
He goes on to say that her disobedience will become known “unto all women” and “they shall despise
their husbands in their eyes” and says this is true even among the ladies of Persia and Media (the
higher class women), and there shall be much contempt and wrath.
The solution?
A royal commandment is to be written and published throughout the empire, and translated into
different languages as needed, to make known that the queen is to be removed and can no longer
come before the king, and that her royal estate is to be given to another better than she.
Moreover, the bible goes on to tell us: “And when the king's decree which he shall make shall be
published throughout all his empire, (for it is great,) all the wives shall give to their husbands honour,
both to great and small.
“And the saying pleased the king and the princes; and the king did according to the word of
Memucan:
For he sent letters into all the king's provinces, into every province according to the writing thereof,
and to every people after their language, that every man should bear rule in his own house, and that it
should be published according to the language of every people.”
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Ancient evidence of herd mentality or over rated fear?
A few thoughts:
Keep in mind, the culture was conducive to men bearing rule and women being submissive. They
didn’t deal with 3rd wave feminism as we do today.
You would think they wouldn’t be that rattled, with a culture like that. Surely women wouldn’t rebel
to the degree they suggested.
And yet they were concerned.
They either had a very real appreciation for how humans respond to the “crowd effect” and how it
spreads, and particularly they viewed women especially susceptible to this, or they had an
overreaction.
Also keep in mind these men are responsible for giving good advice. That’s obviously not a
guarantee everything they say is right, but their head could be on the chopping block for giving
counsel that leads to disastrous results.
This would likely push them to develop a keen understanding of the nature of men and women, and
how others respond to various events. It was their jobs and livelihood to know.
An opposite example from the same story
In the second chapter of this story, we see two men who seek to assassinate the king.
An inquisition is made, and they are caught and hanged.
You’d think an attempt like this on the king’s life might warrant a decree going out as a deterrent.
Are the princes worried men might rebel when word of this gets out? That rebellion against the king
or the government might get stirred up in some of the provinces? If yes, we’re not told of it.
Perhaps the princes felt men don’t respond to the same degree as women, and it’s not needed.
Other reasons and random thoughts
One, the first event was high profile, and untold numbers were invited, both great and small, and
word would spread more easily.
Second, the disobedience in the former case came from a position of authority (the queen), and
people are often influenced by those in authority.
Third, the princes seemed concerned (or Memucan, at least) that they might be personally affected,
where even the ladies of Persia and Mede would act contrary to their husbands.
Still, even with these being considered, the fact that the culture would have been so heavily on the
side of submission and respect toward husbands, that this passage lends itself to the princes truly
believing in a herd mentality of women.
Let’s get God’s view
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And this is difficult, because there are no direct quotes or “Thus saith the LORD” in regard to this
event.
There is, however, what God chose to include in these passages.
If you believe in divine inspiration of scripture, and that God has included (or excluded) what He
wants in His Word, then it’s interesting to note that He included the passages referenced above.
For example, the somewhat detailed discussion of the princes isn’t really needed to advance the story.
We could have been told the queen disobeyed, and after seeking counsel with his princes, the king
decided to remove the queen and seek another.
Instead, we get the low down on what Memucan said and how the king approved of his words.
Some bible passages often give us the bird’s eye view and don’t give as much detail, while others do
provide such.
So it’s interesting to note that this is included here.
What to make of it?
That’s for you to think on and ponder, and whether it’s a small biblical hint toward the “crowd effect”
for women.
For men and women both
While one may argue over which sex is more influenced by crowds and to what degree, I think most
people agree that men and women can be and often are influenced by crowds, peer pressure and what
society and the culture are pushing.
You can see small (or large) aspects of this in fashion, in investing, and in many areas, including
relationships and sex.
With that in mind, let me encourage you in the following:
Follow God.
Don’t follow the crowd.
The only time you should be moving in the same direction of the crowd is if they happen to be
following you, as you follow God.
Tune out the TV, magazines, videos, blogs and others who promote an anti-biblical message.
Want to know what is right? Look to what God’s Word says.
Let that be your guide, for God tells us His Word “is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path.”
You’re responsible for you.
The “everyone else is doing it” excuse won’t work with the Lord.
The “Well, so and so seems godly and they said it was OK or they are doing it and so I’m following
them” won’t work either.
No.
You are responsible for you.
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Be like the Bereans, who searched the scriptures to see if what the apostle Paul was telling them was
true.
If you lack wisdom to know, God says to ask for it, and it will be given.
Let the scriptures be your standard.
Always.
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I am sooooo thankful to find this sub!!!!!!
36 upvotes | December 13, 2018 | by Wimba61 | Link | Reddit Link
I loved the masculine identity that red pill provided but as a Christian the constant encouraging of
rampant sex, and radical displays of pride always rubbed me the wrong way.
I was afraid that I was “Walking in the counsel of the ungodly.”
But I knew the red pill had some truth to it due to what some of it’s messages were saying being in
line with the Bible.
I had no idea there were others like me! So glad to have found yall!
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My testimony and RP-imony
36 upvotes | August 7, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
A while back there was some conversation about what type of content you all would like to see more
of on this sub, and one thing that came up was sharing testimonies and how God brought us to where
we are today. I put it off for a while, but here goes.
MY TESTIMONY
False Spiritual Security
Picture the most arrogant know-it-all you've ever met in your entire life - the kind of person who sits
on a high horse, looking down at all the peons wondering how they survive with such puny brains.
Have you ever met someone like that? That was me. Even worse, I convinced myself that God had
gifted me with such great intelligence because he wanted me to solve everyone else's problems,
accomplishing what psychologists, philosophers, and theologians had failed to do for centuries.
Nothing was ever truer of me in those times than Romans 1:22 - "Although they claimed to be wise,
they became fools."
My journey to this dark destination began early on. When I was in kindergarten I learned a very
dangerous lesson: if you have all the right answers, they will like you and praise you for it. Three
decades later, I'm still struggling between the truth and the lie in this statement. The truth is that
people will praise me if I can give them all the right answers. The lie is that their praise should matter
to me.
Believing this lie, I spent my younger years in a sinful frenzy, trying to learn everything I could about
God's Word, theology, church history, and the like. I was among those who would have cried out,
"Lord, Lord," and yet he would respond, "I never knew you. Away from me, you evildoier!" I knew a
lot about God, but I didn't know God, and my motive was selfish gain. I honored God with my lips,
but my heart was far from him.
Knowledge was everything, and I had amassed a following of people who were intrigued by the
things I had to say - though not necessarily because they believed any of it. I recall high school days
sitting in the cafeterie across a table from an atheist, amidst several classmates. I had become known
as "[name] the Christian" and my adversary was "[same name] the Pagan." We debated hot topics
between Christians and atheists. The arguments never went anywhere, nor do I believe anyone was
ever persuded to Christ because of them, but they displaye dto everyone the true desire of my heart at
that time: recognition for my intelligence.
I didn't care whether people saw me as an outcast. I could find scriptural support for being "in the
world, but not of the world." But I did want people to recognize that I was not like them - and I
wanted them to know why. Unfortunately, the answer wasn't because of the transforming work of
Jesus Christ in my life. It was my belief that I was smarter than them - that because I had a deeper
understanding of God, somehow I was better than they were. Needless to say, it wasn't until many
years later that I realized what was going on.
Ironically, virtually all my arguments and political stances that I held at that time have changed.
Some of my present views are not even remotely similar - showing a testament to the fact that I was
not as intelligent as I once thought. That's not to say that I'm any more accurate about myself today.
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I'm simply more careful with how I evalute myself now, doing everything I can to avoid selfdeception.
Confrontation With My Sin
It was not until college that Christ truly took hold of my life. At first, I realized that I could no longer
ride my parents' coattails. Faith had to become personal. So, in my arrogant effort to be a "super
Christian," I joined every single organization on campus that had anything to do with Jesus, attending
Bible studies with three of them.
One Bible study in particualr struck my interest. There were a group of guys with Cru (then-known as
Campus Crusade for Christ) who met weekly to discuss various topics. One of the leaders, Brian,
referenced it as a group of "mini-theologians" in the way we discussed depth of material, although I
now see that it was often lacking in application.
One particular night, we were having a uniquely in-depth conversation on the issues of predestination
and free-will - something I had spent most of my high school years studying (in vain). Toward the
end of our discussion, Randy, the other leader, asked to speak with me privately afterward.
This moment was the height of my pride. Most people would have taken it as, "Uh oh, I'm getting
called to the principal's office." I legitimately thought to myself, "He wants me to teach him more
about all my great ideas and theories." I kid you not. This is what I was actually thinking. Instead, he
stood in my doorway to my dorm room, paused for what seemed like forever, and ultimately
muttered: "Red-Curious, I think you struggle with pride."
"Of course I struggle with pride," I said. "We all do. It's the root of all sin. Everyone struggles with it.
So, I'll work on that; you can work on that; we can all work on it together. Maybe we can talk about it
at group next week." I blew him off. It wasn't until three days later, noticing that I was still furious at
him for saying such a thing, that I realized he was right. This realization didn't come from Randy's
words, but from the Holy Spirit's conviction against my sin - something I hadn't felt in my life until
that time, despite my upbringing and prior professions of repentance.
This conviction wasn't a feeling of guilt at doing something wrong, nor was it some intellectual
understanding of my misguided way of living. It was a submissive attitude of wanting to overcome
the entire foundation of the last eighteen years of my life in order to become what I now knew God
had always intended for me. The sad part is that I thought I had already become all that. This was the
foundation of repentance.
Turning From My Sin
In the beginning of my sophomore year of college a man named Justin, who led the Navigators
ministry, began mentoring me on-on-one. This process began with teaching me the balance between
an all-head and all-heart Christian, and how I had swung extremely too far to one side. He helped me
readjust that by focusing on my heart alone. He said, "Red-Curious, after getting to know you last
year, it's clear that you know more about the Bible than 95% of Christians - even seminary-trained
pastors. You don't need any more knowledge than you already have - and your thirst for more is
going to keep poisoning your heart. You need to start using and applying what God's given you
before you go back to learning." So, he instructed me not to listen to any sermons, participate in inperson or online debates, avoid Christian chat rooms, not to study the Bible (though daily quiet times
were still okay), and to avoid virtually anything else that would intellectually stimulate a Christian.
Through his efforts, I actually went too far on the other side by the end of that year. I even recall at
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least two instances in which I saw people debating spiritual topics the same way I had once done,
which caused me physically to vomit in disgust - not at these people, but in realizing what I once was
before I had committed myself to Christ. This is what it is like to see your sin for what it is, and it
gave a whole new meaning to Philippians 3:7-9 and 2 Peter 2:20-22.
Since then, I have continued to strive to live in the delicate middle point between the head and the
heart, though my upbringing always has me leaning toward the head side if I'm not careful - and I
encourage everyone not to make any assumptions about how often I'm careful.
Transformative Discipleship
After finding a reasonable balance in my life on these points, Justin continued to pour his life into me
through one-on-one discipleship, and I absorbed every bit of knowledge, vision, passion, and desire
from him that he had to bestow. In fact, a vast majority of the principles I teach here are rooted in the
things I learned from him, which is why I always emphasize the importance and value of
discipleship.
I was the "Godly offspring" Malachi 2:15 was talking about - the fruit of the union between Justin
and the Holy Spirit. As awkward as it may be to say, Justin saw fit to glorify Christ by acting like a
bride to him and a mother to me, nurturing me in my needs, teaching me right from wrong, and
training me toward self-sufficiency. More importantly, he also gave me a mission: to glorify God by
advancing the Gospel of Jesus and His Kingdom into the nations through spiritual generations of
workers and laborers living and discipling among the lost.
But not everyone has a Justin in their life. I didn't for almost 20 years. Even since graduating college,
after which Justin became a missionary in Thailand, my efforts to seek a constant discipleship
authority over me have often failed. So, I determined that if I could not find a willing one-on-one
authority over me, I would create one. I would raise up a man so passionate about advancing God's
Kingdom that I would one day follow him. I have since created at least 4 such men, who I could list
by name and who have all now scattered to different parts of our nation to share the same mission
God implanted in me - and they are doing far greater things than I have ever done. I now look to them
to advise me, where they once looked to me for that role.
Of course, this was done in the context of pursuing Christ personally and directly. I learned a long
time ago that if you're not growing toward Christ, it will be impossible to teach anyone else to do the
same.
RP-IMONY
My Early Alpha
My early arrogance had developed an inherently alpha presence about me. That's not to say you can't
be arrogant and beta simultaneously, which is quite common; rather, that my specific expression of
pride caused me to believe that I was better than everyone else in very profound ways. This instilled a
sense of confidence in everything that I did, assuming inherently that I was the prize. I wasn't. But my
attitude was attractive nonetheless. I was also pretty darn in shape in those days. I'm slightly stronger
today, but in those days I had the strength and thinness (under 10% BF).
I had hordes of women hanging over me in my early college years - and more who I didn't even find
out were interested in me until years later. My freshman year of college, before I was saved, I started
dating a nympho. She was hot and had dozens of guys all over her all the time. Literally. She cheated
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on me with dozens of guys - probably close to 30 in the 9 months that we dated. You'd think that
would be a crude RP-awakening for me, although "the red pill" didn't even exist in those days (reddit
hadn't even been created yet). She cheated because I wouldn't sleep with her until marriage, despite
how she begged and pleaded.
Over and above all of this, I had a biblical view of marriage, family, etc. and did not succumb to the
Disney fantasy that plagued most people. In fact, one of my points of pride was that I saw through the
deception of the world and held myself to a higher biblical standard. I embraced the futility of
marriage and relationships, but my desire for sexuality at the same time. In many ways, I was back
then everything that I am today, as far as PR-awareness.
I Lost It
Then I actually started dating my wife. I remember having journaled quite a bit about three girls I was
interested in at the time. One was a non-Chrisitan who only made the list because of her persistence
and how attracted I was to her - and she promised to convert for me. Another was already with
another guy at the time. I could have pursued her, but the third was already available and was overall
a better choice: better looking, better financial prospects (i.e. no debt, working toward a high-paying
job), had a clear biblical attitude about marriage roles, etc. So, the choice seemed pretty easy.
We started dating two weeks before I graduated college. I saw her a bit that summer, but ultimately
moved over 750 miles away. We were in an LTR for an entire year, then both moved to another city
to attend graduate school together. We were married after my first year of law school, when she
finished her 1-year master's degree in accounting and had a stable job lined up.
This is where it all went wrong. I was hopping between disciplers, being short of viable options for
godly men to follow. Both of them were ruled by their wives under the guise of serving them. This
was a bad influence. On top of that, I had recently brought a guy to Christ and he started going to
church, so I went with him to monitor what he was learning. It turned out to be a PC-USA church
(liberal denomination). My wife and I were actually married in that church. Although we were both
very theologically and politically conservative, the liberal influence did start to grate away at our
perceptions of what marriage should look like. My wife felt more and more empowered, and I felt
more and more responsible for empowering her - which is amplified when you've got a wife who at
the time is the primary breadwinner (I still had 2 more years of law school left at that point). In short,
she began running the show.
Dead Bedroom
For the first 8 years of our marriage I saw a steady decline in our relationship. Sexual activity was
high when we were first married, but after 6 months it was dead. Things rejuvinated when we were
trying to get pregnant, but it was so passionless that I would start masturbating to porn after having
sex with her because of how unfulfilling sex was. I literally felt like I was just a sperm donor whose
only job was to drop a load so she could get pregnant.
For the years that followed, we had 4 children in rapid succession, so she was pregnant for large
amounts of time. For the last trimester of pregnancy (3 months) and the 2 months after pregnancy,
sex was either unappealing or unadvisable, which with 4 kids made up 20 months - almost 2 years
from that alone. From August 2014 to February 2016 we didn't have sex at all - an 18 month dead
bedroom. Even after that, we only had sex maybe once every other month, despite her repeated
promises to "fix" the problem. Of course, I didn't realize I was the problem. She did, and she said it,
but I didn't believe her.
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During this time, I had gained significant weight. I used to be 6', 180lbs with under 10% BF when we
were married. At my worst I was 285lbs and I don't even want to know what the BF% would have
been. My wife told me directly at least twice: "I'm not attracted to you. You're fat and ugly. You can't
expect me to what to have sex with that. So, just take whatever you can get." Duty sex followed in
very rare intervals.
Cue RP
By fall of 2016 I had given up on having a healthy sex life. I resolved to do my own thing
independent of my wife's needs, desires, etc. I wasn't abandoning the family, but I was checked out
and she knew it. This was the start of my RP-awakening.
I started reading the Bible and memorizing mass quantities of Scripture - whole books (Philippians,
Romans, James). This influx of the Scriptures started speaking to my life in a unique way. I read
about Paul running the race and beating his body and recognized that I needed to take some of the
analogies more literally. I started running heavily to put off some weight. By April 2017 I started
lifting. At that point I had a much better biblical foundation for how a marriage should look. But I
still had a long way to go.
I wasn't seeing much change in my wife's attitude toward me, which frustrated me even further. I
started googling things about sex advice and stumbled on the red pill. Within a week I had read
virtually every book on the TRP and MRP sidebar. Over the next months I started re-reading them,
taking notes, etc. I frantically applied everything I had learned, taking great measures to ensure I
retained enough of my old beta ways in the short-term to keep from going Rambo - I didn't want to
do too much too fast.
It was in this period that I realized a drastic lacking of biblical advice for guys like me, and I was fed
up with all the guys on MRP telling me my wife was an "outlier" and a "hopeless cause" and that I
just needed to cheat on her or leave her entirely. From a secular perspective, I'm sure their advice
would have worked wonders. But with my theological views, that also would have meant a life of
sexlessness if I were to have divorced her. So, I dropped the covert contracts, resigned myself to
monk mode, and merely worked on myself. This is the journey that's noticeable throughout the
sidebar of RPC - because I wrote those things during my journey, not after I had already "arrived," as
if such a thing is even possible.
Transformation
The lowest hanging fruit had obviously been my weight and lifts. I went from benching 135 when I
first started in April 2017 to benching 275 in December 2017. My squat and deadlift went from 155
to 365 in about the same period of time. I also dropped my weight from 285 down to 225 at present.
The weight and build change also meant buying a whole new line of clothes that actually fit, which
was a prime opportunity to enhance my fashion sense. I started getting hair cuts more regularly, and
changed the style to something more appealing rather than the generic cut I had been used to all my
life. These enhancements had a drastic improvement on my confidence levels.
Sex went from every other month to every other week. Soon after that it went to every few days. I
went from being denied about 19 out of every 20 initiations to only 1 denial out of every 20 - and
even that was usually a simple, "Can we wait until the kids are in bed?"
Unusually, before all of this I wanted sex every day multiple times a day. Once I could get sex from
my wife at-will, I realized that I no longer cared about sex as much as I once did. A couple times a
week was fine, and even that felt like overkill. I realized a valuable lesson here: The church told me
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I was addicted to sex. I was really starved for sex. More on that in a post to come. Suffice it to say
that once I was having my sexual desires filled, I realized my appetite wasn't as big as I thought it
was when I was fooled into believing I had an addiction.
From there, rather than improving the quantity of sex any further than I cared for, I focused on
improving the quality of sex.
At the beginning of my RP journey, as my wife saw a lot of my early transformations
happening, she started introducing bondage into the bedroom - something I didn't even have to
initiate.
About 3 months ago I had her literally screaming my name to the point where she thought the
kids were going to wake up, which was the first time we'd ever had that in our marriage
(before, sex always had to be hush hush with no noise at all).
Last month we added cunnilingus - something I'd long wanted to do that she was always
uncomfortable with and thought was evil or dirty. Now she's asking for it.
Two weeks ago, when we were on our 10-year anniversary vacation, she started initiating
multiple times a day and realized that her subsequent orgasms were better than the first.
Last week we tried doggy style for the first time - something that she refused to do before
because she thought it was degrading.
There have been 3 other new positions in the last month alone, as compared to our 9 years of
only missionary and cowgirl.
Of all things, she even went online recently to buy some "his/hers" KY jelly just because she
wanted to know what it would feel like. That is, she's starting to get curious about her own
sexual limits, independent of my active influence - because of the passive byproduct of the
influence and leadership I have taken in the bedroom to date.
It's not a linear progression
Admittedly, I've had days on RPC where I felt like a fraud. I'd see great progress, be writing about it,
then one event would feel like a major setback. I'd think, "If these guys witnessed what just
happened, they'd all laugh their way out of this sub and everything I've been trying to teach them."
Then I'd look objectively at the strides I've taken and realize that one event doesn't define my
marriage or sexuality - especially when my evaluation of that event was based on what my wife was
saying rather than what her behavior said about her from the days before and after that event. I'd have
to preach back to myself: Look at what she does, not what she says.
For example, many months ago, after I'd written a lot of the RPC sidebar content, my wife denied my
initiation. I handled it appropriately, but she was still on that 1,000 foot rope and assumed I would
still act like my old self and get all butthurt. So, she changed her mind and started offering duty sex,
saying, "If we don't do this right now, you're going to get all pouty tomorrow and it's going to ruin the
whole day for everyone." I assured her I was fine, but she started raging about it anyway. I STFU.
She starts shouting about, "This is why I hate sex! The very thought of sex is abhorrent to me because
it always ends up in a fight." She was crying and yelling about all the fights we've had about sex over
the years and insisting that I have sex with her right then and there just to orgasm so I wouldn't be a
mopey butt hole the next day. She didn't get it. I STFU.
We didn't have sex that night. The next day I did not act pouty and butt hurt. We had a very good day.
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I start working on something in the living room after the kids are in bed. She puts on lingerie and
starts trying to lure me into the bedroom. I oblige - because at that point I was watching what she did,
not what she said.
Where do I go from here?
I keep hitting the gym, reading, and all that other stuff. I have plans laid out for new things I want to
try in the bedroom - and I have every confidence that she'll willingly oblige. She still has her
boundaries (blowjobs being the last one she'll one day cross), but progress is progress, my friends.
More importantly than all of this, what I've found is that with the ability to have sex at will, I'm no
longer worried about trying to get sex, which frees up more time for my mission. I'm discipling more
guys than I have in a while and I have a solid leader discipling me. I'm starting to connect with more
and more non-Christians, some of whom have already expressed curiosity about the faith - a curiosity
that I want to keep cultivating in them. The guys I'm discipling are starting to build similar
relationships of their own, reaching people who otherwise would have been left to fend for
themselves spiritually.
Life is good. God is good. Greater things than these are yet to come.
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The Biblical Wisdom of Knowing When to STFU
36 upvotes | November 14, 2020 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
"A wise man once said nothing at all." - Anon
The Red Pill offers men a collection of tools to use to remodel their life and build something greater
in its place. Knowing what tool to use and when to use it separate the novice from the advanced
craftsman. Few tools are as simple, or as important, as being able to STFU.
Most men today lack the self awareness or self control to stop running their mouths. These careless
words begin to stack up. Statement by statement, brick by brick, they craft giant mental monuments
that reveal their stupidity for all to see.
Odds are good that you are an idiot. I'm not trying to be a dick, but it's probably true. Modern man
has suffered a low-key multi-generation lobotomy at the hands of the state and pop culture, leaving
most living men mentally crippled mouth breathers. While you endeavor to apply some much needed
triage to your atrophied grey matter, keep the following words in mind:
"It is better to keep your mouth closed and let people think you are a fool than to open it and
remove all doubt." - Mark Twain
"When words are many, sin is unavoidable, but he who restrains his lips is wise." - Proverbs
10:19
This is not to say that you should remain entirely silent like an outcast mute, but rather you should be
mindful of what you are saying and, more importantly, being aware of what you are saying says
about you.
Men tend to fail to STFU when they are in the midst of a heated conversation. They get angry, they
feel the need to 'win' the argument, or otherwise lose control over their temper. The Bible tells us that
maintaining frame in these situations is highly valuable:
"Whoever is slow to anger is better than the mighty, and he who rules his spirit than he who
takes a city." - Proverbs 16:32
"A man of knowledge restrains his words, and a man of understanding keeps a cool head." Proverbs 17:27
Keeping a cool head, remaining emotionally detached from a conversation, and holding frame is not
only demonstration of big dick energy, but is the behavior of a wise man according to scripture.
"It is a trap for a man to dedicate something rashly only later to reconsider his vows." Proverbs 20:25
"Be not rash with your mouth, nor let your heart be hasty to utter a word before God, for
God is in heaven and you are on earth. Therefore let your words be few." - Ecclesiastes 5:2
Men who don't know how or when to STFU often commit themselves to things they shouldn't or
don't want to. Pressured for an answer, they agree to unfavorable plans. This is rash and unwise. You
are well within your rights to take as long as you need to consider something fully before committing
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yourself. At the end of the day "No." is a complete sentence.
"The words of the wise heard in quiet are better than the shouting of a ruler among fools." Ecclesiastes 9:17
"My beloved brothers, understand this: Everyone should be quick to listen, slow to speak,
and slow to anger" - John 1:19
A man who is sparing and measured with his words is a man who will be listened to when he does
speak. Wise men aren't running their mouths all the time, like fools do, and people instinctively know
this. This is basic economics: scarce goods tends to have greater value.
While learning when to STFU and when to speak is fundamental to all rookies, no one outgrows the
need for the tool.
"Answer not a fool according to his folly, lest you be like him yourself." - Proverbs 26:5
"Answer a fool according to his folly, lest he be wise in his own eyes." - Proverbs 26:6
Which is it? Do you STFU or answer the fool? It depends on a variety of factors, but the more one
practices, the better they can navigate these situations successfully.
At the end of the day STFU is a simple tool. Hammers are also simple tools, but used incorrectly they
can do more harm than good. Veterans and rookies alike are well served by honing their STFU skills.
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Is compatibility essential (or even useful!) in a marriage? No,
not really.
36 upvotes | April 26, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This is a fantastic question recently raised - and one I'm surprised hasn't been brought up in any
substance before. Let's look at what the Bible says and follow that up with some common sense that
our modern culture has over-thunk itself out of.
BIBLICAL PRECEDENT
Everyone should have 2 Cor. 6:14 memorized by now, it's quoted so often here: "Do not be yoked
together with unbelievers." But have you kept reading? *"For what do righteousness and wickedness
have in common? Or what fellowship can light have with darkness? What harmony is there between
Christ and Belial? Or what does a believer have in common with an unbeliever? What agreement is
there between the temple of God and idols?" In short, when it comes to saved v. unsaved, the two are
*so drastically incompatible that compatibility actually matters.
Okay, beyond salvation, how important does God view the issue of compatibility? Let's start with the
history of marriage throughout Scripture and see where we go.
First, there's Adam and Eve. God creates Eve to be his helper. Eve is created in Eden to be a suitable
helper for Adam. The imperative here is that any "compatibility" is for the designed purpose of
fulfillment of the mission for which she was to help - not that they shared common interests. There
wouldn't even have been any interests on the first day of creation to know to vet for in the first place.
Moving on.
After that, the next story of substance we have of biblical couples finding marriage is Isaac and
Rebekah. Abraham orders his servant to find a wife for Isaac in another town so Isaac doesn't have to
marry one of the local Canaanites. He asked God that she at least be someone who would give a drink
to a stranger and his camels. The first girl who came along (Rebekah) did just that. Was compatibility
at issue here? The only "compatibility" requirement was that she not be a Canaanite - and even Isaac
didn't have a say in that aspect, as that command came from Abraham.
The next one is Jacob, who fell in love with Rachel because of her beauty. He got a bad case of
ONEitis. He had to marry Leah first, then he got to marry Rachel, then eventually each of their
servants. There's no mention of actual compatibility with Rachel, other than the assumption that they
stopped sleeping together (and that even before he married their servants). This is evident from her
demand that Jacob "Give me children, or I'll die!" As in, "Why won't you sleep with me anymore?!?"
Of course, Jacob gets angry with her because he really didn't want to and didn't believe it would help,
so she says, "Fine, sleep with my servant instead." Yeah, this sounds like they were real compatible.
He also was obviously not all that thrilled about marrying Leah either. By the time the servants came
into the picture, I imagine Jacob was really just interested in having more women under his sheets, so
he went along with it. Sure enough, despite the obviously tense situation in the whole household, God
blesses the situation and gives Jacob 12 children who became the 12 named forefathers of the tribes
of Israel. Compatibility didn't seem to be necessary for the fulfillment of God's blessings here.
Somewhere along the way comes Ruth and Boaz. He basically sees her out in the field and finds her
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attractive. She sees a good man who can provide for her and sleeps with him (presumably nonsexually). There's no mention of shared interests here, other than that he liked growing things and she
liked taking from what other people were growing.
Then comes David. Michal seems to think he's a great catch, even though he was poor and couldn't
pay a bride price. Instead of money, Saul asks for 100 Philistine foreskins, and David was interested
in Michal enough that he got Saul 200 instead, presumably to prove his desire for Michal. One could
assume they thought each other a compatible match (though that's stretching it), but it ultimately
doesn't matter, as their marriage ends very poorly, with the presumption that David stopped sleeping
with her to focus on other women. Cue Bathsheba - the girl David hooked up with before murdering
her husband to hide their adultery. This was a marriage of lust. While God condemned the act, he also
blessed the marriage and had Solomon be born from her.
After him is Solomon. While he does share a lot of general wisdom, he also had hundreds of wives
and concubines. It's hard to say if any of his marriages were particularly successful. At best, we can
suggest that the lustful attraction to his beloved in Song of Solomon is honored. Yet again, there is
little reference to compatibility.
There are also laws on the books that if a guy raped a woman or (with mutual consent) took her
virginity, he was legally obligated to offer to marry her, at which point her father would decide if the
marriage would go through. This would seem to be the opposite of compatibility, yet it's God's law to
the Israelites all the same.
Generally, there's enough information throughout the books of the law to figure out that most of
Israelite culture involved arranged marriages for familial convenience, not out of love or dating to
assess compatibility between the bride and groom. At best, we could say that the only actual
"compatibility" requirement was that
While marriages are referenced in the New Testament, there's no information that any of them Joseph/Mary, the wedding where Jesus turned water to wine, etc. - were based on compatibility,
arranged marriage, etc.
Jesus and Paul both encourage people who can avoid marriage to do so (Matthew 19; 1 Cor. 7). Paul
elaborates on this that the only time he actually encourages marriage is if the two can't keep their
hands off each other and they'd "burn" if they don't get married (I've always found humorous
u/BluePillProfessor's note of the possible double-entendre here, as the "with passion" part is an
editorial addition). Paul didn't say to look for someone compatible to marry; he said to avoid looking
for someone to marry, but if you're so horny toward each other, that's the best time to start thinking of
marriage.
Conclusion: Other than the requirement that both people be of God's Kingdom, compatibility is
never referenced as a thing to look for in a potential spouse or successful marriage. In fact, it's
curiously absent in a number of marriages that God seemed to bless anyway.
COMMON SENSE
Define Compatibility
You can't. You can give dictionary definitions, but what it means in a pragmatic sense is left wide
open. Let's look at the dictionary definition:
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"A state in which two things are able to exist or occur together without problems or conflict."
Sure, if you want to define "compatible" this way, then compatibility would be a useful asset in a
marriage - though not necessarily to perfection. A little conflict is good. It breeds emotion, which
keeps passion alive. Compatibility, in itself, is often boring. But let's look to the more practical
consideration: How can you ever know if you're compatible with someone under this definition? You
can't ... at least not until years after you're married. Because you can't know if you'll co-exist "without
problems or conflict" until you actually co-exist (unless you move in together before marriage, which
is best left for another day).
Moving on from the dictionary definition, the common use of the word is even less useful. People say
they're compatible if they have the same shared interests. Others think it means that you have
personalities that, while different, blend well together. Others mean you have the same core values
and aspirations in life. So, how important is compatibility? I can't even answer the question until I
know which you're talking about. But even then, the answer is most likely going to be simple: It's as
important as you want to make it. Personally, I don't think it's important at all. Why not?
Back to the Bible
For a brief interlude, let's look back at Genesis. God creates Eve out of Adam to be a helper for him.
That is, God designs Adam for a God-given purpose; and then he designs Eve for an Adam-given
purpose ... which, of course, is her God-given purpose, vicariously and directly - (1) vicariously in
that God gave Adam his purpose that she's to help on; and (2) God also directly gave her the purpose
of helping her husband. Long story short, a successful marriage is defined not by the levels of the
happiness of the couple, but by their utility toward the purposes for which God united them in
marriage (which is to make disciples - Malachi 2:15, etc.). Because of this, God designed women to
mold to their man's purposes. This is why we often see that many women (yes, I'm over-generalizing
in modern culture) tend to struggle to have hobbies of their own, but quickly adopt the hobbies of
their husbands, either as direct participants or as sidelined cheerleaders. It's why literal cheerleaders
exist in the first place, for that matter ... at least until some feminist somewhere decided it needed to
be about female empowerment and competition rather than supporting their men on the field, or even
their community pride.
The point is: if God designed women with an innate desire to mold their life direction and interests to
the men they find most attractive (which is one of their tools for keeping an attractive guy around),
then it doesn't really matter whether you have:
... shared interests, because those interests will conform to the man they want to be with.
That's not to say women won't maintain independent interests. They will. But, on the whole,
they are excited to adopt their man's interests also, if they find the man attractive and they want
to be with him. The only broad-scope reason a woman wouldn't want to engage in her man's
interests with him is if her attraction level toward him is lower than her interest in the activity
he wants to do. Either he's unattractive, and therefore she's not motivated to do much of
anything wit him; or he's attractive, but the activity is so repugnant to her that she's still not
interested ... though Deep's Brad Pitt post shows that even this is still all part of sliding scale
and would be flexible if he was hyper-attractive.
... well-balanced personality traits, because as someone designed to be a helper, God created
her to be able to fill in the gaps where her husband needs them. No, this isn't executed naturally
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in every marriage. But it is played out wonderfully in every biblical marriage. I have yet to
meet a godly couple where the wife would not be gleeful to share all the ways that she helps
cover the things that her husband doesn't have time, attention, or awareness to address - and a
man who isn't ultimately glad that she does this.
... core values and aspirations in life, because the wife's God-given purpose is to pursue the
mission God gave him, therefore becoming God's mission for her. To say she wants to pursue
her own values and aspirations separate from the ones he discerns from God to set for the
marriage is to suggest that she knows better for her life than God knows for her. This, of
course, is more difficult when you have someone whose values and aspirations are not coming
from God - but even 1 Peter 3 says she should submit to such a man's leadership (which I've
already written on before, and wont' do so again here).
People Change
Of course, the real common sense reason for ignoring "compatibility" is that people change. You
can't ever predict what someone will be like in 10 years in the absence of you molding them during
those 10 years. And if you're the one molding them, then who they are today is a lot less significant
than who you're going to help them become tomorrow. This is, after all, the essence of discipleship
and why Jesus was willing to die, even while he knew we were still sinners (Romans 5:8). Can you
imagine if Jesus used "compatibility" as a standard before making us any part of his bride? other than that Jesus was of the faith of Abraham, and therefore of "spiritual Israel" just as the Church
also is (per Romans 9), and therefore the ONE area of necessary compatibility is satisfied.
I love my brother's comment shortly after he got engaged: "I wish I knew in high school how
unimportant liking the same music was in a relationship." He literally only dated girls who liked the
same bands as him. Idiot. My wife also once commented that when she was a kid she thought, "How
are my aunt and uncle ever going to be happy in marriage? One is a [sports team 1] fan and the other
is a [team 2] fan! How did they ever get married?"
See how juvenile those thoughts are? Yet the world still thinks this is true - that if you don't like the
same things it will never work. It's laughable.
Working the Change
As a brief note, make sure you're actually giving her something to change into. Women WILL change
no matter what you do. Period. It's a fact of life. Some basic aspects of their character may stay the
same, but at the end of the day, they all have Next-Thing-itis, and that "Next-Thing" is what will keep
them changing and always evolving. This isn't a bad thing - it can often even be a good thing! But it's
a consistent thing, nonetheless.
With that in mind, if you're already "compatible" in the sense of being perfectly aligned with each
other, there are only two ways this can go:
1. She's going to change away to be less compatible with you, or
2. You're going to keep changing to give her something to keep changing toward as well.
In the first instance - the one where you're not going to change, as a man - you're better off finding
someone you're NOT compatible with, as that will at least buy you some time with the chance that
her inevitable changing will eventually mold to who you are today. But this is only postponing the
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inevitable, even for the most attractive men.
In the second instance - the one where you're constantly changing as a man - you're either (1)
changing for the worse and she's going to want to deviate away anyway ... because who wants to
mold into the likeness of a rapidly deteriorating person? or (2) you're constantly improving yourself
and giving her something to try to improve toward as well.
Which option do you prefer?
Two notes:
First, obviously this is ultimately a post about discipleship. Disciple your wife! Single guys, be
prepared to disciple the girl who catches your eye! Stop looking for a "perfectly compatible
unicorn" and expect to have to disciple her.
Second, also obviously: just because you shouldn't look for/expect compatibility doesn't mean
you can ignore red flags. Having standards is necessary and appropriate.

Edit to Add: My wife and I are about the most incompatible couple I'm aware of. I've shared my
story before about how she admitted years into our marriage that she lied about many facets of her
personality and interests in order to get me to marry her, making us far less compatible than I had
thought. I also started studying M-B typology late into our marriage and discovered that an ENTP
(me) married to an ISFJ (her) not only has no personality trait in common - many message boards
were saying (including from licensed marriage counselors) it was the worst possible combination for
marriage in existence, often suggesting people to divorce and run away before you get too far down
the rabbit hole to turn back. I believed these things would be problems and challenges for us for a
long time - and, in fact, they were (when I wasn't focusing on taking care of myself and working my
mission). Once I got myself pointed in the right direction:
My wife, while being a 98% I is actually the one who coordinates play dates with other moms,
invites people over for dinner, connects people in the neighborhood, etc. - all very E traits.
While being a 58% S, instead of focusing on the details all the time, she's learned to look for
patterns and threads between concepts, keep an eye out for the bigger picture, and plan events
and activities from a bird's eye view rather than getting muddled down into the details too early
- all very N traits.
While being a 92% F, she now opens difficult conversations with rational arguments rather than
emotional whining and complaining, and when she finds herself getting flustered throughout
the day she can stop and remind herself of good things that are going on in life as well to direct
her feelings through rational thought rather than the other way around - very T traits.
As a 76% J, she still loves being organized and planning things in detail before getting started,
or following the recipe exactly when cooking; yet she also recognizes that she EVEN MORE
loves it when I throw all her planning out the window and spontaneously come up with better,
more fun things to do or ways of doing things she had already planned to do - a bold embrace
of the P.
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No, M-B typology is not the focus here. My focus is that even a woman's core personality traits will
ultimately mold to her man's - if not to adopt them completely herself, then at least to appreciate them
and embrace them as her way of doing things too. To everyone who says an ENTP and ISFJ are
incompatible and should never be married - now I just laugh because why did I ever think blue pill
marriage counselors would ever have good advice in the first place?
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FR: Potty Train Your Toddler
36 upvotes | May 21, 2020 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
5'7", 145#, 15% BF, 28 yo, wife 31yo, boy 3yo, girl 1yo
Lifts: Not sure. Body weight exercises for months. Muscle mass still lookin' good.
Introduction
Whoever spares the rod hates his son,
but he who loves him is diligent to discipline him.
-Prov 13:24

Train up a child in the way he should go;
even when he is old he will not depart from it.
-Prov 22:6

Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right. “Honor your father and mother”
(this is the first commandment with a promise), “that it may go well with you and that you
may live long in the land.” Fathers, do not provoke your children to anger, but bring them
up in the discipline and instruction of the Lord.
-Eph 6:1–4

Whose responsibility is it to raise the children? The world would have us believe that schools and
institutions take the leading role. From daycare to public schools, the modern worldview says the
professionals will raise the children so both parents can work. In conservative circles, we get a bit of
an upgrade in that women are encouraged to stay home and raise their children, at least while they're
very little. However, after reflecting on my own experience and what I find in Scripture, I want to
propose a better principle:
The instruction and raising of children is primarily a father's responsibility, and his wife helps him
accomplish that goal.

Procrastinating Parents
My son had turned three, and he was still in diapers. Since he was our first, neither my wife nor I had
any prior experience in potty training a toddler. We both knew it was something that we had to do
eventually. I would push her to get the ball rolling (after all, she was home with the kids all day). She
would push back that it was all too much, too overwhelming, and she didn't know where to begin.
Eventually, something snapped. With a long weekend coming up, we decided it was time to breakout
the kiddie potty, and plop our kid down until he got it.
My wife took the helm. She plopped our son down, and didn't let him up until he peed or pooped. She
used books and videos to keep him entertained. He cried and fussed. He got bored. It was not a good
system.
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She would come to me looking for help. I rolled my eyes, replying something to the effect of, "See, if
you were as good of a mother as you think you are, you'd be able to handle this."
She couldn't, and I was wrong to expect her to.

The Book
A few months prior, my mother-in-law had given us a book on potty training. Neither my wife nor I
had read it, but the claims on the cover were extraordinary. The authors claimed that any child, with a
few prerequisite skills, could be potty trained in a single afternoon!
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/1499305.Toilet_Training_in_Less_Than_a_Day
That seemed insane. Instead of reading and evaluating their methods, however, neither of us ever
picked up the book. I spent more time telling my wife that she ought to read the book than actually
investigating it myself.
Well, after two days of nightmare potty training, I picked up the torch. In my heart, I had decided that
my wife was unreliable and emotionally weak, and now I would show her what's what by reading the
book and potty training our son.
So, I read it. And I kept reading it. Every page brought new clarity and wisdom in this arena that
every parent has to fight in eventually. The more I learned the more equipped I felt to address this
impossible challenge. Though my motivation began as rivalry, it eventually turned to excitement as I
learned how to address the challenge set out before me.

Taking Charge
So, a few days after our first round, we tried again. I talked my wife through what I was going to do,
following the prescribed methods of the book (tailored a little bit to account for our son's
temperament). She very clearly told me she didn't think it would work, and that she was not willing to
help. No problem. I just asked her to watch while I give it a go.
For an entire day, I was on point with my son. Practicing routines, giving strategic encouragement,
discouragement, rewards, and consequences. For the first few hours, my wife entertained our
daughter while I kept dealing with my son.
It started working. He - without complaining - would practice sitting on the potty. A little while later,
he would - without complaining - pee in the toilet.
After a little bit of success, my wife got on board. I took on the role of mentor and instructor,
teaching my son how to use the potty and teaching my wife how to potty train a toddler.
This went on for a weekend. By Sunday night, my wife was equipped, empowered, and ready to
pickup where I left off.

Passing the Baton
Through the next workweek, I would help in the morning a little bit before I left for the gym/work. I
would connect with my wife to ensure she understood the plan and by this point also to ensure she
understood she had my support.
I did not abandon her alone to keep up the work. I would get texts/calls throughout the day. In one car
ride with my supervisor at work, I actually received a video call. There was my son, sitting on the
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potty. It was my job to give a rousing, "Good job, buddy!" for having done a proper poop on the potty
like a big boy.
No embarrassment. It was my joy. My boss joined in and thought it was hilarious.

What Have I Learned?
Reflecting on this experience, I was suddenly aware at how often I resented my wife for coming to
me for help. I know she likes to think of herself as a great, competent mother (what woman doesn't
want that?). In my sinfulness, whenever she asked for my leadership, direction, or help, I took it as a
sign of her weakness. If she was actually a good mother - I told myself - she wouldn't need my help.
As is often the case, I discovered the fault lie in my own spirit. One key attitude that shifted for me
was to understand that these are first and foremost my children that God has entrusted me with,
and he has given me this woman to help me raise them.
In Scripture, including the verses above, parenting-related commands seem to be always directed
toward fathers. I believe it is the Scriptural model that instruction from the Lord is directed to men as
the head of their households who are then responsible to implement the commands within their
families.
So, instead of dwelling in resentment of my wife, wishing she was more capable, smarter, more
responsible, etc., I instead focus on gratitude to God that he has given me a woman who is deeply
committed to following my lead and who gets quite frustrated when she watches me - her husband shrug off my responsibilities.
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A tip on how to unmask the true character of your spouse
before marrying her
36 upvotes | November 12, 2020 | by johngalt1234 | Link | Reddit Link
Watch this video first: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s0ShOuu1qc8
Its called a Travel Test. A form of stress test that is designed to stretch the mental and physical
resources of both yourself and the woman in question. Since the resources to keep up a facade is
stretched to the limit.
It makes it easier to see how she would really be like in a marriage.
You also would have a more complete view of her since you see her during more hours of the day.
That's why for wife vetting a Vacation is a good stress test
This will help in the long-term as a character test. Especially if said outing lasts for several weeks.
The impact of said stress test is that it allows whatever negative traits to manifest themselves sooner
compared to knowing her for a long time.
The more potential for things to go wrong the better. And for you to have to rely on her and vice
versa.
The more stormy the circumstances. The more her true face will shine through.
This will save much more money, pain and heartache as well as potential loss of your family then
marrying her without said tests like this.
Most people cannot keep up an act if they are stretched beyond their limits.
Of course the test of her of how she treats those she would consider her social inferiors or whether
she likes to virtue signal could also be added in addition to the use of a vacation to see her true self.
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What actually works for defeating pornography?
36 upvotes | February 3, 2021 | by Prostonzm | Link | Reddit Link
(English is my second language, so forgive me if I write clumsily here or there)
Except for an exceptional circ. three-month period last year, I (23, M) have been consuming
pornography and masturbating ever since my conversion to Christ somewhat less than two years ago.
I tried basically everything. Nothing worked. To give you an approximate idea:
"trusting God" to defeat it;
trying to walk in the Spirit, abiding in Him;
being on my mission;
weightlifting;
fasting (usually intermittent fasting, though I once fasted for 72 hours, which didn't help that
much either);
cold showers;
ditching sugar and unhealthy foods;
reading the Bible, praying, and crying unto God like a baby (I'm just being honest);
meditation (the un-Christian type; again, just being honest);
avoiding sexual thoughts 100% (this caused me wake up, either in the middle of the night or in
the mornings, with erections and insane sexual cravings);
self-flagellating (not with a true rope, but a kind of a wooden necklace);
confessing (seemed useless for defeating the sin, but confessing at least);
actively seeking improvement opportunities (think public speech trainings, career workshops
etc.)
Now, I do believe that the Churchian Christianity whines about pornography and puts all the blame
on it for things it causes not. I've left the purity culture movement only recently and have begun to get
real with my sexual feelings. Note that I'm still on my mission despite this sin; I am still doing better
than the majority of people, and am starting out my ministry in about two months - but betraying God
every three days by watching this kills me.
Now, even in this manner I can live relatively normally (whereas before I was constantly suicidal
[have been this close to hanging myself once], self-loathing, depressed*) - but I don't think I'm giving
God my 100%.
*This was all due to purity culture. Sick ideology.
If this information be of any worth: I've lost my virginity before I was a Christian; since then I've
never even held hands with a girl. Biblical Christians in my country make up less than 0.1% of the
population, so there really are no that many girls I could be with it, though I did plan to start getting
serious about seeking a partner in about three months - which I realize isn't that much in line with the
RPChristianity. Also, the Church in the country being like it is, I don't really have young, godly men
that I could fellowship with.
Any advice or insights? Things I might be missing? Note that ditching pornography for me is
incomparably more important to me than ever getting married.
Please be honest; if you have to seriously rebuke me, feel free to do so - I will appreciate it as long as
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it's in the true, Christian Spirit.
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Are Christian women any different than worldly women?
35 upvotes | October 13, 2020 | by -ChildOfGod- | Link | Reddit Link
I was fine with women being the way they were when I wasn't actively following Christ. I was ok
with AWALT. I just don't know, if it's my lack of experience with Christian women, but from what
I've been around they still fall short, and then I look at myself and my lusts and i'm like "damn". I bet
it's just like God sees us. I often feel like Gomer because i'm often enticed by women and i'm not as
faithful to God as I would wish.
Then I look it from a red pill perspective and just being a loving doormat isn't for me when I know
people are just self interested, even Christians, then I look at Jesus and He was a doormat for love.
The only difference is Jesus did it with class, He's the only one that can make self sacrificial love
look so smooth and classy. When I do it I'm just a simp.
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Most Christians Do Not Love Women
35 upvotes | April 1, 2020 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Looking at the state of Christianity today one might be tempted to believe that not only do modern
Christians love women, but they damn near worship them. From the Mother's Day sermon (you
know, the one where we pretend that women are sinless for a day) to the deference to always
believing women crying "#metoo", it seems evident that Christians across the theological spectrum
are bending over backwards (and bending scripture) to empower and elevate women to the highest
status their confessions, conventions, or congregations will allow (and when those don't allow for
more women-worship they are amended to provide more latitude).
So where do I get off that Christians do not love women? Simple: Christians, to their shame, don't
even know what women are anymore. Christians love what they *think* women *should be*, not
what women actually are.
Conservative Christians are tempted to snicker at this point, but fare little better. Despite loudly
protesting that marriage is between "a man and a woman" and firmly stating that "there are only two
genders" they are utterly ignorant as to the true nature of one of those two genders.
Women are functionally solipsistic. They are hypergamous. They re-write history based on their
emotional state; feels is reals. Female leaders are a curse on God's people. Women arethe most
responsible teenagers in the house.
The list goes on. Now, one might object that this is all because of secular influence.
Is it?
Why then does the Bible warn against females being the sexual tempters in proverbs? Why do we see
Potiphar's wife acting out beta-bux alpha f***s? Why do we have biblical law given regarding the
practice of acquiring war brides?
Female nature predates modernity. Our forefathers in the faith knew far better the reality of what
women truly are. You may be thinking I hate women at this point. Far from it. Unlike most Christians
today we here in RPC actually love women *knowing what they actually are* and invite you to do so,
knowingly, as well.
Imagine two men who each claim to love sports cars. One says, "I love sports cars because they can
tow my boat, haul a load of wood, and fit all my dogs in the bed." The other says, "I love sports cars
because of how fast they go, how quick they accelerate, and they were built to handle a windy road."
Which man actually loves sports cars? The one who actually knows what a sports car is and doesn't
mistake it for a truck.
Modern Christians mistake women for men. Think about it. What do women frequently get praised
for? Their ability to assume leadership roles (male attribute). Their service in the military (male
attribute). Their loyalty (male attribute). Their ability to preach a sermon or organize a congregation
(male roles). Modern churches do not love women for being female, but for being mediocre males.
What if women are hypergamous, solipsistic, emotively driven, and flexible in loyalty because they
were designed by God to be that way because they are *fundamentally different* in their role and
function? Let me suggest that women are not meant to mirror the male design and are primarily
intended as a vessel to seduce men, produce offspring, and nurture them. If this is what women really
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are, can anyone claim that the church at large loves them anymore than secular society does?
The historical church had a rather different understanding of women than we find taught in pulpits
today:

"Woman does not possess the image of God in herself but only when taken togetherwith the
male who is her head, so that the whole substance is one image. Butwhen she is assigned the
role as helpmate, a function that pertains to heralone, then she is not the image of God. But
as far as the man is concerned, heis by himself alone the image of God just as fully and
completely as when he andthe woman are joined together into one." –Saint Augustine,
Bishop of Hippo Regius (354-430) On the Trinity
The word and works of God is quite clear, that women were made either to be wives or
prostitutes. –Martin Luther, Reformer (1483-1546), Works 12.94
Thus the woman, who had perversely exceeded her proper bounds, is forced back to her
own position. She had, indeed, previously been subject to her husband, but that was a liberal
and gentle subjection; now, however, she is cast into servitude. **–**John Calvin,
Reformer (1509-1564): Commentary on Genesis, p. 172.
Even as the church must fear Christ Jesus, so must the wives also fear their husbands. And
this inward fear must be shewed by an outward meekness and lowliness in her speeches and
carriage to her husband. . . . For if there be not fear and reverence in the inferior, there can
be no sound nor constant honor yielded to the superior. –John Dod: A Plaine and Familiar
Exposition of the Ten Commandements, Puritan guidebook first published in 1603
Men have broad and large chests, and small narrow hips, and more understanding than
women, who have but small and narrow breasts, and broad hips, to the end they should
remain at home, sit still, keep house, and bear and bring up children. –Martin Luther,
Reformer (1483-1546), Table Talk
Women are amazingly forthcoming if you listen closely. Most strong-independent-career women I
know would love nothing more than to stay home, breed, and raise their children. They low-key loath
their husbands because they have to shoulder part of his responsibility to provide instead of getting to
focus on being homemakers and moms.
Could you imagine Sarah telling Abraham, "Abraham, could you please, for the love of Yahweh, pick
up after yourself and help take care of the kids so I can go to yoga class? I am just so overwhelmed at
work and need a night off to myself"? Or Rachel telling Jacob, "Jake, think about how much my
daddy has done to provide opportunity to our family. Do you really think it is a good idea to run away
and leave him?" No. These women clearly understood and respected the concept of male headship.
In summary, most Christians love an imaginary ideal of women that does not exist. What they claim
to love is a femininity that is nothing more than a poor imitation of masculinity.
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Merry Christmas - I've put together my "Tricks of the Trade
for a Fun Frame" list as your present - good ideas for fun
during the holidays
35 upvotes | December 25, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
PREFACE
First off: This isn't a playbook I draw from. It's a slideshow of organic occurrences. These are mostly
things I just naturally do that bring some fun and life into our relationship - ESPECIALLY in
moments when she's acting sad, bored, depressed, furious, etc. That is, I created this list by
reminiscing on times when she was caught in her own head, but I managed to pull her into my
mood/frame/way of thinking in the moment - and what I remember doing that triggered it. That is,
they are expressions of my frame. Some are heartfelt moments (which are often repeated more often
than others, thus may look like they're not a significant part of my frame - don't be fooled). Others are
cheap gags to introduce fun at random times (which, while high in quantity on the list, are used with
far less frequency). Still others are just random things that generate feels. Play around to figure out
what works for you and not.
I don't encourage you to copy my examples exactly or even try to write your own playbook. Rather,
this is more to give you inspiration as you learn to develop a fun, safe, comfortable, and enjoyable
frame for her to live in. Try a few things. Use what works, leave the rest. Tweak them. But if your
frame sucks, by all means DO SOMETHING to build it.
Second, with the above in mind: this is meant for men who already have the foundation necessary
before developing a good frame. You can't be a fat blob who gets butthurt all the time and expect
these things to BE your frame. They are things occurring from my ALREADY EXISTING frame that
have the effect of pulling her in when she's otherwise letting her own feels outside my frame be a
bother to her.
Third: Don't be an idiot. Exercise discernment if you try these at home. For example, when she's sad,
there's a difference between how I'd respond to "I'm sad just because I am" and "I'm sad because my
mother just died." Don't be an idiot. Thad said, toy around with these, even if the context doesn't feel
right. You may be surprised what works when you don't expect it.
Fourth: Also note that these are either supplements to existing strategies (AA, AM, etc.) or even, at
times, expressions of them. Don't ignore everything you've learned and assume that you can skip the
actual advice to try a few things that consistently work for me.
THE SLIDESHOW
Without further ado, in no particular order ... things I've done to pull my wife out of her own head
and into my frame in the moment:
The Elevated Hug: Hug her nice and sweet. Gradually tighten and lean back so her feet come
off the ground, then bounce her a bit. She always complains: "Ouch, don't hurt me!" but it
never fails to make her laugh and smile.
The Height Shift: My wife is pseudo-tall (5'10") and self-conscious about it. I'm 6'0", but
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sometimes it's fun to hug when I'm on a step and she can feel petite, resting her head in my pecs
instead of my shoulder. One time recently I did it in the reverse and dug my head into her
breasts. That was fun(ny). For some reason, this one makes a difference to her when she's in
need of a mood-booster.
The Frown Upside-down: I have a few times picked her up and turned her upside-down and
said, "See? That frown is now a smile. Mission accomplished." Extremely powerful - always
gets the job done, especially when kids are around and say, "Do it to me too, Daddy!"
The Feels: Hand on cheek, foreheads touching. "That sucks."
The Tickler: Actually tickle your wife. I can't believe I went several years forgetting that this
has magical smile-giving powers.
The Tickle Transfer: Tease the kids about mommy being a grouch. "But Mommy doesn't like
getting tickled too much because Daddy's tickles are too strong. So I'll tickle you and you can
give her my tickles for me."
The Confession: Hand on shoulder, "Can we just say it like it is?" with a laugh. She looks back
confused. "Life sucks right now! Repeat after me (if you want extra emphasis, one hand on
each cheek): Life. Sucks. Right. Now."
The Sinatra: Start singing a song. Bonus points if you serenade her in front of someone (kids
count, but not as many points as strangers/in public). Even more bonus points if you're
embarrassingly bad at it. Brownie points if it's a song she knows and you invite her to sing the
chorus with you.
The Ballerina: At random times throughout the day/week, grab her hand and give her a twirl
like you're on the dance floor. Dip her afterward.
The Punching Bag: When she's frustrated, suggest that she needs to let it out and exaggerate
telling her that "violence is the best answer for relieving frustration." Flex and let her punch
you in the abs or tricep as hard as she can. The first few times she'll be sheepish, but egg her on
to do it harder and harder. This one always works well for brightening her mood ... need to
remember to bring it back. Been too long, old friend.
The Imitation Game: Play the imitation game with her mannerisms, but grossly exaggerated
(a form of agree and amplify, charades-style).
The Impressionist: Pick a character to impersonate who you know she's familiar with.
Randomly start impersonating that person during conversations when she's not expecting it.
Bonus points if you're really bad at it.
The Foreigner: Randomly start talking in other accents and see how she responds.
The Nuisance: While she's working on something - typing on the laptop, cooking, vacuuming,
reading the kids a story - keep "accidentally" bumping into her or interrupting her while she's
talking or tapping her on the shoulder to get her attention, then saying, "Nevermind, I figured it
out." Not enough to be actually annoying, but enough that she can tell you're toying with her.
This is my natural twist on Athol Kay's "shower move" from MMSLP ... just doesn't require the
shower, but same idea.
The Fakeout: Make up some story that's believable, but also just barely pushes the boundaries
of reality. Ex. We're watching a movie and she asks who an actor is. "Oh, that's the girl from
<random movie she's not actually in>. Did you know she went to high school with my brother's
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ex girlfriend?" Every time: "Really? That's crazy." "No, not really, babe. You're so gullible."
The Back Hug: Walk up behind her while she's doing something and wrap your arms around
her. Lean your head into her neck and sway.
The Sniffer: Start with the back hug, but sometimes start making sniffing sounds (noticeable,
but not exaggerated). Pull away from her quickly. She gets awkward and asks, "What?!?"
STFU and don't answer. "Do I smell?" If you feel like it, start laughing to confirm her suspicion
that it's a joke.
The Jalepeno: I've done this one several times - when you order a sub (or cook a meal where
it's feasible), ask to have a single jalepeno hidden inside. Sadly, she only notices about 1/4 the
time I do this one. Maybe you'll have better luck, or use a hotter pepper (not too hot though).
The Pillow Thief: My wife knows I love sleeping with lots of pillows. It's been a long while
since I've done this one, but when you make the bed, put every pillow on your own side - none
on hers. Haven't tried it yet, but might be funny even to bring up random pillows from the
couch to exaggerate how many end up on my side of the bed.
The Dreamer: If you wake up in the middle of the night and she's also up, but doesn't know
you're awake, start moaning like you're having a wet dream. Whisper some other girl's name.
Have fun with the story (short mumbles). "I'm married" then 10-15 seconds later, "Okay, fast"
then take a deep breath.
The Provoker: Storm into a room she's in with an elevated voice and start accusing her without
being exactly clear of what you're accusing her of (or be clear, but something that's not a legit
issue). She gets worked up and defensive, you bust out laughing, "Just teasing you babe. Want
to do X with me?"
The Hunk: She's upset. "Babe, I know life sucks sometimes, but no matter how bad things get
know that you always have one thing in your life that will never change that will always cheer
you up." Stop there. She eventually asks, "What?" STFU. "God?" Well, sure. But that's not
what I had in mind. "You?" Kind of. "Then what?" These! Grab her hand and put it on your
bicep as you flex. Any time you're upset, just grab these and squeeze and I'm confident it will
make you feel all better again.
The Mad Hatter: Put random things on her head and say, "Hey, I found your hat. Stop losing
it."
The Comb: Rub her head. "I love rubbing my hands through your soft, smooth hair," then rub
fast enough that your hands inevitably get caught in knots (but not so fast it hurts). "So silky
smooth."
The Empath: She's upset. You just hold her (standing or laying) and rub her back occasionally.
Don't stay too stiff - motion = being present in the moment; stiff = awkward.
The Protector: Someone upset her that day. Go to the door and start putting on your shoes. She
asks what you're doing. "I'm going to kill him/her for you."
The Listener: Actually listen to her. <I know, right?>
The Nazi: Find a random framed picture in your house - particularly one she's not likely to pay
much attention to. Open the frame. Slide the picture out. Replace it with a picture you printed
of Hitler (or whatever else you think would be apt). Put it back on the shelf. STFU and wait for
the fun to happen - preferably days or even weeks later.
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The Wrong Turn: You're driving and pretend you don't know where to go. Panic and ask her
for directions because you can't remember. Whether she tells you a way in time or not you say,
"Okay, I'm going left/right <pick the wrong one>" while you are simultaneously turning the
right way. In the moment, she's paying more attention to what you're saying than what you're
doing and doesn't pick up on the fact that you actually went the right way. "Too late, babe. I
already turned. Can I make a U turn here?" She looks out the window and gets her bearings and
punches you in the shoulder.
The Story Teller: She asks you a question about something she's struggling with, wanting to
know how to cope. Instead of telling her the answer or giving her advice, you tell her a story
from your own life about a time you experienced something similar and came out with the
result that she's looking for. Let her connect the dots for herself.
DURING SEX (leaving off most things that I assume you've already picked up from books like
MMSLP, SGM, etc.)
The Talker: Make her say what you tell her to say: "Say please" "If you want more, ask for it"
"Beg" "Announce when you're cumming." Then add a phrase that's totally unexpected: "Tell
me you like to do puzzles. Say it! Say it now! I like to do puzzles." When she says it, act like
that's the thing about to push you over the edge. Yes, this breaks immersion, therefore defying
SGM. But I've found that sometimes a sudden jarring out of immersion creates a jolt as a
physical reaction and if it doesn't prompt an immediate orgasm (usually/I assume by breaking
the concentration that was holding back), it's a nice transition point to shift to a new position. It
can also be effective if she's just not immersed at all or her head seems to be somewhere else,
pulling her back into the moment.
The Disappointment: Edge her just before climax, then pretend you thought she already
finished and lay down next to her like you're done.
The Pretzel: Start moving her around like you're trying to change positions, but keep shifting
things around in ways it that it would be ridiculously impractical to actually have sex like that.
The Favorite: Give 98% of your attention to one part of her body - enough to others that you
acknowledge that it's there, but voraciously go after that one part. For example: do everything
and the book to the left boob for a while, then shift to the right boob and kiss it twice, then
hammer right back into that left boob. So confusing to her, but seems to get a positive reaction
the few times I've done it.
Okay ... I'm out of time, so I'm going to cut myself off there. I really wish I could keep going, though.
This was fun to write!
No, I don't actually have names for these things in my head - I just put them there while writing this
for the fun of it. That said, while writing this list, it's interesting to me that while she denies "physical
touch" as one of her "love languages" (if you buy into that stuff), many of these involve physical
touch and only work because of it. The ones that don't are often (but not always) less effective. Kino
matters. Learn to take these starting points and build from them.
WHY I WROTE THIS POST
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Because I love to have fun with my wife - and I'm sure you all have even better stories of things
you've done that work and not. I'd love to hear those stories and be inspired by them. Maybe I'll add
them to the list with credits.
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Every Christian Man's Mission
35 upvotes | April 30, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
This is my take on Mission. It starts with worldview.
Our Worldview
There are two worldviews according to the Bible: Belief in the true God or belief in false gods. For
those who refuse to worship and submit to God, they have, knowingly or unknowingly, created their
own god. Even those who haven't heard the Gospel are accountable according to Paul (Romans 1:20).
To summarize, every human worships something. Religious people worship false gods and people
who reject religion make themselves god. I did not create this concept, it's been plainly stated for
centuries in different forms. But it is important to differentiate those who follow Jesus as God and
those who do not. If you profess to be a Christ-Follower and believe the Bible, then you submit to
God as your highest authority and His Word as true and infallible.
Our Purpose
As Christ-Followers, what is our purpose? The Bible makes it clear that God created man and that He
created him for His glory. Therefore, the ultimate purpose of man, according to the Bible, is simply to
glorify God.
We fulfill our purpose of glorifying God by living our lives in faithful service to Him (1 Samuel
12:24 John 17:4). Since God created us in His image, our purpose cannot be fulfilled apart from Him.
King Solomon concluded that the only worthwhile life is one of honor and obedience to God
(Ecclesiastes 12:13–14).
First Mission
Jesus told his followers their Mission - To make disciples of all nations. That includes both in words
and actions.
Actions: Matt 5:16 says to let your light shine before men so they may see your good works and
glorify your Father which is in heaven.
Words: Mark 16:15 Go into all the world and preach the gospel to all creation.
Big Mission
This Mission, by default, is huge and unreachable. That's key because men often choose a mission
that is too easily achievable, and the satisfaction that comes from easily achievable goals is fleeting.
Think of the greatest thing you've accomplished in your life. Does it sustain you still to this day? Can
you honestly say that this massive goal you accomplished gives you an ongoing sense of fulfillment?
I bet you would say it does not. In fact, I would argue that achieving the goal was not as fulfilling as
the journey to complete the goal. The mission to make disciples is a lifelong, never-ending goal that
we know will never be completed. This means that we can continue pursuing this mission until we
die. Along the way we may see great success bearing fruit, but the key here again is that we will
always have the mission to pursue and therefore something to strive for and a place to exert our
energy. This fulfills our purpose to glorify God through following His commands and it creates
legacy. Legacy is the effect of our actions after we are gone. As we make disciples, we are expanding
the Kingdom of Heaven. We are removing souls from eternal wrath away from God and adding souls
to eternal peace with God. What better legacy can a man leave? When God asks me, "What did you
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do with your time on earth?" I need to be accountable for my actions. I need to store up treasure in
heaven.
Because the Mission is so big (and important), we shouldn't arrange the Mission around our lifestyle,
we should fit our lifestyle around the Mission. See Francis Chan quote below.
Second Mission
If we are believers and disciples of Christ, we turn our focus to the external world to make disciples.
But what about existing believers? Is that part of the mission? Of course! We are to serve one another
using our gifts and talents (1 Peter 4:10). The definition of humility is not to think less of yourself but
to think more of others. Isn't that the essence of serving? Cynical people may suggest that serving
others is validation seeking. If that were so then the Apostles were constantly seeking validation! But
it is a point that needs addressing. The Pharisees were religious people who did the right thing with
the wrong motives so it's entirely possible that you could be serving people out of a selfish desire for
validation. But Paul's writings exhort believers to support and serve others so let's add this to our
Mission.
Every Man's Outwardly Focused Mission
Every Christian Man's Mission is to be outwardly focused on making disciples and serving others.
This includes through both words and actions. John The Baptist was "the voice of one crying in the
wilderness" and Paul boldly proclaimed the Good News of Jesus Christ everywhere including
synagogues, marketplaces and even prisons. We should follow Paul's example of spreading the
Gospel with words and actions.
Lifestyle Evangelism
My family are full-time missionaries to our local community of around 50,000 people. When we
mention we are missionaries, church friends often respond, "We let our lives point to Jesus," which
would be great if it worked. But I don't see it producing fruit. It sounds good, but rarely is lifestyle
alone effective. At some point you have to outright explain the Gospel. Be careful however because
we are commanded to proclaim not persuade. Persuading is the job of the Holy Spirit (John 16) and
He does it better than you ever could.
Jesus traveled from town to town telling men to follow him and intentionally teaching large crowds.
The book of Acts is an entire book about preaching and proclaiming the gospel.
But to those who don't often proclaim the gospel, this is just as important as letting your lifestyle
point towards Christ.
Get Started
Francis Chan wrote a free book called "You and Me Forever" which talks about our mission in life.
Here's my favorite quote:
Command: Make Disciples. This command should dictate everything about your life:
Where you live, where you work, where you spend your money, how you spend your time EVERYTHING! You should not make a single decision without the words 'Make Disciples'
factoring in. We should be constantly asking ourselves the question: How can we free up
more time and resources for making disciples.
For the sake of your eyes, I removed about 50% out of this post and condensed it to a few main
points. As I was re-reading the sidebar content on Mission it struck me that discussion about Mission
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isn't what is lacking in this sub, what's lacking is action. I encourage each of you to post in OYS and
create opportunities to make disciples.
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Response to "Why Men Hate Going to Church"
35 upvotes | May 19, 2020 | by CommercialCar0 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys. I asked one of my church elders about this post and I have attached his reply below
for those that are interested :)
Regarding the article and its author and my conclusions first, I have no idea what this guy’s church is
like, or his background, nor does he share any of that. But his general comments and highlights paint
a picture of an extremely immature “Christian” at best. He reveals his heart quite clearly in some of
his comments. And he is frankly very far from the heart of Christ, plain and simple. Regardless of his
church, his comments betray a deeply wayward heart that is after very wrong things. He does not
sound like a worshiper of Christ as I know from the Bible. He sounds like a worshiper of the world
that is weirdly attached to some kind of moralism because the “treasure behind his words” is not in
sync with “supreme love and affection for Christ.”
I have never heard nor seen in all my life a godly man, young or old, speak in this manner. The
arguments as written are really, really bad. A key observation and warning flag is that nowhere does
he make a case from Scripture. ALL of his thoughts are built on biblically unfounded premises.
That’s a very bad start.
Here are some of my detailed remarks.
“I wish my pastor spoke more about practical topics like ‘saving and investing’ or ‘how to satisfy
your husband.’” This is a truly revealing statement. Jesus Himself didn’t teach like that. That should
be a show stopper for a statement like this! Rather, Jesus taught all about loving the Father, how to
pray, how to love in sacrifice and mercy, the glory of heaven, and to avoid the love of money and sex
and lust! Jesus Himself seems to teach things this guy would find boring. The author of the post
reveals that he wants Jesus to help him make a lot of money and have his wife serve him in bed!
Wow. Honestly, that is truly astounding to me that he could write those words. That is a crystal clear
admonition that this guy does not know Jesus or His Word at heart. Jesus had special words for
people like that…
He cites a “drastic decline in male attendance…” but doesn’t provide the statistics or context
regarding which kinds of church(es) he’s referring to. It’s just an extremely broad brush stroke. It’s
very poorly argued. I say that because all of the churches I myself know of are to the contrary.
As I read, here are the notes I took.
* Never have I heard “erotic terms” in a worship song, ever… not even close.
* “Men are looking for a male leader - not a male lover” — that couldn’t be further from the truth.
“Abide in my *love* (John 15)” “[Christ] loved me and gave himself for me.” “In this is *love*, not
that we have loved God but that He loved us (1 John 4).” “God’s love has been poured into our hearts
through the Holy Spirit…God shows his love for us [present tense!]… (Romans 5).”
* “Lord, you know that I love (phileo) you” (John 21) — phileo is deep brotherly love, a term of
endearing affection
* Love in Scripture for God is both agape and phileo, and God requires that He be the supreme
treasure of our lives (the pearl of great price, the treasure in the field that you sell in all your joy to
obtain, counting everything in the world as loss because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ
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Jesus, all that we may know Him).
* God’s Word is “sweeter than honey.” David says, “I *love* the Lord.”
* Marriage is a picture/metaphor of Christ and the church. And it is an argument from the lesser to
the greater. Its purpose is to provide an object lesson. So wherever you might see in a God-honouring
marriage—including intimacy, sacrificial love, romance, purity, devotion, passion—they are all part
of the metaphor of an even greater glory in our *union with Christ.*
* “Lovey-dovey praise songs force a man” sounds pretty jaded and immature honestly.
* The irony of “masculine” as defined here sounds a lot *unlike* Jesus, who himself is by definition
the most perfect man, and therefore the most masculine there is. He was gentle, kind, meek and
lowly. He was a friend of tax collectors and sinners. He was merciful and tender and compassionate.
He was in every way the meekest and most gentle and loving human that ever existed. And he
LOVED his father with absolute passion and perfection. \He's also a conqueror as we can see in
Revelation 19:11-16**
* Poor dress is a fault of the woman and the direction of the church. It is an issue in North America,
some places more than others. But beauty is not the fault of a woman. Lust in a man is *his fault*.
* What in the world is he getting at by talking about Mormonism and eternal sex? Is he implying that
eternal singing and heartfelt praise is dumb and doesn’t make sense and he’d rather get sex in
eternity?
* Oh how wrong the last bullet point he cites, how very, very wrong. Missions exists because
worship (supreme treasuring of Christ!) doesn’t. The purpose of missions is WORSHIP! The goal is
worship through and through. It will draw those whom Jesus calls effectually. Period. Pragmatism
(ratio of men to women) is not a concern for the church. Preaching the glory and beauty of Christ is
the concern of a godly church. And He will draw whom He wills.
* “How does analyzing the Lord’s Prayer for 30 minutes apply to making more money at work?”
This is truly astounding that he would reveal his heart so clearly. What’s more important, the greatest
commandment to love God with all your heart, soul, mind, and strength or making money? Jesus
taught very clearly that the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil. The author’s interest here is
money over prayer. That is truly dangerous.
In conclusion, honestly, it’s not worth reading people or sources like this. At best they’re draining as
you attempt to navigate the error and false premises. At worst, they’re woefully untruthful and
dangerously misleading, not teaching sound doctrine.
I would spend time reading sound, healthy doctrine from men who don’t just spout their random
thoughts filled with bad assumptions and arguments. Read from those who unfold the Scriptures and
from men who *love* Christ!
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Hey guys check out this really neat 3 h YouTube video I
watched!
35 upvotes | July 14, 2020 | by Aaaquad | Link | Reddit Link
Every once in a while we get a poster who casually drops a YouTube video. The videos are usually
longer than an hour, the poster says a few sentences about how insightful or cool it was, but says
nothing else, and flutters away.
Nobody wants to watch that entire video. Most of us don’t have the time to sit down and watch a long
YouTube video because we are all busy pursuing our missions (right?)
You probably don’t even see these posts because they get taken down relatively quickly. Why?
Because they are low value. The moderators and general community are doing a good job at cracking
down on low value posts. It gets tiring to see so many low effort posts…
Oh and I should also throw in that you need to POST YOUR STATS. In fact, even though I’m not
going to ask for advice, I’m going to post my stats anyway, just for fun:
26M, single, 130 lbs (yes, u/OsmiumZulu I have your wife’s stats), 17% BF (oof, got a little
fat). 3RMs: OHP 121; Bench 175; Squat 230; DL: 270. (Lifts all before quarantine, will be
updating in the next few weeks.)
Anyways, now for the reason I am posting. I wanted to give an example of what a post SHOULD
look like if you want to include a YouTube video so that we may all reap value from the video.
Hopefully some of you see this and the next time you want to post a sweet video that you watched,
you will put in some effort to make it high value for everyone. In fact, in writing a post, you will gain
much more value because it forces you to interact with the material more deeply than you normally
would.
The following was the video posted by someone yesterday and was taken down.
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________
How to Raise a Man by Fr. Ripperger
Dr. Chad (that’s right, his name is Chad) Ripperger is a traditionalist catholic priest, philosopher,
theologian, and exorcist. He has spoken and written on a wide variety of subjects.
tldr
Effeminacy destroys masculinity. Masculinity is built by suffering and responsibility. The four forms
of effeminacy are sensual (pleasures associated with the senses), appetitive (pursuing emotions),
intellectual (pleasures of your own mind), volitional (loving yourself and what you do).
The way of counteracting these forms of effeminacy is to pursue the virtues (sacrifice, temperance,
fortitude, chastity, justice, prudence, meekness, and humility).
Practically, we must let boys suffer a bit. We must also give them responsibilities in accordance with
their age and ability. A man is made by teaching him what the virtues are, how to obtain them and
how to take delight in them. This is done best in the context of our familial relationships.
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How do we effectively raise a boy to become a man?
The central question addressed in this lecture is How do we effectively raise a boy to become a man?
His central thesis is that effeminacy destroys men and the way of recovering/constructing masculinity
it is to teach boys and young men how to suffer and be responsible. This is primarily done by
teaching and demonstrating it through the seven virtues.
Effeminacy
Fr. Ripperger starts off with some general observations about the decline in masculinity in society
today and how effeminacy is the norm. Culture and media disparage masculine men and it is
becoming increasingly difficult to know what a masculinity looks like.
Defining effeminacy is crucial for Ripperger’s analysis of masculinity. Aquinas’ definition is the
“unwillingness to put aside one’s own pleasures in order to pursue what is difficult.” This differs
from sloth because sloth is aversion to what is hard but effeminacy is the attachment to the pleasure.
The Fall
Ripperger turns to the Fall of Man where there are two primary problems.
The first problem is that Adam knew in his head not to eat the fruit but his lower appetite
wanted to consume it. He had integrity before, where his desires were subordinated to reason,
but he lost that integrity when his lower appetite supplanted reason, or obedience to God. The
name of this sin is inept joy.
The second problem is that Adam listened to his wife. This set up the dynamic of the wife
ruling the home and the husband trying to appease her instead of doing what needs to be done.
Adam blames God and Eve. One aspect of effeminacy is the pleasure of not having to take
responsibility.
Sources of Effeminacy Today
Most things that boys and men encounter today are too easy, simplistic and pleasurable. There is an
abundance of ease and comfort in life and most jobs are not too demanding. One of the major sources
or pleasure is technology. If this is not counteracted with temperance (the balanced use of created
goods) then will make men soft. Technology like phones, computers, video games, TV etc. feed
man’s pleasure. The reason these things are so pleasurable is because men were designed to use tools.
Technology is a tool but it becomes a problem if a man uses it all the time. Boys do not really
develop into men because they have overindulged in pleasurable things, there was no need to become
hard, disciplined or to develop a personality.
The Forms of Effeminacy
The Latin term for effeminacy (mollities) has three meanings.
Effeminacy
Softness (like a man who sits around and becomes physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually
soft).
Masturbation (having a constant stream of pleasure which makes it difficult to be disciplined or
virtuous.)
In order to counteract the negative effects of effeminacy on men we need to understand what it is and
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how it works. There are four forms of effeminacy, or four different areas that it can effect.
Sensual: Pursuing and overindulging in pleasure associated with the senses, i.e. touching,
feeling, laying around, consuming food, porn, alcohol, drinks, or leisure.
Appetitive: the pleasure we take in following emotions. If a man lets his emotions run rampant
it prevents him from following reason/intellect. Women do not like men who are overly
emotional.
Intellectual: The nature of masculinity is to pursue truth, arrive at it and then rest in it. Men
pursue truth no matter the personal cost. There are several different facets of intellectual
effeminacy:
endlessly considering different options,
unmoderated pleasure in the journey toward truth,
a dogmatic holding to certain beliefs rather than pursuing truth,
attachment to your own ideas and always trying to make your opinions known,
constantly learning but not really arriving at knowledge, judgment, discernment or truth
(reminds me of 2 Tim. 3:7).
Volitional: Self-will and self-love. Someone really likes doing their own thing.
What is true masculinity?
True masculinity pursues great things and virtue; the associated virtue is magnanimity. An effeminate
man does not pursue things that makes him great, they simply pursue fleeting pleasures.
What is virtue? It is interior self-discipline and self-control. The man who can stand in the face of evil
or pleasure and maintain his interior control is the real man. He can engage in difficult things but
remain steadfast.
What this looks like is a man who has control over the consumption and use of things that engage his
senses. He does not overeat, watch porn, and is not lazy. Most men figure this out later in life, not
earlier. It looks like a man who does not let his emotions control him. He does what is right despite
how he FEELZ. Its realz before feelz.
A masculine man pursues truth until he finds it. He sacrifices his will in service to God’s will. God
made men to grow through difficult things and in order to achieve these things you need to do it
despite how he feels. They must put themselves aside to do what is right.
Pornography is especially potent because it mixes all four forms of effeminacy
How do we actually raise a man?
There are two components to raising a boy to become a man. First we must understand what the
components of manhood are and second we must understand how to get there.
Masculinity can be understood in terms of cultivation of the virtues.
Suffering
A man must learn self-sacrifice. If a man cannot control his sexuality before marriage, he
will display these same effeminate traits after marriage as well.
A man must provide and protect, spiritually and physically.
Men do not count the cost in terms of the amount of pain it will cause him but how much
work it will take to achieve the end. “What do I have to do to get this thing done?” not
“How much is this going to hurt?”
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Temperance
A man must master his appetites for food, women and other sensual pleasures and stop
thinking about himself all the time.
Women are naturally the ones who think about themselves (i.e. solipsistic). God made
Eve to be able to judge herself suitable to Adam in appearance and as a helper. This is
why women are more concerned with outward appearance. The also need to take care of
the children. God did not design men to be thinking about themselves all the time (he
designed them to be thinking about their mission.)
Fortitude
Man finds doing difficult things fulfilling. After a hard day’s work he likes the feeling of
coming home and being physically exhausted from it.
Chastity
Chastity is more important for women because they can get pregnant.
Chastity is important for men in protecting and guarding the integrity and well-being of
women.
Justice and Authority
Men in authority is a benefit for those under him and must consider what is spiritually
best for everyone involved. Men without virtue do not know how to exercise authority in
a balanced manner.
According to church fathers and other saints, the man is responsible for everything in the
home. God gave him a helper to help him accomplish his job. Women are better at certain
tasks and duties.
Prudence
Prudence is the application of moral principles in the concrete. Men have been given the
ability to abstractly reason and this is advantageous in being able to make decisions
despite ever-changing emotions.
Meekness
The opposite of meekness is anger. An effeminate man is the constantly angry one. Anger
is a complex passion that seeks vindication. A masculine man can withstand these
emotions and act on what is right despite personal harm or injury.
Humility
The willingness to lead a life in accordance with the truth and not considering yourself
greater than you are. Pride is effeminate because it is deriving pleasure at how great you
are. A humble man sees his defects and problems, embraces them and says this is who I
am. This is difficult and requires self-control. This is the hardest virtue because it is the
most painful.
Practical steps in raising a boy
In order to raise a boy into a man the mother and the father must be willing to let him suffer. Ordered
suffering is the most effective way to raise boys. When thinking about these things one must consider
the difference between suffering and pain. Pain is a feeling in response to something bad that
happens, whether physical, emotional, or intellectual. Suffering is when pain is applied time.
Boys must encounter things that are physically, emotionally, mentally and volitionally difficult. The
pressure must be consistent though not necessarily constant. Some important factors that contribute to
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success in growing from controlled suffering/pain/toil/work are as follows.
There needs to be some sort of positive feedback, material (i.e. payment for work), and verbal
(like affirmations) in response to the difficult work done.
Boys must learn by example and seeing. If a father is absent or effeminate, then the boy will
become effeminate since he never learned how to be masculine.
Work must me moderate, not too much or too little.
Must learn to moderate anger when things do not go his way.
Technology must be kept to a minimum and it needs to be considered a tool, not a toy.
He must learn to self-moderate.
Recreation is a means to an end.
The second thing required for boys to achieve manhood is responsibility.
The boy must see his father exercise authority properly.
He must see his father sacrifice and love his mother and his siblings.
He must be put in charge of things in accordance with his age and ability and also be held
responsible for those things.
He needs to be able to take care of things and take joy in seeing those things flourish.
He needs to learn to see the value he contributes to the family.
A man is made by teaching what the virtues are, how to obtain them and how to take delight in them.
_________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________
If you REALLY want to watch the video, go right ahead. Here it is.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z7V1W967ofA
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Update: Looking for guidance
35 upvotes | August 5, 2020 | by carrot-connoisseur | Link | Reddit Link
He was having an affair. We broke up and I kicked him out.
Thank you for everyone who messaged me and commented with support and helpful advice.
Although I think basically any relationship issue can be rectified through prayer, communication, and
possibly therapy, cheating has always been a complete dealbreaker for me. I think now is the time to
really focus on bettering myself and my walk with the Lord. I thought I would feel angry or
devastated, but for the first time in months I’m finally feeling peace. Blessings to you all.
Original Post
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Has anyone run a "Red Pill" type course for men at their
church?
35 upvotes | February 26, 2021 | by Vypersnake | Link | Reddit Link
----------------------------------Stats: 35 years old, 6'0", 75kgs, married 10 years. Wife 37, kids 8, 6 and 1.
Gym: Have been hitting the gym, minimum 4 times a week, for almost two years now (Push-Pull).
Have just began RP Mass Gain hypertrophy program (two times a day, 5-6 days a week) and am
loving it.
Diet: Diet has been on point, have been slowly losing weight whilst gaining muscle. Summer ends
next week, and I'll begin my first lean bulk (vertical diet).
Mission: To be a man who brings glory to God, by being a godly and desirable husband, a loving
role-model father, and a humble, hard-working Christian who makes disciple-making disciples.
Reading: Have read most of the fundamental books from the main RP sub. I still find some of the
MRP sub helpful, but I prefer RPChristians for obvious reasons.
----------------------------------G'day,
There's a couple of young men at my church who've just "come of age" (turned 18, finished school,
entered the workforce), and I have a burden to teach them the things I was never taught by my dad
(non-Christian).
One of the guys has just started to come to the gym with me. But they both need a lot of work, even
with basics things like diet and hygiene (one guy is quite overweight, the other always stinks like
B.O....)
Have any of you ever done such a thing? Or would you be able to let me know if there's any of the
fundamentals I've missed?
A few things to note first of all:
I am a pastor ("teaching elder") in a conservative/reformed (openly complementarian)
denomination (in Australia).
I would never, ever, mention "Red Pill"
Every session would begin with the first rule of fightclub: never talk about fightclub. I'll remind
them that what we talk about here, stays here.
I'll use a slideshow to guide discussion, but I'll never put anything in print (except for some
basic summaries that don't contain anything that could get me "cancelled" if someone found it).
If my fellow elders ask me what I'm teaching, I'll explain that "it's more of a confidential time
together for sharing, like AA, than it is a written course" or something vague like that.
I'd structure the course around what US airforce chaplains use, "Resiliency: Physical resilience,
Emotional resilience, Spiritual resilience." I'd be three main parts, then a bonus fourth part for
singles.
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Men’s Resilience Program
Lesson #1 - Physical resilience
1 Timothy 4:8 "For physical training is of some value..."
Lifting well
Going to the gym will improve literally every aspect of your life.
A tried-and-tested template for beginners: StrongLifts5x5.
Eating well
CICO.
Macros, micros, and getting plenty of protein.
Maximising natural testosterone
Summary quote: "lift hard, lift heavy, get sufficient rest, and feed your body correctly. That’s how
you build a strong, healthy, ripped body." - Bigger Leaner Stronger
Looking well
Choosing masculine, fitted clothing, appropriate to your own 'style'.
Haircuts, hygiene, grooming, skin care etc.
Bonus reading/watching:
RP Hypertrophy Made Simple:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyqKj7LwU2RukxJbBHi9BtEuYYKm9UqQQ
A Bulking Template: The Vertical Diet https://barbend.com/vertical-diet/
A Cutting Template: The Carnivore Diet https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dn5Th6y9fJI

Lesson #2 - Emotional resilience
Frame.
WISNIFG chapter 6 - basic assertiveness techniques.
Relationships: DARE don't DEER.
Bonus reading/watching:
When I Say No I Feel Guilty
How To Win Friends and Influence People https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hsT1x9WEi-g

Lesson #3 - Spiritual resilience
1 Timothy 4:8 (continued) "...but godliness has value for all things, holding promise for both the
present life and the life to come."
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Commitment to Jesus
Daily bible reading
Prayer
Commitment to a local bible-believing church
Regular attendance
Serving
Commitment to your Mission
Making disciples
Glorifying God

Lesson #4 - bonus lesson for the single man
Abundance mentality
Dating/courting/vetting a potential wife
Why watching porn ruins your brain (and your penis)
Bonus reading/watching:
Your Brain On Porn https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yZK6eZCYH1Y
----------------------------------What other fundamentals am I missing?
What parts of Scripture do you think would be helpful? I'm not one for proof-texting, but if any key
verses come to mind, I'd love to hear them.
I'm also wondering whether, post-course, I recommend they read No More Christian Nice Guy (or
audiobook it while they're at the gym etc.).
Many thanks in advance.
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Advice to Young Christian Men as They Grow in Their Walk
with Christ
35 upvotes | November 30, 2021 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
This was recently asked on Discord, and since I answered in depth I thought it would make a great
post here on RPChristians as well. I would love to hear your experiences, whether you are over 30 or
under 30, as well as any advice and/or wisdom you have to share.

There is a recurring theme that your 20s are a men's lost year. When he's finding himself, OYS, or
developing maturity before he reaches his prime. My question to Christian men who are 30+:

What have you noticed as you grow of age (spiritually speaking)?
Did you find your will and purpose in your 20s or 30s?
What did you wish you have done in your 20s that you don't mind sharing to us "youngsters"?
And any advice as we continue to grow, own ourselves and make disciples?


Did you find your will and purpose in your 20s or 30s
I actually came to Christ at 29, so the timing was all God’s. My 20’s were indeed lost years, as were
my teens. I was into drugs & sex quite heavily during those years. After I came to Christ it took a
while for me to grow and get planted solidly on the right track. The problem was that while I was
attending a Baptist church, and Bible study class before the service as well, I didn’t really have
anyone who consistently guided and discipled me. I was mostly on my own, although I did make the
effort to join in when I saw an opportunity to grow. But my flesh had a strong pull, and God took His
time with me.

When my first wife got cancer and I had to deal with that, God began to pull me toward Him in
earnest. After she died, I began to seek His will as seriously as I knew how. It was during this time
that I began listening to sermons on tv, and was definitely a fan of Joel Osteen’s messages. I had over
100 of them on cd at one point. I didn’t know any better. Why? Because I wasn’t reading my Bible.
But God was faithful and used those messages to carry me through until I met my current wife.

Right after I married my current wife, I recorded the first episode of Way of the Master off Christian
tv. After watching it and feeling a profound sense of conviction, I KNEW I had to learn how to share
the Gospel. So I began watching every single episode with my wife weekly. It was during this time
that I really found my purpose, and turned 38 years old a few months later. Leading others to Christ is
my purpose, and sometimes I plant, sometimes I water, and occasionally I get to reap the harvest.
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What did you wish you have done in your 20s that you don't mind sharing to us
"youngsters"
I wish I had listened to the Gospel when believers tried to share it with me many times before. But
that was of God, because no one can come to the Father unless God first draws that person to
Himself. Other than that, I wish I hadn’t wasted so much time. Working 12 hour shifts has made me
appreciate the value of time, and I wish I would have made better use of what I had been given. I
wish I had been more financially wise and built more of a foundation for the future instead of just
living for today. I’ve made great strides, but I lost out on so many opportunities because I didn’t care
at the time.

I also wish I would have taken Bible reading seriously at a much earlier age. The best things I’ve
gained in my life that have benefitted me the most came from a knowledge and understanding of the
Bible and biblical principles. And the more you learn those things, the better you are at practicing
them, which leads to wisdom.

In addition, I wish I would have made solid decisions much earlier in life. Whether it was family
related, or financial, or education, etc. like the song says, “If you choose not to decide, you still have
made a choice.” Being more sensitive to the leading of the Holy Spirit would have been a good thing
as well: there were many times where I was offered a choice, and initially turned it down
because…reasons, only to change my mind later and take what was offered. Sometimes I paid a price
for that.

What have you noticed as you grow of age (spiritually speaking)
I have noticed that God presents many opportunities to us, and if we listen, we can be blessed by
working with the Spirit as He leads us. I also have more of an eternal perspective now, knowing all
too well that my life here is not forever. It’s easy to forget that in your 20’s. I also realize that many
things I thought were SO important are not so important. When my first wife and I traveled, I used to
take pictures of the scenery I thought was beautiful. I hadn’t traveled much. When she died, I went
through my photos for the funeral and was very disappointed at how few photos I had taken of the
people in my life that mattered to me, vs. pictures of forests, mountains, etc. Now I try to take
pictures of family and others who are important in my life, and I organize them on my hard drive by
year. One day I will pass those along.

I also have noticed that people spend far too much time staring at screens and devices, and much less
quality time with those who are important to them. Even before devices, I remember how my
grandparents always wanted to spend time with me. As a teen I couldn’t be bothered. It was only
after they had passed away, years later when I became more acutely aware of things, that I realized
the value of the time I had missed spending with them. Time I will never get to spend with them here.

I’ve also experienced firsthand how things get more difficult as you age. What used to be very easy
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and simple for me years ago now takes more effort. At 52 I’m not “old” yet, but I’m getting there. I
still lift 3X a week and am in better shape than the majority of my peers, or even those 10-20 years
younger than me in many/most cases. But “Lifting Is Not A Suggestion” means something more to
me. I started late. But I started, and many never do. However, things will always be more difficult for
me because I’m late to the game. I’m making the best of what I’ve been given, and have discovered
my limits as well. Getting a hernia at 49 was a wakeup call that I’m not invincible, and my body has
limits. Long-term success is about being smart with what you do, not just about how much you can
do.

And any advice as we continue to grow, own ourselves and make disciples
First and foremost: read your Bible and study it. No matter how much we have read it, no matter
how much we know, when we stand before the Judgment Seat of Christ we will be thinking “Man, I
wish I would have read the Word more!”

Second: find and develop your Mission. Too many people (I was one of them) spend most of their
lives drifting aimlessly, letting life direct them instead of taking steps to cut a path through life. Most
of us simply respond to the things that happen to us in this life, instead of planning our course and
allowing the Lord to determine our steps.

Last: remember the things that will last. Only the things of God will last. The only thing you can
bring into heaven with you will be the souls of those you shared the Gospel with, who saw their need
for salvation and trusted Christ to save them. Always keep an eternal perspective. Ask yourself, what
will matter in heaven? What does God think is important. Then do those things. Sacrifice when
needed, and trust God to make it up to you. Make sure your treasure is in heaven.


That’s mine. What advice would you give? What have you learned? What would you avoid? What do
you wish you had done differently?
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How to Stop Watching Porn (A Christian Perspective)
35 upvotes | October 3, 2020 | by Toohammy12 | Link | Reddit Link
https://youtu.be/sT3r7R4FzGw
In this video I talk about how I got out of my struggle with porn for the past 13 years with the help of
My Lord and Savior Jesus Christ! I really hope that my experience can really help to get other people
out of it too! Here's a short version of what I talk about in my video!
1.Pray and Spend Time With God!
a. God does not want you to distance yourself from him!
b. Pray and ask God to take away the evil spirit that is tempting you to watch porn! Ephesians 6:12 -12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the
rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
c. Worship music and singing God’s praises help to take your temptation away! There is power in the
name of Jesus! Say his name loud and often!
1. Tell people!
a. One of satan’s favorite tactics against us is to make us feel like we’re all alone in this struggle.
Porn is no exception!
b. Have an accountability partner and promise to tell them whenever you slip up! You may give in to
temptation in the heat of the moment, but your conscience will eat at you until you tell your
accountability partners. Obviously confess your sin to Jesus as well!!
c. The enemy doesn’t want you to tell others about an issue! That’s why we feel so nervous to ask for
help! Satan knows that you’re deep in his clutches if your problem is kept secret!
1. Take other precautions!
a. Accountability apps like covenant eyes are a great idea to keep you from accessing bad websites
completely! You can set them up to where it notifies your accountability partner whenever either one
of you looks up something questionable!
b. Figure out what the triggers are for you! If certain TV shows, videos, songs, whatever it may be,
make the temptation greater, steer clear from these at all costs! Maybe you need to make sure you get
plenty of sleep, or perhaps try hanging out with some good Christian friends to help you through it!
There will likely be moments where the temptation is really tough early on, but take heart, once you
get past a certain point, at least from my experience, it gets to where it’s easy! Just stay diligent in
getting in God’s Word, spending time with Him, and making sure to fill your mind with healthy
things throughout the day. You are what you eat spiritually just as much as you are physically!
What have you guys' experience been with porn, and how have you tried to combat it?
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Celebrate!
34 upvotes | March 3, 2019 | by ifixstuffseriously | Link | Reddit Link
Being a strong christian leader in the home is hard, but today my wife was baptised. We have had a
long journey to get here, but as I have become more red pill and a better christian myself, she came
around. I'm counting it as a win, and we all need a win sometimes!
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How to set goals and further your mission
34 upvotes | October 14, 2020 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Hello, you've been here for a while, right? Of course you have, look at you! You...
Started lifting
Have been OYS
Got your diet on point
Went Rambo and almost ruined your marriage
Learned how to STFU
That's great, you even created a mission, very cool. Now it's time for you to take the next step in
furthering your mission, setting goals. Here's what works for me.
Creating your goals
Go get a piece of paper and write GOALS nice and pretty on the top. For the next few minutes write
out every single goal you have from as small as "change oil in the Del Sol" to the unfinishable "Be a
complete man". Take your time but keep this in mind, short term goals should be quantifiable and
actionable. A goal of read more books is good, a goal of read 10 books by 01/01/2021 is better. Your
medium term goals should be fed by your short term goals. You want to join the 1000# club? Short
term should be to increase your bench by 10lbs by next month. Same idea with long term goals.
Categorize your goals
Did you get them all out? Good. Now get another piece of paper and draw two lines, dividing the
paper into vertical thirds. Create three headings from left to right Short, Medium, Long. Rewrite your
goals putting them in the appropriate category. Remember Short -> Medium -> Long.
Accomplishing your Goals
Feels good to get it all out of your head, doesn't it? The easy part is over, you have listed out your
goals now it's time to execute.
STFU. Telling mommy your long term goal to get swole gives you just enough dopamine not to
do it. Unless sharing your goal furthers your mission or actively helps who you are sharing
with, STFU.
Pray about them, every day. Now that you have them out and organized bring them to God.
Visualize yourself accomplishing them. Not the means, the end.
Each day you review your goals adding to them as you see fit.
Surround yourself with like minded people people (Proverbs 13:20 “He that walketh with wise
men shall be wise: but a companion of fools shall be destroyed.” )
Every time you accomplish a goal cross it off, now you can have that dopamine rush you were
looking for. Now, share some of your goals so others can be inspired, go and execute. No one else
cares about your goals, not even mommy.
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The Basics of Female Frame
34 upvotes | November 12, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
There's lots of material out there for understanding frame from a man's perspective. But I have seen
scant little on how women reciprocate the frame game. In fact, even in places like /r/RedPillWomen,
they're given incredibly anti-red-pill, anti-biblical advice ... and r/RPCWomen is still relatively new.
So, let's explore. Here are my founding axioms:
ONE: Submission and frame are not the same.
TWO: Women have their own frame no matter what.
THREE: Married women should live inside their husband's frame.
FOUR: All women should, subject to nuance, submit to (rather than live within the frame of)
male Church leadership
FIVE: Women are not subject to submit or live within the frame of men in other contexts.

ONE: Submission and frame are not the same.
Lots of women are fine with both of these concepts in theory, but because they assume they're the
same they miss the broader implications of frame. Some simplified definitions:
Submission is a combination of the attitudes and behaviors expressed by a woman in graceful
response to someone's exercise of authority.
Frame is your "internal point of origin" or worldview that you project to the world around you.
1 Peter 3 is a great example of submissiveness. The compliance aspect is made clear by the fact that
"submit yourselves to your own husband" is sandwiched between slaves submitting to their masters
and Christ submitting to the authorities that crucified him. The attitude is more directly stated in the
immediate context. The call to submission is followed by "when they see your respectful and pure
conduct" and that a woman's beauty should be "of a gentle and quiet spirit, which in God's sight is
very precious." These are how you respond to God-given authority.
Frame comes in all shapes and sizes. A woman can be non-submissive and yet have a strong, bold
frame. 2 Samuel 6's story of David and Michal shows a clear example of this. David had his own
worldview that God was to be glorified above all - and he expressed this through dancing in his
underwear. Michal was embarrassed with the world view that her husband's dignity as king was more
important than worshiping God. Here, her frame is evident in her rebuke of him, expressing the gap
between David's frame and her own. This is why we can't confuse the two. Submissiveness is one
aspect of a healthy frame for a woman. But a woman cannot claim to have a godly frame merely
because she is submissive, or otherwise say that she is submissive merely because she lives in her
husband's frame. Indeed, even people who share a common worldview can have a dysfunctional
authority relationship.
TWO: Women have their own frame no matter what.
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It's a common misconception in some conversations on the manosphere to assume that a woman must
set aside her frame to cede to her husband's. That the perfect woman doesn't have a frame of her own.
This simply isn't true - or even possible. Eve's conduct in the garden shows that even before the fall,
women had the capacity for thought independent of her husband's leadership. Yes, that thought led to
the first sin, but still predated that sin itself. When married, women do not abandon their worldview
or point of origin. They are meant to adapt it. This is why many in the manosphere suggest that
women are designed like clay, which adjusts to the mold it is placed in. The mold is a shape. But the
clay, once placed inside, also has an external shape of its own that is maintained even when it is
removed from the mold afterward, if it has set.
This is important for men to realize because it helps them overcome the anger-stage and realize that
even if women are malleable to a strong leader, they are still independent, functional people with
thoughts, feelings, and opinions that produce fruitful discussion and perspectives toward running the
ship of which she is first officer. It is also important for women to recognize this - not to embolden
them toward independence, but to have the self-confidence to function autonomously without the
micro-management of a husband, and to know that women have great value to contribute to the
relationship/marriage, even if it may not always be the exact kind of value she wants to contribute.
THREE: Married women should live inside their husband's frame.
Rather than proving the statement, I'll assume it's a given and instead discuss what this means in three
significant contexts.
How can I live in my husband's frame and have my own frame at the same time?
The wife's frame is circumscribed within her husband's frame. Consider the fact that we have
"freedom in Christ." Within God's framework for his missional, obedient, godly, and even
hypothetically perfect followers there is room for doctors, plumbers, and financial advisors. There's
room for introverts and extroverts. Animal-lovers and animal-eaters. Each different type of person
has their own framework for understanding the world and operating within it - and each also, despite
having disparate frames, also has the capacity to co-exist within God's framework for his followers.
Each individual's frame is circumscribed by God's because it's big enough to encompass different
attributes. Yet at the same time, if the person who is an introverted, animal-eating doctor decides that
disciple-making isn't for him, he has suddenly left God's frame by resisting the adaptation of God's
primary imperative for this earth into his own worldview.
In this, we can see that living within someone's frame isn't about adapting every single aspect of your
personality and character to a rigid set of expectations. Rather, it is an adoption of the frame-holder's
point of origin as one's own, and allowing your individual and unique attributes to be expressed in a
manner consistent with that worldview. In this way, a man whose frame involves starting a charitable
organization can be well-supported by an extroverted wife who interacts in the community to raise
support for his cause, or by an introverted wife who helps manage his books, or other behind-thescenes methods of assisting his mission. Yet a wife who says, "I don't care about your charitable
purpose, so I'll just take care of the home," may be submissive without being in his frame at all.
What if my husband's frame sucks?
I've heard this question a number of times. The answer rests on why I distinguished between
submissiveness and frame in the first place. A wife has a biblical obligation to submit to her husband,
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but not to live in his frame. Suppose Paul had a wife while he was killing Christians and she was
saved before him. Should she have adopted his worldview that Christians are evil threats to the
Jewish religion? Of course not. Should she have submitted to his leadership over her home? Yes that he may be won over, as 1 Peter 3 says, by her submissiveness, purity, respect, gentleness, and
quiet spirit.
But let me emphasize one thing: This will not produce a healthy interpersonal dynamic within
the marriage; but some things are more important than having a healthy interpersonal
dynamic. If a wife lives outside of her husband's frame, the relationship will suffer. But the point of
marriage, as I've often said, is not to be happy or interact well with the other person - it's (per Malachi
2:15) to produce godly offspring. That is: make disciples. In this, a woman can be tactful in balancing
between submission to her husband and living within Christ's frame if her husband's frame is not
within Christ's frame.
What if "submitting to my husband" involves him asking me to sin?
Let's jump to extremes to illustrate a point. Husband asks wife to murder someone. Should she do it?
No. The same Paul who wrote Ephesians 5 ("Wives submit to your husbands") also wrote Romans 13
("submit to your governing authorities"). Does that mean he obeyed every rule, command, law, edict,
etc. of Nero Caesar who was ordering Christians to be murdered when Paul wrote this? Obviously
not! He wasn't telling all Christians to obey the command to put each other to death. Rather, when
Paul was caught (Acts 16, for example), his response was not to escape and defy the judgment of his
human authorities over him; it was to accept the legal consequences of his actions.
In the same way, if a husband asks a wife to sin, while she may have some argument to obey him
(especially if it is a disputable issue, at which point she may - and perhaps should - defer to his
leadership), if obedience would be clearly sinful, her act of submission is not in obedience to the
order, but in accepting the consequences he lays out for her defiance - and embracing this with the
same submission Christ gave to those who crucified him, or the same purity, reverence, gentleness,
and quiet spirit that Peter references in 1 Peter 3.
If it helps, in my attorney-mind, think of it like parking illegally. The government doesn't say, "Thou
shalt not park illegally." It says, "If you park illegally, you get a ticket." So, you can submit to your
authority by not parking illegally and avoiding the ticket - or also by parking illegally and agreeing to
pay the ticket. Extend that concept to submission within marriage and maybe it'll all make more
sense.
What does it practically look like to live in my husband's frame?
On a behavioral level, it means adopting his worldview and supporting his purposes in all you do. If
he's for the death penalty and you're against it, submission says you vote consistently with his
expectations of you, but living within his frame means (on a behavioral level) trying to understand
why he's for the death penalty, and giving him all benefit of the doubt in attempting to embrace his
way of thinking.
But it runs deeper than behavior. Christ transforms his bride, purifying her and making him more like
to himself. Consider the parallel with another concept I often teach:
True Christians do not live by God's expectations of them. They are transformed by God
so that their own internal desires are naturally God's desires flowing out of them.
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A true godly wife does not live by her husband's external expectations of her. She is
transformed by her love, trust, and respect for his leadership so that her own internal desires are
naturally identical to his desires flowing out of her.
This is what it means for a wife to live in her husband's frame.
FOR EMPHASIS:
Of course, as above, if a husband's frame sucks it's not practically going to happen. A woman's ability
to live in her husband's frame is directly correlated to her attraction toward him. Like the mold and
the clay, what happens if they're both magnetic and the clay is repelled by the mold instead of being
drawn to it? You can try to force it in, but it will fall right back out long before it actually sets. You
can't negotiate attraction. A man must take responsibility for being someone whose frame is strong
and desirable enough to be a force of attraction rather than repulsion. Be attractive, don't be
unattractive. Both matter (and yes, it's possible to be attractive and unattractive in varying ways
simultaneously).
Equally significant: even though the man has the burden of developing attractive-leadership to draw
his wife into his frame, this does not excuse her imperative to seek to live within his frame. Yes, it
may be difficult. But this is also why I distinguish between "on a behavioral level" and when "it runs
deeper."
FOUR: All women should, subject to nuance, submit to (rather than live within the frame of)
male Church leadership
I'm not going to re-hash the passages on women trying to take roles of headship within the Church. I
do what to emphasize a couple nuances in my wording here.
First, I reference "submission" here and not frame. Why? Because Acts 17 encourages us to challenge
what is taught even from reliable sources. We are not meant to blindly follow those who preach just
because they say so. In the end, if we find we agree, we adopt their frame through Scripture rather
than through titular authority - and this produces an even better result. Yet submission to an authority
within their own house is still a default, even if we maintain our own frame. Law 38 of the 48 Laws
of Power is relevant here: "Think as you like but behave like others."
Of course, in the above I'm implying reference to involvement in a lower-case "church." Yet my
original statement referenced Church with the capital C. When addressing submission to Church
leadership, this is more absolute than the hollow, self-declared authority of so-called "pastors" who
call their bodes local "churches." This is significant because some congregations demand submission
on absurd things. In this, your "submission" to the local congregation in which you participate is a
courtesy to the fact that you are a guest in their house and if you find value in participating in their
house (as you should), you should play by their rules. It is virtually always possible to play by their
rules and simultaneously pursue the purposes God gave The Church within their body.
From there, the question may be asked: "What does it mean to submit to The Church, proper, if not a
local human authority?" The Church is the aggregate Kingdom of God as it exists on earth. There is
no singular leader but Christ, who communicates his leadership to the Church through the Spirit,
which is most prominently known through the canon of Scripture. So, that's where it starts.
Submission to Scripture is primary, as Christ is the logos/Word of God made flesh and embodied
through our living and active Scriptures, breathed by God, called the "sword of the Spirit, which is
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the Word of God." But if we really want to get technical, your local Church (as opposed to local
church) is those who God has placed in your life who you know to be trustworthy and reliable as
members and leaders within God's Kingdom. That may be someone from your congregation - but it
MAY also be your best friend or trusted advisor or co-worker, etc. who don't attend the same
congregation as you. But this topic is too big to address here, so I'll leave it at that.
FIVE: Women are not subject to submit or live within the frame of men in other contexts.
My son used to hold the mistaken view: "Men are leaders and women are followers. So, my sisters
have to do what I say." Not so, boy. This attitude is taken by many men in TRP, and is something I've
even seen among some women - that men, generally, are the head of women, therefore women must
submit to men on a societal level the same way as to a husband. This is, in my view, over-reaching.
Let me emphasize this: If you are an unmarried woman in a relationship, you do not owe a duty
to submit to your boyfriend. For relational health, it may be wise to spend some time living within
his frame in order to understand whether that's a healthy long-term residence for you. But be cautious
against rote submission - especially if there is some form of pressure toward sinful conduct, such as
premarital sex. Even if it is not sinful, if it crosses one of your boundaries, contemplate the pros and
cons earnestly before resigning yourself to "he wanted me to, and I want to be submissive [in a wrong
context], therefore I did it."
That said, even though you are not obligated to this, it doesn't mean it's a bad idea. It just means you
exercise wisdom and discretion.
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FR: Rejection is Better than Regret
34 upvotes | June 18, 2020 | by Continuous-Metanoia | Link | Reddit Link
STATS (not asking for advice, but I thought I'd throw it up anyways for better context)
body fat: 15%, Height: 6'2", weight: 195, lifts: 6 days a week. Bench-185lbs 4 sets by 8 reps,
Squat-200lbs 4x8, 7 minute mile, age: 27
Reading: All the sidebar
Finances: Current job: teacher, income quality: 51k/year, future prospect: Hopefully seminary
in 5 years, debt issues: hopefully debt free in 4 years
Spiritual: Read, pray, meditate daily.

Disclaimer
I personally hold to a "Missional Dating" framework, which I realize can be quite controversial.
When I was first saved I would have never dared to initiate with a non-christian woman. That
weariness came from pastors who gave the classic "Proof Text"-- "don't be unequally yoked". That
was my frame. My thinking has drastically changed both theologically and practically since those
days.
If you want further reading on this subject, check out this post by OZ --->
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/8r0c2l/theory_evangedating_aka_missional_dating
/
Here's the quick and dirty version of that post:
"So, OZ, can Christians date outside the church or not?"
Yes. Christian men* can, but you probably shouldn't.
Wait. What?
Yes. I think that Christian men can date non-Christians but that it is a terrible idea for most
of them because they lack sufficient frame.

Context
I became RP aware in late December 2019 and I've been slowly digesting the pill ever since. These
past couple months I've gotten a better handle on building and maintaining frame, which from my
understanding is the toughest and most crucial aspect of Redpill. Suffice it to say, now that society
has begun to open back up, I've begun to open up my newly acquired social game as well.

Rejection and regret all in the same day! Oh my!
About a month ago I joined a new gym due to my original one not opening back up until now. Sweet
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gym; It's really got that grunge/bodybuilder feel to it. Definitely recommend these types of venues for
muscle building. But that's besides the point.
Another great thing about this gym is a beautiful girl(HB8) that works the front desk. We
immediately hit it off; we made small talk; I made her giggle. A week passed and I debated whether
to ask this chick out, but I held off because of the old adage: "Don't @#$* where you eat" (I realize
I'm not making money here, but the gains are just as necessary at the moment...DYELB??). Anywho,
more weeks passed and more giggles were had, but I made a conscious decision not to pursue
anything further unless the day came where she made it obvious that she was interested.
Well that day was yesterday. We passed by each other while I was working out and she initiated a
conversation(obvious ioi). I made her giggle some more, but I let the conversation die off. She reinitiated 3 more times. (probably one of the biggest iois you can get). So...I asked her out. She
responded, "I have a boyfriend" to which I said, "oh that's cool. I've never had a boyfriend, what's that
like?" She giggled some more, we exchanged pleasantries and on I went with my workout. I honestly
thought I'd feel more of a sting from rejection, but I was really just pleased to have the interaction
under my belt.
A Few Hours Later...
I took a run on the towpath DOWN BY THE RIVER!! around 5pm (I was wearing a breathable
patagonia shirt with a collar). I came up on a girl(HB8) on a bike probably going slower than 1mph
lol. I thought it'd be amusing to run past her and shout, "Yes! I passed a biker! Mission
accomplished!".
When I got in front of her she started a conversation with me:
Girl:"Hey hey! new to this path and new to biking".
Me: I said nothing.
Girl: "Hey, is this path a circle"
Me: "Not at all"... Chuckling
Girl: "I've never seen someone wearing a collared shirt while running before...kind of
suspect."
Me: "I'm late for an appointment"
Her last comment was an obvious &%#$ test and also an invitation for me to stop and chat her up...
But I chickened out and kept running. By the time I realized my mistake, she had already turned
around and was long gone. I kicked myself all the way home (and am still a little salty about it lol) .

Takeaway
I'm grateful that these two incidents happened on the same day because it did a great job of
juxtaposing my emotional reactions under a microscope. Never before could I say rejection is better
than regret, because I was always in regret mode with no semblance of what rejection mode was like.
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Rejection>Regret is a tough concept to internalize when you're first starting out because of the fear
of the unknown.
THE EXPERIENCE OF REJECTION
In facing rejection I'm prone to think these thoughts: what if she says,"no"?...What if this makes
things awkward?...What if...What if...What if = beta. All of these factors are external in nature. I'm
afraid that if I do follow through on my inclinations, if things don't go my way then the external
factors will weaken my frame. In truth, when things don't go our way, our frame is weakened.
Which is why it is our proclivity to avoid such discomfort.
Funny enough, rejection is by far the best way to strengthen frame. Just to give an example from my
aforementioned experience; when the gym worker said she had a boyfriend, I responded by saying I
never had one and wondered what it was like...kinda funny but kinda gay lol. Later, when I reflected
upon the interaction I came up with a funnier response to future "boyfriend" rejections: "wow, you're
the 7th girl today who has told me that".
Much like muscle building: what gets torn down, grows back stronger.
THE EXPERIENCE OF REGRET
On the flip side, in dealing with regret, there is also a lot of "What ifs"...but these are internal in
nature. Now I'm stuck here thinking what could have been with Lance Armstrong's daughter...it's
eating away at my frame = more beta. Although in the moment I felt like my frame was being
maintained by not facing rejection, what I'm actually experiencing now is my frame atrophying.
Much like muscle building: if you don't use it, you lose it.

Further Reading
I heard about the Book of Pook a while ago, but stayed away because I heard it was extremely
secular. But hey...the whole foundation of Redpill is secular and look how God is redeeming that
work through this sub. He gives 15 lessons on dating and his first one is this: "Rejection is better
than Regret". I highly recommend you give it a read, not only because it is down right hilarious but
there is also a lot of nuggets of truth to be mined. Use discernment, and never forget that "The
beginning of knowledge is the fear of the LORD". Here is the whole book on PDF --->
https://bookofpook.neocities.org/#ch-4
Cheers,
CM
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3 Year RP Field Report
34 upvotes | December 24, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
My favorite posts are Field Reports which we rarely see anymore.
3 years of RP and what have I learned? Enough to fill multiple books but I'll give you less than half a
book.
At 40 years old, I don't go out and party, stay up late, see friends or travel much. I have 4 kids that are
like tiny, golden finger cuffs. They spend all my money and consume all my time. Yet this year was
one of the best years of my life because for the first time I'm acting with clear purpose.
Last year (year 2) I knew that RP (stoicism, leadership, taking initiative, OYS, lifting, discipline) was
a tool to better myself, to improve my life and become a wiser, more mature and successful man. This
year it was obvious that RP only took me to a certain place and then I hit a plateau. I was lifting,
practicing OI, controlling my emotions, leading my family, doing OYS, and diving into the Bible.
Around March/April of this year I hit a wall. I stopped seeing improvement because all of that selfimprovement can only take you so far on the fulfillment scale. I stopped seeing progress because my
focus was on the wrong things.
I needed to pursue a mission with aggressive action. I moved to a new county, a new city, a new
church and into a new house. I moved my business onto my property and started, essentially, a new
life.
Acta non verba.
I took a break from RPC to live out my mission. I told my wife in an argument that too much of my
life revolved around her needs and my self-improvement, that I needed to make a change. She
thought we were getting a divorce. I explained that I had to focus less on her (and me) and more on
my purpose to make disciples. She was a distraction from evangelism.
Immediately we stopped our nightly devotional together, our weekly Bible study together, and ceased
our 2x a week "day dates". That was all great stuff, don't get me wrong. But I allowed it to become a
distraction from the mission. I had to cut it off or else it would remain my focus. The planning and
energy that went into growing our spiritual relationship and improving my life was spent at the cost
of ignoring my neighbors and the people around me. I wasn't evangelizing. I wasn't discipling.
It's funny how things have changed. I rarely think about my wife if she's not around and I don't
analyze what I'm doing "right" or "wrong". I'm thinking how I can be most effective for the Kingdom
of God.
How can I reach the kids in my community? By coaching. I coached soccer and my wife wanted to
be my assistant coach. This continues every month.
How can I reach our neighbors? By inviting them to our home. We hosted a cul-de-sac block party
for our neighbors and got to know our neighbors. Our ongoing relationships are deepening.
How can I reach college kids? I'm mentoring and coaching the local college men's volleyball team.
They are becoming friends and we are both growing.
How can I reach the men in this community? I do weekly workouts and our group is expanding. Wife
joins every week.
My last discussion with the MRP mods last year was about mission. I claimed that mission is external
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because a man living on an island cannot add value and every man must devote himself to the
betterment of the world. Jesus was the perfect example of this. The mods falsely claim a man's
mission is improving himself. The road to fulfillment by improving yourself didn't work for David
Goggins (and it won't even after more races), it didn't work for the mods in MRP, it didn't work for
me and it won't work for you.
As arrogant as that sounds, it's true. How do I know? If it was true, Jesus would have taught a bunch
of self-improvement tactics. He would have avoided the cross, passed on the cup of wrath, and not
needed the resurrection thing. If it was only about his life, why go through with all the suffering to
help a bunch of naughty, rebellious sinners? He lived a righteous life as an example AND he laid
down his life for us. The second part I was missing."Greater love hath no man than this, that a
man lay down his life for his friends" (John 15:13)
Contrary to the common secular RP belief, eventually you have to move past this idea that you are
the ultimate purpose in life. I am not a god, not worthy of all my attention and glory. Hence my
mission this year was externally focused on sharing salvation through Jesus with the people around
me.
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Why is modern Christianity so feminized?
34 upvotes | August 9, 2021 | by colinnb | Link | Reddit Link
/r/RPChristians/comments/p1ar79/why_is_modern_christianity_so_feminized/
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May lose job due to the jab... need ideas
34 upvotes | December 23, 2021 | by agoodcrayon | Link | Reddit Link
Due to the vax mandate, I may be losing my job.
I need to write a formal explanation as to why my religious beliefs may exempt me from getting the
vax.
Have any of you gone through this and written a religious exemption that worked?
Message me privately if you have any suggestions. Thank you.
Not here to debate.
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PSA: Most "RP advice" and "rules" are to stop unattractive
men from sabotaging themselves.
33 upvotes | March 7, 2019 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
Executive summary: Most of the "RP advice" is specifically geared toward men who are
unattractive to stop them from sabotaging themselves by doing generally unattractive things.
Here are some examples from some previous threads that have come up recently:
Example: Texting
I am reading that most RP men recommend texting only for logistics when single, and I can
understand even keeping texting to a minimum when married. But I travel for work about
80% of the time. Text messages are often the primary way I have to communicate with my
wife while I’m traveling and she’s working/taking care of the kids.
The "rules of RP" such as "texting for logistics only" and "minimize texting" are mainly to help
unattractive men stop sabotaging themselves by being too needy over text and decreasing any
potential attraction before they meet in person. For example, you'll often see needy men hanging on
her every word like some middle school girl speculating if a boy likes her or not and then texting
back 3, 4, or 5 times before he even responds.
If you're great at expressing your personality and teasing your wife over text then go for it. I
personally texted my wife everyday while we were dating, in relationship, engaged, and still even
when we're married.
The whole point is that unattractive men tend to do things over text that are going to mess up their
chances. There's no right or wrong or better or worse to texting. But there is context to your situation.
If you find yourself obsessing over what to say or what to send, you're probably starting to put her on
a pedestal.
Example: 10. Ignore her beauty
Your average unattractive man when he sees a woman he likes and wants to be with her is going to
start off first by complimenting her on her beauty. This tells a woman that he is just like any other
man and wants to get into a relationship with her because she's beautiful. She then puts him into the
other pile of men who were complimenting her all the time and may like the attention but he's no
relationship prospect anymore.
Obviously, this "rule" is here not because you're supposed to ignore her beauty but because
unattractive men are sabotaging themselves from being in a relationship with her by focusing on it.
Compliment your date/SO/wife on her beauty if you want. But understand that there is a time and
place for everything.
Also, it's generally best to compliment a woman on things she actually can do. For example, a woman
generally can't control her physical beauty, but she can pick a dress that complements her figure well.
So comment on her choice of dress instead: "You look really good in that you picked out for our
date... great choice." Wink wink.
Example: Golden ratio of 2/3.
Like ignore her beauty, this is basically a "rule" that keeps you from being too needy with a woman.
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If you're excessively texting her or doing things for her, it comes off as if you are trying to buy her
favor. Yes, you might not be trying to, but that's the way it comes off. This is essentially inverting the
relationship where you are now following her whereas she is supposed to follow you. (In RP terms,
you are showing her by your actions that she's the prize and not you).
If she is legitimately interested, she will want to be around you, do things for you, and want to keep
in contact with you as much as possible. If she's not, then there's nothing you can say or do to get her
to like you more anyway so it would eventually be a failed relationship. However, many men tend to
think her waning interest is something to be fixed with compliments, gifts, or begging. (In RP terms,
"You can't negotiate desire").
In any case, the whole point is that a 2/3rd rule tends to keep the relationship in the correct frame
with you as the leader/head and her as the follower. It keeps you from over-investing yourself which
will sabotage the relationship on a fundamental level.
TL;DR:
Use your critical thinking skills to examine the context of these rules. Remember the SNL skit: "Be
attractive. Don't be unattractive." Most people scoff at this like it's something obvious, but most "RP
rules" are geared at the latter part of the phrase. If you're great at keeping women interested through
texting, by all means continue to do it. If you love giving compliments a lot but can come off as unneedy, there's no problem.
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Is it just me? Are modernist Churches very feminine oriented?
33 upvotes | February 21, 2019 | by superdduper93 | Link | Reddit Link
Some info about myself: Practicing devout Catholic, Red Pilled after a journey from r/NoFap,
r/Semenretention, to now r/RPChristians all of which originated after I went through a sudden
breakup that was caused by my PMO addiction (will post more!).
Lately I've noticed one thing and was thinking if everyone also noticed or if it's just me.
I attend a relatively modern Catholic parish (think modern design etc.) and I notice whenever I attend
Mass, there tends to be a bigger female ratio every single time I go. There seems to be a lovey dovey
environment and a LOT of guys live the happy wife happy life beta mentality.
However, when I attend what you would call a more traditional Church and fellow Catholics should
know here (think stain glass depictions, women wearing veil, kneeling for Communion etc.), the ratio
is equalized AND people seem very RP minded there from the priest to the family sitting in the pew.
Does anyone else notice something similar in their own Churches/Parishes or is it just me? And if so,
can someone have a better explanation for this?
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"Three reasons why Christian parents are raising slutty girls
and beta males"
33 upvotes | August 12, 2018 | by UshankaDalek | Link | Reddit Link
http://www.returnofkings.com/127379/3-reasons-why-christian-parents-are-raising-slutty-girls-and-b
eta-males
The three reasons suggested by the article, summarized:
1. Biblical monogamy is misinterpreted. Here "monogamy" just means marriage. Nominally
Christian households often suffer from the inversion of the husband and wife's roles. (This is
written about extensively by Dalrock, in the "Attacking headship" category.)
2. Forgiveness excuses promiscuity. "What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin, that
grace may abound? God forbid!"
3. Christians praise beta behavior. I daresay that everyone subscribed to this subreddit have
witnessed this. Blue Pill churches teach boys to be weak an ineffectual when dealing with
women.
While this article by a former Anglican isn't particularly long or in-depth, I found it worth a read.
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2 Year Field Report
33 upvotes | January 2, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link

2 YEAR RP FIELD REPORT
2 years ago my wife was pregnant with our 4th child. I had recently sold my 2 businesses and
relocated our family to a small town leaving our friends, home, church and everything we knew
behind. I launched a new business and was in a place of self-reflection.
My life was disrupted in every way possible. Three things contributed to my finding Red Pill: I
had plenty of money from the sale of the businesses, I had tons of free-time, and I had no
purpose or mission. Because of that combination, my life was crap. I was drinking often and
squandering my time. My wife was disconnected emotionally and focused on the pregnancy.
Physically she wasn't able to have sex without pain.
Luckily I discovered Red Pill and voraciously read the sidebar. While I didn't struggle with many of
the challenges of most of the men in the group, I did want to improve my situation, specifically my
marriage and my mindset. I knew instinctively that a 37 yr old man with wealth and freedom
shouldn't feel the way I felt and the Red Pill philosophy of ownership and self-improvement was
poignant at the time. Sex has always been plentiful, lifting an intricate part of my life. What I was
lacking was a purpose and discipline.
FIRST YEAR
The first year of RP I stopped drinking alcohol, cut out caffeine, stuck to a program in the gym,
and worked longer hours. I also added social activities like sports to my weekly calendar. I
became more assertive and did not allow my wife's emotional mood swings affect my mindset. I
joined a men's group Bible Study and worked hard to grow closer to God. The group disbanded after
a few short months because the men lacked commitment. Ending in such a way was a huge irritation
to me and made me angry that grown men, many older than me, couldn't wake up 1 day a week to
study God's word. And even when they did show up, they hadn't done the reading. Spiritually this
experience confirmed what I already believed: That most men are so lazy they can't honor simple
commitments. I also noticed the number of ministries in our large church that were disorganized and
unproductive. Having launched, grown and sold multiple businesses, this was disgusting to me and a
slap in the face to God. I decided to go at it alone and distanced myself from our church so that I
wasn't reliant on undisciplined men for spiritual mentorship.
Even with all the progress, I was still having days and even weeks of weakness where I would unplug
mentally from the family because I was unhappy with my life. This was heavily influenced by
periods of sexual withdrawal from my wife. Her hormones were in control of her life and our family
was punished every day by her lack of stability and my lack of leadership.
Overall the first year was productive but I realized there was much work to be done.
SECOND YEAR
This last year was a breakthrough year. Within a few weeks of our son being born, my wife
returned to a more normal state albeit she was totally focused on the new baby and forgot she had 3
other kids and a husband. My business grew exponentially, my friend group grew similarly, and I
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became happier with my life as my discipline increased. Our marriage was much improved once
the doctor approved sex. A regular week was 4-5x with her initiating almost half. Mentally, I still had
some issues to address with the main challenge feeling undervalued by my wife. Her priority was
everyone EXCEPT me and it was a major irritation. I tried increasing dread but that didn't work. The
way I dealt with this perceived rejection was to develop a life of my own away from her and my
family so that when she was distant I could stay busy with activities. For about 9 months this was the
plan and it worked very well. I was happy, getting laid daily, successful at business and thought RP
had served its purpose.
Then in August/Sept of this year my wife met a guy at the gym and had a short text relationship. She
was conversing with a new man because her husband was away all day working, playing sports,
going to the gym and not leading her or the family in any meaningful direction. She was bored and
wanted an emotional connection. But instead of reaching out to me for a connection, she grabbed on
to the first man that showed her attention. When I discovered their texts, I was livid. But it was the
kick in the butt that I needed. I didn't realize that my lifestyle left out my wife and family. I was so
selfish and butthurt that I would come home in the afternoon, hang out for a mandatory couple of
hours before grabbing my gym bag, kissing my wife, and running out the door till bedtime. I was
100% alpha and 0% beta but it's just as dangerous as the opposite. I gave zero feelz and even
worse, after 18 months of RP I was still a man without a mission.
The 2nd half of this year was where most of my progress was made. Motivated by the thought of
losing my wife and kids due to my lack of leadership and lack of mission, I devoted my time and
energy to finding my purpose. After a few weeks I wrote down the culmination of very little sleep,
lots of stress, and many hours of prayer. I wrote what I consider to be my "awakening," which was
my mission. I shared it with my wife and asked her to join. She agreed and we've been working daily
toward that goal. I have repented of previous sins that I've held onto for decades such as my sexual
addiction, my selfishness, my reliance on validation from my wife and my cowardly lack of spiritual
leadership. I asked my wife to prioritize me over all others including our kids and she has done an
amazing job. I now spend only 15-20 hours a week on my business, and the rest of my time is spent
with my wife, my kids, and on ministry (sports and gym take up a few hours a week).
I'm a 39 year old man who is living for the first time and I sometimes get upset at wasting so many
years. God has done amazing things in my life and I have faith that it's only the beginning. This year I
want to grow more and hope that this group and MRP continues to hold me accountable.
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Secular red pillers care to maintain frame. Christian red pillers
care to maintain frame with God.
33 upvotes | April 4, 2020 | by potatorockstar | Link | Reddit Link
If you ask God's mercy daily and beg him to make you better human, worker, father, husband etc. and
consciously put your best effort, its all you need to live in peace. if she cheats or whatever jokes on
her. if you have grace on par with Job's from old testament, you will get sad ofc cause you love her,
but will say, "God you only took back what you gifted me". The ultimate "frame" is God frame.
women, kids, houses, your health come and go. they are bypassers. rented goods. God is your ONLY
priority. you bless, love, cherrish and protect all those other things, but as long as they don't make
you lose contact with God.
You can argue that with that last line, you can get in a crazy paranoid spiral and see enemies of God
everywhere and destroy your own life and gifts. Well even to have that discretion you need God's
grace. it all starts and ends to Him. so to discern if someone becomes that "bad eye you have to poke
out, or bad hand you have to cut off", you need God yet again.
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4,000 Subscribers and 11 men posting in OYS?
33 upvotes | April 7, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
For all the men who subscribe to this subreddit, there are two things that are mandatory for
making progress:
1. Reading the RPC sidebar material
2. Posting in the weekly RPC OYS
What is your excuse for not taking 5 minutes each week for accountability and mentoring from the
advanced guys? Don't you want to improve?
Men say they love God but they don't pray daily. Men say they want to follow Jesus but they won't
read and study the Bible. Men say they want to be the leader of their family but they don't pray or
study with their wives and children. Stop saying you love God. Stop saying you want to follow Jesus.
Stop saying you want to become the leader of your family UNTIL YOU START ACTING!
I've been here long enough to identify the men who only want to talk about making progress. They
are all talk. They don't lift, they don't post in OYS, they don't read or study the Bible and they
skimmed over the sidebar reading. What they do have is excuses. They are either too scared or too
lazy for accountability. And they always want to argue about theology.
Post to OYS every week. Be honest about your life. The more advanced men are here to help and
encourage you. You need guidance because your life is probably a disaster.
Or just keep lurking, making comments and never take real action. Just like the other 4,000 guys who
want to make excuses instead of progress.
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My Story
33 upvotes | December 12, 2020 | by Background-Camera109 | Link | Reddit Link
46, married for 24 years, 4 kids ages 10-18.
5’10”, 185 lbs, 20% BF navy method. Calisthenics 3x weekly, using r/bodyweightfitness’s
minimalist routine. Hoping to graduate to their regular routine soon. I was sedentary for 20+ years so
I've got a lot of inactivity to overcome. No PMO last week.
Read: TRM, NMMNG, MMSLP, WotSM, WISNIFG, most of the sidebar, lot of Dalrock, Deep
Strength’s blog, Sigma Frame, other stuff. Currently reading David Goggins, Can’t Hurt Me.
Finances: Fully employed, single income family, debt free other than rental property and car. Not rich
by a long shot.
Spiritual: Pray daily, ½ hr – 1 hr morning devotions 5x weekly, lead my family in Scripture reading,
prayer, catechism, hymn singing 3-4X weekly. Memorizing Scripture most days. Confident in my
salvation. I have mentoring and evangelizing relationships with a few younger men.
Mission: To serve Jesus Christ by ministering to His church, especially by seeking out mentoring
relationships with young men. I already have a few of these.
I’m writing this not so much as an OYS, though it is that, but more as an intro. I’m not necessarily
asking for advice, but if you have any I’m happy to hear it. I want to participate in this forum and I
think it’s right that I introduce myself and tell a little of my story.
My Marriage
We got married when I was 22 and she was 20. First relationship for both of us. We were madly in
love, both Christians, both committed to a Biblical headship model of marriage, though I don’t think
we really knew what that meant much. Both of us grew up in Christian homes with intact families.
Sex dried up in about two years. I put on a lot of weight, and I started getting back into porn. I’d had
a habit as a teen, but had quit when we were engaged. I’ve struggled with porn off and on ever since.
I’d confessed the sin early to my wife, so she knew I struggled. It's not clear to me exactly what
precipitated the dead bedroom. It was a long time ago, and my wife's and my memory differs.
We had a long period of a dead bedroom. Sometimes better, sometimes worse. But especially after
the kids started coming, there were years when I bet we only had sex a half-dozen times all year. It fit
the definition of a sexless marriage for most of over 20 years. I tried talking about it a few times, and
she always felt bad, but nothing ever really changed except very temporarily. I was very frustrated.
Our marriage was OK in a lot of other ways though. She could be pretty bossy and passiveaggressive, and I was usually afraid to stand up for myself much. I got kind of fat (about 205) and
very sedentary.
I suppose I was kind of purple-pill. We’ve both always believed in headship, but I was often afraid to
exercise it- I think mostly because of my own moral failures and the fear of having them thrown in
my face. She would claim to want me to lead, but often punish me emotionally anytime I made a
decision she didn’t like. A big breakthrough came about ten years ago when I realized I needed to
stop living my life to make my wife happy, and instead live my life to please God. I told my wife
about my insight a little later, and she told me that’s what she always wanted for me. Things got a
little better after that.
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About two years ago, I decided to start taking my health more seriously. I’d taken stabs at it before,
but not seriously. I went on a low-carb diet and took off about 25 pounds. Last year I got a bike and
started riding regularly, and doing pushups and planks. And then about two months ago I started
getting serious. I don’t lift, but I do calisthenics three times a week, following r/bodyweightfitness’
minimalist routine which I augment with pull-ups and planks, and some other things. I’ve put on a
fair bit of muscle. I can do about 50 pushups sequentially, and six pull-ups. The changes are
definitely noticeable, and I’m noticing increased IOIs from women when I’m out in public. So I’m
making progress, but still have a long way to go.
Right after I started losing weight, she started losing weight too, and started initiating sex almost
daily. She ultimately dropped something like 50 pounds. When I talked to her about this later, she
didn’t see the connection with my weight loss. In her mind it had to do with her starting to get her life
under control and feeling better about herself. But I don’t think it’s a coincidence that it happened
after I started doing it first.
The Affair
Last summer, I discovered that my wife was having an affair with another woman at our church. This
was probably a co-dependent relationship that spun out of control. The other woman is emotionally
unstable, and my wife is a helper at heart, but often lacks boundaries. She committed in her heart to
draw as close to this woman as she needed to to try to help her heal from the other woman's long
history of abuse, and I believe got lifted up in pride and tried to be Jesus for this woman. Naturally,
that went badly. She has confessed to having had some level of same-sex attraction at times, with
particular women, but has always thought of herself as straight, and still does.
It started as an emotional affair. It’s harder to tell when a friendship crosses the line with a member of
the same sex, but they were obsessed with their relationship and talked about it all the time. The other
woman would get jealous if my wife spent any time with anyone else, including me, and my wife
validated that. I found messages from my wife when we were on family trips saying that she was
depressed because she was with us instead of the other woman. About two months before I
discovered it, it started getting physical. Mostly kissing, but not just a peck on the cheek- more like
making out for a half-hour at a time or so. At the end it was escalating to groping. She confessed all
this to me when I confronted her. And when I confronted the OW, she acknowledged it all too. The
stories conflict to some degree as to who was the main initiator.
The moment I discovered it felt like my whole life fell apart, like everything I believed was a lie, like
every bad thing that might possibly happen was suddenly on the table. I was numb for like a week. I
didn't always handle it well, but I doubt anyone ever does.
They both expressed contrition and a willingness to abide by whatever boundaries I set. They did not
always abide by those boundaries, though I don’t know of any sexual contact or inappropriateness
since I discovered it. I insisted on no contact, except for politeness at church. The fact that we go to
the same church, and that we as Christians believe in forgiveness, complicated the normal thing one
does after affairs. They were both contrite and repentant, to the best of my knowledge, so I didn't feel
I could ask the other woman to leave the church. Why should she be singled out? But that meant then
that she continued to be in our lives, and that has really complicated recovery.
Gradually I allowed my wife to go to social events where the other woman was present, and then
after some months, started to permit them to have coffee together again. My wife’s argument was that
if we believe in forgiveness, then that ought to lead to a restoration, meaning a resumption of the
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relationship as it was before things got out of control. I’ve never been comfortable with this. But my
thinking at a certain point became resigned. She told me at one point that she felt she’d be sinning
against God to be treating this other woman the way I wanted, meaning to not see her or
communicate with her except at public social events of the church. So I decided that if she was going
to do it again, she was going to, whatever I said. So I told her I wouldn’t restrict her. I warned her
that I thought she was being very reckless. When I caught her the first time, she wept and thanked me
for fighting for her, for saving her. She said the relationship was like a drug, that she knew it was
wrong but didn’t know how to quit. I still remember that, and am still worried that something’s going
on behind my back. I have a nagging suspicion that there have still been incidents since then, though
I have no proof of anything.
As she processed through what happened, she came to the conclusion that it wasn’t really an affair,
since she never intended to leave me and didn’t think of it as a romantic relationship with this other
woman. I don’t argue, but don’t agree. I know what they did, and that’s enough for me, whatever they
might say. She has at times accused me of being unforgiving and more concerned with my own hurt
than with hers. It was indeed months before I even felt normal at all after that. She has at times
accused me of sinning just as bad because of my pornography struggle. She has backed off this kind
of thing, though. That was said in a moment of anger, I believe, and I’ve learned not to take those
things too seriously. We don’t talk about the affair anymore, though we talked about it a lot in the
months following. And it’s still always kind of lurking in the background.
I had known about Red Pill thinking before. I’d been reading Dalrock long before this happened. I
was always on the fence with a lot of RP stuff (and have definitely rejected some of the secular RP
doctrine). But since the discovery, I started reading a lot more and started to understand my whole
marriage far better than I had before. Since then I’ve been working on STFU, AA, but above all just
keeping my frame, learning not to be jerked around by her emotions, not letting her be the judge of
what I do or think. And of course, getting in shape. A huge breakthrough for me was realizing that
Jesus was a sacrificial servant, but never let anyone else define what that meant for Him. He served
people the way His Father in heaven called Him to, and a lot of the time other people didn’t like this
at all.
These days our marriage is good, I think. She’s submissive and wants me to lead, though there’s still
some bad habits for both of us to unlearn. Sex is mostly whenever I want it, and it’s pretty passionate.
She’ll do whatever I ask, and enjoy it. She initiates somewhat rarely. We’ve had some pretty big
blow-ups though. About a month ago she even said she’d be considering divorce if we didn’t have
kids, and she was very mocking and contemptuous. This was in response to me simply asserting that I
welcomed her feedback on an issue we disagreed about, but I was going to do what I thought was
right regardless of what she thought. I said so in a very calm voice, and she accused me of being cold,
hostile, and detached, of treating her like an enemy. But I STFU’d, kept frame, and she came around
and apologized.
I still deal with a fair amount of anxiety about the other woman, who is still at our church, and the
two of them have coffee every now and then- a couple times a month, that I know of. I struggle with
the urge to spy on my wife, which I don’t want to do. I monitored her messages and movements for a
while after the discovery, but more and more realized that it was just doing damage to our marriage
beyond a certain point. Either I was going to have to trust her and believe she was repentant, or just
get divorced, but we couldn’t live like that. So I don’t restrict her now, but I still worry pretty often
about what she’s doing and if she’s lying to me. I have no information or evidence that she is, but the
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fears remain.
All of this has led to a tremendous level of self-examination on my part. I’ve recognized a lot of
childhood trauma and bad habits that have developed, and have been processing through that. We’ve
both in many ways drawn closer to each other and the Lord. I started getting really serious about
fitness, and making other changes in my life like better time management and the like. I’m
recognizing God’s hand in the whole thing, for sure. But I’m not really sure I’m thinking right about
the whole thing, yet.
So that’s my story, a lot of it. Have at it- let me know what you think. Call me a retard or an autist if
you want, or just ignore it if you want. But if I’m going to participate in this community I think it’s
right that you know some of my background.
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RPC Chat - Episode 4: Christian Dead Bedrooms
33 upvotes | June 16, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Here you go: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQEfhzAv8jA&t=2156s
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Anyone else frustrated with their church leadership re:
COVID?
33 upvotes | June 30, 2020 | by CentralParkWst | Link | Reddit Link
My church is cucked. I want them to start opening up and not cower in fear to a virus with a .02%
fatality rate. They say we just need to “focus on the gospel” and cower to all of these leftist edicts and
have “worship” in our parking lot trapped inside of our cars. Anyone else in a similar boat? Seems
like all of the large churches are more worried about offending people and losing money than
disobeying evil orders.
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A Novice's Guide to Correction
32 upvotes | November 9, 2020 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link

Introduction
I've been thinking about correcting fellow Brothers in Christ a lot recently, about societies
disproportionate response to receiving correction, and how the mere suggesting someone is sinning or
is doing something wrong is labeled as "Bullying".
There have been a number of conversations I've been involved with - some in Disciplecord, some on
r/TrueChristian (and definitely r/ChristianMarriage) as well other various subreddits. What I've seen
is this: the wave of exclusively soft-love sentiments has reached even here, the RP locker room.
It is time we talk about how to correct a brother properly.

Biblical Redefinition, and Purpose
Why, as Christians, are we called to correct one another? Throughout the NT we see Paul do it
regularly in his letters. (Gal. 2 : 11 - 14) Christ does it to his disciples (Luke 9 : 46 - 48) and on and
on. But why?
Correction is the primary tool God gives his believers to help fellow brothers secure their frame,
grow in their spiritual consistency, and to kill the ego (in effect, helping a brother grow in
humbleness and towards righteousness.) Correction is the manure we throw ontop of the soil to make
the crop grow. It sucks, it hurts, it's embarrassing, but it is good. (Proverbs 9:9)
Now it's easy for a BP'd Christian to turn their noses up and scowl at the premise of giving one
another correction. And by that I mean a serious, uncomfortable, confrontational correction. They
typically use verses that get after those who are scoffers or those trying to break and destroy others.
(Ephesians 4:29 is one I commonly hear cited to argue against correction or offense.)
But here is the difference: as a Christian you are called to edify and build up your brother following
the process of "breaking them down." (And by breaking them down I mean breaking down their
stronghold of sin.
Let me posit this question: "Can you remodel an old, decrepit, run down house into a new beautiful
one without doing some demolition?" (2 Cor. 10 : 4 - 8)

Correction Pattern
The formula for effective correction will look like this:
Observe Behavior -> Mark Behavior, Admonishing, and Offering Replacement Behavior -> Follow
Up
P1. Observing Incongruous, Weak, or Impudent Behaviors
If the purpose of giving a correction is to help deter a brother from sin, and bringing them back onto
the path of righteousness, we must first be aware not only of an individual sin - but the potential
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existence of a pattern of sin.
Sit back and watch for a time to gather evidence. This is not meant to be deceptive - however sin is a
slippery little beast and if you give nebulous correction you will fix nothing.
What you are looking for:
1) Weak Frame.
Weak frames are indicators of a brother who hasn't internalized truth. When a man is required to give
his opinion, if he is not confident of Truth or Scripture and it's legitimacy, his frame will be
inherently weak because he himself is not convinced of his belief system.
Secularly, a man can have a strong frame because he makes his own beliefs and thoughts form his
"Scripture", whereas a believer has to be conformed by THE scripture. (Romans 12 : 2)
ex: Bob's wife tells him he is not allowed to invite another guy into his house on Friday for no
perceivable reason. Because Bob only has a narrow understanding of scripture he kowtows to her in
an attempt to follow the misunderstood "Husband love your wives." passage. In effect, he has hurt his
witness and hurt his marriage.
2) Incongruous Spiritual Beliefs
Inconsistencies here are indicators that a brother is struggling to reconcile a belief and the action
required by that belief. Men who do this are hypocrites and will D.E.E.R in response to their
correction if they are too weak to take it.
ex: Bob says he wants to be given more authority in his spiritual community, yet consistently
disagrees with the authority structure publically in a combative way. When it is brought to his
attention, rather than fixing the problem he digs in his heels further, again to the detriment of his
witness.
3) Egotism.
Egotism is the result of a man who has become dilluted to his own sin. These men have
compartmentalized their sin in an attempt to ignore or downplay it.
Egotism is much harder to identify because a confident valuable man and an egotistical man may
sound similar. When observing for this quality, rather than looking at the man themself, look at their
wives, kids, or friends. These peripheral components will more likely yield evidence of his actions.
(Those secret actions that are outside his typical obervable behavior.)
ex: Bob tells his buddy Billy that he has been on top of his stuff recently, but Billy notices Bob's wife
screaming at Bob's Children and Bob has yet to step in and fix the problem.
P2. Mark Behavior, Admonishing, and Offering Replacement Behavior.
Once you have enough evidence you will move into correcting the behavior. If it is serious, give them
a chance to be corrected privately. Setting up a time for a meeting will likely produce the best result.
However if they refuse, a public rebuke plus the public humiliation in tandem may be enough to
correct them. For lesser issues ad-libbing among a small group of friends may help to soften the
correction so it is more palatable.
Giving a correction should have the following pieces to it:
1) Specific instance(s) of transgression.
Having dates, times, or specific quotes available to cite will be a major advantage to you. If sin can
hide behind "Can you give a specific example." Or "You didn't understand what I was saying." It
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will.
2) Sharp condemnation of sinful behavior.
A weak correction is objectively worse than no correction at all, because at least with no correction
your own witness isn't hurt with your brother. Being direct and pointed will leave no question as to
the expectations you have. Lukewarm correction will allow sin to dismiss or dodge change by
discounting the corrector.
3) Legitimacy for condemnation derived from Scripture.
If your corrction is not Biblically sound, it is not done in wisdom. If you cannot qualify your
correction with scripture sin can justify ignoring the correction on the grounds of "Worldly advice".
4) An actionable replacement for the behavior.
If your brother is not given another way to handle the situation, they are significantly more likely to
revert back into the same, or similar sin. (2 Peter 2:22)

P2.B Specific Tricks to Prevent a Correction Escape
Here is a small guide to think about before approaching the correction. These are common tactics
people will take to evade a correction. If they can make you relent, your correction weakens.
•Deflecting:
"I do, because they do to me."
This is a tactic someone will take if they are not their own mental point of origin.
What NOT to do: Using hyperbole to say they blame everyone else. This gives them the ability to
dismiss you. Remember: Hyperbole typically weakens your arguements
What to do: Give very specific instances of their lack of personal ownership. Use this to drive the
point home that nobody else can change their responses to things, only themselves.
•Down-Playing:
"I barely do."
This is a tactic someone will take if they are not interested in changing, likely because they
themselves are not convinced of it's gravity or consistency.
What NOT to do: Over emphasize the negative affect. This gives them the ability to dismiss you
because they believe you are literally overestimating it.
What to do: Bring it up while they are doing it, or as frequently as you know they are doing it. They
need to recognize it's frequency. Also, get another person to look for the behavior, and to publically
recognize it as well.
•False Acceptance:
"I know I do, but it's hard."
This is a tactic of someone who has resigned to their behavior. They lack confidence in their ability to
do/not do the thing.
What NOT to do: Saying "Just do it". This gives them the ability to dismiss you because they already
believe they can't, you are further securing the idea they can't because they are now investing further
into defending their position of inadequacy.
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What to do: Create a plan for progress that includes check ins. Follow-up is essential here.
•Redirecting:
"I do, but so do you."
This is a tactic of someone who is too invested in their image. They believe they can attack you into
relenting.
What NOT to do: Lose frame. This is what they are looking for. If you do, they have justified their
attack and undermined your correction.
What to do: "That may be true, lets schedule a time to talk about that, but right now we are not
talking about that." If it is true, own it, if it is not then you at least move through the opposition.

P3. Follow Up
This is the hardest part of the whole process because it requires intentionality on the part of a
corrector. While a wise correction can be given and followed through without further aid, it is critical
that as brothers in Christ we don't use that as an excuse to break one another down and leave it at
that. It is true, there will be times that ego, self dillusion, insecurity or hate will become a stronghold
- and will need to be destroyed. But we are called to build eachother up!
If you merely break a man down and leave him to his tools he may accidentally, or by habit, rebuild
those same sinful fortresses. The difference is this time he will account for your correction and may
be less susceptible in the future to reproof.
You will likely see more return on your investment into another brother's spiritual wellbeing IF you
stick around to help him rebuild.
(Matt. 12 : 43 - 45)
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Your Energy Sucks and So Do You
32 upvotes | May 7, 2021 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
Not going to make a huge post on all of these concepts. Generally speaking, you want to be in E+ as a
form of self advocacy (everyone prefers E+ people) unless you deliberately are being E- as utility.

• Glossary of Terms
Bit: A single-person form of joking focused on a specific subject matter. Bits are unique to those that
use them and are built upon as time passes.
Riffing: A conversational form of joking where the position of heel is passed around. Wit and word
play are the most important skills for participating in a riff.
Heel: Someone who is the butt of a joke.
Host & Guest roles: The Host of a conversation is the person driving discussion through conversation
with question, observations, and stories that related to the guests answers. Guests encourage and
develop conversation by answering questions, giving opinions, and sharing stories. E+'s can fluidily
switch between these roles.
Conversational Burdening: The act of responding to questions in a way that provides too little
content for the host to expand upon. Usually done through providing information alone.

• Energy Negative (E-)
"Bummer" Brings the "vibe" down by being too serious, boring, offended or sad.
Conversational Burdening/Using Conversation Killers (You see this with the blonde woman
here around 1:20 - she is making Conan elevate conversation. If Conan didn't do this, or Norm
Macdonald saved it, it would have been a flat interview.) Example
Disregardable inflection/monotone/too quiet
Avoids being the "heel"
Avoids ribbing an accepting "heel"
Self isolates
Visibly shows discomfort towards something
"Sperg" Ruins the "vibe" by overdoing, being exceptionally excitable, or making too many egregious
social faux pas.
Poor Storytellers/Monologers
Divorced content from audience.
Volume is too high
Brings a disproportionate level of energy to group. Example
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Expect their subjective preference for something to be the overall objective preference and are
tonedeaf when subjecting audience their own subjective preference.
Behaves as guest when hosting.
Behave as a host when acting as a guest.
Makes a "bummer" the heel or pushes heel too far. Example

• Energy Neutrals (E+-)
Provides tertiary content or lacks good storytelling capabilities.
Doesn't build upon question/builds no further energy.
Can riff, but avoids starting a riff.
Can usually either a) be the heel or b) make someone else the heel - but not both.
Avoids leading a conversation

• Energy Positives (E+)
Host
Elevates vibe by starting conversation, direction conversation, and deliberately including N+-'s
Make an E+- into a guest
Directs conversation
Doesn't talk about themselves, focuses on drawing out interesting content from the "guest"
Helps guests recover from a "faux pas"
Elevates a guests "bit". Example
Guest
Elevates the hosts position. Engaged with host. Answers succintly with proper timing.
Only exists if Host role is filled
Adds to conversation
May temporarily ask Host questions but doesn't try to take the wheel of the conversation.
Moves past host's "faux pas".

•Application
If your personality and identity are subject to your mission then your goal with this chart should be to
move from a resting position of E- or E+- to E+. Not that you always need to be "on" but that your
natural proclivity is to bring energy to social interaction as this will pay dividends long term in your
effectiveness.
If you are unsuccessful with women, business, or friendships building these skills will significantly
increase your options for interaction.
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"Dominant Sex" - part 2 - 'Numbers Do Not Lie' - your
thoughts?
32 upvotes | August 4, 2021 | by Red-Author | Link | Reddit Link
As most of us on this site know, in 2011 a slightly trashy erotic novel named Fifty Shades of Grey
was published. Despite being poorly written, something about it grabbed hold of female readers like
nothing before – and it quickly became the fastest-selling paperback of all time. Within four years the
book had sold 125 million copies worldwide – and still rising. Nothing like it had ever been seen
before.
So am I advocating that Christians read this book, or that there is something worthwhile to be found
inside it? Not at all! There is nothing edifying for a Christian within those pages. But there is one fact
that we need to take note of. This high best-seller among women is totally centered around a male
sexually dominating a female. In fact, he doesn't just dominate her. He ties her up, pushes her against
the wall, spanks and restrains her, pulls her hair and roughly 'takes' her again and again. And she
loves it. But what is this telling us about the secret desires of 125 million women?
Here is how Paul La Rosa, journalist on a well-known news site put it: “50 Shades of Grey = A
Message to Man Up!... Is it possible that so many women dream of becoming the submissive
partner of a dominant male partner which, after all, is the central plot of the book?... More than
ever men are becoming “feminized” (a word I heard a lot) by assuming traditional female tasks in
the home. One woman told me that she felt sorry for all the men pushing strollers because “they’re
so whipped.” ...“Men have become more and more soft and are behaving less like men”... I point to
“Exhibit A” in the Male-Female dynamic: 50 Shades of Grey. There’s something in that book that
is sparking women all across America and, if it’s not the return of the real man — the dominant
man — then I ask you what is it?” (-Huffington Post).
Not surprisingly, given the incredible sales figures, a lot of other commentators also began to turn
their attention to the ingrained fantasies of millions of women. As the psychologist Adam Sheck
wrote, “The fantasy of being ravished, being lovingly, yet forcefully taken by her man is
consistently in the top five female fantasies, often the number one fantasy. This is different than
the “rape fantasy” which has often been misrepresented.”
Notice how Sheck differentiates the term ‘ravishment’ from the term “rape”. This is a very important
distinction. He continues: “Of course, women don’t want to be raped, this is an act of violence and
power, not one of love. However, as revealed in the always popular romance novels, the fantasy of
a strong, powerful man initiating sex with a woman, not accepting her initial reluctance, and then
loving her passionately, is a popular fantasy.”
Popular indeed. In fact, it has helped propel the Romance genre to the number one spot around the
world, with over a billion dollars in sales every year. So what is it about being ‘taken’ and ravished
by a strong man that so universally appeals to so many women?
SURPRISING STATISTICS
When you start to realize just how common these ‘ravishment’ fantasies are, it is amazing that we
don’t hear more about them. Seemingly it does not even matter what culture or background women
come from. These things are deeply ingrained – even instinctual. They seem to function at a deep
hormonal level, well beyond conscious thought or control.
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When one dating website conducted a poll of its 1.6 million members, fully 79 percent of women said
they liked the idea of succumbing to a dominant male. And when a popular Christian site called The
Marriage Bed conducted a survey of its female members on this topic, the results were very similar.
Hundreds of Christian women were asked, “How would you feel about your husband ‘taking you’
sexually? Not violently, but forcefully and without asking?” Fully 69% of these Christian wives
replied that they would love it, or would be willing to try it. Only 15 percent were against it, and of
those only half (7%) strongly.
Certainly few of these people could be described as ‘kinky’, since this is a site for conservative
married couples. Yet these numbers are very similar to what we find around the globe. The vast
majority of women would clearly love to be dominated by their husbands in this way. So why isn’t it
talked about more?
As one marriage coach said, “I've been kicking around the idea of starting a course for men who
struggle with being more dominant (or just plain assertive and having confidence) in the bedroom
as I'm hearing from more and more men that they struggle with this, and more and more wives
that they desire it.” The same counselor stated that only 17% of his female clients said they wanted
sex to be “gentle”, while 83% said they preferred sex to be either faster, harder or rougher. As we
have seen, this ties in quite well with larger surveys also. The numbers are amazingly high.
Several years ago a man set off a huge discussion in the 'Ask Women' section of Reddit when he
asked: “Why do so many women love being dominated in bed?” A large number of women then set
about answering his question. One of the top-rated replies said: “The main reason why most women
like to be dominated, despite it being in varying degrees... is because when a man behaves that way
it makes us feel wanted and desired... It makes us feel like we are worth everything: "I'm so...
irresistible he just can't control himself. He has to have me. Here and now."
Another wife put it this way: “I am like this, LOVE being dominated during sexual play. I think its
because its a very base human role to play, it really turns me on when my husband takes control in
that situation. Everywhere else I like to be a team. It would make me feel devalued or degraded if it
were with someone I was not intimate with. But I know my husband values me and reveres me, so
its just a role he's playing. We actually had to have a discussion about this earlier in our
relationship because it bothered him to feel like he was "using" me.”
Men - it would be great to hear your thoughts on Part 2 (above). I'm sure many of you have further
insights to share.
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Consistency
32 upvotes | November 27, 2021 | by redpill-cool | Link | Reddit Link
1 Corinthians 15:58 "Therefore, my beloved brothers, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding
in the work of the Lord, knowing that in the Lord your labor is not in vain."
Steadfast - not a trait we often talk about. "Resolutely or dutifully firm and unwavering." A word we
would more often use today for similar meaning is constant, or consistency.
This post is going to talk about building good habits, by starting small and staying consistent.
To build a good habit more quickly, do it consistently, and expect of yourself a level you can
consistently accomplish.
Let's take push-ups for example, from a starting point where you are a couch-potato. You might be
able to get through 30 push-ups in one day broken up into a ton of sets. If you put a lot of will-power
on the line, and you'd be sore the next day, so you couldn't do it again, or it would be much harder to
do it again.
But - you could do five push-ups, and it wouldn't take too much effort. So you start there, and you
do that 6 days a week. Every week for a long period of time. Maybe a month, maybe two months.
You should feel it getting easier slowly, physically of course, but also more importantly mentally.
Now you have a small habit built, and your foot is firmly placed in the door.
Now, take that habit and consistently improve upon it, add a push up to it everyday until you hit
the point where you can't add another one daily anymore. Then repeat at that level from that point on
(you can also taper the improvement slowly to continue building this habit, e.g. one extra push-up
every two days). Now you've built a consistent habit, and made it stronger.
Over time, this habit will get easier, until it takes little or no will-power at all, and you are at a new
normal.
Then, add another good habit. Let's say reading your Bible. You know that if you read a few
chapters at once you will get tired while reading, and can't pay attention anymore.
Once again, start small, let's say 5 verses a day. It will take you less than a minute. And you once
again do that everyday for a long period of time, until it takes no effort at all. Then add more verses
daily, one at a time.
Eventually you will get to a point where you can't add another verse everyday without losing focus,
and you leave your daily reading at that level from that point forward.
From this point, you can keep adding more habits, or attempt to transform these good-habits into
higher-level good-habits.
For instance, with the push-ups example, you could turn that habit into going to the gym everyday,
and you would already have your foot in the door to start building a higher level habit. You are
already used to exercising, and that's the platform that helps make this easier.
The key here is instead of jumping head-long into a difficult good-habit that you would be
inconsistent with (or already have been inconsistent with in the past) - you train your mental
muscles before you charge in. With something simple that you can easily accomplish everyday,
so that you have no excuses.
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The Black Pill
32 upvotes | November 30, 2021 | by BibleDisciple | Link | Reddit Link
Attractiveness Scale:
1-2: Ugly
3-4: Below Average
4-6: Average
6-8: Above Average
8-10: Chad
For more than half of this post, I am referring to facial attractiveness but don't let it define you
because you need to see the whole forest instead just one tree.
Taking the Black Pill
"Now Joseph was handsome in form and appearance. And after a time his master's wife cast her eyes
on Joseph and said, 'Lie with me'" (Genesis 39:6-7)
Facial attractiveness is powerful. It influences how people perceive you and how people behave
around you. Simply, if you’re attractive, people will generally act positively towards you. If you’re
ugly, people will act negatively, maybe with some hostility towards you. In this example, potiphar's
wife was pursuing Joseph due to his "handsome form and appearance".
Most of us aren't physically handsome enough that a wife would pursue us and cheat. However, if I
were to place a bet that you were ugly, I would lose most of the time. Why?
Most Men are Average Looking
Regardless of hypergamy, most men are 4-6/10. Average. Looking. Don’t be that guy that compares
himself to 8+ chads and think he's a 3/10. Chances are, you are not ugly.
Looking at Jesus
"...he had no form or majesty that we should look at him, and no beauty that we should desire him"
(Isaiah 53:2)
Jesus was not facially attractive. He was an average looking man. A 5/10. It is clear from His
example that you don’t need to be a 9/10 chad to influence and attract people.
His disciples left everything for Him (Luke 5:11).
Large crowds formed around Him and/or followed Him (Mark 5:24; Luke 14:25).
Mary Magdalene went to Jesus' tomb to mourn (John 20:1).
The point is, people were pursuing Jesus not because he was physically attractive but because
of His internal qualities that made Him attractive.
Importance of Being Attractive
However, we should strive to be attractive in both areas because we are the light of the world, a city
set on a hill (Matthew 5) and a sacrifice acceptable to God (Romans 12:1). We can't look like a fat
horse and expect to successfully evangelize and make disciples.
Looksmaxxing - How to Increase Physical Attractiveness
Unless you are genetically deformed, you can bump a point or half through looksmaxxing.
Mew - Here's a definition for the boomers: Correct tongue posture. Your whole tongue is
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supposed to rest at the roof of your mouth. This is very important for health reasons as well so I
recommend you to do research about why this works and how to do it properly on youtube
(visual). Teach your children this.
Facial Exercise - I spend about 5-15 minutes a day doing the following exercises and it works
for me. Use discretion. Don't waste your time doing it for an hour.
Fast Jaw Clench - Open your mouth then close it as hard as you can. 10 reps.
Fish Face - While mewing, look up and make a fish face. Hold for 3-5 seconds. 10 reps.
Water Exercise - While mewing, hold water in one cheek almost like a squirrel. Tap the
cheek holding the water 30x. Then tilt your head 90o and tap again. Tilt 180o and tap.
Switch Sides.
McKenzie Chin Tuck
Castor Oil - Apply on your eyebrows and/or hair to grow them faster and thicker.
Don't Forget About Lifting
Before the fall, humans were "good" but we sinned and fell. God tells us what men must do: Be
strong and courageous. Lifting and being strong is a part of God's design for a man. God's design for
us is attractive and perfect. In other words... Don't be fat. Lift. Have a good diet. Be attractive.
More information on this sub about this.
Other Looksmaxxing Topics
Balding - "More Plates More Dates" on Youtube has good information on reversing balding.
Skin - Face masks, vitamin C lotion and applying sunscreen.
Cologne
Beard
Hairstyle
Acne
Style
Note on Height
Unfortunately, women like men taller than them. You can try to decompress your spine by hanging in
a bar and using an inversion table. You may gain a few cms but DO NOT GO DOWN THE
RABBIT HOLE OF TRYING TO GROW TALLER. A lot of women say they want a 6ft guy. It's
a fitness test and who cares what women say? Don't let that get you down! There are exceptions to
the rule. Go be the exception!
Looks are important BUT
Godly RP qualities such as having a MISSION and a Godly frame will exponentially increase
your attractiveness because that's God's design for men. Like I said before, God's design is
attractive and perfect. I'm constantly learning about it and I obviously cannot fit it in a post due to
its depth and complexity unlike being physically attractive. Don't dwell on increasing physical
attractiveness a lot. Your days are numbered (Job 14:5).
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Do many preachers encourage single men to be Simps? If so
why?
32 upvotes | September 15, 2020 | by King_george51 | Link | Reddit Link
So I was in lr/Christiandatingadvice and saw a post about if Christian men are simps and I had this
response
“TLDR: value yourself, have integrity, and take initiative if you’re interested...never be a simp by
trying to prove yourself/win someone over, think/behave like it’s all on you to make a relationship
work, or want someone who doesn’t want you”
My question is does anyone think that some, if not many churches teach men to do all the things I
listed never to do assuming the men listening are already walking in in godliness. I get the feeling
that it’s assumed or practiced as if women are more valuable or more spiritual then men and it’s
unsettling to me because if they are(idk how you measure that) truth be told that would just make
those men unfit to lead in the first place
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How God Saved My Marriage
32 upvotes | December 13, 2019 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
After some great questions from u/rocknrollchuck on my last OYS, I decided to write a short post on
how God recently turned around my marriage in case it helps some other men.
3 Months ago I made a post on RPC about discovering my wife's emotional affair with a guy she met
at our gym. The post didn't have much detail on the situation other than mentioning that I had several
"work wives" in my past and discovering my wife's relationship with her "gym boyfriend" was
extremely convicting. In that post I also mentioned the dangers of having friends of the opposite sex
that start seemingly innocent but escalate slowly into intimate emotional relationships. The problem
with that post was that I was short on background and context. Also, at the time I had very little
information on their relationship other than the text messages I discovered so I deleted the post
because it wasn't valuable without including those details.
While I received lots of advice from the group here and even more advice from friends in real life,
ultimately I prayed and asked God for wisdom in how to best approach the situation. I felt lead to be
upfront and honest, even if it backfired. I asked my wife why they were talking secretly via text since
both of them were married. Her response was that they never spoke about anything sexual and so she
didn't think it was sinful, but she totally understood why I was upset because I had several female
friends in my past that made her uncomfortable and she still feels the pain from those women. She
even admitted that for a couple days she felt like she needed to confront the guy and end it. We
prayed together and decided that the 3 of us (gym boyfriend, her, and me) would become friends and
workout together, that way there was total transparency. She also agreed to cease all contact with him
via text message and never have texting relationships with other men in the future.
But here is where God truly stepped in: I thought my marriage was good, had always been good, and
would always be good. I'm a natural leader and my wife is very submissive. We had a happy
marriage and lots of good times. In fact my wife has been my best friend for 17 years. Day after day
we spent family time together, had sex often, and even worked out together and I mistakenly thought
this was going to be my life. But during this difficult time, I clearly and distinctly heard the voice
of the Holy Spirit saying, "WAKE UP! You aren't living a life of purpose! You know it, your
wife knows it, and if you don't follow me, you are going to lose the most important things in
your life - your family." I spent 3 weeks in agony - sleeping less than 5 hours a night, no appetite,
feeling distant from my wife and anxious of the whole situation. My confidence was rocked and the
only consolation was time with Jesus. I would wake up at 3am, read the Bible and write prayers of
repentance for being a selfish husband full of pride who placed God as a low priority in my life for 39
years. And then I figured out something that has changed my marriage, my family, my life and
the lives of most of our friends: I found my mission.
My marriage has become focused on our mission to grow closer to God, evangelize our community
and help our friends discover Jesus. I have taken an active spiritual leadership role with separate
devotionals in the morning for her and I, couples prayer time, couples Bible Study, and a nightly
family devotional. Our relationship is highly sexual as we both feel a much stronger emotional bond.
She trusts me more now then ever and illustrates it by being very open to new adventures, both in and
out of the bedroom. We have 2 day dates each week and evenings we spend sharing our thoughts
with each other. She also writes me notes of encouragement and we text all day for the first time in
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17 years together. All of these things are newly developed. You can only lead someone who wants to
be led and I think our whole relationship she's been waiting on me to lead our family towards
God.
Red Pill principles are worthless without a mission. With a mission, RP principles become
invaluable. After 2 years of RP I had internalized the principles of frame, OI, abundance and
leadership. But none of that worked to make my marriage (and my life) the way it was designed to be
because I wasn't under the leadership of Jesus. I had a good life, but the life wasn't mission focused or
Jesus focused. I was distracted by business, sports, hobbies, friends, vacations, and countless other
good things. Now my priorities are clearly defined and nothing, I mean NOTHING, gets in the way
of my mission.
For all the men who are working on their marriages by improving their lives, the first and most
important step is to redefine your whole existence in submission to Jesus and allow your life to
become solely focused on expanding His kingdom. Before you lift, before you implement dread,
before you pass fitness tests, even before you expand your social circle or initiate sex with your
wife, get right with God and articulate that mission. All the other things will improve your life
slightly but none will give you the marriage you want that God designed. But once you have that
mission going full speed, the rest will be easy.
Today we are very good friends with gym boyfriend who, I discovered, is a born again Christian who
felt immediately convicted when confronted. He said that he meant no harm, they just slid into a
close relationship over time. He and I are both following God's will for our life and our daily
conversations revolve around spiritual matters. My wife sees him a couple days a week in the gym
and they chat for a few minutes then part ways.
I'm not saying you should handle your situation like I handled mine as our relationship and situation
is unique, but I am saying you should seek God for the answers to your problems and trust that it will
work out. It's been 90 days so I'm careful to ask God daily to keep me convicted, give me strength
and courage, and help me stay consistent. I also have accountability partners and mentors that know
about my "Awakening" and are there to encourage me in the future, yet another first for me. I'm not
very active on these subs anymore outside of OYS posts, but I hope that my situation can help some
of the men in this group.
EDIT: My intention wasn't to imply that focusing on discipleship and growing closer to God
was an automatic solution to everyone's marriage. In my case I felt God leading me to take
certain steps that might not work for you but they transformed my life. Everyone is different
and I don't know what you are going through. But I'll quote myself and this will be my final word,
"I'm not saying you should handle your situation like I handled mine as our relationship and situation
is unique, but I am saying you should seek God for the answers to your problems and trust that it will
work out."
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Understanding WHY sexual sins are sin.
32 upvotes | August 8, 2019 | by ruizbujc | Link | Reddit Link
I've been around here [this post was originally drafted for r/TrueChristian] for a long time, and this
question keeps coming up from a variety of angles. I think I actually end up writing this post about
once every couple years because the issue never quite goes away.
You want to know why sexual sin is sin? Because we were designed to reflect God's image to the
world and to Him. If you can understand the way our physical lives reflect a spiritual truth about God
and how he relates with his people, many mysteries of Scripture suddenly make sense - especially the
correlation between the old and new testaments.
For the sake of this post, let's stick to two of the most discussed aspects of sexual sin: homosexuality
and masturbation.
Physical Parallels the Spiritual
Throughout all of the Bible we see that humanity's function is to reflect God's image to the world and
even to Himself. This is how God is glorified. But there is a gap between the spiritual God we serve
and the physical world we live in. When humanity was young, it could not understand the spiritual
things of God, so God gave us physical, tangible examples to help us understand who he is and what
he expects of us.
Physical circumcision was a symbol of what God would do in our hearts (Romans 2:28-29)
A nation of Abraham's physical descendants was a symbol for the spiritual nation God was
building (Romans 9:8)
Marriages between men and women were a symbol of the spiritual marriage Christ would have
with his Church (Ephesians 5:32)
Relationships between fathers and their children were a symbol of the spiritual relationship
between our Father and us, his children (1 Cor. 4:15)
When the fall happened, humanity stopped reflecting God's image as intended. But God's intent for
us to reflect his image remained. God never stopped calling his people to holiness, nor has he stopped
his efforts toward sanctifying us.
In short, anything that breaks the image of Himself that God intended to reflect through our lives is
sin. The call to sanctification and holiness is a restoration of that image. God's actions on the physical
world - especially as expressed through the Old Testament - are an effort to show us through physical
things we could understand the spiritual truths that we otherwise couldn't. It's not surprising, then,
that Jesus often spoke in parables, using physical things God created to help us understand spiritual
things we were otherwise ignorant about. And he also spoke stories from the Old Testament not for
the mere purpose of communicating a moral, but to demonstrate that God was using those historical
events as a foreshadow of the spiritual realities that were coming into place with the cross - and
indeed were always in place, but were not understood until after the veil was torn.
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The Sexual Image We Bear
Insofar as it pertains to sexuality, God's design for humanity is that we would be his children and a
spiritual lineage would flow throughout the world from beginning to end, through Him, which we call
evangelism (causing someone to be "born again") and discipleship (raising a child to maturity). From
the beginning of creation itself, God made his expectations known: "Be fruitful and multiply." God
created life first, and then told mankind to do the same thing, living in his image.
Bizarrely, most people assume that this was a command to produce physical offspring. Adam and
Eve did just that. They produced lots of offspring. Some people estimate there could have been as
many as trillions of people on the planet at the time of the flood. Even conservative estimates are
much higher than the present global population. Yet God did send a flood to wipe them all away,
expressing to the world, "That's not what I meant when I told you to fill the world." In Malachi 2:15
he clarifies, "And why did the Lord God make them [husband and wife] one, with a portion of his
Spirit in their union? To produce godly offspring." The pre-flood population missed the "godly"
part. God didn't merely want warm bodies across the earth; he wanted spiritual life, not embodied
death (Romans 7:24).
In reading Ephesians 5, it's almost impossible to miss the parallel Paul says God intended between
physical marriage and the relationship Christ has with his church. Jesus even refers to himself as the
bridegroom, and Revelation makes clear that we are his bride. This includes the reproductive and
child-raising nature of marriage, as is evident through the ways Scripture talks about how spiritual
life is born from the union between God and his people - that this oneness bond is what produces fruit
flowing from our lives. It's almost impossible to miss this when we read Acts 1:8 - that when the
Holy Spirit comes on us, indwelling within us, we will become God's witnesses. To what end? That
people be born again.
Broken Image 1: Masturbation
The Cultural Position
God's design for sexuality was that it would be used as a vehicle to help us understand the imperative
for spiritual reproduction today. Have you ever been bewildered by the cultural difference between
the Old Testament and today on having children? If you didn't have children back then, you were
shamed and cursed. If you were a woman with a closed womb, it was as if your life had no meaning.
If you were a man with a dysfunctional penis, you were prohibited from entering God's assembly.
Having children - and lots of them! - seemed to be the highest pursuit for virtually everyone in those
days, and we see numerous women pleading with God for children or becoming embittered when
they don't have them. A woman's success and virtue was defined by her ability to birth children for
her husband.
This is a cultural imperative that we simply miss today, and I believe there are at least two reasons for
this - one good, another ... not so much.
First, we have direct access to the spiritual truth that the physical parallels are meant to point to. As
such, we don't need the physical example anymore. The road map matters very little when you're
already at your destination. Though if you wander off, it's nice to have it to guide you back again.
When we are already producing spiritual generations from our life, we have no imperative toward
producing physical children. This is perfectly appropriate.
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The second is more significant because very few people are actually spiritually reproducing the way
Jesus modeled. If not the first, then the alternative reason society doesn't have the same interest in
mass-child-rearing as biblical societies did is that they're not reflecting God's image properly. Society
has developed a view that children are a wonderful blessing when you feel ready, but that it's
perfectly normal and acceptable to decide not to have kids as well.
This isn't surprising in the age of pornography and mass-acceptance of masturbation. Even into the
50s it was an ideal to have several children playing behind your white picket fence. But as
masturbation rose, sexuality became less about reproduction and more about pleasure. This ultimately
manifested in 1967, when states began permitting no-fault divorce, which had the impact of treating
not only sexuality, but marriage itself (an inherently sexual relationship) as a vehicle for individual
happiness. This continued through the 70, which laid the groundwork for the sexual revolution,
opening the sexual marketplace to anyone, anywhere, at any time, as long as they both wanted it.
There were no longer legal repercussions. Needless to say, this degraded the integrity of the family
unit itself, initiating a stark rise in divorce rates that have had the trend of increasing ever since.
We could have a chicken and egg debate over whether pornography and masturbation caused the
sexual revolution, or if it was a byproduct of the revolution that allowed for its mass-monetization. I
lean toward the former. But the correlation cannot be missed.
The Spiritual Implication
Let me be clear: I'm all on-board with the idea that sex is fun and should be enjoyed between a
husband and wife as often as they feel. What I'm trying to hone in on, though, is the modern selfindulgent view of sexuality. Consider how this is similar to the way average churchgoers view
spiritual reproduction.
I often hear people coming back from mission trips talking not about how many people were
saved, but about how much fun they had on the trip.
I constantly hear Christians get all excited about having shared the Gospel with someone - and
their focus is on how good it made them feel, rather than on the fact that the person they shared
with still rejected them and went to hell.
Sunday services where the Gospel is preached have become a vehicle for mass-entertainment to
keep the people in the seats pleased.
But let's get to the real meat of this parallel: the fact that actual reproduction is impossible through
masturbation. That's ultimately why it's sin.
We are meant to be a reproducing people. This was God's first command to Adam and Even in
Genesis 1:28, it was Christ's last command before he ascended in Matthew 28:19-20, and it's the
imperative when the Holy Spirit comes on us in Acts 1:8. Our reproductive efforts are always
designed in Scripture to be expressed with another person. God doesn't model mass-reproduction by
himself the way you'd think if we looked at a porn addict as bearing God's image, right? Instead, God
works through the Church, his bride.
When we masturbate, we communicate to the world that we don't need God or that God doesn't need
us. That is, a husband can be satisfied by himself without his bride, and a bride can be satisfied on her
own without her groom. It communicates that spiritual reproduction (evangelism) is about our own
pleasure and that we should be able to experience that pleasure without needing God in the mix and
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without any actual intent to make a convert - just to feel good about ourselves.
Moreover: if husbands, specifically, reflect Christ's groomship to his bride, the Church, and we
physically masturbate, then this communicates to the world that God, on a spiritual level,
masturbates. What does that even mean? I assume it means that he gets off on the idea of spreading
his Gospel to new believers without any actual intent of drawing anyone to himself. And yet we
know this is a false image of God because the Bible says that God wants to draw all people to himself
and is not desirous that any should perish.
I'm sure you can ponder many more ways that masturbation within marriage disassociates from the
type of relationship Christ wants to have with his bride. Feel free to leave them in the comments.
Broken Image 2: Homosexuality
What we do with our marriages and children communicates something to the world about the type of
relationship Christ wants with his bride or the Father wants with his children. We are always
reflecting something about God through the way we live.
If a husband is abusive toward his wife, it reflects to the world that Christ will be abusive
toward his bride, the Church. This is a false image. 1 John 4 says that Jesus doesn't punish us
and Jeremiah 29:11 says God's plans are not to harm us.
If a wife decides it's okay to cheat on her husband, this communicates through her behaviors
that it's okay for the Church to cheat on Christ from time to time. This is a false image. The first
command is to have no other gods before our God, and the Bible is repetitively clear that we
are not to cheat on him with idols, using the whole book of Hosea to verify the sexual parallel
between a spouse cheating on her husband and God's people cheating on him.
If a wife is lazy and does nothing but watch TV all day, expecting her husband to do everything
by himself, this communicates that it's okay for the church to be lazy and expect Jesus to do
everything for us. This is a false image. Jesus didn't say, "Sit back and watch me take the
Gospel to the nations." He delegated that responsibility to us.
Similarly:
If two men "marry," they are communicating to the world that Christ has no place for the
church - grooms are fine without a bride. This is a false image, as the Bible is clear that even
though Christ doesn't need the church, he has still chosen the church to be his vehicle through
which he would work.
If two women "marry," they are communicating that the church doesn't need Christ - that brides
are fine without a groom. This is a false image, as the Bible is clear that the church has no value
apart from Christ.
A homosexual couple cannot have children flowing from their relationship. If this is permitted,
it presents to the world that it's perfectly acceptable for Christ or the church not to produce
spiritual offspring either - that it's enough just to love each other. This is a false image in
defiance of the great commission and what Jesus has said about what loving him looks like.
Additional Considerations:
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Some people bring up adoption, which homosexual couples can do. But this is like saying Christ
would produce spiritual offspring with someone other than the Church and then have the Church be
the one to raise the baby. This is also a false image. Yes, God could have the stones cry out, as
Scriptures say. But he doesn't do this because he is faithful to his church, which is also repeated
throughout Scripture.
Others object that allegedly Christ wouldn't condemn a heterosexual marriage simply because one or
the other was sterile and couldn't have kids, and therefore reproduction shouldn't be the qualifier of a
marriage that reflects Christ's relationship with the church to the world. Otherwise a sterile person
would be prohibited from ever marrying. There are several problems with this. The first and most
obvious one is that this only accounts for the third bullet point I gave above and does nothing to
address the first two (and more that I haven't listed).
More to the point, this confuses the road map with the destination. The physical example is the road
map to help us understand the spiritual reality, which is the destination. A couple who is producing
spiritual offspring through evangelism and discipleship has arrived at the destination and no longer
needs the road map. Instead of reflecting a shadow, they are a beacon for the actual image itself - a
spiritual lineage being what flows from the relationship rather than a physical one.
Additionally, while they may not have actual children, sterile couples engaging in sex are still
demonstrating through their relations a type of intimacy that would ordinarily produce new life, but
for the sterility. This is a healthy image because Christ's bride regularly engages in reproductive
efforts without actual reproduction occurring - preaching the Gospel, but finding no converts. This is
an affirmation of the pragmatic reality of the spiritual relationship we experience with Christ, and not
a defiance of it. It appropriately acknowledges that not every spiritually reproductive effort will result
in someone being born again - and that's okay. Homosexual sex, on the other hand, doesn't even bear
a reproductive intent from the start. No gay man or lesbian has legitimately expected to conceive a
baby from their relations.
In this context, it's also worth noting that God opens and closes wombs, so even a sterile couple can
have sex with the hope or expectation that God can defy their sterility. There are biblical examples of
this, so it's not an unreasonable thing to pray for or otherwise expect might happen, even in the
absence of prayer. The possibility of conception is always there. No homosexual couple legitimately
expects God to perform a miracle to get a man pregnant without a womb or that a woman would be
inseminated through her bride's finger, and there are no biblical examples of God ever doing such a
thing. The spiritual reality behind all of this is, of course, that when we share our faith through Christ,
it's ultimately up to God whether or not someone is born again as a result. We don't see Christ sharing
the Gospel with himself (masturbation) or with the Spirit (akin to male homosexuality) with no
church or people around, expecting to produce a new convert. Nor is it in any way fruitful for
Christians to evangelize each other (akin to female homosexuality). Of course, when Christians do
attempt to evangelize each other, it's because they legitimately believe the other person isn't saved,
but that's a separate can of worms.
Again, the point here is not whether or not someone is actually capable of having children, but in
what is reflected to the world and to God by our physical interactions. Because of this, the
significance is not in the technicalities of statistics and sterility (even if God couldn't do miracles), but
in the fact that the world and God would perceive a couple putting forth reproductive effort and not
finding success, much like many believers (Christ's bride) put forth spiritually reproductive effort and
simply don't produce new life, as everyone they preach to turns the message down. This is consistent
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with God's reproductive intentions with the church. Even if a homosexual couple was misinformed
enough to believe they could get each other pregnant through their actions, the world and God would
still not have that image reflected to them; rather, they would simply see a couple that is either
deluded or doesn't actually intend to produce offspring in the first place.
Further, there are several places in Scripture where people are made sterile by God to serve a
purpose. That purpose often includes the fact that God is using the physical example of their sterility
to show how someone can become spiritually sterile as well, and the impact that this should have on
our relationship with Christ, our thoughts toward spiritual reproduction, and ultimately the
dependence we have on Christ to birth new spiritual life through us rather than us thinking we can do
it of our own power. In the case of homosexuals, all they are proving is that life cannot be produced
in the absence of the church and Christ working together, which demonstrates that they are not
modeling a Christ/church relationship, and therefore are not legitimately married or living up to the
image of marriage God expects.
Remember: the Bible says on at least two separate occasions that the one who fails to produce good
fruit will be chopped down and thrown into the fire. It doesn't say the one who produces bad fruit; but
the one who fails to produce good fruit. This is significant. Fruit is the offspring of a tree - Jesus is
talking about disciples as the fruit. Homosexual couples cannot produce good fruit, much less any
fruit at all, and therefore it doesn't matter how much we may otherwise think they are good people and I know some who I love dearly.
CONCLUSION
Sex can certainly be enjoyed between a husband and wife, even if it doesn't result in conception. But
everything we do reflects on our Father and Groom. If we act inconsistently in our own marriages
with the way Christ intends to relate with us in our communal spiritual marriage to him, we reflect a
broken image to the world of who God is and how he intends to relate with his people, which is a
hindrance to the Gospel being spread throughout all nations.
The framework here is not one of hating homosexuals or people who masturbate; rather, it is that
engaging in these types of behaviors is entirely inconsistent with the spiritual purposes God has had
for his people since the creation of the world, and we should not tell lies through our behaviors about
God. Actions speak louder than words.
I say this to a community of predominantly straight people not to echo-chamber the same dogmatic
principles that often get talked about anyway, but to a background and understanding to the issue that
can create empathy through understanding why these matters are sin, rather than the standard Biblethumping approach. When my kids don't understand my rules, they will obey me when I tell them,
"Because I said so!" But that phrase does nothing to help them understand me and know me better.
Sometimes they're too young to grasp the rationale behind my rules, but as soon as they are capable
of receiving it, suddenly they empathize and are even far more likely to obey and to love their
siblings when they falter, rather than tattling for the rule's own sake.
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Older female Virgin
32 upvotes | July 14, 2019 | by MissSuzyhomemaker | Link | Reddit Link
Context wise I am a 28-year-old virgin. A while ago I was asked by a guy to hook up. I said no
promptly and then went on to explain my reasoning. He then told me that nobody would want to
marry a late 20's virgin because most people would consider there to be something wrong with them
mentally. I stopped the conversation because obviously, we were miles apart in our moral beliefs.
The thought stuck with me that I briefly considered hooking up with someone else but then was
convicted by God and did not go over.
I'd say I have a healthy view of sex (Waiting has been a struggle) Sex isn't just something that is
about my pleasure but what I give and give freely with my spouse. My role as a wife isn't just about
being available when he asks but to pursue my husband's sexuality. While I have fallen down the
road of talking inappropriately and sharing inappropriate pictures in the past and have asked for God's
forgiveness and once crossed the line of messing around but never crossed the line into any type of
sex.
In today's society even in the Christian circles, there is a propensity towards being open to premarital
sex. I've had the problem of not being upfront with choosing to wait for marriage that too much was
invested as far as time and now were not on the same page. I have had the problem of saying I'm a
virgin and waiting and had guys put "Virgin Goggles" on and try to push the relationship regardless
of compatibility of our life goals. One recently it became very apparent that I was going to be the one
pushing for the pureness in our relationship and I had to end it because there would always be a push
to compromise.

This is by no means a brag post but I would say I have many qualities that would make me a very
ideal spouse... by no means perfect. I'd say the thing that has caused me the most problems in dating
is that a few years ago I got sick and was put on medication that caused weight gain(50lbs) and now I
am on the last 20lbs so I think after that my situation as far as finding a spouse will improve.
My questions are
Is it more of a red flag to be a virgin at my age than not be a virgin?
How should I discuss my standards as far as waiting for sex? Is it a better personal policy to wait
until things are more serious? I've considered phrasing it as "I have never had casual sex" to lessen
the problems with the "virgin goggles" but find that not being honest either.
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FR - How the blue pill betrayed me in three critical ways in
three years
32 upvotes | April 26, 2019 | by Gerglie | Link | Reddit Link
Hello everyone. I've been lurking for a good long while and I've finally decided to post at u/RedCurious's request.
Let me tell you how the blue pill betrayed me when it counted most. The main setting is my young
adult years (currently 26), newly married. For background, I had the distinct fortune of being from a
solid, stable Christian home with parents who made good decisions with their life and with me. Now
that I'm an adult, I realize my experience was rare. But no amount of good early fortune prevents a
man from making mistakes and learning useless advice.
I almost died laughing when I read "I Kissed Dating Goodbye" in the sidebar as a joke. That one hits
close. I mentioned my Sunday School upbringing earlier. As a kid, I developed a negative view of
masculinity: strength is brutish, directness is unrefined, stoicism is dishonesty, meekness is the virtue
of weakness. My father was a former survivalist and firefighter turned programmer, so these ideas
were largely instilled by female--and feminine male--teachers whom I respected. (That's a lesson
about the influence of others on one's children.) I took these feminized ideas into my teens, staying
highly intellectual and looking down upon physical activity. This lead naturally into hyperromanticizing the world.
I didn't even know the term 'white knight' existed back then, and I still called myself that. That's how
intensely we're talking, here. I read all those books like IKDG and become obsessed over pedestaling
and white knighting for female classmates as some kind of spiritual discipline. After a few years of
incessant beta-orbiting and friend-zoning I got wise that something wasn't working, so I ditched the
whole thing and enjoyed my college years just focused on my life/responsibilities and investing in
friendships with dudes. Still very blue-pilled, but at least done being /r/niceguys and /r/iamverysmart
incarnate.
As RP-me now understands, focusing on my life/responsibilities was effective at attracting women,
though I didn't realize that at the time. Halfway through college I decided on a girl and we later got
engaged. Naturally, this is where the blue pill betrayed me hardest. It taught me several insidious
falsehoods that severely hurt our life.
First, it taught me to look for a wife who needs help--someone with a host of issues she needs saving
from. I had this so deeply instilled that I even prayed for it. I latched onto my fiancee because her
plethora of emotional problems from her past dictated that I rescue her feelings. This meant excusing
behavior and coddling feelings. This proved to be highly destructive. I had no idea how to handle
emotional whirlwinds, and we often ended up fighting more bitterly than I had ever even seen anyone
fight in real life. My home life was nothing like this and it was totally beyond me. The frequent
turmoil sapped us heavily.
Second, it taught me that beauty was essentially vanity. Simply put, I never improved myself,
remaining 5'11" and 140 lbs, minimal fitness. Likewise, I let my wife gain a lot of weight as I
coddled her feelings and always let her do treat-therapy after we fought (which, again, was often).
Yet I was taught that wanting physical beauty was vanity and oppression, so I did nothing. A husband
is supposed to lie to himself and his wife about her size, right? The loss of attraction destroyed our
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sex life.
Third, it taught me to relinquish responsibility. My wife handled altogether too much of the finances,
home maintenance, life decisions, social engagements, church commitments, et al. I simply gave it
over to her because of "roles" or "equality" or something. (Honestly, it was just to leave more time
for gaming.) I certainly couldn't make hard and serious decisions she disagreed with, or else I was
acting like one of "those" men who believed too seriously in a husband's authority. We were
frequently not on the same page and often in debt, with nothing saved. The vague terms of our life
made it directionless.
About three years in, weary of conflict, frustrated by yet another failed budget, and praying for some
direction, I remember--of all things--looking up "do women spend more than men" on Google. A
couple results down, there was a result for the TRP subreddit. I don't know what Saul/Paul's
experience of having scales fall away from his eyes was exactly like, but it sure felt relatable. I
devoured the content of the sub. I wasn't keen on the amoral self-centered and promiscuous nature of
the whole thing, but my father had taught me never to ignore good truth from bad sources. About a
year after fumbling about trying to figure out how to apply that, I discovered MRP, and a couple
years later, I'm here finding CRP.
It's been a life-changer, to say the least. Three years of my OYS, lift, frame, etc., etc., has totally
altered our life. We're happy, our fights are few and short, we've got two kids, no debt, saved money,
and finally on track with mission. I have a great girl. She responded after a time, shaped up, and got
into her role once I stopped feeding her vices with my weakness.
In retrospect, it's incredible how much misery we went through because of church ladies stroking
each others' feelings and raising SEPs (a perfect term, btw) with no understanding of the trouble they
are causing for boys--and thereby, for girls. I'm delighted that CRP exists. I've been alone in this for
three years now, working through it and seeing success, thinking about how what's good and true in
TRP/MRP could be redeemed and wondering if I'm crazy for thinking it. It's not a concept easily
introduced in polite church company, even with men.
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Article on Proverbs 31:2-3 "Do Not Give Your Strength to
Women"
32 upvotes | February 2, 2019 | by Proverbs_31_2-3 | Link | Reddit Link
I was searching for different translations of this verse and came across this article:
https://www.tobyjsumpter.com/do-not-give-your-strength-to-women/
I thought you guys would appreciate it. It talks about men who gave their strength to women, like
Samson to Delilah or Solomon to his foreign wives. And it emphasizes the importance of staying on
the mission that God has given you, plus making decisions yourself to put aside activities that distract
you from your true purposes.
Does anyone have any other resources related to this passage that you recommend?
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We've done it, guys. "Traditional Masculinity" is now officially
deemed "harmful" by the American Psychological Association.
High-five to culture!
32 upvotes | January 11, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Here's the article:
https://www.foxnews.com/health/american-psychological-association-deems-traditional-masculinityharmful-could-lead-to-sexual-harassment
Apparently traditional masculinity is defined by "stoicism, competitiveness, dominance and
aggression" and they are "on the whole, harmful." "Traditional masculinity is psychologically
harmful" and can "result in gender role strain and gender role conflict and negatively influence
mental health and physical health" ... you know, because lifting weights and gaining muscle is
harmful to a person's physical health, and having confidence is psychologically damaging.
Traditional masculinity is also defined by "masculinity ideology" which is "defined by the APA as ...
'anti-femininity, achievement, eschewal of the appearance of weakness, and adventure, risk, and
violence." Obviously it's bad to want to achieve anything, and taking risks is never worthwhile. Oh
yeah, and there's never an excuse for violence, even when dangers are present.
Oh yeah, and "masculine boys may put their energy toward disruptive behaviors such as homophobia,
bullying, and even sexual harassment rather than strive for academic excellence."
Goodness ... I can't go on. Have fun, everyone.
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Understanding the friend zone and "escaping" it
31 upvotes | October 6, 2019 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
I have a post back from 2015 on Understanding the friend zone and escaping it. Figured it would be
worth a re-post here since the topic has come up a couple times in the past week. There's some long
quotes that I'm cutting out for the sake of brevity.
Fortunately (or unfortunately…), I’ve had a wide variety of experiences on the receiving end of the
friend zone, and I have talked with a lot of other men about the friend zone. So let me explain how it
all works. There are FOUR different scenarios that occur.
Scenario One
The girl likes you all along: You’re already attractive enough for her, and she was waiting for you to
pull the trigger. This jives with one commenter’s experiences. Over the course of said relationship,
the woman will often hint that you “finally asked her out” or “it was about time” or “I’m so happy
that you eventually asked me out” which means that she was interested in you for a while before you
asked her out. The keywords that show you that she was attracted prior are “finally” and “about time”
and “eventually” signifying a period of time where she was attracted before you pulled the trigger.
The other way you can figure this by straight up asking her when she was first attracted to you. If
she’s in a relationship with you sometimes she tells you straight up: “When I first laid eyes on you I
liked you.” Well, for most men that doesn’t usually happen. The vast majority of women are not
attracted at first sight as we know from the OKCupid studies women rate 80% of men as below
average.
Scenario Two
You have to change significantly (e.g. increase your sexual attractiveness by become more
masculine, stylish, muscular, etc.) in a time gap. This scenario manifests if you don’t see the woman
for a while, and you make significant changes to your life such as the example that one commenter
discusses. For example, if a woman is a female “6” and you’re a male “5” and you start lifting, get
your stuff together, have a growth spurt, and whatnot and then you come back as a male “7” or “8”
she’ll reevaluate you as a potential interest whereas before you were “just a friend.”
A real world example of this is that most of the men approaching 30 and into their mid 30s will see
women who were formerly not interested in their 20s start to become more interested in them because
they become more attractive (generally, more successful in their careers, more, handle themselves
socially much better, more confidence, etc.). Part of this is their own declining attractiveness tied in
with men’s increasing attractiveness into their 30s. The woman may have gone from a 7->6 whereas
the man goes from a 6->8. Since the man is now a “8” and she is a “6” (or may perceive herself as
still a “7”), she is then interested in him.
There are a couple of other scenarios which are much less common. I’ll describe them now.
Scenario Three
It is possible to where you’re with her the whole time and she gradually notices you. This is the same
thing that happens to wives when a fat husband starts working out, getting his crap together, and
whatnot. She sees him becoming more attractive — although she’ll only admit that it makes her
“uncomfortable” or “unhappy” that you’re doing it — and makes her mind go at 100 miles per hour
trying to figure it out. However, this discomfort makes the man more sexually attractive to her, so the
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bedroom antics will heat up.
Alternatively, usually some random event in a woman’s life wakes her up to the fact that you ‘re now
attractive. For example, a woman’s girlfriends could make a passing comment that “she’s single and
how you’re looking like a good catch.” The woman would then laugh and dismiss what her friend
says: “nah, he’s just a friend” or “haha, he’s not really my type.” But it will pique her curiosity, and
when she reexamines you and you’re now more attractive than you were in the past. She then comes
around and agree with her friend’s assessment that you’re now a catch.
Scenario Four
It is possible that a girl has put you in the “friend zone” or “undecided” where being undecided on
you is not enough information for her to make a decision. Typically, this happens if you’re a strong
silent type. Then a major incident wakes her up to the fact that you’re a man.
For example, usually some powerful act of bravery or leadership wakes her up. One such instance
would be if someone starts choking and everyone is panicking. But you know what to do. You calmly
run over to the situation, and do the Heimlich maneuver and the person is fine. Then you take control
of the situation and calm everyone down from panicking. You saved a life and exhibited leadership
under pressure. That woman who was formerly ambivalent to you is now attracted to you.
Alternatively, a different such situation is a man displaying social dominance. If a girl is giving you
crap or gossiping and then you tell her to stop. You two get in an “argument” and then you ream her
out until she apologizes. This type of social dominance over other women (or potentially men as
well) will make women take interest and be attracted to you. The power of your personality and your
status rises to where she is attracted.
Another such example would be you’re in the same church. You’re mere acquaintances. However, a
Bible study is being started up soon and you’re picked as a leader. You facilitate an awesome
discussion while being charismatic and funny. She becomes interested in you after this. You were
merely “meh” before, but you’ve displayed a significant aspect of social charisma that she didn’t
know you had before.
Conclusions
These are the four main scenarios that you will encounter with women who you may have been
“friends” with before, but then then you were able to date/court them later.
You were her friend, but she always liked you. She was waiting for you to ask her out.
You were her friend, and you underwent some change to become a man while you didn’t see
her for a while. When you meet her again you impress her.
You were her friend, but you are developing into a man. Then one day her friend or some other
random act of God makes her reconsider you and her eyes are proverbially opened.
You were her friend, and she doesn’t know a certain side of you. An inadvertent crisis or
significant display of social dominance or leadership shows her a side of you that she never saw
before. She reconsiders you now as more attractive because of this masculine display.
These are the scenarios where men “escape” the friend zone. Aside from the one where she always
liked you, they all have to do with YOU becoming more attractive by being a man or some other
manly display involving confidence, assertiveness, leadership, social dominance, or the like. Hence,
escaping the friend zone is usually as simple as becoming an ambitious, successful, stylish, confident,
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muscular, masculine leader. You know: Be attractive. Don’t be unattractive. Women are starving for
masculinity in today’s culture. All of that obviously comes with being excellent in God's mission for
you. Be excellent in everything that you do physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually.
It is important to understand that not every girl will “come around” even if you become more
attractive. Sometimes you really aren’t “a woman’s type” or whatever reason. Maybe she won’t
consider you because she doesn’t like men of a different race or ethnicity. Maybe she likes specific
type of man such as a jock in her sport of choice and usually if she’s a athlete too; your guitar skills
might not even phase her. Maybe you’re not educated enough, and she wants to go for a doctorate
and is only interested in marrying another doctor. Whatever the case just like some women aren’t
your type even if they are attractive so too a woman may decide that you’re “not her type” no matter
how attractive you may become. If you become famous all bets are off though. Fame is a great
equalizer regardless of “type” for women.
If she gives you the “we should be friends before dating” she’s probably not attracted to you
otherwise she would be giddy to go out on a date with you. The exception is if you can figure out that
is a hard rule that she has with ALL men even ones she thinks are attractive, or if at a certain period
in her life she has sworn off relationships (although this would make me suspicious in a yellow/red
flag depending on the reason — especially if a man was the cause). However, that’s rarely the case
from what I’ve seen.
This is why I don’t recommend trying to escape the friend zone with women. It's almost always
a waste of time and fighting an uphill battle. It may only get worse in marriage as she may
hearken back to your previous faults. If you fail with a woman, take your lesson and move on.
Go meet more women who don’t have preconceived notions of who you are and are interested
in you right off the bat.
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The shocking truth: Betas not only live hell in this life, they
often go to hell too. Defining the christian alpha.
31 upvotes | March 15, 2019 | by potatorockstar | Link | Reddit Link
The Biblical Alphas.
It's not a rare occurrence for christian and secular people alike, to get truly shocked when reading
about the lives of some biblical figures, especially of the old testament. To the untrained spiritual eye,
those character seem obscene, filled with sinful passions and downright contradictory to the mellow
wooshy behavior you'd expect from a conventionally perceived "spiritual man" (see often simp in
disguise), and the mere fact of them being mentioned seems perplexing or even blasphemous for our
hypocritical political correctness.
"Those were the favorite and chosen men of God at their time?" We might find ourselves asking.
David the giant killer, the wife stealer, the conspirator against his own official, the war mongerer was
also the beloved chosen king-prophet of God? Abraham with the multiple families, that was pimping
his very own wife is another chosen figure of God? Samson the ultimate skull crusher. What's up
with all that we might ask. How can our contemporary beta mindset ego investment really digest, that
David could seriously sin like that and then write a tears-ridden heartfelt poem to God and win his
favor like nothing happened once again?
Christ the Godman Himself said the most terrifying quote on the matter of mediocrity and
coward/cunning game. "I will puke from my mouth the lukewarm ones". How astonishing right? The
God of love that came to sacrifice His very self, being so brutally adamant on the matter of
lukewarmness. The underlying message here is either sin with all your being, and repent later with all
the qualms and passion you can muster, or get from the start on your knees spiritually for the good
struggle with all your mind, heart and power. But don't try to navigate like a snake in both worlds
with one foot in hell and one in heaven.
Courage and fearlessness with godliness is a sign of the spiritual fruits of a man. Cowardice is NOT a
virtue but a vice and a symptom of the soul. We often mistake it for humility but true humility can
only come from a place of power, non-ignorance and conscious decision. And above all a place of
grace. Some christians might go into the typical red pill rage when they learn about the female fallen
nature (what seculars call inevitable, evolved nature), but they forego their faith on the wise design of
God that way. Women are like that to pressure men into excellence and to most importantly let them
never lose their scope and turn females into idols of false worship. (Although in a distorted form of
that, the jezebel-unrepenting woman seeks worship and doesn't direct you to the proper worship of
the Creator.) The ontological goal which is divination, rebridging the gap of the fall. And not
pedestalising your nearly equal beings, especially the one designed to merely be your helper and cotraveller on that journey. (Also as christians know with taming, education and spirituality this
hypergamous fallen nature is prone to a lot of betterment).
Why being a beta is antichristianic, and a sign of vices (and why certain interests seek to
perpetuate this beta-raising of boys)
Let us see though the usual profile of betas:
-They are sneaky and good with an agenda.
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-Their humility is just an adaptive survival strategy.
-Their indecisiveness. Their unassertive, withering and comforming temperament can neither give
ceasar what ceasar's nor can it trump the marketplace's tables in the sight of blasphemy outside the
house of God.
-They pedestalise other humans (see often women) which is quite the inhumane burdain to put on
someone.
-They seek to be awarded for their "goodness" (barely controlled malevelonce), while God
commanded your left hand mustn't know what the right one does.
-They don't return when they die the two talents that God gave them into 4 or the 5 into 10 as God
commands. They play it safe. And don't view life as a divine gift, and the world as a temporary loan
and a great responsibility to be left a greater place.
-They hold grudges. They don't forgive and they pent up frustration and judgment over others with a
defensive sense of self righteousness.
-He believes in "the one" instead of living for The One, which is his purpose of creation.
-They are hedonists and seculars seeking the approval and fame of the world and not of the Lord.
-Their disney-like views of what relationships should be like are a form of covert narcissism and
entitlement, and look forward a wordly utopia not the Kingdom of heaven.
-They ask how can i benefit FROM the world and not how can a powerfully and spiritually serve
THE world.
-His confidence comes from himself and not the Lord and thus is not courageous enough to tame
female and his own malevolence, and those few seculars who do it (sadistic doms) do it in a failed
way with destructive results for female and their own psyche.
etc etc.
From whatever aspect you approach them, they fall way short towards the immaculate archetype our
God and Savior Christ has set for us.
-One could ask at this point, and who benefits from men being raised and encouraged to be like
that?Feminists are one such group. Unrepenting jezebel women who think can reverse the divine pyramid
of authority God--->priest/apostle--->emperor--->patriach/man--->woman--->kids. And whom do
feminists serve? Their own narcissism, traumas and jezebel spirit, and unconsciously some Luciferian
elites that seek a lukewarm pansexualist zombie new age race, maleable for their upcoming Global
leader the Antichrist.
As for capitalism it is also greatly served by thot culture, female "independence", poor spirituality,
high consumerism etc.
And wicked perverted men also benefit from this carnal transaction and easy access to unrepenting
women.
Difference between secular alpha, christian alpha and the saint.
What we call secular alpha is often not the essense of courage, holding frame and defending your
values, (not to even mention those traits being inspired and filtered by divine illumination), but a
euphimism to say things we know how to define very well biblically and psychologically. Things like
dark triad, narcissist, hedonist, adulterer, worldly people's pleaser, vain, power seeker, greedy etc.
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The christian alpha or simply man on a "red pill aware" repenting journey tries to bring forth his best
elements to serve God and humanity, while also combating his own demons and vices (and the ones
in his circle of influence). In general their goals and actions are mostly different.
-The secular alpha answers only to himself. The christian only to God, his conscience and to those he
wronged; [if his reaction though doesn't worsen them spiritually. (Creepy servitude,
overcompensating apologising, glorifying and pedestalising is not helping spiritually his wife or
whomever he offended. Nor himself. Actions and discretion speak louder than fear or idol worship
masked as virtue)].
-The secular alpha guards his frame either due to extreme and damaging self love, or to guard his ego
which is an even less subtle manifestation of narcissism. The christian holds his frame first of all due
to infinite respect towards God, aknowledging his own worth as designed in His image. On the
contrary with the secular also holds it to unroot instead of feeding his own narcissism and combat his
post fallen nature that seeks to oppose this frame. And to discipline in Christ his wife and kids by
example and by guarding them from slipups without being though militant or judgmental.
-The secular alpha gathers orbiters, or employees, or wealth or women thongs on his belt, to prove
something. The christian gathers the treasures of the soul that are the godly virtues.
-The secular alpha asks what shall i claim next, the christian thinks of the next reason for gratitude
towards God.
The example of Job. The timeless example of godly manhood. A man that didn't take life lightly.
Father of many, master of even more workers and servants. Land owner, beasts collector, feudarch,
textbook patriarch and hard worker like a few. He grabbed life by the hair while glorifying God at
every step and doing nothing to displease him. And the devil decided to test him, and when he did
Job lost everything. But what was his reaction? To curse the name of God? To wither and fall in
disbelief? He said "Thank you God for you claimed back all that Your mercy rented to me". This
amount of non attachment to even his own wife and kids is what the christian is called for. But this
requires to be heads and shoulders in faith and spirituality. That amount of stoicism is a sign of the
spiritual fruits and indomitable faith. You will mourn, you will love, but you will thank God for His
blessings and move on.
A next door christian alpha man. Here i will talk about my uncle Nicolas who is the closest i 've
met to a spiritual alpha man in many areas. Certain traits of him showed me lots of discretion and
good maturing, cause the discrete christian man understands the weaknesses and needs of his wife
and kids, and is a pedagogue, husband and lover to the right amount and the right times. Some
observations i made of his ways:
-Chose a celibate faithful christian woman. (but still woman). and offered the same that he required
with no hypocrisy.
-From the start established the frame of the family and called his wife to enter it instead of
succumbing to hers. The kids upbringing and how roles will be divided have also been made mostly
clear from the start.
-His wife admits he is the head of the house as is the biblical and natural standard and happily
submits to him.
-He doesn't lose his temper in arguments and prefers the action approach over the exhaustive debates
approach to resolve issues.
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-He loves his wife to death but sometimes will simply not listen to her if he decides its a thing she
handles wrongly. His actions can be some times spontaneous and and game changing. It could even
be at a subconscious and illumination level due to his deep faith and spiritual struggle, (cause he
lacks premarital experience that seculars claim is so needed) but he somehow gets that complete
linearity is an attraction killer and messes family polarity. So he maintains an element of suprise and
decisiveness without being anything less than respectful.
-He some times teases and jokes, without hurting others though, despite his praying and being the
most faithful member of his family.
-He still exercises despite reaching his 60s and does more pullups on the horizontal bar than even i
do.
-He has his parallel hobies and activities and often goes hiking.
-He also takes his kids to hiking, even his elementary school daughter, to teach them discipline and
the divine gift and beauty of nature. You can imagine the worry of his obviously a bit more neurotic
and fearful wife about the kids going there to explore nature nearly with no gear. (Once we did it
even with the church clothes after church. And played hide and seek with my nephews when we
reached a top). It's not like she can do much about it though. hehe.
-He teaches by example. Always feeds his kids and wife first, keeps the worst portion for himself,
and is content with little. Stoic and minimalistic.
-He has crazy technical skills and tools and he nearely built his three stores building house by
himself. And except from saving him lots of money this creates immense admiration in the eyes of
his wife.
-Treats his father in law as his own father who also has health problems and in general his kindness is
unconditional and equal to all.
-All his brothers and coworkers rely on him and he is the main character all come to for problem
solving advice in the family.
-He is fearless and even chased with his motorbike a van of thieves that tried to inflitrate the house
and he caught them no the act/attempt when he returned earlier from vacations to get something they
forgot.
-He doesn't negotiate the proper religious fasting, church attenting etc, even for the kids, and he
successfully makes every spiritual struggle look to them as a positive goal to look up to, and not a
militant command that rises resistence in others. And living up to what he asks definately helps
making his point across.
As you can already tell its a man i admire and would definately try to mimick if i tried to become a
patriarch.
The saint.
Well this person operates on an entirely different level cause he has cleansed most his narcissism and
is drenched in the grace of God. Usually an ascetic without a family (not necessarily though but it
truely helps not having to compensate for the hypergamous nature and needs of women and kids and
give all your being to God). He is the epitome of killing the ego, flourishing the soul, and turning the
other cheek. To the eyes of the world and even many christians seems as the penultimate victim and a
genuine crazy. But his forfeit of the worldly demands comes from a place of power and love, not
weakness. He ironically so happens though to be ontologically the ultimate alpha cause he beat the
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hardest tension on earth, his own fallen self. The ontological alpha appears as the most pitiful beta.
But thats why the humble at heart will inherit the earth.
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Breaking the Nice-Guy: Take Ownership, Ask For Help
31 upvotes | March 12, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Whose Responsibility Is It?
This is a much needed reminder for many guys, as I see this issue come up a lot. Men Little boys
often get in fights with their wives about the allocation of chores around the house. "She does do the
majority of the work," they say, "so I really should start chipping in more." "She has a valid point."
"A good captain, should listen to his first officer. That's all I'm doing."
Guys, guys, guys ... whose house is it?
The husband's job is to be the manager over his family and household. 1 Timothy 3:5, Ephesians
5:22, 1 Cor. 11:3, 1 Peter 3:1-7, Genesis 2:20-24 and 3:16. Need I go on? It's YOUR HOUSE.
It's YOUR kitchen to clean. YOUR deck to build. YOUR car to fix. YOUR bathroom to scrub.
YOUR bed to make. YOUR living room to pick up.
It's also ... YOUR career to advance. YOUR mission to fulfill. YOUR bills to pay. YOUR social
influence to develop.
When God created women, he did not say, "Some things are her responsibility, and other things are
the man's responsibility." He said, "I'm giving Adam the mission, but he's going to need someone to
help him do it." Let me emphasize this so you can't miss it:
YOU DO NOT HELP HER WITH HOUSEWORK; SHE HELPS YOU.

How Can I Do All That Myself?
Got it? "Yep, I should be doing all the housework too. But that seems impossible. I can't do
EVERYTHING."
Idiot. No. You can't do everything. Gee ... if only God thought about that. If only he'd said something
like, "It's not good for man to be alone. I shall create a helper suitable for him." Wouldn't it be nice if
God gave men a helper to get all this stuff done that he's responsible for?
Just because you're responsible for doing something doesn't mean you must personally do it yourself.
Is a CEO responsible for making sure his company's product gets sold? Of course! How else is he
going to get the company to succeed? But is he the one actually going out on the sales calls and
dialing the phone to the customers? No. He has a sales team that does that.
Field Report: A Solution
When I first started my RP journey I tried something bold in my house. I wrote it up here. My wife
used to stress over all the things that needed to get done around the house. This stress only existed
because she felt responsible for getting them done. She felt responsible for getting them done because
I wasn't taking that responsibility. If I wasn't going to do it and she wanted it done, by default it falls
on her. Then it became an argument over the fact that she couldn't do it all by herself. So, she would
nag me to help her with things on her list of chores. Sound familiar?
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She was doing the exact same thing to me that I'm suggesting you, as men, should be doing in
the reverse.
So, one day I spoke plainly to her: "For the next few days, I'm going to be responsible for everything
that needs done around the house. I'm going to give you a list of chores to do and when you're done,
you can do whatever you want. Go shopping. Watch TV. Crochet. Hang out with friends. I don't care
- whatever you feel like. You are to do nothing else productive - not even think about being
productive - unless it's on my list. If something needs to get done and it doesn't get done, that's on me,
not you."
Then I gave her a list of all of the exact same things she was already doing regularly anyway. Result?
She was no longer stressed. Suddenly we were having sex again. And all the chores got done the
same as before. Very quickly, I was able to stop micro-managing. I didn't need to give her clear lists
because she understood the general allocation I was giving her.
Why did this work? First, because women are more stressed thinking about what needs to be done
than by actually doing it, so I took the thinking part out of the equation. Second, when the weight of
responsibility was off her shoulders and onto mine, that pressure relief felt great to her. Third,
because I actually took responsibility instead of just leaving responsibility into limbo while
pretending to take responsibility. I legitimately started thinking about what needed done and kept
track and made sure attention was being given to things that were often neglected. Sometimes this
meant adding more things to her list, other times it meant doing it myself. But that balance was
entirely up to me, and she gladly helped with whatever I asked, rather than her nagging me to help
her.
A LAW OF ATTRACTION
No woman wants to be married to a husband. Weird concept, I know. "Husbands," in a cultural sense,
are not generally portrayed in very attractive ways. I started watching Workin' Moms, a Netflix
original show, and it provides a prime example. Three husband archetypes are shown:
Kate's husband is a typical beta. Even though he seems to have a decent job of his own, he
exists exclusively to be his wife's yes-man. What she says goes, even when he obviously
disagrees. She acts totally dismissive toward him.
Jenny's husband is a stay at home dad/wanna-be writer who is appropriately paranoid that his
wife constantly wants to cheat on him with her new boss.
Anne's husband is a go-with-the-flow guy who we pretty much never see because he's so
irrelevant to anything going on. She rolls her eyes and ignores him.
Bonus points: Frankie's "husband" is an actual woman (lesbians) and they're not doing it either.
Lots of sexual dysfunction. This is how the media portrays husbands. The show also appropriately
notes that these women are totally unattracted to their husbands. If that's what the media says it
means to be a husband, no wife wants a husband.
Instead, the only attraction-based sexual tension that exists is from the girl who's into her bachelor
boss. Girls like bachelors. Your wife was attracted to you when you were still a bachelor. You were
sexually available and weren't the type of guy who was pinned down to whatever list of chores a
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woman was telling him to do. Even if you met your wife while you were still married to another
woman (and therefore you weren't a bachelor), the fact that you were with her showed that you
DNGAF about your wife's rules and boundaries, which certainly would not have included an
allowance for cheating on her.
Women want bachelors - but not just any bachelor. They want a guy who has his crap together. I've
never met a single woman in my life who would say, "I've got it all together." Every woman I've ever
met would say, "I don't have it all together, but somehow those people seem to. Why can't my life be
more like theirs?" They meet a bachelor with a decent job, a well-managed home, and hobbies that
keep him entertained. She thinks: "I don't have it all together, but he seems to. Maybe I can leech off
of his togetherness." So, she moves in (presumably after marriage) and lives it high for a couple years
before she realizes that he's a beta who no longer has it all together because he became the guy who's
pinned down by a woman's expectations on his life. See how that works?
APPLYING THE LAW
If you want your wife's genitals to well up for you the same way as when you were a bachelor, you've
got to become a bachelor again. When you were dating, she came over to your house and used your
kitchenware to cook with your food from your cupboards. She may even have used your vacuum to
clean your carpets or folded your laundry and put it in your drawers.
Then she started testing boundaries, right? She wore her sweater and left it on your floor. So, you put
her sweater in your drawer until she comes back. Then she leaves her lipstick on your dresser. Then
she has a pile of her things in your house, so she asks for a drawer. Now she keeps her stuff in your
her drawer in your house. Then you get married and she puts her body in your her house that she calls
"our" house - "our" because it's hers, but she needs to convince you that you have an interest in taking
responsibility too.
Notice all the "your ... your ... your" here? That's what I was conveying in the first section, above. Go
re-read it with the bachelor-mentality in mind and see if that makes more sense to you now. Does she
have a drawer in her dresser, or does she have her own dresser drawers that you're not allowed to
encroach on? Try putting a few of your shirts in her drawers for a few weeks and see what she does.
She might tell you to stop a few times first, then finally blow up at you when you don't. "Honey, it's
my dresser. If I want to put my clothes in my dresser, I'm going to do it." You DNGAF.
Simply put, start acting like a bachelor again. Hopefully you weren't a slob of a bachelor who left
dirty underwear on the living room floor for days. Make her feel like she is a guest in your home, not
a co-owner of the home. This is a huge frame-shift, but if you pull it off properly you get to be king
of your castle once again and she'll swoon at the opportunity to help you take care of your stuff and to
help you raise your kids.
Field Report 2: Asking For Help
Should you go around acting all possessive over everything and telling her "mine ... mine ... mine"
like a 2-year-old? No. Don't be an idiot. Just start taking on the responsibility and ask her to help you.
I remember the first time I tried this out. I bought a golden honeydew melon. I was heading off to the
gym and asked my wife to have it cut up for me by the time I got home. It was so weird. It was the
first time in 8 years that I'd ever asked my wife to do something for me that she wasn't already going
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to do for herself anyway. Like the Nice Guy I was, I thought that asking for help would be off-putting
and make her not want to have sex with me. "She already has enough on her plate," I told myself. "I
shouldn't add more things to her to-do list." And I was right. She didn't like it ... at first.
But as I often say, if you're not satisfied with the life you're living, it's probably because you're not
living the life you were designed for. She was designed to be a helper. How much would it suck be to
be a wife in a marriage where your husband never asked you for help? You literally could never do
your job. You could never feel fulfilled or satisfied. At best, you could guess at what would be
helpful to your husband, but never actually know. That would be depressing.
And to stick on that point for just a second: this is something I need to work on too. I rarely verbalize
the ways I need help from my wife. The things she innately does are often the helpful things I'd ask
her to do anyway. But because I didn't ask, she doesn't know if I find it helpful or not. Indeed, when
she can't do them, I do it myself anyway and everything's just fine. So, do I really need her? Is she
really helpful? Does she have a role in our marriage? Those are the questions that fish through her
head. Don't leave the "ask for help" part off the table like I have for too long. Why?
If you don't ask for help and just let her decide on her own how she's going to be "helpful," you
might not get the type of help you want.
She may not feel helpful, and you'll be left wondering why she's unsatisfied and feels worthless
in the relationship, affecting her sexuality as well.
By asking for help, you are subliminally communicating that you're in charge - you're the
responsible party and she's the helper, establishing an appropriate biblical framework for the
marriage and displaying dominance.
By asking for help, you're breaking your nice-guy habits and developing a spine, which will
eventually get your household more on-track with your vision as you become comfortable
asking for help not just in basic areas that she's already doing, but in more mission-oriented
areas that actually matter to you.
When you ask for help, even if you don't need it, you're mirroring Christ in the way he asks us
to do things on his behalf, even though he could make the rocks cry out if we refused. God
doesn't need our help, but he asks for it anyway - and you can reflect God's character in your
marriage by doing this.

CONCLUSION
It's your house. You take responsibility. Ask for help you when you need it. Don't let her be the one
to decide how she's going to help you. Mirror the image of Christ, who asks us for help, even though
he could do it all by himself too.
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Sex Addicted v. Sex Starved [MRP Draft]
31 upvotes | August 7, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Defining the Difference
Sexual addiction is a real thing that affects many men in our country. There are probably a few
dozen, at least! Props to these guys for dealing with a very serious struggle. For the rest of us, I'm
increasingly confident that what the world shames men for as "addictive behaviors" is really the
product of starvation of an important biological imperative. Of course, one can't discern between an
addiction and starvation until their desire has been sated.
For example, a true glutton is addicted to food. This is, unsurprisingly, quite common even under the
very relaxed psychological standards that try to avoid labeling people as "food addicts." Here's what
it really boils down to, though:
The addict will keep on eating even after he is full.
The starved person will stop eating once he has been filled.
The same is true for any other biological imperative, including our sexuality.
Many of you may know my background as a Christian. One thing the church is great at doing is
shaming men for their sexuality. I can't count the number of men who have told me, "I'm a sex
addict," as some big confession for which they're looking for my cure. I'd ask them about their
behaviors and it would line up - they'd be thinking about sex constantly, be watching porn constantly,
fantasizing about all kinds of things that their wives would never do with them, cheating on their
wives, etc. I always ask two questions after I hear their confession: How often do you have sex with
your wife? And is it good sex or duty sex? Sure enough, "We have sex about once a month, and it's
usually duty sex." Hmm ...
These men, and countless others, are controlled by their sexual desires - but they are not addicted.
They are merely unfulfilled. This distinction matters.
Why This Matters
We want sex. That's a good thing. Society tells women it's a good thing and that they should embrace
their sexuality. For fun, I googled "women should embrace their sexuality." The results are pretty
expected: 10 straight links of encouragement to women to embrace their sexuality. This is a good
result. I like it. What if I change it to "men should embrace their sexuality"? I get 1 link shaming men
for being toxic and blaming male-kind for school shootings (?!?), 1 link that encourages male
sexuality, 2 links about the "masculine" in a BDSM relationship, and 6 links telling women to
embrace their sexuality. Surprisingly, despite my search history, none of the manosphere blogs came
up. I changed the search again to ask: "is male sexuality good or evil?" I get 6 links shaming male
sexuality, 1 link encouraging male sexuality, 2 links shaming male use of porn, and 1 link of sex tips.
In short, if a man misunderstands his own sexual desire as an addiction rather than a starvation, he's
likely to buy into the lies that society feeds him, making it harder for him to swallow the pill and
embrace some of the best parts of being a man. If society can convince men that their mentality about
sex is a disorder, then those men will be compelled to look for a cure. And believe me, there are
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countless people selling all kinds of "cures" - from physical pills to psychological strategies, and even
philosophical ideals that advance someone else's agenda.
People as a whole are easily suggestible. If someone tells you, "You're fat," even if we know it's
objectively wrong, some part of us will wonder if there is any truth in the statement. Likewise, if
someone says, "You have a problem. I have something that could really help you with that," we're
most often curious. If the world tries to tell you you're a "sex addict," at some point you'll probably
question whether or not they're right. This type of questioning is good, but the suggestion often lends
itself to a particular conclusion. That's why attorneys always ask leading questions on crossexamination: because when you suggest a conclusion that doesn't seem far-fetched, people are more
inclined to agree, and this often even changes a person's internal memory and point of reference on
the issue once they have a present verbalization of assent to a concept that really should have gone
the other way. But let's not get too sidetracked on that point, as I'm probably preaching to the choir.
What To Do?
I remember the days where I attempted to suppress my sexuality altogether. I just wrote my story on
r/RPChristians, if you want to read more about it, but the TL;DR of the relevant part is that my wife
reasonably didn't want to have sex with me, but her and the church shamed me for use of porn,
leaving me with no sexual outlet at all. I was told I was addicted to sex because of how frequently I
was using porn at one point. Once I embraced the fact that I was sex starved and not sex addicted,
things started changing.
For one, my internal desire for sex is now easily sated. Shortly after discovering RP I would engage
in mental masturbation, getting excited about all the sex I would have once I was "man enough." Of
course, the time soon came when I could have sex on demand. I found that I no longer wanted it as
often as I thought I would when I was in my starved state. I remember fasting for a week once. When
the hunger truly set in all I could think about was how much I would eat when the fast was over.
Then the fast ended. I loaded up my plate with all kinds of goodies ... then ate half of it and went off
to do something else. That doesn't mean I don't want sex anymore - I certainly do. Rather, it means
that I can now enjoy my sexuality to the brim and appreciate it for what it is without an insatiable
desire that forced me to pedestalize that which could momentarily appease me.
Second, once my desire for sex was sated, I was no longer controlled by my wife's sexuality. This
meant that I was now free in my marriage to do what I wanted to do, and when I wanted to do it. If I
wanted to have sex, I'd have sex. If I wanted to go to the gym, I'd go to the gym. If I wanted to do
something to advance my mission, I'd do that too. My life became mine to control because I no
longer demanded her supply; she supplied on my demand ... or more accurately nowadays, I am the
supply that she's demanding, and I make sure I'm a commodity she doesn't get or see anywhere else especially among the other church men.
Third, once I was no longer controlled by my wife's sexuality, she became controlled by mine.
Because I didn't need her in order to be happy and fulfilled, the balance of power shifted, per Rollo's
Cardinal Rule of Relationships: The person with the most power is the one who needs the other the
least. When I didn't need to bend to her will, she bent to mine - and she was happier for it.
As I've noted on RPC often before, women are empaths - and that subject deserves a post of its own.
But the basic concept is simply that when a man sacrifices his own happiness for the sake of his wife,
she empathically experiences his unhappiness alongside of him and it makes the relationship
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miserable. When the man pursues his own happiness, even at the expense of his wife's interests, she
empathically experiences his happiness alongside him, and it makes the relationship enjoyable for
both of them.
Conclusion
Don't pedestalize your sexuality anymore than you pedestalize your wife. Believing society's lie that
all men are sex-craved maniacs leaves a power of suggestion that you'd be better off rejecting - and
not because you want to prove a counter-point (that you're not a "sex-craved maniac"), but because
you have a healthy point of origin about why you crave sex in the first place.
ONEitis is dangerous, whether the object of your affection is a tangible woman or a sexual ideology.
If you find yourself sexually hungry, don't become obsessed with your hunger. Accept that either
you're not in a time of feasting and embrace the fast (monk mode) or go have sex and curb your
appetite. Either way, by re-framing your thinking away from an addictive mentality and toward a
regulated (not restrained) desire can give you a greater sense of control in how you express your
sexuality, which both improves your attractive draw and ultimately makes you more satisfied as a
man.
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Question for Married men who have submissive wives
31 upvotes | October 8, 2020 | by magicmartin123 | Link | Reddit Link
Can you tell me your experience. Do you like that your wife is submissive or would you prefer she
not be? Does having a submissive wife take away a lot of the prevailing issues in modern day secular
marriages? Do you argue as much as worldly couples? Is your household more stable because of this?
Sorry for all of the questions it’s just that it seems more and more “Christian” women are starting to
devalue submission nowadays. Or they try to give conditions for their submissiveness like “are you a
man worthy of submitting to” or “if he doesn’t get his act together then I’m not submitting”. So in
conclusion I just want to know if I should seek a woman who will be submissive or should I give up
on that. Thanks
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The Wife Who Truly Loves You
31 upvotes | March 4, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
A few days ago, Blarg wrote a fantastic post on MRP, which I just got around to reading (it
challenges even my ineptitude at brevity). Someone commented:
he seeks not compliance or submission by his wife to his frame, but a wife with her own
strong, independent frame that's well aligned and compatible with his.
... to which Blarg replied: "Exactly."
This is explained in his "black box" section - that MRP often views wives as a mechanical input
where you act a certain way and get a certain response, but we ignore what happens inside the black
box to get that response ... because, you know, trying to figure it out requires entering the
frame(work) of the black box. He proposes, instead, that wives should be understood as independent
entities who are viewed as more than a series of inputs - that a man can maintain his strength, if he
has already developed it, even while elevating his wife's status beyond "slave to bio-psychology and
genetics."
The entire post is fascinating and I recommend you read it - but only AFTER you figure out the
basics.
What I really want to comment on here, though, is the way this concept is much easier understood if
operating from a biblical foundation. Before reading his post, I'd just put up another one where I
noted:
It's a beautiful thing that our God doesn't merely say, "Live in my frame," or, "Idolize me."
He says, "I have made you like me and I will make you like me again so that YOUR OWN
internal point of origin - your own frame - is already what I would have you do in the first
place, because I am in you and we are one." This is sanctification and it is much, much
deeper than the mainstream churchianity concept of behavioral modification, which is little
more than Judaism 2.0.
It was ironic, then, to read immediately after this someone attempting to convey the same concept
from a secular world-view. But I think it is worth expanding on, for those who require the biblical
foundation.
Judaism 1.0 - Old Covenant
Judaism 1.0 operates under the old covenant, which is, in essence: "Obey my laws and I will bless
you." Beginner-level red pill teaching inherently begins with an old covenant mentality. Just as the
old covenant treated God's relationship with his people on very clear black box terms (as Blarg
references), defined by a series of inputs and outputs, so also does beginner-level MRP instruct men
to begin understanding the basic inputs and outputs of intergender sexuality. Most of Rollo's work,
for example, is dedicated to establishing what those inputs and outputs are - and this is ESSENTIAL
to know. Likewise, just as God decided that the old covenant was a necessary precursor to pave the
way for the new covenant, so also will I continue to tell men in the early phases of their red pill
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journey that they must first become fluent with and implement in their homes the basic concepts in
this "old covenant" view of relationships: know and master the basics of what triggers female
sexuality before trying to go much further. Young Christians will always need to know the law and
how to live under it before they can comprehend what it means to be free from it.
Judaism 2.0 - Old Covenant Plus Jesus
But some so-called believers never actually live as ones free from the law - in part because they don't
understand what happens inside the black box and it's too confusing to figure it out, so they prefer to
stick by the series of inputs and outputs they've come to rely on. They just change the terminology to
make it palatable to a cursory skim of NT Scripture. That is, they acknowledge that Christ died to
save us from the consequences of the law, but somehow believe that they are not free from the
obligation to the law. Instead of Mosaic Law, they look to "New Testament Commands." The letter
of the law is replaced with the principles of the law. Instead of blessing being tied to obedience, it's
God's love tied to Jesus (which is right, until we add), but we can't say we love Jesus if we don't obey
his commands, so John 14:21 is misused to re-up the idea that our obedience is still somehow tied in
some way as a condition to our relationship with God.
In this view, just as the OT Law was an EXTERNAL code of conduct, so also does the entirety of
the Bible (particularly the NT, or principles from the OT) become an EXTERNAL source of
dictating behavior for how a "good Christian" ought to live. In this view, "grace" is added as a means
of giving us flexibility when we still end up breaking the commands in the Bible.
In MRP terms, if this is how God interacted with his bride, then we would say that a wife's behaviors
toward her husband are what define whether the relationship is good or bad. If she is submissive,
helpful, sexually satisfying, etc. then we call her a "good wife," even if we are ignorant of her internal
motives. If she is not these things, then she is a "bad wife." Our assessment of her is directly tied to
her outputs - her behaviors.
Christianity 1.0 - New Covenant (and I don't expect there to be a 2.0 - ever)
Judaism 2.0 is, of course, a silly notion when we look at all the passages that explain how we are no
longer under the law, and that we are no longer slaves to sin. The guy who disciples me wrote up a
more thorough post on this on r/TrueChristian (right here). In short, Hebrews 8:13 makes clear that
the old covenant is obsolete, as there's a new covenant in place. Jeremiah 31:31-34 prophesied about
this new covenant, saying, "For this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after
those days, declares the Lord: I will put my law within them, and I will write it on their hearts. And I
will be their God, and they shall be my people." So why do people still try to treat the Bible
(EXTERNAL) as a source for mandating behavioral conformity? That's not how the Bible was
intended to be used. In short, the new covenant is that instead of operating on EXTERNAL
behavioral modification in conformity to the law, we have an INTERNAL compulsion fueled by
love that comes from the fact that God (who is love) is one with us in Christ with his Spirit.
This is the essence of the Gospel. We were originally created in God's image. The fall shattered the
image of God in us. The law proved to us that we could not be restored to that image on our own
from external means and effort. Because of Jesus, we are free from the external law (old covenant)
and are sanctified toward internally becoming like Christ because we are one with Christ (new
covenant). Ezekiel 36:26 summarizes this nicely: "I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in
you; I will remove from you your heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh." Instead of trying to
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manufacture internal change for ourselves through behavioral modification, we let internal change
from the Spirit project outward through our behaviors (hence verses like Galatians 3:3). While many
people under a Judaism 2.0 mentality will agree with this on technical terms, they will still, in
practice, quote verses at people as if the external commands are still somehow a judge over them.
New Covenant in Practice
Notice in this new covenant mentality that God is not merely after our obedience. He is after our
hearts - and this not merely as to the emotions we feel toward him, but our devotion to the entirety of
who he is, what he stands for, and what he intends to accomplish on this earth. For instance, he has
told us plainly that it is his goal for us to make disciples of all nations. Having his heart and Spirit
within us inherently means a compulsion toward fulfilling his purposes, and not merely avoiding the
things he doesn't like. That is, if God's Spirit is in us and our Spirit is conformed to his likeness, then
our natural desire will be to make disciples of all nations (and, along with it, a broader disinterest in
the sin that would hinder this purpose).
Those who live under a Judaism 2.0 mentality will argue that obedience is what shapes our hearts.
The new covenant responds that our hearts are what shape our obedience. But that "new heart" is one
of a baby who has freshly been born again. As with all muscles, it must be fed and exercised before it
is strong enough to function independently. This is the sanctification process. This is what I meant
when I quoted myself saying, "This is sanctification and it is much, much deeper than the mainstream
churchianity concept of behavioral modification, which is little more than Judaism 2.0." And when
this sanctification progresses, we see that when God's Spirit meets our autonomy, rather than doing
things to keep God happy, we do things because we want to do them ... and it just so happens to be
that because we are one with God, as a husband is with his wife, the things we want to do are the
exact things that please him. This is not "living in God's frame" (though at times it is easier to explain
things in those terms). This is living in your own frame out of the "new heart" that God gives us.
NC - Going Deeper: The Judaism 2.0 people will argue, "I do operate out of desire. My desire is to
please God. I look to the Bible to see what pleases God, then I do it." This is still living by an
external code. There's a difference between:
OC: "I hate doing x, but I love pleasing God, so I'll do x anyway," and
NC: "Because God is in me and God loves x, I strangely find that I love doing x also, even
though I used to hate doing x when I was a non-Christian/younger believer." And as we move
into sanctification, we find that "x" encompasses more and more aspects toward the totality of
our lives, which will be made complete in heaven.
Notice that in Judaism 2.0, the operative aspect of the "heart" is toward God without any actual
change in the disposition of one's heart toward the things of God. That is, the person isn't actually
becoming more like Christ in their heart/spirit. They are simply conforming their behaviors to look
like Christ while claiming that their heart is in the right place because they profess a motive of
wanting to "please God," generically. On the other hand, one who is being transformed by the Gospel
increasingly loves the things of God and the purposes he has for the world, independent of the
commands God gave about them. At this point, the commands serve primarily as a guide and
confirmation of the direction we should be moving, not some static picture we're trying to live up to.
u/Deep_Strength is known for emphasizing this point quite well - and I recommend you all skim
through his comment history, as he talks about it here a LOT, as this is something many guys here
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seem to miss.
Christian-MRP 1.0
To take the "Christian 1.0" bit and explain this in MRP terms, we get a beauty like Blarg's post. We
reach the conclusion that we do not truly desire a wife whose behaviors are merely conformed to our
expectations. Even battered wives will conform their behavior while hating their spouse. Some will
argue, "Who cares, as long as the sex is good?" And to each their own. But my guess is - whether it's
innate drive from God or blue pill conditioning that hasn't yet been eradicated, I really don't care most of you probably prefer a wife who genuinely loves you, if you could have one, over one who
merely obeys you. Such a wife doesn't do things merely because it keeps you happy and she likes to
see you happy. She does it because she has lived in your frame and LOVED it long enough that as she
grows and matures as a wife she develops her own internal sense of self that flows harmoniously with
all that you are. [Notice again that this takes time and is not something to start with.]
I am firmly persuaded that those who live merely by what they ought to do are no better off than
those live by what they should not do. If we look at sin the way u/ruizbujc references in the post I
linked above, taking the Romans 14 approach to understanding how God now works through our
heart and motives instead of our rote behaviors, we recognize that our desires are what define the
relationship we have with God and Christ, as their bride (Isaiah 54:5; 2 Cor. 11:2, for example). And
the beauty in this, then, becomes what every MRP man projects toward his wife: "Make me your
greatest desire and I'll give myself to you" (Psalm 37:4).
Non/Young-Christian Christian-MRP 1.0
Now, there's one more aspect that's ESSENTIAL to applying any of this, which Blarg appropriately
hit on: once you open yourself up to your wife and embrace the notion that she is an actual person
with thoughts and feelings and cognitive capabilities that go far beyond slavery to her bio-psychology
- after this, you must be willing to accept the reception you get.
Notice that God gave Jesus as the light who shines over everyone (John 1:9), yet many reject him.
Even among believers, he freely gives his Spirit to all, and not in partial measure, yet many people
never progress in their faith or choose to allow him to sanctify them. Others will move at a much
slower pace. Still others will have significant periods of growth and regression.
In other words, what Blarg described as the risk - that your wife may not immediately do with your
gift of yourself (your spirit) to her what you'd like, and you have to be unshaken by that - is the same
risk God readily embraces among non/young-believers who ignore/reject the gift of himself (his
Spirit) and young believers who won't consistently follow him (when prompted by his Spirit), and yet
God is unshaken by this.
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Can you SEE it?
31 upvotes | April 22, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
There still seems to be some confusion about this subject, so let me break it down for you.
OVERARCHING GOAL
This is the broadest level of understanding your purpose. When a nation takes action, its overall
purposes are broad: to keep its citizens safe, develop economic success, and (on occasion) improve
the world. God's overarching goal is that he be glorified (1 Cor. 10:31) by building a kingdom for
himself (entire Bible). This is what he asked Adam and Eve to do when he commanded them to fill
the earth with godly offspring (Genesis 1:28; Malachi 2:15) - it's what he did through Abraham
(Genesis 12:2), and what he did through Jesus and the Church (Philippians 2:10-11; many of Jesus'
teachings on the Kingdom of God), and it will be complete in heaven (Revelation 20).
MISSION
A mission is a sub-task that drives forward the overarching goal in some way. It is the broadest way
that an individual person can understand their contribution to the overarching goal, and big/valuable
missions will involve teamwork. This is like a General who orders one battalion to complete one
mission on the battlefield, such as demolishing a communications array. It's not the only mission in
play, but it's the only one that battalion should worry about. While God has many avenues for
building his Kingdom, the Church has its standing orders: make disciples (Matthew 28:19-20). If you
are part of the Church, this is your mission also.
When we talk about mission, we tend to over-personalize it and blend it with your calling and vision.
Why? Because if it's not personal, you won't follow-through. Plus, it's too confusing to use three
separate words all the time, so we lump them all under the general word "mission." But let's break it
down for now so you can understand the additional components of your mission.
CALLING
Your calling is the context in which you will fulfill the mission. Once the battalion gets its orders, the
leader has to decide how best to fulfill it. Suppose the order is to destroy an enemy communication
base. He may say to Adam, "You're great with demolitions. You place and prepare the bomb." He
may say to Bob, "You're great with transport. It's your job to get Adam to the communications array."
He may say to Carl, "You need to lead a team of ground troops to protect Adam and Bob." Then he'll
say to Dave through Zeek, "You're part of Carl's team." These are all individual callings within the
scope of the mission. The commander is the one who calls these people into their positions, but they
also voluntarily chose based on their own skills and interests which areas they would specialize in,
which makes it obvious to the commander what call to make.
God says to some, "You're really good at teaching. I want you to find people among your students to
disciple." To another, "You're excellent in the at of hospitality. I want you to invite people into your
home to disciple them." And to another, "You're gifted in how merciful you are. Go find those
experiencing tragedy and show them mercy, then disciple them." These are where Spiritual gifts
come in. Your career can play into this too, but it doesn't have to - and too many men want to pretend
their career should be a bigger part of the mission than it actually should be. Don't get too hung up on
any one thing, unless you're pretty certain what your gifting and calling already are. If not, keep an
open mind.
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VISION
This is the specific of how you see yourself accomplishing the goal. Once Adam is given the task of
blowing up the communications array, he's going to be processing, "What explosive will work best?
How many do I need? Where should I place them? etc." Carl will be thinking, "I've got to protect that
transport, so how do I position my men? Which gear should we take with us? Where do we anticipate
the enemy to be positioned? Do we focus on defense or taking out their offense? If x situation
happens or y, how will we respond?"
You ever see Boondock Saints? Fantastic movie. Remember how Willem Defoe would close his
eyes, turn on some music and see what must have happened at the crime scene? He could envision
the past. Your vision is of what WILL happen in the future - in your own life (God-willing).
This is why a generic goal to "change the world" or "make disciples," in itself, is worthless. You'll
note around here that even when a guy tells me his mission is to make disciples, I usually follow up "Great. How are you going to do that?" Yes, your vision will fluctuate over time. Your interests will
change. Circumstances will cause you to have to pivot. That's okay. Just make sure you're actually
envisioning something you can follow through with and not setting out some generic goal that will
get posted on your wall and 10 years go by before you think, "Oh yeah, I should probably get around
to that."
MY APPLICATION
I'm not saying you have to adopt my understanding of these concepts. I'm just giving this as an
example of how I've processed all of this information for my own life:
Overarching Goal: Glorify God by building a Kingdom for him.
Mission: Advancing the Gospel into the nations through spiritual generations flowing from my life,
training those future generations to live and disciple among the lost as I model for them.
Calling: I have been given specific spiritual gifts in the areas of teaching and apostleship, and have
become skilled in the areas of intelligence and developing/executing a broader framework for
accomplishing God's purposes.
Vision: To build a network of discipler-making ministries throughout the world. Long-term milemarker: 60 countries, 60 discipler-making ministries, by 60 years old. No, this is not a legalistic end
for me. Yes, it's a high bar to keep me active - even if I miss it, I will have succeeded significantly.
Mile-Markers Within My Vision
2020 - Disciple 3 guys: 1 overseas, 1 from my home congregation, 1 other. Myself and my wife
to build a relationship with my local congregation leader and his wife/kids. Lead a small group
session.
2021 - Discipling 3 guys, as above. My family has a role of influence in my local congregation.
My wife and I lead a small group session.
2022 - Discipling 3 guys: 1 overseas, 2 from my local congregation. Start a discipler-making
team within my congregation. My wife and I lead a small group session. My wife begins
discipling another woman.
2023-24 - Discipling 3 guys, as above. Establish a second discipler-making team led by
someone in the first group (not me); I disicple him. Wife and I lead a small group session. My
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wife disciples another woman.
2025-34 - Discipling 3 guys: 2 overseas, 1 local. Begin developing interest in other
congregations with what I'm doing in my home congregation. Wife and I lead small groups. My
wife becomes seen as a valuable consultant for women's ministry.
2035-44 - Discipling 3 guys: 1 overseas, 1 locally, 1 ministry leader. Retire into full-time
ministry. 1 home congregation; actively training other congregations. Wife and I actively
training small group leaders. Wife seen as valuable consultant for women's ministry.
2045-54 - Same as above, except actively training full-time missionaries
2055-74 - Same as above, except all 3 guys I disicple should be ministry leaders
That's my "life mission" category. My spreadsheet breaks down other categories the same way:
fitness, finances, career, family, hobbies, friends. All of this is, of course, "God willing." I don't know
what will happen tomorrow. These views can change - but NOT due to laziness. They change when
they become physical impracticable or inferior to a superior alternative that arises.
You'll notice in all of this: reddit is not included. What I do here is a hobby that has become a
convenience to finding guys I disciple. It is inferior to the things I do IRL. I never want this to
become my primary ministry. I encourage you all to take a similar view. But that doesn't mean I will
neglect you, if I otherwise have time.
You'll also notice that I include my wife in my mission. I'd suggest she's even a vital part of it. If she
doesn't cooperate, I can pivot my vision and proceed without her. But you can see that her
contribution will be a great asset to accomplishing the goals I have set - being goals I hope and expect
were influenced by God's Spirit. I encourage everyone here to contemplate if you view your wife as a
HELPER TO YOUR MISSION, or if she's just the helper around the house so you can go do your
mission alone.
If the latter, why do you have a house and family in the first place? It's circular to say, "I want a wife
so I can have a family," and then when you have the family you say, "That's why I needed a wife."
This is a fast-track to having a disgruntled spouse. You think Indiana Jones' girl would be content to
sit around the house changing diapers and doing dishes while he quests for the Ark? Of course not.
Yes, she can change diapers - but she also wants to know that she has a vital role to play in what he's
doing. Give her that role. Let her be your helper and not just your fan.
YOUR ACTUAL MISSION
If you find yourself setting a mission, but doing relatively little to accomplish it, then IT'S NOT
YOUR MISSION. Your mission is based on your CONDUCT, not your words. Look at what you're
DOing with your life, not what you SAY you'll do with your life.
With that in mind, if you say your mission is to "make disciples" (as a lot of people have finally
caught on to here), but your day-to-day life is full of going to work, fixing up your house, eating
dinner, doing something with your kids, then going to bed ... then your mission isn't to make
disciples. It's to live the "American dream." Because that's exactly what you're striving for.
So, before you start getting hyped up about your mission statement, take a look back at the last 4
weeks of your life and ask: Am I actually making disciples or am I pursuing the American dream with
how I spend my time? Yes, it's possible to do both. But more often, one comes at the exclusion of the
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other. You cannot serve two masters.
In this situation, it's usually your vision that's lacking. You don't see how you can work toward
making disciples today, much less tomorrow, or 5 years from now. You just assume it will happen. It
won't.
BUT I CAN'T BECAUSE ... REASONS
There's a reason I told you to look back at the last 4 weeks, in particular. Too many people want to
give "social distancing" as their excuse for not making progress. There are no excuses. Do you think
that battalion trying to destroy the communications array would suddenly postpone their mission
indefinitely because the enemy doubled their guard around the entrance they intended to take? No.
They'd find another way. There are no excuses.
The mission is critical. The time is now. The lost don't have eternity to figure this out. Do you really
love them? Forget your excuses. There are no good excuses. If you're alive, you're to make disciples.
Your vision for how that will happen might change because of whatever "reasons" you think are out
there. But the mission remains.
Paul was very clear in Phippians 1 - "I desire to depart and be with Christ, which is better by far."
That is, he would personally be better off dead and in heaven. "But it is more necessary for you that I
remain in the body." Translation: The only reason he's still alive is because he has people to train up.
"Convinced of this, I'm certain I will remain and will continue with all of you for your progress and
joy in the faith." Are you helping anyone progress in the faith? If not, what's your "reason"? That's
right. You don't have one. I don't want to hear it. Now go.
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40 million reasons and not a single excuse
31 upvotes | July 14, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
In Rudyard Kipling’s American Notes, the author penned these words after embarking on a journey
across the country.
“We have forty million reasons for failure, but not a single excuse.”
It’s a great observation, and good advice, if you take it.
And this applies not only to you, but for understanding others.
When you read it, you may initially think it’s about the latter part, “not a single excuse” but there’s
gold in the beginning and end.
A plethora of reasons
You see, we often jump right to the end and say “There’s no excuse!” for some action we find
abhorrent.
You’re right.
There are many things for which, after all is said and done, there is no excuse.
But you’ll lack understanding and may be unable to prevent its re-occurrence if you miss out on the
reasons why something happened.
It doesn’t “excuse” the person or action.
But it does give you insight and understanding.
And you can benefit from this going forward.
Examples abound
Let’s take adultery.
Going by God’s Word, it’s wrong. There is no excuse for it.
But reasons?
Plenty.
The most common one is a spouse was repeatedly denied sex over months or years.
If the adulterer is a man, another reason might be the wife was a very contentious woman, which God
repeatedly warns in Proverbs makes a man want to hide out or get away from her, in increasingly
greater distances. He goes from a corner of the housetop to the wilderness, etc.
Perhaps he found a woman who makes him feel a certain way, and he eventually chose to be with
her.
Any excuse for it?
No.
Reasons? Yes.
It is the reasons for a thing that can help you not only understand, but to fix issues in your life.
When a man complains about his wife not being or doing things God commands, there is no excuse
for her actions.
But any reasons for her actions?
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A lot!
Maybe he isn’t fulfilling his role as her head/authority. Or he’s abusing it.
Maybe he has no vision, no mission or doesn’t offer her opportunities to be his help meet.
Maybe he’s a fat slob and blow jobs are out of the question in her mind because she finds him
repulsive.
It could be his lack of drive and hours of gaming are more important to him than God’s desire for him
to win souls for the kingdom.
There are plenty of reasons, but no excuses.
Reasons to grow
Think on these things and use them to grow.
Find the reasons something happened.
Then correct them so you’re not in the same situation as before.
See how much self-ownership and taking control of your life erases problems, instills confidence and
makes things go a lot better for you.
“Many are the afflictions of the righteous” God tells us, “but the LORD delivereth him out of them
all.”
Sometimes God’s deliverance is you getting smart about what is really going on and you taking
action on the understanding and revelation that is given to you.
We know that “wisdom is the principle thing” and God greatly encourages you “with all thy getting,
get understanding.”
If you’ve failed (or are failing) in an area, know the “40 million reasons” and take ownership of them.
Which brings us to the latter part of Kipling’s quote…
“We have forty million reasons for failure, but not a single excuse.”
Yes, it’s on you
At the end of the day, you’re responsible for you.
Don’t pass the buck.
Don’t place blame.
Don’t explain, rationalize or excuse.
DO one thing. Take action.
Starting with a foundation in God’s Word, start getting about what needs to be done to build the life
you want in accordance with God’s commands.
There is a A LOT that can done to fix, to heal, to restore, to do many things to overcome failures and
that make for a happy, successful, immensely enjoyable life that honors God.
One thing you cannot do, though, is get back time.
The hours every day you’re spending on who knows what? The weeks that have passed? The
months? Man, the years or decades?
Start now and get going.
Make use of the here and now.
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You’ll be glad you did.
Oh, and the old proverb? “The best time to plant a tree? 20 years ago. The second best time? Now.”
Understanding others
In reflecting on all of this, it’s helpful to consider others.
We get mad and angry and upset and who knows what else (and sometimes rightly so because of
their actions) but think about the potential reasons why someone did something.
It can give clarity. It can release pent up emotions and help heal. It can offer a way forward that
benefits you and them.
This goes double for your spouse and children.
You don’t excuse their behavior, if it’s wrong. But you should strive to understand it.
After all, the Bible tells husbands to “dwell with your wives according to understanding.”
And having that understanding, to act appropriately to correct it, starting with yourself (beams and
specks) and then others.
A biblical example
What if you saw a man break into a store and steal?
You might be angry. You work hard, play by the rules, and do things the right way. You pay for your
stuff.
You respect property rights.
As various thoughts enter your mind, you find out the man was literally starving, as was his kids. So
he stole to help keep from dying and provide something for his children.
God tells us in the bible:
“People do not despise a thief if he steals to satisfy his appetite when he is hungry” - Proverbs 6:30
God understands that if people know the reasons behind something, depending on what they are, it
can change your perspective.
God also knows there is no excuse, and in the Old Testament, he required a four-fold restitution.
Reasons don’t obviate the need for punishment, nor do they excuse bad behavior.
Use them for what they are. Gain understanding.
And remember, no matter the reasons—how many or legitimate they are—you are the one
accountable.
To God, to yourself, and family, your own and those in Christ.
Where will you start?
There are many areas we can all apply this.
Getting in God’s Word.
Winning souls.
Lifting consistently
Loving.
Successful work.
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Making friends.
Healing, physical or otherwise.
Keeping God’s commandments.
Fulfilling your roles and responsibilities in marriage.
Achieving that dream you want.
You can do this. I’m cheering for you.
To understanding reasons and erasing excuses, - RPW
Cross posted from: 40 million reasons and not a single excuse
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Anything You Can Do I Can Do Better.
31 upvotes | January 22, 2021 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
There are a lot of blue pill incel types coming on here lately, who for some reason think they're other
than they are. We've had massive growth over the last year, so this isn't shocking. I think last
February we were at maybe 1,000 - in under a year we're almost at 9,000. A lot of people aren't
reading the sidebar and are asking dumb questions or trying to put out false teaching.
I haven't helped the situation much because I focus my time on the discord. In the pareto principle,
the discord and the people I work with IRL are the top 20%. I'll always invest in the committed few
over the masses, so reddit takes a sideline. Point being: if you want to get serious, prove it through
OYS and investing the time to get to know people through the discord. In the meantime, here's
something to remember:
YOU SUCK
This is the actual problem: You suck.
Sure, argue with me: "Not every guy on here sucks." If you don't suck, you're a guy who doesn't care
that I said it anyway. But the ones who have that knee-jerk reaction are the ones who need to take a
lesson. I was one of them. When I joined the manosphere, I sucked just as bad as you all - maybe
even worse. I had so much pride in my blue pill nature that you could fry a turkey in it.
Physical: If you're without a physical deformity and you're not benching 2 plates yet (i.e. 225+
if you can't do math or have never been to a gym to know what a plate is) and deadlifting 3 (i.e.
315), stop and ask yourself real hard: "Have I earned the right to post in this forum yet?" No,
spraining a muscle two years ago "and it never fully felt back to normal ever since" isn't a good
excuse.
Mental: Have you actually read the sidebar? Have you internalized, practiced, applied, and
become it yet? How many fitness tests have you failed in the last month? If you're single, how
many approaches have you been making to even engage with fitness tests at all? When's the last
time you read a book? What's the last behavior you've done in the last 7 days that was caused
directly by a book you read in the last 3 months? If you can't give good answers to these
questions, stop and ask yourself: "Have I earned the right to post in this forum yet?"
Spiritual: How are you doing on the basics? If you're not engaging in the Word directly, in
constant communication with God, sharing your faith constantly, and living out the mission to
make disciples with people you can reference by name and not the general "I make disciples by
just hoping people see my life" garbage, ask yourself hard: "Have I earned the right to post in
this forum yet?"
This is not an open free-for-all. This is a place for people who are serious and want to grow. If you're
asking questions, you'd better be willing to take the advice and apply it. If you come back a few
months later asking the same questions or still speaking as if you plainly haven't read or internalized
the sidebar, don't be surprised if we boot you. Yeah, banning you might mean you can't comment but it doesn't mean you can't read. Prove you've made progress and we'll let you back. In the
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meantime, stop sucking so much. Also, get in the OYS either here or on the discord. Make some of
these things mile-markers you're shooting for and get off your butt to achieve those goals.
THOSE WHO HAVE, MORE WILL BE GIVEN
With that out of the way, do I really need to explain why people who don't suck get better results than
those who do? A couple days ago this post popped up about a guy who couldn't understand why
women were repulsed when a pot-belly, toothpick-armed man asked some randos if they were virgins
and it didn't go well. The reaction: that he's "a judgmental repulsive woman hating jerk for even
asking that."
Years ago, when I was first starting out, I remember whining on MRP about why my wife wouldn't
do this or that in bed (yeah, I was that guy too). One of the vets said: "I don't care how goodie-twoshoes she is of a Christian stereotype. Give me one day with her and she'd be begging to do those
things with me." In another conversation /u/weakandsensitive commented: "An ugly guy gives a girl
a teddy bear he won at the fair and he's creepy. An attractive man gives a girl a teddy bear he won at
the fair and he's so dreamy. See how that works?" It took me longer than I'd like to admit to fully
embrace the reality in the concepts these men were sharing - and we've incorporated into our own
side bar as /u/Deep_Strength's Christian Brad Pitt Thought Experiment post.
The reality is: just as that OP was asking women, "Are you a virgin?" like a social incompetent,
instead of being treated like a creeper I'm confident I could get away with asking the exact same
question and get a positive reaction instead. It's the same as the teddy bear. A guy who lives in his
own frame and oozes confidence, purpose, and social dominance (among other things) can not only
get away with things - but it even ENHANCES his attraction for having the audacity to be so bold.
Unattractive Guy: "Are you a virgin?"
Woman: "Ew, get away from me, creep!
Attractive Guy: "Are you a virgin?"
Woman: "Does it matter? Because I'm getting the vibe that even if I was, I won't be for
long."

THOSE WHO DON'T, EVEN WHAT THEY DO WILL BE TAKEN AWAY
Yeah, this is definitely not Jesus' intended context for the verse, but so many things he says turn out
to be true in contexts beyond what he meant. Remember the guy in the parable? He was weak. He
squandered the time he had to achieve goals while the master was away. When he had to answer for
his fruitlessness, rather than owning up to it he DEERed. To his credit, I don't think a big fat: "Yeah, I
screwed up. Sorry," would have changed the outcome anyway. But you see that his 1 was taken
away. He wasn't put in charge of any cities. Instead, he not only lost what was given - he was even
sent out of the master's vineyard altogether, where there would be weeping and gnashing of teeth the same description Jesus gives for hell.
That's right: if you continue sucking, you will be subject to a living hell. This is exactly how many
guys describe their dead bedroom marriages. It's how they talk about the nagging and disrespect they
get from their wives. It's the words they use to talk about their hopeless incel singlehood. All because
they're not improving. They're not setting goals and accomplishing them.
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1 Timothy 3:5 says that "if someone does not know how to manage his own household, how will he
care for God's church?" Yeah, single guys seem to get a pass at this, right? They don't have "members
of their own household." But here's the broader principle: if you can't be faithful with the tangible
things you can see and feel and touch, how can you ever expect to be faithful with the things you
can't see, feel, and touch? 1 John 4:20 shows the expanding use of this concept: "he who does not
love his brother whom he has seen cannot love God whom he has not seen."
The physical world is easy. And Hebrews 8-9 says that the physical things are "copies" and
"shadows" of the truer heavenly things - the parallel God has always intended and which is selfevident by even a very cursory comparison of the Old and New Testaments. No, it's not the focus.
But if you suck even at the easy stuff, how can you expect to master the things that actually matter in
life?
CONCLUSION
Getting a girl to go gaga for you is easy. Even virgins. Even ... No: especially if you have the gall to
ask ridiculous questions like, "Are you a virgin?" to their face. Getting a lost soul to go gaga for
Christ ... well, that's a lot harder. But it's a LOT easier if you don't suck at life.
So, if your arms are toothpicks, start benching. If your social game is lame, start cold approaching
randos until you master it - guys and girls; this isn't about dating, but about learning to talk to people.
If your spiritual disciplines are weak and you still can't pull 20+ observations from a single verse,
open your Bible and stop making excuses.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
GOTCHA: That wasn't the conclusion. DISCIPLESHIP actually is - BE FAST
Here's the real advice I want you to walk away with: if you suck, but you know people who don't,
ASK THEM FOR HELP!!! If you know someone who can do something better than you - even if
it's just one thing in life and they suck at everything else more than you, at least ask them to teach and
train you (i.e. disciple you) in that one area.
But BEFORE you do this, make sure you're someone worth their time investment. I won't disciple
people who aren't worth it. I only have limited time to help people and I usually live within my
maximum capacity - to the point that it puts a strain on other areas of my life. Other people who I'd
call the "top notch" disciplers would do well to be equally selective, as long as they're living at their
capacity too. If you aren't proving that you're FAST - Faithful, Available, Saved, and Teachable then why would we spin our wheels on you when someone else who IS FAST is right around the
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corner?
No, you don't have to be benching two plates for me to teach you how to lift. You just need to be
FAST. No, you don't need to have fully mastered everything in the sidebar for me to show you how I
live it out. You just need to be FAST. No, you don't need to having daily quiet times and memorizing
Scripture before I teach you how to have quiet times and memorize Scripture. You just need to be
FAST.
In the parable of the sower, only one seed is given to the soil, yet after it's watered and tended and
pruned (see also John 15), it yields a crop 30, 60 or even 100 times what was sown. You get that
harvest from the process - not before the process. But being FAST does actually mean something
more than "I'm willing."
FAITHFUL: When something is given to you, you've got to apply it. You make a stupid post
on here and get replies telling you what to do: you'd better come back a couple months later
with a field report telling us how you've implemented the advice and what the fruit of it was or even if you're still struggling, to give it another go.
AVAILABLE: You can't pop your head around one or two times and expect people to invest in
you and help your situation. I'm guilty of feeding into this attitude because I find personal
enjoyment in talking to randos about their problems because it helps me stay on my game too.
But don't expect this to get personal unless you show a commitment to being present and active
often enough for your name to be known and recognized.
SAVED: I have no problem evangelizing you if you're lost (even if you don't realize it); but the
"fast"est growth and the real function of discipleship begins after salvation.
TEACHABLE: If you come in with an attitude that you think everyone should learn from you
and you just want to DEER your way through a conversation when mods and ECs are telling
you you're wrong, bugger off. We're not wasting our time investing in that attitude (at least not
on your terms or for your benefit).
In the end, however much you may NEED someone to disciple you to stop sucking, the reality is that
discipleship is a luxury, not a need. You're responsible for your own growth. So this is where it gets
meta:
You have to stop sucking at life, which would be much easier if you had someone to disciple
you.
You have to stop sucking at being FAST if you want someone competent to disciple you.
Got it? Now go do it.
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Wife is flirting with Daughter's gradeschool teacher online.
31 upvotes | November 22, 2021 | by caemathrowaway | Link | Reddit Link
Didn't read sidebar: My bad.
Mission: Wife emotionally cheating with my daughter's beefcake 4th grade teacher (does not appear
that he is aware or overtly involved in anyway), not sure how to handle it.
Stats: 5'9" 160 lbs, something around 13 and 15% bodyfat (no idea, haven't had my body fat checked
since high school), 215 bench (i know, i know), 315 squat, 335 deadlift and last week got 15 miles
running in, typically i'm between 5 and 10 for the week. I have not read any of the books
recommended in the sidebar other than the Bible and only slightly familiar with RP.
Finances: No debt other than mortgage, make around 100k per year, no significant investments other
than a few 401k's.
Spiritual: Read everyday, mostly a devotional and daily reading plan stuff and pray a few times a
day about random stuff, nothing intentional or scheduled. No memory verses in years. No
evangelism. No sharing of faith unless the topic comes up. To contrast my wife is an uber Christian
so this is certainly one of the ways she is unsatisfied.
Looking for encouragement, advice and similar stories to help figure this thing out.
Background is we met my 4th grade daughter's teacher at school orientation and knew instantly to
tease my wife about how good looking this guy was. He was really nice and friendly with my kids.
Not sure who was smiling wider though, my wife or my daughter (the 4th grader and oldest of the
bunch). Didn't bother me at the time all that much but of course one always compares and contrasts. I
teased my wife a little about the hunky 4th grade teacher here and there over the last few months and
she played it cool and acknowledged he was very attractive.
Mostly we'd comment about my daughter having a little crush on him but the truth is she has been
much more mature about it than my wife.
We attend church weekly in a non-denominational church, have four children and have been married
for 12 years. My wife is the spiritual leader of the family, which I acknowledge is part of the
problem. She is very charismatic and believes herself to be something of a prophetess, having gifts of
prophecy and prays at least an hour but often up to two hours a day. She has a lot of "spiritual"
dreams and often spends time interpreting them with her mom and some other women at our Church.
So about a week ago she revealed to me that she had been having dreams about the teacher. I pressed
a little and expressed concern that she's been dreaming about this hunky school teacher. After some
conversation she reveals she's been lusting after him pretty much since we met him, fantasizing about
him, etc. This initial conversation ends with the understanding that she hasn't done anything or
engaged him other than about our daughter on this parent/teacher communication app online that
started up last year during covid. It's pretty much like discord.
The next day I press her about the online app and she says it was no big deal, she refuses to show me
the messages, I find the messages and she's been flirting with him on it. He's been friendly and
responsive but I wouldn't say he was also flirting but definitely too familiar for a parent teacher
relationship. Sending her pictures of our daughters work, cutesy emojis, complimenting my wife on
her parenting, stuff like that. The stuff she said was pretty PG but obviously flirtatious, calling him
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"mister" and "hey you".
I also see that she messaged him that morning, the morning after everything was first disclosed to me.
Nothing super exciting but asking him a question about a dream my daughter had (however much
more likely a dream that she herself had). Nothing to do with school at all.
Some reasons she's given about talking/lusting/fantasizing are boredom, wanting something exciting,
mad at me for various short comings like physical fitness, spiritual leadership, following through with
things I say I'm going to do, etc. Also she's said that she's not sure but maybe looking for validation
from another man that isn't her husband because I have to tell her she's beautiful, etc.
She's a beautiful woman but I'm no bullfrog. This guy is certainly in better shape, he's a total
beefcake but she's been lying a lot through this so I just don't know what to do. I shouldn't have to
explain though I did over the past few days that she's a mother of four, a devote Christian, women's
leader in the Church and married to an adoring husband. I'm certainly not perfect but I've never
mistreated her or shown anything but love to her over the years. I absolutely need to step up my
spiritual game in the house and I started upping my weight training prior to all of this but am in pretty
good physical shape already. I powerlift weekly and run quite a bit, a lot more the last few weeks.
I have no one I can talk to about this because they all know my wife and would feel betrayed if I
asked for advice or help on this.
Update (21 hours after post submission)
By no means is this over or resolved but we made a lot of progress last night.
I want to thank those of you who took time to hear me out and offer advice, it really helped. I'm the
problem and had allowed myself to get lazy, complacent and comfortable. She married a HVM, not
whatever I've been turning into. I have a lot of work to do but last night was a great step in the right
direction.
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Discipline Your Children
31 upvotes | January 1, 2022 | by redpill-cool | Link | Reddit Link
"Christian" parents often take a far too hands-off approach with their children. Some are so far
gone that they believe any punishment is wrong - and their children are hell-spawn. This is not a
Biblical belief and they are avoiding their responsibilities as parents.
I'm going to quickly go into what the Bible says about disciplining your children so that;
1. You can take action on this yourself if you have kids.
2. You have the knowledge to help push Christian parents in the correct way.
Firstly - Proverbs 13:24 "Whoever spares the rod hates his son, but he who loves him is diligent to
discipline him."
This is where the saying "Spare the rod, spoil the child" was paraphrased from.
Yes - you can physically reprimand your children. It isn't advocating for turning your children
black and blue, it's talking about inflicting pain (in response to a bad action) that won't leave any
lasting damage.
To go along with that verse - Proverbs 23:13-15 "Do not withhold discipline from a child; if you
strike him with a rod, he will not die. If you strike him with the rod, you will save his soul from
Sheol. My son, if your heart is wise, my heart too will be glad."
Here King Solomon - one of the wisest men to ever live - is going as far as to say withholding
physical discipline will end with your kid going down the path to Hell. The kids I talked about above
acting like hell-spawn doesn't work itself out with time. The problem will only get worse and ends as
poorly as possible.
Hebrews 12:11 "For the moment all discipline seems painful rather than pleasant, but later it yields
the peaceful fruit of righteousness to those who have been trained by it."
Discipline yields peace and righteousness - self explanatory.
Proverbs 22:6 "Train up a child in the way he should go; even when he is old he will not depart from
it."
This is a general verse - but it reflects the mess we've ended ourselves up in, and why societies
crumble time and time again. Kids who aren't parented properly become adults, and cause practically
every problem we ever see - here are some statistics on how divorce negatively impacts kids'
behavior. Kids who are properly parented rarely leave the straight and narrow.
And one last one from Proverbs 29:17 - "Discipline your son, and he will give you rest; he will
give delight to your heart.
Surprise surprise - children who are disciplined won't be as rowdy and will give you rest. What
a shocker.
Disciplining your children is your responsibility as a parent - and if you don't, you're leading your
kids down the path to Hell. Don't be that parent.
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Official RPC Discord
30 upvotes | August 15, 2020 | by r_horizon | Link | Reddit Link
Hello Everyone!
I and a few other guys on the sub have created an RPC discord. Our mission is provide a place where
we can go through life together and connect more on a personal level than we can on Reddit.
You'll find many different channels to have conversations in; Everything from fitness, to RP theory,
to memes, to recipes, to business, to discipleship and mission. We got it all. We also have voice and
video channels where we can hangout with each other throughout the week.
It's a great place to keep each other accountable, connected, and moving towards spiritual maturity.
We've received endorsement from none other than u/Red-Curious. Alongside him, you'll see some
other familiar users as well.
It's open to both Men and Women of r/RPChristians and r/RPCWomen, with public and private areas
for both.
I look forward to seeing you there!
Here's the invite: https://discord.gg/Z6wBMJD
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Nowhere else to turn: Husband seeming to have trouble
accepting a baby girl and I don't know what to do/how to
support him
30 upvotes | August 18, 2020 | by 1989Mistakes | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: Female, 5'3", 145 lbs (no clue on BMI-5 months pregnant). Starting to walk and lift again
(really bad first trimester, 2-3/week for lift). Slowly making my way through the sidebar. Finances
are stable with both having stable jobs and home life. Spiritual level around teenager I guess (rock
solid faith, crummy with the "homework" side) Daily personal prayer.
I ramble and bounce, I'm sorry ahead of time. Remove if not the proper place for this situation
So when Reddit recommended this sub I had a "Eureka" moment, I finally found a group who could
explain my husband to me. He definitely falls into this category. I am an independent, used-toleading the relationship type who has always wanted a "traditional" marriage. I can understand most
of it, and agree with it, in theory; practical application gets tricky alot. We've been married 5 years,
together almost 9. For mental and physical reasons this child will be a one-and-done. Both husband
and I wanted and prayed for a boy. I was sexually abused as a preteen and I knew the hyper-vigilance
I was in store for if I had a girl. My husband is the "III" and kind of had "family" and "lineage"
shoved down his throat, so he wanted a boy to pass along the family name and keepsakes and who
would enjoy the same hobbies as him (video games and guns).
We did the genetic testing at 12 weeks and it popped a girl. I broke. I admit freely that I screamed and
cried at God cause why can't one thing in my life go easy. But after a few days I felt an inner peace
with it and view that as God's reassurance that Baby Girl has a purpose in our life (therapy is helping
me with the issue of my past trauma and raising a girl as well. And yes my therapist is Christian.).
My husband on the other hand has rejected the results.
At first it was confusion because he was so sure God was giving him all the signs that he would be
blessed with a boy. The test also is only 95% accurate when it comes to gender. I told him if he
wanted to wait to announce I understood, that sometimes it's hard to differentiate a "No" from a "Test
of Faith". Then a few days later he states he wants to wait until the 20 week ultrasound to see what
the gender is and he doesn't want to announce to family until then. Again, I tell him I understand, this
is a hard pill to swallow and we can wait.
So I go for the 20 week in 2 weeks (will actually be 21 weeks). We have put everything on hold
purchasing wise. He won't paint the nursery (it's going to be green, but evidently there are "boy
shades" and "girl shades" of green), I can't shop for baby clothes. I have to refer to the baby as
"Baby" because if I refer to her as "Her/She" he tells me "It's not a girl" or "You're not giving me a
girl" or "It's going to be a boy." We had a talk a few days ago and while he isn't concerned with the
passing along of the name (he realizes there is nothing worthwhile in his family to have a "lineage"
about. Lots of abuse and abandonment) he wants a boy because a girl will want nothing to do with
anything he's interested in, that she won't care to keep any family mementos (even though his family
has proven this wrong. The females have kept the history while his brother/wife have sold/pawned
every family memento worth money they've been given).
It hit a head last night when he was talking to his dad (who has Parkinson's) and he asked how "the
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ladies" were doing. His dad briefly confused my husband for his brother/wife/daughter. Husband got
off the phone livid thinking I had broken my promise to him and told his family we were having a
girl. He repeated "We are NOT having a girl. It's going to be a boy."
I come to you guys because I don't know what to do. It doesn't seem like a crisis of faith but more a
selfish man wanting his mini-me and not wanting a girl (I should also add his sister-in-law and one of
his sisters are staunch modern-day feminists and extremely liberal in social views). And how do I
support him when the ultrasound comes back that we are having a girl? Where can I find the patience
to be there for him during this disappointment when I'm going through all the lovely hormonal issues
of pregnancy? Any advice will be greatly appreciated.
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So glad I found RPChristians!
30 upvotes | January 13, 2019 | by WorkingHardAtIt | Link | Reddit Link
Brothers,
I want to share a word of encouragement with you all. I swallowed the pill about six months ago, but
struggled to integrate certain core principles (including but not limited to the heavy reliance on
evolutionary psychology over the primacy of scripture) into my Christian faith. Since discovering this
forum a week ago I have read through the sidebar and learnt a great deal, satisfied that I am not only
(re)learning to communicate with my wife, but doing it from a position that is rooted in God's word.
This forum is exactly what I was looking for!
I come from a city where it is well known that many key evangelical leaders do not lead their families
well. I preach at various churches in the area, averaging out at about 20 times a year. During this time
I always make a point of asking the other ministers if they are doing Family Worship (Bible reading
and prayer at minimum) with their wives. It's amazing how many men are so willing to lead groups
and disciple youth, but fail with their first ministry, the spiritual leadership of their family. I don't
want to come across as too condescending, this is something that I am only starting to implement as
of the last six months, but I strongly recommend to any and all Christian men out there: it's not
simply a duty but a great privilege too.
My reason for delving into the RP world was wanting to increase sexual intimacy between my wife
and I. Our engagement was short and (regrettably) physically charged, but much of this passion
seems to have vanished having been married for a few years. While I still aim to work towards a
healthy sexual relationship, I understand that I may have a leadership problem, not a sex problem!
Of all the things I have learnt I want to share the main difference this community has already made in
my life. I now see the respect of my wife (and her sexual attraction to me) as something to be earned.
I can (and regrettably, have) sat and moaned and complained about not being respected, I now
understand the error of my ways. I will seek to lead by example, to embrace the biblical manhood,
and by God's grace, have a thriving, biblically shaped, sexually active marriage.
I look forward to our time ahead,
God bless.
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Fix the man, fix the world
30 upvotes | January 23, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
There was a man watching the end of a close playoff game, and his young son came up to him
wanting his attention. There wasn’t much time left in the game, so the dad, thinking quickly, came up
with an idea to keep his son occupied until the game was over.
He took a page out of a magazine, which had a large picture of the world on it. He then tore it into
much smaller pieces, and challenged his son to see if he could put it back together.
Happily, the son took all of the pieces and sat down at the table and began working.
Surprisingly, he rushed back to his dad with the world all taped together correctly. Shocked, his dad
asked him how he was able to put the world together so quickly.
“Oh, it was easy!” said his son “There was a picture of a man on the other side, so I just put the man
together, and when the man was together, then the world was together.”
If you want to fix many of the problems in your life, focus on you and the fundamentals or absolute
essentials, and you may be surprised to discover how much your “world” is together once you are.
As adults, we see the complexity in life and in all kinds of situations and circumstances.
Sometimes, you need a simpler perspective.
“Truly, I say to you, unless you turn and become like children, you will never enter the kingdom of
heaven.” – Matthew 18:3
We can often make things too complex and miss what’s right in front of us.
You can spend time putting out fires, fixing this or that, working on who knows what, and all the
while, the simple solution is to fix you.
As a man:
Put God first and your walk with Him.
“Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy mind. This is the first and great commandment. And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law and the prophets.” –
Matthew 22:37-40
Find a mission and pursue it.
This takes priority, and should be part of your walk with God.
Excel at what you do.
“And whatsoever ye do, do [it] heartily, as to the Lord” -Colossians 3:23
“Seest thou a man skillful in his work? He will stand before kings; he will not stand before obscure
men.” – Proverbs 22:29
Be amazingly fit and healthy.
You might be surprised how much this plays a role in many aspects of life.
A tired, unhealthy person will react in ways that are often ungodly, as the least little things can agitate
or set them off, whereas a man in great health and strong in mind and spirit can face the same
adversity much easier.
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Likewise, being fit and attractive is an important part of success in various aspects of life. A friend of
mine calls it “the lifeblood of relationships” and while we can argue over degrees, he’s not wrong.
Let’s just say it can (and often does) play a significant role. And not only in dating and marriage, but
studies show fitness and attraction can help in hiring and promotion, not to mention self confidence.
And speaking of…
Be strong, assertive and confident
It’s a hallmark of men.
It’s appealing to women.
It’s a big factor in making your future more prosperous.
And God commands courage, strength and showing yourself a man.
“Stand fast in the faith, act like men, be strong.” – 1 Corinthians 16:13
“Only be strong and very courageous;” – Joshua 1:7
And if you’re pursuing the other essentials, this one will become much easier.
Remember, put the man together, and when the man is together, the world will be together.
Cross posted from here Fix the man, fix the world
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When God chooses your spouse
30 upvotes | February 14, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
How would you like to be with the one person who is a great match for you?
Even better, how would you like to have God’s approval—His appointment even—of the one person
He wants you to be with?
Let’s take a look at how to help make that happen for you.
In Genesis, we read of Isaac and Rebecca and how they came to be together.
In that story, we are told how Abraham, Isaac’s father, sent his servant to go get a wife for his son.
His servant sought the Lord’s direction in fulfilling his master’s command, and in doing so, said this:
“And let it come to pass, that the damsel to whom I shall say, Let down thy pitcher, I pray thee, that I
may drink; and she shall say, Drink, and I will give thy camels drink also: let the same be she that
thou hast appointed for thy servant Isaac; and thereby shall I know that thou hast shewed kindness
unto my master.” (bolding mine)
The word translated appointed is “yakach” and means to decide, appoint, adjudge. From the
Gesenius’ Hebrew-Chaldee Lexicon, we get this:
To be in the front, in the forepart, figuratively, to be in the sunshine, to be clear, to be manifest. To
appear, to make clear, to demonstrate, to prove. It is used to argue, to shew, to prove. To consider or
deem.
How would you like God to make clear to you who it is you should marry? To consider and adjudge,
to cause doubt to clear and to make manifest His choice for you?
For someone to be appointed for you?
Well, in this specific biblical example, we get that.
Rebecca is appointed for Isaac. When the servant calls on God for guidance and direction, God’s will
is made manifest to the servant, so he knows what to do.
Now consider two things about this passage. One you might like and the other perhaps not so much,
but both will help you.
First, we are not told that Rebecca is the only woman in the world for Isaac.
It’s possible she was. Maybe there was no one else that would’ve been the right match for him. His
soul mate, as some would say.
And God chose her, and only her, because she was the only one there could be for him.
But how do we know there weren’t five, or fifteen, or one thousand other women that would’ve made
good or great matches for Isaac, and God chose Rebecca out of all of those?
Still just as impressive, if you consider it.
We get this Disney notion that there’s only one person in all the earth that is right for us, our one true
love, our soul mate. There can be no other.
And it’s romantic. It’s appealing. We’d love that, especially if we find that exact one.
But it can also set you up for heartbreak and despair.
It’s an idea elusive as it is appealing.
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Unless God unequivocally speaks to you and confirms it, how would you ever know?
And if you experience one failed relationship after another, clinging to an idea of a dream match that
can (and often does) lead to continued disappointment, things will only get worse.
Thankfully, there’s a better way.
A match made in Heaven
A better way to move forward in dating and marriage is the operate under the idea that, whether it’s
one or one thousand, you want God to choose or appoint the right woman for you (if you’re a man) or
the right man for you (if you’re a woman) out of however many people might be good matches for
you.
For God to consider all of the aspects that can and will affect your relationship. Their character,
interests, personality, where they are in their relationship with Him, where they will be as the two of
you grow and mature, all of it, and to deem this person above all the other people an excellent match
for you!
Not perfect, of course, none of us are, but a great match nonetheless.
This way, you’re not waiting around for “the one,” you’re not hopeless if one relationship doesn’t
work out, you’re not lost because he or she got away (or ran away), you’re in a good place.
And you’re in a good place because there’s plenty of people for you.
You just want the one that God appoints above everyone else, and essentially says “Out of all of these
people that could work, this is the one that’s great for you for a lifetime!”
To get this, you need to call on the Lord.
Like Abraham’s servant, have you asked God (consistently!) to guide your efforts? I don’t mean one
and done. I don’t even mean a week, a month or a year, I mean until you are in a relationship that you
have a peace about from God and it is evident from both of your actions that you two are a great
match.
Speaking of actions, this brings us to the second main point.
Actions and prayer
Remember what Abraham’s servant did? He sought God’s help through watching Rebecca’s actions!
He said, if she does this specific thing, God, then I’ll know you’ve shown favor in finding a wife for
Isaac.
One preacher put it this way, “You’ve got to put feet to your prayers.”
Pray all you wish. It’s good. It’s healthy. It’s right.
God answers prayer!
But if you don’t get your butt out there and get involved and follow through on what you’re praying
about, don’t expect the promises of prayer to show up.
Abraham took action in sending his servant and giving him specific instructions for finding his son a
wife. The servant took action in obeying, in calling on God for help, and in navigating issues that
arose.
Read the rest of the story and you’ll see additional actions.
But no one sat around after praying and hoping for a wife to show up for Isaac. Actions were taken.
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What specifically, can or should you do and what can we learn from this biblical passage?
Preparing for a spouse
Looking back on Abraham’s life, he was found faithful.
He left a land he knew and went out not knowing where he was going because God told him to. He
trusted God would give him a son because God said so. He was willing to offer up Isaac when God
tested his faith and trust in Him.
And Abraham was busy with the work God had given him.
So when he sent his servant to get his son a wife, he could be confident God would intervene and
bless and lead, finding the right woman for Isaac.
In calling on God for a spouse, have you been found faithful in the things God requires?
Are you where you need to be in your walk with God?
Are you a man pursuing a life mission?
Make sure you’ve got everything where it needs to be, before you set out to find a spouse. You may
find more difficulties than dreams fulfilled if everything isn’t in order.
Vetting their actions
Did you notice that Abraham’s servant didn’t say “Let her be wearing a certain colored garment” or
“Let her show up with a certain number of animals” or for them to be a certain kind.
He vetted her actions. Was she submissive when he made a request? Did she do more than what was
asked? How did she act and respond?
You should do the same.
Communication is important. Get their thoughts on many matters of great importance. Talk about
everything under the sun.
But above all, observe their actions. See if they match up with what they say.
If you’re committing your life to one you will love and lead as a man (or submitting to and
respecting, if you’re a woman), and vowing to forsake all others for better or worse for a lifetime,
then make sure you vet them extremely well.
Personal things and preferences
God gives us details in these passages that can apply even today. YMMV.
We are told Rebecca is beautiful. She is a virgin. Isaac is said to have considerable resources and
wealth.
While frowned upon by others, these traits are still appealing today by large percentages of each of
the sexes. Women, preserve your chastity. Do your best to be beautiful and attractive. It’s more
controllable than you may realize and men today still look for these traits (in one they are considering
marrying) or at least want a woman who is closer to this ideal than those who are at the opposite end
of the spectrum.
Men, make something of yourself or at least be on your way toward it. Have a mission in life. Serve
the Lord. Be attractive. Godly women find these appealing, for obvious reasons.
Letting God lead
If you have your life in order and you’re the best version of you (or fast getting there) you can be, if
you’re daily after your mission and most importantly, you’re putting the kingdom of God first and
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seeking righteousness, then watch what God does in your life as you pray…
One of the ways He leads is through open and closed doors.
Sometimes what seems good (and may truly be) isn’t what God chooses. He may close doors even
for good things and good people in your life.
Paul endeavored to go into Macedonia and preach the gospel, but God closed that door (at least for
Paul) at that time. Same with people. Maybe someone you want to date but can’t. Or they refuse.
Rejection happens.
Abraham’s servant asked “What if the damsel doesn’t agree to come with me?” and Abraham said
the servant would be free from his obligation.
Don’t be discouraged. Instead, rejoice! Because there’s something better in store. In the meantime,
Remember Clyde’s House.
God always has something better if it’s His will to give you something but a door closes in the
process.
Final thoughts
Many fall into one of two categories in searching for a wife.
They either just look for and vet a woman and if she has what they’re looking for, they go ahead and
marry her, without getting God involved to a great degree or inviting Him into every aspect of this
spousal search and decision to marry.
They simply follow a few guidelines like make sure she’s a Christian, etc and then think that’s good
enough.
Another group seeks God’s opinion to some degree, but doesn’t do a lot of vetting and due diligence,
or either sits around waiting for God to drop a hot, godly virgin in their lap (or a rich, godly
handsome man for the ladies) and ends up wasting precious years they won’t get back.
A happy medium that honors God
Invite God into everything. Seek Him constantly on this matter until you’ve found what you’re
looking for.
If you quit before then, you were never serious in your search.
If you think God helps you heal, or find work, or answers prayer in any area of your life, why in the
world wouldn’t He do the same or more in this second most important decision of your life? (Your
salvation being first).
He will. Seek Him in this.
Likewise, take action and do the common sense and wise things that will help make your marriage to
the right woman (or man) a reality.
Be encouraged, for God tells us:
“Whoso findeth a wife findeth a good thing, and obtaineth favour of the Lord.” – Proverbs 18:22
(KJV)
And:
“For the LORD God is a sun and shield: the LORD will give grace and glory: no good thing will he
withhold from them that walk uprightly.” – Psalm 84:11 (KJV)
If you seek a spouse, the Lord bless you and lead you in your endeavor.
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Taken from: When God chooses your spouse
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Victor Pride has turned to Christ and repented of his sins
30 upvotes | March 11, 2020 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
So today I was looking for an old Bold and Determined article to share with someone on MRP as a
response to a comment. I've often found his material to be helpful in the same way as MRP - in fact, I
was reading Bold and Determined before I ever found RP sites. Well I go to the page, and all his old
content is gone and the following has been put up:


The Rules of Commenting at Bold & Determined
BY NICKOLAS

“The man who fails to use the stick hates his son; the man who is free with his correction loves him.”
Proverbs 13:24

This house has rules; if any man wishes to set foot in this house he will follow the rules. The Golden
Rule must be followed if one wishes to post comments here. The Golden Rule states this: you must
always treat others as you would like them to treat you. If the Golden Rule is broken by a commenter,
he will not be allowed to comment here. If any commenter is rude, foul, accusatory, or otherwise
belligerent, he will not be allowed to post a comment here. All commenters who are rude and
accusatory will not be allowed to comment here. All commenters who use curse words and other foul
language will not be allowed to comment here. All commenters who are anti-Christ blasphemers will
not be allowed to comment here. The peace of this house, the peace brought to us by our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ, will not be brought to an end through the actions of any belligerent commenter.
Written and declared at Albuquerque on the ninth day of March, in the year of the incarnation of our
Lord two thousand and twenty.
-Nickolas

Let It Be Known
BY NICKOLAS

Let it be known that I, Nickolas, a reformed sinner, and bondservant of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ, have been saved by the blood of our blessed Lord Jesus. Let it be known that I do hereby
declare that I will no longer operate in commerce under the nom de guerre Victor Pride. Let it be
known that from this date forward I use my Christian name alone. Let it be known that I renounce
any article, podcast, or video et al which has blasphemed God. Let it be known that I renounce any
such material which does not glorify our Lord and Savior. Let it be known that I do hereby repent all
transgressions against God. Let it be known that I, Nickolas, do hereby announce that I am a living
sacrifice for the Lord Jesus Christ and I renounce my own will and declare to do only the perfect will
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of the Lord. Let it be known that Jesus Christ is Lord. Let it be known, now and forever, that Jesus
Christ loves us, died for us, and brought us everlasting life. Written and declared at Asuncion on the
twenty-ninth day of February, in the year of the incarnation of our Lord two thousand and twenty.
Signed in the blood of Jesus Christ.
-Nickolas



Praise God!! I look forward to seeing how God uses this man to reach the world for Christ. He
certainly has a wide sphere of influence. Please pray for him. And consider commenting on the two
posts he has up and encouraging him.
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Whose game are you winning?
30 upvotes | March 11, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
How many of you like it when you work your butt off and your wife responds by initiating sex that
night? Now, let's be honest: how man of you had that experience early in your path of improvement,
but sooner than you were expecting to see such results? "This RP stuff really works!" you're probably
quick to conclude. After all, you've been married for over a decade and it's only been a month or two
and you're already seeing her respond. "She must be in my frame because I'm getting what I want."
In reality, there's a good chance you haven't made any actual progress with her at all. Sure, you've
made progress on your lifts. You've improved your attitude. You're being more productive. But at this
point, it's far more likely that you're just finally reaping the benefits of her frame.
HER FRAME
Women aren't nearly as complicated as the world would have you believe. For one example, they all
suffer from a disease I call "Next-Thing-itis." They won't be happy until they get that "thing" they
really want. And once they have it, they're not happy and can't possibly be until the "next thing" gets
done - and then the next, and the next, and the next. I have never met a woman who didn't have this
innate compulsion.
A woman's frame is ultimately defined by whatever that thing is and what it takes to get
it. If you are not that thing, she's not in your frame.
Is she begging for more of you ... or for you to fix the leaky pipe, or buy her that outfit she really
wants, or to go on the vacation she's been dreaming about? Now, let me be clear about one more
thing. That "next thing" she wants might be you-oriented. She might want you thinner, better
groomed, nicer dressed, handier around the house, more responsible with chores, etc. In this situation,
YOU are not her "thing." What you can do for her is her "thing." This is what we mean when we say
that women love opportunistically.
A note on this: often-times, the reason she wants you to be more attractive is not so that she will
desire you more, but so she doesn't feel so embarrassed showing you off to her friends. After all,
you're not just "unattractive right now" - you ARE unattractive to her. Period. She doesn't expect her
attraction to you to change because her hamster refuses to admit she's currently that shallow. If you
getting more fit, nicer dressed, better groomed, etc. actually made her more attracted to you, then that
means she's shallow for not being attracted to you without those things. We can't have that. So,
instead she tells you she might be more attracted to you if you make those changes, hoping to use that
as a sexual lure for you (that she likely won't actually fulfill), yet she's really only concerned with her
own public appearances and not being embarrassed to show you in public, branding her as the girl
who married the slob who calls himself a man.
YOU IN HER FRAME
Many men spend many years of marriage living to satisfy that "next thing" for her. This is the
epitome of being in her frame. She may call you the "head of the household" as verbal homage to an
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ideological concept, but the reality is that she's the one setting the course one "thing" at a time, and
you're her work-mule helping her get it done.
Now, maybe you're not all that interested in getting it done. Some guys get that far on their own. But
they also find her responsive attitude enough of an annoyance that they try not to trigger her, so
they'll do the minimum to appease her so they can get back to video games and football. She's still
controlling your decisions/actions, so you're still in her frame.
HER ATTITUDE
Now, if you've ever been that second guy, you know how it always turns out: she wants you to help
her get that next "thing," and she's not getting it, so she uses her nagging attitude as her primary
method of getting you off your butt and onto her goals. Or maybe it comes in the form of whining
and complaining. Or perhaps she acts depressed and sad, crying all the time. One way or another ...
A woman's primary tool for getting you to do what she wants is her attitude - an external
display of emotion meant to show disapproval of your present state.
In psychological terms, this is what's called "negative reinforcement." This is the primary mode
women operate on. After she gives you enough attitude, maybe you do start making some changes.
You finally hit the gym - not because you want to take care of yourself, but because she keeps
making you feel ashamed for what you look like. You start doing things around the house not
because you want a working toilet, but because you want her to shut up about it. Her attitude has
worked. She gets what she wants from you, and she didn't have to whore herself out with sex to do it.
After all, she's a woman and women are too pure to use sex to get what they want ... if they don't have
to ;)
YOUR REWARD
Now, in the above case, virtually every woman knows when her man is just placating her. It's usually
a longstanding enough pattern that it's obvious things will return to normal. Sometimes it's just
assumed. Even if he does make certain permanent improvements to his life, she doesn't believe it will
last. But at some point she might recognize some authentic changes. You recently discovered RP and
decided it was time to take ownership of your household, build a body you can be proud of, and
flaunt the sexy confidence you're finally learning to toy around with. She FINALLY gets a better
husband, so ...
**A woman will use sex as a reward to good little boys who start showing real initiative to
finally become the man she has been trying to get them to be all along.
In psychological terms, we call this "positive reinforcement." Notice the frame issue here, though? A
guy will think at this phase, "This RP stuff is working. She's totally in my frame because I'm finally
getting the sex from her that I want." The thing is: she knew all along that you wanted to have sex
with her. She just didn't want to have sex with you. And she still doesn't, much. But she does want to
encourage you in your good behavior - as long as it continues in a direction that she approves. At this
point, she wants to define what she believes will make you attractive; you don't get to be your own
man. My wife used to try this positive reinforcement overtly back in my slobbish days: "How about
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for every 5lbs you lose, we'll try a new position?" In reality, even with significant weight loss, we not
only tried a grand total of 0 new positions during that time - we also went months without any sex at
all. She didn't live up to her end of the bargain, and I don't think she ever actually intended to (she
only told herself she did).
Now, there's absolutely nothing wrong with enjoying the reward she throws your way, if and when it
actually comes. I once won a prize for a contest I didn't even know I was entered into. "I'm not
playing your game, but I'll take your prize" is a perfectly appropriate attitude. But the fact that I get
the prize doesn't mean they're playing my game. I just happened to be winning their game, whether I
intended to or not. With your wife, this is not actual progress.
DON'T WIN HER GAME
If you let her behaviors (attitude, sexuality) define your progress toward your own goals, how can
you know if you're ever making progress? Seeing less attitude and getting more sex are, after all,
among your goals. But you're still dependent on her for validation of your progress.
Now, it seems like it might be possible to accomplish your goals by being REALLY good at playing
by her rules, right? Wrong. Because as soon as you accomplish one goal - you lose all that weight,
for example - she's off to the "next thing." The rewards stop, even though the weight is gone, because
you still dress poorly, for which she starts giving you attitude again. Then you dress better, the
rewards come back, but after a short while they stop because you don't do enough to help around the
house. And so on. Besides, you're no longer the "fat guy who got in shape" ... you're just the "in
shape" guy. The effect of the change is gone.
This is why the black pill doesn't pan out. You could be the most physically attractive guy in the
world, but at some point (usually earlier than you'd think) her "next thing" is going to be something
other than your physical appearance, and eventually you'll be right back on the track of trying to
appease her and her never being satisfied. I know countless men - especially through my divorce law
practice - who are extremely fit and attractive, yet who complain about their wives not being sexually
interested. It's frustrating, no doubt, but true.
YOUR GAME GENERATES FEELS
What I see, once actual progress is made with getting her on board with your mission and seeing the
world the way you see it, is that she's no longer interested in the "next thing." Sure, that underlying
desire is still there, but she's not as ravenously blood-thirsty over it as she used to be. Before, you told
her "no" and she threatened divorce. Now she accepts it and moves on. More recently, (honey, you
still reading these? eh, who cares) my wife was trying to pressure me to do all kinds of projects in our
yard, wanting to buy a piano, etc., and I had no concern telling her no. Result? Instead of a bad
attitude for not meeting her expectations (as used to be the case), she surprises me in bed by wearing
lingerie and wanting to experiment with multiples. That never would have happened in what I would
have called the "early gains" days. Those "early gains" were really just winning by her rules. But now
I'm playing my own game and she finds my game more fun than her own.
Your frame generates feels; feels generate sex.
What is your game? (1) Your mission is the thing that will make you say "I won the game" when
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you've accomplished it. (2) Your frame includes the rules of your game, how man players are
involved, the size and shape of the arena, whether you play with a ball, puck, broom, picture frame,
clock, or whatever else. (3) Your vision is the strategy you utilize to win the game. You get the idea.
Does she see the same "win" you do when the mission is accomplished? Does she understand the
rules of the game? Does she play by your strategy or develop her own? Does she run the plays
autonomously (as intelligent players do), or expect you to have to announce every single footstep you
want her to take as she goes down the field?
FEELS GENERATE SEX
All girls are mildly histrionic. They thrive on feelings, which are generated by the attention (or lack
thereof) that they get. When their feels aren't being satisfied, they act out to get attention to generate
new feelings. Even negative feelings are better than no feelings at all. They know their own game
inside and out to such a degree that it doesn't generate feelings anymore. That's why they have "NextThing-itis" - because the feelings the THINK the next thing will give them doesn't actually give it to
them. It can, but it doesn't, because they've been getting one thing after another that it's just a dry loop
anymore.
Cue your mission. Your game. You presumably don't have "Next-Thing-itis" like her. You have a
singular target so far out of reach that it's going to take a lifetime to accomplish what you're building.
It's risky. There will be ups and downs. At first, she just wants to watch from the sideline. The ways
to accomplish your goals are totally different from the ways she would accomplish hers and she
doesn't know what to do with that. But even as a spectator, she starts to get as invested in watching
you as you are in watching your favorite sports team in a championship game. Then, eventually, she
actually hops onto the court and starts playing your game with you. You get to play coach and
quarterback, and you tell her which position to play and at what times you need her to play them, and
she's just excited to be on the field at all - something she never would have done if you hadn't invited
her out to play in the first place.
There are a lot of negative feelings associated with this - fear, anxiety, uncertainty, etc. And all of
those feelings fuel her. But there are also lots of positive feelings: curiosity, excitement, passion,
rejoicing at new milestones, etc. These exist in a way she doesn't know how to generate herself.
When she starts feeling things she hasn't felt in a while, she doesn't know what to do with it.
Sometimes she'll do a happy dance around the house. Other times, she'll just start smiling more. Still
other times, she'll express it through additional productivity. But another way women express deep
emotion is through their sexuality. You can take it from there.
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Coronavirus Mega Thread
30 upvotes | March 17, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
It's the #1 topic of conversation nation-wide right now, so let's make use of the silver platter we're
being given. Here are a few of my thoughts - add yours in the text below.
My Familiarity
I've done an incredible amount of research on all of this. How could I not? It's affecting virtually
every aspect of my life and I want to know why.
Here's my foundation. I have a degree (college minor) in statistical methodology, as well as a major
in pre-med, which helps me evaluate the validity of what I read on the internet. I have family, friends,
and clients who are significantly involved in the health care industry aspect of this. For example, my
mother is a medical lab technician whose job is to test people for this and other issues. I also have a
client who is an owning/managing partner in 3 different hospitals. I also have a friend from church
who owns his own private medical practice. I have consulted with some of these people in
formulating my opinion and evaluating what I read online about this.
Is this all legit or over-blown?
My short answer: I don't know. I'm okay with not knowing. That's right, even having access to toptier information and being educationally qualified to formulate a reliable opinion doesn't actually
mean I know what the heck is going to happen any better than the next guy. Here's where I lean, but
I'm ready to admit if I'm proven wrong.
I do believe the concerns about the virus itself are overblown. I do believe the risks to most of
us are very low. The death projections are great scare-tactics that boost
readers/viewers/listeners and make people money, but if you look at the actual demographics of
deaths relative to age or those with/without pre-existing conditions you realize that the rate of
death for those under the age of 70 with no pre-existing conditions is so low that I'm not
rationally worried about most of you. Of course, this doesn't mean we don't care about those
who actually are high-risk. It just means we put the death risk in perspective of the many other
death risks and how they fare to those of similar demographics.
Knowing all of the statistics, my guess is that most of you should be less worried about
contracting the virus itself and more worried that if you get into a car accident, or your kid falls
down the stairs, or your wife goes psycho and stabs you with a knife, you're not going to have a
hospital bed available because they'll be full up with people who think their mediocre
symptoms are the coronavirus ... or, in worst-case scenarios, the hospital is full-up with actual
patients who aren't super-likely to die, but who appropriately warrant medical quarantine and
treatment.
I don't think the concerns about the impact this will have on the economy are overblown. I have
already been predicting a sharp decline in the market even before the coronavirus started
tanking things. We were in the best economic boom since the roaring 20s, which was
immediately followed by the great depression. The only difference now is that because of the
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widespread panic and lockdowns, the traditional forms of stimulating the economy are
unavailable, which I expect will result in a harder crash than anyone would anticipate. My
greatest hope here is that the effect of the coronavirus on the economy stabilizes before the
natural economic depression would hit.
Along with the previous point, I'm very concerned that the substantial closures nation-wide will
put numerous small businesses out completely, resulting in huge drains on social welfare
programs (social security, unemployment, fradulent claims being filed for things like worker's
comp, etc.). This will likely result in artificial inflation (i.e. printing more money to meet the
demand) that will reduce the value of the dollar. Given that China has already stabilized the
impact of the coronavirus in their country, this will really give them an edge over America in
the world economy and it will take a very long time to regain our foothold. More significantly,
the dependence on social welfare programs will also increase the nation's reliance on
government aid, further forcing us toward the inevitability of socialism over capitalism in
America (the one hope being that the survivability of big business will give them enough of a
foothold to fight against the increased dependence on governmental assistance in order to
maintain some balance toward capitalism).
Rather than giving an exhaustive list, that should stimulate conversation on a number of angles.
How should a Christian respond in such times?
I've heard a number of proposed responses.
Fear Gospel: One camp suggests we should use the fear as a tool to scare people into Jesus'
promises of protection and provision. Of course, nobody would openly admit this is their intent,
but the pragmatic reality of some of the evangelistic models I'm seeing make clear that this is
what's actually going on. There's merit to this. Jesus used preaching of hell and the apocalypse
as a means to call people to repentance. I'm not past this, but it's not my personal style.
Love and Service: Another camp suggests we should just show acts of love and service to the
community through widespread communal programs. Start a food drive for those families out
of work who need to feed their kids. Donate to the homeless shelters that are likely going to get
an influx of residents. Etc. This response, of course, ignores the evangelistic value in favor of
building congregational rapport with the community. The effect, in my view, is more likely to
lead to an increase in a congregation's brand recognition in the community more than it actually
results in people being led to Christ.
Mystical Bubble: A third camp offers a mystical faith, churchy-bubble approach: devote
yourself even more to God and studying the Bible and prayer and he'll protect you so you have
nothing to worry about. Just shun the evil world and trust the angel of death to pass by your
doorframe.
Wisdom: Perhaps a more balanced approach comes from those who suggest, quite simply, to
trust God, whatever the results, while being wise in the way we express that trust. These people
suggest that "wisdom" means taking appropriate precautions to protect yourself and your
family, while making use of the few opportunities that do arise for spreading the Gospel. Many
proponents of this view seem to be taking it too far to the extent that the Gospel is neglected
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entirely because "wisdom" would dictate that one must keep themselves safe in order to live to
share the Gospel another day. But the death stats on the coronavirus don't support that
conclusion, and both Jesus and the apostles, among man, many others, have modeled for us that
it is better to risk your life for the sake of the Gospel than to play it safe. Remember that
Epaphroditus "almost died for the work of Christ. He risked his life to make up for the help you
yourselves could not give me" (Philippians 2:30).
There is some merit to each of these (and many more that I haven't listed). Personally, I think it's
absurd to assume that if you have enough faith God will protect you. There are numerous examples
of Christians in deadly situations that God chose not to protect. Most of the apostles were martyred.
Stephen was stoned. Epaphroditus was ill and almost died - and to a degree that in Philippians 2 Paul,
who had healed many people, was worried over his death. Sometimes God allows his most faithful
followers to fall victim to these types of things. We have to be okay with that. But there is also some
basis for recognizing the significant influence God has given to such things as prayer, fasting,
corporate petition, and devotion to the mission he has given us.
Notice, of course, that most of the people who receive the strongest blessings in Scripture, amidst
their troubles, are people who were 100% sold-out and committed to the mission God had given
them. Are you?
So, how SHOULD a Christian respond to all of this? By remaining committed to the mission of
making disciples, regardless the circumstances, yet being wise in the way we leverage the cultural
situation for getting the Gospel into people's heads and hearts. How do we do this? Cue ...
MY RECOMMENDATIONS
As a Believer
Social distancing is pretty much the exact opposite of the relational disciple-making model Jesus
presented to us. It makes it even harder to invite those into the Kingdom who really need Jesus now
more than ever. So, here's my solution for using the current crisis to deepen relationships rather than
losing them to social distancing, and simultaneously drawing people toward Christ.
Do what you want to do. That's right. If you want to go to the grocery store, go to the grocery
store. If you want to lock yourself in your house, lock yourself away. If you want to go for a
walk in the park, go for that walk. If you want to participate in a community service event
through your church, you go help those people!
When you go out, double-purpose for your neighbor. If you're going to the grocery store,
text your neighbor: "I'm headed to the store. Is there anything I can pick up for you so you don't
have to risk going out yourself?" Or if you're going on that walk, "I'm heading out of the house
for a bit. Anything you're curious about that you want me to keep an eye on?" Yes,
participating in community-wide outreach and service events are nice, but they won't build
relationships toward the Gospel the same way this approach will.
When you stay in, stay in touch. If you feel confident in not being infected, now is the easiest
time to have an excuse to ask your neighbor to watch that Netflix show you've been planning
on binge-watching. Just make sure to stay 6 feet away while you watch. Alternatively, keep
your distance but start a text chain with a few of your neighbors/co-workers/friends that you
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wouldn't normally text. You now have a GREAT conversation starter that everyone is
interested in discussing. Make use of it.
Stay positive. While many people in the world are plagued with fear, your positive frame will
be incredibly attractive and reassuring to them. As you do some of the above with a positive
attitude, your uplifting frame will rub off on them in a good way and possibly open doors to
share the Gospel directly.
Don't jump the gun. While it may be tempting, don't force spiritual conversations just because
you don't want to let this pandemic come and go without sharing the Gospel. The situation is
better used to develop deeper relationships that can be the vehicle for the Gospel to thrive in
another; not to use the cultural context as that vehicle, which will break down as soon as the
crisis goes away.
Don't force your views. Some people will not agree with you. Respect the limitations of your
knowledge and allow people to think for themselves. At the end of the day, I'm less concerned
over whether or not someone can accurately predict what will happen with the coronavirus
death numbers or the impact it will have on your nation as a whole, and far more interested in
building a relational rapport with someone that can be leveraged for the Gospel later - and
perhaps even sooner that you'd expect.
As a Red Pill Man
Here are a few more less (or perhaps just indirectly) spiritual things:
Keep having sex with your wife. Chances are, if one of you has it, the other is going to get it
whether you have sex or not, so no need to back down there.
Keep lifting. Sure, you probably can't go to the gym, as many states have shut them down by
now. But there are plenty of apps that let you use body weight. You can also cancel your gym
membership for a time and redirect the funds toward some home equipment. Personally, I'm a
big fan of my stationary bike, as it lets me double-task work, watching shows with my kids, etc.
while continuing to burn calories and (to a lesser degree) work out my leg muscles. As far as
apps go for body weight routines, I'm a fan of BodBot Personal Trainer.
Budget. Yes, this is very hard when grocery stores are selling out of things constantly. That just
makes dieting even easier, right? Save the funds, save the calories. As for your kids, they can
survive on things like oatmeal, pancakes, or peanut butter, none of which seem to be the hot
sellers right now, all of which are dirt cheap. Also, now is a great time to take the financial
reins in your family, if you've been letting your wife manage things. She can't go to the stores
like before anyway, so take the opportunity to press the reset button rather than returning to
business-as-usual when this is all over.
Fashion. I've failed here, but realize my need to work on this, as I write this post. It's easy to
assume you can stay dressed down in lazy clothes because you're not actually likely to go in
public much. But you'll be better off maintaining that higher standard. If you're working from
home, dress for work anyway. If you're taking some time off, dress like you would if you have
friends coming over. Maintain confidence in your appearance rather than getting lazy with it
just because you have an excuse. What you do when you have excuses and cop-outs will be a
good test of your character. This will show your family whether the improvements you've been
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making are just as show for when you're in a context to put one on, or if they're genuine internal
changes that continue to apply just because YOU want to do it, not something that dies out
when you have no one around to impress.
Pass Tests. Chances are, your wife and/or kids are at least a little nervous about everything
going on. They're going to want reassurance that you know what you're doing. It's probably
good at times to act like an arrogant know-it-all when poking fun, but don't forget that at some
point they're going to want a serious answer that also acknowledges you can Own Your S...elfawareness of your flaws. In times like this, it's likely not a challenge to your authority as much
as it is a cry for assurances that you're competent in managing your family through this crisis.
Maintain Frame. This doesn't mean trying to convince everyone else you're right about
everything, as if this would somehow get them into your frame (it doesn't; it's more akin to
DEERing). It does mean maintaining that positive attitude I referenced above, paving your own
way for managing your family that take into account information you learn, but also doesn't
succumb to pressure just because someone else is doing it another way.
Feel free to add your own thoughts to any of these ideas and more. Think I'm wrong? Tell me about
it. Have better ideas? I'd love to hear them. Any important information I've missed? Open our eyes.
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Daily Game Plan For Quarantine
30 upvotes | March 23, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
Here's a quick & short checklist for each day we are in quarantine. This may be the game plan for the
foreseeable future. This list not only makes your day productive and keeps you from wasting time, it
keeps your attraction level high for those of us who are married.
I screenshot this for daily review on my phone.
---Physical Checklist - This puts you in the right mindset for the day
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wake up early
Workout
Shower & shave
Dress sharp & wear cologne
Spiritual Checklist - This puts your focus on God

1. Read the Bible. Not a commentary, not a christian book, the actual Holy Bible
2. Start a formal Bible Study, I recommend 5 Aspects Of Man but many are available on Amazon.
Choose one with a workbook and questions so you have to think and write.
3. Pray. Try using a prayer journal.
Productivity Checklist - This puts you in action and is a display of high value
1. Plan a fun day. Board games, family workout, charades, dance party with the kids, wife sexy
spa treatment massage, nerf gun battle, hiking, biking. You have fun activities planned, right?
2. Take care of business. Pay bills, work on the house, wash the cars, mow the grass, clean the
gutter, blow out the driveway, repaint a room, deep clean the bathroom, get rid of old clothes.
Rarely or never be sitting around.
3. Learn new skills. Learn to type 100+ words a minute, learn piano or guitar, plant a garden. You
want to grow and develop during this time.
Leadership checklist - Because you are the captain of the ship
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lead devotionals with your family
Pray with your wife OUT LOUD
Initiate sex
Discipline the kids - please don't make your wife do this while you watch
Manage your finances
OYS on RPC
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Godliness isn't sexy
30 upvotes | April 13, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
Godliness is important. You should live godly. It’s an appealing trait in a partner.
But it’s not sexually appealing.
To be clear, let's define godliness.
In a reply on this post, u/Red-Curious wrote:
The only thing I'll note, which has been alluded to in less clear terms by a couple people:
what you really mean is "godliness" in the way churchianity defines the word. True
godliness does, of course, inherently encompass a variety of attractive traits, including the
significance of maintaining one's physical appearance (at least to a degree - one doesn't
necessarily need to be a male model to be godly, but one does at least have to conquer basic
obesity and have a modicum of pragmatically valuable strength).
This is true. Much of modern Christianity or "churchianity," as it's become increasingly known, has
become feminized and "soft," their characterization of gender roles being one example. They leave
out the masculine traits for men, while downplaying the submissive, feminine nature of women.
Their view of godliness is more narrowly defined and/or they redefine it, leaving out the masculine
and feminine traits for each gender that can make one more sexually appealing, and often completely
excluding they physical. When's the last time you heard even part of a sermon on men being assertive
or dominant? For strength to be something more than something internal? Or for men and women
physically care for their bodies since it's the temple of the Holy Spirit?
With this in mind, and a focus on piety and just being a good man or a good woman, but neglecting
the physical, their dating advice amounts to "Just find a good person, and don't focus on physical
attraction."
What's more, it's not just a "don't focus on it" but sometimes, an outright opposition to it. As if
wanting an attractive mate is so superficial it borders on being an ungodly trait.
The only thing I'll note, which has been alluded to in less clear terms by a couple people: what you
really mean is "godliness" in the way churchianity defines the word. True godliness does, of course,
inherently encompass a variety of attractive traits, including the significance of maintaining one's
physical appearance (at least to a degree - one doesn't necessarily need to be a male model to be
godly, but one does at least have to conquer basic obesity and have a modicum of pragmatically
valuable strength).
In short, "godliness" for some has become a substitute for attraction, and it's hurting
relationships.
Too often, I see others talking about godliness and treating it as if it’s something that generates sex
appeal or physical attraction.
It doesn’t.
Since godliness is a characteristic one should cultivate in yourself and look for in a potential spouse
(living godly is a biblical command, after all), and seeing that characteristic expressed in actions can
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make you like, admire and respect a potential mate more.
You may confuse those thoughts or emotions with physical attraction, though, and you do well to
recognize the difference.
Because what happens is one can think “I need to find a godly spouse, and if I do, then the physical
stuff, the attraction and all of that, will take care of itself.”
And when it doesn’t work out that way, you find yourself in a bit of a conundrum and it’s hard to get
out of.
Priorities, priorities.
One of the counter arguments you often hear is that “abc attribute” is more important, therefore “xyz
attribute” shouldn’t or doesn’t matter.
This is dangerous thinking, and wrong.
So let’s get this out of the way and be exceptionally clear.
Yes, godliness (and many other traits that God says we are to be), are far more important than, say,
physical attractiveness.
It’s not even close.
But that doesn’t mean attractiveness isn’t important, or that it doesn’t play a very big role in your life
and relationships.
It does.
And you should seek a partner that you are physically attracted to, because a lack of attraction can
(and very likely will) cause problems in your relationship.
Prioritize godliness. Make it (far) more important than physical attractiveness.
But do not make it a substitute for sex appeal.
When choosing a spouse, get your priorities straight and focus on their walk with God (and yours, of
course), but do make sure you are sexually attracted to the woman you want to marry.
And the more attracted, the better.
You’ll be happier, your relationship will go better and life will be more enjoyable!
Quick note: Attraction is important for both sexes, and the relationship dynamic benefits when
you’re each attracted to the other (and suffers when one is not), but I’d argue it’s even more
important for men when choosing a mate. Women can “settle” attraction wise a little more compared
to men and still enjoy a great relationship, but there still has to be attraction on both sides.
Take note of this, and act accordingly.
Second note: We’re all born with the raw materials we have, but physical attraction can be
improved. So to a significant degree, it’s a fixable issue if one is willing to work on it.
That’s the thing, though. Are they? If you place your hopes in thinking they’ll be committed to
improving themselves, you may be let down. Find one already committed to being the best version of
themselves, including the physical.
Again, don’t discount the fact this is a fixable issue to varying degrees, but keep in mind you (and
your future mate) have got to want it, and be willing to put in the effort.
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Cross posted from Godliness isn't sexy
Since I was watching the movie Road House tonight, I’ll include these lines:
Dalton: “Why you’d stay?”
Red: “Oh, I got married. To an ugly woman. Don’t ever do that. Just takes the energy right out of ya.”
Dalton: [smile/laughter]
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How is one to navigate as a biblical masculine man in a femaledominated workspace
30 upvotes | May 4, 2020 | by JulianNucleon | Link | Reddit Link
Hello I'm new here and I have some questions regarding living in today's world as a biblically
masculine man in female dominated workspaces (healthcare, education, etc).
First off, I live in Los Angeles, CA. I'm 31 years old and the amount of things I've seen in these
workspaces are mind-boggling. Working 1 year in the public school system as a therapist, I was
astounded at how sexual harrassment seems to only be in place for men. I was blatantly getting
twirked on in a kindergarten classroom, teachers were pretending to strip in the break room (I was the
only man in that room). For me, I've had the mentality of I ain't trying to get fired. You do you girl.
I'm here for my kids and if you want to throw yourself at me you'll be met with crickets and a redirect back to the subject at hand. But as time started passing on, I started thinking. I have a best
friend who is a single dad, I'm that child's godfather. How would I feel knowing that my godson went
to a school where his teacher was blatantly twirking during a stretch break? How would I feel
knowing that a lesbian teacher was sharing her sexcapades with my 4th-grade kid's class? Can I really
call myself a man following God if I see all these things and do nothing? Just some thoughts I've had
in an increasing morally decaying society.
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Why an Adulterous Nation Seeks After a Sign
30 upvotes | May 13, 2020 | by Continuous-Metanoia | Link | Reddit Link

Intro
Pre-Redpill, I always found it strange how Jesus told His people that an adulterous nation seeks after
a sign. What did He mean by that claim? I always just brushed passed it in my reading, concluding
that I should stay away from sign-seeking. Post-Redpill, God has shown me a deep, spiritual truth in
which Jesus was referring.

Micro
As christians we're all pretty clear on the definition of adultery, but what much of churchianity is
ignorant of is the motive behind adultery. We in the Redpill community understand that hypergamy
is the driving force behind that wicked act. And if hypergamy had a motto it'd be "I want that next
best thiiing".
In a recent post, u/Red-Curious talks about the innate desire that exists inside of women, which drives
them to seek after that "next best thing". Although he's speaking about this phenomenon within the
context of house work, it actually does an amazing job of breaking down the modus operandi of
hypergamy:
For one example, they all (women) suffer from a disease I call "Next-Thing-itis." They
won't be happy until they get that "thing" they really want. And once they have it, they're
not happy and can't possibly be until the "next thing" gets done - and then the next, and the
next, and the next. I have never met a woman who didn't have this innate compulsion.

Macro
As Gentiles, we are humbled by the fact that we have been grafted into the blessed position as the
bride of Christ; God's spiritual wife. That's right, we play the role of the woman in this eternal,
cosmic relationship with God...And what do we know about women: they want that "next best thing".
The relationship of God's spiritual bride, which we've been graciously brought into, is one that Israel
held exclusively for over a thousand years. So when Jesus comes to his bride and invites her to the
wedding banquet, how does she respond? "Give us a sign"...Are you kidding me?! How many signs,
miracles and wonders did Christ perform in front of those who were asking for one? But it wasn't
enough. They always wanted more. Whether it was from the Romans, the Father or from Jesus, it
didn't matter, all they wanted was that "next best thing". In a spot-on rebuke to the these demands
Jesus replies, "An evil and adulterous generation seeks for a sign". What the Pharisees failed to
realize was that "next best thing" was standing in their presence.
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The Takeaways
On an intersexual dynamic level, female attraction and loyalty is the byproduct of masculine selfimprovement. (Note: I emphasize byproduct...NOT the goal). Hypergamy seeks out the man who is
in a constant striving towards his mission. This dynamic is good, because the love of a woman is
good. Unlike MGTOW, we should embrace Hypergamy. We should praise God for it actually
because it keeps us on our toes in terms of our mission.
On an eternal, relational level, we need to recognize our proneness as Christ's bride to seek after that
"next best thing"; to commit spiritual adultery. We need to check our hypergamous tendencies at the
door and realize that all of our desires are satisfied in our relationship with Him.
It truly is stunning that genuine, biblical masculinity boils down to this: We as men are called to
lead those within our influence to embody the perfect, faithful woman in whom God delights. -"Go and proclaim to the people of Jerusalem, Thus says the LORD: 'I remember your first love, your
devotion as a young bride, how you followed me in the wilderness, in an unplanted land.'" - Jeremiah
2:2
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questioning male sex drive and porn use
30 upvotes | May 15, 2020 | by BLUEDIESEL007 | Link | Reddit Link
Ladies, you will never know what it feels like to be a man in a over sexual society. YOU cannot
physically imagine what testosterone does to you . The average male has 10-17x the testosterone than
the average female does. So imagine you getting "turned on", attracted, interested in whatever movie
super hero that might come by like captain america , superman, iron man, thor etc......that tingly
feeling.....yeah, times that by 10 on the low end every day....and we as men do not have a cycle like
you ladies do every month. That hormone is rushing everyday all day
Testosterone is a sex driven hormone. It makes us the pursuer.....it makes us the hunter in a way. Yes,
some men use it for bad and there are victims, but that doesn't make all guys predators. Here is the
thing, it makes us great and weak at the same time. Some guys can't control it and others can channel
it. It makes us physically stronger, competitive, and aggressive...This is why MEN have gone out to
wars since the old days, hunted the dangerous animals, built cities, invented 90% of whatever we take
for granted, have been the philosophers from the dawn of time, etc...... we have a burden to
perform..... it is given by God and this all goes back to the garden of Eden and the punishment for
disobeying. Don't argue with me.....Argue with God and his design and punishment he set on us.......
And I don't want to hear anything about the patriarchy from any ultra feminists here or any white
knight soyboy trying to look good.....let's keep this black and white...men and women are different
....that is all I am saying. We will never fully understand the other gender looking at it through a
solipsistic lens.
Remember, what makes men great is also his weakness.....imagine that if you can ......get the mile
high point of view. So looking at it from a moral point , there is no excuse for affairs.....there is no
excuse for porn....there is no excuse for seeking female attention from another female other than the
one you are committed to.....plain and simple.
All that being said, imagine if we as men post on here why women seek attention? ....Follow me
here... men will not fully understand that nature because we don't have desire to be as connected and
bonded as women do...( again garden of Eden stuff)....
Honestly, I am a BH.....I had to research a lot and I pretty much have come to believe that women
seek attention because it is their punishment from God..........that is why a lot of cheating wives
"think" they needed to step out.....''because they were not getting their needs met"....""because my
husband didn't pay attention"" ......"because Kevin made me feel sexy'"......and so on.
Just like we live in an over sexualized society, we live in a over attention giving/seeking
society....don't believe me? Why are instagram, facebook, twitter, and anything else out there so
popular??? Social media is poison to our society..... it gives people attention cheaply.....it desensitizes
people from real connection just like porn desensitizes men from real sexual intimacy.
Imagine this: a wife looks nice, her husband gives her a compliment, she isn't really moved by his
compliment.... and why?? because she has another 50 guy friends commenting on her selfie on how
pretty, sexy, and so on she is....I have experienced this first hand and I see it with my brothers all
around.....
I don't agree that porn is the major issue with so many divorces.... going through my divorce, I
learned a lot from legal counsel and saw many statistics.....Facebook and Instagram are the major
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contributors to divorce....hell I will say the internet in general is the reason for our major social
decline...... I see it as the fruit from the "tree of knowledge of good and evil".......The more we know,
the more we are held accountable to.....Yes, I might have just blown your mind or closed it with this
tin hat statement
Take this example from one of my men's bible study groups I study with.... a fellow brother struggles
with sexual immorality like porn.......His new wife almost didn't marry him because of it.....Now this
is an older gentleman and both he and his wife had previous marriages......but anyways, he was
explaining to me how she always keeps tabs on his phone and holds him accountable...this is good.
We can all agree....but then I ask him if he keeps tabs on her phone.... he says "No, she wouldn't let
me be like that, plus she is on Facebook so much, she doesn't put it down"....I told him " your
struggle with porn is no different than her struggle with Facebook, Facebook is porn to your
wife!".....his mind blew because here we are as men meeting up and helping each other grow so we
can help our family grow and he was not doing his part of leading his wife and helping her with her
struggles.........now you may say.....bluediesel that is some major crap, Facebook is not the same as
pornhub!.....Well think about it....Why cant she put it down? Why does she post so much and get her
jollies from people commenting and liking her pictures? Why? Why does she have so many guys
friends commenting on her stuff???? Because it feeds her ego and her attention seeking woman
nature......BH wish they could go back in time and catch some of this truth I am pointing out.
Look, I am not trying to get into a debate of genders and roles and struggles.....Women will not
understand what men go through....Just like we can never understand what you ladies go through in
childbirth, postpartum depression, menstrual cycles, menopause, and covering up gray hairs.....
I talk like this to the women in my other bible studies groups and they know me ...They love me like
a brother and I love them like sisters...and they have always said that though i point at the facts they
still don't have to like it...lol ..... So this is me talking to the guys and girls on here like a brother.....
And just for reference- if you don't believe me: genesis 3:16
16 To the woman he said,
“I will make your pains in childbearing very severe; with painful labor you will give birth to
children.....(((ever wonder why women have that deep desire to have children?....well God gave that
to them and it would be painful for them to have them or not have them))) Your desire will be for
your husband,....(((this is their punishment, to desire the man, to desire his attention, his love, his
affection)))) and he will rule over you.”.....((( why men have been kings , generals, leaders, etc....
right off the bat we are to be leading, not by choice but by punishment for both parties....yeah, as a
man wouldn't it be nice to just not lead, to just sit around and eat pizza....well that is most little 30
year old boys living with their mom right now playing video games which is direct disobedience to
God's word...we need to rule!....))))
17 To Adam he said, “Because you listened to your wife and ate fruit from the tree about which I
commanded you, ‘You must not eat from it,’
“Cursed is the ground because of you;.....((( ever wonder why the world sucks? earth quakes,
tornadoes, tsunamis, viruses, etc.....yeah, it's part of the punishment)))) through painful toil you will
eat food from it all the days of your life.....((( why men have the burden of performing to have what
we have)))) 18 It will produce thorns and thistles for you,(((((there is no such thing as a free lunch,
why being a man was never intended to be easy))) and you will eat the plants of the field. 19 By the
sweat of your brow you will eat your food....((((imagine, why we have had to build cities, go to wars,
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die, create, invent, farm, etc..., it is part of the punishment)))) until you return to the ground, since
from it you were taken; for dust you are and to dust you will return.”....((( this is to keep us in check,
because as men we are very prideful, we are nothing but dust in many cases, why we are sent to to
wars, why we seem to be the expendable gender, ie: why when a boat is sinking, women and children
get the life-rafts ...))))
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Financial Stewarding Tips & Tricks
30 upvotes | July 5, 2020 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
Had some time today and I thought I would make up a post on some tips and tricks to maximize the
money God is entrusting you with. I have gone through this process with a number of people, I
usually get paid for this so . . . take that for what it's worth.
(Or if you are trying to get out of poverty, this is how I went from literally $10.00 two days before
rent was due and 1 day before payday in my bank account to owning a house in 3.5 years with an
additionally 35k in the bank while making not a lot of money hourly. We're talking like $13.00/hr.)

Fundamental Concepts
Things that will help you cut costs way down, and give you an edge against the ever approach
poverty line.
1) If you cannot comfortably afford it, you cannot afford it.
2) Pay with cash as often as possible.
3) If you are renting, and don't do very much with your bank, consider switching to a credit union
with an APY over .00001% (lol) you can typically find CU's with between 2 - 4% APY, which means
you are literally giving yourself a raise
4) If you have good self control, a credit card with cash back is another way you can give yourself a 1
- 2% raise.
5) Manual cars appear to last longer, and with fewer major repairs than automatic transmissions.
(Plus you look like a cool guy.) This is purely my experience, but take it for what it's worth.
6) For the love of all that is good, never rent a car. Renting a deprecating asset is a horrible idea.
7) If you are still paying for cable, you are an idiot. You can get every single channel online for a
fraction of the cost. Internet is the only thing you should be getting from the cable company. If you
"must" have a landline, instead by a burner phone, plug it into the wall and forget about it. You'll
thank me later.
8) While you are accumulating a comfortable bank account, never (read: rarely) buy anything full
retail. Craigslist and Facebook Marketplace are your friends. If someone is offering a phone for
$100.00, offer $55.00. (55 - 65% of their offer) You'd be astonished at how many people will take
you up on that. I got a $850.00 dollar phone for $450.00. Same goes for cars and what-not.*
9) Learn 2 - 3 meals you can make in under 15 minutes that are very easy to make. This will help
when you don't have the emotional energy to make dinner and are tempted to go out for those
expensive dinners.
10) Read up on my post about hobbies, and seriously consider which hobby you are doing to help you
make side income.
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"Cheating" your Bills
Seperate all of your bills into these categories, then proceed to get discounts on them.
1) Rent/Mortgage + Utilities
Responsible homeowner classes will knock off fractions of a % when applying for a mortgage.
If you are privately renting and considering moving first ask for a % decrease at the end of your first
year if you paid on time throughout the whole year. A huge number of landlords value consistency
more than you understand. Heck, do it anyway just to see what happens.
When picking somewhere to live, price out monthly driving costs vs rent/a mortgage. It's likely worth
the extra $80.00 - $100.00 a month if you are saving $60.00+ on gas/wear and tear on your car.
• Phone Bills
Understand that "Unlimited Data" currently means "Unlimited 4G" for most cellular retailers. Most
phone companies give unlimited 3G with their plans regardless. For example, my phone bill is $30.xx
a month. Lower than literally any of my friends. Likely lower than most of yours.
• Car Payments & Insurance
I shouldn't have to say this, but will just incase. If you are not in a position to live comfortably - you
are not in a position to have a nice car. Don't ever rent. Buy. (Those of you that should rent, know it
without reading this, so ignore this.)
You can purchase a safe driving course on groupon for ~$20.00. I got a $30.00 monthly discount or
roughly $360.00/year off my insurance and it took maybe 30 minutes of total focus to do.
• Health Insurance + Medical Bills
Always ask for an itemized bill.
Sometimes, just to push my luck I'll ask for a discount for no reason. "That bill is too much." And
they'll pretty regularly give it to you.
For prescriptions, GoodRX helped my family pay for my parents very expensive medicines. Could
turn a $600.00 monthly insulin cost to $100.00.
• Student Loans
Screw student loans. Pay them off asap unless you have more effective ways to earn money. Bane of
my existence. Went to school, dropped out, stupid. Stupid stupid stupid!
• Food, gas, and accessory money estimate
Connect with a few close friends or family about getting memberships to large retailers like Sam's
Club. Get a "community" membership, collect cash, and use your cashback card for more. A $600.00
store run quickly becomes an $12.00 paycheck. Which is nearly the amount it costs for a half tank of
gas.
If your hobbies are expensive, join a community that participates in it. You'd be surprised what you
can get for cheap/free as well as events that let you participate in the activity for virtually no cost.
• Other (boat loans, monthly expenses for pets, $ for gifts, etc.)
If this post is beneficial to you, you should probably not have a boat any bigger than a fishing boat.
Boating is a rich mans activity.
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The goal with this is to increase the value of your takehome pay. Saving a dollar is really more like
saving $1.20 - $1.30 after tax.
Anyway, if this post is anyway helpful to you, let me know. I have a goodly sum of other effective
practices that have helped immensely and if you are in the position I was in, this will come in handy.
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How to Handle a Lazy Wife?
30 upvotes | March 3, 2021 | by Klinerman | Link | Reddit Link
Mission: Getting Christians Out to Vote, Starting a Business that Provide Pro-Free Speech Services
Reading: I read No More Mr. Nice Guy a couple times, Strong Lifts,
Stats: 5'9", 200 lbs, 345 bench, 465 Deadlift.
Finances: IT Administrator, 90k/yr @ 45 hours a week.
Spiritual: Weekly on Sunday, and Small group during the week.

I guess to start off I'll list positives about my wife. She is a biblical Christian and isn't fooled by the
SJW and leftist rhetoric that tricks a lot of people into compromising values the Bible is very clear
on. She isn't afraid to be vocal during discussions of controversial topics in Church groups or public.
We didn't have sex before marriage. She is pro MAGA/America First, though she sometimes watches
Ben Shapiro but I guess I can forgive her for that. We've both put on a little weight since COVID, but
she's been putting in the effort to stay in shape since I set us up a home gym. Sex is good and
frequent.

The complaints I have are she is extremely lazy and selfish with money. We've been married for three
years and the first 2 she worked full time so it was less obvious, but she lost her job because of
COVID and did next to nothing around the house. She found a job paying but less hours, so she
makes about 80% as much but now has 2 extra free days to do other stuff, but still can't find the time
to help clean around the house. She also refuses to stick to a budget, even after she requested we
allocate less money to spending and more to pay off dept. Also whenever I get a bonus or earn extra
money it's "our money", but when she earns money from a side job it's suddenly "her money".

In the past she's claimed that she wants to be an amazing mother and that's what she's passionate
about, but during the time she was unemployed we fostered a 5 yo and 8 yo for about 6 months and
she didn't do much. She'd cook them chicken nuggets and fries almost every night, so I ended up
cooking most nights so they'd have something healthier. She would also rarely do anything with them
and they'd just be on TV and video games all day. I picked out a bunch of educational and fun games,
books, and shows, and the kids like them, but she would rarely play with them, it would always have
to be me when I got home from work.

Mentors at my church that I've talked to have basically just said "you just have to deal with it become
women are the weaker vessel" , or "you just need to be patient with her", but all that has resulted in is
a bunch of resentment building up. I'm fed up with her sleeping all day, watching TV all afternoon,
then going out and spending $15-20 on takeout food, while I worked all day, took care of the dogs,
worked on the house or yard, and ate something homecooked to save money.

What's the proper way to set expectations and make sure they are followed? My thought was to just
start inviting tons of people over, and to focus my efforts on the house and outside. I put in a
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sprinkler system, french drain, and put in 20 yds of dirt to level out the yard last year, and this year I
can extend the patio, put in a fire pit, and constantly invite people over and have them shame her into
keeping the house clean. Maybe that's a better way to do it than just demanding she keep the house
clean?

What's the best way to handle a lazy wife?
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How to know if a man is good marriage material - Part 2
30 upvotes | March 12, 2021 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
Taking up where we left off, here's more things to consider when vetting a man for marriage.
He’s honest and trustworthy.
Good relationships are built on honesty from the beginning.
After all, how can you know if you’re a good match if they’re dishonest about who they are, what
they do and what they believe?
Not only that, but this trait impacts so many other aspects.
You’re commanded to respect your husband, and it isn’t easy to do if he’s gaslighting you or filling
you full of things that you find out to not be true.
It may sound easy enough to find an honest man, but many men fall somewhere between the outliers.
There are the ones who lie all the time, who you know to avoid and don’t date to begin with.
But what about the man who doesn’t do it all the time, but does it often enough that it causes
mistrust? Who is sometimes deceptive? Especially on the bigger issues and family decisions that
must be made. These are the ones to look out for.
Because if you marry such a man, this puts you in a position of honoring God by respecting and
submitting to your husband, yet having to do so when you don’t know if he’s told you the truth about
any number of things.
After all, our Lord Jesus said: (Luke 16:10) ”one who is dishonest in very little is also dishonest in
much.”
Keep an eye out for the little things, because if he's dishonest in those, it's a good bet he's lying on the
bigger things.
Save yourself the trouble and get an honest man, one who follows Ephesians 4:25
“Wherefore putting away lying, speak every man truth with his neighbour:”
A man who will tell you hard truths when necessary, lead and correct you when wrong, and “speaks
the truth in love” ((Ephesians 4:15).
An honest man is good to find.
He’s steadfast and dependable.
You need a man who can be counted on.
In the aforementioned verse in Luke, Jesus also says: “One who is faithful in very little is also
faithful in much”
Watch your man’s actions. Is he faithful to fulfill the things he is responsible for? Even the little
things? Can you trust and depend on him to do what he promises?
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“Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the
Lord, knowing that your labor is not in vain in the Lord.” 1 Corinthians 15:58
Your man should be anchored in the Word of God, the work He calls us to and in the important
things of life.
Contrast this with a man who is easily moved, who is unsure as to who he is or where he is going, he
has differing thoughts and God tells us:
“he is a double-minded man, unstable in all his ways”
I think you can apply this to more than just asking (and doubting, in the above verse) for wisdom.
It spills over into other areas.
In RP terminology, find your oak. Your rock.
Just as Jesus is our Rock of Ages, in like manner husbands should be a rock for their wives.
If you find a man like this, go get him before another woman steals him away.
One note on this and the previous section on honesty:
Use common sense.
To be a bit more thorough, this doesn’t mean “Well, I gave him a to-do list and he didn’t do half of it!
He has to go!” (Unless he specifically promised to do something. His yea should be yea, and his nay,
nay). Telling him what to do and calling him untrustworthy or undependable if he doesn’t do
something you demanded is missing the mark, to put it politely.
Or “he didn’t tell me everything and therefore he is a lying dirtbag, I should dump him!”
A captain isn’t responsible for telling his crew everything that is going on, but what he does tell you
should be true.
Instead, look for patterns and degrees.
It’s easier to respect and submit to an honest, dependable man, as God requires of a wife, so look for
these qualities when dating and vetting.
He loves you.
God specifically commands husbands to love their wives.
(For that matter, wives are also to love their husbands: John 13:34, 1 Peter 1:22 and specifically are
to be taught to do so in Titus 2:4).
It is a major sticking point for a man to love his wife.
Ephesians 5 tells us:
“Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her, that he might
sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of water with the word, so that he might present the
church to himself in splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any such thing, that she might be holy and
without blemish. In the same way husbands should love their wives as their own bodies. He who
loves his wife loves himself. For no one ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and cherishes it, just
as Christ does the church, because we are members of his body. “Therefore a man shall leave his
father and mother and hold fast to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.” This mystery is
profound, and I am saying that it refers to Christ and the church. However, let each one of you love
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his wife as himself, and let the wife see that she respects her husband.”
As u/Deep-Strength often points out, look at God’s reasoning for a husband’s love toward his wife,
“that he might sanctify her.”
That is what you look for in a potential husband.
Is he a man that loves you in a way that helps lead you toward holiness, toward sanctification, toward
being more like Christ?
To do that, he’ll sometimes have to show tough love and correct you, discipline you, enforce
boundaries, etc. It should also be loving as far as understanding, comforting, protecting, sacrificing.
Related to this topic, let’s ponder something for a moment…
What do you think of when you think of God and the Old Testament? Wrathful? Vengeful? Hard and
strict? Yet we read in O.T. passages of things like God’s loving-kindness, His tender mercies and
more.
“Remember, O LORD, thy tender mercies and thy lovingkindnesses; for they have been ever of old.”
Psalm 25:6
We discover many such instances of this, both in actions and words in the O.T.
There’s a balance there. Yes, God could open up the earth and have it swallow people whole when
they rebelled against Him. He could also wrap you up in His arms, so to speak, and be tender,
gracious and merciful, among many other things.
You want that same balance in a man. You want him tough, yet tender when needed. Strong, yet
understanding. A man who can destroy things, yet be delicate with you as appropriate.
Because love requires many of these things, and it has many expressions.
Now let’s look at the rest of the passage in Ephesians.
He is to love you as he loves his own body.
Does your man look out for you? Does he care about your health and well being? Does he lead you
toward things that are good for you, does he nourish and cherish you?
He would do these things for himself, and if he loves you the way he loves himself, he’ll be doing
these things for you.
Again, watch his actions.
Now, we all know men who seemingly don’t care for their own bodies, or they go in the direction of
things that are bad for them, they don’t honor their bodies as God’s temple, etc. Don’t date these
men. Avoid them. Decline their advances.
It’s not worth wasting your time on them.
Because if they are to love you as they love themselves, and they’re not loving themselves or taking
care of their own life, how do you think he’s going to be toward you and your life?
If his life or body is sub-par or in shambles, yours is about to be even less.
Or if he doesn’t care for his emotional or mental health, what do you think he will do to yours? If you
want to see how he might treat you, look at how he treats himself, because God says he is to love you
as he loves himself.
But do date a man who is loving. A man who loves you as he does his own self and body. A man who
loves you in ways that makes you more Christ-like.
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Lastly, on love:
He’s forgiving.
Men can get aggravated at times because you’re not us. We can find you appealing and appalling,
depending on what you say or do. You can be beautifully frustrating, or frustratingly beautiful.
God says you’re the weaker vessel. We are to dwell with you in understanding.
And keep you at a safe distance when you’re acting crazy.
(OK, well, not the last part. But still…)
If your man loves you, he forgives you.
Some women hear this and think “I can keep sinning and he’ll keep forgiving me” and that is entirely
wrong and insanely stupid, because you’ll ruin your relationship with your man and God.
Look to God as the example. He forgives, yes, but He also requires repentance on our part. God
doesn’t forgive you just so you can run right back out and dive headlong into sin, and welcome you
with open arms for forgiveness again.
John tells us:
No one who abides in him keeps on sinning; no one who keeps on sinning has either seen him or
known him. 1 John 3:6
While the above verse is about you and God, don’t abuse God’s command to forgive in regard to
your husband toward you.
What you should want is what God has stated:
”Hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all offenses.” Proverbs 10:12
And again in I Peter 4:8
“Above all, keep fervent in your love for one another, because love covers a multitude of sins”
A man who loves you overlooks your faults. Not in the sense of ignoring them or not dealing with
them, that’s not loving, but neither does he hold them against you.
You don’t get a get out of jail free card, and he doesn’t get to hold it to your account.
There is an old proverb “Love is the companion of blindness.”
Be a little blind toward one another. Rather than honing in on every fault (perceived or real) turn your
eyes toward God and look for the good in one another, forgive the bad, while working toward
improving yourself and your relationship.
This is especially true of husbands, but we are commanded to love one another, and wives should
equally love their men in this way.
Quick, related tip:
How does he treat his mom and how is his relationship with her? Is he loving toward her?
Because it can give you glimpses into your future. If he has a good or great relationship with his
mom, that is a very good indicator of how he will be with you. If his relationship was strained or had
serious issues, there’s a good chance it may be the same with you.
There are exceptions, of course. Don’t view this as a hard and fast rule that’s either 100% or 0%
(because you might miss out on a great spouse otherwise! My mom didn’t have the best relationship
with her dad, yet she was a wonderful wife to dad and mom to us kids til the day she passed) but
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neither is it something to ignore. There is a strong correlation there, just as there is with a woman and
her relationship with her dad and how she treats her future husband.
So if you find a man who loves his mom, it’s often a very good sign.
In talking about indicators, here’s one to weigh carefully...
He’s mentally and emotionally healthy and doesn’t have serious past addictions.
This is a tougher one because people repent, get things right with God and sometimes make
exceptional spouses.
The thing is, God doesn’t always wipe away the consequences of past actions. If he was a very heavy
drug user (cocaine, meth, etc) for years, what damage has that done and how will it affect your future
marriage?
Childhood trauma?
Severe anger issues?
Bipolar or schizophrenic?
A wild sexual past?
Extreme alcoholism in his past?
We can keep naming things, but the truth is while there are exceptions and outliers and some may
make great spouses, the vast majority will carry serious issues into a marriage and you really need to
think this through.
It’s not just physical, it’s the emotional and mental impact of one’s actions in the past, and whether
they carry on into the future.
You can love and forgive someone, but forgiveness doesn’t mean you have to date or marry
someone, you can have preferences and standards and decline to date people based on those. Just as
he can.
Too often, people mistake forgiveness with thinking you must never consider someone’s past and
how that might impact your future.
You should and it does.
Your decision may be to move forward. It may be to politely end things after thinking and praying
about it. Either way, do so with open eyes and a peaceful heart about your decision.
But do make sure you know about his past as much as possible, and whether what you find will make
your marriage better or worse.
And keep in mind, even if it’s nothing on the aforementioned list, there are plenty of things that could
negatively affect your relationship. Consider everything. From past gambling addiction to parents
divorcing in his formative years (or his own divorce, if previously married) to anything that could
have an impact.
Some may end up being non-issues and you find out they’re not much of a factor. That’s good.
Others you consider more carefully, especially if you see the effects consistently showing up in
behavior.
It’s not about “judging” them and saying “You sorry sinner, you!” It’s about discovering whether this
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man will make a great husband for you. And it’s the same with him toward you, and seeing whether
you’re a great match.
Be honest. Be adults. Be frank and forthright and find out whether there are things you can or cannot
live with, and either move forward knowing that you’re accepted in his eyes (and accepting, toward
him) no matter what’s in either of your past, or you politely go your separate ways, wishing one
another all the best!
He’s masculine.
Masculine men and feminine women are the perfect blend for healthy, happy, relationships.
If either of you are outside of these ideals, it often spills over into contention and strife to varying
degrees. If each of you strike the right balance, or come closer to it, it brings blessings and harmony
into your marriage.
And while the definition of each can vary, we’ll keep it in general terms and go with what God says.
“Be watchful, stand firm in the faith, act like men, be strong.” 1 Corinthians 16:13
When God the Holy Spirit (through Paul) says “act like men,” that suggests there are certain ways a
man acts that distinguishes him from a woman.
We see the same thing in the Old Testament, when King David tells Solomon his son:
““I am going the way of all the earth. So be strong, and prove yourself a man.” 1 Kings 2:2
I’ll use the word “masculine” to capture this idea.
We’ve talked about strength and bravery, both masculine traits, but there is an overarching concept
that captures the essence of a man, and it’s one that most women instinctively know when they’re in
the presence of one.
It’s this somewhat elusive idea I want you to focus on and gain a better sense of.
There are many definitions of the word masculine one might give, and a great many expressions of it,
but there’s one aspect I think is at the very core of it.
His frame.
If you walk up to a post or a structure and push against it, and it wobbles, it changes your entire
perspective about it. It’s likely not something you want to lean against or even use.
In fact, instead of using or gaining any benefit from it, you might push it again just to see it wobble
more. It becomes more for entertainment than enjoying any use.
But if you push against it, even considerably so, and it doesn’t move an inch (in fact, it may have
moved you, as you thought it might move and it causes you to shift your weight or position or even
stumble if you thought it would move in a certain direction, and you lose your balance or stumble),
then you view it very differently than the previous example.
A man’s frame is like that. It’s designed by God in a sense (although it must be developed and
strengthened).
You’ll push against it (we all know you will) but if it doesn’t move, your perspective changes. You
begin to think this is something I can lean on, it’s strong enough to build on, to support things. Things
like a relationship and everything that entails. This pleases you.
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If you thought he/it would move, and it doesn’t, just like in the analogy above, it may even cause you
to stumble or have to change your “position” or your actions and attitude.
Frame is a distinguishing feature of a man. It’s part of being masculine.
When God says to a man “act like men” and “prove yourself a man” he is talking, at least in part, of
having a strong frame. A man who has a worldview and resolute beliefs about the world and life and
relationships and above all God, and they are sturdy. They are strong. They are immovable. It doesn’t
mean a man doesn’t consider new evidence, or change his mind or opinion upon reflection, but it is a
man who knows who he is, what he believes, and he is a man who acts upon those thoughts and
beliefs.
Now, come here.
I’m going to share something with you, and it’s imperative you don’t miss this.
An important part of examining a man’s frame is what is it like “inside?” A man can have a strong,
immovable frame but if it’s cold and damp and disgusting, you wouldn’t want to live inside that
structure.
But when a man has a strong frame and it’s inviting, it’s welcoming, it’s filled with all kinds of things
that make you want to settle in and live within its walls, now you’ve got something special.
To start, find a man with a solid frame, but then look for what it’s like being around him. Is he
someone who you’d love to live with and under his “rules” (worldview, beliefs, boundaries, etc) and
it’s easy to do so?” (generally speaking).
If you experience that comfort, yet strength, then you know you’ve got this part nailed down.
It is your job to find a man like this or at least one who is well on his way to developing a strong
frame.
It’s something you can build on and with.
Get yourself a masculine man. It’ll make life a lot better!
Crossposted from here.
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Dominant Sex is a Game-Changer - your thoughts?
30 upvotes | July 29, 2021 | by Red-Author | Link | Reddit Link
For so many married men, sexual dominance can be a total game-changer in their marriage. But it
does require some "boldness". Here are a few opening thoughts to perhaps get a discussion startedAccording to many psychological surveys, the percentage of women (including Christians) who
want to be somehow 'dominated' in the bedroom is astoundingly high. (We will talk about these
statistics in a follow-up). But a lot of husbands have a great deal of difficulty coming to terms with
what this means for their relationship.
Not long ago one married man was moved to ask on a conservative marriage forum: “Can a
"gentleman" become dominant?... It is a common theme in the Sex in Marriage section that
women (most women actually) like a little or a lot of domination in the bedroom... Wives have
posted about wanting their "gentleman" husband to become more dominant. But the men have
been raised to treat a woman like a lady. Posters insist that a man like this can't change... Can a
man who is like this change and become dominant enough (without looking fake) to arouse his
wife and give her what she needs?”
One man replied to him: “There are times some women want a man who's domineering in bed. My
wife is one who from time to time wants to be thrown across the bed, restrained or pinned against
the wall, and all the other rough stuff that goes with it, which gives her a "sweet, pleasurable
soreness" the morning after... Before marriage I would have never dreamed that she liked that
kind of lovin'. However things have evolved sexually and I cannot... dismiss her urges.” ( -The
TalkAboutMarriage forum)
For Christian men, of course, a lot of this is even more difficult to take in. “Are you saying that my
pure, wholesome Christian wife might want me to dominate her and have rough sex with her in the
bedroom? Are you kidding me?” Even the very idea of it seems utterly beyond belief to most
Christian husbands. And so the “dead bedrooms” continue to pile up.
It is all about "polarity," of course. The fact that "opposites attract." It is about the way God has
created sex between men and women to work. You can argue with Him all you want, but if God has
created women this way, shouldn't we be fitting in with his plan? At the end of the day it all boils
down to this one basic question: Do we want a rich, vibrant, thriving marriage or do we not? If we do
then Sex is always going to be a big part of that equation. That is the way that God has ordained
things and He's not about to change it just to suit today's “Nice Guy” sensibilities. Sex is an utterly
primal act. Always has been. Always will be.
Recently on Yahoo Answers when a man put forward the question, “Why does my wife like
dominant sex?” the top-voted answer was given by a women named Gia who replied: “It's very
normal. A lot of women like to be "man handled" it's just something that turns us on and is
attractive. I just think back to natural instincts. In the wild, the female always chooses the most
dominant male to be her mate. Some times it works the same way with people. Women can love a
man who knows how to be A MAN. It's a turn on.”
-------------------------------I know for some here this is very basic stuff. But for others it can be a doorway to a whole new world
they have hardly ever thought of. It would be great to hear your comments.
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Read Proverbs in 2020
29 upvotes | January 1, 2020 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
28yo, 5'7", 146#
Deadlift: 5x260#; Bench 3x155#; Squat 4x210#; Overhead Press 3x115#

The beginning of wisdom is this: Get wisdom,
and whatever you get, get insight.
-Proverbs 4:7
For the last few months, I've done something I first heard from Dave Ramsey: There are 31 chapters
in Proverbs, and there are 31 days in a month (okay, a lot of months), so you can read a chapter a day,
you can easily read through 12 times in the year.
The Bible is a Red Pill book. Having been on this RP journey for about six months, I find myself
transitioning away from a lot of online TRP, MRP, and RPC material to more traditional devotional
material and Scripture.
Day-after-day, the book of Proverbs has been a key bridge between the truth embedded in RP
literature and what God has given in his Word. Here are just a couple of examples:

STFU
There is one whose rash words are like sword thrusts,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.
-Proverbs 12:18

Whoever keeps his mouth and his tongue
keeps himself out of trouble.
-Proverbs 21:23

The north wind brings forth rain,
and a backbiting tongue, angry looks.
-Proverbs 25:23
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Obstaining or Measured Alcohol Use
It is not for kings, O Lemuel,
it is not for kings to drink wine,
or for rulers to take strong drink,
lest they drink and forget what has been decreed
and pervert the rights of all the afflicted.
Give strong drink to the one who is perishing,
and wine to those in bitter distress;
let them drink and forget their poverty
and remember their misery no more. (ESV)
-Proverbs 31:4-7

Stop Trying to Change Your Wife
A continual dripping on a rainy day
and a quarrelsome wife are alike;
to restrain her is to restrain the wind
or to grasp oil in one's right hand. (ESV)
-Proberbs 27:15-16

"Proverbs are like the hard candy of the Bible. You really have to suck on them a long time before
they go down." -Tim Keller
Proverbs is dense. There's no way anyone could take it all in through one read-through. I find myself
seeing the same verses in a completely new light every time I reread them.
Today, I read Proverbs 1 with my 3yo at breakfast. Tomorrow, I'll read Proverbs 2 between sets at the
gym. If you've had a tough time developing a Bible-reading habit, this can be a great place to start.
Happy New Year!
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Grieved that wife will never treat me how she treated others
29 upvotes | October 28, 2020 | by Grafften | Link | Reddit Link
Stats; 5'10", 188lb, athletic muscular build, body fat low (almost a 6 pack), calesthenics workout
routine
Mission: Feeling grieved of being the runner up with my wife's passion. Hard to feel like I want to
continue sacrificing for her with no reciprocation on her part. How to change this or get over it?
Reading: I haven't read much on RPC or MRP. I have consumed a lot of Tomassi's content and read
his first 2 books.
Finance: I am a utility worker bringing in about 65k/yr. I have one rental paid off and 2 others I am
remodeling. A total debt on all 3 of 150k. When those are finished and rented I will bring in an
additional 44k - 48k annually.
Spiritually: Mainline protestant non denominational. Currently prayer life is a handful of short
prayers everyday and a little scripture. Feeling a bit left on my own by God recently. I go through
phases of getting really deep in the word daily. Currently not so much.
I'm seeking advice on how to deal with the grief of knowing that my wife will never treat me the way
she treated others sexually.
To preface this, I was introduced to TRP about 3 years ago and my anger phase was so bad that it
almost destroyed our marriage. I've recently been delving into it again and have been on a road to
bettering myself for quite some time.
I've tried to lead well. I have failed in many respects. We have been together 14 years. Not once has
she surprised me with lingerie as she used to with her short term ex before me. She rarely
begrudgingly gives me bj's and disgustedly refuses to let me finish in her mouth, when she used to
swallow for others. She was one of those "Christian girls" that would not have sex with anyone
(except for last guy before me which alpha widowed her), but would do everything else with men she
knew she had no future with. Heck she gave bj's to 10 or more guys in one year at one point. She is
25lbs overweight and has never tried to take care of herself for me.. There are more and deeper issues
than just these but being exhaustive on this would take too long.
Before her I was a very disciplined moralist when it came to sexuality. I believed the lie that said "if I
marry her she will want to give me her best". Things that make this even harder is that I have worked
myself into the ground sacrificing for her and the family. I'm 36 now. I regularly have beautiful
young women flirt with me. This makes it really hard to keep my head straight. I could cheat and
have the best sex of my life with ladies that are way hotter then she ever was or stay in this crappy
heart wrenching situation. Of course I don't believe in divorce or adultery.
I wish most of all to provide as stable of an upbringing to my children as possible. We tried christian
marriage counseling with a man counselor. He did help me with some hurts from my childhood that
were expressing themselves in me as an adult. He helped me quit porn. I went through a 12 step for
that. I am thankful for those things but he never challenged her. I do love my wife dearly, but
everyday I have this huge weight of feeling like I wish I had never met her, because I can't deal with
knowing what I know of her and feeling like its a rejection of me. I also am almost certain that she
cheated on me with her ex while we were dating. The fact that she lies about it feels like utter
disrespect to me. The lie hurts more then what she did. I was a too easy going push over back then. I
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understand how her nature and passion drove her to it. I'm not as good at rousing passion in my wife
as so many others did. I dont want to live in a marriage feeling like the chump when I know I am
better then that.
If any of you have been through something like this and come out of it better please give me some
counsel.
Thanks
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Reposting as text: Advice on how to manage and potentially
create a Red Pill women’s subreddit for Christian women.
29 upvotes | April 25, 2020 | by AnnaAerials | Link | Reddit Link
I have identified a need that r/RPChristians and r/Redpillwomen don’t meet on their own. A place
where Reformed Christian women can discuss their personal experiences courting and living in this
world as Christians. Topics of femininity, faith, cooking, cleaning, church etc it would centre around.
I have some hesitations, partly due to the potential of some women using it as a platform to teach
theology. I’m unsure if this is a unrealistic concern.
I would like some input from men and women alike. If this is an alien concept to you the two subs
I’ve referred to will give you a good insight. I’ve enjoyed r/redpillwomen so much but in the end of
the day our faith completely changes every aspect of our relationship, so some things can only go so
far in discussion. I hope to create a safe space where women can open up and share with fellow
sisters in Christ, as well as pray for each other.
I’m happy to answer any questions, thanks!
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Help submitting to husband
29 upvotes | July 6, 2020 | by wifey_2018 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm sorry mods, if this isn't allowed. I'm just not sure what to do. My husband of 1.5 years keeps
getting frustrated with me when I try to submit to him, he thinks it's supposed to be "egalitarian" but
it's like he only wants me to pretend I've been lurking for a while on here and other similar subs and
while I love him, he seems to want to pretend he is a feminist. He is so happy when I do just what he
says, but lately he doesn't seem to believe I mean it. Does anyone have any advice? I want him to be
confident that I want to follow his lead, but he doesn't seem to want to lead!
Please don't tell me I need to leave him, that is not an option and I won't do it. I want to be his perfect
helpmeet, but I'm just so confused as to what he wants!
He has gotten so angry lately when I defer to him, how can I let him know I feel most comfortable
and confident when HE feels confident leading us? Please help. Prayers are welcomed!!
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Leadership Lessons Through a Comparison of Christ and
Alexander the Great
29 upvotes | July 25, 2020 | by BalmoraBoy | Link | Reddit Link
x-post /r/Catholicism
A recent YouTube video, inspired by the algorithm, had me studying a good deal about Alexander
the Great. Whether by my own failings as a student or the failings of the public education system, my
mental mapping of that era of history is a massive blur. Alexander was tutored by Aristotle, went on
the lamb with his mother, and fully in command of the ancient world's greatest army by the age of 20.
He routinely charged into battle with his troops, often in the vanguard, unlike the kings we see in
movies, and was mortally wounded nine times. He kept late nights and took over patrols so his
soldiers could get more sleep.
He was a tireless, selfless leader.
His story sent me into a spiral as my 29th birthday approaches. After learning that Alexander the
Great conquered half of the known world by the age I haven't even managed to buy a house, I looked
around at what changes I could make in my life. Earlier this year, I was baptized and confirmed into
the Catholic Church, but even before then, I've always been a constant student of self-reflection.
Could we have Alexander the Great if video games existed in 337 BC? Would there be any need to
conquer the real world by the sword if one just like it, perhaps better, could be with your fingertips?
If pornography existed in 337 BC, and Alexander had been its slave, would he ever had the
gumption, the inner drive, to learn to fight, study philosophy, debate, mathematics, tactics, history,
etc? Would he have been alert and aware enough to thwart off assassinations and scheme them
accordingly? Would he have conquered Persia and married their princess if he could have conquered
imaginary lands and jerk off to imaginary women?
I believe the answer is no.
Pornography, masturbation, and the overconsumption of video games and alcohol are sins. They are
not sins because God hates fun. They are sins because they are objectively bad for us. We were built
with this wonderful neurochemical called dopamine. It rewards us when we learn a new word in a
foreign language, tell a great joke, finish that last rep, score a perfect goal, etc. It is designed so we
can train ourselves to take pleasure in accomplishment, things that fulfill us and the purposes our
brains and bodies were made for. When we overload it with false pleasures, we abuse and ultimately
damage that system, to find easy reward with sins — things that bring us no external treasure, glory,
or satisfaction.
Alexander the Great was a top-most performer, but a product of his time. His father turned shepherds
into soldiers and civilized the world. There was little to distract him. If he were born today, he might
just blend in with the crowd. He might be me, I might've been him. Knowing he would succumb to
similar vices in similar times humbled him. He was just a man.
In prayer earlier this morning, I remembered what I had been studying about him, and during a
rosary, was flooded with this thought.
The greatness of Alexander: how even more great is Jesus Christ?
Jesus showed us the apex of human leadership. As our Lord, He became one of us, to lead us into
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battle from the frontlines. He ate with us, drank with us, and washed our feet.
From childhood, Jesus worked, prayed, and taught. When He went missing for three days, Mary and
Joseph found him at the temple, talking to the elders. He worked alongside Joseph as a carpenter.
He never strayed from his mission. He went into the desert to wrestle with the devil, and show us that
we, too, can turn away from sin. He was beaten, mutilated, and crucified. He gave us the ultimate gift
one can give and laid down his life for us.
Leadership always means working with flawed people. Alexander's men tried to abandon him in
Asia, leading to the speech linked above. Jesus' disciples fell asleep in the garden, to which he
responded “Watch and pray that you may not enter into temptation. The spirit indeed is willing, but
the flesh is weak.” While Alexander felt the need to flaunt his army's success as his own, and shame
them back in line, Jesus took the moment to assume the best of his disciples' intentions, admonish
them appropriately, and get back to task. He needed far fewer words than Alexander. No matter how
much you give yourself to the people in your charge, they will disappoint you. But if you keep
denying yourself and keep giving, you can still lead them to greatness. Our Lord showed us this as a
lesson to anyone who leads: whether a business, a family, a parish, or a home.
At his height, Alexander the Great ruled up to 5 million people and an army of 50,000 soldiers. Jesus
and the Apostles conquered the Roman Empire and as of today, there are 2.4 billion Christians. And
let's not even compare geography.
While Alexander may be a product of a historical time period, the story of Jesus is eternal and far
greater. He exemplified all it means to be a man and to be a leader and to live selflessly.
We are all called to lead like our Lord. We must practice self-denial, shed off our vices, be alert,
work diligently, and focus. We must lead with love, reason, and courage — and lead ourselves this
way before anyone else.
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Marriage is a disaster and I'm not sure where to go...
29 upvotes | January 10, 2021 | by KingPhoenix06 | Link | Reddit Link
Very new here to RPC (and RP in general), but will try to tell my story . . . backwards.
Intro/current state
My wife (of 7 years) and I are currently separated. I'm staying with a friend and she's at the house we
purchased last spring with our 4 kids (7, 4, 3, and 3). We have a had problems for many years (I'll get
to my shortcomings below), and it all came to a head when I discovered on 10/31/20 that she was
having an emotional affair with an old "friend" that included sending each other sexually explicit
pics/vids and engaging in virtual sex. As a blue pill beta male, my world crashed.
Rules
As of now, my current mission is to get on the path to healing physically, spiritually, financially,
socially, emotionally, and mentally. I don't need a woman for that. I also desire to build up other men.
I led a small book study where we discussed a Christian book on manhood (Man Up by Jeff
Hemmer) and I loved it (the book AND leading a group of men). So many of us are struggling, lost,
and are getting swallowed up in this feminist-drunken society.
I'm 31, 5'9, 185 lbs, with about 20% bf (according to renpho scale). I lost 30 pounds last year from
keto and hiit training, but am transitioning to heavy lifting. I want to do 4 more weeks of shredding
w/ a non-keto diet and then start bulking.
I'm currently reading (MMSLP) and 12 Rules for life (not on the official curriculum, but seems to be
appreciated among those in RP community). I own NMMNG and the rational male and will be
starting those soon. Also considering the Way of Men by Jack Donovan.
I'm an attorney in a law firm and make about 155k. I've been a Christian for about 10 years and am
pretty consistent in time with the Lord and other spiritual disciplines though I've struggled with
porn/sexual immorality almost the entire time.
Back to my story...
One thing I've suffered from big time is ONEitis. My wife is beautiful, with gorgeous long (natural)
hair, and a big ole FAT booty (we love that in my community ;-) . She's also extremely intelligent,
very well-spoken, and a talented artist (she's a teacher by trade). The ONEitis has caused me to act in
despicable ways out of fear of losing her.
We had problems in our relationship from the beginning. She had red flags that I ignored and we got
pregnant within one year of meeting. We both realize that we never got to establish that foundation in
our relationship b/c we had a child. But 4 kids later, here we are.
Because of my upbringing (mommy issues, low self esteem, dysfunctional family, etc.), I have
always gotten very attached to women and have been extremely insecure. In my marriage (and
before), I've read my wife's journals, gone through her phone and computer, and other things like
that. I've also been extremely emotional while my wife is often very cold and callous. We both have
serious issues, but that's my major one. Insecurity, lack of confidence. That's probably the biggest
turn off. I know it's something I need to change.
She is no longer attracted to me and wants nothing to do with me romantically. But I continue to
obsess about her, who's she's talking to etc. She's rejected me for sex many times at this point (when I
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come on the weekends) and I'm determined to not ask again.
Some things that RP has taught me. While my wife has some great qualities, I should not have
married her. She is a Christian, but very immature and lacks self-discipline in absolutely every area
of her life. Still, I do love her. Also, for the sake of our children and our community, I do want to try
to save our marriage. I want to build myself up and become outcome independent, but I'm being
upfront about my desires. I want to self improve, implement game, and other RP resources to rebuild
and establish a healthy relationship.
I'll end this now, but I hope to walk alongside you guys while I try to rebuild my life.
Edit: Just got very discouraged by a MRP post on wives who commit infidelity. According to them,
the only option is immediate divorce. I think my wife continues to lose respect for me because not
only have I have not divorced her, but I tried to pursue her. I didn't post my story on MRP b/c I'd
figured they'd come down hard on me.
Any advice/comments would be greatly, greatly appreciated.
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What do you do?
29 upvotes | April 29, 2021 | by ReddJive | Link | Reddit Link
Today is upper body at the gym. Bench isn’t my strongest event nor one I like. Deadlift is my jam.
About half way through the workout I’m supposed to do touch and go bench with a youcon or dufflo
bar. For 11 reps. Two weeks ago before deload week I did 350. Today? I barely pushed out 225. Not
cool. I seethed. I mean what could have stopped me. It wasnt that I didn’t have any gas. I was
pumped to get under the bar today. Sleep solid, diet good, vitamins, water….after a bit I calmed
down. Just powered through the rest of the work. Though most of it was also much lower than the last
cycle. Afterwards I said my good byes and went to my car. Where I sat and took a moment to thank
God for bringing me here today; teaching me humility, and to share this story. I Accepted what
happened i still wasn’t sure why I didn’t hit my numbers.
A memory came up from college. I studied an art called iaido. It is the art of Japanese sword training.
Iaido has a tradition called Tameshigiri, which is cutting of grass mats. These mats represent the
resistance the human body would present to a sword. Look it up in YouTube. Many lessons Sensei
Tokoyahima was trying to teach often come up for me.
Iaido is good training. It’s more than just sword. It teaches mental discipline, timing, distance.
because if your focus is off you can hurt yourself. A lot of what I learned comes back even in My
karate and BJJ. The katana is not a simple weapon to learn. Of the 7 eastern martial weapons I study
the katana is perhaps the most difficult. It takes years of focus, dedication and discipline. I have scars
from my first few months of using a live blade. Most schools you don’t get to touch a live blade for at
least a year.
In a good dojo it will a be minimum 4 years to black belt, likely 5 because few people have time to
get it all done in 4. For years I trained. Every day diligently. When time came for me to test for black
I felt ready; well as much as you can.
Only those that have gone before a yudansha board understand that once in the pipeline one begins to
realize exactly how much they don't know. Yudansha testing is typically once a year. Have a
schedule conflict that you couldn't resolve? come back the next year.
Iaido tests in large batches in front of a board. Senior members from whatever style you are learning
come to sit on the board. There were 15 this time, and you test in full open view of other teachers and
students. No pressure right?
My kata was beautiful. I have to admit I was pretty good. I had spent many late hours on the mats,
backyards, wherever I was I was training. I remember how focused I seemed. I was in the zone and
the blade was singing....literally. Do it right and that blade will sing. Soon it was time for
Tameshigiri.
This all happened in less then a second.
I approached the mat, performed a cut and…. my sword slide off. No cut. I had failed.
I went from hero to zero. I had let Sensei down, my dojo, myself….the list kept growing. The whole
day shot. Four years out the window. I had no idea what I did wrong. I had done this a thousand
times. Many grass mats had died by my hand.
Sensei came up to me. He was an older Japanese gentleman. He had that stern samurai countenance
you hear about. I stood at attention awaiting what he would say. Sensei just looked at me and
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shrugged.
He said "Sometimes the it doesn't cut. If it cut every time people would think it was a trick."
Then he walked away. I thought the same thing you’re thinking. What?
All these years later I think what he was telling me that sometimes, you just fail and that's the way it
is. There isn't always a lesson, or some higher noble purpose. Sometimes the sword doesn’t cut,
but...that's no excuse to not try; to it not standup and keep going. Sometimes she isn’t going to
respond even when you become alpha of alphas. Initiate sex with your spouse; if they reject you,
know that you tried and they pushed you away; they failed. Analyze what you could have done better
and move on. The only failure comes from not trying at all. It’s how you handle the situation. How
you move forward that defines your masculinity.
Do you dwell there? Exist in that moment of failure, wallow in your self pity? Scream to God about
how unfair it all is? What do you do?
Tomorrow I’ll wake up and get back under the bar.
By the by, I returned the following year and earned my back belt.
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Girlfriend lied. What should I do?
29 upvotes | August 17, 2020 | by komaddon | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys! My girlfriend is not s Christian but I'm a Catholic. So, naturally I'm a virgin. However she's
not and we a talk about it long ago and I remember she said she did it only with her ex. But yesterday
after me asking, she said that it was three people and one of them she still texts. I feel betrayed
because she didn't tell me the whole truth and I feel confused about the virginity part. Any advice
would be helpful thank you!
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I'm feeling extremely good today, and I've written everything
that comes to my mind in this blissful state.
29 upvotes | August 30, 2020 | by DirtyLickins | Link | Reddit Link

1. Life can be lived with a positive attitude irrespective of the circumstances, because of
confidence in God.
2. I can become the master of anything if I put in the effort.
3. Dance with the music, live with the music. Be in the moment, be alive.
4. God is all that matters. A positive outlook towards life is all that matters, which arises from
greater wisdom, as all things work out together for the greater good. I'm an idiot who lacks the
ability to see the bigger picture, God doesn't.
5. Drop the illusion of control, and make decisions without assuming you're in charge of the
outcome. You never know what might happen. I'm perfectly normal to date any girl in the
world. I'm enough. In fact, I'm a lot more than what is enough.
6. I don't have the right to self-loathe, because I'm God's perfect creation. Life is a game, that is to
be played, not to be dependent on.
7. People are dying out there everyday. Your actions are accountable to no one. Make sinless
reckless(brave) decisions, because there's nothing to lose. My profits lie not on this Earth.
8. Treat people with respect, but respect yourself above everything else. You don't own anyone
anything, and nobody owes you anything, so they don't have the right to make you feel terrible.
Yet handle every situation with peace.
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A Red Pill Book, why the games, blue pill hate...
29 upvotes | February 19, 2019 | by TheRedOne911 | Link | Reddit Link
I am currently attempting to write an introductory red pill post for single men new to the red pill from
a Christian perspective. It's challenging to try do this but if I can put something good together, I think
it could help some men. This is obviously separate or in addition to the sidebar which is helpful.

However, I was curious about one thing. If the Red Pill is an exercise in truth or even Biblical truth
(as some have said, there is only one truth - and if the Bible is true then we need not preface truth
with anything) -If that is true then it would be interesting to have a book on Red Pill Relationships
from the Biblical persepctive available on Kindle or some other format.

Blogs are the future and books are somewhat old format. However the nice thing about a book is
organization, structure, beginning/middle/end, shareability (even by word of mouth), considered
more legitimate in someways (the barrier to blogging or posting is so low that the signal to noise ratio
extremely low).

Also, the internet is further degrading conversation. I found the last 2 posts about "why the games"
and "addressing blue pill hate" interesting. Which is part of the motivation for writing this post. The
sidebar is probably around 100,000 words. The first page with actual text had about 750 words on it,
extrapolated over the length of it, it should be plus or minus 100,000 words. Now to compare this to a
common book, "How to Win Friends and Influence People" is 58,000 words. It's a 250 page book in
most publciations. So this sidebar is about 500 pages in a normal book you would buy in the store.
That's good and bad. It's a lot of information that is helpful, but frankly, it's somewhat overwhelming
for a new guy. Let me give another example, the New Testament has around 184,000 words.
Consider that.

As for the internet degrading conversation:
fitdude08
The standard of maturity and honesty.
Games are immature. They are also dishonest.
Surely you wouldn't say that immaturity and dishonesty are signs of health.
lololasaurus
Why is it immature to make things fun for your wife?
As for dishonesty, I've never found so much honesty as in the red pill. Dishonesty was
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living the foolish lie that I could do choreplay and my wife would want to have sex with me.
Dishonesty was covert contracts I would make. Dishonesty was living with my wife as my
mission while she couldn't care less in reciprocation.
But, that's just me.
Reach180
Nah. You're just lazy, and a loser.
You want someone else to make what you want "just happen". Like the man says, "good
luck with that"
I'm not sure why so much hate is going towards this guy. As far as I can understand, his basic
question is why do we have to play the game. There are good responses - and maybe it's because we
are in the west and women have already won. If you want to broaden your perspective, there are
relationships in eastern europe where women don't have alimony, child support, divorce rape - guess
what? Women have to stay in shape to keep their husbands happy and sex is clearly part of that
contract also. Women have won in the west, they withhold sex and aren't happy, they want a divorce?
No problem, they get half your assets and a large chunk of your income until the children are 18. This
is a new phenomenon and power balance betwen men and women. I have no argued for morality of
either position - read carefully. I'm commenting on what is.
His question is somewhat fair. I had written a post once on the Biblical expectation of sex in
marriage. Paul flat out says that men and women should allow each other sex, out of service. It's like
saying, hey, love your neighbor. Why? To keep each other pure and away from sin. It's a way to serve
your man just like a man can serve his wife in ways. Again, don't make me say more than I did - the
previous few sentences are biblical and factual. The problem arises now with the power shift, women
don't feel like having sex and don't want to offer men sex in marriage (the dead bedroom). Now, Red
Curious (I will comment on his post) is correct and the Red Pill forum is correct, they are giving
advice that men have found successful. I don't think that's the question or objection he was raising. It
is true that a woman who wants to be lead by the holy spirit would not withhold sex from her
husband if he wanted it. If both agreed to have a mutual abstinence, then God's word says to abstain,
but other than that God's word says you should serve each other.
Now, they are probably right. In the western world, run by feminism, social media, media outrage
and liberalism, where you can now kill a baby seconds before birth in some states if a woman feels
like it might affect her emotional health (without any input from the father, because we all know that
even at 40 weeks it's "a woman's body" and the dad has no say if his son is murdered seconds before
he is alive, it's a woman's choice!!!)... in the west, you need to play by the females rules because men
have lost their say. Yes, the top 1-2% of America is run by powerful men, but the other 90% of men
don't see that "patriachry"... the other 90% are work slaves, tax slaves, part of the plantation - meant
to siphon off income for women to spend.
So yes, his question isn't ludicrous, he's not a loser and lazy, he may just have a simple question that
he doesn't fully grasp morally. I have the same question and understand many of these teachings
"work".
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RedCurious:
If you want to object to what we teach at RPC, we welcome your objection. But I'd like to
start learning in these posts: (1) are you single? (2) are you young? (3) have you internally
changed as a person recently? I welcome contrary evidence, but it must be supported by
results and not theory alone.
If you are any of these, ask yourself honestly: how does this aspect of myself affect the way
I'm perceiving my world and content that I disagree with? I would also urge you to ask a
more critical question: Does the fact that I don't like what's being taught here change the
fact that it's causing men to be more godly and women to be happier in their marriages to
those men? and Is that something I really want to oppose?

Simply put: if you're single, you don't know what you're talking about.
This is interesting - I agree with your mission, I agree with many of the principles you teach however this is crazy. To start to question any objection because a person is young or single is overall
a dangerous way to analyze truth. We could flip that on it's head and say if a person is old or married
they may be out of touch with the current market and dynamics. It's even fair to say that the post
social media world, which really picked up with the ubiquitous spread of smartphones and fast
internet access on mobile since 2012 has lead to an entirely different sexual market place and also
different psychology of the modern female. So much so, that anyone who has not been dating past
2015 may not fully understand what Tinder and Facebook have done to modern females and modern
relationships. Do I think what I just wrote is "true" - well, just like the above argument - there are
nuances. Both what I said is true and what you said is true. Some young ideas may be wrong, some
old ideas may be wrong, some single ideas may be wrong and some married ideas may be wrong.
Your argument falls more along the praxeology side, "we've seen this work in reality, so it's true".
That's fair. I don't discredit anyone's experience and we all need enough humility to listen to each
other and weigh what is true or false.
The wisest people I know try to stay humble and consider all opinions and clearly give time to those
who have the most value.
I would change your "simply put" to say something more like, "If you are single, you should not be
giving advice on how to increase sexual attraction in marriage." or "Those with marriage and sexual
experience may have better advice about increasing sexual attraction in marriage." I've somewhat
innundated myself with Red Pill knowledge for sometime, that I'm fluent in many of the lessons - so
much so that I could repeat things that people who have studied this for over a decade have said. If I
repeat this man's 10+ years of experince knowledge, and I am young and single, is it now false? No.
Truth is weighed by the statement.

BOTTOM LINE: Most people who object aren't qualified to make the objection. Don't
listen to the objections of people who have no experiential basis for their objections, unless
the theological basis of their objection is air-tight. If an objector does present a seemingly
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valid theological objection, present the question to the community. I promise: if the Bible
tells us to teach or do something differently, this sub will always adapt to what the Bible
actually teaches. We are growing and evolving. New ideas are a welcome point of
discussion. That's okay. But don't just assume a particular interpretation until you've studied
and researched it and discussed it with those here who can be trusted.

There are no qualifications to object. Maybe you can read someone's objection and realize they have
not studied or understood, and then discredit them. But there are truly no qualifications to object.
Unless you state the qualification is wisdom, knowledge and understanding - but these are not
necessarilly held inside the bounds of age or marital status. Paul was single / unmarried. So was
Jesus. Jesus was young at times, so was King David. I can't really credit or discredit them by the
marital status or age.
I appreciate your Biblical basis.
If men internalize what we teach here, incorporating it into your default character and not
some strategy you employ to get a result, then there is no manipulation. You're just being a
better version of yourself than when you started. That's not manipulation. That's
improvement. It might mean improving your physical characteristics, which the objectors
often find acceptable. But it also means improving your communication skills and
emotional stability, which is where the objectors creep up. They don't like people who aren't
easily manipulated by them and who can think for themselves. They use shame and
emotional outbursts as their tools to get us to conform to their way of thinking. What does
that sound like to you? And yet what do they do? Accuse us of being the ones who are
manipulative. Easier to avoid getting caught with contraband if you hide it in your brother's
room and blame him for having it. Your little secret will never get found out, right?
RedCurious:
Long story short: the Bible tells us what marriage is meant to be. If you are unsatisfied with
your marriage, it's probably because you're living outside God's design for marriage. Secular
counseling can't help with this. Biblical counseling drawn from misinterpretations of the
Bible made by feminized churches can't help with this. We can help with this. But always
be a Berean (see Acts 17). Don't just take our word for it. Test it against Scripture. Tell us
what you found. Test it in your own marriage. Tell us what the results are. Let's veer away
from being a community that focuses on questions and teachings. Let's start focusing on the
field reports. I am calling all men here to start sharing stories about how the things you've
been applying have worked or not worked. If it's not working, we can all learn from this. If
it is working, we can all learn from this. It's a win-win.

In conclusion:
I read and wonder things on this website and consider if they are all wise. I do not know if that is the
case. Clearly when you guys preach mission and God as your purpose, I am all for it. When we begin
to adapt secular red pill - and say that we need to spin plates (which even some have different ways
of describing) - it gets confusing for me and I need to think and pray. Should I have 100 female
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admirers / plate spinners? 5? 2? Is that a part of me being mission minded? How do I further the
kingdom with 100 admirers? Is it better to have 2 or 7 or 30? These plate spins all take time and
effort.
As I was pointing out before, the sidebar and this forum probably has somewhere around 200,000
words of theory and advice. That's equivalent to the New Testament. And it's not all 100% consistent.
I think a good book on the red pill from a Biblical perspective would be good - also it could be shared
with preachers and other theologians, who I would be interested to hear their feedback on such a
volume. If what is being said is truly Biblical then some Biblical pastors would probably be
supportive of it. John Macarthur is a Biblical pastor I've listend to from time to time, he truly focuses
on God's word in his sermons. I'd be interested to hear his perspective on the Red Pill from the
Biblical Basis Book. Or any theologian for that matter, I just picked a random one who seems
Biblical.
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Your future wife should be happy to take your last name
29 upvotes | November 3, 2018 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
Interestingly, this topic has come up in a few other subs, and I didn't know that a Biblical view would
get downvoted. This means that this is probably another one of the cultural blindspots for Christians.
Overall, I disagree with the people who say there are no Biblical arguments for this.
Genesis 2:24 That is why a man leaves his father and mother and is united to his wife, and
they become one flesh.
A woman leaving her name behind signifies she is becoming a new family unit with her husband. It is
the husband who separates from his father and mother and becomes the head of the family, and the
wife who joins him. They become one flesh, as a new family.
This is also practiced in almost all cultures. There are only a few exceptions.
John 15:12 My command is this: Love each other as I have loved you. 13 Greater love has
no one than this: to lay down one’s life for one’s friends. 14 You are my friends if you do
what I command. 15 I no longer call you servants, because a servant does not know his
master’s business. Instead, I have called you friends, for everything that I learned from my
Father I have made known to you. 16 You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed
you so that you might go and bear fruit—fruit that will last—and so that whatever you ask
in my name the Father will give you. 17 This is my command: Love each other.
The reason we take on the name of "Christian" is because we are followers of Christ and adhere to
His teachings.
Likewise, as Christ is the head of man (1 Cor 11) and Christ is the head of the Church (Eph 5), the
husband is also the head of the wife (Eph 5) and the wife is a helper to her husband (Gen 2). There is
a clear parallel of headship/authority where the one under authority also assumes the identity of the
one that is leading.
So yes, a wife should take her husband's last name for Scriptural reasons. There are also good secular
and cultural reasons such as in eye of the law for family management (healthcare, finances, etc.).
I do not see any good reason not to except to follow the "trends" of today's culture, and we all know
how "Christian" those are.
TLDR: A future wife should be HAPPY to take your last name. This can be a yellow or red flag that
you run into with a potential wife candidate if she is opposed to refuses to take your last name. This
can be covert feminism coming to the surface.
The funny part for those who disagree a wife should take their husband's last name is that by keeping
a wife's last name you get double the Patriarchy: your last name from your father and her father's last
name.
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The Importance of Being Happy
28 upvotes | November 23, 2019 | by afterthe_fapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
When i started reading RP stuff, i originally acted like now i had the power. Prometheus came to me,
now i had weapons, now you couldn't mess with me. Then i vacillated between anger and despair.
Then i went back to RP to see if i could use it to slay girls and get game. Then I walked away from
RP altogether: from posting, from trying to belong to the group, from trying to learn about game,
from manipulating women to do things, etc. And lately i've been working on happiness.
I almost never see someone in an RP forum who is actually happy. I see a lot of cynicism, a lot of
sarcasm, a great deal of contempt, some despair, but never anyone happy. Never electrifying joy. It's
recurring disappointment I see. And where people are excited is where the girls are loosest, and that's
not real happiness. Not spiritual.
I'm not saying that we're not talking about facts on TRP/RPC, but that there's a disturbing deficit of
happiness, as though finding out the truth is a major let-down. For Christians, it isn't. For Christians,
the red pill is a means of de-throning women, freeing us if we choose to, to enthrone God, and to seek
first His kingdom. He gives joy.
This being a Christian channel, I feel it's appropriate to post here a few thoughts about joy.
Am I happy having swallowed the red pill? Honestly, yeah. Without that i'd probably still be longing
for some goddess to fix everything in my life and validate me. Without the red pill I'd not have seen
what women really can do, and God worked through the knowledge i've been obtaining and
experience in order to show me that it's Him I should anchor myself and identity to - not to a woman
or to women.
The more time I spend on God, the more i go to Him, I find my happiness is in Him. I don't get happy
from attention from girls. Sure, it's exciting. Especially when they're hot. But it's not happiness. It's
different. Like, a rush perhaps. But I'm starting to see that they're not really that big of a deal. It's
girls. What can they do? They're not going to make my life a lot better. Even if they're great and all.
It's realistic.
So my advice to other RP-ers here, the Christians, is don't use RP for sex or whatever else. Give your
knowledge and theories and ideas to God. Ask for the Holy Spirit. Be willing to be proven wrong or
not write at all. Seek Christ and your joy in him, not in power over women or power even over what
you once were. It's better to be happy than to have power, and there's an argument to be made that by
looking for happiness and letting go of other things, you really end up being free and at peace. I've
been addicted to women and female approval for a long time, and freedom and peace is so much
better for me.
and i realize some of you will argue that they aren't mutually exclusive - red pill power and
happiness. You will be missing the point, though. Joy requires a sense of forgiveness, and letting go,
of holding onto nothing but God and doing your best with the rest but letting its outcome go. The one
thing we can control is being with Christ's Spirit in us. And this pearl of great price is worth far more
than any red pill.
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The goal for Christian husbands whose wives deny them should
not be sex but their wife’s repentance
28 upvotes | October 29, 2019 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
I've recently see a bunch of posts and comments about how the husbands here keep falling back into
the dysfunctional patterns of being butt hurt when their wife denies them. Let me walk you through
why placing sex as the goal is wrong.
Here's the two posts on this, if you wanted to read them:
https://deepstrength.wordpress.com/2019/10/10/the-importance-of-gods-mission/
https://deepstrength.wordpress.com/2019/10/29/the-goal-for-christian-husbands-whose-wives-deny-t
hem-should-not-be-sex-but-their-wifes-repentance/
Here's the overall synopsis:
Very few Christian men lead a missional lifestyle, and I think by and large this is also one
of the reasons why they are unattractive to women (aside from things like obesity and other
factors). Many non-Christian men have a purpose such as the love of money or power or
bedding women or whatever. These purposes are obviously sinful and futile in the end, but
they are attractive to women because women are attracted to the traits behind these: driven
and ambitious.
It would be wise for any single Christian man to know and pursue their God-given mission
even before any women come into his life. This way they cannot be put on a pedestal or
idolized from the get go, and it correctly models the example of Christ.
Christian husbands who have not been doing this have a harder time, and that’s why
“pulling back” from a wife to focus on doing what God has called us to do is so important.
It gives God the opportunity to now use our own life as a living witness for Him whereas
before there was a dysfunctional pattern of idolization of her feelings and expectations. This
was the sin of Adam; intentionally going along with his wife in the garden instead of
following God’s command. So too Christian husbands have the choice. It’s a hard one,
especially if there have been dysfunctional patterns for years.
A pure focus on God and His mission as first in your life is the model of both 1 Corinthians
7 and Ephesians 5. This is what it means for even a husband to live as if he had no wife.
When this is put into perspective of Christ’s love for the Church, we can see it leads to
appropriate modeling (spiritually, emotionally, physically, and mentally) of that relationship
which helps to break any dysfunctional marriage pattern that has started or existed. Yes, it
will be difficult, but following God’s Word has always been that way.
In general, we live in a culture where all of the responsibility in a marriage is heaped on the husband
whereas the wife is a perpetual victim of her husband "never doing enough" (to make her happy).
Some would question whether wives who continue in sin (especially if they recognize that the
Scripture says sexual denial is wrong) are even Christian. All Christians have their "pet sins" or vices
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or whatever you want to call them. For wives it's often pride, envy, contentiousness, disrespect,
sexual denial, and things like these. If she is fruitful in other areas of her Christian walk, it's likely
that she's a Christian. Just an immature one in this area (or possibly many areas). If she's not fruitful
and/or growing spiritually, it's likely that she's not.
The goal of the importance of God's mission and acting as the leader in the home is not sex. Yes, you
become more attractive so that generally your wife will want to have sex with you over time. Yes,
that's a good thing. But it's not the end goal. When you start doing God's mission for you and acting
like a leader in the home, THAT is the way you actually help bring a wife to repentance. Yes, she
should be mature enough Christian to realize that she is in sin and needs to repent, but that doesn't
always happen because most Christians are not spiritually mature and can recognize their own pet
sins in a world that encourages them.
The end goal is not sex but to help a wife repent. That is what it means for a husband to love his wife
for the purpose of sanctification as Christ loved the Church sacrificially (Eph 5). The goal is not sex.
The goal is the wife's repentance.
If repentance is not the goal then sex becomes the idol, and this leads down the road to replacing the
idolatry of a wife's feelings for the different idol of being a slave to your own flesh again. If she
denies you, you get butt hurt and into a funk. This is only possible if you are placing sex at a place it
doesn't belong (even though you are owed it). This butt hurt always comes off the wrong way, as it
shows a wife that she can still manipulate you with her denial. If she can manipulate you, she has
power over you and you are implicitly telling her that you are not acting as the leader. You also fear
her denial, leading you to make irrational choices that only contribute to hurt when she does this to
you. This only leads back into the dysfunctional cycle of sex denial and more butt hurt.
Instead, the goal should be to model how Jesus did with the sinners of His time. How did He do that?
He didn't shun them or get mad at them (and their sin) but hung out with them and influenced them
through his words and actions. Yes, sin is offensive to God, but God is not hurt by any man's sin. He
is angry at it, but he is slow to anger because He desires that all would come to repentance. Jesus
ministered to them until they got to a point where they were receptive to His ministry: "go and sin no
more" or they went and told others about Him because He had such an impact on their life.
When God's mission becomes the goal in all areas of your life, it imparts the behaviors that break
dysfunctional cycles. Making sex as an idol may temporarily help because your attractiveness may
improve, but it does not bring a wife to repentance and it is easy to fall back in the same behavioral
patterns. Yet if your goal is to bring a wife to repentance, it is clear that helping a non-Christian or
immature Christian wife in these particular areas needs patience and time and good modeling from
you to break the cycle. You obey God, and God's way often wins the other's hearts back (which often
includes the sex that you so desired).
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Just want to say I’m proud of all of us who have chosen the RP
and still remain followers of Christ
28 upvotes | June 27, 2019 | by TimeTheRevelator | Link | Reddit Link
It’s rare to find a group men who are able to synthesize these lifegiving commitments.
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So, because you are lukewarm, neither hot nor cold, I will spit
you out of my mouth.
28 upvotes | January 28, 2019 | by 4percent3381 | Link | Reddit Link
Let’s get motivated here gents!!
We all stumble, that’s why we’re here. We’re not victims, we fight, we get back up.
It’s only been a few months but it’s working for me, and I’ve stumbled and I felt the poison of
resentment and anger, but it’s been 5 steps forward for every one back.
Cut the bull. Every saint has a WARRIOR SPIRIT.
Be the WARRIOR , the man, the leader God commands you to be.
When I teach others to put lead on steel, I aint lukewarm. This guy needs to make the hits count to
save lives. I SAY there’s a problem. I SAY you aren’t listening and keeping the trigger to the rear.
No passes for muzzles and putting rounds in the dirt.
We need to not be lukewarm here. Don’t avoid the truth because its mean or afraid of offense. This is
the gym, the safe place so the man has the best chance and skills against the evil of our day.
Save a man, save a marriage, save these people from eternal hell.
And thank you for your time and help.
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Living in Christ's Frame - Defeating the Anger Stage and
Finding Emotional Stability
28 upvotes | September 11, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
The Anger Phase
In response to some conversation in the RPC chatroom, I thought it would be worth doing a followup post to u/lololasaurus's post on the frame of Christ. The particular user was struggling through the
red pill anger phase, feeling like a judgmental prick. Suffice it to say that this is a common enough
phenomenon that there are entire posts on TRP to talk about the anger phase - why it happens, what
to do with it, how to recover, etc.
I never went through the anger phase. For a brief time it made me feel like an anomaly, especially
when guys on MRP would say the anger phase is a "rite of passage" and that "you're not truly red
pilled until you've passed through the anger phase." They suppose that if you actually knew the truth,
every man would be at least a little angered about it at first.
The reason for this is that men in the anger phase are only perceiving the world through their own
frame. They look at how the world affects them or how they can affect the world. They don't
acknowledge that other people have their own independent experiences. Sure, they know this at a
head level, but it doesn't matter to them. It's part of the DNGAF attitude. After all, as soon as they do
this, they could be accused of living in someone else's frame - especially if they go past mere
acknowledgement and start to care about other people's independent experiences.
The particular user I referenced above brought this all up in the context of a conversation he had with
a woman who was acting bratty with typical fitness tests. He pokes fun with her and makes a
comment about her dyed hair. She ends up being vulnerable about the insecurities she has about her
looks and asks him for validation: "Do I look beautiful with blonde hair?" At that moment he realized
that feminism had a negative impact on her too, whether she realized it or not.
Your v. Their Frame
When a man lives in his own frame, the world becomes his playground. He perceives everything in
terms of how he can mold them to his will or how the uncontrollable things affect him. When such a
man finally accepts the truth about how the world works and how women interact with men, he
thinks back on how this has affected his life, usually in negative ways during his blindness. He is
right to feel angry about that. Most men are grievously hurt by things like feminism, hypergamy,
gynocentricism, etc. Even most red pilled men don't understand the half of how these things have
negatively affected their lives - especially in the church. That's why we have people like Dalrock to
help expose this on a grander scale.
But what if we were to step out of our own frame for a minute? If we consider how our wives are
experiencing the world and live in that frame for a while we greatly empathize with their plight and
want to help them in any way we can. Don't do that either. It's good to be aware, but if you spend too
much time there you'll end up back in your blue pill pool, swimming around head-deep.
The thing is, neither of these options actually matters. At the end of the day - or rather, at the end of
days - it won't matter how hypergamy, feminism, patriarchy, or anything else affected me. My frame
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will die away. Likewise, it won't matter all the ways society puts pressure on my wife and what her
experiences are and how I could have helped her more. Her frame will die away.
Know whose frame won't die away? Christ's.
I remember when I first started learning about this, my college discipler was working with me on
"self-deception" - how we deceive ourselves by only seeing life through our own eyes.
Example 1
He gave the example of waiting for me in a crowded dining hall to get through the line before
meeting up. He already had a table. He saw another guy looking for a table walking toward him. He
said, "I immediately perceived the other guy as a threat. He needed a seat and I had one of the few
rare open ones. I didn't want him to try to take it. I had other plans for the table and what would
happen here. I found myself hoping he would just walk on by. He wasn't a real person to me; he was
a threat."
When a man living in his own frame starts seeing hypergamy, feminism, and all that, he perceives it
the same way: it's a threat. Women become the enemy, bent on doing something to frustrate our
purposes. That's why the anger phase seems valid when a man lives in his own frame: it negatively
affects him.
Example 2
He also mentioned dropping papers on the sidewalk. Several students walked by and others stopped
to help. He thought the ones who stopped to help were being nice. Props for them. "But for those who
walked by, I assumed they were low-character jerks. What kind of person doesn't have the common
decency to help when they see something like that happen?" And then he caught himself. "What if
they were running late for class? What if they're preoccupied thinking about how they found out their
mom just died that morning? How can I judge them without even knowing what they're actually
experiencing?" Nevertheless, he didn't suggest catering to their experiences either.
When a man living in a feminist frame sees hypergamy, feminism, and all that, he perceives it as they
do: a solution. They decide for him what his purposes should be and how he should bend his life to
those purposes to solve other people's alleged problems using the methodology they want you to use.
That's why being blue pill seems valid when a man lives in culture's frame.
Christ's Frame
My discipler's conclusion wasn't merely to stop thinking only of how things affect ourselves, nor was
it to think through other people's perspectives. "Walk a mile in their shoes" is a nice sentiment, but it
doesn't actually provide any actual benefit. Understanding someone else's perspective might give you
a greater respect for that person, but it doesn't help you help them.
The solution he gave was simple: "See others how Christ see them."
Living in Christ's frame means seeing the world and interacting with it through his perception. This is
a very difficult thing to do for many people at first. Nevertheless, when a man living in Christ's frame
sees hypergamy, feminism, and all that, he perceives it as Christ does: a mission field.
We're not angry because we don't care any longer about how these things affect us. We simply
DNGAF about our own lives. We are selfless, in this sense. The world can hate us and screw
with us all it wants. It all rolls off.
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We're not supplicating and bending our will to culture's purposes because we realize it's wrong.
We DO care about reconciling the world to God through Christ. We are selfless, in this sense.
The world can try to manipulate us all it wants. We see through it.
We aren't judgmental of others because before Christ we're no better than them. We're all sinners in
need of a savior.
We're not condemning of someone else's sin because we see that only Christ has the authority to
condemn.
We aren't angry at women because God loves women and has a plan for them.
We aren't passive in the way we engage the world because Christ is living and active.
We don't play the nice guy to everyone we meet because we support the hard lines that Jesus draws
for the world.
We don't supplicate to everyone who has a need because Jesus lets some people wallow in the
consequences of their own behavior to draw them back.
When we live in Christ's frame, seeing the world through his eyes, we are finally able to escape the
pull to anger (if in our own frame) or being manipulated (if in others' frame) and start living in a way
that actually matters.
How Do We Get In Jesus' Frame?
The answer seems all too simple: get to know Jesus.
It's easy to make lots of assumptions about Jesus because people tell us all kinds of things and the
media portrays him a very specific way. But how can you know with any certainty who the real Jesus
was? Read the Bible. Start with the Gospels. Study them explicitly. Ask yourself clear questions that
are relevant to your own life:
"I haven't found my mission yet. What was Jesus's mission? Maybe I should adopt that as my
mission too."
"I'm struggling to make disciples. How did Jesus make disciples? Maybe I should apply the
same principles and methodology he did."
"I'm not attractive to women. How did Jesus attract his bride? Maybe I should adopt those same
qualities in my own life."
"My spouse is unhappy in my marriage, maybe even having an emotional affair. How does
Jesus handle it when his bride, the Church, does that? Maybe I should handle things with my
wife the same way."
"I'm constantly angry at all the corruption in the world. How does Jesus view the world? Maybe
I should adopt his attitude toward it."
"Women have ruined my life! They're all a bunch of blah, blah, blah. What did Jesus have to
say about those who literally ended his life? Maybe I should have the same attitude."
That's you applying Christ's frame to your specific situation. Once you've mastered that and can get
out of your own head, take it one step further:
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"Feminism is a sham!" Instead of thinking how it's affected you, ask, "How does feminism
affect Jesus? How should I feel about that?"
"My wife is constantly belittling me and won't have sex with me." Instead of thinking about
how to fix your problem, think, "How does my wife's behavior affect Jesus and his plans?"
Chances are, her behavior in your marriage has a lot more harm against Christ than it does
against you, hence David saying after committing adultery with a woman and murdering her
husband, "Against you, you only, Lord, have I sinned" (Psalm 51:4). Then contemplate, "How
can I restore God's purposes in this situation?"
"Women aren't attracted to me. I keep getting turned down no matter how hard I try." Instead of
thinking about how to get women to like you (i.e. your frame), think, "How does my (lack of a)
dating life, pursuit of women, rejection by women, etc. affect Jesus?" Maybe he wants you to
get rejected by women so you can go into monk mode and figure out your spiritual life, so it's
actually a good thing. But even that is still contextualizing things in your own frame. Think
bigger: in the aggregate, how does God feel about people like you getting rejected by women
like that? How does that affect God's plans? Is there a way to better serve God's purposes in
how you interact with women and deal with rejection or strive for greater success in this area?
"That woman's hot. I can't stop thinking about having sex with her!" Instead of thinking about
how to make her your wife or how to stop getting aroused so much by her, think, "How does
my lust for this woman affect God? How does it influence his purposes? How does it advance
or derail his plans for the world, and not just his plans for me?"
"That woman was a total shrew! I can't believe she thinks it's okay to act that way." Instead of
thinking about how upset she made you feel, think, "How does she make God feel? What are
his thoughts and attitudes toward her?" Then adopt those thoughts and attitudes in the
conversation.
You see, it's not just about adopting the character and perception of Christ as it relates to our own
lives. It's about seeing the bigger picture of what God is doing in the world and how even the most
mundane details of our lives has an impact on how we reflect Christ to the world.
A Little Secret
What we're really getting at here is a concept that doesn't get talked about enough: amused mastery.
Amused mastery is a mental state where a man doesn't get worked up over an issue at hand because
he sees the bigger picture. He realizes the issue for its role in the grander scheme, which can often
make it seem like a joke. When my daughter is crying her eyes out saying she hates the world and her
life is over because her brother picked a show she didn't like ... sometimes I just laugh. This, of
course, enrages my daughter at first, to see me laughing at her sorrow, but it also increases her respect
for me. She doesn't understand how I could make so little of something so important to her. After the
initial burst of rage and yelling, "Stop laughing! It's not funny!" she soon turns around and asks,
"Why don't you care?!?" That's when the pressure-flip happens: Why do you care so much? The
conversation goes on from there.
I could repeat countless examples of this same conversation with my wife. At least she's a little more
capable of comprehending things than my 4 year old. But the bottom-line is this: When we view
things from God's perspective, through Christ's frame, the trite things of everyday life stop mattering
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so much.
When my wife is blowing her lid about something bad at work, my broader perspective on life is a
comfort and reassurance to her. It also gives me the emotional stability to weather the emotional
storm she's putting off. Similarly, when she sins or I goof, that's a big deal to her. Having God's
perspective about the situation - that we're forgiven and it's just one of the millions of sins we'll ever
commit in our lives - makes the Gospel a solid rock that is an unshakable foundation. That's where
you want to live.
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Would anybody be interested in RPChristians Handbook?
28 upvotes | July 7, 2018 | by SIC_redditcruiser | Link | Reddit Link
It would basically be a pdf of the sidebar material.
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Is Sex Outside of Marriage a Sin? An Official Stance.
28 upvotes | March 20, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This issue has come up countless times since this sub started, and I suspect it will keep coming up.
For the purpose of enforcing Rule 7, let me be clear: any encouragement that someone engage in sex
outside of marriage will be deemed a rule violation, the comment will be removed, and the person
potentially temp or permabanned, depending on the context.
That said, legitimate conversation about the following are still perfectly acceptable: (1) whether or
not it is actually sinful, (2) why God or the church believe it is sinful, (3) the practical and spiritual
ramifications on life if one side or the other is true (ex. if it weren't sinful, let's explore what that
would look like), etc.
Old Testament
The first thing to note is that marriage itself is defined by two things: (1) two people becoming one
flesh (i.e. sex) and (2) a mutual covenant. The mutuality of that covenant in biblical times didn't even
have to be between the people having sex - it could have been between the groom and the bride's
father, for example. All that matters is that there is sex and a covenant.
Exodus 22:16-17 is a great example of this. The ordinary flow was bride price > marriage > sex. If
someone violated this order by skipping straight to sex, he was obligated under the Mosaic law to go
back and fulfill the first two, thereby legitimizing the sexual conduct through the bride price and
marriage. Even if the marriage was refused (i.e. no covenant), the bride price for a virgin still had to
be paid. This should make it clear that at least for Israel's society before the time of the Kings (i.e.
when God made the laws rather than man), it was considered a violation of the law to have sex with
someone outside of a (1) bride price and (2) marriage.
Note that this doesn't read like, "Park anywhere you want, as long as you're willing to pay the parking
ticket." It's more like, "It is against the law to park there. If you do park there, you will have to pay a
parking ticket." To that end, Exodus 22:16-17 is not an authorization to have sex outside of marriage
as long as you're willing to pay the price; it's a condemnation of the practice, the penalty for which is
the bride price and an obligation into marriage.
I should also note that I lean toward the view that if two people intentionally and with consent engage
in becoming one flesh, then this intentional consent satisfies the "covenant" component. Accordingly,
"premarital sex" isn't really even a thing - it's more "pre-ceremony sex." The reason I lean toward the
view (I can still be persuaded otherwise) that intentional consent implies a covenant is because the act
of becoming one flesh is clearly reserved for marriage (as this entire post demonstrates), and thus an
intention to engage in such an act implies the covenants that are associated with the marriage context
within which the sex is meant to occur. It's like going to the bar and ordering a drink. The context of
your behavior implies that you understand and are bound to the covenant of paying for that drink. It is
a contract by conduct (which is recognized even under most every modern legal jurisdiction and not
just in ancient Israel) rather than by express words. Accordingly, if two people try to engage in sex
without having a ceremony, they should be held to the legal requirements of marriage (under God's
law, not man's) and treated as though they are married. This, if true, resolves the entire debate about
premarital sex in full - because there would be no such thing as premarital sex, except in the case of
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non consensual sex.
New Testament
Now, there are several other OT passages I could dive into, but I don't like delving too much into the
Mosaic law because that was really only applicable to Israel. Given that I'm not an Israelite in the
time of Moses, there are certainly principles I can learn about God from the laws he established, but
they are not by any means binding to me today as a non-Israelite. So, what else does the Bible say?
Jesus' framing of the issue is fairly telling. He gives the famous "except for porneia" line after which
the disciples marvel at the severity of the restriction. Accordingly, this concept of porneia - whatever
it means - is not meant to be interpreted in a way that makes it easier to get divorced. That is; Jesus
meant a very narrow thing when he said that, which would cause the disciples to have the sharp
reaction they did. But more interesting is that Jesus' response to the conversation is to skip straight to
indefinite celibacy, as if those are the only two options. Either you get married, or you remain
celibate. We can't really read a middle-ground in the way Jesus is talking about this. This tells us that
Jesus' frame of mind was that sex outside of marriage is sin.
In 1 Cor. 7:8-9 Paul says that the unmarried and widows should actually stay single. However, if two
people are burning with passion for one another, it is better to marry. If they were able legitimately to
have sex without getting married, given Paul's extremely strong language in the rest of this chapter
against marriage, I can't imagine Paul would have recommended marriage in that situation when "sex
while staying single" was an option. This tells us that Paul's frame of mind was that sex outside of
marriage is sin.
Neither of them were quoting the old testament LAW when citing these conclusions or establishing
the context for expressing their frame of mind. Jesus cited the order of creation as the context for his
assertion and his only reference to the law was in response to a question that was asked - and then he
creates a direct contrast from his position from the technical legal conclusion, demonstrating that the
OT law is not the basis for his opinion and mental framework on the issue.
It is also interesting, of course, that prostitutes were condemned as sinners. Most prostitutes' only
crime was that they had sex outside of marriage. We're not talking about bestiality or objectophilia or
other perversions, for which they would not have been paid. We're simply talking about sex outside
of a marriage context - and yet they were considered sinners. We don't see Mary Magdalene going
back to her old ways after finding Jesus. 1 Cor. 6:15-18 actually notes a clear imperative not to have
sex with a prostitute, stating that this would be like trying to unite Christ with her. Paul didn't
contemplate that the prostitute might be a Christian because he assumes that any Christian would
have repented from prostitution (i.e. a lifestyle of sex outside of marriage), further evidencing Paul's
mental framework regarding sex outside of marriage while writing his epistles.
Reflecting the Image of God
Direct passages aside, there's also a general spiritual framework for understanding the issue. As
Ephesians 5 informs us, the husband-wife relationship is parallel in scripture with the relationship
between God and his people (today: Christ-church, but it also applied in Israel, per numerous OT
passages). Accordingly, if we want to understand appropriate boundaries for physically reproductive
acts (i.e. sex), we can look to the example God sets for us in how he engages in spiritual
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reproduction.
Simply put: God does not reproduce with non-believers. Matthew 7 makes it clear: "No bad tree
produces good fruit." We do see God using non-believers for his purposes, but we don't see the Spirit
indwelling them for evangelistic intent with any success. So, if a man were to enter into a woman in a
reproductive act, this would violate the parallel image of God that our physical conduct should be
reflecting about His character.
Now, one could easily argue, "That's why we use protection - that way we're not producing fruit
outside of marriage" and that the "having kids within marriage" concept is what's really spiritually
protected. But this fails to do justice to the effort involved and the uncertainty associated with many
forms of "protection." We don't see God indwelling with a non-believer at all - not in the same way
he does with believers, at least. We see an external drawing toward himself and subtle nudges in
appropriate directions. But when Romans 8:9 references an indwelling Holy Spirit, that's only for
believers who are known as Christ's bride - and by extension, a man entering into a woman is only for
his bride.
Don't Fall Into the Linguistic Trap
Some will try to argue that the Greek and Hebrew words in the passages usually referenced regarding
premarital sex are more general terms for "illicit sexual activity," and don't specifically refer to
premarital sex, and therefore premarital sex isn't explicitly rejected. This fails for two reasons.
First, there are lots of things not directly mentioned in the Bible, which we know to be sinful today.
In fact, the Bible contemplates this in Romans 1 where it says that the person with the depraved mind
"invents new ways of doing evil." Watching videos of child pornography on the internet didn't exist
in biblical times, but it certainly would have fallen under some other category of sin, including "illicit
sexual activity." I can hardly imagine anyone making a case that posting videos of minor children
engaging in sexual activity on the internet does not fall into the category of "illicit sexual activity."
Virtually everyone agrees about this, right? So, who decides what falls under porneia (or other words
used for "fornication") and what doesn't? It seems arbitrary for someone to determine that child porn
does, but premarital sex doesn't. What standard is being used to create that distinction?
Second, and in partial response to the above, it matters what people would have understood by the
words being communicated at that time. We must assume that Jesus believed his intended audience
would understand what he meant when he used certain words. This is clear from Matthew 13:13-17,
where Jesus says directly that there are some people who he doesn't want to understand what he's
saying, but others who he does intend to understand plainly. We have no reason to believe that his
disciples were among the crowd he intended to confuse with his words when he talked about sexual
immorality. So, what would these people have understood by the word porneia and other other such
words associated with premarital sex? They would have known the common use of those words at
that time, which includes premarital sex as being within the scope of the word. This is evidenced by
countless literary texts including those outside the Bible which utilize those words to reference sex
among non married persons. We cannot ex post facto remove a common understanding of a word in
one time period and say, "Well, today we don't mean it that way, so the meaning of the Bible changed
when our human dictionaries changed." Whether premarital sex is considered "illicit" today has no
bearing on whether it was considered porneia 2,000 years ago.
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Conclusion
There are, of course, countless other arguments that I do not have the time or interest to go through.
However, for the purpose of this sub: premarital sex will be deemed "sin" and it will be a rule
violation for anyone to recommend it.
If anyone wants to debate the merits of this position, be my guest. However, in the absence of a
retraction, this rule remains.
That said, there is also great grace and love for those who have engaged in premarital sex. The Bible
gives incredible judgment and condemnation against those who continue in willful, defiant,
unrepentant sin ... so don't go there. But if it's part of your past, it's part of your past. We'll take you
as you are in the face of repentance and never look back, except to the degree that your past may have
practical (as opposed to spiritual) ramifications on your future.
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Biblical Way to Discuss Sex Needs With Spouse
28 upvotes | January 5, 2022 | by cpotter23 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello all,
Mission: My goal in life is to focus on bringing others to Christ. That is why I integrated myself in
the public school system early to help myself grow in those environments. Teach myself how to
portray Christ the most loving way possible. I want to develop a family that loves Christ and focuses
on Him first. With being a young leader in my church, my sole purpose is to help bring others to
Christ as best I can through my faith.
Stats: 6'3, 230, 26 years old Bench 335, Sqaut 450, Deadlift 500lb, Played college sports, very active
daily
Finances: I work in tech sales, 60k base with uncapped commission, no debt issues besides paying off
student loans
Spiritual: Pray and read the Bible daily, grew up in a Pastors home, figured out my faith for myself
pretty early on in my life. Grew up in a public school atmosphere which helped grow my faith
tremendously, as I went to large public colleges for sports. I work in discipleship with an individual
as the learner and also disciple an old high school classmate and we grow together.
Just looking for some Biblical advice here. Been married for about 6 months now, and it has been
great. Love of my life, and am very blessed. I know it is early, and I’m sure things will change as
time goes, but I’m in need of some guidance.
My wife’s sex drive is pretty minimal. Mine is very very high. I workout a lot, played college sports
and am very active. My wife is active, but not as much as I am. My wife does not like to discuss sex
topics very much, as it is uncomfortable for her at some points. I focus on being patient with this as
everyone is different for sure.
I guess I’m getting to the point of a lot of frustration sexually. I saved myself for marriage, and my
drive and passion is very high for her. Yet if she had sex once a week or once every two weeks it just
doesn’t matter to her. With my drive being very high, it is becoming tough to figure out how to
explain to her my needs with my love language being physicality.
In terms of our relationship. We get along really well. I manage the finances pretty much myself, but
we have discussions weekly. We split cooking duties, and house duties. I will say I can improve on
consistency in laundry haha but I am working on improving on that. Other than this for us, it has been
great.
Also I really focus on her in the bedroom first. Always do and I really mean that. It is just not
recipricated.
Any biblical advice on how to handle this?
Thank you and God Bless
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Smash The Overton Window
28 upvotes | July 29, 2022 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link

Smash The Overton Window
Yes, you saw that right, OZ is back with a brand new post. The greatly abridged version for the
riddlin strung-out zoomers among us is that I had a second kid, moved out of the country for an open
ended sabbatical, and recently returned to relocate my family out of Sodom to a new state and city.
Now that I've found an acceptable simulacra of life that our ancestors would have been able to
recognize (and not think they were being overwhelmed by blue-haired demonic hallucinations) I have
found myself with some time to write down some thoughts again. That's either really exciting or
frustrating for you, and either way I don't care.

Beyond Clown World
Remember Clown World? Ah, those were the good old days. If you missed it, we've entered into and
are passing through full blown circus world, where constant performances threaten to one-up the
latest demonstration of insanity. As we approach the dim flickering neon Exit sign on the other side
of the circus tent, we can start to catch glimpses of why lies beyond, and it appears familiar enough to
recognize but unsettling in an "uncanny valley" sort of way.
All of the same performers from the circus world are there, but without their costumes and masks.
Baby-killers are skipping the "concerned for women's health" mask and just full blown confessing
their love of infanticide. The "social justice" freak show put away all the make up and wigs and are
now openly admitting their desire to punish white people. The "diversity is our strength" magic show
threw out the mirrors and clever tricks to hide their sleight of hand to openly gloat about the
replacement of heritage Westerners. To be honest, the honesty is refreshing.

Where is the Church in all of this?
Unless you are fortunate enough to live in a former Eastern Block country where the church built up
some degree of an immune system to this global-liberal insanity, the church has largely been
complicit in this tearing down of Kingdom progress in the west. Before you think I am talking about
those denominations that put tramphag female pastors (who'd sooner deep-throat rainbow dildos in
the pulpit than teach anything biblical), this isn't about them.
No, I'm talking about the so-called "conservative" denominations and congregations who stroke their
beards and pat themselves on the back for being "edgy" and "counter-cultural" while still harboring
and propagating the same liberal presuppositions as the leftists they so loath.
NOTE | Being the firm believer in fairness, equality, and diversity that I am, I must point
out that both protestants and Catholics overwhelming share the same fatal mental sewer
blockage that has prevented these shitty ideas from being flushed down the drain.
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Your Mental Diet Sucks Worse Than Your Actual Diet
You might be wondering by now how I slipped out of the straight-jacket I belong in long enough to
find a keyboard and an internet connection to write all this. The conservative churches are liberal too?
Hold up. That can't be right, can it?
If what I am writing seems schizo like it was written by Hunter Biden while strung out on drugs
(redundant, I know), it is a good indicator that your mental diet is terrible and you are suffering from
major mental-nutrient deficiencies from only "eating" from the middle of the overton window.
Similar to how people suffering from the pica eating disorder crave the consumption of non-food, the
cultural political educational climate of the past several generations has given everyone a hankering
for middle-of-the-overton window

The Overton Window Explained
In every society or group there exists a "window" of acceptable opinions to hold and to share on any
given topic or range of topics. These will vary tremendously by the society or group. For example, in
certain Islamic countries and traditions there exists a range of acceptable opinions regarding women's
covering. On the right edge of the window is the full-covering of the Burka, while on the left there is
far less covering of the Hijab. By western standards, where women are able to wear just about
anything or nothing without penalty, this is a very narrow and in the "radical" if not "unthinkable"
section outside the window.
In the modern West there is a narrow window of acceptable political, religious, and philosophical
thought that all presupposes liberal ideals such as the equality, or brotherhood, of man, democracy,
and historical progress. These artifacts of the so-called "enlightenment" loom large in all western
thought.
But do these background assumptions actually make sense in light of the Biblical narrative and our
lived experience? Are all men equal when God loves some and hates others (Romans 9:13, or the
ordered genocide of the Canaanites, for examples)? Does democracy even show up anywhere at all in
the Bible? Have we really progressed from the 1800's where literacy rates were up, crime was down,
families were intact, and Christianity was utterly-pervasive? What about the middle ages, a time
when serfs had more leisure time than the modern 9-5 worker?
"bUt OZ wHaT aBoUt tEcHnOloGy!?" Much of our technology has resulted in nearly unbelievable
amounts of de-humanization, both in our social experience and our physical bodies. Go read
Industrial Society & It's Future and get back to me (and probably get on an alphabet soup agency's
watchlist).

So, uh, what does this have to do with Christian Sexual
Strategy?
Everything. The Overton Window reflects normality and we live in a time when normal is fat, alone,
and useless. The Overton Window is a trap to keep you fat, alone, and useless, so until you shatter the
window and begin exposing yourself to radical thought (i.e., things that would have been considered
normal by most of our forebearers) you will struggle to be anything other than a normie with
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commensurate results.

Lifting, Aesthetics, and Kingdom Come
Western Christianity doesn't value strength, aesthetic, or the material due in large part to an
overdeveloped sense of the spiritual that is at largely Gnostic, at the very least in terms of practical
effect.
While it goes further back than this, I attribute much of it to pre-trib dispensationalism (Jesus is
coming back to rapture us away to heaven in a lifeboat while the earth goes through a great
tribulation) that plagued the church in the 80's and 90's in America. Turns out this is junk theology
that the vast majority of Christians throughout church history would have laughed at while they
struck you with canes for believing it. If you are prone to this line of thinking, go read He Shall Have
Dominion by Kenneth Gentry and learn about Post-Millenialism.
Eschatology matters more than most Christians believe. Once you take the "Post-Mill Pill" suddenly
you realize that the Kingdom of God is brought to earth so that God's will is done on earth as it is in
heaven. The End doesn't come until Christ, while reigning in Heaven, delivers the kingdom to the
Father after destroying all opposition and the LASTenemy to be defeated is death (1 Corinthians
15:26). This means the the Great Commission given to the Church to disciple nations and teach them
(that is the nations) to obey his every command is not just something to keep us busy until Jesus fills
the life-boats up: HE ACTUALLY MEANS FOR THE CHURCH TO ACCOMPLISH IT!!

Your Part To Play
Simply put, if you're a disciple of Jesus, a Christian, you're called to take dominion in the name of
Christ, over everything He gives you, and to make it obedient to Him. This means your self, your
wife, your kids, and your resources are all part of an outpost of the Kingdom that you have been
placed in charge of. Your mission? Like any unit in an advancing army, your mission is to take more
ground for your King. Don't worry though, even the gates of hell won't long stand in your way.
So yes, your mission can (and in my less-than-humble opinion) SHOULD include getting a hot wife,
knocking her up repeatedly, teaching those kids to obey the lord, gather resources, and building a
fiefdom of the Kingdom. You won't be able to do this well today with normie-tier programming and
unbiblical enlightenment-derived liberal presuppositions.
Read radical books. If they've been banned at some point, you're probably onto something dangerous
to the modern system that wants you to eat the bugs and own nothing.
Challenging your political, theological, and philosophical paradigm. There is such richness to be
found by exploring alternative understandings. Your hardware will never out perform your
software. As you upgrade your thinking and define your place in the mission of the Church it is vital
that you actually live it out and put what you learn into practice.
Finally, for the love of all things decent, go freaking lift.
No excuses.
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Do any other Christians feel repulsed by the amorality or the
main TRP subreddit?
28 upvotes | October 15, 2020 | by KitchenAdditional836 | Link | Reddit Link
First of all, thanks to u/Redirected in the discord group and to the mods of this community and u/RedCurious for creating it. I especially like this post as well as many others as I have skimmed the sub
for the last 1-2 hours. Now on to why I've decided to write this post:
https://old.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/itbuqf/lying_to_sugar_babies_for_free_sex_remember
_the/
I'm unsure how many of you have read the book "48 laws of power" but rule 5 says "So much
depends on reputation; guard it with your life!"
I am mostly a lurker and low-key Christian on reddit but this is arguably the most cognitive
dissonance I have ever felt upon reading a post on TRP. Is sex really worth sacrificing your character
to some men? Do some men not care about having an ounce of character or decency?
I had always assumed (similar to this post) that being Red-Pilled means "Seeing the matrix for what
it was" and how could any intelligent man fail to see the harm he causes himself by obtaining sex
through fraud and essentially scamming someone out of $250?
I guess what I'm hoping for is to hear from others that this type of behavior is harmful to the
individual who practices it. I can't find any brief summary of what inner game is exactly, but I hope
you all have heard of it and are familiar with the concept. Basically, it's the idea of living true to
oneself, but I can't put this concept into words very well...
Until today, I lived under the (apparently false) idea that the red pill community was mostly an
intelligent group of people that had at least some reasonable threshold of decency even if it was much
lower than societal standards. I guess it's my problem to fix if I care about the community enough,
but it's a lot of work for one person.
Feel free to comment below or ping me (I'm "Publisher") in the discord:
https://discord.gg/Z6wBMJD
I'd really like to hear from other Christians on this and hear their thoughts and heed their wisdom so I
can learn from it.
Thank you for reading.
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Dating older and age gap relationships
28 upvotes | October 24, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
[Note: While the angle is toward women, this should be of benefit to men as well in considering an
age gap relationship]
This post likely isn't for you.
But, if it is for you, then it might be one of the most important things you will read in the next few
years, because it involves the second most important decision of your life.
And that is who you decide to marry one day.
In addition to being a Christian, having character and integrity, looks, interests, shared world views
and more, one of the main things one looks for in a person they're considering dating is whether they
are within an acceptable age range they've come up with.
Most of the time, that age range is within a year or two—or a few years at most—of one's age.
Often, family, friends and society at large say it's best to stay within this range, or at least reinforce
the notion, and generally, I'd agree.
But is it best for everyone?
Is it best for you?
Let's take a look and discuss this.
First, a few points about the angle of this article:
1. Its advice is geared toward the perspective of younger women dating older men.
2. "Dating older" in this context is divided into three groupings.
6 to 15 years. 16 to 29 years age difference and 30+ years.
Most people don't blink an eye at a difference of five years or less. On the other end, there's the 30+
year age difference, which is extremely rare. So we'll be mainly talking about two in-between
categories, 6 to 15 years and 16 to 29 years age differences.
1. To use the 80/20 rule or Pareto principle, I'd say dating older is only best for about 20% of
people and 80% of people are better off staying within a much smaller age difference, if any.
Moreover, as you increase in age difference for a couple, that 20% number gets smaller. For example,
the 16 to 29 category is the “80/20 of the 80/20.”
So this advice is really only for a significantly smaller percentage of people to consider. But with
hundreds of millions of people in the United States alone, we’re still talking about a lot of people who
can (or currently do) fall into these categories.
With this said, let's look at the major reasons why most people oppose a big age difference and see if
there's any substance to what they say.
He'll die long before you!
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I have a friend who's had 3 heart attacks before he was 30.
Another who’s battled both cancer and heart attacks as a man in his prime years.
Add in car accidents that take the lives of many a young man, and you're not guaranteed a long life.
Anything can happen.
Thankfully, accidents that take lives are rare, statistically speaking (although I wish it was far lower),
and both of my friends are alive and doing well now. But either could have easily passed from this
earth in their youth.
This is one reason why making a decision based mainly on age could cost you a great relationship,
because youth doesn't guarantee protection from accidents, certain health risks, or any tragic
happenings of life.
Does this mean you should find and date an older guy? Or date a much younger woman if you’re a
man?
No. It does mean you shouldn't make it the determining factor, because you never know what may
happen in life or how long either of you have.
Cultural references and interests. You have nothing in common!
This one seems silly, as the same thing can apply to people the same age.
You can have a country girl who loves and prefers a certain lifestyle and a guy who's all about the
city, and their interests and lifestyles may be world's apart.
It doesn't matter if they're the same age.
You can have one person who's into country music and the other loves alternative or heavy metal.
One who's into art and another who knows nothing about it, nor desires to.
You can have someone who's an "old soul" and loves things from the 70's and 80's and finds it
difficult to relate to guys her own age. One who's a sports fan and another who dislikes it and would
rather have their head in a novel, or playing a video game.
There are all kinds of examples where, even at the same age, they don't know or understand (or care
to) references and events and beliefs that flow from their interests and involvement in various things.
And, of course, you can find those with common interests and values, whether they're the same age or
10 or 20 or more years apart.
Where differences do occur, a lot depends on perspective. Do you look at any differences as
opportunities to learn new things and grow, or as obstacles to overcome?
This will be true regardless of whether you're a year or twenty two years apart.
Health and fitness
This, to me, is the deciding factor. (All other things being equal, that is)
Is he going to be able to keep up?
Does he have the energy to be active with you? To continue to do things you both enjoy? To play
with the kids (if you both want kids) and be in their life?
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Is he committed to keeping his body in good shape and lives a healthy lifestyle?
You don't need a health nut or an extreme sports fanatic (perfectly good if he is) but you do want
someone who's lifestyle is going to make it likely he lives a long, healthy life and can enjoy it with
you.
The thing is, you can find examples of younger men who are overweight, lazy and lack drive, as well
as fit men in their 40's and 50's who are ambitious, active and can run circles around men half their
age.
For example, check out this guy at 53 years old. He has a better body than most men half his age.
(And no, despite the colorful bow tie, he's not gay).
And yes, you can certainly find the opposite as well.
The question is, whether younger or older, is a man committed to health and wellness and willing to
look after his body, so he can pursue his mission in life?
The odds are in the favor of youth, but some women shouldn't over look an older, fit man.
Sex and other fun stuff!
What's been surprising to me in recent years, is the number of dead bedroom stories of youthful men.
Whether it's lack of libido, or E.D. or some other issue, some young men are suffering from various
bedroom problems.
To be clear, these are men who should be all over their wives, but aren't.
And I keep hearing stories of women who want it more than their husbands, and while the men may
not have any particular health problem, they have a mismatched sex drive in comparison to their
spouse.
Testosterone plays a huge role in this, but it's certainly not the only one.
And speaking of, there's the article from awhile back where the Buzzfeed boys (actually guys in their
20's) had their testosterone measured and 3 out of 4 were in the low to mid 200 ng/dL range,
indicating low T.
Even the one who tested at 363 is still ridiculously low. This is sad, and in the range of an 80 year old
man.
And yet these guys in their youth should all be at the higher end of the spectrum.
Which goes to show you, a younger woman can marry a man close to her age and still be dealing
with sexual issues, low libido and more.
While an older man can have and maintain higher T levels and keep up with you in and out of the
bedroom.
The odds, again, are very much in the favor of youth, but a lot depends on lifestyle, health, exercise
and more.
Reasons why you want to date older or younger
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You need to think through why you want or are attracted to someone with a large age gap.
If it’s a phase you’re going through, you’re in for trouble. If a woman wants a much older man for
some shallow reason or an older man a younger woman for the same, and there’s no substance there
to build on, you’re better off not considering this.
You’re dating a person, not a number.
And while “numbers” do correlate with things (maturity, wisdom, resources, etc for older men or
beauty, fertility, etc for younger women), you need to know if you’re more hung up on age for the
sake of age, or if there is a real foundation there to build on.
If you genuinely hit it off with the person you’re with, and there’s chemistry or a connection and
shared interests and beliefs and more, then be open to it and see where it goes. I wouldn’t rule it out
on age difference alone.
Let’s stop for a second and consider the elephant in the room in this section. When I mentioned
“shallow” above, I bet many thought “money” for women or “looks” for men, as far as what each sex
is after.
This is true no matter the age. Women do place a certain degree of emphasis on resources, as men do
on a woman’s looks, and yes, there are exceptions where you find couples that don’t “fit” neatly into
certain stereotypes or generalizations.
Speaking of stereotypes, you need to be willing to deal with…
Society’s standards and what friends and family say
You’re going to need tougher skin.
Because some people will frown or make faces or speak their mind about all kinds of things having to
do with your relationship, some to your face and some behind your back.
It’s life.
Specifically, though, it’s your life. You get to decide.
Just know what you may be up against going in.
Can you handle what immediate family members say or do?
What colleagues or your church family might chime in about?
Because people will have opinions and very likely will share them with you, and depending on the
age difference, it may not be pleasant.
And you know what?
Who cares?
I’m not being flippant. I mean, if you’re swayed by things like this, you probably shouldn’t be in any
relationship.
If you are, it likely means you’re going to let your parents, siblings, church group, work colleagues
and others have outsized influence on your life no matter who you date.
It’s just an age gap relationship will be magnified to a greater degree, but these underlying issues are
still there.
With this said, do consider the counsel of godly people. God tells us “in the multitude of counselors
there is wisdom.”
Weigh opinions, consider every angle, and make a decision that is right for you. That may be to
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forego any significant age gap while dating/marrying or it may be to pursue one, if you meet
someone who is what you’re looking for, just much older or younger.
It may line up with what others think who you trust, and it may be you chart a path that is against
what others have said.
God, prayer and open doors
This may seem like simple advice, but seek the Lord in every thing, most especially in who you
choose to date and marry.
God can lead and guide you in your efforts if you seek Him in this matter.
While we often discount the Disney version of events for good reason, that doesn’t mean God doesn’t
get involved in your search.
A simple question:
Do you think praying and asking God to intervene in any area of your life helps? Such as praying for
healing? Or seeking a job? Or in making a life-changing decision in any area?
If yes, to whatever degree, then why wouldn’t it be the same with relationships?
The answer, of course, is it does help!
This does not mean you sit on your butt and God delivers a beautiful woman or handsome man to
your doorstep because you prayed sincere prayers and cried alligator tears.
Obviously, we should become the best versions of ourselves we can be, be working for God and
pursuing His kingdom, and if you’re so inclined, to be on the lookout for a great mate, with the
requisite actions that reflect that desire!
But God can still be heavily involved.
God gives wisdom if you ask. And you’ll need it to navigate the various aspects of a relationship, in
vetting, in setting and enforcing boundaries and much more.
God opens and closes doors.
In the Bible, God kept Paul from going into Asia at that time.
“And they went through the region of Phrygia and Galatia, having been forbidden by the Holy Spirit
to speak the word in Asia.” - Acts 16:6
Sometimes, God can lead you this way in potential relationships.
I could write a lengthy post on this one, but God can close (or open) doors in a relationship and this
one I’ve experienced first hand.
With one woman I dated, no matter what we tried, one “door” after another after another was closed.
Sometimes crazy stuff, finally to the point it was like “RPW, have you considered God doesn’t want
you two together? How many ‘coincidences’ do you need?”
The same is true of open doors, and as you go through them, see what becomes available to you and
how God leads.
To bring this back around to dating older, ask the Holy Spirit to give you a peace about things and if
you should pursue a relationship, no matter the age difference, or if it’s a “no go” and something you
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shouldn’t pursue.
Speaking of God, let’s look at a few biblical couples.
Biblical examples of age gap relationships
One that comes to mind is Boaz and Ruth.
While we don’t know their exact age difference, it was likely significant.
“Then he (Boaz) said, "May you be blessed of the LORD…You have shown your last kindness to be
better than the first by not going after young men, whether poor or rich. -Ruth 3:10
But let’s go back a bit further and pick up the story.
Keep in mind people married very, very young in those days, and God tells us in the book after her
namesake, Ruth’s future mother in law, Naomi, had two sons:
“And they took them wives of the women of Moab; the name of the one was Orpah, and the name of
the other Ruth: and they dwelled there about ten years.” - Ruth 1:4
If Ruth and Orpah were about 15 or 16 (could be older or younger) when they married, and they
dwelt in the land about ten years according to the Bible, then Ruth is in her mid twenties when her
husband dies and she meets Boaz and marries him not long thereafter.
Boaz is likely much, much older according to many scholars. How much so is in doubt, but it’s not a
stretch to say there’s a significant age gap between them. He could have been 20 or 30 years older or
more.
Another example is Abraham and Sarah, which the bible tells us were 10 years apart in age.
““Abraham fell facedown; he laughed and said to himself, ‘Will a son be born to a man a hundred
years old? Will Sarah bear a child at the age of ninety?’” - Genesis 17:17
Yet another is Joseph and Mary, who scholars think had a big difference in age.
While interesting, in the end, it doesn’t matter whether there are many examples of large, small or
non-existent age gap relationships in the bible, what matters is compatibility on Christian beliefs and
doctrine, actions that show evidence of that faith, shared interests and world views, character and
personality traits, mutual attraction and more.
Outlooks, opinions and acceptability
As they say, opinions are like a**holes, everyone has one haha
The truth is people will have very different comfort levels and often a sliding scale with those.
For example, some might think an 8 year age gap is too much for 27 year old dating an 19 year old,
but would have no problem if a 48 year old dated a 40 year old.
Obviously it’s the same age gap, but very different outlook because of different factors.
You can have a late thirty something that never grew up so to speak, and an early twenty something
that is very mature due to different life experiences and responsibilities.
You’ll also see more acceptability when you change geography. In eastern Europe, you can find far
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more women willing to date a lot older, and 10, 20 or 30 year age gap relationships can be found in
higher percentages than say, in the United States.
So acceptability can vary, what you thought was uncommon might not be somewhere else or even to
someone else.
You’ll likely find surprises every where you look, with some more accepting and others less so in
your family or friend circle.
Final thoughts
If you meet someone who’s much older or younger, look beyond the “x” number of years between
you and really consider if it’s a good match or not.
Weigh the pros and cons and think them through. Then do it again. This article is on the “certainly
worth considering” side of the age gap argument, but that doesn’t mean there aren’t issues that need
to be thought through and acted on.
Do so with clear eyes and move forward accordingly.
Date and see where it goes.
Use common sense. Vet well. Watch their actions. Pray.
This is true of any relationship with any age difference.
And while I’ve argued various points, I’ll say again, the odds are in the favor of youth for health and
vitality. Whether those odds outweigh other considerations is for you to decide.
The vast majority of people will end up choosing someone fairly close to their age. You may be one
of them.
And if you choose to date someone with a large age gap, do so with a confidence and peace that
you’ve thought this through, and can give it your all, as you should with any relationship.
Cross posted from: LoydWalker.com
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The danger of "churchianity" and spiritual branding
28 upvotes | February 26, 2020 | by ruizbujc | Link | Reddit Link
I wrote this for r/TrueChristian, but thought you all here might appreciate this as well. Given that it's
more for r/TrueChristian, I covered "churchianity" as a concept from an angle that they'd be more apt
to identify with (mostly structural issues) than delving into the ways this mentality has allowed
culture to influence specific doctrines (ex. feminist ideologies taking over). But hopefully you find it
useful all the same. Feel free to participate in either thread, especially if you're already a regular at
r/TrueChristian anyway.
A few years ago I started hearing a term creep up: churchianity. At first, I assumed it was just a
contrived way of mocking church culture. As I looked into it further, it seems that the word-play is an
appropriate pun. Consider:
Christ-ianity is the name by which we identify the faith of anyone who serves Christ and his
mission as their operative spiritual pursuit.
Church-ianity, then, is the name by which people have begun identifying the faith of those
who serve the church and its mission as their operative spiritual pursuit.
The distinction is subtle and may seem trite, but in my observation of numerous congregations, I
believe it is far more significant than we realize. And what makes it so difficult to deal with is that
this shift happens not as a result of over-zealous church planters or mega church pastors (although
that can be a part of it), because sometimes the leadership actively tries to fight against this focus
shift. Rather, it comes from the culture of the congregants themselves - and in such powerful ways
that the leadership doesn't know how to stop it. Here are a few (far from exclusive) issues to ponder.
NOTE: I recognize that this post is likely to tick off a lot of people. Read my caveat section at
the end before picking too many bones.
Idolatry
First, it is dangerous to assume the church is synonymous with Christ. It is not. The Church is Christ's
bride. It is no more Christ than the Father is the Son. Yes, they are one. No, they are not the same.
When we falsely assume that everything our "church" does must come from Christ (because, you
know ... it's "the church"), we subliminally exalt the leadership of the church almost to idolatry status.
The average congregant will not challenge what their pastor says (even if the pastor tells them to);
rather, they will just take his word for it, assuming that because of his title he must be God's
appointed person over the congregation, and thus trustworthy in what he teaches.
The reality is that the pastor's preaching is a convenience. There are others in the congregation who
could preach - possibly even better than the pastor. I'm connected to two congregations whose pastors
resigned. One went almost 3 years without a pastor, the other a few months and counting, but have
yet to lack for quality preaching. I do recognize that the pastor is being paid to do it. But that doesn't
excuse the inevitable mutual co-dependent loyalty that's formed because of the consistency in the
spotlight. So, we let him keep preaching and preaching. At best, they'll have 2-3 go-to people to cover
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in a pinch, but rarely seek beyond this to train those gifted at preaching to hone their talent in a
context that benefits the body. Of course you can't do that. That would break the brand, of which the
pastor is the face. The congregation is there because they love their pastor (statistically the #1 reason
people pick a church), not because they want to learn and grow the most through a team of capable
preachers.
CHURCH-ianity: People are here to see the pastor, so let's give them the pastor. You don't
need new leaders to share the spotlight, even if they have an important message the body needs
to hear. Their message can be told to the pastor who can relay it his own unique way. Don't
bother training new preachers.
CHRIST-ianity: Jesus raised up a team of leaders who he delegated to. He never intended to
keep the spotlight for long, always planning after a short few years to turn the reigns over to
them to preach the Gospel. He could have stuck around for years after ascending, but limited
his time to pass the baton.

Neglect of Scripture
The churchianity mentality also causes people to lose the imperative to search the Scriptures for
themselves, believing instead that we have God's representatives on earth (pastors, denomination
heads, papacy, etc.) defining doctrine and interpretation for us. I remember once where our pastor
even prodded the congregation: "Challenge me on this! Look it up. How do you know I'm not
interpreting this wrong?" Yet when I asked my small group of 14 or so people, not a single one had
actually done it.
On the other end, I once attended a men's group that decided to study the book of James. As required,
we reported our intent to the elder over the men's groups. He denied our request. "We have no way of
knowing if you're going to interpret it properly [read: the way the pastor does], so we'd rather you
stick to a book the pastor has already approved." I kid you not. I shared this story with a few friends
and heard similar stories in return. Apparently this isn't as uncommon as I would have expected.
[Yes, I did end up persuading the pastor to let us study the Bible anyway.]
I was in a conversation with another pastor once, developing a list of basic spiritual disciplines. I
included "Bible study." He disagreed, saying, "I'd remove that one. People don't need to know how to
study the Bible for themselves if I can study it for them. After all, that's why I went to seminary and
they didn't."
CHURCH-ianity: Your pastor is your primary source for spiritual knowledge and
understanding. Yes, read your Bible for yourself, but there's no need to study it deeply because
you can always just ask the guy who went to seminary.
CHRIST-ianity: Jesus taught people to think for themselves. Luke (in Acts 17) commended
the Bereans for challenging Paul's teaching against Scripture to see if he preached truth before
taking his word for it - and this was called "more noble" than those who didn't.

Contrived or Stale Small Group Ministries
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I recently moved, which gave me the opportunity to visit a number of new congregations and
research the small group ministries. I was shocked to find that VERY few congregations have actual
Bible studies anymore. Even the ones that did call themselves "Bible studies" turned out to be book
studies about biblical topics where verses may have been referenced to support the author's point. The
last 4 small groups I have attended (except for the ones I've led) never once utilized Scripture
directly; rather people just quoted verses they knew when it was relevant to the conversation.
From the congregations I've looked into lately, it seems the current trend among small groups is
either (1) to limit them to 6-8 week sessions that you must register for, or (2) to categorize groups
into such things as common interest groups, (untrained) group therapy sessions, service project
groups, book "study" groups (where most people skim the chapter the night before), or any other
number of things that don't require their members to open the Bible. Some congregations do both. All
of these structures feel incredibly manufactured/forced, rather than developed through authentic
relationships. People walk away feeling good, but when I ask people how their lives changed as a
result of their most recent small group (6-8 week) session, they usually only addressed how it made
them feel better. Very few could articulate an actual life change either in outward ministry or in
managing their own internal struggles. If I asked what they learned, the responses were obvious
things that they clearly already knew before even starting the group.
CHURCH-ianity: Your congregation needs a thriving small group ministry if you want to feel
successful. This means seeing as many people participate as possible. True Bible studies are
boring, so you're not likely to get many people to join. You'll get higher participation numbers
and more positive reviews if you keep the commitment level low and don't give clear
expectations for what changes people should be experiencing through their small group.
CHRIST-ianity: Jesus formed a small group and called out his apostles when they weren't
showing signs of the growth he was looking for. He explained the Scriptures to them. He
expected them to apply what they were learning, and he sent them out to teach these things to
others beyond the group. He met with them for long enough to build a relationship, but a short
enough time and with clear enough forewarning that they knew they would be expected to carry
on the work he started.

Incongruent Social Dynamics
Nearly half of Americans report sometimes or always feelign alone (46%) or left out (47%). 27%
rarely or never feel as though there are people who really understand them. 43% feel that their
relationships are not meaningful. 18% feel like they have no one they can talk to. Living with your
children doesn't have a statistical impact on the degree of loneliness you feel. Adults aged 18-22 are
the loneliest generation to date. Source. I thought, "Surely all the community-focus of churches
should mean Christians are better off," right? But I couldn't find any evidence that churchgoers were
any better off.
I once asked several people in one of my congregations a series of questions. (1) "Do you have
friends in the church?" Everyone unanimously said yes. (2) "What are their names?" Most could
name 5 people. Many could even include last names, which was a good sign. (3) "How often do you
call these people just to talk (i.e. not needing a specific purpose)?" Not a single man and very few
women said they did this. (4) "How often do you see these people outside of a ministry/church
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function or primarily ministry-related conversations?" The vast majority admitted that they didn't
have any such contact. Even when they met someone for coffee or a meal, the conversation ended up
being primarily related to ministry issues. (5) One more shot: I asked if they felt comfortable calling
up any of these "friends" to see a movie that day. I don't think anyone I asked did, most people
answering, "That's just not the type of thing we do together." I asked if they had anyone else in their
life they could do these things with and most said they did. I asked what types of things they DO do
together with their church friends, and the answers always involved churchy functions.
This is really concerning to me. When our passion for our "church" is inflated it becomes difficult to
build actual friendships with those in the congregation. For one, the leadership generally fills so much
of our time with manufactured social activities that organic relationships get lost in the cogwork.
More significantly, an internal pressure develops to separate our "church life" from our "normal life"
and we assume that "church people" wouldn't care about watching a Netflix show with us, or
attending a concert together, or playing a sport together. The exception is, of course, when it's
church-organized, as with interest groups or church softball teams. This creates a barrier so that true
koinonia oneness can never truly develop, as the relationships are context-based and not those of true
unity. I've written much more on this topic HERE.
CHURCH-ianity: Leaders - You need to keep people committed to your community. The best
way to do that is to use the church community itself as the context for their social interactions
so that they will associate their relationships with your church. People - If you want church
people to like you, they'd better see you doing church things. It's better not to include them in
the non-church parts of your life because that's just awkward and you don't know what they'd
think. That's what you have your other friends for.
CHRIST-ianity: Proverbs 17:17 says, "A friend loves at all times," not just during ministry
events or when some great need compels sharing love. Jesus prayed for true oneness in John
17, not a segregated lifestyle that divides different aspects of our lives among different people.
Jesus did everything together with his apostles, and they with each other. No aspect of their
lives was limited or cut off from each other.

Spiritual Branding
(1) Competition and Politics
Congregations have learned to become competitive. They have also learned that competition among
congregations is frowned upon, so they know key phrases to keep people from recognizing the
competition. For example, I recently spoke to a staff worship leader for a congregation of about
500-600 adults who told me that they pray for other congregations every week - that God would be
moving in their services also. What a kind-hearted thing to do, right? I asked about what prompted
them to start doing that and his answer was: "The pastor said we should start doing this because
people might leave if they thought we felt threatened by the new megachurch that moved into town,
and praying to support them would help maintain our goodwill with the people who will appreciate
our non-competitive nature." I totally get what he was saying - but do you not see how political that
response is? It wasn't because they actually have a heart for the success of other congregations in
reaching the city for the Gospel. It's to keep members.
I've also noticed at my previous congregation that anyone who became part of any leadership team
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had to sign a covenant stating that they will not speak negatively about the congregation on social
media. Sure, that could really damage the congregation's reputation, and many agitators are out of
line. But what if there is actual corruption going on that needs to be exposed? I've seen too many
congregation leaders try to cover it up in order to preserve brand integrity. To make someone promise
loyalty to the preservation of the brand name over loyalty to professing truth - that's dangerous and
off-focus. Better conditional wording can be used rather than the blanket statement I saw, and which I
expect is common elsewhere too.
CHURCH-ianity: You need to say the right things to build loyalty and trust with your
congregation.
CHRIST-ianity: You need to be worthy of people's loyalty and trust to lead them properly.
Phil. 1:27, for example.
(2) Member Poaching
I asked on another meeting with that same worship leader how many people in their congregation
were new converts as opposed to people who left another congregation (especially given that this is
what they were afraid someone else would do to them). Turns out: 92% of their adult attendees were
previously involved regularly in another congregation. Much of the other 8% were kids raised in the
church who had become adults recently. Little actual spiritual seed was being cultivated. I've heard
the growth rates from member poaching for most new plants are comparably high.
But this is how it is now. People do feel some pressure to invite others to "go to church Sunday
service" with them. But they have no confidence to share their faith with nonbelievers, so they resort
to inviting friends who go to other congregations to "check out our congregation instead," and then
they get recognition from the pastor for "bringing someone new into the fold." In the absence of
generational discipleship, this comes off looking like most people jumping from foster home to foster
home - or more like group home to group home, as the leadership doesn't have the ability to give the
personalized parental attention that individual foster homes potentially can.
CHURCH-ianity: Your church is awesome. People would be better off at your church than
wherever they're currently going. If you can get non-Christians in too, that's great, but the
church will grow faster if you focus on getting people who are dissatisfied with their current
church to make the switch. After all, you've got a financial bottom line to meet - especially if
you, church plants, want to be able to afford a building of your own someday. Besides, I'm sure
that other congregation is preaching something false somewhere, so you're justified in wanting
their people to hear the truth on those issues.
CHRIST-ianity: Philippians 2:3-4 says, "Do nothing from rivalry or conceit, but in humility
count others more significant than yourselves." The apostles preached that all believers
everywhere were under a common, singular baptism, Spirit, purpose, and love. While we may
have differences of theological opinion, the ultimate imperative is to share the Gospel with new
believers, not to convert other believers to our particular brand of what we call truth.
(3) Marketing Campaigns
What's more interesting in all of this is that these congregations are pumping their brand more than
they pump the name of Jesus. I currently have a stack of cards in my kitchen that say "Ethos" on them
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(the name of the congregation) without the name of Jesus anywhere. It doesn't even reference the
Bible or use any verses. For that matter, it doesn't even acknowledge itself as a church. It's literally
just "Ethos" with an address and some internet links for Snapchat and Facebook, etc. For all anyone
knows, just by looking at the card they could assume it's an invitation to a private gentleman's club.
While Christ might be preached inside the walls, when the congregation leaves those 4 corners the
message is not, "Come find Jesus." It's, "Come find Ethos."
I believe many congregation leaders recognize this and actively attempt to mitigate the damage by
being Christ-centered in the preaching on Sunday mornings (though certainly not all). But what they
don't pick up on is that the buzz created by the congregation in response is about how awesome the
preaching at [Your Congregation Name Here] is, not about how great Jesus is. Their excitement is
not to tell others what they learned about Jesus that week. Their excitement is about how great their
congregation is and how much they want others to join the congregation with them.
CHURCH-ianity: Your community needs to know about your congregation.
CHRIST-ianity: Your community needs to know about Jesus.

Lifecycle of an Institution
There's a time-tested path showing how any great movement begins and dies. It goes something like
this:
1. Man With a Vision - Every movement begins with one of these.
2. Growth - If people like his vision, they start following and living it out.
3. Organization - At some point, it becomes necessary to organize in some capacity so that the
fringe edges of the growth don't lose sight of the vision.
4. Institutionalization - When growth becomes large enough, people lose the ability to distinguish
the vision from the organization that started it. They become more interested in the growth of
the organization than the fulfillment of the vision. The original vision becomes a publicity point
for the organization as why people should join, rather than the driving imperative that those
who join are actually expected to live by.
5. Death and Rebirth - Eventually, people become dissatisfied with the lack of vision, a new
visionary rises up from within the ranks and starts the process over again.
In Bridging the Great Divide, Rob McCorkle notes how he (and others before him) have observed
this pattern repeatedly among congregations. The very word "churchianity" is a testament to the fact
that the focus on the church has gradually replaced the focus on Christ. In doing so, we have moved
from organization toward institutionalization. People are now more interested in promoting their
brand of "church" than they are in studying Scripture, making disciples, etc.
This is most obvious in the things that most "church shoppers" are looking for today - charisma of the
pastor, contemporary or traditional music style, which songs are played, the quality of the kid's
ministry, if anyone bothers to talk to them, etc. In fact, the study from Pew Research on the topic
doesn't even list anything like "sound doctrine" or "biblical foundation" on their list of criteria people
referenced when discussing church shopping. What people are interested in today are the mechanics
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of the structure and the presentation of those who run it. People are going to "church" to find
something, that's for sure. But it's not usually Jesus they're looking for. I pray to God that they find
him there anyway.
CAVEATS
As I include in most of my posts, let me clarify some things.
1. I recognize that not all pastors/congregations are this way.
2. I don't believe most congregations struggle with all of these issues; rather, only two or three
might really hit close to home.
3. I recognize that there is value in branding, to some degree (though I see little Scriptural
foundation for this missiological model, except perhaps a stretched interpretation of 1 Cor. 9).
4. I freely admit that it's acceptable for someone to love and be excited about the institution they
attend.
5. Many congregations that have succumbed to a "churchianity" mentality still do preach Christ in
a number of ways - and I refrain with Paul when he says, "And because of this I rejoice,"
whether such preaching is "from false motive or true" - and I also recognize that someone can
have right motives with poor execution.
6. Yes, some brands are genuinely dangerous and should be preached against. In this sense, there
is certainly some value in competing with false-brands that are likely to lead people to hell or
do more damage to the Kingdom than they do good. But be gracious in your assessment of
others on this point.
I could probably come up with more, but I'm sure you'll all ream me in the comments with the ones I
missed, so I can add them later.
Impact of Being on Reddit
That said, just because YOU aren't that way in your congregation doesn't mean others aren't. Bear in
mind that we are on reddit, so you're probably not going to see a lot of this branding (except perhaps
on a denominational level, as those do come up frequently here). It's not exactly practical to expect
many people here to show up to your Sunday service, so it's unlikely we're going to see a lot of
people pumping their own brand on reddit as much as happens within congregations and local
communities.
Also, this sub is specifically geared toward those who want to go deeper. While it's plainly apparent
to me that many people on this sub struggle with the churchianity mentality I'm describing here, my
guess is that the relative quantity you'll find on a sub like this is lower than you'll see among local,
off-line, in-person congregations that aren't specifically targeting those who want to take their faith
seriously. To this end, r/Christianity might be a better snapshot of the type of mentality I'm talking
about that is more representative of broader church culture than r/TrueChristian represents (at least, I
hope this distinction can be made).
In an online ministry like this, you'll find people less interested in pushing their congregation as the
"brand" they want to promote. Instead, they'll push their favorite online preachers, podcasts, etc. in
the hope of getting other people to subscribe. When people get more excited about telling someone
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what they learned from the latest Dan Mohler sermon than they do about telling someone about Jesus
... that's concerning, and that's the effect of a churchianity mentality.
Combating CHURCH-ianity
I'm intentionally leaving this section incomplete because I want to keep it open for discussion, in case
you all have ideas (and also because it's too late for me to keep writing). That said, here are a couple
things that popped into my mind:
1. Examine yourself first and discern if you have these susceptibilities. How can you identify
your propensity toward a "churchianity" viewpoint? Ask if you get more excited by your
personal relationship with Jesus or by hearing a charismatic preacher or attending a Sunday
service (I know, the two can overlap, but use some common sense in this evaluation).
2. Once you're sure you're not contributing to the problem, begin living a Christ-centered life that
focuses on adopting the purposes he has given us. Those purposes are to build the whole of the
Church, even if the good of the Church doesn't involve building up your preferred
brand/denomination/congregation/etc.
3. Instead of using "come to church with me" as your primary evangelistic tool, take personal
responsibility for sharing the Gospel with those you care about. Don't pawn them off to your
pastor on the assumption that he's the better person for that job.
4. Start a Bible study within your congregation that focuses on actual in-depth study of Scripture
with minimal use of commentaries or other people's interpretations. Learn to wrestle with the
text yourself instead of letting someone else do that hard work for you - and then (only after
you have done this), go to reliable sources to see if what you've discovered is totally off-base
from what other people are seeing (and, if so, figure out why).
5. Other thoughts?

CONCLUSION
Church culture has been taking a dangerous shift such that people have become more interested in
growing their congregation than growing the Kingdom of God. This has led to numerous problems,
such as competition among denominations and individual congregations, shallow marketing
campaigns, consumeristic attitudes toward appeasing church-shoppers, and (more significantly) risks
toward idolatry and mishandling of Scripture.
Examine your own heart to discern if your love for Christ is your primary source of passion, or if this
is eclipsed by your infatuation with a particular branding of the faith. Get your heart properly oriented
first. Start living for the purposes Christ gave you (John 17, Matthew 28:16 et seq., etc.). Bring others
on board, beginning with training one another to study Scripture deeply (ask me for resources if
you're struggling in this area).
Keep fighting the good fight, brothers.
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The Story of Tim
28 upvotes | January 3, 2021 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
John Tiller was a popular christian athlete in highschool who dated a super-hot girl named Sarah.
They both attended FCA (Fellowship of Christian Athletes) and weekly youth group. After 3 years of
dating, John and Sarah were about to part ways and attend different colleges. John wanted to cement
their relationship so he told Sarah they should have sex. John said he loved her and promised they
would get married. Sarah was hesitant but she also loved John and knew that God wanted them to be
together forever. They had sex the night of highschool graduation. A week later they left for separate
colleges and within 1 year they slowly stopped seeing each other due to the distractions and
responsibilities of college.
When Tim graduated from college, he joined a morning Bible study for single men. He liked all the
guys in the group, but one guy, Paul, was the best of the bunch. Paul was funny, successful and
friendly. Over the next couple months, Tim and Paul became great friends. During prayer request
time, Paul asked for special blessings on his marriage as he and his wife were having marital
problems. Tim noticed after several months of repeated prayer, Paul's marriage never got any better.
One day, after the morning group ended, Tim stayed and asked Paul, "What's going on with your
wife? Why are you having so much trouble?"
With tears in his eyes, Paul admitted, "My wife doesn't want to have sex. She's a wonderful woman
and loves God, but she has never enjoyed sex. My wife had sex with her boyfriend when she was
young, then went through a short period where she slept with dozens of random men and now feels
shame. Sex disgusts her."
"Paul, what is your wife's name?" asked Tim.
"Sarah," replied Paul. "Why?"
"My full name is Timothy John Tiller, but in highschool everyone called me John," he told Paul. "I
know your wife because I was the guy that took her virginity in highschool."
--This, of course, is a fictional story but it's based on both my life and several of my buddies. See, we
all had girlfriends in highschool and college that had sex. Many, many girls in fact. The field was ripe
due to hundreds of parties with dozens of women, each which was a notch on my belt. For years my
buddies would get together, laugh and reminisce about the good times we hooked up with hot girls.
But a strange thing happened when I hit my thirties. I started noticing those same girls get married
and have kids. I even occasionally saw them in real life and met their husbands. What runs through
my mind when I see these women in person or on social media is that I remember every detail of
those hookups.
I want to confess to their husband, "I knew your wife, intimately. I've been with your wife before you
were with her. I hope you don't know the details of what I did to your wife because it would crush
you. And I remember everything."
I want to ask forgiveness to these men and their kids for fornicating with their wife and their
children's mother. I was young and selfish like most of the other guys in my group. But that's no
excuse. I knew fornication was wrong but my pecker was more important than following Jesus in
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obedience. But now I see that every sexual choice I made had consequences.
Think clearly about the choices you make with your girlfriends. Remember they are going to be
someone's mother and some guy's wife. If you are a christian, you are supposed to be different than
the world.
I pray every single day that my daughter doesn't meet a guy like me. And if she does, that she has the
willpower and the obedience to God to turn him down when he inevitably tells her he loves her and
wants to have sex.
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Where do I even start?
28 upvotes | January 2, 2021 | by Alone_Independence95 | Link | Reddit Link
I will spare you all the details. Basically I grew up as an atheist because my older brother who is
radically atheist influenced me as a teen. I was baptized protestant though.
What it comes down to is that I feel I did it all: I tried girls, dating, travelling, I have a job, I am in
shape, I went through college, etc. Etc. But everything felt empty to me.
On top of that I have literally 0 friends now or social circles (my only 2 uni friends - one moved
abroad, one got a GF and never see him anymore). I literally do nothing with my life except work,
eat, train, sleep.
I feel the world brings me nothing good. I have been delving into Christianity the past months and my
faith is growing but it is very weak. I really want to believe. I pray for God to give me faith, and to
show me what he wants me to do with my life.
I read some testimonies and the gospel, and cried when I realized Jesus Christ even died for someone
like me who feels unworthy of anything. I had a near death experience and a miraculous doctor and
recovery saved me. I wonder everyday why I survived, what is it God wants me to do in this world?
Why did God give me this second chance at life?
So here I am at age 25, all alone in the middle of a pandemic with weak faith and nobody in my life
(except my parents who I love very much, and cat). I don't have a church (I don't belong anywhere
and they are locally all closed due to covid lockdowns anyway).
Where do I even start? I am still relatively young now, but if I don't turn this around soon I will have
lived an uneventful and lonely life...
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Do not be unequally yoked, part two: electric boogaloo.
28 upvotes | December 17, 2020 | by husky-viper | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR: don't give your heart to a non-believer. Guard your heart.
This is a field report on my experiences with a woman over the last three or four weeks.
I went hiking with a good friend from work on a Saturday about three weeks ago. He told me about a
breakup he was still struggling to overcome. The woman he described was a Christian, strong, selfsufficient, capable, outdoorsy, lifted weights, into crossfit and ultrarunning. She admitted to him after
the fact that she tested him and subverted him on a regular basis during their relationship. In jest I
asked for her number. His description sounded very attractive to me. At the time I thought my
attraction was based on his description of her work ethic.
I dropped him off where we had left his car and made my way home. I pulled into my apartment's
parking lot and a car caught my eye. In a parking spot over on the right side was a 10 year old sedan
up on jack stands and the entire front end pulled off. As I passed, I pulled over and I rolled down my
passenger side window and greeted the bundled stranger with a smile "hey! watcha working on?"
Blue hair poked out from under her beanie. She told me she was replacing her radiator. This one has
a leak. "Mind if I watch?" She said sure, but I wasn't allowed to turn wrenches on her car.
Immediately we hit it off. I gave her a hard time every time something popped into my head. I didn't
filter. All the innuendo and crude jokes came out. I made fun of her while she struggled to undo a
bolt. I made fun of her while she got radiator fluid all over her face. I made fun of her every chance I
got. I also praised her when something worked out well. At some point I put my hands into the work
she was doing and helped. After that she let me work on her car.
We finished her radiator. I'm doing my power steering pump tomorrow. "Want help?" Do you have
time? "Woman, I have nothing planned."
The next day I showed up after church and we took care of the power steering pump. Same dynamic
as before. She's a riot to be around. She gives verbally as good as she takes.
I wrote in my journal a few days after
------ and I mesh extremely well in moment-to-moment tasks. We also click personalitywise. She's attractive in a functional way, interesting in her pursuit of typically masculine
sports (hiking, shooting, climbing). But also, so many red flags: 1. not a believer, 2.
damaged goods (and self-aware enough to recognize it), ... HAving someone in my life who
is interesting, attractive, and is interested in me as I her is intoxicating. The dopamine is
real. God, please steady me. I don't want to make the same mistakes again.
I was on an RPC podcast. I don't think it is out yet. It might not be released at all. It was about ONEitis. I put myself out there and asked the men on the podcast "I seem to have chronic one-itis, what do
I do about it?"
The conclusion was "choose not to have one-itis".
At some point we went climbing together. I don't remember who invited who, but I had a blast. I also
got a clearer taste of the functional beauty I had seen before. The sexual tension between us started
ratcheting up after this. Apparently I have a very good foundation for climbing. I reciprocated by
inviting her to come lift with me.
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About five days in I wrote this in my journal
Realized: gut reaction of "I'll never see her again" every time she's out of sight is a defense
mechanism so I don't get hurt. Kinda foolish (when this ends, it'll still hurt), but it does keep
my head clear (mostly) of the comms trash [thinking about/wanting to text/call, etc]
One week in I made breakfast at her place (brought my own bacon and eggs, lol) while Zoomed into
my church's Sunday service. She listened, and commented more than once at the good points the
pastor was making.
The following day (Sunday + 1) I recorded the following about our evening together:
Says she has "guides". She's either nuts (probs), pretending (unlikely), or she has a demon
or two (likely). Last night we went for a walk, her phone gave some random notification
(she said she had never heard it before) and then, a few moments later, it started playing
smooth jazz.
She starts moving out from her current place. I offer to help, but she is ambivalent about receiving
help, says this is something I want to do myself. She relents a few days later as the move-out date
looms. I help her with unpacking into her new place.
One week + 2 days she was at my place and I tried to kiss her:
Tried to kiss ------ after being super obvious about my attraction to her for more than an
hour. Foolish. Feels dumb. Move on.
At some point in the last 2 days she gave me a key to her new place.
Eleven days in we get physical. I let myself react to the sexual tension that had become even more
tense. Lots of touching. No kissing, no intercourse. When I went to leave at around 3am she accused
me of leaving because she wouldn't put out. I realized after the fact that I was running because I was
afraid she would put out.
The next day she tells me we need to figure out what the f--- we're doing. The following day she
comes to me and tells me she can't have another day like yesterday. I went to go home to take a nap,
but she took me by the hand and led my upstairs. We started cuddling. At some point she was
weeping softly and apologizing; I never do this in front of people. I did what I know how to do and I
kissed the top of her head while she cried.
The afternoon ended with her straddling me. She wanted me to live in the moment. I told her I
wouldn't. After an hour of back and forth (her straddling me the whole time) I gave her back her key
and went to the gym. I thought it was over. I was relieved.
She showed up at my place later that night. We sat and talked about what happened.
We agreed on "friends" which she called ------- three or four times. She gave me back her
apartment key.
At some point she got pissed and walked out. She came back within five minutes and apologized.
My God, I desire Your glory in this thing. Please show me the way.
The next day (or the day after) she came by three times. One of those times she took back her
apartment key.
The last three days have been a rollercoaster. I need a break. So much emoting throws me
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for a loop. [she] admitted to being unwilling to commit because of fear
Monday's' Bible study was on forgiveness. A quote that stuck out to me was "if I have something
against someone, I'm less likely to share Jesus with them".
We went rock climbing again, and she went to the gym with me most evenings over the next week.
Two weeks in I wrote:
I need my weekly reminder: she's nuts. She thinks that --------, does not believe in God, is
not interested in monogamy, adheres to "eat, drink, be marry, for tomorrow we may die",
likely has a high n-count, doesn't want to do financial planning because it feels bad, [...] All
the red flags.
At the gym one eveing she took the Lord's name in vain. I didn't even hear it. I did hear her apologize
and then immediately take it back you know what, I'm going to do what I want and not worry about
offending you.
I see much that is commendable in her: capability, honesty, strength, kindness and caring,
and beauty. I also see much that grieves me. [...] All other things remaining as they are, if
she knew You, Lord, she'd be an emphatic yes.
She walked out during a workout late last week. I didn't know if I would see her again. Initially I left
the gym, but I turned around and finished my workout. I texted her that night to see how she was
doing. The next day I didn't anticipate seeing her again.
And the next day she showed up with food, doe eyes, and an apology. We planned dinner together
that night, but after the gym because she didn't want to worry about my time. Halfway through the
workout u/rocknrollchuck's reply to my OYS dropped. He called me out for all of this and finished it
with "You know what you need to do." F---. He was right. I knew exactly what to do. I left the gym
halfway through my set of pullups. I met her outside her place, made the conversation as quick as I
could, and left.
The next day I went into the office. I didn't want to be at home. When I got home that afternoon there
was a collection of presents at my door and a note professing love.

Reverie / Post Script / Whatever
I miss this woman. For all that she is and all that she is not, my chest aches and I have a distinct urge
to go to her. Whenever I think of her I pray for her, for her soul, for her to know God.
I am unsure why or how I got so emotionally entangled. She seems almost like an addiction, with the
way these urges ebb and flow. I don't know if my ability to attach to another is damaged? Or I'm just
too eager? I don't know.
I do know that God carried me through this, giving me the right things and the right people at the
right times.
I am crushed knowing that I wrecked a perfectly good friendship, and with that the opportunity to
feed God's love into her life.
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How do you reconcile Christ's commandment to love others
and RP advice to be emotionally unavailable, jerk, dark triad,
etc.?
28 upvotes | April 22, 2020 | by Citadel-3 | Link | Reddit Link
It's pretty clear that there's a huge amount of denigration toward Nice Guys, and it makes sense in the
way it's presented given how weak-willed, spineless, and supplicating they are. Moreover, they might
be operating under covert contracts, of exchanging niceties for sex. Instead, it seems that if you want
to get attraction, you have to do almost the opposite of this, of being emotionally unavailable, notempathetic, dark triad in extreme circumstances, etc.
My question however, is how do you reconcile being a person of love with this RP advice? Christ has
given very clear commandments that we are to be people of love, both to love God and to love others.
God is described as love itself. If we are to become more like Christ, then that means we should want
to become more and more loving people.
I like giving gifts, being empathetic with people, listening to them or counseling them through their
emotional difficulties, doing nice things for them such as helping them move or cooking, etc. But I
would do this regardless of gender because I want to obey the commandment to love others, and I do
this with no expectation of any reward, not necessarily even words of gratitude, since obeying Christ
is reward enough. In fact, I actively avoid and have avoided treating women (other than my
girlfriend) any differently from men, since I don't want them to get the wrong idea that I'm interested
in them.
But if this is actually counter-productive to generating attraction or AF hypergamy tendencies, then
what should I do? I don't want to become emotionally unavailable, dark triad, jerk, etc. to my
girlfriend. And if she asks me for help, I want to be able to do it, not out of some covert contract, but
just because I would do the same for all people. I want to obey God's commandments first and put
Him first, but maybe I'm not quite understanding how the RP advice actually plays out in the
Christian context of love for all people.
Also, does this change in a very conservative Christian context where women are not bluepilled?
Specifically, the church I'm in (as well as the girl I'm dating) isn't really American, and both my
girlfriend and I grew up in non-American cultures where the ideas of feminism, sexual promiscuity,
etc. are still generally shunned and traditional values are still upheld. I am reasonably sure this is true
because our church demographics is actually skewed toward males because we have a huge emphasis
on mission, discipleship, and living out God's will for our lives in spiritual battle, which to no one's
surprise, actually attracts males more than the feminized version of church. Does RP advice apply
less in this context of different culture, or is it still equally applicable?
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From pick-up artist to devout Christian: Roosh V on his
conversion
28 upvotes | May 13, 2020 | by SocialObserver3802 | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYMxQS6E_Mw&t=516s
Very interesting interview with Roosh V on his lifestyle transformation. He was candid about his
experiences here and there were some really good questions for him. Roosh discussed his past,
present, and future in a very thoughtful, yet engaging manner. Would recommend watching this, even
though it runs for over an hour.
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Practical Ways to Become More Masculine
28 upvotes | June 7, 2020 | by edoms_2002 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm noticing that people see me as a nice guy. My neighbors (according to my parents) talk about me
and all that fluffy stuff. But am I really respected? I have almost no friends, I have anxiety and fear
people being upset with me, and minor things people have said a long time ago still affect me. The
Red Pill hasn't made much of a difference. Now, everything is exactly the same, except every
situation is a status game: How can I get people to respect me as a man, am I masculine enough? All
that stuff. Life now seems like a game of chess where I gain status (and according to my flesh,
women, the measuring tool). And in every situation I interpret myself as "losing" in some sort of way,
which over time has amplified low self-esteem I've already had. How do I strike that balance of being
a masculine man, while still being a nice guy and emulating our Lord Jesus Christ? What are some
practical ways I can be more of a man?
EDIT: 14% BF, 5'7", 145 lbs, 170 bench read RPC Unemployed, planning to get a job after getting
my license (I'm 17) Moderately Mature, reading the Bible multiple times a week, recieving revelation
from the Lord on verses I have trouble with, bothered by sin in the world and looking to help people
when I can, yet constantly worried about the Rapture and being lukewarm
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Help. // Porn sucks
28 upvotes | July 13, 2020 | by smalltownartteacher | Link | Reddit Link
My boyfriend of over a year is struggling with a porn addiction he revealed to me about 10 months
ago. I know the road to any addiction recovery is never without errors, but we have been struggling to
find solid resources for battling this thing.
I am asking for your best Christian-based resources for overcoming porn. These can be for him
specifically, or for couples to grow together. Really looking for any suggestions, but the more
spiritually based the better. Any counselling, podcasts, video series, accountability partners and other
options would be great.
My boyfriend and I truly believe that God has called us to marriage together, but we do not want to
begin our commitment to Him in this way, or have children, before we can get to a higher ground
regarding this porn battle.
Also, any advice for me as a partner/ female in this fight for my boyfriend would be deeply
appreciated. We are becoming desperate for help.
**Edit: Here are my stats bc some people asked for them:**
1. Stats: Body fat/ 5'8" tall and 135 lb, I used to lift but I fell out of love with it.
2. I am a teacher with steady income, no debt
3. I have been serious about my faith for the last 2+ years, pray throughout the day, and read
scripture twice a day.
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The Origins of the Ekklesia ("Church")
28 upvotes | August 1, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I've heard the claim a number of times that "the origins of the word 'church' point to a place of
worship." On r/askRPC a user asked if it's a biblical command to attend a weekly service. Other
similar issues arise frequently, so let's talk about this.
"Church" is NOT Derived from Ekklesia
You heard me right. "Church" is one of the translations we have given to the word Ekklesia, but that's
not the etymological root. The word we derived "church" from is actually German: Kirche. Some
suggest that this may have come from the ancient Greek Kuriakon (or sometimes conjugated
Kuriakos).
Kirche in the German referenced a building or location.
Kuriakon in the Greek generally means "belonging to a lord."
It's not hard to see how some people would confuse the location of the church with something
belonging to God. After all, even the Jews before the cross understood the notion of devoting land
and property to God (Mark 7:9-13, for example). That said, anyone looking at the two can obviously
see that the two words split significantly in their definitions and historical use.
The latter is only used twice in the Bible, and never as a reference to the church. The first is in 1 Cor.
11:20 regarding eating "the Lord's supper." The other is in Revelation 1:10, referencing "the Lord's
day." Note, of course, the comparison with Kyrios (sometimes Kurios), which is the Greek for "lord"
and often used to reference Jesus throughout most of the epistles.
The Original Ekklesia
When talking about the Church, there are two Greek words that are translated as such: Ekklesia and
Koinonia.
Koinonia is the word used to describe the spiritual connectivity of the Church. It is generally used to
reference a oneness bond existing throughout a group. It's where we get the word "communion" from,
as the KJV translated it that way and the word stuck. During "communion" we share a oneness with
Christ. In the same way, Koinonia references, on occasion, the oneness that exists among a body of
believers - that we are united in Christ, despite being different members of a singular body.
Ekklesia (or Ecclesia) is the word used to describe the structure of the church. It had an established
meaning in the Greek language. While "church" to us seems like a uniquely religious word that
predominantly applies to Christians, that wasn't the case for Ekklesia in the Greek language that most
of the new testament was written in. It was a commonly understood term for a political (arguably
military) structure. There are councils, senates, committees, ekklesias, and so on.
Thought Experiment 1: Imagine this: in general life among your Christian friends, instead of
the church the translation was "senate" and that's the word we used regularly. How would that
change your perception of things? "Sorry, I can't hang out on Sunday because I have a Senate
meeting." "I love my Senate." "You should go to Senate more often." "The Senate is Christ's
bride." This has a massively different connotation to what we understand about the Church
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today, right? This is how the Greek-speaking population would have read the word understanding, of course, that the reference was to the spiritual Kingdom, not the physical body
that met in Athens.
The original ekklesia was a fascinating event, arising even before Daniel's time, meeting as early as
621BC. The Greek Empire in those days had a form of democracy that involved a popular assembly
called an Ekklesia. A few relevant details:
There were not many Ekklesias. There was only one. It referred to a unified assembly of the
entire Kingdom, and not merely individual local assemblies throughout the Kingdom (which
also existed by different names).
It was not only comprised of willing participants of the entirety of the Kingdom; all people in
the Kingdom were bound by it! ... even if they were not present or did not agree (i.e. were in
the voting minority).
It was not a mandatory meeting. While attendance was encouraged, there was no
expectation of attendance.
A quorum of no less than 6,000 people had to participate in any votes or else it was
rendered moot or the meeting would be cancelled.
To encourage attendance, a per diem was given to all who participated: 1.5 drachma for
special ekklesias and 1 for the ordinary. A drachma was roughly a day's wages.
It focused not on teaching the attendees how to be "good little boys and girls." Rather, it was
viewed as a business meeting. The people voted on issues related to Kingdom expansion - do
we go to war? Send a diplomatic envoy to a neighboring Kingdom? Shall we ratify a treaty?
Who do we appoint to keep rebels and criminals from destroying the country from within?
This one's the must humorous to me: it met outside on a plain and not in a building.
I do not believe that in borrowing the word, Jesus or the apostles necessarily intended us to model the
Greek structure of the Ekklesia exactly. Rather, I believe they were intending to convey, "Hi all you
Greek-speakers. You remember those Ekklesia meetings you've been having all these years? Well,
what I'm referring to is kind of like that, but based on the way Christ set it up rather than the way the
Greeks set it up." This is pretty much the same thing Paul did in Acts 17 when preaching the Gospel
with reference to the "unknown god" statute in Athens - find something not necessarily identical, but
close enough that it conveys the point, while giving room for preaching God's intentions through that
vehicle.
That said, I do believe the functional nature of the Ekklesia was part of the connection Jesus and the
apostles were trying to make.
Thought Experiment 2: Imagine if instead of the Ekklesia Jesus referred to our modern
Congress, which is probably the closest thing we have to the Greek Ekklesia in America (with
some significant differences). Now, consider the function and structure that this wordassociation would generate today. Can you imagine being told to build a Congress for the
Church and instead coming up with the local congregational structure we now have and calling
that our "congress"? Of course not. Virtually everyone alive today would know that what we do
is neither structurally nor functionally anything like the American Congress from which the
word would have been borrowed. In the same way, I'm confident that anyone alive in Jesus's
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day would look at our modern structure and say, "That's not an Ekklesia. You all are crazy."
Now, I've already noted that it's not meant to be a perfect comparison. Christ's Ekklesia is certainly
distinct in many ways from the Greek ekklesia. But if we strip away our modern notions of the word
"church" and, instead, place ourselves in the shoes of a brand new believer in the apostles' day who
knew nothing about what Jesus taught and hadn't read the epistles and only heard that there was an
ecclesia of Christ, here's what one might assume about it:
The Church should meet corporately and universally, not only locally and divided (if it would
meet locally/divided at all).
There should be a singular, united structure for the Church, not numerous
branches/denominations.
The Church should not be tied to or associated with a building or location, but understood as
the assembly of the people, meeting wherever is convenient.
The purpose of the meeting is to decide matters of policy and vote on military matters,
primarily affecting Kingdom expansion.
There would be no expectation of teaching on how to be "good little boys and girls" (which
would have been taught by discipler-makers within the Church).
It would include appointing magistrates to judge and condemn those who would internally
present a threat to the Kingdom, such as through promoting heresies.
It would discuss policies on what types of bridges/treaties to build with those outside the
Kingdom (i.e. the intermingling of "church and state").
It would financially provide to the attendees rather than be a financial drain on them.
Now, I'm not suggesting the Church should incorporate all of these things. Again, this is just a picture
of what someone in that day may have imagined based on that word alone. But it does get our brains
realizing that we are WAAAY more unlike the Greek ekklesia than we are like to it.
Ekklesia Participation
Here's another fascinating point: the Ekklesia had restrictions on who could attend, speak, participate
in votes, etc. It was limited to every (a) free, (b) native, (c) adult, (d) male (e) citizen in the entire
empire was invited to attend and vote on certain issues. Consider these requirements in light of what
we see in Scripture about participation within the Church. It would be limited to those who were
(a) free - not enslaved by sin
(b) native - born ("again" in the John 3 sense) into the Kingdom
(c) adult - spiritually mature
(d) male - i.e. not women
(e) citizen - i.e. primary allegiance is to the Kingdom, not another country.
Interestingly, I could point to a number of Scriptural passages that would imply that this is the
framework the apostles had for how the Church should be run, at least from a leadership, decisionmaking standpoint.
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CONCLUSION
While the Greek ekklesia is not a perfect parallel to what Jesus and the apostles were building, that
word was chosen over other structures at the time that would have been more alike to what we see in
churchianity today. This tells me that Jesus and the apostles had a more Kingdom-building
understanding of what the Ekklesia of Christ. While I won't conclude the parallels should all apply,
what I AM willing to conclude from this is that the Church is not meant to be a place for people to
come, hear a nice little lesson, ponder a quotable phrase for a few hours, and get on with their week.
It's meant to be a strategy and planning session for how we get the Gospel out to the world - which is
how the war will be won.
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Are you *TRULY* Red Pill?
28 upvotes | August 5, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
What makes a man "red pill"?
A. Suppose a man reads red pill forums for several years. He reads every sidebar book, all the
top posts, and familiarizes himself with all the major blogging content in the manosphere. He
doesn't believe a word of it, but it fascinates him.
B. Or suppose he does believe it. He gets fired up and goes through his rage stage before
moving on into embracing the reality of how the world operates as a fact of life that he can
make for him. But the red pill life requires him to change too many things about himself that he
doesn't care to do. After all, it's hard work and he doesn't have the chops for that, so he ignores
it. He spends the rest of his days as a fat slob, playing video games with most of his free time,
ending up a true incel, forever alone, yet continually fascinated at how perfectly the red pill
explains his life experiences and why he has been rejected by women.
C. Or suppose a man knows the red pill, but completely rejects it as a source of truth regarding
intergender relational dynamics. He, for independent reasons, lifts weights, develops a
charming personality, is in high social demand, at the top of his career, and ultimately marries a
major hottie. He idolizes her and continues to do all of these things in the hope of keeping her
sexually interested in him.
D. Or suppose he doesn't give two franks about her because he knows he could have sex with
any woman he wants, but he stays loyal because she pleases him and continues to provide value
to his household. He's still clueless about the red pill, but has observed enough about human
nature to know that what he's doing works. He does live out of his own point of origin and
accomplishes everything he sets his mind to, which happens to perfectly align with everything
the red pill expresses to be true, despite his ignorance of it. His life is exactly as he wants it to
be, not what anyone else tries to make of it.
E. Or what of the man who reads the red pill forums, applies what he learns, and finds his goals
becoming realities?
We'd all agree that behavior alone does not make a man "red pill," right? You can't lift enough, be
charming enough, or have a good enough social game to be red pill if you're still pining over women.
We'd all agree that knowledge alone does not make a man "red pill," right? You can't read enough
books, write enough posts, or have a thorough enough understanding of the content to be red pill if
you reject the notion that these things have any application in your personal life - you are not
transformed by them.
But at some point something clicks in the content. You realize: This isn't just some interesting theory.
If it's true, then to accomplish my relational and sexual goals, I have to adjust my strategy. That is
when you're red pill, right?
And perhaps even the man who doesn't know the content for what it is, yet by nature lives by what is
true and trusts that it will work for him - as it does ... perhaps he is also red pill.
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What makes a man "Christian"?
A. Suppose a man reads the Bible consistently for several years. He reads it completely, studies
commentaries, familiarizes himself with historical contexts and memorizes passages. He
doesn't believe a word of it, but it fascinates him.
B. Or suppose he does believe it. He gets fired up about this fascinating new discovery he's
made about how God created the world and the spiritual realms beyond it that influence
everything that's been going on for millennia. But the Christian life requires him to change too
many things about himself that he doesn't care to do. After all, it's hard work and he doesn't
have the chops for that, so he ignores it. He spends the rest of his days as a gluttonous
drunkard, giving in to sloth, sexual sins, and ending up a truly depraved individual, yet
continually fascinated at how perfectly the Bible explains his life experiences and why he never
feels fulfilled in life.
C. Or suppose a man knows the Bible, but rejects it as a source of truth. He, for independent
reasons, decides to love his neighbors, serve those in need, develops a character of bold
humility, is well-respected, and ultimately loved by all, accomplishing great things from his
own internal sense of altruism toward the world. He thrives on the way the world recognizes
him for these accomplishments, even if he doesn't show it, and he continues to do them in the
hope that history will recognize him for it.
D. Or suppose he doesn't give two franks about recognition from the world because he knows
he could get recognition if he wants, but that's not what it's about for him. He continues to do
these things because he genuinely loves the world God created. He's still clueless about
anything the bible says, but can see through creation that there is some god out there who wants
better for humanity - to redeem it - and that what he's doing is consistent with what this
unknown god might expect of him. He lives to serve this unknown god and accomplishes
everything creation can reveal to him about that god's expectations of him - which happens to
be perfectly aligned with everything the Bible says is true, despite his ignorance of it. His life
is, for all practical purposes, the closest representation of Christ on the earth since Christ
himself, not what the world or any other religion would have him be.
E. Or what of the man who reads the Scriptures, applies what he learns, and is transformed such
that God's goals through him become reality?
We'd all agree that behavior alone does not make a man "Christian," right? You can't be good
enough, humble enough, meek enough, serving enough, make enough disciples, or anything else to
be Christian if you're still rejecting the truth of Scripture as the underlying foundation for your
behaviors.
We'd also all agree that knowledge alone does not make a man "Christian," right? You can't read the
Bible enough, memorize enough verses, study enough commentaries, or have a thorough enough
understanding of theology to be Christian if you reject the notion that these things have any
application in your personal life - you are not transformed by them.
But at some point something clicks in the Sciprtures. You realize: This isn't just some interesting
religious text. If it's true, then to accomplish my innermost goals and for my life to have any meaning
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at all, I have to adjust my lifestyle. That's when you're Christian, right?
And perhaps even the man who's never heard the name of Jesus or seen a Bible for what it is, yet by
nature lives by what is true and trusts that the God who is discernible through nature will value his
dedication ... perhaps he is also Christian.
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‘Twas the night before Jesus came
27 upvotes | December 25, 2019 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
‘Twas the night before Jesus came and all through the house
Not a creature was praying, not one in the house.
Their Bibles were lain on the shelf without care
In hopes that Jesus would not come there.
The children were dressing to crawl into bed,
Not once ever kneeling or bowing a head.
And Mom in her rocker with baby on her lap
Was watching the Late Show while I took a nap.
When out of the East there arose such a clatter,
I sprang to my feet to see what was the matter.
Away to the window I flew like a flash
Tore open the shutters and threw up the sash!
When what to my wondering eyes should appear,
But angels proclaiming that Jesus was here!
With a light like the sun sending forth a bright ray
I knew in a moment this must be The Day!
The light of His face made me cover my head
It was Jesus! Returning just like He had said.
And though I possessed worldly wisdom and wealth
I cried when I saw Him in spite of myself.
In the Book of Life which He held in His Hand
Was written the name of every saved man.
He spoke not a word as He searched for my name;
When He said "It's not here" My head hung in shame!
The people whose names had been written with love
He gathered to take to His Father above.
With those who were ready He rose without a sound
While all the rest were left standing around.
I fell to my knees, but it was too late;
I had waited too long and this sealed my fate.
I stood and I cried as they rose out of sight;
Oh, if only I had been ready tonight.
In the words of this poem the meaning is clear;
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The coming of Jesus is drawing near.
There's only one life and when comes the last call
We'll find that the Bible was true after ALL!
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What's the difference between a red flag, a red flag that can be
resolved? Am I being too picky?
27 upvotes | June 12, 2020 | by Citadel-3 | Link | Reddit Link
Physical: 18% body fat, 5'9", 174 pounds, estimated 1 rep max: 180 bench, 285 squat, 350 deadlift
Reading: read all of the sidebar, read through most of Deep Strength's blog
Finances: 160k/year, no debt
Spiritual: daily quiet time, prayer 2-3 times a week, currently teaching/doing Bible study with my
family and some non Christian guys I'm evangelizing to, actively involved in a mission-oriented
church to advance the mission (currently helping create new content for creative evangelism in Asia),
tithe ~12-15%
Age: Me: 27, her: 23
What's the difference between a red flag, and a red flag that can be resolved?
In the course of my dating my girlfriend, she's told me that because of past hurts, she has problems
with intimacy, both emotionally and physically. Growing up in a wealthy family, she was
emotionally neglected by her parents since they were always too busy working to take care of her, so
she was raised mostly by nannies and other servants. She didn't receive much love or attention from
her family or caretakers. In addition, she was also sexually abused as a child, so she has a fear of sex
and a lack of desire for sex as a consequence. The emotional neglect has made it hard for her to trust
people and get close to them emotionally, as she's afraid of relationships for fear of getting hurt by
them.
That's a pretty obvious red flag, but she's very godly and working hard on herself to fix them. She's
getting weekly therapy to try to overcome her issues, even though she admits it's difficult. She's
taking a break from active ministry and evangelism to do more reflection and reading. She's reading
through a bunch of books on emotional health, spiritual growth, and biblical relationships, as well as
writing regular reflections to send to her spiritual leader for feedback.
She's never had a boyfriend before, and I've never had a girlfriend. But based on all the reading I've
done from the sidebar and Deep Strength's blog, I've been reorienting her view on relationships and
encouraging her to strive for greater emotional intimacy. She acknowledged it's hard and scary for
her, but she's trying and making some progress, as well as working very hard on her own as well.
When I say something, she's very submissive and listens and agrees. According to the sidebar as well
as some of Red-Curious' comments. I think she's a very good example of FAST, faithful, available,
saved, and teachable. And according to the sidebar, that should be enough, as the rest I can teach.
All of this is very attractive to me, and I told her that because of her humility, courage to face her past
trauma and hurts, and willingness to work hard to improve her emotional health, I was willing to stay
with her and encourage her. I've prayed about it, talked with my spiritual leaders and other solid
Christians, asked God for wisdom during my daily quiet time, and so I think I'm making the right
decision.
On the other hand, it's true I could find someone more emotionally stable who doesn't have this kind
of baggage, but in pretty much every other respect she's very ideal. She's very attractive, godly,
submissive, agrees with male headship, respects me, seems to be attracted to me, intelligent,
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hardworking, humble, mission-minded, frugal, and not entitled.
What do you guys think? Is this the kind of red flag that could be resolved because of her
obedience to the Bible, or is it still too much of a risk?
Some possible objections:
She's just using you for your money/wealth, and is just using her intimacy issues as an excuse.
Possible, but unlikely. She comes from a rich family and grew up with servants, so she's never
wanted for material goods. Instead, she was starved of affection and love, not material goods or
money, and from what I can tell based on how she lives her life, she's not a big spender. She's never
asked how much I make, nor would she know from my living circumstances. Both of us live with
multiple roommates from church to save money, promote fellowship, and grow in love for members
of the Body, so we both have the exact same lifestyle and standard of living, even though she
probably makes 1/3 of what I make. I also don't make particularly much for my location. Our church
is very rich, so while I would be considered above average, I wouldn't stand out in any way. She
could easily find someone who makes more than me in our church.
She's saying this because she's not attracted to you.
Possible, but unlikely. She's been giving regular and frequent IOIs from our first date onward, and is
very willing to accommodate me if I ask for something. When I told her I might be too busy for a
previously scheduled date, she said she was willing to meet later just to talk, and that she would be
willing to come to where I was to save time. In fact, she actually had to ask to not text on Sunday,
because she found herself thinking about me too much and getting distracted from focusing on the
message.
Why waste your time? Abundance mentality and OI, bro.
I get this, and that's why I'm even asking here. But one thing to keep in mind is that both of us are
minorities, and a big reason why I asked her out is because we're the same minority. We're not from
America, and we weren't born here, although we now live here. For cultural reasons, I wanted to date
someone of the same race as me, which doesn't leave a whole lot of options. Godly, serious,
committed Christians like her are even rarer, and highly attractive ones are rarer still. To be fair, we
go to a minority church that's very mission minded, so it's not as if there are no other options for me.
There are, and my spiritual leader's wife said she could help recommend someone suitable to me. But
I know who she recommended, and I would definitely be losing out in other areas such as
attractiveness, godliness, and common vision (we both have the same vision for our lives in terms of
how to serve God) in exchange for better emotional and mental health. And it's not like I'm some
kind of 10/10 man either. I have my own issues, which she has said she is willing to accept.
What if you get married and things don't improve much, leading to very infrequent sex?
This is definitely a concern, and something I've spent a lot of time thinking about. I don't think I have
a high libido, probably about medium, so I wouldn't mind having sex once a week or once every
other week, if it came down to that. It's not ideal, but I think I'd be okay with that situation, and we
both have a lot of optimism that things will get better as she continues to work on herself. We trust
God, and we trust in the power of the gospel to transform lives and renew our minds, completely and
fully (Rom 12:1-2). I told her I was willing to be patient with her, knowing her situation. She
recognizes herself that emotional and physical intimacy are very important in a marriage, and she
wants to and has been working to improve herself in this area as well. But just to be sure, I'm
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planning on doing a Bible Study with her through Ephesians 5 and 1 Cor 7 to get her perspective on
spousal rights to each other's body, as well as male headship.



EDIT:
I've realized that some more context might help with people's suggestions.
I go to a church that's extremely mission-oriented. Our motto is that everybody is a soul winner,
meaning that everybody who attends is expected to be engaged in active evangelism. It's not unusual
for people to spend 20-30 hours a week on activity directly related to the mission, to the point where
every once in a while, our senior pastor has to force people to scale back a bit to avoid getting burnt
out and spend more time on relationships. We get accused by other people (often lukewarm
Christians) of being a cult, of neglecting our kids, of being too zealous for the mission or for God.
I've focused on the mission for the past 8 years or so, always making it the number one priority in my
life, so dating is actually a very welcome change of pace as I enter a different season of life.
The dating and marriage culture is also very mission-oriented. Typically, people will date for only 6
months from first encounter to engagement. I'm not sure what's typical in other church circles, but we
usually have one date a week where we see each other for 2-3 hours. Sometimes a date will just be
two people meeting up in a cafe to work on the mission together; one person might be preparing a
message, while another person is researching new outreach ideas. That means total in person contact
is probably on the order of 50-100 hours total, which is probably less than even some arranged
marriages.
Dating is also extremely secret, such that nobody knows who's single or dating, or who's dating
whom. There's a lot of gender segregation, not unlike orthodox Jewish synagogues, and if you're
interested in somebody, you're expected to ask your leader for his or her availability and their contact
info because often times you know nothing about the other person beyond their name, appearance,
and in what capacity they're serving. As you can imagine, this adds unique challenges to dating,
making the possibility of exploring other options probably more difficult than in other contexts.
Despite that, divorce rates are extremely low in our church, literally <1%. Out of hundreds of married
couples, there have only been 2 divorces because everybody is so focused on the mission and obeys
the Bible, and so couples will bond over doing the mission together, which often helps resolve fights
and prevents putting either spouse on a pedestal. That's not to say things are perfect; fights definitely
still happen, people become resentful, and sometimes leaders have to intervene to resolve a marital
conflict.
With such a high emphasis on the mission, spouses become your most reliable source of support and
everybody is expected to work together. For example, the wife cooks a huge meal for an outreach
dinner, and the husband prepares the content, or the husband watches the kids so the wife can go
meet and disciple the women under her. Of course, sex is still very important because sexual union is
very important in marriage, but I recall our senior pastor's wife saying a typical frequency is perhaps
once a week (I think she's speaking from experience based on counseling couples in our church), so I
was surprised to find out everybody on this sub considers twice a week the minimum for a healthy
marriage.
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As a consequence, I would suspect chemistry, compatibility, ability to work well together, and shared
vision for our lives become relatively more important for a potential spouse than in other social
circles. My girlfriend and I have plenty of all of the above, and we both share the same vision, which
is to do college campus outreach to international students, with a 10 year vision of moving to become
long term missionaries in China or Japan.
Our senior pastor has mentioned several times that our church is very atypical, that most American
churches are not like that. Since this is the only church I've ever been to and the church in which I
became saved (I grew up an atheist and became Christian in college), I have no idea what it's like in
other churches, even other very biblical churches.
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resisting oneitis in a secular city
27 upvotes | July 28, 2020 | by blamethewalrus | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 23M, 6'0", Don't measure BF: 15-20% range, ~170lbs. Bench: 200 lbs. Deadlift: ~170lbs.
Bicep Curl: 40 lb dumbbell each hand.
Reading: I have read 80-90% of the sidebar, Rational Male, Bachelor Pad Economics, and
/u/deepstrength's book. Read the Bible several times but always going back
Finances: ~$40k leveraging into a $60k job right now. I have no debt, close to $100k in the bank
from investments. I am gaining experience in a highly demanded field and my job prospects look
great moving forward.
Spiritual: I do not believe in building oneself up, but many older Christians have remarked positively
on my maturity. Friends who are a year or two older than me come to me for advice. Pray multiple
times a day, quiet time every other day (working on getting to daily). Still plenty of growth ahead.
If this is better suited for r/askRPC just let me know.
I have recently moved to a secular area in Europe where I have a good career opportunity for the next
few years that fits in with my mission. This is a spiritually dead area, but I am grateful to be
connected with one church of about 40 people who live in the Word.
There are some young couples in their mid-late 20s which is good to have some people my age. But
there is only one other single, a couple years younger than me, and unfortunately for me she's more
beautiful than any of the single girls I have seen at church ever in the US.
I know the temptations of my heart, and I can already sense my mind beginning to develop oneitis. I
have reviewed the sidebar post dealing with this, but I was hoping to receive more guidance.
I am firmly rooted in my mission to serve Christ, even if I do burn for marriage. A battle I must
undergo everyday
Theoretically I should have abundance mentality. I know several non-Christian girls here who
have been flirting with me and made jokes about what it would be like to sleep with an
American. But I have zero interest in them because of their lifestyle, so I feel confined to this
one Christian girl who I have only briefly met.
The pastor has emphasized to me that there are virtually no other Christians here who are alive
in the Spirit which again makes it difficult to develop Christian women orbiters, so to speak and
have that shotgun mentality recommended here.
I keep sensing my mind falling into the "this is meant to be" trap even though I know it is an
illusion. Small church with only two young singles, I show up as she's figuring out next steps in
life, she fits my type to an almost uncanny degree, her parents have been very welcoming and
seem to like me a lot, etc.
I know the importance of the slow burn when it comes to these kinds of things. It is a possibility, but
it is only that at this stage. But my mind keeps returning to it, and because there's always a one week
gap between each church service, it leaves a lot of time for my brain to play tricks on me and keep
fashioning this oneitis icon.
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Advice and guidance on navigating this would be deeply appreciated. I am continuing to work on
entering the Word and prayer to direct my heart toward God.
EDIT: To fill out my stats more
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Can’t stop giving into temptation
27 upvotes | August 6, 2020 | by wharri215 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 18% body fat 6’4 235 RPC Collegiate athlete(football) Pray often, Spiritual maturity 6/10. Try
to share the greatness of God quite often
I cannot seem to sweep this temptation with women.
I’m a 19 year old boy trying to achieve the red pill male. I need advice as to how to get rid of these
thoughts and actions I sometimes act upon.
Temptation is so hard to resist with women for me because they’re more often than not quite easy to
get for me.
I feel like my ways with them are restricting God from giving me many miracles and blessings.
I feel so lonely sometimes and don’t have any friends where I currently transferred for college so I
feel like that contributes to it. All responses are welcome and nothing but the cold heart truth thanks
all.
Edit: Stats, grammar, details.
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Low self-esteem due to childhood trauma, want to be a man but
don't know how
27 upvotes | May 24, 2021 | by prisonmike1990 | Link | Reddit Link
I don't even know where to start. Sorry this is about to be long post..
Background: I'm the middle child of 10 kids, 4 brothers and 5 sisters. I grew up in a broken home
with a Dad who I didn't see for 10 years due to custody.
I was always a shy kid, and my two best friends were my two sisters - one a year older and the other a
year younger. We spent alot of time with the neighbor kids, who were both girls as well, all
throughout elementary school.
As I got into HS years, I went into a severe identity crisis and depression due to family issues that
never seemed to end, and the fact that I had no male role model to look up to. My mom was never
there emotionally.
I started hanging out with dudes in highschool, but I think because of mainly hanging out with girls
during my childhood, I was usually the kid in the group who got teased and picked on cause I had no
idea how to stand up for myself, and I didn't know that guys and girls are very different in how they
interact with each other.
To this day I'm still that kid everyone seems to pick on, even if they aren't trying to be malicious. My
self esteem is pretty much non-existent. I see literally everyone, even strangers, as better than me.
Not equal.
I've always had a desire to be that manly guy that people can look up to, but instead seem to be that
guy that people consider to be just "nice".
Doesn't help that I look 15 when in reality, I'm 22. I have very feminine features.
I did research and I know I have nice guy syndrom. I read "no more Mr. nice guy" and that helped
slightly.
So I was molested by my brother when I was a kid, he was 4 years older than I, but he was still young
as well. I didn't fully realize what happened until I got older. I don't hold any grudges against him, but
me not standing up for myself and letting it happen only further ingrained the idea that I'm a weak
man.
Not a single person in my family knows my brother did this to me, and they never will. It'd destroy
them. Because unfortunately, when I was already in a severe depressive state during my junior year
of high school, he committed suicide. He was a good man despite what he did to me. For the next two
years of his passing I became suicidal and believed God was punishing me with this life as I was
grieving.
Fast forward, I graduated HS and it's been 4 years later. I was in a relationship after HS and looking
back, I realized how feminine I was and unconfident in my masculinity I was. We only lasted 8
months but she my first serious girlfriend.
That inspired me to try and become a man, I started lifting heavy, and doing some research on
improvement, but I never seemed to apply anything.
I fully realized the other day that I'm still the same dude as I was four years ago. Insecure, a pushover,
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too nice ( Im so insecure, I don't know when not to be nice?) I still make better friends with woman,
but only those who I'm not attracted to.
I tried developing a strong relationship with God, and I thought I did, but lately I've been struggling.
I went to a coworkers going away party last night, had a few drinks then went home early due to bad
thought spirals which started when I got made fun of for liking NF, I havnt mentioned listening to
him in 2 years, I brought it up once and he still remembers. ( for some reason it made me feel
insecure, like am I weird for liking his music?)
I mean, I liked him more when I was younger, but why would he still remember me bringing it up? Is
it something he brought up to my other coworkers and they laughed about it behind my back for the
past two years? I'm not really into the same music they are, like Brock Hampton ect. But either way,
why am I so unconfident in myself that this bothered me?
I despise the person that I am. I want to be strong, funny, charismatic, masculin. And above all, have
a strong faith in God. But I'm none of those, and people wouldn't describe me that way. And I have
no idea how to change myself. I thought I've tried so hard, but in reality I never apply the things I
learned; I don't know how. Other than lifting weights.
Last night in a drunken rage, I ripped up my Bible. I felt like God was all in my head and no real
help. I regret doing it but I do still feel angry at Him.
I guess my question is, is there any hope in changing myself, with still seeing the same people
everyday, that know me a certain way? I feel like I have to maintain the person people know me as.
How can God help me with all this?
My post was all over the place but I'd appreciate any advice if anyone has any.
Update:
Stats: M, 22. 5'9 175 lbs BP 205, SQ 225, Bent over rows: 185
Thank you all for taking the time and giving me advice. I am incredibly thankful that I found this sub.
I truly believe God led me here. I've never been so uplifted and ready to take on my issues as I am
now.
Jui jitsu, or martial arts is something I will add to my life forsure.
God bless.
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Pregnancy and Sex
27 upvotes | June 9, 2021 | by wildhusband2019 | Link | Reddit Link
I would like to know what other couples did to keep the sexual connection going through pregnancy.
I know that bloating and nausea is a factor in women not being interested in sex while pregnant but
what things did other couples find to be helpful in their sex life in the season of pregnancy?
PIV sex can be difficult but I would like to know if there are any couples how may have figured
something out.
Oral sex can be challenging with nausea but wonder if there is a trick to it.
I can’t think of anything that would have Hand Jobs being something that wouldn’t allow this to
happen but I’m open to knowing what other couples may have done in this area.
I think when my wife may not be interested at all I wonder if masturbation is big during this time and
how was it agreed upon? My idea situation in this area would be masturbation as she holds me or lay
her head on my shoulder or chest as I do it. I would like to know what other couples may have done
in this area.
Lastly, are there any husbands who didn’t participate in sexual intimacy during the season of
pregnancy and abstained until after child birth and healing?
My intentions are good. I’m not pressuring my wife into anything. I’m not complaining about
anything. I’m curious about what other couples did during this time and would like some insight on
the matter.
All comments are appreciated and I welcome discussion.
Thanks.
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FR: Phone Repair (WISNIFG)
27 upvotes | November 25, 2019 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
28yo, 144lbs, ~14% BF, wife 31yo (married 4yrs), son 3yo, daughter 1yo
OHP 5x100lbs, Squat 3x190lbs, Deadlift 3x240lbs, Bench 6x140lbs

Intro
I dropped a 35lb plate on my phone at the gym. It was a really dumb move, I know. I watched in slow
motion as the weight fell all the way to the ground and took my phone with it. By some miracle, it
only shattered the back glass - an aesthetic wound but still a big deal to me.
My gameplan for the repair was simple. Best Buy shows they can make this repair for ~$75 on
Samsung Galaxy phones. I can redeem some rewards points at work to get a $100 gift card. I
downloaded that gift card, made an appointment at Best Buy, and set out to set the world right again.
Little did I know that I would need to use my skills from When I Say No I Feel Guilty to navigate
several different interactions.

Best Buy
I arrived at my Geek Squad appointment early and met with a rep. He looked at my phone, saw that
on the whole, it's an easy fix, but shared some bad news:
"Unfortunately, Samsung hasn't given us any parts for the S10 series, so we can't repair your phone."
Assertive Right #9: You have the right to say, "I don't understand."
"Your website listed the Samsung Galaxy series. I don't understand."
"Yeah, we can repair any of the other models. I don't know why, but we don't have anything for the
S10 models. You'll need to take it to this independent repair shop 20 miles away to get the fix."
Self-Disclosure & Workable Compromise "Earlier today, I redeemed some rewards points at work for
a $100 Best Buy gift card specifically to cover the cost of this repair. I'm disappointed that I won't be
able to redeem this since you can't repair it. Is there anything you can do for me?"
"Well, not really ..."
Broken Record & Workable Compromise "Are you sure? I would really like to spend this money on
fixing my phone."
"Let me talk to my manager." My rep disappears into the back.
A few minutes later, the Geek Squad rep brings his manager out, who says, "Sir, I'm sorry about all
this, let me have a look at that gift card. The best we can do is refund this $100 to a credit card, will
that suffice?"
"Yes, that would be fantastic."
A few minutes later, I have a receipt in hand showing $100 transferred to my credit card.
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Independent Shop
Before driving off, I pull up Google Maps to check out this store they mentioned. Yes, there's a
location 20 miles across town, but there's also one just a quarter-mile away! I give them a call, and
they confirm they can do the repair. Awesome! I head that direction.
I walk in and work with a tech. We get the process started, taking my details, and looking over my
phone. Just as we approach the end of this transaction the tech tells me, "Just so you're aware, we're
not licensed by Samsung the way the other store is, so if we fix it your manufacturer warranty will be
voided. If the other store does this repair, your warranty will be fine."
"Oh, that's good to know. How much time is left on that warranty and what does it cover?"
"Looks like you have about 6 months left, and it would cover any internal hardware or software
failure that's not the result of physical damage."
"Yeah, I want to keep that warranty. I'll take it to the other store."
Now, because this drive is 20 miles and rush hour is just getting started, I called the other store to
double-check all the facts. One of their techs picked up the phone.
"Hey there! I was just at your other store, and they said if they fix my back glass on my phone, it will
void my warranty, but if you fix it we'll be all good. Is that right?"
"No. I don't know why they keep telling people that. The license we have doesn't apply to this
circumstance. They can fix it just like we can and you'd still keep your warranty."
Assertive Right #9 "I don't understand. Why does the team here think that it would void the warranty?
Who would they need to talk to for final confirmation?"
"They would need to call Samsung directly to get a final, 100% answer on that. If you want to come
to our store, feel free, but you really don't have to."
I'm glad I called! I walked back into the store. I spoke with a different tech this time.
"I just called the other store. They said you can repair the phone here, and it won't void the warranty.
Apparently you can call Samsung directly to get all the details."
"I'm seeing here on my system that it would void the warranty. You'll need to take it to the other
location."
Broken Record "The other store was sure that you guys could do it and that Samsung can fill you in
on how the process works."
"Hang on."
The tech disappeared into the back. They had a spirited discussion with differing opinions on the
matter. The lady in charge, from what I could tell, assented that calling Samsung was the only way to
find out, but she informed her team, "Ain't no way I'm sitting on hold for an hour just to find out!"
The tech came back out. I smiled, "Yeah, I heard all that."
"So, what would you like to do."
Self-Disclosure & Broken Record "I'd really rather spend my money with you guys instead of driving
across town. I'd like you to call Samsung and let me know what they say. I can wait."
The tech wasn't happy, but he gave a nod of assent and disappeared into the back. I waited for about
20 minutes. Other customers came and went. Lots of interesting stories of how everyone else also
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smashed up their own phones.
The tech comes back, "Okay, we can do it."
Assertive Right #9 "Excellent! I don't understand, though, how does it work?"
"Because you smashed your phone, the warranty is voided right now. However, once we do the
repair, if the device passes all our tests, we can reinstate the warranty."
"Oh, that makes sense! When can I pick it up and what's the damage?"
"If during the repair we don't discover any other problems, the total will be $60, and we'll have it
ready for you in two hours."
I fixed my phone and got to keep $40 which would have otherwise had to have been spent at Best
Buy via that gift card.

Conclusion
So many men in the world are pushovers. A key part of the mature masculinity is clarifying your
immediate and long-term goals and navigating the world to achieve them.
When I Say No I Feel Guilty provides a wealth of practical tools to assertively navigate that world,
especially when you feel your request or goal will inconvenience others or cause conflict. For the first
few months, these types of conversations felt scripted. Each piece of the exchange was awkward trialand-error in which I was anxiously asking, "Will that line work for me like it worked in the book?"
Now, though, these strategies naturally pop up as a regular course of my communication. Issues that
would have been major hurdles are now easily handled. It took time to get to this point, but if I can do
it, you can do it.
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AWALT and M/W-Complex
27 upvotes | October 7, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I don't have time to refine this, nor do I care to, so here's some stream-of-conscious. Have fun.
THE BASICS
AWALT is an essential concept to understanding intersexual relational dynamics. Rollo has said a
number of times that "hypergamy is everything." I agree. But hypergamy only matters if we also
agree that AWALT. Otherwise, we're left asking: are 10% of women hypergamous? 50%? 90%? If
your wife is one of the non-hypergamous ones, then we might as well throw everything we know out
the window.
Now, let's get foundational here:
AWALT does not mean 100% of every woman who ever lived. There are outliers. To pick an
easy example: mental health issues can create clear exceptions to any claim of 100%
infallibility when it comes to human thought processes and behaviors.
AWALT is not meant to describe the behaviors of women, but the underlying biological and
psychological impulses that influence their behaviors. Some women are more disciplined than
others and therefore won't express AWALT traits, but the underlying desire is still there.
A few ECs on MRP have worded it: "Don't be surprised if your wife is like that too. Just
because she doesn't act like that now doesn't mean she won't later."

BIBLICAL FOUNDATION
It's been brought up on reddit and in other Christian circles that "AWALT" as a concept is offensive
to any reasonable interpretation of Scripture. Most of this stems from a misunderstanding, but their
main rationale is a very liberal notion that everyone is unique and broad classifications over entire
people groups is either sexist or racist. The Bible doesn't actually paint such a picture. God doesn't
have any problem lumping entire people groups together:
Romans 3 is a great place to start, as Paul lumps all of humanity into an "All People Are Like That"
framework: "There is no one righteous, not even one; there is no one who understands; there is no
one who seeks God. All have turned away, they have together become worthless; there is no one who
does good, not even one.” He's not speaking in hyperbole or exaggeration here. He literally means
(while quoting OT) that every single person is like that.
Genesis 18 is another great example. There was an entire city of Sodom that God intended to
condemn. Abraham argues against God, saying, "Surely NOT All Sodomites Are Like That, right?"
He keeps pleading, "What if there are only 50? 45? ... 10? righteous people in Sodom?" God says,
"For the sake of the 10 righteous, I would spare the city," yet God blows it sky high anyway. Why?
Because All Sodomites Are Like That.
We could keep going throughout the times of the Judges and the Kings. God orders entire nations to
be slaughtered. Surely we can't judge entire people groups by the bad eggs among them, right? And
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yet God does exactly that - and then he calls his people to be the ones to execute his judgment.
Or consider creation itself: Genesis 1. God creates men and women. Categorically, with limited
exceptions for birth defects, have a head, a brain, two eyes and a nose, feet and hands. Men have
penises. All Men Are Like That. Women have boobs. All Women Are Like That.
Then we go to Genesis 3 and see God intentionally setting categorical patterns in place:
The serpent is cursed to crawl on his belly - and not him only, but every snake who ever lived
after that.
Adam is cursed with having to work hard and by his sweat to produce food for his family - and
no man since then has ever had it as easy as in Eden.
Eve is cursed with greater pains in child-bearing - and every woman since then has had to face
this (pain-killing medication notwithstanding).
Are we truly shocked, then, when we see that Eve's desire for control over Adam would be extended
to all other women as well? And yet just as a man can cut off his foot, and therefore consciously
deviate himself from his natural state, so also can women choose to reign in those tendencies. But just
as a Christian determined never to sin again is always still tempted, so a wife determined never to act
on her hypergamous nature still has a hypergamous nature.
What Are AWL?
I've never seen anyone actually list out the AWALT traits that get talked about. It usually comes up
piecemeal when someone sees a commonality. So, let's figure this out. Feel free to add to my list.
Illimitable Men includes hypergamy, solipsism, Machiavellianism, and immaturity as
underlying principles which prompt such behaviors as branch swinging, blame shifting, and
emotional impulsiveness.
Rational Wiki uses words like: manipulative, abusive, sociopathic, destructive, drama-oriented
liars. Yikes!
From reading MRP for as long as I have, I pick up traits like: hypergamy, emotional
impulsivity, illogical thought processes, attraction toward bad boys, drying up to betas, being
self-absorbed, conformity to strong leadership, etc.
Interestingly, after Googling around for a bit, the fullest list I was able to find was from our
very own /u/Deep_Strength's blog: check it out.
Regardless of what any sector of the manosphere might think, we can at least reliably contemplate the
things the Bible says. Deep listed many of them, but off the top of my head, here are the ones I
believe I could biblically support:
Basic anatomical commonalities
Sinful with an innate sinful nature
Hypergamy
Idolization of being in a relationship
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Subconscious preference for being a follower
Overt impulse to control the man she's with
Imperative to have babies with a strong man
Emotional impulsivity
Comparative weakness (though the interpretations on this vary)
Nuturing
If we allowed anecdotal evidence from Scripture to be representative, we could add to this list with
things like opportunistic, materialistic, manipulative, etc. - but I don't want to over-reach here. It's
important to note that not only is this list non-exhaustive, it's also non-exclusive. These traits are not
necessarily exclusive to women. Men might share some of these traits also, either en masse or ad hoc.
+/- APPLICATION
It's important to note when contemplating AWALT traits that there are both positive and negative
traits on the list. Even more fascinating is that many of the allegedly negative traits can have positive
application or function in a relationship. After all, there's a reason men are designed to desire women
and not other men (of course, I'm not going to address homosexuality here). Let's take a look at a few
of these, so you can see what I'm talking about.
Hypergamy: The sexual dynamic of the red pill is to make hypergamy work for you. And it
can! It's not bad that women are hypergamous; you just need to know how to make hypergamy
work for you. Guns aren't bad - they can be incredibly valuable to a person, but it takes
handling them properly to make them work for you instead of landing you with a prison
sentence.
Overt impulse to control the man she's with: Yeah, this one's a pain in the butt. But it's also
what forces men to become better men - not because he strives to live up to her expectations,
but because he must eventually develop an emotionally dominant frame to stand up to her in
order for him to find peace. And for thousands of years this worked perfectly, until the
feminine imperative shifted from uplifting women to also include weakening men - now to the
degree that men can be thrown in jail for merely emotionally upsetting his wife enough to make
her concoct a story of how she has somehow been abused (not to be confused with actual abuse
cases).
Imperative to have babies with a strong man: Be that strong man and this means lots of sex.
Emotional impulsivity: Trigger her emotions and unbridled passion erupts in the bedroom too.
You see, as much as MGTOW and other guys may complain about some of these qualities, they're
also part of what makes women women - and I, personally, love women a lot. Take these traits away
to make her more man-like and suddenly we're either not attracted or we find ourselves leaning a
little more gay.
MY EXPERIENCE
Many of you know my own story with this. I thought I'd found a unicorn. My wife seemed perfect to
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me with all those rosy colored glasses I had on at the time. I used to call her Mary Poppins "practically perfect in every way." Then she admitted years into our marriage that she had faked a lot
of it just to get me to marry her. Turns out she was like that too.
In the reverse: when I first started posting on MRP, explaining what had gone on in my marriage, I
was told that my wife was an outlier and that even the red pill didn't hold hope for me - that I needed
to leave her and move on. A few short weeks later, turns out they were wrong - AWALT stretched
even to someone the red pill community thought was an outlier.
The reason it's so easy to be fooled is because AWALT describes the subconscious tendencies of a
woman toward certain attraction patterns and behavioral choices. Many women act overtly on these
subconscious proclivities, whereas others have been conditioned to hide them. Those who have been
conditioned to hide them often have conscious paradigms in which they operate that affect their overt
thinking, producing the subconscious repression of their AWALT tendencies. When this occurs, if
you never trigger one of their AWALT traits, you'll never notice the suppressed tendencies at all,
reasonably believing your wife is NAWALT. But if you do trigger one of them - such as being
cocky/funny toward her when she says she can't stand cocky men - you'll notice the dissonance
between her speech and her physically reactive cues ... hence the saying: watch what she does, not
what she says.
MAKING IT WORK FOR YOU
Now, as I've been saying, if you think your wife is a special little snowflake, you need to think again.
She's not. She hasn't avoided AWALT. She's like that too. She just hasn't acted on it ... yet. Or maybe
"yet" never comes. But even if she goes her entire life without expressing AWALT traits, that doesn't
mean the core desire and impulses aren't there. And if they're there, what do you do with them? You
make them work for you.
I knew a guy whose wife was neck-deep in churchianity culture. Okay, I know a lot of guys like that.
Let's call this particular guy Bob. Bob's wife was hard-core "NAWALT," so he thought. His wife
never once contemplated divorce as an option - no branch swinging. She refused to spend any time
with men who were not her husband. She was against all the liberal feminists and totally believed in
things like biblical headship and male-led church structures. She didn't gossip. She didn't use
Facebook for validation. She wasn't prone to hyper-emotional outbursts and was overall logical and
even-tempered. She didn't boss Bob around or place harsh expectations over him. When she was
wrong, she owned up to it. She was constantly focusing on others' needs, even at her own expense.
That's how she was raised to be.
Of course, Bob wasn't happy with his sex life. So he asks me how he can make it better. I start
sharing with him some concepts we've talked about here. "Oh, no. She'd never go for that," Bob snaps
back. "My wife has always hated muscular guys. She's more interested in stimulating conversation.
She also doesn't like dominant men. When she sees guys acting alpha on TV shows it disgusts her."
Brother, she's fitness testing you! He was clueless. Every time she says she doesn't like alpha guys,
she wants to know if you're going to beta-up to try to appease her, or if you're going to do your own
thing. And you wonder why your marriage is sexless. "No, you don't get it. She's being serious. I'd
totally push her away if I tried that. Things would get even worse." Even worse than what? No sex at
all? What's worse than no sex? You already said she didn't consider divorce an option.
Bob believed his wife was NOT AWALT. She was the exception to the rule, in his mind. But I
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persuaded him to start acting on some basic principles anyway. What did he have to lose? Surprise,
surprise: sex started returning to their marriage. What happened? I thought she was NAWALT?
Bob discovered that his wife was merely suppressing her innate desires because they were
in conflict with her present reality. When her husband changed to start triggering her
innate tingles, she suddenly shifted from subconscious suppression of her AWALT
tendencies to overtly embracing them.

MADONNA/WHORE
This probably deserves more time than I'm going to give it, but suffice it to say that many Christian
men suffer from the Madonna/Whore Complex. This is when a man polarizes his view of a woman to
place her in one category or the other without seeing the possibility of the opposite traits in her.
Consider two somewhat extreme cases:
He might look at an actual prostitute and see her only as a sexual object without understanding
who she is as a person and that she desires love, relationships, and all those fuzzies as well.
In the reverse, he may see a nun and contemplate her as a source of emotional comfort,
empathy, and an overall uplifting spirit, all the while not realizing that she also has sexual urges
and all kinds of kinky tingles as well.
What makes it most problematic is not the lack of awareness, but the impossibility in the man's own
mind of seeing the reality in this. A man might fantasize about having sex with a nun who wants to
get dirty, but if he were to meet a hot nun in real life, he'd never try to pick her up the same way he
would a girl at the bar. And yet her vagina doesn't work any differently than any other woman's - he
merely thinks he must approach her uniquely.
And this is how many Christian (and non-Christian) men see their wives. They are so used to her
NOT being a sexual person that they forget that she IS a sexual person. So, even after they make a
few basic improvements to their lives, they're either not willing to initiate with her properly or not
willing to experiment toward the sexual lifestyle they want with their wives because they believe "she
won't go for that." But AWALT - the prostitute wants fuzzies (BB) and the nun wants sex (AF), even
though they have publicly repressed those aspects of their hypergamous nature.
Ultimately, a man must understand both the madonna and whore in his wife and the spectrum of
AWALT tendencies that aren't fully expressed in their relational context before he can have both a
happy marriage and a satisfying sex life.
BACK TO THE BIBLE
Now, I couldn't reasonably end without going back to the underlying theological premise of
everything I teach here at RPC: that our human relationships are parallel with our spiritual marriage
with Christ.
How does Christ view the church? Does he see us as dirty, nasty sinners, like the whore, whose only
redeeming function is that we can spiritually reproduce more disciples for him? I think not. Does he
see us as an upright, holy body that is lovely and pleasing and glorious in his sight, and would never
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degrade in reproductive passions? Of course not. Christ sees us as pure and holy [here's the kicker]
BECAUSE of himself - Christ - in us. Our holiness is a byproduct of our groom indwelling us, which
is what makes Christ love the church so doggone much, even though we are so doggone filthy all the
time. And he also sees our spiritually reproductive capacity and desires to use it to create more
holiness.
Now, you know biblically that Christ sees both your holy and whore-ish attributes. All people are
sinners and all Christians are holy. AChristiansALT - and as Christ's bride, it's not too far off, in the
parallel, from saying AWALT. But in practice, my guess is that you believe Christ views you as one
or the other, and that's affecting how you relate with him. Do you believe God sees you as holy and
upright already, and therefore has no need for using you as a tool for his spiritually reproductive
purposes? Or do you see yourself as an object of his use, failing to recognize the delight he takes in
the holiness you have through him? These questions matter. They will affect what your mission is, or
what's holding you back from living it out.
And if you struggle with how you believe Christ views you (not to mention how you view him on this
dichotomy), there's a good chance that you project the same thing onto your wife, and that this is
equally holding you back from experiencing the relational and sexual fullness you could have in your
marriage.
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Repenting of NOT being a man
27 upvotes | June 27, 2019 | by NoFaithInThisSub | Link | Reddit Link
I initially was not sure if i should write this, but i think God gave me a moment in a conference of a
testimony that made me rethink that i better post it.
Maybe 1 year ago, i asked God in 1 of my prayers "God, make me an alpha male, what you called me
to be" of which i know i heard back a thought "you don't know what you are asking for". I took that
as maybe it's wrong for sexual reasons, but little did i realize that being alpha does not mean sexually
only.
A few months ago i was sitting on my bed in prayer, and i had a moment where i realized, that i need
to repent for not being a man, for wasting time, too many video games, poor diet choices, not
managing finances, not doing the mandate of heaven on my life, just generally not managing
effectively everything I have been given.
I had a vision of myself sitting down as well, that i was growing up, and it was a new time, and
perhaps was a defining moment, a shift in spirit and mind towards being a man.
The testimony that prompted me to post this, was from a conference recently. A preacher was talking
about how you know sometimes you think X person is gay and then think, nah that's probably wrong
and then years later you find out X person was gay indeed.
The preacher then said they were talking with a pastor friend of theirs who is somewhat known in
Christian circles, who leads a sizeable Church, and in the private conversation said to him "oh yeah, i
used to be gay". The preacher was saying that there is no way he would have guessed his friend was
gay at all, and asked him how this was so. The friend said "oh yeah, i asked God to restore my
masculinity".
That point hit me, which made me realize, yes Lord, restore my masculinity. And not in the 10years
way, in the 10 seconds kind of way. God can and will do these things, as He made us to be.
I believe mine is being restored in many areas fast. Some of you may need to ask in prayer and faith
for these things too.
Another thing i realized is that frame is basically making a good decision you want in any
circumstance. Not dictated by others (women, evil spirits, desires of the flesh), but by you and your
spirit, being led by God.
Who ever it's for, i hope it blesses you.
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Silent Cal: Master of STFU
27 upvotes | March 8, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
BIO
Calvin Coolidge was America's 30th president. He got his start practicing law in Massachusetts with
the philosophy that the best way he could serve his business clients was not to fight diligently in
court, but to keep them out of court in the first place. He worked hard and his solo practice boomed
as a result. He met a teacher named Grace in 1903 and they were married two years later. Despite
their financial successes, Coolidge insisted on living a frugal life, often preferring to rent over
purchasing his own house.
After being elected to city council, solicitor, and the clerk of courts, he eventually rose to be elected
to the state house of representatives. After his second term, he returned home to grow his family and
run for mayor of his hometown of Northampton. In a single year he upped teacher salaries, decreased
the city's debt, and still managed to lower taxes. He was persuaded a year after that to become a state
senator. In his third term he become president of the state senate, then ascended to lieutenant
governor and eventually governor of massachusetts.
In 1920 he was selected to run as vice president alongside Warren G. Harding. While Harding
campaigned from his hometown, Coolidge toured the northeastern states, attracting a crowd who
appreciated the brevity and potency of his speeches. They won.
After Harding passed away, Coolidge was awoken to press at his door in the middle of the night. He
put on his clothes, said a prayer, accepted the oath of office, then went back to bed. During the next
election cycle, after placing his name on the ballot, his son died. Due to his grief, Coolidge chose not
to campaign hard. While his opponent ran in the fashion of many modern politicians today, Coolidge
refused to run a smear campaign or even mention his opponent by name, instead focusing all of his
speeches on his theories of government and what is best for the country. He won.
Coolidge's presidency resulted in massive economic growth known as the "Roaring Twenties." His
administration imposed almost no regulations on businesses, deferring virtually all legislation over
businesses to the states, allowing capitalism to thrive.
He also had some of the biggest tax cuts in history. By 1927 only the wealthiest 2% of taxpayers paid
any federal income tax at all. He believed, as evidenced by the economic growth the nation
experienced during his tenure, that a reduction in taxes provided more money for the purchase of
goods, which helped businesses who could use those funds to hire more workers, and on and on.
Despite cutting taxes so severely, he didn't have to decrease the federal budget - it remained flat. Yet
he was also able to pay off 1/4 of the national debt - a remarkable accomplishment.
Ronald Reagan, hailed as one of the greatest economic leaders in American history and founder of
what we now call "Reaganomics" for the great success he had while in office, acknowledged that his
success came from the model Calvin Coolidge had established.
LIFE LESSONS FROM SILENT CAL
Calvin Coolidge was the master of STFU. Dorothy Parker, a celebrity at the time, was once seated by
Coolidge at a dinner party. She informed him that she had made a bet that during the course of the
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meal she could make him say more than five words. He only ever gave her two: "You lose."
How often does your wife intentionally try to rile you up and get you talking? How often do
you end up saying something stupid in those moments?
He often sat through entire social events without uttering a word. When asked of this behavior he
replied, "If you don't say anything, you won't be called on to repeat it."
How many times has your wife tried to repeat things you have said, in the midst of an
argument? Would you have been better served if you'd just kept your mouth shut?
In one of his early positions he was required to run through several meetings every day. Somehow he
always left at 5pm. One of his colleagues, who was often there until 9pm, once asked him: "Look,
you and I have the same job. We talk to the same number of people. Yet you leave at five every day
and I'm here until nine. How come?" Coolidge answered, "You talk back."
How much time in your day is wasted from chit chat that you don't even want to be having?
Are the conversations you're having actually advancing your mission and social influence, or
are they idle words that accomplish very little?
As a vice president, he attended every cabinet meeting, but it's said that unless someone asked him a
question directly he never opened his mouth, despite listening and absorbing every detail. He later
said, "You can't know too much, but you can say too much." It wasn't through dominating the
conversation that Coolidge learned what he needed in these meetings in order to later become a
successful president - it was by STFU.
Are you actually paying attention to what's going on in your home? Are you learning from what
you observe, or are you too busy talking all the time that you miss what's actually happening?
Even when he decided not to run for a third term as president after the death of his son, one article
notes: "He did not talk about his feelings. Instead, he simply wrote a note to reporters saying: 'I do
not choose to run for President in 1928.'"
How often are you quick to talk about and express your feelings rather than limiting your words
to those which actually need to be said?
On his death, Coolidge's will was administered, being only one sentence of 23 words long: "Not
unmindful of my son, I give all of my estate, both real and personal, to my wife, Grace Coolidge, in
fee simple." Now, as an attorney he should have known that this is not ideal (no executor, no
succession plan if his wife predeceases him, etc.), but it certainly highlights his character for
simplicity.
When you give instructions about how your house is to be managed, do you fill it with a lot of
bloat, or do you get right down to the point?

SEXUAL HUMOR
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This deserves a section of its own. Coolidge and his wife were touring a government farm and went
on separate tours. Passing by a prize rooster, a farmer noted that among the rooster's many talents was
that he had sex multiple times a day. Mrs. Coolidge said, "Be sure to tell that to Mr. Coolidge when
his tour comes by."
When it was his turn at that end of the tour, the farmer delivered the message. Calvin asked, "Is it
with the same hen every time?" The farmer answers, "Oh, no. It's with a different hen each time."
"Be sure to tell that to Mrs. Coolidge."
LEADERSHIP AND LEARNING
What fascinates me most about Coolidge is that he proved that STFU doesn't just work on an
individual level, but even on a global and economic scale. He believed that the best way of leading
was not by speaking, but by doing. His system of governance was based on enabling the states under
his headship rather than stifling them through additional rules and boundaries from federal regulation.
He did not demand that others follow his ideals; rather, he redirected the momentum that they already
had into purposes that suited his greater vision.
It was said of him, "Calvin Coolidge believed the least government was the best government; he
aspired to become the least president the country had ever had; he attained that desire." Sound
familiar? Matthew 19:30.
Many men believe that the best way to run a household is to set clear boundaries and enforce them.
Certainly there is a need for boundaries, but I often find men with way too many rules and
regulations. I met with one guy who became upset with his wife because she faced the dishes in the
dishwasher one way instead of 90 degrees the other way. Seriously?!
The mark of a good leader, as I have often found, is not that he tries to control his subjects; rather, it
is that he points them in the right direction and empowers them. I say this not merely because I know
that my wife might be reading, but because it is true: I am proud of the work that my wife does. She
has many great ambitions, though she rarely feels like she lives up to her own expectations. My goal
has never been to stifle her ambitions, as if that would somehow make me feel superior to her (a la
the 4th quote below). I have always wanted to point her in the right direction - a direction that
furthers the purposes God gave me over our family - and encourage her in that path.
That is what I see in Calvin Coolidge's presidency. He communicated his vision to the states for what
they could be (ex. his Have Faith in Massachusets speech), then ran his office in a way so as to
empower them to live out that vision in the manner they are each individually called.
I mentioned in a previous post Brian Sanders' book Underground Church, which adopts a
substantially similar model of church governance: rather than trying to support church leadership
through keeping people in the seats, we must empower the empassioned within the church to go out
into the world. Rather than defining and bolstering the boundaries of a singular congregation, he
minimized the pressures from the headship (akin to federal authority) over the people and empowered
the micro-churches (akin to states) to do what Christ was calling them to do, after pointing them in
the right direction. This is a wonderful lesson we must all learn.
Coolidge also believed in a system of self-governance, as America was founded on. There exists a
wide chasm between the "us" of the people and "them" who are the leaders of our nation. Coolidge
had a different impression of this dichotomy, noting: "We draw our Presidents from the people. It is a
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wholesome thing for them to return to the people. I came from them. I wish to be one of them again."
He recognized the importance of self-governance and also that "self government means self support."
Imagine if our churches understood this in leadership? That the pastor is not the "them" of leadership,
but one of "us" - one of many in a mass of royal priests called to carry on the good work that Jesus
started! There are countless additional principles that can be learned from his leadership, but these are
the ones that strike me the most.
COOL(idge) QUOTES
Men do not make laws. They do but discover them.
This is, of course, what we do here. We do not decide what is true for ourselves; rather, we search the
Scriptures and observe relational praxeology and discover what is true.
Courts are established, not to determine the popularity of a cause, but to adjudicate and
enforce rights.
If only the masses protesting the Kavanaugh hearings understood this.
Nothing in this world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is more
common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost a
proverb. Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts. Persistence and
determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan Press On! has solved and always will solve
the problems of the human race.
I have often tried to coast on my talent, genius and education. It doesn't work. Coolidge is right about
the value of persistence.
Don't expect to build up the weak by pulling down the strong.
... contrary to popular liberal philosophy.
It takes a great man to be a good listener.
2/3 or 80/20 rule.
Our government rests upon religion. It is from that source that we derive our reverence for
truth and justice, for equality and liberty, and for the rights of mankind. Unless the people
believe in these principles they cannot believe in our government ... Of course we endeavor
to restrain the vicious and furnish a fair degree of security and protection by legislation and
police control, but the real reform which society in these days is seeking will come as a
result of our religious convictions, or they will not come at all. Peace, justice, humanity,
charity - these cannot be legislated into being. They are the result of divine grace.
Amen.
It is much more important to kill bad bills than to pass good ones.
Reminds me of Deep's and OZ's recent posts on the importance of killing unattractive behaviors as a
higher priority than adopting attractive ones.
We cannot do everything at once, but we can do something at once.
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Got it. Don't go Rambo, do start applying.
I have noticed that nothing I have never said ever did me any harm.
STFU.
I want the people of America to be able to work less for the government and more for
themselves. I want them to have the rewards of their own industry. This is the chief
meaning of freedom.
I've written in the past that "the marriage" doesn't exist, yet so many people live to serve "the
marriage." u/redpillcoach's videos talk about how most marriage counselors focus on "the
relationship" as some higher entity that must be fixed or gratified for the couple to be happy, but that
Gottman and the red pill subs recognize this as a falsehood - that it is the people in the marriage who
make up the marriage, and we must take individual responsibility for our life pursuits and how we
behave. We must be whole on our own before we can be whole together.
We do not need more intellectual power, we need more spiritual powoer. We do not need
more of the things that are seen, we need more of the things that are unseen.
A solid reminder of our focal priority.
Don't you know that four fifths of all our troubles in this life would disappear if we would
just sit down and keep still?
Again: STFU.
They criticize me for harping on the obvious. If all the folks in the United States would do
the few simple things they know they ought to do, most of our big problems would take care
of themselves.
A la Deep's latest post and my post on the importance of the basics and the sidebar content on the 7
basics of following Christ.
The only way I know to drive out evil from the country is by the constructive method of
filling it with good.
As in the 400-level content.
CONCLUSION
The length of this post notwithstanding: STFU.
Obviously there's a time and a place for talking. Being a talented conversationalist has significant
value and should be employed in its time. If I had to boil down the lessons I take from this post - and
maybe you find more - it would be these four:
Yes, talking is what draws a crowd to you.
STFU is what will keep them from walking away.
Action is what will keep them following you.
Empowering them to carry on your vision without micromanagement is what will make them
effective in their following.
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My Anger Phase
27 upvotes | January 24, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
When I took the red pill I did not experience the "anger phase" as many do. Sure, my mind was
somewhat blown when I internalized the concepts hypergamy, AWALT, and Chad, but they made
sense. In fact, more than being upset I found myself excited. You can't win a game unless you knew
the rules, and the red pill helped me learn the rules of the game I found myself in.
This is also the reason for my anger phase.
Why did I have to find some random secular hole of the internet to discover the rules of the game?
How come the church never taught me what amounts to basic biblical truth? Why didn't my pastors
teach this stuff during pre-marital counseling? After all, most (if not all) red pill concepts are readily
found either in scripture or in nature. How could my pastors and elders be so blind?
They'd read scripture. They knew exactly what Paul wrote about women in the church and family.
They had to know that their version of "complimentarianism" was merely egalitarianism in drag.
Whether it was ignorance or cowardice that lead to their silence, the men at the helm in the church
today are wreaking havoc on Christian marriages. To borrow a redpill term, they are drunk captains
and the bride of Christ suffers for lack of strong leadership.
The manosphere is full of criticism towards Christianity, some of it is misguided, but too much hits
close to home. This is one of the reasons I feel so strongly about RPC as a community. We just
recently broke 2,000 subscribers to this sub. That means 2,000 men who are learning and
experiencing a "new" way of conducting themselves. 2,000 men who know, live, and teach, the truth
can radically change the landscape of modern Christendom.
Make no mistake about it men: living your mission, leading a successful marriage, and ruling an
orderly home is a serious gospel testimony to a world full of men who are giving up.
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The Christian Brad Pitt thought experiment
27 upvotes | December 22, 2018 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
This is a throwback for men who are interested in women, have girlfriends, or are married. I was
reminded of this by a redditor who had a disagreement with his 18-month girlfriend, and she
responded by literally giving him the silent treatment.
Basically, "Christian Brad Pitt" is a way to evaluate and gauge a potential girlfriend or wife
and their interest in you.
What would happen if Christian Brad Pitt had a disagreement and his girlfriend was angry?
She definitely would NOT give him the silent treatment. She would be angry for sure, but she would
also likely give him grace in the particular situation as she would still want to be with him. Perhaps
she would approach the situation kindly and forgive the mistake. She would definitely make time to
try to talk and figuring things out instead of run away and clam up. She knows she could be dumped
and many other women would be willing to take her place.
To look at this further, if a Christian woman is going to blow up at small things, imagine how much
worse it would be if you're married and disagree on big decisions or likes to be contentious about
every little decision. This is a very yellow if not red flag for the relationship. Avoiding/cutting
someone off like that is exactly the wrong thing to do in a relationship that is headed toward
marriage.
If this was me, I'd be very upfront and tell her that I'm not going to marry anyone who is going to
treat me that way. If she's going to pull stunts like this, it's best to part ways. I would expect my
future wife to be a mature adult and handle any disagreements with maturity, grace, and class.
Someone who is serious about the Christian walk and unity over being disrespectful and petty with
middle school girl behavior: the silent treatment.
Of course, you can apply the "Christian Brad Pitt" standard to multiple other situations too:
Is she interested in me? If she's going out of her way to meet up with you or text you at every
opportunity you betcha. If she's really slow or days late responding or keeps putting off meeting
up, probably not.
Is she wife material? Does she enthusiastically want to marry you for you... or is it because you
are giving her things or she is settling for you? The enthusiasm is there for Christian Brad Pitt
but might not be there for you if she's half-hearted in the relationship.
Does she blow up or be contentious at the small things? She wouldn't do that if she was married
to Christian Brad Pitt now would she? She would be afraid he would get tired of her and dump
her or be mad at her for good reason.
One of those things you should keep in the back of your mind and analyze if you are considering
marriage. How would she react if she was with someone who is regarded as universally attracted and
famous versus you?
If she's not crazy for you, then that could be a possibly ticking time bomb underneath the surface. In
some cases, it is better to stay single than to marry. You can devote more time to God, and you won't
be taken advantage of by a woman who may not fully take her vows seriously.
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On Looks, Genetics, and The Black Pill
27 upvotes | December 12, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
In a recent post u/BobbyMckgee brings up and attempts to answer a question that shows up in various
places of the manosphere:
how much of a role does the genetic hand you've been dealt play in your success with
women?
The conclussion arrived at by the end of the post is that due to social media distorting the Sexual
Market Place "genetics play an ever so large role" and to "pursue an LTR with a woman 2-3 points
below your SMV" meaning "if your SMV is 7 or below, this could be a deathknell as you likely don't
want a 4 or 5." He suggests that if you are a 4 or 5 of 10, you will NOT be ever attracting a 7.
In the interest of brevity I am not going to interact with the post point by point, but rather give an
alternative conclusion.

The Genetic Lottery
Genetics matter a greeat deal in attraction, just as they do anywhere else. Short? No NBA for you.
Low IQ? Probably not going to MIT on merit. Terrible eyesight? No flying jets for you. Etc. etc.
Now. Should these people throw in the towel, dispair, and be black pilled? Of course not. Each was
dealt a different hand by God, entirely beyond their control. Their only rational option is to play the
hand that was dealt them to the best of their ability.
In terms of looks, everyone has a genetic starting point as well as a genetic potential. Some suggest
that SMV is fixed and can't be improved more than a point if at all. That's stupid. Just look at the
"brogress" sub for proof.
Take a look at these guys:
5'8" "Nerdy" guy (6 months)
5'10" "Adam Sandler-ish" dude (5 years 3 months)
6' "Fluffy to Foxy" guy (3 years)
5'11" "Gas Chamber to Aryan Overlord" (6 years)
Now, would any of the "before" examples stand a chance competing against their "after" selves in the
SMP? No. Each of these guys increased their base looks-only SMV by at the very least 1 point. Look
at every "before" picture and you will see a guy who could have easily said, "I don't have good
genetics, so I'm going MGTOW/Incel" and felt justified doing so. Yet they each took the time to selfimprove, sometimes to dramatic effect.
My favorite is "Fluffy to Foxy" guy. The vast majority of women wouldn't have even noticed
"Fluffy", let alone consider him as a sexual option. "Foxy" on the other hand is a panty dropper to
many women. I don't think it would be an exageration to say he went from a 4/5 to an 8. What
changed? 3 years in the gym (hence why Lifting Is Not A Suggestion around these parts), a haircut,
and much improved fit/style. Just consider being that guy for a moment. Is your life not considerably
better in every way? Your clothes fit, you are stronger and your body is more functional, women
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notice you, etc.
Is "Fluffy to Foxy" a genetic ubermench who hit the genetic jackpot? No. Is he taking steps to
approach his genetic potential? Yes. That's the difference.
This is why the blackpill is for losers. Literal losers. Like, you lose if you take the blackpill and throw
in the towel. It isn't rational behavior at all.

The Downside of Genetic Giftedness
Being genetically gifted in terms of looks (facial structure, height, ethnicity, etc) is like playing a
game with cheat-codes on. This makes "winning" come much easier than it would otherwise and the
need to develop solid "game" unimportant.
Well, the reason why marriage is called "RP on Hardmode" is largely because "game" becomes
disproportionately important in an LTR. I've known several guys who were genetically gifted in
terms of looks and despite having terrible game had no trouble at all picking up women. Their
struggle? They had no game or concept of how gender dynamics worked and they would always
manage to blow up their attempts at LTRs. The "I used to be alpha, then got married and turned beta"
trope is this very issue.
Imagine a trust fund kid and a poor kid. Imagine these four outcomes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The trust fund kid blows the money and ends up broke
The trust fund kid learns how money works and stays rich
The poor kid learns how to make money and gets rich
The poor kid stays poor (...and then leeches off the system, votes democrat, and ruins western
civilization..)

Being blackpilled on genetically determined looks is taking option number 4. Even if the kid in
option 3 never gets a tenth as rich as the trust fund kid, he is still better off than #4 loser kid. Don't be
the loser kid.
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A cry for help from a young dysphoric man
27 upvotes | March 19, 2022 | by Zach8171 | Link | Reddit Link
I am a young Christian man and I suffer from gender dysphoria (gender confusion). However, I
wholeheartedly believe that God created me male, I know I am a biological male, and I therefore
refuse to transition. I do however have very long hair, which makes me look androgynous, and I
shave my face excessively, which leads to razor burn and bumps - but that it is all. I am aware that
this may be sinful and I am 100% willing to do something about it in order to follow God’s will and
honour Him.
It seems that my dysphoria simply will not go away. Every week, I suffer from dysphoric thoughts,
and they are constantly trying to convince me that I am a woman and that I need to transition in order
to be happy. They are saying that my crippling depression is caused by my refusal to transition.
Now, please tell me - if transitioning is a sin, if I am not allowed to transition, how am I supposed to
go on like this? My life is a constant battle, a constant struggle, and I am getting more and more
depressed. I want clear, strict steps: a manual/checklist of the things I must do in order to embrace my
God-given male body, soul, and self. I need discipline! I want to embrace the man I am. I desperately
want to become a biblically masculine young man! I know I am a male, but it seems that the
dysphoria refuses to go away. What should I do? What must I do? Please help! My only wish is to
honour God and follow His will.
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Updated Sidebar pdf and epub
27 upvotes | May 15, 2022 | by DeChef2 | Link | Reddit Link
I just finished (quickly) reading through the sidebar, fixing some mistakes and formatting errors and
updating some of the graphics, so I've updated the links in the sidebar post.
We seem to get more traffic and posts during the summer, so this is a perfect reminder to READ
THE SIDEBAR! Seriously, it will answer so many of your questions and so many of the questions
you are going to have. If you don't, you will post a question and be immediately told to read the
sidebar. It also gives you a feel for the community and people involved so you know what you're
getting into.
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Why is female virginity valued while male virginity is not?
26 upvotes | May 21, 2022 | by Pale-Wafer-9393 | Link | Reddit Link
In essentially every historic society, regardless of religion, race, and geographic location, strong
emphasis was placed on female virginity. It seems to be something that men universally valued. On
the flip side, male virginity was viewed as neutral or even a negative. Is there a reason for this?
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Welcome to Red Pill Christians
26 upvotes | July 8, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
As I have found to be true among most Christian marriages, I lived through the dead-bedroom
marriage (DBM). Sadly, because sex is "dirty" or taboo in the church, there are few places to talk
about it. Even when you do find forums of people willing to chat, they're usually extremists who want
to cave to social pressures or subjugate women altogether.
Red Pill thinking is essentially this:
MEN
Men are responsible for leading the household. If things don't go the way they want, they have
to take responsibility for it, not blaming it on their wives.
Leadership requires setting boundaries and maintaining them. This is called a man's "frame"
and the entire household should find comfort in resting within it.
Frame doesn't work if it's weak or too small, causing it to break or preventing anyone from
finding comfort in it. This is unattractive, causing your wives and children to lose respect.
Men, you can strengthen your frame when you own your stuff (OYS). You must show your
family that you are a capable captain, able to pilot the ship where it must go. This means
balancing and delegating responsibility rather than avoiding it so your wife has to deal with it
or dictate the balance.
Being a capable captain means setting goals and following through in all areas of life, not just
the ones that you think will improve your sex life.
A man's motivation to improve himself and lead his family must come from within, not from a
hidden agenda to make his wife owe him sex. Women can sense covert manipulation.
To lead in fostering a healthy marriage means cultivating both attraction and comfort - these are
the man's responsibility to generate, not the woman's responsibility to find.
WOMEN (taken from r/redpillwomen)
"Relationships generally work better if the man is in charge. It is a preferred relationship to
both the man and the woman. This is due to the inherent dominant nature of men and the
submissive nature of women."
"The ultimate goal for a woman is a long lasting relationship with a man who she loves,
respects, and is attracted to."
"Women are gatekeepers of sex, men are gatekeepers of commitment."
"If you want to have a good partner, you have to be a good partner. This means having some
understanding of what men want in a partner ... and then using that information to become the
best version of yourself you can be."
"Truth is more important than feelings and truth is measured by results."
"Every woman ultimately bears agency for her outcome and satisfaction with life. One of her
most important responsibilities is choosing a man worthy of her trust and devotion."
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As Christians, we view all of these principles and more in the context of Matthew 6:33 - "Seek first
His Kingdom and His righteousness and all these things will be added to you as well." This verse is
where my journey began. Seeking God's Kingdom is not a magical wand that makes all your needs
fall from the sky; but seeking His righteousness is the groundwork for an active plan toward pursuing
God-honoring goals with faith and confidence that He will help you fulfill them on His terms.
I look forward to interacting with you all.
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Dating as a Single Christian
26 upvotes | November 28, 2020 | by LilSweetBoi | Link | Reddit Link
I’m trying to understand and find a Red-Pilled Christian way of approaching dating. There seems to
be a lot of differing opinions on the sub.
I hear some people say that I should have a Monk Mode mentality like in some of the sidebar posts,
to chase after my Mission (and not after women) and that I will gain potential options for a LTR/Wife
in the process.
But I also see people saying that I should be able to be the confident Alpha and be able to approach
women in my life and be able to confront approach anxiety, that I should have the abundance
mentality to properly spin plates.
So I guess the core of my question is, how much effort should go into dating as a RP Christian? I
know to be on my mission is the priority, but how can I ever realistically find a wife if I don’t
approach/spin plates? And how will I know if I’m becoming distracted from my mission chasing after
women?
Also, what is your honest opinion on dating apps? (Literally any of them)
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Find Something to Lift around the House
26 upvotes | April 19, 2020 | by SkimTheDross | Link | Reddit Link
There’s a lot of pussies who are either doing nothing or very little training at home. There’s lament
that the McGym is closed. I get that.
However, you’re accountable for your health and your resilience. Get creative - there’s opportunity
all around you. Here’s some examples. Some may apply and some may not. At the very least, it will
get you looking around for ideas.
Lift your kids
They will absolutely love this. You will spend time with your kids. You will set an example for them.
They will egg you on to do more.
Squat down low and have them “take your back”. One arm should be over your shoulder and the
other under. If they have both arms around your neck, it’ll be training with oxygen deprivation.
Squat away.
You can also do weighted push-ups with one of the runts on your shoulders.
OHP is especially challenging because they’ll be laughing from the tickle it creates.
The Concrete Block
A common item. If one’s not lying around, that essential store that’s open likely has one for sale.
Your soft hands from years of keyboard tapping and mouse clicking will get roughed up. This is a
good thing. You can wear gloves if you’re really soft.
There’s the kettlebell swing, kettle bell clean and press, lawnmower or even curl them.
Tie one (or three) around your belt and knock out weighted pull-ups if you have a bar.
5 Gallon Buckets
Another item you can get at an essential store.
Fill it with driveway stone, dirt - even water. Do the farmers carry. That lift got its name for a reason
- take the buckets of feed to the animals!
Bag toss
A 50 lb bag of dog food, potting soil or mulch will work. An 80 lb bag of fertilizer if you’re looking
for a challenge.
Dead lift it off the ground and press it or toss it onto an elevated surface - like a truck tails gate or a
table.
Bent over row or lawn mower it.
The “live weight” causes you to engage much more stabilizer muscle and your grip is needed much
more than on a bar.
You may have to duct tape the bag if you use it a lot.
——
Quit with the victim mentality and seize the opportunity that’s all around you.
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How do I approach my husband about this issue?
26 upvotes | May 18, 2020 | by alwaysnauseated | Link | Reddit Link
Throwaway account. I really do not want to sound like I am bad mouthing my husband, but I need
advice and I don’t have anywhere to get it besides the bible. I feel too awkward to ask those in the
church for help as I don’t want them to see my husband any differently. We are a Christian couple
and I want fellow Christians to help.
My husband is a blunt man and never sugar coats things. He prides himself in being honest. He also
has a “men are better at everything” attitude which isn’t too disturbing for me, because it’s true in
most cases. Anyway, these are some examples of interactions I have had with him that might help
others understand my difficulty;
(Please note I am not saying I’ve acted the best in these situations)
Situation one:
Me: Wow, I’m really on top of things. I finally feel like I’ve caught up on housework. Things were
really hard this week.
Him: So you should.
Me: It’s not easy to work full time and do all the cooking and cleaning.
Him: But that’s how it should be, it’s your role.
Me: I understand that... but most women struggle including me having so much to do. Sometimes
even their husbands help.
Him: Yes, but I’m the breadwinner (he makes more money, even though he’s admitted my job is
more demanding) so it’s tough luck laughs
Situation two:
I was laying down in bed after taking down and folding some clothes. I also put on a load of washing
and had just cleaned the bathroom.
He comes up stairs.
Him: What are you doing? The dishes are still dirty in the sink, they’ve been there for hours. You’re a
slob
(This really really hurt my feelings, he makes so much mess around the house and I constantly clean
up after him. I‘ve never complained about it, he doesn’t see pretty much any of the work I do he just
thinks the house stays clean itself!)
Me: Everytime I started washing you had to take a phone call for work so I stopped
Him: Yea alright sure
Situation three:
He constantly asks to go down on me. I’ve expressed time and time again that I hate it (due to past
trauma). We have done it a few times in our early marriage but that was when I had much more trust
in him. I feel like some of my faith in him is gone.
Situation four:
He will constantly say hurtful things or insensitive things and when I question it he says “I didn’t
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mean it” so I ask him why he bothers to say things he didn’t mean and he will say “I wasn’t thinking”
This especially hurts because now that he’s worked from home I’ve heard him speak on the phone to
coworkers and he is so helpful and kind. He isn’t like that towards me. I thought he was incapable of
it (maybe a bit of autism I suspected) and I didn’t hold it against him because I understand how they
think. However when I saw this capability and thoughtfulness that he rarely shows me, I straight out
asked him.
I asked “honey, you are so helpful and polite on the phone, why aren’t you like that to me at home?
I’ve never seen this side of you.”
He responded “you aren’t paying me.”
Yea. Anyway. Obviously him working from home has been a stress as his expectations for me have
gone through the roof. I have no idea how to speak to him without him dismissing me and saying I’m
sensitive.
Could someone please give me advice? Am I doing something wrong? Why do I bring this side out
of him? I cook, clean and have sex with him daily. I take care of myself the best I can and I do pretty
much whatever he says. I don’t nag him (only the occasions above because I’m at my wits end) and I
never interrupt him when he’s gaming or on the phone. I try to be as considerate as possible.
Other details;
•We both support ministry financially •We watch church together weekly (usually attend, but corona)
•Prayer every night •Scripture reading every night •I make 52k/year, he 82k/year •180k savings
(about to buy a house, no money issues) •I send him 1k a fortnight and used to send 1.5k/fortnight
•Both young and fit. He gyms but obviously it’s closed right now
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To the women in this sub, what are things to watch out for in
other women?
26 upvotes | May 16, 2020 | by agoodcrayon | Link | Reddit Link
Posting here due to /askRPC having much less members - not sure how many women are in there.
Obviously, men can provide some insight as well but since women know women, figured I’d ask
them.
Could you cover a wider variety of women and their pros/cons?
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Worthy of love, earned respect and other biblical marriage
myths (Made for RPCW)
26 upvotes | June 21, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
Let’s talk about Sarah.
She and her husband are Christians and have what I’d call an average marriage.
Like many couples, they’ve had their ups and downs and “seasons” where things weren’t so good,
and both can be blamed for not doing more or working to improve their relationship.
One of the things that hurt her, though, is her husband saying he didn’t have to love her if she was
acting unlovable.
It was something along the lines of “When you start acting in ways that make it easier to love you,
then you deserve my love and you’ll get it. But don’t expect much if you’re not being lovable.”
Then he added: “So I’ll start loving you when you’re worthy of it” said with a certain tone.
Which was the one line that hit her at her core, and she kept replaying this in her mind.
She kept thinking, didn’t God say for husbands to love their wives? Doesn’t everybody have “off”
days or weeks, or things they’re working through and we’re not perfect?
I mean, he’s acting like its conditional and I can only be loved when I’m acting certain way…what in
the world?!!
Help, RPCWomen! Your opinion, please.
What would you say?
What would you do?
Did you get angry or upset with the man, because he was attaching some kind of condition before he
begins loving his wife?
Consider this carefully…
Because I’m talking about you.
You see, I often hear women say things about their husbands like “He has to earn my respect” or
“You only submit if he’s a good leader or Captain” and all kinds of conditional responses.
If you think your husband has to be [fill in the blank with whatever actions or overall character]
before you do or fulfill your part, then it’s logical that the same is true in reverse.
He doesn’t have to love you unless you’re being lovable, etc.
He doesn’t have to provide for your household until you’re being wise and frugal with money, etc.
He doesn’t have to lead you, protect you, lay down his life for you, etc until you do x, y and z.
ALL OF THEM ARE UNBIBLICAL
And you need to repent if you’ve been doing this to your husband, as does he if he’s acted in the
same way.
God’s commands are not conditional
By virtue of being your husband, you are to respect and reverence him.
By you being his wife, he is to love you regardless of your actions.
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You are to submit to your husband even if he’s not a good leader or Captain.
Both of you owe sex to the other, whether he’s dominant and “Alpha” or acts in beta ways, or
whether you’re shrewish and nagging and have a lot of excess fat hanging off of you.
And on it goes…
Someone’s “fitness” for a role isn’t a requirement before you start obeying God’s commands.
Look, I get it.
It’s tough.
I mean, come on, we could all come up with scenarios on each side that, on a human level, would
make it very difficult to do what God commands us.
But the commands are not changing.
The question is, what are you going to do about it?
Your response says a lot about you
Do you argue with God?
Do you fall into one of these categories in your responses? (In some cases, this is the exact
progression a wife follows).
You make an impassioned, eloquent argument and “explain” to God why this isn’t reasonable or
practical.
You consider yourself in a special category because people just don’t know your situation or realize
everything that is going on.
You get emotional and “stomp your feet” and cry alligator tears because it’s too much or “not fair” or
any number of things.
You harden your heart in this area and become a “partial” Christian and decide to ignore God’s
commands in these areas, and focus on other things you know God likes.
It balances out, you think, and after all, you’ve done this before, or have been doing it awhile, and it’s
not like God struck you down or anything.
In relation to the last point, you rationalize your actions with “successes” in your marriage and with
God.
In regard to the latter, you think of how God is blessing you in other areas and conclude “I must be
handling this OK, because look how God is blessing me over here! I mean, if I was really off base,
then no blessings would show up in my life.”
Or with the former, you may think “It may not be good, but I have to do this. I’ve actually gotten
some results with this, it’s the only way to get my husband to be or do “xyz.”
And so you settle in to your current routine, ignoring or rationalizing where needed, to ease any pain
and secure any “victories” that make things easier or you happier.
Decide today, half hearted, hard hearted, or full embrace of “I will love the LORD my God
with all my heart.”
Jesus said “if you love me, keep my commandments.”
He didn’t say attach conditions to them. Or ignore them. Or rationalize them away with real and
“practical” concerns, issues, or challenges.
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It’s a choice.
You can harden your heart and become callous toward the Lord in an area.
Which we both know, always spills over into other areas. You’ll never successfully close off or
separate an issue without it influencing others in your life.
You can half heartedly serve the Lord. It happens all of the time. You can even see some benefit in
doing so, and it’s a nice warm blanket for many, doing just enough, keeping up appearances, seeing
God’s love and blessing in your life at times.
Troubles arise, there’s conviction you kinda sorta respond to, there’s a general unease and lack of
peace but overall, you muddle through. It’s easier here. It’s comfortable. It’s, well… lukewarm.
And God lets us know what He thinks of it.
“So – because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I am about to vomit thee out of my
mouth.” - Revelation 3:16 Young’s Literal translation
God hates the mushy middle. He demands your all, in every area. But it’s always for your benefit.
Speaking of benefits…
*What you are entitled to *
As a married woman, you are entitled to love from your husband.
This should mirror God’s love for us.
It’s not always (or even often) “sweet and gooey” and “I feel so in love” emotional highs (although it
can be), it is love that leads you to being more Christ like. It is sanctifying.
Just like God’s love, it can be correcting, admonishing, convicting. It is also forgiving, long suffering,
uplifting, protecting and more. You should experience a rainbow of wonderful benefits and blessings
from your husband who loves you as Christ loves you both.
You are entitled to sex, on demand and as frequently as you want it.
(Without going into other verses, this is overlayed with love, understanding and common sense.
Nevertheless, the full sexual rights to your husband’s body belong to you, and yours to him).
You are entitled to understanding.
“Likewise, husbands, live with your wives in an understanding way, showing honor to the woman as
the weaker vessel, since they are heirs with you of the grace of life, so that your prayers may not be
hindered.” - 1 Peter 3:7
You are entitled to provision.
“But if any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own house, he hath denied the faith,
and is worse than an infidel.”
If you have a husband, he should be working and providing for the household. In today’s times, this
is often outside the home earning income, or working in some way that provides for the household.
This does not preclude a wife working outside the home to help earn a living (the Proverbs 31 wife
did), as her head, her husband may even compel it, but God specifically speaks to the man and not the
wife about provision.
You are given an authority figure, a “head” over you, your husband, to lead you in all ways God
commands in His Word. On a mini-scale, your husband is to you what God is to all of us.
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Which brings us to…
What you owe your husband
Now for the fun parts, right? :)
You owe your husband reverence / respect.
By virtue of him being your husband. For the accountability God requires of him. For the many roles
and responsibilities he assumes in this endeavor.
“Heavy is the head that wears the crown.”
While a slight rephrasing from Shakespeare, your husband bears many responsibilities and it
behooves you to be respectful, to show reverence for the position God placed upon him when he
married you.
You owe your husband obedience.
Titus, Peter, Ephesians, take your pick. You are to submit/obey/be in subjection—or “hupotasso” and
it’s conjugations if you prefer the Koine Greek—to your husband.
You submit in everything, as to the Lord.
You owe him sex.
You’re to always make yourself sexually available to him. The times when you go without should be
rare. And biblically speaking, only to devote yourselves to fasting and prayer.
Btw, that’s not one sided, as in “I think I’ll focus on prayer” even though he wants sex. It is by
agreement. If you’re not in agreement, the default position is “It’s on!”
And since we are to do everything for the glory of God, to excel at it, and give it our best effort
“Whatever your hand finds to do, do it with all your might.” (1 Corinthians 10:31, Colossians 3:23,
Ecclesiastes 9:10)
[Que Willow making a joke about what a woman’s hands finds to do haha.]
We could talk love (yes, you’re to love your husband), cheerfulness, and a host of other things you’re
to do, and add plenty to the husband’s list as well.
These should serve us well, though.
Remember, there are no conditions, no attachments, no feelings nor requirements, no practicalities or
realities where you can opt out of any of these commands God gives to husbands and wives.
And why would you want to?
God gives them, not to see you jump through hoops or have you navigate tougher terrain, but to make
your marriage the best it can be.
Without them, it will be worse.
Follow them, set your eyes on God and your actions accordingly, and your future will be brighter and
more blessed.
Cross posted from Worthy of love, earned respect and other biblical marriage myths
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Why do most people not like having a respectful relationship?
What’s the catholic and red pill standpoint on making out with
strangers? Plus I think I’m leaving religion. HELP
26 upvotes | July 31, 2020 | by JGparty | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, 18 M here. Stats: (1,80 m, I run and do kickboxing. I read the RP sidebar, plus I also like reading
about religions and different philosophies. Used to be very religious, now I don’t even know if I am
or not. I think a lot about life and have quiet times with any god out there. Never had a gf) I’m from
Spain so excuse any mistakes I might have. Feel free to be harsh or somewhat rude, as I want real
advice.
I’ve always thought that making out with someone you just met at a party was pretty lame tbh.
However, nowadays hardly anyone understands me when I say I want to have something serious and
not just make out because I find someone fisically attractive. I’ve never found more than like 2
people in my life that consider marriage something precious or even just a relationship with your
boyfriend/girlfriend. They just want to have fun, have sex and make out with anyone they find
attractive or that asks them to have sex/make out. And I know I shouldn’t change because of this, but
honestly I’m thinking about becoming one of those guys that just want to see how many girls they
can get on a night out at the disco.
To be fair they seem happy, and waiting for a girl that shares this view is almost mission imposible.
People even laugh at me when I say I never made out with a girl because I’d rather do that with a
girlfriend in a relationship based on respect and true love.
I’m starting to think those people are right. I’m tired of being the weird guy in those situations. What
do you guys think? I’m even considering leaving religion and just be like the rest. I don’t think I want
to keep living my life like that because the fact that people live differently and seem happy makes me
think that what I’m doing doesn’t make any sense. Also everyone says that at this stage of my life I
should be thinking that and that I should just “go with the flow” and have fun. I’d really like to hear
your opinion and experiences.
P.S.: Do you guys think making out with someone before being in a relationship with them is OK as a
Christian? Even if you don’t really want to have anything to do with them after making out. Thanks.
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Start Thinking Like A Churchian Apostate
26 upvotes | November 26, 2020 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Gents, things are bad out there.
America as a county is unrecognizable compared to a couple decades ago. The West has gone from
playing footsies with totalitarianism to passing third base with it in a basement closet while the
parents are asleep. In some places you can go to jail and face a $1,250 fine for celebrating
Thanksgiving if your neighbors call the state sponsored snitch line. Strip clubs are deemed "essential"
while church gatherings are made illegal. Billionaire elites become $637 billion dollars richer while
over 100,000 small businesses shut their doors permanently. You can get choked out for not wearing
a face diaper in public. 7 year old boys can be taken from their fathers and given over to
transgenderism. The list goes on, and on, and on. For what? Complete bullshit.
Yet where is the church on these and the host of other dire issues we are facing? At best most church
leaders are oblivious of the world's rapid descent into a dystopian hellscape, at worst they are
complicit in bringing it about because they wouldn't want to "tArnIsH tHeiR wItnESs ANd
tEstImOny" and offend the blue hairs.
The church in the West is deeply compromised and running a losing playbook. Combat is not a static
event, but a dynamic struggle. The system and those that prop it up recognize this and use it against
us. Pro-tip: If you can buy the book on Amazon, or find the video on YouTube, or read the post on a
Christian Facebook group or Fox News, it is probably worthless. Follow me closely now, I know this
is a tough concept to grasp but... the system does not let ideas that are dangerous to the system
exist within the system. You need to be willing, ready, and eager, to consider and adopt thinking that
is out of alignment from mainstream Christian thinking.
Here's the straight truth, and read it slow and read it again: The same thinking that got us into this
mess is not going to get us out of here.
That is why we are here. Do not forget that.
Here are some practical tips to filter for the most beneficial informational sources.
1. Dead authors seldom change their minds or disavow their own writings. Dead authors get +3
credibility points.
2. If it isn't likely to put you on a watch list somewhere, consider it normie tier informational-butnot-meaningful level of thought. Remember: censorship is a tool to suppress truth, which needs
no external defense. Learn to use VPNS, TOR, etc. judiciously.
3. Archive or save anything helpful that you find and want to pass on. Big tech is prone to
scrubbing beneficial content.
4. If something is unpopular, censored, illegal to question, or otherwise going to piss off the
middle aged women in your church, it is a good sign that you are on the right track. Where
there's woke there's fire. Dig in.
5. Be willing to be wrong. Amending your opinion based on better information is commendable.
Only tyrants and blue haired women are utterly dogmatic.
The Red Pill is all about awakening to reality. If this post and these concepts do not resonate with
you, or seem alarmist or out of left field, fear not. Paradigm shift is hard, it is uncomfortable. It is,
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however, what the church desperately needs right now. Churchianity offers us no remedies, no escape
plan, and no path forward. Churchianity is ripe for apostasy. Give yourself permission to commit
Churchian heresy.
Karen hates you anyways.
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Attention askTRP and ChristianMarriage investigators: Click
Here
26 upvotes | August 6, 2021 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
So you were a curious one. Neat!
Greetings to the people checking out RPC from the ChristianMarriage sub (or potentially from the
disenfranchised askTRPers.)
Between the post put up today (08/06/21) on CM and the dissolution of the askTRP sub, we have an
inordinate number of new faces and names.
In order to keep things clean and neat, if you're just browsing or have questions about understanding
our sub, please ask it here instead of creating a new thread. (Better yet, post to r/askRPC - but for
now this should suffice.)
NOTE: We have tagged people "Endorsed" according to their relative ability to post wise advice, so
if your question is answered by one of these guys odds are it is probably agreed upon by a larger
demographic of the sub. However, at the end of the day your life is between you and God. You are
responsible for the information you apply to your life.
We also have some rules in the about section. I'll add one piece of advice to them and say: if your
asking questions out of bad faith don't expect a serious response.
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RedPill in Scripture: Genesis 39 - Joseph
26 upvotes | July 10, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link

Genesis 39
"Now Joseph had been brought down to Egypt, and Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh, the
captain of the guard, an Egyptian, had bought him from the Ishmaelites who had brought
him down there." - Verse 1
Potiphar was a high status man. He was an Egyptian, ethnically he belong among his people. He was
not only an officer of Pharaoh but captain of the guard. This means he had Pharaoh's personal trust. A
ruler who does not have a highly trustworthy guard captain is not a ruler for long. Logically we can
place Potiphar towards the upper end of status in society. This will be important later as we examine
his wife's behavior.
"The Lord was with Joseph, and he became a successful man, and he was in the house of his
Egyptian master. His master saw that the Lord was with him and that the Lord caused all
that he did to succeed in his hands. So Joseph found favor in his sight and attended him, and
he made him overseer of his house and put him in charge of all that he had. From the time
that he made him overseer in his house and over all that he had, the Lord blessed the
Egyptian's house for Joseph's sake; the blessing of the Lord was on all that he had, in the
house and field. So he left all that he had in Joseph's charge, and because of him he had no
concern about anything but the food he ate."- Verse 2-6a
Joseph was blessed with incredible competence. Potiphar recognized this and gave Joseph increasing
responsibility over his affairs. Eventually, Joseph effectively ran the show while Potiphar concerned
himself with more trivial things such as selecting what food to eat. Joseph, while still a slave of
Potiphar, was outshining his master.
"Now Joseph was handsome in form and appearance. And after a time his master's wife cast
her eyes on Joseph and said, "Lie with me." - Verse 6b-7
Joseph was lower status than Potiphar. He was a Hebrew, not an Egyptian. He was a slave, not a free
man. He was the overseer of Potiphar's estate, not the owner. Yet he was handsome. Despite all the
provision, luxury, and ease that Potiphar's wife would have enjoyed based on Potiphar's wealth and
status, Potiphar is her beta bux and Joseph is her alpha fux. Never under-estimate the dual mating
strategy of women.
"But he refused and said to his master's wife, "Behold, because of me my master has no
concern about anything in the house, and he has put everything that he has in my charge. He
is not greater in this house than I am, nor has he kept back anything from me except you,
because you are his wife. How then can I do this great wickedness and sin against God?" Verse 8-9
Joseph, despite the opportunity to get his dick wet, remains loyal to the man who had treated him so
fairly and to the God he served. Joseph recognized the grievousness of the sin of adultery and refused
to sleep with Potiphar's wife. Consider, who had more cause to be loyal: Joseph or Potiphar's wife?
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Certainly the wife had enjoyed greater blessing, love, and loyalty from Potiphar than Joseph had, yet
Joseph had more loyalty to his master. Never forget, loyalty is a male virtue. Feminine loyalty is
conditional, unless it is toward her children. This seems solipsistic and horrifying, and in many ways
it is, yet this is also a coping mechanism for women captured after battle. The War Brides
phenomenon helps to explain the difference in loyalty between the sexes. Your wife can be loyal to
you to the utmost degree a woman can, but recognize that male loyalty is a harder more concrete and
reliable thing.
"And as she spoke to Joseph day after day, he would not listen to her, to lie beside her to to
be with her." - Verse 10
Joseph turning her down did nothing to quench the burning desire of Potiphar's wife. If anything, it
likely inflamed it. People want what they can't have. Joseph refusing her advances meant he was
operating in his own frame, and a man with a stronger frame than a woman gets her wet. Notably,
Joseph refuses not only to have sex with her, but even to lie beside her. Perhaps he knew his own
limitations to avoiding temptation, or perhaps he was trying to avoid a #MeToo situation. Either way,
there is a lesson here.
"But one day, when he went into the house to do his work and none of the men of the house
was there in the house, she caught him by his garment, saying, "Lie with me." But he left his
garment in her hand and fled and got out of the house. And as soon as she saw that he had
left his garment in her hand and fled and got out of the house, she called to the men of her
household and said to them, "See, he has brought among us a Hebrew to laugh at us. He
came in to me to lie with me, and I cried out with a loud voice. And as soon as he heard that
I lifted up my voice and cried out, he left his garment beside me and fled and got out of the
house." - Verse 11-15
Here we see that there is truly nothing new under the sun. Long before the #MeToo movement we
find Potiphar's wife falsely claiming that she has been sexually assaulted by Joseph. Christians should
not be surprised that this behavior continues in our day and age of rampant unfettered feminism.
Interestingly, she seems to blame her husband for bringing Joseph into the house.
"Then she laid up his garments by her until his master came home, and she told him the
same story, saying, "The Hebrew servant, whom you have brought among us, came in to me
to laugh at me. But as soon as I lifted up my voice and cried, he left his garment beside me
and fled out of the house." - Verse 16-18
Not only is she claiming Joseph sexually assaulted her, but her hamster spinning attempted to shift
the blame to her husband for the second time. Unable to accept that she might have been in the
wrong, her reinterpretation of events deflects from her own culpability. This is a direct challenge to
Potiphar's capable leadership and a major sh*t test. It is noteworthy that the phrase "to laugh at me" is
a sexual euphemism. Back in Genesis 26 Abimelech looked out the window and saw Isaac "laughing
with Rebekah" which blew their cover. The "laughing" that was going on was of a nature that made it
clear to Abimilech that Rebekah was not Isaac's sister but his wife.
"As soon as his master heard the words that his wife spoke to him, "This is the way your
servant treated me," his anger was kindled. And Joseph's master took him and put him into
the prison, the place where the king's prisoners were confined, and he was there in prison." Verse 19-20
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How did Potiphar respond to his wife's sh*t test? He broke his frame, reacted out with an emotional
response, and threw Joseph in prison without any due process. Wouldn't want to upset the missus,
would he? Better show a strong handed reaction to demonstrate how much of an ally he is. So here is
Potiphar, throwing away his loyal servant and best manager and remains being unknowingly stuck
with an disloyal conniving wife.
"But the Lord was with Joseph and showed him steadfast love and gave him favor in the
sight of the keeper of the prison." - Verse 21
Despite his setbacks, the Lord continued to favor Joseph and elevated him. Even when our path
seems to lead to a dead end, remember that God is with us.
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Going Public and My Mission
26 upvotes | May 10, 2019 | by TheChristianAlpha | Link | Reddit Link
Hey broskis, you might know me better as u/WarriorJesus1915. I’ve decided to go public with my
identity by using my Instagram, TheChristianAlpha, as my username here. I've decided to do two
reasons. 1) If we want to change the mainstream church (and as a byproduct our culture) we can’t
keep hiding the message, the world will never find it - and we ourselves are the message. 2) I already
have an Instagram profile where I talk about this stuff and linking to and from here will make things
easier for me in making a bigger impact on guys. Here's a link to the Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/TheChristianAlpha/.

I haven't been able to post in a while on IG because I've been quite busy with another business I'm
trying to get up and running. I do understand there is a certain degree of risk involved, especially that
of doxxing myself, but at some point we're going to have to stand up for the truth and God has put it
on my heart to do that in a very big way. Due to the nature of Christianity and this sub here, the risk
is very minimal. And even if the risk was huge, my social life and financial life do not depend on my
views (which just so happen to line up with what the Bible says ).

My mission is to glorify God by using my leadership and interpersonal skills to make authentic
disciples who can restore biblical masculinity among God's people globally. If all you Christian Bros
could be praying for what is happening with the sub and for the restoration of the church in America
(and the rest of the world) I would be greatly overjoyed or, as Paul would say, “this would make my
joy complete."
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A Perspective On Lust
26 upvotes | November 17, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link

A Perspective On Lust
u/RPCJoeMak's recent post about the definition of porn raises an important question for Christians to
consider. I believe, however, that there is an underlying question that must be answered before: what
is lust?
Perhaps the most important passage in scripture in answering this question is found in Jesus' sermon
on the mount:
"You have heard that it was said, 'You shall not commit adultery.' But I say to you that
everyone who looks at a woman with lustful intent has already committed adultery with her
in his heart." Matthew 5:27-28 ESV
Personally, I believe the issue of lust is extremely overblown in the modern church based on
overlooking the Old Testament context of Matthew 5 and almost entirely ignoring the key word that
Jesus uses: intent
Intent is important. A man who sees a hot woman and experiences the attending biological
excitement can appreciate her beauty/sexiness without making plans in his heart to possess her.
For a parallel example, a man can see his neighbors new sports car in the driveway and admire it,
perhaps even imagine what it would be like to drive it, but never in his heart be tempted to actually
steal his neighbors car to posses it for himself. If, however, he intends to steal it, he has already
coveted his neighbors car and committed the "theft" in his heart even before actually making the
attempt to steal it. That, I believe, is Jesus' point here, not that seeing an attractive woman and being
turned on by it is sinful.
Now, this actually goes with the context. Jesus is referencing back to the 10th commandments:
"You shall not covet your neighbor's house; you shall not covet your neighbor's wife, or his
male servant, or his female servant, or his ox, or his donkey, or anything that is your
neighbor's." Exodus 20:17 ESV
The word used for lust in Matthew 5 is elsewhere translated as covet, and the word used for woman
can mean wife. Contextually, it makes perfect sense: you can’t commit adultery with an unmarried
woman. Fornication perhaps, but not adultery.
So this critical passage very well could be translated as:
“You have heard that it was said (back in Exodus 20:17), 'You shall not commit adultery.'
But I say to you that everyone who looks at [a married woman] with [covetous] intent has
already committed adultery with her in his heart.” Matthew 5:27-28 ESV
I believe this is more sensible given the context.
So what does it all mean? It means that men can admire beautiful women like they would admire any
other work of craftsmanship or art, and in-so-far as they do not desire to gain such a woman through
unlawful sinful means, there is no violation of Matthew 5 taking place.
In other words: men can stop killing themselves (sometimes literally) over finding hot women
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arousing. Rather, they can accept it as God's art, appreciate it, and move on to more important things.
My 2 cents.
Tag: u/Red-Curious, u/Deep_Strength. Please feel free to link to your posts on the matter.
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Lyrics from Dee-1
25 upvotes | August 23, 2020 | by Billy_King | Link | Reddit Link
"Looking for a purpose, partner, it can be a struggle
In a selfish world where people more in love with their hustle
Many women cringe at the concept of submission
Claiming they Christian but beggin’ for the devil’s attention, uh
And if you settle with the wrong one, it could be taxin’
Mentally draining, ignoring the red flags as you pass ‘em
You caught up in the physical attraction
A.B.C.D. she’s a beautiful, curvy distraction
Uh, if you wonder who you should date
Just cause y’all cute in pictures don’t mean she’s your soulmate
It’s her only concern how to make herself great
Or does she believe in you enough to be your helpmate?
If I can’t lead you, then I don’t need you
Yellin’, fussin’, cursin’ all the time, you ain’t my speed, boo
I’m lookin’ for a teammate to play the game to win it
I hope you have a great life, I just can’t be in it"
Hallelujah by Dee-1
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Christian Men, Where do You Get Emotional Support?
25 upvotes | September 28, 2020 | by LilSweetBoi | Link | Reddit Link
I (23 M) am a single Christian guy, and I have heard from a lot of the Red Pill community that
women are looking to be supported by the men they’re with and not have to support the men they’re
with. It’s understandable, they want a husband not a child (at least not one as a husband). We are
expected to be there for them and emotionally support our wives. As Christians, we are called to love
our wives as Christ loves the Church.
I understand all of this, and am willing to do this, but what are we supposed to do when we need
some emotional support? Because in most Red Pill communities, it seems like we could never go to
our wives for it. They want us to be there for them, but not vice versa. Am I wrong here? If so, why?
And if I’m not, what do we do?
Most people I hear just say, suck it up and be a man! That’s probably what we have to do most of the
time and that’s fine, but it’s unsustainable being an emotionless robot and a human being.
Edit- Thank you everyone for the great comments, I could never go wrong by relying more and more
on God. And community is something that has been a constant for the most joyful parts of my life, I
know I need it, having a close group of guys to share life with is a treasure.
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Joshua Harris, author of "I Kissed Dating Goodbye" is getting
divorced and has fallen away from the faith
25 upvotes | July 26, 2019 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
This caught my eye today and I thought I would share it since it was mentioned on our Sidebar as "I
Kissed Dating Goodbye (haha, screw that)". Obviously we at RPChristians do NOT recommend his
book.

Here's the text of his Instagram post (emphasis mine):

My heart is full of gratitude. I wish you could see all the messages people sent me after the
announcement of my divorce. They are expressions of love though they are saddened or even
strongly disapprove of the decision.

 I am learning that no group has the market cornered on grace. This week I’ve received grace
from Christians, atheists, evangelicals, exvangelicals, straight people, LGBTQ people, and everyone
in-between. Of course there have also been strong words of rebuke from religious people. While not
always pleasant, I know they are seeking to love me. (There have also been spiteful, hateful
comments that angered and hurt me.)

 The information that was left out of our announcement is that I have undergone a massive
shift in regard to my faith in Jesus. The popular phrase for this is “deconstruction,” the biblical
phrase is “falling away.” By all the measurements that I have for defining a Christian, I am not
a Christian. Many people tell me that there is a different way to practice faith and I want to remain
open to this, but I’m not there now.

 Martin Luther said that the entire life of believers should be repentance. There’s beauty in that
sentiment regardless of your view of God. I have lived in repentance for the past several
years—repenting of my self-righteousness, my fear-based approach to life, the teaching of my books,
my views of women in the church, and my approach to parenting to name a few. But I specifically
want to add to this list now: to the LGBTQ+ community, I want to say that I am sorry for the views
that I taught in my books and as a pastor regarding sexuality. I regret standing against marriage
equality, for not affirming you and your place in the church, and for any ways that my writing and
speaking contributed to a culture of exclusion and bigotry. I hope you can forgive me.

 To my Christians friends, I am grateful for your prayers. Don’t take it personally if I don’t
immediately return calls. I can’t join in your mourning. I don’t view this moment negatively. I feel
very much alive, and awake, and surprisingly hopeful. I believe with my sister Julian that, “All shall
be well, and all manner of thing shall be well.”
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https://www.christianpost.com/news/pastor-joshua-harris-author-of-i-kissed-dating-goodbye-separate
s-from-wife.html

Now more than ever it's getting difficult for the average person out there to discern good Biblical
advice and wisdom from bad with regard to what people are teaching. Be careful. Be like the Bereans
in Acts 17:11, "Now the Berean Jews were of more noble character than those in Thessalonica, for
they received the message with great eagerness and examined the Scriptures every day to see if
what Paul said was true."

Read your Bible every day and compare everything you see in life against the truth of God's Word.
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116 - God is a jerk.
25 upvotes | July 25, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I mean, come on ...
He ordered war after war with countless nations throughout the books of Samuel, Kings, and
Chronicles.
He ordered women, children, and even animals to be put to death. 1 Samuel 15:3-4.
He sent 2 bears to maul 42 kids for calling Elisha "baldy." 2 Kings 2:23-25
He won't let handicapped or ugly people go near his altar. Leviticus 21:16-23
He struck a man dead for trying to keep his Ark safe when the ox stumbled. 2 Samuel 6:1-7
He asks people to follow him, knowing that it's going to get them beaten and killed in horrible
ways.
You get the idea. God is a jerk to a lot of people.
But he's good.
Good God and Nice Men
Goodness sometimes includes choices that make you look like a jerk. God does these things for the
benefit of the people he loves - even when he does these things TO the people he loves. Hebrews
12:6 and all. God doesn't play nice when he does any of these things, but he's still good through all of
them.
Being a strong man doesn't mean never being nice. It means being strategically nice. Sometimes
there's advantage to playing nice in order to reap a greater reward later. Joining a new job? Don't be a
jerk right off the bat. Figure out the social dynamic before swinging your big assertive dick around.
Trying to sell some widgets? Figure out who your customer is before you start laying on the pressure.
Guys usually need to be told to stop being nice because they're so used to being nice all the time by
default. But playing nice is actually a wise strategy for most social interactions until you can devise a
better way to get your intended result from a person. The one exception is dating, where playing nice
will get you blown off from the get-go. I'd say marriage, but hopefully you're not marrying someone
you just met.
The key in knowing when to play nice is in understanding how relational dynamics work so that
you're not creating false expectations about what will happen for you if you play nice. That is, the
underlying motive for most guys in playing nice is because they believe they will get love, affection,
or even sex in response, or that people will somehow respect them for being such a nice guy. These
are rarely the outcome. But being nice can produce cordiality, keep you under a harsh authority's
radar, help in social politics at times, and generate a host of other reactions that can benefit a man's
mission. In short, it can help a man become socially acceptable in situations where social
acceptability actually matters. Just remember that social acceptability rarely actually matters.
Socially Acceptable
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One guy recently told me: "I don't want to be controlling." I ask: Why not?
We're indoctrinated to believe that characteristics like "controlling" and "manipulative" and
"aggressive" are negative attributes that should be avoided. Take a look at this article from the
American Psychological Association, which goes into the history of male psychology, saying of
today, "The main thrust of subsequent research is that traditional masculinity - marked by stoicism,
competitiveness, dominance and aggression - is, on the whole, harmful." Their rationale? Because
men with these traits are less likely to go to a doctor or psychologist. I kid you not. "Men who bought
into traditional notions of masculinity were more negative about seeking mental health services."
Hysterical. They're not making money on masculine guys, so they feminize us to get us in the door.
But here's the real point: whenever you're concerned about living up to a societal norm, ask
yourself: "How's that working out for society?"
Is living the "socially acceptable" life working out for the world today?
Is "socially acceptable" getting wives to sleep with their husbands or ramping up the divorce
rate to almost 60%?
Is "socially acceptable" keeping families together or sending 28 million kids into single-family
homes?
Is "socially acceptable" encouraging people toward healthy lifestyles or teaching America to
accept, love, and embrace its 40% of people who are obese? Relevant.
Ironically, the same "scientists" who ding masculine behaviors for being unhealthy are
usually evolutionists who should also be thinking about increased reproduction capacity
for the continuation of the species. But that's a much longer conversation not worth
getting into here.
The fact is: being socially acceptable has not reaped good results for the rest of the world, so why
would you assume it should for you? A common cliche is that one type of insanity is "doing the same
thing over and over, but expecting a different result."
Interestingly, NMMNG talks about the way Nice Guys believe that if "being nice" doesn't solve all
their problems, then it must be because they're not nice enough. Similarly, as the world compels
everyone to be nicer to everyone and be more and more "socially acceptable," and yet we get
negative results ... they blame it on the fact that there are still people who won't conform to social
standards. The increase in social acceptability results in a decrease in social life standards, and
somehow this translates to: "We just need EVEN MORE socially acceptable people" instead of
recognizing that the current mode of social acceptability isn't working.
Social acceptability is not a goal to pursue. For a long time, my wife's life-goal was to be socially
acceptable. She still has that compulsion. If you want to be a woman, you can have the goal of social
acceptability too. Otherwise, recognize that socially acceptable behaviors are a tool in your pocket,
not a standard to meet. Make wise use of that tool, but don't use a hammer to pound in screws. In fact,
with nail guns, staple guns, screws and drills, hammers are far less necessary today than you'd think.
There are better tools to get the job done.
Benevolence
The same guy from above also asked, "How do I balance assertive, strong 'alpha' behavior, while
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being loving and respectful in relationships? I don't want to be an insensitive jerk."
That's like saying, "How do I eat ice cream while also tasting something sweet in my mouth?" The
ice cream IS what causes the sweet taste. Being assertive and strong IS what causes people to love
and respect you, if they're going to love and respect you at all. Some people just won't and you have
to deal with that.
The answer to his question should be obvious: be a benevolent leader - the kind of person who does
what's best for the people he cares about, even if they disagree with him about what's best for them.
We sometimes call this the "oak" - the man who can make the tough calls, but comfort his people
through the difficulty when it comes.
The reason most people never reach this conclusion is that they're more interested in getting people to
perceive them as good rather than actually being good. This is validation-seeking. God doesn't care if
you see him as good. He's just good. If people hate him along the way for the good things he does, he
takes it and continues being good all the same.
I used to spend months at a time researching all the things people complained about God for - some
of which were on the list at the beginning of this post. I wanted to rationalize ways that God could do
these things and still be called "good." At one point I realized I was wasting my time. I found that
"good" wasn't some metaphysical, super-divine concept that transcended God as a judge over him.
When people challenged these parts of they Bible, saying God wasn't "good," they just meant that
God didn't meet their standard of "socially acceptable." Once I got past that hurdle, the rest of the
Bible - and every vicious thing God ever did - suddenly made sense.
God is a jerk. But he's also good. He works all things for the good of those who love him, even if it's
in ways they don't want him to work. God is not socially acceptable - and society today is making
that clearer and clearer. But "socially acceptable" was never his goal. Weeding out the wheat from the
chaff has always been his goal, and a day of reckoning is on its way. His mission matters more to him
than his people's perception of him. Learn from that example.
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FRs: Blue Pill Husbands Make Their Wives Miserable
25 upvotes | August 31, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Several times in the last year my wife has made a point to earnestly thank me for my leadership in
our relationship. While this is not uncommon, certain instances stand out to me. These are a few of
such memorable instances where my wife learned how bad Blue Pill husbands are and felt the need to
share with me:

Betty the Bridesmaid
My wife was the Maid of Honor in a friend's wedding. During the course of the wedding my wife got
to know the Bridesmaids fairly well. One of them, we'll call her Betty, confessed that she hadn't had
sex with her newlywed husband in several months. Betty explained that she had dated several of her
husband's friends, but none of them wanted to commit. Sensing her lack of options, she settled for
and married her now-husband. Betty told the group of girls that she didn't find him attractive at all
and only married him as a last resort. I had a chance to meet Betty and her husband at the wedding.
He was your typical stick figure limp soy boy. He was a nice and funny guy, but I've met toilet paper
made of sturdier stuff. Seeing them interact at the wedding it was obvious that she did not see him as
a sexual person.
Problem: You can't negotiate attraction. If Betty could will herself to being sexually aroused by her
husband, I firmly believe she would. It just doesn't work that way. Betty can no more force herself to
get wet for her soy boy husband than you can force yourself to rod up a stiffy over Rosie O'Donald.
Solution: Lift bro. The only way he will get her to genuinely desire sex with him is to become more
attractive and raise his SMV. Betty was gushing at one point about some celebrity hunk. She isn't
asexual, but she is for her husband in his current state.

Lucy the Leader
My wife and some girls went out to get dessert and celebrate Lucy's birthday. Lucy's husband, Seth,
leads a bible study at our church. Sort of. Lucy confided that she is frustrated, scared, and constantly
disappointed that Seth doesn't really lead much of anything. He is uncomfortable taking initiative in
life and tends to defer to her opinion. He volunteers for leadership roles in church, work, and
elsewhere, but just barely manages to fulfill the role. It's evident to most everyone that he is only
barely qualified to lead himself, let alone his wife and kids. Lucy desperately wants him to step up
and actually take charge of family matters. She is exhausted and worried about finances, faith, and
other important matters. Apparently Lucy had recently asked him if he wanted to have a third kid. He
said he didn't know and that he was fine with whatever she decided. This was a breaking point for
her. How could a man be so passive? She tries to give him chances to lead, but then becomes even
more disappointed when he doesn't. She feels trapped.
Problem: Drunk Captain. Seth has no mission. Lucy sees that and is desperately hoping he will sober
up and figure out how to Captain the ship. She wants to be a dutiful First Mate, but she knows she
isn't equipped to shoulder the both roles of Captain and First Mate.
Solution: Seth needs to sober up, figure out what he wants in life, and Own His S***. He needs to
develop frame and begin molding his life around him as he sees fit. Lucy will fight him if he does
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this. It's how women are and it's understandable. She has no reason to trust him to own his stuff until
he has a proven track-record. If he can buckle up and power through they will be happier in the long
run. If he doesn't, she will either leave, cheat, or become a resigned shell of a woman who he won't
even recognize anymore.

Rachel the Rebel
Rachel worked with my wife and is part of a women's bible study together. She has been married to
her husband Mack for several years and they have a few kids. Rachel recently vented to the bible
study that she is struggling to keep a cheerful attitude with her husband. She explained that during
their marriage, her husband has never once asked her to change, given her critical feedback, or
expected her to improve. He loves her, "just the way she is" he often reminds her. Rachel is
frustrated. She wants her husband to leader her, to push her, to demand more of her. Rachel
embarrassingly confessed that she sometimes intentionally leaves messes around the house to see if
her husband will get upset with her and tell her to clean up after herself. He doesn't. He just cleans up
the mess and doesn't mention it to her. It makes her respect him less. She shared that she is concerned
that her attitude with her husband is increasingly negative and hostile. I've met the husband at dinner
once. He is a nice, funny, fairly attractive guy. Too nice actually.
Problem: Several, but largely frame. Women want to adopt the frame of a strong man. It gives them
comfort, direction, and stability. It helps them find safe harbor during their crazy emotion storms. He
isn't providing any of that. If he doesn't start leading and making demands of her, sooner or later she
will get fed up with him and find herself drawn to someone who will. Or she will become a cat lady.
Solution: Read and implement NMMNG. Have a spine. He needs to not let crappy behavior go and
to teach her how to be the wife he wants her to be. In short, he needs to husband her.

Nora the Non-Orgasmic
Nora has been married several years. She and her husband have a child. Nora shared with my wife
that she had never had an orgasm in her life until after her child had been born. Years of marriage
went by where she and her husband had semi-regular sex and she got nothing out of it but frustration.
Presumably things are better now, but who knows?
Problem: WTF?
Solution: DEVI. Read a book. Try. His saving grace here was that Nora was a virgin and had no
previous sexual experience at all. Women talk. Sooner or later she will learn that her husband is a
chump in the bedroom and she is getting the short end of the stick unless he learns how to screw her
properly.
Bottom line gents is that Blue Pill behavior makes women (and men) miserable. We are doing a
service figuring this stuff out and spreading it around. Despite some of the flak we get, the
churchianity folks out there are in desperate need of this help.
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The Social Imperative Part 1 - "Don't Be Ignored" and Biblical
Guardrails
25 upvotes | September 10, 2022 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Parable of the Shrewd Manager
In Luke 16, Jesus tells a parable about a manager who's about to be fired. Concerned for his future, he
uses his position to earn favor with his master's debtors so they will welcome him in their home after
he is fired and he won't be destitute. The master commends him for this and Jesus concludes: "I tell
you, make friends for yourselves by means of unrighteous [or worldly] wealth, so that when it fails
they may receive you into the eternal dwellings" (v9).
While this parable raises several interesting questions, I'm going to focus on its imperative that we
should be building relationships with others with eternity in mind. The epistles have no shortage of
passages talking about our imperative to connect with others for the sake of advancing the Gospel.
One of the things we hammer hard here is the importance of living on mission for Christ. It's why all
advice threads require stating your mission. Most guys have caught on now, "I'd better mention
sharing the Gospel/making disciples in my mission or the mods will be all over me," but even taking
you at face value - for everyone who is serious about the mission to advance the Gospel and
make disciples, social advancement is critical. Especially if you want to be someone of influence in
God's Kingdom/the Church the Bible is clear that such people "must also have a good reputation with
outsiders" - and those with no social presence don't even have a reputation at all, much less a good
one.
The Basics of Guardrails
So, how does one actually build good social skills? The Bible has some general guardrails on this.
For example, there are a lot of "don't do"s in the Bible about how we interact with others.
Don't covet what they have.
Don't steal from them.
Don't lie to them.
These will ruin your relationships, not help them. The Bible also has a lot of "do do"s.
Be patient.
Be kind.
Season your conversation with salt.
Be gentle.
... just to name a few. Of course, it also has a stricter set of guardrails for unique contexts. For people
like Cretans, for example, Paul implores: "rebuke them harshly." For others, certain disciplines are
warranted. This is because as a social network expands, opportunity for conflict inherently
expands with it. Guardrails are not only about how to build healthy relationships. They're also about
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how to keep them healthy when these moments of conflict arise.
It's important to know the biblical boundaries of how we should/shouldn't interact with others in
various contexts - and we certainly won't be creating any exhaustive lists here. That said, Titus 3:1-2
provides a nice summary of some of the most critical interpersonal guardrails. But before we get
there, we need to know the context for the passage ...
Let NO ONE Ignore You
Before we can get to Titus 3, we need to know how chapter 2 ends.
2:11 talks about God bringing salvation "for ALL PEOPLE." That's a lot of people!
12-14 then proceeds by sharing the Gospel and imploring us to live according to it. Are you
living what you preach?
Paul then continues in verse 15, "DECLARE these things." When was the last time you
declared something in an "ALL PEOPLE" context? Me either!
But he goes on: "exhort and rebuke with ALL authority."
Pause there. This is giving me Matthew 28:19-20 vibes when Jesus also implores us to spread the
Gospel to "ALL nations," prefacing it with, "ALL authority in heaven and on earth has been given to
me, therefore go ..." as if he is giving us that authority that Paul is now telling Titus to exercise.
Another way I like to think of this is to imagine you work for a mega-company and the CEO calls
you up and says, "Heyo Bob. Can you do me a little favor and get this report done?" Okay, imagine
how you'd respond to that compared to if the CEO said, "I am the head of this company. There is no
one higher than me. I have all authority over everything that happens with this company. Therefore,
I'm telling you to get this report done." How do you think you'd respond to that request? Sometimes
we treat the Great Commission like the "Heyo Bob" approach, whereas Jesus used the "All authority"
approach, and Paul now refrains it here in the context of the Gospel bringing salvation to "ALL
people" (parallel to "ALL nations") before finishing ...
"Let NO ONE disregard you."
Okay, so you may be wondering why I keep capitalizing "ALL" here. No, I'm not a universalist - I
vehemently oppose that notion. I'm drawing context to ALL-encompassing verbiage of who the
Gospel is to be brought to and the impetus of Paul's charge to Titus to declare it to ALL people with
ALL authority in a manner that NO ONE would disregard him. See the pattern now?
So, when it says not to let anyone disregard you, what does that word mean? Let's define it with a
quick Google search.
English Dictionary | Disregard: pay no attention to; ignore
Greek Dictionary | Periphroneo: think beyond, depreciate, contemn, despise, look down
upon
The ESV seems to be a bit interpretive here to say "disregard," but it makes sense in the context. If
you've got a message you're meant to declare authoritatively to all people, you'd better do it in a way
where people don't think so little of you that they ignore the message (remembering that YOU are the
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message, not just the words you speak).
With that said, how many people feel like you've been walking around the world being ignored all
your life? How many of you have been "invisible" in the crowd?
I remember going to NYC a couple months ago for vacation. I love Broadway. Ironically, one of my
favorite songs I heard (from the Beetlejuice musical) involved the line, "You're invisible when you're
me. There's no one to see my truth." Times Square and Central Park are fantastically beautiful.
They're also fantastically crowded. How long do you think you, men, would have to sit on a park
bench in the Big Apple before someone would approach you and initiate a conversation? Quite a
while, I can assure you. Everyone's bustling with things to do. Being ignored is the default state. You
must make an active effort to change that. You can't just expect it to happen magically, all by itself.
Our imperative to get the Gospel to ALL people comes with an equal imperative not to let anyone
disregard what we have to say - whether by directly ignoring us or ignoring our message because they
look down on us with contempt.
Guardrails in One Verse
Okay, NOW we can get to the actual verse, now that we realize its context. Titus 3:1-2 ...
"Remind them to be submissive to rulers and authorities, to be obedient, to be ready for every
good work, to speak evil of no one, to avoid quarreling, to be gentle, and to show perfect
courtesy toward all people"
Yikes. That's quite a bit there. Let's break this down, remembering that this is just a summary of some
key guardrails, not an exhaustive list of them.
Remind them to be submissive to rulers and authorities, to be obedient
How did Paul do this? When the Roman Empire ordered Christians to be put to death, did he submit
willingly and encourage believers everywhere to put their head on the chopping block? Nope. But
when he was caught, he accepted his situation without fight. In fact, even when Got allowed him an
opportunity to escape, he and Silas chose to remain (Acts 16). In short, as one of my friends aptly and
succinctly puts it: "submit to your rulers and authorities" = "don't run from the cops."
Why does this matter in the imperative to get the Gospel to ALL people? Because if you're being
defiant against your "rulers and authorities" instead of submissive to them, do you think the people
who are loyal to those rulers and authorities are going to give you much credibility? In their mind,
you're as good as a criminal at that point and they will "disregard" or "look down on" with
"contempt" anything you have to say. Paul just implored us NOT to put ourselves in a situation when
they will do that. Now he's explaining the guardrails to make sure we don't lose that influence.
For an easy example, consider when Trump was elected and all the liberals were shouting, "He's not
MY president." Now imagine one of those liberals, after rioting against Trump, were to come across a
die-hard Trump supporter and try to teach him some new philosophy/way of life/belief system that
he'd never heard before. Or imagine when Biden was elected and countless people were shouting,
"The election was rigged. Biden isn't the legitimate president" - and a republican were to try, after
shouting on the street corner about this - try to persuade a Biden-supporter to consider some new
philosophy/way of life/belief system that they'd never heard before. Do you think they're going to be
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likely to accept what you have to say or treat your thoughts with contempt?
to be ready for every good work
Notice the wording here. It's not merely that you must "avoid evil." Too often we are focused on the
"don't sin" part of living for Christ that we forget about the "do"s of Christian living. "Good works"
can mean acts of service, speaking kindly of others, showing generosity, etc. - the standard "good
works" we often read about. But one that's often left off the list: it can also mean the "work of the
Gospel" that Paul frequently talks about, which he is engaged in, with several others who he calls into
that work with him, and which we are all called into as well.
Even more significant in the wording is that we must be READY for EVERY good work. Both those
words need emphasis.
READY - They're already prepared for us. We just need to be ready for when the time comes.
These are the "good works prepared in advance for us to do." It's no coincidence that
IMMEDIATELY after saying this in Ephesians 2:10, Paul then describes the calling of the
Gospel to the Gentiles, the ministry of the apostles and prophets, the "mystery" of the Gospel
being made known by the Spirit of the Gospel spreading beyond the Jews into all the Gentile
peoples and how "of this gospel I was made a minister," and that "through the church the
manifold wisdom of God might now be made known" ... hmm ... I wonder what the "good
works prepared in advance for us to do" might be. Could it have something to do with making
sure the Gospel is spread to ALL nations? At least in part, yes. And we'd better be READY for
when the opportunity to exercise this good work comes.
EVERY - Can one lackadaisically pick and choose which good works we will do for God? Can
we say, "Eh, God, I don't feel like sharing my faith with that guy today. I'll take the next
opportunity"? No. Our imperative is to take advantage of EVERY good work, whether we feel
like it or not.
If you feel like skipping one of the opportunities God prepared in advance for you, it's probably
because you weren't READY. If you're not ready, it's probably because you don't think it's necessary
to do EVERY good work God prepared in advance for you to do.
to speak evil of no one
Simply put, if you are a slanderer or gossip, people won't respect you and your influence for good
will be shot. Sure, slander and gossip my increase your influence to do evil, but never to do good.
to avoid quarreling
Being a quarrelsome person makes people want to avoid you. Proverbs literally says that it's better to
be stranded on a roof corner than be around a quarrelsome wife. Do you really think you'll fare much
better in a broader social circle than marriage if you're a quarrelsome person?
to be gentle [epieikes: seemly, equitable, yielding, gentle, mild, forbearing, fair, reasonable,
moderate]
Ah, gentility. The Bible has a lot to say about gentleness. There is certainly a time and a place for
everything. As previously noted, Paul tells Timothy to rebuke some people "harshly." So, gentility is
not always the only card to be played in conversation. But it's a massively important one and should
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be our default, unless you know the context demands otherwise. Ecclesiastes 3 tells us that there is a
time for all kinds of opposing things - "A time to break down, and a time to build up" ... hopefully
we're building up more often than we're breaking down. "a time to weep, and a time to laugh" ...
hopefully we're laughing more than we weep. "a time to love, and a time to hate" ... hopefully we
love more than we hate. "a time for war, and a time for peace" ... hopefully more peace than war. In
the same way, if there is "a time for gentleness, and a time for harshness," ... let's remember
that we ought to be gentle more often than we are harsh. There's a lot more in the Bible about the
importance of gentility than harshness, even though they both have their place.
Simply put, being inappropriately harsh will callous people against you. That's no way to build a
social life. Being appropriately harsh through a default of gentility will earn the respect of those who
know you.
to show perfect courtesy [prauteta: gentleness, mildness, gentleness] toward all people
It's interesting to me that the word translated "gentleness" has one connotation, but the word that's
more directly translated as "gentleness" is re-translated to "courtesy" (ESV) or "humility" (NLT,
NKJV). Regardless, the point is doubly-emphasized. There is a common decency to be had. That
common decency does not make you weak. Instead, it is a tool to strength your social skills and earn
the respect of those around you, which makes you strong. As with all things, it's a tool in your belt not the only tool, but a useful one. Consider humility and gentleness to be a hammer and screwdriver
and a "sharp rebuke" or "harsh correction" like a nail gun. Nail guns are cool and fun. Some jobs
absolutely require them. But they're not your default go-to for most home projects. You may be
obsessed with it and find that it's more helpful than most people realize, even in projects some people
wouldn't ordinarily think to use them ... but that trusty hammer is still going to need to be at your
side, regardless.
TEASER
Okay, now that we've learned about the imperative to build Kingdom-minded relationships and the
guardrails around doing that, something else comes to mind: You can follow all those do-s and
don't-s and still not have a vibrant social circle who you're influencing for Christ. If those "do-s
and don't-s" are guardrails on the path to a vibrant and Gospel-advancing social life, what happens if
you stay in the guar rails, but drive your car in reverse? Or you've got a broken engine and don't
move at all? Well ... staying in the guard rails still won't get you very far. In the next post, we'll hit
more of those nuts and bolts of how to actually get off your butt and build kingdom-minded
relationships with others.
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Why is the temptation to sin even tempting in the first place?
25 upvotes | October 10, 2020 | by Jnebbe2 | Link | Reddit Link
This is something I've been thinking about a lot. I'm unfortunately struggling with porn. I'm having
trouble escaping and I don't know why. I'm not an idiot; I'm an intelligent human being. I know that
porn has only disadvantages and that I have not once felt better from watching porn, and that if I say
screw it and jerk off anyway, I will feel shame, anger, lethargic, etc. It's literally guaranteed. So it
makes no logical sense why I'm tempted by it in the first place.
I often wonder, would people isolated on an island have temptations to sin? Is modern society to
blame or is there something in all of us that wants to sin? (I've always thought that we are made in
God's image and people are generally good at heart, so I've never liked/understood that explanation)

Anyway just wanted to get some thoughts on this
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What worked for you to get rid of the pleasure from porn,
masturbating & viewing women sexually?
25 upvotes | April 10, 2020 | by Carelesssolution | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, pretty much as topic I pray during the day for help, strenght and forgiveness to help me deal with
the urges but I find myself only be strong enough for some weeks and then to urges just "Takes over"
and I find myself looking at porn to orgasm or downloading Tinder and start to look for sex.
I do want to have a sexual life of course but in love and care, not from the position of lust. How can I
get a deeper connection with god to get rid of it or handle it week after week, year after year
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Dating a girl with lots of past baggage
25 upvotes | April 17, 2020 | by needToUseThrowaway3 | Link | Reddit Link
Age: Me: 27, her: 23
Stats: 24% bf, 171 lb, 5' 9'', 160 bench, 260 squat, 310 deadlift
finances: 153k income/year, no debt, graduate degree, 110k in savings
Spiritual: daily quiet time, prayer 2-3 times a week, actively involved in evangelism and have
surrendered all my free time for the sake of building up the church (all my nights and weekends are
devoted to church)
We're both pretty new to dating, with this being my first serious relationship and her the 2nd. We're
of course both virgins, as we're Christian. No plans to even kiss, hug, or hold hands, and we're dating
with the intention of marriage.
So I've been dating this girl who has a lot of emotional baggage. Specifically, she suffered sexual
abuse as a child that has made her afraid of and disgusted by men and sex. She told me that she likes
women as a consequence, and that she doesn't experience sexual desire nor find any interest in sex
with either gender.
These are admittedly huge red flags in a potential relationship. But let me offer some points in why I
thought it was worthwhile to still date her:
1.She told me all this upfront when I asked her out. I originally asked her out about half a year ago, to
which she said she wasn't ready for a relationship because she was working through some personal
struggles. I asked her again recently, and she told me that she had said no before because of that
emotional baggage which she was working through. So she was very honest and vulnerable about her
issues, and asked if I would be okay with them. To me, the honesty and trust is very refreshing and
shows she wants the relationship to be on solid ground without any pretense.
2.She's actively trying to deal with this issue. She knows that as a Christian, having these kinds of
homosexual tendencies as well as a warped view on sex is not godly. She wants to be able to live a
godly life and enjoy marriage as God designed it, so anything else is not acceptable. Therefore, she's
reflecting, going through books, seeking professional help, and trying to heal from the effects of her
childhood sexual abuse. If she were not actively trying to resolve this issue, then yeah it would be
clear there's no future in this relationship. But since she's trying, even taking a break from active
ministry to focus on this more (along with other struggles), I think she's serious. She says she really
wants to try, and is optimistic in God's ability to work in her. Based on her character and what I know
about her, she's hardworking and serious, so I have no reason to doubt her.
3.I think God is leading us in this relationship. My prayer and quiet time seem to indicate a cautious
yes with this. Moreover, she told me that the reason she changed her mind the 2nd time around when
I asked her again is that she had a dream about me. She dreamed that we were dating, and in her
dream she felt comfortable with me emotionally and physically, even though she doesn't even like
men. She prayed that I would ask her out again, because that dream made her interested in me. I told
her I also dreamed about her, and partially because of my own dream, I decided to ask her again out
again, which happened to be the exact time she prayed for me to ask her out. I'm not a charismatic
Christian, but our dreams were both realistic enough and coincidentally strange enough that perhaps
they're legitimate prophecies from God. But who knows.
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1. I find her very attractive. Physically, I think she's beautiful, but also in terms of godliness,
character, and personality. We align in terms of life goals and visions, and both want to
eventually serve in Asia as long term missionaries. We're currently serving in the same church
and in the same ministry doing evangelism alongside each other, and so I've vetted her
character in a ministry context, where she's not trying to explicitly impress me (as a dating
context would be). Girls like her are pretty rare.
As it stands, she told me she's not attracted to me (nor men in general), but she's trying really hard
and wants to be able to properly relate to men in a godly way, to life the way God has intended.
Whether or not I go out with her, she'll work on her issues, but is very thankful for my choice to
support and encourage her by choosing to continue to date. She thinks there's potential with me based
on how God is leading her, but of course as she admits and I do too, there are no guarantees...
Am I crazy for ignoring all these red flags? She gave me the freedom to break up with her multiple
times, and cried after I told her I was still interested in going out with her since she thought nobody
would be interested given her past. I fully recognize that it's probably not the wisest thing to do to
date her, but given how God is leading us, perhaps here faith trumps wisdom, just as many of the
great men and women from the Bible acted in faith rather than pure analysis through wisdom (see
Heb 11). On the other hand, a crazy man cannot tell he is crazy...
EDIT: Thank you for the prayers and suggestions. God knows I certainly need them. Based on what
you have been saying, I think I'll scale back my emotional investment so that I can view things more
objectively. Then if things turn out poorly I can move on more easily. Maybe she'll become attracted.
Who knows. I'll continue to pray for God's leading and wisdom. It might be that my role in all this is
to help her with her trauma rather than to date or marry her. If she heals from this and I was able to
help her through it, that's a win too.
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How have you taught authentic, masculine Christianity to
adolescent boys? What did/didn't work?
25 upvotes | June 18, 2020 | by UpTanks | Link | Reddit Link
Background/stats:
22 years old
196cm, 91kg, bodyfat: 12.8%, lifts: unknown at this point
Reading: Sidebar, NMMNG, BMB, WMHGTC, 25% WISNIFG
Finances: 15K (AUD) per year, finish BA (History, International Studies and Marketing) end of
this year
Spiritual: Staunch Christian, daily Bible/prayer
I'm a youth minister at my old (all-boys) high-school and have been given quite a bit of freedom in
what I want to do. This is in part due to my supervisors (heads of the religious department) and the
broader school community being open to faith as a topic in general, as Catholics (even if nominal)
tend to be.
One of the major roles is to plan and run what are essentially days where classes have time to
personally reflect, hang with mates and connect with God. We have the junior years (12-14 year olds)
coming up and I was thinking of introducing some real apologetics type stuff.
RZIM have some great resources as does Alpha course. I've also been listening to Why Men Hate
Going to Church by Murrow, and have gotten some great tips from there more generally.
But I was wondering if any of the guys here have any experience in a similar schooling/youth
environment presenting authentic Christianity to young men?
Another part of my job is to run a student leaders group made up of senior years who aren't school
captains (16-18yo). I see this as a great opportunity to introduce some of the more meaty Biblical
masculinity kind of teaching.
So I would appreciate any advice in how to slowly introduce young fellas to that too. Any stories of
good/bad Christian youth pastors also welcome.
Cheers
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I once informed my best friend that, everything else being
equal, the reason why so many girls were after him was that he
is very physically attractive- he got offended.
25 upvotes | June 15, 2020 | by Vanadime | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: Age: 21 Height: 185cm Weight: 93kg Lifts/Body Fat: idk
Reading: I’ve read the sidebar of RPC
Finances: 15k AUD a year, casual work (usher), studying Law at Uni full time, decent prospects.
Spiritual: I read occasionally, I have quiet times often (4-5 times a week), I love learning about
God/Theology/Philosophy (apologetics), I am involved as a leader in church youth ministries and
camps.
As above, I told one of my best friends (who is also Christian) this a while ago, and he got seriously
offended. I think he read between lines that weren’t there and assumed I was saying that he has no
substance or personality and that Girls only like him because of his looks.
I since have reconciled with him. But I thought I would ask how (or if one should ever) go about such
a conservation again in future. Did I seriously err in telling my mate that he has a distinct advantage
in attracting females by sole virtue of his looks?
I would be very interested in hearing your thoughts.
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The Perversion of Critical Theory: Nadia Bolz-Weber
25 upvotes | July 14, 2020 | by UpTanks | Link | Reddit Link
This particular concept is leading many astray and we must confront it everywhere it pops up. Having
endured my University’s Critical indoctrination program for the past 3.5 years, I decided to write
something up about it and how this relates to our faith, enjoy. (5-minute read)

Many issues in the modern Church that we talk about (the attack on masculinity, biblical roles etc)
stem from something called Critical Theory. So I thought it would be better to rebuke false teachers
such as Nadia Bolz-Weber by exposing their worldly philosophical framework first, then we will see
clearly to reject their theology, deceptive practises and thus, clear its outworking from our Churches.

Critical Theory and Bolz-Weber
Critical Theory is a social theory that critiques and changes society by targeting its power structures
and the concepts that hold these together. Critical Theory and the principles within it can really be
applied to anything, and it absolutely wreaks havoc when applied to Christianity.
“You will know them by their fruits” (Matthew 7:15-20)
Here are some of the fruits of Critical Theory and its adherents:
Feminism
Sexual and gender revolution
Cultural revolution
Socialism
Marxism
Deconstructivism
Postmodernism
Universalism
All of these have something major in common, they are united in their rebellion against an
established authority. That authority may be different in each case, for feminism the authority is the
patriarchy. In the case of the sexual revolution – purity and marriage. But the really devastating
rebellion is this: rebellion against the authority of established truth.
Postmodernism is most blatantly affiliated with this rebellion, and many people are unknowingly
affected by its core thesis in some way. The thesis: ‘the truth is what you think it is’ which
basically translates to: ‘The truth is what feels good to you’. (Sounds pretty similar to Judges 21:25
huh)
You can see this thesis at work in the life of Bolz-Weber.
Here is a teacher who is rebelling against 2000 years of widely accepted Christian thought. Indeed,
she referred to the life work of Augustine of Hippo as a ‘dump’, and Paul’s writings as ‘snotty
opinions’. Bolz-Weber is trying to dismantle established Christian thought surrounding sex via a
sexual reformation based on the arguments of Martin Luther.
Where does her authority to say and do such things come from? Herself and her own ‘spiritual
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revelation’. After an abortion and divorce, she got back with an old boyfriend and essentially said
that “the sex was so good it made me question the relationship between sex and religion”.
Martin Luther right now.

How Critical Theory affects our Evangelism
The philosophy behind this error is not just exclusive to Bolz-Weber. It is being widely proliferated
in many different Christian denominations. The Catholic organisation I am indirectly employed by
has adopted a ‘be your best self’ humanistic psychology. The leader said in a recent zoom meeting
that we are not preaching the gospel, but encouraging students to embrace ‘who they are’ -> whether
that be atheist, Muslim etc.
This is in line with the vision of human flourishing: a recent heretical teaching that has its roots in
Critical Theory as applied to the Great Commission. Christians have always been for helping the poor
and needy but due to ‘new interpretations’ of Jesus’ words, in the year 2020 the Great Commission
has been translated to helping everyone flourish in their lives on earth.
“For what does it profit a man to gain the whole world and forfeit his soul?” (Mark 8:36)
Whether you are flourishing in life or not, you need to repent in the name of Jesus. This is not just a
once-off deal, but a continuous commitment to walk by faith and follow Jesus’ commands.
Pointing people towards this is the number 1 way that we help them, other than attending to their
basic needs. So when we neglect to point people toward the ONLY way for their salvation, we are
like the servant given a single talent who then buried it in the ground. Critical Theory justifies
disobedience.

How Critical Theory affects our Christianity
Critical Theory lends itself to something CS Lewis referred to as ‘Chronological snobbery’. That is,
the view that by virtue of its recentness, any position is more authoritative than old and established
positions.
When teachers bring us new interpretations of scripture we cannot merely quote scripture back at
them, their argument lies in their interpretation, their interpretation lies in their worldview/doctrine.
These new claims must be weighed against Biblical canon as a whole. That means they must be
weighed against established worldview/doctrine. That is, established interpretations based on
Authorial intent – not what some feminist suddenly thinks Paul really meant in Ephesians 5.
The primary objective of the enemy is to undo the work of Jesus Christ, and what did Jesus Christ
come to do? To destroy the work of the devil: sin. (‘I have come that they may have life’).
One of the most important things Critical Theory does to Christianity is undercut the Gospels power
by attacking the concept of sin. It does this by either saying something isn’t a sin (changing
established doctrine) or it downplays the gravity of sin. Nadia Bolz-Weber and many other
‘Christians’ do so in a matter that is utterly disgraceful, bringing the gospel into disrepute and
trampling on the cross.
‘How do we know what sin is?’ Bible + right interpretation. ‘We know the Bible is reliable, but how
do we know what the right interpretation is?’ Authoritative figures + Authorial intent. ‘I get Authorial
intent, but how do we know which authoritative figures are Godly?’ By their fruits. ‘What’s the main
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fruit to look for?’ Whether or not they teach repentance via the cross. Repentance that leads to
forgiveness, and forgiveness that leads to life evidenced by righteousness.

Critical Theory applied to Faith alone
Critical Theory has absolutely destroyed Faith alone, and the newly defined concept enables many
modern heresies. Faith alone now apparently justifies (among many things) Vagina sculptures,
homosexuality, abortion, idleness, and a dead and useless belief. Further, it is the single biggest point
of confusion and division within Christianity. Those ‘Christian’ women sleeping around that we all
complain about? ‘Don't judge bro, they are just as holy as you.’ How the devil has deceived us!
There is no salvation without faith. Likewise, there is no faith without repentance. No repentance
without confession of sin. No confession without admitting that we have a sinful heart (and indeed
that sin exists in the first place).
True and transformative faith will lead to righteousness (evidenced by fruits and good works) and a
renouncement of the world and its desires. So let’s not get bogged down once again in the faith vs
works non-debate. Open your eyes. Without action your faith is dead!
In the words of Martin Luther himself:
“Saving faith is a living, creative, active and powerful thing, this faith. Faith cannot help
doing good works constantly. It doesn’t stop to ask if good works ought to be done, but
before anyone asks, it already has done them and continues to do them without ceasing.
Anyone who does not do good works in this manner is an unbeliever...Thus, it is just as
impossible to separate faith and works as it is to separate heat and light from fire!”

“If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive us our sins and purify us from all
unrighteousness.” (1 John 1:9)
“Whoever conceals their sins does not prosper, but the one who confesses and renounces them finds
mercy.” (Proverbs 28:13)
“Neither do I condemn you; go and sin no more.” (John 8:11)
And of course, Jesus’ first public announcement:
“The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand. Repent, and believe in the gospel.” (Mark
1:15)

Hopefully this has provided you with some insight into the framework that our opposition uses, and
how this has crept into our faith at a theological level and thus affected many brothers and sisters.
Wherever you’re at, be encouraged, admonished, awakened, but for the love of God: grow. (2 Peter
1:5-11).

Stats:
22 years old
196cm, 91kg, body fat: 12.9%, lifts: unknown
Reading: Sidebar, NMMNG, BMB, WMHGTC, Mere Christianity
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Finances: 15K (AUD) per year, BA (History, International Studies and Marketing) end of this
year
Spiritual: Staunch Christian, daily Bible/prayer
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Looking for guidance
25 upvotes | August 4, 2020 | by carrot-connoisseur | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: Bf: 22% Height: 5’3 Weight: 112 lbs Lifts: I don’t lift weights Reading: RPC Finances: part
time medical translator while in dental school, no debt Spiritual: I would like to think I am a strong
Christian woman, I read my bible daily, pray several times a day, and go to church weekly (though I
attend online now during the pandemic)
I don’t know if this is necessarily the right sub for me, but I’ve been having some pretty serious
issues with my fiancé. I’ve been a long time lurker, and while I grew up a Christian, I’ve recently
become a follower of devout and real Christianity, directly mirroring the teachings of the Bible.
For some additional background information on myself, I graduated college when I was 21 and have
been in dental school for 3 years now (I am currently 24). I studied overseas in Spain (I’m from the
US), so I support myself now by working as a part time medical translator. Being in dental school is
extremely time consuming, so I just barely scrape by with bills, but so far I’m fortunate to have no
debt.
Two years ago I started dating my boyfriend. He was a strong biblical leader, exactly the kind of man
I was looking for, and in turn I’ve done my best to act in a way mirroring biblical submission as best
I can. I have never been particularly head strong even as a child, so it’s a role I have taken with joy
and enthusiasm.
My bf never went to college, so after high school he started working for a contractor and doing odd
jobs. About a year ago he broke his arm playing football and had to quit his job. Since then he hasn’t
worked, and when COVID hit, his parents kicked him out. I allowed him to live with me, but his
behavior has begun to concern me.
A few weeks after moving in he started pressuring me into sex. I told him no, not until we’re married.
He proposed shortly afterwards and has continued to pressure me, saying it’s my duty even though
we are not married.
He refuses to do any housework or cooking saying that as the woman it’s my job. I stopped asking
him to help, but he will yell at me if the apartment gets too messy or if I don’t cook him dinner. Since
I often work nights, I have to meal prep to ensure he has something to eat. He complains that he has
to heat it up.
He’s extremely jealous. He no longer permits me to go out with my friends. By “go out” I don’t mean
to bars or clubs. I used to have a bimonthly girls night with women from my church where we would
get pizza or go bowling. I tell my fiancé anytime a man asks me out since I think that’s good
communication, but my fiancé says it happens too often. He also monitors what I wear. He told me a
dress was too slutty because it was shorter than my knees, he also won’t let me wear leggings to the
gym, I have to wear really baggy clothing. I never thought I dressed immodestly nor has anyone
every brought my modesty into question. However, out of respect for him I wear what he asks me to.
I’ve accepted all of that as his leadership so far, but I feel like he has taken it a step too far. Two
nights ago he told me that I needed to drop out of dental school. It has been my dream since I was a
child to become a dentist, and not a dream I am willing to give up. He also told me once he is
working again he expects me to quit my job as a translator. He said that my working undermines his
authority. I normally accept what he tells me, but I immediately reacted negatively when he told me
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that and didn’t respect his authority or decision. I told him it was a terrible idea. Dentists make a lot
of money and we would live very comfortable if I finish school. I told him that it’s something I’ve
worked hard at and I’m not willing to give up my dream.
He became very angry. I thought he was going to hit me, but he held it together. He then kicked me
out (of the apartment I pay for) and I’m currently staying at my mother’s house. I really could use
some advice. My mom wants me to break up with him, but I made a promise to marry him and my
word and integrity is very important to me. Are his expectations actually reasonable? Am I totally in
the wrong here?
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Book Notes: When To Walk Away, by Gary Thomas
25 upvotes | January 23, 2021 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I'd be interested in seeing book reviews coming through from people who find value in them. No
book will be perfect. We've even got non-Christian books on the sidebar, such as MMSLP, which
talks about the proper way to watch porn with your wife. As always, understand that you've got to sift
the good from the bad. But every now and then a book has enough good that it's worth overcoming its
weaknesses - whether those are in the form of non-Christian world-views or blue pill ideologies
mixed into otherwise highly useful content.
Gary Thomas's book When to Walk Away is one such book. I don't endorse the author as a whole.
While I've known his name for some time (famous for Sacred Marriage, which I assume is blue pill),
this is the only book of his I've actually read. So, let's dive in.
Read: January, 2021 Rating: 7.5/10
Summary: The driving theme of the book is that you shouldn't let your mission be distracted by toxic
people - whether those are friends, family members, co-workers, or even your spouse. He makes a
few blue pill statements about marriage as a whole, and also has a generally unbiblical view about
how freely he encourages divorce from a "toxic" spouse, and some of his examples call into question
whether he was accurately understanding both sides of the story (or that could just be skepticism due
to my profession and what I really know goes on behind the scenes). But the drive to make disciples
above all else is admirable.
Conclusion: This book is a must-read for anyone interested in engaging in online ministry in any
capacity or taking on a ministry leadership position - whether by starting your own ministry or doing
so within the context of an existing congregation or other entity. I hope and pray you all do have that
ambition, though. It's also useful if you have legitimately toxic people in your life. Also useful for
anyone involved in family law at all. For anyone else, skip it.
All italics in the original. Bolding is mine for significant quotes.
CHAPTER 1: A Most Clever Attack - If someone is getting in the way of you becoming the person
God created you to be or frustrating the work God has called you to do, for you that person is toxic.
One of the cleverest attacks against God's church today centers around our guilt in dealing with
toxic people. Satan knows he can't stop God's people from loving and caring, because God's
Spirit makes us love and care. What he can do, however, is urge us to pour most of our Godbreathed love, intention, and goodwill on people who actually resent it and who will never
respond to grace.
One caveat before we begin. Some use the label toxic much too broadly as an excuse to avoid
difficult, different, or hurting people. Let's not do that.
CHAPTER 2: Walkaway Jesus - Jesus walked away or let others walk away ... a lot.
I reread the gospels and counted every occurrence where Jesus deliberately parted ways with
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others ... I counted forty-one such instances in all four gospels. Forty-one!
One thing we don't see when others walk away is Jesus giving chase. As powerful as Jesus was,
as brilliant as Jesus was, as pure as Jesus was, and as surrendered to God as Jesus was, not
everyone he interacted with 'changed,' repented, or agreed with him.
Not just one, but many walked away. And not just casual onlookers; they're called his
'disciples.' Instead of chasing them down and begging them not to misunderstand him and
to please come back, Jesus turns to the reliable people, the Twelve, and says, 'So, what
about you?' Notice the confidence that gives authority to his message. Jesus never appears
desperate, manipulative, or controlling, as if when people didn't agree with him his
feeligns would be hurt. He is mission focused and others-centered to his deepest core.
Many plastic bracelets have been sold with the words 'What Would Jesus Do?' If you're dealing
with toxic people, you may want to get a bracelet that reads, 'What Would Jesus Not Do?' The
answer is, 'He wouldn't chase after them.'
[Jesus] never allowed the desire of others to dictate who he spent his time with.
Don't think that letting yourself be abused is always the holy choice.
CHAPTER 3: A Murderous Spirit - Three common elements of toxic opposition ... a murderous
spirit, a controlling nature, and a heart that loves hate.
They murder relationships, turning people against each other. They murder churches, turning
meeting times into gigantic fights instead of worship and service. They murder workplaces,
destroying productivity. They murder reputations.
I've seen many people claim to do God's work while seeming to use Satan's methods.
CHAPTER 4: Control Mongers - As powerful as God is and as sovereign as God is, he is never
controlling.
CHAPTER 5: Loving Hate - Some people just seem to love hating others.
If you tell a toxic bos, "What you just said hurt me deeply," that's like telling a rhinoceros he
has bad breath. He doesn't care. It doesn't even register. If you say, "What you're doing is
shameful," you're confusing them with a person who is capable of feeling shame.
"Proactive people show you what they love, what they want, what they purpose, and what
they stand for. Those people are very different from those who are known by what they
hate, what they don't like, what they stand against, and what they will not do."
The challenge is that those who have most fallen into pride, envy, ambition, and hatred are the
least likely people to see it in themselves. We recognize adultery, drunkenness, and murder, but
there's something about these attitudinal sins that blind us spiritually."
Toxic people enjoy the stink. They stop recognizing it as stink. To them, their smell is
delicious. They like it. They love it. They want some more of it.
CHAPTER 6: No Time To Waste - If you are in Christ, you aren't just saved; you are enlisted. You
have been called into a tremendously important work - an urgent work - and there's no time to lose.
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Too many people think our salvation is about us - personal peace, assurance, happiness,
and security. One of the greatest needs in the church today is more workers. Not just
believers. Not just church attenders. Not even tithers. It is workers, those who believe that
to be saved isn't to wait for heaven but to get busy bringing heaven's presence and
authority to this present earth as ambassadors for Christ.
It's not about protecting yourself from toxic people (though that's a valid aim); it's more
about protecting your mission from toxic attacks.
This world may not reward your mission before God; it will more likely oppose it ... The more
important the work, the more you can expect attacks. Thus, to complete your work, you have to
learn how to recognize, disarm, or step aside from such attacks.
I have had to come to grips with the fact that people have lied and will lie about me; they will
rip a few sentences out of context, twist a few passages, and make me sound like I believe
something I don't because they need something to be angry about and oppose. And they'll post
it all on an Amazon review or in a blog. It has taken me too long to learn that it's often best to
simply not respond ... I don't want to be distracted even to defend myself. Why? God's
Kingdom is more important than mine. [RC Note: If we are within God's Kingdom for eternity,
it IS our Kingdom too.]
Our mission is not to seek out and defeat toxic people ... our job is to ignore them so we don't
get distracted from our mission.
CHAPTER 7: Reliable People - We should be looking for people to invest in. If I'm already living a
full schedule because there are reliable people and kingdom-minded work filling up my calendar, it is
much easier to say no to someone who just wants to take up time and be noticed in a toxic sort of
way.
This priority to put our first and best effort into reliable people is a biblical call, not a personal
preference ... We want to be generous to all, but focused on a few, as Jesus was.
Notice that Jesus didn't always walk away at the first sign of resistance. He figured out why a
person was resisting and responded accordingly. If the reason wasn't toxic, Jesus often walked
toward someone rather than away.
CHAPTER 8: Pigs and Pearls - The clearing of the temple is actually the scene that all but confirms
Jesus' gentleness in this sense: the reason this incident struck a nerve is that it seemed so unlike Jesus'
normal mode of operating ... this is one of the few acts of Jesus recorded in all four gospels ... Virtues
like gentleness aren't always absolutes.
If you're like me, preferring to be gentle most of the time, this may be a painful chapter for you.
I'd much prefer to write a book about how we should love everyone extravagantly, sacrificially,
and enthusiastically ... But this kind of book isn't written very often.
Jesus is essentially saying that a spiritually dead person is as insensitive to the glory of God's
truth as a big is to the value of a pearl ... When this is the condition of a person's heart, only a
direct act of God can melt such a soul - not you.
It's not the fruit's fault. You can take the most fertile seed known to humankind, pour it out on
I-10 all the way from Florida to California, and nothing is going to happen. It's not that there's
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something wrong with the seed; there's something wrong with the surface that won't receive it.
CHAPTER 9: Love Tells the Truth - Jesus and Paul obviously didn't believe that dismissing
someone's evil and sin as "well-intentioned but misguided" is always the right path. They called
people out on their toxicity ... there's a difference between labeling and name-calling.
Name-calling is about hurting, demeaning, and using words as a weapon. Labeling is about
understanding. It's helpful for Tim to know his wife is selfish and manipulative because what
works for a "healthy" wife may not work for his wife.
I can't control a toxic person. I can't change a toxic person. I can't understand a toxic person.
But I can guard my mission and maintain my character.
A caveat here: we should be wary of labeling someone too quickly.
CHAPTER 10: A Man With A Mission - If only Satan were lazy ... Keep in mind, merely
distracting you is a win for them. If they can't ultimately defeat your work, they at least want to
delay your work. Our job, based on Matthew 6:33 and 2 Timothy 2:2, requires us to maintain a
laser-sharp focus with wisdom, discernment, and determination.
Mission-minded people don't have time for sentimental foolishness. Nehemiah saw through the
facade to these men's real intentions and refused the meeting. Here's why: "But they were
scheming to harm me; so I sent messengers to them with this reply: 'I am carrying on a great
project and cannot go down. Why should the work stop while I leave it and go down to you?'
Four times they sent me the same message, and each time I gave them the same answer."
When a toxic person doesn't get his or her way, their next gambit is often to make your motives
sound sinister.
Here's the blatant trap you need to be wary of. Some people will want to waste your time and
drain you by using a false sense of neediness. When that stops working, they don't give up. If
they can't make you sympathize, they'll seek to make you defensive. They'll attack so you'll
want to defend yourself. What's really going on is that they just want your attention. They
want to keep controlling a slice of your time, effort, and energy. Whether you sympathize
with them or are angry with them doesn't matter as much as the fact that you notice them
and spend time interacting with them.
One of the best defenses against toxic attacks, then, is seeking what John Climacus called true
meekness, "a permanent condition of that soul which remains unaffected by whether or not it is
spoken well of, whether or not it is honored or praised."
The best way to confound toxic people is to ignore them while you complete the work they
want to stop.
The best thing you can do to witness to a toxic person is stay focused on your task, refuse to be
distracted or play their games, pray instead of gossip, and then get the work done. Find the
reliable people God has called you to invest in ... Then they will see that God is God, and they
are not.
CHAPTER 11: Looking Like Jesus When Working With Judas - Three key strategies, based on
Jesus' interaction with Judas, for how we can live with or work alongside toxic people without going
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crazy for ourselves:
Jesus Didn't View His Mission as Stopping Toxic People from Sinning - Maybe it seems
more obvious to you, but it was startling to me when I realized Jesus knew Judas was a thief
and never chose to stop him.
Jesus Didn't Let Judas's Toxicity Become His ... Just as astonishing to me is what happened
during the act of betrayal. When Judas walks up to Jesus to hand him over to the soldiers, Jesus
looks and Judas and says, "Do what you came for, friend" (Matthew 26:50). Friend? How
about skunk? How about snake? Jesus said "friend" because Jesus didn't have a toxic molecule
in his body.
Jesus Spoke Truth to Crazy ... In fact, he warned Judas at the Last Supper that if he were to
go through with his plans, things wouldn't end well for him: "Woe to the man who betrays the
Son of Man! It would be better for him if he had not been born" (Mark 14:21).
CHAPTER 12: Learning How to be Hated - Jesus was reviled, executed as a criminal, seen as a
threat, and held in utter contempt - and we demand to be praised? Paul said the early apostles were
cursed and called "the scum of the earth" (1 Cor. 4:13), and yet we are sent into a tailspin if a lonely
person with thirty Twitter followers attacks us?
The seventh-century writer John Climacus writes of three stages through which we must
pass as we learn to handle toxic behavior: "The first stage of blessed patience is to accept
dishonor with bitterness and anguish of soul ... The intermediate stage is to be free from
pain amid all such things" ... Climacus goes on to describe stage three, which he calls "the
perfect stage, if that is attainable," which he characterizes as being able "to think of
dishonor as praise."
Climacus summarizes all this with, "Let the first ... rejoice and the second be strong, but
blessed be the third, for he exults in the Lord."
CHAPTER 13: Scripture's Skeleton - Educating an evil person without regard to evil doesn't
remove the evil; it simply makes him or her more equipped to spread their evil.
Scripture has a helpful skeleton ...: creation, fall, and redemption.
Every war is caused by evil, but not every war is evil. Every divorce is caused by sin, but not
every divorce is sinful. Sin is behind every act of a child being removed from its parents, but it
is not always sinful to remove a child from abusive parents ... We hurt the people being hurt if
we can't call evil evil or toxicity toxic.
Looking back, while I'm grateful we talked so much to our children about Jesus, I wish
we had talked a little more about the reality of evil. Evil is an uncomfortable subject, but
if we don't talk about it, evil is free to wage war against us under the cover of darkness.
CHAPTER 14: A New Allegiance - When Jesus was out ministering, he didn't allow family drama
to distract him. On one occasion, he is interrupted by a family visit and seems almost harsh in his
indifference. It's not that Jesus is apathetic toward his family; it's that he is passionate about his
mission.
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CHAPTER 15: The Most Vicious Attack - Toxic people are masters at lecturing Christians over
how they are "supposed" to behave. Even though they may have never acted like a Christian
themselves, they love to hold Christians to the way they assume Christians are supposed to act.
Toxic people are usually much better at being toxic than we are at dealing with them. They've
been toxic most of their lives, are familiar with manipulating others, and enjoy conflict like a
dog enjoys rolling on top of a dead squirrel.
Think about it this way. Would you as a healthy believer ever tell someone they're not a
Christian or acting like a Christian in a cavalier manner? You know that's a serious charge.
Learn to see through the ruse: they don't want you to act like a Christian as much as they want
you to do what they want you to do - and they're using Jesus as a weapon to wound you. He is
not a Lord they follow and revere. Anyone who tries to use Jesus as a weapon instead of as
Savior proves they don't know the first thing about following Jesus.
CHAPTER 16: Toxic Parents - Evil doesn't always come sporting a goatee and carrying a
pitchfork. It doesn't always present itself with malice. It can use words of love, faith, proper authority,
and even Scripture. But evil always destroys. Sometimes quickly, sometimes slowly, but eventually it
takes its toll.
I've seen several young women from dysfunctional homes fall into a common spiritual
trap. In spite of the negative imprinting of their childhood homes, they end up making a
very wise choice for marriage ... Then the common temptation follows. It a clever spiritual
distraction. The woman has escaped a dysfunctional family and is now settled in a
functional one. It won't be too long (mere months) until she thinks she is supposed to
return to the dysfunctional family and try to fix it.
Trying to fix an unfixable relationship is doomed to failure and simply robs them of the time
they need to grow their functional family.
CHAPTER 17: Toxic Marriages - There is a crucial difference between a difficult marriage and a
toxic marriage. A difficult marriage consists of two sinners growing out of their selfishness, spiritual
immaturity, and pride to learn how to become more like Christ.
A difficult but not toxic marriage can also exist with a non-believer. I've talked to women who
have grown in their faith and love for God, even though their spouses have never been
followers of Jesus. Such relationships always have a measure of disappointment, but that
disappointment falls well short of toxicity.
A number of men are married to women who are selfish. Some of these guys have to double
down on worshiping God because they receive so little from their wives. This is very
discouraging, but it's not toxic.
A toxic marriage isn't just frustrating; it's also destructive. It's marked by unrepentant,
controlling behavior from which the spouse refuses to repent.
When divorce is used as a self-indulgent weapon ... you learn to hate such selfish foolishness.
By contrast, in the face of unrepentant and unrelenting evil, divorce can be an effective tool
rather than a weapon.
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Jesus once said, "No one who has left home or wife or brothers or sisters or parents or children
for the sake of the kingdom of God will fail to receive many times as much in this age, and in
the age to come eternal life" (Luke 18:29-30). Did you get the part where Jesus explicitly says
some will be forced to forsake even their spouse in service to him?
[Toxic spouses] love the word reconcile because they know it's a loaded theological term and it
tugs at the heartstrings of any sincere believer, but when you press below the surface, you soon
find out they hate the practice of being reconciled to God and his ways. If you don't understand
spiritual depravity, you'll of course want to "rescue" the marriage.
"God doesn't care about shells; he cares about the people in the shells." Mike was referring to
churches [RC Note: The author goes on to inappropriately apply this concept to marriages, but I
thought the statement in its proper context was valuable all the same.]
With sincere and mission-minded hearts, some spouses married to toxic people have fallen into
responding in self-toxic ways. They have sacrificed themselves, blamed themselves, and
exhausted themselves as they tried to cure a loved one's toxicity. The only thing this has
accomplished (unwittingly) is to keep the toxic person from recognizing his or her toxicity.
Sometimes the most loving thing a spouse can do is to walk away, as Jesus did, and let the toxic
person face, perhaps for the very first time, the consequences of their toxic actions. Walking
away doesn't mean you'll never walk back. It just means you won't participate in toxic activity
going forward. Don't tie yourself in knots trying to figure out whether this should be a
permanent walking away or a strategic walking away. That can be decided later.
CHAPTER 18: Leaving the Toxicity Instead of the Marriage - [This entire chapter is a long field
report on a couple who were mutually toxic and how the man improving himself caused his wife to
follow shortly behind.]
[Darin:] "I stopped looking to her for things that I needed to look to God for."
[Lesli:] "I bought into the lie ... that because Darin has a strong, masculine personality he
must be the manipulator and I must be the victim. God showed me that it was really more
the other way around. By withholding affection, respect, and communication, I often
played the role of the manipulator."
CHAPTER 19: Toxic Children - When you stop fighting your adult kids' battles, you start enjoying
your kids a whole lot more ... Instead of constantly strategizing about how to change them, you listen
to them and relate to them. Do you ever stop praying and hoping? Of course not. How could you? But
you also remember that this is their battle.
Whenever you have a difficult child, the natural temptation is to pour most of your energy into
saving that child as you (perhaps unwittingly) spend less time and thought on the reliable ones.
This is the exact opposite of the biblical model we've been discussing in this book: Don't throw
away your time on toxic people; invest that time in reliable people. [RC Note: he earlier states
that he's giving advice for managing adult children, not young ones. The context is a story of a
man dealing with his three grown children.]
If you have a reliable child who is qualified to teach others, one of the greatest gifts you can
give to the church is to invest deeply in that child's mind and soul and imbue them with earnest
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passion to seek first the kingdom of God. Don't make the reliable children pay for the
unreliability of their sibling(s).
It's difficult for a pastor to break the sad news that loving Jesus with all your heart, raising your
children in a solid church, and taking time at home to instill the basics of the faith don't
guarantee any particular outcome. We're not programming computers; we're raising young
women and men made in the image of God, and that image includes the ability to make
choices.
Thinking that we can be such good parents that our children will never stray is to think we can
outdo the Trinity. You cannot as a parent create a perfect Eden experience for your kids, but
even if you did, they'd mess it up.
Jesus, by the way, is also our hope ... Our children's salvation never depended on us - most of
us know that. Here's the refuge for brokenhearted parents: their return doesn't depend on us
either.
CHAPTER 20: Trading Toxic for Tender - Franciscan priest Richard Rohr writes, "I am most
quoted for this line: 'If you do not transform your pain, you will always transmit it.' Always someone
else has to suffer because I don't know how to suffer; that is what it comes down to."
The only person we are called to control is ourselves. Self-control is a biblical command and a
fruit of the Spirit. Trying to control others, as we've seen, is a murderous strategy from Satan.
God's love and affirmation lift us to a dimension of living where fighting each other doesn't
make sense. When I feel spoiled by God, what you do to me or think about me doesn't matter
all that much, because God's opinion is superior to yours." [RC Note: A little AM there.]
What should scare all of us believers a little bit is that when we listen to Jesus, he seemed to
show the most compassion toward sexual sinners and more judgment toward mean people.
CHAPTER 21: Don't Be Toxic To Yourself - Anything you wouldn't say to someone else, stop
saying to yourself.
What would God want you to say to you?
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CHECK OUT MY NEW PODCAST/VIDEO/YOUTUBE
CHANNEL - PLEASE LIKE AND SUBSCRIBE!!
25 upvotes | February 3, 2021 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
Recently we have been getting a number of these types of posts. This has never been allowed here,
and never will be.
Rule 8 is very clear on what is allowed - make a post, not just a quick link to a video.
Rule 4 states "Posts and comments must be reasonably related to the purpose of the sub, not be
promoting as to outside content, and must have reasonable quality."
Folks, the rules are pretty simple and straightforward, and we apply them pretty leniently most of the
time. I will start to enforce these two very rigorously beginning now. If you choose to make posts
similar to the title, post a link to a video with little to no explanation, or promote outside content
without running it by the mod team first before posting, not only will I delete your post, I will ban
you permanently on the first offense from RPChristians as well as AskRPC.
If you see posts that violate the rules, please report them or message one of the mods. Thank you.
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Was considering a marketing career, but having second
thoughts because media is owned by left woke/liberal
corporations.
25 upvotes | February 18, 2021 | by nottodaysnowandrain | Link | Reddit Link
I’m 19, I don’t lift, planning to lift after college, I’m just focusing on school and following God. I
read the Bible about every day and go to church every week. I’m getting straight A’s.
Ever since high school I was considering two paths computer science or marketing. I chose marketing
after taking some classes my freshman year. Computer science is not for me. So as I’m learning more
about marketing, I’m realizing that marketing is essentially running ad campaigns under big tech
companies’ platforms like Facebook, Google, Yelp, Twitter, Microsoft, Amazon, etc.
Personally this really bothers me because by choosing a career in marketing/advertising, I’m
essentially making money for these huge companies, that are just evil and anti-true Christianity.All
they do is constantly censor and demonize the right. It just makes my blood boil when I think about
their bias and how they’re constantly dumping this immoral agenda of gay marriage, transgender
politics, abortion, lgbt politics, and recently Netflix with their child pedphila crap etc on the whole
the country through every media outlet, and even in our education. And how, to be against that left
movement is to be a racist, an evil person, and a bigot. It’s all just insane and twisted where we are
now. But I digressed
Back to my point, the thing is I think I can be very successful with this marketing thing in the future,
but I’m having an internal conflict and uncertainty on whether or not going down this path is right or
wrong. A career and profession that connects the producer to consumer is very appealing and
interesting to me. But the only crappy thing about this whole thing is, I’d have to do it through the big
advertising channels such as Google, Facebook, Amazon, etc. all companies i despise. Is going down
this path in conflict with my beliefs in Jesus? Or can I still go down this path glorifying God.
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Talebearers and secret keepers
25 upvotes | April 1, 2021 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
A rare, but wonderful thing to find in a friend, family member or spouse is a secret keeper.
To know know when you share something in confidence, they keep it.
But more than that, they keep things to themselves even when you don’t specifically ask them not to
share it.
The same should be true of you.
As a man, keep things in confidence.
Some things shouldn’t be told.
They’re personal. Private. Worth keeping only between the two of you.
And God warned long ago about those who don’t do this.
“The words of a gossip are like dainty morsels: they go down into a person's innermost parts.”
Proverbs 18:8 World English Bible
“The words of a tale-bearer are as self-inflicted wounds, And they have gone down to the inner parts
of the heart.” Proverbs 18:8 Young’s LIteral Translation
Whether you go with “dainty morsels” or “wounds” the message is clear. You have someone (a
talebearer, or gossip) sharing info they shouldn’t be, and the effect hits home at the very core of your
being, in addition to hurting the one you betray with these words.
With the former, it’s like sweet, dainty morsels, so “delicious” to share and get the scoop on, but the
damage you’re doing is far more than you realize, both to yourself and the one you’re talking about.
If you value the relationship, you keep it to yourself. Otherwise, you’re undermining it and causing
hurt.
With the latter, you’re causing wounds, ones that go deep and are destructive to any relationship.
Notice that no matter what translation you go with, it hits “home” and deep, at the very center of your
being.
In Jesus’ name, shut your mouth.
The world doesn’t need to know every detail, desire or “delicious” info you have to share about
someone you’re supposed to care about.
Inevitably, some idiot will repeat what they heard when you’re all gathered around, and this time, it
may be about you, when you didn’t even realize anything had been shared.
Thankfully, I’ve never experienced this when I’ve been in the room (although I’m sure we’ve all
been talked about behind our backs), but I’ve been around others who’ve shared way more than they
should about their spouses and friends with others present.
Medical conditions. Sexual things or problems. Embarrassing issues. Concerns or worries. Sins
they’re struggling with. Any number of things.
And yet these will come up and are presented in different ways, sometimes as a “haha” moment, or a
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playful (or spiteful) jab.
Even a politely worded “Did you know…” but all you’re doing is damage to yourself and the one you
love, even if you get short term pleasure in sharing it.
Stop. It’s not worth it.
More importantly, God has already named you a “tale bearer, gossip, or whisperer” who can’t wait to
pass along the latest piece of info.
Remember, you reap what you sow.
If you would rather some things not get out (even if they’re good things you’d rather keep private),
then give the ones you love the same courtesy.
It’s good, it’s right, and it’s pleasing in God’s eyes.
To securing trust and keeping secrets,
-RPW
*Note: I’m not referring to bringing things up and asking for prayer, although even this should be
with permission from the one you’re giving info about. There are ways to address things generally
without getting into specifics.
Original
Home
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Plan, Act, and Wait on the Lord (PAW)
25 upvotes | June 20, 2021 | by one7thing | Link | Reddit Link
Plan, Act, and Wait on the Lord.
We should always have a plan but be open on the possibility that G-d may have a different plan.
The Apostle Paul always had a plan. He wasn't constantly waiting for a revelation or a sign from
heaven to make a plan.
If what you're waiting for is for G-d to tell you, "go there, then wait there for 5 minutes, then go over
there", then you'll never do anything for Christ.
You need to Plan, Act, and Wait on the Lord.
The Apostle Paul planned to preach in Asia and Bithynia but was forbidden by the Holy Spirit (Acts
16:6-9). He had a plan, acted on it, and waited on the Lord to show his will. He was forbidden to
preach in those places but ended up receiving a vision to go to Macedonia (after he took action).
What this shows us is that by taking action, G-d shows us his will. So, start planning and start taking
action (in accordance with the Word of G-d).
Some of you still believe that you have to sit back and wait for the Lord to bring you a wife to your
arms.
You're a man. It is your responsibility to take the initiative of approaching women. Be courageous
and fear not (Joshua 1:9). If you're part of Christ's body, his Spirit is always with you (Roman's 8:9).
Just make sure that you marry in the faith (Romans 7).
You want to get a wife? Start looking for her (Genesis 24). Rarely will it happen that a woman will
come to your doorstep and say, "here I am, I'm the one that the Lord sent to you".
Abraham sent his servant to look for a wife for his son. He knew pretty well that it was his
responsibility to Plan, Act, and Wait on the Lord to show him his will.
When you're unemployed, what do you do? When you're looking for another church, what do you
do? Do you just sit back and wait on the Lord to give you the job? You pray and then look for a job
or the church.
You can wait all you want but if you don't put yourself out there, guess what? You will not get or
accomplish anything.
The Bible has so many verses that say, "wait on the Lord". We're waiting for the coming of Christ,
but we're supposed to have plans about evangelizing (taking action) as much as we can (Mark 16:15,
2 Timothy 4:2).
PAW.
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How to know if you're not BB if you're waiting until marriage?
25 upvotes | July 1, 2021 | by CounterReformist | Link | Reddit Link
Guys I'm taking my faith seriously now, having come from the redpill and all that after 7years. I truly
want to change my ways, and align myself to God, detoxxing from porn and will strive to remain
chaste for marriage.
One thing though, how do you know if you're AF or BB if you can't have sex until marriage. The
women have technically made us wait before putting out, with the ball fully in her court. If she tries
to have sex with me early on, tbh I'm not convinced she's taking her faith seriously. At the same time
I don't want to be BB but I do want a healthy sexual marriage, striving to be the best version of
myself.
Thanks RPChristians
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Have you swallowed the Red Chewable Tablet?
24 upvotes | April 3, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
These are stressful times. And nobody experiences stress more than wives. I wrote 80% of this post
before my computer crashed, so I'm going to skip my original introduction and hop right in.
A lot of guys right now are struggling with wives who are going crazy having the kids home all the
time now. There's no school, no daycare - the daily routine and ability to keep up with housework is
changed for the foreseeable future. One of our users recently commented: "The more I help the more
I enable her, however the less I help the more distraught she becomes and the house becomes a place
of strife instead of peace." Heck, I felt that way at one point even before all of this - and my situation
is exacerbated by the fact that my wife also balances a part-time job.
The SHORT ANSWER is obvious: Do what you want to do; and (1) if that means more strife, part
of being a man is learning how to deal with that while maintaining frame - not just the outward
appearance of frame, but the internal sense of peace about it. This is why stoicism is so important. A
man MUST learn to deal with difficulty in life without being emotionally phased by it. I don't always
succeed, but I'm certainly always working to excel at this. (2) Alternatively, if you want to be a more
active dad to your kids, go do that too. Don't get hung up on whether or not she'll feel enabled. The
goal isn't to train her (I tried that route early in my RP days and it doesn't work). It's to be your own
man and let her figure out how she's going to respond to that.
Apart from that, here are some additional insights my own experiences and observations have given
me that may be of value in the conversation.
KIDS
The Nature of Women
I mentioned in a previous post that women suffer from a disease I call "Next-Thing-itis." Because the
"next thing" will always require work and effort to accomplish, another way to word this is that
women are always seeking out things that increase stress. That's right: women chase stress.
Personally, I believe this to be a subconsciously desire-driven positive feedback loop for them:
Women chase after men to help them feel better about the stressors in their lives.
Women chase after stressors to make them feel better about the man in their lives.
This is why single women are always so boy-crazy. For them, the "Next Thing" is always related to
their man: first date, first kiss, getting engaged, getting married. They believe that with increasing
measure these things will add security that they'll have a man to help them get through all of life's
greatest challenges - whether by physical provision, emotional support, companionship, etc.
On the flip, wives are more interested in things outside their man - buying a house, improving the
yard, building a playground for the kids, building up that 401K. These things take work to
accomplish and it seriously stresses a wife out when she wants them done, but they're not getting
done. Often-times she'll let the stress build until she lashes out at her man just to see if he can weather
the storm. And suddenly she feels good again, if he does.
And what is the easiest, most common focal point of a mother's stress? Kids. They're always on her
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mind, provide easy and obvious examples, and it's culturally acceptable to talk about.
The Nature of Children
An r/RPChristians user recently commented:
I can handle a tremendous amount of risk and stress while she becomes overwhelmed
within a few minutes of waking when the kids argue. In the past I have tried to give her tips
on how to better manage the kids but they run all over her and I believe she doesn't want the
advice. When I am home their demeanor changes drastically. They are much better behaved
kids because I am a stern disciplinarian while my wife is a negotiator. "Please go wash your
hands and come eat lunch. Please, stop hitting your brother and go wash your hands! GO
WASH YOUR HANDS! UGHH, WHY DONT YOU EVER LISTEN TO ME!" My
children aren't bad kids, they are simply little sinners who manipulate, backtalk and rebel
against mom who gets emotionally drained disciplining her kids. They can smell mom's
weakness and exploit it.
Sound familiar? It certainly reminds me of the way things used to be in my own household years ago
(and yes, it can still creep back periodically). While he puts the primary focus on the discipline issue,
he only alludes to what I believe is the more significant issue: She does not understand the true
nature of children (or at least she forgets it in the moment, replacing it with her own
expectations). Don't blame her for doing this with the kids because you've probably done it with
your wife many times through your RP journey. This causes her to have great difficulty
understanding how to interact with them. Consider:
Just as a man needs to understand the true nature of women to interact properly with
them, so also do parents need to understand the true nature of children to interact
properly with them.
A friend of mine once commented: Women go into relationships hoping to change their man; men go
in hoping she'll always stay the same; in the end, neither gets what they want. That's always stuck
with me. It illustrates that women are always focused on what SHOULD be (at least to them), not
what ACTUALLY IS. This is part of why they contract "Next-Thing-itis" in the first place. They
cannot be satisfied with the present - they're always pushing for some ideal in their mind. This is true
of their view of kids as well.
Now, every wife will say, "This is absurd. I don't expect my kids to be perfect," usually with an
obviously exaggerated understanding of that word. "I really just need them to change these few small
things. I don't think I'm being unreasonable here." But as soon as those few small changes are made,
they'll move on to the "Next Thing" that needs changed, and so on - and they will never be satisfied
until their kids actually are as close to perfect as kids ever were.
But the reality is that those kids will never be even half of what her mind would take her to if we let
the "Next-Thing-itis" play out on this. The true nature of children is that they are children, not
adults. They are chaotic, mischievous, loud, manipulative, etc. We cannot expect children to
behave like adults. Sound familiar? Oh yeah: Just as you can't expect your wife to behave like a
man; don't expect your kids to behave like anything other than kids.
You married a woman because you wanted a woman at your side. You had kids because you wanted
to raise kids, not because you wanted your wife to squeeze out a 180lb athletic Harvard PhD grad
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from her vagina. Part of the fun of parenting is actually parenting.
Just as you had to come to your "red pill awakening" about the true nature of women,
parents need to have their "red chewable tablet awakening" about the true nature of
children.
Let me be clear: embracing this true nature doesn't mean you stop expecting them to improve. After
all, as a parent it's your responsibility to raise your children into responsible adults. But this doesn't
happen overnight. You have to accept them where they are right now and not place unrealistic
expectations over their behavior.
Loving Your Child
Entertain me down this rabbit trail, as I think it's relevant here. The feminist agenda strongly pushes
this notion that women love their children more than men do. Consider one of my recent cases and
the impact that this mind-frame had on my client's life: The parents have a baby together, they split
up, Mom hates Dad (my client) and wants sole custody. She argues:
"Dad won't use the right nipple size on the bottle, which proves that I love my child more than
him, because I pay attention to these things." The reality is: he was using the pediatricianrecommended size (which we proved) and she was using a smaller size. She explained that it
was because the child had acid reflux problems and that he was being unloving to his child by
not accounting for this detail in his nipple size selection. The reality is: the child only ever had
one week of documented acid reflux problems 7 months before and it never showed up in any
monthly checkup notes again. Mom sent literally dozens of e-mails to the Guardian (GAL) and
forensic psychologist about this issue, ultimately costing my client nearly $7,000 (not just to
me) to research the medical notes, pediatrician and bottle manufacturer recommendation pages,
conduct discovery on the issue, reply to numerous phone calls and e-mails, pay the GAL's and
psychologist's fees to investigate the issue also, etc. ... all because Mom and the GAL wanted to
condemn him for not loving his child enough to pay attention to these details (the forensic
psychologist was a man and less concerned). Yes, we won the point. But how absurd is it that a
guy has to pay $7,000 just on that one issue alone in order to prove he does actually love his
child!?
"Dad doesn't buckle my child in the car tight enough, which proves that he doesn't love her
enough to care about her safety in the car, but I do love her enough to pay attention to these
things." I kid you not: the GAL actually conducted a surprise visit to one of the parenting
exchanges, hid in the bushes to watch the child get buckled, then popped out to inspect how
tight it was. It was perfectly fine. But doggone it, if mom was right and Dad didn't pay attention
to pulling that strap 3.5 inches instead of 3, that could have hurt his case. How petty. He was
paying 80% of the GAL's fees to investigate this complaint (because Mom was unemployed
when the case started).
My original draft had more examples from the same case, but you get the point. What is it? Women
think that because they are more obsessed about details involving their children, they
ultimately are better parents than men and love their kids more than men. Personally, I think
this couldn't be farther from the truth. In fact, I take the exact opposite position: A mama bear's
"protective" and obsessive attitudes toward her children unnecessarily interferes with their
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ability to learn, adapt, and grow from life's challenges - and this sacrifice is made only to satisfy
the woman's insecurities about her kids. Men and women alike have been raising children for
millennia without nipples gradated in size for age and milk flow, without car seat straps (including
after cars were invented), without foam pads to put on the corners of tables, and without hand
sanitizer. I'm not saying mothers don't love their children. I'm suggesting that when they become
overly detail-oriented, their love becomes tainted by their own insecurities - a trait that doesn't hinder
most men from authentically appreciating their child.
Back to the True Nature of Children
Similarly, when a woman gets stressed out because her kids won't behave as she believes they ought
to behave, she diminishes the authenticity of her relationship with them. This stress often causes her
to yell at them, overly discipline them, or otherwise temporarily abandon them (the "I can't handle
them anymore; you deal with them" approach).
In u/OsmiumZulu's latest post (Most Christians Do Not Love Women), he gives an appropriate
example:
Imagine two men who each claim to love sports cars. One says, "I love sports cars because
they can tow my boat, haul a load of wood, and fit all my dogs in the bed." The other says,
"I love sports cars because of how fast they go, how quick they accelerate, and they were
built to handle a windy road." Which man actually loves sports cars?
I submit that the same concept is true: that a person cannot truly love their child if their operative
focus is on what they wish their child was than who their child actually is. This doesn't mean you
can't want better for your kids. It does mean that you must set your expectations on their capacity to
implement what you teach them at realistic levels in light of their present maturity and the incredible
amount of time it takes for a child to understand the world the way an adult does, even on singular
points. You cannot focus on one concept with a child, help them completely master that concept
to an adult level, then move on to the next item.
Yet this is what the "Next-Thing" approach with kids tries to implement. The reality is that kids will
work on 90% of things in their life simultaneously and make maybe 1% improvements every month
or two until after 120+ months they're finally reasonably able to apply these concepts at an adult level
... just in time for puberty and hormones to throw it all out of whack again. The "reasonable"
improvements most mothers want to see in their kids immediately are really things that will likely
take several months - possibly even years - for the kids to learn and implement.
This is also why I've never been a fan of the "let's work on <this> with our kids this season"
approach. Having a particular emphasis on a focal point isn't a bad thing, but it's also not an effective
strategy if it (even unintentionally) results in the exclusion of other things they need to be working on
simultaneously.
HOUSEWORK
The other aspect of a wife's stress is often associated with housework. I don't feel like re-writing what
I had on this section, so let me summarize.
Most women are stressed about housework because they overstep their bounds seeing the house as
primarily theirs. Their husband just lives there. She might let him lead "the relationship," but she gets
to run the house. In her mind, that's a woman's prerogative.
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Contrary to popular opinion even among traditional-valued conservatives, I believe the house is still
the man's domain. The fact that he may delegate to his wife certain aspects of its care and then choose
not to oversee or micromanage how she does it doesn't in any way diminish the man's authority over
the home. But it does give the woman the psychological excuse to usurp his authority in areas where
he hasn't actually given it to her.
More to the point: this is the core of a woman's stress when it comes to managing the housework. She
places more responsibility on herself than is actually on her. In reality, she fell in love with a bachelor
who had his own place and managed his own home and dreamed of helping him when she got to
move in to his house/apartment; not the guy who punts all the responsibility for its upkeep to her with cognitive dissonance, usually because she makes every subliminal effort to usurp the
responsibility she will eventually despise him for letting her take. For more reading on this, I stand by
and reaffirm my first two substantive posts on MRP from nearly 3 years ago now:
The Biological Stepmother - delving a bit further into the concept of women being attracted to
bachelors, not a husbands
Dealing with the Stressed Wife - providing a pragmatic short-term solution to the problem

NOTE: In all of this, PLEASE do not walk away thinking that it's now your job to teach your wife
the true nature of kids so she can have her "red chewable tablet awakening" and stop stressing so
much. Don't worry so much about her. If she's interested, let her have it. But this post is more about
YOU understanding what YOU're working with so YOU can make an informed decision about what
YOU want to do with YOUR life in the midst of the present chaos and stresses it brings. To that end,
I defer to my "short answer" at the very beginning of this post.
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A girl's quarantine convictions and discovering Red Pill - My
first ever Reddit post
24 upvotes | April 16, 2020 | by Runningdisciple | Link | Reddit Link
So I was encouraged by u/Red-Curious after commenting on this post to go ahead and share what the
Lord has convicted me of this quarantine. Please excuse any english or grammar mistakes, I am from
Latin America.
Glad to meet you all, let me introduce myself :) I'm a 24 year old christian who grew up in a jewish
household (other jews consider me a messianic jew, I identify as a Christ follower), so I always lived
a "straight" life: behavior wise. Grew up in a God-focused home, shabbat every friday, modest
dressing, no men in my life, apart from 1 long-term relationship, no partying, no drinking, etc. all the
way up to 21 years old when I encountered Christ. The way my current life is set up, I don't have
much space or time for "sinful" habits: Full time job, getting my masters degree, marathon training, I
serve 2 times a week in church, am part of the media team and so on. I'm pretty busy...
But then, quarantine.
I did not realize how lazy, undisciplined, sinful, childish, immature, selfish I am until I got handed
with 10+ hours of free time a day. My country is in complete lock-down, it is ilegal to leave your
house out of your assigned day and time (1 hour), so I literally am stuck with my own thoughts and
habits and boy, am I repenting. Like every hour or so.
I LOVE time with the Lord when my life is busy, its my sustenance, what I look forward to at 5:30
am, but as soon as I have the WHOLE day to be in His presence, suddenly Youtube, sewing, baking
and anything but my prayer time seems to be super interesting. Where did my "spiritual discipline"
go? It was never there to begin with, I just selfishly looked to the Lord for relief and not genuine
relationship. I showed up because it benefited me, but now that im relaxed, stress free and
entertained, I let go of intimacy with Him? Convicted. I'm owning up to my selfishness.
I am not as fit as I thought. Sure, I look fit because genetically I have a small waist and "womanly"
body that keeps pretty trim, plus I work out a lot BUT leave me alone with food and no outside to
run? I gained weight. 3 weeks into quarantine and I saw a 4 lb increase. Convicted. Since then, I
discovered r/1200isplenty, have lost the weight and will continue to drop more, practicing discipline
and denying myself. I'm owning up to my new-found-was-probably-always-there-laziness.
I've never been a big social media, attention drawing person. Heck, I just recently got an IG account
less than a year ago and have like 100 followers... but Ive found myself jealously looking at other
girls on social media these past weeks and wanting to post something for attention. I posted 3 times in
1 week... not even pictures of myself, just bible verses and what not but its still something I never
used to do. So maybe I wasn't so "secure in my identity in Christ" as I claimed to be, but was just too
busy to be aware of other people´s lives. My heart condition wasn't as pure as I thought. Convicted.
I'm owning up to the attention seeking and vain intentions in my actions.
I've always said I'm "patiently waiting" for the Lord's timing regarding my husband. I am actively
preparing for that role and am very confident in God's goodness (or so I thought). I've had like 5
panic attacks feeling like quarantine will never be over, I will never leave my house again, will not
meet a man and will die single, wasting away the desire to serve a man that God gave me and the
beauty + traits I have developed with His help. Ok... so you *werent* as confident as you thought,
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huh? Convicted. I'm owning up to the unbelief and impatience that fueled the panic.
Basically being "reign-free" and just doing what I want for a couple weeks showed me who I truly am
when you take all the routine, business and occupying things out of my hand. I praise the Lord for
His work in me during these times and have been doing a lot of introspection, honest self evaluation
and taking note of the sin I had foolishly swept under the rug. Reading r/RedPillWomen has helped in
detecting more bad habits I have to work on during this time. I don't want to "behave" like I'm set free
and redeemed by Christ, I want to genuinely be set free from the deepest parts of my soul. I've been
praying Psalm 51 over and over.
Behold, thou desirest truth in the inward parts: and in the hidden part thou shalt make me to know
wisdom. Psalm 51:6
So, thats my introduction and would love to read how everyone else is handling this quarantine. Have
a blessed evening!
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RPC Podcast Episode 6: Fitness Tests (and a crucial
announcement)
24 upvotes | June 30, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all, here's another episode of our RPC video chat series:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eSrwjvPMn4&feature=youtu.be
With that link in mind, there are rumors on the secular RP subs that another wave of SJW subbanning is about to start and they're calling for all RP-related subs to be removed. Are we at risk? It
would be unjustified, given our content compared to the other RP subs, but it's certainly possible. So,
our solution for now is:
SUBSCRIBE TO THE YOUTUBE CHANNEL. If this sub is ever shut down, we will
announce our new location from this channel.
Yes, YouTube might shut down RP-related content too, but the odds of them doing it at the same
time reddit does is pretty low.
Also, you'll be glad to see that more of our guys are turning their videos on at this point in the series or at least using a pic ;)
LIVE CHAT
Also - is anyone interested in doing a Q&A session with me on Reddit Public Access Network? I've
thought about doing something like this soon. You can't get the whole team on it, as it seems to be
one camera at a time, but it could be fun.
ONE-ON-ONE CHAT
Also - I'm planning on doing what I call "walk and talks." I've done this with a number of guys from
this sub, where I, essentially, walk around my neighborhood while chatting with them about various
topics. It could be a relationship struggle they're going through, divorce advice, developing their
mission, coaching on how to transform their congregation into having a culture of discipler-making,
practicing studying the Bible together - or any other number of things. I have come to love these
conversations. Well, after having enough of them it occurred to me that I could record some of these
conversations and post them for others to benefit from as well. Anyone interested?
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What was that post ~Wives, how to get your husband to lead?
24 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | by TheChristianAlpha | Link | Reddit Link
There was a post or two in here is that gave advice to wives whose husbands were poor leaders. Does
anybody know where those posts are? I was not able to find them on the side bar and I thought they
were sidebar material.
Also, this isn't an advice seeking post so they're is no need for stats.
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The Polarizing, Yet Equable and Rational Male
24 upvotes | July 21, 2021 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Steve and Susan
"You're just like your father!" Susan shouted at Steve. She knew how to push his buttons, and that
particular one stung the most. Steve let out a flurry of cuss words, mumbling promises to himself
under his breath between outbursts. He raised a hand to her and she dared him to do it. He knew
better. It was 3 in the morning before he came home that night. She tried to apologize, but he was
back to his cold, dead self. The excitement only lasted a little while. At least she knew how to get him
back to a place where he makes her feel something. It's so much easier now that they have to share
parental rights of their child.
Susan couldn't love a robot, but the fighting humanized Steve - and having solidified their status as
cojoined opposing forces in legal documentation, she continues to enjoy the histrionics she came to
remember as the only thing from her marriage that was worth talking about with her girl friends. In
fact, it helped her find a new man who was only too eager to play the hero. She felt something with
him ... as long as her ex continued to make her feel like the damsel in distress. Otherwise she was just
as bored with segundo macho. Steve hasn't found another input-giver to take coding from yet.
Polarization
Polarization has value. But jumping from one off-putting characteristic to another is not being polar.
It's closer to being bipolar. Valuable polarization comes when one crowd identifies with you and
another despises you. It lets you know quickly where you stand, and builds a powerful bond of
camaraderie with those on your end of the line. It also creates a strong emotional reaction with those
on the other side that can, in many cases (though not all), result in an "opposites attract" path opening
up.
Jesus was polarizing. He did it the right way. He had a drove of followers who adored him. He also
had a committed band of opponents with influence and authority who wanted to kill him. He knew
where he stood between each crowd and he played it to his own advantage unto his death,
resurrection, and glorification.
Steve was not polarizing with his wife. He was agonizing. But there were two more things he also
was not:
Equable
Equability is when a man is able to remain calm and centered in the midst of troubles that come his
way. As the Bible says, he is "not easily angered" and "keeps no record of wrongs." He is a static
force. He is a rock in the midst of the stormy seas - a rock that some people despise and others love,
but a rock nonetheless.
Jesus was equable. He could be driven to great anger and even insults, as we all know. But he was not
easily angered. It took a lot to get him riled up, and even when he was, it was always for a purpose. It
was rational anger.
Steve was not equable. Equability is a virtue that is not expressed in any one moment, but as a
broader character trait that can only be understood with observation through a multitude of scenarios
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of varying intensity. At times Steve was shallow and robotic, but it wasn't hard for Susan to rile him
up. It wouldn't be proper to say he was "equable in his calmer moments" and then simply "stopped
being equable" when he became angry any more than I could say that "Bob is an honest man, except
when he tells lies."
Rational
I don't believe Rollo titled his books simply because the name sounded cool. He understood that
rational thought is a shockingly rare commodity these days. People are beholden to their emotions as
the foundation for their decisions. The dominance of feelings over rational thought is apparent not
only in intersexual relationships, but also in politics, our educational system, the
business/marketplace, and even the judiciary - the one bastion of logic and argument that should have
held out. The church is no exception.
It is not sufficient that a man has the capability to express rational thought. He must BE a rational
male.
Rationality is not a factor of intelligence or mere logical clarity. A man is irrational when his
behaviors don't align with what he knows to be the proper course of conduct. When a man discovers
the red pill and intellectually grasps that ONEitis is destroying him, yet he continues to cede to the
contrary impulses at work in him, he is irrational. Rationality is not only about how well you can
comprehend your own circumstances, but also how you translate that into behaviors that dominate
over your emotional predispositions.
Jesus was rational. He not only knew the face value of his circumstances, but also the motivations of
the people who presented them, and had thought out insightful solutions in response. He also acted on
these solutions in a manner that consistently led him to his ultimate goal to be crucified so as to save
us all.
Steve was not rational. Even if he knew why Susan was pushing his buttons, he didn't behave in a
manner that was grounded on any real solution. He never bothered to rationalize his circumstances or
assess solutions to his problems. He is still unhappy to this day, last I knew him.
Jeff and Jane
Jeff was a character. He was funny, even especially when he didn't know it. Not everyone got his type
of humor, so there was a degree of polarization too. You had to appreciate the macabre to get him.
Jane didn't. She romanticized men like Steve because of the high paying job, well-groomed haircut,
and flashy clothes. Steve knew how to attract a woman, but not how to keep her interested. Jeff was
the opposite. It took a man like Steve in his life to play "wingman" before Jane gave him the time of
day. After the first introduction was made, Jane was reassured by Jeff's unending fun with life, even
when pessimistic. He once was genuinely worried he would be fired from his job, but teased Jane
endlessly about the "poor, homeless schmuck she'd soon be dating." Whether she believed there was
any real risk or not, it was obvious that even when times were bad he knew how to make her laugh
and enjoy what life brought their way. He was never fired.
Jeff and Jane are engaged. I don't know if marriage will change Jeff as it does for so many. But I do
know that Jeff, at least for now, is equable. His demeanor is entertainingly consistent (and I include
that modifier by necessity, not merely for emphasis), despite that the things he has experienced would
trouble the average Steve into a cold depression or an angry storm. He is also rational. He
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understands that his behaviors have consequences and affect his relationship and sexuality, and he
allows that cognizance to be the primary contributor (over emotional impulsivity) toward the resolve
he has in maintaining his affable nature.
Patrick and Sally
It's not quite fair to compare Steve and Susan with Jeff and Jane because Jeff and Jane are still
"young and in love." It's easy to overlook a lot and stay positive when you're still in your mid-20s,
broadly untainted by the burden of responsibility, and new in a relationship with lots yet to explore
about each other. Patrick and Sally have been through all that. Patrick and Sally are who I imagine
Jeff and Jane will become someday, if they don't lose what they have going for them right now. I've
seen Steves and Susans in the dating phases of life too, and it's never pretty when solemnized.
Patrick and Sally have not only learned to enjoy each other without regard for their circumstances,
but they have also learned to balance that with the weight of the responsibilities God has given them
in life - responsibilities not only to their own family, but to a much bigger purpose that they could not
manufacture for themselves. It took this purpose to help them work past their low points before
Patrick could lead Sally into a healthy bond that remains today.
Patrick is the head of a local student ministry where Christians are not welcome. He and Sally are
constantly struggling between a family of believers who love them and a secular institution that has
engaged in legal proceedings on at least two occasions to kick them out. It makes life interesting, if
not worrisome. He is a polarizing person on his campus, and not shy to engage in conversation with
those he knows oppose him. You have to be that way in ministry. His theme verse for his family is
both equable and rational: "I have learned to be content whatever the circumstances. I know what it is
to be in need, and I know what it is to have plenty. I have learned the secret of being content in any
and every situation, whether well fed or hungry, whether living in plenty or in want: ..." He
humorously leaves off the far more popular concluding verse in an effort to draw on others' curiosity
while simultaneously emphasizing the context that is so often forgotten.
Patrick is a man I want to be like in many ways.
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"Spiritual Growth" - such an awkward phrase.
24 upvotes | August 14, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
The "spiritual growth" concept is another pop phrase I've started reconsidering lately. It's obviously
not a phrase actually found in Scripture, though the concept is tangentially there.
The Bible talks a great deal of growth in individual virtues - "grow in stature" or "grow in grace" or
"grow in knowledge" or other such traits. Everyone can understand that "grow in stature means
developing a more mature frame. Growing in grace means becoming more gracious. Growing in
knowledge means learning (and presumably understanding).
But "spiritual" isn't a biblical virtue or measurable attribute. I can tell when someone is very gracious
and not gracious at all. But "spiritual"? It's so open for interpretation because the Bible doesn't define
it. We see examples of Jesus showing grace and other people not showing grace in Scripture. We
don't see examples that say: "This person is spiritual, and this person was not." It's a pop culture word
created for convenience. When someone in the world today says "I'm a spiritual person," they mean
something very different from when a Christian talks about "spiritual growth."
For the most part, people mean it to be a metric of the maturity of the believer - and that's probably
the best and most biblically appropriate use of the phrase. But "maturity" of what? Their "spirit"?
Their "spirituality"? They way they "walk by the Spirit"? What does that even mean? Yes, the
concept of "walking by the Spirit" is certainly a biblical one (Galatians 5:16-18). But is that, itself,
the standard of maturity, or is it merely one aspect of the mature person? Or does it all blend together.
Let me sidetrack on that point real fast. Galatians 5:16-18 is an explanation of how we follow
the command to "love your neighbor as yourself," as is made clear in 14-15. I show love for
myself not merely in gratifying my desires, as is often misinterpreted in the phrase, but also by
exercising, developing my career, taking care of my home, studying/memorizing Scripture,
making disciples, etc. - as these all benefit me in a variety of ways. In the same way, if I am to
love my neighbor as myself, just as I follow Christ as my primary means of loving myself, even
as Christ loves me, so also must I disciple my neighbor to help him follow Christ if I am to love
him the same way I love myself.
Back on point, many people use Christ-likeness as the standard of "spiritual maturity," which is
probably best. But if the target is so clear, why use such an ambiguous phrase as "spiritual growth"
when what we really mean is "growing in Christ-likeness"? The answer is, of course, because nobody
really wants to sit down and examine what Christ would be doing in their personal situations. Would
Christ really be sitting in front of a computer screen typing this post? Maybe. Maybe not. Would he
really be playing that video game? Would he really be memorizing verses when his neighbors are out
with their kids and he could be talking with them?
Another sidenote: this is why I hate the "WWJD" phrase - because some of these things may
seem like blind speculation. We don't know what Jesus would do in these situations, but we do
know what he did do - and if 1 John 2:6 says that anyone who abides in him "must walk as
Jesus walked," that means we don't ask the question of what WOULD Jesus do? but instead
ask: What DID Jesus do - and that's what I must now be doing. Yet "spiritual" growth rather
than being Christ-like can be attributed to a number of other things that are much less lifewww.TheRedArchive.com
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changing. And we all know how little Christians actually want to change their lives, despite
how much they may talk about it. Really, though: I could walk into most grocery stores,
shopping malls, movie theaters, etc. and find it impossible to distinguish the believer from the
non-believer because the lifestyle churchianity produces today is in no way distinct from the
lifestlye of everyone else in the world. The same "be good people" message churchianity puts
out is, on the whole, no different than the moral life lessons even the non-believers convey in
TV shows, public broadcasts, books, through counselors, etc. The notion that "by this all men
will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another" ... it's just not working under the
message of what churchianity puts out regarding what it looks like to "love your neighbor as
yourself," as Paul is discussing in Galatians 5, per the last aside. That's why there has to be
more to it.
Back on track again: all of this begs the question: "what's the metric?" Because the metric for
maturity given by most of churchianity is not the one we see in Scripture.
Churchianity's metric of "maturity" is usually based on one or a combination of (1) emotionalism, (2)
knowledge, (3) good deeds, or (4) avoidance of bad deeds. But this is an awful metric. A person
could despise Christ in their heart, but wanting to fit in churchianity culture still train themselves to
become emotional during worship, learn the Scriptures, serve his neighbors, and give up cussing,
drinking, porn, etc. Yet he is no more "mature in Christ-likeness" than a pagan. It is a facade. This is
why the generic term "spiritual growth" is often unhelpful - because it gives people carte blanche to
decide for themselves what it looks like to "grow spiritually" or to look back to ANY life change over
the last several years and conclude that it is "spiritual growth," and then people can persuade
themselves that they are mature when they are still babes. And this is EXACTLY what we see in
churchianity culture today: infants who want to play dress-up as adults.
Thank goodness Jesus gave us an actual metric for maturity: "By their fruit you will recognize them."
If we look at the life of Christ, he was constantly producing fruit for the Kingdom. He was sowing
seed everywhere he went. You can't fake that because at some point what you're proclaiming to those
around you is going to result in fruit. Sow enough seed, something will grow. And you'll see really
fast if it's good fruit or bad. And that process of sowing seed and nurturing it to life is evangelism
(sowing) and discipleship (nurturing growth).
Paul confirms this in Philippians 3, saying, "Let all of us who are MATURE take such a view of
things," meaning he's about to give his test for what distinguishes a "mature" person from an
"immature" one. He emphasizes how ABSOLUTELY certain he is about this by adding immediately
after: "and if on some point you think differently, that too God will make clear to you," meaning:
"There's no way I'm wrong. Argue with me if you want, but God will prove to you I'm right."
He then gives two criteria for maturity: (1) "Only let us live up to what we have already obtained" that is, mature people know their roles, capabilities, skills, limits, etc. and live in those, not
pretending (a) to be more capable than they are, unlike a child who, in his immaturity, tries to act like
an adult; rather, a child who is actually mature recognizes he is a child and embraces this as he
continues to progress in life ... or (b) to be less capable than we are, failing to live up to the capacities
we have attained in life due to sloth, apathy, etc. That is, we know our roles and capacities and we
live within them.
(2) "Join with others in following my example, brothers, and take note of those who live according to
the pattern we gave you." That is, Paul discipled people at Philippi, showing them his way of life - his
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"pattern" of living, preaching, bearing fruit - all of it. 1 Thess. 2:8 - "so we cared for you. Because we
loved you so much, we were delighted to share with you not only the gospel of God but our lives as
well." And just as Paul did this with a wave of Philippians, he writes this letter, saying, "And just as
we modeled our lives for them, now let their lives be the model for you," passing down that example
through successive generations. And we know that Paul's "model" of life is based on Christ because
he spells it out in the way he did this exact same process with the Corinthians in 1 Cor. 11:1 "Follow me as I follow Christ."
To summarize this passage, Paul says that "maturity" is when someone (1) knows their roles and
capacities and lives within them to the fullest, not over-reaching or under-performing, and (2)
actively participates in a generational pattern of life-modeling in the art of Christ-likeness.
So, when someone talks about helping others with their "spiritual growth," and yet defaults to
churchianity's rubric of (1) feeling more emotionally connected to God, (2) teaching them more
knowledge, (3) helping them become better people, or (4) showing them how to avoid sin - I am
immediately skeptical because it leaves out the fruitfulness aspect. "By their fruit you will recognize
them," we see Jesus quoting in a number of places. A sapling struggles to bear fruit, but a full grown
tree produces a lot of it - "30, 60, or even 100 times what was sown," as Jesus says. A tree that
trickles out 1 or 2 apples a season would hardly be considered a mature apple tree; but one that
produces hundreds ... now that's a fully grown tree. Right?
So, if you're going to help others with "spiritual growth" - what are you doing to prompt them to
produce fruit? Because if the person you're "spiritually growing" isn't producing fruit and the things
you're teaching aren't being communicated in a way that shows how they are helpful toward the goal
of producing fruit, then what are you actually accomplishing? Certainly not maturation or "spiritual
growth" at that point. Instead, (a) at worst, we are training them to put on a facade - "having a form of
godliness but denying its power" in that God's power is designed for the expansion of his Kingdom,
or (b) at best, we are giving them peripheral lessons/skills that could become helpful at bearing fruit
if they ever connect the dots, but still failing to connect those dots, making it ultimately a wasted
effort, just like giving a tree lots of water while denying it sunlight will still result in a dead, fruitless
tree.
"Spiritual growth" - better termed "becoming more Christ-like" - must, then, be focused less on these
things and more on what will result in production of fruit for God's Kingdom.
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Don't Be Autistic
24 upvotes | September 22, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Some people just can't figure out common sense. There's literally a group of people who lack this
cognitive capacity ... then there are guys new to the red pill who forget they have this ability for a
time. I'm skeptical that anyone will want to admit to identifying with this post, but there's a good
chance others are seeing it in you - and in hind-sight, I wish I'd been self-aware enough a few years
ago to know when I needed something like this, so let's see where it goes.
Google describes autism symptoms as "difficulty with communication, difficulty with social
interactions, obsessive interests, and repetitive behaviors." Psychologists I have spoken with and
examined as part of my career have noted that one expression of autism is when someone
compartmentalizes a particular thought process away from all the others, or fails to recognize
appropriate contexts or limits/boundaries for expressing that thought process through behavior.
Another noted that what we perceive as common sense, they don't comprehend intuitively - they have
to learn many such concepts the same way you would have to learn carpentry: study, observation, and
practice.
Let's clean that up: autists have difficulty figuring out when to apply good advice and when not to.
EXAMPLES
Consider Sepean's 10 ways to fail at MRP post.
You don't lift hard enough. Some guy reads this, doesn't actually research lifting or follow a
program, but just puts more weights on the bar, then gets himself injured.
You mistake your idea of a real man for being alpha. Guy has his own idea of "alpha"
having a dominant frame, forgetting the importance of the quality of his frame, so he tries to
dominate his wife in every conversation and it blows up in his face.
You listen to your wife. Sepean already foresaw this one and addressed the guy who
idiotically ignores everything his wife says, even in casual conversation.
You're upset your wife is angry. Someone reads this and idiotically stops paying attention to
legitimate emotional cues of other problems that don't involve you.
You think your wife is a puzzle you have to solve. After reading this, you trivialize every
differing thought and emotional issue she expresses, making you incapable of distinguishing
fitness tests from comfort tests.
You're angry at how women are. Guy reads this and decides that instead of being angry he'd
embrace the nature of women, which idiotically came with an absence of caution when
interacting with them, so he gets slapped with a DV charge, divorce, unexpected child support,
etc.
You go rambo. Guy decides not to go Rambo, taking things slow, and 5 years later is
wondering why he's still not seeing results.
You won't play dread. Guy decides to "dread" his wife by making hear jealous as often as
possible.
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You half-a it. Someone decides he's going to be "all-in" and starts going Rambo instead, or so
drastically changes his routine all at once that nobody else in his house has the ability to adjust
or follow his lead.
You don't switch into dominance and boundary enforcement. The guy reads this, ignores
the "eventually" context and starts the process too early, resulting in massive Rambo-like
explosions.
Let's add a few more common ones:
Guy is told to STFU. He literally stops talking to his wife and won't speak during conflict.
Guy is told to develop a strong frame. He becomes emotionally dead, extremely cold, and
completely unlovable.
Guy is told to AA through fitness tests. Starts cracking AA jokes during comfort tests.
You get the idea.
OBJECTION 1
But Red, most of these posts explain what they mean so people wouldn't make stupid
mistakes like this.
You'd think, right? Turns out: lots of guys ...
1. Skim rather than read
2. Read, but read so much at once that they can't remember half of what they read
3. Remember what they read, but don't process it
4. Process, but don't apply
5. Apply, but only the things they think are relevant
This entire sub is filled with gold. Yeah, there's some crap too. I've written some of the crap myself stuff I'd go back and change, if I cared enough. I get it. But that's kind of the point. Don't be autistic
and do something just because some rando on the internet wrote a post. Look for the guys who have a
track record for reliable content. Read through the comments and figure out which suggestions work
and which don't. It's often said reddit-wide that the best of reddit isn't the posts, but the comments.
That principle certainly holds true here too.
Actually read and process what you read, then test it against your own common sense and instincts.
OBJECTION 2
But, Red - if I've been blue pill for so long, should I really trust my own 'common sense' and
instincts?
No, but I'm telling you to anyway. Know why? Because that's what's going to pace you. Yes, your
"common sense" is going to push against all of this stuff. But if you didn't have that, you'd apply it all
way too fast in all the wrong ways, as many do, and end up blowing up your life rather than fixing it.
Instead, you read a red pill nugget and your common sense says not to do it. Rather than picking one
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or the other, this tension causes you to test/practice applying the concepts at safe contexts at a gradual
pace. As you see it working and you become competent, your common sense adjusts to recognize that
you can keep applying the concept in other contexts as well. In time, your blue pill instincts that were
buffering you from going Rambo are now encouraging you to expand.
In this, you'll figure out quickly what works for you and what doesn't. And when you see that you're
improving, but plateauing in the results you wanted, common sense would send you back to some of
those principles you previously discarded. Maybe you weren't ready for them then, but you are now.
Pick them up again and get back at it.
OBJECTION 3
But if she's disgusted by me right now, wouldn't a sudden, drastic change be better to show
her I'm not the same?
No. I've heard guys say this. You don't change overnight just because you read an internet post. YOU
have not changed. At best, your perspective has changed. Besides, questions like this still focus too
much on her. Stop worrying about how she perceives things and you be better because YOU want to
be better. All I'm saying is that if you want to do that in a way that doesn't blow up your
life/marriage, apply some common sense.
The levels of dread are a great reference point here. Notice how you don't even start studying PUA
until level 6, and you don't actually practice it until level 7? So what are you doing hitting on your
waitress in front of your wife when you haven't even passed your first fitness test yet? It's right there
in bold letter: "Move up these levels one at a time, slowly, and carefully, taking approximately 1
month for each level." Slow down. Master the basics before going on.
I still find that revisiting the basics has more value to me than trying to practice "advanced" concepts.
Do I learn anything new when I do? Nope. But I certainly remember some things I forgot. And it
reminds me that being a high value man, while requiring lots of effort, is ultimately nowhere near as
complicated as some men try to make it. Common sense. Don't be autistic.
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Wondering how men can actually get married these days...
24 upvotes | December 7, 2019 | by agoodcrayon | Link | Reddit Link
This day and age, how can a Christian RP man get married?
What are Christian men actually supposed to do?
I want to smash left and right but want to keep it in Gods instruction. I don’t want to be nihilistic but
marriage really does seem like a bad idea even if you are in the top 5%.
Majority of women are sluts claiming to be clean and hypergamy + plausible deniability is a force to
be reckoned with.
I’m not content with becoming a eunuch but also have trouble staying patient for Gods blessing in a
wife.
These are just some questions I struggle with to determine what decisions I make for the future.
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Faking and Making
24 upvotes | August 20, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I was writing a post on tests, but it got too long and this content seemed to stand apart as a post of its
own. Remember this when I put up the next post. It'll come in handy.
We often tell guys to "fake it til you make it." But this only makes sense if the way you fake it
actually leads to making it. Consider ...
Examples of What Not to Do
Fake It
1. Your wife is out of town. You goof off the entire time. She calls when her plane is landing.
You clean up the entire house just before she gets home and pretend you're husband of the year
because you can run a clean ship without her.
2. You talk to a pastor congregation leader about your mission. In order to persuade him you start
making up stories that prove the success of what you're proposing, relying on the lie to sell it to
him. You convince yourself that it's better to get him to start doing things your way than not at
all, so it's worth the falter in your integrity.
3. Your wife is really struggling with the kids. You're struggling too, but you act like you're super
dad and they respect you all the time, even though they don't. She feels inferior and neither of
you feel compelled to seek actual answers to improve your kids' lives because you both think
you have it under control.
4. You're in a circle of people and they all seem to be really comfortable with each other, but you
feel like you're the odd one out. You make up stories to sound impressive.
5. You're screwing around on Reddit at work and your boss walks in. You frantically pull up
some spreadsheets to make it look like you were doing actual work.
These are all [personal] examples of faking it that will never lead to making it.
Make It
1. Your wife is out of town. You finally get the chance to see how you'd run the house without
her. You really want to goof off the entire time, but you decide to keep things in order and set
boundaries for yourself as to when you'll goof off and when you'll upkeep things. You hate
every minute of it and want to break your own boundaries. You're faking your way through.
You haven't made it - and the fact that you have to set boundaries for yourself in the first place
proves this. But you do it anyway, and you become a little more disciplined as a result.
2. You've never discipled anyone before, but you're pumped to try, so you decide to tell your
pastor congregation leader about it all anyway. He's not fully sold on it, so you put your money
where your mouth is and tell him who you're going to start discipling and that the growth in this
guy over the next 6 months will be the proof of the effectiveness of what you're proposing.
Then you hop to it, even though you have no clue what the heck you're doing. You're faking it.
You're not a competent disciple-maker. But you learn by diving in head-deep and eventually
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make it, rather than being the guy who never gets started because he wants to wait until he's
"ready" or "mature enough."
3. You want to look like super-dad to your wife, but the honest reality is that the kids are just as
defiant with you as they are with her. You devise a new approach to parenting and tell your
wife you've got the situation under control and that she just needs to follow your lead. You
don't actually know how this new approach will turn out. You're faking it. But you're going to
learn from the effort and refine your process until something does work.
4. The circle of people you're in are chatting up a storm and laughing at each other's jokes. You're
an incredible social introvert and generally horrible with conversations. You step into the circle
with a big grin on your face and say something totally stupid that you thought would be funny.
They laugh at how stupid the joke was. You haven't made it. You faked your confidence. But
now you've learned something that doesn't work and have an opportunity to practice various
techniques at recovering in a social dynamic like that. Or maybe it did work and boosted your
confidence a bit more until you become comfortable hopping into conversations from being an
outsider.
5. You're not disciplined at work at all. You screw around on Reddit, but decide that you need to
at least look like you're working from time to time. So, every now and then you tell yourself
you're going to pull up a TPS report and look it over. You have no idea what the heck a TPS
report is in the first place. You're faking it. But after eventually seeing a few dozen of them,
you're starting to realize where the important bits are and how they connect to other stuff that
you actually do know what to do with. You just might make it after all, and you've disciplined
yourself at the office in the process.
These are all ways I adjusted the initial failures I had at various points in my life to start developing
actual character - and I'm still going.
Counter-Productive Game-Play
Lots of guys think that playing the part of the alpha will get them the results they're looking for.
Think again. The "I'm the alpha game" is actually incredibly counter-productive. Consider the
following scenarios that would cause a guy to play the "alpha" game.
If you are playing the alpha to "fix your marriage," you're living in the frame of your marriage. By
definition, living in any frame other than your own is "not alpha." In this old post (which will most
certainly come up in my book), I focus on the way "the marriage" is personified in culture to control
men. This is particularly true in churchianity because women know they don't have biblical grounds
to boss their husband around, so instead they have to adopt concepts, give those concepts
transcendant authority over their husbands, and then tell their husbands they must meet those
mysteriously transcendant standards because "that's what married people are supposed to do" - even
though no one can explain exactly why married people are supposed to do any of that stuff. It's not
technically your wife's frame, but it's a conceptual frame that's not your own, and she gets to tell you
what that frame's boundaries are.
If you are playing the alpha to fix things with your wife, you're living in you're wife's frame. Let's be
clear: this scenario involves pretending to be something you're not because you think that's what
someone else really wants from you. In this case, that someone else is your wife. And you're trying to
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give her what she wants in order to get what you want in return. This is a covert contract. It's also at
the very essence of the blue pill mentality.
If you are playing the alpha because a group of guys on the internet told you it's a great way to get
your wife to sleep with you, and it's not quite working, but they keep telling you it's just that you're
doing it wrong ... well, now you're living in the frame of a bunch of guys on the internet. That
includes me. Sure, my frame is big enough to have you - but I'm here to empower men to do God's
work, not take them under my wing indefinitely. Get out of my frame. Go be your own man.
What's the alternative? Actually becoming the best version of yourself. Your best physical shape.
Your best emotional stability. Your best charm. Your best mental fortitude. Your best financial
prospects. Most importantly: your best determination to fulfill a mission that actually makes a
difference for eternity. Your frame needs to be your best self. Not the "perfect husband." Not your
wife's dream-guy. Not what I tell you to be. Your best self. Nothing less.
You see, when you do things for other people's sake, you can never be the genuine article. You will
always be a fake. When the tests come, you will ultimately fail. You can cheat for a while and make
it look like you're a great success. That's what we do here in our advice threads: we become your
cheat-sheet. But at the end of the day, you've got to get to the point where you can stop looking to the
guy next to you for what he'd do and figure out for yourself what you're going to do. Yes, you need to
learn what strategies work first, and then figure out how you personally will implement them. But it
has to be uniquely you. The teaching and field report threads are showing you what the genuine
article looks like - not giving you some boilerplate stereotype of which your life is just a lame spinoff.
CONCLUSION
Faking it is ...
1. Going to fail if you do it in a way that you're not actually internalizing anything from the
process, and
2. Going to undermine all of your efforts if your underlying goals in doing this are still tied up in
someone else's frame.
Focus on internalization and stick to your own frame - which if you are abiding in Christ is
synonymous with his frame. Yes, that means making disciples.
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Open Letter to a Christian Incel
24 upvotes | March 28, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
To a brother,
The following is not intended to wound you carelessly, but as surgeon wounds a sick patient to carve
away the cancer. Only by causing damage first can the healing begin.
Women don't dislike you because they are thots corrupted by modernity, they dislike you because
you are unattractive. Your faith is solid, but your body isn't. Your prayers and sacrifice are a sweet
fragrance to God, but it doesn't mask your body odor to women.
Reading that probably roused your obvious distaste for women. You find them shallow, vain, and
unspiritual. Perhaps you are right, but you are mistaken nonetheless. You don't dislike women for
being women, you dislike women because they aren’t men.
Read that again.
You will denounce transgenderism, rightly pointing out that God made men and women extremely
different. Despite this,you become upset when women think and behave vastly differently than men
do.
You would not get upset with a cat for behaving like a cat because you don't expect it to be otherwise.
If you expected a cat to behave like a dog you would be understandably irritated.
"Why isn't this cat loyal?"
"Why isn't it grateful when I feed it?"
"How come it isn't excited when I come home?"
Because it's a cat, not a dog.
Like a man upset that his cat doesn't behave like a dog, you become upset when women don't behave
as men do.
Your expectations of women do not align with their true nature. This is understandable. No one has
taught you the true nature of women. Not only so, but society has actively lied to you about their
nature. Unless you learn the true nature of women and learn to accept them as they are, you not only
never enjoy women but you will be greatly susceptible to their manipulations.
What is the true nature of women? Women are hypergamous and will seek the attention of the man at
the top of the totem pole, even if they are otherwise "committed" to another man. Women interpret
the world through feelings and emotion, so much so that they often reinterpret the past based on their
feelings in the present. Women are incapable of loving you the way you love them, in the same way
that children are incapable of loving their parents the way a parent loves a child. The differences are
many and the list goes on from here.
Knowing that women have conditional loyalty, emotional driven perspective, and child-like love,
why would any man want a woman in his life?
Some don't. Given the proper context, that's okay. If a man is able to attract women but does not want
one, that is his prerogative. If a man is unable to attract women but does not want one, that is
weakness. If you are going to forsake women and go your own way, do it from a position of strength.
The unattractive man who swears off women is as pitiful as the man who yells, "You can't fire me, I
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quit!" Don't be that man.
Many men, knowing the volatile and foreign nature of women, chose to pursue women, even to the
point of marriage. They do this for many reasons, such as having children, but perhaps chief among
them is because it is fun. Why do some men take unnecessary risks, such as skydiving or owning
exotic dangerous pets? Because men are drawn to the thrill of danger.
Which man are you? The man who can get a woman but doesn't want one, or the man who wants a
woman but can't attract one? The honest answer is the latter, and while you won't admit it out loud
you know it to be true. We both know that if you aroused the attention a hot female peer and found
her suddently into you, you would change your tune. So let's be honest, the issue isn't truly that you
dislike women, it's that you dislike that women dislike you. That's perfectly reasonable. Join the club,
we've all been there at some point.
So where do you go from here?
Learn the nature of women and learn to accept them as they are. Does acceptance mean tolerance?
No. Disloyalty is still disloyalty, but knowing that women will trade upward, use this element of their
nature and become the guy they desire to trade upward for. In similar fashion, each element of the
female nature presents both danger and opportunity, if you know how to use it. Spend time in the
manosphere learning. You will likely go through each stage of grief as you learn how deeply you
have been lied to. That is normal. Embrace it and keep moving forward; you will be stronger for it.
You will begin to find yourself at odds with others in your congregation, likely respected members or
even pastors or elders. You will wonder how they don't see what has become so obvious. Be
gracious. They like you are deeply influenced by the culture. Pray for them. Talk with them. Don't go
Rambo and call them to task, you have nothing to gain by being overzealous here.
Next, you need to practice interacting with women with their true nature in mind. Knowledge without
action will not transform you. As you learn to apply what you've learned you will find yourself
failing at times. That's part of the process. Eventually you will begin to experience success with
women. Don't stop here, keep going. If you do, you will eventually be attracting women you used to
think were entirely out of your league. You'll be tempted to settle here, but keep going. If you do, you
eventually reach the point where women you otherwise thought were reasonable down-to-earth good
girls are unabashedly throwing themselves at you. It will be exciting at first, then sickening. Nothing
will sober you up on the nature of women quite like seeing otherwise respectable girls going out of
their way to compel you to do all sorts of unspeakable things to them. If you settle before this point
you will think you found a unicorn, a woman who "would never even think to do something like that"
in a million years, only to find yourself flabbergasted by her trangressive behavior later if she acts on
these suppressed impulses. But now you've begun to see the true nature of women and are ready to
make an informed decision of whether or not you want one in your life for the long haul.
Regardless of what you decide, you will be respected for it as you decided from a position of
abundance and opportunity, not scarcity.
In love,
OZ
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Solving a Foundational Problem on This Sub: Enabling Closet
Bloops
24 upvotes | March 15, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I have failed this community. I have lost sight of one of the most important and fundamental aspects
of biblical red pill praxtheology. Let's take a moment to get back on track.
Tag
I remember playing tag once. I was chasing another kid around the field. No matter how fast I ran, he
was faster. I kept chasing and chasing, but he kept evading and evading, always a few steps ahead.
Eventually I said, "I give up. Let's go back." He nodded and came over to walk with me.
You'd think my next words would be, "Tag, you're it!" Right? It was all a ruse just to win the game,
wasn't it?
No. I actually stopped playing the game. If there was any hint that it was just a ruse, he would have
been more on guard. You'd better believe he wouldn't have trusted me next time I wanted to quit,
even if I was genuine. This could have destroyed my ability to get him to walk by my side in that
context ever again.
The only way to achieve consistent results - getting him to stay within arm's reach of me - was to stop
chasing him. I had to stop playing the game. As long as my goal was to tag him - especially if he
knew that was my goal - I would have to work really, really hard to stand a chance, and still would
rarely ever get him.
The Problem
I haven't been paying as much attention lately to differentiating when a man is blue or red. I have
simply been identifying the man's goals and responding with thoughts and questions that may help
him achieve those goals. The implicit and mistaken theory behind this conduct is that if a man is
setting appropriate goals and achieving them, then he will become red pilled, or will somehow
become a more godly man. This is false.
The problem is: most of the time those goals are counter-productive to his ability to achieve them and they're often misguided goals in the first place.
I know, it's a catch-22. You want to have a "happily ever after" marriage - but this very desire is what
precludes you from ever having a "happily ever after" marriage. A goal only has value if progress
toward it can be measured in some capacity. That measurement, then, becomes a judge over us. By
making a goal of it, we let our sense of identity, validation, and self-worth become tied to the degree
of progress we make. When we help others focus on progress in these goals, we enable them to
continue allowing the metric established by the goal act as a judge over them.
I have been guilty of this enabling behavior. This forum has, in some respects, departed ways from
biblical red pill praxtheology and turned into a "try this trick" advice-help forum. It's still better
advice than you're going to get in any other Christian forum, but it is tainted advice. We are ignoring
the fact that men here have maintained their blue pill ideologies and merely want to use the red pill as
a series of strategies to accomplish their goals. Maybe I'm being too harsh, but this is what I'm seeing
all the same.
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Manifestation of the Problem
What, exactly, am I talking about here? What is this community doing that's so wrong?
We are divorcing the underlying truth from the byproduct behaviors.
Consider:
1. A man wants to fix all the fighting in his marriage. We tell him he must Agree & Amplify and
practice amused mastery, fog, etc.
2. A man wants to go out with a new girl. We give him conversational strategies, tell him to be
confident, and send him on his way.
3. A man is trying to get his wife to respect him. We teach him about frame and how to maintain
it, then have him adopt a mission and send him on his way.
What we're not recognizing here is:
1. A man wants to fix all the fighting in his marriage.
2. A man wants to go out with a new girl.
3. A man is trying to get his wife to respect him.
See it now? These are blue pill ideological goals. These people have a notion of what "happily ever
after" will look like for them - even if it's a mildly realistic notion - and that's what they're really
seeking. This is how the problem manifests here.
Before going much further, stop and think for a minute: What does it really mean to be red pilled?
Am I really red pilled if these are the things I'm seeking?
Uprooting the Foundation
Are any of these bad things? No. Of course not. Should we keep making an intentional effort to solve
these problems? Hmm. That's the question that gets more dicey. Let's start asking the more
foundational questions:
1. Why do you want to fix the fighting in your marriage? Because you can't emotionally handle it?
Because she might leave you if you keep fighting? Because your idea of "happily ever after"
doesn't involve fighting? Because it's hindering you from your mission, the advancement of
which is your real ultimate aim in all of this?
2. Why do you want to go out with a new girl? Because you just really want to get married
someday so, so bad? Because you can't stop thinking about sex and you're hoping a hot wife particularly this girl - might curb your craving? Because you've been conditioned by society to
just assume you should get married and don't know what else to do with your life? Because
someone in your life would be displeased if you don't get married someday? Because God gave
you a seemingly impossible task to do alone and you need help and the girls helping you are so
hot that you're going to end up sinning if you don't ask out and marry one of them?
3. Why do you want your wife to respect you? Because you can't feel validated in life if she
doesn't? Because it embarrasses you to all your friends when she acts disrespectful in front of
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them? Because it keeps reminding you that you don't have the "happily ever after" you always
wanted? Because your wife's respect is like the oil in an engine that keeps your ship running
smooth in the direction God pointed you?
With any of these, will getting your short-term goal met actually result in any progress toward your
long-term goal of making disciples of all nations? If not, why is it your goal? If so, is your mission
part of the reason this is your goal or do you segregate them as separate issues in your mind? Or are
you using your mission as a cop-out to "legitimize" these lesser goals as being your present highest
priority to get solved?
"I really want to fix my dead bedroom marriage ... you know, but it's not just about the sex ... it's
because it'll make more disciples ... and if you give me 5 minutes I'm sure I could find some way to
rationalize why that makes sense." Don't be that guy.
If you are using "red pill strategies" (a somewhat oxymoronic phrase) to accomplish blue pill goals,
you are blue. Purple, at best. In 5 days it will have been 6 months since I'd written this post, about the
Christian purple. Six months from now I hope not to have to write it a third time.
What Does the Bible Say
Paul talks about "unity" a lot. It's a big theme for him. Most of Ephesians is about this concept. 1 Cor.
12, among other places, talks about being a united body made up of many parts. Philippians 2
clarifies that our unity means we are to have "the same love, being one in spirit and in purpose."
There is only one love: God.
There is only one spirit: the Holy Spirit.
There is only one purpose: Jesus' model of making disciples.
Nothing else matters. Let me provoke you: Even married men should not strive to have better
marriages. "Let those with wives live as though they had none," Paul says. "Seek first God's
Kingdom and all these things will be added to you as well," Jesus says. Let's live like these aren't just
pieces of advice, but as if they are commands! Are these passages truly a part of your theological
framework?
A Call to a Solution
What's going on here is that we're enabling men to use red pill strategies to gratify blue pill goals. On
MRP I occasionally see the phrase in a derogatory context: "Sprinkle some alpha on it." We don't
want to sprinkle alpha on our lives and marriages. We want to be alpha. We don't want to add a dash
of Jesus in our life. We want to be Jesus - both to ourselves and to the world.
So, I'm calling you all to do three things:
1. After reading this post, (re-)read this post.
2. Make a decision that you're going to adopt a one-track mind about your mission in life, that
you're going to develop a VERY clear vision for how it will be accomplished, and then take 1
step toward that goal in the next 3 days.
3. Call out blue pill ideologies when you see them, addressing the ultimate core of each other's
problems, rather than giving them a few more alpha techniques to sweep the issue under the rug
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with.
Let's stop making "better marriages" or "finding a great helper" our goal, stop enabling people who
do make these things their goal, and get back down to the foundation of our praxtheology. This
cannot happen merely by offering what the red pill has to say. We must identify the blue, call it out
when we see it, and eradicate it to make room for the red. While not the same context, Matthew
12:43-45 somehow feels on-point here. Let's not invite Christ into a house inhabited by evil, nor the
red into a house inhabited by the blue.
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NoFap, The Prostate Cancer Myth, and What To Do With All
That Sexual Energy
24 upvotes | February 6, 2019 | by WarriorJesus1915 | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Would anybody be interested in an official quality audio
recording of the sidebar posts?
24 upvotes | November 15, 2018 | by SIC_redditcruiser | Link | Reddit Link
Considering recording the sidebar since I love listening to audiobooks. Upvote and or comment if
you would be interested in something like this.
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What's the end-goal?
24 upvotes | November 4, 2021 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
What is the role of "the red pill" in Scripture? We have a whole sidebar series devoted to showing
how it's in there. But what do we do with it? Where does it fit in with God's master plan? I've
addressed this a lot on the discord, but it occurs to me I haven't put it here yet, so let's do that now.
DISCIPLES OF WHO?
I've seen many men in this forum get hooked on the concept of discipleship. Excellent! I've said
before that the entirety of the Christian life can be summed up in the three greats: (G) Love God, (O)
Love Others, and (D) Make Disciples. These are the greatest command, second greatest command,
and great commission. Jesus says, "The one who has my commands and obeys them is the one who
loves me," so you can't say you truly love God if you're not fulfilling his command to make disciples.
"Jesus, I love you enough to follow most of your commands, but not that one. I won't make disciples.
But if I follow your other commands, is that enough love for you?" Good luck with that line.
Okay, so you're making disciples ... but disciples of who? I've known too many men who want to
make disciples of masculinity instead of Christ. I'm going to pick on our mod /u/TheChristianAlpha
because he's an easy target and has the frame to handle it. I remember asking him his mission at one
point and he said, "To raise up more masculine men in the Church." Cool. That's useful. But it also
means that the focus of his mission at that time was to generate masculinity, not Christ-followers.
There's a difference. For the record, that was years ago and TCA has moved past that.
1 John 2:6 says, "Whoever says he abides in him [Jesus] ought to walk in the same way in which he
walked." We are to be training people to be disciples of Christ, not disciples of "masculinity,"
whatever that means.
IT'S NOT A TWO-WAY STREET
The reality is that every man who follows Jesus and strives to be like him will be masculine. Jesus is
the model man. The more you become like Christ, the more you will attain the epitome of
masculinity. It won't be the world's definition of masculinity, nor will it be the mainstream church's.
But it will be Christ's expression of it, and you can't go wrong with that. Just make sure you know
who Christ actually was and what he actually did and do likewise, rather than trusting in assumptions
and ingrained notions you may have been raised with on the subject. Again, we have a whole sidebar
for that.
But the reverse is not true. Not everyone who pursues masculinity will be more like Christ. There are
several expressions of masculinity - including those taught in secular red pill channels - which are
quite unChrist-like.
This is hard for many red pill guys to wrap their heads around because the red pill has so drastically
changed their lives that some people are more evangelistic about the red pill for saving them from
blue pill agony than they are about Christ for saving them from sin and eternal hellfire. See the
imbalance there? If the red pill has changed your life more than Jesus has changed your life,
there's a problem. Which one are you looking to as your actual savior?
In the end, the goal should be to make people more like Jesus, which will inherently mean making
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them more masculine and "red pilled." But making people more red-pilled/philosophically-masculine
will not necessarily make them more like Jesus.
TIMING IS KEY
The Timeline
So, why bother with the red pill at all, if Jesus is the short-term, mid-term, and long-term goal
anyway?
Ecclesiastes 3 tells us, "For everything there is a season, and a time for every matter under heaven: a
time to be born, and a time to die; a time to plant, and a time to pluck up what is planted; a time to
kill, and a time to heal ..." a time to talk about relationships and sexual strategy, and a time to set
those things aside.
In my 309 post on "the discipleship process" I wrote about distinct process that help us grow. A nonChristian is "Evangelised" into becoming a Convert. A Convert is "Established" into becoming a
Disciple. A Disciple is "Equipped" to become a DiscipleR. And a DiscipleR builds an "Entrusting
relationship with his disciples to become a Leader over discipleR-making ministries.
Evangelism is about building relationships with non-believers and leveraging those
relationships to spread the Gospel.
Establishing is getting a new believer grounded in the faith to the point where they are capable
spiritual survival even without your leadership.
Equipping is the process of casting a vision on one who is already following Christ so that
instead of merely surviving in their faith, they are thriving and producing. The equipped man
has a purpose in his following that is actually beneficial to the Kingdom and not only his own
life.
Entrusting is the process of coordinating discipleR-makers of all sorts into a common, unified
effort for the sake of growth and efficiency rather than discipleship chaos.
This process is your timeline, and it could take any amount of time to help any one person move from
each phase to the next. Evangelism could take weeks or years. Establishing should ideally take about
6 months, but could take as little as 3 or as long as years. I try to shoot for Jesus' timeline: roughly 3
years for the entire process with any one person.
Red Pill Timing
The Evangelism phase is not the place for the red pill (with one caveat): UNLESS the person is a
non-Christian and the fact of his dying marriage is the relational "in" you have with him to build
toward sharing the Gospel. In that situation, use the red pill to help him unscrew himself while
pointing out that you learned all of this stuff from Jesus and that becoming like Jesus can not only
help fix him in the midst of relationships woes, but every other area of life too - especially eternity.
See how that works? But for the most part, evangelism is NOT the proper timing to be pushing red
pill concepts.
The Establishing phase is also not the place for the red pill (with one caveat): UNLESS the guy is on
the brink of divorce and his marriage woes so bad that they are preventing him from otherwise being
established and you have no choice but to work through those issues before getting him grounded.
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Otherwise, the main goal of the establishing phase is just to get him following Jesus. This is the 300
series' "7 Basics" - Assurance of Salvation, Quiet Times, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer,
Evangelism, and Fellowship. Those are all that matters. Keep the red pill sidelined in virtually every
situation in the establishing phase (i.e. at least the first 6 months you're working with someone, unless
they're already extremely well-established).
The Equipping phase IS the proper place for the red pill. To quote that section of my 309 post:
In order to aid him in this process, he must be equipped with several tools to help him.
Those tools might be additional disciplines beyond the basics. It might be theological
understanding. It might be a strong familiarity with the Word. It could be practical life
skills, like charisma, passion, humility, etc. It could be practical things in one's life that help
him connect with others, like his good looks, having a respectable family, house, and car,
etc. All of these tools can usually be summarized in three categories: things that foster (1)
relationship-building, (2) ministry skills and understanding, and (3) character development.
The "practical things in one's life that help him connect with others" and "relationship-building"
concepts are where the red pill are finally of value in the discipleship process. Here you're not trying
desperately to save a sinking ship. You're properly giving a man tools that you know he'll need in
proper timing. This is the core of wisdom in the timing of the red pill in the discipleship process. If
you are introducing the red pill in your discipleship process sooner than this, then you are
probably trying to red-knight a man more than you are trying to disciple him. Discipleship is
about making a Christ-follower, not a red-pill-follower.
The Entrusting phase is too late to bring up red pill concepts. In order for him to be an effective
discipler he needs to know how to be an effective man. If you're training him to lead discipleship
ministries and he doesn't even know how to interact with his wife or a single woman properly, you're
jumping the gun.
WHY DOES THIS MATTER?
If you introduce red pill praxeology and marriage/relationship theology out of turn, you are going to
create an inappropriately timed over-excitement about those concepts because they're easy to get
worked up over. The person will be less interested in Jesus than they are in their newfound sexual
capabilities, which will make it difficult to guide the ship where it needs to go later.
It also says a lot about your own character and the degree to which you're committed to Christ v. the
red pill. What you evangelize most is likely who/what you worship most.
By introducing red pill prior to the equipping phase, you are more likely to get someone to go Rambo
because he doesn't have the filter of biblical discipline tempering his understanding and expression of
the red pill.
The list could go on. If you want to discuss further, do it in the comments. In the meantime, I'll
simply note that there's merit to the view that we can use the red pill to build rapport with those who
are hurting and struggling in their marriages, helping them with their marriage/sexuality woes as a
waypoint toward becoming better men who are more like Christ. I actually love this approach to
things. But we can never forget the end-goal in the process and stop at this waypoint or let the
waypoint dominate our discipleship process.
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THE END GOAL
In all of this, the "end goal" is to "make disciples of all nations, baptizing in the name of the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything [Jesus] commanded [us]."
Our end-goal is NOT to red knight people.
Our end-goal is NOT to bring on a resurgence of masculinity.
Our end-goal is NOT to enact political change in favor of men.
These may be great mini "on the way" goals that are sidelined. But the "big job" in the Bible is to
make disciples. Who is your man? Who is it that you're raising up to be like Christ? Are you really
raising him up to be like Christ in ALL ways that Jesus lived, or are you just hitting the "masculine"
points of Jesus' life and ignoring the rest?
The "end goal" here includes not only the red pill, which is one small component of the broader
Christian life for a man, but also the spiritual basics (per the 300 series) and a broader missional
lifestyle. Always remember the mantra: "Whoever says he abides in him ought to walk in the say way
in which he walked." That's the end-goal: to walk as Jesus walked. Yes, Jesus was masculine. But he
also prayed, also studied and taught the Scriptures, also built relationships with believers and nonbelievers alike, and so much more.
Just as the mainstream "church" has cut off significant aspects of Jesus' character, let's not do the
same on the other end of the spectrum.
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My Church has no girls my age
23 upvotes | November 11, 2021 | by darksongjiang | Link | Reddit Link
Something I've been struggling with for a few years now is that there are essentially no girls who are
in the 18-24 age range, hot or not in my church. My church is medium sized, 300-500 people.
Obviously im not just trying to go to church to get cute girls, but nothing has changed despite efforts
from the guys of this age group to try and be inviting and reaching out to get more girls present. We
have the opposite problem of most church's. lots of young men, no young women. Its discouraging
participating in young adult activities and not seeing women.
Part of my mission currently is youth ministry which requires commitment on Friday nights. And I
don't want to cut ship and leave my group of guys to fend for themselves. However I've been
attending another church's evening service at the invite of some friends, and boy oh boy is the whole
church in that age range and it feels so life giving for more reasons than just girls.
How would you gentlemen approach the situation that I find myself in? The church that I would call
my home church has been the church I grew up in and obviously ive invested a lot of time and
resources into it, but no women, and no recent efforts to attract any discourages me and my guy
friends there.
Cheers,
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Why do I still hold appearance so highly in my partner
consideration?
23 upvotes | October 4, 2020 | by dazann1 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a 25-year-old single male. I'm not currently dating or looking, but I'm slowly getting back into
being open after almost being married 2 years ago and getting out of a serious (spiritually and
emotionally not physically) but short relationship earlier this year. So... I had an interesting dream
last night. I don't know if any of you have seen those love is blind or love at first sight reality shows
but last night I was in one of them - in my dreams. We were going to have to marry whoever we were
paired up with (pairing was out of our control) and there were two girls that were "attractive" and
three that weren't what society would consider at their level just based on appearance. All the guys
(me included) were about to be paired up to who we were either going to have to marry or reject and
we were all freaking out about who we were going to get. I didn't get to see the end of the dream but
it made me realize something that I've always kind of knew but never really gave deep thought - I'm
still very much wrapped up in the appearance of the women I go for or consider wife material. I know
how dangerous this is, and honestly would like to be at a place where that isn't true, but it's my
nagging reality. Any advice on getting over this and keeping my options honest?
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What God has shown me over 2+ years of being retired from
dating.
23 upvotes | January 31, 2020 | by Platinum247365 | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR: My choice to remain single and celibate for over two years has left me feeling more secure,
happier, and freer. It has allowed me to use my strengths and grow closer to God. I want to stay as a
single man. I am a man in my early 30's and I work as a CPA in public accounting. I have never
asked anyone out on a date over the past two years, so I may have done well with the "burn with
passion" thing. This has given me so many blessings, so I intend on being single long term.
1. I am free. I am free from various earthly issues that keep me away from the Lord. I am free
from feeling like I'm not living up to expectations. I am free from draining my time and energy
just trying to make someone else happy. I am free from various expenses and liabilities that
would otherwise exist if I was married or in a relationship. I am free from comparisons to
various other men who may appear higher than me in social status. I am free from alimony,
from divorce courts, and from child support.
2. I am thankful. Being single has helped me count my blessings, substantially. There is no longer
any pressure to buy expensive earthly possessions in order to increase my "social status". I am
fine as the way God made me. However, this does not mean that I can't self improve.
3. Others will shame and judge me. There is nothing wrong with staying single. So many people
(including Christian communities) have a stigma attached that says a single person is too
lonely. I was getting asked all the time by family members as to why I chose singlehood and
why I was not intent on settling down. I need to do what is best for me. There are other
accusations and assumptions as well. My father once believed I was gay. Others said I did not
want to grow up. More said that I was scared or bitter. The most common thing I heard was:
"You just have not found the right person yet." It not like staying single does not come with its
own sacrifices.
4. I was able to use my strengths. Namely in my case, I was able to spend a lot of time in bible
study and volunteering with my community. These are things I would not have time for if I was
in a relationship. Thank God for my single-hood because I've been able to serve in my small
group, in my church, and in other avenues. I saw how God made me a good steward. I feel
good about using my strengths to advance His kingdom.
5. I have improved my relationships with my community. Since I was not dating, I was able to
spend more time with the people around me and get to know them better. These included things
such as bibble study, volunteering, social gatherings, going out to eat, doing family gatherings,
etc.
Thank you for reading. Praise the Lord! In summary, my singlehood has brought me closer to the
Lord.
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What I Tell My Kids About My Past Sins
23 upvotes | November 18, 2020 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
With my 4 children starting to ask questions about my past, I've recently given thought to speaking to
my children about my previous sins. Should I tell them about sleeping with their mother way before
we were married? Should I be honest with them about never missing a party and being drunk for
almost 5 years straight in college? What about my extensive drug use? And that decade of sleeping
with so many women that I can't remember their names. Or even worse than all of that was my lack
of guilt for sinning and actively encouraging others to sin. Relevant or no?
That's all in the past, right? No reason to be an archeologist and dig it up you might say.
How about the 2 emotional affairs with my clients that took place in the last few years, the daily
temptation to lust after other women or the fight to give God a tithe when money gets tight. Even
more difficult is the struggle to love my wife when she acts like a total jerk. Or any of the other ways
Satan comes at me knowing my weaknesses and often wins.
I know this: I don't want my kids to be like me. I don't want them to make my mistakes. I was told
not to sin, that sin is bad and that sin causes pain and suffering. But the attractiveness of sin was
stronger than my desire for obedience. I thought a little sin wouldn't ruin my life. Only because of
God's favor it hasn't.
I never got an STD, I never had an unplanned pregnancy, I didn't become an alcoholic, I didn't
become a drug addict and I have a wonderful blessed life despite all of my mistakes. This will appear
to my children as if I "got away with my sin". But that's not entirely true. Even after repentance, I
carry around the guilt and shame of those acts as if they are another person in another life. Every one
of those sins of the past and also my current ones, are due to my selfishness and the whisper in my
mind that I deserve pleasure and fun.
The gifts God has given us can be used for His Kingdom or for Team Satan. Of many talents, my
greatest gift is the ability to emotionally connect with people. They feel dangerously comfortable and
open up, often telling me things they've never told other people. This gift aids me in business
relationships and with making friends, but I have often abused this gift applying it to selfishly
conquer women. Now I use it to evangelize our community. I want to use it for God's glory not my
own.
Paul David Tripp wrote something today that hits this home:
Are you able to persuade yourself of sins pleasure with mentioning its pain? Sin sometimes
doesn't appear sinful to me. I am skilled at seeing beauty in what God says is ugly. A brief
moment of lust can look more attractive than the wholesale beauty of a pure heart. Being the
center of attention can feel better than pointing to God's glory in everything I do.
Since one of the devils principle tricks is to present sin as significantly more harmless than
it is, the commitment to name sin as nothing less than evil must stay with us as long as sin
remains inside us and outside temptations continue to entice.
This is my decision: I will be telling my children about my sins and warning them that rebellion
against God will not give them peace, hope or joy like it appears. That when the quick fun of sin
wears off, they are left with steady feelings of guilt, shame and regret. I cannot live their lives for
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them. I won't make choices that save them from regret. Instead they will have to face temptation like
I did and I pray they will do better than me.
Here's some practical advice for guys from my personal struggles and mistakes:
Don't date a woman who is not wholly devoted to Christ even if they are a good, moral person. Don't
sleep with your girlfriend or fall into sexual sins. Don't do drugs or get drunk. Be honest with
yourself if you are selfish and full of pride. Use your gifts to make disciples. Love your wife even
when she's wrong and sinning. Pray for conviction from the Holy Spirit and to hate sin. And if you do
sin, use it as a tool, as part of your testimony about how God has changed your life so that even your
mistakes bring glory to God.
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An MRP Mod makes a disciple
23 upvotes | March 24, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
For all you intellectuals who like to over-think basic concepts of relational disciple-making,
u/HornsOfApathy just put up a great post on what it looks like to informally disciple someone (of
course, being a secular example).
Now - I want you all to discuss principles you see in what he did that could apply to how you disciple
others. A few ideas to get the conversation started: (1) organic, (2) relatoinal, (3) being what other
people want to be, (4) life modeling, (5) progress and results noticed. What do you see here? Do you
see (unintentional) similarities between what he did and how Jesus discipled people?
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ABC FOR XYZ
23 upvotes | April 16, 2020 | by BLUEDIESEL007 | Link | Reddit Link
A brother in my bible study txt chat sent this out to our group. I am a part of a bible study men's
group and we have weekly meetups. lately on zoom because of the china virus.
"A woman becomes a reflection of how you treat her. If you dont like how she is acting, look at how
you are treating her"
I responded to the group:
I touched on this last Friday. I know I kept making your gears turn brothers and I know I frustrate the
men sometimes. Our women are an extension of us but that doesn't make them a clear reflection. We
in our christian, male ego invested, idealistic world, have this concept that was sold to us by
individuals who just didn't cover all grounds in the past. Like the idea of us as men submitting to
God, then the wife "will" submit to us, and so forth.....that mentality is no different than saying if you
do ABC you will get XYZ.....well in this world it doesn't work like that. Not when two sinners are
involved in a relationship.
You can do absolutely everything you know how (at the time) and that doesn't guarantee the
"expected" or "guaranteed" outcome.... that train of thought is like saying to the unbeliever, "come to
God and your life will be great!"..... that is just not the whole truth. We know you are still going to go
through struggles and pain even after you turn to God. The difference now is you have the faith that
HE will help you through it and the understanding that when this hard life is done, you will get the
supreme life after.... treating a woman a certain way doesn't guarantee a certain outcome.
I know plenty of couples where the man treats his woman like a queen and she treats him like a jester.
I know couples where the woman treats him like a king and she gets treated like a jester. ....
ultimately I keep referring back to the belief of being the best man you could possibly be, following
your God given purpose, and that form of excellence brings the right woman the inspiration to be the
best woman she can be. It doesn't guarantee it, but in the end, the man does what he needs to in this
life.... just some food for thought.
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Idealism and Opportunism are not sex specific
23 upvotes | April 29, 2020 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
Reading for Scott's post on Sigma and some other recent posts on here, I was reminded of one of the
common manosphere tropes is that men love idealistically and women love opportunistically.
This is false, but there are half truths to it.
Men can seem to love idealistically in a few different scenarios:
When they're infatuated and believe a woman can do no wrong. Some men eventually fall out
of this, but some men carry it with them straight to marriage and divorce. This is similar to the
so-called blue pill culture and Church where men can be blindsided by a divorce because he (1)
does not know how his wife or girlfriend is feeling and (2) he doesn't understand women's
nature.
It is men who primarily initiate and pursue in the culture (if we look to Jesus we see that He
initiates but does not pursue), men tend to get more girlfriends and wives that were maybe only
half or partially interested in them rather than fully invested. Aside from some of the other
forces in the culture, this also skews the breakups and divorces more toward the side of the
women. In other words, men generally don't ask out and pursue women that they are unhappy
or not satisfied with, but women do accept dates, boyfriends, and even marriage sometimes
with men who they aren't satisfied completely with. Men can often assume that a woman is
fully invested in him when she isn't, and that leads to a disparity where he can get blindsided.
Men can choose to love idealistically in terms of Christ. Although this idealistic (agape) love is
different than the above feelings/erotic based love.
There are also many men who do not love idealistically in either sense of the above examples, and
they are very opportunistic in terms of spinning plates, cheating, and otherwise can't keep it in their
pants.
Women can seem to also love idealistically under the same scenarios as men do.
Alpha widows are primary examples of women loving idealistically under the infatuation
scenario. This is the case even when they are with men who are abusive. They will stay and
keep saying he's perfect and awesome and just misunderstood.
While it is much rarer, a woman can pursue a man at all costs until she gets with him. In this
scenario, is it often the man who can be half hearted about being with her and eventually take
the opportunity to leave. I saw a couple scenarios like this in college, but very few after college.
Women can choose to love idealistically in terms of Christ. Although I find this to be much
rarer according to the divorce statistics because women tend to be less content on average.
What tends to be more important in these cases is obviously the Biblical command of respect
and submission for wives as that helps get them in the right frame of mind to love.
The Scripture even lauds examples of women who were idealistic in their love for their husbands.
1 Peter 3:1 In the same way, you wives, be submissive to your own husbands so that even if
any of them are disobedient to the word, they may be won without a word by the behavior
of their wives, 2 as they observe your chaste and respectful behavior. 3 Your adornment
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must not be merely external—braiding the hair, and wearing gold jewelry, or putting on
dresses; 4 but let it be the hidden person of the heart, with the imperishable quality of a
gentle and quiet spirit, which is precious in the sight of God. 5 For in this way in former
times the holy women also, who hoped in God, used to adorn themselves, being
submissive to their own husbands; 6 just as Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him lord,
and you have become her children if you do what is right without being frightened by
any fear.
If you go back to Genesis and read the story what Abraham put her through with Abimelech and
Pharaoh, that is some idealistic love much like you would see from women who are extremely
strongly bonded to their man today. She respects and submits to him even if he's getting himself into
deep trouble.
The problem with a lot of conventional RP wisdom is that there are a lot of half truths that sound
right, but when you examine them they're false.
The reason why this particular trope tends to get traction is because the men talking around the
manosphere were or are primarily:
Unattractive and there to understand women and get one for themselves. They were previous
"blue pill" and one of the infatuation types who loved their woman for who they were, even as
she was pursuing other men more attractive than him. This is what eventually got them to
stumble upon why his woman didn't accept him for who he was and left him.
Frivorced and/or blindsided by their wives or dumped by their girlfriends (and haven't dumped
women much if at all themselves). In general, if the boyfriend or husband was super committed
to the marriage but the girlfriend or wife was not, the blindside makes it seems like they were
all in and the women were not... when it was just the case that they couldn't read the situation
nor understand the nature of women.
As mentioned before, the culture also sets up the pursuers mentality and devalues men that more
often biases men toward the infatuation route as opposed to understanding where he fits in the grand
scheme of things and making decisions not based on infatuation.
To conclude, saying one sex and the other is idealistic and opportunistic has some half truths, but
that's like saying men are logical and women are emotional. Yes, there is some bias for men being
more logical and women emotional, but both are capable of each. Many men are capable of
opportunism, and while fewer women are capable of idealism there are a bunch.
Most of the idealistic love you see in popular culture is based on infatuation, and it's no wonder why
both men and women often get their hearts broken from it (men blindsided by frivorce or dumped,
and women alpha widowed).
Any man or woman should be very careful to understand any common manosphere tropes are true on
surface level. Remember, God created man and woman, and RP observations look at the behavior to
understand them, but they are not perfect by any measure. Many of these are based specifically on
small subsets of the population such as promiscuous women. The only ones that are universally true
are the way God created man and woman before the fall (e.g. men like physical beauty, women are
hypergamous).
Re-released from the blog
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Is marrige worth it?
23 upvotes | May 15, 2020 | by benjiii1995 | Link | Reddit Link
I have honestly put so much thought into it, is it really worth getting married. I honestly struggel to
feel attracted to most girls, and simply not a fan of how feminisim has changed the women so much.
Only 25 But my parents are old School, so i was thought the old way. But i honestly cant Seem to
really break the thought, that i am just a tool for someone and begin the provider. And seeing my own
sisters doing the same to her man. And my brothers wife tearing him apart.
Like things like this, if i girl does not offer to pay for anything While we have been on 4/5dates. I
Will instantly drop connection with her, as i makes me feel like i have to pay to spend time with her.
And the divorce rates are insanly High. And according to the stats the women is 70% of the time
begin the one to file it.
Guess i am so deep into the RP and close to mgtow that i Might consider staying calibit. And just
Focus on god
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What to do when I am tired of doing first moves? Am I missing
something?
23 upvotes | May 28, 2020 | by CrispyBrian | Link | Reddit Link
I (M21) started to talk to one (F21) pretty Christian girl. There is something going on between us. I
really care about her. She is religious. Comes from a good family. Really my type, but what bothers
me is the fact that she doesn't text me, unless I make the first move. But I am tired of doing this the
whole time.
I have to say, we have a good chemistry and the same sense of humor. When we chat, it's really
enjoyable. But the trouble comes when I don't write her for longer time. It's always me who has to
write first, because I can't remember when was the last time she wrote me, without me doing the first
move.

Am I doing something wrong?
Note: we are both serious in our spiritual life
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Explaining the Double Standards around Sex
23 upvotes | June 13, 2020 | by Sigma_Frame | Link | Reddit Link
Reblogged from Sigma Frame: Explaining the Double Standards around Sex (2020 June 10)
The double standard is a false impression arising from an incomplete judiciary account.
Readership: Christians;

The Double Standards around Sex
In his post, Double Standards Around Sex – The purest example of the feminization of Christianity
(2020 June 9), Deep Strength presented a comparison of two, nearly identical posts that appeared on
r/Christianmarriage, Women please don’t deny your husbands and Men, please don’t deny your
wives. The only differences between these posts were the pronouns men/women and husbands/wives.
The messages were…
“Sex for a husband/wife is so essential. Please don’t undermine how important that is to a
husband/wife who desires his wife/husband, but doesn’t get any romance.
Keep your marriage alive!”
By comparing the reactions to each of the two messages in the comments sections, we’re looking at
the difference in the reactions of husbands and wives to the same message.
Deep Strengths summary of the comments on each post were as follows.
On the reactions of wives urged to not deny sex to their husbands…

“Literally a list of excuses why women shouldn’t have sex with their husbands. You know,
the one they agreed to “have and to hold.”
Note that these are the reactions of disobedient wives who are justifying their behaviors.
On the reactions of husbands urged to not deny sex to their wives…

“Men being told to stop looking at porn, and men owning up to denying their wives.”
Note that these are the reactions of disrespectful wives demanding obedient husbands.
So in summary, we see a lot of reactions from disobedient, disrespectful, and perhaps defrauded
wives, but we aren’t seeing a lot of response from disobedient husbands complaining about how their
wives are too contentious, too disrespectful, or too fat to F*ck.
Deep Strength claims (in the title) that this difference is due to the feminization of Christianity. I will
argue that it is not, but is instead a result of…
1. Admitting women’s arguments as the predominating view.
2. A selection bias based on the inherent differences between the sexes.
However, Christianity does become feminized when we let whiny women dominate the discussion.
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Appearances are Misleading
First, I want to point out a few important things that have gone unnoticed.
Women who don’t want to agree with the scriptural command not to deny sex to a spouse will
fight and argue in an effort to justify their actions and continue in their disobedience.
Men who don’t want to agree will just avoid the issue altogether.
Women who agree and repent would just do it and never talk about it.
Men who agree and repent are outspoken about their repentance
In addition, the people who are not vocal about this issue (obedient wives and disobedient husbands)
are actually discouraged from speaking out!
Obedient wives won’t talk about their sex life because it would seem too immodest, and it
would betray the interests of, and shame other wives who prefer to be disobedient. (Actually,
obedient wives should be talking about how passionate they are towards their husbands, letting
others know that obedience has value, and shaming disobedient wives into submission in the
process!)
Disobedient husbands won’t talk about refusing their wives sex because they would rather
avoid the issue. If they talk about it at all, it would lead to an unwanted confrontation.
Those who are vocal about this issue (disobedient wives and obedient husbands) have a self-centered
motivation for speaking out.
Disobedient wives are attempting to dominate the narrative.
Obedient husbands gain brownie points and social approval for being a good husband.
Yet, we continue to entertain the harpies arguments as serious admissions, while downplaying or
ignoring the men’s viewpoints.

Reframing the Reactions
In summary, the people who are vocal about this issue are disobedient wives and obedient husbands.
So theirs are the viewpoints most often seen, to the point of saturation.
We don’t hear the viewpoints of repentant wives and rebellious husbands. So it’s easy to overlook
these viewpoints.
The misperception of this outcome is that, on the surface, it comes off appearing like women should
have the option to refuse sex for whatever reason seems appropriate to them, while men should
apologize and toe the scriptural line. People are likely to believe these views as being true simply
because it’s what they hear most often, as evidenced in the comparison of these two posts.
To counteract this imbalance, men should be more adamant in offering their own viewpoints on the
issue, and this includes both obedient and disobedient men alike.

Conclusions
I don’t believe that the different reactions are directly due to the feminization of Christianity, but is
merely a biased impression gained from those who are outspoken and not from those who are not.
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However, the feminization of Christianity rears its ugly head when this biased impression based on a
feminized narrative is naively put forth to be the whole truth about the sexes and marriage.
The real truth is that men and women have a completely different reaction when being confronted
with the commands of the scriptures.
When being repentant and obedient, women become quiet and demure, and men become
outspoken and authoritative.
But when being corrected on their failures to follow through on their marital duties, men clam
up and women become contentious.
Moreover, these respective reactions are typical for men and women who insist on clinging to their
selfish disobedience.

Related
Σ Frame: Women are Tempted to become Masculine, Men are Tempted to Wimp Out (2017
August 17)
Σ Frame: Don’t Admit Her Argument (2018 March 19)
Σ Frame: Sexual Consent in Marriage (2020 March 9)
Coach Greg Adams: Why do Women go to Bars and Nightclubs? (2020 April 26)
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Advice on cannabis use and my future marriage
23 upvotes | June 27, 2020 | by 7WorkInProgress7 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: BF-12-15%; height- 6'4.5", weight- ~86-90 kg (haven't weighed for a while); bench - 100kg,
squat - 140kg, OHP - 72.5kg
Reading: No More Mr. Nice Guy, various articles...
Finances: Student, casual work
Spiritual: Pray and read every day, quiet time whenever I can, developing understanding of scripture
Hey r/RPChristians. This is going to be a controversial topic. I will try to address this topic as
sensitively as I can. I am not asking to be judged negatively, I am not asking to be down voted to hell,
and I am not asking for abusive comments so if you came here to do that, please take that attitude
elsewhere :)
Backstory FYI: I am an infrequent recreational cannabis user. I am not addicted. It is a good
alternate to alcohol for me, as I have no self-control over my alcohol consumption, and do not receive
ANY benefit from its effects. Cannabis is the opposite; it makes me feel nice and relaxed, makes
talking to people easier, and helps me to sleep better. I can control my dose and have no issues with
overindulgence. I am always in control of my actions. TO BE CLEAR, I AM NOT CONDONING
USE OF THE PLANT.
I have been on a strong walk with God lately and have been growing in my faith faster than I thought
would have been possible a couple of months ago. I feel no conviction about my rare use of the plant.
It does not interfere with my walk, and does not interfere with my social life. I do not tell people or
make a production about consuming it; I always consume it out of sight at social gatherings, due to
many past experiences of people ruining entire gatherings because they do not agree with my
personal choices. Half of the people who disagree with my usage are people who are addicted to, or
users of alcohol or caffeine. No difference in my opinion. Cannabis either provides you benefit, or it
doesn't. Every brain works differently. I have friends who have instant panic attacks after smoking,
and have friends who become angry after smoking. For me, it reacts well with my brain. There is no
use in bashing people who benefit from the plant just because it doesn't benefit you; in my opinion.
If the plant begins to interfere with my walk, or I feel a conviction, then I will happily rid myself of
it.
ANYHOW, The other day my female parent (who is aggressively anti-cannabis) said that it would be
an impossible task for me to find a Godly spouse who would be understanding of my enjoyment and
benefit of the plant. I feel this way too, as many women (and men too; its not just the women) I
encounter act weird whenever the topic is brought up (often not by me). I feel called to marriage; and
want to find a virtuous woman who will run the good race of life alongside me.
I am not sure whether to wait until I am in a solid relationship and get rid of all my weed, then
mention later that I previously used. Or whether I should pray that I find a woman who will
understand my enjoyment of the plant and not be bothered by it. Lying about it is out of the question,
as I do not wish to go against the commandments. I want to approach this as sensitively as possible,
so as to not cause any harm or misunderstanding.
I don't want to lose a great spouse over this plant, but it shouldn't be an issue; if it weren't for the fear
mongering anti-plant society that has made them all compare it to meth. Can somebody give me some
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advice, or friendly rebuke, or a reality check, or share stories or testimony, or even just an 'F' in the
comments; or whatever floats your boat. Thankyou for reading.
tl:dr I want to get married in the future but most women hate that I sometimes consume cannabis in
place of alcohol.
EDIT: r/Christianmarriage down voted me to hell within the first 4 hours, then went up overnight.
They aren't as angery as I thought :)
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Episode 9 - No Frame, No Game
23 upvotes | July 21, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Frame is a huge topic, so we're breaking this up into a few different episodes. Enjoy, brothers.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZxrRajelRCI
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Blocking Porn
23 upvotes | July 24, 2020 | by Rightwater | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys, im struggling to completely free myself from porn. Thus, I am looking for
recommendations for a good porn blocker for mobile phones (Samsung). I was using the Detoxify
app which worked well, but with the new samsung OS update using blockers that require a vpn do
not work. Any suggestions?

Thank you.
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Podcast Debut Today on The Red Pill YouTube channel:
Christianity vs. Churchianity
23 upvotes | November 18, 2020 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
Good day everyone! As some of you may be aware, the men over at The Fraternity Discord channel
have asked us to share our podcasts over on their YouTube channel as well. The first episode will
debut today, on The Red Pill YouTube channel first, then the Red Pill Christians YouTube channel in
a few days. We chose this episode specifically to address a topic that would likely be of greater
interest to their audience to start things off.

Going forward the plan is to release episodes on the Red Pill Christians YouTube channel first, and
then on The Red Pill YouTube channel a few days later. This will give us a chance to reach out to not
only a larger audience, but a secular one who may (or may not) be interested in exploring the
Christian side of things. This also gives TRP additional content on their channel that has the potential
to help them reach a broader audience, increasing their subscriber base as well.

Today’s episode is Christianity vs. Churchianity, and will debut approximately 2 hours from now.

A HUGE thank you and shout out to u/RealJoeDee and u/RPU_mike for reaching out to us and
making this happen, we are very grateful.
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I'm stuck, I'm lost, I think I've given up.
23 upvotes | June 10, 2021 | by WarWolf79 | Link | Reddit Link
For a couple years, I have been struggling with porn and masturbation. I fell into it when I was 16, I
didn't know what I was doing or why I did it, all I remember was it made me feel better. Looking
back, I was the perfect target for it. I was a kid, I was ignorant, I was still figuring myself out, I was
single, I was bored, I was lonely, I was hurting, I didn't have any close friends. Then I fell into it
aimlessly once, then I did it once again then the rest just became a blur. I didn't realize I was addicted
until I tried to stop. I lasted a couple weeks, I fell back into it. That story repeated itself so many
times that trying to quit and failing just became a normal part of the whole thing. I keep thinking of
all the times I said "Its done" or "Never again". I can't say those now because at this point, I know I'm
lying to myself. By now, I can already see the toll its taken. I quit going to church, I feel more
agitated, my mental health has gone south, I can't think of girls or hear certain words without those
kind of thoughts crossing my mind. I just feel so broken and weak and hopeless. That's the worst part,
I've reached a point where I'm convinced that only some God-sent miracle can save me now. I think
I've tried everything to quit. I still have Be A Man! By Fr. Larry Richards sitting my computer, my
bible is collecting dust on my bed. I've tried apps (Detoxify, I still get e-mails from Fortify and I have
another app called Victory, but I've never actually used it.) I've done the basics as well, church,
praying, confession (I'm Catholic btw), reading the Bible. It was all a part of an attempt to quit that
just made the inevitable failure feel 100 times worse. I've told only a few people (the priest I saw in
confession), I feel to scared and ashamed to tell anyone else, not that I have anyone close enough to
me to tell. I guess I'm here now asking for advice or ideas I maybe never heard. I would like nothing
more than to give this all up, but I don't know where to start anymore or even if I can. I guess what
scares me the most is the idea that somewhere deep down, subconsciously or something, is the idea
that I don't want to get better. But honestly, I don't know anymore.....
Stats
Longest I've gone without falling: 12 days
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I just found this sub.
23 upvotes | August 19, 2021 | by joshcost | Link | Reddit Link
I just want to say, I just found this sub about an hour ago after almost 2 years on Reddit, and I just
can’t believe this exists, I feel like I belong here I had nothing in common with most of the
Feminized & Politically Correct Christian subs on Reddit.
Keep doing the Lord’s work!
Edit: capitalized the L in Lord.
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"Dominant Sex" - part 3 - 'How To Get Started'
23 upvotes | August 17, 2021 | by Red-Author | Link | Reddit Link
It has rightly been said that if a wife has completely lost attraction or respect for her husband, he will
find it very difficult to succeed with any of this 'dominance' stuff. If things have sunk to the point of
true "contempt", the marriage is in terrible trouble. You can tell by her tone and her attitude whether
it is truly this far gone. However, if there is still a spark of attraction present, it is very possible to put
a lot of this stuff into practice.
So what is the best way to get started? Well – it's simple really. You do it by starting small. By no
means would we expect men to simply walk into their bedroom and initiate passionate, highTestosterone sex with no lead-up and no testing of the waters first. Beginning steps are crucial. So
how exactly do you get underway with this stuff?
STARTING WITH A KISS
As most of us know, even dying marriages allow for daily pecks on the lips between husband and
wife. But men - this kiss will be a little different. The fact is, too many husbands plant “nice” kisses
on their wives. Even outside the bedroom, I do not plant 'nice' kisses on her lips. I plant kisses with
“intent” written all over them. And she enjoys it. It may sound like a small thing, but the easiest way
to start this whole thing off is with a change in the way you kiss your woman. Stop being “Mr Nice.”
We have already looked at the enormous worldwide obsession from women over these tales of strong
men – masculine and aggressive – ravishing the helpless female. We know that this fantasy is almost
universal in women – even if she won't admit it. Sales figures and surveys do not lie. It is in her
hormones – deeply ingrained in every fiber of her being. Now you are going to conduct your own
“survey.” And you are going to see how she responds. But you are going to conduct it with a kiss.
So choose a moment when your wife is not too busy. And choose a private place in the house
somewhere. Either lead her in there or catch her spontaneously. It does not matter. What matters is
that you take her in your arms, pull her against your body (including the lower regions), and give her
a luscious, quite-aggressive and passionate kiss on the lips. Hard and long. (Tongues are a good
option). Let her take a breath and then do it again. Hopefully you will feel her beginning to respond.
Make sure this is a kiss with Testosterone written all over it (in the lower regions as well). You can
even lift her off her feet if you wish. (Another good option). Let her feel your strength.
How did she respond? Could you feel her beginning to enjoy the passion of it? This time you kissed
her like a real man should. Like a man full of passion. Like a man in charge. And if you have sex
with her the same way, she just might melt in your arms forever.
Now, it is up to you whether this is the right time to take it further. Maybe this kiss is just foreplay.
Maybe you are going to kiss her like this five times that day and let her know to get ready for the
night. Tell her something sexy and leave her thinking on it. Already you should see that she is
beginning to like the way this is headed – even if she seems surprised at first.
And the exact same principle applies all the way down the line. It is so simple. It is so natural. All
you are doing is simply co-operating with the Testosterone coursing through your body. And that is
all you will ever need to do. Your Testosterone knows exactly how to dominate every bedroom
session that it ever comes across – in the most sexy way possible. All you have to do is let it out. Just
like you did with this kiss.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: If your wife is not responding hardly at all to these kisses, and you know
your relationship is in bad shape, I would definitely hold back from taking things any further until
you can at least get a sexy kiss out of her. Sadly, in this kind of case you are clearly going to have to
do a lot of work on yourself before you can even begin to succeed in this area. Getting her RESPECT
back is item number one. Because it is simply not normal for women not to respond to these kinds of
passionate kisses. My advice: Do not go further until the response is there. Just a warning – but a very
important one.
BlushingWife wrote: “For me, what makes a kiss amazing is not the technique or the method, but
the passion behind it. A long, passionate, erotic kiss makes me lose my breath and can even be
better than sex.”
TxTwinDad wrote: “Kissing can be much more intimate than sex... If I give my wife a nice kiss in
the morning as we get ready it is nice. If I give her a passionate, forceful kiss with lots of tongue, it
melts her and lasts all day. She tells me she has flash backs to the morning's kiss like echoes all
day long.”
PINNED TO THE WALL
So how do we ramp this up to another level? Well, we back her into the wall - pinning her there by
her arms while we continue the kissing. A huge number of women LOVE this. Obviously, we don't
“shove” her against the wall, but firmly push her against it in a way that feels strong yet not hurtful.
Pin her hands above her head (most enjoy this). Let her feel your strength as you lean into her. Then
kiss her aggressively on the mouth while you thrust against her with your pelvis. You will soon tell if
she is responding or not. You might like to start pulling her clothes off, or command her to spread her
legs, etc. Notice how “dominant” all this is.
Dagny wrote: “I love my husband grabbing a handful of me once in a while, or secretly pinning me
to a wall in the laundry room for a thorough feeling up \lol* while the kids are in the other room.
Funny thing is, I wouldn't have known it if he didn't give a try… So guys please, if you KNOW
your woman, by ALL means don't be afraid to show off your strength…”*
Blush wrote: “He has no problem backing me against a wall, and again, using his quiet strength to
hold my hands above my head while he 'prowls' my body which he claims ownership to. And in
bed, it is a daily occurrence for him to hold my hands above my head while he leans over me,
centimetres from my face while he recites what he wants. Very erotic, very masculine and very
exciting… how can I not respond to his scent, his power, his dominance?”
Precious Baby wrote: “Mine just walked right into my life, swept me off my feet, made sure that I
was madly in love with him, made sure that I felt loved, safe, and secure, and then slowly and
methodically began to back me into walls, gently but very firmly holding onto me by my hair,
pinning me to the floor with his weight and holding me down, pinning my hands above my head
with one hand while he moves all over my body with his other, holding me tight and not letting me
move, forcing me to look at him... I have never been happier nor felt more loved or secure than I
do now with this man! Not ever!”
_______________________________
Men - as always it would be great to hear your thoughts on Part 3 (above).
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Integrating dark triad traits + Christianity
23 upvotes | August 28, 2020 | by MichaelCeraGoneWild | Link | Reddit Link
Apologies if this isn't the right sub, but it seems like there may be an overlap of people who look at
psychological hard truths and still want to follow Jesus. Mods, if this is the wrong place, feel free to
remove.
I'm very interested in the Jungian idea of a "dark triad" and how it's necessary to integrate it. E.g. if
you don't acknowledge your violent nature, you're more likely to act out of violence. If you
acknowledge and integrate it (like taking self-defense courses), then it presents less of a threat to you.
I have two competing thoughts about it.
1. Is this contrary to the idea of the Holy Spirit making us into a new creation? It seems like it
may be accepting of sin nature and just trying to manage it.
2. Or is it more like what God says to Cain—sin is crouching at your door, and you must master it
or it will master you. In psychology, repression is the idea where the more you reject a desire,
the stronger it will come back. I always thought it was BS people use to justify behaviour until I
read how it's a widely-accepted phenomenon among psychologists. When I acknowledge my
own negative traits without bowing to them—in that moment I feel a great deal of peace.
Anyhow, thought I'd ask some other folks who may have some insights. I welcome thoughtful
disagreement or questions. Thanks!
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Thanksgiving Proclamation - George Washington 1789
23 upvotes | November 28, 2019 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
Thanksgiving Proclamation
[New York, 3 October 1789]
By the President of the United States of America. a Proclamation.
Whereas it is the duty of all Nations to acknowledge the providence of Almighty God, to obey his
will, to be grateful for his benefits, and humbly to implore his protection and favor—and whereas
both Houses of Congress have by their joint Committee requested me “to recommend to the People
of the United States a day of public thanksgiving and prayer to be observed by acknowledging with
grateful hearts the many signal favors of Almighty God especially by affording them an opportunity
peaceably to establish a form of government for their safety and happiness.”
Now therefore I do recommend and assign Thursday the 26th day of November next to be devoted by
the People of these States to the service of that great and glorious Being, who is the beneficent
Author of all the good that was, that is, or that will be—That we may then all unite in rendering unto
him our sincere and humble thanks—for his kind care and protection of the People of this Country
previous to their becoming a Nation—for the signal and manifold mercies, and the favorable
interpositions of his Providence which we experienced in the course and conclusion of the late
war—for the great degree of tranquillity, union, and plenty, which we have since enjoyed—for the
peaceable and rational manner, in which we have been enabled to establish constitutions of
government for our safety and happiness, and particularly the national One now lately instituted—for
the civil and religious liberty with which we are blessed; and the means we have of acquiring and
diffusing useful knowledge; and in general for all the great and various favors which he hath been
pleased to confer upon us.
And also that we may then unite in most humbly offering our prayers and supplications to the great
Lord and Ruler of Nations and beseech him to pardon our national and other transgressions—to
enable us all, whether in public or private stations, to perform our several and relative duties properly
and punctually—to render our national government a blessing to all the people, by constantly being a
Government of wise, just, and constitutional laws, discreetly and faithfully executed and obeyed—to
protect and guide all Sovereigns and Nations (especially such as have shewn kindness unto us) and to
bless them with good government, peace, and concord—To promote the knowledge and practice of
true religion and virtue, and the encrease of science among them and us—and generally to grant unto
all Mankind such a degree of temporal prosperity as he alone knows to be best.
Given under my hand at the City of New-York the third day of October in the year of our Lord 1789.
~George Washington
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Your Problem: Hardware or Software?
23 upvotes | October 10, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link

Your Problem: Hardware or Software?

One year as a kid I received a special present. I was shocked when I opened it to find a video game I
had been wanting for months. My parent's weren't too keen on us kids having video games at the time
so naturally I felt as though a minor miracle had taken place. I rushed to the computer (running
Windows 95 if memory serves) and began installing the game. I waited hours for the install to take
place. Finally, after waiting the better part of the day I fired up the game.
...
...
...
Crash. Nothing.
I tried again. Still no dice.
Having become something of a self-taught adolescent tech support I began doing everything I knew
to get the game to run. I spent hours tweaking every setting I could and nothing worked; the hardware
was simply not up to the task.

Can your hardware run your software?
Men who begin to learn and implement the things they read here and elsewhere in the manosphere
are going through the process of upgrading their software (their mentality, what they believe, how
they see the world, how to interpret signals, what to say in specific situations, etc.) Some men simply
need to patch, others need to uninstall and reinstall a completely new operating system.
Armed with this new software they eagerly begin to use it only to find that it doesn't work quite as
well as they thought. They encounter a fitness test and run AmusedMastery.exe, but they don't come
off as amusing or masterful, so they run the AgreeAnd Amplifying.exe but it backfires and comes off
as self depricating. Kino.exe started working but the system couldn't run it because it had 30-40% BF.
Later, he carefully opens OI.exe before initiating. He gets turned down and the program crashes, he's
butthurt and bluescreens. Finally, he tries to open UnstoppableEmotionalInertia.exe but turns out it
was a Trojan Horse virus that infected his relationship. The only program that seems to run at all is
STFU.exe but it runs choppy and doesn't really do that much but keep the system from catching fire.
What keeps going wrong?
Like young OsmiumZulu's crappy windows machine that couldn't run a basic video game, the
hardware these men are working with isn't up to running their new software effectively. Some run it
with some glitches, others can't even run the programs without completely crashing.
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You have to upgrade your hardware too
There is a reason why lifting is not a suggestion. There is a reason why you need to take time to
improve your style and smell great. Neglecting to upgrade your hardware will greatly inhibit the
software from functioning.
Consider two men: a handsome guy with extremely basic red pill understanding and an ugly guy who
has memorized every red pill sidebar. Who gets the hot girl? We all know the answer because we
know that having the greatest software is useless without hardware to run it effectively.
In my experience Christians, especially us conservatives ones, are especially prone to this issue.
Many Christians would rather learn and discuss theology far more than put it into practice and do
something useful and build the kingdom with it.

Some of us need better software
There are some who come here with well functioning hardware, but are running garbage software.
Because it runs and works, it is tempting to forgo patching things and upgrading obsolete ways of
thinking. The "natural" runs the risk of stagnating and the axiom, "good is the enemy of great" is his
bane. He is in okay shape, has a decent career, gets laid just enough to not really be dissatisfied (but
he would like her to be more enthusiastic) and so on. In general, things come easily to him.
The problem with "naturals" who pick up on things quickly is they rarely become great at anything
because they could skip over the truly mastering the fundamentals. When I played soccer I was faster
than almost all the other kids in the league so I never bothered to learn the footwork. When I learned
piano I could play well from memory so I never truly learned how to read music well. What
happened in both cases? Eventually the other kids caught up to me and the music became complex;
my "talent" wore off and I hit a wall. Worse, going back and relearning the fundamentals became
even more challenging because I had learned poor habits along the way that had to be broken. Had I
taken the time to really master the fundamentals I am positive I would have gotten much further in
the end. Nowadays, with such hindsight, I treat mastering the fundamentals as essentially important
when I take it upon myself to learn something new.

Diagnosing the problem
As you implement what you've learned you will encounter instances of break down where things
don't work as intended. Ask yourself in those instances: is this a software or a hardware issue?
Would Chad Pitt have succeeded where you failed? Probably a hardware issue. Would Chad
have gotten shut down too? Almost definitely a software issue.
Each of us has room to grow in both areas, but especially for those of you just getting started you will
get further faster by focusing your greatest shortcomings holding you back.
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RooshV Forum is now essentially a larger alternative Red Pill
Christian forum...
23 upvotes | June 2, 2019 | by RobertMckee | Link | Reddit Link
Since Roosh V has become a Christian and renounced premarital sex - his forum now sits as a forum
with similar goals to the RP Christian forum, although from a different angle. I heard this excellent
podcast/ interview although with choppy internet from Roosh - on Youtube last week.

The impact of Roosh finding God for the Men and the
Manosphere
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4AhIB8xEMA&t=1s

One interesting thing he said was that the God Pill was the last pill that he would take. I thought that
to be interesting because it's actually the way I see Red Pill and Blue Pill. The God Pill is the last pill.
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Egard Watches...Perfectly Timed
23 upvotes | January 22, 2019 | by Bearman637 | Link | Reddit Link
https://youtu.be/x_HL0wiK4Zc
A well thought out Ad in the wake of Gillette.
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A picture of a relationally solid church community
22 upvotes | August 10, 2020 | by Citadel-3 | Link | Reddit Link
I see many posts from people who lament the dearth of virgins, biblical relationships, happy
marriages, as well as the abundance of divorce even within the church. Certainly, that is true, and it is
quite unfortunate that even within so-called conservative and evangelical churches, there would be so
much relational disunity. Others, taking a more nihilistic and fatalistic view, have complained that
marriage itself is pointless and futile, because divorce is just too rampant and common.
I want to give one counterexample to show that it is possible, even in today's day and age, to find a
church community in which the things the Bible exhorts us to do and the ways in which it exhorts us
to live is still possible. It might, however, require some fairly radical and counter-cultural
commitments and customs. This is not meant to brag about my church or anything, and I apologize
ahead of time if it ends up coming off that way. I just want to highlight one example of how a wellfunctioning church community might look like, so that if you're looking for a church, perhaps you
can use some of these in your evaluation. Of course, this is not the only way, and there's a wide range
of possibilities. It is just one possible way of relating and living in community.
Church Background
church size ~ 1400 members, ~2500 total attendees on any given Sunday, split across multiple
church plants across the country (and some foreign countries as well)
probably around 400 couples, with a divorce rate of <1%. So the sample size is not small.
Having been at my church for almost a decade now, I know to some extent most people in our
church.
Age range covers a fairly wide range, although our church is young overall. The oldest couples
have been married 25 or 30 years, with most couples probably having been married ~5-10 years
on average.
I suspect that the vast majority of people are virgins by the time they get married. I don't have
any solid data on this, but given what I know, I think is very likely to be the case.
While Single
It is kept secret who is single and who is dating. If you want to know if somebody is single and
available, you ask your leader.
This is done for a few reasons. The first reason is it keeps options open for people. Since
everybody knows everybody else in our church, and people work very closely together
for ministry, evangelism, and discipleship, it would suck if you liked someone, but that
person was your close friend's ex. So it's better if nobody knows who is whose ex.
This prevents drama and gossip about who is dating whom, who broke up with whom,
and who likes whom.
This keeps hypergamy and ingratitude in check. Because you are discouraged from
asking someone out directly, but instead ask through your leader, people don't know how
many potential people are interested in them. While you're dating, you're off the market,
so it becomes much harder to branch-swing. You can't look around and hope to find
someone better since you have no idea if there is someone better who is interested in you.
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As a result, while in a relationship, both parties are just asking themselves, can this
relationship work in the long run?
Overt flirting is discouraged. Too much flirting takes the focus off from God and his mission,
and emphasizes the wrong thing, which is marriage and romance. You can still kind of figure
out who might be interested, but the signals are really muted compared to the secular world.
You are forced to evaluate people more on their character since that's what you see as you
interact with them, rather than how charming they are or how much attention they give you.
This also helps fight idolatry of romance, dating, or marriage.
Everybody is expected to be dating for marriage rather than anything casual. From the start,
people's intentions are clear.
If you're having trouble finding a potential spouse, your spiritual leaders will step in and help
you, especially if you're getting older and the pool of people is shrinking as a result. They're not
afraid to tell you to lose weight, dress better, get a better haircut, develop better character or
emotional maturity, and many other things. This is all useful for ministry, as well as for finding
a spouse.
Sometimes leaders will suggest people that they think might be a good match for you.
Especially if you're shy and not that outgoing and have trouble getting to know people of
the opposite gender.
You can also ask your leader for suggestions, and they can give you a list of people who
are single. If there is nobody at your specific church location, they can suggest people at
other church plants (since people frequently move to start new churches).
Leaders encourage both parties to give a potential date a try without rejecting them
immediately, especially if you're initially lukewarm and there might be potential. This
helps provide a more comprehensive evaluation of a person without immediate rejection
based solely on appearance.
All members are expected to use some form of accountability software on all their devices to
help fight porn usage.
While Dating
Dates are discouraged from staying out past 11 PM. This helps prevent sexual sin, which is
most likely at night.
The dating period is kept relatively short, generally 6 months - 1 year before leading to
engagement. This helps prevent sexual sin.
While dating, it is expected both parties will still continue in all of their same ministry
responsibilities, evangelism, discipleship, etc. Helps prevent idolatry and keep everybody's
focus on the mission.
Any form of touching is generally discouraged while dating. Here, I think my church leans a bit
too much toward purity, but I see the point, as we are just really wary of the dangers of sexual
sin.
Dates happen usually once a week, and generally lasts a few hours. It's nothing fancy or
elaborate.
Long-distance relationships are very common. Because people move frequently to help start
more churches, any individual church can be small and there are might only be a few single
people at your location. So people sometimes have no choice but to do long-distance. These
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relationships seem to still be pretty successful, and people generally fly to meet in person once
a month, for a whole day to make up for it.
People get married fairly young. Because leaders are concerned for older unmarried people,
knowing that their lack of ability to find a spouse is discouraging for them, people are
encouraged not to wait too long since the pool shrinks. The oldest single man in my church is <
35. There are a few older single women who are 40+, but they are just a few outliers.
Once engaged, the engagement period lasts around 6 months until the wedding. All couples are
required to go through premarital counseling before setting a wedding date, so that both parties
can clearly figure out expectations. Occasionally, this leads to a breakup, but usually this
doesn't.
Engagement is when the relationship becomes public, because now there is a very high
degree of confidence this will lead to marriage soon.
While Married
Biblical structure of husbands and wives is taught and encouraged. Male headship is taught,
and female submission as well. The pastor's wife has told the women that even if your husband
is not respectable, you should still respect him because the Bible commands it, and it is
glorifies God to obey the Bible. She has told them to stop nagging their husbands, as well as
other things along those lines. Meanwhile, men are told to serve and love their wives, to be the
first ones to get up to feed the crying baby, help with housework and cooking, etc.
There are many safeguards against infidelity.
All texts and emails are encouraged to also include your spouse, if it's to somebody of the
opposite gender.
Don't be alone in a house with somebody of the opposite gender. For example, a couple I
know were hosting an outreach dinner, and I came inviting one of the guys I was
ministering to. I came a bit early and her husband was not yet home from work. I stood
outside the door, hesitating on whether I should come in or not while the wife was
cooking. She looked at me, hesitated for a moment, and said I should wait outside until
her husband comes home.
Praise bands do not contain any married people, unless the band is also single gender, or
the married person's spouse is in the band too.
Two people of the opposite gender do not drive together if one or both of them are
married.
Probably many more that I can't think of right now.
Serious spousal conflicts often involve the intervention of leaders. If there has been a major
fight, or a cold war is happening, leaders will come and provide an outside perspective, and
restore some rational thinking back into the relationship. Usually, in a fight, both parties are at
fault, so by addressing both people, blaming each other is avoided.
When there are repeated spousal conflicts, sometimes people are told to take a break from
ministry to work on their relationship. This sometimes involves professional counseling,
but always involves more reflection and reading of God's Word.
I think the divorce rate is so low because my church refuses to let any couple get
anywhere close to that point. Older leaders and more experienced married couples will
step in and rebuke and confront unloving, rebellious, or disrespectful spouses, expecting
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them to repent.
Children are raised collectively. Before covid, we would have centralized babysitting a few
days a week at night, so that couples could go and do evangelism, discipleship, etc. On other
nights, spouses would take turns watching children, so that they could go and disciple,
fellowship, or do bible study with other people of the same gender. This helps prevent couples
from idolizing their children, when God and his mission still has to be the number one priority
in your life.
Other church relationships are still heavily encouraged and developed. This helps prevent too
much burden being placed on your spouse, expecting him or her to provide for all of your
needs, which is just impossible and would overly strain the relationship, not to mention lead to
idolatry and pedestalization.
Overall, as you can see, there is a lot of involvement by leaders. Many people are afraid of
confrontation, but our pastors will frequently give messages on the importance of confrontation as a
way to address sin, pointing out the many biblical examples of godly men confronting others of their
sin. This has extended to marriage as well, and is I believe a reason why the divorce rate is so low.
Another huge reason is the big emphasis on the mission, so that both men and women are always
trying to live in God's frame.
I fully recognize this kind of model is not for everybody. A lot of people would feel uncomfortable
with this level of confrontation or oversight by your spiritual leaders. They come from a position of
love and wanting the best for your life, but of course leaders are far from perfect and they'll make
plenty of mistakes too. They're a little more experienced, so they'll hopefully make less mistakes than
you and can notice things you don't.

EDIT: A lot of people have been commenting on these seeming like too many rules. I think I
wasn't clear in my initial post, but most of these are not rules. They're guidelines and
suggestions in some cases, rules in other cases, and just different patterns I have observed. For
example, the length of time people date is not a rule or anything. It's just the pattern I've
noticed. Some couples have gotten engaged after as short as 2 months of dating, and some
couples have dated for 2 or more years. It depends on the couple.
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A Couple of Missional Field Reports
22 upvotes | August 29, 2020 | by Aaaquad | Link | Reddit Link
Archie
I have a friend named Archie. We have been friends since childhood. In high school we would hang
out in his basement after school and play ping-pong while discussing whatever intellectual topics that
caught our fancy. Archie was an atheist back then and whenever I brought up my Christian faith,
discussions would devolve into debates about creation/evolution or the plausibility of the existence of
God etc. Coincidentally this is when I was most involved in apologetics. No matter what argument or
reasons I brought against him, nothing would ever convince him.
We drifted apart for the majority of college. For the first three years or so we had virtually no contact
with each other. He was busy with his new girlfriend, a heavy course load, and smoking a bunch of
weed. Needless to say his life was hectic and anything I heard about his life came through second or
third-hand accounts. It seemed as if his life was spiraling.
After college we reconnected more formally. We hung out a few times a year and would keep in
contact by texting. This slowly evolved into skype sessions. After finding this sub I was focused on
monk-mode, OYS and NoFap. We realized we were into the same things so we started doing weekly
OYS sessions together, setting goals, and progressing in our lives. This gave me plenty of
opportunities to share my faith and my mission. We had a lot of great conversations during this time
but they solidified my belief that our irreconcilable assumptions and worldviews prevented us from
convincing one another of our positions. Reason does enter deep down into our hearts. Something
else is needed for change.
Recently, we have since stopped doing OYS sessions. But we still talk weekly. Since deeply
internalizing my mission to make disciples and move my relationships one step closer to Christ I
have begun interacting with him in a bolder manner. I realize he is not going to reject me no matter
how much I speak to him about my faith. I leverage the rapport I have with him and doing what I can
to bring him one step closer to Christ.
This is how I have been moving him in this direction:
I challenge his beliefs.
He currently holds to a vague notion of spirituality and consciousness. He is influenced
by eastern philosophy and from what I can tell he thinks that we are all “pockets of
consciousness”. I challenged this by telling him he essentially believes that there is a God
and that there are spiritual realities. He admits now that he thinks there is a God (however
vaguely it is defined) and that there is a spiritual reality (consciousness in his terms).
He subscribes to a Zeitgeist-view of Jesus, namely that he is an amalgamation of other
myths from surrounding cultures. Since he has brought this up before and I didn’t know
how to respond I did a little research on this. All I had to do was push back and make a
few counterpoints and his view fell apart.
I demonstrate the superiority of faith in Jesus.
He does not have a discernible mission or goal in life. This is apparent and he knows it.
Though he has many aspirations and ambitions he wanders. I explain how my faith gives
me a purpose and goal in life to work towards. The more I align myself with God’s will
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and purpose the clearer I understand my life and the more sin dies.
What I plan on following up on:
Sharing personal testimony of how Christ has answered my prayers and the specific ways
he is working and acting in my life.
Mike
I have known Mike for about a year and a half. At first I didn’t really like him - he talked a lot and
this was overwhelming for me. I could get away with avoiding him since he did not work around me.
He ended up being incorporated into a friend group I was a part of and I learned to enjoy his presence
more in the context of this friend group.
In the past few months we have had more opportunities to talk one on one. This mostly consisted of
me using my amazing listening skills and listening to him complain or vent about the various
frustrations in his life. God has allowed me to have more compassion on him especially as we have
talked more and I learn more about his story. He has Christian leanings, though he is not so on-board
with the organized religion, traditions, or churchian culture in general. His faith is more of a private,
emotional/intellectual experience that helps him through rough times.
Recently I have sought to be more intentional in guiding our conversations and asking pointed
questions about what he thinks about different topics. In one conversation I asked the question “What
brands do you dislike?” [Thanks u/praexology for the list of questions]. This led into an hour long, indepth conversation about how brands affect our identities and missions in life. I was then able to ask
where he places his identity and what his mission is. He was at a loss and realized that this is
probably why he was somewhat discontent with life.
In subsequent conversations when he asks what I have been thinking about, I use this as an
opportunity to share how I am pursuing my mission and how this is fleshed out in real life. I notice
myself taking opportunities to drop a bible verse or share what Jesus said about a particular topic. He
is receptive and discussions flow well.
What I plan on following up on:
Sharing personal testimonies of the week and the specific ways God is working in my life and
answering prayers.
Sending him videos, podcasts, quotes, bible verses, or aphorisms he can chew on or listen to.
Continue hanging out with him consistently and having good conversations. Just being friends.
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A theory comparing female hypergamy to male polyamory: Is
it reasonable for a husband to require his wife to abstain from
male friendships?
22 upvotes | September 7, 2020 | by KiwiRod | Link | Reddit Link
I’m wanting to put a theory out there for comment and feedback regarding the different mating
strategies between men and woman and that a married woman's friendships with orbiting men is
comparable to men viewing porn... Stick with me here...
WOMEN: Hypergamy leads women to be on the lookout for higher value men. And Christian
women need to be aware of this tendency/desire and actively resist thoughts/actions which would
lead them to be unfaithful to their husbands (not only in deed, but also in thought).
MEN: Likewise the male tendency/desire for variety (polyamory) and youthful beauty lead them to
be visually attracted to other/younger/hotter women. Likewise, Christian men need to be aware of
this tendency and actively resist glances and thoughts which would lead them to be unfaithful to their
wives (in both deed and thought).
For Christian men, it’s correctly recognised that viewing porn is sinful and is a form of adultery. It
betrays his wife and hurts the relationship in many ways – not least of which because he will be
comparing his wife to the and younger/hotter women on-screen which she cannot compete with.
So my theory is this: Could the workplace flirting, coffees and friendships many woman commonly
enjoy with other (potentially higher value) men be the equivalent to a man looking at porn?
Here are some ways in which it's similar (there may be more):
1. Validation: If she’s attractive – then she has no shortage of men who are happy to orbit. Many
woman seek validation from such friendships (always cloaked in plausibility deniability) even
if never allowing a physical element to such friendships. This parallels a man viewing porn –
because he is seeking validation (through fantasy) of thinking he has access to such beautiful
women.
2. Comparison: She will particularly seek out such emotional connections with higher value men.
The higher value he is, the higher value the friendship will often be (entirely subconscious).
The problem is that she is comparing her husband to these men - and he often cannot compete
with them.
3. Justification: She will justify this behaviour as "harmless" because it’s not “actual” adultery,
no one is having sex with another person... Just as many men wrongly justify their porn use for
the same reason.
4. Risk: She is exposing herself to the risk of very real adultery because of her hypergamous
nature - should the higher value man actually pursue her. I would suggest the majority of affairs
start with an "innocent" friendship.
Following from this: Is it reasonable for a husband to require his wife to abstain from all male
friendships (at least when the husband isn’t present) in the same way and for many of the same
reasons she would require him to abstain from porn…?
It would seem many men do this by default already - through jealous and possessive behaviour. But
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I'm asking if such behaviour is actually completely justified for many of the same reasons for a
woman's jealous demands that her husband not view porn.
Note my theory isn’t suggesting women cannot be friends with men – only that such friendships
should only be enjoyed in the context of a couple (eg: the husband is also a friend with the man, or
the couple is friends with another couple, etc).
What do you think? Is this a reasonable theory? Is there any biblical justification for it?
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27 year old virgin male. What are the chances of me finding a
very good looking woman that's a Christian woman and a
virgin outside of church? By virgin I mean, someone that has
never done anything sexual with a man physically.
22 upvotes | September 8, 2020 | by Roxkicks1211 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats- 5 foot 11 inches, approx 10or less percent body fat, 175 lbs, i dont know i just do push ups and
pull ups. and lunges, I do about 80 alternating for each leg before stopping. i can do about 80 good
push ups without stoppingn in a set and 25 good dead hang pull ups with no kipping chin over the
bar. I do about 30 minutes to and hour of running 6-7 times a week.
I never really had a problem with attracting a woman that I'm physically attracted to. Also i've never
been very active in pursuing women as I just assume most are damaged goods and don't want to
bother stressing about it. The only problem is after about 5 attempts so far in my life of getting to
know women at various churches and about 10+ people that I just approached because they were very
physically attractive/I was hoping they were christian/a virgin, now I assume all the women I actually
find very physically attractive, are have had sex with at least one dude. The women I approached
were in the age range of 20-28. Obviously this isn't true that all physically attractive women have had
premarital sexual relations in some way or another.
Also I've tried considering non-virgins as partners, many people have tried to throw all sorts of
theological reasons, but I just can't. Yes they may be saved by grace, and we're all equally saved by
God's grace thru Christ. But when, it comes to marrying an actual person for life, I personally am
absolutely repulsed with considering someone that has had sex with another man and would rather be
single than marry a non-virgin.
Are the chances of me finding a good christian virgin partner that I find very attractive physically,
slim to none? I haven't tried this, but should i just go for the numbers game and just go up to literally
every woman I find physically attractive and hopefully I'll find one that's actually a good christian
and a virgin? Also, very rarely do I bump into christian women I'm physically attracted to at church
unless it's a big church, which I'm generally not a fan of most big churches because usually they suck
and teach basically nothing of biblical depth and just try to work up your emotions most of the time
with their songs/teaching.
Any feedback or insight appreciated! Thank you!
Edit: hey God Bless y’all thank you for putting in the time to write and share your thoughts. Some
great replies. I do appreciate it! Please keep them coming if you have anything to add, I’m reading
them all.
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My Wife's Emotional Affair
22 upvotes | September 15, 2019 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm writing this because I think my story is helpful to other men in this community.
A few weeks ago I walk into the gym and find my wife of 11 years working out with a unknown
man. At home that night, she explained he was just a guy she works out with occasionally and it's no
big deal. After noticing her behavior change, I became suspicious and secretly checked her phone.
Sure enough they were having intimate conversations on FB Messenger, having an "Emotional
Affair". I confronted her immediately, asking if she has any communication with him outside the
gym. She lied and said, "Yes, we talk but all we talk about is our workouts." They've talked about
way more than just workouts. I asked her to include me on all communication and not to workout
with him alone unless I am there. She gladly agreed to those terms.
I know exactly what she was doing. I know why she was doing it. And I also know why she lied
about their conversations. I know all these things because I've done it to her multiple times.
Several years ago I was a gym owner and I had hundreds of female clients. The women were amazing
- sexy, funny, athletic and smart. And most importantly, they respected and adored me as their coach.
I relished the text messages and their flirtatious banter. I enjoyed the nonstop harem of young,
attractive women fighting for my attention. And I did exactly what she did. I began texting them
"about the workouts" which quickly turned into texts about everything except the workouts. I would
meet them in the gym to workout for hours, leaving my wife at home. When she would confront me I
would immediately reply, "There's nothing going on! Don't be so jealous!" And I was being honest, I
never once touched any of these dozens of women in a sexual manner. But I did have affairs of the
heart, she knew it and I knew it.
Somehow, through the grace of God, she stayed with me and forgave me.
We've always had a wonderful marriage. We spend most of our day together and we are best friends.
We play sports together, we have sex almost everyday, we have 4 wonderful children and we attend
church together. Yet, my wife is a human being born into sin and there was a part of her a few weeks
ago, whether she admits it or not right now, that loved having me at home and another man on the
side. That's exactly what I loved with my trysts - the attention, the validation, the exciting secret
emotional affair without any guilt.
But now I do have guilt and shame for what I've done to her because now I feel betrayed. I feel
insecure. I feel embarrassed. And worst of all I feel exactly how she felt all those times I did it to
her.
11 years ago we took a vow to "Forsake all others" and I broke that vow in my heart. So did she. We
are both sinners and need forgiveness.
Going forward, we decided I will never text, email, or facebook messenger a girl without including
my wife. And I asked her to do the same. I need the accountability of open communication to my
wife. And for the sake of our kids and our marriage it's time to bring everything into the light.
Hope you guys avoid the mistakes we've made. Pray for us!
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why did christianity adopt "christian pacifism" despite it going
against the bible?
22 upvotes | August 25, 2019 | by jesuswasnotacuck | Link | Reddit Link
what the heck lol? King David, Moses, and the line of great prophets were NOT wimps and were
NOT pacifists even jesus when he PHYSICALLY ASSUALTED the money lenders, this does NOT
mean, we should be bullies or Jihadis, BUT at the same time when muslims especially in europe are
invading, raping women in Germany ect, we should NOT be kissing their feet like pope francis, we
do NOT even have to kill them BUT WE MUST STOP them ie forcably arrest rapists, ect.

so how did christians get so soft that they LET their enemies have their way with them?

-discuss
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Games Are Fun... If You Know The Rules
22 upvotes | February 20, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
"Why all the games?" asked a recent poster, who seemed irritated at the idea that interactions
between the sexes weren't some sort of "color-by-the-numbers" recipe.
Why the games? Because games are fun.
Most of the time.
There is a card game I used to play during study hall called Mao. For those who know the rules, it is
an incredibly fun game. To those that don't, it is incredibly frustrating. A core rule of Mao is that you
cannot explain the rules to new players; they must observe and intuit the rules on their own.
In Mao, breaking a rule results in being given a penalty. This penalty is applied regardless of whether
or not the player is aware of the rule that was broken. Only by learning from these mistakes and by
carefully observing the actions of more experienced players can a rookie begin to make sense of the
game. Only after losing many hands can a new player begin to figure out the game. Much trial and
error is required before a new player can actually win. Their reward for sticking out the steep learning
curve and winning? The victor gets to play with the fabric of the game and invent a new rule. The
best part? They don't have to tell anyone else what the new rule is and now they have to try and learn
it. At this point the game becomes incredibly fun for the new player.
This should sound familiar.
Like Mao, the dynamics between the sexes is a game that has specific rules. These rules of the game
are not immediately obvious; at least to men. Women are like the veteran players of Mao: they know
the rules and issue penalties to anyone who breaks the rules. Men are the new player: they weren't
taught the rules and must learn for themselves (by making countless mistakes) how the game is
played. As they figure out the rules and learn how to avoid penalties, both their confidence and fun
grows. Mastering the game and achieving victory yields immense satisfaction. Men, understanding
the game clearly, can now begin to play around with the rules and tease the other players.
I played this game at a bible study camping trip. One friend did not know the rules. She became
immensely frustrated. So much so that she tore up the cards and stormed off, vowing never to play
again.
If you find yourself annoyed with the "game" of sexual dynamics, you are like that friend. Had she
stuck with it a few more hands, she would have made enough mistakes to learn the rules and begin to
enjoy the game. Stick with it. God designed this, not as a fault, but as amusement. Don't find it
amusing? Learn the rules and you will.
Occasionally I find myself in a social setting playing card games. Once in awhile I will encounter
another person who knows how to play Mao. Instantly, a connection and bond is formed between us.
We both "get it" and know the rules. Women love it when they meet a guy who "gets it" and knows
the rules of the game.
Undoubtedly some of you have never heard of Mao and did a quick search online for it. While the
rules of Mao are "secret" they are published across the internet for anyone wanting to seek them out.
Just as the rules of Mao are listed online, the rules of the game of inter-gender dynamics are found on
this sub and many others. Learn them. Try them. Make mistakes and learn from them. Eventually you
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will learn the game and, better yet, learn to have fun with it.
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For Women: Getting Your Beta to Man Up
22 upvotes | October 16, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Modern society doesn't raise up men; it raises little boys in men's bodies. This happens for a number
of reasons. I'll briefly summarize a few:
1. As Jordan Peterson notes, there is a responsibility-reward dynamic. Men are taught to bear the
responsibility, but they are no longer being given the reward, which has gradually been
snatched away by feminism. So, what motive does a man have to keep bearing responsibility
anymore? None. So, he revolts and lives in his mother's basement playing video games all day
until he's in his 50s, she dies, and he doesn't know what to do with his life anymore.
2. Relational dynamics put an incredible amount of pressure on men to compete for female
attention. Per the Pareto Principle, only 20% of men will garner the attraction of 80% of the
women. That's stiff competition, so many men just bow out altogether and take the minimum
that happens to come along. Unpleased with the fact that they settled rather than competed for a
win, they feel no compulsion to thrive as a leader in the household, so they placate themselves
with other things instead.
3. Through social scripting, most men are conditioned to adopt blue pill fantasies about marriage
and sexuality. When they do get married, they discover that real life is nothing like what the
world told them it would be. Disillusioned with their circumstances, they either throw in the
towel and become submissive to the active influence of their wives or they keep aspiring to live
up to the wrong standard of what they think their wife wants (i.e. unspoken, passive influence)
rather than what would actually fix their marriage.
4. Many masculine traits have been associated with criminal conduct so strongly that it puts men
at risk to express them. For example, if a man is assertive and dominant in his relationships, as
he should be, if she should ever make up false rape or domestic violence charges, there would
be a large history of assertiveness and dominance that courts and psychologists would take as
evidence of the propensity he has for violence, greatly increasing the likelihood of conviction.
So, men are forced to set aside any lifestyle that would allow her to build a case for false
charges later on.
I could keep going, but you get the point. This post isn't about how men grow up to become children.
It's about what a woman can do when she finds herself in this position.
Why write a post directed at women? Because this is the #1 most asked question I get among women:
"My husband is beta and won't lead. How can I help him become the leader God wants him to
be without being a nag or compromising my role as a submissive helper to him?"
FRAME AND INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
The most recent person to ask this question to me noted: "this is clearly a period of growth for him
and for me and for us together" (emphasis added).
The first thing of importance is to recognize that there are only two frames at work: his and hers.
There is no "theirs." The "us together" bit doesn't actually exist. When couples talk in "us" and "we"
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language like that, it has the ability to disassociate personal responsibility from the problem. Consider
the following common complaints:
"We have communication issues." No, one or both of you independently have problems with
how you talk. There is no "we" solution to the problem. "We" is not a collective and unified
designation, or there wouldn't be a problem in the first place. Who is "we"? In reality, you and
him must each individually take responsibility for solving whatever you're each contributing to
the problem, whether the issue is in communication skills, methodology, frequency,
expectations, etc.
"We have a sex problem." No, you have a sex problem. You don't like sex the way he does. He
doesn't like sex the way she does. It's not a "we" problem. It's individual preferences colliding.
For the longest time, my wife was perfectly content with our sex life while I was frustrated,
bitter, and resentful because of it. She didn't have a sex problem. I did. When I termed it as a
"we" problem, I was trying to shoulder responsibility on her for my emotional dissatisfaction.
When we eventually transitioned to a sex life founded on my expectations and desires,
interestingly she still didn't have a problem with our sex life - I just solved my problem. It was
never "our" problem in the first place, though. For some people, both people do have a
problem, though. My point is that this isn't a "joint" problem - it's mutual individual problems
on the same issue.
COLLIDING FRAMES AND THE FAILURE OF COMPROMISE
Any time someone communicates a "we" problem it usually boils down to a frame issue. Two people
are crashing their frames into each other. Both frames are breaking, but neither are broken yet. This is
perceived as a problem, as both of them insists that the other get into their frame.
The "we" of it is when they try to reach a compromise. Compromise is not always bad. There's a lot
of value in compromise. But the core of compromise is that he's conforming his frame to look a little
more like hers in exchange for her conforming her frame to look a little more like his. It inherently
assumes some degree of breaking frame - unless a person genuinely agrees that the compromise
position is better than his/her original position. Then it's just improving one's own frame.
But most marital compromises are not a genuine change-of-heart; they're a partial sacrifice for the
"greater good of the relationship" that doesn't actually involve anyone changing their minds on the
original point.
In short, stop thinking in "we" terms and recognize that you each have your own frame. Rather than
insisting that you try to create a new "marital frame" for you both to live in, recognize that it's his or
hers and a decision must be made. Once the decision is made, then it's merely a matter of improving
the frame.
Biblically, that decision should be that the woman lives in the man's frame. If the husband lives in his
wife's frame, he is no longer leading and she's no longer submitting. At best, she intellectually places
him as a figure-head leader above herself to make her feel like she's submitting and fulfilling her
biblical role, but in actuality his leadership is dominated and controlled by her emotions,
expectations, and behavior in the home, so she's only submitting to someone who has either explicitly
or inadvertently been manipulated into making decisions according to her own will and desires
anyway.
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FAIL TO LEAD
So, if a wife has decided that she is to be in her husband's frame, what is she to do if his frame is
weak and does not offer the leadership, strength, comfort, provision, fun, and security that she longs
for?
The first option is obvious: she could find another man. Of course, if she's already married, this is sin,
so I don't recommend that option for any woman whose faith is more important to her than her
marriage. But for non-Christians it is a viable option, which is why The Journal of Sex Research
found that for the age-ranges 18-29 women are more likely to cheat than men, which is also true of
couples whose relationship has gone on for 10 years or less. I could speculate on why the dynamic
shifts later in a relationship, but that's not the point right now.
The second option is that a woman can demonstrate to her husband that she is incapable as a leader.
Now, this can be a hot-button issue for many women. For one, you might actually be quite capable. If
there's a leadership hole in the marriage and you're capable of filling it, why wouldn't you? Makes
sense, right? Of course, the answer is: because your husband won't ever live up to that role if it's
already being filled.
And why would he? Again, I opened this post with a variety of reasons for why men are already
conditioned by society not to step into the dominant, leadership role within a relationship. Why
would they fight against the grain of society when there's a willing, active other person who is
already taking up that responsibility and letting him skirt around the issues with passivity and laziness
as long as he's willing to deal with the nagging? My wife once commented: "I admit that all women
are crazy. But if all women are crazy, there's got to be something that all men are. I think it's passivity
and laziness." Biblically, I can't argue. Adam's first sin was passivity while Eve ate from the tree of
knowledge of good and evil, and he set the pattern for every man to come.
Back on point: from here it's a mere priority game. What's more important: an attractive husband who
leads you or making sure things around the house get done? If it's the latter, that's why you stepped
up to make sure they got done with all your honey do lists and nagging him to get off his butt. If it's
the former, then you might have to accept that things around the house won't get done the way you
want - at least not for a while.
Standards and Thresholds
Every person has their own standard of living. For cleanliness of my house, I have a certain
expectation of what it looks like. When it drops below my threshold I will clean it up, usually to wellabove my threshold so that I have more time before I have to do it again.
My wife also has her own threshold - and hers was much higher than mine for a long time. When the
house was between our two thresholds (i.e. below hers, above mine), that was a recipe for disaster.
She used to see that as a "we" problem - because "we" weren't "on the same page."
We don't have to be "on the same page," though. Part of the "individual responsibility" section is
recognizing that if one person has a problem, they can take personal responsibility for the problem. If
we put it on a scale of 1-10 and my cleanliness threshold is 5 and my wife's is 8, then when the house
is a 7, if she wants it above 8 again, she can take individual responsibility for cleaning it. She used to
get resentful at me for not helping her. But from my perspective, the house was fine. She thought all
of her extra work keeping it above an 8 was helping me. It wasn't. I didn't notice the difference
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between a 7 or 8 or 9. It didn't affect my ability to use all of the house's features. I didn't care about
the dust on the TV that's only visible when it's off - because I'm not watching TV when it's off.
Now I'm not saying that women should lower their standards to their man's standards. Or maybe I am
saying that - but that's not the point. The point is to decide whether your standards and thresholds are
more important than having the type of husband who takes ownership and responsibility for his
home. He might not lead the way you want, but at least he'll be leading - and that might just affect his
standards and thresholds anyway.
Consider this: when my wife was maintaining the house at her standard of an 8 (and nagging me to
help), I never actually experienced life at my standard of a 5. Even if I did, it was for short periods of
time, like when she was on a busy season at work (80-100hr weeks for up to 2 months at a time), but
I knew that at the end of the busy season she'd be back to her own standards again. I never had a
compulsion to evaluate my own standard because the individual responsibility never fell on me to
decide that standard in the first place.
Want to know what happened? Here's the flow of how things played out for us:
First: my wife was leading in the cleanliness of our home and expected me to adopt her
standards and thresholds. I didn't. We argued a lot about it. During this phase, my frame was
garbage, but I thought it was better than hers purely because of its contrast to her standards,
which were the source of our arguments.
Second: my wife gave up arguing and just started taking individual responsibility for the
maintenance of our home. She did not adopt my frame; she just stopped trying to make me get
into her frame. This added a lot of stress onto her and resentment toward me. During this phase,
my frame was still crappy, but I didn't see it as better or worse - I just didn't have to think of my
own standards or thresholds at all because I never had to experience them.
Third: After repeated stressful busy seasons and not being able to maintain individual
responsibility, my wife finally gave up on trying to maintain her standards and she adopted
mine - not with nagging resentment or a defeatist attitude, but with joy and submission. My
frame was still garbage, but now I had to live with it.
Fourth: After seeing how annoying my standards and thresholds were to live in on a long-term
basis, I realized things had to change, so I improved my frame and began leading our family to
live up to a higher standard than I previously thought necessary. Although my new frame was
not exactly what my wife had in mind before (some standards/thresholds were higher, some
were lower), of my own volition I had moved to something much closer.
There are three key things to note in this process: (1) My wife stopped trying to lead in cleaning the
house, so I stepped up. (2) We never reached a compromise, which I tried many times to do in the
past, only to foster bitterness and resentment. My decision to adopt a new standard was not prompted
by her persuading me, but by me recognizing a need that she was no longer filling. (3) Rather than
reverting to our previous status quo of my wife leading in the housework, I took individual
responsibility of the house as a leader who delegates. As a result, my wife was now receiving
appreciation from me for dutifully following my lead, even though she was doing essentially the
same things (maybe even less) as she was doing before, when she was leading in all this.
Not to leave any confusion: there are many things about our marriage where I have not magically
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"improved" my frame to what she previously expected. This isn't a recipe for getting a girl what she
wants from her man. It's a recipe for getting a girl to get the man she wants, if that's more important
to her than all the other stuff. The fact that he may improve his frame to account for her peripheral
desires is incidental. That's not the goal itself, but it's a nice bonus when it happens, as in my housecleaning example.
The point here isn't about house-work. It's about the way that stepping down from positions of
leadership and control can invite a man to step up. I've found that, more often than not, when my wife
stops trying to break my frame by crashing hers into it, I am more able to focus on continual
improvement of my frame. Rather than bolstering the titanium plating on the exterior to protect it
from attacks, I can focus on pimping out the interior to make it a more fun and enjoyable place to
live.
Leaving Holes
In light of the above, I recommend that women leave obvious holes in their leadership in the home. If
you're in a new relationship/marriage, that's going to be a lot easier because you can establish new
patterns from the get-go. For those already in long-standing marriages, this can be more challenging
because you have preset patterns of who does what and he reasonably assumes you'll keep doing
these things.
If you abdicate your leadership role and try to force it on him, that rarely goes over well. You can't
say, "You need to take charge of paying the bills from now on" because he would still be doing it
under your authority/command that he do so. Yes, he's "taking charge," but only because you
delegated that task to him.
A preferable option is to communicate a failure of your ability to function as a leader within the
home. Again, you might be perfectly capable of leading to get all this stuff done, but if that leadership
is hindering your ability to respect and love your husband in the midst of his failures as a leader that
caused you to step up in the first place, then you can honestly say that you are incapable of
functioning as a leader in the home in the context of loving and respecting your husband. You don't
tell him that last italicized part, though, which would come off as little more than a threat for him to
do more things or you'll stop loving him - because for all practical purposes, rocky roads aside, he
probably does think you respect and desire him just as he is, if he's still living in his blue pill fantasy
world.
So, in the example of paying the bills you say: "I know I've been doing this for a while, but I'm really
struggling to keep track of which bills are due and when. Do you have any clue? And I can't make
heads of tails of how these bills are affecting our budget. I've just been paying things and hoping for
the best. Do you know if we're in a good financial spot, or are we under water? I don't know what I'm
doing or how to manage this and I've just been pretending for a long time that I've got all this under
control."
The goal here isn't to get the bills paid or even to get him to be the one to start paying them. It's to get
him to recognize that he is individually responsible for his own household, whereas you have been
taking individual responsibility for it in the past (again, no "we" issues here). If you have a late
payment for a month or two, so be it. At some point he'll recognize that there's a need - and if you've
made it openly obvious to him that you're not in a capacity to meet that need, then he will likely step
up and start leading.
The problem that this approach can have is that some people don't communicate the "I'm not good at
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this" part. The husband assumes the wife will pay the bills like she always has, so if the bills stop
getting paid on time, instead of stepping up he simply accuses her of failing at her implicit role. If
you just stop paying bills, he gets mad because it's your responsibility. If you tell him you can't, and
then you fail, that's his responsibility. You must convey yourself as weak, needy, and submissive.
That can be very humbling and even humiliating - but it's also something that I have to do before my
spiritual groom (God) periodically in order to re-frame myself as his bride/submissive, and it's
something you should be able and willing to do before your physical groom periodically as well.
In America, most men recognize on a societal level that their wives don't actually need them certainly not the same way women needed their men a couple hundred years ago. That gives many
men the excuse not to lead their women anymore and to buy into the cultural lie that women should
be able to do it all and don't need men. But if he can rediscover your need for him beyond functioning
as an emotional teddy bear to coddle you, that will be a huge step in solving the problem.
REVERSE DISCIPLESHIP/MENTORING
I already listed two options for a woman who's man is not leading: (1) find another man, and (2) fail
to lead. Although the second can be effective, there's a third, more preferable option to each of those:
reverse discipleship/mentoring.
A direct discipleship/mentoring arrangement would be where you take a position of authority over
him to teach him how to get from A to B. In this case, that would be getting him from being a weak,
passive man to a dominant leader. The problem with this approach is that it inherently frames you as
the leader over him. Not only is this unbiblical, but it also creates a perception that you're training
him to lead other people/things and not you personally. But you want him to be your leader, not just a
leader. Also, if he views himself as a leader in the home, however crappy he may be at it, he could
confuse your attempt to mentor him with disrespect or an attempt to take over - and it may not
actually be confusion at all, regardless of how well-intentioned you may be.
A reverse discipleship/mentoring arrangement works something like this. I have a pastor who has a
position of spiritual authority over me (at least within the bounds of our local congregation). I wanted
to get him on board with my mission and to begin leading the church accordingly. I could have taught
him about my mission/vision and done so persuasively enough that he would look to me for
leadership and guidance, but I didn't. I found that when I tried that with our other pastor he never
internalized it fully - it was always just another "great idea" that was external to him that he tried to
live up to for a short time before moving on to another "great idea." Instead, I asked this pastor to
disciple me.
This can also be called a double-reversal. My normal MO is to be the discipler. I reversed it once by
asking to be discipled, suggesting several ways God's Kingdom and I could both benefit from his
leadership over me. But I reverse it again by using my status as his follower as a way to guide him in
how to lead someone. Here are a few examples of things I did:
After the first couple meetings I threw out an idea: "When Jesus called his 12, he told them upfront at the very beginning of the relationship what the end-goal would be: 'I will make you
fishers of men.' So, can you tell me what your end-goal for me is? You have a 2-year contract
at our church. What do you envision me doing 2 years from now as a result of our time
together?" I'm teaching him a very important point about intentional disciple-making, while
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remaining in the submissive role, letting him cast the vision and direct me.
Comparable questions in a marriage context would be for a wife to ask: "What's your
vision for the next x years? What is your goal for me during that time? What do you
envision me doing x years from now as a result of our relationship?"
After the above, he took a couple weeks before settling with an answer. So, I asked him at that
point, "Jesus had an intentional plan for how he would make his disciples into fishers of men. If
you know where I am now and you know where I'm going to end up 2 years from now, what's
your plan for how you're going to get me there?"
A comparable question in a marriage context: "If you want me to be [blank] x years from
now, what's your plan for getting me there between now and then?" I remember my wife
asking me something similar at one point and the question blew me away. I didn't really
have a plan. Why not? Because I wasn't leading.
He usually likes to talk about whatever God's teaching him at the time, which is fine. But it's
not an effective way to make disciples, which should be focused more on the needs of the
person you're discipling. So, I asked him at one point, "Do you see any character flaws or
spiritual weak points in me that I should start working on?" He had no clue and had never even
thought that to be an important part of the disciple-making process. So, I asked him to guess at
some things that he perceived in me that would be worth us chatting through, then I put my ego
on the line (in that I disagreed with some of the things he said) and rolled with whatever his
answers were just to give him practice discipling someone through a struggle or issue.
Marriage translation: "Husband, are there any aspects about how I live my life that might
be getting in the way of your vision for our family? What are they? Can you help me
work through those things?" Yes, that's really hard to say - and it wasn't fun listening to
my pastor come up with things he thought I was doing wrong or needed to improve on,
especially when I was really confident in those areas of my life. But it was dreadfully
important - not just for me to improve, but to give him a better framework for what it's
like to lead someone. That is, your goal isn't necessarily just to drudge up dirt for him to
spew at you; it's to put him in a framework of seeing you as someone whose flaws and
weaknesses he is responsible for - especially as those things may affect his leadership
within the home. Rather than him ignoring those things to maintain the peace, he should
be willing and able to confront you about them.
Another thing is that Jesus always had a vision that was bigger than the guys he discipled. So, I
asked him once, "What's the bigger picture that you're working toward? What's your whole job
and Christian life about?" He was amused at the question and didn't have much of an answer,
focused more on the day-to-day responsibilities of his job. He verbally processed for a while
and finally came up with a make-shift mission that he said he wanted to iron out more later.
Then I said, "Jesus had a bigger vision for ministry than merely his 12 - he wanted to reach the
whole world. He knew how his disciples would fit into that vision and he trained them
specifically for that task. How do you see me helping you carry out your vision for the church,
and what would you need to train me to do in order to help you accomplish that goal?" At one
point my pastor asked in the reverse what I wanted to accomplish at the church. I had a clear
answer, but it would not have been helpful in training him to lead if I gave it, so I had to be
evasive: "I don't really know what my goals are with the church. I don't have anything concrete
in mind. I'm not in charge of leading the church, so my goals wouldn't matter anyway. You're
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one of our leaders, so I want to support what you have to offer."
Marriage translation: "Husband, what are your life goals? Do you have any life goals for
me? I have things that I'd like to do with my life, but as my husband I'm more interested
in what you have in mind for me. What skills and concepts should I be learning about and
practicing to help me fulfill your goals and expectations both in your own life and mine?"
Now, a true beta husband is going to encourage you to set your own goals and
expectations and say he wants to support you in those. So, even if you do have things in
mind, for now you need to keep saying, "I don't know. I'm looking to you as my leader,
so I want to support what you have to say rather than make up my own thing, which
could potentially drive us apart if we're going two different directions" (for the record:
that's one of the main things that caused my parents to divorce: two different directions in
life).
You'll note that in each of these examples, I'm not giving him answers. I'm just asking questions,
prompting him to lead me. Now, I know where I want him to lead me and he doesn't always come to
the same conclusion - and that's okay. If he goes down a different path, I follow and entertain that
path. And if it turns out that path isn't helpful, I just ask more questions about why we're going down
that path and about what Jesus did and let him draw his own conclusions and decide if he wants to
keep going that way or back track to try a different thing altogether. I don't try to convince him it's a
bad path. I don't ask my questions rhetorically, as if I'm trying to prove a point. I'm just putting out
feelers and communicating a lack of understanding.
Without compromising my role as a submissive under him, he has grown incredibly proficient at
disciple-making because of the way I let myself be a test dummy - and one who knows how to ask
targeted questions to most effectively lead me. I recommend wives do the same: ask your husband to
lead you. Don't tell him how to lead you. Ask questions that assume basic leadership concepts:
Do you have a vision for where you're going/taking me?
Do you know how to evaluate where I am right now?
Do you have a plan to get me from where I am right now to where you want to take me?
Is the vision for where we're going something that actually matters?
That's leadership in a nut-shell. Everything else is just filling in the details.
THE SPIRITUALLY IMMATURE MAN
This is another inevitable question for many Christian women: "What if my husband is less
spiritually mature than me?"
The Husband Who Asks You to "Sin"
You're still his wife. You're still his helper. You're still his submissive. You still follow. Ultimately, it
is him who will have to answer for how he led in the relationship and you who will have to answer
for how you followed. If he asks you to do something that's obviously sinful, like killing a person, I'd
say not to do it. But if it's merely questionably sinful and violates your personal convictions, there are
a couple ways you can process this before God on Judgment Day:
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1. I felt like it was wrong. I also know that refusing to submit to my husband is wrong. Stuck
between what felt like two wrongs, I decided it was better to uphold my personal feelings and
convictions rather than my biblical imperative to submit to my husband.
2. I felt like it was wrong, but you gave me a clear obligation to my husband in Scripture, so I
followed Scripture by submitting to my husband, even at the expense of my own feelings and
convictions.
Which one do you think God is more likely to honor and respect in a wife?
The Husband Who "Won't Pursue Me"
Some women have told me about times that they get in fights and their husband just walks away - and
this infuriates them. "He's being so immature!" she cries out. "If he was a real Christian he would
know he's supposed to try to pursue me at all times." Uh huh. She argues, "If I'm right, he should be
humble enough to admit it and not get frustrated and walk away. If I'm wrong, he needs to show it to
me and help sanctify me, not walk away." Sounds air-tight, right? He's always got to go to her, right?
Wrong.
I remember when my pastor got into a fight with his wife and asked me about how to handle it.
I asked him, How does Jesus respond when his bride acts the same way she just acted?
His answer: "He withdraws himself and leaves us to our sin until we're ready to repent." We also
looked at a few passages that show God/Jesus doing exactly that. He stops to think, then continues,
"But that can't be what God wants in a marriage. What if she ends up leaving me and I could have
done more? I want to be able to stand before God on Judgment Day and say that I tried everything I
could to make things right with my wife, rather than walking away from her."
I said: Oh, so you want to tell God, 'I was willing to try everything, except the one thing that you
modeled for us.' How do you think that will go over? Also, if she leaves you, is that your sin or hers
for God to judge? As far as arguments on Judgment Day are concerned, which do you think God will
be more sympathetic to: 'I did everything I possibly could to pander to my wife to reconcile with her'
or 'I saw what Jesus does and tried to do likewise, but she still left me'?
I include this here because many women see this as a sign of spiritual immaturity. Indeed, a
spiritually immature man may do this - refuse to pursue his wife or pander to her - but that is not what
makes him spiritually immature and it doesn't mean that his reaction is in any way wrong. When we
sin, it is not God's obligation to chase us down, but our obligation to seek after him with repentance.
If your husband perceives that you have sinned against him and his leadership in the home in some
way - whether he is right or wrong - the model that Jesus shows us with his bride, the church, is an
expectation for us to confess and return to him. You may not always agree with everything he says
and does (see the section above on the husband who asks you to "sin"), but he is your leader
nonetheless. Don't get fooled into thinking that he is spiritually immature because of his failure to
pursue you in the midst of conflict.
The Worldly/Unsaved Husband
A third prototype of an immature husband is the one who isn't even saved in the first place (or
perhaps he is saved on a technical level, but doesn't live it out). This is perhaps the most difficult type
of husband to remain married to. In actuality, there may not be much you can do to win him over www.TheRedArchive.com
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that's God's job to save people. But God does use his people as instruments toward the fulfillment of
that purpose, so you're not without your role in the process. I've seen many men who have come to
Christ because of the faithfulness of their wives.
1 Peter 3:1-6 addresses this issue directly. The first thing it compels of women is to submit to their
husband anyway. Obviously he's not leading you toward Christ, but that doesn't remove your
obligation to submit to him. Jesus says, "No one can serve two masters," but here you're now in a
position where you must. It's difficult. Refer to the first section on the husband who asks you to sin
for more information on how to deal with that conflict.
The passage also suggests that "they may be won over without words by the behavior of their wives,
when they see the purity and reverence of your lives." Know what that means? Stop preaching to
him or beating him over the head with the imperative to go to church with you. I'm not saying
never to share the Gospel with him, but not to nag him about it.
Many women do this. I knew a girl whose husband wasn't saved and she tried to preach to him all the
time. It drove him away until he finally divorced her. I knew another girl whose husband wasn't
saved. She nagged him incessantly until he went to church and joined a Bible study. Know what
happened? He's still not a Christian to this day - but he thinks he is because he's doing what his wife
told him. Now she's got a husband who is still worldly, but knows how to use his husbandly authority
over her because he's talked about it with his Bible study guys and knows the right verses to quote
(though they didn't mean to use them in that context, that's just how he took it, as an unsaved man).
The better alternative is to let him know that you're a Christian, to love him as you would Christ, and
let him build the relationship between your love for him and your love for Christ - a bridge that Paul
makes more clear in Ephesians 5:22, "Wives, submit to your own husbands, as to the Lord." When
he sees the character within you and the way that it blesses his life, this is what the Bible says is most
likely to win him over to Christ - not nagging and preaching. I know, it's counter-intuitive, but isn't
the Bible often that way.
The Spiritually Weak Husband
Some men are genuinely saved, but still so immature that they are ineffective as leaders in a home
and relationship. They want to follow God and excel in their spiritual life, but they don't know how
and keep failing.
The principles above still apply in this situation. But there is something more you can do to help your
husband want to excel in his spiritual walk. You can ask him questions.
Most men don't realize this, but I have found it a consistent principle throughout countless marriages
that what a man experiences with his wife is what God experiences with him. If I notice my wife
failing me a certain way, it's often that I'm failing God the same way and my wife is a projection of
my leadership - how I'm modeling myself as a follower of God for her to follow me the same way.
Likewise, when things are well in my marriage, I notice that my wife is living up to the same positive
virtues that I am experiencing with God. And the same goes with my leadership: as God teaches me
things, I practice the same thing in my role as leader over my wife.
To help your husband realize this connection and spark his spiritual growth through your marriage
and submissiveness to him, try asking him: "Does God do for you what you do for me?" That
question can go a long way. "You have given our family a purpose. Did God give you a purpose or
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did you come up with that concept on your own?"
In essence, the way you encourage his relationship with God is by being the type of wife/submissive
to him that models the type of bride/submissive to God he was designed to be - and then ask pointed
questions about his role as your husband/leader to connect that to his relationship with God as his
spiritual husband/leader.
The Emotionally Weak Husband
Some men are riddled with anxiety, depression, loneliness, hopelessness, fear, and the like. Virtually
every time, when the husband expresses these traits, the wife experiences them as well. However,
most women in this situation have the misperception that they shouldn't burden their husband with
their emotions because it might make things even worse. This is wrong.
By not expressing your own fears or anxieties with him, you're taking the position of leadership in the
relationship. You both have struggles; he isn't managing his well, so you've decided you're going to
be the one to manage yours well in order to protect him. You're making that judgment call, not him.
You're taking the position of strength, not him. This is backwards.
You're also missing an opportunity to experience a true empathy that few women get to know in their
marriages: feeling the same thing at the same time. My wife often wants emotional empathy from me
more than anything. When I get stressed out from time with my kids (which is incredibly rare) she
becomes overjoyed - not at my stress, but at the fact that I have just experienced something she
experiences everyday. She loves that I, in that moment, can empathize with her as she expresses her
stresses alongside me.
So, if you share your feelings with him, one of two things will result: (1) you'll both be mopey or
anxious together and get to share in each other's sufferings, or (2) he'll recognize his need to lead you
through your emotional storm, then step up to solve his own issues so that he can lead you through
yours.
The Stay At Home Dad
Some women have asked how they can respect their husband if he's a stay at home and she's the one
working to provide for the family. In the reverse, how can he feel like a leader if he's the househusband?
I'm not as married to the economic roles that some people here are. Those people believe that men
should always be the primary financial earners in the family and that a failure to do so is a failure of
leadership in the home. It is true that economics can often translate to power and leadership, but it
doesn't have to.
A man once brought up his role as stay-at-home dad and complained that he didn't know how to
maintain leadership when his wife held all the financial power. He admitted to seeing himself as a
nanny to her kids (who were also biologically his), a housekeeper to her house, a repairman to her
car, a handyman to her deck, etc.
I suggested a different frame for him: "This is my house, my kids, my car to fix, my deck to build,
my household to manage, and my family to lead. She's the girl who gets me my money so I can get
stuff done."
Now, that sounds crude to most women. Most women don't like feeling like they're just a piggy bank
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- and they'd be right to feel that way if their husband was a weak leader with a weak frame. But I
think this is the attitude most women really long for their husbands to have - not because you want
him to view you in a degrading, one-dimensional manner, but because that's the frame that will guide
him as the leader you want him to be.
And with that I've mostly filled up the character limit for posts. Lots more to say, but it'll probably be
a while before I direct another post toward women, so this will have to suffice for now. I'm happy to
address more in the comments - including any discussion on the appropriateness of what I've said. I
know this isn't likely to go over well with some people, but the issue has come up enough in private
that I figured it's worth finally saying something more public about it.
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For Singles: Finding the Girl You Can't Keep Yourself From
Banging
22 upvotes | March 14, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Someone recently PMed me about the single life. I know OZ has more of his incredible wisdom on
the way for single men, but given that I just made this write-up anyway, I might as well share it more
openly, with tweaks and adjustments to generalize and refine the content a bit.
MARRIAGE ORIENTATION
Are your life aspirations right now oriented toward marriage or away from marriage? There are all
kinds of secular reasons for why you'll find an orientation away from marriage is ideal, which you
can read about from TRP/MRP and the many comments by u/Whitified (not to say he doesn't have
biblical reasons as well). Marriage laws, emotional complexities, risk factors, and all kinds of other
things tell us that modern day marriage is a bad idea. But let's set that aside for now and just consider
a biblical aspect.
I am an extremely firm believer in Matthew 6:33 - "Seek first His Kingdom and His righteousness
and all these things will be added to you as well." In other words, if God wants it for you, then he'll
give it to you ... if you seek His purposes first in your life. The implication is, of course, that if you're
not seeking God, he's under no obligation to provide "all these things" to you. Jesus didn't end that
verse with, "Or don't seek him, it doesn't really matter ... he'll still give you all that anyway."
1 Cor. 7 can in relevant part be summed up this way: Don't look for a spouse because she'll distract
you from your mission to God. If you're pursuing God first and find yourself about to engage in
sexual sin with someone, then go ahead and get married. But even when you're married, you should
live like you're single, fully devoted to God.
For singles, take Paul's words to heart: don't pursue marriage at all. "Monk mode" should not be an X
month thing for you. It should be with the mindset: "This will last until I'm in a context with someone
where I know I won't be able to stop myself from sleeping with her for much longer." You're not
pursuing a relationship (or even necessarily in one); you're pursuing God and finding yourself with
women swarming you anyway - BECAUSE of your faithfulness to God.
This sounds counter-intuitive to many because you might secretly maintain your blue pill ideologies.
It's hard to kick the idea that marriage is an ideal that should be sought after, as it was in the Old
Testament times. But physical marriage was replaced by spiritual marriage to Christ. It and sex are no
longer, in a post-Gospel world, the epitome of human existence. In fact, under current marriage laws,
modern marriage doesn't even resemble Old Testament marriage anymore anyway, so even that is no
longer a realistic ideal.
5 STEPS TO FINDING A WIFE (by not trying to find one)
Here's my general guide for single guys:
ONE: Find a mission in life. I personally believe this mission must involve the calling to make
disciples as Jesus did (as opposed to the modern dictionary/church definition of "discipleship"). For
further reading: Master Plan of Evangelism, by Robert Coleman, and Lost Art of Disciple Making, by
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LeRoy Eims. Master Plan casts the vision, Lost Art gives you practical tools for getting it done. You
can also ask me for a copy of my book on discipleship and I'm happy to share it free of charge. Also
listen to the sermon Born to Reproduce, by Dawson Trotman, which can be found here (top link). It's
old, but still probably the best sermon I've ever heard. I listen to it at least 2-3 times per year.
TWO: Start living your mission. Start making disciples in the context of your particular skill set,
interests, hobbies, spiritual gifts, etc. For me, that involves a lot of TV watching. I kid you not ... I'm
a writer and love different plot structures, so I utilize TV as an opportunity to hone my craft, but also
to connect with friends, neighbors, co-workers, etc. Watching shows together is an easy way to build
a connection with someone and to start a conversation with new people.
This, of course, doesn't distract me from lifting, reading, studying/memorizing Scripture, working
full-time, spending time with my kids, etc. It just means that I focus my hobby time into things that
help advance my calling to make disciples, creating relational bridges that can be leveraged for the
Gospel and raising new believers into spiritual maturity. About 95% of America is addicted to TV
and I'm not aware of a more universal hobby, so it makes sense to fish with the widest net.
THREE: Develop orbiters. As you live out your vision I guarantee people will take notice. I have
never known an active disciple-maker (especially in a college setting, as the original question-asker
was in) whose efforts didn't get noticed. Join a campus ministry (Navigators is my preferred, if you
have one locally) or local church and utilize their meetings as an opportunity to find believers to
disciple. Let the leadership know what you're doing. That leader will likely partner with you, which
will drastically increase your social network alongside his (which is usually large if he's good at his
job), and place you in front of plenty of women (possibly even the object of your ONEitis - NOT
THAT YOU SHOULD CARE) who will take notice of your spiritual maturity and lifestyle for
Christ.
Once the orbiters start to take notice of what you're doing and the fruit your life is bearing for the
Kingdom, they're going to want to do three things: (1) Follow in your footsteps, modeling
discipleship in their own lives; (2) Learn from you on how to accomplish that; and (3) "Leech" off
of/help in your successes in your own ministry for God's Kingdom. Note that this process will
typically also naturally weed out most of the women who don't take their faith very seriously, which
means the types of orbiters you'll be amassing (as I did over a decade ago when I did this in college
before I lost my alpha post-marriage) are the types of quality women you'll be looking for with low or
0 n-counts and who are likely to take their faith seriously. Admittedly, post-college the attractive
draw of this becomes more difficult (a lot of the people you'll be attracting will be married), but it's
not entirely negated in value. The real goal here is to be sorting out which women can actually be on
board with your mission and not.
FOUR: Cultivate your orbiters. Your mission and lifestyle will be an inspiration to others,
including those women, who will want to latch onto your life. In a TRP sense, it could be argued they
want to "leech off of your spiritual credit." For example, I recently asked my wife why she's with me
as opposed to some other guy (there was appropriate context for the question). Her answer: "Because
I know on judgment day you're going to be the one God's impressed with and I want to be able to tell
him I helped you do it." I'm not trying to toot my own horn, but to give you an idea of the female
mentality - and this is how spiritual marriage SHOULD be. A great external reference (I'm a musical
junkie) is the song A Part of That from the musical The Last Five Years (Anna Kendrick sings the
song in the movie, which is on Netflix).
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Long story short, you're going to find plenty of women who want to "leech" off of your spiritual
credit ... or more theologically accurate: "be your helper" alongside the mission you're on. For the
record: the reason my marriage sucked for 7 years is because when I got married I made my mission
secondary to my marriage. HUGE mistake. Again, 1 Cor. 7 says, "Let those with wives live as if they
had none." That means putting your mission first. Read 108 on the sidebar (I think that's the "lifecycle of a relationship" post), as that goes into more detail on the point and why the mission cannot
be something internal to the home, like making enough money or buying a big enough house. Your
real goal in all of this part of the process is to be finding an orbiter (or many) who is on the same
mission you are (which likely will be caused by your influence in the first place) and to work together
in tandem toward the fulfillment of that mission.
Let me be abundantly clear here. This coop mission is what creates the context for your being
together. This is what will put you in proximity enough to start having those sexual desires for
one another - not because you're chasing tail, as if you needed a relationship to keep you happy
and fulfilled.
FIVE: Start the relationship. Once you've got your flock of orbiters/plates/whatever you want to
call them, eventually you're going to start feeling strong sexual urges toward one of them that
surpasses the rest. When you feel that, do your best to avoid it. If she keeps pursuing you and you're
getting tempted into a lustful relationship, then start orienting yourself toward marrying her.
ORIENTATION OF THE PURSUIT
Bear in mind that this is different from the blue pill ideologies put out by the church, which suggests
that the man must pursue the woman. Note that the verses that imply God chasing after people are
usually with his bride in a post-marriage context - and it's not in an "I was wrong! I neeeeeeed you!
Please come back!!!" kind of way, but a "Hey, get back here. Stop wandering off!" way. It's usually a
pattern of, "So and so was in the fold, then they left, then God pursued them and they returned." even
to that end, there are still several examples where God lets people walk away and doesn't necessarily
pursue them relentlessly to force them back.
But before marriage we see things more like Psalm 14:2, "The Lord looked down from heaven ... to
see if there are any who ... seek after God." Jeremiah 20:12-13, "You will call on me and come and
pray to me, and I will listen to you. You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your
heart." Deuteronomy 4:29, "But from there you will seek the Lord your God and you will find him."
1 Chronicles 28:9, "If you seek him, he will be found by you, but if you forsake him, he will cast you
off forever." 2 Chronicles 7:14, "If my people ... pray and seek my face ... I will hear from heaven"
(really, every few chapters of 1/2 Chronicles has passages about this). Doing a word search is
producing virtually all examples of us seeking God, almost never in the reverse.
Skipping to the NT ... Matthew 6:33, 7:7, 28:5; Mark 3:32, 16:6; Luke 5:18, 11:9, 12:31, 19:3
(interestingly, when Jesus says "the Son of Man came to seek and save the lost" - a counter example
in verse 10 - it's given in the context of Zacchaeus first seeking Jesus); John 6:24, 7:34, 8:21, 13:33,
20:15; Acts 15:17, 17:27; Romans 10:20; Colossians 3:1 ... and in all of this I found only one use of
the word "seek" related to Jesus seeking us: John 4:23. But as with Luke 19:3 (Zacchaeus), this is the
woman at the well and Jesus prefaces his conversation with asking for a drink from her, then saying,
"If you knew who I was, you would have been the one asking me, not the other way around." Long
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story short: this feminized notion that God is just always seeking after us is only referenced in a few
places, whereas there's an overwhelmingly greater amount of passages referencing the idea that Jesus'
bride and those he wants to draw into relationship with himself are expected to seek Him. Now, the
Spirit does have to draw us to God (John 6:44) - we can't seek him on our own. But that "draw" from
God's Spirit is the same as a godly man having a spirit about him that is alluring women, drawing
them to seek after him.
If you pursue something, it means you value it more than what you presently have or who you
currently are - you're beneath it. If you are content in what you have, you'd have no reason to pursue
anything else. As Christians, we are called to be discontented with a yearning in our soul for the size
of God's Kingdom until all nations have been reached. But in relationships, we ARE called to be
content in Christ. If you're pursuing relationships with women as a high priority in your life, that tells
me you're (1) not content in your relationship with Christ, and (2) that you're "lesser" than (or statuswise: "beneath") the woman you're pursuing.
CONCLUSION
I guess what I'm saying in all of this is that you shouldn't be worrying about finding a wife. You
should be the kind of man who makes women worry about whether or not they can find a guy like
you. Be that man and women will come. But "that guy" isn't chasing tail all the time. He's on an
independent mission for Christ. James Bond never said, "Hold on, MI-6 ... let me go find my girl
first, then I'll go do my mission for you." He found her as part of his pursuit of that mission (not a
perfect example, but you get the point).
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Not all peer-correction is "bullying"
22 upvotes | April 7, 2022 | by orestesshackleford | Link | Reddit Link
https://ashalogos.com/podcasts/26
Summary of Link
This link explains how we've lost the ability to differentiate between "bullying" in the negative sense,
and "peer correction" in the positive sense. There is a difference between picking on the weak,
because they weak, and correcting a peer on bad behavior that will harm them and others down the
line.
Importance for this sub
The dangers of lack of feedback cannot be overstated, especially for men in the modern era who are
simultaneously demanded to follow high standards, not told what they are, and then abused when
they attempt to follow them. This brief podcast helps articulate the situation that many have been
conditioned to not consider, which will help people constructively make sense of the world around
them
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How to handle wife of 10 yrs who wants to go tell my family
instead of reconciling arguments with me first
22 upvotes | May 30, 2022 | by Visual_Pack_2206 | Link | Reddit Link
*Added update in the comments because Reddit keeps giving error when trying to add it here.
Mission: Generally, I see that my mission is to glorify God by personally being conformed to his
image by his grace. Raising children and passing on values and the gospel to them is what God has
called me to. In work, my mission is to help people learn how to market their businesses in a way that
is highly efficient and effective. I need a woman’s help with the producing of children and the raising
of children. That family environment creates financial necessity which then fuels my pursuit of high
value marketplace services.
Spiritual: very knowledgeable about practical theology. Active in church. Pray all throughout the day.
I do share the gospel, but pray for strength to share more.
Stats: Lifting 5-6 times a week while doing BJJ 1-2x a week.
5’11”, 193.5lb, BF% 12-13% Bench: 275lbs, Squat: 315lbs DL: 375lbs OHP: 185lbs
Finances: High earning. Over $300k and able to move up. We have debt, but plans in place to pay it
off.
Diet is pretty good. Very little junk, but I eat what I want and watch calories when shredding.
Read: NMMNG, SGM, WISNIFG, TSM, TMMSLP
The question:
How should one handle when their wife likes to bring your family members into situations?
I will preface with that I don’t always wrestle with her on this point, but she has PMDD (which is
basically an extreme form of PMS) and around two weeks before her period she has a bout of
emotional insanity for several days, pretty much every month.
I’ve commanded her to not bring family members into our relationship because it’s not healthy, but
here I am.
I should state that she is not close with her family because they are not emotionally healthy and tend
to push each other away.
My family is very open and close.
For more situational insight, here’s a most recent scenario:
We went to my parents after church. I wanted to drop her and the kids off so I could grab stuff from
home. She asked me to grab her a few things, including ingredients to make an alcoholic drink.
I went home to get my stuff, and grab her stuff as well. I also brought her gluten-free pizza that she
bought the night before, despite her not asking since I figured she’d be hungry and has limited gluten
free options at my parents’.
When I got back she saw the ingredients to make the drink she wanted and quickly said “you know
I’m not making that drink. You’re going to make it for me right?” in a somewhat bratty tone.
I ignored her.
Later, I asked her to grab me have a piece of her pizza. (Quick note on this pizza…the night before
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she had gotten very snarky about me ordering only one and not also this other Hawaiian pizza for her
in addition, despite her detailing she wanted the one I ordered and not the other. When she thew a fit
then, I asked her to leave the restaurant. She calmed down and “behaved” for after that.
Back to the story: She then said she would if I made her a drink. I said, “no, how about you go inside
and heat me up a piece of pizza and I don’t make you a drink.”
My 14 year old feminist sister heard this and balked, which my wife then fed into with agreement,
giggling.
I got up and said, “I’m going to the gym” , then went to heat up the pizza myself. She then met me at
the door and said she might want the piece because it was the last piece and she might still be hungry.
I said, “are you still hungry?” in a firm voice. She waffled back and forth eventually saying yes, so I
gave it to her and walked towards the car.
Once I got to the car I remembered that I had brought a workout sled so I could do that in the yard.
After I do that for about 20 mins she brings the pizza out which was now cold.
I said I don’t want a cold pizza. She then took it, heated it up and brought it to me and then continued
to try to justify her actions and reconcile. This wouldn’t be so bad, but my brother was standing right
there and she was roping him in.
So, I asked her to talk to me alone. Basically she refused. She then went to talk to my mom and dad
about the whole thing.
At this point I was ready to get the kids in bed, so I went to round them up. She’s talking with my
parents about how “aggressive” I’m being so I just told her to go stay somewhere else for the night.
She starts freaking out and crying.
About 30 mins later, as I’m getting the kids in the car, they start asking where mommy is, so I go in
and say to her “hey, I think it would be best to come home for the kids stability. She agreed, but I
then said, “I just need you to know that you coming home doesn’t mean that we’re ok after all this”.
She freaks out and starts crying saying that she doesn’t feel safe with me. My mom and dad are in the
same room, btw, watching this all unfold. I didn’t yell, just asked her why she’d accuse me of being
dangerous as I’ve never hurt her, implying that she’s trying to make a scene in front of my parents.
So, I pack up the kids besides one who wants to stay at my parents’ with her and head home.
I currently feel a bit overstimulated by the whole thing, so I’m trying to not think emotionally. Hence,
me being here.
Looking forward to replies. Thanks!
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Where to go from here?
22 upvotes | October 16, 2020 | by msaluta86 | Link | Reddit Link
Let me start with a back story. My wife and I have been married 10 years. We have one 5 month old
son. About 3 years in, I studied Wild at Heart with a group of men over the course of a year. During
that time, as we explored our God-ordained roles as men, some of the marriages didn't survive.
Somewhat in part to the guys going a bit overboard, having realized the true state of their frogboiling-in-water, I-don't-want-another-fight-so-I'll-give-in mentality, they over compensated and
became pure a**holes to their wives. Some also in part to the wives just not accepting the Biblical
marriage paradigm. They refused to be led, were raised to be strong independent women, and
obeying or submitting, regardless if it was for their good or not, was frowned upon.
My marriage was almost a casualty of that period. Of those two reasons, we were a bit of both. I was
an a**hole at first, which inflamed her sensitivity toward anything resembling a Biblical marriage,
then when I cooled off, the castle walls had already been built. The model she is referencing is her
parent's marriage. Her father is the epitome of a defeated, Christian man who believes there's nothing
he can do. His wife has trained him to only need to give a look, and he obeys. She throws tantrums
and he jumps. It is truly sad. My wife sees this and agrees that it is sad, and says she doesn't want to
continue the generational curse of anxiety, which causes the extreme need to control, but at this point,
I'm somewhat worried that it has become part of her personality.
Some examples:
I wanted to buy a motorcycle with money I'd saved specifically for that purpose, her response
was either motorcycle or me.
There was a time that I wanted to explore growing my facial hair out, her response was beard or
me.
I wanted to pursue possibly joining the Army or Army reserves, her response was military or
me.
I wanted to pursue possibly joining the local police force, police or me.
I thought maybe we could get a dog, dog or me.
We went to counseling, because unfortunately, we exist in this strange world where we both feel
we're 100% right, and points and counter-points don't do anything to add to the pool of
understanding. It was determined by our pastor, by the counselor, that ultimatums aren't the way to
handle conflict. She reluctantly relented and went to the next least desirable, and in her mind logical,
stance: "if I no longer find you attractive (because of your beard), then I am under no obligation to
have sex with you, or love you according to your love language (physical touch)."
Fast forward to today, I've developed some habits and mentalities that I'm going to say aren't
probably ideal, but are rather survival mechanisms for dealing with this person. At the end of the day,
I'm responsible for my own happiness, and she for hers. Our last argument a few nights ago, was that
it seems like I'm always doing something or going somewhere or starting a new hobby to master.
Now, that existed prior to us being married. I love to master new skills, explore new hobbies, travel
etc. In her mind, this very personality is exhausting. I'm no longer leading my wife spiritually because
quite honestly, I no longer care to. My relationship with God has gotten very close/deep/strong in the
last few months. She notices, and I'll ask her spiritual questions, and she says she wants what I have,
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but I've decided to leave it at that. When we broach theological or scientific questions that don't fit
her fundamentalist baptist background, she explodes emotionally and leaps to the worst case scenario
type responses of saying that I must not believe the Bible to be true.
We're both in our early 30s. I've read that divorce can cause turmoil, but spending 18+ years in a
house of bitterness, derisiveness, constant conflict etc. can cause much more turmoil, behavioral
issues etc.. Also aware that the Biblical grounds for divorce haven't been met.
I'm coming to this sub I suppose for guidance on where to start, and honestly a bit of support. I took a
cursory look at the about page and saw some of the beliefs, and I agree with much of what I read. I've
been lifting for years. Have a <5% body fat. Diet is very clean Mediterranean. Relationship with God
going strong. Not addicted to anything I'm aware of. Thanks everyone.

EDIT:
Mission: My mission is to place myself in the position where God can best use me to advance
his Kingdom, regardless of position, and in doing so draw so near to God that the desires of the
flesh actually don't hold power over me, and spiritual renewal and transformation creates a new
person who is positive, joyful, happy, and thereby magnetic. To answer this question fully, I'm
unable to discern why I need a woman to accomplish this, considering I'm already somewhat on
track, and my current wife is for the most part spiritually disengaged.
Stats: ~5% body fat, 5'10", 160 lbs, 225lb bench, 400 DL, 325 squat, 2 mile run in 12 minutes,
Judo, Jiu Jitsu
Reading: I have read none of the Sidebar yet
Finances: Software Release Manager approaching a six digit salary, great prospects where I can
shift into a number of different areas due to a diverse career background
Spiritual: "I have learned to kiss the wave that throws me against the Rock of Ages." Spurgeon. I typically wake up in gratitude to God for a new day. I spend my mornings reading
scripture and usually something like Imitation of Christ or Augustine's Confessions. I currently
drop my wife off at work and use the 20 minute drive home to pray. I have one men's group
that I attend, and also one that I lead. Since we have a new born, I'm opting to do the virtual
church service. I have someone who I am discipling in a one-to-one relationship. I also am a
volunteer in our youth ministry and lead a group of high school boys. Lately, I have shifted
from giving out so much and trying to approach God with more intensity. I crave the type of
relationship that Augustine had. That's the season I am in currently.
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Troubled marriage
22 upvotes | October 22, 2020 | by QtrRican5 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey all I’m a beginner to Reddit and I enjoy this forum. I am posting for advice for a poor marriage.
My wife and I met 12 yrs ago. We only dated 3 months before taking the leap. We had our first child
in the first year the second on our w 2nd wedding anniversary. It was a story book love story so much
happiness and God really blessed us. As our kids got older we decided to have another so we were
blessed with another girl, we have 3. They are happy, amazing kids.
It was after our 3 rd that things really changed. My wife was 39 me 40 at the time of our last. Since
then I feel our relationship has regressed to a high school level of bitterness immaturity and severe
insecurity in my wife. It seems there is no happiness in her. I’ve tried to get her into a hobby or spend
time away from the house to de stress. She won’t have any of it. Any time we have alone time it’s
when I have planned date nights. I can’t remember the last time she has. Sex is only suggested by me.
There is literally no effort from her. Yet she claims that she doesn’t get enough??
We both have good jobs great kids but we have been stuck for awhile now. If I go and spend any kind
of money she’ll go and do the same if I say something to her about her behavior it never goes away
she’ll repeat what I’ve told her like a child. I can’t count how many times I’ve been wrongly accused
of looking at women. It’s gotten to the point that I feel guilty when a woman walks into the room. I
can’t have friends anymore due to her insecurities. I’d like to join a gym or get into a hobby but I
know the outcome wouldn’t be good. It is literally like a 16 yr old relationship. She’s never had a
reason to think that way not one. She’s hit me a couple of times. I work in an all male blue collar job.
We don’t live in a neighborhood, our home sits out by ourselves secluded from any interaction from
anyone. I’ve suggested a neighborhood for the kids but I feel she’s threatened by the fact there would
be adult interaction. When we meet up with her friends it’s free spirited and drinks are ok. If I come
home with a couple of beers to watch a game I have a problem all of a sudden. Which is far from the
truth. Backstory to all of this is that her father cheated on her mom. My wife was previously married
to a guy who ran around on her. I understood all that from the get go. I had to work out of town a
couple of times in the past few years and that seemed to trigger all this. As much as I FaceTime her
and the kids it was never enough. I’ve had to make it known to my job that I can’t go out of town
anymore.
We went to a councilor and I was floored when she said her 1st husband knew her better than I did
and she totally wrecked me to him. She’s never told me anything like that before or since. We have 3
kids and both work and that’s the way it’s always been. I’m sure her and her husband had more
quality time together.
She’s an achiever and not used to being wrong. I can’t remember the last apology from her even if
she knows it’s warranted.
I’m not perfect either. I try to be involved with her but I can’t exactly be lovable to a rattlesnake. I’m
at a loss. I’m trying to be the oak but I’m struggling. Any advice and all prayers appreciated. Sorry so
long. Thanks-
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The Differing Missions of Men and Women
22 upvotes | February 23, 2020 | by Continuous-Metanoia | Link | Reddit Link
Here is an idea that I have been wrestling with but have not completely fleshed out:
A man and a woman's pursuit of God's kingdom is different in that a man should be seeking the
kingdom and His righteousness first through ministry, evangelism, discipleship, etc... Where as a
woman should be seeking the Kingdom and His rightesnous first through actively seeking a man who
is in pursuit of this mission.
A verse that I think really speaks to this idea is 1 Corinthians 11:9 -- "for indeed man was not created
for the woman's sake, but woman for the man's sake."
This idea really flies in the face of a lot of modern churchianity. Where its seems that both men and
women should be pursuing ministry equally and women should not be seeking marriage as a
fullfiment of their calling in God's kingdom.
I read somewhere on a post by u/Red-Curious, where he really spoke to this idea that I'm speaking of
here, saying that his advice to women is actually to be pursuing marriage.
I was hoping we could open up a dialogue on this concept as I think it will be beneficial to qualifying
conversations I have with a potential spouse, conversations I have with other Christian men, and my
own thinking on marriage itself. However, I'd like to have a stronger foundation of scripture in my
framework than what I currently possess.
More practically speaking for responses, I'm looking to see if this a correct assertion for men and
women, and if so, please lay out an inductive argument using scripture. If not, I'm more than happy to
be corrected! -- "Give instruction to a wise man, and he will be still wiser; teach a righteous man, and
he will increase in learning."
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Starting, Developing, and Evolving Hobbies
22 upvotes | May 5, 2020 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
Edit: Posted First on the MRP sub.
There is a scant little discussion on developing hobbies on both this sub, and on
the r/RPChristians sub so I'm going to go over what's been helpful for me, and why it should matter
to you:
Why Hobbies Matter
1. If you don't do what you want to do, you're always going to end up doing what someone else
wants you to do. Having good hobbies is a way to maintain your own frame.
2. Hobbies are distinct from your mission, but they can certainly support it.
3. Attractive men stand out from the crowd. They don't blur in with it. Establishing hobbies that
reflect who you are give you an outlet for bold expressions of passion that do for your character
what peacocking does for your attire.
4. It's just fun. What's the point of being "red" or "blue”, “Alpha” or "omega" or whatever if
you're not enjoying life?
Identifying Hobbies that are Worthwhile
There is a difference between a hobby and a chore/work event if the activities are the same. If you
use working out as a means of maintaining health and nothing more, consider it work. However if
you are bodybuilding, getting bigger better and stronger, etc. This is a hobby. Part of being a man is
to stay fit, but not necessarily to be a body builder.
Do not limit yourself to only one or two hobbies - especially if you are very very passionate about
them. I generally prescribe 3 or more to people. These are not things you have to be constantly
working on. You could take a break for a month then come back to it. (For example, if it only snows
for 4 mos. a year but you love snowboarding/skiing.) Limiting yourself to a few high passion hobbies
can lead to pedistalization of those hobbies, and just like doing it to women, it will But that they exist
on the back-burner to be worked on when you have free time. Hobbies are major identity pieces, and
just like women you can pedistalize a hobby.
The 5 primary categories of Hobbies.
1) Physical Activity/Health ex. Weight lifting.
2) Financial Gain ex. Picking up scrap metals and selling them.
3) Artistic Expression ex. Cooking, art, music.
4) Social Exposure/Networking ex. Volunteering.
5) High Mental Stimulation ex. Reading, taking classes.
While you can ultimately do what you want with your hobbies, I've found that maintaining balance in
my life has been of great benefit. So, here's my model. Out of your 3+ hobbies, all 5 categories
should be exhibited. Of those 3 each hobby needs to be a combination of at least 2 of these. If you
have a hobby that is only 1 it either needs to be developed, or is a waste of time. For example, if you
are an artist who never does anything with your art, either get involved in the art scene, sell
commissions, or stop. Analyze your hobbies, can you confidently say they are all more than one?
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Tips and Tricks:
Finding Forum
There are a number of places online and offline that can be resources for upping your 'hobby game'.
Search for Facebook communities or events and go to them. They are worth the extra $20.00 to go to
the event. Joining a club or organization. Finding peers is essential to steady progress.
Plan Your Schedule
Be deliberate about your time spent, everything needs a beginning point AND an end point. If you do
not have a daily calendar yet, get one. Schedule time for working on your hobby. If you need to shop
for supplies, or seek out some kind of inspiration. Give a time limit. Still not inspired? Oh well, start
practicing anyway.
Seeking a Teacher
This last part is a no brainer, but seems to be misunderstood once people get out of their college age.
Seek someone more experienced then than you - actively seek them out. Of the three, my guess is
most of you will grow quickest from this. How do you find a teacher? By joining those forums and
watch for the men who are succeeding the most. Ask them if they can help you out. Altruism is
related closely to ego, and there is no short supply of that. Take advantage of it!
Further Development
I have found that the more proficient I am at a hobby, the more I enjoy it. The nuances that I didn't
notice before become alive and help me appreciate not only my own effort in what I'm doing, but also
even observing other people who share the same hobby, making it easier to utilize hobbies for greater
social development, intellectual stimulation, or any other one of those facets I described above. To
that end, one way of developing a hobby is to expand the scope or depth of how you're utilizing it,
preferably in a way that adds one of those new facets to your practice of it.
Take cooking, for example. It starts off as "artistic expression." You make some food fancy for
yourself because you watched Brad from BA make a pantry sandwich. Good job. Now you're
interested so you start learning about abstract food - molecular gastronomy, or traditional French
cooking like cooking butter in butter or something. And Damn it tastes good. So you invite some
friends over to try it. They loved it or hated it, so now you have to improve. You go to a class on
cooking and learn knife skills, and wow you didn't cut yourself. Now you're going to the farmers
market because rutabaga or some other disgusting vegetable is in season and the hot woman running
the business is impressed because "Wow, you shop farm to table?" Yeah unlike all of your friends
who still by Green Giant frozen peas. You realize that all this food has made your waist grow by 2
inches, so how do I make healthy food taste good? Now it's contributing to your workouts. Seriously
how do I get 150 grams of protein a day? Your coworker notices your food prep looks bomb AF. You
offer to make twice as much and prep for them if they pay you. (Now you're making money for
something you were spending money on.) Now you can move out of your mom's basement. Great
job, killer.
Get the picture?
"But Praex, what does this have to do with RedPill?"
A man without hobbies is an aimless man, at much higher risk of pedestalizing his wife and kids.
You have to know what YOU enjoy doing before it makes sense to ask anyone else to join you in
doing them. More to the point: if you don't have things you enjoy doing apart from your family, you
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will end up becoming co-dependent on them for satisfaction and fulfillment in life, which will give
them power over you. Find things to do apart from them to bolster in your own mind that you are
independently stable, which will make you more attractive.
Hobbies are also an area where a man can find something to strive for. The male drive for
improvement is extremely powerful and should be fostered whenever it can. A lack of hobbies forces
men to be very narrow in those things which they can build up, which can increase the risk of
becoming a workaholic who doesn't know how to have fun or the guy who becomes co-dependent on
his wife. Too many hobbies can, of course, spread a man's efforts too thin so that he never becomes
truly excellent and admirable at anything. Find a balance and live in that balance.
Then there's dread. If your wife is the only person you go to when you want to have fun and relax, it
means you're not out in the world away from her. She always has tabs on you and feels more
complete in her knowledge of you. The mystery is gone. By learning how to leave your home for a
hobby here and there, even if she knows what you're doing, she doesn't actually see it - and who
knows if you're actually doing what you said you're doing? The goal here isn't to make her jealous.
But there's value in her realizing that she doesn't have you all figured out - that there are parts of your
life that extend beyond her. This also has great value in establishing a precedent that she isn't
pedestalized in your life. While this can make her more drawn to you (because women love to know
about "EVERYTHING" in their man's life), it's more significant for YOU that you know you can be
fine independent of your family. This breaks the co-dependence, increases dread, and ultimately
makes you more attractive and stable as a man ... not to mention that you learn to have more fun out
of life!
Labeling your hobbies under a few of those 5 categories can help give you purpose and focus to a
hobby. In regards to Redpill it will give you opportunities to test out the material you are suppose to
be internalizing.(For my RPC brothers) it is essential to have focused hobbies, as this allows you to
use them as a means for furthering your mission and growing your sphere of (Godly) influence.
Passive hobbies like uninspired television watching doesn't add to those around you, nor does it paint
you with the image of a purpose driven man. If you're going to engage in a passive, non-social hobby,
like watching television, make sure you think long and hard about how you intend to redeem it - and
then ACTUALLY do so. If you say you're going to watch a TV show to connect with other people
who watch the same show, what effort are you actually going to take to find those people? Do you
already know anyone? Are you going to use the show to build the relationship and ACTUALLY
share the Gospel with them through that relationship, or are you just going to have another friend and
move on? If you have to change a hobby to be more involved in it, to develop e it into something that
challenges you more, there will be more opportunity to influence others and to lead them.
Now, share some of your hobbies here and why you do them. Let the guys without hobbies be
inspired by the things that keep you amused so they can learn from you and be inspired to figure out
who they are and what they enjoy as men.
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Leading your wife in Scripture Memory
22 upvotes | May 20, 2020 | by ChadDownUnder | Link | Reddit Link
It's one of the seven essentials so if you're not already doing so, put the phone down and do the work.
Dawson Trotman memorised over 1,000 verses in his first three years as a believer, there are no
excuses. I don't need to tell you how or why you should memorise scripture either.
Sidebar 208 is relevant, so I'll include an abridged version here:
HOW JESUS DID IT
Tell them what: Jesus usually started by preaching. He laid out a road map and said, "Here's
what I expect of my followers." He gave clear boundaries and enforced them
Show them how: The next thing he did was to live by example. He put into practice what he
preached. Others saw his life and wanted to follow in his footsteps.
Let them try: When they were ready, Jesus would give his followers opportunities to make a
difference. Sometimes it worked, sometimes it didn't. He always gave feedback.
Send them out: After developing some competency, Jesus sent them off to practice on their
own - outside of his presence. He always gave feedback when they returned, answering their
questions and continuing to train them.
Pass it on: His ultimate lesson to them was not merely one for their own benefit, but to help all
the others who would be affected by their influence as well. This is the core of generational
ministry and what Jesus means by discipleship.
HOW I HAVE DONE IT (SCRIPTURE MEMORY)
Tell them what: First I mentioned in conversation to my fiance that I memorise scripture, why
it is important and the number of verses I had memorised. I had already established my position
as a spiritual leader to her, so the groundwork was set. Without being a spiritual leader who
imitates Christ, your wife is unlikely to put into practice what you preach to her. My fiance was
interested in learning more, simply because she was impressed by the number of verses I had
memorised and because I imitate Christ.
Show them how: I organised to do a quiet time with my fiance, with the intention of showing
her how I memorise scripture. I didn't tell her in advance. We prayed, read the word and then I
pulled out my memory verse app (thanks for the plug Warrior Jesus/Christian Alpha, the app is
called Remember Me). I then asked her to cycle through my list of known verses, reading the
references so that I might recite them, and then let me know if I got them correct. I showed her
some other functions on the app too.
Let them try: After this I prompted my fiance to download the app so that I might show her in
detail how to use the app for herself. After seeing how I incorporate scripture memory into my
quiet times, my fiance was interested in trying for herself (Mine is a FAST girl, makes the task
easier).
Send them out: This is the stage I'm currently in. My fiance has memorised three scriptures so
far. I check in with her every 4-7 days on her scripture memory progress. When I ask her I do it
in times when we are already talking about spiritual matters. In this way I appear to be more
naturally encouraging her, rather than ticking off an item on my discipleship check list. I
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encourage her to choose verses that are smaller, so that she can build her 'memory muscles'
more before tackling longer, more complex scriptures. These pieces of encouragement and
advice help her motivation.
Pass it on: Part of my discipleship with my fiance has been to get her more involved in passing
on her faith rather than just being involved in ministry. Because of this my fiance has started
running a bible study for teen girls. I'm praying that as she develops in this area, she can pass
on scripture memory to other women in her life, particularly through this group.
Hollywood often shows BIG moments that change everything. The Thanos snap, the Disney kiss that
takes the couple into the happy ever after or when the basketball coach gives THE motivational
speech that leads the team to victory. We have become accustomed to thinking in this way. In reality,
change happens one day at a time, from one small action to the next. This is the mindset to have for
leading your wife in memorising scripture.
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How do I stop being a nice guy?
22 upvotes | May 26, 2020 | by CrispyBrian | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys, I (M21) have a question. I heard from many girls that I am really handsome. I really don't
take an advantage of this. In fact I think I do the opposite. I am always easygoing, nice and fun guy to
talk to but I just sometimes feel like always geting friendzoned. I am just maybe too shy to stand for
myself and say what I really think. Or maybe I avoid conflicts. What do you think? Can a Christian
be "wild" in some terms?
Edit: I do sports a lot. (big bjj fan) and I consider myself really spiritual.
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[60DOD] Week 8, Social Life [MRP]
22 upvotes | June 2, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
If you're anything like pretty much everyone on the planet, your social life sucks. Why should you
care? Because as much as you want to be your own man, you need other people to do pretty much
anything you actually want to do in the world. In the drafting phase, I at one point split this out into a
two-part post, but didn't feel like taking the time to separate it all out, and the content blends better
when together, so here's the whole thing.

PART I: MENTALITY

No Man Is An Island
Most guys coming here need to learn independence. They're so heavily influenced by society that
they need to pull away from everything the world and their wife tells them and develop their own
kingdom that operates within their own frame. That's a beautiful thing. But it's unsustainable to go
completely independent.
Let's be real: do you really want to live in the wilderness like Thoreau? Even Thoreau didn't live like
"Thoreau." He made regular trips to town to visit family and friends. He didn't live in the woods, but
in a cabin in a wide open field. He had visitors over and hosted an annual melon party. Nobody
actually wants to live in isolation, yet many people's behaviors would indicate they do. Are your
behaviors aligned with your goals? In the case of having a social life, for most people the answer is
no.
The "Loneliness Epidemic"
I wrote a post about a year ago citing some stats from a survey by Cigna. The conclusion was that
around half of the country admitted to sometimes or always feeling alone and having no meaningful
relationships. Surprisingly, having kids doesn't decrease your susceptibility to the "loneliness
epidemic." Not surprisingly, today's young adults are considered the loneliest people ever to live
since we've been recording stats on the subject.
Interestingly, despite what our feminized society tells us about how women are so much better at
being "social butterflies" than men, Psychology Today says otherwise:
"According to substantial research, women across all ages and lifestyles report higher levels
of loneliness than men do. [Ironically:] Except, perhaps surprisingly, in one subset of people
- single people. While married women inch out married men for the lonelier group, single
men vastly outweigh single women as the lonelier bunch."
Sucks to be an omega. Notice the language here, though? Substantial research. All ages. All
lifestyles. While the world will tell us that we should all build friendships like women (trust,
communication, emotional connection, etc.), the reality is that it isn't working for them. At some
point, you need to learn to build your social network like a man - and not the feminized betas and
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omegas who are ruining the gender curve. But we'll get to that later.
Why Does it Matter?
So you've worked on your stoicism and frame a bit. You don't feel lonely anymore. You're an
introvert anyway, so why do you care about building social relationships? Because if you don't,
you're still a loser. Let me break this down:
Even the most introverted person needs some social contact. If you don't have friends outside
the home, you're going to default to your wife and kids. This makes it easy to pedestalize them
and become co-dependent on them as your only source of relational fulfillment in life.
Dread is literally impossible if you never leave your house. Just as bad is when you do leave the
house, but everyone knows you're not actually going to be chatting up a random hottie.
Online forums can only take you so far. At some point, if you want to learn how to be a man
you need to actually see what other men do. The movies don't cut it because you know it's
scripted.
Chances are, your mission in life involves other people. Financial goals? Unless you are
forging your own currency, you can't manufacture money on your own, which means you have
to get it from ... people. Athletic goals? You need someone to train you, a rival to best, peers to
give you feedback, etc. Political goals? You have to have connections to get into office. Very
few goals in life wouldn't benefit from an improved social game.
I could go on, but you get the idea.
So why aren't you?
Some people are dumb and needed to read all that, but for those with common sense, able to figure
out with 10 seconds of thought why it's important to build a social game, you're still left with the
cognitive dissonance: "Oh yeah, I guess it IS important, but I'm still not doing it. Why not?" There
are lots of answers: fear, shame, apathy, laziness, mental health issues (that you probably don't even
realize you have), etc.
But there are two answers that rise to the top: (1) You're incompetent. You just don't know how to
make friends. I'll address this in the "Action" section, below, so no need to re-hash it here. (2) You
Make Idiotic Assumptions. When I coach guys on building their social life, I ask lots of questions
about why they're not already friends with someone in particular ... you know ... like ... women.
Number 1 response? "They already have a circle of friends, and it's just hard to break in." I'll address
the frame issue later. For now, let's realize that this is based on a series of bad assumptions.
Assumption 1: The other person doesn't want more friends. This excuse only applies if
someone has actually made a clear decision not to have anymore friends. I doubt anyone has
actually done this, so they're on the table.
Assumption 2: The other person actually has friends. Yeah, you see them hanging around
other people, but most social contexts are recurring acquaintanceships, not genuine friendships.
Your neighbors and co-workers may call you their "friend," but do you really relate with them
the same way you did your roommate in college? Probably not. And that's probably also the
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case for the person you want to connect with.
Assumption 3: The other person doesn't want YOU as their next friend. If you're making
this assumption, you need to go back to the sidebar and learn (1) that you're the prize, or if
you're not, (2) how to become the prize.
Assumption 4: It's hard to break in. It's not. More on that to come.
Assumption 5: That there's anything to "break in" on in the first place. Are they putting
up invisible fences? Again, this is something of a frame issue, so let's go there.

Your Frame/Their Frame
When my wife looks to make new friends, she asks herself what she could do to cause them to want
to include her. This is how women think. They're naturally compelled to want to be in the frame of
someone they desire to associate with. But you're a man (I hope). You should be inviting everyone
else into your frame. This means that your method of winning friends isn't to suck up to them. It's to
be someone they pander to be around.
Church folk are an easy example of this dynamic. The typical strategy for "plugging in" is simple:
believe what everyone else believes, suck up to those in authority and praise whatever they say. If
you do this, you become part of the crowd and make lots of acquaintances. But nobody actually
wants to spend time with you or become closer friends.
On the other hand, have you ever noticed that the popular people are the most critical? They gossip
about the secrets they hear and make fun of those around them. This is true even in congregations.
Why does everyone gravitate to them? Because they're alpha enough to say what the betas wish they
had the balls to. These people are fun. They run against the grain. Their controversial nature gets
them attention, and that attention wins them friends, but also makes them enemies. They live in their
own frame and it's alluring to everyone around.
Of course, you can live in your own frame and not be a slanderous gossip. This is my approach.
Instead of running my mouth about how much better than everyone else I think I am, I actually strive
to be the best man I think I can be. People respect that. At some point, they realize they want what I
have (even if I have to invite them to have it with me, to get them there). This is what draws the
crowd. Once the crowd amasses, I can pick and choose who I want to build closer relationships with.
Relationships and Networking
Now, there's a reason I've been talking most of this time about building authentic relationships. Yes,
acquaintances are useful. This is the goal of networking - to build a vast array of people you are
loosely connected to in the hope that one of those connections will one day become handy. There is a
value to having a vast plethora of people who know your name in the community. I had that in my
old community, and I'm working toward rebuilding that after having relocated less than a year ago.
Acquaintances make you look good in public, but their utility is limited. I have set aside
"networking" as a viable model for long-term success as a man, whether in my career, my
neighborhood, in my spiritual pursuits, etc.
When you network, nobody has a vested interest in what you're doing unless it mutually benefits
them. Most relationships aren't immediately mutually beneficial. I may meet a businessman who
could refer me a case someday, but chances are that he'll recognize me in the grocery store, but won't
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remember me when his neighbor needs an attorney. Why not? Because he doesn't have a relationship
with me. He's only thinking about me when I reach out to him or when he's personally in need.
Instead, 99% of my clients by referral come from people I've spent substantial time with. We've
gotten to know each other personally. We've sat down for a meal or talked a dozen or two times, even
if only briefly. I know the names of their kids. We make it a point to meet up regularly. These people
have you on their mind. My closest friends refer me 2-5 new cases each year, and my more casual
friends give me 1-2 cases a year. Even when I'm not around, they're thinking of me when the context
comes up. [Funny story: the 1% was a client who was referred to me by an opposing party who was
so impressed with my cross-examination of her that she told her friend to go to me instead of her own
attorney.]
Lee Rosen used to run the #1 blog on the internet for law practice management. He coached a number
of businesses beyond just law firms. I spoke with him by phone once and he told me his singular
secret to building a successful career. Can you guess what it was? "Build your relationships, not your
networks. Nurture people to think about you when you're gone, not merely to notice you when you're
there."
Now, realistically you can't have deep relationships with everyone. You have to balance networking
and building relationships to get the best of both worlds. In reality, networking is the first phase of
building relationships. So let's go there.

PART 2: ACTION

Building Your Network
I wrote a post a couple years ago titled Social Influence and Defying Context. Much of what I'd say
here I've already said there, so no need to make this post longer than it already is. But let me clarify
an easy way to build your social network.
Say hi to new people. It's that simple. This is where it all starts. My favorites: on a jog, at the
gym, in an elevator, grocery sohpping, waiting in line. Just say hi. Even if you don't say
anything after that, learn to get the conversation started. If possible, focus on people you know
it's reasonably possible you'll see again.
Say hi again. Again, basic stuff here.
Have a brief conversation. This can be done simultaneously with one of the above, if the
situation calls for it. What do you talk about? It doesn't matter. Talk about how awkward you
are at starting random conversations, for all it matters. Preferably, talk about the aspect of your
life for which you're trying to build a network. Just make sure you're smiling most of the time
(unless they tell you their dad just died ... use some common sense, foo). You can have this
conversation over coffee, or on the street where you met. It doesn't really matter, though more
personal and focused environments are generally going to be more fruitful.
Exchange contact information, or learn how to locate them. When I go running, I tend to
learn where the people live who I say hi to. They remember me as that dad who pushes 3 kids
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in a jogging stroller for 5-8 miles at a time. "Hello" becomes "Hello again," which turns into,
"Good to see you're still at it." Other times, I cut the conversation short and say, "I've enjoyed
talking about this, but I've got to get going somewhere. Here's my number/e-mail. Let's finish
our chat soon." If possible, get their info too, then leave. Once you have their info, by this point
you've established enough of a foundation that it shouldn't be too awkward to contact them if
you're in need.
That's about it for basic networking. Whenever you see these people again, they'll remember you and
be primed for acquaintance-like conversations.
Building Your Friendships
After your network grows large enough, you'll start to get an idea of who you'd like to get to know
better. It might be someone whose career aligns well with your career needs. It could be someone
whose interests are similar to your own and you just want to have fun together. It could be someone
you'd like to mentor so you can gain a sense of fulfillment in passing on what you've learned to
someone else and sending them out into the world. Whatever your motive is, friendships are where
the real value is at. Let's continue our path.
Follow up. Remember that contact information you got? Start using it. While I encourage
people to master the art of no-context conversations, this is a weird lull where it's better to
create context so the other person feels comfortable with the foundation for follow up. "I
remembered you said blank, and I'm doing blank, so I figured I'd call and get your thoughts on
this."
Invite, Mild. Keep it light at first. Grab a meal or coffee together. The idea is to become
comfortable hanging out in person. Once that comfort is established, the friendship itself IS the
context for future conversations, so you don't need to manufacture context to keep things from
becoming awkward for long.
Invite, Serious - "Going all the way." Don't do this too soon. Rather than explain this one, I'll
just leave this clip.
Shift the Dynamic. Make yourself available and let them invite you. This only works once
they're already convinced you're someone they want to be around.

Male v. Female Social Matrix
It's important to note that there are some key differences about how men and women engage with
friends when they're in the "follow up" and "invite" phases. Hopefully by now you've become fluent
with The Female Social Matrix. From this and what I've observed elsewhere, here are a few
discrepancies I've seen in how men and women interact, which should help you learn how to build
friendships with other men that actually help rather than drain you.
Women

Men

Crabs in a bucket

Encourage social ascent

Equality

Competition

Diss progress beyond the group dynamic Spur on progress
Social niceties; pleasant demeanor
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Women

Men

Focused on the group

Focus on role within the group

Supporting conversation

Dominating conversation

Plausible deniability

Overt expression

Appearance of being wholesome

Raw, crude, and blunt

Being fair

Being efficient

Consensus/Democracy

Hierarchical Structure

Involvement
Achievement
Obviously there are going to be exceptions, and most of these will operate on a scale. This doesn't
mean that men can't engage in social niceties or encourage equality; rather, it's to say that if there is a
conflict between the two, or the opportunity for the male side is present, the man will engage in
ribbing and competition instead. For example, a guy might prefer to look for a consensus/democratic
solution before acting. But when it becomes apparent that no consensus will be reached, the women
will keep trying to find one, but the man will say, "Enough is enough. We're doing this," and then do
it.
You'll notice quickly that this dynamic isn't merely describing the difference between men and
women, but also between feminized men and the masculine. I have found that even the most
feminized men will respect the male social matrix when in the presence of the masculine.
Accordingly, my point here is not merely to explain the different social matrices to you, but to
encourage you to socialize like a man. In doing so, you will teach other men how to be men,
while simultaneously earning the social status afforded to the masculine in your social
interactions.
Ten Extra Tips
1. Take Control of Your Social Life. Even before social distancing, the world at large conditions
people toward isolation and arm's-length interactions with others. Even the most extroverted
people are unlikely to make much of an effort to build genuine friendships with you. If you
want it, you make it happen. That's how it is with pretty much anything worth having. Yes,
other people want friends too, but they're either too dumb or too socially conditioned to act on
it.
2. Ignore Context. "Context" is the meta framework most people operate in, made up of the
social norms they think they must follow in order to take certain actions. Those social norms
are the very ones that ruin so many marriages and condition guys to be beta pussies, leading to
higher divorce rates, children out of wedlock, etc. Do you really want to submit to the cultural
forces that have created the societal chaos we have today? Plus, learning to defy context makes
you more interesting to others and also fast-tracks your progress. See my previously linked post
on defying social context.
3. Embrace rejection. About 7 months ago I wrote a post titled Initiate Often, Confident Always.
The premise is that rejection should not rattle your confidence - it should immunize you against
further rejection and failure, making it easier the next time. I remember having to raise funds
for a ministry job I once took. The first few rejections were tough to take. After several dozen
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more, I didn't care. It was much easier to raise funds after that - not merely because I could get
to the "yes" people faster, but because my fearless charisma started giving some of the "no"
people enough confidence in what I was doing that they came around.
4. Master Asking Questions. This is the most valuable skill you can ever learn. A decent
conversationalist uses questions to keep a conversation going. A skilled conversationalist can
use questions to engage in deep conversations on matter's he's entirely ignorant. A master can
use questions to persuade others to believe virtually anything, while thinking it was their own
idea to believe it. I could do an entire post just on the art of asking questions.
5. Be a Social Sculptor. Many guys, especially those who run against the grain of culture, tell
me, "I just don't want to be friends with the people I'm around. They're so liberal and weak and
it's annoying." Right, unicorns don't exist. You think you're going to randomly bump into a red
pill endorsed contributor out on the streets? It's not going to happen. Rather than looking for the
perfect friend, create one. This is the same advice I give for relationships. In my experience, it's
harder finding someone worth being friends with than it is to take someone I'm iffy about and
influence them into becoming the kind of person I want as a friend.
6. Negative to Positive. Generally speaking, it's easiest to bond over shared disinterests. Many
people have stronger negative reactions to what they don't like than they do positive reactions
to what they do like. This creates an easy camaraderie up-front early in a relationship. Of
course, focusing on the negative is unsustainable, as people don't like feeling negative all the
time. Most people recognize their best friends as those with whom they shared overall positive
experiences with. Even if the "positive experience" was something that landed them in trouble,
they remember it fondly because of the fun they had in the process.
7. Learn Cultural Distinctions. Trying to engage with a hipster? Frat boy? Businessman?
African American? There are so many cultural subsets that are misunderstood (or perhaps
understood better than they want to admit). Knowing some of the unique ins and outs can go a
long way.
8. Tell It Straight, Unapologetic, Yet Tactfully. Most people know I'm a Christian, so I'll use
that as an example. Some people think it's impossible for biblical Christians to relate with
certain communities, like homosexuals. This is dumb. I've had a number of homosexual
friends. For a time, I danced around the issue, not wanting to upset them. That actually upset
them even more because they knew I was treating them differently because of their sexual
orientation. They wanted me to talk to them the same way I would anyone else. So, we took it a
step further. He'd start talking about making out with his boyfriend and I'd tease back, "Yeah,
you'll have a lot of time to do that while you're burning in hell for eternity ;)" and they'd laugh.
Once the rapport is there, and it's clear that the friendship exists through your disagreements, let
the disagreements be a point of humorous distinction, not a point of division.
9. Have Male Friends. You can't learn how to be a man without being around other men. Even if
the guys you know aren't the types of guys you want to emulate, you can influence them to
become someone you're proud to be around - and then you can fuel each other on. I've done this
many, many times. It's fun and rewarding.
10. Have Female Friends. Society will tell you that a married man should not be good friends with
a woman other than his wife. This is somewhat absurd. Can guys and girls actually be "just
friends"? Probably not. So what? Does that mean you're going to start unzipping your pants
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every time you're around one of your female "friends"? Is your self-discipline really so low?
The social convention on this makes sense if you're a weak man who can't control his own dick
- and if that's you, and you don't want to blow up your marriage, then follow it. But if know
how to keep your pants on, you'd be a fool not to take advantage of the power that women have
usurped in society by building relationships with them. It's seriously idiotic to cut off half of the
population from your life just because your wife might not like it. Besides, chances are she
actually does like it more than she's willing to admit to herself. Dread. Preselection. Mystery.
Got it now?
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What advice would you give to a wife looking to help her
husband become more of a leader/ more dominant.
22 upvotes | February 9, 2021 | by Balancefaith | Link | Reddit Link
My husband used to be more dominant but I feel I have over time become more of a leader at times
and I make a lot of the decisions. He appears happy enough with this, whenever I ask if there’s
anything he’d like to change about the marriage he says nothing and that he is happy and thinks I am
a great wife etc.
I would like to help him to assume the leadership role in our family but I’m not sure how to do it
since our relationship dynamic feels quite set.
Edit:
Sorry I’m new to this and not sure of all the rules, please correct me if I’m doing this wrong ...
Stats - weight 60kg, height 162cm
Finances- husband works full time, I am stay at home mum. We get by.
Spiritual - read and pray daily but not in as much depth as I would like, attend church every week and
run a home group with my husband
Reading - just skimmed through rules and basics
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Mission: A Starting Point
22 upvotes | February 24, 2021 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
Recently I had a conversation with another Christian from RPC. Our talk turned to Mission, and I
was told that it has been extremely difficult for him to determine where to start when figuring out
what his Mission for the Lord will be. Why?
Well, many people come here and begin to read the resources on the Sidebar, particularly the
Mission-related posts:
209 - Developing and Articulating Your Mission
and
210 - Mission Matters. Nothing Else

They may also come across my Mission fill-in-the-brackets framework:
When turning a Vision into a Mission, I like to break it down with a framework that I think
covers the essence of a successful Mission:
"My Mission is to become a man who brings glory to God in [these ways] by pursuing [these
kinds of goals]. I will accomplish that by sharing the Gospel, as well as by doing [these things]
and developing [these aspects of my character]."
Remember, God is as concerned about that as He is the works you do, because His goal is to
transform you into the image of Christ. A good barometer of this is examining the evidence of
the Fruit of the Spirit in your life. Which one or two Fruits are most in need of development in
your life right now?

And they end up going “Man, that’s a LOT of information! Where do I start? There’s so much to
learn, so I guess I can’t begin to figure out my Mission until I finish all the readings.”
It can seem like a truly daunting task to figure it out, and getting started is always the hardest part.

Think about it:

When we talk about learning RP principles, we tell people to read the Sidebar? Why? Because
most of the information is there to help you figure out not only what you’re doing wrong in many
areas, but what to do instead to get results. If you’ll notice, when we talk about the books there are
three that come up more than any other: the Bible (obviously), NMMNG and WISNIFG (If you don’t
know what those acronyms are, CHECK THE SIDEBAR and do the reading).
Reading the Bible is a no-brainer, but why do the other two get recommended so much? Because they
are great starting resources that address the most common problems that cause people to find us in the
first place. They don’t have all the answers, but if you start with them you can begin to build a solid
foundation that will help you begin to make progress. Once you learn those and are able to put some
of the principles taught into action, the rest of the Sidebar readings begin to make a bit more sense
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and you can start adding to what you’ve already learned.

When we talk about lifting, we recommend StrongLifts. If you do StrongLifts for more than one
year you will end up looking like a T-Rex, right? Then why do we recommend starting with that
program? Well it’s simple: it’s because it gives you an easy system to get started, and has a free app
that makes it even easier to do and track your progress. Most people stick with StrongLifts for about
6 months, and during that time they learn more about lifting, as well as gaining a bit of experience in
the gym. Then they transition to another program that is more complicated, but they understand what
they didn’t before because they are doing it already.

When we talk about diet:
If a person needs to lose weight, we tell them to start by figuring out their TDEE, and then take that
number and cut 500 calories a day to start losing weight. Why? Because macros, intermittent fasting,
food prep, and weighing your food are all good things, but the main thing is to just get started.
Cutting your TDEE by 500 calories a day does that. The rest can be learned as you go.
If a person needs to gain weight, we recommend figuring out your TDEE and then adding 500
calories a day to start. We’ve also recommended the somewhat extreme step of eating an entire pizza
in one sitting. Why? You can’t eat an entire pizza in one sitting every day, nor would you want to.
But it helps hardgainers understand how much more food they need to be eating, and gives them a
simple strategy to force that food down and begin the process of eating more than they’re used to
eating. A pizza is something that everyone knows the size of and most people enjoy eating anyway.
Once you get started, the rest can be learned as you go and you can ramp up your eating to make
gainz.

Most of what we do here is not a beginning-to-end plug and play program that will guarantee you
success. Instead, we make posts, comments and share notes to help you figure out what to do based
on your own personal circumstances – as the Holy Spirit leads. They are starting points, and it’s up to
you to figure out what you can use and what won’t work for you, within a biblical framework.

So what about Mission?
Here’s my suggestion to give you a starting point when figuring out your Mission – it consists of
three basic things:
1. Figure out one or two things you really love to do already. Things that you give your time to.
Things that energize you.
2. Do any of the things you listed above stand between you and a passion for serving God?
3. Start connecting with others by inviting them to do those things together.

That’s it. Trying to figure everything out before you get started will never work, because the plan will
never be perfect. Most people who do this will end up with analysis paralysis and never DO
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ANYTHING. It doesn’t have to be a perfect plan, it just has to be a plan that actually gets executed.
God will guide you as you step out in faith and move forward, and you will make changes as you
gain experience and as God reveals more of His will and His plan to you.

Always remember, you were created to serve God, and “…He who has begun a good work in you
will complete it until the day of Christ Jesus.” (Philippians 1:6) Start with the three steps listed above.
In the meantime, as you follow those, keep diving into the Word and the Sidebar resources. Focus on
learning and practicing one or two principles at a time and see what works for you. Don’t try to do
everything at once. Then come back and ask questions and share what you’ve learned. Who knows,
your insights may be on the Sidebar one day to help others figure things out too!
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Christian Plate Spinning (Part 2)
22 upvotes | July 30, 2021 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
A few years ago I wrote this post on spinning plates. Over the last few years I've heard a few people
comment on the need for an update or more info on this topic. Let's start with a recap:
Definition: "Spinning Plates doesn't necessarily mean you're f------ all of your plates. It's more
of a spreading out of your efforts across a wider pool of subjects." ~ Rollo Tomassi. Spinning a
plate is simply exerting effort toward a woman (and I'll add for precision): who finds you more
desirable than you find her. If you're interested and she's not, she's not your plate; you're hers.
She needs to be your orbiter, not you hers.
If you're not satisfied with your current relationship status or prospects, you can do one of three
things: (1) fix yourself, (2) improve the quality of your plates, or (3) improve the quantity of
your plates.
You're far more likely to (a) find a high quality woman, or (b) develop an abundance mentality
if you take a shotgun approach (multiple targets spread out) rather than a sniper approach
(single target and just waiting for your one chance).
Different people will require different levels of effort to keep them spinning. However, the
more effort you put in, the more you display low value because at some point she assumes she's
worth all that effort ... and more. The result is that she stops putting in effort back toward
satisfying you (except as may be innate to her sense of self-identity).

Why is this okay?
My son recently asked me why I said it's okay to go on dates with different people at the same(-ish)
time. I simplified it for him this way:
When you're dating, you're not married, right?
You haven't agreed to be exclusive yet?
Dating is just two friends spending time together to see if they might want to be exclusive later,
right?
So why does spending time with one friend mean you can't spend time with other friends at
other times?
He kind of got it, but a few days later asked again, so I simplified it some more:
Have you ever played with your friend Cordelia without Angie around?
Have you ever played with Angie without Cordy there?
In the same week?
Even though they're both your friend? How dare you!
Was it wrong to do that?
So why would it be wrong to spend time with two different girls who are both your friend, even
in the same week?
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Going on a date is not a commitment to exclusivity. It's just something you to do to get to know
someone better. It might lead to marriage. It might not.
They're just friends at this phase of the relationship. Jesus had lots of friends - both guys and girls. He
spent time with them jointly and also individually. Do likewise.
Acquiring "Friends" (i.e. orbiters and preselection bouys)
Now, depending on where fall on the "can guys/girls ever be 'just friends'?" question, dating can take
two spins:
(1) Can be friends: If guys and girls can be "just friends" and nothing more, then shotgun dating
(rather than sniper dating) doubles as an opportunity to build your social circle, making you more
capable of meeting others and expanding your influence in the world. This can be beneficial not only
toward finding higher quality women to spend time with, but also in broader missional/ministry
efforts because I guarantee that most of the people you will ever meet in life aren't actually following
Jesus. So, if you believe men and women can be "just friends," then there's no reason not to "spin
plates" to the end that you're just building friendships (even if with the passive hope that one of them
pans out into something viable as a romantic interest).
For married men, this "just friends" thing is significant because it affects personal boundaries for the
undisciplined. If you can "just be friends," then there's no harm in seeing a colleague or whoever over
lunch. If you can't just be friends, then it's a bit trickier: you then have to balance the risk of your
sexual interest becoming a problem (i.e. the degree of your own self-control) against the value that
the relationship adds.
(2) Can't be "just friends": In this view, there's no such thing as "we're just friends getting to know
each other better" because all guy/girl interactions will ultimately have romantic undertones. Either
you're sexually interested or you're not. While the term "friends" might be used to describe the
relationship, at least on some subconscious level it will never be truly platonic for at least one of
them. While the pragmatic utility doesn't change here, some guys interject an ethical conundrum
that's twofold:
If she's the one sexually interested in me, am I inappropriately leading her on? To this I defer
to my analysis in the previously linked post. Be friends, just don't incite her to cross any
boundaries that you don't intend to cross yourself.
If I'm the one sexually interested in her, but I'm only willing to have sex within marriage, is
okay for me to pursue marriage with multiple women? To this I say to stop over-thinking it.
Until you've made a commitment of exclusivity, it doesn't matter.
In either case, if you decide the person isn't someone you want to marry, they will either become
passive orbiters (i.e. orbiters you don't have to exert much/any influence to keep around) or they'll
become preselection buoys. Buoys just kind of float in place. They have a purpose, but it's not readily
apparent to those swimming in their vicinity. Sometimes they are there just to mark a boundary, other
times it's to test the temperature of the waters, or they can record oceanographic data ... or in this
context they can just be in your presence so that the type of women you want to attract will have their
preselection vibes triggered and be more interested.
On a more biblical note, the question arose in my head whether or not Jesus was "just friends" with
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some of the women in his life? As a matter of technicality, they became part of the Church, which is
his bride, but his interest wasn't sexual-reproductive; it was spiritual-reproductive. And yes, he did
want to reproduce spiritually through all of his followers and not just any one of them. But we are
also a collective singular body. So, take that for what you will. In the end, I do believe Jesus
experienced sexual attraction (otherwise Hebrews 4:15 would be false which says that he was
tempted in every way we are), but I also believe that he was perfectly able to maintain platonic
relationships with women because of his devotion to his mission without room to be distracted with
thoughts of marrying. So, I do believe at least in the case of Jesus that "just friends" is an option ...
but he's also Jesus, so take that for what you will too.
Impact on Age
Drawing from /u/praexology and /u/r_horizon's comments on the discord, it's significant to note that
spinning plates is different at different ages. When you're a teenager, you may not actually be
thinking about marriage yet, or close to being ready. I recommend guys not marry until you're in your
30s, or at least late-20s if you really want to optimize (though depending on your individual goals,
earlier can still certainly be appropriate).
When you are marriage ready, it's almost impossible to go on a date without the subconscious
assessment of whether or not the person in front of you is potential marriage-material. This goes back
to the "can we really just be friends?" question, but suffice it to say: it's something you should be
thinking about. Otherwise, why are you going on the date to begin with? And the answer is that you
could still just be acting like a child.
In those younger childhood years before you're ready for marriage, the goal of going on dates is to
practice your social skills. As praex words it, "Exercise my social muscles." This benefits not on your
dating-game, but your broader social life as well. The more things you go out and do, as compared
with sitting in your room playing video games and watching netflix, the more interesting stories
you'll have to tell and life lessons you'll have to teach. In the end, you won't be "starting from
nothing" when you are ready to be marriage-minded. You'll have a solid foundation under you, rather
than being one of those guys in their 30s who has only just now really started going on dates. [Any of
you guys in that situation want to share your horror stories in the comments?]
Invest in your social skills now, reap the reward later.
Biblically, Ecclesiastes 11 has some wisdom for us. Verse 6: "In the morning sow your seed, and at
evening withhold not your hand, for you do not know which will prosper, this or that, or whether both
alike will be good." Fascinating. Let's skip to 9, which gives a good set of boundaries for the young
who want to start dating. "Rejoice, O young man, in your youth, and let your heart cheer you in the
days of your youth. Walk in the ways of your heart and the sight of your eyes." This is reminiscent of
chapter 2 where Solomon talks about how he "denied myself nothing my eyes desired," and we all
know how many wives and concubines those eyes desired. But he doesn't merely give men a blanket
green-light to take the same path that he ultimately found to be meaningless. He ends the verse with a
caution: "But know that for all these things God will bring you into judgment." Yikes! Yes, sow your
seed and don't put all your eggs in one basket; but make sure that you do it in a way that's mindful of
the coming judgment. That's wisdom.
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What to do?
Okay, so you've figured out what a plate is, decided who you want to start getting to know better,
resolved your moral dilemmas, and are ready to start building friendships with these women in your
life. What do you actually do now?
Do you take them out to the movies? Go on a romantic date to a fancy Italian restaurant? Play putt
putt just the two of you? Take a stroll down the beach? Grab a cup of coffee? Head to a night club?
The simple answer is: just do whatever you want to do. But know that when you do this, if "what you
want to do" is to be alone with her, you quickly open the pathway to ONEitis.
My alternative answer is: do whatever you would have done if she wasn't around, but invite her to
join you.
If you were going to spend time with friends, still do so ... just let her come along.
If you were going to watch Netflix and chill, still do so ... just let her come along.
If you were going to your congregation's small group, still do so ... just let her come along.
If you were going to study for an exam, still do so ... just let her come along.
This isn't rocket science here. You live your life. You invite her to join you on your life. If she can
help you live your life, even better. If not, you'll find out fast.
In the early days of a relationship, I'd certainly emphasize this "join what I'm already doing" strategy,
not bending your plans to create isolated time. After a bit, once you have a clearer decision about
where you want to take the relationship, go do whatever fun "couples stuff" you've been holding off
on. But always watch out for ONEitis because it will crush those who are not careful, even when you
don't think you have it.
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Conversation Strategies You Won't Find in WISNIFG
22 upvotes | August 5, 2021 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
WISNIFG RECAP
Hopefully by now you've all read WISNIFG, which has some great communication strategies. Let me
recap the most significant ones:
Fogging: Find a way to agree with what someone else says, even if you don't agree to the
substance. "I can see how from your perspective that would make a lot of sense." It's hard to
argue with someone who keeps agreeing with you.
Broken Record: Keep repeating the same phrase over and over without changing your
position. This shows people that you won't back down and you insist on getting your way on
this issue. "I want a refund ... I understand, but I still want my refund ... Yes, you may speak
with your manager if he is the one who can give me a refund ... I appreciate your alternative
offer, but I want a refund."
Self-Disclosure: Providing relevant additional information about your situation, goals, motives,
etc. that can move people toward understanding what you want from them and be more inclined
to give it to you. "I need to reschedule our appointment" v. "My child is in the hospital, so I
need to reschedule our appointment."
Negative Inquiry: Asking questions that challenge the false assumptions people make when
they accuse you. "Why is it wrong for me to spend time with my co-worker after hours?"
Workable Compromise: Exchanging something that does not sacrifice your goals or selfworth in order to get what you want in return. "If you give me the parenting schedule I want, I'll
agree to your right of first refusal provision."
Negative Assertion: Admitting to your own shortcomings in order to build credibility or
neutralize accusations. "That was a dumb thing for me to do." It's hard to accuse someone
angrily who already recognizes the full weight of the accusation. Of course, this doesn't work if
the "owning up" is done in a minimizing way.

RC'S ADDITIONAL STRATEGIES
In my time as an attorney, I've found that there are a number of additional conversational strategies
that work not only in the courtroom, but also at home, in social contexts, high conflict scenarios, in
the office, etc. Here are a few to dabble with.
It's About Me (But Really You) - Leadership strategy
Legal Context - I'll open with a simple one because it plays into some of the others really nicely. As
we all know, blunt accusations aren't often received well. They make people defensive and
emotionally unstable. So, I often suggest to my clients that instead of accusing the other parent of
doing something wrong, take that exact issue and communicate (preferably in writing) to the other
parent that you intend to work on that issue in your own parenting because you believe it would be
best for your child. The idea is that the other side is then prompted to process the utility in what
you're doing and they may attempt to implement it in their own home (even if my own client doesn't
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actually follow through or never intended to in the first place). This comes down to the power of
suggestion. As a worst-case scenario, even if they don't implement the thought, if things go wrong my
client now has a written record that they are trying to be proactive thinkers for their child and the
other parent's failure to do likewise is what contributed to the mess.
Home Application - This works outside the legal custody context also. If your wife is fat, telling her,
"You need to lose some weight" can be powerful if you have the frame and value to pull it off, but it's
still probably going to make her upset. The "It's about me (but really you)" strategy is simply to take
ownership of something you want another person within your influence to do also. In this example,
you could tell your wife, "I've decided I'm not satisfied with my body. I'm overweight and it's time to
start dieting and exercising more." Often-times such clear statements about your own intentions
causes the other person to self-reflect and contemplate that they should make a similar decision for
themselves.
This conversational approach shouldn't be used to undermine the importance of "do, don't tell." There
is still great value in not blabbing your mouth about your plans if your primary concern is your own
life improvement. But sometimes the "lead by example" path doesn't quite get through. Remember
the discipleship strategy Jesus used: (1) tell them what, (2) show them how, (3) let them try, (4) send
them out/keep them going, and (5) pass it on. If your goal isn't just for your own improvement, but
also to lead someone else, then it can be beneficial to tell before you show, giving them a context to
see how to do what they're aspiring to and to stay motivated by seeing your progress.
There's also a split between situations where you're leading by example and leading by setting
boundaries/expectations. I can tell my wife, "cook this for dinner" or "wear this tonight" without
showing her how first. I'm not going to put on a skirt just to "show her how" when she already
knows. So, if I'm setting a boundary or expectation for her, telling her without showing is sufficient
and the "it's about me (but really you)" strategy is unnecessary. When this comes most into play is
when you're dealing with more sensitive issues of a spouse's shortcomings and you want her to learn
from your example how to overcome them.
Lastly, it's worth noting that you can use this strategy by replacing "me" with someone else your wife
might have reason to keep up with. Here are some examples of how this conversational technique can
work:
Example 1: "I've noticed our bathroom sink getting cluttered. I think I'm going to clean it up
and make an effort to keep it clean soon. Is there anything on there that you don't want me
messing with?" Chances are, 80% of the mess is hers. You're not accusing her; you're just
taking responsibility. But she will likely adopt that responsibility as her own also.
Example 2: I want my wife memorizing Scripture more often. I start training my kids in
Scripture memory. I tell my wife, "I've decided that Scripture memory is important and our kids
need to be doing it. So, I've been having the kids memorize <this or that> verse. They're doing
great! I love the idea that our family will become one that knows the Bible inside and out." She
sees that the kids are starting to excel at something that she should be better than them at, so
she starts memorizing Scripture with them to keep up.

DOC Examination - Conflict and Leadership Strategy
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Legal Context - The goal of any good cross examination is to lead a person to your own pre-drawn
conclusion by asking questions. The most famous technique is the "Pozner Cross," which involves
only yes/no questions. You essentially back the witness into a corner where they ultimately have to
agree to see things your way. Through a series of "yes or no" responses the person ultimately admits
what you want. It's ideal if you begin the line of inquiry in a way that the other person doesn't know
what you're trying to get them to admit to.
Pozner Example: I may ask Bob about his favorite holiday. "Even if it's not your favorite,
Bob, July 4 is always a great time, isn't it?" "Don't you just love to sit on your lawn sipping a
few beers while the lights dance in the sky?" "And it's even better when you get to be with your
kids, enjoying a family holiday, don't you think?" "Wasn't it great that you got to do that last
week?" "And you even had your kids with you too, to make it even better, right?" "And you
were drinking those beers while your kids were with you, right?" "And you knew the order
prohibited drinking during your parenting time, right?" Trapped.
Home Application - To be clear, making your spouse feel "tricked" into an admission rarely goes over
well, so avoid the yes/no questions. Instead, I've started doing in specific cases what I call a "directon-cross" (DOC) strategy. During direct examinations you can only ask open-ended questions.
Yes/no questions are prohibited (with limited flexibility). Why would you limit yourself like that on
cross examination? Because it better shields your motives and removes the air of trickery, as they get
to answer any way they like. But by maintaining control of the conversation and ensuring that it
follows the direction I want it to, the person usually ends up saying what I want them to say anyway.
Even better: in low-conflict scenarios, I can even persuade someone through this strategy to think that
my idea is actually their idea.
DOC Example 1: My son says something nasty to his sister. Instead of scolding him I ask,
"Ten years from now, what kind of relationship do you want with your sisters?" He answers
with something generally positive. "That's a great goal. If you want that goal to become a
reality, how do you think that will happen?" He answers that they both have to work on being
"excellent" to each other (a Bill & Ted reference I tease them about every now and then).
"What are things you can do to help her be 'excellent' toward you?" He gives an idea or two and
I latch on. "What are ways that will get in the way of your goal of having a good relationship
with her?" He starts to connect the dots and realizes that talking mean doesn't help.
DOC Example 2: Suppose I want to teach someone about the importance of prayer. I would
open with the IAM(BRY) strategy: "I've been thinking about things I can do to improve my
relationship with God." Response: That's a good idea. "Do you have any ideas on how I can do
that?" He goes through a list. Prayer is on the list. "That's a good one. What would be good
ways to approach prayer?" I let him brainstorm a few ideas. If he's struggling I give a few
mediocre ideas while waiting for him to come up with the ones I really want him doing. "I like
that. Do you want to do that with me?"

Buffering - Conflict and Persuasion Strategy
Legal Context - This is one of the most useful strategies I use in my legal profession. Parties in
custody disputes can't wait for their chance to talk about how awful the other side is. When they get
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before a psychologist, judege, magistrate, guardian ad litem, or whoever, they just blab their mouth
about "he's so evil because he did this" or "she's so crazy because she did that." Result? "You're both
crazy and just acting out of spite and emotion. I can't trust either one of you." That's not how you win
cases. And I like to win.
In order to combat this dynamic, I teach my clients the art of "buffering," which is a strategy I've
developed for building credibility without compromising the very real and serious points you
otherwise like to make. It's very simple: for every accusation you want to make, "buffer" it with a
complementary statement of understanding and giving the benefit of the doubt. That's it.
**Credibility = [Buffer] + [Harsh Truth]. The two are reversible or can be multiplied in any number
and order you see fit. It's a way of saying, "You can trust me. My motives aren't bad like you might
assume, but I do want you to know the seriousness of this issue."
Especially when you're in a conflict scenario, other people are constantly trying to evaluate whether
or not they can trust what you're saying. If you come off as your perspective being clouded by your
own ego investment in the situation, you lose credibility and hinder your ability to achieve your goals
in the situation. By demonstrating that you really are level-headed about the situation and thinking
rationally and even with positive affect toward the other person in the conflict, you don't merely "not
hurt" your credibility; you bolster it.
Home Application - This strategy works well in the home when you're giving instruction to someone
else, such as your spouse or your child, on something you know they will be resistant to, but you
want them to do it anyway. By creating an identification with their frustration, they are more likely to
accept the reality of the undesirable task as a mandate from you because you're not asking them to do
anything you haven't already done yourself. Or you can use this strategy to resolve conflict with your
spouse because at the end of the day, your wife is probably more interested in being understood than
she is in actually getting her way (at least if she trusts you this is more often the case).
Example 1: "[Buffer] In an ideal world, I'd love nothing more than to have shared parenting
with equal time with my ex, [Harsh Truth] but that's just not feasible in this situation, and here's
why."
Example 2: "[Buffer] I fully believe that my spouse has good intentions and is just trying to do
what s/he thinks is best, [Harsh Truth] but the reality is that she has made things worse."
Example 3: "[Harsh Truth] Dalia is insane. [Buffer] I don't say that lightly. I love her and care
about her. I wish we could figure this out peaceably between us. She's a beautiful, intelligent
woman. [Harsh Truth] But the more I have spoken with competent professionals and
researched what I've seen in her, the more I see lots of overlap with serious mental health
concerns. [Buffer] I think if she could get the help that she needs, we might actually be able to
communicate with each other in a way that would be fantastic for our kids. [Harsh Truth] But
we're just not there right now, [Submissive Posturing] and I don't know how to get there. Could
you help me figure that out?"
Example 4: [Harsh Truth] Son, you're going to have to clean your room. [Buffer] I know you
don't like doing it. It sucks. I hated cleaning my room when I was a kid too, so I understand
your frustration with it. [Harsh Truth] But your room is trashed and it is your responsibility to
get it back in order."
Example 5: [Harsh Truth] Babe, this is what we're going to do going forward. [Buffer] I
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understand that you think this and that. I appreciate your thoughts and how well you have
communicated them. But as much as I can see where you're coming from, [Harsh Truth] this is
the decision I'm making right now and I would like you to be on board with me."

Submissive Posturing - Persuasion/Likeability Strategy
Legal Context - Another big mistake a lot of people make (especially in the legal arena) is failing to
recognize power dynamics. For example, when meeting with a guardian, lots of people want to tell
the guardian how to do their job, what they should believe, why their choices with the kids were the
best ones, etc. This can work if you legitimately have the better position. But I've found that
EXACTLY 50% of parties in custody cases overestimate the actual strength of their position relative
to the other side, so it's a risky gamble. The better strategy is to set your own agenda aside, take some
humble pie, and submit yourself to the "experts."
Home Application - To do this, you simply ask for help, advice, or suggestions from the person who
has a power dynamic over you or with whom you want to build a better relational affinity. The goal is
to demonstrate that you can be trusted because you're more interested in finding the best solution than
in pushing your own proposed solution (or at least this is what you give the appearance of doing). If
your solution really is the best one, it's not often hard for the person in the higher power dynamic to
realize this, so you can blend in some DOC Examination strategy as a way to get them to your actual
preferred solution. The real thrust here is that you're getting someone else to empathize with you and
your way of doing things by letting them believe you are allowing them to be in control.
The reality is that you are in control. But you are expressing your control in a way that utilizes an
appearance of submissiveness coupled with guided disclosures or questions that ultimately lets them
feel like they have been instrumental in your decision-making process to the degree that they believe
you are taking their advice rather than persuading them that your decision was the correct one. The
end result is that people see you as an appropriately humble person who validates their need to be
needed, giving them a positive affinity toward you in future interactions and makes them more
inclined to side with you when you need them to ... all without actually having to change what you
ever intended in the first place. Law of Power 38 comes to mind: "Think as you like, but behave like
others."
Another benefit is that this gives you a win-win-win-win scenario in the aftermath no matter what the
outcome. Win 1: If things go well, they go well and you've improved your relationship with the other
person by making them feel validated for having been able to participate in the process. Win 2: If
things go poorly, you have the option to double-down on the humility aspect by accepting
responsibility, even though the other person believes that they were the one who gave the advice that
led to the failure. Win 3: If the situation truly calls for it, you also have the option available to defer
responsibility because you were "just following so and so's advice, and after all, he's the one in
charge." Win 4: By getting someone else's input before acting on your plan, you may actually
discover a better plan than what you were thinking.
In all of this, don't apply this strategy on the mundane where it would seem trite or even pedantic to
bring it up.
While I call it a "submissive" strategy, it is really about leveraging (hopefully authentic) humility to
advance your own goals and build up others around you in the process. As such, it can be applied in
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situations where it may be beneficial to express humility, even if the person is not in a higher power
dynamic over you, such as with your spouse at times. Women love to feel needed. Even if you have a
plan, allowing her to feel involved in the process validates her desire to be helpful to you in what you
do. Let her be that help, even if you don't actually need that from her. This is part of where she gets
her feels.
Example 1: I want to do something unique a certain way in my job. Instead of doing it myself,
I go to my boss and ask, "Do you have any suggestions for how I can handle this somewhat
unique situation?"
Example 2: I have a tricky situation coming up with my job so I ask my wife, "What would
you do if you were in my situation?" Whatever answer she gives, I say, "Those are some good
thoughts." If she says the thing I was thinking, I answer: "That's a good idea. I think I'll go with
that. I appreciate the help, babe." She doesn't need to know if I'd already come up with that idea
on my own or not.

Key Issue Focusing
Legal Context - Virtually everyone in custody cases blurs the line between their own goals/desires
and what's best for the children. They always assume that what they want is best for the children, but
neglect to connect the two concepts. So, I always prepare my clients for meeting with a GAL or
psychologist or before going into a deposition or trial: "Make sure to connect EVERYTHING to the
well-being of the children in some way." If they can't stay laser-focused on that singular issue, then
much of what they say will be deemed "not credible" and they can lose. Of course, many judges
forget this line too, which isn't helpful. But as soon as one party repeatedly hammers that line and the
other party isn't ready for it, you'd better believe the judge will suddenly remember the actual focal
point, and guess which parent he's more likely to side with on that focal point? The one who
repeatedly demonstrated the connection between their plan and the relevant goal.
Home Application - I remember days of arguing with my wife where we jumped from one issue to
the next and at the end it was all just a confusing mess and the actual core issues beneath the
argument became a thing of the past by the end. That doesn't mean the new things that came up
weren't significant issues too; they're just independent issues that distracted from resolving the first
ones first.
Keeping this in mind, "Key Issue Focusing" is a framework for applying things like "broken record"
or "negative inquiry" or other WISNIFG strategies in a way that avoids the argument and minimizes
your risk of DEERing significantly. The reason that arguments get out of hand and become
unproductive is because people over-explain themselves in manners that remind the other person of
even more things they want to complain about, or at least more things that they want to say in defense
of their position or feelings.
To do "key issue focusing" effectively, you use a string of negative inquiry to figure out what the
actual core of the issue is, then as the conversation evolves you keep asking questions to bring it back
to that.
Example 1: Your wife is bouncing between comfort and fitness tests like a game of pong. You
ask questions to figure out what's really going on and find out an insecurity issue is at the core
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of her discontent. She starts talking about how annoyed she feels when you clip your toenails in
the living room. "[Fogging] I can see how that would upset you, but [KIF] we've been talking
about the insecurity you've been experiencing and I'd like to focus on that. How does that affect
your feelings of insecurity?" She goes on about how annoying it is. "[Fogging] I get that and
agree you find it gross, which we can talk about later. [KIF/Broken Record] But let's stay on
the insecurity topic for now. [Self-disclosure/passing comfort test] You know you're my
woman and I care about you. [KIF] That's what's most important here."
Example 2: You're talking to a GAL and tell a story about how the mother is with a new
boyfriend who you don't like. WRONG: "He's a dangerous person and shouldn't be around my
kids. He has a criminal record for drug possession and assault. She shouldn't be taking people
like that around my children." This is a lot of "he, he, he" and "she." The kids are mentioned,
but not the actual FOCUS of the statement. RIGHT: "My children are experiencing a lot of
anxiety through this legal process. Bringing new people into the home who aren't even
established in the relationship could put the kids in a situation of building a bond with someone
just to have it ripped away from them if it doesn't work out. This guy has a criminal history and
if he gets picked up again, he'll probably go to prison, and that would be unnerving to have
these relationships come and go without safeguards. That situation would also hurt their
relationship with their mom too, if they started seeing her poor choice in men. What's more
concerning, though, is that kids with anxiety problems are more prone to self-medicate through
the use of drugs, and if this new guy in their home has a history of it, and may even still be
doing it, there's a chance that he's going to endorse that type of behavior around them, or at
least not discipline them against it, which could really harm them in the long term. The fact that
he has an assault on his record also shows that he's easily angered to a point where he'll cross
even legal boundaries - and if he did that in a public forum with others watching, how much
more will he be willing to lose his anger in a private setting around my kids in a way that will
increase their already existing anxiety issues? All around, it's not a good situation for them.
[Submissive Posturing] So, I'd really like some feedback on the best way to approach
protecting my kids in this situation. Do you have any suggestions?"

The E-Mail Formula
Legal Context - While this is generally a blend of other strategies, it's worth noting that when I find a
client constantly communicating in ways that are damaging to their case, I always coach them on how
they can communicate better in writing. After all, written communication will generally be used as
exhibits against you if the other side can find a way to do so. So, I created a general formula for high
conflict situations to create a productive and self-preserving written record in case the communication
is ever shown to anyone else.
Home Application - The same communication strategy can work when you're dealing with conflict in
the workplace, with your spouse, neighbors, etc. The only thing that may be different is that in some
contexts you're less likely to have someone ever take a look at what you're writing - especially if it's a
verbal conversation where you're applying this pattern. That said, do be mindful that even audio can
be recorded, and you never know when a co-worker will want to get you fired, a spouse may want to
leave you (even drudging up texts from a year or two prior), another person in the church will want to
stir up trouble with you to the pastor, etc. So, tact in communication is generally warranted in most
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situations. With that said, here's the formula (no, I didn't bother to come up with some cool acronym;
make up your own if you prefer):
Empathy: Validate their feelings without validating their position on the issue and, if possible,
share in them openly. "I'm sorry that you're frustrated by this situation. I am too."
Grace: Communicate a way of giving them the benefit of the doubt (i.e. pre-buffering). "I
believe you mean well and hope you know that I truly do understand your position."
Repeat: Repeat what they're saying in your own words to confirm your understanding. This is
not always necessary, but can be useful in some contexts. "From what I can tell, you're
concerned about x, y, and z because of a, b, and c."
Assert: Share your viewpoint in contrast in a clear, concise, and definitive way applying
buffering (if you haven't already above). "[Buffering] While I can understand why you'd think
that way, [Harsh Truth] I simply cannot agree. I believe h, i, and j is better because r, s, and t."
Offer: Give them an olive branch - a way to look like the good guy or else pigeon-hole
themselves into being the bad one. "[Buffering] I know you don't agree with me, [Harsh Truth]
but a decision has to be made [Offer] and I'd like for us to work together on this. Are you
willing to join me in doing things this way?"
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Why do Rich People marry Ugly Women?
21 upvotes | October 5, 2020 | by ScholarLad | Link | Reddit Link
TLDR; why do rich people go after ugly professional women? Do they know something the rest of us
don’t?
I’ve noticed that a lot of highly (financially and politically) successful men marry women who aren’t
attractive but either 1) are also rich, 2) high socioeconomic class, or 3) are ambitious. A lot of upper
class professionals marry other professionals who are no lookers, but clearly make good money. The
social science and economic data on “assortative mating” reveals this is endemic. This seems to be
the case among wealthy Christians and non-Christians.
Meanwhile it’s my working class friends from back home who have the beautiful (albeit less well
off) wives. I keep thinking now about whether “looks” are a sort of propaganda fed to the lower
classes to keep them from building generative wealth... anyone else have similar thoughts? What do
the wealthy know that the rest of us don’t?
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I’m Toxic, But I Don’t Want to Be Anymore
21 upvotes | October 1, 2020 | by LilSweetBoi | Link | Reddit Link
I feel at the end of my rope here. I am truly unhappy, and am making the people around me unhappy.
I am addicted to PMO and seeking validation from women. I have some serious anger issues, and
blame my problems on others. I have wasted a lot of good potential in my life. I don’t have
community, (though in my rural area it’s nearly impossible, others even admit it). I make the people I
live with miserable because of my own insecurities, and the people I love most are considering giving
up on me. I feel so guilty for my past sins, it’s unbearable. I need help. I am only 23 years old, I know
I have time to change, but I don’t want my relationships to completely collapse. I don’t know how to
be happy, only dysfunctional. I am overweight, might have scrupulosity, and no direction in life. I
want to make things right with God and the people in my life. Any advice is appreciated!
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The Election Special: Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 19
21 upvotes | November 4, 2020 | by TheChristianAlpha | Link | Reddit Link
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Red Flags & Vetting: Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 21
21 upvotes | December 7, 2020 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Episode 21 out now!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqcZS7kCcHk
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Lactation and intimacy
21 upvotes | January 4, 2021 | by smaciii | Link | Reddit Link
My wife is still nursing our son but because of her milk production she gently suggested I might help.
I was shocked because it was in the realm of the bedroom where she suggested it. Do you men have
thoughts on this? We are devout Baptists.
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What Does the Future Hold for Us as Christians? Should We
Be Considering House Churches at This Point?
21 upvotes | April 1, 2020 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
Well, things recently in the United States have really taken a drastic turn, haven’t they? Of course this
is true around the world as well to different degrees, but this post will mostly address what I see in
the U.S. Please feel free to add your own insights based on where you live.

It seems as if almost overnight we went from a “free country” to one where we need permission to
leave our houses, and “Papers please” has become somewhat a reality in many states and cities across
the country. People, especially pastors and other church-related folk, are being arrested for “violating
the order.” Here’s just a sample of what’s going on:

Chicago police break up church funeral service for violating coronavirus stay-at-home order
Baltimore pastor vows to continue services despite coronavirus-related restrictions and visit
from police
As The U.S. Economy Collapses, Authorities Warn That The Unthinkable May Soon Become
Reality
Alabama and Massachusetts Are Handing the Addresses of People With Coronavirus Over to
Police

There are plenty more examples, but these are just a few of the most recent. It can seem very
frightening and overwhelming, but remember that Jesus told us we would face this:

Now as He sat on the Mount of Olives, the disciples came to Him privately, saying, “Tell us, when
will these things be? And what will be the sign of Your coming, and of the end of the age?”

4 And Jesus answered and said to them: “Take heed that no one deceives you. 5 For many will come
in My name, saying, ‘I am the Christ,’ and will deceive many. 6 And you will hear of wars and
rumors of wars. See that you are not troubled; for all these things must come to pass, but the end is
not yet. 7 For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. And there will be
famines, pestilences, and earthquakes in various places. 8 All these are the beginning of sorrows.

9 “Then they will deliver you up to tribulation and kill you, and you will be hated by all nations
for My name’s sake. 10 And then many will be offended, will betray one another, and will hate one
another. 11 Then many false prophets will rise up and deceive many. 12 And because lawlessness
will abound, the love of many will grow cold. 13 But he who endures to the end shall be saved. 14
And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in all the world as a witness to all the nations, and
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then the end will come.

Matthew 24:3-14

If Jesus said it, then you can be sure it will happen! This is a good thing, but it’s also scary. It seems
that the safe, secure, complacent times of the past are history at this moment and a new phase is in
effect. Take comfort, for Jesus also said:

32 “Now learn this parable from the fig tree: When its branch has already become tender and puts
forth leaves, you know that summer is near. 33 So you also, when you see all these things, know that
it is near—at the doors!”

Matthew 24:32-33

So it is at this point that we should be preparing for what is to come. Even if things do go back to
exactly the way they were before, eventually, someday soon, we will face persecution. We will be
hunted down and killed for our faith:

They will put you out of the synagogues; yes, the time is coming that whoever kills you will think that
he offers God service.

John 16:2

We will no longer be able to meet openly, but will have to meet in secret, just like in China and many
other places around the world. And that brings me to the point of this post.

What would you do if all of a sudden you couldn’t go to church anymore – permanently?
Would you give up?
How would you connect with other Christians?
Would you still share your faith knowing you could be killed for doing so?
What if the authorities were to come into your house and search it, taking every Bible you
own?
What if digital versions of the Bible such as YouVersion and the BibleGateway website were
no longer available on the web?

My older son and I have been discussing this recently, and I was provoked to dig deeper as I read this
article on starting a House Church.
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I thought it would be good to get a dialogue going on this subject, where we can exchange ideas,
strategies, files and resources. I’ll start by sharing the resources I have available. I encourage others
to do so as well. If you are unable to share them yourself, then PM me and you can share what you
have with me and I'll add it to my folder. It’s time to start thinking ahead and getting prepared. Here
is a link to my resource folder on Google Drive. In it you will find resources for starting a House
Church, as well as Bible PDF versions, Christian documents, Red Pill books, and MP3’s that I hope
you will find inspirational.

I look forward to your ideas and considerations, especially on the subject of whether or not to start a
house church at this time. I am considering it, although there’s a lot more to it than I originally
thought.

Have you thought about this? What things do you think we need to consider? What do we need to
watch out for? How will technology and tracking affect our decisions and our ability to gather? The
time is rapidly approaching when we will not have the luxury of discussing or thinking about it. "The
prudent man sees danger and hides himself, but the simple go on and suffer for it." Proverbs 22:3
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Will you circumcise your sons?
21 upvotes | January 1, 2021 | by James_Rustler_ | Link | Reddit Link
I came across Galations 5 in my nightly reading, where he says "Mark my words! I, Paul, tell you that
if you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be of no value to you at all. Again I declare to every
man who lets himself be circumcised that he is obligated to obey the whole law." Galatians 5:2-3
NIV
And I remember Paul elsewhere says something like "circumcision or uncircumcision means
nothing"
Now obviously I didn't choose to be circumcised, but I don't think I can do that to my future sons. My
sister has decided the same thing from an atheistic humanitarian viewpoint, but I would do it based
on what Paul says here and elseware, and I'm wary of Jewish mischeif.
What are your thoughts on circumcision your kids?
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What is an acceptable N count in a woman for you?
21 upvotes | April 10, 2020 | by EminentlyAmerican | Link | Reddit Link
Consider this more of an informal survey to see where some Christian men stand today.
It's interesting how what was considered "high" or "low" a decade or more ago has changed and how
perspectives have changed, and whether one's sexual past matters more or less to men now.
If you were single again (or are currently) and dating a woman with the intention of marriage, where
would you draw the line on the number of sexual partners you'd accept in your potential spouse
before nexting or keeping her?
Virgin / 0 sexual partners.
Up to 3 sexual partners.
Up to 6 sexual partners.
Up to 10 sexual partners.
Up to 15 sexual partners.
Up to 20 sexual partners.
21+ sexual partners.
Or fill in a specific number instead of a range, if you prefer.
For the sake of this "survey" let's assume the number you find out is accurate, even though we know
most women lie about this all the time.
Also for the sake of this exercise, assume the woman you date has the qualities you're looking for.
You're reasonably sure she's Christian, solid in her faith, attractive, etc.
Is the number of no matter to you as long as she has most everything else you're looking for?
Or is there a point where you say, it doesn't matter how good she is in other areas, I'm out, wish her
well and look for another?
I'm curious to know your thoughts.
For me, while I'd put a strong emphasis on finding a virgin or a woman with 3 or less sexual partners,
I'd consider a woman with 4 to 7 if she was great in other aspects, had truly repented and was walking
with God, had other things I was looking for, etc.
Anticipating the replies:
Before this post gets derailed and goes way off topic, let's get this out of the way. Yes, we know that
God forgives, the "it shouldn't matter" crowd is out there, and the "insecure, incel, small d, racist,
sexist, xenophobe, homophobe" accusations are slung your way for asking this or thinking it plays a
role.
Thank you. Noted. Now let's see if we can find out the sexual standards some men hold today and if
they've changed any.
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No / Bad Sex - Always His Fault?
21 upvotes | April 28, 2020 | by MrSexIsGood | Link | Reddit Link
I've low-key followed a lot of red-pill stuff for a while and just recently decided to get active here on
reddit.
I'm a Christian, workout 5x/week, always been muscular and toned since we started dating, I bring in
plenty of money (we're not high-rollers or anything, but she's able to comfortably pursue hobbies,
etc..), and I have been steadily advancing in my career faster than those around me. I'm firm in my
leadership. I allow her preferences on things I don't care about, but she knows that on things that I do
care about, and on things that matter, I'm the final decision maker. And she's happy with that. She
doesn't challenge my leadership
We are generally happy with no major relational problems--EXCEPT our sex life.
She is convinced that she "just has low libido." She shows affection to me in other ways on a very
regular basis, including physical affection (leaning into me, wanting to hold my hand even when
we're sitting down, hugging and kissing me, wanting to cuddle, etc...). I flirt with her on a regular
basis, including physical flirting (randomly grabbing / slapping her butt, kissing her neck and rubbing
hit boobs from behind, etc...) and she will respond positively to it. But, when it comes to actually
getting into bed, she has to really work hard to exhibit any desire.
She's willing to have sex on a somewhat regular basis (few times a month, maybe once a week), but
it's definitely out of a sense of obligation or "service" to me. She's not quite starfish (she knows I hate
that and won't engage with it), but it's still minimal interaction.
Part of the problem is that penetration can be painful for her no matter how gentle I am (I think this
might partially be due to her not being in the mood), but she won't let me use my fingers or mouth as
an alternative (she thinks oral is disgusting). So it's just not pleasurable for her. And in that case, I
don't blame her. But if she'd let me go down on her or use my fingers, she'd probably enjoy it more
and might even get more naturally lubed up for penetration.
So here's the question: Is this on me? I can't be the only Christian guy in this situation. But all I see
on here is either divorce (not an option) or "Man up, get in shape, etc.." (which honestly doesn't seem
to be the problem). I'm all for self-improvement and taking responsibility for yourself first, but when
I honestly look at myself, I think I'm doing a pretty damn good job as a husband. I can't think of any
reason she shouldn't be attracted to me, and as far as I can tell, outside of the bedroom, she's totally
attracted to me. So, is there a possibility that she has a problem? Is it possible that many Christian
women have psychological issues about sex being dirty, shameful, or taboo, and that this causes
unhealthy sex lives in marriage? Is it possible that not every marital problem boils down to the man
not being "alpha" enough?
Edit:
I wasn't being lazy. I figured I summed this up above.
Stats: I haven't measured BF in a while so not sure, 5'11, 195lbs, bench 225, squat 495, Curl 65..
Reading: I've read most of it, but haven't kept a detailed log.
Finances: Accounting, Income is good and has been on a steep up-hill trajectory last few years, Very
good future prospects, we have some school debt but nothing overwhelming.
Spiritual: Very mature, close with my elders, study theology with them, regular quiet time and
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evangelism.
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Who should you listen to on RPChristians?
21 upvotes | May 20, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
[For the "quick and dirty" answer, go straight to the bottom of this post under the section titled, The
List.]
When someone reads something on this sub, they may take any post or comment and think it
represents the community at large, or an official position when it may not.
With that in mind, a new flair system was established awhile back and you now see that for mods and
endorsed contributors.
To date, this flair is almost always with black letters on a green background next to their username
and it will include the words "Mod" for Moderator or "Endorsed." In some cases, it may be a blue
background.
Mods are self explanatory, and Endorsed means we know them, have vetted them and/or seen enough
of their writing to feel comfortable with generally endorsing their views.
All mods and endorsed contributors will have a good grasp of red pill principles and above all, be
rooted and grounded in God's Word, the latter being the standard that guides and directs all we do.
The mods and Endorsed Contributors (EC's, from here on) have also shown a commitment to
RPChristians that we think is deserving of reward and highlighting their commentary with the
aforementioned flairs and (in the case of mods), privileges.
You'll also find a flair category of "Mission-minded" and these are individuals that have shown a zeal
for making disciples and we think their commentary regarding biblical principles, especially that of
having a mission of making disciples is worth listening and giving added weight to on that topic.
Important note for new and old, beginners and experienced
Being new (to this sub) isn't indicative of immaturity, nor is being here from the beginning a
guarantee of wisdom.
Someone can show up the first time and rightly divide the Word and be exactly on point with RP
principles. It's also possible for an "old vet" to get it wrong. Rare, but it happens.
We recognize there are those of you who may have been around RP or the manosphere or have been
thinking, writing or teaching on biblical principles (or all of the above) for a good while.
u/Deep_Strength is a great example of this. His wisdom is evident and he put in the time and effort
on his own blog and participated in other places before he came here.
On the flip side, there are those who have been here and participating off and on for a longer time,
but we think they fall short in one more more categories, and have held off on any endorsement of
them.
We keep our eyes open for new talent, and discuss with each other who to endorse or extend a mod
invitation to.
If you're solid on the RP stuff and your actions show you're committed to this sub over an extended
period of time, if you're temperament is right and you're judicious and wise (it's why they chose me ;)
— kidding, of course) and most importantly, if you're knowledgeable about the Bible and actively
living it out (best guess, we don't follow you around, obviously), then we're likely looking at you for
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a future endorsement.
Of course, any endorsement can be removed at any time, and mods are not immune from that.
If anyone veers too far away from what we think is solid, it's lights out. You, me, all of us. Except for
u/Red-Curious, we'd have to resort to imprecatory prayers if he gets off track. :) More about him in a
minute.
So, who should you listen to and/or what posts and comments are best?
The List
For posts, anything on the sidebar. It's there for a reason. If you want to know what this sub thinks,
approves of, or actions we encourage, go there.
For individuals, all of the moderators.
Moderators: u/Red-Curious He is the creator/founder of this sub and obviously a mod. About 90% of
the sidebar is written by him.
Funny story, one time RC and another guy disagreed on here, and to show him the error of his ways,
the guy told RC he needed to read the sidebar lol, which at the time I believe RC had written all of it.
That story still makes me laugh.
u/OsmiumZulu
u/RocknRollChuck
u/RedPillWonder
u/Deep_Strength
For the curious minded, this list is in order of sidebar appearance, which happens to be the order in
which an individual was asked and they accepted a mod invitation.
Endorsed Contributors:
u/ruizbujc
u/AlanNoles
u/SkimtheDross
u/SteelSharpensSteel
I'm probably leaving some out, but not intentionally.
As noted, if an individual has "Endorsed" in their flair, count them among those whose opinions we
generally trust, in addition to the mods.
Remember, there are those who aren't mods or EC's yet, but who still have excellent advice to give!
And in time, you'll likely be seeing flairs next to their names—or perhaps yours.
For now, this is simply a list of those we currently give our "Stamp of Approval" to and if you see a
comment from any of them, you can be fairly confident that what they have to share will benefit you.
An extra note: I use "we" to refer to all the mods. We're friends and have become closer over the
months and years and I'm pretty sure none of us knew any of the others before this. And while the
"we" is accurate as far as our discussions and "votes" and what we like or dislike, approve or
otherwise stand against, in the end (and I'm speaking personally, but confident the others think
similarly) this is u/Red-Curious's "house" and he has the final say.
The same as it would be yours if you started your own subreddit, blog, podcast or forum, yet gave
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mod privileges to others.
With all this in mind, welcome to any new readers and enjoy the content!
Lastly, a hearty thank you to each and every one of you who contribute and share your thoughts,
ideas and advice! Whether a little or a lot, you're helping others and steering them in a better
direction. It's appreciated.
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Bridging the Gap -- Christianity and TRP
21 upvotes | May 20, 2020 | by once_profane | Link | Reddit Link
Discussed in greater detail in my video today.
I knew it would happen.
Given the rise of subscribers in my YT channel and that some came from my posts a few weeks back
I knew it was only a matter of time before my Christian viewership clashed with my TRP viewership.
When I made this channel my thoughts were that this would be the perfect place for my son to listen
to my voice, hear my thoughts and learn from me directly should anything happen to me in the future.
I have had a few 'medical scares' in the last couple years that have made me realize that I am not
invincible and that death can come at any time.
As I make these videos I am thinking about the topics that my son will likely never be taught in
schools. Fitness and Health, Finance, Religion, and yes.. The Manly Arts.
This video is a response that addresses a legitimate comment I received just yesterday.
Paraphrasing but the comment said: "Focus on Jesus, not TRP. I've read TRP for years and its poison.
Sex outside of marriage is a sin. God will lead a wife to you if it is his will"
First off let's get this out of the way. Sex outside of marriage is absolutely, 100% a sin. There is no
debate there. We have this in both the Old Testament and the New.
But I had to ask the author of the comment, why is he continuing to read TRP "for years" if he thinks
it is poison? I am thinking he might actually be able to discern nuggets of truth from TRP that he
himself cannot deny if he continues to read it.
Furthermore I elaborate on God leading a wife to him if it is his will. I have been of the belief that
God helps those who help themselves. Though this is not an actual quote in the Bible, many
Christians fall into the trap of inactivity. Many Christians ask God for help, but then expect God to do
everything Himself. They excuse this by pointing to the fact that God will provide according to His
will and in His timing. However, this is not a reason for inactivity. As a specific example, if you are
in need of a job, ask the Lord to help you find a job - but then be active in actually looking for a job.
While it is in His power to do so, it is highly unlikely that God will cause employers to come looking
for you!
The same can be said for women and a wife.
God will absolutely lead a wife to you if you put your faith in Him but also actively improve
yourself. Even Christians will bend to human nature. I use the following example:
Let's say there is an 18 year old female virgin in your church. You hear from your neighbor that she's
on the hunt for a husband, and wants to have children. There are two available suitors. Both are 22
years old and regularly attend the church. One was the captain of the football team at his small
Christian college in the nearby county. He continues to stay in good shape, is confident, and now has
found a job making a good salary for someone in his age. The other is overweight. Does not play
sports or exercise. Looks at the ground when he walks. Walks with a slouch. Is not confident. Cannot
look a woman in the eye.
You see where I am going with this? Yes these are polar opposite examples and totally cliche. But I
hope my point is coming across. You have to help yourself and then trust God will lead a wife to you.
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You cannot simply expect a woman to love you if you don't actively try to play the part of a man who
can lead a family and keep a wife and kids safe, secure, and with resources.
TRP gets a bad reputation because so many folks on the main sub are looking to "spin plates" i.e.
keep rotation of 5-6 women for pure sex with no commitment or strings-attached. They are looking to
learn the art of simply "getting laid." Let me re-iterate that this is a sin when done before marriage
and I am completely in agreement with the author of the comment on that point.
But there are many who don't speak up there about their desire for an LTR. What some call "hardmode" in the TRP community. The tools learned in TRP sub are definitely applicable for being a man
in an LTR. If you look passed the PUA stuff, TRP is a treasure trove of information you need to
compete against other men and secure your future wife.
I am aware of my own sins as I am an adult convert who was baptized two years ago.
Unfortunately we are living in a fallen world. We are living in the post 1960's sexual revolution
which was an almost killing blow to the family and the natural order. In today's world both sexes are
celebrated for their sexual prowess and ability to sleep with as many people as possible.
But true Christians do not conform to the pattern of this world. (Romans 12:2).
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How much effort /work are you willing to put in a relationship
if there is some sort of conflict?
21 upvotes | June 26, 2020 | by Evasmaa | Link | Reddit Link
Is a relationship considered too much hard work if conflicts arise let’s say once a month?
What does it take you to say: « this is too much work for me, leaving is best. »
• Mission: Evaluating prospects for marriage. • Stats: 5’7, 65Kg, regular. • Reading: RPChristian,
RPWomen • Finances: unemployed, no debt. • Spiritual: Religious.
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Clever ways to share the gospel
21 upvotes | June 29, 2020 | by Orion2087 | Link | Reddit Link

1. Wall quotes and house decorations

Decorating your house with scriptures and other similar decorations is not only a great way to witness
to all of your guests and neighbors, it’s also something God actually commanded the Israelites to do.
Consider this passage in the Old Testament:
“Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God, the LORD is one. You shall love the LORD your God with all
your heart and with all your soul and with all your might. And these words that I command you today
shall be on your heart. You shall teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of them when
you sit in your house, and when you walk by the way, and when you lie down, and when you rise.
You shall bind them as a sign on your hand, and they shall be as frontlets between your eyes. You
shall write them on the doorposts of your house and on your gates" (Deuteronomy 6:4-9).
You can buy these quotes on eBay or Amazon, or you can find a local vinyl shop to make them for
you. They are made of vinyl, and they simply stick to your wall. They only cost about $6-20 per
quote, and most online sellers will do custom orders for you (if they don’t have a scripture you’d
like).
Think about it: a wall quote is usually far less money than a painting or picture frame, and it reveals
God’s wonderful truth!
Other ways you can decorate your house include the following:
- Garden flags with scriptures, crosses, etc. on them.
- Nativity scenes during the holidays, instead of Santa or pagan decorations.
- Paintings of religious scenes.
- 10 commandments stone or plaque display in your yard or on your wall.
Adrian Rogers once made a great point. He said, "Sometimes we Christians get all upset when they
take down the 10 commandments from some public building. Question: "How many of you have the
10 commandments posted in your own home?" Great point, Adrian!

2. Bible in your office or work area

Another easy way for you to witness to others about Jesus is to show people how much you value the
word of God. Consider having a Bible on your desk at the office, in your home, in your work area,
etc. You can even keep a copy of the Bible in your car. Of course, you can use other decorations, too.
By doing this, you’re showing others that you read the Bible regularly and that you hold God’s word
in high esteem. It will also be handy in case you have the opportunity to witness to someone verbally.
You can also get in a quick reading or devotional during lunch.
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3. Decorations for your Car (radio, Bible)

Decorating your car with classy symbols or bumper stickers is also a great way to share the gospel
with other drivers. Just make sure you don’t suffer from excessive road rage or speeding, for that
would be a horrible testimony!
Here are things you can do with your car to share Jesus:
Hang a cross from the mirror.
Bumper sticker or vinyl decoration with a scriptural quote or the name of Jesus.
Front tag or rear tag with Christian symbols or scriptures (I have the "Jesus Fish" on the front of my
car which matches the colors of my car).
Keeping your radio stations programmed to Christian music or good preaching stations. I have Dr. J
Vernon McGee’s 5-year "Thru the Bible" program on a jump drive in my car radio, and it has been a
great blessing when we drive anywhere! He covers the entire Bible verse by verse.

4. Gospel tracts

gospel tracts are small pieces of paper with the gospel message printed or written on them. You can
get them from most churches, and you can also find them in printable form on the Internet.
There are lots of opportunities for you to give these out. For example, you can give them out to your
cashier at the grocery store, to people soliciting money on the street (perhaps with a small donation),
in public areas, and so forth. All you have to do is smile and say, "Hello, may I give you this?" Most
people will agree to take it.
You could even take a day to write a personal story about what Jesus has done for you, and then add
a short section on how to be saved.
gospel tracts may seem outdated, but I’ve heard many people talk about being saved from a gospel
tract!

5. Social media/online

Many people have blogs, social media accounts, and so forth. What a perfect opportunity to stand up
for Jesus Christ! I’m not saying you must have a social media account, but if you already have a blog
or social media presence, why not use that space to tell others about Jesus? Talk about church events.
Talk about how much God means to you.

Post scriptures on your account or on your profile. Share helpful articles and videos that explain
God’s truth so that your others will notice and have an opportunity to be saved. Share funny memes.
There are many opportunities to really impact your followers. The ungodly sure use it to spread their
junk. I say let’s use it to spread Jesus! Also talk about your shortcomings and how thankful you are
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that Christ died to pay the penalty for your sins.
However, don’t use the same account to show pictures of you drinking beer with your friends, having
cleavage pop our of your shirt, and all the other nonsense that people post on the social networks. It
goes against the very Bible you’re trying to preach!

6. Text messaging

Even if you don’t want to orally share the gospel on the phone, you can always use text to send
scriptures, share articles, invite people to church, etc. Text messaging is a great way to talk to others
about Jesus, or invite them to a church event.

7. Holiday cards

If you send out cards for birthdays, Christmas, or other holidays, buy cards that have scriptures in
them. Otherwise, consider writing a scripture in the message of the card. That is a great way to share
God’s word in a friendly way. It helps put people’s mind back on the most important thing in the
universe: our Lord and savior Jesus Christ.

8. Praying for meals at work or restaurants

We should never pray a vain prayer for the malicious reason to be seen by others others. Jesus
warned against making prayers for this purpose:
“And when you pray, you must not be like the hypocrites. For they love to stand and pray in the
synagogues and at the street corners, that they may be seen by others. Truly, I say to you, they have
received their reward. But when you pray, go into your room and shut the door and pray to your
Father who is in secret. And your Father who sees in secret will reward you" (Matthew 6:5-6).
Jesus isn’t condemning all forms of public prayer, in fact, for even he prayed publicly:
"Jesus then took the loaves, and when he had given thanks, he distributed them to those who were
seated. So also the fish, as much as they wanted" (John 6:11).
Genuine prayer is a great way to witness to others about your faith in Jesus! Think about it: suppose
you sit down in a crowded office to have lunch, but you stop, bow your head, and say a quick prayer
privately. Someone may be watching you out of the corner of their eye, and your prayer may speak to
their conscience.
Even if you’re with a coworker who is non-religious, you could say something like: "Excuse me
while I give thanks to the Lord", or "Do you mind if I give thanks for this meal?" Most people will
consent. Just don’t do it in an "I’m holier than you" kind of way.
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9. Email signatures

If you use email often, you can usually create "signatures", which is just a short phrase or paragraph
that will automatically post at the end of every message you write. Why not put a scripture like John
3:16 in that signature and say: "This is my favorite Bible verse", or something similar. Alternatively,
you could just say something about Jesus.
In addition, you can even choose email addresses with something about Jesus in it. It’s a quick and
easy way to share the gospel without being pushy.

10. Business Cards

If you hand out a lot of business cards, consider posting a scripture on the back, or along the bottom.
If nothing else, you can post a Jesus fish or a cross. That’s an easy way to let others know that you
are a Christian, and that Jesus means something to you.

11. Clothing/apparel with quotes

Another easy way to witness without speaking is to wear clothing with scripture, crosses, or the
"Jesus fish" symbol on them. There are plenty of hats, t-shirts, tote bags, backpacks, jewelry, and
more.
I’m not saying that your entire wardrobe has to be like this, or that you must wear this every day. I
certainly don’t. But isn’t this an easy way to share Jesus? I mean, a tastefully designed hat with a
cross isn’t tacky. Most people are already sharing something on their clothing. People wear clothing
with NIKE swooshes, various logos, and everything else.
Why not have at least a hat or a couple of shirts that represent the most important being in the world,
who offers salvation freely to whosoever believes on him? Shouldn’t we be willing to represent
Jesus? However, I would warn against getting tattoos in this same way. God discourages that
practice.

12. The name of the Wi-Fi connection

When I set up the Wi-Fi router in my house, I had to scan my computer for other signals. I had an
idea: why not name my router something to tell others about Jesus? So I named my Wi-Fi connection
"Jesus_Saves". Anytime someone searches for Internet signals to connect to, they’ll see this name.
It’s simple, yet it may speak to someone one day. Who knows how the Lord may use that?
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13. Letting your light shine

Last but not least, we can witness silently in the way that we lead our daily lives. Jesus told us to let
our light shine before others:
"In the same way, let your light shine before others, so that they may see your good works and give
glory to your Father who is in heaven" (Matthew 5:16).
When we treat people with respect, help out those in need, and stand for righteousness in a wicked
world, it can do wonders. Someone once said: "A glowing Christian testimony is worth an entire
library full of arguments."
Let's try to share our faith through our way of life, and let's try to make people understand how happy
we are to have Jesus.
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How the Truth Set Me Free From Masturbation and
Pornography
21 upvotes | July 5, 2020 | by nevva_Again | Link | Reddit Link
These two eye-opening videos helped me to overcome Masturbation and Sexual Immorality
Completely. They will help you too.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ocB-npVNjs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-3Vdg7oIg4A
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(Don't make fun of me) Should Christians use Tiktok?
21 upvotes | November 17, 2020 | by anonymou890 | Link | Reddit Link
I am mainly wondering because I believe some of their money goes to the Chinese government, who
persecutes Christians and others. Any other info is also appreciated. Let me know what you think and
please back up your answers with scripture if at all possible
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The Black Pill:Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 32
21 upvotes | February 19, 2021 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Youtube
Apple Podcast
PodBean
Google Podcast
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Do you believe your exposure to RP was providential?
21 upvotes | August 24, 2021 | by agoodcrayon | Link | Reddit Link
Asking here due to more members than /askrpc
Do you think God meant it for you to be exposed to TRP as a tool as opposed to a random
“enlightenment”?
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Maturity mode: Be process oriented and not results oriented
21 upvotes | December 15, 2019 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
Recently posted this on my blog, but here's the whole post for you guys.
As we have seen before, the Bible is desire oriented and not works oriented. In the failure of Chivalry
in Biblical marriage, this was the point on works vs desire.
Works and desire in salvation and also marriage
Going back to a point I made several years ago now is the difference between works/performance and
desire. The ideal is to desire God and His commands. Everything flows from this. The grace of God
is what sanctifies us, but it changes us so that we desire to do good works.
When we try to "perform" or "work" we inevitably fail. As Christians, we know that works cannot
save us: we cannot follow the Law good enough to achieve salvation.
Likewise, the same is with marriage. Working does not work. Biblical marriage is an image of Christ
and the Church. The same standards apply to the husband and the wife. It is one of desire and not
works.
You cannot work hard enough to placate your wife's emotions (e.g. make her feel more
attracted to you).
You cannot work hard enough that your wife will be pleased (e.g. do enough chores).
You cannot work hard enough that you will ever meet her expectations.
Falling into a pattern of works is falling into the temptation of sin. You are not trying to please her;
you are trying to please the black hole that is unrestrained hypergamy. Your works will never be
enough.
Part of the reason why works fail is fear. If you are working, there is a chance that you fail. If there is
a chance that you fail, you will fear. If you fear man (or woman/wife in this case), you are not leading
nor loving according to the Scriptures.
Does this mean that you shouldn't try to please your wife? Certainly not. But it must come from
desire and not working to try to please.
Side note: this is why Rollo and the Red Pill "burden of performance" for men is wrong. Being
grace/desire oriented produces more excellent results than trying to work to keep a woman (because
you are totally outcome independent). Working under a burden of performance to keep a woman
almost inevitably ends up in failure, which is why the secular RP defaults to "just your turn."
Maturity mode: Process oriented vs results oriented
When we get caught up in the work mentality, we also become very results oriented. We are
working to get a specific result. We fall into the pattern of trying to game the system to get that
specific result, and it often backfires on us.
God is clear that we are to be process oriented:
1 Corinthians 3:5 What then is Apollos? And what is Paul? Servants through whom you
believed, even as the Lord gave opportunity to each one. 6 I planted, Apollos watered, but
God was causing the growth. 7 So then neither the one who plants nor the one who waters is
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anything, but God who causes the growth. 8 Now he who plants and he who waters are one;
but each will receive his own reward according to his own labor. 9 For we are God’s fellow
workers; you are God’s field, God’s building.
We are to focus on doing our part to the best of our ability, whether that is planting or watering
(placing the necessary conditions around the seed such as evangelizing or ministering or discipling),
but it is God in the end that is going to get the result on earth (the seed to grow). We will be rewarded
for our labor, but not necessarily here on this earth.
The problem with being results oriented in relationships or marriage is that we often or sometimes
focus on the result that we want rather than taking into consideration all of the parties involved. This
is true whether in marriage, with family, with friends, with colleagues or others. It's also much more
difficult to be excellent and show God's love and fruit of the Spirit through our actions if we are too
focused on the result rather than the process of building and caring for the relationship with the other
person.
I think this is the one thing I have become much more aware of as I minister to other men and my
wife. I need to be wholly there in the moment (and prior fulfilling my own walk with God and own
needs so they don't interfere), so I can focus on them to do what God wants me to do in that moment.
I am not there to try to change them (results oriented) but instead to influence them in a godly manner
through the Holy Spirit and the fruit of the Holy Spirit (process oriented).
It's easy to moderately difficult to understand works and desire and have that be a focus in all your
relationship. However, taking the next step to become more and fully process oriented rather than
results oriented is truly difficult to extremely harder, especially when we deal with the harder
situations of life. So many times we just want to change that other person because we have been
through that experience or we have the foresight to know it won't end well, but instead we just need
to help them walk through in and influence them toward God.
I'm not fully good at this yet, but this is what I am aiming for in this next season of life.
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FR: The Spell is Broken
21 upvotes | September 9, 2019 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
A short while ago, u/Red-Curious suggested I write a Field Report on my no-fap experience. This is
that field report.
Stats: 28yo, 5'8", 141lbs, 13% BF, Wife 31 (married 4 yrs), 3yo son, 1yo daughter
Squat 5x145#, Bench 7x110#, OH Press 8x70#, DL 11x165# (Yes, I know some of those don't make
sense. I'll post about it in my next OYS).

My Past
I was first introduced to masturbation and pornography by an (unbelieving) friend when I was 12
years old. I was hooked and tech-savvy enough to know how to sneak around and watch free porn on
the internet at home.
My parents never caught on (as far as I could tell), and I quickly developed a compulsive habit.
Through middle school and high school, I masturbated at least once a day and viewed porn almost
every day.
When I was 17, I had an incredible revival in my faith and dropped my porn habit for a number of
months. This season saw tremendous spiritual growth. Yet, it didn't last. About four months later, I
was back in and out of my old compulsive habits, though less intense than previously.
This pattern continued on through college, after college, and even into my marriage.

Sex
Little did I know that my understanding of sex had been conditioned by all this consumption. I read
online that porn skewed men's views of sex. I thought I knew what they meant by that, but I didn't.
When I started dating the woman who would become my wife, we were both virgins. Instead of
setting healthy boundaries, I pushed them. I indeed transferred the sexuality of masturbation over to
her, using her for my own pleasure with no intention of any commitment. Very TRP of me, but not
Christian whatsoever.
This kind of sexuality continued on into our marriage. After four months of marriage, we got
pregnant with our first, and sex completely stopped. I used this as an excuse to continue masturbating
and looking at pornography.
Sex never really recovered. So I kept making excuses for myself to keep masturbating and keep
looking at porn (once or twice a week). I kept telling myself that I would fix my problem when she
was ready to fix hers (namely, when she was ready to have sex with me again).

Prerequisites
Like many of you, I found my way into r/marriedredpill. My whole world got turned upside down. I
started reading, and I got a gym membership.
Immediately, I discovered something crucial: A huge part of my desire for sex was actually a
desire for endorphins and dopamine. Working out gave me those things, and so I didn't need them
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from sex.
Later, I landed here on r/RPChristians. Both the sidebar and a friend recommended making a habit of
reading the Word and praying every day. So I started that, picking a manageable pace to build the
habit, and I noticed something else: A huge part of my sexual desire was actually misplaced
spiritual desire. I had been looking to porn/masturbation/sex/my wife for satisfaction that only
comes from God.
I didn't go no-fap all at once, there have been three key stages. This is probably not the right way to
do it, but this is how I did it:

Stage 1: Bring Sex Out of the Closet
In order to stop porn and masturbation, I decided that I would no longer have secret sexuality. I
would not hide how often I wanted sex. I would not try to decide for my wife when she would or
would not get me off (exclusively at that point). Every time I wanted sex, I would bring it to my wife.
Every time I would let it be her decision whether she turned me down.
I was surprised at how frequently she responded to me. Whereas before, she would begrudgingly give
me a handjob only once a week, now it was almost every other day.
Also, a friend helped me see that I was also spoiling my sex life by bringing other women into it via
my imagination. Instead of focusing on my wife, I was closing my eyes, in my head, imagining things
to help me orgasm faster. No more. 100% eye contact with my wife. I'm having sex with the woman
in my bed, not in my head.

Stage 2: Educate Her
After the first couple of times, this was obviously weird for her, to receive so much attention. During
one of our sessions, I explained to her a couple things:
1. I've been lying to you about how often I want sex. I've been sneaking around in secret instead
of bringing all of my sexual desire to you. I am not calculating that I want sex. Desire happens
upon me like hunger. I've decided to bring it all to your attention instead of sneaking off in
secret to masturbate.
2. Eye contact. I'm learning to have sex with you. To really have sex with you, not to imagine
other women to help me have an orgasm more quickly. I'm not doing this for you. I'm doing it
for me, because my view of sexuality has been so wrong for too long.
She responded really well, having some context to what changes were going on. She was more
willing, and even said she wanted to move onto intercourse (which we did - keep reading).

Stage 3: Discover New Sins of Mine
For a long, long time, I thought masturbation and porn were really my only sin. In prayer, in close
discussions with believing friends, it seemed like that was the only thing I was doing wrong. I felt
like if I could fix that, the rest of my life would fall into place.
Well, after 1.5 months of complete no-fap (where I was bringing all my sexual desires to my wife),
the opposite happened: I started to see how all of my problems were downstream from many, many
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more sins.
The biggest was Slothfulness. I always viewed myself as a hard worker. Having the clarity of mind
that came with no-fap, I discovered that actually, that's not the case. I'm lazy. And that's just one of
the sins the Spirit has revealed to me. Every day, there's always more. "O wretched man that I am."

Sex: The Spell is Broken
Finally, after 2 months of this and building trust with my wife, she was ready to have intercourse with
me.
Leading up to it, I didn't feel the excitement I expected.
During and afterward was nice, but it wasn't as deeply satisfying as I expected it would be.
The next two days, I fell into a depression. The disillusionment with sex hit me hard. I realized that I
had been sitting at the feet of an empty idol. 80% of the satisfaction I got from sex, I had (over the
course of 2-3 months) started to get from lifting, running, work, and daily devotions.
What is sex then? Orgasm & intimacy with my wife.
The former of which I had gotten used to going without, and the latter of which was tainted with sin
in ways I wasn't previously aware.

The Aftermath
"You got what you wanted, and I just got a mopey husband!"
She was not happy with how I responded.
There were moments in bed that night when things had been uncomfortable and painful for her (first
time to have sex in a 1.5 yrs, so no one's surprised). She compared my response to one of our friends'
sex lives: "When [her name] feels pain, [his name] responds with, 'I'm sorry! I'm sorry! Oh no! Let's
stop right now!' and you didn't do that!"
That pissed me off. "If you want to f*** [his name], then you go f*** [his name], and I will have the
divorce papers ready when you get home."
Just yesterday, I thought I would reason with her. I would just open up about my disillusionment to
take ownership of what I was going through. Her: "There is nothing I can do that's more vulnerable,
and the way you responded is completely unacceptable." She stormed off to take a nap while our kids
were sleeping. It was 3p on a Sunday. I left the house. I didn't come home until 9:30p that night.
STFU, DNGAF.
Underneath it all, I'm sure she's scared. She's scared I'm going to leave her. She's scared I'm seeing
another woman.
Further, I'm suspect that she sees sex as a currency to exchange, not as pleasurable satisfaction in
itself. I don't think she knows what sex is supposed to be like, because...
There is emotional and spiritual abuse she received from her parents, particularly her mother, that I
now perceive as affecting our bedroom. She never got to see her parents be physically affectionate
toward one another. Her parents were never physically affectionate with their children. Her mother
was emotionally abusive, manipulative, and short-tempered. Her siblings have all gotten professional
help for this, but she has never really dealt with it.
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When you're addicted to sex (via porn and masturbation), sex is all you can see. Having broken its
spell, I see that my life (indeed, our lives) is way messier than I previously imagined.
I'm in over my head. I always have been. Any advice is appreciated.
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The more I think about it, the more genius that God’s creation
of man and woman becomes
21 upvotes | August 11, 2019 | by Rifleshoot | Link | Reddit Link
Note: mods, remove this if you don’t think it’s appropriate for the sub or Biblically accurate. I’m still
fairly uninformed as a Christian, but am actively trying to remedy it, so if I get anything wrong, let
me know. This isn’t a new idea, I know, but it’s one I’ve recently “discovered” that has me feeling
excited.
Firstly, we know that a husband and wife is a mirror of God/Jesus and mankind. This seems to hold
true in almost every way I can think of. This relationship has been made throughout the Bible, and
it’s prevalence must mean that this relationship is one of the most fundamental and powerful aspects
of how we should relate to God. God created Adam in His own image, as a reflection of Himself.
Then, God created Eve from Adam, basically making Eve in Adam’s image. So in a way, our
struggles with our wives mirrors the struggle that God has with mankind. The natural order that God
ordained was that man would be placed over woman, but that woman would always be seeking to
overturn that relationship. It’s part of her sinful nature to do so. Likewise, it is mankind’s rightful
place to be placed under God, but our sinful nature causes us to rebel against Him. God has
demonstrated how we should how we should treat our wives by treating us in that exact way. He
gives us boundaries that are ultimately in our own best interests and will lead us to live happier,
healthier lives as a result. He shows us how to be pure, righteous people. He knows that we aren’t
going to follow those boundaries completely, but He sets them anyway and holds us to them. He is
patient, loving, and merciful, while also strict and authoritative.
And so, the way that God treats mankind is the way that we should treat our wives. Our wives are
going to make mistakes. They won’t always follow what we have in mind for them to do, but we can
discipline them and forgive. We don’t drop our boundaries, but rather we set them with the
knowledge that they will occasionally be broken by our flawed wives, just as God set His own laws
for us, with the knowledge that we flawed beings would occasionally break them.
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I hope this guy can get some advice from this sub
21 upvotes | June 1, 2019 | by dansnapsit | Link | Reddit Link
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Fiance withholding information about rape
21 upvotes | May 31, 2019 | by Daisetsuu | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 7/10, 13% bodyfat 175 lbs. Bench max 255, Squats 325
Spiritual 6/10, read bible every morning and go fo church every sunday while having mens
fellowship every thursday
Reading: 5/10, reas NMMNG and the 100-200 sidebar
Ok, so here goes. Girlfriend and I were planning to be engaged this summer and we have been dating
for a little over 13 months. I’m 22 she’s 19. In about 2.5 months in our relationship she told me she
was raped when she was younger (hasn’t told me the age at all) by a close friend of the family and
that she didn’t go to police because she didn’t want to break up the guys family. I asked if it was an
older man with a family and she nodded yes. I don’t much other than that besides it was forced and it
was a one time thing.
I know other girls who were raped who show some signs that something may have happened. They
don’t like being touched and are generally not flirty with boys. I ran into issues with my gf before
with her being a bit too “friendly” and even giving someone (an older male) her number because she
couldn’t say no. Not sure if there is a link between that
She doesn’t want to talk about her past and says she moved on and doesn’t want to think about it.
However something doesn’t feel right in my spirit as I feel there is more to the story. She told her
parents and they didn’t press charges.
2 days ago I asked her if there is anything she hasn’t been fully honest about before going into
marriage, she told she hasn’t told me the name of the guy who molested her. She said that’s
information that only a husband should have access too (despite us being honest about other things
and us having sex) she said if I propose she may tell me.
I asked her if the guy is still in her life in some way or form, she said something along the lines I
can’t tell you until you marry me. Then said later, “My burdens are mines to carry”
My heart sank and I think this is a red flag. I told her that I felt like she was baiting this information
so I can marry her. I also told her that this means that the past isn’t dealt with but rather it is still in
the present.
She has also lied to me before and omitted stuff about her in other things so I’m even doubting if it
was consensual or not because she, in the past has told me she has a habit of lying (she can lie
effortlessly and has apologized for doing it to me before, to my knowledge this doesn’t happen often)
I’m scared brothers is this a red flag?
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Marriage 3.0
21 upvotes | May 21, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link

Marriage 3.0
A Look In The Rear-View Mirror
Over the past century Marriage 1.0, also known as Traditional Marriage, the marriage of our
ancestors, was replaced by Marriage 2.0.
Marriage 1.0 was strictly patriarchal. Men had massive authority in their families and legal power
over their wives. Divorce was extraordinarily rare and universally looked down upon. The legal
system largely enforced marriage as an institution and resisted any alterations to the marriage
covenant. While imperfect, Marriage 1.0 afforded our ancestors a stable platform on which to build
western civilization.
This started to change in dramatic ways as feminism took root in the west and began to challenge the
patriarchal power structure. By a variety of mechanisms, but especially through changes in the legal
system and cultural media influence, men began to lose power over their home, children, and wives.
No Fault Divorce, allowing for marriages to be easily dissolved by either party for any or no reason,
is perhaps the clearest point demarcating the shift from Marriage 1.0 to Marriage 2.0 in the west.
Marriage 2.0 replaced Marriage 1.0 slowly, one court ruling and feminist influenced sitcom episode
at at time. The shift was gradual enough that it went largely unrecognized by the average man. Thus,
most men still got married, not knowing that the deck was increasingly being stacked against their
success. As the divorce rate skyrocketed and children of divorced parents were forced to endure the
ghastly consequences of divorce, marriage itself began to be taken into question. Marriage rates
steadily fell as men began to more carefully examine what they were signing up for at the alter. The
prospect of losing your wife, wealth, children, respect, and much more without recourse persuaded
many men to avoid marriage altogether. Secular men especially, not fearing God's judgment, have
increasingly opted to avoid marriage in favor of non-committed promiscuity. Arguably, this is one of
the core tenants of secular Red Pill dogma: marriage is for suckers.

The Church's Response
Most men in the church have not followed their secular peers in rejecting marriage outright. Desiring
to obey God they continue to marry, attempting to do Marriage 1.0 despite the legal realities of
Marriage 2.0 being in full effect. Christian men are effectively LARPing at Marriage 1.0 and are thus
afforded no legal protections at all if their wife acts out in rebellion. Certainly, Christians have
proven to be better at maintaining marriage than their secular peers, but this does little to comfort the
Christian man raked over the coals when his wife acted on rebellious sinful impulses.
What has the church done to oppose Marriage 2.0? Largely nothing unless you count running the
white flag up a pole an act of resistance. The church has all but ceded the public square to secular
society. Having lost it's legal and cultural authority, the only true remaining "sanction" a church can
impose is to excommunicate those that violate their marriage vows. This right to dis-fellowship is
typically only exercised in the most conservative of churches in the most heinous of situations; the
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vast majority of evangelical fellowships refused to exercise this last remaining sanction. For those
congregations that do excommunicate covenant breakers, is it effective? In my experience, no. Given
the disunity of the church in the west it is far too easy for the excommunicated member to find a
home at the congregation across town. Thus, even the last remaining sanction the church is able to
impose is rendered ineffective.
Given this anemic response from the church it is no wonder that secular globalists intent on the
destruction of the family have pressed onward with their assault on the family. Emboldened by their
largely unopposed victory, the very definition of marriage, a union between a man and woman, was
put under siege. Their success in this is evidenced by the now common linguistic concession: Biblical
Marriage.

The Ship of Theseus
One of my favorite philosophic and logical problems of all time is that of The Ship of Theseus. The
question goes like this: Imagine a ship. Over time, as parts wear out, they are replaced. Given enough
time, eventually every part will be replaced. Once every original part is replaced, can it still be
considered the original ship?
Like the ship, marriage is being replaced part by part until it is no longer as it was originally created.
The question is this: is Marriage 2.0 even marriage at all? The church does not seem to want to
content with this question. As a result, pastors and elders continue to push their congregants toward
state recognized marriages unaware of the significant legal, financial, and spiritual risks involved.
At some point marriage, as it is modified by cultural, political, and legal pressures, ceases to be
marriage at all. At what point this transition happens is debatable, but nonetheless there is a "line in
the sand" for each of us that presents an irreconcilable redefinition.
Imagine it was federally legislated that once married, a man is legally required to be castrated if the
marriage ends in divorce, even if the wife divorces him for no reason at all. Would anyone suggest
for a moment that this represents God's design for marriage as found in scripture? No, though farfetched, this would be a perfectly clear example of marriage being modified into something entirely
different and unsupportable.
But is it that far-fetched?
Consider what a man signs up for today when he gets married. Each time a man says "I do" he is
accepting that if his wife divorces him for any reason at all there is a likelihood of him:
losing a large portion of his assets
losing custody of your children
being forced to provide ongoing financial support for the ex-wife and children he doesn't get to
see much anymore
being stigmatized as a deadbeat loser
having his foreign travel privileges revoked if he fails to make child support payment
The list goes on. Is this God's design as found in scripture? Not even close. So why does the church
continue to insist that men sign up for this wicked and dangerous covenant? The reasons are many,
but ultimately they boil down to poor theology of what the church is and how it relates to the state.
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Marriage 3.0
At some point, as men continue to wake up to the reality that marriage as a state sanctioned
institution has been corrupted, the church is going to have to rethink its approach to marriage entirely.
Simply reverting to Marriage 1.0 is not possible. Marriage 2.0, as a present reality, isn't going away
without complete cultural revolution. Instead, it is my belief that Marriage 3.0 will be the only way
forward.
So what is Marriage 3.0?
Marriage 3.0 is non-state sanctioned binding covenant arbitrated solely by the church.
What this means is that rather than seeking a marriage certificate honored by the state, a couple
seeking to be married make vows witnessed by their congregation, elders, and God. They are then
held accountable to these vows by the same community. Breaking these vows in groundless divorce
results in the application of the stiffed possible sanctions by the church community and total
excommunication.
For this to have any effect whatsoever, the church has to become something costly to be
excommunicated from. While not a silver bullet single solution, this is not ineffective. Consider the
Mormons or Amish. Their communities are so tightly knit, so beneficial, so cohesive, that being
banished from them is a costly thing not to be taken lightly. Evangelicals have much to learn from
this.
However, this is not sufficient. There must be a secular legal component involved. Prenuptial
agreements have been met with contempt by most contemporary pastors, mine included. He once said
something to the effect of, "Prenuptial agreements are planning your future failure before you even
start." At the time, before I recognized the reality of Marriage 2.0 and all it entails, it made sense to
me.
Now, however, I want to present an alternative perspective:
Prenuptial agreements remove temptation from the women and preemptively defeat the
incentive to divorce for monetary gain.
Consider the man has his act together and is successful in his career and is building his wealth. Under
Marriage 2.0, as his wealth increases his risk in getting married increases, acting as a disincentive
towards marriage. Imagine a woman who marries such a man. Under Marriage 2.0 her incentive to
divorce him and walk away with his wealth grows with each passing year. This is an ungodly
incentive structure that would be wise to diffuse ahead of time.
That said, it is unfair to a woman to walk away with nothing if a divorce ensues. If a woman stays
home to raise kids, there is an opportunity cost of the wages she would have earned if she had stayed
with her career. Perhaps the prenup (or partnership contract since they aren't legally married) looks
something like this:
All wealth (in the amount of $xxx,xxx) belonging to the man at the time of marriage will
remain his in the event of a divorce.
$xx,xxx per year of marriage will be granted to the wife in the event of a divorce; all remaining
wealth is to be retained by the man.
I am no lawyer, and common law marriage among other things may make this exceedingly complex
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in many regions (paging u/Red-Curious), but arranging legal contracts rather than marriage contracts
may be a possible alternative to counteract the unjust and inherent misandry of Marriage 2.0.

A Conversation To Be Had
Marriage, if it is to continue as a recommended and beneficial institution, must undergo significant
re-examination by the church. Foremost, we must recognize that men who opt out of marriage are not
necessarily non-committal loafers looking to simply co-habitate. It is necessary that the church
recognize that opposition to marriage, in it's current corrupted form, is grounded in rational aversion
to needless risk. Further, it is important to recognize that men being inherently possessive in nature
are inclined towards commitment and loyalty. If the underlying concerns men who are avoiding
marriage are addressed in the form of Marriage 3.0, men will likely return to the institution to the
benefit of families and society at large.
I do not pretend to have all, or any, of the answers. My hope is that this post will begin to spark
creative thinking and productive conversations. It seems clear to me that cultural deterioration will
continue for the foreseeable future and this issue will become increasingly relevant.
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Going to be a father. Resources?
21 upvotes | May 14, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Hey gents,
My wife is pregnant and we are joyfully expecting a son this coming fall. The secular RP community
tends to fall somewhere between indifferent and hostile towards children, consequently there is a
relative lack of advise and resources for fathers. That said, what advise, tips, or resources do the
fathers here in RPC have? General advise is certainly welcome, though any material specific to
raising boys is most relevant.
Specific to my situation, due to the way my family is spread out, I have never really had the
opportunity to spend much time around newborns or infants. Caring for that age group is entirely
outside my experience and I would like to get a good handle on the basics before game-day.
Thanks in advance.
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Addressing the Blue Pill Hate: Manipulation
21 upvotes | February 18, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Perhaps the most common complaint I hear about RPC is that we're manipulative. This often comes
in comments or PMs, but a recent post brought this up yet again, so let's talk about this for a minute.
I want to begin by noting, if you are one of the objectors: DON'T LOOK AT THE CASUAL
COMMENT OR POST. LOOK AT WHAT THE MODS SAY. WE DO NOT ENDORSE
EVERYTHING POSTED HERE; RATHER, WE OFTEN ALLOW BAD CONTENT TO
STAY UP BECAUSE THE CONVERSATION IN THE COMMENTS - ESPECIALLY FROM
THE MODS - IS WHAT ADDS VALUE TO THE COMMUNITY, NOT THE BAD POSTS
THEMSELVES.
That being said, the mods have also discussed switching from a self-flair model (which does not get
used often) to mod-assigned flair. Look forward to this in the coming months, as that will help
newcomers and objectors to filter quickly if they're objecting to the same content that endorsed
people would object to.
The Hater's Perspective
First, I find that most people who maintain these objections are: (1) single, (2) young, or (3) stagnant.
SINGLE: Single guys have no experience in actual marriage. They only know what they see in other
people's marriages. To all you single guys out there: when was the last time a married couple invited
you over to their home to watch them fight about sex? When was the last time a married couple
invited you over to watch them escalate from casual conversation to foreplay? It probably hasn't
happened. You have no experience either personally or through observation.
So what replaces this observation and experience? Theory and hypothesis. Instead of first-hand
knowledge, these people think about how marriage and relationships should function without regard
for how they actually function. This degree of ignorance is dangerous.
"But I hear things from people I trust!" Right, but you don't see it. You're trusting in what people say,
not in what is actually happening. I remember people looking to me for marriage advice when I was
in the midst of an 18 month dead bedroom and my wife threatening divorce. You know what I did? I
gave it to them! How awful is that?!? I had no idea how to have a good marriage. I only had theory of
what I thought should create a good marriage. It turned out all of my theorizing was wrong. Why?
Because it isolated out a few verses away from their context and seemed to jive with what the
mainstream church said, so people ate it up. Nobody should have trusted me in those days, yet I was
hailed by pastors and elders as the model to look at and my wife and I were asked to teach classes on
this stuff!
What's even worse is that I didn't realize how bad my situation was at the time until I actually got out
of it. I had these rosy glasses that told me: "She'll never actually divorce me or cheat on me. If she
would only get more spiritually mature, then she'd want to have sex with my fat tub of lard just as
much as I want to with her." I convinced myself that it was perfectly normal and healthy to have sex
once every month or two, and that's just how marriage is in the real world, as opposed to the hypedup fantasies that people have about marriage involving sex every day or two. Haha!
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Simply put: if you're single, you don't know what you're talking about. Reality trumps theory every
time. And before you start trusting your friends about how to have a great sex life in marriage, get the
details on how great their sex life actually is. When I started asking that to guys who I thought had
great marriages, I found that they were genuinely positive-spirited about the relationship, but only
because they were placating themselves, learning to treat ramen noodles once a month as if it's a
glorious feast to celebrate the monthly time of eating.
YOUNG: I also find that many of the objectors, even if married, are still very young or newly
married. They are still living in the honeymoon phase of their marriage, or haven't gotten to the point
where difficulty truly sinks in. I spoke about this in greater detail in 208 - Life Path of a Relationship,
so I won't rehash too much here. Suffice it to say that the honeymoon phase tends to last between 6
months and 2 years after the wedding day.
Here's something worth noting, though: most guys assume that because they're past the honeymoon
phase, they finally "get it." They don't. Even after the honeymoon phase ends, it usually takes another
5 years before the bitterness and resentment formed from a covertly dysfunctional relationship finally
sets in, which is why the "7 year itch" is a thing. I can't count the number of divorces that I have
processed for couples between 6-8 years or marriage, yet I can use my fingers to tally the number of
divorces I've done for couples under 4 years of marriage. Surely NRE (new relationship excitement)
has worn off by then, so their eyes should be opened, right? No. Because the bitterness and
resentment doesn't start building until after the honeymoon phase ends, and then it must build to a
particular critical mass (different for each couple) before they even realize there's a problem.
STAGNANT: The last group are people who are not internalizing any actual improvement in their
lives. They may learn and apply a few things here or there, but they are predominantly behavioral
modifications. They have not grown as a man; they have only practiced a few new skills. This is
where the "RP is a toolbox" metaphor breaks down. You pick up a hammer when you need a
hammer. If you don't like using hammers, you can use the side of a wrench. Sure. But at some point
you have to move beyond just picking up and using tools when it suits your purposes. You have to
internalize and become the tool.
Ever see Terminator 2? Yeah, there's that weird T-1000 guy who can turn his hand into a sword or
blade or hammer or whatever he wants. He doesn't need to pick up a hammer - he IS the hammer. Of
course, he's not always a hammer. He only expresses his hand as a hammer when it's appropriate to
do so. But it's a part of him, not an external thing.
Many men never internalize the things they learn. As a result, they believe they are only using
strategies and practices to achieve an intended result. This is very different from improving yourself,
and then being yourself and finding that this happens to get you what you want out of life naturally.
"Be yourself" is great advice for guys who have a great self. It sucks for everyone else who is
stagnant in life and not growing. If your goal is to hammer a nail into a board and you're a
screwdriver, at some point the advice has to come: "Don't be yourself; be a hammer." Once you are a
hammer, then when you look at nails in boards you can say, "Cool, I'm just going to be myself." And
when you see a screw in the board, then you say, "Cool, because I'm a screwdriver too, when I need
to be."
BOTTOM LINE: Most people who object aren't qualified to make the objection. Don't listen to the
objections of people who have no experiential basis for their objections, unless the theological basis
of their objection is air-tight. If an objector does present a seemingly valid theological objection,
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present the question to the community. I promise: if the Bible tells us to teach or do something
differently, this sub will always adapt to what the Bible actually teaches. We are growing and
evolving. New ideas are a welcome point of discussion. That's okay. But don't just assume a
particular interpretation until you've studied and researched it and discussed it with those here who
can be trusted.
"INSTEAD OF MANIPULATING HER, GO TO COUNSELING"
When an objector hates the presented model, but also recognizes that they don't have the qualification
to give a useful replacement model, rather than admitting that they might be wrong, they defer to
those who are allegedly more qualified: marriage counselors. The post I referenced above seemed to
think that counseling was the solution to marriage and sexuality problems. This is extremely
common. Go to any RP objector and ask them what their solution is, rather than applying what we
teach here at RPC. The majority will suggest one of two things: (1) give up and get divorced, or (2)
"Go to marriage counseling."
Marriage Counseling is a Joke
Now, this is something of a joke. There are a million different strategies and theories on marriage
counseling, none with a consistently proven track record, otherwise all counselors would be using
that strategy, right? The thing is, there is a counseling strategy that works. It's what we teach here at
RPC. The problem is that counselors can't use these strategies with their patients because it is
politically incorrect. Can you imagine how fast a marriage counselor would lose his or her license or
be boycotted out of business if she started telling her female clients that the Bible says their husband
is to lead the family and the wife must be submissive toward him?
Also, bear in mind that counseling is primarily a position of teaching. You're exposing people to new
understandings about themselves and their relationships and helping them apply this new knowledge
in a productive way. That's teaching. Now, most marriage counselors are women. These women, of
course, then, believe that it is perfectly appropriate for women to teach or have authority over men. In
a secular world, that's just fine, but what if she's a biblical marriage counselor? If she's not using the
Bible as her source, then you shouldn't trust her secular conclusions anyway. And if she is using the
Bible as her source, then she's going to insert herself as a woman leading men toward improving their
marriages by telling them that women shouldn't lead men. Do you know how effective that cognitive
dissonance will be? Not. At. All. "So just find a male biblical marriage counselor." Good luck. More
on that below.
Another reason marriage counseling is a joke is that I know countless marriage counselors through
my profession who habitually encourage their patients to get divorces! What kind of marriage
counseling is that?!? They just give up because nothing in their secular wheelhouse can solve the
problem they see. Even worse is that this remains true for the vast majority of Christian marriage
counselors too, who see themselves as counselors (read: secular strategies) first who happen to be
Christians and allowed to talk about their faith. Even those who let their faith inform their model of
counseling, the Bible is a big book and there's a lot of one-sided misinformation and willful ignorance
from the feminized church about how to interpret the bits about marriage, so even these Biblecentered counselors get it wrong.
What was most hysterical to me about the post from the user I referenced above is the fact that he's
on a Christian forum suggesting that counseling is the answer (without even specifying "biblical
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counseling"), rather than pointing to the Bible. What this tells me is that he hasn't been focusing on
the biblical foundation of what we teach here; rather, he mistakenly assumes (as do most) that RPC is
a recitation of secular principles that try to find a few verses to support them. I have said it before and
I will refrain again: I draw nothing from the secular RP subs as an authority. I only reference
them for ease of communication with men who are already familiar with their terminology. The
Bible is our only foundation. It just happens to be that the reality the secular world observes is
consistent with what the Bible says. Duh.
Biblically, marriage involves two whole people becoming one whole person. Not 1 + 1 = 2. Not 1/2 +
1/2 = 1. 1 + 1 = 1. That's why we can't "math" our way to a great marriage - because it doesn't make
mathematical sense. But you must each be one whole, unbroken person before you can create one
whole, unbroken marriage. That's why we treat the man, not the marriage. While the secular subs
exclusively work with men, I'm not opposed to posts that try to help women become whole either. I
openly welcome them - and we have had a few. Women are an essential component of the marriage
"equation" and I believe, biblically, that it is perfectly appropriate for the men here to be able to
provide input to women on how to be better wives. This is because God has designed men to lead in
this way, just as Paul and Peter wrote instructions to women in their epistles. But at the end of the
day, if we are trying to help people return to living out God's design for marriage, we must help them
live out God's design for themselves first. Most forms of marriage counseling or even individual
therapy, even from "bible-based counselors," doesn't do this. They want to address the psychological
issues without contemplating the spiritual causes, or even the input that the Bible gives to
psychological issues on their own accord.
Suggesting Counseling is Hypocritical
It also needs to be pointed out: RPC is all about giving men tools necessary to improve their
marriages. This is often called "manipulation" because we are showing guys how to think, feel, and
behave in ways that are not natural to them in order to achieve a desired result. We get accused of
being cult-like with the way we push men to internalize the things we teach and make it a part of
them, forever changing their internal character.
What do you think counselors do? They help people see things from new perspectives, then give
them tools to think, feel, and behave in different ways from what they've been doing in order to help
them achieve better results in their lives. The main goal of most forms of therapy is not merely to
change the patient's behaviors, but to cause him to internalize a better way of perceiving their world
and interacting in it. The assumption of counseling is that if we can get a person to internalize a new
sense of understanding over their life and circumstances, then the behaviors will follow - and oftentimes the behaviors are a starting point to facilitate that internalization process.
Sound familiar? Right. Because that's exactly what we do.
The difference is that we're not counseling through secular means. We are studying and researching
the Bible in order to discern what it says and how we can apply it in ways that cause us to be more
godly, which has the byproduct of improving marriage and sexuality as well. Who would have
thought: when people in a marriage are acting as God intends them, then their sexuality will be as
God intends as well.
ADDRESSING THE ACCUSATION
To now, I've mostly focused on why we shouldn't trust many of the people who make the claim that
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RPC is bad because it promotes "manipulating women." While most such objectors may not have
adequate standing to make the objection, let's entertain the notion itself anyway, as hypothetically
someone who is qualified to make that claim might come along one day. Are we guilty of
"manipulating women"?
Sure. We're about as guilty as God is guilty of manipulating us. He has lots of plans that he doesn't
tell us about - plans that influence our behaviors without our awareness, or which cause us to relate
with him in ways that we wouldn't have chosen on our own. I mean, heck, if it were just up to me I
probably wouldn't have entered into a covenant relationship with God in the first place. Total
depravity and all, right? God had to do something to my will to enable me to choose him.
But nobody objects to this type of "manipulation." It's a very broad type - the kind where a
mastermind "manipulates" or rearranges moving parts in order to achieve his own intended result.
The kind of manipulation that most people object to is that which is malicious toward the person
being manipulated. Consider:
If I manipulate my kids, for example, by employing reverse psychology or other strategies of
causing their behaviors to conform to healthy boundaries that I set for them, I am hailed as a
good parent with lovely, obedient children. Chip Ingram once wrote that the primary purpose of
parenting is to teach children obedience - if they can obey their parents now, they will be
disciplined to obey God later. Technicalities aside, I can appreciate this thought.
If I manipulate my kids into giving me all of their Halloween candy so that I can eat it myself,
such as through a guilt trip ("If you don't give me all your candy, it must mean you don't love
me"), then suddenly I am an evil scoundrel.
Which kind of "manipulation" or "influence" are we employing at RPC? Clearly the first - and I
challenge any objector to find a single post by any endorsed contributor (i.e. right now, a mod) that
indicates otherwise, or where a mod hasn't stepped in to correct the person.
Now, most people will see these different ways of applying what we learn from the Bible (in RPC) or
evolutionary psychology (as the secular RP forums focus on) in terms of whether or not they harm
the interests of one person for the advantage of themselves. So, to that I must ask: if a guy finds ways
of causing his wife to be attracted to him and desire sex with him, is he manipulating her in this
negative, harmful way? Here are the facts:
She isn't attracted to her husband and doesn't want to have sex with him.
She has sex with him.
What bridges the gap between these two is what characterizes the integrity of the strategies
employed? - and much of what is taught here is, by our own acknowledgment, sexual STRATEGY.
The gap, at least from the perspective of the objector, is in the emotional disposition of the person
being "manipulated." If they suddenly want to do it, it is "persuasion" or a "change of heart" or just
"good." If they never want to do it, but are influenced to do it against their actual desire, then it
continues to be negative. What we propose should sit between those two phrases is this:
He interacts with her in a way that causes her to want to have sex with him.
Is this malicious manipulation? I think not. I'll write more on this in another companion post. For
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now, suffice it to say, no woman ever complained that her husband became so attractive that it made
her horny for him. At least I've never heard that complaint. And if the person you allege is being
manipulated actually likes what's happening, what business do you have telling him to stop making
her happy?
But you see, that's just it: feminists (especially the male variety) believe it's their imperative to tell
others how they should be happy. It infuriates them that women are attracted to men who dominate
them, who don't take their whining and complaining seriously, and who have a mission that doesn't
include pedestalizing them. They believe that all women should be so self-empowered that, "If you
only knew how he was manipulating you into being so happy and gaga over him, you would despise
him like I do." See how ridiculous that sounds? "He's taking advantage of your cultural conditioning
in order to make you happy, when you should be happy the way I'm happy, instead!" ... is what they
say with giant pointed eyebrows and angry faces, unable to remember the last time they genuinely
smiled. Don't let any person else tell you how you or your wife should be made happy. Let God tell
you. He tells you how this can happen in the Bible. We teach the Bible. It's that simple.
CONCLUSIONS
If you want to object to what we teach at RPC, we welcome your objection. But I'd like to start
learning in these posts: (1) are you single? (2) are you young? (3) have you internally changed as a
person recently? I welcome contrary evidence, but it must be supported by results and not theory
alone.
If you are any of these, ask yourself honestly: how does this aspect of myself affect the way I'm
perceiving my world and content that I disagree with? I would also urge you to ask a more critical
question: Does the fact that I don't like what's being taught here change the fact that it's causing men
to be more godly and women to be happier in their marriages to those men? and Is that something I
really want to oppose?
If men internalize what we teach here, incorporating it into your default character and not some
strategy you employ to get a result, then there is no manipulation. You're just being a better version
of yourself than when you started. That's not manipulation. That's improvement. It might mean
improving your physical characteristics, which the objectors often find acceptable. But it also means
improving your communication skills and emotional stability, which is where the objectors creep up.
They don't like people who aren't easily manipulated by them and who can think for themselves.
They use shame and emotional outbursts as their tools to get us to conform to their way of thinking.
What does that sound like to you? And yet what do they do? Accuse us of being the ones who are
manipulative. Easier to avoid getting caught with contraband if you hide it in your brother's room and
blame him for having it. Your little secret will never get found out, right?
Long story short: the Bible tells us what marriage is meant to be. If you are unsatisfied with your
marriage, it's probably because you're living outside God's design for marriage. Secular counseling
can't help with this. Biblical counseling drawn from misinterpretations of the Bible made by
feminized churches can't help with this. We can help with this. But always be a Berean (see Acts 17).
Don't just take our word for it. Test it against Scripture. Tell us what you found. Test it in your own
marriage. Tell us what the results are. Let's veer away from being a community that focuses on
questions and teachings. Let's start focusing on the field reports. I am calling all men here to start
sharing stories about how the things you've been applying have worked or not worked. If it's not
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working, we can all learn from this. If it is working, we can all learn from this. It's a win-win.
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Counterproductive Desire and the Fallacy of Unconditional
Love
21 upvotes | January 14, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I've written before about how women will be more interested in sex when they feel sexy, and that her
husband's desire for her is what fuels her feelings of sexiness. But there's a point where it becomes
counterproductive. I was reminded of this in someone else's post, where he noted: "I now see the
respect of my wife (and her sexual attraction to me) as something to be earned."
LOVE AND DESIRE
Men innately want respect and sex. These do not come automatically, otherwise there would be no
red pill - every blue pill man would have his fantasies fulfilled. No, they must be earned - and they
are earned much the same way. As a man increases his attraction through maintaining his physical
appearance, dressing appropriately, having a certain social status, etc., his wife respects him more,
and that increased respect increases her sexual responsiveness to him.
Women innately want love and desire. These are distinct, but just like respect and sex, they are meant
to be earned through many of the same mannerisms, usually being displays of femininity. The
problem is that most women are not earning them. Here's why.
LOVE
Christians are taught that we are to "love unconditionally." This concept isn't actually biblical. To be
fair, God might have an internal love for all people that he directs toward us, giving us an opportunity
to receive his love (Romans 5:8 and all). But he does not let everyone receive and experience the
benefits of that love he has for them without condition. If he did, then there would be no need for
Jesus. Or to put it another way: acceptance of the Gospel is a condition God places on being able to
receive and experience the benefits of his love. If you do not accept the Gospel, you don't get the
benefit of his love either.
Moreover, the Bible is chock full of conditional "if ... then ..." statements, whether direct or implied.
Consider:
Genesis 4:7 - If you do what is right, will you not be accepted? But if you do not do what is
right, sin is crouching at your door.
Exodus 19:5 - If you obey me fully and keep my covenant, then out of all nations you will be
my treasured possession.
Psalm 91:9-10 - If you make the Most High your dwelling ... then no harm will befall you, no
disaster will come near your tent
Matthew 6:14-15 - If you forgive men when they sin against you, your heavenly Father will
also forgive you. But if you do not forgive men their sins, your Father will not forgive your
sins.
Matthew 21:22 - If you hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples
John 11:40 - If you believed, you would see the glory of God
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John 13:35 - By this all men will know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.
The list could go on. Countless things that we assume are unconditional are not. God has express
conditions on the terms of the relationship. And yet Christian men are taught to lavish their wives
with love, gifts, attention, and service without condition. This is not what Jesus does as a groom. It
should not be how we do it either.
So let me ask: if you were to create your own list of "if/then" statements for your household, what
would that look like? Consider that an application point, if you struggle in this area. I strongly
recommend you do a study on "if/then" statements made between God and his people and let your list
mirror in a human context what Christ did for us in the spiritual context.
But more to the point: what does it do to your marriage if you are lavishing your wife with the
benefits of your love when she doesn't deserve it? I don't mean to stop loving your wife when she
doesn't deserve it. I do mean to stop letting your love be unconditional, except when you want it to
be.
DESIRE
Let me preface this section: in the secular RP world, we are taught to treat a wife's attraction to us as
the determining factor in our sexuality, and therefore we focus on our own attractiveness above all
else. There is significant value in this. However, RPC goes one step further, acknowledging that it is
not enough to do our own part; that we must also hold others who have been entrusted to us
accountable. Where secular RP merely seeks to make the most of a bad situation, RPC seeks to
reconcile all things to God (2 Cor. 5) - restoring the bad situation (all that the feminine imperative
entails) to righteousness. While this task, per Revelation, may never be fully complete on a global
scale, we can certainly apply it in our own homes.
With that being said, women innately assume they are desired by their husbands. I see people
blaming society for this all the time - online dating, social media, movies, music, etc. that all reaffirm
that even fat, lazy, ugly women are still beautiful and should be cherished just as they are. Husbands,
it starts in your own home.
I remember when my wife told me years ago that she wasn't attracted to me. That left a mark that
eventually led me to the red pill: learn how to be more attractive. How many of you are not attracted
to your wife? Or how many believe your wife doesn't do enough to make herself attractive for you?
How many of you have had the gall to tell your wife, "I'm not attracted to you anymore"?
I know, I know ... we're on an RP forum and everyone here has to pretend his wife is a 9, right? My
wife can be ... but most days she's probably a 6. Why? Because for a long time she didn't feel the
imperative to doll herself up for me or maintain her physique. Why? There are at least two possible
answers:
1. The standard RP answer is: Because you weren't leading her. If you don't take care of yourself,
she'll follow in your example and not take care of herself either.
2. The lesser discussed answer: Because you keep telling her how beautiful she is and she knows
you want to have sex with her.
This second point gets left out of the conversation almost entirely. Rollo will talk about this on a
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societal level, but nobody really addresses this dynamic within the home itself. Let's break this down
briefly:
Honey, You're Always Beautiful to Me
This cheesy line gets played up in chick flicks and romance novels all the time - the girl who gets
spotted by her man in sweats without any makeup on and her hair undone, yet he is enamored with
her anyway. Some guys are so sex-starved that it might actually be genuine, like when something
mediocre tastes delicious right after a fast. Other guys just put on rosy blinders and are willing to
fantasize that anything can be attractive if they can get sex out of it.
When you tell your wife this, or when you affirm her looks when they shouldn't be affirmed, you are
giving her an excuse to keep looking that way. She wears sweats around the house one day and you
decide to be the nice guy and affirm her ... then after a week of it you complain, "You never dress up
anymore," and she answers, "I thought you found me beautiful this way."
Even if you were honest and do find her beautiful even in sweats, shouldn't she at least have some
base compulsion to want to be more beautiful for her husband?* No, because ...
I Want to Have Sex With You All the Time
It's easy for women to get sex. They can literally walk into a bar, say, "Who wants to have sex with
me?" and know they can head out 5 minutes later with a guy - even obese or ugly women could pull
this off with reasonable rates of success. For a long time, my wife had the same impression: she could
walk in the room whenever she wanted, simply say, "Let's have sex," and I'd be chasing behind her to
the bedroom.
Now, secular RP teaches never to turn down a wife who initiates sex. You can turn down bad sex, but
don't discourage her from initiating. I'm not sure how to reconcile that with some of my more recent
experiences, so I'll let you all decide for yourselves.
What I've found is that this over-affirming behavior gives my wife no incentive to try to seduce me. If
she can get sex from me whenever she wants without having to put in any effort to get me in the
bedroom, why would she ever put in the effort? Just like: if she can get affirmation from me about
her beauty even when she's not dolling herself up, then why would she ever care to get dolled up?
EARNING LOVE AND DESIRE
My wife was not earning the love and desire I was giving her. When we give love and desire without
condition, we reinforce that the conditions on our relationships don't matter to us. As a result, women
won't live up to the conditions we place on the relationship - they're hollow and unenforceable. So
how do we start reinforcing these conditions?
Non-Reinforcement
The most obvious way is simply to communicate your expectations openly. She can't live up to
expectations she doesn't know exist. If the expectations are implied, she has plausible deniability in
failing to live up to the expectations, even if she should know what they are. As soon as you're open
about it, she has to make a choice: respect or defy the boundary.
Another basic RP strategy is simply to condition your attention and availability to her on her
conformity to your expectations. The secular crowd misses the boat by limiting this as a useful device
only to those situations where she is exhibiting bad behavior, such as when she's being bratty or
employing excessive fitness tests. But what about when she's simply failing to exhibit good behavior?
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This side of things often gets left out, but can be significant. Remember: Jesus didn't say the tree with
the bad fruit gets cut down; it's the tree that fails to produce good fruit that is thrown into the fire.
A simple, practical measure is not to communicate any thoughts of love or desire toward your wife
until she actually does something to earn it. She puts on cuter outfit that day, "I like that one, babe.
You look good." She wears her normal clothes and asks how she looks? "You look normal."
Another way is to adjust your sexual initiation patterns.
She Initiates: By some theories, regardless of how poor an initiation it is, initiating sex is good
behavior that should be rewarded, and you don't want to condition her not to initiate. The
concept is generally: Never turn down sex; only bad sex; and you have to be having sex to know
if it's bad. That said, if you're going to her every time she calls, doesn't that teach her the same
lesson as the girl who walks into the bar and says, "Who wants to have sex with me today?"
Solution: add conditions. "Sure, I'll go to the bedroom with you. Let me grab a drink while you
put on some stockings and the black lacy bra." What happens if she tells you no? Go read the
sidebar.
You Initiate: MMSLP hits the nail on the head with this one: just tell her up-front what you
plan on doing. "We're going to head upstairs in 10 minutes. You're going to wear the purple
corset and I'm going to bend you over the dresser before throwing you onto the bed and
thrusting you from above." It's overt, displays dominance, and puts her in a position of deciding
consciously if she's going to respect or defy you, rather than causal or subtle or implied
initiations where she can deflect without feeling like she's actually telling you no. The goal here
is that you're giving her a set of expectations about how she should behave when you have sex.
Can you initiate when she isn't dressed up or behaving to your expectations? Sure. Just incorporate
your expectations into the initiation. You can, of course, decrease your sexuality if you think it would
be more effective; I'm simply saying you can still make progress without having to.
Positive Reinforcement
When she's behaving appropriately, reward her - let her know that you appreciate the extra effort she
made to put on makeup just to go to the grocery store together, or that you really liked the lingerie
she wore for once. In fact, especially if gift-giving is a love language for her, don't generalize the
gifts; give gifts that reinforce your expectations - lingerie, new perfume, jewelry, a color of nail
polish you really enjoy.
The early stages of dread are also valuable here. You should be doing these by default anyway, but
exaggerate your expression when she puts in extra effort. If she used to scroll social media all day,
but suddenly she cleans the house and cooks you a meal, "Great job today, babe. That freed up some
time for me to fix the cracked tile by the front door." If she puts on a dress for date night, instead of
jeans and a nice polo that you'd normally wear, you step it up to slacks and a button-up. She gets her
hair cut and styled a way you like: "That's a great idea. I think I'm going to get my hair done
tomorrow too." Don't make her feel like you're just following whatever she does; but show her that
upping each other's game is a mutual thing, not a one-sided thing. In theory, she should already be
doing this in response to your initiation. If she's initiating in these areas before you even start, that's a
bigger problem.
Negative Reinforcement
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Secular RP suggests the later stages of dread. If your wife won't conform, go attract someone else
who will. When your wife knows you could get a woman who would meet your desires, maybe she'll
step up her game and start doing so too ... and if she doesn't you can always just go be with that other
woman instead. Although most would just call it "doing whatever I want," by calling it a form of
intentional or active dread, the implication is that you're trying to create an emotional threat or pain in
your wife that will inspire her to conform her behaviors. I do not endorse later stages of dread, and
there's already content on the sidebar here as to how to process the levels of dread.
To be clear, non-Christians have later stages of dread because they really don't see another way.
Christians do have another way that's specifically prescribed to us: Matthew 18. You discuss the
matter in private, then escalate it to get witnesses involved, then escalate it to church leadership. Most
Christian women would are mortified to have their sex-life talked about openly, especially if another
man is included in the conversation - and even worse is if it's talked about in a way that's not
favorable to them. That is, she might chat up with her girlfriends about a great night you two had, but
tell her you're bringing Bob and Jen in to discuss her sexual issues and she just might crack. NonChristians can't effectively employ this because they have no context for it; it just comes off as an
intentional effort to be highly offensive against a woman. But the Bible gives us a context. A wife
should reasonably know that if she is in sin, there's a biblical process for handling that, which
mitigates her reaction to the disciplinary measure. And even if she does blow it up, you at least know
you're on biblical grounds and can rest in your own frame, whereas the secular man attempting such a
thing has no such security in the wisdom of the decision.
CONCLUSION
Women need to be loved and desired. Society gives them artificial love and desire for free, but if they
want the real deal they look to their husbands. If you give her the benefit of your love and desire
when she hasn't earned it, you are conditioning her to believe that she always deserves your love and
desire. As a result, she will only improve herself to meet your expectations when she feels like it or
when she thinks she's rewarding you for your behaviors, as if you're on her leash.
The better way to handle the situation is to create a framework within the household where she has to
work to earn your love and desire, just as you have to work to earn her respect and attraction. You
can do this by communicating your expectations openly, but at some point you need teeth to enforce
those expectations if she's ever going to listen.
The best way to enforce your expectations is to put her in a situation where she must choose whether
to respect or reject what you communicate to her. For Christian women, who know they are to respect
their husbands, this can go a long way, as many Christian women don't like it when their disrespectful
behaviors are brought to a conscious level - they prefer to pretend they're not disrespectful and
maintain plausible deniability when you point it out. You can also reinforce their good behaviors with
rewards, whether by your own personal behaviors or by targeted gift-giving, or services that enhance
your expectations (ex. making the bed on a day you plan on initiating sex). You can also employ the
Matthew 18 process as a negative reinforcement mechanism, if you believe her behavior warrants it just make sure to find people whose standards you know to be biblical and who you can trust.
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The Sexless Marriage...
21 upvotes | December 2, 2018 | by BobbyMckee | Link | Reddit Link
I was listening to a few podcasts on this and also a recent post on this forum was talking about the
sexless marriages - and I had a thought...
http://i66.tinypic.com/29lyecg.jpg
Definitions:
https://themarriageplace.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/sexless-marriage.jpg
A marriage is considered sexless if the couple is only having sex on average once a month
or less. By some reports, 15% to 20% of marriages are sexless.
It isn’t just the women who are saying no, either. There seem to be plenty of men who are
avoiding physical intimacy with their wives. 20 to 30 percent of men and 30 to 50 percent
of women say they have little or no sex drive
Sexless marriage podcast:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EHoQNA6Ud0

The perfect wife would have sex with her husband to serve him instead of only waiting to have sex
when she had desire / butterflies / whatever. Now since I set a high standard or made a criticism of
women - I must now give the obligatory response, "men have shortcomings and husbands aren't
perfect, etc." However that is a different topic which we could delve into another time.
Back to this topic - there have been times throughout history where men would have sex with their
wives when they wanted. Now, I am not talking about rape, which is clearly wrong. We are not
talking about forcing women to do something they don't want to. However, I am clearly saying that if
a wife has the goal to serve her husband and support him, she should be frequently willing to do what
he wants to take care of him (as he should do with her - yes it works both ways). I know these ideas
are heresy today but I bet we could make an argument that they were very normal in other times
throughout history and even in patriarchy type societies today. Do we think that King David or
Solomon had to constantly plot and scheme on how to create desire in their wives before they had sex
with them? I doubt it. Other cultures that are more subservient even take pleasure in serving their
men, many eastern cultures do this. How about Christianity? What did Paul say about things like
this? Nothing? Try again...

There are some cultures and even Christianity has the subtext, that you serve and love (action) others
not based on feelings but because you know it's the right thing to do.

7 Now for the matters you wrote about: “It is good for a man not to have sexual relations
with a woman.” 2 But since sexual immorality is occurring, each man should have sexual
relations with his own wife, and each woman with her own husband. 3 The husband
should fulfill his marital duty to his wife, and likewise the wife to her husband. 4 The
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wife does not have authority over her own body but yields it to her husband. In the
same way, the husband does not have authority over his own body but yields it to his
wife. 5 Do not deprive each other except perhaps by mutual consent and for a time, so
that you may devote yourselves to prayer. Then come together again so that Satan will
not tempt you because of your lack of self-control. 6 I say this as a concession, not as a
command. 7 I wish that all of you were as I am. But each of you has your own gift from
God; one has this gift, another has that.
It's interesting to note that the Bible would say that the huband has authority over his wife's body and
they also say that you should not deprive each other except for mutual consent...
I find it fascinating how feminism has completely changed the west's outlook on even how a husband
and wife should interact. Instead of wives being encouraged to serve their husbands with sex they are
encouraged to serve themselves first and to only be righteous when they feel like it or when their
husband is righteous.
Is it any wonder less people are getting married and marriages are not lasting in America. Feminism
has brought in the "me me me" society. Women have found how to get power/resources through
political handouts, court rulings (child support / alimony), equality laws - which are detrimental to
nuclear families. The state has a big EJECT button ready for the woman to push at any time to cause
financial ruin to a man and they aren't even having sex in their marriages. I'm not against women's
rights, nor do I have any crazy MGTOW beliefs that we should go back to *insert favorite century* however, I do believe that the fruits we are reaping are from what we are sowing - and continue to
sow. The fact that we've come to a place where a man has to try to manipulate a woman into fulfilling
her role as a wife is ridiculous. I used to wonder why there are so many attractive single women in
the 35-45 range - with no kids, etc. But it makes more and more sense everyday.
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A Problem and a Solution: Feminism, The Red Pill and Jesus...
21 upvotes | November 23, 2018 | by BobbyMckee | Link | Reddit Link
TLDR: Feminism is destroying the west. Women who buy into our culture are lost. The solution for
men is not to figure out our rights but instead to become like Jesus and to seek beauty instead of
hotness. Jesus din't come to be served, but to serve.
The Problem
Men today are facing a huge threat. It’s a threat to masculinity and to a thriving society. The threat is
the quest for power.
I heard an excellent podcast by the Red Man Group (RMG) called “DDJ on the Feminist Lie”. This
podcast outlined the history of feminism and all the problems with it. Another excellent podcast was
Authority vs Responsibility, also by RMG. This one went into how some are advocating that there is
a “crisis of masculinity” but the solution isn’t just for men to take more responsibility when they get
no authority in our society.
Both of these podcasts got me to thinking, the issue is men and women are heading down a path of
conflict rather than cooperation. This conflict is a quest for power.
Surely men can complain. The family courts are not in our favor, we have carried the burden of the
hardest jobs throughout human history, we have built things, planes, trains automobiles, societies,
government, fought wars – it’s hard to imagine a society without men. I don’t pretend to think
women haven’t contributed, their complimentary nature was needed to do all these things – without
women supporting their men, many of these things would have been impossible. Men and women
haven’t worked together for centuries to improve the world. And while feminist want you to believe
that it’s been us vs them, largely everyone has had difficult lives. It’s a struggle for survival that
could only be overcome with cooperation.
But today things are different. Girl power is the mantra for the day. Women are always right. Happy
wife = happy life. Women should never be told what to do. Strong independent woman! I’m not
taking your last name if we get married – I have my own identity, I’m not your slave.
If your wife leaves you, you’re going to go through family court hell in a largely feminized system.
Why? It’s good for business. The government is happy to siphon your resources off to the women –
the women will spend it all and pump up the economy. Divorce is good business. The same for
women having children out of wedlock (reaching a staggering 40% now, up from 15% decades ago.
And for black females, it’s 70%). This is all to say feminism is starting to show it’s fruits. The
nuclear family is being decimated. The surrounding largely family can’t exist because nuclear
families are broken (how can you have aunts, uncles, grandparents when everyone is divorcing?).
None of this could be possible without a strong socialized government. In countries where these
social programs or family court laws aren’t so feminized, women have no power. They have to get
along with men because if not, they will starve. It’s expensive to raise kids and pay for yourself,
healthcare, etc. But not if you can take half of your mans income. A physician in the CNN MGTOW
piece cheated on his wife (I’m not excusing his actions here) – only to find himself lose his family,
get depressed and attempt suicide – which lead him to lose his job and income. But the courts said he
should pay $9,000 a month even if he had no income because he COULD earn that much and wasn’t
trying hard enough. They put him in jail, still accruing the $9,000 a month – totaling now over
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$650,000 and he was unable to practice medicine and forced to take a lower earning job of $3,000 a
month still with the $650,000 in owed child support. If you’re interested in this segment it’s below (it
shows many of the problems with family courts)
CNN Segment Featuring MGTOWs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITN0ABmtck4
The government or your rich parents are now the provider. The government will somehow ensure
that you get enough to pay for everything, you don’t need men (well, you need them to create
resources and value, but you take that from taxes/court rulings and distribute it to women). We’ve
literally come to a case where a woman can say, “we don’t need men”. Which in some ways she’s
right – with everything men have created (with the help of women, yes) – this society is so rich and
able to siphon off resources from men when women need it that women no longer need men. Men are
now entertainment for many women. This is why dating has become a show to prove your worth.
Artists like Ariana Grande’, who got into a twitter feud recently about using nudity and sexuality to
sell record, stated that it’s a woman right and it’s dignified to do things like that. Her songs are titled,
“thank you next”, hinting the disposable nature of men. She even says it to men to end an argument.
Men are disposable utilities. It’s not just her saying it, it’s a theme in our culture.
And our country is getting fatter. 70% of people are now overweight with around 1/3rd being obese.
Surely looks are not everything, but when only 1 of 3 women can even get their weight to normal…
these women are hot commodities. Combine this with social media endlessly praising women to tell
them how hot they are, while society tells women how great they are, and you have these feminist
monsters who truly believe they are God’s gift to the world. Yet, these women are finding themselves
single into their 30s and beyond? Why? Because many of the men praising them are just trying to
have sex with them. They aren’t trying to build relationships. So these women find themselves having
many sexual adventures with desirable men but with no families being built.
MGTOW men believe that women should lose their rights. That it is the right to vote that caused all
these issues. What many people don’t know is that men didn’t have the right to vote much sooner
than women did, maybe a decade in advance. It was the landowners who had the right to vote all
along, not men. It’s this idea that responsibilities gave you the right to vote. Fighting in wars, owning
land, etc. The right to vote was a privilege. This idea also piggybacks on the idea that we live in a
patriarchy. What women don’t understand is that while a very small percentage of men have had
power, the large majority of men have had it much rougher. One person said, the story of history had
2% of the population having it very good while the other 98% struggled and suffered. International
men’s day had this quote:
https://www.reddit.com/r/interestingasfuck/comments/7e0kkb/happy_international_mens_day/ 76%
suicides, 85% homeless, 70% of homicide victims, 40% of domestic abuse victims, most victims of
violent crimes, are all men. 64% of men will serve longer in prison than women, and they are 3.4x
more like to be imprisoned than women for the same crime. So yes it’s difficult to be a man. Women
will look at the 1-2% of men in high places and say that men have it good, but they are forgetting the
90% of men who are working extremely hard, being taxed extremely heavily, being destroyed by
family courts, basically becoming what the MGTOWs call slaves on the plantation.
So what is the solution to this mess? I would say Jesus.
The Solution
I have a problem with the red pill, first off it’s hard to define – I try to say that it’s understand the
truth about male/female relationships. However there is so much disagreement in the red pill
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community. Is making sex a god and trying to get a notch count of 100 red pill? Hundreds of
thousands of men reading the red pill forum would probably agree. But Jesus wouldn’t. Jesus would
say to have no other God before God. Should a man sacrifice for his wife? Many red pillers would
say no, but Jesus certainly set a model for sacrificing himself and even Paul recommended,
“Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also loved the church and gave Himself up for her;” In
other words, the man should lead by being like Christ – a tall order for any human. Yet many red
pillers only talk about how we should find a submissive wife or how women should submit. I don’t
find this discussion worthy of Jesus, if we want to complain about our rights without mentioning our
responsibilities then we play the same game the feminists do. So yes, Jesus is the solution.
For many men, Jesus is hostile to the red pill although he shouldn't be.
I don’t pretend to know how a man should go about finding a wife because I haven’t successfully
done this. But if I could take a few recommendations from scripture, I would say this. Put your
relationship on the altar and be willing to give it up. Jesus gave us the model with his words, "Father,
if you are willing, take this cup from me; yet not my will, but yours be done." Abraham was willing
to sacrifice that which was most important to him and God rewarded him. I think a man must let go
of what he wants first to move in the right direction.
Next understand the difference between hotness and beauty. I saw this idea first discussed on a
podcast: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvQrFBOyDs0. Essentially as men we want to
capitalize and have sex with hot women but the reality is that beautiful women are what we should
desire. There is an idea of sexual market value and relationship market value, being that one is all
about sex and another could be how valuable this woman would in a relationship. Things like having
good values, being a good mother, being able to serve a man and submit, these are all extremely
valuable. Every man who has married and divorced a hot woman would surely tell you what I’m
saying is true. And unfortunately because of western women getting fatter and more feminized, this
hot woman problem is being exacerbated by making their egos even larger than ever before.
So yes, Jesus is the answer. Become like him and find your purpose in him. Avoid hot women and
find a beautiful women. Surely there are many practical steps a man should take but this post mainly
outlines the problems of the west and the direction a man should go. The red pill is dangerous
because it can teach a man to go his own way. To serve yourself, find a woman to please you, find a
woman to submit to use, or just use women and throw them away. Improve yourself, you you you
you. It’s all about you. I don’t see Jesus as a person who was constantly thinking about himself. I
wrote this down reading the Bible the other day:
24Then Jesus said to his followers, “If any of you want to be my follower, you must stop thinking
about yourself and what you want. You must be willing to carry the cross that is given to you for
following me. 25Any of you who try to save the life you have will lose it. But you who give up your
life for me will find true life.
So yes, Jesus is the answer.
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Nowhere to Meet Women
21 upvotes | October 26, 2021 | by Slikdijit | Link | Reddit Link
Hi Gents,
I'm in my mid twenties and looking for a godly woman to settle down with. However it seems like
there's nowhere to meet christian women - when I go to church, none of them are interested, or are all
taken. For context, I went to a Christian college and was single the whole time. I'm in shape, in the
military reserves, work full time, have my own place.
Edit: I've tried Tinder and Hinge and can consistently get girls on those sites.
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Is Biblical marriage illegal?
21 upvotes | January 23, 2022 | by WhereProgressIsMade | Link | Reddit Link
This is a question I've had rolling around in my mind for a while now and I think the answer could in
fact be yes for anywhere that the Duluth Model of domestic violence is enforced.
Duluth Model Power and Control Wheel
Duluth Model Equality Wheel
Headship is definitely considered abuse (if she decides it is). There isn't much difference in wording
on the wheel (the "Using male privilege" heading) and what we consider here on this sub as to be
Biblical Marriage (headship). For example treating your wife like your helpmeet could easily land
you in trouble if she interprets it as you "treating her like a servant". Acting like the head in making
decisions will land you in trouble if she wants to raise it for "making all the big decisions". If she
disagrees on your interpretation of the roles of husbands and wives in the Bible, now you're violating
"being the one to define men's and women's roles."
Don't you dare try to be obedient to Eph 5 where it says husbands are to love their wives for the
purpose of bringing her toward sanctification. It might make her feel bad about herself or guilty! Both
are abuse in the Duluth Model "making her feel bad about herself" and "making her feel guilty".
Job's response to his wife (Job 2:10) could probably land him in jail today for calling her names (and
making her feel bad). Jesus too for that matter with how he rebuked his betrothed bride (disciples, the
churches in Revelation, telling Peter, "away from me Satan").
Even the low levels of dread (up to about 5) risk making her feel bad about herself.
The OT is full of warnings from God to his metaphorical wife, Israel. "Threating to leave her" is now
abuse.
It seems even complementarinists risk coming under fire. Even egaltarianists too if they ever happen
to make her feel bad about something. I used to think it was a joke when people said that abuse is
now whatever a woman decides it is, but now I see it was no joke. If egalitarians risk coming under
fire, secular relationships too for that matter. So maybe it's even broader than I thought at the
beginning - any relationship with a women is illegal if you ever accidently make her feel bad. It
seems ridiculous but yet I can't refute it.
Just thought I'd bounce this off you guys to see your thoughts. Since it's just a general discussion and
nothing about any of my relationships, I think rule 2 doesn't apply, but if you want my stats, I'm
happy to add them, just let me know.
Edit. It reminds me of the question driving 51 mph in a 50 mph speed limit zone. Technically it is
illegal and a cop could pull you over for it. It probably would never be enforced. But as you increase
the number from 52 to 55 to 60, at some point you will get ticketed and a judge will enforce it. Where
that line is just depends on how the cop and judge are feeling just like whether something is abuse
depends on how the woman is feeling.
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Waiting until marriage - finding a girl who did the same
21 upvotes | January 28, 2022 | by fatassww | Link | Reddit Link
I grew up in a devout Christian household that would probably be described as fundamentalist by a
secular person. No birth control. No premarital sex. Alcohol is a sin. Halloween is "the devil's
holiday." I myself have 6 siblings, 19 aunts/uncles, and over 100 first cousins.
Due to a significant college scholarship, I ended up away from the community I grew up in. In
college, I abstained from sex, viewing it as morally reprehensible. I am attractive and have been
invited to girls' dorms, but I was never interested in casual sex - I was taught that premarital sex =
admission to hell, so I was never even tempted by it.
My current views on the Bible and Christianity aren't perfectly in line with what I was taught as a
child, but I have no interest in deviating from that lifestyle - I feel like it's a central part of my identity
at this point.
I now work in a large, liberal city - far from where I grew up. Looking around in Christian
communities, it seems like it's incredibly difficult to find a girl who retained her virginity.
Considering that I waited, I would feel like a total sucker taking a girl who slept with another man to
the point where I would rather never marry.
I'm stuck in this mental loop where I strongly desire a family and children, but I could never take a
non-virgin spouse - it's not due to insecurity. It's more so disgust of her having another man all over
her - I could never view a woman as "mine" if she gave herself over to someone else.
I know the general view among guys is that a girl who had more partners than them = undesirable. I
have no interest in having premarital sex, so anything above 0 is too much for me to form a sense of
companionship with a girl.
I did think about going back to the community I was raised in, but most girls are married off around
18-22 and stay close to their families - I don't think it would be realistic to go back and try to court a
girl when my career has forced me into an entirely different setting.
How would you navigate this situation? For the record, I'm 23 and in a white-collar profession.
tldr: Saved myself for marriage due to religious upbringing - want the same from a girl but cannot
find one.
Using a throwaway account since my main account contains personally identifiable information.
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Abstinence till marriage (Advice/Discussion)
21 upvotes | February 23, 2022 | by YorubaDoctor | Link | Reddit Link
Like many young men my age (Single, Age 27), dating in the secular world comes with normalising
sex and casual relationships.
I've come to realise I could be blocking my blessings when looking for a good wife. I started my
celibate journey this year, prioritising my career and hoping to start a family in the near future. In
order to do that, I would need to find a woman equally yoked as I, but I don't know how to come by
this in this day and age.
I had an ex contact me this week, that ended because of irreconcilable differences about our future
together (location-wise) and I don't know how to approach them with this topic of my celibacy, I can't
date someone that would expect the old me and want the physical intimacy they once had and with
someone that was an agnostic.
Anyone here had a similar journey? From casually dating, to abstaining from nofap, pmo and sex till
marriage. What sort of challenges did you face and how have you handled it?
Mission: I want a big family, with a loving wife and children.
Stats: 5'11, 172 lbs
Reading: RPC
Finances: Medical Student, qualified physician by next year.
Spiritual: Was raised a Christian, rocky upbringing, struggled with spiritual discipline, baptised 2019,
I have biblical knowledge and understanding and memorised scripture.
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Looking at some of the "greats" - a survey of the whole bible
21 upvotes | March 16, 2022 | by ruizbujc | Link | Reddit Link
Someone was recently trying to figure out what his "mission" in life should be, so I figured it'd be a
good exercise to look at what God's purposes were for the major biblical figures. What was God
trying to accomplish through them that GOD found valuable (not merely what we as humans might
value). I found a common theme.
ADAM - "Be fruitful and multiply, fill the earth in number." This is the first command in Scripture
given to humanity. At the time, Adam was perfectly in God's image and God wanted him to build a
Kingdom of people in that image.
NOAH - His mission was to survive the flood and repopulate the earth, essentially the same as
Adam. God chose Noah because post-fall, he was the only one who still reasonably honored his role
as God's image. God wanted a godly Kingdom across the world and Noah was God's vehicle for
creating it.
ABRAHAM - "I will make you into a mighty nation." By this point in history, there were many
nations, most sinful again (as with Noah's day). God decided he wanted a Kingdom for himself to be
a light to the rest of the world and he gave Abraham the promise of having and raising up a child to
start that Kingdom.
ISAAC - "I will multiply your offspring as the stars of heaven and will give to your offspring all
these lands." God's plan for Isaac is the same as Abraham's, directly saying to him: "I will establish
the oath that I swore to Abraham your father" (Genesis 26:1-5).
JACOB/ISRAEL - "The land on which you lie I will give to you and to your offspring. Your
offspring shall be like the dust of the earth, and you shall spread abroad to the west and to the east
and to the north and to the south, and in you and your offspring shall all the families of the earth be
blessed" (Genesis 28:13-14). Yeah, he also inherits Abraham's purpose/mission/covenant. Jacob
actually fathered the progenitors of the 12 tribes.
JOSEPH - God made him second-in-power over all of Egypt. Why? Because that's where his
brothers and their offspring (i.e. God's Kingdom) would be raised up. God used Joseph's suffering to
lead him to a place where he could best help God's people to grow and thrive in Egypt. By Genesis 47
we see that "Joseph settled his father and his brothers and gave them a possession in the land of
Egypt, in the best of the land, in the land of Rameses," and the previous chapter cites the generations
that came with them. The Kingdom is growing.
MOSES - God's Kingdom grew too large in Egypt after Joseph's day, so God gave Moses the task of
leading his people to a land of their own, where the Kingdom could thrive and grow again. Part of
that task was purifying the Kingdom from its wickedness, which is why the evil generation he first
led wasn't allowed to enter - because, again, God always wanted a GODLY people for himself, not
just warm bodies, regardless of bloodline.
JOSHUA - After Moses was gone, God gave Joshua the task of conquering the nations inhabiting the
"promised land" of Canaan, literally creating and expanding the physical borders of his nation of the
time.
JUDGES - They were responsible for both ruling and expanding God's Kingdom.
DAVID - He was the epitome ruler of God's Kingdom, both expanding it with the help of his mighty
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men, as well as leading it in godliness, as his purpose and mission.
SOLOMON - His mission was not only to rule God's Kingdom, but also to build his temple,
ensuring that God's presence (within the holy of holies) would remain central to His Kingdom.
From here, we see a lot of bad kings that destroy the kingdom God built. None of them are viewed as
"great men of faith" we should model our lives after, with limited exception, like Hezekiah, who
(after repenting) focused his life again on building and running God's Kingdom in godliness.
I could go through the prophets too, but I'm low on time. I don't think anyone would object that much
of their prophecy was either oriented at: (1) God's intentions for his physical Kingdom, Israel, or (2)
prophesying about the coming spiritual Kingdom and the Messiah who would usher it into being. The
key is Malach 2:15 where God says that his purpose (particularly in marriage) was "to produce
GODLY offspring." God has always been about building not generic generations, but "godly"
generations for himself. For that matter, we literally have a whole book of the Bible titled "Numbers"
that cites the genealogies to show how important generations are to God - all within the context of
"godliness," because he wants a people who reflect his image to the world. That is what his Kingdom
is meant to be.
We could even go back and look at the women.
ESTHER - Her purpose in God's narrative was to make sure God's Kingdom could survive Haman's
hate and trickery that would otherwise have destroyed it.
DEBORAH - As one of the Judges, she focused on expanding God's Kingdom and protecting it.
RAHAB - Her purpose in protecting the spies was instrumental in allowing God's Kingdom to retake
Canaan under Joshua.
RUTH - She married a guy and had babies, one of her offspring being David. While the purpose of
her story, on an individual level, wasn't Kingdom-building, it's fascinating that the author of her story
ends it with his Kingdom-building point of interest: "Boaz fathered Obed, Obed fathered Jesse, and
Jesse fathered David," as if the author was ending with: "And now you know why this story
mattered."
We'll keep the NT simple, as I'm low on time.
JESUS - His mission was to start and build a spiritual Kingdom for God - one which Paul would later
describe in Romans 9, "For not all who are descended from Israel belong to Israel ... but 'Through
Isaac shall your offspring be named.' This means that it is not the children of the flesh who are the
children of God, but the children of hte promise are counted as offspring." While respecting his
Jewish heritage and their role as God's people, Jesus' purpose in his earthly ministry (i.e. prior to his
death and resurrection) was to preach, found, and build a spiritual Kingdom for God, which would
become the fulfillment of the physical nation that God used as a foreshadow for the Church. Notably,
Jesus preached about Kingdom-building more than anyone else in all of Scripture. That is, when God
actually comes and speaks to everyone, we see that he is even more Kingdom-oriented than anyone
else, who merely heard his commands.
APOSTLES - They devoted their entire lives to the commission: "Make disciples of all nations" - i.e.
"Build the Kingdom of God." Like Moses, Jesus' death was our means of escaping the enemy (Israel's
Egypt) and unifying with one another as a singular people. Like Joshua, just as Israel had to re-take
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Canaan after Joseph had pulled his people out and enemies inhabited it, so also did the apostles have
to re-claim the spiritual ground that the enemy had claimed as his own, winning souls and discipling
them into dutiful soldiers to continue the expansion of God's Kingdom thereafter.
REVELATION - While not a "person," we do see that just as God opened Scripture with "be fruitful
and multiply, fill the earth in number," and Jesus, as history's climax, ascended with a command to
multiply spiritual life ("make disciples of all nations") ... so also does the Bible end with the
fulfillment of this, ushering in God's actual Kingdom, where we will live for eternity.
WHAT SHOULD I DO???
When people ask, "What does God want ME to do with MY life?" I have often heard pastors refrain:
"Stop being so focused on yourself. Your life isn't your own. You were 'bought with a price.'
Don't worry about YOU. Look at what GOD is doing and figure out how to help him do it."
I occasionally quote one of our mods here, where in a conversation with someone who said he was
trying to figure out God's calling on his life, /u/fictitiousfishes answered, "God's not likely to give
you personal divine revelation just to tell you what he already told you in Scripture."
When people are praying for "God's calling" on their life, it's usually because either (1) they haven't
read the Bible yet, so they are genuinely ignorant, or (2) they don't want to accept "make disciples" or
"build God's Kingdom" as their calling/mission, so they're desperately hoping God will change his
mind and give them some other purpose. But looking at the above, it seems pretty clear what God is
doing. Are you going to join him or try to come up with some way of skirting God's actual goals
while still feeling self-validated with the cop-out: "I'm contributing ... just in other ways"?
I'll add a quote from Dawson Trotman, who gave his life (both metaphorically and literally) trying to
expand God's Kingdom:
If I were the minister of a church and had deacons or elders to pass the plate and choir
members to sing, I would say, "Thank God for your help. We need you. Praise the Lord for
these extra things that you do," but I would keep pressing home the big job: "Be fruitful and
multiply." All these other things are incidental to the supreme task of winning an man or
woman to Jesus Christ and helping him or her to go on.
CONCLUSION
I hope every Christian recognizes that these great biblical characters are meant to be models for how
we ought to live as well. When it comes to Jesus and the apostles, we really have no excuse. 1 John
tells us, "If anyone abides in him, he must walk as Jesus walked." That doesn't merely mean to "listen
to Jesus words and try to obey his verbal teachings." It means to look at his life. His purposes. His
mission. And do likewise. Jesus made disciples. To refuse to do this is to say: "I don't want to walk as
Jesus walked."
Similarly, Paul says, "Imitate me" in one place, and in another, "Follow me as I follow Christ," and in
Philippians 3 he even tells people, "Let all of us who are mature take such a view of things" as a
precedent to: "Join with others in following my example, brothers, and take note of those who live
according to the pattern we gave you," all in the context of "running as one trying to win the prize."
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What was this example? How did Paul live his life? He devoted everything he had to expanding
God's Kingdom by making disciples.
Are you going to do likewise? Or are you going to pick the random guy on the sidelines and say,
"Nah, I would rather model my life after that guy than on Jesus and Paul and all these other
Kingdom-builders"?
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Wife responds sexually to me being distant
21 upvotes | May 2, 2022 | by Visual_Pack_2206 | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve been redpill for about 5 months now.
5’11”, Attractive, successful ($300k+ per year). Leading family, on mission in church and
neighborhood.
Lifts: Bench: 225lbs x 6, Squat: 225lbs x 8 DL: 295lbs x 6 OHP: 165lbs x 6
Diet is good. Active (gym 5-6 times a week, martial arts 2-3x a week).
Reading: NMMNG, SGM, WISNIFG, TSM, TMMSLP
My wife responds to me ignoring her. She acts super horny.
However, I hate ignoring her. I like to give her attention.
I’m not trying to get her horny by being distant. It’s just that being close results in me being very
unsatisfied because the connection is lacking, so I end up being distant—I’ll just go work, lift, etc.
and mentally disengage from orbiting.
I’d rather be doing my own thing, with the response of desire vs the alternative.
If I’m not distant doing my own thing, sex is usually starfish, bar me really pushing something nonvanilla. Happens at best 3 times per week, if I’m really pushing it.
Any idea what is going on here and if I should just get used to it? Or is there an approach to handle
this better?
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Need desperate help, I hate being gay
21 upvotes | August 8, 2022 | by MoniqueOnFleekz | Link | Reddit Link
20 - 6ft - 200 lbs . No one knows I’m gay and I feel I’m pretty masculine and straight acting. (Virgin)
I’m at my whits end. I have been following this page for a while as I’and believe in traditionalism
and a man’s role in society as a protector and provider and the belief in god and Jesus.
I have from a young age always wanted to have a wife and kids and raise a family.
I just don’t have much of a sexual attraction to women. I view them as friends and I can realise that a
woman is beautiful or hot but I rarely get turned on unless she is 9/10
When I was a kid I had crushes on women and never men but as I started watching porn I started
noticing I was attracted to men more.
Basically for the past 10 years I’ve watched porn and now I’d say I’m only sexually attracted to men.
I decided to do nofap and porn and praying to god to release me from my sinful urges.
A few months I feel I am still just as attracted to men
I really need help and advice. I swear I would never chose to be gay. I detest having these desires and
I realise how disgusting this must be for straight men to read. I apologise
I don’t know who to turn to. I want to be a god fearing husband and father but my desires are ruining
me.
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Mission
20 upvotes | February 21, 2022 | by redpill-cool | Link | Reddit Link

Mission is simple - and too many men here get hung up on the
details.
For every Christian - the end goal of their mission is the same, the path to get there is different.
The goals; 1) Love God 2) Love People 3) Make Disciples.
Matthew 22:36-40 “‘Teacher, which is the great commandment in the Law?’ And he said to him,
‘You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind.
This is the great and first commandment. And a second is like it: You shall love your neighbor as
yourself. On these two commandments depend all the Law and the Prophets.’”
Matthew 28:18-20 “And Jesus came and said to them, ‘All authority in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you. And
behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age.’”
With disciples - they also need to follow those three tenets, otherwise you are teaching them
improperly.
Don’t get hung up on the details with this - AS LONG AS your method is based on how you see
Jesus doing it in the Bible. - decide how you will do so with the strengths and gifts God has given
you, and go for it. A bad decision is better than no decision - and you can change it later.
Example mission; “My mission is to teach young men and children in my Church about our Lord,
and how to be strong courageous men. I will accomplish this by volunteering in the youth group at
the local Church, and building up a strong relationship and respect with these young men. Proverbs
22:6 ‘Train up a child in the way he should go; even when he is old he will not depart from it.’”
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There is no "Christian version" of anything
20 upvotes | February 1, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This won't win me any points with the secular crowd, but in light of my last post, if theology trumps
praxeology, then the facts are the facts.
I hear people all the time saying things like:
"What's the Christian version of spinning plates"
"It's great to have a Christian version of RP"
"I really wish there was a Christian version of MMSLP"
... or any other number of things along these lines. To be honest, I myself have thought these things
before as well.
The fact is that God created the whole universe. Jesus was the centerpiece in all of this. "In the
beginning was the Word and the Word was with God and the Word was God. He was in the
beginning with God. All things were made through him, and without him was not anything made that
was made ... And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us." The Word is Jesus. The entirety of
creation was in, by, and through Him.
From there, the fall destroyed things. It took the things of Christ (as all things were created by Christ,
and therefore I will call them "Christian") and made secular versions of them. These secular versions
spread and became the norm throughout the entire world. I've seen estimates of the world's
population at the time of the flood as low as 750 million and as high as 10 trillion (see also here).
In the days before the flood, God allowed anarchy to reign. Secularism conquered the whole world.
In the days after the flood, he established a people for himself so that there would always be a light to
point the way. There would always be a remnant of what he intended. This is why Israel was always
punished most severely when they did things that broke the image of God as he meant to be reflected
to the world through them.
Today the Church is that light and remnant. We are the keepers of what is true. Because no one but
God has the ability to create anything new (we may only rearrange what God has created), the secular
world must copy from God's original design in order to have any ideas of its own. This is why
Hebrews 8-9 calls the things of this world mere "copies" and "shadows" of the heavenly things. But
once a copy is made, we cannot then make a "Christian version" of that copy - because what is
"Christian" is what Christ originally created. We are either re-construct what has been distorted back
to its original design. But we cannot rearrange a secular rearrangement of original design into
something new and call it "Christian" that was not part of God's original design.
Imagine a white wall. Now picture someone painting over that wall with black paint - everything
except a circle in the center, which remains its original color. The white wall cannot take the black
paint and make a "white version" of it. But someone can chip away at the black paint to reveal the
white beneath it.
And the black paint does not hold its place on its own - it is only there because a white wall beneath it
holds it in place. Try creating a wall of black paint without a wall to put it on. It can't be done; it will
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all puddle to the floor and not maintain form. In the same way, the secular world only exists because
there is a Christian world that was created first as its foundation, which it is covering over.
For this reason, there are no "Christian versions" of secular things. There are only secularizations of
Christian things.
So, when secular RP comes up with a concept, they are only studying God's original design, but
doing so from the vantage point of one who has spent their entire life living in the black paint. They
assume that the white circle is just something else - that there are black parts of the wall and there are
white parts of the wall. They do not realize the foundation upon which their praxeology rests, which
is our theological truth.
When we study the theology and praxeology of intergender relational dynamics on this sub, we are
not trying to take concepts of "plate spinning" and "amused mastery" and "fitness testing" and all that
and develop Christian versions of them - and I apologize if in the history of this sub I have done that
by mistake and ignorance.
Instead, we are scratching away at the black paint to find the white beneath it. We are discovering
what was always there - what was always intended by God. We are deconstructing the distortions of
this world back to their original design. That is what RPC is about.
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Luke 19:10
20 upvotes | October 2, 2020 | by ElUltimoLeon | Link | Reddit Link
“For the Son of Man has come to seek and to save that which was lost.”” Luke 19:10
Stats: Age 23, height 5’ 11", weight 220lbs body fat: 25%
This verse really struck me this morning in my bible study.
I’ve felt so lost lately. I’ve known all the things I needed to do but I don’t do them.
I need to lift but I hate going to the gym because I feel like I have no idea what I’m doing.
I need to eat well but I don’t feel like putting in the effort.
I need to study my Bible but lately I’ve felt so distant from God, and daily devotionals have slipped. I
don’t hear from God at all.
I need to quit using porn and I’m working on that. I just set up a session with a therapist from Heart
to Heart Ministries by Dr. Doug Weiss.
I need to find a way to bolster my income, get a side hustle going but I’m afraid of failure.
My biggest struggle is consistency.
I feel like a doomer.
The one bright spot is I created a morning routine and today I did most of it. The one thing I need to
do is actually walk into the gym and work out.
Hopefully the more consistent I am the better things will get.
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Red Pill Evangelism
20 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by LilSweetBoi | Link | Reddit Link
I was just watching a sermon and the preacher was talking about the time where Jesus spit into mud
and told a man to wash in a particular water to be healed and see for the first time. So many people
were skeptical and the Synagogue even accused him of being deep in sin for believing in Jesus! It
made me wonder how many times I had been skeptical of miracles happening around me. How do
many people see God move and still be skeptical. I’m not saying people should throw their reason
and rationale out the window, but how do we see God move in our lives and take so long to see it?
I am new to the Red Pill concepts (I am a 23 yo Male) and it has been eye opening to say the least.
But I had the idea that as Christians, we can share the Good News as the truth the same way we do as
Red Pill. We can show people that this world and the things in it will not fulfill them and that Jesus is
the only way to Heaven. We can show unbelievers and believers alike that there is an inherent sense
of morality and that God is real!
We can give them some good sources such as
Mere Christianity by CS Lewis Desiring God by John Piper Cold Case Christianity by J Warner
Wallace (And so much more!)
I know that this sub is mostly about relationships and Godly masculinity, but we can also extend
these concepts to show that there is nothing good outside of God!
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POLL: What Denomination Are You?
20 upvotes | October 25, 2020 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
To the best of my knowledge we've never done a poll like this before. Trying to get a better sense of
our community make-up to better understand the theological backgrounds of our sub.
Note: For the purposes of this poll, Mormons, Jehovah's Witness, and Seventh Day Adventists should
select other.
Note 2: If you're a "non-denominational, just me and Jesus with a Bible under a tree" hippy type, just
select the closest one to your beliefs.
View Poll
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The Happiest Millionaire
20 upvotes | January 27, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Stoney loves to cook and has worked that passion into his model for helping men. I do too, but there's
no sense copying when I have other passions - like musicals. The Happiest Millionaire is one of the
first musicals I fell in love with as a kid. I remember watching it on my grandmother's couch every
time I'd visit her for a weekend. My kids now sing the songs and it's both humorous and a delight to
my ears. More relevant to you: the (inspired by a true story) movie holds a lot of information that's
truly valuable for men like you. In fact, it's perhaps the most Red Pill Christian movie I've seen.
If it helps, this is absolutely a safe movie to watch with your wife. Not that it should be your motive,
but she might even be impressed by it. (Unfortunately, despite it being a Disney movie, it's not on
Disney Plus yet). She might learn a thing or two about how women should behave toward a man (just
don't tell her that's why you want to watch it with her). So, let's dive in.
SYNOPSIS - As a brief overview, the movie is based on two real families in the 1910s (Biddles and
Dukes), but fictionalizes many aspects. It centers around Anthony Biddle, a rich patriarch of the
Biddle family. He's a fitness buff whose highest priorities in life are loving his God, leading his
family, and serving his country. While pseudo-fictional, he projects a clear model for a red pilled
Christian man. He has a clear mission in life that he pursues relentlessly, but is also humble enough
to let it evolve as he learns new things. I like the way Wikipedia describes his wife: "[she] stands
quietly by, accepting his eccentricities with a sense of pride and class." His story reflects issues many
of us may deal with, while also demonstrating firm leadership and biblical characteristics in the midst
of it all. His daughter, Cordy, is a dominant woman who longs to be the submissive wife, but has yet
to meet a man who can tame her. She meets Angie, a mama's boy who is generally beta and
uninteresting to her until he shows that he has a mission beyond what his mother planned for his life.
It takes Anthony's influence for Angie to figure out how to be a man and lead a relationship.
With that framework in mind, let's go through the songs, some notable lyrics, and a general life
lesson from each. If you choose to watch the movie for yourself, keep these in mind.
FORTUOSITY - The movie opens with a poor immigrant, John Lawless, fresh off the boat and
applying to be a butler with a rich family. While his life may not be great yet, he maintains an
amused mastery over every situation - so much so that he dances about with a smile and created his
own word for finding amusement in the midst of bad situations: Fortuosity.
"Sometimes castles fall to the ground, but that's where four leafed clovers are found"
"I don't worry 'cause everywhere I see that every bit of life is lit by fortuosity"
"I keep smiling 'cause my philosophy is do your best and leave the rest to fortuosity."
Lesson: John's attitude toward life is very much the one I take as well. His frame is
positive and upbeat. He doesn't let it shatter when difficulties come his way. In fact, he
finds them funny and dances in the face of them. This song is often a reminder to me
when I'm having a bad day that I can choose to be happy anyway. Notable verse: Romans
8:28 - "God works all things for the good of those who love him."
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH THAT? - John walks in the front door to some chaos before he can even
start his interview. Enter the rich patriarch, Anthony Biddle (played by the fantastic Fred
MacMurray) who has just been bitten by one of his pet alligators. Yes, that's how awesome he is. He
communicates boundaries and expectations for his family, noting their role at his side as a response
to his role as their provider and protector. His daughter, Cordelia (Cordy) joins in and affirms the
importance of one's duty not only to their family, but also to God and their country.
"I'm a good-hearted husband, I'm generous and kind. No wife could have a life as free of cares.
So when a good-hearted husband has been bit, it's only right that his wife should share the
agony he bears. What's wrong with that? I want my wife to share my life, what's wrong with
that?"
"The flag above, the Bible and love - what's wrong with that?"
Lesson: Anthony's family knows what his priorities are because he has made it clear
through the way he leads them. His daughter does come to his side and reaffirms his
values. We should do the same. This song also sets a good example for the broader
biblical concepts of headship and support in the family between a husband/father and his
wife/kids.

WATCH YOUR FOOTWORK - After the alligator mess is sorted out, a suitor arrives for Cordy,
who has been trained by her father as a boxer. Her brothers tease the suitor about her unlady-like
dominance, attacking men who cross her boundaries. They eventually knock him out. When he
comes to, he runs off and Cordy is upset.
"Remember Harry Applegate? ... Thought he was a Romeo. Tried to kiss our sis and, oh! Harry
ducked, but too late. Father bought him an upper plate."
"Archie Baxter came here twice ... Second date, it was a dance. He grabbed her tight, this was
his chance. Cordy only bruised that sport. Father settled it out of court."
"Say! Do you remember Harvey Drew? ... While rowing Cordy 'round the lake, a crude
advance did Harvey make. A gruesome scene. It happened so fast. Next week they removed the
cast."
Lesson: Learn what you can about a woman's family situation and life history before
getting too close. Be wary of the masculine women, even if they are otherwise physically
attractive.

VALENTINE CANDY - Cordy laments over the lost suitor and the fact that she can't keep a
boyfriend while punching them all out. She wants to be sweet and submissive, but the dominance
and aggression keep coming out when a guy gets too close.
"Is a boy meant to spar with, or gaze at a star with? Should you kiss him or blacken his eye?"
"Will you someday be someone that somebody loves? Are you valentine candy or boxing
gloves?"
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Lesson: Cordy can't reconcile feminist empowerment with her unhappy love life. She
knows that men want sweet and submissive women, but her hypergamy calls for a man
who is stronger than she is, who can actually tame her. Will she ever meet this man? This
is the predicament many women are in today.

STRENGTHEN THE DWELLING - The patriarch uses his boxing/fitness class as an opportunity
to teach people about God and the importance of physical fitness.
"Strengthen the dwelling of the Lord. Fashion the framework board by board. Here in his image
now we stand. Building His fortress long and grand."
"It is written that the body and mind of mortal man should walk in the spirit of His master plan.
So we must strengthen the dwelling of the Lord, fashion the framework board by board."
Lesson: Anthony models that his motive for staying physically fit is not to keep his wife
sexually attracted to him (her frame), but because it is God's dwelling and we owe it to
him who owns our bodies (which are not our own) to keep them in good condition. I'm
reminded here of the way Israel lamented at the way Jerusalem and its wall fell apart
during their captivity in Babylon and that of all possible priorities, when they had the
chance in Nehemiah the restoration of their home - particularly strengthening its walls was their highest priority. Will you let your souls/God's Spirit's dwelling wither the same
way?

I'LL ALWAYS BE IRISH - John, the butler, shares with the family that his American identity
doesn't take away from his Irish heritage. Once again, amidst the difficulties of working with this
family, he maintains the same positive attitude he had in his first song.
"I'll wear the greens on Patty's Day, and yet for all of that: I'll be truly as American as Casey At
The Bat."
"If I went to Paris for the rest of me days, and ate bread and cheese in sidewalk cafes - lived in
a garret, wore a beret - what would I be? An Irishman!"
Lesson: This song is more comical interlude, but it does remind me of the way we share a
common identity in Christ, yet we all have our own unique makeup that defines us as
well. Just because we may, under 1 Cor. 9, adapt to a culture to reach the culture, our core
identity in Christ remains in tact, even though we also identify with our neighbors inside
our own cultural context.

BYE-YUM PUM PUM - Anthony had always raised Cordy in the home through private tutors and
trainers. After seeing her distress and loneliness he is persuaded to send her off to boarding school to
meet new people. Of course, she shares her boy troubles with her new roommate, who decides to
teach her how to seduce a man.
"You must slink across the floor as if it's a dreadful bore."
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"The men in college always acknowledge a girl who dances in a trance. So bye-yum until the
dawn as if you're about to yawn."
"For when you're oh so mysterioso the men will grow so entranced with you, as you secretly
conceal the tingly way you feel."
Lesson: There are so many truths about how women engage the sexual marketplace in
this song. Perhaps the most emphasized aspect here is the way they conceal what's really
going on in their head to get a man on their hook.

ARE WE DANCING - Cordy takes her newfound skills of seduction to a ball, where she meets
Angie. He takes Cordy outside for a private dance. He has major oneitis while they sing a duet,
setting a bad precedent for the relationship. Cordy, of course, is excited enough just to have someone
that new relationship excitement takes over.
Angie: "Are your eyes confessing things I alone can see? Or is my imagination flying away
with me?" (the latter)
Cordy: "Is this feeling something real, or will it disappear?" (questioning if she really likes a
guy like this)
Lesson: This song is a perfect example of oneitis and embodies everything you should
avoid in the start of a new relationship. It's not surprising that immediately after this the
relatoinship gets rocky, barely before it even starts.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THAT? (REPRISE) - Back at the Biddle mansion, Anthony, the
patriarch, sees World War 1 coming and decides the country is unprepared, so he adds to his mission
that he's going to be the one to train the US Marines to fight.
"I believe in this country, but our country's unprepared. Our defenses aren't worth a hill of
beans. So when a man loves his country should he sit back and complain or call out the United
States Marines?"
Lesson: I'm always impressed at Anthony's insistence to take matters into his own hands.
He doesn't read the news and complain to his wife about how the country is falling apart.
He makes a plan and does something about it. Do likewise.

DETROIT - Cordy quickly realizes that her boyfriend is a loser mama's boy. She presses him about
what he's passionate about in life. He says he just assumed he'd take over the family business that he
hates. Cordy presses him again and suddenly he starts singing about starting an enterprise in the
automobile industry in Detroit.
"Golden sparks light up the skies there like a thousand fourth of Julys there. How I want to
stake a claim and roll up my sleeves and make my name in Detroit!"
"Oh, if I could be there I'd be free there, standing on my own two feet. I'd invent new motors,
design new rotors. I'd be in the driver's seat. I'd make all my dreams realities."
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"Others are giving their dreams a try. If others can dream there, why can't I? Oh, you see where
the rainbow ends for me is known to the world as F.O.B. Detroit."
Cordy: "If you hear it humming, see it coming - that's the place where you must go. But to
make your name there you must stake your claim there and let no one tell you no." Angie: "And
my dreams of golden chariots in Detroit can all come true for you hear it humming, and you see
it coming and YOU want to be there too."
Lesson: The most fascinating part of this song is to see Cordy's demeanor toward Angie
change as he starts to develop a life mission. She's excited, but also immediately tests his
alphaness. Unfortunately, he's still too stuck in her frame to take ownership of the dream
for himself. In my view, this is the central song of the entire movie and shows the utter
importance of having a mission.

WHAT'S WRONG WITH THAT (REPRISE 2) - Cordy's education and relationship with Angie
takes her away from home a lot and Anthony is sad to see his daughter fading from his life for
another man. He doesn't quite trust Angie as being man enough to care for his daughter.
"When a man has a daughter, she's always in his heart; her happiness is part of all his prayers.
When a man has a daughter, he wants her life to be as smooth as satin ribbons that she wears."
"I want her home, where she's free of care. I miss her footsteps on the stairs. What's wrong with
that?"
Lesson: I'm not afraid to admit that I (to make another "musical" reference) shed "A
Single Man Tear" at this song. Why? I have 3 daughters and identify with exactly what is
expressed here. It reminds me of what I want to see in their husbands and that, as their
father, it is my responsibility to look out for their future spouse the same way Anthony
ultimately makes it his responsibility to teach Angie how to be a man for his daughter.

THERE ARE THOSE - Excited by his newly discovered ambitions, Cordy agrees to marry Angie.
Unfortunately, Angie lets his mom run the wedding planning process and ultimately tells him he can't
go to Detroit because he has to take over the family tobacco business. Cordy is disgusted. Angie's
mom and Cordy's aunt get in a fight over which family is better - Cordy's family having
inherited/established wealth and Angie's family being among the nuevo riche. John, ever fluent in
amused mastery, inserts his wisecraks to create humor in the conflict.
Angie's Mom: "There are those who grace the pages of the blue book." Aunt: "Never heard of
it. Is it a new book?" Angie's Mom: "Certainly anyone who is anyone is listed." Aunt: "Oh, you
mean the New York Telephone Directory."
Aunt: "There are those whose names predate the constitution." Angie's Mom: "Yes, and some
of them opposed the revolution."
Lesson: There really isn't one, other than to appreciate John's playfulness in the midst of
a tense situation, which is a passable example of both maintaining frame and amused
mastery (though not necessarily in a romantic relational context).
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LET'S HAVE A DRINK ON IT - After discovering Angie's submission to his mother, Cordy calls
off the wedding. Angie is depressed and goes to a bar. Anthony sends John to keep Angie out of
trouble. Angie keeps threatening to run away to another country, so John, while getting him drunk,
helps Angie realize they're all half-baked bad ideas to run away from his troubles, not his real
mission/passion. As Angie is about to leave, John tricks him into getting into a bar fight to get him
arrested so he can't actually run away.
Angie: "Well, well, well, let's have a drink on it. Here's to China across the bay - to them
darling little oysters and the pearls they give away. A man could make his fortune there. I will
somehow! No shilly-shallying, no dilly-dallying. I'm off to China now!"
Bar: "Well, well, well, one last drink on it, then you're on your merry way." John: "What do
you do when your sampan springs a leak in China Bay?" Bar: "When the truth is nobly spoken,
it's respect you've got to pay." John: "If Oriental pirates come to take your pearls away?!" Bar:
"So fill your cup and lift it up and clink, here's how! No shilly-shallying, no dilly-dallying. Let's
have a drink on it now."
Lesson: The point of the song is that life can screw you over no matter what you try to do
- go into the army, run away to China, or even try to live a simple, common life in
America. John explains all of this to trick Angie out of making any drastic decisions, but
ultimately we have to realize that the possibility of things going wrong shouldn't keep us
from actually making a plan and carrying it out or else we'll be left with no options left in
life at all.

ENDING/FINALE - Angie gets visited in prison by Cordy and her dad, Anthony. Anthony speaks
with Angie privately, uses some reverse psychology, and eventually explains to him how to be a man
and pass a fitness test. This is the scene where the patriarch's wisdom finally gets through to Angie,
who becomes his own man, commits to his mission, and carries Cordy off with him (literally). The
conversation is too good - I have to give it in its entirety.
Anthony: "Young man, it's time that you woke up to your responsibilities. Now I want you to
get this marriage over, and your honeymoon in the Ozarks, then report back to your desk in
New York."
Angie: "What?"
Anthony: "You may think you want other things for yourself. You may have some dreams of
your own. But you have to get over all of that the way other people do."
Angie: "Huh? You didn't get over it."
Anthony: "There are few like me." [The "I am the prize" mentality is just oozing in this scene!]
Angie: "Now you listen here, Mr. Know-It-All-Biddle. No one is going to run my life for me.
I've decided that much. [Feeling his head] Hangover or no hangover."
Anthony: "Is that so?"
Angie: "Yes, that is so."
Anthony: "Alright, Mr. Duke. The [jail] door is open. Let's see you have a try at running your
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own life. Let's see how far you can go. Hangover or no hangover."
Angie (getting determined): "I am going to ask Cordy to elope with me today!"
Anthony: "Now wait a minute."
Angie: "And don't you try to stop me!"
Anthony: "Let me tell you one thing. If you ask Cordy to elope, she won't."
Angie: "Then I'll tell her."
Angie's Mom: "Angie!" with her arms open wide for him.
Angie: "Hello, Mother," walking right on by. "Cordy, you and I are going to elope."
Angie's Mom: "Over my dead body!"
Angie: "Only if absolutely necessary, Mother. Cordy, we'll stop by your house and pick up your
things."
Cordy: "No."
Angie: "Why?"
Cordy: "Because I think he talked you into it," pointing to her dad.
Angie: "Cordy, I love you and want to marry you and he's got nothing to do with that."
Cordy: "I'm not so sure about that."
Angie: picks Cordy up over his shoulder and walks right out of the prison. "So long everybody,
we'll write you!"
Angie's Mom: "Oh, Angie, where are you going?"
Angie and Cordy (still being carried over his shoulder) reprise his song "Detroit"
Angie's Mom: "You know, for a minute, he reminded me of his grandfather - started the whole
Duke thing."
Anthony: "Well, if he's half the man I think he is this won't be the end of the whole Duke thing
either."
Lesson: I hope this one's obvious. If not, just watch it for yourself. The scene starts at
3:30.

EPILOGUE/IT WON'T BE LONG 'TIL CHRISTMAS - With the kids out of the house, Anthony
and his wife reflect on having an empty house. He misses his children as his wife consoles him that
children are meant to grow up and become their own people, but they will still be a part of the family
and come home for Christmas.
Anthony's Wife: "Little birds were born to fly. Not until they roam can they miss their home"
Anthony: "The years go by and every night you say, 'Sweet dreams. Sleep tight.' Then comes
the day you have to say, 'Don't forget to write.'"
Lesson: This song is a powerful reminder of an essential foresight in the familiy-building and
discipleship processes. Your goal is not to draw people to your side forever, as is the common
pastoral model of leading others in the faith. Rather, it is to send them out after you've raised them to
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be mature adults.
CONCLUSION
While there are many great movies out there that can show you snapshots of what it means to be a red
pilled man, there are few that incorporate the Christian element as well. I recommend this movie not
as a perfect example (certainly there are flaws throughout), but as a solid starting point and good
conversation starter with your spouse, who might see by example rather than your verbal explanation,
a happier way of living if we stick to biblical boundaries and principles for our marriages today.
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A Series of FRs
20 upvotes | January 12, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all. Been a while. I've been MIA for a few months - spent October taking over my law firm, began
running it in November, spent a week in TN over Thanksgiving, billed like crazy until Christmas,
then I've been out of town ever since - visiting family, Disney Word trip with the kiddos, etc. It's been
a busy, yet fulfilling 3 months.
In this time, I've observed a lot that would be worth sharing. Let me boil it down to short summaries
as best I can.
BEST QUOTE: "When did women become so entitled?" ~My mom, after sharing 3 different stories
of "Christian" women she observed over the last couple months who left their husbands because they
"weren't feeling fulfilled." She added to the quote: "Last I checked, not being happy in your marriage
wasn't biblical grounds for divorce."
Amanda
I've got a cousin who we'll call Amanda. She's a Christian raised in a churchianity culture/home.
Amanda is very attractive but has clear psychological issues that show up every few months, thus has
trouble finding a "good man." She ends up finding wimps who she can boss around. In early 2019 she
was engaged to one such man, but he was a scrawny pushover. It didn't work out. By Thanksgiving
she was engaged to another slightly less scrawny guy with better income prospects.All Thanksgiving
she bossed him around like a slave. Amanda's dad said they couldn't get married until he found a job
and had 3 months in. She started planning the wedding anyway, so he switched it to a year. She blew
up into one of her psychotic episodes. Her fiance saw the crazy and left ... well, for a few days. He
came begging for forgiveness because ... you know, breaking off an engagement with a crazy girl is
apparently morally repugnant now.
Betty
Betty and Bob have been married for decades. They always seem in love - cuddling, telling stories of
their lives together, etc. They're both very vocal about their faith - especially Betty. I had a great time
chatting with them last week on my way to Disney. A couple days later, Betty trickle truths to Bob
that she spent more money on their daughter's wedding than she originally told him ... 3 times as
much! That's right: tens of thousands above budget. Bob is upset, but makes plans to fix the budget.
Betty texts Bob a couple days ago: "Don't be surprised if all the furniture is gone when you get
home." She follows up a few minutes later, "Don't worry, the new stuff is coming in on Thursday."
Bob calls her and says to get the old furniture back. She texts him later, "You don't have to worry
about the new furniture. I've redirected it somewhere else." She's not there when he gets home. She
then argues that she wants the house, even though a substantial portion of his income is tied to the
music studio in their house. Apparently all of this is Bob's fault because "You don't know what it's
like living with him."
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Carla
Carla is a high school student whose dad (my cousin) is one of the coolest people I've ever met ... but
he's also an alcoholic and spent most of his youth in a rebellious phase. Her mom is also a (former?)
meth addict, so her dad has custody. He works all the time. She's living out through her teenage years
the same rebellion her father modeled for her while she was growing up.
Debbie
Debbie is a tattooed rebel in her 20s. She got married several months ago to a bad boy. She also
separated from her husband several months ago and they're processing the divorce papers. She's
smokin' hot. The emotions didn't last. She thinks she can do better.
Evalyn
Evalyn's marriage has crossed the 7 year hump. They're still happy together and have such great
attraction for one another that ... let's just say I try not to eat at their kitchen table anymore. Evalyn is
known for commenting at Bible study occasionally, "I think we really need to say a prayer of
appreciation and blessing over our husbands for all they do for us." She's also on the record saying,
"Sometimes I ask my husband to do things for me just to hear him say no because it excites me."
Fiona
Fiona is Debbie's sister. She's even hotter (if that's possible). But she also sticks to biblical principles.
I hung out with her and her husband on my way to Disney. He's fit and jumps right into the fun. She's
submissive and supportive. They seem very happily married.
Georgia
Georgia's father is a hard-core male-oriented preacher - more extreme than I am (ex. forbids women
from going to school). He has instilled concepts of male headship and submissiveness in her. I spent
Thanksgiving with her and she spoke wonderfully of her husband and how happy she was. He's not
particularly good-looking, but she did note her appreciation of his confidence and the way he takes
initiative in leading their lives in a number of different ways she went on to describe. She also noted
that he won't put up with her crap. Interesting.
NOTES
It's probably worth mentioning that there's a lot more going on in these stories than I bothered to
mention. But the facts I gave were at least enough to point out these nuggets that wouldn't otherwise
be affected by the missing information.
1. Amanda had no interest in staying with unattractive men when bumps came along - even when
they pined over her. Her bossiness and controlling nature didn't help.
2. Betty was never satisfied with what she had and her thirst for more blew things apart. Bob got
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blamed.
3. Carla is a recreation of her father. Men have more influence over their daughters than they
think - but it's in what they do, not what they say.
4. Debbie is a walking model of hypergamy.
5. Evalyn lives in the biblical role God gave her - and both she and her husband are reaping the
reward (in more ways than one).
6. Fiona shows that even the hot ones can stay captivated with a high value man.
7. Georgia demonstrates that biblical practices work and that even a physically unattractive guy
has a chance if he's got the more controllable attributes of his SMV in order.

BONUS: "I am completely baffled at how so many of my coworkers can be, to be blunt, very ugly
women, but they have these ridiculous expectations of how hot a guy has to be before they'll date
him. I think to myself, 'They're never going to find anyone like that who's interested in them.' But
what is even more mind-boggling is that every one of them will somehow end up with attractive men
one after the next. I simply don't understand how things like this happen." ~My mom.
It's called hypergamy and polygamy, Mom.
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Need some dating advice...
20 upvotes | June 9, 2020 | by Henery02 | Link | Reddit Link
I (m 21) have been talking to a girl (22) for about a month. She has all the important qualities I'm
looking for (strong Christian, same beliefs as me, living a life that reflects God's love, etc). We get
along really well, we have a very similar sense of humor and hold very similar political beliefs. I
definitely want to keep talking to her and go out on dates and see if it works out between us. She
would also like to, but one thing is holding her back: I'm going into law enforcement. She said that
before she has told herself that she would never date or marry someone who is a cop or going into
law enforcement, but she's rethinking that. She said half of her doesn't want to pursue this, but the
other half really wants to keep talking and see where it goes. I understand that law enforcement is
really hard on marriage, but at the same time I fully believe that as long as God stays the center and
the focal point in the relationship that through God marriage would very well work, which I have
voiced to her. We both would like to take it slow, and I fully Intend to wait at least a year of being on
the force before getting married, because I know the job changes you in ways you don't know until
you go through it. Anyone have any advice as to what I should do? Also, anyone in law enforcement
have any advice on how to handle a relationship while in law enforcement? My intention was to not
date until I was on the job for about a year, but then I met this girl and she's awesome, so I would be a
fool not to pursue her, but at the same time I want her to be happy and not to get hurt.
Edit: Apparently I violated rule 2, I thought I didn't need to put down things that didn't have anything
to do with the question. So here's the fix. I am 5'7", 125lbs (I'm a runner and have a stupid high
metabalism, sue me). I accepted Jesus as my savior when I was 5. I am currently finishing out police
academy and have a part time job as a security guard. I also joined the Navy Reserves as a Master at
Arms and I ship off in September.
Edit: The reason why my height, weight, physical build does not matter in this situation is because we
have not physically seen each other. She has a compromised immune system and has a heart
condition worsened by hot days, so now would not be a good time for her to be going out and
socializing. That being said, the value of working out is not lost on me.
I have not bent any of my rules. When I said my intention was to not date, I worded that poorly. What
I should have said is I do not intend to actively be looking for someone to date, but if someone came
along that I like then I could see where it goes. Hopefully that clears up some confusion.
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How can i use my good memory skills to glorify God?
20 upvotes | July 29, 2020 | by saxomophone25 | Link | Reddit Link
God has endowed me with a good memory and i want to use this skill for His honor and glory.
Besides using it to quote scripture during evangelizations and such, in what other ways can this skill
for His honor and glory?
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My girlfriend wants to have an abortion. I want to tell her dad
who hates me. UPDATE
20 upvotes | January 30, 2021 | by spacemanu | Link | Reddit Link
Mission: I'm going to be the best 5 axis cnc machinist in the world.
Stats: 7% body fat, 6'0, 185 lbs, I can do 30 pushups at a time, haven't been to a gym in a while
Reading: Asktrp, RPC, TRP
Finances: High school special education teacher, 44k, in graduate school to be a principal, graduate
this august, 45k in debt
Spiritual: Been reading bibles since I was like 6 or 7, started with picture and comic book Bibles and
progressed to the adult ones, still prefer comic book bibles. I am mindful of God daily and try to
practice mindfulness. Been on semen retention on and off for 3 years
Hi guys. I'm back with an update. I'm the original poster of this post so if you need some background,
please read here
Just to recap, I've (25 M) been (sinfully) maintaining a relationship with a girl (28 F) who I thought I
fell in love with. Many things were wrong with the picture that I chose to remain blind to. She's a
single mother with a 3 year old, she claims to be Muslim (After begging her to pray and telling her
that abortion is not Muslim, I realized she's not when she was still adamant), her dad seemed to like
me at first but randomly decided to ban me from his house 6 months ago without any kind of
forewarning whatsoever.
I messed up bad, I know. Please keep the insults and jeering to a minimum, I'm trying to fix this. No,
I am not trolling, this all started out so normal and turned into a total shitshow. Please bear with me.
I posted on here out of desperation a couple of days ago, the day she told me she was 5 weeks and 3
days pregnant with my child, and immediately after, told me she was having an abortion. Of course, I
tried to convince her not to, I spent hours trying to actually and she kept saying her mind was made
up. I starting panicking desperately. I told her she would be punished for ending a life (this is when I
found out she doesn't fear God), I told her that my mother wants a grandchild, to let me raise the baby
myself. She said her plans were more important, she wants to go to school and be a nurse and another
baby would get in the way. Nothing she was saying had any kind of logic behind it, they could easily
be fixed and there were easy solutions to all of her worries but she was dead set on aborting my first
child anyway.
I told her dad, through the door because she was going to hide this from him and he deserved to
know. I was hoping he would do something about it because I've heard about his going to church and
she told me he is Christian. He didn't open the door for me. He ignored me after I told him and told
her that he would call the police if I showed up again.
Yesterday I took her to the mall to look at baby stuff, hoping that seeing cute stuff would somehow
trigger some mothering hormones in her and soften her heart. At the end of the day, I was $60 short
of money I spent at food at the food court for her and her kid. I came to her house, took out the trash
for her, filled her car up with gas, took her to the mall, told her I would buy everything for the baby,
found her kid who she lost in the mall with the help of mall security and the end of the day, she told
me she was still having the abortion.
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I went home feeling defeated. I prayed to God several times from the day she told me she was
pregnant Monday, Jan 25, to yesterday, asking him to let this child live. I was doing what you guys
told me to do, which is to do everything I can to save the baby.
When I got back to my house I texted her telling her to pray to God and ask him for guidance, not to
make this decision alone. She replied saying, that nothing can change her mind and that is final.
I replied saying "Not even money?"
She said, "What do you mean money?"
I said, "Let my child live, and cancel the abortion and I'll give you $500 every two weeks."
She agreed instantly.
I realized a couple of things last night:
1. AWALT
2. I may be beta bucks in her eyes
3. Money is her God.
I don't know how to proceed, I'm at her house right now with the $500. She was basically salivating
over it as soon as I pulled it out of my pocket. I gave her $250 last night and she'll get the other $250
in a few hours when she calls planned parenthood to cancel the abortion. I have a large amount of
contempt toward her but I feel like I have to play this cool if I want to see my child's face.
Advice?
Edit: After signing a contract I wrote in which she would be required to return my money if she got
the abortion, I asked her to call planned parenthood to cancel the abortion. She refused, saying she
"didn't want to be controlled". I made her return my money and had a few choice words before
leaving. I don't know what to do, I don't want to suffer eternally if this baby dies.
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Diet Reviews
20 upvotes | February 17, 2021 | by coachdad8 | Link | Reddit Link
Mission: Make disciples in my community. More details in my OYS each week.Stats: 40 yrs old,
married 12 years, 4 kids, 6'2", 185lbs, 8% BF, Lift/CrossFit 3x week.Reading: Sidebar multiple
times.
Since I owned 2 CrossFit gyms, trained thousands of athletes and compete in CrossFit, I started
analyzing various diets back in 2007 on the quest for optimal performance. I began experimenting
with the Paleo Diet and a guru named Robb Wolf and his friend Mark Sisson. After about 10 years of
strict Paleo, I saw my performance (and my clients) increase drastically but I was always
underweight so I added GOMAD (gallon of milk a day). I switched to Dr Gundry's Low-Lectin Diet
because I firmly believe that lectins were disrupting my digestion and the reason I couldn't gain
weight. About 2 years ago I discovered Stan Efferding's Vertical Diet which was more restrictive and
helped further increase my performance. During that time I turned my friends onto the diet, many
who still follow Stan's plan. About 14 days ago I went even more extreme and began the Carnivore
Diet based on trusted sources who pushed me to investigate. I want to do a short review of the pro's
and con's of each diet from my direct experience along with links for more information. My belief
after training these athletes and myself is that diet is about 70% of your performance and body
composition, and most Strength & Conditioning coaches would agree. Like the old saying, "You can't
outrun a crappy diet."
Paleo or Primal Diet
Robb Wolf and Mark Sisson are two advocates for the Paleo or Primal Diet which is "Eat meat,
vegetables and nuts, some starches, little fruit, no grains or sugar." This eliminates some of the
inflammatory foods in your diet and is fairly restrictive although food companies now make tons of
products that are "Paleo Friendly".
Pros
Easy to follow, easy to make meals, inclusive, only have to give up a few items (grains, sugar,
processed foods, etc)
Better than the typical diet.
Cheap to buy at the grocery store
Cons
Still plenty of stuff that makes you fat, causes insulin resistance, and can be inflammatory.
Lots of loopholes like honey, syrup, chocolate, etc
Difficult to gain muscle unless you prioritize meat at the expense of veggies or supplement with
whey protein.
Low-Lectin Diet
Dr. Gundry started the Low Lectin Diet because he saw inflammatory responses to Lectins in his
patient's bodies. Eliminating most veggies, nuts, and grains from your diet heals the gut, stops
automimmune responses and balances the microbiome.
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Pros
Heals the gut in many people and balances microbiome.
Can reverse autoimmune disease.
Lower insulin response.
Fairly inclusive and easy to follow.
Cons
Same foods over and over.
Still allows many foods that may be high in sugar like fruit and have insulin spikes.
Doesn't emphasize meat or protein.
Doesnt eliminate enough foods for most people to see drastic results.
Vertical Diet
Stan Efferding is a bodybuilder who wanted to add muscle without bodyfat which is tough to do. He
created a diet that is simple, effective and very restrictive in order to allow athletes to avoid many of
the common pitfalls with other diets like bloating, gas, lack of protein intake, digestive struggles, etc.
It includes eating copious amounts of white rice to fuel your training and rebuild muscle glycogen
after tough workouts along with large amounts of meat to get those important amino acids. The fat
you consume is directly from the meat and a few eggs. He advocates for the occasional handful of
spinach, 1 orange a day, and a glass of cranberry juice.
Pros
TONS of energy
Easy to build muscle.
Can cook large amounts of food ahead of time.
Cheap to follow because rice and meat is 90% of the diet.
Lowers bodyfat!
Very low sugar
Heals the gut because you literally eat the same 2 things and so you have no allergic reactions
to food.
Cons
Same foods over and over.
Become a slave to carbs as its your source of energy.
Carnivore Diet
Shawn Baker , Paul Saladino , and Dr. Ken Berry are three advocates of Carnivore diet which is
simply living off animal meat and other animal products. They write in their books that the healthiest
cultures with the most athletic men are from hunter-gatherer tribes who eat almost 100% meat,
organs, and eggs. Animals give you all the minerals and vitamins you need in order to maximize your
muscle growth and lower your bodyfat and they claim you can reverse your body's age through the
healing powers of meat.
Pros
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Similar to KETO and easy to follow.
Easy to build muscle and cheap even though you buy tons of meat.
Never hungry, always feel full, no insulin resistance.
Higher libido, better sleep, more consistent energy
Zero carb and zero sugar
Heals the gut because you literally eat meat all the time.
you can eat as much meat as you want - Steak, Fish, Hamburger, Lamb, Wagyu, Bacon, Pork,
Butter, Liver, Kidneys, Eggs, Bison, Elk, Caribou, Venison, Turkey, Ham, Squirrel, etc. GO
NUTS!
Cons
Never have insane energy, just an even source of energy as you burn fat
Have to eat at least 1:1 ratio of protein to fat, NEVER more protein than fat.
Doesn't work well for short intense exercise like CrossFit (you have to eat a few carbs before a
workout like Raw Honey).
Snout-to-tail meaning organ meats and bone marrow are essential which can be gross to some
people.
People think you are a freak.
These diets are listed from least restrictive to most restrictive. My advice is to follow the one you
think you can long-term!
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How to vet for virgin woman quickly without wasting time?
20 upvotes | January 19, 2021 | by Senior-Veterinarian6 | Link | Reddit Link
I’m 26 year old male, I can bench 125, I can dead lift about 130 and squat about 100. I’m 170
pounds. Six feet. I have my own house. And a steady income. I have personal Bible study about once
a week now, used to be everyday few years ago, need to work on this I know, but I have a very good
foundation in Christianity and doctrine from the time I did daily and lengthy Bible studies and quiet
times.
I have been very disappointed with the dating world, I noticed it’s very time consuming and I don’t
want to be spending any more time than I need to. I’d rather work on mu career than chasing girls,
but I want to get married so I guess I have to deal with this crap. I’m not a virgin fully if that makes
sense, but looking for a virgin wife. By that I mean I did some kissing and spooning with past women
in relationships but didn’t go further than that. So I guess I’m still virgin? But not a full one?
Anyways besides that, i straightened up and don’t ever do that any more, I still want to end up with a
virgin and it’s about that time for me to get married. How do I got about this and vet women I meet as
efficiently as possible whether they are virgins or not without coming off as a jerk? I tried asking
some women I met in the past, didn’t go well.
From my experience I learned it seems to offend a ton of women if not all, probably even virgins,
because it’s kind of a thing where they will think I’m a judgmental repulsive woman hating jerk for
even asking that would “throw them out like trash, based off their sexual past that they were forgiven
for and move on to the next girl and that I lack grace and understanding of it because I want a virgin,”
as one girl put it. Maybe it is the way I’m going about it asking and i lack discretion in how I ask? I
just ask them if they’re a virgin and tell them I’m looking for a virgin to marry and don’t want to
marry anyone with a sexual promiscuous past . Dating is very time consuming and I feel as though I
have wasted many precious hours and hours that I won’t get back on dating( by dating I mean that It
can be simple text conversations or call or one on one kind of conversation) women trying to figure
out if they’re virgins or not. How do I got about this as efficiently as I can so I don’t waste any more
time than absolutely necessary so I end up with a virgin while also not coming off as a judgmental
woman hating jerk that women are turned off by by revealing what I’m looking for a virgin to the
women I date. Also is there a quicker way to find out without dating them? Or is dating the only
way? In short how do I go about this the right way without wasting time, what are the dos and donts?
Should are they a virgin be the first thing asked after I get their number for example ? When should I
ask?
Please help! Thanks!
Update- holy moly lots of responses. Thanks all, I can’t read them all, but will later. Thanks for the
help!
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Rock and a hard place
20 upvotes | February 27, 2021 | by LilYusukeInuyasha | Link | Reddit Link
The bible says to wait until marriage to engage in sex. I did not, and I know that’s in direct violation.
But my question is how does Anyone expect to be good with women (or with sex in general) if they
spend their whole live avoiding it until marriage. I know from firsthand that women respect a man
who is good in bed, so therefore wouldnt you prefer your wife to feel the same?
Most devout church guys I know are not very smooth with women and it has to do with the fact they
don’t interact with women in a manner that has a high potential for sin. Many of them avoiding party
scenes and clubs (which is the correct path). That being said I made sure when I was young I took the
opposite path, and whereas I am satisfied with the women around me, I’m not satisfied with how God
will judge me.
I know God knows better than the ways of man; that my “understanding” does not hold a candle to
his. However, I’m 26 and I still feel as though the bible makes you choose between respect of your
wife (regarding sex and leadership ) and spiritual purity.
Would like some input from someone who’s has similar but more seasoned experience, thanks
6’4, 200lbs, bench 200lbs
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Unpacking and tying together the meta-levels of Christianity,
reality and the red pill into a hierarchical understanding:
theological, scientific, and cultural/philosophical
20 upvotes | March 29, 2021 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
This is not the first time someone has gone into detail about how we view reality, but it is the most
recent. Jack's post on A Mystical Approach to Meta Reality approaches the meta-levels of what we
understand, although I think his is slightly incomplete.
Primary Reality — What is
Secondary Reality — What is perceived
Tertiary Reality — The problems created by the discrepancy between 1(a) and 1(b).
I'd argue this is a bit incomplete. Tertiary reality is instead the philosophy or culture that is layered
upon secondary reality. In other words, it can be at total conflict from what we perceive many times
as brainwashing is a real thing.
Primary Reality — What is — Theological
Secondary Reality — What is perceived — Scientific
Tertiary Reality — The organized structures upon which we perceive — Philosophy and
Culture
It is important to note that most secular sources do not acknowledge a Creator and thus do not
acknowledge any type of primary reality ("what is") and thus must operate from a relativistic point of
view in that we can only know what we perceive. This is why they cannot have any sort of
designations such as good and evil or morality because these are strictly theological concepts based
upon God. They can only have good and bad from the perspective of what is perceived by an
individual or group.
Now, this can be organized in various ways, and Lexet's Charting the Red Pill World can be
organized upon this foundational block.
Generally speaking, the "red pill" as it was originally formulated is strictly scientific in nature where
various men wanted to discover (or rather rediscover) what the truth of attraction and inter-sexual
behavior in order for their own gain. This was done by trial and error and observation about what
women do. Hence, the RP maxim "Watch what they do, not what they say."
This also means via extension that much of what was occurring culturally and philosophically in the
eras that RP arose from was not aligning with what we were able to observe in culture.
Primary Reality — What is — Theological
Secondary Reality — What is perceived — Scientific — "The Red Pill": Observation about
the truth of what men and women do via attraction and intersexual behavior
Tertiary Reality — The organized structures upon which we perceive — Philosophy and
Culture — "The Blue Pill": recent and current culture (1980s-1990s and forward) and
philosophy did not align with what was observed in reality (e.g. happy wife, happy life,
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"just be yourself", etc.)
In the past in some (perhaps many?) cultures, we did have a more clear alignment of Secondary
Reality and Tertiary Reality. For example, at least in the 1950s and further back when men were
taught to be masculine men and women were taught to be feminine women we had a more natural
alignment of Secondary and Tertiary Realities. Some would argue that all of the Realities aligned -Primary, Secondary and Tertiary -- but as I have noted on this blog I believe that to be false as no
nation has ever striven to fully align itself with God indefinitely (not even Israel with good and evil
kings). There may be appearances of such, but in practice it has not occurred.
Indeed, any type of interpretation of what is perceived will tend to spawn it's own culture and
philosophy. Hence, we have various different tertiary realities popping up from "The Red Pill" based
on how different groups interpret the scientific and observational data.
Various Tertiary Realities born out of "The Red Pill: Observations" include the one's Lexet listed:
The Blue Pill
Secular Red Pill (PUAs)
Political Red Pill
MGTOW (possibly tied for 3rd)
Christian RP (Catholics > Protestants in number, due to appeals to tradition)
Other Religious RP
Incels
Black Pill
Each of these has their own interpretation of the scientific and observational data. Some are more
congruent with the data than others. For instance, it's clear that the blue pill is not very congruent
with actual scientific and observational data as the current cultural and philosophical milieu ignores
actual scientific data to keep pushing their own agenda. Common examples of this are preferring
blank slate-ism ("you can be any gender you want") or genetic determinism ("people are born that
way" when referring to homosexuality) based on their argument of the day.
To expand on the hierarchical nature of the primary, secondary and tertiary realities in terms of
Christianity, we need to understand what we mean by truth and Truth. Since the Creator made the
world and created us with senses to understand the world, we also understand that the Scripture that
was inspired by Him contains Truth about the world He created.
Primary Reality — What is — Theological — Truth: The Bible contains Truth about the
human condition including how to live lives that are in alignment with God and tend to be
successful as that's how God designed us to live. For instance, Adam was created as the
head of his wife and Eve was created as his helper. The Biblical marital roles and
responsibilities of headship-submission, love and respect, etc.
Secondary Reality — What is perceived — Scientific — "The Red Pill": Observation about the
truth of what men and women do via attraction and intersexual behavior — truth:
codifications of observerations that are almost universally successful in relationships
made it into various RP maxims. For instance, Heartiste's 3rd of the 16 commandments of
poon "III. You shall make your mission, not your woman, your priority."
Tertiary Reality — The organized structures upon which we perceive — Philosophy and
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Culture — "The Blue Pill": recent and current culture (1980s-1990s and forward) and
philosophy did not align with what was observed in reality (e.g. happy wife, happy life, "just be
yourself", etc.) — *lies: the various cultural platitudes such as happy wife, happy life or "just
be yourself" are typically either conditionally or wholly false and often misapplied to a
particular person which leaves them more confused and frustrated. *
Understanding the primary versus secondary versus tertiary realities does not mean that the secondary
and tertiary realities are all truthful or all lies. For example, "just be yourself" does work with women
if you are attractive and a naturally masculine leader.
Likewise, just because some red pill person said it does not mean it is a universal truth either. One
must remember the context in which most RP advice is given: they're typically to unattractive men
who are unsuccessful with women. In other words, the underlying feature of which most advice is
given is aimed at increasing attraction and/or removing behaviors that are unattractive.
One must also understand that much of the secular RP codifications of advice are built off of the
premise of having sex with as many women as possible. Hence, the target of specific actions are
typically promiscuous women. Thus, certain advice is built on maximizing the possibility of sex and
often at the exclusion of possible relationships and marriage. For instance, one of the example of
common advice is to avoid paying for dates / going dutch. As I have noted before, if you are a
Christian this is a pretty big turn off with pretty much any Christian woman who considers herself
traditional which is the largest pool of potential spouses for any true Christian man.
One can also see how, in some cases, RP maxims have almost discovered almost verbatim how God
instructs us how to live by simply observing reality. Any Christian man should be putting God's
mission first, and his wife is to be a helper to him.
Ephesians 5:25 Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also loved the church and gave
Himself up for her, 26 so that He might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the washing of
water with the word, 27 that He might present to Himself the church in all her glory, having
no spot or wrinkle or any such thing; but that she would be holy and blameless.
Christ set the same example: by dying for our sins and resurrecting for the purpose of the
sanctification of His Church, and invites the Church to participate in His mission (The Great
Commission) to make disciples of all nations.
Now to get back to the analysis.
Generally, the theological will provide the interpretive lens on which we view the scientific
which will provide the lens in which we view the culture or philosophical.
In other words, we start from the fact that God created everything with an intent and purpose
including man, woman, and marriage. This includes the foundations of why each spouse is attracted
to particular qualities in the opposite sex.
It is extremely dangerous to work in reverse order (e.g. scientific observations informs the
theological) because deception is very easy. This is the case where many men enter the manosphere
proper (either secular or Christian) and start to put on the lens of RP and impute that onto the
Scriptures to make determinations of how to live. I have been guilty of that in the past as well
unknowingly and changed my stance once others have informed me or I became aware. These lead to
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dancing monkey syndrome: one must continually do all of the different behaviors in order to be
attractive else you're screwed.
As was iterated in Why we are here, the main concept that that observing RP (e.g. scientific
observation about men and women's sociosexual behavior) does is to help us take off the lens of
feminism and the current cultural milieu. This allows us to see male and female sociosexual behavior
without the common cultural tropes blinding us. The vast majority of us, including Christians, didn't
question that we have always lived with the cultural and philosophical informing the scientific
observations which was informing our theological beliefs.
This is what typically happens.
The clash: Theological --> scientific <-- cultural and philosophical. (These clash at the
scientific and observational level. Many times "happy wife, happy life" wins out over headshipsubmission and love-respect despite the results of "happy wife happy life" being an utter
failure).
Most people: Theological <-- scientific <-- cultural and philosophical. (Humans by nature
tend to default to feelings and experiences over God due to temptation and sin. Thus, the
cultural wins out over any type of theological belief. The vast majority of people don't even
realize that this is happening.)
What needs to happen: Theological --> scientific --> cultural and philosophical. (This is
what should be happening. You reach an extremely different culture by having your worldview
on God rather than the culture informing your worldview. Many Christians groups have tried to
emulate what they've seen in the gospels and Acts and can't do it. One reason is probably not
aggressively rooting out cultural heresies.)
We can use the top-down theological perspective to inform of why and how temptations easily blind
men and women, husbands and wives, and others and learn to act in a righteous manner to follow
God.
The sad part about our cultural milieu is that it's strong enough that most Christian leaders don't
realize they're walking in it. They preach complementarianism or egalitarianism (because headship is
not enough for them) but in practice they walk as the pagans giving pagan advice. Even those who
know that headship is right and they know something is wrong still have the lens of culture on in
certain cases and still make the same mistakes. The series on the theolopis is proof as you can see in
the posts analyzing them.
Aaron Renn on The Manosphere and the Church. My post critique.
Alastair Robert on The Virtues of Dominion. My post critique.
Peter Leithart on Side effects. My post.
Bill Smith on Attraction: The Biblical Theology of Pickup Artistry. My post critique.
Paul Maxwell on The Measure of a man. My post.
Mike Bull on What is Biblical Feminism. My post.
Aaron Renn's final response. No post critique since it's short.
I think the reality is that one must first understand that they are called to God and His Great
Commission. This primarily includes walking against the culture. Jesus was adamant that if you're
not for Him you're against Him, and that His way is the only way. If you're not fighting against the
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culture in all areas then you're only going to get carried away in it. This includes all the current
culture and its philosophy, and it also includes all the various cultural and philosophical offshoots of
the RP -- Secular RP, Political RP, Christian-ized RP, MGTOW, Incel, Black Pill, etc.
Forget what you learned and your previous experiences. Ask the Holy Spirit, godly mentors, and look
to commentaries and early Church fathers to help you see the Scripture from the eyes of God and not
impute your previous experiences and cultural lenses onto your reading and learning.
Full obedience to God and His Great Commission to work on making disciples. This may include
teaching the basics which are in short supply nowadays such as men to be masculine men and women
to be feminine women.
Original post.
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Reforming Marriage by Doug Wilson should not be in the
sidebar
20 upvotes | April 15, 2021 | by Cdn_Stallion | Link | Reddit Link
Edit - It appears that Gajan_O/ 's original post has been removed/deleted. Mods - Should I delete this
post?
I don't mean to call out Gajan_O/ but his earlier post (which is locked so I can't comment there hence this post) reminded me of how much I miss Dalrock and his incredible insightfulness. He wrote
about Pastor Doug Wilson and his book(s?) extensively:
https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2018/03/08/harkening-back-to-the-golden-age/
https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2018/03/22/riding-the-security-carousel/
https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2018/03/26/headship-tomorrow-and-headship-yesterday-but-neverheadship-today/
https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2018/03/28/if-mama-aint-happy/
https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2018/08/09/do-you-smell-that/
The issue with Pastor Doug Wilson, Sheila Gregoire and a bunch of others is that what they say,
taken at face value, sounds biblical. It isn't, and sometimes it takes a deep analysis of all their works
to discover their true message.
This is my first post so I hope this doesn't come off as me representing myself as authoritative on
anything. I just didn't want the earlier post to stand without comment.
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The Art of Asking Questions
20 upvotes | August 18, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I was chatting with some guys from the RPC Discord recently about a few terms that could easily get
confused:
Formal Discipleship: When you invite someone to learn from you, and he commits to letting
you lead him for a time.
Informal Discipleship: When you disciple someone without a structured arrangement and,
usually, he won't realize you're discipling him until weeks/months down the road where you
give the big "ah ha!" reveal so that he can pick up on how to do the same for others.
These processes are identical. The only difference is that one involves the other's
knowledge up-front and the other keeps it on the back-burner until the guy's ready to
receive it.
Reverse Discipleship: When you maintain the submissive position beneath someone in
authority over you, but express your submissiveness in a way that is uniquely designed to train
them to be a better leader over you ... and (more relevantly) others.
This process is distinctly different from traditional formal/informal discipleship.
Direct Leadership: When you have a recognized position of authority within a group as the
platform from which you speak.
Invisible Leadership: When you take control of a group without anyone realizing you've done
it, including the person who is the actual positional leader of the group.
It's this last point that prompted the relevant aspect of the discussion - something that you may find
useful, whether in your personal life, your career, your congregation, or (ideally) your effort to make
disciples.
LEADERSHIP
What is it? I often hear answers that more eloquently boil down to:
A title or position
Telling others what to do
Serving others
Sure, these may be aspects or methods of leadership, but they are not leadership themselves. Lots of
people hold positions/titles without actually leading anything. Tons of people boss others around and
accomplish nothing. A butler serves people, but he's hardly leading them.
Leadership is influence. That's it. Any form of influence you exert over another person leads them
down a path you created - whether intentional or unintentional; small steps or large ones; good or
bad.
How do you gain influence? I'm only aware of three universal consistently reliable answers (though
there may be more): force, fear and desire.
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Force: When you coerce someone to act differently by literally manipulating the world around
them beyond their control. For example, when a mobster wants to buy out a business for cheap,
they may vandalize the business. The owners are forced to sell it for cheap, knowing they don't
have the funds to fix it up and make it operational again.
Fear: Causing others to follow your influence by use or threats of negative consequences. A
mortgage company leads you to make timely monthly payments by threatening foreclosure,
payment of late charges, etc.
Desire: Inciting others to want to be under your influence. A child will clean his room because
he is promised a cookie if he does a good job.
There are other examples that fit in each category, but you get the point. Interestingly, we see Jesus
leading primarily through desire, God (in the OT) often uses fear, and the Holy Spirit, in isolated
examples, seems to consume people and cause them to start behaving as he sees fit, and also bends
circumstantial reality to his whims, causing the world to follow in the broad direction he wants it to
go, even in our ignorance.
INVISIBLE LEADERSHIP
Anyone ever visit a small group where "that one person" always makes the group about their
problems and nobody else really gets to chime in about their own life issues? And don't even bother
asking about the actual content prepared for the day! That person is practicing (unintentionally)
invisible leadership ... often to the detriment of the group. They take the reigns on the direction the
group should go. The positional leader believes he still has control because, as he tells himself, "I
could put a stop to this if I wanted, but I'm going to entertain it" - and perhaps in so doing the
leadership dynamic is in harmony between the two forces. But the reality is that most just don't know
how to deal with someone like that. Nobody accuses the other person of taking over "leadership" of
the group, but it's obvious that that person is the one setting the path the rest walk on for their time
together.
But this strategy can be used as a force for good, especially if the positional leader is a useless one and there are a lot of them out there in churchianity! Take small groups, for example. If you follow
the Rick Warren model, as my previous congregation did, small group leaders don't even need to be
Christian! They just need to have a TV and know how to press the play button. Yikes!
The Basic Plan
When talking with /u/brotherchad recently, I gave him this model to start with. It needs to be adjusted
for each circumstance, and it's certainly not the only viable model, but it's a reliable one:
Week 1: STFU. Observe the group, gauge where they're at, and learn their personality styles.
Through observation and charm as a participant, focus purely on developing trust and rapport
with no effort to dominate the group. Don't try to impress, unless the opportunity is handed to
you on a silver platter. Literally, this week is all purely about making yourself likable.
Week 2: Take on two roles:
Be the silent sage. /u/SkimTheDross is fantastic at this. When I was hosting a weekly
small group for RPC guys, he rarely talked, but when he did it was solid gold. Instead of
answering every question, you let others speak first. When they don't come up with a
good answer, you give the best answer - and only when you actually have something
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better to say. Don't answer every question or it'll come off as if you think you have the
best answer to every question - which you might, but building rapport right now is more
important than preaching truth that won't be received well. When you speak, you affirm
what others say, gaining rapport and trust, but take the conversation to the next level. The
goal here is to earn respect through meaningful contribution rather than domineering
contribution. Domination is a fast-track to butt heads with the positional leader. You want
to stay off his radar.
Be curious. Ask lots of really good questions that get people thinking. Thinking about
things you want them thinking about, that is. Do it in the context of the content of the
week. Your goal here is not to wow anyone with how deep your questions are (that's what
the silent sage comments are for), but to show them (1) that you're not an arrogant jerk
who only ever impresses people with the final word because you're here to "learn" too,
and (2) most importantly: to gauge in deeper measure what the needs of each person in
the group are - at least insofar as what will get them where you want them. In the case of
making disciples, this means figuring out how to help them move just one step further
toward being like Christ.
Weeks 3-5: Play the fool. By this point, if you're effective, you're pretty popular in the group
(hitting the gym helps here - you are doing that, right?). People are picking up on the fact that
you're probably the smartest person in the room (at least insofar as biblical wisdom is
concerned), but instead of flaunting it you humbly ask questions to the group with a(n at least
apparently) genuine desire to know the answers. These questions are designed uniquely to help
each individual take one step further in the direction you want them to go. And you use the
content as context to do it.
It doesn't matter what the content is, by the way. I did this with my last small group and
the content was a Lord of the Rings book. No joke. Bob needs to start having quiet times?
Me: "I'm fascinated at the way the hobbits seem to talk to themselves. It's obvious they're
meditating on something. Has anyone in the group ever tried meditating on something
like that? Do you ever talk to yourself - or even God - like they do? Is it a helpful thing to
do, or a waste of time? Most people will realize the common-sense reply: that quiet times
are a moment of personal, prayerful reflection on God's Word, much like this. So,
someone brings it up and you respond: "Yeah, I do that sometimes too, I guess. Anyone
want to do it with me this week?"
Let's give another example. You're going through /u/Deep_Strength's book with a group
of guys. The first chapter is on the history of the feminization of the church. Carl really
needs to learn how to memorize Scripture and Dave doesn't ever pray. Your agenda is to
get these guys practicing these basic disciplines with Scripture. Yes, you want them to
read the content of the book also, engaging with it - but discipleship is more than just
good content here and there. It's developing a lifestyle. So, with Carl you ask the group if
they know any verses that prove the feminized views of modern churchianity wrong
(Deep gives plenty), and then say you're going to memorize one such verse a day - and
then you look to Carl and ask if he'll check you on them next week. And then ask if he'll
memorize some too so it's a mutual thing. For Dave, you ask about how the feminized
churchianity culture can be fixed. He doesn't know if it can be. You ask, "Do you think
we can get the job done, or is it going to require an act of God?" He says the latter. You
ask, "So what can we do to get God to act?" We can pray! he says. "Great idea, Dave!
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How about we both pray every day this week, even if only for 3 minutes, that God would
use us as instruments in helping to restore the Church to biblical teaching." Again, the
content itself doesn't matter - you can use a bologna sandwich as content to get someone
to evangelize, if you want. You just have to know how to ask the right questions.

THE INVESTIGATOR
In our 204 post on leadership styles, /u/ruizbujc sets up a handful of strategies that can work in
different situations. Having learned from him, I've become proficient in being "the investigator" - the
art of asking questions to lead people to a pre-drawn conclusion. This is, of course, something I'm
trained at doing in my career: cross-examination. I know what I want an opposing witness to say and
he's going to avoid saying it with everything in his power. Yet by wording my questions cleverly
enough, I can get him there in a way he can't deny without committing purgery.
There are two great ways to do this:
*Direct
If you're the positional leader, do it DIRECTLY. In this situation, people know in advance that
you're going to teach them something. Rather than lecturing at them, you turn it into a fun
game, where they get to figure out your conclusion for themselves by following the trail of
questions you have set out for them. It's also a fantastic strategy for dealing with someone who
has an opposing view. People who fail at this direct method, where others find it coming off as
condescending, simply have a crappy frame. The goal is to make them WANT to answer your
questions, not for you to force them to do it.
EXAMPLE 1: I'm leading a Bible study on why street preaching is not enough.
Did Jesus teach in the streets? Yes, obviously.
And did people follow him or reject him when he did this? Both.
Was that the most effective strategy he utilized? Well, he did it, so we have to assume it was
effective and biblical and that we should do it too.
Good, but was it the only strategy he utilized? No.
What other strategies did he use for spreading the Gospel? He discipled his 12.
And which strategy proved more effective at spreading the Gospel to the nations - Jesus' streetpreaching, or his discipleship of the 12? The 12.
So, should we neglect preaching to crowds? No, Jesus did it.
But between preaching and discipleship, which was Jesus' priority? Discipleship.
Which should be our priority? Discipleship.
Fin.
I've had that conversation at least a couple dozen times. It goes exactly like that about 95% of the
time. People enter the conversation knowing I'm going to unfold why discipleship is essential. But
this method of "biblical cross-examination" is generally more effective than just teaching someone
because they are forced to acknowledge their agreement every step of the way, making it
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particularly effective with someone who disagrees with you, whereas a lecture gives room for them to
debate back with a big old "BUT ... I think this or that" afterward because you haven't compelled
them to agree.
If you make them agree with your smaller points, the bigger point tends to stick much better.
Invisible
The second way is what I mean when I talk about "invisible leadership." Watch how this plays out.
EXAMPLE 2: I'm participating in a Bible study on why street preaching is the epitome of the
Christian life.
Guy starts off: "Street preaching is the best. Gotta get the word out. Let's talk about how we
can do it better."
Fun stuff. I always like to ask: Hod did Jesus do it? Great question. What does the group think?
They give basic answers.
One thing that's always puzzled me about street preaching is why Jesus seems to run away
from the crowds. Why do you think that is? Because he did so much of it he needed a break to
recharge with God.
Was it always just to have quiet times by himself, though? No, he spent time with his 12 too.
Is it possible that that's something God expects to accompany a good street-preacher? That he
has his team of 12 also? It's an interesting thought, but maybe if we want to be better street
preachers, the quality starts off the streets. What are some ways we can enhance our ministry
and influence on the streets by what we do off the streets? Great question. What does the group
think? They give basic answers of reading the Word, praying, studying, memorizing Scripture,
etc. - the 7 basics, essentially.
I'm still confused. Do we see Jesus spending more time doing this with his 12 or more time
doing public preaching? Public preaching.
Maybe I'm missing it. Can you give me examples of when Jesus did this without his 12
around? No, he always had them around (which isn't quite true, but that's what people say).
I guess I just want to know what the goal of street preaching actually is. I know it's important,
but what's the end-game? To get the Gospel to the world. To save the lost.
So between street preaching and spending time with "our 12," what's the higher priority? Which
one will be more effective? Help me wrap my head around this. Well, the priority is the 12,
like Jesus had as his priority. But the preaching is what he trained them for. So we need to have
people we're raising up to help us preach and who can go out preaching elsewhere.
Ah, that clarifies things for me. Thanks! You're welcome.
They're not as far along in this example as in the first example. It's inferior, overall. But they still
reach the same conclusion. Yes, they are still too focused on street-preaching, but now I've steered
their approach to prioritize discipleship and raising up new leaders. And if the context they create is
toward getting people to preach the Gospel on the streets, that's still a win.
But notice the bolded language I gave - see how those create an appearance of genuine questionasking and sincere exploration as compared with the more dominant approach? You're asking the
group to teach you their wrong ways so thoroughly that they realize it's wrong. They won't
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admit they're wrong, but as they process the information to teach it, they have to refine it, and you use
your feigned confusion as the vehicle to drive them toward realizing it.
In this approach, the leader believes he retains his position because he gets to be the know-it-all who
has the answers to all of your questions, when in reality he's in your frame, and you're just
leading/influencing him through clever questions to get him to give the answers you wanted all
along.
/u/TheChristianAlpha - You want to share your experience when I made you (on the spot) teach us all
something that only you knew, and with only using questions? Fun exercise for anyone who wants to
try it.
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Rambling Down Memory Lane In a Diesel Volvo With a Tank
Full of Gasoline...
20 upvotes | September 11, 2020 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
Keep your life free from love of money, and be content with what you have, for he has said,
“I will never leave you nor forsake you.” -- Hebrews 13:5
I was responding to another post about the Female Dating Strategy sub elsewhere, but I had an
inclination to create a separate post. Basically, most people seek contentment and, in fact, most
people long for it. A lot of people that don't know Christ tend to try to fill that void with material
gains. Moreover, some try to hold themselves to the image others set for their material gain. It's
keeping up with the Jones's, so that whatever these folks have isn't as good as what someone else has.
Welcome to the basis for consumerism. Now couple that with entitlement:
What causes quarrels and what causes fights among you? Is it not this, that your passions
are at war within you? You desire and do not have, so you murder. You covet and cannot
obtain, so you fight and quarrel. You do not have, because you do not ask. You ask and do
not receive, because you ask wrongly, to spend it on your passions. You adulterous people!
Do you not know that friendship with the world is enmity with God? Therefore whoever
wishes to be a friend of the world makes himself an enemy of God. Or do you suppose it is
to no purpose that the Scripture says, “He yearns jealously over the spirit that he has made
to dwell in us? -- James 4:1-12
And you get the basis for a lot of the problems in our society right now. As an example, my ex could
be the poster girl for this mentality.
When she got a license her parents gave her a diesel hand me down Volvo. When another girl she had
some sort of jealousy thing going on with got her license, her family gave her a new Mustang. Ex's
blue eyes turned green, and her dad became a jerk for 'making' her drive the Volvo, etc. So dad got a
lot of stick. Eventually she hit on the idea of putting gas in it and driving it around to kill it off, so she
could try to get another car.
As ans aside, the cloud of smoke coming out of that exhaust was pretty impressive. Back in the day in
Florida we'd have the mosquito fogging truck come around from the county periodically, and the
smokescreen that Volvo made was on par with the fogging truck at full tilt. I saw it coming down the
road and it looked like an old steam train where you could see the cloud of smoke before the train
appeared.
Anyway, that worked like a charm because when it died her dad caved and she wound up with a
brand new Honda CRX. Her dad got a break for a couple of weeks. Then she T-boned another car at
a red light and totaled the Honda. Dad was back to being a jerk for not buying her another new car.
At least that time he didn't cave, even with massive ongoing drama from her. And for the record, her
family wasn't very well off, either, so the payments for that Honda were a major financial blow for
them.
To recap, she saw another girl get a nicer car, and felt that she also deserved a nicer car. When she
wrecked the nicer car, she also felt like her parents should give her another nice car. At the point
where she was told she'd have to work to get another car, she was pretty openly hating on her parents.
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She was a pretty nasty cocktail of envy, materialism, and entitlement. If I'd been closer to Christ at
that point in my life, I'd have either encouraged her to come closer to Christ, or had nothing to do
with her. As it stands, I really regret not doing either now.
As another aside, her younger sibling didn't get a car at all when she was old enough to get a license.
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FR: You're Not Hot - Yet
20 upvotes | November 8, 2019 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
So many on the RP journey suffer from the Dunning-Krueger effect. In the infancy of learning about
hypergamy and all the other RP tenets, people believe they're suddenly experts in the subject. We
ignore Paul's admonition: "Do not think of yourself more highly than you ought, but rather think of
yourself with sober judgment, in accordance with the faith God has distributed to each of you" (Rom.
12:3).
This has shown up for me in my fitness journey. I started lifting in June 2019. I knew some lifts from
high school. Bench press, cleans, and squats. I hit the gym, and after a few weeks, I thought I was hot
stuff. I acted like I was. But I wasn't Here's a picture from July.
A few more weeks in, and I thought i was even hotter stuff. My confidence in my day-to-day
improved. I started to get IOI's from women around me (probably because of my confidence, I don't
know). However, I still wasn't that impressive.
Here's how I looked in August. Look out ladies, here comes your next fitness model!
Now, I look on those images and see a very unimpressive guy. I was frustrated that my wife was still
not responding to me in the ways I read about in all the RPC material from our veterans. I was
frustrated. I kept lifting.
Then, in October, 4.5 months into my journey, I took this picture. Can you see them? Abs!
After work the next day, I caught myself in the mirror and noticed - without the post-workout pump I still had a physique I was proud of. This is 5'7, ~141#, ~13% BF.

So, any newbies out there who are only a couple months in, chill out. You're not hot yet. Your wife
does not think you have the body of an attractive man. When I assumed I was physically attractive
(when I clearly wasn't), I did stupid stuff. I became angry when my wife didn't respond to me the way
I wanted her to. Now, I see that it was clearly my fault. Thinking I was something when I was
nothing (see Galatians 6:3).
All the images.
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Killing the Blue
20 upvotes | October 28, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
If the red pill is knowing the truth about intersexual dynamics, it's not enough merely to embrace the
truth. We've got to cast off the lies as well. Otherwise we're going to rationalize some compromise
between competing principles that were never meant to reconcile. I believe Rollo calls this "killing
the blue."
I was reminded to write this post earlier today when my wife became huffy that I didn't get out of the
car to pump the gas when she gave me the silent look of expectation. She huffed, "For as much as
you try to teach other guys about how to be a man, you're not man enough to pump my gas? That's
the man's job." Uh huh. Keep telling yourself that.
Here is a list of blue notions that I've had to overcome in my thinking.
TRUTH
Honesty is the foundation of marriage.
Wrong. Honesty is a useful tool, but there's nothing foundational about it. If anything, I'd suggest sex
is the foundation of marriage. As is often said among those who aren't having it: "Without sex, we're
really just roommates."
ARGUING
If an argument comes up, it's the man's job to resolve the conflict and make it right.
Wrong. The man decides what his job is or isn't. If he doesn't want to resolve the conflict, that's his
business. Perhaps it's more valuable to him to spend his time doing something else than let his wife
victim puke all over him.
MONEY
If she handles the money, she calls the shots.
Wrong. This phrase is usually implied in relationships where the wife is the heavier earner or is the
one who handles the household finances. Not surprisingly, I find it uncanny how often the woman is
in charge of the household finances. I was just chatting about this with a friend the other day. His
wife handles all the bills and will constantly tell him what he can/can't spend, but then goes off and
breaks her own rules. "We have $200 to get us through the next week" - then she goes and buys $300
in groceries, saying, "We'd need it eventually," and they can't pay one of their utility bills. As for
women-workers, money is certainly tied to power, but I have seen many men who are capable of
leading from a SAHD position. If she makes more, it is certainly more difficult to earn and maintain
her respect, but far from impossible. A woman will do anything for a highly attractive man including work her butt off to keep him from pressing on her fear of abandonment. While a man's
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career may affect her attraction toward him, it can be made up through a number of other factors.
EMPATHY
Good husbands are always, with their wives, ... empathetic, kind, patient, humble,
understanding, etc.
Wrong. These are all tools that are useful in their own place. When a wife characterizes what a "good
husband" does she is placing her own moral judgment on his behaviors, often without a solid
foundation for that judgment beyond her own preferences or societal norms. This sentiment also
leaves off the context associated with the behavior. It presupposes an endorsement of the notion that a
man should love a woman for all of her, including her flaws (or at the very least, despite her flaws),
not recognizing that sometimes the most loving thing to do is help her overcome her flaws, which
often requires casting off some of these more palatable virtues.
HELPER
Society expects a lot from women, so husbands should help their wives by carrying part of the
load.
Wrong. Society does expect a lot from women. But this is because men aren't taking personal
responsibility for the things that need to get done in their own lives, so women step up and take over.
The more attractive framework isn't that a woman is burdened with responsibility and needs a man's
help, but that a man embraces being responsible and invites his woman to help.
EXPLANATION
If she asks, a man owes it to his wife to explain his behaviors so she can understand what he
does and why he does it.
Wrong. You owe her nothing. Over-explaining yourself, even on her request, takes away the mystery
of who you are. A lack of mystery and intrigue as to the inner-workings of your mind simply makes
you predictable and boring.
ROLES
It's a husband's job to ... shovel the driveway ... fill the gas tank ... mow the lawn ... etc.
Wrong. A man should set his own framework for what his responsibilities will be in his own home.
Appealing to an amorphous standard of gendered stereotypes takes the power and authority from the
man and forces him to live in society's frame - a frame that so happens to benefit women more often
than men. Always challenge these statements (even if only to yourself) with the negative inquiry:
"Why is it the man's job to ... ?" or "Where did the idea come from that it's a man's job to ... ?"
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PURSUIT
Men should pursue women; husbands should pursue their wives.
Wrong. This is a trope used to compel men to put more work into relationships than women,
rationalizing their own selfishness. It's based on gross misconceptions of historical/traditional
relationships and a mixing up of the concepts of "initiation" and "pursuing." The orientation of the
pursuit in the relationship is a reflection of the power dynamic. The one who pursues the other is the
weaker one in more desperate need of what the other has to offer. The one being pursued is the prize.
When the man is the prize, his pursuit should be his mission, not his wife, and she should pursue him.
UNCONDITIONAL
Marriage requires unconditional love.
Wrong. Marriage is inherently a conditional contract. That's what a covenant is. If love were an
emotion, it would be impossible to persist unconditionally. If love is a choice, it would be foolish to
employ it without conditions. To take away all conditions on any behavior makes you a slave to that
behavior and the one to whom you allegedly owe it.
SACRIFICE
It's a man's job to make sacrifices for the good of his wife.
Wrong. It's each person's responsibility to decide what they will and won't do and if the benefit of a
particular course of action justifies the cost. This phrase is utilized by women to compel men to
ignore common sense in evaluating this dynamic. There are certainly times where a sacrifice will be
more beneficial to a man's long-term purposes, but not every time, as is often implied when this
statement is used (especially among guys in the church).
SYNERGY
Marriage is about synergy and teamwork, and through mutual cooperation they create one
greater whole.
Wrong. While there are benefits to having a teammate, you are still two separate people. Losing your
sense of individual identity can be extremely dangerous in the long-term, re-enslaving you to the
expectations that come with a synergistic mentality, which almost always come from society or her
relationship philosophies. There are times when it is effective to do things independently from each
other, not as a team. If she feels like you're always harmonious as a team, there's little room for dread.
YIELDING
In order to resolve conflict, the husband must yield his position to his wife as an act of service
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and display of his love.
Wrong. This is a gross misrepresentation of concepts of servant leadership. While a man should
certainly own up to his faults, that doesn't mean he should always yield in conflict or let his wife
think she's never at fault. Rather, he should tactfully address her faults through displays of attractive
behaviors, such as AM, AA, teasing, etc.
PRIORITIES
A husband's highest priority should be his wife and kids, not his career, friends, etc.
Wrong. Men can have whatever priorities they want. If she doesn't like it, she can leave. He can
account for the value of keeping her around when setting his list of priorities, which he is free to
change or rearrange at any time he so chooses.
OMISSION
You should never hide anything from your spouse. Omitting the truth is the same as lying.
Wrong. Omitting the truth is everyone's way of life. Compulsory honesty would force the disclosure
of incredible quantities of irrelevant information, and nobody does this because it's pointless. Instead,
we only disclose when we know it has value. The argument for compulsory honesty is that it is
always more valuable for a man to disclose than not. When framed this way, it's much easier to
recognize that you can discern this balance for yourself in any given moment to decide what you will
and won't say. Now, if there's an actual duty to disclose, that's a different story (I'm an attorney, so
this duty comes up a lot). But in a general relational context, that duty almost never exists.
UNCOMPROMISING
Marriage is about compromise.
Wrong. Compromise weakens both positions. When a balance needs to be sought, compromise is a
valuable tool. However, the situations where compromise is the most effective tool are far fewer than
you might imagine.
NEGOTIATION
If a man wants sex from his wife, he should give her something to get it.
Wrong. Desire cannot be negotiated. This attitude, at best, leads to duty sex. At worst, it leads to
claims of rape when the negotiation is implicit and the sex is undesired. More commonly, it's just a
covert contract that doesn't get held up and leads to resentment.
DIFFICULTY
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It's hard enough being a woman; it would be selfish for a man to add more burdens on his wife
than she already puts on herself.
Wrong. This rationale is used to make men feel guilty for asking anything of their wives. In reality, if
a husband never asks anything of his wife, she never knows what she does that's of value to him. She
can only live on her own self-validation or his feigned attempt at validation that she often sees
through. Women require authentic validation from others and cannot have it until they actually know
what others expect of them. This is particularly true and potent within marriage.
INFATUATION
Love is an emotion that married couples should experience with each other.
Wrong. The word "love" means countless things to various people. The most useful definition I have
found is that love is a choice relating to how you will act toward someone else. The most common
associated emotion is infatuation. Others include lust, happiness, serenity, etc. Emotions come and
go. If emotions were a viable definition of love, a woman could rightly claim to still love her ex while
slashing his tires. This is not love.
TALKING
Communication is the life-blood of marriage.
Wrong. Attraction is the life-blood of marriage. I've known countless horrible communicators who
get on just fine. Why? Because they each find value in the other due to their mutual attraction. I have
also known immaculate communicators who end up in divorces. Why? Certainly not for lack of
communication, but for lack of attraction. Those who are highly attracted to each other will keep
coming back to the same disastrous affair with each other over and over and over again no matter
how much it's ruining their lives. Never underestimate the power of attraction as the true life-blood of
relationships.
FLAWS
A good man will love a woman for all of who she is, including her flaws.
Wrong. If a man claims to care about the good of the woman he is with, he'd do better to help her
overcome her flaws rather than enable them.
FIGHT
A man must fight to keep his woman - emotionally, physically, and spiritually.
Wrong. A man can do whatever he wants. Failing to fight for a woman doesn't make him less of a
man. It simply indicates she wasn't worth the fight. All of those "chase her down at the airport"
scenes in chick flicks only make sense if she adds enough value to his life to warrant the gesture - and
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not merely emotional value, as emotions are fickle, but pragmatic value.
FAN
A good husband is his wife's biggest fan.
Wrong. This gets brought up on social media and dating apps all the time. This puts her in the
spotlight and you as the one on the sideline cheering her on. Guess whose frame you're in when that
happens. Women claim they want to be the center of attention, but when they have it they often find
they're unhappy. Why? Because it sucks being married to the side-liner rather than the star. She'll be
much happier cheering you on.
I'm sure there are countless more concepts we've told ourselves that could be added to this list, which
we'd be better off unlearning - and I'd love to hear them! But, I'm getting tired for the night. So, I'll
leave it to you all to share some of the blue pill ideologies you've had to overcome. Consider this a
collaborative effort.
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r/askRPC is live.
20 upvotes | August 26, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
THE PURPOSE OF RPC
As I'm sure many of you have noticed, there are some bizarre and off-the-wall conversations that get
started here. Many of them get removed so that you don't even see them in the first place. I have had
countless users comment on their appreciation for the high quality of the content produced here at
RPC from a variety of sources, and we want to remain committed to producing quality material. As
such, the main sub will start being a little stricter about the quality of material posted and staying ontopic.
To be clear, that "topic" has and always will remain on the sidebar. Discussion of problems,
solutions and insights on relationships, sex, and biblical masculinity according to biblical
principles. We do permit political, sociological, and cultural conversation as well, to the degree that
it affects any of these areas directly.
Accordingly, RPC proper will now only allow posts regarding the following:
1. Substantive content that incorporates BOTH red pill and faith-based elements (or is otherwise
sufficiently high enough value on either one alone to be warranted).
2. Field Reports - we ALWAYS want more field reports.
3. Serious advice threads where the content of the responses will likely hold great value for others
reading (no mental masturbation or hypotheticals).

WHY A NEW SUB?
In remaining committed to high-quality content, we realize there are a host of other topics people
want to ask about without having a good place to discuss them. For example: if someone wants to ask
about transsubstantiation, where's the best place to ask that? Hyper-(theologically)-liberal
r/Christianity run by atheists? r/TrueChristian, which (while better) is predominantly influenced by
cultural mainstream conservative churchianity?
Until now, there really hasn't been a place for red pilled Christians to ask questions exclusively to
other red pilled Christians that were too off-topic or low-quality to warrant posting on the main sub.
For example, with the election cycle coming up, we're expecting a huge wave of political posts. Some
of these posts will be perfectly appropriate and high-value enough to warrant posting here. Others ...
won't be.
As mods, we explored various options to let people have a voice on these matters, while not allowing
content here to be diluted. The two prime options were to allow a weekly sticky post for off-topic
conversation, another for political discussion, etc. However, most comments in these threads get
overlooked and don't receive the attention they deserve, even though still too off-topic to warrant
attention on the main sub. The other was to start r/askRPC - a concept that was discussed when RPC
was first created, but we did not have the user-base to justify its existence.
In light of all of this, rather than silencing conversation or forcing people to get their answers from
questionable sources (feminized churchianity or non-Christians), we've decided to open the doors to
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these types of questions, conversation topics, and teaching points to be addressed by other likeminded individuals, which this main sub has historically been closed to - and also raise the bar on the
quality of posts placed here.
FAQ
Does that mean I shouldn't post here if I feel I have something important to say?
No. It means your post might get taken down with a request that it be moved to askRPC instead. We
don't want to discourage people from posting here or to decrease the opportunity for good content
here; we only want to filter out the weaker content.
What if I don't know which sub I should post it on?
Message the mods, especially if you already have a draft in the works. Feel free to PM me too.
Are there any limits on what can be posted on askRPC?
There's a welcome post already up that outlines this. The limits will be extremely broad, but trolling
and completely worthless garbage will still be prohibited.
Can women post there?
Sure. While this is a contentious issue, we do ask that women flair themselves appropriate. I
recognize that we have not set up flair there yet, and it will likely be at least a week before I can get
to that, due to a major trial I have coming up on Friday.
What if this sub dies down because most of the conversation moves there?
I'm okay with that. I would rather have 1 quality post a week than 2 low-quality posts a day. I view
RPC proper (especially now that r/askRPC is up) as more of a wiki that encourages ongoing
contributions. If those contributions aren't made, the existing content provides ongoing value and
that's enough.
Let me be clear: we, as mods, do not need the validation of numerous posts to feel like our sub is
"successful." This is a quality sub, not a quantity sub. The bar for that quality has just gone up. This
may mean that content is less frequent. We're okay with that.
Because r/askRPC is among other like-minded people, does that mean I can trust the
answers I get there?
Don't be an idiot. Be an Acts 17 Berean. Never take someone's word for it. Always research Scripture
yourself. There will always be ignorant people who comment, those who think they're red pilled but
aren't, those who are trolling, etc. The quality of responses will be significantly less moderated than
here, and it's much less likely that you're going to get mod or endorsed responders to every question
over there.
But as soon as able, we will try to put together a flair system that allows for endorsement to reliable
individuals. Feel free to nominate anyone for endorsement who you believe has a consistent pattern
of high-quality content in their posts and comments in order to help us identify these people, as the
mods currently don't have time to read every post and comment that gets put up.
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Any further questions? Just let us know. We encourage all existing users - especially the endorsed
ones - to subscribe over there as well. The value of askRPC will be limited by the quality of people
willing to post there.
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New York state lawmakers introduce bill to decriminalize sex
work...
20 upvotes | June 10, 2019 | by RobertMckee | Link | Reddit Link
New York state lawmakers introduce bill to decriminalize sex work
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/new-york-state-lawmakers-introduce-bill-decriminalize-sex
-work-n1015891

My theory: If laws like these pass, it will be better for male / female relationships.

The obvious: this will enslave men and women into sin and darkness. True.
At the same time, the commoditization of sex will shift power back to men. The cheaper sex is in the
market place, the better for men. If sex requires marriage and women have all legal advantages (via
divorce, alimony, child support) then groups like MGTOW thrive. If prostitution is legal, the value of
sex drops and men marry women only when they offer additional value.
This is seen in other countries where prostitution is legal. The divorce rates drop to 10-20% in many
of these countries.
The feminist imperative is so malignant that prostitution is progress.
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RPC: a place to stay (or at least return to)
20 upvotes | March 3, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
“RPC isn’t a place to stay but more of something to extract the marrow from and move on.”
This sentiment has been floating around here recently and I want to suggest that it is bogus.
Man, especially the modern variety, is prone to forgetting truth. In fact, We are constantly forget
important things. This is why God has to teach Israel the same lessons, over and over and over. This
is why we go to church to hear the Gospel every Sunday. It is why champion sports teams review the
basics and why we have anniversaries, holidays, and a calendar that helps us remember important
things.
So why do some of you think you can just download some info from the internet, radically alter your
outlook on life, and just move on as if you aren’t going to end up backsliding into betahood? Maybe
not all the way back, but stop refreshing yourself on the basics and principles here and see how long
it takes for you to forget and stop applying them.
I am not suggesting RPC or anything other than church and Christ become central, but don’t plan to
move on so hastily.
I know I need refreshing on the basics and have found tremendous benefit from reading old saved,
top, and sidebar posts here and elsewhere. You’d be amazed at what was forgotten or overlooked
when you do this.
You should always be a student.
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Flair System Update
20 upvotes | February 25, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all!
After some conversation among the mod team, as this sub has grown a lot since the flair system was
initially employed, we decided it best to switch to mod-assigned flair.
Why?
1. Some users were assigning inappropriate or intentionally misleading flair to themselves.
2. The old format was more designed to answer the question: "Who are you?" We've decided it's
more useful if flair answers the question: "Can I trust you?" While advantageous on a relational
level, the previous flair system didn't turn out to be conveying useful information to ascertain a
person's reliability on relational, sexual, or theological matters. As a result, people may have
been unintentionally misled into believing someone's advice was reliable simply because they
had a long-term marriage, or because they were also living the single life as a Christian. A
proven track record matters more to us than demographics.
3. Mod-assigned flair gives us the opportunity to honor and endorse contributors who have a
proven track record showing not only the degree of their investment in this sub, but also the
reliability of the advice they give and the way they attempt to practice it. It also gives us the
ability to provide a cautionary note for those who have a track record for being untrustworthy
or who have acknowledged they follow a different system of beliefs.
4. Newcomers need a quick system of discerning which posters and commenters can be relied up
for representing this sub's views. While we have incredible tolerance for what gets posted here,
many newcomers have been led away by the fact that they believed a random poster was
representative of this sub's views, despite the fact that all of the mods (and more) rallied against
the content. An endorsement system can clear this up for newcomers very quickly.
5. Because some of the flair can add personality and life to a conversation, and - especially for
those with positive endorsement - should have the intended effect of compelling them to live up
to the endorsement, rather than trying to fake their way into sounding smart in an online
impersonal world.

What endorsement DOES NOT mean?
First: Being endorsed does not mean they always have the right answer. No one is perfect. Just
because someone is endorsed doesn't mean they won't ever make mistakes. We're all sinners. We're
all still learners. You will not be able to argue to God someday, "But that guy was endorsed, so I
followed his advice!" No. Read Acts 17:11 - they didn't even trust Paul, the most "endorsed" of all
believers of that time, whose words even Peter was calling Scripture before it was canonized as
Scripture.
Second: It doesn't mean that all other endorsed people will think the same way. We all disagree. I
have strong disagreements with every single person on the mod team, ranging from theological
positions to relationship advice. I'm okay with that. Just because one endorsed person says something
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doesn't mean the mods agree either, or even that we agree among ourselves. Don't impute one
person's words to another person's views. Our differences give us perspective, and will not make us
weak so long as we maintain unity through them rather than being broken apart because of them.
Third: It doesn't mean that they're getting special treatment or friends with the mods. We don't play
favorites. I have turned down personal friends and long-time reddit buddies for mod positions, and
have also declined to endorse them today, after updating our flair system. I don't like saying no to my
friends, but I don't feel bad about it either. Either you have the track record or you don't. There are no
favorites here - and you must answer to all of the mods and not just me.
What endorsement DOES mean.
First: It means that you have proven your commitment to this sub. There are some people who are
reliable who have sought higher positions on RPC. Interestingly, none of the mods have ever sought
this position - and even u/RedPillWonder turned down the position for months before I was able to
persuade him to join us. The reason he turned it down? Because he wasn't in a position to commit.
The reason I've turned some of the seekers down? Because they haven't shown a consistent
investment in the people of this community.
Second: It means that their advice is, on the whole, reliable. Nobody is perfect, but some people are
generally more reliable than others. If you're asking a question and want to know which answers to
trust, go with the endorsed contributor first before trusting the random Joe Schmo.
Third: It means that the mod finds their contributions both (a) Scripturally sound and (b)
relationally/sexually wise. There are many people who are wonderful theologians and can discuss
Scripture eloquently. I would have loved to endorse such people. But I can't do that if they haven't
proven their ability to be wise in their relationships. There are other people who are relationally and
sexually at the top of their game, but who lack the biblical understanding to back it up. Neither of
these types of people are endorsed. Endorsed people are those who we believe have both, or who are
at least making significant progress.
Other than "endorsed," how did you decide what flair to give to other users?
There are several people who gave self-assigned flair from the previous system, which I did not
delete, and some unique cases that were added. They fell into three categories:
1. Women - It can be valuable to know whether you're speaking with a dude or DEERing to a
wife and mother. At least for now, I happily welcome female participation on this sub. Unlike
the secular subs, I believe marriages can be improved not only by men being better men, but by
women being better women too. As we follow Christ, they can learn to follow us. And while I
stand by 1 Timothy 2:12, even without her trying to teach me, I still learn a lot about how I
treat Christ by the way my wife treats me. There's something to be said for the conversationstarters some of the women here do prompt.
2. Non-Christians - While I don't mean to insult anyone who is of another belief system or has
chosen to remain agnostic, the fact that their comments and posts are grounded in either
philosophy or science instead of theology is worth being aware of up-front.
3. Unique Flair - As something of a catch-all, there are some users who, while not fully endorsed,
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deserve some credit. Whitified, for example, is our "Blue Target Bazooka" - if he smells any
blue in the air, he'll blow it up, and there's nothing soft or subtle about it. That's why we love
you, whitified! Weakandsensitive has also posted here from time to time - and we openly
welcome his participation. While not a Christian, he is a mod on MRP and I've learned a lot
from my conversations with him, so it's worth giving him that credit. I labeled "squizzo" as a
disciple-maker because while I know relatively little about his relational life, I've spoken with
him enough to know he's fighting the good fight for Christ and I'd gladly encourage anyone to
listen to what he has to say about sharing the Gospel and raising up godly believers. Keep your
eyes out for these types of unique flair and discern whether they're speaking in their element.
I should also note that we have not yet assigned "woman" or "non-Christian" flair to anyone. The
people you see presently are those who have openly self-identified as such.
Can I ask for a certain flair to be assigned to me?
Yes, but that's not a guarantee that you'll get it. As a general rule, I plan to comply with any requests
to assign flair that would distinguish someone as either a woman or non-Christian. So, if you want
that flair assigned to you, even with a special quirk (ex. See Willow Girl's, which I have left in-tact),
just let us know and we'll almost certainly make it happen. While it may cause some to lose respect
for you, perhaps others with the same belief set as you may find they're not alone when they browse
here.
However, if you're seeking to be endorsed, that does not come easy. You have to prove yourself first.
I've had people who before ever making a single post or comment had already asked to be a mod. The
answer to that question will always be no. We need to know who you are first, and if you're reliable and only the endorsed will be considered for mod positions, should the need arise.
Can I get my flair removed if I don't want it?
You can appeal to the mods and we'll make a decision. For some people who may have negative flair,
identifying them as untrustworthy, you're going to have to show some significant signs of change,
and it will likely take time and consistency to prove that change. If you're labeled with something
innocuous, like "Christian wife" or "LDS" we're going to want to know why you want to conceal this
aspect of yourself from the rest of the community. If it's with an intent to deceive others and gain
greater influence, the answer is no. But if you can come up with a good reason, we're all ears.
Any more questions? Post in the comments.
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Yes, the Modern Woman would be attracted to Jesus
20 upvotes | February 10, 2019 | by Cloudy_Pirate | Link | Reddit Link
And so were the ancient ones.
I was reading through RP Christian postings and decided I really had to respond to this one:
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/a9s5qh/would_the_modern_woman_be_attracted_
to_jesus/
There were some great answers in there, but most of them were along the lines of “Jesus was
pursuing a spiritual wife (the church), not a physical one.” While that is a good answer, I would argue
it differently. Jesus was both the ultimate alpha and the perfect beta. I think our modern feminized
culture tends to remind us primarily of his beta characteristics while minimizing his alpha ones.
Let’s start with David. David is one of the most alpha characters of the Old Testament. Giantslayer,
warrior, general, king, at least 8 wives, etc. He was the alpha leader of some of the most alpha men of
his day (called David’s Mighty Men in 2 Sam 23). The beautiful wife of a beta bucks husband
pleaded with David not to kill him, then she later married David after her husband died (1 Sam 25).
He was a man of action and leader of valiant alpha men. I don’t think anyone debates this.
Jesus is repeatedly called “The Son of David”.
Jesus was the rock star of his day. Even though he had no home or income, he drew a massive crowd
everywhere he went. He was dominant over sickness, food, wine, weather, blindness, and even death,
but he refused to be a Dancing Monkey for the crowds. He was sh*t tested practically every time he
was in public. He passed every test with such dominance that the crowds were amazed. I guarantee
you that women NOTICED this.
He was a leader of men of all kinds. No one would accuse Peter of being a beta with analysis
paralysis. Peter was a man of action. James of John were called the “Sons of Thunder”. That is not a
beta title and they followed Jesus instantly. He did not beg or DEER, he simply asked people to
follow Him and they did.
Jesus brought dominance, emotion, variety, and immersion to every interaction. Crowds noticed this.
Women certainly noticed this.
Although he had no women disciples, many women followed him. They even financially supported
him (Luke 8). On separate occasions, women poured out perfume on both his head (Matt 26) and his
feet (Luke 7). Women simply do not do that for a low-value male.
Jesus’ mission on earth was not to find a physical wife. That made him even more attractive to
women since women are attracted to a man with a mission. Men that make women their mission are
needy and constantly looking for that validation – which is needy and repulsive to women. Jesus did
none of that.
In Philippians 2, we are reminded that “although He existed in the form of God, He did not regard
equality with God a thing to be grasped” (v6). Jesus was literally THE PRIZE. He knew He was the
prize. His validation came from God (“This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased”). Because
of this, he didn’t need to act like the prize. He didn’t need to fake it. It just flowed out of Him. So He
emptied and humbled Himself in order to perform His mission – the redemption of mankind. And at
the conclusion of His mission, He resumes his place as the Ultimate Alpha of the Universe “that at
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the Name of Jesus, every knee should bow, of those who are in heaven, and on earth, and under
the earth, and that every tongue should confess that *JESUS CHRIST IS LORD**, to the glory
of God the Father.* “ (v10-11).
If you are still out there OP, embrace that you are also the prize. Know it so firmly, that you don’t
have to be insecure about it and you can seek out and fulfill your mission. Don’t make women your
mission. Have a real purpose and women will be drawn to you, just like they were to Jesus. Also, I
have to ask “Do you even lift bro?”
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Merry Christmas, everyone!
20 upvotes | December 25, 2018 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
As we celebrate the birth of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, may this season be an exceptionally
blessed one for you and yours.
May your heart, as always, be on the Lord, and may His blessings be poured out upon you in ways
both great and small.
In honor of the season, here's a few Christmas quotes.
“Then the Grinch thought of something he hadn’t before! What if Christmas, he thought, doesn’t
come from a store. What if Christmas…perhaps…means a little bit more!” ― Dr. Seuss
“The best of all gifts around any Christmas tree: the presence of a happy family all wrapped up in
each other.” – Burton Hills
“How many observe Christ’s birthday! How few, His precepts!” – Benjamin Franklin
“Christmas, my child, is love in action.” – Dale Evans
God bless each and every one of you. We thank you for being a part of RPChristians and helping
make and keep this sub a great resource, for each of us and others.
For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the government shall be upon his
shoulder: and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The
everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace.
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What To Do About Pre-Marital Sex -- A response to
StrivingforTruth116
20 upvotes | December 11, 2018 | by RPCJoeMak | Link | Reddit Link

This post is in response to a post of 6 days ago by StrivingforTruth116. His post
dealt with the issue of pre-marital sex.
I tried to post it in the comment section of his post, but my comment got rejected
because it was over 1000 words. So I am posting it here. Please read this post as if it
were in that comment section. Sorry for the hassle.
Here we go...
This is such a tough issues to deal with. Some of you will get upset at my saying that
it's tough, and throw me out the window. That's fine. Go ahead and do that.
Back in the day of Jesus, this dude would have been married by 14-16 yrs of age
and would have moved on with his life. he would hva ehad a 4-5 kids by now and
would have no room for this issue to take up any more of his RAM.
But here we are today fighting over this stuff. We have still not figure this thing out
yet. Yeah that's fine, go ahead and yell and scream at me and tell me how all of you
black-and-white thinkers have it all figured out because you can't find 50+ verses to
throw around. Good. You win...blah...blah...blah!
Now when you get done crowing about all your shallow victories, let me know when
you are ready to have a real talk about pre-marital sex.
In the mean time, I will have my own talk here about pre-marital sex. Feel free to
burn me at the stake or whatever it is that people do in our modern world.
Welcome to 2018 fellas. We no longer live in long cabins in Galt-Valley. we live in a
world where every teenager has a smart phone and gets porn piped in from over 10
million different web sites.
We live in a world where marriage-age is getting pushed closer to 30 than it is to 15.
What then shall we do with all the the urges that God put in us? What shall we tell
all the young guys who have all that testosterone raging in them for years on end
before they can get married? What about the rising rate of prostate cancer? What
shall we do with that too?
So that's our advice? Really? Get married in some hurried fashion so the wellmeanikng young guy can have some gal touch his -pee-pee? That's the best that we
can do?
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Wow?1? I thought this was a Red Pill thread. lol! Wow, hurry up and go get
married?
Yeah, that's a good plan. Go get into a relationship where the chances are that you
will be divorced in a few years and broke because of it. The dude will be paying
alimony for ever and his kids will be ripped away from him and the child support
will never end.
Why are we still saying this stuff? Just so the guy can get his rocks off? Come on
guys. I think we can do better than that. For this young man here and also for the
future of our movement, we need to figure out something to say other than just,
"hurry up and go get married."
NO, don't hurry up and get married. Don't do it for financial reasons. Don't do it
for sexual reasons. Don't do it because you feel shame. Don't do it because you
might have gone to far one night and sinned somewhere along the way in some back
seat of a car.
So how long exactly do we expect people to stay married in today's world? 50
years? Not if we are telling people to get married for any of the above reasons. Not
even guys.
So they have a financial issue right now...This is not a reason to get married. It
doesn't matter the financial issue...maybe they have a lot of money , or maybe they
have no money at all. Either way, that's not a good reason to get married.
So they have a sexual issue right now...that's not a good reason to get married in
our environment today either. Again, it doesn't matter what the sexual issue
is...maybe they are having too much sex or not enough sex...those are not good
issues to get married.
And you guys over there in the corner getting your Bible verses ready to come at
me...you just stop it too! I know the verses.
It's malpractice to tell this poor dude to hurry up and go get married because he
either has too much or too little money or too much or too little sex. Getting
married will only compound his issues if he gets married for these types of reasons.
So where does that leave us?
The most conservative preacher in this country twill tell you it's crazy if you go buy
a new care or truck and you don't kick the tires a little bit or look under the hood.
The most conservative preacher you know will say it's beyond foolish to buy a
house and not get an inspection done on the property.
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Everyone knows that's totally foolish to make such a purchase and not check the
thing out.
But in today's world, marriage is far more expense than a car and it's also far more
expensive than most houses being purchased today. Marriage is potentially your
biggest pitfall.
Marriage can cost you everything financially.
And so why are we still telling guys to rub to the altar. Just so they won't have blueballs? Man, that's an awful thing to tell guys in my opinion.
With everything at stake today, if anything, guys should be holding off and kicking
the tires on the relationship in every possible way.
Well, what does that mean anyway? Shall we just keep fooling around in the back
seat of the car and not get married? Shall we keep trying to get under her shirt so
we can get a few thrills?
I still think it's a sin to get sexually involved before marriage. So you can go ahead
and put all those related scriptures away. But, that doesn't help us with this huge
problem that we have in the church today. Just saying something is a sin doesn't
solve the problem.
What problem, you ask?
Here, you choose. Pick any of these problems and start trying to solve them: The
problem of getting married later in life. The problem of not enough money. The
problem of sexual comparability. The problem of divorce rates. The problem of
living in a society that shames everyone way too much; and also the problem of
living in a society where there is not enough shame. The problem of the whole legal
system being stacked against males. The problem of 70% of divorces being initiated
by females. The problem of no one staying home to watch the kids because
Americans chase after a materialistic lifestyle. Add your 10 problems to the mix
also and we might be getting closer to the expanse of the problem.
Again, I am encourage by this thread and all of the real conversation that takes
place here.
I am also disheartened by all the judging and shame that goes on here.
Go back and ready the comment section again. How many times can you count the
following:
The word fornication
The word sin
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The word sex
Count all the shame gravy being thrown all over the place
Count all the shame trigger words being bandied about
Count all the times money is brought up
Count all the times people go on and on as they split hairs and argue about
translations or ancient textual variations, etc.
Count all the times immorality is brought up.
Count all the times people talk about tips of penises or vaginas, or breasts, etc.
Count all of the times where any single person on here offered to reach out and talk
to the poor guy.
Man it's so hard to get on here and not feel like I am back in the OT or NT world.
Please, someone...start throwing stones at this awful sinner. End it already. Put him
out of this unsolvable misery...
So we can put some dude on the moon and we can't figure this thing out? Wow!
WE CAN DO BETTER THAN THIS...
I thought maybe I should hold off on sending this comment here, but I have already
waited 4 days.
So are we to be perfect before marriage so that we can be flawed during marriage
in this country?
How many divorces have we had in the past 40 years?
How many Dead Christian Bedrooms do we currently have in this country?
Why are we still struggling with all this?
It seems to me that we care more about the rules for pre-marital sex than we do
about what happens after marriage.
We care more about shaming and judging people during their lives than we do
about where they will spend their afterlives...
I don't care about how anyone gets to heaven...I don't care how many times they
sinned...I don't care where they fell or came up short...my job is to help pick them
up when they fall...my job is to have compassion and understanding and nonjudgmental attitude when I see them struggling...I don't care how they get to
heaven!
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Yes, they should be upright...yes they should read scripture...yes they should
pray...yes they should worship...
I don't care if a person runs joyously to heaven...I dont care if they had a deathbed
confession...I don't care if they were scared into heaven...I don't care if they found
Jesus just because they chose the least of two evils...Who cares??????? As long as
they get to heaven, why do I can how they got there. As long as they get to heaven I
know they will be taken care of when they arrive.
Why on Earth am I talking about how people get to heaven?
I think the same way about marriage. I don't care how they get to marriage in this
world of ours today. But when they do get to marriage I want it to last. I want them
to be crazy about each other. I want them to love each other. I want them to fight
for each other. I want them to make good decisions. I want them to still be Christ
followers and bring their children up in the Way.
I don't want to shame them because they didn't follow all the rules before marriage.
I don't want to shame them and lose them to the world because we spent all that
time shaming them instead of worrying about the log in our own eyes. I don't want
to shame them until they no longer want to worship with Hypocrites. I don't want
to shame them until we lose dialogue.
I want to be able to sit down with them and have thanksgiving dinner. I want them
to call me when they have troubles and they can't figure it all out. I want to be there
when their kids are born. I want all of it...and I want it all for them. And yes, I want
them to know Jesus...the same Jesus I know.
I want them to know the Jesus who died on the cross for them. I want them to know
Jesus...the same Jesus who was so concenred about closing people that he spent his
last few breaths on this Earth trying to close a criminal. The same Jesus who
battled satan over a a criminal while he tried to find his last breath. I want them to
know the same Jesus who didn't ask that criminal if he had pre-marital sex or not. I
want them to know THAT Jesus.
I want them to know the Jesus who died on the cross for our sins. I want them to
know the same Jesus who requires nothing of us other than that we follow Him and
tell others about him. That's all I want for them...and maybe for the tears to go
away...that would be ok too.
I want them to do their best to remain pure until they get married. I also want them
to know that if they miss the mark of that awfully high bar...that Jesus died for
them. That Jesus did the hard part. That Jesus hung up on that cross and battled
for their souls too. That Jesus did not expect us to be perfect...that He would fill in
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all the gaps and that he would come along behind us and clean up that massive
mess that we will most surely leave.
How can I be saying these types of things some of you will most certainly
ask?...How can I put down my stones?...
In John 8, Jesus asked me to put down my stones. He also asked the Pharisees to
put down their stones. Yeah, go ahead and argue about. Tell me how He didn't
actually tell them to put down their stones...but that he actually told the one
without sin to throw the first stone...I know what he said. And he was speaking to
me.
I don't know if He was speaking to you or not. Only you know that part of it. But I
do know that on that day Jesus went against the Law of Moses. And I do know that
they killed Him for it.
How many more people will we have to see killed before we reach out a nonjudgmental hand and try to help them through this whole quagmire of craziness.
I think we can do better...
And while we are burning up all this RAM arguing and fighting over whether or
not some dude should deny the raging hormones that GOD himself put in all of us...
Some guy out in Kansas is trying to find a gun tonight...and if he can find a gun, he
will then look for some ammo...and then I promise you that tonight he will head out
to the woods and do what he sees as his only choice in our world today...this world
of shame and judgment!
Oh yeah, StrivingforTruth116 please feel free to contact me at any time of the day
or night. I am for you man. I am for you and all of your tough times. I am for you
and your good heart. I am for your trust in bringing this here to us for advice. I will
stand with you whatever you decide.
David was a man after God's own heart. He had sin all over him. But he was a man
after God's own heart. How can this be you ask?
Because he found a way to get rid of all the shame.
Jesus took care of our sin. Now we get to figure out how to get rid of the shame.
Please...let's start soon...
And yes, Jesus...please take away the tears too.
I love all of you...let's go and sin no more....
Joe Mak
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On Biblical Justice and Rape
20 upvotes | October 9, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
RC's recent post raises an important issue for all men living in our contemporary western culture.
How are we, especially as Christians, supposed to think and act regarding accusations of rape?
Unsurprisingly the Bible is not silent on the matter. Not only does scripture offer important insight
into matters of justice, but it provides us the framework of thought that western civilization was built
upon. There are a few key Biblical principles especially that offer a way out of this mess while
protecting true victims.
“A single witness shall not suffice against a person for any crime or for any wrong in
connection with any offense that he has committed. Only on the evidence of two witnesses
or of three witnesses shall a charge be established. - Deuteronomy 19:15
This passage expresses well the legal understanding that an accused party is presumed innocent until
a witness beyond the accuser can testify against the accused. The other "witnesses" need not even
necessarily be people; security footage or DNA evidence could theoretically suffice. God's standard
of justice is that an accusation alone is not enough to convict someone of a crime.
While this passage alone effectively refutes the idea that "the woman should always be believed" and
upends the faux "justice" of the #MeToo movement, the Bible does not stop there. God's standards
are yet higher.
Falsely accusing someone of a crime is not a small matter to God. The ninth commandment found in
Exodus 20:16 is commonly cited as "Thou shalt not lie" but the actual text is "Thou shalt not bear
false witness against your neighbor." Scripture prescribes a fit punishment for those who break this
commandment and bear false witness:
“The judges shall inquire diligently, and if the witness is a false witness and has accused his
brother falsely, then you shall do to him as he had meant to do to his brother. So you shall
purge the evil from your midst.” - Deuteronomy 19:18-19
Imagine if women faced the potential of paying restitution, jail time, or being put on a “false accuser”
list if they made false rape claims. Imagine if our courts demanded two or more “witnesses” (at least
points of evidence) before they would find the defendant guilty. The effects could not be overstated.
Women would be far less likely to do stupid things that put them at risk of being raped, or take the
risk and live with their decisions. They would certainly be much more careful before accusing anyone
of sexual crimes as it could very well cost them dearly. It would help put and end to the ruining of
men’s lives for consensual but regrettable acts.
The bottom line is that Christians need to recover and proclaim is that the Biblical standard goes
beyond “innocent until proven guilty” and “by two or three witnesses” but actually ascribes penalty
for those who make false accusations. Until then, there is no reason for anyone to expect the flood of
false charges to lessen; they come at no cost.
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Jesus says "Follow Me" - an example of the correct frame of
relationships
20 upvotes | September 25, 2018 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
To go along with /u/macmeeler 's post on "How to Play the game," we don't have to look any further
than Jesus and His disciples for an excellent example about the correct frame of the marriage
relationship.
Jesus and the Church are a guide to male and female relationships and marriage. The analogy of
husband and wife as Jesus and the Church in Ephesians 5 provides a strong background for how we
are to walk in male-female relationships that lead to marriage and in marriage.
Christ:Church::husband:wives. This goes against many things in our popular culture and even in
the current Church today.
There is the notion in popular culture that men romantically pursue women. This thought has also
pervaded the Church in the form of “Jesus is my lover” or “husbands should romance their wives”
because “Jesus and God continually pursue you.” This is false. The Father and Jesus both call us or
rather present the opportunity, but it is up to us to acknowledge the call and choose to follow.
Matthew 4:18 (NASB) Now as Jesus was walking by the Sea of Galilee, He saw two
brothers, Simon who was called Peter, and Andrew his brother, casting a net into the sea;
for they were fishermen. 19 And He said to them, Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of
men.” 20 Immediately they left their nets and followed Him. 21 Going on from there He
saw two other brothers, James the son of Zebedee, and John his brother, in the boat with
Zebedee their father, mending their nets; and He called them. 22 Immediately they left the
boat and their father and followed Him.
Jesus had just traveled out of the wilderness where He was tempted and had started to preach the
gospel in the surrounding areas. In other words, Jesus started His God-given mission. The disciples
saw Jesus on His mission, He invited them to come join Him in the journey, and they wanted to
follow Him.
In the context of male-female relationships, remember from the beginning that God created woman to
be a helpmeet of man. Jesus demonstrates His mission and presents a clear vision of how He was
going to task His disciples when they follow Him: to be fishers of men. In the same way, a man who
asks a woman out on a date should already be working toward His God-given mission—evangelize,
make disciples, use your Spiritual gifts to build up the body of Christ, and lead ministry. He should
also have a clear vision of where she fits in his life as his helpmeet as she is going to help him on his
mission. She is also going to fulfill her Biblical roles and responsibilities.
Jesus does not chase after us, nor should men chase after women. This flies in the face of all
“romance” that is popular in the culture and Church. Consider when Jesus claims that He is the
“Bread of Life” in John 6.
John 6:60 (NASB) Therefore many of His disciples, when they heard this said, “This is a
difficult statement; who can listen to it?” 61 But Jesus, conscious that His disciples
grumbled at this, said to them, “Does this cause you to stumble? 62 What then if you see the
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Son of Man ascending to where He was before? 63 It is the Spirit who gives life; the flesh
profits nothing; the words that I have spoken to you are spirit and are life. 64 But there are
some of you who do not believe.” For Jesus knew from the beginning who they were who
did not believe, and who it was that would betray Him. 65 And He was saying, “For this
reason I have said to you, that no one can come to Me unless it has been granted him from
the Father.”
66 As a result of this many of His disciples withdrew and were not walking with Him
anymore. 67 So Jesus said to the twelve, “You do not want to go away also, do you?” 68
Simon Peter answered Him, “Lord, to whom shall we go? You have words of eternal life.
69 We have believed and have come to know that You are the Holy One of God.
Jesus challenges all of those that were following Him about His role and place in the Kingdom of
God. His invitation is the same: Follow Me and continue to Follow Me. Yet those who were not
interested He let walk away. The same is true of God in Romans 1, where He allows humanity to be
given over to their sinful passions and lusts if they don’t want to seek Him.
Consider the father's actions in the Prodigal Son (Luke 15). The son decides he wants his inheritance
to go party. The father allows him to go off on his own. The father does not chase after him to
persuade him otherwise. Only when the son makes the choice to come back to the father does the
father see him in the distance, come out of his house, and run toward him with arms open wide.
The pervasive romantic attitude that men are supposed to pursue women runs contrary to the Father
and Jesus' actions. Both culture and some in the Church would have us believe that Jesus continues to
chase after us at all costs. This is only true in the example of the parable of the lost sheep where the
shepherd goes to apprehend a sheep that wandered away, yet in that case that sheep was already
under the Shepherd’s care (Luke 15). Only after we are committed in marriage are we responsible to
seek after that which is ours that is lost. This mirrors the roles and responsibilities of marriage.
The Biblical model for relationships is that men demonstrate and invite, and women choose to
respond to that invitation.
If a man asks a woman out on a date and she turns him down, should that man continue to try to be
“romantic” and chase after her? Of course not! There's nothing a man can say or do to convince a
woman to like him more. Even if by some measure he wears down her resistance and she capitulates,
such a relationship will not work out in the long run because it was not based on her genuine desire to
be in the relationship with him. Whether or not she actually acts on it, she will internally desire to
leave as soon as the next best thing comes along.
No matter how much you, as a man, may want to be in a relationship with a woman, she also needs to
want to be in that relationship. She has to want to follow you, out of genuine desire to be with you.
Jesus leads, the Church follows. Men lead, women follow.
Jesus doesn't chase after us. Men should not chase after women.
The goal of a single Christian man should be to carry out his God-given mission wholeheartedly and
invite a woman on a date (or to be courted) to see if she wants to follow him.
If she isn't a good follower or isn't teachable to be a good follower, he should be selective and
eliminate her from contention.
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Introduction and Backstory
20 upvotes | September 6, 2018 | by Darkwingduckthethird | Link | Reddit Link
Introduction:
31, Married 9 years, 1 kid and 1 on the way, Christian most of my life, but majority of that has been
association, not active living.
I come from a broken family. Multiple divorces on both sides. Heavy abuse from some of those who
were supposed to care and nurture me, including my Primary Christian Mentor. Survival for me as a
kid meant learning to be BP. I wanted to be the nice guy that everyone liked. You wouldn't have
conflict with me, cause I would just make you laugh and do nice stuff for you.
God miraculously plucked me from the pit, and restored to me. He made me whole. I have struggled
my whole life with my faith, but I cannot deny the evidence and power of Christ in my life. In my
darkest moments, I remember feeling in my spirit that I would make it through, and that everything
would be alright.
I had a moment where I had to choose the real God, not the one that had been presented me. I guess
everyone goes through that moment, where God becomes real to them, but everything from my past
was so flawed, I had to rebuild my faith from the ground up.

Wife and I got married pretty young. She was head over heals for me. I was skinny fat, 5'11 160 lbs
and not in a good way. Somehow, she still thought I was quite the catch. I chalk majority of this up to
the fact that I was maybe "cute" but also ambitious, fun, outgoing and exciting. My wife and I were
good friends in our teens and only developed an attraction for one another in our late teens ( I was 18,
her 16).
She was very attractive, but very timid and shy. We went to church together. Everyone told me I was
dating out of my league, and then marrying out of my league. I scoffed. No way. In those days I was
cool as ice. Game was so natural. Snowboarding, dirt-biking, playing guitar. I went to college alone
and we long distant dated for a year.
Our interest in eachother grew tremendously. We had always dated with the intention of marriage, so
eventually got engaged. I rolled through fitness tests in those days like nobody's business. I didn't
even know what they were at the time. The attraction levels were very high.
When we first got married, we had sex maybe once every couple of days. Majority of it was her
initiating.

Fast forward to year 7 of our marriage. I am now 205 lbs, and not in a good way. No more
snowboarding, no more dirt-biking, we have a kid now. I shy away from "guys stuff" cause I thought
it was stupid. Our church had a group called manly men and I refused to go. Somehow, I thought this
was more attractive. Being sensitive and caring. Its what my wife told me so must have been true.
Our sex life had dwindled to once a month. "Im usually only horny once a month" she would say. "I
have a low sex drive". I stopped initiating entirely cause I hated the rejection.
She would lie around all day and I'd come home from work and passive aggressively give her heck.
Sometimes I would openly give her heck. Either way, always ended in a fight and me apologizing
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cause somehow I was being insensitive.
I felt like I was often on damage control and walking on egg shells cause if I put her off... well the
sex valve would shut off. "I'm still upset about this or that. I am not holding a grudge, I can't control
it, etc.". I stayed home from guys nights. I cancelled my plans on her whims of emotion.
We were still great friends, but we were not lovers really anymore. She had gained probably 50 lbs
too. You have all heard this before. It had become a classic case of a BP marriage. Where verbally I
was acknowledged as the leader, but actions speak louder than words and actually, I was being led.

Who's fault was this?
Spoiler: It was mine.

Then one day a friend introduced me to RP, specifically the MRP reddit, and suddenly so much of
life made sense. And it was a bitter pill to swallow. I really committed myself to the ideas of it. I had
my doubts, but looking back I can't deny the results.

My RP journey was rough, but not so bad as others might have it. After all, I mostly had a wife who
loved me and was great, except I was doing all the wrong things to lead and build attraction.
She still respected me and wanted to follow, so it wasn't so much of a battle. It was shocking for her
sure, when I was suddenly refusing to give in to her whims.
When she had a bad day and wanted me home and I chose to go to the gym as I had planned and shut
off my phone. I started working on projects around the house and actually completing them. When I
decided I was going to follow through with my guys trips, or spend hours working on my music
projects.
I started working on projects around the house and actually completing them. She started cleaning
and cooking.
I started losing weight. She started losing weight. I started getting fit, she started getting fit.
I initiated way more, and she was often responding.
I set out to learn how to have good sex, and made it a priority. I was starting to understand my
sexuality and now, instead of mocking it, she gets it and embraces it. Sex went from once a month, to
once a week or more,
and even though there are dry spells, when we do have sex, its quality 10/10. I would rather have
10/10 a few times a month than 4/10 every night.
If you question this whole concept, that is Masculinity, being a leader, OYS, maintaining frame,
being attractive, I would say I have found it life changing to embrace who I really am. To realize that
saying no sometimes is actually going to make me more attractive? That I can be masculine and that
the fitness tests are in fact just that. Tests? Its liberating to say the least.

I will post propper stats in my first OYS, just wanted to keep the intro seperate.

Cheers
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I'm a Christian. I'm a "jerk." Deal with it.
20 upvotes | July 13, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
/u/KUZURI271828 asked in another post: "Steps to become less of a jerk and more of a Christian?"
This question shows a fundamental flaw in how we perceive what it means to be a "Christian" that
needs to be addressed on a wider scale than a simple answer in that thread. Let's discuss. I'll start with
my response to that question.
How about be a jerk and a Christian?
WHO decides if you're a "jerk"?
I mean, there's no "Thou shalt not be a jerk" command. Being a "jerk" is defined by the person you're
interacting with, not you yourself. I can act one way on this sub and people see me as a man. I can act
the exact same way on r/Christianity and people will see me as a jerk.
Google defines "jerk" as "a contemptibly obnoxious person." There's certainly nothing wrong with
being obnoxious. So, how does it become "contemptibly"? If you had contempt for your own
behavior, you probably wouldn't be doing it in the first place. It's when other people show contempt
for your behavior that makes you a "jerk."
Now, you can't read everyone's minds as to what they'll find contemptible or not - and I'm pretty sure
Galatians 1:10 says you're not supposed to be trying to please all those other people anyway. If God
would show contempt for your behavior, I'd be more concerned. That's a definitively bad kind of jerk.
But if God has no contempt for your behavior, I don't know that it matters that other people do.
WHY are you being a "jerk"?
We Need Balance
From there, it's all just a matter of motive. Are you acting like a "jerk" because you have no love for
God's people, no kindness in your heart, and no compassion for those around you? Sure, that's sin.
God has contempt for that kind of attitude. Or are you acting like a "jerk" because God has you doing
things and nothing's going to stand in your way - especially not the types of people who want to sit
around and judge people for being jerks?
Here's the thing: the world needs to find balance. On the "doormat to douche bag" scale, we need to
be somewhere in between. The natural order of things is that we tend to fall into the middle of two
opposing forces. Balance is natural. The problem is that the church and most of the secular world
teaches us all to be doormats (one end) and most of the rest of everyone else is "balanced" (other end)
with very few stragglers who are actual Christian douche bags. So, with this cultural tension, people
will fall somewhere between doormat and balanced, which won't help them actually become
balanced.
Be a Jerk to Create That Balance
Somewhere along the way we're going to need a few douche bag Christians to help pull people
further toward the douche bag side until eventually they wind up in the proper balance - and then they
need to stop moving toward douche baggery once they get there. The trick is being the Christian jerk
(or even a little bit of a douche bag) without compromising your obedience to God. It's certainly
doable. It involves stepping on a lot of toes and getting some people ticked at you. But if your
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orientation is right - that your life mission is to make disciples and your "jerk"ness is in the
advancement of that cause, I say keep on being a jerk.
That's what I did at my last church. I tried playing "nice" with the pastor and people there. They
wouldn't listen. So, I started stepping on some people's toes and suddenly I have the pastor's attention.
Rather than being another "yes man" to him, I called him to a better way. I was blunt. I knew he
could take it. He was intrigued, but not convinced. So, I challenged him, pressured him, refined him,
and wouldn't back down when he tried to argue his way out of being a disciple-maker. Result? He
adopted the mission of disciple-making, trained the elders to do likewise and in the following year we
saw 7 new people come to Christ who never would have heard the Gospel if we'd all just been a
bunch of pew-sitters. The church eventually split up after the pastor and I left for independent reasons
(it was a plant of about 50-ish people) and now there are disciple-makers in several other churches,
some of whom I know are continuing on the mission in new congregations. If only they would be a
little bit jerk-ish too, I know they could radically transform their new churches as well and we would
see even more people come to Christ from those even larger congregations.
Jesus is a jerk too
If I just acted like a doormat who had a big heart for discipleship, nothing would have gotten done. I
had to be a jerk to kick my church into the right gear, just like Jesus ...
had to be a jerk to the money changers at the temple who were dishonoring God
was jerk to the cyrophonecian woman to whom he said, "Go away, I'm not here to help you and
your people" in light of his laser-focus on his mission
was a jerk to the Pharisees
was a jerk to Pilate and Herod
is still a jerk to his bride, the church, by letting her flounder around in danger rather than
swooping in and saving the day.
Seriously, think about that last one. If your wife is being disrespectful and she slips and falls in the
mud and you don't help her out because of her disrespect, she'd call you a jerk, right? Pretty much
anyone would. But isn't that just God's attitude in Romans 1:18 et seq? God's people ignore him,
disrespect him, don't give thanks to him, etc., then they fall away and he just sits back and watches it
happen.
That's the God we serve. That's the God I love. That's the God I want to emulate with every fiber of
my being - just as much as I want to emulate his compassion, empathy, kindness, service and all
those other things that we already know we're supposed to be doing.
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Where else to find Christian girls on college campus?
19 upvotes | September 9, 2020 | by -------ok------- | Link | Reddit Link
I go to a fairly large college in the D.C. area, and I volunteer in helping out with the christian
fellowship on campus. The problem is I'm not allowed to ask out or date any of the girls involved in
the fellowship because of my role in helping out and volunteering in the ministry. Where else can I
find Christian girls? I feel like in looking everywhere else on campus its a crapshoot
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No Oral Sex in Marriage
19 upvotes | September 27, 2020 | by wildhusband2019 | Link | Reddit Link
I have a question for husbands where there isn’t oral sex in your marriage.
I’ve(M) been married for 2 years to my beautiful wife (F). We waited until marriage to have sex and
I’m glad that we did but I would feel real special if she was into oral sex. In our marriage counseling
she told me that she didn’t want to preform oral sex and I was okay with it.
I’ve never experienced it up I want to and my wife isn’t going to change her mind anytime soon
considering I’ve brought it up and caused a fight.
How do you get over not having that in your marriage when you want it? Do you block it out? Not
think about it?
I want to try it but I feel like I have to deal with that not happening in my marriage and I don’t want
to resent my wife because we both waited and we’re both learning. I did the right thing but I feel like
I can’t enjoy all that married sex can bring.
Please let me know if you can help.
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Sidebar Posts for New Reddit Users
19 upvotes | September 30, 2019 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
It was brought to my attention recently that there were posts missing from the Sidebar on new Reddit.
After some investigation and experimentation, this issue has been fixed. For those using Reddit's
redesign you should notice quite a few posts on the Sidebar that were not there before. These are
foundational posts, if you haven't read them yet please take the time to do so. There is also a glossary
of acronyms and terms that you will find very helpful as well.
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[FR] Straight from the horses mouth
19 upvotes | August 12, 2019 | by TheChristianAlpha | Link | Reddit Link
I was visiting some relatives yesterday and one of them, let's call her Becky (in her late 20's), was a
tad bit on the Tipsy side. It was just her and I watching stranger things and she let a couple gems slip.
She brought these up because there was a part of stranger things that clearly displayed the negative
outcomes of female empowerment (El was being a snatch to Mike when he apologized for F'ing up El's new gf influenced this)
Anyways, here's the gems paraphrased (cuz my audiographic memory is crap ) ! Me: El is being
such a snatch to Mike.
Becky: Yeah, women are stupid. Women do not make women better. They may have the best
intentions, but women just can't make other women better.
Me: Yep. You see this in feminism. It's all about female empowerment and their motives may be
right in some cases, but now you have all these unhappy women that are going around making the
world a worse place.
Becky: Women do not know what they want. I still don't know what I want. Mostly I'm just learning
from my mistakes and I think that's what we all need to do. (She has no idea what she wants and even
though she's had a lot of life experience).
Me: Most of the women that you see that are happy in life and doing well are usually following a guy
that is a strong leader, is happy in life, and doing well.
Becky: Yep.
Me: It's kind of ironic that you said women don't know what they want considering one of our
conversations while ago where I said I prefer to marry a younger girl that hasn't had "time to find
herself and figure out who she is."
Becky: well I do think it's very important for a girl to wait and experience more of life (read date a
bunch of dudes and use trial and error to figure out who you are - CC anybody?), especially if she's
younger. But women still don't know what they want. I mean, I still don't know what I want. (When a
little bit of cognitive dissonance kicked up here the hamster started spinning a bit).
TL;DR: don't worry about what women say they want or "if they have enough life experience to
know who they are." Strong leaders demonstrate What Women Want. Keep grinding and increasing
your value.
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How is the Church effeminating men?
19 upvotes | June 27, 2019 | by DomTheDog | Link | Reddit Link
Hey all,

I'm new to this community, and I agree with many of the points that have been made on this forum.
The one thing I'm still confused about is how the church is 'de-masculinizing' men. Anyone have
concrete examples of this happening that will allow me to see this?
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On Marriage And Mission
19 upvotes | June 13, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link

On Marriage And Mission
[Note] This post represents of my own views. While the outlook expressed in this post
deviates somewhat from some of the commonly held views expressed in this sub, it should
not be taken in any way to be subversive. I've discussed the topics of this post over time
with several other mods and veterans of the sub and determined it to be a topic worth
bringing up more generally.

Introduction
Despite a recent post suggesting that RPC recommends marraige over being single, the dominant
view here is that marriage is a concession. It is not something to be pursued in itself, but something
that may happen along the way as you pursue your mission. I tend to disagree. I think marriage is a
worthwhile pursuit for many Christians living out their mission. Now, this is not to suggest that
marriage in its current stacked-against-the-man form is worth pursuing, but something more like
marriage 1.0 (where it still exists) or marriage 3.0 in the west.

Mission Is Paramount
Paramount [par-uh-mount]
adjective
1. chief in importance or impact; supreme; preeminent:
2. above others in rank or authority; superior in power or jurisdiction.
Before discussing any point of disagreement, I want to heartily emphasize the key area of solidarity:
mission is of critical importance and must come first. A man without some sort of mission is a man
enslaved to whatever whim or fancy strikes him; he lacks a guiding north star in life.
Christians are no exception.

What Is The Mission?
Shouldn't I ask, "What is YOUR mission?" In the west we are thoroughly individualistic. We view
our mission as a unique and personal calling. While we can point to various examples of individuals
who had special callings in scripture, it is debatable whether or not that such personal missional
calling is normative. What is indisputable is that Jesus gave each and every Christian a common
mission that has both corporate and individual elements.
What is this mission that Jesus gave to each of us?
"Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I have commanded
you. And behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age.” - Matthew 28:19-20
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Commonly referred to as the Great Commission, these commands are Jesus' standing orders for his
church. Each of us is called to obey this without exception.

The Great Commission & Marriage
Looking at the command closely we see several things. First, we are called to disciple and baptize
(set apart in covenant unity) nations, not just the individuals who inhabit them. Second, we are to
teach nations to observe all of Jesus' commands. Lastly, Jesus remains with the church as it
completes this mission.
Consider what has transpired in the last two thousand years since Jesus spoke these words to his 12
disciples. Christianity spread all over the world, saturating entire regions so thoroughly that entire
nations held to Christianity and rulers governed by the word of God. Well over 2,300,000,000 people
on earth identify as some-variety of Christian.
How did this massive spread of Christianity, from 12 to over 2.3 billion, occur? Was is primarily
conversion? No. The vast majority of faithful Christians that have walked this earth have been born to
Christian parents, raised in a home saturated with the gospel, who then married other Christians and
repeated the cycle.
"Did he not make them one, with a portion of the Spirit in their union? And what was the
one God seeking? Godly offspring. So guard yourselves in your spirit, and let none of you
be faithless to the wife of your youth." - Malachi 2:15
Marriage, and the Godly offspring it is intended to produce, is the primary weapon of evangelism
wielded by the church.

Wait, Doesn't Paul Recommend Singleness?
He does. In 1 Corinthians 7:27 Paul says in no unclear terms, "If you do not have a wife, do not seek
to get married." Case closed right? Not at all. In the preceding verse Paul says, "I think that in view
of the present distress it is good for a person to remain as he is."
Consider the gravity of that statement. Paul, a scholar of the scriptures, recognized that what he is
saying here overturns God's positive attitude toward marriage everywhere else leading up to this
point because, in view of some present distress, marriage would be an unwise, though not sinful,
option.
What was the present distress that had Paul so worked up that he was recommending his readers not
follow in the family pattern that God had established from the beginning of creation? It could be one,
or more, of several things.
First, the church was suffering persecution and about to suffer it much more severely. History clearly
shows us that these Christians who Paul was writing to were about to go through some very difficult
times. Next, the destruction of the temple in 70 AD. was a cataclysmic event that rocked the early
church, scattering them fleeing. Jesus warned that the temple was going to be destroyed within the
span of the living generation, so Paul and the early Christians had every reason to be concerned about
the fallout from that. In fact, it helps us understand what was happening in Acts early on:
And they were selling their possessions and belongings and distributing the proceeds to all,
as any had need. - Acts 2:45.
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If Jesus appeared to you in person and told you he was going to smite your city, do you think it would
be a good time to start liquidating your assets to help fund you and your loved ones survival? You
betcha it would.
So Paul here is not giving a blanket statement about marriage and singleness that upends God's
creation order and consistently favorable disposition towards marriage, but rather a caution to abstain
from marriage until "this present distress" has passed because he knew that "those who marry will
have worldly troubles, and [he] would spare [them] that."

Demography is Destiny
"Wombs are weapons." - Someone smart
There is a joke that goes like this: A survey was done in France about immigration. The question
asked was "Are there too many Arabs in France?" 10% of people answered "Yes", 12% answered
"No", and 78% answered ""القذرة كافر الفم.
While somewhat cheeky, the joke drives home an important point that we cannot afford to overlook.
As far as predictive sciences go, demography is one of the most reliable. One estimate suggested that
by 2025, 1 out of every 3 babies born in Europe will be to Muslim parents. Muslims today understand
the importance that the family plays in the spread of their religion and worldview. Christians in the
west, focused on the idea of individualistic autonomous free-will choice, fail to grasp the reality that
the most important means of spreading the gospel to all nations that God has given the church is the
family.
Our mission is to bring the gospel to every corner of the earth and fulfill the creation mandate,
originally given to Adam and passed to Christ, to bring creation into godly dominion. When Jesus
teaches us to pray, "Your kingdom come, on earth as it is in heaven" he meant what he said. We are
to bring the rule of his kingdom to earth as it already exists in heaven. This extends beyond people to
creation itself:
"For the creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of him who subjected
it, in hope that the creation itself will be set free from its bondage to corruption and obtain
the freedom of the glory of the children of God. For we know that the whole creation has
been groaning together in the pains of childbirth until now." - Romans 8:20-22
While immensely important, it is not enough to disciple people. Our mission is greater than that. We
are to disciple nations and extend godly rule so much so that creation itself begins to benefit from the
godly stewardship of Christ's reign through his people.

The Family Is Targeted For A Reason
Feminism. LGBT activism. Divorce courts. Take your pick. The family has been under attack for
well over a generation. This is no accident. Those that wish to see Christianity fail know that the
family is incredibly dangerous to them. The family is the foundation of culture, the boot-camp of
future Christians, and a key means of resisting the slide into ungodliness as a society. It would be
hard to overstate the importance of the family in God's kingdom and mission for the church.
Successfully executing our mission as a church includes families. Families include marriage. Despite
the treacherous waters we find ourselves in when it comes to the unfavorable legal nature of
marriage, we give victory to our enemies by abandoning the institution altogether. It is worth fighting
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for. Not the perverse legal atrocity that masquerades as marriage in the west today, but the sort of
marriage that prompted the writer of Proverbs to write:
"He who finds a wife finds a good thing and obtains favor from the LORD." - Proverbs
18:22

Marriage Is Still Not The Mission
Even if, having read this far, one agrees that marriage is important and necessary to fulfilling the
great commission, it is well worth noting that even in this paradigm marriage is only a subservient
part of the mission, not the mission itself. Soldiers carry weapons to use as tools to accomplish their
mission; it would be insane to suggest that the mission of a soldier is to merely posses a weapon.
I think that Christian men should seek to marry for the same reason soldiers should seek to bring a
weapon to the fight. Weapons win wars, and marriage done God's way is a formidable weapon.
I've never articulated my mission here on RPC as so many other shave. I will do so here. My mission
is the Church's mission, the Great Commission: to disciple people and nations to be brought into
God's dominion and kingdom. To accomplish my part of this mission I need to bring Christ's
authority to bear on all things he has given me stewardship over. My finances, my property, my body,
etc. To maximize my impact in this mission I must make disciples. True to this post, I take "disciple
making" extremely literally and so I found a wife to make little disciples with who can later help me
extend Christ's rule to the corners of Christ's kingdom they have been charged with stewarding. God
willing, my grand-kids will continue on with this mission, etc.
Ultimately, marriage and family are two of many weapons I am wielding to achieve the simple yet
lofty mission given to me by the humble savior: world domination in His name. To those of you who
want to be, or are already, married, know that despite the common RP rhetoric marriage is not a deadend trap. God purposed marriage to achieve great ends; become the kind of man that can lead his
family to those ends.
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The world we live in
19 upvotes | June 9, 2019 | by IndiansSmellLikePoo | Link | Reddit Link
I found out about a podcast 'Call her Daddy'. Its the 8th most popular on Itunes and the latest podcast
is called slut camp. It's basically a podcast on how to be a slut and then settle down with a man.
Check it out here.
https://www.google.com/podcasts?feed=aHR0cHM6Ly9tY3NvcmxleXMuYmFyc3Rvb2xzcG9ydH
MuY29tL2ZlZWQvY2FsbC1oZXItZGFkZHk&episode=NTFiYTFjYWItMjI3MC0xNzg1LWE3YjA
tOTU0M2FiNjMwYTJl
I post this saying this the world we live in. It looks to be declining more quickly in terms of Christian
values.
Even on TRP subs I see guys say how religion isnt that bad after all with respect to women sleeping
around and the decline of the West. If those guys are saying it and it gets upvoted... It must be pretty
bad.
My question to everyone here is - how do you navigate this scene and world?
Me personally, I'm going to marry a girl from a strong Christian background just to reduce basically
every risk.
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Hebrew translation of the Bible reveals why you need to do
more curls
19 upvotes | May 20, 2019 | by macmeeler | Link | Reddit Link
Today in Church, our pastor brought as a guest a sage, old man who was a Biblical scholar
throughout his life and is well-versed in the langues of Hebrew and Greek.
He enlightened us on the nature of the Hebrew language, and how it consists of far, far fewer words
than our English language does. He made reference to the fact that there are only 8,679 unique words
in the Hebrew Old Testament, and about how something like 600 words is enough to understand 90%
of what is communicated. Our English translations have at least 10x more unique words.
Consequently, a typical Hebrew word has many, many more meanings derived from it than the
English language typically does. E.g. To "see" means not only to perceive with sight to us, but also it
can mean to comprehend or to understand.
He then proceeded to enlighten us on some anatomy. In Hebrew, the body parts were used in
language in order to convey meanings beyond simply the body. Here are their common
meanings/uses:
Eyes: Understand
Ears: Obey/submit
Nose: Anger
Heart: Think
Guts: Emotions and feelings
Hands: Work
Fingers: Craftsmanship
Arms: Strength
Feet: Message carrying
That's right boys. Your arms are a manifestation of your strength- this idea dates back to the origins
of ancient language used to transcribe Scripture.
So, here's how to get big arms. I'm gonna keep this real short. This is in no way comprehensive, just
some tips that I think aren't mentioned enough
VOLUME, EXERCISING CORRECTLY, and FOOD
VOLUME - More, more more. I do 20 sets for a muscle group.
EXERCISING CORRECTLY - Stop trying to use the biggest weight possible. Grab a weight and use
it as a tool. Start with warm up sets of 25- good sets. Several of them. Get all that blood in the
muscle. After that, slow and controlled movements. Establish a mind-muscle connection and squeeze
that muscle when you contract as hard as you can, every rep. It's going to burn. You're going to be
sore. And then you're going to be big.
FOOD- Forget trying to get bigger if you're not eating enough. No, seriously, forget it. Your body
can't accumulate mass if it doesn't have the resources to put it on you. Don't be Kevin Durant who is
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freakishly strong for a skinny guy.
Be freakishly strong for a bear.
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Two traps of the red pill
19 upvotes | May 1, 2019 | by RPwisdom | Link | Reddit Link
This post was inspired by u/potatorockstar ‘s post. This is not a response to the argument but rather
my own reflections.
With the eye opening experience of the red pill it is easy for it to become the operating framework of
our lives. Once you identify with the red pill framework you begin to interpret everything through
that lens. Many ideologies have a set lens in which things are interpreted.
SJWs: believe the world is based on power and oppression
Capitalists: believe the free market is the solution and that government is a hindrance
Communists: believe in government and equality of income
Red pillers: believe in the feminine imperative and AWALT
When only using one worldly lens it is easy to construct a distorted reality.
> A group of blind men heard that a strange animal, called an elephant, had been brought to the town,
but none of them were aware of its shape and form. Out of curiosity, they said: "We must inspect and
know it by touch, of which we are capable". So, they sought it out, and when they found it they
groped about it. In the case of the first person, whose hand landed on the trunk, said "This being is
like a thick snake". For another one whose hand reached its ear, it seemed like a kind of fan. As for
another person, whose hand was upon its leg, said, the elephant is a pillar like a tree-trunk.
These ideologies offer a person a community to belong, a sense of connection and a purpose in life.
Romans 12:2 says “...do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your
mind...”. Identifying with worldly things over our paramount identity as a follower Jesus is idolatry.
Additionally, the red pill can give a sense of superiority to others in that you are part of a “secret
society” who is more woke than others (I have fallen in this trap myself). You can become
judgemental of other men in your life and feel disdain at how they can be so blind. When you are met
with opposition you conclude that you are right because “if people are disagreeing with the red pill
then this must be the truth”. Be *very* careful when concluding that everyone else other than you is
wrong without *seriously* considering other points. “Do not think of yourself more highly than you
ought, but rather think of yourself with sober judgment” Romans 12:3.
Be cautious of your ego as it pertains to ideologies and don’t get caught up in thinking you're better
than others. Stand firm in your identity as a Christian as a co-heir with Christ, not a red piller or any
other identity of this world (Romans 8:17).
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1920s were not an evolution of justice, but the beginning of our
end. Take women's votes away.
19 upvotes | May 1, 2019 | by potatorockstar | Link | Reddit Link
As the Bible says, do not give power to women and children.
We often have the delusion that the whole deal of women voting was about equality and making for a
"long held injustice that is finally being restored". Noone almost from the blue pill though realises
that:
When women get political power, they use it to promote and maximise their hypergamous
interests!
What started as a supposed political and freedom of speech for all movement became but a vehicle
for engineering an environment of insatiable and limitless hypergamy. What starts as a supposed
financial and social justice equilibrium boils down but to a battle of the sexes and a sexual
market place strategy. Abortions (infanticide), daddy the welfare state, normalisation of adultery,
family courts, all checks and balances removed legally and socially, now women don't need men and
can maximise their hypergamous game living completely on their own and riding the clock carousel
like there is no tomorrow. In fact today being a single mum is being encouraged if anything.
So political power is two things for women. Maximising hypergamy (and complete control over their
sexual strategy and immorality), and a narcissistic jezzebel race against men. The spirit of Lilith
revolting against the will of God and trying to subdue men, with men's archetype being God Himself.
(thats why feminists are prone to mother-nature worship and female fertility symbols). That's why
they insecurely have to shout at our face in every corner about some scientific or other achievement
"made by a woman". So its simultaneously the ultimate defiance and the ultimate manifestation of
their - after the fall -sexual strategy.
When women get to vote they will always see it as a competition. It was never about "equality"
(which is unnatural and non existent), its that primordial grudge against men's god-given
superiorities. The feminisation/emasculation of men its the only natural way to try bring us to their
level and combat to equal grounds. But this will occur only if men allow it, as they do today.
In all countries, introducing women's voting had some immediate detrimental effects, but Japan was a
prime example of this travesty, since births and the early formation of traditional families were
halfed in a couple of years!!!
Women want their whole pie and to eat it whole as well. Men are the guardians of human sexuality,
against women's torrent of insatiable solipsistic revolt.
Get women out of politics and voting. What happened in 1918, 20 etc, were NOT an evolution
towards a better world, it was the beginning of our demise. Taking their undeserved rights, is
NOT A STEP BACK, but the only necessary step forward. Women being masters of covert
control and manipulation through the dialectics of guilt convinced men for their "eternal
oppression" against them and achieved their agendas. (While hiding their hypergamy
masterfully for decades from gullible blue pilled oaf men. A hypergamy which only now they
openly and sassily brag about cause they can't hide/don't care to hide it anymore now that men
are waking en mass to the truth of their nature and their female powers are well established
and men seem hopeless to produce any significant changes). Guess what though about the
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"oppression" part, some times necessary suppression is shamed as oppression. No doubt that to
the prisoners in jail, the guards seem as bad people (because containing their thirst for
expressing malevolent libertism seems criminal to the criminals), but let's not forget the
guardians guard CONVICTED FELONS, in which case was for millenias the fallen nature of
Eve. What will you do? Will you let the ho of babylon spirit run rampant? Cause women
proved incapable and unwilling to contain their jezebelness and hypergamy themselves, as the
age of total permissiveness proved.
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Married Man Game Part 3: Sexting
19 upvotes | March 5, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
My wife decided to snoop on my computer last week and managed to find this account. Hi, babe! The
first post she read was The Consciously Crazy Wife. Yikes! Haha. "I knew you were hiding
something, and I just wanted to know all of you," she said. It was a clear invasion of privacy, and I
called her on that, but women are gonna do what women are gonna do. So, I ask her with a smile if
she'd read my OYS comment about enjoying her dripping wet juices. She had, and we laughed
together, though she was a bit embarrassed.
I think she likes being a bit embarrassed when it's just between the two of us. She'd never admit it
openly, but her behaviors in those moments don't lie. Another thing that I haven't done often, but also
gets her embarrassed, is sexting. So, I figured I'd write a post on it. Let's see how embarrassing this
can get ;)
WHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY?
I've often heard of the Bible itself referred to as "God's love letter to us." That's a sweet sentiment,
though it's so much more. What strikes me as most interesting is the reproductive themes throughout
Scripture. The first command was to "be fruitful and multiply, fill the earth in number." That is: have
lots of sex. The great commission is to make disciples of all nations, which is the same as saying: "be
spiritually fruitful and multiply, fill the earth in number of spiritual offspring." That is: reproduce
spiritually, not just physically. I've said before that Malachi 2:15 as much as affirms this as the whole
point of marriage.
One of the primary themes of the new testament is the way that Christ raised up a bride for himself.
He found nobodies who were totally unqualified. If he were vetting for the ideal discipleship
candidate, the 12 he chose would not have been at the top of the list. But he raised them up anyway.
And why did he do this? He says it in his prayer in John 17 at the last supper: "Just as you sent me
into the world, Father, now I am sending them." He wanted them to be spiritual reproducers. How
would they do this? When the Holy Spirit would come on them, they would become his witnesses
(Acts 1:8). For more on this, check out this post by a buddy of mine, which goes into the ways that
God's indwelling in us (like a husband enters his wife) results in spiritual reproduction.
When I read the New Testament and the way that Christ is constantly building up the church and
encouraging her toward reproducing - whether in his teachings, his parables, the way he modeled his
own life, and in the disciples he commissioned to carry on his work - it makes me think what that
should mean for us when it comes to living out our physical lives. That is, the entire New Testament
is God's written word designed to entice us to engage in spiritual reproduction with him.
Shouldn't we also use the written word to entice our bride to engage in physically reproductive acts
with us? That's ultimately what sexting is: the physical manifestation of what significant parts of the
New Testament is designed to accomplish on a spiritual level. Just as reading the book of Acts should
make your spirit all warm and tingly toward the idea of engaging in spiritually reproductive activities
by sharing your faith with the world, your written conversations with your wife should make her
physical body all warm and tingly toward the idea of engaging in physically reproductive activities
by having hot, steamy sex with you.
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SEXTING FRAME
Texting is only for logistics, right? As a general rule, yes. But there are times, especially for married
men, where it can be advantageous to rev up the engines even before you get home from work or
while one of you is away on business. I do not sext very often. But when I do, I really enjoy it. It's a
fantastic experience. Sometimes she seems to get into it, whereas other times she's quite dismissive.
Unless she's sexting right back, it's not always easy to gauge how she's receiving it, but I'm not as
interested in that, as the stage it sets is usually quite fruitful when we're back together again.
What makes it difficult to gauge is that you have no behaviors to observe. All you get is what she
says, which isn't always reliable. While a particular line might make her feel warm and blush, she
could very well respond: "Stop it. This is uncomfortable." Or she might say, "Aw, that's cute. Are you
picking up the kids today?" and totally dismiss what you said until you get home and she's ready to
go. Other times she may play along. If all you get are her words, you have no idea what's really going
on in her head.
Conclusion? Sexting is less about how it makes her feel and more about how it makes me feel. I
simply enjoy talking sexy to my wife. It shows confidence and dominance, especially in those times
that she doesn't engage. It sets a plan and expectations for how the night is to go. It makes me horny
all day so I'm rock hard by the time the kids are in bed.
Now, I'm married to a reserved "good Christian girl" type. Any form of "naughty talk" makes her feel
awkward and uncomfortable. Just taking a selfie showing some cleavage is groundbreaking for her.
As a result, her ASD is remarkably high when it comes to these types of things. So, it's automatic for
me not to expect or look for any validation in her responses (not to say she doesn't give it). But I still
do it anyway. Why? Because I find it fun. And it's great when she does respond anyway.
DEVI
I'm sure there's a lot of nuance based on the particulars of each person, but bear with me. While I'm a
lawyer by trade, I love writing in my spare time. I've written both fiction and non-fiction books - but
fiction writing has been particularly helpful to me. When I'm thinking about how I want my night to
go, it doesn't just run through my head like a scene in a movie that I'm watching. As with writing
fiction, I can place myself in the scene and experience the fullness of the moment yet to come. That's
what makes sexting come alive for me - it's not just imaginative foreplay; it's a whole new world of
anticipatory gratification. Instead of wishful expectation, I find myself immersed in a world of my
own making and inviting my wife to join me there.
Even beyond the principles you'll find below that I draw from my experience as a writer, there are
some basic concepts that are valuable to making sexting a fun and enjoyable experience for me, and
hopefully for you too, and which can set a solid stage for evening activities. I have found Daniel
Rose's "DEVI" system quite helpful in creating a framework for me to really get into it, which I hope
and often find gets her into it as well.
Dominance: Sexting works best for me when it comes from my frame as something I'm
leading for my enjoyment and I'm inviting her along for the ride. I set the stage, she follows. I
push boundaries and make her feel uncomfortable. I'm in charge of the conversation and say
what I want, free of restraint.
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Emotion: I have to be feeling it. My emotional state matters most. If I'm into it, she can get into
it. To transfer my enjoyment into her, I must target her feels, which is when reciprocation is
most likely to occur. With no emotional transference, while I may be having fun, she'll
ultimately write me off and not engage back. This is where I screwed up the most recent time I
tried this - I hopped in too far too fast and didn't get her feeling it right away. When she wants
it, she'll play along.
Variety: I'm sure you can imagine what a boilerplate sext conversation looks like. I'm a lawyer
and even I hate reading boilerplate, no matter how interesting the document is otherwise. If she
doesn't know where you're going to go with the conversation, it leaves room for anticipation of
what might come next.
Immersion: This is the single most important aspect of sexting for me. It's what makes it most
enjoyable. When actually having sex, immersion often happens naturally. When sexting, it
takes a lot of work to leave your environment and feel in the moment. Why? Because you're
looking at a screen with the lights on and not actually experiencing anything that's being said.
Yet romance novelists are able to create immersion for women in airports, coffee shops, and
even public restrooms all the time. It's doable. But it requires creativity and stage-setting. I have
found myself so immersed in these types of conversations that I must step away from my office
desk to make sure I'm not leaking in my pants.
With those principles in mind ...
PRACTICAL TIPS
Of the list below, take what works for you and leave the rest behind. These are just things that have
been helpful to me in maximizing my enjoyment of sexting with my wife.
Be Authentic. What makes sexting most enjoyable for me is that I authentically want to do
everything I'm texting. That doesn't mean I can't embellish, but my words are coming from raw,
genuine desire and expressing parts of my intentions that often go left unsaid. And they usually
should go unsaid if you're not at a distance. Do, don't say. But there's still value in saying it from time
to time and expressing your sexuality in a different way. Besides, if you're not authentic and just
screwing around, she'll see through it and it ruins the experience.
This is Not a Joke. While you can joke, don't let the entire exchange become a joke. There's
sometimes a temptation (especially if sexting is brand new to your relationship) to maintain plausible
deniability by doing something in a way that it can be played off as a gag.
Example of what not to do: Take a dick pick. She responds shocked and confused rather than
engaging the way you hoped, so you say, "Yeah, that was funny. Can you imagine if we actually did
those things like other people do? Haha. Glad we're not like those weirdos." No. Don't do that. Own
it. Again, be authentic.
Strategically Limited Use of Emojis. I prefer to avoid emojis whenever possible. However,
sometimes the situation calls for it. The best use of emojis seems to be for transitions. You're having
a serious conversation about who's getting the kids to practice, then you transition with a wink to
change gears from logistics to flirting with a transitional phrase.
Example: "Thanks for taking care of that. I'll have to reward you later ;)"
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Saying this with a straight expression, no emoji, some people might not get the hint. Once you use
this singular emoji, because the context of the conversation has already changed you shouldn't need
to overdo it afterward. She should recognize the suggestive nature of your speech.
Be Different. Abuse the impersonal and tone-deaf nature of texting by acting out of character. If
you're normally a serious, straight-shooter, add some humor and light banter to your sexting. If you're
usually a comedian in the home, imagine your persona as that of a secret agent trying to get a Russian
spy into your hotel room. This change of character adds an air of mystery that's a little exciting. Even
if she doesn't know you're doing this, it can also give you slight hints of role-playing if you've never
yet introduced that into your marriage.
Ex. You're typically a funny guy in the home. While you can incorporate humor into your sexting,
maybe you shift from humorous flirtation to serious. "I want you. Against the wall. I'll look you dead
in the eye. My left hand will hold your face. You can't look away as my fingers slide inside you. I
want to see that moment in your eyes."
The reverse should apply as well. If you're typically a straight shooter, try to add a bit more humor
and light-heartedness.
Use Strategic Pauses. Long paragraphs are great for novels, but they don't let her linger on the
moment. Sexting should build over time and take time. Novels can get a girl going because there's
enough content for her to read for an hour straight to keep the tingles alive. When you're texting, you
can't type that fast. You have to let her linger from phrase to phrase, waiting for what comes next. Put
periods in sentences that you'd otherwise string together.
Ex. "I want you against the wall so I can look you in the face while I slide my fingers inside"
becomes the example in the previous point, broken up with a new text where every period is, maybe
leaving 10-20 seconds between texts.
Make Her Feel Like the Perverted One. ASD may cause her to present as sweet and innocent,
maintaining her self-image (particularly true among Christian women). Nevertheless, if you ignore
her self-perceived innocence and act like she's making the dirty comments, this can open up the
atmosphere for further conversation. If she feels like you already think she's a little kinky, she has the
freedom to feel a little kinky and engage in-kind.
Ex. After the "I'll have to reward you later ;)" text (above), my wife replies: "Flowers? :D" Total
ASD. She knew what I meant. So, I respond: "Hmm ... props for being creative. I never thought about
using flowers that way before."
Lead by Example. If you want her to say something flirty, be flirty first; if you want her to say
something dirty, say something dirty first; if you want her to send a naughty picture, send a naughty
picture first. Just don't run faster than she's willing to go if you're expecting her to respond in-kind.
Pace the escalation.
Ex. I was once flirting with my wife while she was in an air port and I was at work. I was escalating
to the point of exchanging pictures. She was shy and unwilling to show cleavage. So, although my
ordinary tone of texting is serious (and therefore I'm employing more humor in the banter), I take a
pic of myself pulling my work-shirt down with my pecs pressed together, making a kissy face. "See
how easy that was?" It made her laugh and she returned in kind.
Use Additional Technology. I have Google Home and Amazon Firesticks set up in my house, each
linked to my Spotify account. While at the office with my wife working from home, in the midst of
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sexting my wife I pulled up Marvin Gaye's "Let's Get it On" and remote-casted it to one of the
devices in my house. Apparently it scared her at first (note: check your volume levels before you
leave the house), but got her to laugh and pulled sexting out of her phone and into her ears.
Don't Ask or Beg. "Can you send me a nip pic?" is not cool. "C'mon. Just do it. You know you want
to." Even worse.
Do Give Instructions. "Tell me ..." or "I'm going to do ... then you're going to send me a picture of
your ..."
Don't Tell. Show. Not just with pictures. Craft a narrative. Think of details that are highly suggestive
without saying what you actually mean. The imagery of "pants around your ankles" is far more
titillating than telling her you want to pull her pants down. The small details are what make the
experience come alive for the imagination - not just for her, but for you as well.
Don't Be a Poet. The offset of the previous point is not to go crazy with metaphors and grandiose
language. It destroys authenticity. When you evoke her brain, you ruin immersion. You want your
brains to be shut off from the fact that this is all text and living in the scene you're setting.
Use Your Senses. Don't just talk about what she looks like. Consider your five senses in the way you
paint a picture.
What do you see? How are her clothes resting on her body? Are they sliding down her
shoulder? Are they in a heap on the floor as you walk over them? Are her nipples standing
upright? Are her breasts clenched together? What does she see? Is she staring into your gaze?
Are her sight and thoughts lost in the black behind her eyes? Are the lights on or dim or off?
What do you feel? Are there goosebumps? Does a rush of cold air blow over you? What does
the room smell like? Are you imagining lit candles? Clean bedsheets?
What do you hear? Is she moaning? Is the ceiling fan gently humming? Is there a sexy playlist
on in the background? Are the springs creaking?
What do you taste? How delicious is it for her body to run across your tongue? Are you toying
with strokes of sweet strawberries or frigid ice across her tongue?
What do you smell? Are there candles in the room? Does your nose catch the scent of her
southern aroma? Is she riding you so hard that you can smell the energy dripping off her skin?

You have any other tips that have worked for you? I'd love to hear them. While I've immensely
enjoyed my experiences with sexting, especially as one of the few areas where I get to express my
writing prowess with my wife, I recognize that I don't do it often and would love to hear more about
what works and what doesn't. Given the fact that my wife travels quite a bit for work during busy
seasons, this is an art I'd like to continue enhancing and practicing more frequently when the situation
calls for it.
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Ideas to consider for men who follow Jesus…
19 upvotes | February 6, 2019 | by TheRedOne911 | Link | Reddit Link
TLDR: The Red Pill is incomplete.
Many find the red pill because of a negative experience. Heartbreak, divorce, frustration – something
causes you to search – and you will find. Many in this manosphere community have called the red
pill, “the truth” or “a praxeology” which is a fancy word to say you are studying human behavior or
action. Many men are convinced they have learned the truth about women. Some men learn this
“truth” and they become upset – they experience red pill rage. Why do women behave like they do?
Have all these blue pill ideas I’ve learned been a lie? I can understand both of these – I experienced
them. I would define blue pill as cultural ideas taught to men with feminism and putting women on a
pedestal as the primary objectives. “Happy wife, happy life.” “She wins all the arguments” – I saw
Alec Baldwin say this about his wife on a talk show just yesterday. Men have learned the blue pill
way to always protect women, white knight for women when they aren’t even in relationships with
them, let women make all their decisions, let women lead, etc. The blue pill philosophy and the idea
to be subservient to women serves our economy, it serves our politicians, it serves the feminist
imperative that women are the most important and they should be the focus of our lives.
A young red-blooded male has no objections to any of this. Do I get sex from an attractive female?
Ok. Sign me up for whatever you want.
The Christian Red Pill forum seems to have grown out of a vacuum. Many men believe and trust in
Christ but they just can’t shake the reality of the red pill. Women are hypergamous! Their behavior is
explained by these red pill philosophers so I guess everything said by the red pill elite is true…
Well, not exactly. I can explain later.
There is a group called the 21 convention with Anthony Dream Johnson and many other red pill
guys. Richard Cooper runs a successful Youtube channel with something like 100k or 200k
subscribers. Yesterday, they both got into an argument about something in their upcoming conference
causing them to suddenly severe ties – amicably but perhaps not. Some of the MGTOW leaders also
got into a dispute, a successful channel run by Turd Flinging Monkey had a falling out with his old
friend DDJ.
I find it interesting that these red pill men are suddenly having great difficulty getting along. You
would think that these men who are woke – who have taken the pill would be able to peacefully settle
disputes but they can’t. Why?
I think the same reason these men struggle is the same reason the red pill isn’t complete. It’s the Holy
Spirit. Now that may sound like a super simplistic answer – but I do believe it’s true. Let me explain.
The red pill is in some ways explaining how people sin. I will not go so far to say that all attraction is
sin – but I do believe the previous sentence is regardless true. Rollo who is the godfather of the red
pill says that the male sexual ideal is unlimited sexual access with unlimited partners. While women’s
strategy is the get the alpha males or the best males they are able to get. These ring true and are
possibly written into our biology. But so is sin. Paul talks endlessly about the flesh and how we must
decide to walk by the spirit or feed the desires of the flesh. Yes, Rollo is right. The flesh wants sex
with unlimited women. And for women, yes, her flesh will want the best man even when she has
already married another man.
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The red pill teaches you how to hack biology in a way. Play the SMV game to the best of your
ability. I saw one poster arguing, “Look – this is the way of the world. We *must* use all the tools
available in the world.” Hmmm. Really? I guess if you want what the world wants you must do what
the world does.
You know what’s interesting – if you were to ask a Red Pill Christian what his ideal woman was, it
may not be too different from a Red Pill secular man. An attractive conservative woman, a 10,
submissive, etc. It’s not clear to me what they want is much different from the typical RPChristian
guy. Should this be like this?
As men we often call women 10s or 9s – that’s like a red pill 101 thing. She’s a 4 or you can get a
woman who has an SMV equal to yours. I wonder if God looks at his daughters like this? I have no
daughters and surely a father who has a unattractive daughter and an attractive one can think that one
is more physically attractive. The story of Rachel and Leah in the Bible had this, where the father
gave away his unattractive daughter first. But what about Jesus? What about God? It’s not clear to me
that Jesus would be calling one woman an HB9 or an HB6 or a HB4. In fact, I can’t imagine Jesus
seeing a woman he loves and thinking of her as a HB4. Maybe that’s just me – but it seems off. It
seems like he could understand one woman had more physical beauty than another just like one
woman was taller than another, but surely he wouldn’t use this to somehow give value to a woman.
In the Book of Peter he says that woman should not have their beauty come from outward adornment
but instead from her inner self, an unfading beauty and a gentle and quiet spirit.
I’ve yet to hear men speak of women like this on this forum. In other words, I’ve yet to see men
taking a view of women as Jesus does or God does.
Now I can hear the objectives, so you would like a 400 lbs woman who doesn’t take care of herself!?
I would not say as much. Should I have ZERO attraction to a woman I want to pursue? No. Look –
the point here isn’t that men should not have attraction, the question is what perspective are you
deciding to live by.
Let’s say there is a super attractive female who you obtain because you enhanced your SMV. Is that
better than a woman who is average in physical beauty but has immense inner beauty? I don’t know. I
can’t know. I do know that some very attractive women have gone on to divorce their husbands
because they have such high views of themselves and what they deserve and the feminist world will
always tell them they deserve more and better.
I don’t know what the answer is – but I do know this. The Holy Spirit is enough. You can learn all
the tactics in the world to enhance your SMV, you can get your body into the shape of a cover model,
you can learn to spit so much game that you have models clamoring over your conversation skills,
you can be the chad of chads, the tyrone of tyrones – BUT if you don’t have the Holy Spirit you’re
walking down a path that ends in destruction.
God’s will is simple. A preacher I was listening to made an excellent point that God doesn’t hide his
will from you or me. It’s simple. He wants you to be sanctified. Check out this verse:
3It is God’s will that you should be sanctified: that you should avoid sexual immorality;
4that each of you should learn to control your own body a in a way that is holy and
honorable, 5not in passionate lust like the pagans, who do not know God; 6and that in this
matter no one should wrong or take advantage of a brother or sister. b The Lord will punish
all those who commit such sins, as we told you and warned you before. 7For God did not
call us to be impure, but to live a holy life. 8Therefore, anyone who rejects this instruction
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does not reject a human being but God, the very God who gives you his Holy Spirit.
God’s will is that you are to be saved and that you should believe in Jesus, the one who died for the
forgiveness of your sins. God’s will is that you are to be filled with the Holy Spirit
16 So I say, walk by the Spirit, and you will not gratify the desires of the flesh. 17 For the
flesh desires what is contrary to the Spirit, and the Spirit what is contrary to the flesh. They
are in conflict with each other, so that you are not to do whatever[a] you want. 18 But if you
are led by the Spirit, you are not under the law.
22 But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, forbearance, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, 23 gentleness and self-control. Against such things there is no law.
God’s will is that you become more like Christ. That you may suffer for doing good but that you
suffer well without stumbling. And God’s will is that you give thanks and have a spirit of
thanksgiving.
Do I have to lift though bro?! Maybe. Maybe not. Should I try to score a woman X points above me
in SMV? I would ask you how Jesus rates the woman you are attracted to – does he even rate her? Or
does he see her a child of God, holy and blameless in his sight.
Friends, if you follow a spin off of the red pill – I fear that some of you may be lead astray. I don’t
pass judgement on anyone, and surely I don’t pass judgement on this forum. But I do make this
simple assertion – if attracting a woman takes more than me pursuing God, living by the Spirit and
being sanctified to be more like Christ while taking care of my health and other responsibilities as a
man – then it’s not clear to me that obtaining that “great” HB8 or HB9 is a godly pursuit nor would I
say it’s clearly God’s will.
Goodnight and good luck.
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Too Little, Too Much
19 upvotes | January 22, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Many guys start with an irrationally large degree of trust in women ... until they find the red pill. Any
time spent on TRP or MRP and you'll be familiar with phrases like, AWALT, "she's not yours, it's
just your turn," and branch swinging. On RPC you may even hear Ecclesiastes 7:28 thrown around
periodically. Many people seem to know what these terms mean, but they don't understand what to do
with that meaning. Why? Because (especially on TRP) the "don't trust women" card is played too
much and without much explanation. Result? ...
The first group of guys will discover these things, exaggerate them beyond rational thought,
and become incredibly controlling, believing that because they're aware of these behaviors,
they can somehow stop a woman from exhibiting them. When their wives are then faithful for
any appreciable length of time, they pat themselves on the back for a job well done, while she's
secretly waiting for the right moment to dart.
The second will see these behaviors and become paranoid. They start snooping and spying,
constantly on the lookout for whether she's cheating, if she's flirting with a co-worker, or
disrespecting him to the kids when he's off at work. They hear "trust, but verify" and spend too
much time on the "but verify" part, never letting go.
A third group will give up on women entirely, assuming there's no point in being with them if
they're always going to prove untrustworthy.
A fourth group will take these concepts to be broad generalities and spend their entire lives
looking for the unicorn that beats the mold.
A fifth will behave normally and rationally, but emotionally limit himself from fully enjoying
his present circumstances for fear of what might happen in the future if/when she expresses
these traits.
Unless you're on the brink of divorce and you know it, it really doesn't matter if you trust your wife
or not. Blind trust will get you into trouble, and complete distrust works against you and isn't useful.
You can figure out for yourself where in that blend you actually want to exist.
The point of these tidbits of RP lingo is not to convince you to distrust women. It is to get you to
a point where you do not rely on your trust in women. That's a significant difference. Avoid the
"to trust or not to trust?" game entirely. That is, you'll be just fine even if she is behaving in an
untrustworthy manner. Be mindful of the cautionary tales, but don't bend your entire life around
them. If you do that, you're letting fear, caution, and distrust make your frame instead of you making
it yourself.
Suspect your girlfriend is cheating on you? No biggie, you've got 3 other girls you've been
priming who are all into you.
Wife is threatening divorce over something stupid, like not taking out the trash? Oh well.
You've got amused mastery, so you recognize how childish she's acting and don't get wound up
in her emotional hurricane.
She won't follow your lead? No worries, you've got a mission more important than her that you
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can spend your time on instead (like making disciples), and you'll spend your time with
whoever happens to be working that same mission with you.
Wife actually divorces you for a younger millionaire? Sure, it sucks, but you'll bounce back on
your feet in no time. Besides, you've been actively involved in raising the kids, prepared for
this possibility, so you know you'll get equal rights and she can't use that against you.
"Don't do this" and "Don't do that" type of advice can only get you so far - including, "Don't trust
women." Cautionary tales are great, but at the end of the day, what you do matters more than what
you don't do. Focus on that, being mindful of the "don't"s, not the other way around.
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Female Pastors - Some thoughts about it
19 upvotes | January 14, 2019 | by Lairhoss | Link | Reddit Link
Recently i moved to a new town, it's not a big one, around 90k people living in it. I decided to visit as
many churches as i could, since i've only been to baptists churches for the most of my life. After
visiting around 15 churches, i was impressed by the absurd number of female pastors we've got
around here, probably around 10 out of the 15 churches are led by women, independently or in
cooperation with men.
I never thought the number was so big, considering i've only been to traditional churches, so i took
some time to think about the current state of female leadership on the church.
First thing i could perceive is that some female pastors were just your tradition preacher's wife that
somehow got promoted to a new status, probably to raise the household income in a greedly manner,
to say the least, since they didn't do much for the church.
Secondly, what atrociously bad sermons i've heard from female pastors, not a single good one. Now,
it could just be bad luck, but it's evident that they appeal to a more emotional take on their sermons,
which is an intellignet manouver to impress the masses, but somehow empty if you are just looking
for your weekly teaching of the Word.
Somehow the modern church decided to stomp over a bunch of verses that simply say that women
can't be pastors, which just another sign that the modern church doesn't even care about the Bible at
all.
Just a few texts to get the idea why women can't hold the positions of pastors:
“But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence” (1
Timothy 2:12)
“Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak" (1
Corinthians 14:34)
And the most obvious one, the prerequisities to be an elder/ pastor: "An elder must be blameless,
faithful to his wife, a man whose children believe" (Titus 1.6)
It seems the churches can't digest the obvious teachings and must first pass the bible through a
feminist filter before things are accepted.
I'd like to read your impression on the subject.
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For the unmarried - is marriage worth it today?
19 upvotes | January 8, 2019 | by RPRedemption | Link | Reddit Link
It's essentially Red Pill gospel that marriage is not worth the risk in today's environment.
I could write a detailed long post about all the risks of marriage (I think someone should do this in an
educated and well-researched way). However to be brief:
We are in a fem-centric world, the family courts will nearly always side with women
Divorce is the standard - many statistics will lead us to believe that 70% of marriages won't
last, and the "successful" 30% have many unhappy marriages. The true success rate is maybe
20% or less
The current millenial female or Gen Z female is more egotistical, self-obsessed, social-media
obsessed and impossible to please or validate (social media will always offer more validation /
ego-boost than any mere-mortal could give her)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGImjvgY2YA
The above video is Rollo talking with a modern alpha. It's interesting how he has come to
the same conclusion, women today have unlocked social media which is a constant
feedback loop of inaccurate ego-boosting self-validation. Every 6 thinks she's a 9 because
hundreds of thirsty betas are telling her how attractive she is - only because they are
desperate and lonely and blue-pilled.
Marriage is financial death in many ways - if you are married to a woman in a lower socioeconomic class than you are, you will likely be forced to pay for her for many years.
Hypergamy dictates that women will not be loyal if they see an opportunity to jump ship for a
better deal. Unless you are truly the absolute best she THINKS she can get, she will develop
buyer's remorse. This happened to Brad Pitt, Johnny Depp - 2 of the sexiest men alive
The modern western woman doesn't offer much. Typically they don't want to upkeep the home
(hire a maid), cook, clean, etc. The traditional wife role has been destroyed by modern
feminism. It's unfortunate because it's decimated the nuclear family and even the surrounding
family. How can you build generations of strong families and connection when 70% of
marriages are being destroyed and 40% of children are born out of wedlock (70% if you're
African American).
#MeToo. False rape or false abuse claims are rampant. Tate in the video above also had a girl
acuse him of abuse, he spent 4 years fighting a BS case. Why? Because we always believe the
woman. Judge Kavanaugh anyone? A BS story from nearly 40 years ago with no evidence and
no witnesses - and no clear assault - yet we still almost slaughtered a man's career and
reputation.
Why should a man get married?
To have kids. I have no kids but from men I've talked to and heard from, this can be the most
meaningful thing in your life.
I truly struggle with this idea of marriage. Even as a Christian man who believes that premarital sex is
sin.
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The feminism culture and government is slowly destroying our country, our families, our men. And
it's only getting worse because more and more people who are socioeconomically disadvantaged are
voting for liberal policies that focus on handouts and social programs that are often more wasteful
than they are productive. Our culture is forgetting about hardwork, discipline, character and trading it
in for protests, demands, and entitlements. In the past week, Ocasio-Cortez suggested a 70% tax on
the wealthy - and if you live in a high state income tax state, that could total 83% of your income.
How do people see this as a viable or even moral way to operate? We would like to take 83% of your
income and distribute it to social and government programs... That is feminism for you. People like
this will destroy our economy.
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Learning from the life of Esau
19 upvotes | October 28, 2018 | by old_fasioned_man | Link | Reddit Link
After much reading here and other places in the manosphere where Christian men are getting
involved I thought that it could be useful to have some bible study material. I am posting this first
precept to get feedback.
NLT Genisis 25: 27 As the boys grew up, Esau became a skillful hunter. He was an outdoorsman, but
Jacob had a quiet temperament, preferring to stay at home. 28 Isaac loved Esau because he enjoyed
eating the wild game Esau brought home, but Rebekah loved Jacob. 29 One day when Jacob was
cooking some stew, Esau arrived home from the wilderness exhausted and hungry. 30 Esau said to
Jacob, “I’m starved! Give me some of that red stew!” (This is how Esau got his other name, Edom,
which means “red.”) 31 “All right,” Jacob replied, “but trade me your rights as the firstborn son.” 32
“Look, I’m dying of starvation!” said Esau. “What good is my birthright to me now?” 33 But Jacob
said, “First you must swear that your birthright is mine.” So Esau swore an oath, thereby selling all
his rights as the firstborn to his brother, Jacob. 34 Then Jacob gave Esau some bread and lentil stew.
Esau ate the meal, then got up and left. He showed contempt for his rights as the firstborn.
In this short story we get a picture of Esau as a manly outdoors man, a skilled hunter in contrast to his
younger brother who preferred to stay home, take care of the animals and cook. Some would think of
Esau as the alpha male and Jacob as the beta, but who was the more Godly man? Who did God
approve?
Why would Esau give up his birthright for a single meal?
The decisions we make as men can have lasting consequences and failures can negatively effect our
lives and the lives of our descendants. The writer of Hebrews talks about Esau in chapter 12. A
chapter I think of as the discipline chapter.
NLT Hebrews 12:16 Make sure that no one is immoral or godless like Esau, who traded his birthright
as the firstborn son for a single meal.
Why does the writer link immorality and godlessness to giving up a birthright?
Now look at the context from the preceding verses: NLT Hebrews 12: 11 No discipline is enjoyable
while it is happening—it’s painful! But afterward there will be a peaceful harvest of right living for
those who are trained in this way. 12 So take a new grip with your tired hands and strengthen your
weak knees. 13 Mark out a straight path for your feet so that those who are weak and lame will not
fall but become strong. 14 Work at living in peace with everyone, and work at living a holy life, for
those who are not holy will not see the Lord. 15 Look after each other so that none of you fails to
receive the grace of God. Watch out that no poisonous root of bitterness grows up to trouble you,
corrupting many.
Does this context change you answer?
When I read this the message, what I come away with is, a lack of discipline is godlessness. A lack of
discipline to the point of despising a birthright is a serious failure, as the next verse says: NLT
Hebrews 12:17 You know that afterward, when he wanted his father’s blessing, he was rejected. It
was too late for repentance, even though he begged with bitter tears.
Has God given us birthrights as men? If He has do you have the self discipline to hold on to your
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birthright and refuse to give it up?
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Attributes of Christ That We Are Called to Emulate as
Christians
19 upvotes | October 15, 2018 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
I posted this a while back as a couple of comments on this post. I thought it would be good to make a
post out of it and share it with everyone here. I hope you will find it helpful as you grow in your walk
with our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.
Love will enable us to appreciate our brothers and sisters in the Lord, and, of course, our family, and
others around us. Love is taking the initiative to build up and meet the needs of others without
expecting anything in return. (John 13:1; John 15:13; 1 Corinthians 13:3)
Joy will allow us to enjoy His creation, others, and our circumstances with an expression of delight
from harmony with God and others. Joy is different from happiness – happiness is being satisfied
with our circumstances, and JOY is being satisfied despite our circumstances. (Proverbs 15:13; John
15:11; John 17:13)
Peace is surrendering and yielding to the Lord’s control, for He is our ultimate peace! It is allowing
tranquility to be our tone and to control our composure (having frame). This will be fueled by our
harmonious relationship with God so we can hand over control of our heart, will, and mind to Him.
Once we make real peace with God through trusting in Christ, repenting of our sins and receiving the
indwelling Holy Spirit, we will begin to be able to make and maintain peace with others. (Matthew
5:9; Colossians 3:15; Philippians 4:7)
Patience is showing tolerance and resilience to others, and even accepting difficult situations from
them and God without making demands and conditions. (Matthew 27:14; Romans 12:12; James
1:3,12)
Kindness is practicing benevolence and a loving attitude towards others. (Ephesians 4:32)
Goodness displays integrity, honesty, and compassion to others, and allows us to do the right thing.
(Matthew 19:16)
Faithfulness is the glue that will preserve our faith and the other characteristics of the Spirit as well
as identify God’s Will so we can be dependable and trusting to God and others. (Matthew 17:19;
Matthew 25:21; 1 Cor. 12:9; Hebrews 11:1; 1 Thes 5:24)
Gentleness is the character that will show calmness, personal care, and tenderness in meeting the
needs of others. (Isa. 40:11; Philippians 4:5; 2 Timothy 2:24; 1 Thes 2:7)
Self-Control will allow us to have discipline and restraint with obedience to God and others. (1 Thes
5: 22)
Forgiving is the realization of how much we have been forgiven by Christ. This enables us to forgive
the insignificant things that are done to us. It involves not being resentful to others, and ignoring the
wrongs that we have received so we can heal relationships by expressing Christ’s love. (Luke 23:34;
Ephesians 4:32; Colossians 3:13)
Humility minimizes arrogance and removes pride. It is understanding our fallen nature and tendency
to think we are better than we are, and our striving to lift up ourselves above others and God. It is
admitting that others, and more importantly God is responsible for our achievements. Humility will
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enable us to be teachable and willing to have the attitude of submission and servant-hood, one who
confesses sin and remembers how Christ served us! (Luke 22:27; Philippians 2:8; 1 Peter 5:3–5)
Fairness sees a situation from the viewpoint of each person involved and not just ours. It seeks the
best, just, equitable solution in all situations. (Matthew 7:12)
Courage realizes that God has given us the strength to face any situation, trial, or peril. It is the
ability to react, knowing that God is in control, that He who is in me is greater than he who is against
me. (Deuteronomy 31:6; 1 John 4:4)
Friendship is the companionship and closeness we are to have with one another. It is the
commitment to help form the character in others. This is not to be feared but embraced, even when it
hurts. (Proverbs 27:17)
Honesty & Truthfulness mean being straight and honest with others and doing what is right. This
trait will allow us to earn trust by being accurate with facts and situations. (2 Cor. 8:21; Ephesians
4:25)
Dependable is being constantly reliable and trustworthy. It will allow us to continue in our
commitments even if it means personal sacrifice. (1 Corinthians 4:2; Colossians 1:10)
Gratitude is an attitude of being thankful, even when we do not see what we have. This is an aspect
of worship, expressing to God and others how they have benefited our lives by showing their support
and benevolence. (1 Corinthians 4:7; 1 Thes. 5: 18)
Responsibility is to know and do what God and others expect. (Romans 14:12)
Contentment is the attitude of accepting whatever God provides for us, and being happy with it. It
does not seek what we do not need for gratification, and does not find happiness in the shallow things
of life. (Rom. 9:19–21; Philippians 4:10–13; 1 Tim. 6:6–9)
Generosity allows us to give to others because God has given abundantly to us. It is the wise use of
stewardship and the attitude that all we have belongs to God and knowing we are the caretakers for
His purposes. (Deut. 16:17; Matthew 10:8)
Purity & Holiness is being set apart for God’s use, which is holiness in action. It does not allow us
to be contaminated nor interfere with others in our growth and relationship in Christ. (Matt. 5:8;
Philippians 4:8; 1 Tim. 1:5; 1 Tim. 5:22; James 4:8)
Confidence helps us rely on the Lord for all things in our life. It will enable us to push forward in the
direction that we are called because He is governing. It makes us realize we are not responsible for
the results–only the obedience. (Philippians 4:13)
Encouragement will lift, support, and help others up through difficult circumstances, all from God’s
perspective. (Psalm 119:28; Psalm 143:3; Matt. 3:17; John 14:1; 1 Thes. 5:11–14)
Availability is being willing to adjust our own schedule, agenda, and plans to fit the right desires of
God and others. It makes personal priorities secondary to the needs of God and others. It is to reflect
God’s priorities so we are always available to Him and others when we are serving. (Mark 1:17–18;
Acts 16:10)
Attentiveness will recognize the value of other people by giving them listening ears, respect,
courtesy, and total concentration. This means paying attention to others, not just listening to our own
needs and desires, and especially giving genuine contemplation to God’s Word. (Hebrews 2:1)
Wisdom truly desires the knowledge of God’s Word and the proper application to our life. This will
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enable us to make good judgments and decisions. (1 Kings 3:9; Psalm 119:97–98)
Compassion will feel the pain and plight of others. It will enable us to convey a deep feeling of love
and concern that moves us to meet their distresses, struggles, and needs. (Job 29:13; Isa. 40:11; Mark
1:41; Luke 19:4; 1 Peter 3:8)
Enthusiasm will enable us to overcome disappointments and setbacks, so we can be positive,
optimistic, and keep up our interest, attitude, and zeal, even when things are harsh. (Matt. 5:16; Rom.
12:11; Gal. 6:9; Col. 3:23)
Initiative will take the position of leadership position to recognize and do what needs to be done
before being asked to do it. (Prov. 22:29; Philippians 3:14; Philippians 4:13–15)
Diligence allows us to operate with our best for His highest with excitement and passion in order to
complete our work and call from the Lord. (Prov. 10:4; Rom. 12:11; Colossians 3:23)
Thoughtfulness considers and gives attention and care to others and their feelings first. (Philippians
2:4)
Efficient is being well organized, competent, and resourceful so we can make the most of every
situation, doing our best and seeking better ways. (Psalm 90:12; Ephesians 4:23; Ephesians 5:15– 16;
1 Pet. 4:10)
Discretion keeps our minds and focus on sound judgment, giving serious attention and thought to
what is going on. It will carefully choose our words, attitudes, and actions to be right for any given
situation, thus avoiding words and actions that could result in adverse consequences. (Psalm 112:5;
Proverbs 22:3; Rom. 12:2, Rom. 9; Rom. 14:19, Rom. 22)
Optimism will think the best of and be positive with people and all situations, even if later proven
wrong. (Luke 21:18; John 16:33; Romans 8:25; Romans 28)
Obedience is submitting to do what God requires of us. It is also recognizing the authority and
direction from others, such as the pastor and church, so we can create winning situations. (Deut. 13:4
; Prov. 19:16; John 14:14; John 15:14; 2 Corinthians 10:5)
Reverence is recognizing and respecting people, not just because of their position and authority, but
as brothers and sisters in the Lord, regardless of their personality, knowing He loves them too. (1
Peter 2:13–14)
Agreeable finds Biblical solutions and support for others, without compromising truth. (Amos 3:3)
Appreciation gives God our heartfelt thanks as a lifestyle of worship and adoration. This allows us to
give to, and value others with respect. (Romans 12:10)
Avoiding anger is the knowing of its destructive force and striving to maintain “cool” and serenity.
(James 1:19)
Being a Good Example is not allowing your relationship with Christ to become hypocritical, since
people see your example as to what a Christian is. (1 Pet 2:21,22; 1 Pet 2:12,15,17)
Childlike Faith is the wonder and awe of what Christ did for us. It is something that we should never
lose. Let us maintain our enthusiasm and not become just a subculture or routine! (Matt. 18:2–4,34)
Commitment is being dedicated and pushing ahead as well as being satisfied with what you have. It
is vowing to honor and be the best with what God has given of spiritual and material things. (1
Timothy 6:20)
Communicating is being willing to convey thoughts, attitudes, feelings, and actions to others in a
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kind and listening manner that reflects Christ. (1 Timothy 4:12)
Conviction is devotion to and following of the precepts of Scripture with zeal, whatever the cost.
(Daniel 1:8)
Cooperativeness is the support and willingness to work together in peace, unity, and harmony. (Eph.
4:3)
Creative is being resourceful and imaginative in using the best of the goods and talents we have been
given to serve the Lord. (1 Timothy 4:14)
Diligence is the loving of our call and the pursuing of our work, doing our best for His glory.
(Colossians 3:23)
Dependable is always being reliable and trustworthy. (Colossians 1:10)
Determination is the ability to make difficult decisions and accomplish God’s goals based on the
truths of God’s Word, regardless of the opposition. (Psalms 119:30; 2 Timothy 4:7,8)
Deference is being willing to bend personal freedom for the respect and esteem of others. (Romans
14:21)
Devotion is aligning personal desires, plans, worship, and hope with God. (Colossians 3:2)
Discernment is the ability to see people and situations the way they really are (seeing the Code),
while also being cautious with right timing and actions. (1 Samuel 16:7; Proverbs 19:2)
Discreet is the ability to not bully people with our personality or actions, or even with sound and
right opinions. It is giving serious respect, attention, and thought to what we say and do. (Psalm
112:5)
Discipline is upholding and continuing a consistent and well-ordered life through godly obedience,
regardless of how we feel. (1 Timothy 4:7)
Decisive is sticking to right and just decisions based on God’s perfect will. (Romans 12:2)
Not to swear or slander is refusing to verbally hurt others! (James 1:26)
Endurance is the inner strength to remain in Him with staying power in order to accomplish God’s
will. (Galatians 6:9)
Fearless is facing down peril without being stupid. Sound mind is being bold since God gives us
strength. (2 Timothy 1:7)
Flexibility is being open to others plans and ideas and willing to be instructed and challenged to
change for the better. (Colossians 3:2)
Godly Priorities is choosing to follow Scriptural precepts as the primary important schedule and
value for life. (Matthew 6:33)
Godliness is being pious, which is rearranging our priorities to line up with God’s character. (3 John
11)
Grace is giving others what they don’t deserve. (Psalm 94:11; James 4:6)
Guidance is a willingness to help others to apply the precepts of Scripture in everyday and difficult
situations. (Proverbs 27:9)
Harmless is not willing or deliberately hurting anyone or anything. (Heb 7:26)
Honest is being truthful and doing what is sincere and right before God and others. (Heb 7:26)
Hospitality is a willingness to share, with discernment, what God has given us, including our family,
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home, finances, and food. (Romans 12:13)
Integrity is the obedience to a moral code of values that have honor, truth, and reliability. It will
allow one to keep his word and do his best even when no one else is looking. (Psalm 78:72)
Just is doing what is fair, moral, impartial, and right, according to God’s will. (Genesis 6:9)
Loyalty is remaining committed to those whom God has brought into our lives and has called us to
serve, even in times of difficulty. (Proverbs 17:17)
Meekness is not about being weak! It is strength under control, which yields personal rights and
expectations to God. (Psalms 62:5)
Merciful is demonstrating more forgiving and gracious kindness than the world requires. (Luke 6:36)
Patience is the fortitude to accept from others difficult situations that we do not like. With God, it is
trust of His timing, and not giving Him a deadline. (Romans 12:12)
Perseverance is not giving up on our call, but being able to persist and continue to deal with stress so
we can accomplish what God calls us to. (Galatians 6:9)
Persuasiveness advocates and shares God’s Word to others so they can be changed in their thinking
and can conform to His will. (2 Timothy 2:25)
Prompt is not holding others back with our inadequacies; it is respecting the time of others and being
able to act quickly when God and others call on us. (Ecclesiastes 3:1)
Prudence is not being a prude, but implementing and applying good, logical, and just judgment to
situations that will help in avoiding error and problems. (Proverbs 13:6; Proverbs 22:3)
Purpose is in knowing who we are in Christ and acting it out with our call. That is, devoting our life,
Spiritual gifts, abilities, and call so it can bring out the best in people and situations. Our meaning of
life will have eternal treasure and results. (John 15)
Respectful is being polite and courteous to the people, and the civil authorities God has placed in our
lives. (1 Thes. 5:13–14)
Security is trust and reliance upon God for our daily needs. This is not laziness, but working with
God’s values, and organizing our life around God’s Will with an eternal outlook in mind for a secure
feeling. We are safe because of God’s protection. (Proverbs 29:25; John 6:27)
Submissive is, with awe and reverence, surrendering and yielding our will and plans over to God’s
guidance. (Ephesians 5:21)
Self-Acceptance is realizing we are deeply loved and accepted by Christ, thus, we can accept us. To
love others we have to first love ourselves as Christ calls for us to (put your own oxygen mask on
first). Self-hatred is not Biblical! Self-Acceptance will allow us to accept unchangeable physical
features and situations that God has made, to allow us to focus on the more important things in life
such as character. (2 Corinthians 12:9–10)
Selflessness is the altruistic giving of ourselves to others, as Christ gave Himself to us. (Titus 2:14)
Sensitivity is exercising kindness and compassion so we can go beyond just reason and logic to
perceive and respond to others. (Romans 12:15)
Sincerity is earnest honesty that is readily doing what is right, with pure and loving intention.
(Joshua 24:14; 1 Peter 1:22)
Success is not what the world says is achievement; it is to know and faithfully follow God’s Will and
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His Word. It is our obedience, not our numbers or measurements. (Matthew 25:21)
Suffering is not sought, but when it happens, it is not a personal attack - rather it is a means to get
our attention to make us better, more useful, stronger, and to understand what takes place in others. (1
Peter 4:1–19)
Supportive is to come along side others, sharing our strength and courage in their afflictions and
troubles. (Galatians 6:2)
Tactful is being considerate, delicate, and diplomatic with others’ feelings and ideas, doing, and
saying the right thing. (Colossians 4:6)
Teach is to share our insights and what we have learned with others, to disciple them. (Matt. 7:28;
Matt. 28:19–20; John 7:16; Mark 4:2; 2 John 1:9)
Temperate is to have self-control so we do not lose control and give in to lust and extremes of
society’s ills. (Titus 2:12)
Tolerant is being forbearing and patient with others, even when they are different or weaker. (1
Thes. 5:14)
Thoroughness is careful diligence that carries out our call with our very best for God’s approval.
(Ecclesiastes 9:10; Colossians 3:23)
Understanding is the ability to reason and comprehend situations. (Psalms 119:34)
Virtue is holding onto the principles of moral excellence that call us to a higher level where few
people desire to go, but as a Christian, we must go! (Col. 3:12–17)
Zealous is maintaining our enthusiasm for our faith and call, not allowing our church or us to fall into
a rut of meaningless rhetoric. (Luke 2:49; John 2:17; John 8:29)
Also, u/Red-Curious posted a response to those comments that is worth sharing here as well as part of
this post:
Let me add a more conceptual foundation for the notion that we are meant to emulate
Christ:
1 John 2:6 - "Whoever says he abides in him ought to walk in the same way in which
he walked."
1 Cor. 11:1 - "Be imitators of me, as I am of Christ."
1 Peter 2:21 - "For to this you have been called, because Christ also suffered for you,
leaving you an example, so that you might follow in his steps."
Romans 8:29 - "For those whom he foreknew he also predestined to be conformed to
the image of his Son"
Philippians 2:5 - "Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus."
Ephesians 5:1-2 - "Therefore be imitators of God, as beloved children."
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John 13:13-17 - "You call me Teacher and Lord, and you are right, for so I am. If I
then, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also ought to wash one
another's feet. For I have given you an example, that you also should do just as I have
done to you. Truly, truly, I say to you, a servant is not greater than his master, nor is a
messenger greater than the one who sent him. If you know these things, blessed are
you if you do them."
Ephesians 4:24 - "Put on the new self, created after the likeness of God"
John 14:15 - "If you love me, you will keep my commandments"
Galatians 3:27 - "For as many of you as were baptized into Christ have put on Christ."
There are many, many more that imply that we are to emulate the example Christ set for us.
That said, a common thread of all of these is that we are to emulate the character and
priorities of Christ and not the actual decision-making patterns.
Jesus married the church. He also refers to us as his children. His job was that of a
vocational minister - but he also had a lay job as a carpenter, just as Paul modeled a lay job
as a tent maker. Jesus did all of these things.
But I agree that there are some things that we are not meant to emulate. Jesus wore sandals
everywhere and not sneakers. Does that mean we must wear sandals and refuse to wear
sneakers? Of course not. These are not character and purpose-oriented things. In short, I
would differentiate between being Christ's physical image and his spiritual image. All of
these passages and more seem to be talking about the spiritual image - that our lives would
be oriented the same way as Christ's.
When it's all said and done, this is really about being transformed on the inside by the power of the
Holy Spirit, and doing whatever the Spirit guides us to do. Developing the characteristics of Christ
listed above (and this is not an exhaustive list) and walking in obedience to Him daily in the life you
are in now is what God wants.
Be in the world, not of the world. Like the fish who lives in the ocean: he lives in salt water, but is
not salty himself.
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MMG Part 2: Teasing
19 upvotes | October 6, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
"I hate you!" my wife said, hiding a crooked smile behind her hands. I had just pulled another one of
my signature pranks: the forgotten child. I picked up the kids from day care and sent them to play in
the yard. She gets home a few minutes later and asks where they are. What? I thought you were
getting them today! Hysteria ensues.
It's easier to have fun with a wife who's extremely gullible. Mine has learned most of my tricks,
which only forces me to amp up my acting skills and power of persuasion. It's actually good practice
for life skills that help elsewhere anyway. After all, being able to maintain a normal face through an
emotionally charged situation is foundational to your frame - only this time you're employing frame
on the other end of the emotional spectrum.
Something is Better Than Nothing
Women can't resist a man who can make her feel something. It seriously does not matter if it is deep
hatred or abounding joy. Emotions are confusing. There's an old saying that you cannot hate
something that you don't first truly love. The idea is that you have to be emotionally invested before
you can hate. The same concept applies to anger, jealousy, fear, and a host of other negative
emotions.
For women, any emotion is better than no emotion at all. It's like a drug to them. It doesn't matter if
it's designer weed and high-end pharmaceuticals or some hash a guy grew in his back yard. One end
of the spectrum is preferred, but it's all good, regardless.
What a man must really avoid in his relationships with women is indifference. When a woman stops
caring about him enough to be either elated or enraged at him, he has lost her attraction.
Push-Pull
Women want to know that their man cares about them. "Does he really love me?" she subconsciously
asks herself countless times a day. Unlike men, she doesn't look to objective measures to answer that
question. She looks to her own feelings. A woman's perception of the extent of a man's love for her is
not defined by the man's behaviors toward her; it's defined by her emotional state. A guy could
wrestle a bear to save her, buy her a mansion, or take her on an elaborate cruise - and if her emotions
aren't into it she just assumes he doesn't love her. "He must have some other agenda - like getting sex
from me," she thinks. That's another of many reasons why it's so important that she live within your
frame. That's when your point of origin defines her emotional state.
How do you get her emotionally charged? The push-pull technique is a great one. This is really the
broader category behind the art of teasing. The idea is that you want to create an emotionally charged
environment by precluding a sense of normalcy and complacency.
If you push her away all the time, the angst normalizes and just becomes a way of life. It stops
helping.
In the reverse, if you're pulling her toward you all the time, showering her with wonderful gifts,
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passionate poems, and all the time and attention she could ever want, these wonderful things
normalize and stop holding any value. Rather than it being an emotionally charged treat, she
just expects it.
That's one of many reasons why the blue pill "nice guy" strategy doesn't work. By creating a
destabilized emotional environment, where the dynamic is always changing, a man's bride is kept on
her toes, never knowing what to expect. If the fluctuating dynamic is maintained appropriately, her
anticipation will be a longing for what he has to offer rather than a fear of what he might withhold.
When I read the Bible, this dynamic is evident in the relationship between God and his people all
over the place. The most obvious books to find it are Judges, 1 and 2 Kings, 1 and 2 Chronicles, and
the Psalms. In Judges, Kings, and Chronicles we see God constantly shaking up his nation as soon as
they become complacent and stop caring about him. At some points we see him blessing them and
drawing them toward himself. Other times he pushes them away. The goal is the same either way: to
remind the Israelites of their intense need for God and to restore their passion for his ways.
God's no dummy, of course. He patterns his push and pull with the flow of their behaviors,
conditinoing his people to expect a push when their complacency leads them to reject him or a pull
when they have lived long enough in the muck and he sends a prophet to restore them to his glory.
This pattern of conditioning his push-pull dynamic on their behavior not only precludes
complacency, but also emphasizes the value of obedience and faithfulness.
TYPES OF TEASING
Teasing can be employed in different ways to effectuate a push or a pull. The story I opened with is
only one of three main types of teasing. Can you guess which one?
Passionate: The most positive and enticing form of teasing is to unveil a restrained passion - enough
to show the person all that's in store, but not enough to satisfy their fill. This is why lingerie is so
freaking attractive to most men. Why would adding clothes to raw, naked flesh make a woman more
appealing? Because ripping them off is gratifying. Because a little taste leads to a larger hunger. The
very existence of lingerie is a form of passionate teasing.
Look: Men can wear forms of lingerie too, but it's rarely quite the same. A better bet is to buy
some form-fitting clothes and let your shape shine through. But women aren't nearly as visual
as men.
Touch: A better bet is to get her feeling the trickle before the flood. Ever notice how much she
loves it when you sneak up behind her and hold her in your arms, kissing the back side of her
neck and breathing lightly in her ear? Kino is powerful. It gives her a small taste of the full
entree.
Talk: The pen is mightier than the sword. A man's words are more powerful than his sword.
You could certainly send her a dick pick or grind your crotch on her, but few things will rev her
up more than taunting her with thoughts of what you're going to do to her. Women love to
fantasize. That's why romance novels are consistently one of the top selling genres. Get her
fantasizing about you before you even start.
Playful: This is when a man just has fun with his wife. He's not necessarily foreshadowing his
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momentarily veiled desire. He's enjoying life at her expense. The effect it has, though, is to bring her
out of a state of emotional neutrality toward him. It's not enough that she is emotional at all - she
must be emotional about him.
My wife has 4 months out of the year where she works 80+ hours a week. That's major stress. She
occasionally comes home in tears (though it's far rarer since I have learned to be her oak). She is
emotionally invested in her job. The more invested she gets in her job, the less invested she is in me.
This isn't always a bad thing, as there is value in her being invested in her career. But it does preclude
me from being able to lead her through the emotional whirlwind that she experiences during these
busy seasons. How do I break through? I get her emotionally invested in me again. Rather than her
employer's frame, she needs to come back to mine.
Engaging in passionate teasing doesn't work when she doesn't have enough time to be interested. She
might want it, but she'll still intentionally avoid it, as work is the higher priority in the moment. So, if
I want her emotionally invested in me again during these times instead of her work, I can't use
temptation toward sex. Instead, I play with her. I get her riled up over something - or even better:
over nothing. I play pranks, make silly jokes, or prey on her gullibility. Sometimes she laughs (pull)
and other times she becomes frustrated (push) - but in either case, she's feeling something toward me
again. Once I have her emotionally invested I can steer that emotional investment whichever way I
want to lead her - whether into happiness, comfort, joy, or lust.
Piercing: The third form of teasing is that biting form of word-play that's thinly veiled by a lighthearted attitude, usually coupled with AA. For example, my wife once complained about one of her
male coworkers being a total douchebag. She went on for about 20 minutes with her story about how
frustrating he was being. She was emotionally invested in him. I called her out on it: Aw, I think you
like him. "No, it's not like that," she insisted. You want to screw him, don't you? "Yuck! No." You
think such dirty things, and you won't even admit it. She punched me in the arm, saying with a smile,
"You're so mean!"
My wife has a "good girl, holier than thou" image of herself a lot of the time. Accusing her of being
anything less is a blow to her ego. The fact is: she is less. Nobody's perfect. Rather than getting
wrapped up in her emotions about this guy, I redirected her emotions to be toward me. I was a little
mean ... but also a little playful. She liked it. She'd rather be mad at me than him. At least she trusted
me. If I could get her to care about me, she'd stop caring about him. Problem solved - and to my great
advantage, as the power play was quite arousing.
You have to be careful here because too harsh a word can leave the realm of teasing and become
outright cruel. While that can still get her emotionally invested in you, it's a more difficult emotional
investment to steer in a more arousing direction. Of course, once again, any emotion is better than no
emotion. There may be times when a straight-up neg is appropriate, though the motivation behind it
matters greatly.
Back to the Bible
Do we see God doing this? Well, at least the first two methods I derived straight from Scripture. In
writing this post, I asked myself: "How does God keep his people emotionally invested in him?" and
the "passionate teasing" and "playful teasing" methods came to mind.
It's not hard to find passages where God shows us hints of his glory to make us desire the full thing like when he let Moses see his back side. It won't take long to find many other places where God
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gives a taste of himself to make us long for more.
I could probably also reference several places in the Bible where God had fun with his people,
laughing at our idiocy and displaying his dominance. That's one of the many reasons I love our God.
He's humorous and playful with us, not some ultra serious prick all the time. Psalm 2 is a great
example of this. God looks at those who oppose him and says, "The one enthroned in heaven laughs;
the Lord scoffs at them" (v4). Immediately after, in verse 5 God employs the push: "The Lord
rebukes them in his anger and terrifies them in his wrath," followed by verse 8 with a pull: "Ask me
and I will make the nations your inheritance, the ends of the earth your possession."
Piercing teasing, though? I'm not going to pretend there's a clear Scriptural example for it. I know
God uses outright negging in appropriate contexts. There are countless biblical examples where God
calls his people out for their faults - Romans 3 containing a nice little compilation, for example. I also
know that God's negging is designed to expose those parts of us that we must turn from in order to be
drawn back to him.
Does he do this in a playful way too? I can't say from Scripture. What I can say is that when the Spirit
convicts me of some of my flaws, I often can't help but laugh. There's a subtle remorse and anger at
being reminded that I'm not perfect - and never will be in this lifetime. But it is often overpowered by
the fact that God makes me feel silly for not having picked up on it before. The Spirit calls me out in
a way that maintains my positive attitude toward God rather than a rage-filled contempt or a hopeless
depression. I pray he does the same for you.
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Purple Pill and the Christian Red
19 upvotes | September 20, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I've been catching up on several of the red man group videos while I do some of the more
monotonous things around my house and at work. As much as I love Rollo's intimate knowledge of
most subjects, /u/rian_stone steals the show for me. He makes it practical and down to earth.
Knowledge is nothing without application and the two men balance each other well.
In one of their videos, though, they were commenting on the purple pill and it finally struck me why
the folks in the secular subs believe Christians are purple pilled. For many Christians, they're
probably right, actually - and it's no secret that I wear a purple pill badge when I post on MRP. So,
let's talk about the purple pill for a second. But first ...
What is the Red Pill?
In short, it is a transformative awareness of the truth behind intersexual relational dynamics.
Christians should be fully versed with what I mean by "transformative awareness." James 2 talks
about this in-depth, distinguishing between mere head-knowledge and those who apply it - especially
when it is applied so deeply that the person himself is actually changed internally and not merely
behaving differently. This is what the red pill can and should do to a person.
What things must a man be aware of and internalizing to call himself red pilled? There's too much to
list all of them, but here are some fundamentals.
Hypergamy
Feminism and the feminine imperative
Marriage 2.0
Frame
Fitness Tests
Game
AWALT inclinations
Blue pill fantasies
Your red pill journey starts when you learn these concepts and begin living your life in a way that
accounts for these truths. If you have a question on any of these concepts or what the Bible says
about them, PM me or the mods and we'll put a post up about it.
What is the Blue Pill?
If the red pill is a transformative awareness of the truth, the blue pill is a transformation-resisting
reliance on ideologies and fantasies about what life should be like. It focuses on what someone thinks
should be true rather than what actually is true.
The problem with the blue pill is that we can talk until we're blue in the face about what "should" be
true. But that doesn't make it true. I can talk all day long about how a wife should want to ride her
obese, supplicating husband for hours, but that's not actually true. No amount of believing it to be
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true will make it true.
Another way to conceptualize it is that blue pilled men live in anyone's frame but their own - and
remember this because I'll bring it up again soon. Whose frame?
It's usually their wife's.
But it can also be someone else's, like their mother's. How many times have you known a guy
who is willing to say no to his wife like a true alpha ... because his mommy told him to do it?
"I'm sorry honey, but Mother said ..."
Sometimes it's society's frame. He wants to live up to certain expectations that he sees in the
media or to fit in with what other people are posting on Facebook.
Other times it can be no one's frame at all - he just has certain ideologies that he thinks should
matter, so he orients his life around them, not even knowing why he's doing it in the first place.
No matter how alpha he becomes, a man remains blue for as long as he continues believing the lies
society tells him or tries to fit the truth into his own fantasies. To that end, a man can be aware of red
pill truth, but if he tries to use that knowledge to achieve his blue pill fantasies, he doesn't actually get
himself anywhere. Such a man mistakenly keeps his red pill awareness as a context for behavioral
modification rather than internal transformation.
What is the Purple Pill?
I had to give the above because you can't get to purple without blue and red. Purple is not a primary
color. You either start with red and add blue, or you start with blue and add red. Purple doesn't exist
naturally on its own.
Blue to Red
Virtually all men in first world countries start out blue. The purple pill is often a necessary (yet
ideally short) intermediary phase. You can't void the blue first and then become red. You add the red
to the blue, slosh around in purple for a while, and then ultimately kill the blue inside of you, leaving
only the red to remain.
Note: For some high-quality reading on this, Thomas Carlyle's Sartor Resartus has some
excellent chapters titled, "The Everlasting No" followed by "The Center of Indifference" and
then "The Everlasting Yea" (ultimately concluding with "Natural Supernaturalism") which
defines this process in the context of salvation. Here's a link, if you're interested.
I think the reason so many people go through an anger phase is because they hate killing the blue.
There is a clear identity change that happens. The old has gone, the new has come. As a result, they
merely adopt red pilled behaviors, but try to apply them in the context of the fulfillment of their
fantasies. This never works.
Red to Blue
The inverse also happens occasionally. A man will become truly red pilled, after having killed the
blue. But then he may decide that he doesn't like it. Without a higher mission in life, many men can
find it shallow and unfulfilling. This is why a man can't pedestalize getting pussy. Many men on TRP
suffer from this struggle - even endorsed contributors. Sex is their end-goal. No doubt, it's a good
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desire to have. But if it's all you want out of life, you'll end up unfulfilled and longing to re-add old
blue pill ideologies to give your life meaning again.
Several months ago I linked to a prominent TRP poster who had mastered the game. He was getting
all the sex he could ever have want. If his story is to be believed, for a time he was about as red as
they come. But at the end of the post he concludes: "Can't we just have enforced monogamy again? ...
I became Chad, and the world I was inducted into horrifies me. I want out."
Christianity and the Purple Pill
Many Christians who allegedly swallow the red pill don't actually become red because they refuse to
give up the blue. They want to apply red pill knowledge and behaviors in the context of fulfilling
external ideologies that they find in the Bible or from the church.
"But that's because the Bible tells us to!" they argue. "We're supposed to do what the Bible says. We
have rules for life, moralities to follow, missions to accomplish, etc."
At best, these are the guys who are blue trying to sprinkle some red in their lives, becoming purple.
At worst, they're bluer than they realize and think that their behaviors define them. They don't. Either
way, they may get some shallow results, but their lives are ultimately severely stifled.
I believe this is why the secular crowd assumes Christians must inherently be blue pilled. It's why
they believe that "religion has no place in the red pill." I can't count the number of times this has been
quoted to me on MRP or TRP.
It makes sense from a secular perspective. A man sees God's will and the Bible as outside influences
that shape his behavior. He must abandon his own frame to live in Christ's frame. The Bible preaches
certain ideologies and the man must believe them. Any red pill awareness he has can only be applied
within those ideologies. Sounds pretty purple, right?
The Red Pilled Christian
What the secular crowd doesn't understand is the transforming work of Jesus. They view us from a
evolutionary or behavioral psychology perspective. They see our commitment to God and the Bible
as external frameworks we're attempting to live within. From that perspective, it comes off as: They
do so that they can become.
If Jesus truly transforms a person, especially if he is spiritually mature, it is not an external
framework we are trying to live up to. It is an internal framework that we are expressing. From that
perspective, it is actually: We are, and therefore we do.
This is the same for red pilled men. Doing red pilled things doesn't make you become red pilled. But
when you interalize what you know, that causes you to live a certain way - to do red pilled things and
express red pilled behaviors. The behavior itself isn't "red pill," but if a man is truly red pill, there are
certain behaviors that must automatically follow.
Likewise, as a Christian, I do not behave certain ways to live up to biblical ideals. I do not pursue a
particular mission because God told me to. I do not talk to an external God in prayer to figure out his
plan for my life and then try to live it out. That would be the definition of the purple pilled or blue
pilled Christian.
The beauty of our faith is that the Holy Spirit indwells within us. He transforms us.
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My mission is my mission, not God's mission that I adopted.
My love for my neighbor is because I personally and internally want to love my neighbor, not
because God told me to love my neighbor.
My faithfulness to my wife is because that's who I am, not because that's what God told me to
do.
My devotion to reading the Bible is because I am passionately in love with God's Word, not
because it's something Christians are supposed to do.
My ideas on morality, politics, and life in general are my own, I don't believe something just
because God says so.

Internalizing the Truth
Let me repeat that last part: I don't believe something just because God says so. I believe it
because it's in my bones - because it's true and it's intimately a part of me. Even more: it IS me.
When I was saved, I became the truth, just as Christ said, "I am the truth." Ever wonder what he
meant when he said that? I think he was referencing this concept. Truth wasn't an external thing to
him that he learned from and lived up to. Truth was intimately a part of him. It was in his bones (or
perhaps better worded: in his spirit/Spirit). It defined his very existence. And now that I have Christ, I
went from embodying the lie to becoming the truth along with Christ.
That's what salvation is: recreating who we are in our innermost being. "The old has gone, the new
has come." Just as Rollo says to "kill the blue," Paul says to "put to death" the flesh.
Do you see the difference? Are you trying to live up to an external standard in your faith? So be it.
That's better than not trying at all. I'd rather you live up to external Christian ideologies than not
pursue them at all. Purple is better than blue. If nothing else, it can be a necessary way-point on the
path to becoming red in the first place. But at some point you must become your own man. And if the
Holy Spirit is in you, that man will be Christ in you.
Note: I want to be clear, I'm not saying that all people who are genuinely saved are red. I'm
merely saying that the processes of internalizing and digesting the red pill is parallel with the
way a person internalizes and digests the Gospel in his own life. As long as either of them is an
external thing you're trying to live up to, you haven't really made the leap from one thing to the
next.
Sadly, this isn't how it is for most Christians. Their view is, "I'm a sinner. God is perfect. The Bible
tells me how to be more perfect. So, I will live up to what the Bible says." This is going to sound like
blasphemy, but hear me out: the man I am today doesn't need the Bible. I am the Bible. I am the
message, not merely the messenger. The Spirit who wrote the Bible is the Spirit who wrote me and
lives in me and is one with me. Does that mean I throw away the Bible? Heck no. It merely means
that the Bible isn't an external thing I try to live up to. Because of my salvation, it is an internal
thing that I'm constantly exploring and discovering within myself.
Let me be clear: it's not just you trying to become like Christ. Your identities literally intertwine as
you become one. In Romans 11 Paul uses the imagery of branches being "grafted in" to a tree. Jesus
references the same thing in John 15, saying, "I am the vine, you are the branches." A vine is still a
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vine and a branch is still a branch. We have our own unique qualities. I am not literally Jesus any
more than a branch is literally a vine. But we are still one and the same. You can't look at a vine
separate from its branches or vice versa - or if you do, it's because the branch fell off and it's dead.
Don't be a branch trying to look like the vine. Be a branch that is on the vine, which gives it life.
Don't do things because the Bible says so. That's no different from doing red-pill-type behaviors
because some guy on MRP said so. Do things because that's who you are. Don't leave your frame to
go into Jesus's frame. If you're in Christ and on the vine, your frame already is Christ's frame. Start
living like it.
APPLICATION
As I always say, knowledge without application is useless. So, what can you take away from
understanding the distinction between the Christian Purple and the Christian Red?
1. Stop viewing Christianity or the Bible as an external standard you're trying to live up to. When
you read the Bible, treat it as an opportunity for self-discovery. A car owner doesn't read his
vehicle manual to tell the car what it should be trying to do. He uses it to understand what his
car already is and how to fix it when it's broken.
2. People are stupid. We don't often understand ourselves, much less other people. Spend some
time praying or meditating on who you are and how you can start living like that person.
3. I didn't get into this point much, but the secular world believes we are singular people. This
makes sense because their flesh and their spirit are both aligned, creating a singular, unified
person. Christians have a dual nature. Our spirit is at war with our flesh. Accordingly, for the
Christian the concept of "be your own man" isn't quite as simple as "what do you want to do?"
We have competing goals and interests that we don't always understand right away. As such,
make a list of any tensions you are experiencing in your life and decide which part of you in
each of those dichotomies is going to shape the way you live your life. Then go do it.
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Churches misunderstand attraction
19 upvotes | August 10, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I'm writing this more so I don't forget it, so it's not very well fleshed out, but take what you will from
it.
IS v. SHOULD
The church is highly invested in marriages. However, it comes from a misguided framework for
understanding marriage. At a very fundamental level, marriage is created and continues successfully
through attraction. If you are not attracted to someone, you won't marry them. If you are attracted, the
greater the attraction the greater desire to marry them. Likewise, if you're already married but not
attracted to your spouse, your desire to stay in the marriage or fulfill your marital role is minimal; but
if you are highly attracted to your spouse, you have a large motivation to fulfill your role within that
marriage.
The church occasionally (albeit rarely) gets the roles bit right, despite the generally horrible
application on that point. But more significantly is the error the church has in its framework on
attraction. The church's position on attraction is not about what actually IS attractive, but on
what the various leaders believe SHOULD BE attractive.
Their conclusion on this point is that men and women should be attracted to the qualities that God
looks for in a person, setting aside all other more pragmatic factors. That is, the church will tell a man
that he is wrong for wanting a beautiful wife, when he should really be concerned with the quality of
her heart. There is some wisdom in this on a pragmatic level, but it ultimately fails for a number of
reasons.
The Great Mystery
The primary concern is that this view neglects the fact that the spiritual relationship we have with
God is paralleled with the physical relationship we have with our spouse. The church suggests that
God looks at the heart, and therefore we must look to the heart also and not to the outward
appearance. This sounds nice in theory, but if that were the case, we would be cutting off the first half
of 1 Samuel 16:7 - not to say that this verse is meant to exalt the way man looks to the outward
appearance; rather, it is providing a pragmatic description of reality. More to the point, this type of
thinking makes moot the spiritual parallel in the first place.
Imagine if Jesus tried to teach a spiritual concept and his disciples did not understand it. They beg
and plead with him, "Give us some parable so that we can understand by analogy what you're talking
about." Then Jesus responds to them, "You should not care to look to physical parallels when I'm
giving you the spiritual truth. Just keep trying harder to understand without worrying about the
physical examples that might otherwise help you." This seems somewhat absurd, especially given the
massive number of parables Jesus told. Why did Jesus tells parables? Because he recognizes that
people need to understand and experience the physical reality of things before they can grasp the
spiritual truth that it reveals, which our eyes cannot see and our ears cannot hear.
To that end, when a pastor says of attraction, "You should only care about the spiritual things that
matter to God," he is bypassing the physical things that help us understand why those spiritual
concepts matter to God in the first place. He is also putting the spiritual things where they don't
belong. Imagine if Jesus told a parable, "A farmer was sowing the Word of God one day. Some Word
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went onto the good soil ..." and the disciples cut him off: "Don't you mean seed, Jesus?" Jesus
answers, "Of course not. The spiritual truth I'm referring to is that God's Word is what is sown, so
why should farmers throw seed ever again?" A few years later all of his followers starve to death.
The Church Gets it Wrong
Even in their own game, the church's insistence to look toward the internal qualities of a person lends
itself to unhealthy conclusions. Let me be clear: I'm NOT saying that the church's suggestions are
bad. I AM saying that their suggestions are impractical and incomplete.
God does reveal in Scripture what qualities he wants his bride to have. This is abundantly clear. But
are those qualities what attracted God to us in the first place? No. Of course not. Romans tells us,
"While we were still sinners, Christ died for us." God's clear plan for having a bride with the qualities
he desires has less to do with the selection process and more to do with the sanctification process.
That is, God picks people with pretty awful qualities and redeems them the same way that Ephesians
5 instructs a man to purify and redeem the faults in his wife.
I'm not suggesting that men should abandon their standards. I'm saying that Jesus created his
bride rather than expecting to find a unicorn in the wild. As a result, when the church says to find a
woman with certain characteristics, the more biblical approach is to find a woman you have the hots
for and to sanctify her into your likeness - to meet your standards after the relationship begins. In the
meantime, Jesus didn't just call anyone willy nilly who seemed eager. The rich young ruler seemed to
be an attractive person on a spiritual level. Jesus looked at him and loved him. But he still let the guy
walk away. Why? Because he wasn't willing to conform to Jesus's expectations. He would not submit
himself to being sanctified to Christ's standard of a follower.
So, (1) find someone you have the hots for, then (2) assess whether or not she is willing to be molded
to meet your standard. In my view, this is far more important than finding someone who has certain
prefabricated qualities that a few pastors think are important, at the expense of other qualities that are
actually important to a man, which the pastor tells him he must sacrifice.
"Look to the Heart" is Impossible
When the church says to "look to someone's heart" to assess their qualities and whether or not they're
marriage material, at best what they're saying to do is: (1) ignore what makes you attracted to a
woman, (2) study and examine their external patterns and behaviors of living, (3) create a
psychological and character profile of the person you're evaluating, (4) select someone whose profile
has qualities that lend to things that the pastor thinks are important in a functional marriage (and
there's a good chance he's wrong about his list), then (5) hope that your profiling skills are
exceptionally accurate or that the other person isn't faking any behaviors that would upset your
profile.
This is, of course, insanely complicated and leaves a lot of room for doubt. I like Jesus' approach:
First he finds a bride who sees what he has done and is submissive to him because of it. Then he says
to himself, "I want her. She wants me. I take her, ravage her, and then sanctify her throughout the
course of the marriage." When you're living the lifestyle that lets you Find the Girl You Can't Keep
Yourself From Banging, this makes a lot more sense.
In the meantime, don't live in your pastor's frame. Live in your own from, which if you are in Christ
should also be Christ's frame.
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The "Men Prefer" Controversy
19 upvotes | July 26, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
A recent blog post from a relatively obscure site stirred up waves of controversy in the online
Christian community. The post is titled Men Prefer Debt-Free Virgins Without Tattoos.
The short post is rather simple and straight forward. The author rightly asserts that young women
who aspire to be wives and mothers ought to avoid debt and promiscuity, as men prefer women
without this baggage. To do this, the author suggests that young women think carefully before going
to college, as colleges promote both debt and promiscuity.
Obvious, no?
Evidently not. This post went viral and has been shared more than 214,000 times. One place it was
shared was on the Reformed Pub facebook group. This group has over 20,000 members and adheres
to conservative confessions of evangelical faith (West Minster, London Baptist Confession,
Heidelberg, etc). Theologically speaking, there is much to be praised about the content of the group.
In other words, this is not the place one should expect to find schools of spineless evangellyfish.
After being linked, the post generated approximately 400 comments before the admin team locked it
down. White knights came storming out of their castles to defend indebted sluts. If a post that is so
obviously self-evident can cause this much controversy among conservatives, one can only imagine
what the reaction would be if some of our RP content were linked there.
After the thread was locked, another poster astutely pointed out the massive double standard that
exists within the church today. The pointed out that if someone had posted something to the effect of,
"Women Prefer Men With Decent Jobs Who Don't Look At Porn" they would have been universally
applauded without push back.
Anyone who doubts the deep reaching influence of feminism in the church should dispel themselves
of that false understanding. Feminism is cancer. Like cancer, feminism takes once healthy women
within the church and deforms them. Then it begins to replicate and grow into a tumor, eventually
spreading from there and infecting other areas of the body. The analogy continues. Your immune
system thinks cancer cells are still part of the body and will not attack them. Similarly, the church
thinks "christian" feminists are still part of the body and will not attack them, allowing the cancer to
spread unchecked and ultimately killing the body.
There is an increasingly promising cancer treatment method where a patient is given a pill (...sound
familiar?) that allows the immune system to "see" the cancerous cells for what they are and it begins
to attack and remove them.
I like to think these pills are colored red.
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RP Christians Sidebar "Handbook" (Download Links)
19 upvotes | July 10, 2018 | by RPChristof | Link | Reddit Link
Gents,
There may be typos, didn't feel like re-reading all of this after taking the time to format. Let me know
if you see them and I will update the docs but this should hold you all over until Deep and RC finish
their books. Gonna have to figure out mobi links on your own.
Advice for Singles
100s Level
200s Level
300s Level
400s Level
Full Compendium
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200 Series - Practical "How To" Guides [Compilation]
19 upvotes | July 3, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
The 100 series starts with what we need to know to have our minds and perception of the world
oriented rightly. It's not complete, but it is a starting point.
The 200 series, then, seeks to answer the questions: What do we do about it? and How do we live it
out?
201 - Healthy Sexual Desire v. Lust - Men are too often shamed into believing that every hint
of attraction they have for a woman is somehow evil and sinful. This simply isn't true. But there
is a point where it becomes so. Let's walk through a series of progressive examples to figure out
where that line might be.
202 - Conquering Addiction - A personal story from a man who discovered that the only way to
conquer addiction - whether from video games, pornography, food, etc. - is through the Gospel
of Jesus and nothing else.
203 - Lifting and Diet - Let's face it, most men in America today are fat slobs who need to diet
and exercise. Even those in reasonable shape could stand to improve. No matter where you're
at, even if you're already a veteran weight lifter, you'll find some useful advice here.
204 - Abundance Mentality and Humility - Many people don't know how to make wise
decisions in life. They trade one resource for another trying just to survive. But God designed
us to live an abundant life - both in this life and the next. How can we experience this
abundance and how does that affect our relationships? How can we remain humble through all
of this?
205 - How to Lead - By now you should be familiar with the concept that men are designed to
lead. But is the way you're trying to do that actually effective with the people who you intend to
follow? This post addresses different leadership styles in the hope that if one method isn't
working, another will.
206 - Brace Yourself for Battle - Conflict in a relationship is inevitable. How do you handle it
in a way consistent with biblical principles? How can we communicate love while leading in
the midst of relational discord?
207 - Perseverance, Sin, and Fitness Tests - Sin wants to control us. Women's curse in Genesis
3 is that they want to control us too. The stories of Odysseus and Jason speak volumes about
how we should handle the temptation to cave, and the lives of David and Solomon give a clear
picture of what this looks like.
208 - Leadership Part 2 - What was Jesus' specific method for leading his prospective bride
while he was on the earth? What can we learn from his method about leading the women we
are in relationships with?
209 - Developing Your Mission - Having a mission is perhaps the most important and
foundational aspect of being a godly man. This post gives a practical tool for those who haven't
yet figured out how to create a clear mission statement for themselves and their family.
210 - Mission Matters. Nothing Else. - The church likes to use the "Mission, Master, Mate"
trilogy as the three most important Ms in a man's life. But I hold that the Mission is the most
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important of these and that the other two are actually defined by our mission. This post explores
how having a mission is the key to your relationship with God and your girl, and also how a
strong commitment to one's mission inherently orients one toward living out virtually every red
pilled concept in existence.
211 - An Anatomy of Butthurt - Too many men misunderstand what it means to be "stoic" or to
have a "strong frame" and end up making themselves look like idiots in the process. When your
wife rejects your advances, how should you respond?
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Dealing with ONEitis
19 upvotes | July 3, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I see this issue coming up again and again and again. I don't post often anymore, but when I see
something creep in repeatedly that may not have been addressed in full, it's worth a whirl, so here
goes.
Everyone should already know my position on marriage in the first place: avoid it at all costs. If you
happen to already be married or one of the ones who can't avoid it, congratulations, you're normal
and lack the grace and blessings given to the privileged elite. Culture will tell you that your only job
from here is to find the "right one." Who might that be? Is there a "right one"?
WHAT IS ONEITIS?
Just as a brief recap, ONEitis is the view that this one particular girl in your life is unique among
women and that she would be your "ideal partner." This is also referred to as a "soul mate" in many
Christian circles.
This idea is rooted in a subconscious philosophy that goes something like this. Some people are good
potential partners for you for a long-term marriage and others aren't. As such, there is a "good fit" and
a "bad fit." If these exist, then it makes sense that there would also be a "worst fit" and "best fit." And
if there is a "best," then because God wants what's "best" for us, then he must also want us to marry
whoever that "best" fit would be.
Here's where it falls apart: except in rare examples, God doesn't tell us who that "best" fit is and we
often change our minds about this. As sinners, our own perspective is unreliable. More so, there are
numbers of situations where people exit marriages for perfectly legitimate reasons (ex. spouse dies)
and end up remarried. So, does that mean a person has two soul mates? Or does it mean that God will
allow us to marry someone who isn't our soul mate? Or, even if soul mates do exist, how do we even
know that the object of our ONEitis is actually that person?
For example, consider Jacob. He had ONEitis for Rachel. After all, she was "beautiful in form and
appearance." He worked for 7 years to get her. He gets drunk on his wedding night and wakes up next
to Leah, whose "eyes were weak." Long story short, he works another 7 years to get Rachel. What
does God do? He closes Rachel's womb, but opens Leah's, giving her 4 sons. Rachel, his perfect,
beloved bride and object of his ONEitis, becomes a nagging wife and blames Jacob for her barenness.
Jacob, of course, becomes infuriated. What does Rachel do? Gives him her servant to sleep with, who
gives him 2 sons. Then Leah gets jealous and gives her servant to him also, who gives him two more
sons. Then Leah has two more sons. Then Rachel finally has a child: Joseph. Years later Rachel had
another son and died in the process. In all, Jacob's infatuation with Rachel caused him great stress and
trouble and 14+ years of his life. He had in mind that she was the perfect girl, but God blessed his
marriage with Leah instead. How can we take this other than to say that we can't trust our own
emotional proclivities toward someone.
There are simply too many variable that prevent us from deriving any actual pragmatic use or
application of the "soul mate" myth, and developing ONEitis for someone goes another step further
into being downright unhealthy. Let's explore why.
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MARRIED MEN
Even if you're single, listen up: your wife is not your soul mate - at least not in the way most people
mean that term. Sure, she's your mate, and you have a spiritual bond that might even extend to the
"soul" level, but she's not the one perfect person God hand-picked for you from the beginning of time
who you were destined to marry. I could spend a lot of time debating that issue, but for now I'll just
ask you to take my word for it. I'm more concerned today with the harmful implications of living as if
your wife is your soul mate in the way culture traditionally defines that term.
One - Distraction
If you believe your wife is your soulmate, it's easy to fall into the mistaken belief that God's plan had
been leading you to her all along - as if she is your destination. False. Even if God did predestine who
you would marry, that's only a way-point on a much longer journey in life.
To use a crude example, Frodo's goal wasn't to find a fellowship. It was to get the ring to Mordor.
The fellowship was formed because he needed help getting that job done. If you view your marriage
as your destination in life, you'll be forever lacking in what God designed you to do. Mission first.
Two - Loss Paralysis
Having a ONEitis for your wife will paralyze you if you lose her - and the fear of this happening will
have present ramifications at a subconscious or even overt level. I knew a guy who was head over
heels for his wife. He was reasonably happy, but sacrificed a lot in order to keep her around. The fear
of losing her caused him to compromise his job, his friends, and his long-term life ambitions and
ministry opportunities. No, she didn't divorce him. She died. He wondered if he would ever find
happiness again.
As much as the preemptive influence of the potential of losing her affected his life negatively, the
actual loss paralyzed him even more. He hasn't recovered to this day. He has not remarried because
no one will ever live up to his first wife. He has not renewed his vigor for Christ because he can't get
past his loss. I know, your wife is still alive and with you ... but don't let your attachment to her
dominate your decisions today. As my former pastor used to say in front of his wife: "I love my wife,
but if I lose her I won't be devastated. I will be sad for a time, but I will move on because all I need is
Jesus. She helps me walk with him, but my relationship with and satisfaction in Christ is not defined
by her contribution to that relationship and satisfaction."
Three - Divorce
Accepting the "soul mate" myth and succumbing to ONEitis is (from my observation and analysis)
the leading cause for divorce in Christian marriages. Many people - men and women alike - believe
that if they are unhappy in their marriages, they must not have married their "soul mate," and
therefore they must divorce their current spouse to go find their actual soul mate. Alternatively,
developing ONEitis for someone other than your spouse can obviously lead to the same conclusion.
My dad is a shining example of this. He never officially bought into the soul mate myth, but did
develop a ONEitis for another woman and took the view, "I'm obviously not with the woman God
wants me married to if I'm so unhappy in my marriage and this other woman makes me feel this
way." Needless to say, my dad was not a red pill man. He caved to my mom's whims, or employed
covert methods of getting his way and DEERed when he got caught. His ONEitis got him married to
my mom and it also got him divorced from her. Be smarter than that.
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Conclusion
There's a lot more to say here, but you get the gist. God's plan for you is not to divorce your wife
(Malachi 2:16); but it is to reconcile and redeem your marriage with her. Likewise, God's plan is not
for you to make an idol of your wife; it is to view her in the proper context of the role for which God
agreed to entrust her to you in the first place: to be your helper on a bigger mission (Genesis 2:18).
You are not to view your wife as the only woman who could ever make you happy. Six months of
marriage and you'll realize this isn't true. Instead, you're to view her as the one God entrusted to you
to train to work alongside you.
The man who has ONEitis for his wife will live out of fear of losing her. The man who has options
will not live by fear, but by purpose.
SINGLE MEN
Knowing what ONEitis can do to a married man, I now turn to the single men and ask: Why would
you want that to be the foundation of your relationship? If indeed you are seeking marriage, it does
not make sense to let such bad theology and philosophy be the cornerstone of your relationship
because that will not only doom you from a praxeological point of view, but in a spiritual and
psychological way as well. Without rehashing some of the above, consider:
One - Proverbs
The soul mate myth leads men to the irrational conclusion that God has something wonderful in store
for them through marriage. This is not necessarily true. Sure, "He who finds a wife finds what is
good" (Prov. 18:22), but there are lots of things that God calls "good" that we find repulsive. Even the
serpent was called "good" by God when he was first created.
Many men marry harpy women who have no discretion, grace, elegance, femininity, etc. Proverbs
has a lot to say about those types of women too (11:22 comes to mind). Yet we don't hear these
verses quoted too often in church (21:9 and 27:15 if you need some more). 18:22 gets quoted
generally for an "it's good to get married" sentiment, but we fail to recognize that "good" also
includes stories like Hosea and Gomer, David and Michal, and your best friend who regrets having
married his high school sweetheart when he was 22 and fresh out of college. These are "good"
marriages because they have a lot to reveal to us about how we relate with God as His bride. But just
because something is "good" doesn't necessarily mean I want it or will enjoy it anymore than, say,
chemo therapy.
Two - Selective Perception
It's a common psychological phenomenon that we have a tendency not to notice or otherwise quickly
ignore/forget things that cause us emotional discomfort or which contradict our prior beliefs. As far
as I'm aware, this happens in relationships far more often than anywhere else and is probably
deserving of a post of its own. For now, suffice it to say that ONEitis creates an incredibly strong
emotional attachment to a particular view of a woman that, once manifest, will make it almost
impossible to view the relationship from a rational, objective stance, making your ability to evaluate
the potential future of the relationship nearly impossible.
I once dated a girl named Rachel. She was a stereotypical college nympho. I didn't know any better.
When I first met, we had several deep discussions of theology and the Gospel and she knew all the
right things to say. But she also cheated on me with at least two dozen men during the 9 months that
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we dated. She complained it was because I wouldn't sleep with her until marriage, so she had to get
her needs met elsewhere. Now, you'd think after the first dozen for sure I would have been gone. But
my selective perception told me that she was really a good, godly woman who just got stuck in a bad
rut and that if I forgave her the way God forgave me, she would eventually repent as all godly women
do. Sounds funny, right? Yes, you should be laughing at my idiocy. But this is what ONEitis does to
a man. The emotional attachment a man develops for a particular woman can lead to disastrous
results. When I did finally leave her, it was after summer break and I had enough space to gain a right
perception.
Three - Standards
A man should have standards. ONEitis tells you to abandon those standards because this one girl is
more than worth everything else you're giving up. The worst is when a Christian man develops
ONEitis for a non-Christian. The most fundamental biblical standard of all - not to marry a nonChristian - somehow gets thrown by the wayside because an emotional investment in a particular
relationship tells a man that she's more important than God's Word. Don't let that happen to you.
I already told you about Rachel, for whom I violated many, many, many standards in order to keep
the relationship alive for longer than it should have gone. So let me turn you instead to my friend
Nick. He was physically fit - 8-pack and all - but overall a very weird and awkward guy who didn't
know how to charm a woman or cut his hair. Well, there was a girl in our church who had been
around the block, including with 3 of Nick's closest friends at the time. She had a kid with one of
them, followed by a hysterectomy that precluded her from having her own kids. She was also a
druggie. Nick wanted kids, but he also wanted her. It pained him to see her sleeping with his friends,
but he waited out those relationships and 7 years after we graduated high school he started dating her
and married her. Now he's raising his friend's kid, paying all the support, and is with a woman who
can't give him kids of his own, whose looks have quickly faded from all the drug use, and who leaves
him with many questions about her fidelity ... and he's realizing she wasn't all his mind had made her
up to be. He sacrificed his standards and put himself in a bad spot, but feels trapped because he
(rightly) won't divorce her and he's (wrongly) too scared to stand up to her because she might divorce
him ...?!?
Four - Lost Opportunity
This should go without saying, but as you focus all of your efforts and attention on one woman, you
will inherently ignore the other opportunities in front of you. When I was in high school I was
infatuated with a girl named Jessica. I had ONEitis to the extreme. Like a sniper, I played the long
game and waited for my chance. I missed my shot. In the meantime, I had passed up every other
opportunity that came along. Our homecoming queen even asked me to prom and I turned her down.
I can't say objectively that was a mistake. But I can say definitively that I could have been a wiser
man in college (especially in light of my relationship with Rachel) if I had not been paralyzed against
other relationships by my ONEitis for Jessica.
Conclusion
If you're single, stay single. If you want to get married anyway, don't say I didn't warn you - but at
least make sure you're exercising wise decisions and not acting out of an irrational infatuation.
Allowing yourself to become infatuated with a woman will preclude you from seeing what God
might intend from the relationship, from perceiving the reality of who the woman is, and may cause
you to violate your own personal standards in finding a wife.
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CURING ONEITIS
So, what do you do if you find yourself with ONEitis for a spouse or girl you want to date?
One - Time Together
Spend more time with her. Some people recommend ghosting her and moving on. This is generally a
bad idea. I already mentioned Jessica, my high school ONEitis. Even to this day, I will every now
and then find myself in a dream about what could have been. Why is that still lingering in my head?
Because I don't know what could have been. If I knew what it would be like to be around her, it's all
but guaranteed that I either (1) would have had her or (2) would have found a reason not to want her and that reason exists for every woman on the face of the planet, even the one you'll one day marry,
or who you're already married to.
Rachel, on the other hand - I am quite glad I left her. I acted on my crush, got to know her, and
realized that she wasn't all my mind had made her out to be. The same thing happened with my wife.
I had ONEitis for her for a time, but I was more cautious. I spent time getting to know her first. I
realized she had some flaws before we started dating, but I was able to evaluate those flaws in light of
the 3 years of context I had with her before we started dating. Even after marriage, the flaws
abounded more and more - far beyond what I knew - and any lingering ONEitis died.
But here's the thing: I couldn't truly love my wife until I killed my ONEitis for her. Before then, I was
married to an ideology of the woman who shared my bed. Today I am married to the woman herself.
It is only when I see her and not my image of her that I can finally evaluate our relationship properly
and learn how to lead rather than be a figure-head.
Two - Mission
I know you're getting sick of me saying this, but it's particularly powerful on this subject. If you have
something better to do with your life than chase girls, you won't find yourself obsessed with chasing a
girl. It's really that simple. If chasing girls is the most important thing in your life, then you've got
bigger issues than this post can address. If that's the case, PM me or one of the mods and we can help
you with that.
Three - Shotgun Mentality
When plagued with ONEitis it's easy to adopt a sniper mentality toward the object of your ONEitis.
She's not an object for you to fixate on like that; she's a girl just like any other girl. I'm reminded of
Notting Hill's famous line when the gorgeous actress tells the bookshop owner, "I'm just a girl
standing in front of a boy asking him to love her." She's just a girl. There are lots of girls out there.
Yes, spend more time with the object of your ONEitis, but also spend more time with other girls. The
goal isn't to shift your ONEitis to another more attainable girl. Rather, by spending time around more
women you'll realize that no one woman is this perfect ideal who stands light-years above the rest. If
you don't do this, then if you're married and another woman does come along who you're attracted to,
you may easily be swayed into believing she's something better than your wife because you won't
have the social experience to recognize that every relationship with a woman will come with its own
challenges not unlike what you may experience with your wife - 1 Cor. 10:13 and all.
I used to have a friend who told me his ex was "one in a million" and that he'd "never find another
girl like her again." Two months and a few dates later and he finally realizes that she wasn't as special
as he thought - and neither are the new girls he's been seeing. Everyone is unique, and there are
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certainly some who are more attuned to our specific tastes and interests than others, but on the whole
nobody is perfect the way that ONEitis would have us believe.
From a married man's perspective, I am not encouraging you to go on dates with other women. What
I am saying is that if you have no other female friends in your life and your wife is the only woman
you have any meaningful contact with, you're going to be in trouble. First, it's socially limiting and
can seriously hinder your mission by God. Second, if the only woman you know is your wife, it's
easy to idolize her in an unhealthy way. Third, by building relationships with other women, you can
gain a better insight into how to relate with your own wife, having observed female nature and
developing a right perception of how your wife fits within the context of other women in her and
your social circles. Fourth, you will be more resilient to temptation when that inevitable moment
comes that another woman does find you attractive and attempts to seduce you, whereas the isolated
man is more infatuated when something new comes along.
Four - Satisfaction
The most effective cure for ONEitis is simply to go to God for your satisfaction. I wrote this up more
fully in 404. Someone with ONEitis is "illegitimatley empty" if he's single or "illegitimatley full" (or
possibly even empty, depending on how she treats him) if he's married. Neither option is good for the
Christian. In reality, you should be able to be a widower/divorcee who is homeless and starving and
still smiling with joy - and if you don't believe that, contemplate again which circle you think you're
in. Those who are legitimately full in Christ have no compulsion or longing for the things of this
world. We may seek them to the degree that they enhance our influence in this world or our mission
for Christ, but they are not a pursuit in and of themselves, as ONEitis would have us believe.
This is my ultimate conclusion and the one I implore you all to adopt: to look to Christ for your
satisfaction, not to your wife or the woman you wish you could be with. When your mind is rightly
oriented toward God, you will be able to choose with sober judgment a helper who is suitable to meet
all of your God-given needs.
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203 - Lifting and Diet (Redux)
19 upvotes | June 18, 2018 | by RPChristof | Link | Reddit Link
Taken From u/Red-Curious’ original Post: Where 100 level posts have been more about theory, 200
level stuff I'm hoping to focus on being practical "how to" stuff. From a Christian perspective, the
biggest issue with male sexuality is pornography or sinful lust, so I wanted to cover that first. The
next things I think many Christians struggle with are sloth and gluttony. So, although there may be
more fun posts down the line, let's hit the big ones right off the bat. If you're interested in writing a
"how-to" on something for this 200-Level series, let me know. I'd appreciate having lots of
guest writers here :) As previously noted, taking care of your body is essential and should be
motivated by your internal desire to do right by God with what He's given you. So, how do we do
this?
Biblical Context A few things up-front: Proverbs 24:5 says, "A wise man is full of strength, and a
man of knowledge enhances his might." Why? Because wise people know how important it is to be
strong and given the pros v. cons, you'd have to be pretty dumb to choose to be weak when strength is
an option. Similarly, even for women, Proverbs 31 describes a desirable woman saying, "She dresses
herself with strength and makes her arms strong." In all of this, though, remember the lesson of 1
Timothy 4:8 - "For while bodily training is of some value, godliness is of value in every way, as it
holds promise for the present life and also for the life to come."
LIFTING New Content: Gentlemen, I wanted to write a lifting & diet 2.0 post to elaborate on the
previous points as well as offer some insight I’ve picked up in my 7 years of training seriously.
(Notice I said training, not “working out” -- I believe you must approach the gym the same way you
would seriously train for anything, be it a test or war)
Credentials: 6' 200 ~13% bf (visible six pack and shade of obliques unflexed | solid definition when
flexed – curr. shredding) Bench: 325, Deadlift: 545, OHP: 205, Squat: 335
We will get to programming shortly, but there are really only two types of weight training: (1)
strength training (<6 reps, heavy weight) and (2) hypertrophy training (8+ reps, moderate weight).
Now, men SHOULD be strong, and I actually program around improving my strength most of the
year, but strength training is biologically less effective at increasing the size of your muscle cells
(hypertrophy = aesthetics). With that in mind, you need an adequate strength base to effectively train
for hypertrophy (repping the bar on bench for sets of 8 is not going to make you grow very much) so
it is always important to master the big 5 lifts (SQUAT, BENCH, DEADLIFT, OHP, ROW) and
continue improving your strength base, especially in the beginning. The name of the game for growth
is something called progressive overload – continually increasing the demand placed on your body
over time, guaranteeing muscle and strength gains. There are three factors that affect progressive
overload: (1) Intensity (weight / effort), (2) Volume (reps x sets), and (3) Frequency (how often you
can train a body part). Without getting too granular, here are a few ways one can progressively
overload a muscle:
add more weight
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do more reps do more sets train more often *reduce rest. Adding more weight, reps, or sets is
something all level lifters can do to progressively overload and a perfect segue into beginner
programming.
Beginner Programming It’s in the sidebar for a reason: StrongLifts 5x5. I don’t say this because I
love it, but because it is very effective at acclimating the body and mind to progressive overload,
moving heavy weight, and the ample resources for the program available online. There is not much to
add here besides telling you not to skimp on accessories (Chin-ups, Dips, etc. – pick compound
exercises) and weighted ab work – you’re only in the gym 3x per week, make the most of it. We’ll
get to it below but incorporate cardio – your heart is a muscle too.
Briefly, SL 5x5 is a 3 days per week workout centered on 5 core movements: the barbell bench,
barbell squat, barbell row (pendlay row is my suggestion), barbell overhead press, and barbell
deadlift (conventional). You alternate workouts (A B A B…), completing 5 working sets of 5 reps
(1x5 for deadlifts), increasing the weight by 5 lbs in the session following a successful 5x5 reps.
Colloquially known as “newbie gains”, it’s advised you continue following this training regiment
until you reach a plateau and are no longer increasing weight at a consistent level. Don’t start out too
close to your 5 RM if you are just beginning to lift – you must acclimate your body to squatting and
heavy compounds three days per week. Finally, I am a fan of some assistance work with the program.
Setting a goal like 50 bodyweight pull-ups or dips in as few sets as possible after you complete your
5x5s will give you some additional volume and attack muscle groups from different angles. (Note:
keep sets low on assistance movements, and opt for easy to complete exercises… I’d stay away from
direct arm work) The webpage and internet are full of resources to help you get started here and there
is a downloadable app in the App Store.
Intermediate/Advanced Programming I’ve experimented with a couple of these and bounce around
between them over the course of a year. I don’t suggest changing splits more than once every 2ish
months or you really never get a chance to become comfortable in a given movement or rep range. To
that end, I think these are all effective in their own right coupled with the right programming outside
of lifting days. I’m not going to plagiarize, so I will summarize the programs and then point you to
appropriate links for more detail. I can’t stress enough how a thirst for knowledge about how the
body and training work will help you grow in the gym more efficiently.
3 Days/Week Hypertrophy Specific Training (HST) – HST takes a very scientific approach to
programming and is literally (mathematically) centered on progressive overload. At a high level, you
work out in 6-8 week cycles, cut up into 2-week blocks. Each week you work out 3 times per week,
alternating full body routines (i.e. A B A B A B) increasing weight each week, and decreasing the rep
range every 2 weeks (i.e. 2 weeks @ 15 reps, 2 weeks at 10 reps, etc.). There is an extremely
thorough eBook, active forums on the webpage, and a downloadable spreadsheet you can use to
track. I feel great when I run this and like to do it in the summer when I am more active outside the
gym – I supplement the 3 days with cardio (LISS/HIIT), sports (bball, boxing, etc.), random
ClassPass classes, or I’ll go in one day and do a barbell complex for “cardio”.
4 Days / Week The GZCL Method: Made famous by powerlifter Cody Lefever, is an excellent
method centered on the Big 4. Each day you start with a Tier 1 movement (Squat, Bench, OHP,
Deadlift) and are moving heavy weight close to your max in low rep ranges (1-5), you move on to
Tier 2 programming, another compound at submaximal weight, before wrapping up with Tier 3
Isolation type movements. Again, there is an extremely active subreddit associated with the GZCL
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method and his blog is filled with nuggets of information. Check out the link if even to understand
the methodology - I think it has applicability in all programming. One way to run this would be MT,
W:off, ThF, SaSu:off – where you use the off days as you see fit (cardio).
5 Days / Week Power Hypertrophy Adaptive Training (PHAT): This one, made famous by
competitive bodybuilder/powerlifter Layne Norton, incorporates two heavy power days (Upper
Power, Lower Power) focused on improving strength with 3 hypertrophy days split across body parts
(Back+Shoulders, Legs, Chest+Arms) where the goal is mind-muscle connection and growth. This is
a common training method and more information and variations can be found on the internet. Ways
I’ve split this up: SuM, T: off, WTF (lol), Sa: off
Generic Training Structure In general, most training splits (including the 2 listed above) follow one
of two principles: alternating upper and lower body days, or cycles of push-pull-legs over the course
of a week. (i.e. Upper-Lower-off-Upper-Lower-off-off, Upper-Lower-Upper-Lower-Upper-Loweroff, Push-Pull-Legs-off-Push-Pull-Legs, Push-Pull-Legs-off-Push-Pull-off, where the second pull day
is deadlifts) They also follow a rule of thumb that you start your workout heavy, with compound
movements working your way through sets of multiple compounds into isolation movements and
machine work. Also note that the 7 day week is an arbitrary measure, so if u go PPL-off-PPL-off, and
your second “Push A” lands on a Tuesday, it doesn’t matter. Consistency matters. Your Push
muscles: Pectorals, Lateral/Anterior Delts, Triceps Your Pull muscles: your entire back and rear
delts. Notice how much larger your pull muscles are than your push (proportionally) – this should
indicate the importance of emphasizing copious pulling work into any of your routines and taking
back and rear delt work very seriously to avoid posture and spinal problems. To that end, girls love a
big back. Upper/Lower can be split into Vertical Push/Pull, Quad Dominant, Horizontal Push/Pull,
Ham Dominant or something to that effect. This should give you the flexibility to design your own
training program predicated on progressive overload, remembering that this is a marathon not a
sprint. 275x8 vs 275x6 IS improvement.
Abs I wish I had $1 for every time I was told compound movements work the abs enough. This is just
plain not true – abs are made in the kitchen but defined in the gym so they (like calves) should be
trained like the rest of your body. I’ve found that the easiest way to consistently train abs
aggressively is to do it FIRST THING in the gym – waiting until after my session always resulted in
half-assed effort due to low energy levels and no results. Using the same principle of progressive
overload, I do 4-5 sets of weighted abs (crunch or leg raise movement – be cognizant that your abs
are doing the work not your hips) before I begin mobility work or warmup sets on my first exercise.
On cardio days I’ll work in an ab circuit or do high-rep weightless abs with no rest (crunches,
Russian twists, etc. – the P90x type). Trust me when I say there is nothing worse than cutting to
sub-10% and realizing that you just have tiny abs. The internet is a wealth of knowledge for lifting
information and exercise ideas – obviously check your sources, but if you have a question I almost
guarantee typing it into google will yield the answer you are looking for. To that end, realize that
99.9% of “celebrity” fitness personas are on steroids; virtually anyone who is paid to look good is on
some type of PED. I say this so you don’t waste your time or money on “Get Ripped Quick”
programs and because for naturals, it’s proven that muscles are most effective when stimulated every
48-72 hours, hence the programming suggestions all recommending a min. of 2x per week of each
body part. Form is more important than anything, leave your ego at the door and grow. Finally, don’t
spend more than 90 min in the gym – be intense.
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Cardio There are two types of cardio: (1) Low Intensity Steady State (LISS) and (2) High-Intensity
Interval Training. Your heart is a muscle, and as such, should be adequately trained. First and
foremost, warm-up on lifting days should consist of 5-10 min of moderate intensity cardio on a bike,
elliptical, or treadmill (if you really like running) to elevate your heart rate and body temperature. It’s
proven that the risk of injury is greatly diminished by doing so and personally it’s meditative for me
as I mentally prepare to lift. Beyond warming up, the two types of cardio have utility in their own
ways. To be brief, I look at LISS as negative calories when I’m cutting, but also recognize the
negative impact it has on my metabolism and propensity to be catabolic, so I limit how often I do it.
(By this I mean I don’t run 5 miles per day, there is nothing wrong with running a few miles at a
decent pace every now and then… it’s just not for me) I prefer to go bike riding through the city then
boring machine cardio. If I do to machine cardio, I prefer the elliptical b/c it’s easy on my joints or
going for a jog on the rolling hills setting (max inc. 5%) at about 6.0 speed on the treadmill – it’s
incredible how much of an impact incline has on calories burned. Common bodybuilding methods
are: incline treadmill walking, elliptical, and high resistance slow biking – the goal is to keep your
HR between ~130-140. Conversely, HIIT is hyper-effective at burning fat and you are working in a
much higher HR range. This is how you really get into good shape, but too much HIIT will wear you
out so there is obviously a balance to be had. High Intensity Interval Training is exactly what it
sounds like, short bursts of near-maximum intensity followed by medium bursts of low-intensity
exercise. You can do this on a rower, sprints (I prefer a track but have used a treadmill), or bike.
Common work/rest intervals are: 30s high/90s low, 20s high/60s low. I include non-interval highintensity training in this category as well; things like Tabata, barbell complexes – where you put a
light weight on the bar and do a series of movements at a prescribed rep range without dropping the
bar and limited rest times, or track workouts all have the same effect on fat-burning. High-level, think
marathoner vs. sprinter body and determine which is more aesthetic. Cardio is a must and mixing the
two types into your regular regiment will make you feel and noticeably better.
Dieting Remember when I said all the fitness “celebs” are on steroids? Well even for them, diet is the
single most important factor in their physique. If you want to look aesthetic you have to dial in your
diet; when I first started working out I was taught that it’s 75% diet, 20% training, 5% your
supplementation and that steroids do not change those ratios by more than 15%. The numbers are
arbitrary, but I cannot stress enough how limited my results were until I consciously started watching
what I put in my body. Again, there are a million diets out there, pick whatever works for you. I’ve
tried keto but hated it because I’m a carb-fiend. I think IF works wonders when you’re cutting b/c it’s
really hard to eat a lot of food when you’re only eating two big meals and a snack (and you learn to
fast!). Carb cycling is a proven method for shedding weight but at the end of the day, the most
important thing is Calories In v. Calories Out. Generally speaking here’s the framework: (1) calculate
your TDEE – the # of calories your burn in a day to maintain your weight (either use an online
calculator or track what you eat for a week and track your weight) and determine what your daily
calorie goals are going to be (+/- 300-500 for bulking/cutting is a fair start) (2) set up a
MyFitnessPal account and download the app so you can track every piece of food that goes into your
mouth (3) Choose the appropriate macro selections (Base case: 1-1.2 g/lb protein, 50-60g fat, rest
carbs) for your diet and set them as goals in MyFitnessPal (4) Buy a cheap food scale on amazon and
weigh/measure what is going in your mouth. If you are having trouble gaining / losing weight or you
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suffer from wild swings in weight, I bet you will be astounded by your calorie intake over the course
of a week. The MyFitnessPal app has a QR code tracker and a lot of foods from places you may eat
out at. I stress the tracking of food because it will equip you to be able to eyeball meals and mentally
track where you are at as a day progresses. I still weigh 80% of my food (all the carbs for sure) and
keep a mental count of calories and eyeball protein going all day – this comes with time but is the
required discipline it takes to lean out. As far as what types of foods to eat, I think there’s a ton out
there on this. Never been a big fad diet person but I don’t eat a whole lot of bread because I get
bloated from it. Carbs: I eat a lot of rice (white is fine, brown rice is actually harder to digest –
classic), oats, and occasionally potatoes (sweet, white, red, nondiscriminatory). Veggies: veggies are
carbs, but I don’t really count the green stuff. I eat tons of spinach, brussels sprouts, broccoli, green
beans – normally buy frozen and steam. Incredible how much better I feel when I increase my
vegetable intake.
Protein: Nondiscriminatory – I think beef has gotten a bad rap as of late but eat lean cuts marinated
overnight, lot of crockpot chicken, ground turkey, occasional bison and salmon. Fruit: max. 1 or 2
servings per day– only your liver can convert fructose into glycogen and the amount it needs to
become glycogen-full is pretty small. I like to use frozen berries (straw-, blue-), a scoop of protein,
handful of spinach, a spoonful of Greek yogurt, and cup of milk/almond milk post-workout for a
smoothie. Maybe have a banana but not a big fruit eater Fats: stay away from corn-based oils and
trans-fat otherwise don’t think it’s too important. Avocados, Coconut Oil, Olive Oil (as a dressing,
low smoke point means it loses nutritional value when heated above said temp), butter, nut butter,
nuts, fatty-fish Learn to love meal prep. I love cooking, it’s a passion of mine, but learning to prep
meals and fridge/freeze for the week is imperative to being successful here. Check out fitcrunch.life –
great resource for meal planning/calorie counting/grocery list generation. There are recipes and
subreddits all over with meal prep and healthy meal ideas – have fun with it, or better yet enlist your
woman to help.
I was anything but brief, but I wanted to share as much information as I could with you all. I have a
number of the programs I described customized to my liking in excel spreadsheets – I suggest you
browse the appropriate pages, learn the methodology, and explore their templates but I am happy to
share what I’ve got with anyone. Just send me a PM with email and what splits u are interested in and
I will shoot them over to you. Any questions? Drop a line below. Godspeed.
TL;DR: Choose a plan and stick with it Do cardio Do Abs Progressively Overload your Lifts Track
your macros Get Shredded
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Screening for a Wife: The Foundation (Part I)
19 upvotes | April 17, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link

Screening for a Wife: The Foundation (Part I)
Disclaimer: AWALT remains true. There is no 100% effective way to screen for undesirable
female behavior. All women come equipped with both hamster and wheel. That said, the
following post provides a framework to help screen out candidates who are most likely to be
disloyal or otherwise unsuitable for marriage.

Assumptions
In this post I am assuming that you have already familiarized themselves with, and put into real
practice, the general concepts of The Red Pill. I am assuming you know how to be attractive and not
be unattractive.
Faith - You know what you believe solidly and can comfortably share it with others
Fitness - Sub 15% body fat (at least), intermediate level lifts, or otherwise "built" or "shredded"
look.
Finances - Able to live comfortably on your own income.
If you aren't thriving in these three areas, you need to focus on improving them and come back to this
post later. Missing those benchmarks will all but guarantee you are only going to attract low-tier
women who you wouldn't want to commit to anyway. Lastly, assuming you have the "3 F's" in check,
I am assuming you are able to attract and game women. If you aren't that far along, don't worry about
screening for a suitable wife yet. Go back to the sidebars then go out and practice. Skipping basic
training and heading to the battlefield before you are ready is a great way to get your face shot off.

Foundation #1 - Mission / Worldview
A family member of mine used to be a bank teller. Part of her job was screening currency for
counterfeit. Rather than teaching her what counterfeit bills look like, her instructor taught her what
the genuine article looked like. By becoming intimately familiar with what genuine greenbacks
looked like, she was able to easily spot and screen out counterfeit bills.
Developing a solid and well defined worldview and mission works similarly. The better you
understand this world, and your mission in it, the more capable you will be to screen out those who
do not match up with you. A wife is supposed to be a helper. You cannot determine whether or not
she can be a helper to you if you do not know what you need help with.
Having a robust framework of thought and conviction on matters of religion, family, politics,
economics, etc. is likewise imperative. The better developed your worldview (the interconnected
nature of these and other topics) the easier it will be for you to determine if someone else's worldview
is compatible.
Finally, the more well studied you are the more fascinating and mysterious you will seem to others,
which can be very attractive. Throughout my life I've been accused of being a "mind reader" because
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I somehow "get" someone better than they understand themselves within an hour of meeting them.
This is a consequence of being well studied and being able to see how seemingly disparate thoughts
intersect. More than a party trick, this allows one to make close connections quickly and screen
people far more efficiently.

Developing Your Worldview:
I cannot supply you with your mission, that is ultimately between you and God. That said, here are
some tips on developing a solid worldview:
Tip 1: Take a stand on hot button / controversial topics. What is your position on:
Abortion?
Pre-marital sex?
Credo-baptism vs Pedo-baptism?
Pre-destination vs Autonomous free will?
Capitalism vs Socialism?
Statism vs Individualism?
The death penalty?
Is smoking marijuana a sin?
Etc. etc. etc.
If you are decidedly undecided, fix that. Take a stand. Don't be dogmatic about it and be willing to
entertain arguments against your belief. Ultimately what you believe about these and other
"theoretical" concepts will be the concrete and screws that hold your frame together. Frame, as you
should know by now, is everything. A woman, especially your future wife, will constantly test your
frame. Better build it with formidable solid stuff like theology and philosophy than with poppsychology and bubble gum. Taking stances on controversial topics acts as an early screen. If you are
outspoken in your belief that feminism is cancer, SJW feminist snowflakes will melt when they
encounter you and screen themselves out.
Tip 2: Consume quality information in copious amounts. Don't just read blog posts and reddit
comments. As good and helpful as many of them are, often the richest content to be found is in
books. Branch out from the sidebar. Search for the most influential books in human history for any
given topic. I would recommend getting them as audio-books and play them with a player that allows
you to control the speed. Start with 1.25 speed, then once you adapt, turn it to 1.5 speed. Continue to
incrementally increase the speed until you are used to hearing content coming at you at 2 times speed.
This not only allows you to consume twice as much information and get far better use of your time,
but it will train your mind to think faster which will aid you on thinking on your feet in real world
conversations. I have been listening to almost all of my audio book and podcast content at about 2.25
speed for the last several years and have benefited tremendously from it.
Tip 3: Ask questions of the smart people around you. You probably know people who have studied
a given topic in detail that could help you shortcut your learning. Sometimes the hardest part of
developing your worldview is not knowing enough about the topic to know what questions to ask.
Talking to a real life person will help distill down years worth of study into a few hours, which will
dramatically reduce your learning curve. For example, I have recently begun studying the Civil War
and the events leading up to it. A friend of mine has a small library of books he has read on the topic.
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Just talking to him about it for a couple hours has given me a whole new framework that makes the
topic infinitely more approachable.
Tip 4: Teach or debate your beliefs to deepen your understanding and conviction. By having to
teach your stance, or defend it against someone who opposes it, you will gain a far deeper knowledge
and conviction on the matter. Deficits in your understanding will be exposed which then allows you
to go back and fill in the gaps with better information later. Whether it be faith, politics, or anything
else of substance, do this enough and you will be rock-solid confident in your worldview. Even
without discussing the topics, the mental confidence this rock solid conviction creates will naturally
come out in your interactions with others and confidence creates wet panties.
Tip 5: Change your mind when you are presented with better evidence. Slavish devotion to a belief
is mere dogmatism.
It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without accepting it. Aristotle
That said, there comes a time when growth demands we abandon one belief for another. It is a
humbling thing to admit that you were wrong, but there is power in knowing that you are more
devoted to The Truth than an ideology.

Foundation #2 - Abundance
In the previous post we looked at the first foundation required to successfully screen for a wife. Now
we will look closely at the second foundational element: abundance.
Oneitis - An unhealthy romantic obsession with one person that leads to impaired
judgement. Faults are overlooked and merits are exaggerated.
One cannot expect to reliably screen for a wife while experiencing oneitis. By focusing
disproportionately on one woman, you experience tunnel vision and will lack the ability to
objectively evaluate her faults and merits. Only by having viable alternatives will you be able to
know for sure that a decision was reached out of reasonable evaluation and not out of skewed
perception based on scarcity.
Imagine you were in the market to buy a car. Imagine that there was only one dealership in town, and
that dealership had only one car in your price range. In such a scenario you are far more likely to
overlook the vehicle's faults and settle. This is what scarcity does. What would any reasonable person
do? They would expand their options (improve abundance) by looking at other towns and other
dealerships. By expanding the range of viable options one positions themselves to make better
decisions. This is basic economics: competitive markets provide more value at a lower price to the
consumer. This is obvious on its face in the realm of purchasing a vehicle, but many fail to apply the
same reasoning to their romantic efforts. Do not fall for the Disney fairy tale trap; there is no "one"
until a ring is on the finger.
Not only will building abundance enhance your ability to make an informed objective decision, there
is a compounding effect at play. A man who has several women interested in him reaps the benefits
of social proof, pre-selection, and high-value status. Every woman attracted to him makes it more
likely for additional women to be attracted to him. Abundance breeds abundance. Further, if a man
has visible abundance when he selects a woman to marry, the marriage starts with a baseline level of
dread. This baseline dread has an "anchoring" effect that works in the man's favor. She will always
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have the satisfaction of beating other women to The Prize(tm), but will know that the man didn't have
to choose her and could replace her if he needed to. When I went exclusive with my wife, there were
about six other viable women in our social circle who were clearly into me. Over five years later, my
wife still gets giddy knowing she beat out the other women and has never doubted my high-status and
ability to attract women, thus experiencing a low level dread that gets her panties wet to this day.
For the sake of brevity I will not elaborate here on how to build abundance. Perhaps that could be a
future post if there is a demand for it. Suffice to say, the sidebar of this and other RP subs have plenty
of material on the matter.
The following post will be less theory and much more practical in nature. (i.e., how to get her to
reveal her thinking, how to asses her for consistency, etc.) Stay tuned.
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Navigating society as a redpilled Christian
19 upvotes | May 14, 2022 | by AltruisticWin9202 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a year our of college working as an accountant in a liberal metropolitan area. On weekends, I
spend most of my time working out, reading the news, and taking care of shopping & cleaning
around the apartment. I'm noticing that each week is a repetition of the last, and it's making me
question whether there is something greater I should strive for. I realize this is something that every
man goes through - what exactly to do with your life.
I'm in a better position than most men in my age group, but I still feel out of place, especially as a
redpilled Christian. Being in the city around people who are vehemently anti-Christian and averse to
the red pill makes it harder to find people who I genuinely want to be around. Since graduating
college and moving to the city, I'm also no longer near my family and friends, so I've become
detached from everyone I've known. Despite this, I feel like it's the right thing to have moved away I am independent and exploring the world on my own, making decisions for myself as a man should.
I just struggle to identify what my mission should be in life - what exactly I should be aiming for in
the long-run.
Hoping to hear the perspectives of other RPChristians.
tldr: Out of college, moved away from family, live in the city, have a hard time discovering my
mission in life and looking for advice.
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The impact of being Christian while dating.
19 upvotes | October 23, 2020 | by Ambitious_Farm_3593 | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve recently become a Christian and accepted Christ in my heart.
Although I am curious how other people’s dating lives improved as a Christian or after converting to
Christianity.
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Is the fact that most Christians are cucks a misinterpretation of
Christianity?
19 upvotes | November 17, 2020 | by waffle65g | Link | Reddit Link
I am currently trying to understand the Godpill more and it has made me into a better man in many
ways however it seems most Christians nowadays are cucks but that wasn't the case before
Medieval Europe was Christian and the men had balls in those days
Muslims also have "turn the other cheek" "repay evil with good" etc in the quran but those who
follow Muhammad have balls and wouldn't hesitate to put lgbt terrorists in their place.
What the hell is going on with Christians or am I just barking up the wrong tree?
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Questions about escalation
19 upvotes | December 26, 2020 | by Imperator_3 | Link | Reddit Link
I was reading through some of the side-bar stuff and just from lurking it seems the general consensus
is to not put any effort into taking a friendly relationship to a romantic relationship. (Forgive me if
I’m wrong, I’m familiar with RP but still pretty new to the RPChristian side of things)
In my experience though, women will mostly never make a first move. They will expect the man to
make a move to “escalate” the interactions from platonic to romantic. If a woman is interested and a
guy doesn’t make this escalation eventually it often seems as though the relationship will become
strictly platonic in the woman’s eyes.
Now I completely understand that we should never begin “pursuing” the woman or make her our goal
as expanding the kingdom should be are only priority but, just because expanding the kingdom is our
priority that doesn’t mean we should completely neglect all of our other desires that don’t directly do
this (I mean it’d be great if we could just become robots and ONLY advance the kingdom but He
didn’t make us that way lol)
For example, if start to yearn for nature and have the desire to climb a mountain, I’ll begin to plan a
trip, buy supplies, pack up my gear, and go climb the mountain. Even though this doesn’t directly
feed into my missions of serving God, it does indirectly help by being an amazing experience that
refreshes me mentally and emotionally and allows me to come back to the mission fully charged.
Now, in this example to go climb the mountain I had to take necessary steps to make it happen. I
wouldn’t ever end up on top of that mountain by chance and I don’t think anyone would say that
taking these steps meant I quit putting God first in my life. Of course, if I made a reasonable effort
and found that I was unable to make it to the summit and then became obsessed and dedicated
months to trying to reach the summit, THEN it would be fair to say I neglected my mission and put
the mountain before God.
All this to essentially ask the question of how to escalate things with a woman that desire has formed
without 1. Creating unnecessary temptation and 2. Pursuing her and making her the prize
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So I Got Vaccinated For Covid-19.
19 upvotes | January 6, 2021 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
I work in the medical field and pretty much had to get it. It wasn't expressly required, but it was
heavily implied. At any rate, I've seen a lot of stuff about it, some legit, and some bordering on
cuckoo. I figured I could comment on some of my observations and answer questions as neutrally as
possible.
First off, we got the Pfizer vaccine and it had to be kept very cold. The process of them unloading the
stuff was interesting, as three people were accompanying the batches. Since it had a special freezer
they were basically just thawing enough for the number they projected they would need for the next
hour. They screwed that up, so there was about a two hour delay as they tried to thaw more.
Interestingly, they had three people accompanying each batch as it was removed from the vehicle the
freezer was in. Also interestingly, a regular nurse was not allowed to administer the vaccine, it had to
be done by a pharmacist. I'm not sure if that was particular to the facility I was at, or whether that's a
universal rule.
Everyone had a temperature check, and a questionnaire about whether they have Covid-19 symptoms,
and had a second temperature check before moving from the waiting area to the actual area they were
administering the vaccinations in.
After the fact, everyone had to be seated for thirty minutes in case of anaphylactic shock, or other
adverse reactions. I didn't see anything in our immediate group. I was told that the facility had no
cases of adverse reactions outside headaches. One of the younger girls in the facilities admin was
making a big deal about being afraid of the needle, though. They then scheduled everyone for the
next shot in about two weeks. We were also told that the immunity takes up to six days to build,
which means you can still get the virus for six days after the first shot.
I continued on with work as usual, with no apparent side effects. That evening I got a bit fatigued,
and felt fatigued the next day. As of today, I feel fine. One of my technicians was complaining of
soreness. The company is requiring everyone who's been inoculated to wear a badge that says they
got the vaccine, too. It's been a conversation starter as a lot of people wanted to know about the short
term process, so I figured I could post here and answer any questions folks had.
I can't answer for long term effects, obviously, but that's what the last few days have been like.
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Why I love my husband. Happy to answer any questions about
Christian courting as well.
19 upvotes | April 29, 2020 | by AnnaAerials | Link | Reddit Link
Why I love my husband
72 points•28 comments•submitted 4 months ago * by AnnaAerials1 Star to r/RedPillWomen
Why I love my husband
•He leads me in the Faith- he had a proven track record before I met him.
Before I met him; My husband he was active in ministry in his previous church. Once that church had
dispensed he has committed to attending another church weekly. He has always given faithfully to
the church and has supported various missions. He is also sponsoring a child.
After I met him; His commitments did not change. Since before we were engaged he brought me
along to his church and introduced me to his church family. He has supported me in supporting the
missions I am involved in financially and also agreed with my request for us to contribute more to the
church. He has continued sponsoring a child (which he did not advertise to me, but I noticed when I
saw a letter from world vision).
Now we are married; We attend church weekly together. Every night in bed he reads his bible next to
me before we sleep. He also has a YouTube channel where he creates sermon jams.
•He has never over promised or broken a promise.
The first time I met my husband he kissed me on the cheek and opened the car door for me, the door
swung back and closed, but by that time he was half way around the car. He cringed hard and tried to
brush it off.
From that first meeting forward he always opened my car door when coming to pick me up and
closed it behind me. I would always giggle and insist he never had to do that and it was ridiculous to
keep up, but on this occasion and on many he said “I’ll never do anything for you that I can’t keep
up.” And it was true.
He never over promised, he never over extended, he never spoilt me to woo me in the beginning then
became tight later on. His spending, his actions towards me and his love for me never spiked then
fell. He opened up the car door for me until we got married and started living together, so I open up
my car door now (partly on my insistence, haha). After becoming ill and battling chronic illness, he
started opening the door for me again when I was too weak. This is a small example of how he has
stayed consistent.
•He doesn’t lie to me- he tells me what he likes and gives me the means to submit to his preferences.
I always used to joke with my husband “why don’t you just lie to me?! I don’t want to know!” When
he told me things I did not want to hear. I was joking, partly, as my sinfulness wanted an easy life and
a man that told me what I wanted.
Well, through God’s grace to me, I’m married to a man that is so honest to me, sometimes it is
confrontational. He doesn’t like above the knee jean shorts, he thinks they’re hideous. He doesn’t like
t-shirt dresses, he thinks they’re equally hideous (two things I wore often), he doesn’t like long skirts
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on me, he doesn’t like short hair etc...etc... it might sound picky, but it’s directional and in going
against what he’s said, that would be the true confrontation. It is unloving to do something you know
your partner does not like.
My husband spoke to me and suggested we go shopping. He encouraged me to dress like some of the
girls my age and that how they dress would suit me a lot (can you imagine hearing this without a
humble heart?) but he has never brought something up without his support and means to fix the issue.
So, he takes me shopping. “Wow, look at my hot fiancé!” (We we’re engaged at the time) it made me
feel admired and loved, it was amazing to see his reaction and how happy he was every time I
skipped out to his car wearing the clothes he bought me. In saying that, we didn’t buy anything I
wasn’t comfortable in, a few pairs of jeans, white sneakers, multiple t shirts of the same colour- so
simple but he loved it, and I loved him even more for telling me. I’ve bought many husband approved
dresses since, which he adores.
•He has clear standards for me. He introduced me to his friends, family and church.
In his vetting process of me, he let me have his “real” personality from the beginning. He made
things clear how he liked it and as we interacted with other couples, we saw real life examples of how
we would and wouldn’t want to be like.
Couple A- My husband is friends with the husband. He can’t stand the wife. She’s overweight,
unkind and screams at her husband in public. My hubby was very clear at his distain for her and
never pretended to like her even in front of her. He was blunt and didn’t go out of his way to
acknowledge her. It was clear he did not respect her. I never wanted that to be me.
Couple B- My husband did ministry for a long time with the husband of this couple. His wife was
sweet, feminine and absolutely lovely. She was kind and warm to me when I was an outsider in the
group. She was respectful of her husband and it showed in everything they did together. She was thin
and dressed well. My husband enjoyed our time a lot with this couple and told me how much he
respected their relationship. He would say things like “they’re the real deal” “I think it’s amazing
she’s kept in shape so well after having a child”
By this feedback, and seeing how he treated these different types of people, and on top of that,
knowing how consistent he is as a person, I knew how not to act.
•His health/ my health
He has made it clear that cooking at home needs to be healthy. My husband goes to the gym 5-6 days
a week and eats the same thing for lunch everyday. I would push him sometimes for him to let me
prepare him lunch, but he insistent that is what he will eat everyday and it is what is best for his
health.
We go shopping together and buy the food I will cook together. I buy ingredients he likes and
ingredients that are healthy. He has told me he wants veggies in his diet, so that’s what I cook. He
wants high protein meals, so that’s what I cook. I make sure I have the ingredients for all the meals
he could want (to a point) so he has the freedom to ask for what he wants for dinner.
He has made what he wants clear. He does not allow us to eat take away more than once a week. He
is hyper aware of his body (I always catch him tensing in front of the mirror, haha) and is hyper
aware of my body. He’s made it clear he does not want me to gain any weight and that the weight I
am right now is the largest he would like me (I’m 58kg, 5”4) he has also found the most hilarious
way to let me know I’m gaining weight “wow honey, look how big your breasts are!” Makes me
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laugh thinking about it. With his help, I’ve stayed pretty much the same weight since meeting him.
Him being honest about his absolute disgust for fat people has helped- and it’s a mutual thing. I
wouldn’t ever let him gain weight and I have his support back.
•He takes care of me and brings me security
Financial security; My husband sought to get a stable job and savings before he put himself on the
market to be married. By the time I met him, he had a deposit saved for a house and a job that was
recession proof. He made it clear to me that is getting a house together would require me working full
time until we were ready for kids. He told me it would be difficult and that he would support me in
this.
God provided me a job that is close to home and my husband drives me every morning. (Currently
not working due to COVID)
Health; during our engagement I had a trip to the ER. It turned out I had a cyst on my ovary, we did
not realise the health hurdles we would be tackling in the next year and a half because of it. 5 more
trips to the ER, specialist and doctors appointments, IUD insertions and a surgery later, I’m still on
the mend and take pain killers to manage in the meantime. This is a chronic condition called
endometriosis. I never, ever expected my husband to be so supportive and unconditionally loyal.
I remember on one trip to the hospital I was passing out in the passengers seat and vomiting. In my
moments of consciousness I looked to my husband and he kept saying “don’t worry baby, we are
almost there, it’s going to be ok”.
I trusted him and let the anxiety go. It’s a blurr but I ended up in a hospital bed getting emergency
pain relief. He waited with me in the hospital the entire day. This happened quiet a few more times.
After my operation I went back to the ER and we waited in the horrible waiting room chairs for 8
hours through the early hours of the morning. Everytime I looked at him I wanted to cry out of
gratitude, I felt so horrid and he was right there with me. I can not believe the level of empathy and
maturity he has shown to me when I was in 10/10 pain.
In my moments of absolute weakness and exhaustion, so much so I couldn’t cry out to God, he would
put his hand on me and pray for me.
•He puts me first before his family.
We come from a traditional culture where the mothers tend to baby their sons. I love my MIL to
death and I don’t mind her asking questions, but my husband without hesitation always shuts
everyone down if they question how I am at home.
“Does Anna cook for you everyday?” He will respond along the lines of “why does it matter? She
can do as she likes she’s the cook of the home.”
“Oh, poor Anna, she can’t speak our language” he will respond “what do you mean poor Anna? She’s
a lion. You should be the one learning English.”
He will shut down any conversation that is not kind to me, he does not complain about me to his
family nor friends. He will not let his friends joke about our sex life.
He does not let me overextend myself for the sake of his family even though I am extremely willing
to. He tells me and has the strong belief that our immediate family unit (him and me) are most
important and everything else is secondary. We of course love his family a lot, especially his parents,
but he’s made it clear we won’t partake in anything just for the sake of tradition.
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Bonus points:
-He gets along amazingly with my Dad, we all hang out all the time and it’s the best part of my life!
-His family love me (they joke constantly they love me more than they love him!)
-He is good with children and loves his nephews, we even baby set sometimes.
-He grew his beard for me.
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requesting help on how to discuss orthodox sexual ethics with
teens
19 upvotes | May 11, 2020 | by the_cheesiest | Link | Reddit Link
I am a psychotherapist who has a teenage client who may or may not be struggling with same-sex
attraction. One parent reported that my client did reveal some feelings of same-sex attraction to said
parent. Client's other parent is reported to be not-affirming. I have not yet approached the issue with
my client and am hesitant to do so for obvious reasons. Someone on our staff suggested providing my
client with "resources" but I’m sure the “resources” that staff member suggested to me buy into the
LGBTQ+ secular frame. I'm not sure if this client is a Christ follower, but if this is the case, I was
wondering if there were any orthodox RP-aware resources for teens online and or helpful books to
begin the discussion.
I would greatly appreciate any advice on how to broach this convo with clients/friends. Also, any
resources to help me prepare for an upcoming discussion with my supervisor about why I hold to a
traditional understanding of sexuality. I am not doing specifically "Christian" therapy so I attempt to
be careful in what I say and do not say to clients.

EDIT: I would have to think about it more, but as of now, I would not necessarily be against
providing links to resources that are affirming. I would like to also provide some resources that hold
to a traditional perspective and let my client respond to my given information. That way I can open a
door to conversation and protect myself from accusations of bias.

EDIT 2:
Thanks everyone. I did broach the subject with my client and we briefly talked about it. My client
reported being in a relationship with another person of the same-sex for several months. My client
hasn't mentioned anything about faith yet, but we'll cross that bridge once we get there. These are
complicated scenarios and I appreciate the wise counsel. Even very well-meaning Christians can't
agree on many things, which brings in the importance of dialogue. I know my role as therapist means
I'm wearing many hats, these has given me lots to think about, esp. navigating discussing this issue
with supervisors in the future.
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Differences between red/blue for men and women (Drafted for
RPCW)
19 upvotes | May 21, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This was written for the newly created r/RPCWomen sub, but if you want to take a read here instead,
here you go.
Why listen to a man on a woman's sub?
TRP/MRP/RPC all note that women are generally not fluent enough with their own desires and what
will make them long-term happy to provide reliable advice for men to follow. I agree. Heck, my own
wife just told me 2 weeks ago, "I realize that if you became everything I want you to be, I'd be
miserable and depressed. I think I know what I want, but I really don't. Somehow you've figured that
out better than I have."
But the reverse doesn't necessarily apply. Women operate within relationships (not necessarily every
area of life) primarily on feelings, which are fickle and not always consistent with what their biology
responds to. An unattractive man can make them feel good, whereas an attractive man can make them
feel like trash - yet they'll still want sex with the attractive guy more than the unattractive one
anyway. When women give advice to men, it's usually in the context of what they think they
SHOULD want in a man, not their ACTUAL desires (like a 6-pack) for fear of coming off shallow.
Heaven forbid a woman in churchianity culture come off as shallow!
Men, however, often base advice not on fickle feelings or what we think should be true, but on
observation and conclusions. Most competent men who haven't been completely feminized will have
no problem explaining plainly to a woman: "Look around. Guys go for the hottest girls. You want a
good guy? Become a hot girl." This isn't necessarily coming from our own internal experience. Even
blue pill guys will recognize this - and then still think they're somehow better than "those macho
guys" for it.
My point is: while I do encourage men to be skeptical of advice from women (not that we altogether
discount it, but that we give it extra caution and testing), the same doesn't necessarily apply in the
reverse. Now, onto the show ...
The Nature of Women: Hypergamy
If the red pill is knowledge/understanding of truth, the behaviors Anna references are the byproduct
of one who operates within/without that knowledge. Most of the red pill for men revolves around
understanding the female dual mating strategy (i.e. AFBB, "strategic pluralism"). When a man fails to
understand this aspect of women, he is blue pill and his behaviors with women reflect this. He
believes the falsity presented by culture that women truly love the BB who pedestalizes her and that
if he is BB enough and gives her more and more of his power and authority, she will be sexually
attracted toward him for it too. Similarly, it is his ignorance of the entire equation (AFBB) and how
relationships should function that causes him to ignore other strategies toward achieving his sexual
goals.
Along those lines, a woman who is ignorant of her sinful application of AFBB tendencies (i.e. who
lacks "red pill awareness") will behave in a manner consistent with what culture tells her is
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acceptable and appropriate. It will encompass all of the entitlement dynamics Anna was referencing.
When she becomes "red pill aware" in the sense that she discovers why her marriage is so unhappy
(because she's not living in her God-given role as a helper to her husband), she begins to change,
learning to suppress her cultural conditioning toward dominance over her husband and replaces it
with conditioning from the Holy Spirit toward more godly qualities for women to express in
marriage.
The Intergender Aspect
To be clear, there are two components to this: AF is the sexual nature of women, whereas BB is the
relational nature of women. For men, understanding women is the operative impetus to get us to
grasp where we're going wrong. For women, the same applies in reverse, so the red/blue dynamic is
less about whether she understands her own sexual/relational nature and more about whether she
understands that of the men she wants to be with in order to accomplish her goals.
In this, the red pill is often described as being a study of "intergender sexual dynamics." The
"intergender" part of that means both genders are involved. It's not merely a study of female
strategies, but of the male position as well. For the men, this means not only understanding women,
but also their own nature and to improve upon it. Similarly, a red pilled woman understands her own
nature and seeks to improve upon her femininity, whereas a blue pill woman does not - yet she will
also seek to understand the male nature and allow that understanding to affect how she goes about
achieving her goals.
The Sexual Nature of Men: Polygamy
The red pill for men often revolves around getting sex, as that is one of our primary drives in life.
Because of this, men often talk about the red pill in terms of sexual strategy. If we keep that
limitation in place, then the red/blue pill for women would depend on how aware they are of male
sexual strategy and how that affects their behaviors.
In that regard, there's a lot less discussion on female sexual strategy because single women don't
really need it. Even a relatively unattractive woman could walk into a bar, take off her panties and
announce, "Who wants to get lucky tonight?" and someone would answer. The issue is, he may not
be the quality of man she wants, and he may not give her the commitment she wants. In this sense, a
"female blue pill mentality" would involve a woman who believes she can get a grade-A man and
keep him sexually aroused indefinitely without any work on improving herself because culture has
trained her to believe that men should love her for "who she is" and that there's no reason for her to
want to change.
Up-front, this may actually work for the first few lays. But in time, just as women are hypergamous,
the polygamous nature of man will win out and he'll be focused on other women - even less attractive
ones, which is mind-blowing to many wives out there who find their husbands cheating with
someone who happens to be a step down. My dad was someone who did this, blowing up his
marriage to my mom in order to pursue a relationship (that didn't end up working out) with someone
who was far less attractive than my mom. That confused my mom to no end - but her blue pill
ignorance let her be fooled about what would keep him sexually interested over the long-haul.
To be clear on that, she assumed my dad was hypergamous, projecting her own nature onto how she
believed she would act, just as men do toward women in wanting them to be spontaneously sexual.
Accordingly, she assumed he would only cheat with someone better. In her mind, he was overweight
and childish, so she didn't think there was much of a chance that someone better than her would want
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him, thus she had no real risk of losing him. What she didn't count on is that men are not
hypergamous; they are polygamous. He didn't want better. He wanted different. That mistaken
understanding of the male sexual nature cost her her marriage.
The Relational Nature of Men
With all of the above in mind, just as hypergamy is both sexual and relational in its strategy, so is
polygamy for men. Again, women don't need much sexual strategy to get a man in bed because men
crave sex with women anyway. For men, even the most omega guys can get a girl to be in a
relationship with him because women crave relationships. She just may not be sexually interested.
Because of this dynamic, many of come to acknowledge the axiom that "women are the gatekeepers
of sex, men are the gatekeepers of commitment."
What most women struggle with is getting commitment out of a man. Where's the ring? Will he stay
faithful? Does he give me the time of day or do things by himself while avoiding me? These are the
questions many women struggle with.
As such, if we ignore the "sexual strategy" definition of the red pill and focus on a more MRP-like
angle, the blue pill for a woman is whether or not she understands the true nature of men to the
extent of acquiring their commitment. Much of the answer is still found in the polygamous nature
of men. That said, I'm out of time and it'd be more fun for you all to start discussing on your own
what keeps a man around long-term.
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What do I need to learn from here since I came from the og
TRP?
19 upvotes | June 19, 2020 | by Elchamocco | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 5'10/ 160-ish?/ bf: ? Spirituality: pray 2× a day and continually throughout the day. Meditate on
the word occasionally. Read the word daily. Attend to church by myself ocassionally. Dont really
know much people.
I still hold some of the knowledge that I had from TRP. It was a life saver. I started learning on how
to be more playful especially towards women, but I never really knew how to handle the whole male
interaction, which was basically talking smack.
I'm starting a Job tommorrow at a pizza parlor and theres a ton of girls and guys. When I was in the
world I rarely got along with people, untill I became focused on the red pill. Now that i'm born again
I can expect to be more of an outcast. People around these parts just believe in Jesus thats it. I'm
actually trying to live for Him, though I'm still a wretch myself. I have nothing in common with the
world anymore. I've basically cut out secular music, and most movies.
It kind of sucks because now a days I have to watch my agree and amplify and I have to more
carefully reconsider my jokes because I know i'm no longer my own ambassador. I'm barely
recovering from a tendonitis injury so I really dont work out anymore. Currently homeless but I know
it'll pass soon.
I dont have a mission for Christ. I'm not sure what my calling is.
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How do I build competence?
19 upvotes | July 3, 2020 | by DrowningInPhoenix | Link | Reddit Link

Stats: M, 26, 5'9, 9% BF, 150#, 20 consecutive pushups.
Reading: About 2/3 of the way through the RPC PDF
Finances: No credit card debt, No current job, lots of student debt, 1 year from being a
veterinarian.
Spiritual: About a year or two ago I realized that, beyond the basics, none of my beliefs were
my own. Now I'm trying to start over at the beginning and build a Biblical worldview from the
ground up. I haven't made it very far, I still don't feel ready to lead a family spiritually. Half the
time when I pray I don't even know what to say.
I don't know how else to say it: It feels like I'm caught in a cycle. I'll decide to work on myself, to be
more responsible, mature, fit, confident, etc. and I'll feel pretty good about my progress. Maybe I'll
even ask out a girl that I've had my eye on. Of course, she'll say no, but I'll never feel too bad about
that. And then one day, when it seems like I'm really starting to get somewhere it will happen; my
incompetence will come out in full force. For anywhere from a week to a month, it will seem like I
can't do anything right. This downhill slide will continue until I have no pride left and I'm finally
forced to accept that I have a long way to go to become the man I want to be, and if somehow I had
started a relationship or gotten married before this point I would have failed terribly. And this is
where the cycle starts over.
I'm writing this post as I take a break from a car repair that's gone two hours longer than I expected
after I bought the wrong size socket set for my ratchet, had to cut a bolt off of the driveshaft after I
stripped its head, and installed the new universal joint wrong. Meanwhile, I'm trying to figure out
how to get through this next rotation without becoming known as that guy who knows nothing about
medicine and makes clients cry.
I could have some pretty good confidence if I had some decent competence, but I have no idea how
to get it. The one thing that gives me hope is thinking about how much worse I used to be. Any
advice? Has anyone else ever been here?
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How do I start serving in church?
19 upvotes | June 29, 2020 | by Elchamocco | Link | Reddit Link
Stats. Height: 5"10/ weight: 155 ish/ body fat:?
Spirituality: read the word everyday, pray 2× a day/
I'm not really an extroverted kind of person. I go to church alot and my apostle was talking about
obedience and serving the church, so I thought maybe I should. I've been taking my faith more
seriously these past 7 months so I guess being an active member of the church is a next step, right?
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Spiritual Orphanages and MGTOW
19 upvotes | August 5, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Let's set this up clearly:
1. Christ is the groom.
2. The Church is his bride.
3. Producing spiritual children is evangelism - tantamount to spiritual sex through the oneness
bond we have with Christ/the Spirit/God's Word.
4. Raising spiritual children is discipleship, which requires both a mother and a father.
5. A child who is birthed, but abandoned by the parent is an orphan.
6. Congregational structures collect spiritual orphans, becoming spiritual orphanages.
With this in mind, what do we make of our role within congregational structures - if any at all?
Should we abandon them? Work within them? Worship them as many do? Did Jesus intend for the
Church to become a spiritual orphanage? Or did he intend for his Kingdom to be made up of
patriarchal lineages of grandparent to parent to child to grandchild to great-grandchild, and so on, and
that the Church would be the name of the Kingdom under which these family units would live?
Let's go back through the list and contemplate these:
Christ is the Groom - Do we actually recognize our (instead of one-flesh) one-Spirit relationship
with Christ? Is it an abiding relationship where he and his Spirit dwell within us, together with God's
Word? If not, then the Church would be a single woman or a wife who has divorced her husband. Is
that really what we want for ourselves? And if not, then what does it mean to live as if we are oneSpirit with Christ and he is head over us?
The Church is his bride - Do we really embrace the role of a bride in the relationship?Are you
willing to live toward Christ the same way we talk about a woman should love toward us? After all,
how can you lead your wife to follow you if you're not willing to model it in how you follow Christ?
Contemplate 1 Cor. 11:3 on that. And this is where the MGTOWs get it wrong. A MGTOW
mentality that communicate's a man's refusal to engage in the sexual marketplace is akin not to our
abandonment of the Church, but Christ's abandonment of the Church. Christ does not forsake the
Church or his people. Nothing can separate us from his love. Neither should we model with our lives
something distinct and separate from what would reflect the accuracy of Christ's relatoinship with his
people - UNLESS we are already living out the spiritual reality to which the physical representation
was meant to point. In that case, and that one alone - if a man is already united with Christ and
reflecting to the World Christ's oneness bond with him through the way he spiritually reproduces and
spiritually raises his children - then such a man is free from the model of the physical representation
because the spiritual reality is already evident in his life and he doesn't need the road-map to get him
where he already is or to show the world how to get to where he has already arrived. He merely says,
"Here I am. Come with me." That is the only viable MGTOW man, who is in his physical singleness
fully living in light of his spiritual marriage to Christ as an evangelist and disciple-maker.
Producing spiritual children is evangelism - One of my family members - gorgeous as she may be cannot physically have children. She recently posted on Facebook that she's frustrated at the number
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of Christian men who insist on a bride who will give them children of their own, even saying that
some were arguing that adoption is unbiblical. It's not, but that's beside the point. What man wouldn't
want his seed to produce an heir for him? Of course you do. God gave you that innate desire. Yet
when Christ wants a bride who will produce children for him, rather than raising someone else's kids,
why do we suddenly shy away and think it's okay to ignore evangelism in favor of just teaching a
class within our congregational unit? Just as sex is the most physically pleasurable and fulfilling (and
if it's been a while, full-filling) thing we can do in life, so also is evangelism the most spiritually
pleasurable and fulfilling aspect of the Christian life.
Raising spiritual children is discipleship - How many husbands and wives take a purely
evangelistic approach, thinking, "I want to have as many kids as humanly possible so that I can fill
the orphanages of the world and make them glorious with how many kids they raise!"? That's
absurdity. The expectation - and even LEGAL OBLIGATION by default - is that parents must raise
their own children. Virtually everyone recognizes that raising children into mature, upstanding
citizens who can birth the next generation, giving you grandchildren and great-grandchildren, and so
on is the most rewarding aspect of life, even as sex is the most pleasurable.
Which requires both a mother and a father - Here's where too many people misunderstand the
balance of authority in discipleship. Many red pill men are quick to jump to the conclusion that
"women are to raise the children at home" while the "men are carrying on a mission." I don't disagree,
except to the extent that men are to be active fathers and the ultimate authority in deciding how the
children are to be raised, even if the wife spends more of the day-to-day time implementing it. The
congregational structure is quick to cut out Christ's model of spiritual parenting in how he discipled
his 12, and which they modeled with others, such as Paul with Timothy or Peter with Mark - instead,
acting as if the mother (the Church) has the final say and authority in how children are to be raised.
As such, we get congregations all over the world who come up with their own philosophies that they
believe are based on various teachings of Jesus, while ignoring the example of Jesus. Others take the
reverse approach: they cut out their own role in mothering/nurturing children, commissioning them to
Christ on the expectation that God will carry the person on to maturity if the person is truly saved. In
reality, Christ works through the Church as the vehicle through which his parental authority is carried
out, and we must embrace his role in being a spiritual father just as much as we cannot abandon our
role in spiritually nurturing the young and immature.
A child who is birthed, but abandoned by the parent is an orphan - This is when we evangelize
someone, but refuse to be a parent to them. I love this quote in Dawson Trotman's message, Born to
Reproduce (here, for those who want to listen):
A boy came into my office one day and told me about all the souls he had won. He said they
were all Armenians. He was an Armenian. He had the list. I said, "Well, what's this one
doing?" He said, "That one isn't doing so good. He sort of backslid." "What about this one?"
We went all down the list and there was not one living a victorious life.
I said, "Give me your Bible." I turned to Philippians and I put a coardboard right under the
6th verse, and I took a razor blade out of my pocket and started to come down on it. He
grabbed my hand and asked, "What are you going to do?"
"I'm going to cut this verse out. It isn't working." Do you know what was wrong, friends? I
had been taking the 6th verse away from the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 7th verses. Paul didn't just
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plot that down and say, "All right, the Lord has started something, He'll finish it." You
know, that's what people tell me when they win a soul. They say, "Well, I just committed
him to God."
I see Norm Lewis here. He's the father of 7. If I went up to Norm and said, "Who's taking
care of your children, Norm?" "Huh, oh, I left them with the Lord." I've got a verse for you,
Norm, if you say that. If any man provide not for his own household, he is worse than an
infidel. Paul said to the elders of the Presbyterian ... er, the church at Ephesus, "Take heed to
the flock over which the Holy Ghost has made YOU the overseer." You don't make God the
overseer. He makes you the overseer.
Congregational structures collect spiritual orphans, becoming spiritual orphanages - The reality
is that most people aren't willing to parent their own spiritual children. They pretend they don't know
how. They're good at having sex, but the concept of actually raising a child is too terrifying, so they
either abort (i.e. engage in self-defeating evangelism strategies) so they don't have to worry about
raising the child, or they leave the child up for adoption for the church to raise, hoping that they can
find someone who can raise the child. The reality is that there aren't enough parents willing and able
to adopt children - and even if you're not ready to parent a child, it's better if you try. It's better than
letting the child die in the womb or sending them to the overcrowded mass-structure for them to be a
number in the crowd.
God bless those who run orphanages. They are a necessary and praise-worthy part of society. Never
stop supporting those who care for these little ones! But even better if we didn't need them. Even
better if parents learned to raise their own children without killing them or giving them away. In an
ideal world, there would be no congregations because every family unit would stay a family unit and the Church would be meeting together not to teach all those orphans how to be good little boys
and girls, knowing very few will actually listen - rather, it would be meeting to discuss how we can
produce more children and raise them and make our family lineages even more fruitful in comparison
to the opposing kingdoms around us - even dominating those kingdoms and making their children our
own.
Support your spiritual orphanage, but always make it your primary goal to transform the world
around you until they become totally and completely unnecessary because the Church becomes a
united Kingdom of families rather than a structure to contain orphans.
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Why is the single parent rate rising in the US??
19 upvotes | January 12, 2021 | by TheSaintOfTheRight | Link | Reddit Link
It is very sad to see in this world, it shocked me when I first found out. The percentage of kids being
raised in single households in the US is close to 25% already.
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Help Needed to Become stronger man
19 upvotes | May 5, 2021 | by SeekingWisdom3 | Link | Reddit Link
Good afternoon you guys,
I am needing help, I keep failing myself over and over I start something but I can never finish. I make
goals that I can’t seem to complete. It’s like something else is controlling me. I get tired and I quick. I
am constantly starting over with things thinking that this will be the time I get it right. I know I can’t
go on any longer like this I am needing wisdom on how I can improved this life of mines.
Stats - 6’0 27yrs 209lbs BP:205 SQ:225
Mission - To break the generational curse of broken men in my family. I came from a family of men
who lacked self control and discipline and my mission is to not become that, while also leading my
wife and kids to Christ, and also helping young men develop into men through mentor ship.
Spiritual - Bible Study and Prayer 5AM after gym.
Reading - Christian Leadership for Coaches forgot the authors name
Finances - Getting better just started investing with acorns. My wife and I are growing in our
financial literacy. But overall we are very comfortable!
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I Want Marriage Badly, but Believe It Would Only Hinder the
God's Purpose for my Life. What Should I Do?
19 upvotes | April 8, 2021 | by etonmz | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR --- I want marriage badly, but I feel it would divert me from things I need to do for God.
Should I marry?

I (23, ~2yrs in Christ) plan to serve God as much as I can through my organized ministry. Partially
from the advice, cheering, and encouragement of my friends, and partially out of my interest in these
topics, I'm soon starting 1) a podcast on a non-Biblical, Christian movement, and 2) an apologetics
ministry for a major non-Christian religion of my country. The first I'm planning to start in about two
months, and the second probably up to four months after that.
Working as a freelancer. Making pretty nice money, even though I work part-time; I'm just starting
out, so I except the income to increase and be as high as two average wages in two to three years.
Love that job. I wouldn't say I can't imagine doing anything else (I have diverse interests and skills)
but this is the career prospect that fits me most.
I've had some disagreements with the pastorate of the local church. The pastors and I are reconciled
now, and I offered myself unto their assistance for anything the church would need. The church isn't
perfect, but God calls me to serve therein.
All in all, I'm having a good life. Not everything is perfect, but I don't think I can complain. I will
enjoy ministry, and even though I will have to overcome some issues that I have (e.g. I hate the sound
of my voice, and how I look on videos - which is somewhat inconvenient when you have to edit those
videos! I don't look bad [181cm high, 174 pounds, strength-training 5 days a week in average,
looking better and lifting heavier with time passing]), I find peace in the fact that I will be both
edifying the Church of Christ and bringing the unsaved to the Truth. In short, I'm almost certain that I
won't look back on my life and regret that I haven't served Him.
However, there is one domain of life that's killing me. That's marriage.
Now, I'm not that much unexperienced with women, having had with them the sinful ways I did
before conversion. Even so, I haven't had a relationship nor a date with a Christian lady ever since I
became Christian. One Christian girl had come on to me, but I intentionally ignored her. I hadn't
believed I should be dating, for various reasons.
Back then, however, I was utterly firm that I would get marry one day, that I would have a great
marriage, and that this was the will of God. Now, I'm not so certain anymore. And here is why I'm
confused about it: All those things I've mentioned take time; lot of it. If I am to work to feed the
family, that's ~45 hours a week right there. A podcast and a apologetics ministry? ~15 hours a week, I
would say. That's 60 hours a week. And even though I'd control how I spend my time, I do have to
work on my job and on my ministry. For 60 hours a week. How can I do these things, and still spend
time with my family?, and exhort them, and teach them the Holy Writ, and serve them?
In other words, how can I be on my purpose, and still lead a family?
Additionally - I don't see how my wife would help me on this mission. Yes, sure, she should be a
"help meet" for me, but I still have to lead her and children in the faith. So, even though she would
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take care of groceries, homework etc., I reckon that I would still have less free time with my family
than without it - or am I wrong?
Now, this wouldn't be a problem if I didn't want a wife and children - badly.
To the point when it's killing me that I don't have them. When I walk through the city and see little
children, my heart breaks that I don't have them. And I don't think I am capable of explaining how
much I want a wife. I know it's weak, and I know I shouldn't feel this way, but I do. And feeling that,
I cannot but think of Paul's words to the Corinthians: "it is better to marry, than to burn." The burning
is here usually interpreted sexually, but it's not sexual for me. It's romantic, it's intimate. I could live
without sex. But I'm worried that I will spend the latter days of my life being utterly miserable
because I haven't married. And even though this painful emotion isn't constant (most of the days I'm
fine), sometimes it destroys me.
But I'm confused. How can it alway be better to marry, than to burn, if I have to reallocate my time
from God's purpose in order to have a family? Everyone can have a family, but only I am going to be
doing the ministry. I don't get it. And the closer I am to God, the stronger this desire becomes (even
though I asked him countless times, to remove it from me). But I still cannot see how me having a
marriage and family would glorify God. I am, to wit, utterly confused!
So I want your input and advice. On any part of my confusion.
EDIT: Just realized I forgot to mention this - I am quite firm in my decision not to monetarize either
ministry. So that's not a solution.
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NRE and Sexual Arousal in Marriage
19 upvotes | July 3, 2021 | by CounterReformist | Link | Reddit Link
RPC
Im a recovering porn and lust addict and also trying to rid my brain of all the red pill and black pill
I've been reading on the internet over the last 7 years so bear with me. My brain is a f*ckin mess and
I want to get better.
For you married guys, can you have a sexually fulfilling marriage, with lots of sexual desire in long
term monogamy? I d love to hear some success stories. Right now my brain is so warped hopping
from one video to the next and all I can think is how am I gonna have sex with the same woman for
the rest of my life.
It's so unhealthy the state of my brain now and I'm a slave to my addiction atm. In marriage, does
NRE and lust come and go? I stop bashing to porn all the time, practice abstinence when required
(I'm catholic), will I still have the urge to have raw sex with my wife 5, 10 years in? Let me know
how you guys are doing. I'd love some success stories. Either way, for the rest of this year I'm gonna
have to be celibate and flush all the poison out my head
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If I were hungry, I would not tell you: Thoughts on frame
19 upvotes | August 22, 2021 | by lololasaurus | Link | Reddit Link
For every beast of the forest is mine, the cattle on a thousand hills. I know all the birds of
the hills, and all that moves in the field is mine. "If I were hungry, I would not tell you, for
the world and its fullness are mine. Do I eat the flesh of bulls or drink the blood of goats?
Offer to God a sacrifice of thanksgiving, and perform your vows to the Most High, and call
upon me in the day of trouble; I will deliver you, and you shall glorify me."
Psalm 50:10-15 ESV
Over the past four years since I became redpill aware, prior to me leaving over adultery, my ex was
obsessed with pushing back on my attempts to build frame, with the ideas that:
A) I was too hard on myself.
B) I should share my troubles with her.
Of course as RP men who needed to do this work, we know that it's unlikely that we're going up
actually end up truly in the other ditch and actually be too hard on ourselves. This post isn't so much
about that, but it fits in the context anyway.
However one common theme I ran into time and time again was this idea that she wanted me to share
what troubled me with her. Naturally if I did so, it would often be used against me; or she would
attempt to impose some egalitarian solution or sometimes unilaterally take some action in response
that was not only unhelpful, it would lead to more troubles of a different sort. I imagine a wife with
the fear of God in her eyes might do differently, but I also don't think she'd push so hard to try and
assert this equalism in the first place.
In recent weeks I embarked on a project to slow down and study the Psalms, truly meditate on them.
Brothers, they are rich with the things of God, so I started copying them by hand in a bid to force
myself to slow down and learn from them instead of sort of mentally indexing them but not really
benefiting from them.
This morning I copied Psalm 50, an excerpt from which I posted above, and the passage stuck out to
me as an example of frame, or identity. Here in the words of Kuyper, God reminds us that "There is
not a square inch in the whole domain of our human existence over which Christ, who is Sovereign
over all, does not cry, Mine!"
We are the church, the bride of Christ, but God in His goodness does not come to us for His needs,
because it's all His anyway. "If I were hungry, I would not tell you, for the world and its fullness are
mine."
Obviously we own things in this world but the deeper ownership is with our King, not ours. Likewise
obviously legally our wives own things. Part of Christianity is submitting to the idea that we are
stewards of what we own, not sovereign citizen owners, and likewise there is an analogous idea in
Christian marriage that we voluntarily submit to; the husband is the head, the wife is not, she submits
to him, there is community ownership (the latter still recognized in many states legal systems too),
and marriage 3.0 with separate ownership is a bunch of unbelieving degenerate nonsense that isn't
really marriage.
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There is a lesson here that I see much more clearly from the other side. We are not God, but we are
called to imitate Him, to be holy like him, and marriage is a type of the relationship between Christ
and the church. We have certainly dispensed advice in this group to not complain to your wife about
your problems but here I think we can see why; because her "giving" it - a solution or resources to
create one - to you is just giving you what should already be yours while asserting a separate identity
or frame outside yours, as well as separate ownership. Neither of these are conducive to Christian
marriage.
Moral of the story: if you are hungry or troubled, that's not why you have a wife, to complain to her
about this or vomit out your financial worries or make clear to her that you are a captain with your
ship in chaos.
No, part of your frame, your identity, must be cool and calm in the storm, and we can remember how
to do this by going over to the fourth chapter of the letter to the Philippians:
Rejoice in the Lord always; again I will say, rejoice. Let your reasonableness be known to
everyone. The Lord is at hand; do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by
prayer and supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God. And the
peace of God, which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in
Christ Jesus. Philippians 4:4–7(ESV)
I do not say that you shouldn't communicate issues to your wife; but you should have a plan that
you've started working to resolve them, and you should already have been on your knees about it in
prayer and supplication with thanksgiving - thank God for the problem! - and brothers, you're not
looking to protect the fragile peace of God in this, you're looking for the peace of God to guard your
fragile heart and mind. Read closely - I think a lot of us treat the peace of God as though it's some
fragile thing that we have to carefully handle, but the passage says that it protects US.
So, remember: "Offer to God a sacrifice of thanksgiving, and perform your vows to the Most High,
and call upon me in the day of trouble; I will deliver you, and you shall glorify me."
Likewise, woman is the glory of man (1 Cor 11:7).
Let the reader understand.
May your frame grow ever stronger in Christ.
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104 - How to compliment your wife and make her feel sexy
18 upvotes | July 17, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Feeling Sexy
Here's something I have noticed as a trend in my marriage, although I had never really connected the
dots until recently.
Axiom 1: When a woman feels sexy, her interest in sex goes up proportionately to how sexy she feels.
Corollary 1: Feeling sexy and feeling beautiful/pretty are not the same.
This should go without saying, but
Sexy: a woman feels sexy when she knows someone has a strong desire to sleep with her.
Beautiful: a woman feels beautiful/pretty when she knows she's radiating a positive aesthetic in
her environment.
Women need to experience both of these, but only one of them significantly contributes to a higher
libido.
One of the most powerful libido-stimulating factors for a woman is believing that she's irresistibly
sexy to the point that people will fight for (or even against) her. I'd dare say this is even stronger
when coming from her husband. Why? Because most women like being re-affirmed that they have
made good decisions. If the attention is coming from outside the marriage, this creates minor
insecurity that she made a bad decision in marrying her husband. But if it's coming from her husband,
she is affirmed that she married the right guy. This increases attraction.
Directed Desire and Fitness Tests
In 102 and 103 I talked about desire and intimacy. Here's an added corollary that combines some
concepts toward improving your marital sex life:
Corollary 2: Your wife needs to know that she is so irresistible that you will fight through any
barrier to get in her panties - even barriers that she herself puts up.
This is why we talk about passing fitness tests. Sure, there's all the talk about frame (and I'm sure
there will be posts on that too), but every time you do pass a test in a way that escalates your physical
connection, you're telling her that your desire for her is so strong that you're going to plow through
any obstacles in the way of getting her. When a man buckles at "I'm too tired" or "I'm too busy right
now," she subconsciously interprets this as: he wants sex, but I'm not sexy enough to be worth his
trying a little harder.
The key in this is the distinction between "he wants sex" and "he wants me." She has to believe
that she is the only one who can make you feel this way. If she sees you as just some sex-crazed
chump stuck with her low libido, she'll chalk up your bold passion as your high libido finally having
had enough. You need to show her that you don't want some other woman; you want her and no one
else. Your desire is directed at her and her alone.
So, if Sexy Suzy walks down the street and propositions you, your attitude needs to be: "Screw that,
do you have any idea how hot my wife is?" When you bear that attitude toward your wife, regardless
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of whether or not she sees it, you yourself will be bolder about your sex life and your wife will likely
eventually feel it. Of course, you've got to maintain a degree of OI in this.
Generic v. Specific Compliments
The problem is that just telling your wife, "I desire you more than any other woman" doesn't
convince her. You've got to get the conversation decked out with specifics that wouldn't apply to the
masses. This can be tricky, but here are some examples in three fairly common areas of physical
appearance.
First - Clothes
Generic: "That dress is driving me crazy"
Her interpretation: "He might have a fetish for this style of dress."
Specific: "The way that dress fits over your body is so tight, and your hips curving out that way
... it's turning me on."
Her interpretation: "He noticed the way my unique body shape is complimented and
accentuated by my dress - and that makes him want me."
Second - Hair
Generic: "I love the way your hair looks today."
Her interpretation: "He likes this hair style on women, generally."
Specific: "When you put your hair up that way, it reminds me of when we were at that one
event, and the sex we had afterward - I can't get that out of my mind. [Playful/sarcastic:] Go
change your hairdo or I might actually go insane."
Her interpretation: "He likes this hair style, but his memories of me are what's turning
him on. We must have a strong connection."
Third - Skin
Generic: "Your skin looks so smooth, I just want to rub my hands all over you."
Her interpretation: "He generally likes soft skin. I happened to use lotion today."
Specific: "Your skin feels so smooth, I want to gently glide my hands across your legs and feel
all the goosebumps that come up."
Her interpretation: "He's attracted by the way my body responds to his touch."
Guys are notoriously bad at compliments. We stick with the generic because it's easy, but wives want
to know that it's her and her alone that we crave. If she thinks it's just about getting sex and any
woman will do, that's a huge turn-off. To her, you've just become like the stereotypical sex-craved
man-pig who would hump a rock if it wasn't sinful. Show her she's wrong!
To address the lack of Scripture in this post, my source of inspiration is not only my personal
experience, but 90% of the book of Song of Songs. Pretty much the entire book is one compliment
after another, unique to the other person - all leading toward a heightened sense of physical intimacy.
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Rather than quoting dozens of verse examples to back this post up, I'll let you read the book yourself.
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How to be a better leader for my wife?
18 upvotes | October 2, 2020 | by gothic20s | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: body fat ~20%. Height 5'9''. Weight 187lbs. My 1RM lifts are Squat 305 lbs. Deadlift 350 lbs.
Bench 220 lbs. Overhead press 125 lbs.
I read NMMNG, WISNIFG, Way of superior man. I have read other Red Pill books such MMSLP
and many articles on the side bar.
Finances are not good. I am a full time medical student. Living on loans. My wife works.
Spiritually, I am still growing spiritually. Pray almost every night. Listen to christian music as I
commute or at the gym. Struggle with having a church community as I moved to a new city. I
accepted christ 4 years ago so I am still growing in this aspect. I am currently reading the bible but it's
slow as school gets too busy sometimes.
My biggest issue in my marriage is that my wife does not trust my leadership. She grew up in a
household where one of her parents was absent and an alcoholic. She had to take over and manage
her family home and take care of her siblings. Now, in our marriage, she wants to take over the
simplest things. If things I am doing well, she is waiting for me to slip up and decide it's time for her
to do it. She is very critical of the things that I do, even if I do them them well. I feel constantly she is
fighting to gain power over me rather than being on my team. I have worked hard to be where I am at
now. In my career, I feel God has blessed me with academic intelligence that I managed to do well
and on my way to become a doctor. My finances, even though I am living on loans, I am very frugal.
I will pay it in no time once I graduate.
Now, I want to own something. I take full ownership that I have always struggled with being a leader.
I have been putting a lot of work into this. I go on runs now almost daily listening to "Extreme
Ownership" to learn more. I apply what I learn almost daily at my school. I have taken
responsibilities during my medical school degree that I have to manage other people and work with
others. I have been a lot more consistent with my gym and faith now more than before. So it is
improving. Even with my wife, I feel it's improving. But there is always this power struggle. She
wants to hold the whole power in the marriage. Before red pill, I would yield sometimes to prevent
divorce or things reaching to that point. Now, I am okay with divorce. I clearly told her if she wants
it, "I will sign the papers even if that's not what I want."
My question is, what do you do with a woman who would rather destroy the marriage than to start
accepting my decisions (considering that my decisions are better for the marriage)? Like right now,
my wife has not spoken to me for 4-5 days because I made a decision that I know is best for us in the
long run. To be honest, before Red Pill, I would be anxious and worried rn. But after a year of
constantly reading/gymming/reflecting, I am more comfortable with the fact that I do not want to beg
for her to start talking to me. I just see how it's damaging for our marriage and I am starting to
wonder if I want to continue with a woman who cares too much about power than the marriage itself.
Thank you for reading/commenting! I appreciate your time.
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Loving my wife like Christ loves the Church
18 upvotes | October 17, 2020 | by wildhusband2019 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 30 years old, 6’0”, 185, bench 100, squat 100
Finance: Recently got a financial advisor
I have a serious question.
What does it mean to love your wife like Christ loves the Church?
I think of it in this way...
A husband is to love his wife no matter what.
That means if I meet all her needs and expectations. If I’m the best husband for and to her. If my wife
is happy that it’s all out of love even if she never meet my needs or expectations or she’s not the best
wife for and to me and that I’m not as happy as she may be.
Please tell me if I’m on the right or wrong path of thinking and what you think it means to love your
wife like Christ loves the Church.
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Joseph’s journey—and maybe yours
18 upvotes | January 22, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
Recently, a brother shared his story on this sub, the troubles he’s experiencing, and how he’s
wrestling with God over this.
Let me share (or remind you, as I’m sure you know the story) about what God tells us in His Word
about Joseph.
Here was man who was betrayed by his brothers, taken from his family, thrown into a pit, sold into
slavery and hauled off into a foreign land.
Then, when he finally caught a break and things looked better for awhile, he was falsely accused of
rape, lost his job and thrown into prison.
We’re not told what was going through Joseph’s mind, but you can imagine he had hard questions for
God. I’m sure he struggled with everything. Had doubts. Didn’t want to go on. Who knows?
And can you blame him if there was any of that, all of it, or more?
We can all relate to varying degrees with what Joseph went through.
Only, we see the “quick” story, the beginning and the end, the important parts of everything in
between, but we don’t see the every single day he had to get up and go on. Week after week,
wondering how, when or what, if anything, God will do to intervene.
So Joseph endures the hardship, the pressure, the intense agony he must have felt over any one of
those aforementioned things, but can you imagine all of them combined?
Joseph lived it.
No one knew what he was going through. Not really, not the deep down “you get me” because you
literally walked in my shoes kinda knowing.
And not just for a day or a week, or even a month kinda “Hey I’ve been there” but for the same
length of time, to the same degree that he had to live it.
But thankfully, there was one person who knew.
And he didn’t just know, he had a plan.
A plan that was guaranteed to be carried out, to bless a man, to restore a family and to rescue an
entire nation!
There is one that sticketh closer than a brother
When you have no one else, you have him.
And he tells us “For I know the plans I have for you, plans to prosper you, to give you a hope and a
future.”
The best part is that no one can stop him, no one can keep him from working in your life and no one
can frustrate what he long ago planned for your future.
“Who can stay his hand, or say unto him, ‘What doest thou?’”
For “the heart of the king is in the hand of the LORD, as rivers of water, he turneth it whithersoever
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he will.”
It is for this (and a great many things) we praise him!
In a jail cell at midnight Paul praised him! It’s easy to read, but not easy to do in reality. When you’re
hurting bad enough, it’s tough to even breathe or think straight, but praise Him we should!
From praise to promises
God tells us “Hope deferred maketh the heart sick.”
How true this is! When you want something (or many somethings) so bad, and yet it never seems to
arrive…
You pray, you live for the Lord, you do your best to honor Him… and there’s no promise fulfilled.
You wait days, months, years…
Even decades.
In fact, Abraham waited decades for the fulfillment of the promise of a son being born.
Decades!
And yet, “God is not slack concerning his promise”
Nor has his plans changed for you.
When questions abound
You may have many.
When you have to wait a long time, it’s like “What good is it to have or experience “abc” when I’m
older and can no longer enjoy it as much?
It’s been “xyz” years and time is the one thing I can never get back!
But God is not limited.
Joshua and Caleb waited an 40 extra years when the trip into the promised land could have taken a
tiny fraction of the time, and they could have complained “God, I’ve been faithful, look at me! But
now I’ve ‘lost’ 40 years because of this mess!”
Then we see what God is capable of when Caleb exclaims “ I am still as strong this day as I was in
the day that Moses sent me: as my strength was then, even so is my strength now, for war, both to go
out, and to come in.” (Joshua 14:11)
God can keep you.
And God can bless you.
Remember Abraham?
Even his wife Sarah commented “Shall I have pleasure, my Lord being old?” when thinking about
sexual relations and conceiving a child.
She knew age had taken her and her husband, and she was realistic about their sex life.
When God blessed Abraham in whatever way He did, He didn’t just give him enough blessing to be
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with his wife one more time and open Sarah’s womb so she could conceive and bear a child,
apparently Abraham got a good dose of whatever God gave him.
Because he took another wife at some point after Sarah died.
Time and age, indeed.
Remember, always remember, God is not limited by your situation.
Perhaps it’s not time, but the depth or the degree of your situation or circumstance that troubles you
the most.
Delve into the Word of the LORD and drink deep of it’s contents.
You’ll see God humbling kings and nations, opening “impossible” doors, healing incurable
conditions, setting wrongs right, and a host of miraculous events that make even the most hardened
skeptic want to experience at least a little of the “power and demonstration of the Spirit” when God
gets involved.
Ask Esther and Mordecai. Ask Elijah and the widow with her oil. Ask Abraham and Sarah. Talk to
Peter or Paul. Let David, Daniel or Job regale you with how good and great God is!
You can hear them all tell their tales when you see them in Heaven one day, but until then, we have
their stories to strengthen and build our faith, we have some of their personal histories to lean on.
We know that God is good and “shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?”
When the desire comes
In the verse quoted earlier, it’s the latter part I didn’t include that rejoices the heart.
“Hope deferred maketh the heart sick, but when the desire cometh, it is a tree of life.”
Not if, but when the desire comes.
If God has promised something, he is faithful to fulfill it.
Delays, even long ones, are not denials.
And I love the “raw” expressions throughout the bible. God tells us upfront, delays and deferred hope
is heavy on the heart. It can take an awful toll, it makes the heart sick, the mind weary, the body tired.
But thank God for the “buts” in the Bible!
Let’s look at that verse one more time.
“Hope deferred maketh the heart sick, but when the desire cometh, it is a tree of life.”
Notice the mention of a tree of life after that “but.”
Besides Genesis and Revelation, God mentions a tree of life here. I won’t get into “a” tree vs “the”
tree, but finally, after a long delay, when Heaven bursts onto the scene in your specific situation, it is
like a tree of life!
There’s much to be made of this, but for now, just know that it is good! Very, very good!
Joseph’s “tree of life”
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At the end of Joseph’s story, we see he is freed from prison, God gave him gifts to understand
dreams, he is promoted by Pharaoh to the highest position in the land, second only to Pharaoh, his
brothers and family are brought back to him in love, repentance and unity, and he is given wealth, a
wife and they have children together.
But don’t miss the beauty in between in all of the pain Joseph went through.
“we also glory in tribulations, knowing that tribulation produces perseverance; and perseverance,
character; and character, hope.
Why does this matter?
The reasons for Joseph’s Journey—and probably yours too.
In the Old Testament, we are told “for every thing, there is a season” and in the New Testament, we
are told there for every thing, there is a reason.
Or, at least, a working together of all that has occurred for the glory of God, and often for the blessing
and benefit of you and many others around you.
“And we know that all things work together for good to them that love God, to them who are the
called according to his purpose.”
Some questions for you to consider…
Looking at Joseph’s blessings (and his newfound responsibilities), do you think what he went through
helped him understand, know and be fully equipped for his job that God gave him?
Do you think being in Potiphar’s house, a high ranking official, gave him necessary experience and
helped him understand and know more about how things needed to be run, or what things to look out
for, or any needed reforms?
Do you think being a stranger in a foreign land, being sold into slavery, false accused of rape and
tossed into prison taught him things about freedom and justice and helped him as the second most
powerful person in the land?
Do you think what he went through with his family, his parents and brothers and more, helped him in
how he conducted himself with his wife and kids?
Every thing that Joseph experienced, all of it, was now being used and brought to bear in where God
placed him and in what God gave him.
From wealth and family to the future and survival of Egypt, God used every event to mold and shape
Joseph, to give him what was needed so God could do a great work in his life and in the lives of
many, many others.
It was beyond painful, I’m sure.
But God has a purpose.
For Joseph’s life, and yours.
Closer to "home" here, I’m reminded of u/Red-Curious and what he’s shared about his wife. I mean
no disrespect toward her, but every time I read of it, it’s shockingly bad to me. Outright lies, a dead
bedroom for 18 months, other issues.
And yet, after praying and fasting for significant days and vetting like crazy before marrying her,
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God didn’t warn him or steer him away from her.
Why?
I’d say that although God didn’t want anything bad for him or her in their relationship, God looked
far ahead, and because of what he went through, you and I are reading on this subreddit because of
his experiences.
I think it’s safe to say that if they hadn’t had any troubles, or just had an average or good marriage, he
wouldn’t have created this subreddit and many men wouldn’t have benefited from the wisdom and
knowledge he has shared.
It’s not always that God causes things in your life, but he does allow them sometimes (or even often)
because he sees the end from the beginning.
He knows the plans and purposes he has for you, and he can use what are often indescribably bad
things to mold and make you and me into what he wants and needs to accomplish his will.
It can be tough, I know. And that’s an understatement.
Just know that God can take everything you are, everything you’ve been through, and make
something truly extraordinary from it and use it for His glory and your blessings.
Keep the faith.
[On a personal note, please pray for me if you will. Despite my (rather thoughtful, ha!) protestations
and concerns about potential consequences, it seems the Lord is leading me to begin writing more on
a website here about a variety of topics. If that door is opened, I'll share content such as this post that
(hopefully) you find helpful and will be a blessing to you.]
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (04/08/20)
18 upvotes | April 8, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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When Is The Right Time To Start Dating?
18 upvotes | May 7, 2020 | by _Davido0 | Link | Reddit Link
So, when is the right time to start dating? I am a follower of Christ, and I want to get my relationship
with Him better before I start dating. I think I am close to being able to date. I want that
companionship, but I know I am little young for marriage (16), so what would you guys recommend.
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Must read: What to make of revelation in Jeremiah 31:21 "The
woman will go after the man"
18 upvotes | May 9, 2020 | by throwing8smokes | Link | Reddit Link
Hey y'all,
Was doing some research and I came across Jeremiah 31:21. I've never seen it before so here is the
full translation.
"How long will you hide, O backsliding daughter? For the Lord has created something new on the
earth, a woman shall go after a man."
This gave me the chills. Time and time again we see verses from the prophetic revelations coming
true in the last 25 years in this information age.
But what should we make of this? Is this what G-d wants in this new era, or is it simply a statement
of the facts that will happen?
Meaning a) should we be content with woman going after men or b) should we accept the changed
game, but proceed anyway (like we've been doing)
Interesting discussion
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Christian 'Red Pill' books
18 upvotes | May 12, 2020 | by aprbed | Link | Reddit Link
About 6 months ago I read Healing the Masculine Soul by Gordon Dalbey. Without realising it at the
time a lot of the content is very Red Pill orientated, something I don't think the author intended either
however the similarities are there. After re-reading it again, having learnt a lot of Red Pil concepts, I
can clearly see them.
Has anyone else experienced this? And if you have what are the books?
I'm referring to Chrisian authors only
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My thoughts on Psalm 23
18 upvotes | May 31, 2020 | by DeChef2 | Link | Reddit Link
This is the first chapter of the Bible I have memorized. Credit where credit is due, the sidebar post by
u/Red-Curious on this matter is what motivated me to take memorizing God's Word seriously. Thank
you.
I took his advice on meditating on the meaning behind it so that what I memorize is useful, not just a
bunch of words that I happen to remember. So, here are my thoughts.

Psalm 23
The Lord is my shepherd;
We are reminded of who we are in our relationship with God. He is our shepherd, we are His flock.
Additionally, as sheep, we wander; however, he isn't disappointed or mad but rather leads us back.
I shall not want.
On one hand, a lesson in gratefulness. (Why should I want? Look at everything God has already
given me!) On the other, a reminder to remember the bigger picture and not get so caught up in our
own lives.
He makes me lie down in green pastures.
There's a forceful element to this. Almost like we don't want to calm down, so He makes us lie down
in green pastures because He loves us.
He leads me beside still waters.
In contrast to the last sentence, now He leads and we follow. We agree He knows what's best.
He restores my soul.
Sums up the last two sentences and reminds us who our rest is.
He leads me in paths of righteousness

for His name's sake.

He is righteous, so He leads us towards righteousness. This is a great comfort to me. But we best not
forget it's for His name's sake; if we live righteous lives, that is a testament to God's love, grace, and
righteousness that He could transform a dirty sinner like us into a Son of God.

Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
are with me;

I will fear no evil, for you

When walking through a valley, knowing that God is by your side and that He won't leave you is a
great encouragement. When not walking through the valley, this is a reminder that good things aren't
permanent. Don't get complacent.
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your rod and your staff,
they comfort me.
The Bible says that God disciplines those that he loves. When being disciplined/taught a lesson, we
should accept it and know that God is doing because He loves us, hence, a comfort.
However, some digging and found that a shepherd's rod and staff are used to bring the sheep back
into the fold and fight off attacking animals for the protection of the sheep. So, like a shepherd, God
will also fight off our enemies. 1 Cor. 10:13 seems applicable here.

You prepare a table for me

in the presence of my enemies;

God provides for us, even when we are surrounded by our enemies, those that wish to do us harm.
you anoint my head with oil;

my cup overflows.

God has blessed us: a reminder both of His great love and to be grateful of what we have already
been given.
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me

all the day of my life,

God blessed his children, and we are children of God. If you, then, though you are evil, know how to
give good gifts to your children, how much more will your Father in heaven give good gifts to those
who ask him? Matt. 7:11. This is one part that I've had to learn.
and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord
forever.
The ultimate goal of God's love for us: that we might be with Him forever.
I love to recite Psalm 23 as my prayer. The Psalms do a much better better job than I could; there was
a reason they were Israel's favorites. It helps to ground me in who I am, that in the big picture, my
struggles are not all that important. It helps me let go and rest in the Lord. It reminds me that I will
never be alone, that God will always protect me. I can take great joy in the fact that I will "dwell in
the house of the Lord forever."
Overall, I go from a state of worry or unrest to joyful for what God has done for me. Memorizing this
psalm has been a blessing to me.
For those of you who haven't started to memorize scripture, I hope this post will inspire you to start.
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RPC Podcast Episode 7: The Importance of OYS
18 upvotes | July 8, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Yeah, nobody wants to hear this topic. It's easier to get intellectual about self-improvement than
actually doing it. Is that your struggle? Listen in.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u54FjCpt2ds
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Episode 8: Men Against the World
18 upvotes | July 15, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Here's the latest in the RPC Chat series:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zcO9cDxcfQ&feature=youtu.be
Some of my "walk-and-talk" conversations will start going up between these videos. They can either
be on-point with red pill topics, or completely side conversations.
The first, which will be posted soon, is a conversation with /u/praexology. It will address the
spiritual realm - demonic forces, angelic armies, healing ministries, and other forms of
spiritualism. While not necessarily authoritative, it's a fun conversation that addresses many
questions people ask from time to time. I love to see prax's passion for this subject and I'm glad
he's getting an opportunity to share it with you all!
The next one to be posted after that is a chat I had today with Levi (/u/thechristianalpha) about
the coronavirus and whether Christians should engage in political revolution.
I do have other calls scheduled, but want to refrain the opportunity for anyone else who would like to
chat about anything - this is your moment to be in the spotlight ;) That can include things like ...
Requests for advice
Off-topic stuff that's been on your mind
A subject you'd like to teach on or just flesh out more fully with another person (i.e. me)
Studying a passage of Scripture together to hone our skills
Challenges to the things we teach/believe here
Really, the goal of the walk-and-talk conversations is to start empowering our users to take
ownership in what we're building here. Send me a message if you'd like to host or be a guest to one of
these calls.
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Retaining Christian relationship morals outside of the church
18 upvotes | July 22, 2020 | by Shaikidow | Link | Reddit Link
Hello everyone!
I'm very glad to have found this community, because I've been struggling for years now between
wanting to be effective at finding a stable life partner for family purposes on one hand, and wanting
to be exclusively and resoundingly monogamous (whilst fully respecting all females) on the other.
I'm a 27yr-old straight male, baptised in the Eastern Orthodox faith, and I believe that a monogamous
marriage is the best option not just for most individuals, but also for societies as a whole. Polygamy
has been a reemerging alternative in various modern lifestyles, but from what I've seen and read, it
inevitably leads to power struggles which erode and ultimately destroy communities, seeing as the
sexual nature-based dominance hierarchies are merciless in terms of power distribution. For every
accomplished alpha male, there's an insurmountable number of beta males who face hardships in such
societal systems, often enough ending up without any progeny whatsoever... and even though there
are people who, like monks, choose spouseless and even fully solitary lifestyles due to having a
higher calling, I have a sneaking suspicion that none of them would even come to this subreddit in the
first place, and neither would alpha males.
Having said that, my problem is this: while I do support Christian monogamy with all of my heart, I...
don't fully subscribe to *all* the cornerstones of Christianity, so not only am I not sure what that
makes me exactly, but it also makes my walk of faith way harder and more confusing.
Namely, I've got great troubles with believing in the resurrection of the body and the existence of any
afterlife whatsoever. I can only barely imagine Christ Himself coming back to life for some people in
some way, let alone everyone else actually getting permanently physically resurrected at the end of
time (and why should the bodies of the dead be preserved at all, if God can perfectly (re)create them
out of nothing?)... and I guess I "justify" some of my doubts/unbeliefs using the idea that the
collective unconscious can put even huge groups of people into dream-like states which are basically
mass hallucinations... and it isn't a long way from there to being flat-out delusional and fabricating
even hearsay evidence to protect your hopes and dreams, even believing that those dreams are a fully
credible reality in the process. And even if it *is* credible, I've never really been able to share in it.
Also, I'm kinda afraid of churches... or I was, but even without the issues of the current pandemic,
I've stopped visiting them, and I don't know what would make me reconsider them to begin with.
My personal experience with my faith is that most of it can be argued away and that it takes courage
to remain in it, not to speak of finding it again... which I did for the most part, but I guess what I just
described qualifies me as a Sadducee or something. Still, I believe in most of the rest that Christianity
has to offer, including monogamy. The real question is, how do I keep on living a Christian dating
life without having real guts to lose my life and find it again? Surely, the idea of monogamy does not
rest SOLELY on the idea of Christianity?
Any help you could offer will be appreciated, so thank you in advance!
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OFFICIAL: Cross-posting from other subs. Do's and don'ts.
18 upvotes | August 4, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
In a quick chat with the other mods, here's a brief write up and official position on cross-posting from
other subs.
First, it's allowed.
Encouraged, even.
While we may not want to see every other post here being a cross post, they do offer teachable
moments.
Someone may spot a blue pill fantasy-laden post and wants to highlight the crazy as a reminder of
what not to do.
It can serve as a warning or red flag to our fellow members and brothers in Christ.
Or it may just be a snippet of a post that you want to call out.
Either way, it can be an effective tool for teaching others.
On the flip side, there may be an incredible write up and you want to bring to attention the solid
advice in the post.
Understandable.
When you do so, here is what I suggested:
Don't just cross link the post in a clickable headline and nothing more.
Do create a new post with a section quote capturing the heart of the argument from the post being
referenced, with a direct link inside the new post to the original, along with a write up/argument that
is made for/against whatever you think is off base or on point.
This way, it's not just a new headline/title and confusion about what someone is reading because it's
linked elsewhere and they didn't realize it's a direct cross-link / cross-post and they ended up on
another subreddit.
Instead, click "Submit a new text post" and create a brand new post.
Quote a section from the original post inside your new post that gets to the point of why you're
linking and referencing the original post in the first place, so people can immediately get what it is
about, along with your arguments as to why it's worth linking and commenting on, and hopefully
foster a good discussion.
Share a link inside the new post that links back to the original.
u/Red-Curious shared more details on what we'd like to see and I'll copy his thoughts below:
I don't oppose those types of posts because it's valuable for others to recognize the blue pill when
they see it. TRP itself has a tag for "blue pill example" that seems to encourage sharing such
examples for the good of the community.
But when it's a matter of complaining and not educating, that's a problem. The post has to have value
- and the boundaries you suggested seem to account for that. So, general rules I'd include would be:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Summarize the content of the outside post (quotes if possible)
Provide a link after the summary
Provide an analysis of the content and why it's harmful
Maintain civility, not speaking out of hate, anger, condescension, etc.

Simple, concise and effective.
Kindly abide by these rules.
Not doing so could result in horrendous consequences for you, from which there is no escape.
Thank you.
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Almost every single response is blue pilled af. What should we
do as Christians to make the baseline of Christian social views
more properly in line with the Bible so this doesn’t happen?
18 upvotes | August 3, 2020 | by shitposterkatakuri | Link | Reddit Link
/r/Christianmarriage/comments/i2ybv0/im_about_ready_to_give_up/
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A method i saw
18 upvotes | December 2, 2020 | by enigmaplatypus | Link | Reddit Link
Hi, so I have had trouble forgiving myself for past sins (many of them sexual) and it leeches over into
thinking that God either hasn't forgiven me or that I have to keep asking forgiveness over and over
again. tonight i ran into a little note on a book. It recommended writing down your sins, asking Jesus
to forgive you, then receive His forgiveness and shred/cut the paper up. I thought that was neat and I
tried it. Its still early in but I think it might have helped me, so maybe it will help you. Just to help it
sink in that God has forgiven you (after you ask His forgiveness) and that He doesn't remember our
sins after we ask for forgiveness.
""For I will be merciful to their unrighteousness, and their sins and their lawless deeds I will
remember no more.”" (Hebrews 8:12)
""And this is My covenant with them when I take away their sins.""(Romans 11:27)
"Then he adds: "Their sins and lawless acts I will remember no more."" (Hebrews 10:17)
""He will again have compassion on us; He will vanquish our iniquities. You will cast out all our sins
into the depths of the sea."" (Micah 7:18)
""I, yes I, am He who blots out your transgressions for My own sake and remembers your sins no
more."" (Isaiah 43:25)
""No longer will each man teach his neighbor or his brother, saying, 'Know the LORD,' because they
will all know Me, from the least of them to the greatest, declares the LORD. For I will forgive their
iniquities and will remember their sins no more."" (Jeremiah 31:34).
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Money.
18 upvotes | January 31, 2021 | by jrdnfrnkln1 | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve been a Christian my whole life. In my early 20’s is when I started to take my relationship with
God seriously. My whole life all I wanted to do is to be come wealthy. Not for the sake of seeing
dollars in my bank account, but the fact that it is a tool and with wisdom can be a blessing to the
world.
I imagine myself being selfless with my blessings and being able to give to people/businesses in
need. Whether it is money or some sort of asset to help them in their daily walk. Of course I will
enjoy the fruits of my labors, but I will remember where my blessing came from.
Whenever I seek advice from my elders and tell them my goal. They rebuke me and reference 1st
Timothy 6:10 and eccles 5:10 and etc. I retort that I’m not seeking to be rich because I love money.
I’m seeking it because I know I can handle it with wisdom.
Is this a worthy goal to attain? I know from a rp POV a high value man should seek his purpose no
matter what and build himself so yes, go for the cash. However I know that Christ died and I have to
submit my will unto the Lord and I want to make sure that I am going for something that is worthy of
God.
Right now my 9-5 is a helpdesk technician, make roughly 50k, I trade on the side (gme
) and
absolutely love it. Not perfect of course but I read my Bible daily and commune with Christians
regularly. Please, be 100% with your answers. I am seeking wisdom. Thank you.
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How to know if a man is good marriage material - Part 3
18 upvotes | March 12, 2021 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
Here's the last part to wrap things up:
He’s a provider.
A man is to provide for his household.
In 1 Timothy 5:8 we read:
“But if any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his own house, he hath denied the faith,
and is worse than an infidel.”
And again in 2 Thessalonians 3:10:
“For even when we were with you, this we commanded you, that if any would not work, neither
should he eat.”
Your man is to work and provide for his household.
And in our world, we immediately think about income (have to have something to live on, right?) but
it just says work and provide. That work could be raising his own livestock, growing his own crops,
building a shelter to live under, etc.
It’s not necessarily income or a certain amount of it. It’s work and provide.
Now, for that vast majority of the population, income is a large part of it, and it’s how we measure
value and various things.
Just don’t get too hung up (scripture wise) in interpreting this. Outside of scripture, it doesn’t mean
you can’t have standards and preferences. For example, if you want a man who makes six figures (or
higher), go for it!
You get to set whatever standard you want. Just know you’re shrinking your available pool of men
who meet that standard (I think it’s about 13% of men in the U.S. who make six figures annually, and
that doesn’t factor in how many are single, or Christian, or in the age range you want, etc).
You should, however, ask yourself pertinent questions:
Does he have a good work ethic?
Is he ambitious? (regardless of where he is now, is he willing/wanting to move up, earn more, accept
higher levels of responsibility to earn increased pay?
Some men are simply content to stay at a certain level. Nothing wrong with that, but it does it match
up with your standards and if not, can you be content with that if it never changes?
Is he wise/smart about his work? What I mean is, he may be very hard working and ambitious, but
“stuck” because his job/career doesn’t offer much upward advancement, and yet he doesn’t move on
from there. Does he evaluate his job/career and determine whether he can successfully advance and if
not, he switches careers as necessary to achieve his ambition?
On the flip side, is he a workaholic and would end up spending very little time with you and family or
on his mission?
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Speaking of...
He has a mission.
As King David said “Is there not a cause?”
And while that was said in regard to a specific event, the same should be true of life and our work for
the Lord.
When considering a man to marry, is there a cause that drives him? A calling. A life mission. A
passion that propels him forward.
If yes, you have a rare man, as it’s likely north of 90% of men don’t know what their mission is, nor
how to achieve it.
Now, are there men without a mission who have happy, successful lives and good or great marriages?
Yes, there are.
And alas, if you wait around til you find a man on a mission, you may be waiting a long time.
As one woman said “I want to give my man my best years, not spend them looking for him.”
I understand.
Yet I encourage you to keep your eyes focused on finding a man who has a mission and pursues it
with vigor. As a Christian, a man’s mission should be Christ centered and directed toward expanding
His kingdom.
But even secular missions serve a purpose and offer benefits to your man and to you. When you find
a driven man with a mission, it’s attractive. It offers you a grand opportunity to fulfill your role as
help mate. Obviously, that can take many other avenues and expressions as well, but this is a big one.
When I think of a determined man on a mission, I often think of Jehu. A fierce warrior and furious
driver, with faults of his own, but he was determined to carry out his mission and he didn’t let
anything or anyone stop him.
Right in the midst of his mission, he comes across Jehonadab in 2 Kings chapter 10.
And when he departed from there, he met Jehonadab the son of Rechab coming to meet him. And he
greeted him and said to him, “Is your heart true to my heart as mine is to yours?” And Jehonadab
answered, “It is.” Jehu said,c “If it is, give me your hand.” So he gave him his hand. And Jehu took
him up with him into the chariot. And he said, “Come with me, and see my zeal for the LORD.” So
he had him ride in his chariot.
So if you find a man pursuing his mission, who seeks to know if your heart is true to his heart, as his
is to yours and he says something along the lines of “Come with me and see my zeal for the LORD”
as Jehu did to his friend in 1 Kings 10:16, take his hand, climb up into his “chariot” and join him on
his mission!
It’ll be an exciting adventure!
Before we go, let’s get sexual!
In conversation, anyway.
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Because it’s that important!
Marriage is fundamentally about sex.
I think it was OZ who put it this way: The only thing you can’t biblically outsource is sex.
Meaning everything else you can do or have in marriage, you could do with someone else and stay
within biblical parameters.
The only thing that separates marriage from, say, close friends of the opposite gender, is sex.
You could argue it’s also about companionship and tie in when God said “It is not good that the man
should be alone” and build on that angle, but again, you can have opposite sex companionship
without a spouse.
Kids? Again, have to have sex for that (even by “artificial” means, it still takes a sexual act to obtain
the necessary substance for those artificial means).
Some say the purpose of marriage is about pointing people to God and teaching you about Him. It is
a picture of Christ and His bride, no doubt about that, but God says singles have the advantage when
it comes to your actions and attitude, if you focus is putting more of your heart, mind and actions
toward serving Him. (1 Corinthians 7).
Even if you insist on including companionship (very important, I’d argue) and kids and pointing
toward God as part of the core parts or purpose of marriage, sex is still at the top.
In fact, it is the only reason given in the New Testament for why one should marry.
Obviously, a healthy, successful marriage has many parts, and I’m not arguing one should marry for
sex alone, however, I am noting that of all the potential and important reasons one could marry, sex is
singled out by God and it’s the only reason listed in the N.T. to marry.
(It’s also interesting that sex and finances are the two things couples fight about the most, with
women often prioritizing a man’s provision or finances and men prioritizing sex/attraction).
With all this in mind, what do you do with this information?
You find out to the best of your ability whether the man you might marry is on the same page with
you in this regard, and you with him.
And I mean in very, very honest and minute detail.
First, you should ponder your own thoughts and consider your heart.
Why do you want to marry? Is it because others say you should? Because you want to be happy and
you think marriage is what will make you happy? What if it doesn’t? Because you want kids? Is it for
companionship and you don’t want to be lonely anymore?
I’m not arguing any of the above are good or bad, I just want you to consider everything.
You need to get very clear on why marriage is for you.
Once you do, are you on the same page with God about what He says marriage is to be. What God
says your roles and responsibilities are? What He says your husband’s are?
And at the very center, is sex.
Are you ready to make sex a priority and a core part of your marriage?
You’ll need to know things.
The following will be different, depending on whether you or your future spouse have had sex before
and how much of it, what those experiences were like, etc or if one or both of you are virgins in every
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way (no intercourse, oral, anal or sex of any type).
How often does your spouse want sex? (Even virgins have thought about it and have an idea of what
is “right” in their mind).
If one of you thinks once a day is good and the other once a week, that’s a big problem. Of course,
once you start having sex, you may find out your drive is far higher or much lower than what you
thought (it also varies depending on attractiveness and other triggers) but nevertheless, ask and see
where they are as far as how much they want it.
What are each of your thoughts on 1 Corinthians 7 and that you are not to deny your spouse sex,
unless it’s by agreement?
Whichever one of you has the lower libido, are you or him willing to do what it takes to fulfill your
spouse’s sexual desire?
What actions would you or him take to try and do so? (This could be in working to increase yours or
his own drive through supplements, lifestyle changes, exercise, etc or through performing other
sexual acts if you or him find that desirable).
What sexual acts are you most looking forward to?
Which ones do you consider “ugh” and would rather not engage in?
You need to be very upfront and clear about this.
If you’re willing to try certain sexual acts you haven’t before, and one of you really likes it and the
other doesn’t, how do you resolve this?
Do you or him take a “I tried and don’t like it, therefore we’re never doing it again” approach? Do
you or him try and pressure the other to keep doing that act?
Ideally, both of you work on this. The one who really likes it should be patient and understanding,
realizing they themselves wouldn’t want to be keep doing something they can’t stand, and the other
should be working toward changing their perspective about it, keep trying it from time to time, and
keep working toward fulfilling their spouse’s desire in this regard.
Are you open to trying new positions and places? Using certain things like blindfolds, handcuffs, etc?
If either of you has thoughts on things like this, whether in favor or against, you need to be very open
and share them so you know where each other stands.
Because one of you may have very different views about how sex will be and what will be done and
the other prefers to keep sex within certain parameters.
What did your parents (his and yours and/or any influential people in ya’lls life) teach you about sex
and/or what are your general views regarding it?
Do you view it as a duty or something you greatly desire? Some combination of both?
Is there anything in your or his past that can/would affect your sex life? (childhood trauma, abuse,
etc)
Have you or him watched a lot of porn in your past? Or currently? What types? You need to discuss
this. Because finding out your spouse (or you) is/are into some kind of kinks you find, well, out there,
isn’t going to make for the best relationship.
Basically, you don’t want to be surprised. You should know going in what you’re getting. Be adults
about it. Talk. Vet their actions.
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If you or him have been sexually active in the past, what kinks or fetishes do each of you have, if
any?
How many sexual partners have each of you had? (counting intercourse, oral and anal)
What type of birth control, if any, are you going to use?
Are you or him into rougher sex, do you love the idea of him pinning you down and having his way
with you and he’s much more dominant or do you strongly prefer a more “gentle and sentimental”
approach, as you take your time and savor every moment? A healthy balance of both?
You need to discuss this.
Because none of this is theory, it’s all practical and we’ve had plenty of men (and some women)
share their stories and experiences and the issues they have with their sex life.
We’ve had women find out their husband’s don’t have much of a sex drive, and they are very
frustrated. Men who found out their wives were taught by a parent giving blow jobs to their husband
was an icky thing and to be avoided.
Others were caught off guard by their spouse’s past and they have a hard time dealing with and
accepting it, and it’s affecting their relationship. Some who think sex should only be in the
missionary position and that once a week at most.
You need to know everything and share everything because this is one of (if not the most) important
parts of marriage. It can and likely will affect every other aspect.
This is not a “Well, we love each other and it’ll all work out.”
It likely won’t.
Plan. Talk. Act. Get on the same page.
To be clear, yes, you should wait until marriage. Whether you’ve done things in the past or not, wait
from this moment on and honor God in this (and every) area.
But do discuss this as adults.
There may be some who are divorced or widowed and had plenty of sex. Some singles who were
sexually active in the past, but now are waiting. Some who are virgins, and all kinds of different
possibilities, so some of these questions are more applicable than others.
Think of everything you can and want to know, and ask! Pay close attention.
And find a man who is on the same page with you in regard to sex and how you view it, and above
all, how God views it!
And with this, we’re done!
Use it as list to help determine whether you might be a good match or not.
See what things are fixable, if either of you are growing in certain areas and if they’re not a concern
or not. Discover what your must-haves or your deal breakers are.
And decide accordingly.
I sincerely wish you all the best!
-RPW
Crossposted from here
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Married and Struggling
18 upvotes | May 5, 2021 | by legacyBuilder | Link | Reddit Link
Hey fellow believers,
So I have an issue. I got married to my fiancé without a strong plan and against the counsel I
received. We have no money and we are struggling. I feel like my wife is opposing me in many areas
and the main problem is me: I don’t know how to be brave and lead well.
What should I do? I’m so scared.
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How important is it for spouses to go to church together?
18 upvotes | August 2, 2021 | by Responsible_Bonus_92 | Link | Reddit Link
Hope I’m allowed to post here… the women’s counterpart sub appears to be dead.
My husband is Christian, but doesn’t go to church often. Most Sundays he hits the gym with his
buddy (which is important for his mental, social, and physical health, of course, but probably doesn’t
do much for his spiritual health.) When he does attend church, he goes to this very casual one in the
auditorium of a local high school, where people wear whatever, they play Christian rock music, and
preach with powerpoints. Nobody noticed we were new the couple times we went there or made
introductions. That’s all fine, but not really my style of worship.
I have recently started attending the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, which I
acknowledge is a much more… niche denomination and carries some stereotypes. I think my husband
is embarrassed that I go there, tbh. We don’t tell anyone, and the last time we had visitors, he asked
me to put my Book of Mormon out of sight, and of course I complied. But I really like it there; the
congregation is small, people are friendly and close, they wear formal and modest clothing, we sing
hymns to live piano music, and there’s a mother’s room down the hall, which is important to me,
because I take my breastfeeding 2 month old daughter with me. I feel like they place a higher
importance on biblical gender roles and the family unit than other denominations.
However, people there keep asking after my husband in a curious (but not impolite or pushy) way. It
looks strange, to say the least, for a young married woman to attend church with her baby but not her
husband. Plus I’m generally a very nervous person, so I fear I come off as sketchy. Yesterday I felt so
anxious about it that I didn’t stay for Second Hour with the women’s group. I feel like I’m getting off
on the wrong foot.
So I asked my husband if he would accompany me there at least once, so it doesn’t look like I’m
lying about my marital status. I told him he doesn’t need to become a Mormon to come with me. He
was very much against it, and suggested we all attend his church. I know not everything has to be
fair, and that he’s the head of the household and all, but it does seem a little unfair of him when he
doesn’t seem eager to go to his church otherwise. Additionally, we don’t plan to take our daughter to
church once she starts speaking, so as to give her the freedom of choice when it comes to what
religion she wants to be when she’s old enough to decide. So one of us will have to stay home to care
for her while the other attends church, so we’ll be going separately (if at all) in the future anyway. I
haven’t said that to him, nor asked a second time.
I’m not sure what to do. Getting in touch with God and His plan for me as a woman, wife, and
mother, as well as having a community of like-minded people, is important to me, but I’m not sure I
can do that without him. I’m conflicted.
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How can I and my wife help her depressed godfather?
18 upvotes | August 16, 2020 | by DuffBude | Link | Reddit Link
My stats: age 30, 19% BF, 6ft, 195 lbs. Pray and read the Bible with the wife every day. I've also read
WISNIFG and NMMNG.
So my wife's godfather is going through a tough time. I don't think he is a Christian, or maybe in
name only at best. He is in his in his 50s, with a wife of similar age, and 3 kids, all around their earlyto-mid 20s. He is not obese but baldish with a gut. Still, he works outside some and is a good
mechanic.
He is depressed now for several reasons. He was working for a certain truck driving group but quit
because they were many having accidents, and now struggles to find work. His wife wants a divorce.
He dreamed of starting a repair shop with his son, and has even been building the shop with his own
hands, with brick and mortar, but now it turns out that his son is not interested.
Just before my wife and I got married last year, he fell from a trailer, breaking his ribs and arm. This
left him bed-ridden for a good while, unable to attend our wedding, and is still healing from that and
having some mobility issues I think.
Now in recent weeks we received the news that he suffered some kind of stroke and is now in the
hospital. They say it's something related to depression. My wife has spoken to him and he says he has
no hope.
I'm not saying he didn't have any issues in his approach towards relationships before - I barely know
the guy myself.. But I'm sure being bed-ridden would make life very challenging.
Is there any way we can help him? At least some book to give him? We live in a different country
and won't be able to see him in person til after all the COVID stuff is over.
In any case, we would appreciate your prayers.
Thanks
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As men, you need to do better
18 upvotes | August 21, 2020 | by formaggiofritto | Link | Reddit Link
I was raised in a very traditional Christian family with traditional Christian values. Honestly, I would
consider myself to be a catch. I am eager to one day fulfill my role as a Godly, submissive wife. I’m
an excellent cook, I enjoy cleaning, I love children and have a lot of experience working with them,
and I would consider myself to be fairly attractive. I don’t wear a ton of makeup, but I have waist
length blonde hair, green eyes, am well proportioned, and given the amount of male attention I
receive, I would deduce that I am an attractive woman.
However, the likelihood of attracting a traditional man is very slim. So I am also highly educated. I
speak three languages, and have a masters degree in chemical engineering. My grandpa was a car
mechanic so he also taught me to do all my car maintenance (within reason, like oil changes, tire
rotations, changing break pads, ect..). I have no debt, make a lot of money, and when it comes to
living my life, I don’t exactly “need” a man to survive. I however, would very much like to be
married to a good leader and fulfill my role as a submissive wife one day.
Traditional men are honestly a disappointment. They want the perks of having a submissive wife who
does the housework and cooking, but they also want the perks of a working wife. Every man I have
dated expected me to continue working after having children, as I have made more money than every
man I have dated. However, they balked at the idea of sharing housework. Why is it expected I will
work 40+ hours a week while doing full childcare and housework? A stay at home mom is a full time
job, and that has been a dealbreaker in every relationship I have been in.
While I would dearly love to be a stay at home mom one day, I can accept if it is not possible. I also
enjoy my work immensely. But I’m really starting to get sick of traditional men. What ever happened
to paying for dates, planning dates, wooing me, opening doors, buying me flowers, standing when I
enter a room, asking my father for permission, ect? I feel like traditional values that men hold are
now completely one sided and I am extremely disappointed. They want a traditional and submissive
woman, but they don’t hold up their end of the bargain. Do better please.
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Wife (who actively tells me she wishes we could divorce) wants
to spend Christmas with her family alone. Response?
18 upvotes | December 9, 2019 | by hopeunseen | Link | Reddit Link
Title says it all really. My wife (who actively tells me she wishes we could divorce) wants to spend
Christmas with her family alone. How do you think I should respond to this?
Stats:
140lbs, 5'6, prob 10%BF
Workout 3x per week + soccer 2x per week.
Here is a pic as I think that's easier: https://imgur.com/a/OnRs6WU
I'm no Chad and clearly still have work to do.
Church - Attending every week. Speak to friends about faith when I have the chance. Not serving
right now.
Read my bible daily. Listen to audio sermons daily. Not actively discipling my wife - Need to do
better in this area
$$ make about 100k per year, but living in California that's like 50k anywhere else lol.
I've read the full RPC sidebar and most of the books (other than for singles stuff)
A little context:
My wife has a history with anxiety + depression, and her psychologist told me she has BPD
(Borderline Personality Disorder)
Basically this just means her hamster LITERALLY controls the ship. Like most women but x5 when
it comes to feelz and being emotionally driven.
Her main complaint since almost day 1 of our marriage has been her lack of feelz for me. She just
doesn't get the gina tingles I guess. After 2 years of trying different things with no radical turnaround,
she is convinced our marriage is hopeless and she is damned either way so to speak - If she divorces
me (which she tells me every month or so she wishes she could do) then she is going against God. If
she stays with me, she is stuck with someone she doesn't want to be with and can't have the dream
marriage she always wanted.
Ironically the last couple months I thought things were picking up... Turns out they were prob just
bubbling under the surface. Having BPD makes her very unpredictable and when emotionally fired
up, incapable of logical reasoning. Truth is subjective to her emotions.
Anyways, we've been married for 2 years of this and though there have been improvements from the
living hell it once was, I'm sick and tired of this garbage. I've still got a LOT of work to do and am far
from perfect, but my logical brain questions whether this will ever end, even if I became the ultimate
Chad equivalent.
So now I need your opinions on where to go from here... To tell you the truth I WOULD rather spend
the holidays apart... Her family isn't super easy to be around anyways. But I just don't know what to
do here... If we did this it's a very public thing and the WHOLE family would know about it, plus is
that going to help anything?
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TLDR My wife wants to spend Christmas apart. I have no idea what to do or say in this
situation.
NOTE if you are unmarried, please don't offer advice on this thread.
Thanks guys.
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Three Strategies to Maintaining Good Nutrition Over
Christmas and New Year’s
18 upvotes | December 10, 2019 | by SkimTheDross | Link | Reddit Link
Tis the season, gentlemen. Family sit-downs, work Christmas parties, Church fellowship potlucks, 8
hour New Year’s parties and so-on. All you want for Christmas is to maintain that nutrition goal
you’ve been working so diligently at building. Whether you bulking like I am or in a cut, Skim has
three strategies for you to keep in mind as you wade into the abyss of 50% fat, 48% carbohydrates
and 2% protein that is holiday spreads. Both strategies take discipline. If you don’t have that - look it
up and put at the top of you Christmas wish list for this year.
1. Go OMAD for One Day
You know there’s an event this evening and you have a track record of downing enough calories in
one sitting (make that three sittings - don’t forget seconds and the desert table) to rival the capability
of Joey Chestnut.
Plan on enjoying and eating in the evening by cranking out a fast and eat One Meal A Day (OMAD)
today. Coffee and water only - and drink lots of water.
By using this strategy, you’re limiting how many calories you can imbibe in a 24-hour period by
limiting your feeding to one window.
2. Eat Big and Clean Before the Event
This strategy is much the polar opposite of the first. Here, you eat a good meal before going to the
event. I use this strategy when I know or have a real good feeling that there will be near 100% junk at
the spread.
Eat a good meal 1-2 hours before arriving at the event. Your hunger should now be significantly
satiated and your discipline will have an much handier time stuffing your cravings in solitary for the
evening.
With this strategy, your plate looks more like a snack to you. To normal people, its dinner.
Make sure the meal you eat prior to the event is good on your macros (you are paying attention to
that right?) Aim for about 25-40% of you daily calorie load.
3. Just Say No
And I don’t mean to the fluffer nutter whip cream desert.
Say no to the entire event. You no doubt have a packed schedule this season. Learn to filter out
what’s not mission critical and important. I’ve personally said no to several events this season including one family event that made some waves.
You can say no to requests on your time and not feel guilty. Someone should write a book about that.
Bonus tips
1 - Drink lots of water - You should be getting adequate hydration. Make sure this is on-point on
potluck day.
2 - Go for the clean foods first - Discipline yourself at the meal to load you plate with real protein
(store bought meat balls swimming in carbo-fat sauce doesn’t count) and real veggies. In my part of
the globe, women have this unwritten rule that every spread NEEDS to have a veggie tray and a fruit
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tray. Get cozy with those two.
3 - Allow yourself to try - After your plate has two palms of turkey breast and a small mountain of
raw veggies, go ahead and try the more decant dishes. Virtually all dishes are going to be way heavy
on the carbohydrates (not the good ones) and fats. A dip of sweet potato casserole here, a blob of
creamed corn there.
4 - No desert - I’ve pushed desert back that was set in front of me. Here’s where you can really suck
down some worthless calories. If you’re feeling anti-social and your paper bag frame is tearing, go
back to that fruit tray.
5 - Fast the Next Day - Depending how you think you fared, it may be warranted to fast the next day.
Perhaps a full OMAD isn’t necessary, but skipping breakfast could help to keep you on track.
There you go, boys. Follow some of these tips and you can have a better chance of staying on track
this season and avoid slamming 11 pounds on in 4 days. Have a Merry one.
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[FR] Initiate Often, Confident Always
18 upvotes | October 14, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Most of my life I had no confidence. Whenever I would reach out to people, they'd reject me and I'd
take that as validation of my self-perception that I was socially inept. My confidence was further
broken - but I embraced this because I was a validation-seeker at that time, and even negative
validation of my own self-perception was still validation all the same. This happened in my marriage
over years as I would initiate with my wife. Rejection after rejection broke my confidence that I
would ever succeed, until I eventually gave up and welcomed a long dead bedroom.
Fast-forward a couple years. Shortly before finding the red pill, I started working out initiating sex
again, expecting that because of some of my peripheral improvements I should see a changed
response from my wife. I didn't. This was a covert contract: "I improve myself, she responds
sexually." But I hadn't really improved myself. Sure, my physique got better from the tub of lard I'd
been, but what I thought were improvements to my frame were actually hollow projections of what I
had not yet become. What I thought were confident initiations due to my external behavior was really
an internal way of dabbing my toes in the water. It was feigned confidence. Because I was merely
playing games at confidence, when it didn't work I took that as further validation of my being a
sexual failure.
After swallowing the pill, I realized a subconscious shift in my interpretation of rejection.
Before: Frequent initiation and rejection validated my perception that I was a failure, killing
my confidence.
After: Frequent initiation and rejection immunized me from the pain of rejection, improving
my confidence.
Now: Confidence is authentic, rejection is rare.
I had given up on initiating sex with my wife for a year and a half at one point - all due to the pain of
rejection. When that pain had become severe enough, I developed a natural DNGAF attitude. I had
hit rock-bottom so hard that her rejection no longer mattered to me. It was another drop in the ocean.
When I started getting affirmation again, there was a brief temptation to salivate at the carrot dangled
in front of me, hoping not to get the stick again ... but the next rejection quickly reminded me that I
couldn't trust my wife with my emotions any more than I would trust a teenager with my financial
portfolio. It's a bad investment.
Here's where I screwed up: more recently, I've stopped initiating. I didn't feel like I had to. After all,
she was doing most of the initiation for a while anyway. So, after a couple weeks, I caught myself
asking: "Why isn't she initiating like she used to?" Now, I start rationalizing that it's because she
worked over 90 hours last week due to a busy-season deadline. Probably some truth there. But there
were also openings I didn't take. At the end of the day, the answer to my question was simple:
Because she's a woman. Women are primarily sexually responsive. I had stopped giving her anything
to respond to.
What's more interesting is the small voice in the back of my head that used to be a dominant air-horn,
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now whispering: "She just worked 17 hours today. If you initiate, you'll get rejected, so it's pointless
to initiate." Tell that voice to screw off. I stopped initiating, my anti-confident thoughts started
returning.
In reality: so what if she rejects me due to her 17 hour work-day? First, maybe some sexual release
would be good for her to relieve the stress - but even that is still in her frame. Better just to initiate
and either (1) end up having hot stress-relief sex (is that a thing?), or (2) get rejected, making it clear
to my subconscious that it's pointless to try taking away my confidence because rejection is not a fear
that cripples my confidence, but an invitation that bolsters it.
As this is the RPC version of this post, let me simply ask rhetorically: When Jesus wants to spiritually
reproduce through us and we reject him, do you believe his confidence is shaken? Does this kill his
abundance mentality? Does that stop him from inviting us to spread the Gospel with him?
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[FR] Unstoppable Emotional Inertia
18 upvotes | September 13, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
You ever feel a weight fall off your shoulders? Between two closely scheduled trials, the last month
has been insanely busy. My wife's also in her busy season at work. Even though she's at 70% instead
of full-time, the stress was more from the nature of the work and the fact that even at 70% she's
working over 60 hours a week.
On Wednesday the judge realized she had a scheduling conflict and decided to continue next week's
trial. Woohoo! I'm ecstatic. My wife ... less so. "I'm quitting my job." "I hate my life." "I just can't do
this anymore." "By not letting me quit - that's abuse. I am being abused." She was mad. I don't
blame her. She hadn't seen me for the last 48 hours because I was working until after 2am each night,
so she's dealing with her busy season, horrible clients, and our 4 kids all on her own for 2 days
straight.
My joy at the alleviation of my schedule was confronted directly against her rage, stress, fury,
hopelessness. It had gotten so bad that she actually hung up on her boss mid-conversation. She's
expressing all of this hate toward me. I'm standing in a puddle of tears. Let's go with the typical
comfort maneuver: hug, hand on her cheek, look her in the eyes with my forehead on hers, tell her
everything's going to be fine. "Everything's NOT going to be fine. I hate my life." Yeah, the usual
wasn't going to cut it this time.
But she couldn't bring me down even if she had the equivalent of an emotional bazooka. My best was
pitted against her worst. I won.
"Babe, I can see the stress in your face. The problem is, it's stuck there and not coming out. Open
your mouth for a second." She did. "Yep, it's in there alright. Hmm ... what are we going to do about
that?" So, I picked her up, held her upside-down and started shaking her like a bottle of ketchup. "Get
that stress out. Open your mouth. Let it pour." She starts laughing hysterically. "Is it all gone yet?
No? Okay, let's keep going, I know there's a little more in there." The kids thought it was hysterical:
"Do it to me too, Daddy!" So I start taking turns with each of them one by one.
I look back at my wife: "Well now you're just empty. I suppose I gotta fill you up. How about I give
you some of my joy?" So, I start kissing her in front of the kids. Magically, she's happy again. Or
maybe it wasn't magic but ... you know ... the power of frame.
Your BEST against her WORST - whose emotions win that battle?
If you're feeling funny and she's mad, do you stop cracking jokes to deal with her anger? That's
emotional compromise - you tone your humor down, she brings her attitude up. You're joyful and
she's depressed. Do you empathize with her depression to cheer her up? That's emotional
compromise. You drop your joy, she ups from her depression. Emotional compromise has its place empathy can be a powerful tool in the right circumstance.
Settling for a tie is also acceptable. You keep being happy, she keeps pouting in anger. That's her
prerogative, if she insists.
But I've found much more success getting my wife into my frame through unstoppable emotional
inertia than through emotional compromise or even settling with a tie (though I do that at times too).
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As a man, you are strong. Your emotions are stronger than hers. Women believe that because they
are more emotional, somehow emotional acuity is their forte. It's not. Emotional volatility is,
and those aren't the same thing. Men have strength not only to control their emotions, but to express
them as well. If your emotional strength is greater than hers, you will win. This is how you draw her
into your frame.
In this situation, my wife wanted two things: (1) for me to cave and let her quit her job, and (2) for
me to experience the weight of her pain and frustration alongside her - to empathize with her
(emotional compromise). I wasn't having either because she doesn't know what she wants. While she
didn't realize it, she really wanted to have fun, so I gave her fun. I had more fun with a fun wife than
with a harpy wife. Win.
I'm a bit of a junkie for musicals - they're partly what pulled me out of the emotionally robotic crappy
frame I grew up with. If you want to see what unstoppable emotional inertia looks like, watch The
Schmuel Song, from The Last Five Years. Anna Kendrick slams the door after a bad day, huffing and
puffing, repulsed at Jeremy Jordan's efforts to cheer her up. But he's a writer and is excited about his
latest story, so he's going to tell his story instead of screwing around with trying to fix his harpy. Cue
the video.
While pseudo-fiction (the play is closely based on the author's own marriage/divorce), it's the best
visual example I've seen of maintaining frame and drawing a woman in, if guys don't know what this
looks like. It's much closer to a realistic picture (minus the singing, unless you're me) than what you'll
find in other works of fiction where it just seems forced.
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Thoughts on Proverbs 5?
18 upvotes | May 30, 2019 | by 11-Eleven-11 | Link | Reddit Link
Obviously, Proverbs 5 has very good wisdom and should be listened to but I have trouble with these
verses at the end:
18 Let your fountain be blessed,
And rejoice with the wife of your youth.
19 As a loving deer and a graceful doe,
Let her breasts satisfy you at all times;
And always be [h]enraptured with her love.
20 For why should you, my son, be enraptured by an immoral woman,
And be embraced in the arms of a seductress?
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs+5&version=NKJV
I don't know if women like this even exist in western civilization. And if they do, they are far and inbetween. For every 10 men that can stay promiscuous, there might be 1 woman. Maybe. Because
even church girls today are sleeping around and becoming "immoral" and don't control their bodies.
It seems like these verses can't be applied to today because even if a man of faith stays sexually
abstinent until marriage he is still likely to end up with someone that did not do the same for him.

I for one am trying hard to be that guy and hopefully get lucky with the woman I end up with but it is
very hard to stay motivated to do that when I look at the state of western men and women right now. I
can't compete with the guys that don't care about this sort of stuff. And in the end, I'm worried I'll get
a girl that is 'born again virgin' or something just off the CC. I'd have no way of knowing.

Also especially agree with verse 20 but it doesn't seem to line up with what I've pointed out above.
Why should we be trapped by immoral women? Is there even an option for most of us? I'm not saying
it's impossible. Just unrealistic.
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Hallelujah, Praise the Lord! thank you all!
18 upvotes | May 9, 2019 | by NoFaithInThisSub | Link | Reddit Link
Thanks to God for this sub, no really i mean it from the bottom of my spirit and heart.
I want to say how much further i would have failed had it not been for God (always God, and only
God) and to the dedicated efforts of this sub. And to the mods and contributors. and even you lurkers.
God bless you all.
I have definitely made mistakes in life, many many mistakes, and in a sense you guys are my online
older brothers in the faith, getting me to recognize that i have problems i must deal with. I know that
in the last few years, i switched to female focused living to a God focused Kingdom mindset, and self
improvement, and it is quite amazing that women will start to try and latch on that.
I was able to spread some RP truth on scale recently at church, i messaged the Mods directly, i did
not want to risk op-sec issues for my self.
I have also become way more aware of the subtle things girls will say and how it relates to RP
directly. I see how hypergamy just does not give 1 iota, whether spirit filled or not. I believe i
recently avoided what you would consider a "black widow spider" and only because of RP and this
sub. I know she should would have been detrimental to my future, and possible ruined it.
I recently got a comment of "you have a strong man vibe about you" from a female in church
Damn right, i am a strong man, i am not backing down nor giving ground to any evil doctrine,
whether feminism or any thing that destroys the image of males that God ordained from eternity.
People (especially feminists, male or female) do not seem to like me, but are having trouble with
arguing against the fruits.
To you new comers, yes, i believe sometimes the messages can come across as harsh and
judgemental, but you will learn to appreciate brutal truth. We do want to maintain grace in all
conversations, as much as possible. Stick around here, they will help you out of the satanic trap.
These guys here (mods and approved posters), i believe for the most part, whilst far from perfect,
help to turn you around to what the truth really is. so God bless them.
To you others, RP is not the be all and end all. It's one of many tools we can be equipped with to deal
with the issues in life. Much of what we face is at the root spiritual. There is many posts i want tell
people "hey i see X problem (physical), the solution is Y (spiritual)", but it is similar trying to unplug
someone from the matrix, uphill battle and generally not worth the effort online. In the future, maybe
i will speak up more, but for now, i got my own problems to overcome.
So gentlemen, keep going, keep doing the work of God. God bless the lot of you.
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The submissive wife
18 upvotes | March 12, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Over on /r/RedPillWomen someone just posted a question about how to be more submissive. I
thought this might be useful for any women who may be around, so I figured I'd put my reply up
here.
Specifically, I recently made this post addressing 1 Peter 3 from the man's point of view - that it
doesn't say we should ignore a woman's looks, and I gave a thorough analysis from the context of the
passage of what it really meant. In this comment I break it down piece-by-piece to address how
women should read the passage.
I always teach that the best qualities a man should look for in a woman are:
Faithful - That she is diligent with her responsibilities and puts into practice the things she learns,
whether from her own self-improvement efforts, things her man tries to share with her, what she
learns from life experience, etc. If a woman is not faithful to practicing what she preaches or what she
learns, she is not submissive and is only interested in expressing herself rather than respecting others'
expressions toward her.
Available - She has to have time to feed into the relationship. In an ideal world, the captain is
steering the ship and the first officer makes herself available to him. How backwards would it be if,
for example, Spock refused to show up on the bridge when Kirk called, instead expecting Kirk to
change his shifts around to suit Spock's needs? If your man is on a mission beyond his pursuit of you
- and he's not a good one if he's not - you should be willing to adjust your schedule to meet his needs,
not demand that he meet yours. This is a point that many women miss out on, as most women are so
self-entitled and flooded with male attention that they're used to the idea that men should bend over
backwards to be with them. Healthy relationships are not built this way.
Teachable - Simply put: let your own beliefs be challenged and be willing to admit when you're
wrong. Even if you're very confident in your belief, recognize that you might only be 98% confident
and not 100% confident and respect the fact that there's still a 2% chance that you're wrong. I'd play
the lottery a lot more if I had a 2% chance of winning every time. It's improbable, but still significant.
Being teachable doesn't mean you cave all of your beliefs to whatever he teaches. It does mean that
you're willing to give him the benefit of the doubt, entertaining his ideas and trying to understand
them from his perspective BEFORE you start arguing against his points - and then, if you still
disagree, believe and behave as you will. But if you insist on your own way all the time and are never
willing to change your views to account for his perspective and a broader view of the world than your
own individual view can see, this will be a serious hindrance and make a guy feel like he has no real
authority in the relationship and that you don't respect his views or opinions.
Beyond those three core virtues, whether you believe everything it says or not, the Bible does have
some good lessons to teach on the subject of submissiveness. While it's talked about in several places,
I'll break down just one passage into bite-size sections, and hopefully this meets your request for a
"set of points/ rules/ instructions." This is from 1 Peter 3:1-7.
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Wives, in the same way submit yourselves to your own husbands
While this passage is only binding on the married, men often won't marry a woman who isn't
displaying wife-like qualities before marriage as well, so there's a message here for single women
too.
so that, if any of them do not believe the word, they may be won over without words by the
behavior of their wives
Most women use the phrase "strong personality" a sugar-coated way of saying they talk too much,
much like the saying: "women don't sweat - they glisten." Sweat is sweat. Talking too much is talking
too much.
Most often, the reason "strong personality women" talk too much is that they have an agenda and
they want to persuade others of that agenda. This passage is suggesting that a better way to persuade
a man is through your actions, not your words. Sound familiar? Basic RP concept: Watch what they
do, not what they say.
[Bonus Points on doing over saying: Matthew 21:28-32]
when they see the purity and reverence of your lives.
That is, the specific behaviors that are going to win a man over to you are purity and reverence.
Purity, in this context, does not mean sexual purity - after all, he's talking to wives who absolutely
should be having sex with their husbands. He means a purity in the way their lives are clean. If you
talk with crass words constantly, or smoke a pack a day, or grind with numerous random dudes on the
dance floor - while you're welcome to do these things, instead of communicating "I'm soft and
submissive" it communicates "I'm bold and edgy." Bold and edgy might be a way to get a guy
interested in you in the first place, as it can set you apart from other women and certain bold, edgy
traits can accentuate your SMV - but it's not going to keep him on the hook for very long, and you
just might find yourself more likely to hook up over one night stands than attract a viable candidate
for a long term relationship.
As for reverence, this is talking about the way you honor others around you. If you try to dominate
the conversation or be the center of attention all the time (some of the time is fine), it reeks of selfcenteredness and entitlement and often shows little respect for those around you. Rather than stepping
over others to dominate the floor, try empowering others. Two key things that can really help show
your reverence for others:
When you have an opinion you want to share, 2 out of 3 times try stopping yourself, pick
someone else in your group of friends, and ask that person: "What's your thought on that
subject?" Bonus points if it's someone who doesn't share as much as others in the group.
Learn to manage your silence threshold. Everyone has one. It's the length of time a
conversation can stay silent before you feel compelled to break the silence with your own
talking. For some people it's 2 seconds. If they hear 2 seconds of pause, it feels uncomfortable
for them, so they just speak up, feeling like they're keeping the conversation going. But if
someone else has a threshold of 5 seconds, that person will rarely ever speak up because the 2second person keeps interjecting before the 5 second person ever feels there's enough room in
the conversation to share her thoughts. This used to be a big problem for me, as my threshold
was 1-2 seconds for a long time. I intentionally started counting to 10 before answering
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questions in group setting in order to become better at listening. Surprisingly, while I thought
that my "charismatic conversation skills" were winning people over to me through wit and
banter (and it did), I had even better relational results when I started employing this technique,
as others in the conversation felt like I respected and revered them rather than as if I was trying
to impress them.
Your beauty should not come from outward adornment, such as elaborate hairstyles and the
wearing of gold jewelry or fine clothes.
That's not to say these things are bad - they're wonderful. But if you rest too heavily on these things,
it comes off as vanity.
Rather, it should be that of your inner self, the unfading beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit,
which is of great worth in God's sight.
Again, this doesn't mean you should ignore physical beauty. It simply means that if you have no
inner-beauty, your physical beauty won't get you very far. You'll be setting yourself up for a string of
one night stands, never managing to maintain a guy in a relationship.
Inner-beauty here is defined as a gentle and quiet spirit. The whole "silence threshold" concept is one
tactic of developing a quiet spirit. Avoiding coarse, demeaning, or insistent language is a way to
develop gentility in how you communicate.
But even beyond talking, a gentle and quiet spirit is communicated best through mannerisms. Are you
constantly waving your arms around or nudging people or making faces or rolling your eyes? Or are
you respecting others' physical boundaries, maintaining composure through conversation, even when
you hear things you don't like, and using softer means of physical contact? For example: if you sense
that someone needs a hug, do you shout out: "Aw, come in here. You need a hug!" and then bear hug
them, or do you walk quietly over, wrap your arms around and say, "It's okay, I'm here for you"?
For this is the way the holy women of the past who put their hope in God used to adorn
themselves.
That is, this is a time-tested and proven tradition for female behavior.
They submitted themselves to their own husbands, like Sarah, who obeyed Abraham and
called him her lord. You are her daughters if you do what is right and do not give way to
fear.
In more historically remote cultures, they would have used the term "lord" instead of "captain" - the
concept is the same. You ever watch a movie about King Arthur or Game of Thrones? You see this
all the time: wives saying, "Yes, my lord" to their husbands. It is an acknowledgment of the authority
structure in the home, communicating reverence for his leadership. I don't know many women who
would even be willing to say, "Yes, my husband," with a straight face, much less "lord" or even
"captain." But this was commonplace years ago - an aspect of historical culture that is lost in a
modern feminized world.
More interestingly, though, is the final comment - that you must not only "do what is right," but also:
"do not give way to fear." This is where most women slip up and start taking control. Instead of
trusting their man to meet their needs, they feel they must take the reigns and get it done themselves.
The idea of putting one's entire life on the line in order to "submit" to someone else's plan and trust
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for their provision is quite daunting. What fears are we talking about?
Can he put food on the table and pay the mortgage without you insisting on maintaining your
career?
Will he ever actually take out the trash if you don't nag him?
Will he really treat you well if you choose not to reward yourself?
Will he provide for your emotional needs if you don't remind him to?
I'm sure you can think of many more, but I'm out of space. Hopefully this helps some.
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Stop apologizing so much
18 upvotes | January 14, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Sam is a new temp at work. Sam is an outspoken Christian, studying to become a youth pastor. His
parents are missionaries. I like Sam, but he drives me and everyone else crazy.
Why?
Because he ceaselessly apologizes for every possible offense, mistake, or poorly breathed breath.
Sam is competent, but he comes off as pathetic, timid, and frankly rather irritating. He is the
definition of a Nice Churchian Boy(tm).
Don’t be like Sam. Own your mistakes, but only if they are actual mistakes. If someone gives your
critical feedback on your performance, don’t apologize: thank them for the feedback. It is much
stronger and frankly more believable that you actually understood what was said.
If you forget to follow through on a commitment and your wife nags you about it, the same applies.
Thank her for reminding you, fix it, and move on. Don’t apologize unless you seriously screwed up.
Even then, don’t apologize: repent. It’s a different thing and more meaningful, helpful, and biblical.
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FR - What it took to get me to swallow the pill and its after
effects
18 upvotes | January 9, 2019 | by SeamusAwl | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Evangelical Culture is Beta Culture
18 upvotes | December 12, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
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Kicking Porn For Good
18 upvotes | August 9, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Okay, apparently my post on sexual addiction v. starvation drew a lot of men out of the woodwork,
especially considering the number of PMs I'm getting about the subject. So, let's address this once
and for all.
What Doesn't Work
I've read dozens of books on this subject through my time when I was struggling with porn. Most of
them say pretty much the same thing: get accountability partners, put up internet blockers on your
computer, memorize certain verses, when you're tempted try praying or reading the Bible instead, etc.
These all tend to amount to a brute-force of the will.
Every now and then a resource will get the right answer: the Gospel. But then they'll totally drop the
ball and assume that "trust Jesus" is actually a helpful phrase that means something on a pragmatic
level. It doesn't. It's vague and nebulous and nobody knows what to do with it. So, let me break this
down for you.
GUILT
The first step is to abandon your guilt. Did Jesus bear your guilt on his shoulders or not? If he did,
then you don't have it and you shouldn't feel guilty. If you do feel guilty, did you really place your
guilt on him?
Contrary to popular belief, guilt is a switch that can be turned on and off at our own will and
discretion. It is not merely an emotion we feel; rather, the conscious decision to retain our guilt has
emotional byproducts - but the emotion is not the guilt itself.
Guilt is a legal standard of judgment over you. If you have done something wrong, you are guilty. If
not, then you're not guilty. It's that simple. So many people say, "But I feeeeeeeeeellllll guilty!" No,
you feel remorse, shame, anger, hate, whatever. You feel that way because you place yourself in a
legal judgment of condemnation for your actions. This legal judgment is incongruent with the
Gospel, if in fact you have actually been saved.
If you are in Christ, you are not guilty. If you believe the Gospel and accept that you are not guilty,
then why do you experience the emotions associated with guilt? Well, that's usually evidence that
someone doesn't actually believe the weight and power of the Gospel. Simple enough, right?
So, Step 1 is to get rid of your guilt. Accept that Jesus bore your guilt on the cross for you so that you
no longer stand in condemnation under God. And if God's not condemning you, why would you
condemn yourself?
To be clear, this is not to be confused with conviction. Conviction is a positive internal motivator.
Guilt is a negative internal motivator. The Spirit convicts us, but does not heap guilt, judgment, and
condemnation on us if we are in Christ.
FRAME
Okay, you're past your guilt. Now what? Now you need to get in your own frame. In case you're new
around here, a man's frame is his point of origin that shapes the way he perceives and interacts with
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the world. As Christians, at a technical level, we should all adopt the frame of our spiritual groom:
Jesus. My point of origin is his frame and not my own. This is key, but a longer conversation than is
warranted in this post.
If you live by others' expectations and standards, you are in their frame and not your own. So, when
your attitude about your pornography struggle is influenced by how your wife feels about it, what
your Bible study guys might say, worry over how to communicate another failure to your
accountability partner, etc. - those are all examples of living in someone else's frame. Your internal
frame of reference or point of origin is shaped and defined by their perception of you - their
expectations on your behavior. This is bad and will not lend itself to a sustainable solution. That's
why most of the books on this matter that I've read have never reaped consistent results - and to the
degree they do, it's only because someone is exchanging the sin of pornography with the sin of
idolatry of how others perceive them.
Ideally, you should reach a point where you can tell any of those people in the last paragraph, "I
masturbated to porn last night. It was wrong. I repented. I'm fine with it and right with God. Can you
pass the creamer?" When you can say this straight-faced with no internal compulsion to Defend,
Excuse, Explain away, or Rationalize your behaviors - that is when you will be operating in your
own/Christ's frame, unhindered by the expectations of those around you. If you feel compelled to
have an emotional reaction to your sin after you have already repented, you're still in someone else's
frame and not yours/Christ's.
To be clear, by establishing your own frame as your operating basis for dealing with your
pornography, you are creating an internal solution that works for you. You are not doing it for
someone else, which would then make moot your victory when that person's expectations change or
they are no longer in your life. You are creating your own victory. And if your frame is synonymous
with Christ's, as it should be, then it is really Christ's victory through you. I can't emphasize enough
the importance of frame. The Gospel first, and then this, are the two foundational cornerstones upon
which the solution below can actually apply with any longevity.
THE SOLUTION: SPIRITUAL SEX
Once you've accepted the Gospel that Jesus bears your guilt and developed your own frame on the
issue, you need to set your mission. This is the real solution to the porn problem. I am 100%
convinced of this. A lifestyle of evangelism and discipleship cures a lifestyle of porn. This should be
your mission going forward - to gratify your physical desires through your spiritual spouse.
The Empty/Filled House
Suppose someone reads the ever popular Ever Man's Battle and finds some victory over pornography
in their life. Most often I have found that these victories are short-lived. They were for me. They have
been for the dozens of people I know who have also tried these strategies. But the Bible
acknowledges that someone can temporarily kick out an evil spirit.
In Matthew 12 Jesus tells us that when an unclean spirit leaves a man, it wanders for a time and then
returns. If it finds that the house is still vacant, then it re-enters the house, bringing with it many other
evil spirits even worse than itself - and Jesus says this person is worse off than he started. That's right:
if you follow the wrong way of addressing your pornography problem, even after momentary
successes, you will find yourself in an even worse spot than before. Don't screw this up, guys.
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As is often the case, the conditional clause here is the operative and critical part of the lesson: IF the
house is empty, THEN you're screwed. Solution? Don't leave your house empty. But what do you fill
it with?
Filling the House
There's a lot of debate about this. Some people say to fill it with Scripture memory, prayer, quiet
times, and other biblical disciplines. Those are all well and good, but I don't ever read in the Bible
about prayer, for example, indwelling inside of us.
When I have searched the Scriptures on this point I have only ever found three things the Bible says
indwell within us with any consistency:
God's Word: In Matthew 13 Jesus says that God's Word is the seed planted in us. This seed
indwells us.
Jesus: In John 17 Jesus is praying over his disciples and notes, "I in them and you in me" - that
he indwells within us. Colossians 1:27 also calls it "this mystery, which is Christ in you."
Holy Spirit: Acts 1:8 says that God would send the Holy Spirit to "come on" us, and we see
other passages describing ourselves as His temple and affirming that He indwells within us.
Notice the pattern here? This is the trinity: the Father, Son and Spirit, in some capacity, are who
indwell us.
The Indwelling Compulsion
But what's more significant is the immediate result of this indwelling.
God's Word: That same Matthew 13 passage says that if we are good soil (i.e. saved), when
God's Word is planted in us it yields a harvest 30, 60 or even 100 times what was sown (verse
8). That's reproduction.
Jesus: The John 17 passage is all about Jesus commissioning his disciples to carry on the work
of discipleship that he started. That's reproduction. That very verse I quoted above (17:23)
ends, "Then the world will know that you sent me and have loved them." Also, to give context
to the Colossians 1:27 quote: "To them God has chosen to make known among the Gentiles the
glorious riches of this mystery, which is Christ in you, the hope of glory" - that is, it's about
them spiritually reproducing among the Gentiles.
Holy Spirit: By now I'm sure you could have guessed it, but what does Acts 1:8 say will
happen when the Holy Spirit comes on us? "You will be my witnesses."
The conclusion is obvious: when we enjoy an abiding relationship with God, we should see spiritual
generations flowing from our lives. We should be engaging in spiritual reproduction and seeing fruit
produced as a result of God in us.
Interestingly, Jesus has this weird parable in Luke 13:6-9 where a man wants to cut down his fig tree
because it is fruitless. The vinedresser pleads with him to give him one more year to cultivate the land
around it and water it and fertilize it. He concludes, "Then if it should bear fruit next year, well and
good; but if not, you can cut it down." How many of you are the fruitless fig tree? I am your
vinedresser. I pray that God would give me time in the lives of the men he has placed around me including you all - to cultivate you and fertilize your souls toward bearing fruit. Needless to say,
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bearing fruit is very important to God.
Why This is Uniquely Sexual
As I will keep refraining on this sub: the physical things of this world were designed by God to
parallel deeper spiritual truths that only make sense in the light of the Gospel. Just as physical
marriage between a husband and wife parallels a spiritual marriage between Christ and his Church, so
also does physical reproduction parallel spiritual reproduction. To be abundantly clear: Physical
reproduction is when a husband enters into his bride, which under natural conditions has the
potential effect of producing offspring; Spiritual reproduction is when Jesus (the Church's groom)
enters into us, indwelling us as a husband physically indwells his wife, which under natural
conditions has the potential effect of producing spiritual offspring.
When a man struggles with porn, let's face it: he's not compelled by the story. He is usually prompted
by a desire for physically reproductive acts. But the Gospel says that the physical things of this earth
are satisfied in God to whom we have been reconciled because of Jesus' death and resurrection. So,
what you long for in a physical way, Jesus satisfies in a spiritual way. So, instead of looking to
physical sex to gratify you, look to spiritual sex.
What is spiritual reproduction? Evangelism. And what is spiritual child-rearing, which the world
pretty much unanimously agrees is the ultimate source of joy in life? We call that discipleship - and 3
John 1:4 agrees, "I have no greater joy than this: to see that my children are walking in the truth."
When you begin to find your satisfaction in the spiritual source that physical sex was trying to point
you toward in the first place, then you will be satisfied in Christ to a degree that you will no longer be
enslaved to the physical compulsions of your sexuality. You will be fully satisfied in them because of
what Christ does in your spirit. That is a promise.
CONCLUSION
So, go make disciples. Bear fruit. Don't drop the ball on this one. Just starting this process won't cure
you, but running it to completion will. I am very, very confident about this result and it has a proven
track record with at least 15 of the 37 guys I've discipled over the yeaers (on my way to the 60 yield!)
who are now making their own disciples and seen the freedom that comes with this. Now, that's only
41%, which is solid but not great ... until you realize that of the other 59% of guys I've discipled,
most of them never went on to produce disciples of their own, thus they never produced fruit, thus
they never reaped the benefits of spiritual reproduction in their own lives (this is a sad reality of many
discipleship relationships - especially before I knew how to balance the informational and relational
aspects of discipleship) ... sigh. So, I'd wager the success rate of this method is probably a lot closer
to 85-90% - and it's possible that some of those guys simply hadn't seen enough fruit in their lives
when I last saw them, but have since overcome their struggle as they continued making disciples after
my time with them. So, maybe the Gospel really does have a 100% success rate. Who knows ...
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400 Series - The Internally Whole Man [Compilation]
18 upvotes | July 3, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
To recap: the 100s were about understanding how God's creations function in light of original design
and our fallen world. The 200s explains how we can take practical steps to live as God intended in
the context of our relationships with others. The 300s are about how we can be godly men worth
following.
The 400s now focus on healing the internal brokenness that many men suffer from. Whether it's
depression, anger, addiction, loneliness, past trauma, or any other recurring struggle, the Gospel has
an answer.
401 - The Gospel - The Gospel is the foundation of all things. It is the core of God's plan from
the beginning to the end, and it is also what defines us in our inner-most being. We'd better
understand what it is first.
402 - The Impact of the Cross - There are many theories on how the Gospel actually functions
to save us and reconcile us to God. What are these theories and how do they affect our
perception of the world and our internal state of being through daily life and struggles?
403 - The Lens Part 1: The Hopeless Cycle - All men start in a cycle of hopelessness apart from
Christ. There are measures we can do to understand our problems, but can we ever really
escape them? This post explores the fallacy in traditional thinking about internal problemsolving.
404 - The Lens Part 2: The Empty-Full Dynamic - As believers in Christ we have access to a
source of eternal abundance. Do we experience that? Or do we look for our satisfaction in other
things? This post explores the patterns that both Christians and non-Christians alike follow
which ultimately interfere with our ability to find satisfaction from the only person who can
truly and eternally give it: God.
405 - The Lens Part 3: The Gospel is the Answer - Once we determine not to look to the wrong
places for our satisfaction, how can we be legitimately full in Christ? When we reflect on the
Gospel and the way it speaks to the very specific issues in our lives, as opposed to the general
way the Church often views the Gospel, we see that God intended a power behind the cross that
most people in the church never come to realize. That power is what can make us whole,
healing all of our brokenness and bringing light to our darkest places.
406 - You are "not guilty" so stop feeling guilty - This post is for men who feel a perpetual
sense of guilt, inadequacy, or failure because of their sin. Sin is certainly a grave danger and
threat to biblical masculinity. But if you have been freed from sin, why live in sin's frame any
longer? Don't define yourself by your sinfulness, but by your godliness.
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EC on TRP explains why making sex your god fails
18 upvotes | June 15, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Here's the link.
This is a very long post. It's also worth the read. For all you noobs out there, read carefully. This is
some pretty legit stuff about the importance of staying fit, developing a style, getting a decent haircut, and generally being top-tier. It is worth the read for that alone.
But the most significant part is the end. I've seen it written on TRP countless times. The end of the
road for the secular method is ultimately hopeless despair. It's a flatness that prevents you from
enjoying what you once poured your entire life into accomplishing.
Ecclesiastes 3:11 says that God has placed "eternity in the hearts of man." That means that nothing on
this earth can satisfy us (I know - everyone knows a good CS Lewis quote about that).
This is also why I harp on the importance of having a mission that transcends you or whatever family
you're hoping to build. You won't be satisfied if that mission doesn't incorporate what God designed
you to do: make disciples. Enjoy the read, but take it with a filter.
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Breakup after my Bachelor party
18 upvotes | December 20, 2021 | by Any-Management-4538 | Link | Reddit Link
Okay, so I’ve (M 23) been with my fiancé (F 22) for almost five years, engaged for nearly a year,
wedding scheduled about two weeks from now. We’ve had a few short breaks, fights, and breakups
but nothing too crazy over the five years and not a lot recently. I just went on my bachelor party, and
I agreed with no strippers or anything like that. And at one time we decided that we would not go to
bars without each other…. I don’t remember agreeing to this, but I said yeah, sure, whatever. We get
to the destination for the party and everything was literally textbook to the way she wants the party to
go—no girls, no bars.. etc. While I was in a store, the guys outside decide it would be a great idea to
go to a particularly famous restaurant that happens to have a bar in it. I come out, and they say we are
going to so and so, and I’m like cool (I didn’t know what it was). Before we even start talking indepth with me, my fiancé's cousin is on the phone with my fiancé's sister and soon my fiancé. I didn’t
have my phone with me because I left it to charge, but my fiancé was texting and calling me. She was
not happy that she thought we were going to this place. So this whole scene was pretty much made
about going to this place, so we didn’t go. Even though if it turned out to be a bar we wouldn’t have
anyways… Anyways she was pissed, and I’m like yeah, whatever, because I didn’t even do anything
wrong. However, in the past, when I didn’t do anything wrong, she still found a way that I did
something wrong or accidentally lied or something, so I’m just learning to stay calm and keep my
mouth shut when I’m innocent. Anyways I get back, and she’s mad that I didn’t call her the whole
trip…. Mind you, I texted and talked to her anytime she texted or called me, but it wasn’t a lot, but…
I was gone for less than 70 hours (Literally 20 hours driving). Now that I’m home, I asked her to go
to church with me, and she said no, so I said, okay, cool, and I went with a buddy, and I had a family
event in the evening, and she also said no to. I was passing her house on the way to the family event,
so I stopped by to see if she had changed her mind.. well, she didn’t, and she also let into me wanting
answers about the lack of phone calls and whole bar situation to with I gave the honest and authentic
answers…. It was not a bar situation as I never did nor intend to go to a bar, and I didn’t need to call
her for anything; I was enjoying a short weekend with the boys I didn’t owe her anything if she
wanted to talk to me all she had to do was pick up the phone and call me. Unfortunately, she doesn’t
like to acknowledge that a telephone works two ways. So I said what I said and said, alright, I was
allowing you to come tonight, but I have to go because I'm going to be late. I go to walk out the door,
and she throws her engagement ring at me on the way out and says she's done. I say, alright, see ya
and leave. I received a few text messages “1. Come back and take the ring. I don’t want it. 2. I'm not
wearing the engagement ring any longer. 3. I broke up with you just so we are clear “ She also tried
calling, and I answered, and she reiterated it was over and that I needed to pick up the ring... I just
laughed out loud and said I didn't have time for this right now. I also received three more texts shortly
after “Since I own our house, I will keep the house, and can you move everything out by January 1st?
I’d like to start my daycare asap. I’ll give you a list of people to call and cancel the wedding and I’ll
do my half. I’ll keep Milo since he was raised at my house.”
So that's the story, sorry to be extended.
Anyways on to me. I'm disappointed to lose her as I genuinely do love her, but I cannot deal with
how she has started to dominate and manipulate me and make every argument (that she makes up) be
her winning and me losing every time. I am not today to the point where I laugh it off. She will be
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missed, but I will be just fine without her life moving on, and it just gives me more time to focus on
my own stuff.
Just curious about everyone’s thoughts on the whole situation.
I love her, our pets, house, her family, everything. I feel like me becoming settled has made me soft,
and she’s taking advantage of it more and more.
BTW we do not live together. I live in a house her parents helped us buy, and her name is on the
house but not mine. (But I pay utilities and mortgage payment every month). The bad about the house
situation is I have a business in a 30 x 70 detached garage and have a ton of stuff to move and store if
I’m kicked out, lol
I will not be getting on my hand and knees begging her to take me back I know that..
Edit:
Mission: Bring others to Christ though my faith. Stats: 150 lbs 5'11 Reading: I have gotten away from
red pill reading lately although I have been getting back into it. Basics such as rationale male.
Finances: Self employed, Net 10k-20k/month bring home $3k a month. Spiritual: I spend time with
God in the morning and pray throughout the day. I become more and more willing to share of Christ
every day.
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Basic "2-2 Dinner Party" Social Skills
18 upvotes | February 25, 2022 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This one's for all you social auti--s out there. Some of this may seem overly basic, but I can think of
at least 7 people off the top of my head who would benefit from at least a few of these - and every
one of them is relevant for at least one of those people. I'm sure others are in that same boat, even
beyond my 7, so here goes.
Social influence is one of the most valuable domains to keep a mastery on. Over the years I've gotten
a number of questions about conversational strategy and social skills, as it's one of my strengths.
There's a lot of different sub-groups within the broader category of "social influence," though.
Take cold approaches, for example. /u/TheChristianAlpha is probably the best I've ever seen at this,
in-person. I randomly took him to dinner and half way through he had our waitress sitting at our table
in tears as he's telling her how Jesus is the best solution to her life troubles. I thought I was great at
cold approaches. He put me to shame.
Then there are group gatherings, professional functions, public events, and the like - all which require
unique (though often overlapping) sets of skills, depending on your goals for the situation. Do you
just want to have fun? Are you trying to build a relationship with someone in particular? Are you just
trying to meet new people, generally? Are you trying to teach someone in your group a personal
lesson or model a skill or trait for them? There are all kinds of goals you can have, and those should
and will affect how you approach your time.
I have a dinner party with a new couple this weekend, and someone else asked about a similar
situation (having another couple over for dinner) recently as well, so I'm going to stick with the
dinner party context and assume the goal is simple: make new friends. What I do with that friendship
later is a separate goal. For right now let's just make sure things go off without a hitch.
10 Dinner Party Tips
1 - Practice "Mayor Game"
Rather than going in crazy depth here, I'll defer a lot to Jacktenofhearts' comment here. Obviously it's
a bit different because a two-couple dinner party is not a mass social outing. But in our context it will
mean engaging in small talk, even if you don't care what it is. This small talk will be filtered
throughout the evening between larger topics, which we'll get to later. The utility of your mayor
game here is to make people feel like they're having a good time through subtle (or, on lesser
occasion, overt) supportive gestures rather than trying to push an agenda for yourself. You are
pushing your own agenda: "make new friends" and "advance my social network." The mayor benefits
from mayor game. But he does it in a way that looks like you're the one benefiting from him. That's
why he's so doggone popular.
2 - Don't Dominate
Yeah, I know all you alpha-wannabes think dominating is everything. Domination is a tool. 2-2
dinner dates where you're just trying to build rapport with someone aren't necessarily the best
situation for that tool. Domination is great for building sexual attraction with women or respect from
men in male-only spaces, but when you put yourself in front of another married couple, the dynamic
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needs shift away from brute domination toward charm. Mayor game is also highly relevant here.
The mayor isn't dominating the conversation. He's its catalyst. I like to think of my conversational
style at 2-2 dinner parties as if I'm pushing one of my kids on a swing. They're the one on the swing,
not me. It's not about me. At first, I may have to push several times to get her going, some hard
pushes even. But once she's got momentum, it's just a few light taps here and there to keep her from
slowing down. If I look away too long and she slows down too much, I push hard again, but it only
takes one good push that time. In the end, my daughter had a great time and I didn't have to do much.
She gets off the swing and is smitten with what a great time she had with me.
3 - Don't expect help
If I insisted that I be the one on the swing (i.e. dominated the activity) and that they should be
priming the conversation for me to enjoy, I'll end up sorely disappointed. Why? Because my 4yr old
isn't strong enough to push me on the swing. Even my 10yr old couldn't push me very high. I'm the
strong one, not them. Your dinner guests may actually be better conversationalists than you - and if
so, that's great. But don't expect it. I used to expect it and it backfired often. Go in expecting that they
are conversationally weak and immature. You will be less disappointed and more on your game that
way.
4 - Use your wife
She's there to help. Let her help. If she is sidelined in the conversation, (a) she's going to be upset
afterward because of your crappy leadership, and why bring those tests and burdens on yourself? But
more significantly: (b) your guests will notice and it will affect how they feel about YOU. They came
to see both of you, not just you (in most cases). One of my common strategies is the "Have you met
Ted?" play from How I Met Your Mother. I introduce a topic, put my wife on the spot (sometimes
awkwardly, for hilarity) and say, "You've got a good story on that, babe. Why don't you tell them?"
(if I know she actually does) or, "Honey, what do you think of that?" (if I'm being more general).
This form of enabling someone else in the conversation is the best way to play mayor game in small
settings, priming conversations without dominating them.
5 - Ask lots of questions
The goal is getting to know them and building a relationship. Excellent. Best way to do that is to
speak with other people on their terms about things they enjoy. If they, on their own, raise a topic of
interest to you, by all means: engage. Share your own thoughts. But always end what you say with a
question. Whenever you talk, you should finish your portion of the conversation in one of two ways:
You slowed down your speech enough, winding down your thought, that they cut you off with
their own thoughts (ideal)
They didn't cut you off, so you ask a question to pass the ball
6 - Avoid Awkward Silences
If you finish talking and one of the two above things hasn't happened, the ball is still in your hands.
More accurately: the ball is rolling around on the floor without anyone picking it up, and because
you're the last one who had it, it's your fumble. If it's not a natural transfer, asking a question passes
it. Even if no one answers, instead of you fumbling, it's them failing to catch it. Sure, it can still be a
bad pass if you asked a dumb question, but something is better than nothing. Without a question, you
haven't passed the ball. It's still your ball.
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They may break the awkward silence and steal it from you, but then the impression is: "This is
boring. He's just holding the ball. I don't like boring, so I'll grab it and do something." To be fair, I
LOVE awkward silences. They're great learning and teaching tools. But not when my goal is to get to
know someone or build a relationship. Awkward silences are better when you're leading a small
group/Bible study/class/discipleship meeting/etc. Use the right tool in the right context. A first dinner
party is not the proper context for the awkward silence tool.
7 - One Big Topic, One Backup
Not 5. Not 0. One or two. Your guests may have big topics too, but (per no. 3) don't expect their help.
Big topics are things you know the group can spend 30+ minutes talking about before changing
subjects again. This is hardest with new people. If I were chatting with one of you all, I know I can
bring up anything red pill and we can go off for a while. With someone like /u/praexology, I can
mention the topic of behavioral study and we're good for 30+ minutes. With my friend Ryan, it's
home repair. With John, it's church discipleship. Big topics must be something you're either fluent in,
or where you can fake fluency reasonably well. Ideally, your big topic will be something personally
relevant for them. For example, if the person's dad is dying of cancer, ask about that and let that
spawn big-topic ideas for conversation.
If you are really struggling for big topic ideas, just ask yourself, "What is everyone on the internet
posting about?" If it's Ukraine/Russia, you can go with that. If it's some new BLM outrage, use that
one. If it's a celebrity doing something absurd, that's another. The pop-event is not the topic. The
philosophical questions and issues the event raises are your big topic.
Example: With Ukraine/Russia, I'd be asking questions like:
Countries used to war all the time, but our wars lately have been against small factions, not
whole nations. Have we really evolved as a people or did we just become complacent in a few
decades of general world peace?
Is there biblical merit to the idea of one nation conquering another in a post-Gospel world
where we are citizens of a spiritual Kingdom before any physical one?
To what extent should Christians actually get concerned with political issues like this?
Should the US intervene at all? Or is it better to let other nations figure out their own problems?
Notice how these are all questions. You will have opportunity to share your views, but not until after
you let them share theirs first. The reason is no. 8, below.
The goal of your "one big topic" is to make the other people feel like you actually discussed
something of substance rather than lots of small talk before going home. You need the small-talk
too. Small-talk matters, especially when it's, "What's been going on in your life lately?" Showing
them that you actually care about who they are and what they're experiencing matters. If you only
care about their opinions on subjects, but not their own life experience, you will have an obvious
gaping hole in the "get to know you" aspect of the relationship. But don't neglect the big-issues that
will drive conversation through the evening too.
Put another way: small-talk lets you know what's happening in their life. Big topics let you know who
they are as people. How you handle the "big topic" and which topic you selected is vital to them
feeling like a relationship is being built. That's the topic that will make them go home and think, "We
really got to know them." Without a big topic they will think on the drive home, "That was decent
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chit chat" and they won't give you a second thought.
8 - Read the Room
The first 20 minutes your guests are over are the prime opportunity to assess who they are. You'll be
able to tell if the guy is passive or dominant. You can figure out if the wife runs the show or if she's a
biblical helper. You can assess whether they are neat or sloppy. You'll pick up things about their
lingo and style of speech. You'll figure out if they're socially competent or inept. Most importantly,
you can use all of this information to assess what's safe to discuss and not. Trying to red knight the
new co-worker and his wife on the first dinner date you have with him is ... not smart.
Remember, you have a goal: build a relationship/get to know them. Saying something that
completely offends them is counter-productive to that goal, even if it happens to be true. AFTER the
relationship is well-established, you will have room to say offensive/unsafe things and they won't
care. But if they're at all like 99% of the world, you will not be given that level of respect up-front.
You'll have to gauge their body language, facial expressions, times when they forcibly derail the
conversation (especially if it's unnatural to the natural flow).
Another big aspect of reading the room is gauging how well they're responding to the things you're
saying and doing. The reason you often want to ask questions about their views before sharing your
own is not only because it (a) creates the trust necessary to get away with sharing some of your more
"unpopular" views and opinions, but also (b) gives you valuable information about where they're
coming some so you can present your "unpopular" views and opinions in a more palatable way,
without compromising your goals for the evening. If while you're reading the room you notice that
you're cutting them off more than they're cutting you off, you're not asking enough questions and
they're going to feeeeel disengaged with the conversation, even if they are actually engaging. From
there, part of reading the room also means ...
9 - Avoid Taboo Topics
... until the relationship/respect is established well-enough that you know you can pull it off. I've
already hinted at this, so I won't go too much more in-depth here. Suffice it to say: power-playing a
taboo topic just to see how someone responds is fun. It's a useful skill to have. But as with awkward
silences, taboo topics are the wrong tool for early-stage "get to know you" dinners.
10 - Think Beyond the Conversation
Are their glasses empty? Ask if they need more to drink. Did they eat everything on their plate?
Maybe it wasn't enough and they want more, but are too "courteous" to get seconds without it being
offered. Are they stretching their backs a lot? Maybe it's time to move from the table to the couch.
Pay attention to the non-conversational aspects of what's going on in order to be a good host. This
form of hospitality will be essential in leaving a good impression. Good first impressions earn
influence later.
Women are GREAT at this. But if your wife is the only one doing it, you'll end up in dynamics like I
used to be in years ago, where people would think, "We really like her, but R-C is weird." They have
to see the leader/helper dynamic between the two of you as a healthy interplay, not as distinct
functions. Lead by example in this way. Maybe you offer to refill their cup, but your wife stands up
and says, "Oh yeah, I can get that." You led with the insight that they may be thirsty, she helped do
the actual work of getting their drinks. If your wife picks up on something like that, play the, "Oh
yeah, that reminds me" card and pick something else to lead into, like, "I might want to grab some
seconds. Any of you want some while I'm up?" or "Now's probably a good time to pull out dessert
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anyway."
Activities are a great way to go beyond the conversation too - especially if the guy seems disengaged
and his wife is doing all the talking. Most men prefer to do rather than talk. My wife and I are big on
board games. We keep an assortment that are both complex and easy, so if there's ever a lull in
conversation, we have an option for anyone - other board-gamers or people who just want to play a
round of euchre. Lots of times the board game collection is even the context for inviting someone
over, "Oh, we should totally do a game night!" 75% of the time when we schedule these game nights
we never actually play any board games because conversation is great and it doesn't go there. But
we're always ready. Other activity ideas could be
Going on a walk around your neighborhood
I know some of the guys around here like to use video games. I personally avoid this, as I'm not
a huge video-gamer in the first place. But if there's something unique, like my son's VR, that
can be a lot of fun. Party games on a TV/game system can also be useful.
Sometimes I like to have my guests, when they're over, actually help with some aspect of the
cooking. This is a bit riskier, but cooking new and interesting dishes is already a hobby of
mine, so it's a small way to invite someone else into a world where I am competent enough to
carry the activity while still making them feel engaged without an actual burden.
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The Atlantic asks its readers why modernity is hurting young
boys and men. How would you answer?
18 upvotes | October 13, 2022 | by careeningtracktor | Link | Reddit Link
Here is the article:
https://www.theatlantic.com/newsletters/archive/2022/10/21-reader-views-on-the-masculinity-crisis/6
71703/
It surprised me that a large number of these responses actually recognized that men are given fewer
opportunities to exercise and be recognized for their masculine traits. Other responses obviously
came from a more left-leaning perspective, often criticizing "society" (it always is) for punishing
feminine men. I'm curious, if you were asked this question “Why are men and boys struggling? What
should we do about it?” how would you answer?
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Expectations regarding a date's emotional maturity
17 upvotes | March 23, 2022 | by AgereContra | Link | Reddit Link
Hey, I (almost 28M) am new to the sub, as I recently made the decision to "migrate" over from
r/CatholicDating (yep, I'm Catholic, but I tend to find Protestants and non-denominational or
unaffiliated Christians to be way more on point / less blue-pilled than my fellow Catholics re:
Biblical masculinity, relationship, and sex advice... plus many of the women on there cannot or at
least do not argue properly). I've gotten enough pushback in the form of condescension and generally
illogical banter on that sub to realize that, despite one of my Lenten commitments to avoid red pill
content (as I had become toxic in much of my thinking), spending some time on this sub would be a
good move to get my mind straight and find some camaraderie this Lent. To kick things off:
Mission: My mission is to finish law school (currently a 1L at a Top-20 US law school), use
my degree to work within the bitcoin community, and raise a strong Catholic family to combat
our decaying secular society. Admittedly, my fairly high sex drive (I'm a virgin who's off porn
but struggles on a weekly if not daily basis w/ masturbation) is a big reason why I'd like to
marry before my mid-30s (sometime between 29 and 32 ideally), and I believe I'd really enjoy
and benefit from the presence of a beautiful, kind, humble and feminine woman in my life. I
also love my nephew and nieces and would like to have children of my own.
Stats: Body fat = 13-15%, Height = 6'1", Weight = 184-186 lbs, Lifts = ? (former collegiate
rower who shifted not quite a year ago from a moderate/high amount of endurance running and
light calisthenics to my current low/moderate amount of endurance running and heavy
calisthenics, machines, and free weights... likely slightly below intermediate on the big
compound lifts). I almost never drink and have never done any recreational drugs.
Reading: I've read a decent number of Rollo's online articles but have mainly learned the red
pill from lots of YouTube videos (Richard Cooper, then Rollo, plus some others - including
some real junk that was more MGTOW or incel type stuff). I've also watched some of the RPC
YouTube content - a primer for my checking out this sub.
Finances: I'm a 1L on scholarship at a Top-20 US law school w/ a high paying part-time gig
($100+/hr for 5-10 hrs/week). I was making just over $90k the last 2 years, have a net worth of
around $500k, expect to have decent low six-figure options coming out of law school w/ no
debt and have a credit score > 800.
Spiritual: I think I'm spiritually mature, at least relatively speaking, as I pray at least every
morning and night and often go to weekday Mass, plus I have quiet times when I go for park
walks like I'm in my 70s. Now comes the part where I can get ripped on for being Catholic
haha: some of my biggest shortcomings are (1) my non-existent Christian brotherhood (aside
from 1 Christian guy in my law school class who's going JAG) and limited social network more
generally speaking and (2) my only recent exploration of Scripture itself (this is arguably the
stereotypical Catholic deficiency coming to the fore)... I've mostly been lone-wolfing it, so to
speak, aside from some rare connections here or there. Getting sufficiently on point to lead and
make disciples is where I think I need the most work.
Okay - the meat of the post: I've only been on dates with young Catholic women between the ages of
21 and 24, and online I've only video chatted with women in that age range (w/ 2 exceptions), and
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I've noticed that - generally speaking - there tends to be a sizable gap in emotional maturity
between me and the woman. I've always been an 'old soul' and got into dating 5+ years after I
graduated college, which has had its pros and cons, but I'm concerned I don't have a good grasp of
how mature "your typical faithful Catholic (or, more broadly, Christian) woman between the ages of
18 and 24" should be. I'm the middle of 3 sons, have never had close female friends (accustomed to
sports teams + I generally oppose the idea), and am extremely analytical - such that I sometimes
break down recent dates like cases from law school. I may be very low on the autism spectrum, as in
very high functioning, but I'm not that socially awkward and lack the extreme symptoms (e.g., cannot
hold eye contact, get irrationally upset when your routine is disrupted, etc.)... I'd say I'm more so
socially naive or romantically inexperienced than awkward.
FWIW: I think I'd match up best with a woman 4-10 years younger than I am for several reasons: (1)
she'd be more likely to also be sexually inexperienced (this currently matters a lot to me), (2) she'd be
more likely to embrace my mission in life rather than compete with me in the relationship, (3) she'd
be less likely to hold my limited dating experience against me and (4) I'd be less concerned that she
has "baby rabies" / is feeling the pressure of her biological clock and just sees me as "the good guy"
at the end of her possibly jacked up love story... I don't look like Beta Bucks but am definitely on the
BB side of AF/BB in terms of my character, personality, and attitude toward women (despite
significant improvement in terms of frame... still the gentleman type and couldn't even pretend to be
the bad boy type for a single date - not that that's bad).
All that said: my 20s have been huge for me in terms of personal development, in myriad ways, so
naturally I understand that - despite the (potentially incorrect) conventional wisdom that women
emotionally mature faster than men - young women still need time to grow into themselves as well.
My question boils down to where I should expect a woman to be (emotionally speaking) when I
first meet her v. how much I should expect to grow with her in a relationship. (And I know this
isn't an exact science...)
Here are some specific observations regarding which I'd appreciate some advice:
> Currently pursuing a post-college degree (especially if impractical like a PhD in Philosophy) or
plans to do so (often implying a multi-year time commitment and misaligned priorities)... I don't
consider this a deal-breaker, especially because I'm sympathetic to the feminist brainwashing that
even Christian young women experience, but I do think it can be problematic in Christian dating for
several reasons.
> VERY feelings-based and eager to progress the relationship without looking into practical
considerations (long-term living preference, whether she'd be open to being - and hopefully wants to
be - a homemaker, etc.)... I think there are so many closet feminists out there among "conservative"
Christian women who don't even know it.
> More responsive to my words than my actions... This one still boggles my mind: calling a girl
"pretty" when she's into me >> consistently demonstrating my character and respect for her. I
wouldn't use this to manipulate young women, but wow, would it be easy to do... Do you think this is
the norm for 18-24 year-old Christian women who actually live the faith?
> w/ "the wrong crowd" or, in other words, has bad influences in her life (party-girl type friends)...
Yes, I know this is one of Richard Cooper's red flags, but at the same time some girls just need time
to grow up (w/ the requirement they don't hop on the CC due to peer pressure). I don't want to go to
the chopping block too quickly on some of this.
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> MUCH more easily stressed by school, family problems, and whatever else may crop up than I am
or really ever was during my early 20s... This I think is par for the course between men and women
generally speaking, but frankly, I'm trying to figure out what is "normal crazy" for young women and
what is "crazy crazy" (BPD and the like - with which I have a bit of dating experience).
TLDR; I don't understand what from my dating experience is attributable to inherent differences
between men and women (which I therefore need to accept) and what shows 'unacceptable' emotional
immaturity in a woman nowadays... I don't expect my future wife to be just like me, as that would be
weird and awful for lots of reasons, but I don't want to set my expectations too high: I'm worried I'd
miss someone really great who hasn't come into her own yet.
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Choose your dojo carefully
17 upvotes | March 27, 2022 | by orestesshackleford | Link | Reddit Link
The title isn't a metaphor. There are a lot of people encouraging others to start martial arts, which is
great, but people have to be mindful of the fact that most martial arts dojos are spooks. So called
"Mcdojos," dojos which exist mostly to take money from hapless fools who want to LARP as ninjas,
make up most martial arts organizations that I've seen these days. I spent over 10 years training
karate, and I barely learned how to defend myself. Big mistake. Fortunately for everyone, in the
process I figured out my big list of red/yellow flags. Keep these in mind before you pay your club
dues.
Yellow/Red Flags
1. There is little sparring: there are many dojos which focus on Kihon and/or Kata (basic
technique), but these are all but useless if you are not actually fighting. The sooner and more
intense they get you into this, the better. Dojos that do this might argue that beginners don't
have the technique to safely spar, but this is bologna. If you're not fighting, you're not learning
how to fight. Period.
2. There are lots of belts: traditional Japanese Karate had only three belts- white, brown, and
black. Adding a ton of different belts into training has been a great way to give newcomers a
sense of accomplishment, but it usually just serves as a way to reward them for minimal effort.
Just about every martial art seems to have a lot of belts these days, but be more wary of the
ones that have the most.
3. The core demographic is not fit, fighting-age men: This should be intuitive. Who likes to get in
fights and wins? Young men. with lots of testosterone. Dojos that have lots of members that are
outside of this demographic generally won't be as intense or focused on teaching honest-togoodness fighting. This isn't even a gendered thing per-say. Having a gym full of soft,
overweight nerdy guys is by far the biggest demographic red-flag, IMO. It also goes without
saying that any place that caters primarily to children should be scratched off your list of
options ASAP.
4. Emphasis on traditional, eastern philosophy: I know the far east pretty well. I speak some of
the languages over there, and I've mingled with the population for decades (both in my own
country and in theirs). There is a persistent trend in east Asia where scam artists will
incorporate some sense of oriental mystery religion in order to attract people (think kooky
Indian cult-guru types). This happens in medicine, exercise, and many other areas. These sellouts tend to have little to do with the actual philosophy they espouse, and use it as a cover to
seem deep without actually accomplishing anything. Many, many mainstream dojos in the U.S.
are like this. They incorporate meditative practices and arcane concepts which do nothing to
make you a better fighter, but sound interesting. Don't even trust "traditional" organizations
without vetting. Karate, for example, became popular in America after World War 2, and many
of the old masters of Karate were forced to commercialize their way in order to make money in
a cash-strapped, war-torn Okinawa. Some outright sold-out. There are many ancient eastern
martial arts styles and schools which are good, but it's still a real issue. The last thing I want is
for any of you to have your frame shattered by some asian who knows his stuff because you got
duped into getting the martial arts equivalent of this tattoo.
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If you see any of these signs, beware. Don't be afraid to ask questions about them to the gym leaders
either. Just like everywhere else, frame matters when joining a martial arts gym.
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Approaching women interested in me as a 30 year old who
never had a girlfriend
17 upvotes | May 5, 2022 | by 3acor | Link | Reddit Link
Hey,
I am 30 years old about to turn 31 in June. I never had a girlfriend or been intimate.
I turned down many opportunities to have intimacy. I was either waiting for marriage or at least worst
case scenario in a serious relationship that could lead to marriage.As for a girlfriend there are many
reasons why I didn't have one. I had a long version but will keep it short.Conservative
background(Middle East, moved to Canada at 21), school with boys to girls ratio 9:1,shy, skinny,
short, lots of acne, balding, no stable job, no dating experience, never met a girl I am really into....
I am getting tired of just being lonely.I really have zero dating experience and at my age it is really
bad and girls probably can smell it.I really get anxious now just thinking of going on a date or even
being in a relationship as it is something I am not used to and I don't know how to deal with it.A lot
of times I just feel like giving up and just go have casual intimacy (or at least just foreplay) .
There is this girl at the gym(I think she could be a potential serious relationship). She is from my
home country, Christian(Not sure how much practicing she is though), very attractive, works hard at
the gym, go to university....Many times she showed interested and making a move for me to talk to
her but I barely did( to a point she felt I am not interested in her) as I don't feel confident opening up
to her and having her find out about me.I think she is in her early twenties (I don't care about age
difference as long as she is mature) and if she is young it is better for me as she won't have much
dating experience herself and she just came from the middle east so I am not sure she has a big dating
experience herself.
My point is that how do you deal with a woman as a 30 year old Christian man who never had a
girlfriend. I don't think I should tell any girl I never had a girlfriend as I am sure it will be a major red
flag specially at my age. When I was 18 and 22, I said to girls I never had a girlfriend and they were
shocked (in a bad way).
Mission:
I just feel like a mess. Should I just ignore her and any other women until I get my stuff together?Or
should I just open up and if a woman really is into me she will support me along the way?
EDIT:I can't imagine telling women I am a 30 year old male with no stable income(yet) and no past
girlfriend.
Stats:
5"6, 140lbs
Over the last 2 years I have only been doing calisthenics and I haven't benched pressed in 2 years.
I tried bench pressing last week and I could go for 225lbs for 1 rep
I can do weighted push ups with 3 plates on me(135lbs), weighted pull ups around 90lbs(1rep),
weighted dips 135lbs.
Here are a couple images of my body:
https://imgur.com/sgGBDhz
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https://imgur.com/oFXC2b9 (took it today but I think I look bigger in the picture than in real life)
Finances:
I have no debts.
I have an undergraduate degree in Engineering and a graduate degree in Finance from reputable
universities.
I never enjoyed engineering at all and only did it to please my parents since my dad is an engineer as
well and hence I am behind the curve financially.
I am currently trying to make it on my own in finance and it is going well but I need a bit more time.
Spiritual:
I don't know how mature I can call myself since I never been in a relationship and I am not stable
financially yet.
I pray everyday and recently been going to Church as often as I can on Sunday and If I don't, I pray
the rosary.
Thanks a lot in advance!
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Where have you fallen in love with the world? Let's diagnose
that together.
17 upvotes | June 13, 2022 | by HesZoinked | Link | Reddit Link
The scriptures helpfully tell us to be in NOT of the world. Our world is a hostile place that hates God
and hates Christians. To be a masculine Christian you need to be a rock that doesn't get shaken by the
sin and temptations of this world, for your sake and the sake of Christians who look up to you.
John 17:14-17
"I have given them your word, and the world has hated them because they are not of the world, just
as I am not of the world. 15 I do not ask that you take them out of the world, but that you keep them
from the evil one.[a] 16 They are not of the world, just as I am not of the world. 17 Sanctify them[b]
in the truth; your word is truth."
Jesus prayed a prayer that his disciples would not leave this world, but instead navigate it as a
stranger to sin.
I challenge all of you in the comments to diagnose ways in which you have fallen in love with the
world and we can all provide advice and pray for you in those regards. I can't stress how important it
is to recognise and air out your sins.
1 John 1:8
"If we say we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us."
After you've prayed and repented of your sins, your Christian brothers are the next best place to talk
about them.
I'll start, here are some ways that I'm in the world that I'd love prayer for:
I'm prideful. I want to be the best at everything and have that be known by all.
Pray that I would only boast in Christ.
I'm tempted by greed. I watch my non-Christian friends cheat the system to increase their
wealth and it frustrates me and I sometimes get jealous.
Pray for me that I would grasp that I have a treasure worth more than any amount of
material possessions
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My Transformation from Nice Guy to Red Pill Christian
17 upvotes | March 8, 2018 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
I was born in the Midwest and raised Catholic. We struggled somewhat financially, but my parents
always provided what we needed. We lived in a nice neighborhood and knew most of our neighbors.
I am the oldest child, and have 2 sisters. My parents loved us and treated us well. They never ever
fought in front of us, and my dad never hit my mom. They would drink socially, but I never saw
either of them drunk even once. We went on hikes at the parks, went for drives in the country, went
to the lake for the day, went to Cedar Point almost every year, and rented a cabin by a lake for 2
weeks for our summer vacations. All as a family. We were somewhat sheltered as kids, and were the
first ones in the house at night and the first ones to bed in the neighborhood. I had a childhood most
people can only dream about (I’ve often described it as a Leave-It-To-Beaver childhood – NMMNG
was a sorely needed wake-up call). The only bad thing was that I was picked on a lot at school
because I was smart but somewhat overweight.
When I was 11, I went to a different school and on my walk home one day, a group of us walked
behind the adult movie theatre because some of the kids said we could find pieces of film with naked
pictures on them. We did, and soon I was going every day to look. My mom eventually found them,
and of course I told her I was holding them for someone else. She threw them all away. A few weeks
later my best friend showed me his dad's stack of Playboys in the garage. I took one home to look at
with his permission. This is when I began to be addicted to porn. When I was 12 I spent the night at a
new friend's house. He had hardcore porn magazines, and his parents knew and didn't care. He gave
me some of them and that only fueled my addiction.
At 13 I got into playing video games at the arcade. I didn't have much money so I began to steal it
from the till box of money my mom had for Cub Scout activities she was in charge of running. At 15
I went to my first party at my best friend's house, where I got drunk for the first time. Later that night
my friend's brother and I went out and broke into some cars and stole some stuff. I began to steal
from others when I was at their houses too. At 16 I smoked my first joint, and began to use marijuana
daily.
At 17 I started dating a friend of my sister. She was my first girlfriend, and after 2 weeks of dating
she asked me why I hadn't made a move on her yet. I told her I was a virgin and didn't want to scare
her. She told me to come over that night with some condoms, and I lost my virginity that night on her
living room floor while her parents slept upstairs. About 6 months later, one of my sister's other
friends called me and asked me if I wanted to go out. She told me on our first date that it was
supposed to be a joke, that she never intended to go out with me; she and her friends were only
looking to string me along and be mean because they thought it would be funny, but once she talked
to me a few times on the phone she found that she really was beginning to like me. On the third date I
charmed the pants right off her and we had sex. So now I was seeing both of them and having sex
with both of them too. Neither of them knew about the other.
Then at 18 I started using LSD and cocaine because some of my drug buddies offered them to me,
and it was pretty much anything-goes from there. My drug of choice was still marijuana, though, and
I used it every day, all day. Because of my partying ways, I soon began to meet other girls who were
interested, and one by one began to sleep with them as well. I wanted as many as I could get, and
would often sleep with two or three different girls in the same week – sometimes two in the same
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day. Then I moved 3 hours away to a larger city to go to college. I met a girl there, and we slept
together on the first date. I continued to see her, as well as sleep with other girls when the opportunity
arose.
After about 6 months, I stopped sleeping around and moved in with my girlfriend. I dropped out of
school, because I wasn’t really being serious about my studies and was more into partying and having
sex. After a few months I began cheating on her with a couple girls at work. One of those girls
convinced me to leave her and I did, and we moved in together. She was married, but had been
separated from her husband since she went to prison. She had just gotten out of prison when I met her
and was in a release program. We moved in together once she was released from the halfway house.
A month after we started living together, she got custody of her 2 daughters, 8 & 9, back from her
husband. We began to raise them in our house, while continuing to party daily.
She told me she could not get pregnant, so we were not using anything to prevent pregnancy. A few
months later, however, she ended up pregnant anyway. I pressured her into having an abortion. She
was against it, but reluctantly agreed. Our relationship was never the same after that. We got her
tubes tied, but she began withholding sex from me except when she wanted it. We fought a lot, and I
started cheating on her. In 1998 we got married. A month later, we moved from the Midwest to start
life over in the desert Southwest. Our temporary living arrangements quickly fell through, and we
found ourselves at a homeless shelter for families for 3 weeks until we could get money together to
rent a place. Once we got jobs and got settled it was back to partying, smoking weed and porn. I
stayed faithful to my wife for the next 7 years, but she rarely wanted to have sex and this was really
difficult for me.
In December of 1998 I went to a Wednesday night church service with a friend from work who
invited me. I had heard the Gospel before but it never "clicked." I suddenly understood that I needed
to be born again as Jesus said, and that there was nothing I could do to save myself. I gave my life to
Christ that night, and felt the witness of the Holy Spirit inside me powerfully, opening my spirit up
for the first time to communicate with God. Soon after I began studying the Bible with my friend and
I joined a church, but was still getting high every day.
My wife's youngest daughter got pregnant at 16 and hid the pregnancy from us as long as she could.
She gave birth to a boy in 2002. She wasn't the best mother, but she took decent care of him. My wife
and I helped. We began taking him to the nursery at our church when he was 5 weeks old. A few
weeks before her 18th birthday, the mother began running with a new group of friends and started
using crystal meth. She began to not take care of her son and would leave for days at a time. She and
her mom got into a fight, and she left for a few weeks to use meth. My wife contacted CPS right
away and they granted us temporary guardianship based on abandonment. I bonded with him during
this time and began to really love him like my own son. Eventually her daughter returned, and spent
the next few years coming for 6 months at a time to live with us and then leaving again. She had a
different boyfriend with her each time she showed up.
Eventually I got tired of doing without sex, and I went online and joined a casual encounter website
in 2005. I met several women and had a bunch of sex with them. Then in 2006 my wife was
diagnosed with breast cancer. I started taking her to the doctor several times a week, and they told her
they would have to remove her right breast and part of her underarm, then start chemo. I stopped
seeing anyone else and focused on taking care of my wife. The surgery was successful, and then she
started getting sick from the chemo. I took a lot of time off of work to care for her when she needed.
Then they started radiation and she was in even more pain. It was during this time that she began to
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read her Bible every day and go to church every week. She even started a daily devotional, and began
to make God the primary focus of her life for the first time ever. In December of 2006 the doctors
told her the cancer had metastasized to her brain, and she began more chemo, as well as full head
radiation 5 days a week. In March 2007 she had a PET scan and was declared cancer-free. In May of
2007, the cancer returned and she was in the hospital for 8 days. I spent every moment there with her
that I could, and during that time she finally let go of the resentment toward me and we began to be
friends again like we were when we met.
She came home and was alright for about a week, but then began to deteriorate. She started sleeping
all the time and would barely eat or drink anything. About 2 weeks after she got out of the hospital,
she had a breathing attack and was rushed to the emergency room. Her organs shut down a few hours
later, and they gave her a shot to wake her up so I could say goodbye. They took her off the ventilator
and I said goodbye, and she took her last breath while I held her hand. I left the hospital that night
numb. I had to tell my grandson the next day that she had died, and he understood as well as a 5 year
old can. I also shared the gospel that day with him, and he gave his life to Christ. After the funeral, I
began to read the Bible and pray like never before. I also listened to a ton of sermons and God grew
my faith during this time. I contacted the court and went through the process of securing permanent
guardianship so I could take care of him. I was, however, still using drugs and watching porn.
The following year I decided to check out the singles Bible study. After a few months I met my
current wife, and we exchanged numbers. I called her a couple weeks later and asked her out on a
date. She is from Eastern Europe and has a super-sexy accent. We went on 2 dates, and I was high on
both of them. As I arrived home that second night, I felt God speaking to me. He told me that a
relationship would never work with her if I continued to use drugs. He told me I had to make a
choice:
(cont. in comments)
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Filtering RP through a Christian Worldview
17 upvotes | January 22, 2018 | by stormtrooper10933 | Link | Reddit Link
I started my RP journey about 12 weeks ago when I first read STLSM by BluePillProfessor over at
the Married Red Pill subreddit. I've been reading so much sidebar material, I haven't had time for
much of anything else. I've learned alot and have already experienced some positive change in my
marriage and most of all, in myself. I still have a long way to go.
Anyway, I have been an avid Bible student for many years, and the RP has made alot of things make
sense in my Christian worldview, but it has also challenged some of what I thought was my
Biblically-informed Christian values. I don't attribute any of the psychological explanations as a
result of evolutionary progress for the survival of the human race. Screw evolution, I believe Genesis
1-3. I see most of it as God's design or a distortion of that design by way of the fall. So, This post is
both assertions and questions. I hope some of you who have been RP for sometime can help me
refine my thinking a bit. Here we go...
Affirmations
Frame A Woman is to enter a man's world, not vice versa. He is to be an emotional rock or oak for
her to depend on. As a leader, he is to define the terms of the relationship and she is to submit to that.
All of this is perfectly compatible with Christian marriage. Ephesians 5:22 Wives, submit to your own
husbands, as to the Lord. Submit means to arrange one's self under another. So, she is to arrange her
world and her life within the frame of her husband.
Polygamy and Hypergamy: RP asserts that men are naturally polygamous and women are naturally
hypergamous. On the surface based on human behavior and experience, I can see that. However, I
think that these two characteristics are post-fall/curse. After the fall, the fundamental nature of human
beings changed from the way God created and intended for them. Polygamy was one of the first
sexual deviations from God's original intent that men engaged in. Hypergamy is also a fallen, sinful
nature that characterizes women.
Mark 10:6-7 But from the beginning of the creation God made them male and female. For this cause
shall a man leave his father and mother, and cleave to his wife.
One man / one woman for life was God's design for a sexual strategy called marriage. It is still the
best institution to curb the fallen tendencies of men and women. Yet the sexual revolution and
feminism have attacked marriage and the institution itself is in a huge crisis.
Men are the Prize, not Women Marriage was created to give us language and personal experience
of the love of God for His people. Thus the analogy is found in Ephesians and we as Christians
follow it...
Ephesians 5:26-28 Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave
himself for it; 26 That he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the word, 27 That
he might present it to himself a glorious church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing; but
that it should be holy and without blemish. 28 So ought men to love their wives as their own bodies.
He that loveth his wife loveth himself.
This passage is often quoted to re-enforce how husbands need to provide beta comforts to their wives.
But the point of the passage is that Jesus is the prize for His bride. The church/bride is presented to
HIMSELF after he has groomed her to become what pleases Him. The church is not Jesus' prize,
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Jesus is the church's prize. The idea of self-love preceding wife-love is seen here as well. The way we
love ourselves is the standard for how we are to love our wives. Work on you, and she will respond.
Further, we see that Jesus prays that the church will enter into the joy of His glory: John 17:24
Father, I will that they also, whom thou hast given me, be with me where I am; that they may behold
my glory, which thou hast given me: for you loved me before the foundation of the world.
This is Jesus, being the prize. He's our model. We are to be the prize for our ladies as well.
The initiating leadership of the husband is also seen in the actions of Jesus toward the church. John
15:16 Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you...
Dread This one was a little harder to justify. But, I can see the concept in Revelation 2: Nevertheless
I have this against you, that you have left your first love. 5 Remember therefore from where you have
fallen; repent and do the first works, or else I will come to you quickly and remove your lampstand
from its place—unless you repent.
Jesus tells His church, that their "first love", which would be equivalent to the attracted passion of a
woman to her new husband, has grown cold. If she doesn't return to it, there will be consequences.
This is not negotiated desire, because Jesus is perfectly attractive as a husband. His qualities never
diminish like ours do. He doesn't need to develop a better MAP.
Could this be seen as an analogy of dread when we know that God divorced Israel, and has given
Himself to the church of Gentiles?
Remember, in Jeremiah 3, God says that he "divorced" Israel: Then I saw that for all the causes for
which backsliding Israel had committed adultery, I had put her away and given her a certificate of
divorce. Romans 11:11 I say then, have they (Israel) stumbled that they should fall? Certainly not!
But through their fall, to provoke them to jealousy, salvation has come to the Gentiles.
BluePillProfessor wrote in his book STLSM that in the Song of Solomon there is dread found in Song
of Solomon 3:1-2 By night on my bed I sought the one I love; I sought him, but I did not find him.“I
will rise now,” I said, “And go about the city; In the streets and in the squares I will seek the one I
love.” I sought him, but I did not find him. Solomon withdraws and she feels dread, looking for him
in frantic desperation.
Although, I affirm the doctrine of perseverance of the saints and the assurance of salvation; I am not
suggesting that Christ would threaten His bride with the loss of salvation as the same as dread.
However, the loss of fellowship is certainly a threat if the church loses interest in her husband.
Questionable There are a couple of concepts that are common terms in the RP manosphere that I
have a little bit of difficulty squaring with my Christian values. I'm wondering how to reconcile them.
Spinning Plates I like the idea of abundance mentality. Nothing wrong there. I also understand that
even Rollo Tomassi says that you don't have to be f*ing your plates either. As a single man, no
problem. However, as a married man, how does one justify spinning plates even if it doesn't involve
sex. If a husband committed to the Biblical view of marriage is putting himself out there to provoke
interest in other women, I can't see how that's allowable. Someone help me with that.
ONEitis I understand not being so needy, that the one woman that you're married to becomes your
ultimate source of happiness, security, validation, etc.. No other person can do all that for you. I also
buy in to the idea that there is not ONE special soul mate out there that was made for just you. Tim
Keller says in his book The Meaning of Marriage that there are no perfectly compatible people and
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he rejects the whole "soul mate" idea as well. There are people that we are prohibited from marrying
(unbelievers), but to say that there is only one that God has specially chosen just for you...I'm not so
sure. There's many special someones that would make good wives and we just need to use wisdom
and RP awareness when we're ready to pick one to settle down with.
However, my question or confusion lies in my disposition toward my wife. As a Christian, we are to
view our wives as our only love until death do us part. We are not to emotionally share our affections
with other women or even be open to that. Maybe I'm misunderstanding what not having Oneitis
actually is. I have always made my wife the sole focus of my affection. Is that ONEitis?
Any of your collective wisdom would be appreciated!
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Reminder: The Red Pill saves lives
17 upvotes | January 11, 2018 | by Whitified | Link | Reddit Link
In light of recent conversations on this sub, I thought I should share this testimony from Rollo's blog.
It's an account from a man who travelled to meet Rollo IRL, after discovering the red pill:
https://therationalmale.com/2017/12/01/men-and-suicide/
"After a long marriage I divorced the mother of my children. A couple of years later, after
some casual dating, I met a woman I would come to describe as my soulmate. I got married
young – but this time, with all my infinite wisdom gained over the years – I was finally wise
enough to pick a woman I was super compatible with.
We were together for a few years and even lived together. Things started out great and it
was mostly smooth sailing until we moved in together – at which time I slowly allowed
myself to be betaized in a slow motion, excruciating painful way.
About a month after breaking up with her I fully planned to commit suicide. I wrote a long
letter explaining my rationalization and took other affirmative steps towards going through
with it. About a week after I wrote the note – with D(eath) Day fast approaching – I took a
break from getting my affairs in order to surf the net. I stumbled upon an Ask Reddit thread
that was bad mouthing various subreddits. Some feminazi or male feminist mentioned the
Red Pill subreddit as an example of a subreddit filled with craziness, and I decided to check
what all of the fuss was about.
Now I’m not a religious man, but I will never rule out divine intervention.
The timing of finding TRP – by complete coincidence no less – couldn’t have been more
fortuitous. I stayed up all night reading the side bar – Rollo’s essays having the deepest
effect on me – and everything…just…clicked….Talk about connecting the dots! Wow! It was
very much like a come to Jesus moment. It was like divinity revealed secret knowledge to me
just when I needed it the most – knowledge that gave me hope and very well may have saved
my life. This all went down not really that long ago in actual time – but from where I
metaphorically stand now it seems like an eternity."
This is a man who has completely checked out of life. But after discovering Truth, he is now even
considering the possibility that it was God who saved his life.
Gentlemen. (ladies) This is our mission, this should be our focus. This is what we're up against. A
man focused on a mission does not involve himself in pointless squabbles.
Let me just say this is not an excuse for any form of censorship (kudos to the mods if indeed this was
what is requested). And I love a good brawl like the next man, even an intellectual one. But when
"brawl" leads to "division", that's when we need to focus back on the goal.
Anyone with military experience can tell you, division within comrades is to be avoided at all costs.
A divided army cannot stand. A mark of a true leader is one who swiftly solves conflicts within his
ranks. And may I add, one who squash troublemakers when necessary.
Thankfully, nothing unites people like a common goal too. Stay strong brothers. The Enemy has
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never had a stronger grip on this World. Feminism has got to be the worst plague this Earth has ever
seen. But Truth always prevails. And with each others' backs, who knows... we just might stand a
chance.
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Fasting and Hard Nosed Prayer
17 upvotes | August 11, 2017 | by RedDreadWolverine | Link | Reddit Link
Most people only approach their faith from a feel good way of looking at things. But there's plenty of
that being a man of Faith that's painful. And to be a man of Faith you should be willing to embrace
discomfort. You should be willing to pray when you don't even feel like it. I call that blue-collar
prayer. There's lots of things I do in my spiritual life that are a matter of spiritual discipline. Fasting is
one of them but it's rarely discussed in a pastor's sermon because it involves feeling uncomfortable, it
involves embracing discomfort. But there's a different kind of strength that you gain with spiritual
discipline.
Back when my marriage was hitting a snag as far as intimacy and me handling myself correctly, I
began fasting. My wife thought I was on some sort of hunger strike until we had sex again. This is a
big part of me turning around our relationship that I've never discussed over in married red pill. I
began a pattern of embracing discomfort. Not in an effort to punish myself for being less of a man
than I should have been but in an effort to build myself up in my strength and personal discipline. I
went through two months of never taking a warm shower every shower was cold. Sometimes I would
sleep on the floor. I wanted to embrace as much discomfort as possible. This all started with me
reading a book about fasting. Eventually I worked myself up to the point where I fasted for 40 days
even though I worked an active job.
Chasing this level of self-discipline changed me completely. Most of the men in married red pill can
attest to my alarming rate of adaption to Red Pill thinking. Some of it to a degree was about pursuing
stoicism but I ingrained stoicism into myself by embracing discomfort. To an extent I even embraced
my celibacy and I broke that part of my ego that bases my value on how often I get laid with my wife.
I got myself to a point where I realized I don't need anything but God. That period of 40 days of
constant praying and fasting felt like an entire year. It changed my perception of what life is and I
could care less what people thought of me. It brought me closer to Christ because he embraced the
ultimate discomfort for the betterment of everyone. I will never be able to take it as far as He has but
in my admiration in worship of Him I try to imitate an attitude of self-sacrifice for the sake of
achieving my greater mission over the illusion of comfort.
Homework assignment: do a 36-hour fast. It won't kill you. Whenever you're hungry pray instead. Be
calm and do not whine. Let the spirit teach you to embrace discomfort instead of running from it. Do
some reading on the traditions of spiritual discipline there are many to learn.
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107 - Hyper-Hypergamy, the Comparison Game, and Positive
Dread
17 upvotes | July 25, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
HYPER-HYPERGAMY
It's no secret that women are predominantly hypergamous. This means that they will always trade up
for the better man if the risks of doing so are outweighed by the benefits.
If you remember the previous post on the curse, you'll know that women also desire to rule over their
husbands. Putting these two concepts together, the woman's real imperative is:
Find the best man possible, marry him, then leverage the relationship to rule over him.
It's not about finding the best man just for the sake of having the best man. There's a greater power to
be won when she is a queen over an 8 than a queen over a 5. And even when she has conquered that
8, she will not be satisfied because now she sees all the 9s and 10s.
SATAN'S PLOY
Satan did the same thing. From Isaiah 14 and Ezekiel 28 we get the impression that Satan had great
authority, but he was not content being master over angles who were a 5. He wanted the perfect 10 to
master. So, he says, "I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will make myself like the Most
High" (Isa. 14:14).
Flash forward to the first sin itself. Satan's tells Eve: "You will be like God" (Genesis 3:5). Sound
familiar? He's tempting her with the exact thing that ruined him - but he's not telling her the outcome.
Satan was cast out of heaven (Ez. 28:16) and Eve was cast out of Eden, but not before she tried to
take leadership over her man by having him eat the fruit too (Gen. 3:6). This is where the curse sets
in: that Eve's desire would be to rule over her husband, but that he would actually be the one to rule
over her.
Satan imparted his struggle, his curse, on Eve, and the daughters of Eve have been struggling with
this hyper-hypergamy ever since. It's not enough to have the best man; they must also rule over
the best man.
THE COMPARISON GAME
I've never seen this concept talked about on an RP forum, but it's one that is fairly infallible in my
experience with women. I have yet to find an exception. AWALT.
Start with basic hypergamy. Higher SMV = better; will trade up if circumstances permit.
Preselection = if other women find a man desirable, there must be something about him you
don't know yet.
This at first seems to be only for "new" men, as it's the only way to gauge the non-looks
aspects of their SMV, by trusting the attention of other women. That said, this works in
marriages too. When a guy starts improving his SMV, when he starts getting attention
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from other women, his wife starts to realize, "Maybe there's more to his changes than I've
noticed."
Preselection assumes competition against the other women who prove the preselection. The
comparison game goes one step further: Women have an innate drive to outdo other women in
the aspects of their lives that matter to them. How good their husband is always matters.
Something like how good a woman's job is might not matter at all to a housewife, so she
won't feel the need to compete with a working mom on that front. Instead, she will
compete with her on how happy and successful her children are. That does matter to her.
Since the working mom presumably also cares about the upbringing of her children, it
becomes a two-way competition, increasing emotional investment in the outcome.
The comparison game is the primary motivator for women to keep a separate frame from their
husbands, to strengthen those frames, and to force their husbands into those frames. On an
external level, they will appear to other women as having won the comparison game. Ironically,
this is counter-productive because on an internal level the wife will know that her husband is
not as high-quality as she brags about him being.
Note: It doesn't help that men are constantly comparing women to each other.
POSITIVE DREAD
Dread is the concern that other women want what you have and might actually get it. Interestingly,
it's not a negative in low/moderate doses. Women actually WANT to experience some degree of
dread. It is an internal sign to her that she is winning the comparison game. Other girls want her guy,
but she's the one who locked him down.
In appropriate levels, her husband becomes the trophy that she can wave around to all the other
women proving she is the champion of the comparison game. But if the trophy is external-only (i.e.
she's the one sculpting it), then she will know she cheated and that the victory is hollow. If it's the real
deal - a true RP man - then she has won for real and she experiences the fullness of this victory over
the other women.
I do distinguish this from more overt versions of dread, where the woman is controlled by fear of her
man, not pride in her man. It reminds me of a comedian who once said: "There's no greater
compliment a guy can pay me than staring at my wife's rack." Take that in the reverse and that's how
dread helps win the comparison game.
HUSBANDS: DON'T PLAY THE GAME
By now, it might be tempting to help your wife win the comparison game so she'll take pride in you
and desire you more for it. There is some benefit in this, but in my personal experience, it's not an
effective strategy. This is a trap, just as the game itself is a trap for the woman. When she wins
against one person, there's always a new competitor just around the corner. You also might find
yourself becoming a slave to the game's rules rather than being your own man.
Paul says plainly: "Not that we dare to classify or compare ourselves with some of those who are
commending themselves. But when they measure themselves by one another and compare
themselves with oen another, they are without understanding" (2 Cor. 10:12).
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My wife used to cry every time she came home from her sister's house. Somehow she always found
some aspect of her sister's life that was better than hers. Her sister has a strong frame, so my wife's
frame would crack to her sister every time. As a good beta, I used to pull out the duct tape and fix her
frame with all the reassurance and confidence she needed, then we'd start fortifying it. Next thing I
knew, I was inside her frame, as that was the best angle to hammer in those nails and lay a concrete
border.
My wife couldn't wait for her sister to come over to our house so they could play the comparison
game again, this time on her turf. If it failed, I got an emotional lashing for not making her frame
strong enough. If it succeeded, my wife set her sights on new targets (subconsciously, of course; it
became other women at church she'd compare herself against instead of her sister).
Solution? Don't play the game.
SAVING HER FROM HERSELF - DEVELOPING WIFEY OI
We all have a sinful nature. That is who I am in my core self apart from Christ. God had to save me
from myself. In my last post on Non-Negotiable Attraction, I commented that "'the sinful nature' here
can, in part, parallel the concept of hypergamy in the wife." Without God giving us a new identity (2
Cor. 5:17), we will always be ruled by our sinful nature (Romans 3:9-18).
Similarly, unless a husband gives his wife a new identity, she will always be ruled by her hypergamy
and the comparison trap (because we now know it's not just a game). When we rest in God's frame
(per that previous post), we assume His identity. Likewise, when your wife rests in your frame, she
assumes your identity. I previously quoted 2 Cor. 10:12. The next verse says, "But we will not boast
beyond limits [frame], but will boast only with regard to the area of influence God assigned to us."
That is, your wife's only concern will be what you have delegated to her within your frame - and she
will be free to boast about this: that she is fully pleasing to her man, making her a great wife with a
great man.
My frame will destroy my wife's sister's frame every time. She can't convince me to do things her
way because I'm not playing a comparison game with her. I'm not trying to do everything she can do,
then one-up her. I am my own man. In my view, I'm not at competition with my wife's sister and I
DNGAFlip who is better at what. When my wife rests in my frame, she stops playing the comparison
trap and appreciates what we have for what it is. Why? Because that's what I've told her to do (with
my actions, not my words - words will always fail with that instruction).
When my wife visits her sister alone, she still struggles periodically. But, interestingly, whenever we
go together, she comes back all smiles.
Incidentally, this ends up winning her the comparison game anyway. It is the wife's version of OI.
When she stops caring about comparing herself to others because she rests in her man's frame instead
of battling theirs, that is the only way she will get the kind of life she really wants. When she has that,
she will win the comparison game incidentally.
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How to Live Life without Women (MGTOW until the Lord
Provides)?
17 upvotes | January 6, 2020 | by thehealthymind | Link | Reddit Link
My whole purpose in life since I was 11 years old, which was when I discovered porn, masturbation,
and orgasms, has been about pursuing women for sex. As a 20-year-old virgin, my efforts toward
getting laid for the first time have been futile and it is because of this, I have been avoiding becoming
a Christian.
Ever since I was young, I've found it hard to imagine life without having sex with different women.
In today's American society, marriage is becoming more unfavorable by the day. If I am forbidden to
have sex until I am married, then how I am to accomplish this? In my heart, I know Christianity is the
way I should live my life but I find it hard to live a Christian life in Modern Times.
I know that it is in my best interest to forget women and turn my heart towards God, but once I accept
this frame of mind, what will life be like for me? My personal goal in life is to have a multitude of
children with a submissive woman I love. This means that I should be on my purpose, taking care of
myself Spiritually, Mentally, Emotionally Physically and Financially. Despite this, I am nowhere
near achieving these goals. I am bad with women and I can't seem to keep them around and can't help
but believe that this is the work of God. Therefore, my biggest fear is that I will remain a virgin
forever and live a life I am unhappy with in pursuit of His purpose.
I plan on inquiring with God about this as I am afraid of what my life will be like once I fully submit
my will to Him. While I want to forego my worldly values, I pray that God provides me what I
desire. For those of you who have lived life as a Christian for some time and have shared the same
fears as me, how have you overcome them and what are some things I can do now to live according
to God's word? When will I know it's time to marry, lose my virginity, and raise children?
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Look at what they do, not what they say
17 upvotes | October 22, 2020 | by NoFaithInThisSub | Link | Reddit Link
This is the RP lingo regarding the female nature and hypergamy and all that.
I know it's the main indicator of how to discern a woman's intentions.
But doesn't that make them liars by default? If my actions and words are not congruent, wouldn't that
make me a liar and untrustable?
Or is it only women who are not consciously aware of RP concepts that we need to observe this way,
where as a feminine RP woman will not be this way?
I think if someone says 1 thing and does another, they are not congruent in their being and are
untrustable.
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Dalrock is shutting down his blog
17 upvotes | January 23, 2020 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
EDIT - u/SteelSharpensSteel just shared his latest post, indicating that he plans to leave the blog up
instead of deleting it: https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2020/01/24/message-heard/
At the end of the post he says "*I don’t know what the future holds so at some point I may have to
revisit this question, but for now I plan on leaving the content up." Anyone wishing to archive his
posts would be wise to do so in case he changes his mind later.
It has just been shared with us that Dalrock's blog will be shutting down soon. Based on his
comments in the comment section below the article, he has not decided whether to leave the existing
content up or delete the entire site. Anyone who wants articles would be wise to archive them in case
he does decide to delete.
https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2020/01/22/farewell-for-now-at-least-and-thank-you/
Farewell Dalrock, and thanks for all the awesome insights over the years. May God continue to bless
your efforts in whatever you choose to do next!
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I recently had a life event that tested me in ways I never again
want to be tested. I feel betrayed. I feel like God is either not
listening or he doesn't care.
17 upvotes | January 17, 2020 | by Isallthisreality | Link | Reddit Link
Throughout college and grad school I remained active in my church. I played sports, was active in
clubs, lifted 3 days a week, and played local music gigs as a side hustle, which turned into about half
my income. I pursued relationships with several girls who all turned out to not take their faith
seriously, or had seriously questionable pasts that made me regret getting involved with them at all. I
got to the end of 20's single and jaded. Women no longer have morals, cannot cook, and are obsessed
only with their own gratification. Even the most rudimentary attributes of a Godly woman are
missing. The only girl I dated in all that time who even pretended to take her faith seriously was
Jewish. Why did I date a Jewish girl? The loneliness was overwhelming, I felt alone in my faith, my
christian friends were all screwing their girlfriends and smoking weed in the basement. But I broke
up with her to move to my new job. There was no future, how could we raise children together?
I finished my PhD last year around this time, and quickly got a job at a top research lab in my field.
Excellent pay, excellent promotion potential. Ideal job description. 6 months into my job, I'm
involved in a contamination event in which failing infrastructure exposed me and my team to
contaminants. I spent the next week contemplating my mortality and wondering if I would die. I
spent the next 8 months waiting on the bioassays to see if I would ever have children. My priorities
changed drastically. I think my personality changed drastically as well. I started looking for jobs
closer to my friends and family. The assays returned mostly clean, but I can't shake my feelings of
betrayal. The job hunt is going poorly, I've priced myself out of the market. Overqualified for entry
level jobs, no experience in industry for management positions. All I've ever wanted was a stable job,
a wife, and kids. And despite all of my best efforts, I may have none of it. Everything has gone
wrong, and everything I've been told has been a lie. If you're considering a PhD, run the other
direction, it will do nothing for you.
Everything in life is random chance. You can do everything right and still fail. You can cry out to
God for a decade and the answer can be cold silence. You can live a life of dedication and discipline,
and in return receive uncertainty and failure. You can be as excellent as you can possibly manage,
and it means nothing.
Having done everything to stand, I'm down on my last leg.
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Living Out of Yourself
17 upvotes | April 7, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
We talk a lot about living out of your own point of origin. This guy got confused about a couple
things and it's worth a post to set things straight. Of all the things I've put out before, this is probably
one that will trigger mainstream churchianity in you more than any other. I may be wrong. Test
everything against Scripture. But here goes.
Do what you want to do, not what you think God wants you to do.
Yikes! Sounds heretical, right? Let me explain.
Who are you?
I was once in a German Lit class in college reading the Sorrows of Young Werther. A conversation
opened up on how we understand our own identity. A flood of people came in with the same
viewpoint: we are what we do. "I play soccer all the time, so that's who I am: I'm a soccer player."
Another said, "Well, I want to be a doctor, which is what I'm going to school for. So I'm not one yet,
but after I do all this stuff, I'll become one. Right now, I'm a student."
Of course, I spoke up - and it turned out I was the ONLY person in the class who held this view: "No,
you're not what you do. You do what you are. If you started picking up trash, would you become a
garbage man as your identity or would you still long to play soccer and be a soccer player at heart?"
He was confused.
A Christian girl speaks up and says, "Well, I'm a Christian. I go to church, attend Bible studies, pray,
etc. And I do all of these things because I want to be a better Christian and that's what Christians are
supposed to do." WRONG! I argued back: "Do you actually enjoy doing these things? Are they an
outflow of your heart that you do because you love them, or is it a rote mechanical thing that you do
to force an identity on yourself that isn't actually inside of you?" She shut up pretty fast, never
answering the question. Either she didn't want to admit she was wrong about the source of her
identity, or she realized that her identity wasn't actually from Christ.
Defining Your Identity
We are human beings, not human doings. We are not defined by what we do; we are defined by who
we are, and what we do flows out from who we are. So, what defines who we are if we can't use our
actions to change our identity?
Imagine your TV stopped broadcasting shows and instead dethroned the painting above your mantle
and positioned itself as a painting instead. Is it now a painting? Would anyone walk in, see it, and
think: "What a beautiful painting!"? No. It's a TV. And a broken one, at that, which would become
more obvious if someone tried to turn it on to watch a show and it wouldn't. What's a broken TV
good for? To be thrown in the trash. That's about it.
God created people to bear his image and glorify him. Instead of doing this, we sinned and started
propping ourselves up as something other than what God created us to be. Nobody who knows
human design - God, angel, or demon - would look at us and say that we ARE what we do in our sin.
We're still fundamentally the humans God created us to be. We're just broken ... or "fallen," as the
church more commonly likes to say. And what's a broken human good for/ To be thrown in the trash
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... or "lake of fire," if you prefer.
Why didn't the TV become a painting? Couldn't it choose for itself what it wants to be? No. The TV
manufacturer who made it gets to choose. Or perhaps we could argue the one who bought it can do
with it as he pleases. If I buy a TV to use as decorative art rather than to broadcast shows to my living
room, then I suppose it could be decorative art to me. But in the Christian case, the one who made us
and the one who bought us are the same, so our identity comes from him. Whether we remain broken
or we allow him to fix us is up to us - as long as we always remember that he's the one who has to do
it, for we can't fix ourselves. This is part of the Gospel, after all.
The Direction of Sanctification
Now, this "fixing" process takes some time. Nobody decides to fix a TV and is done in a milisecond.
It takes hours. Fixing a human takes much longer - and it likely won't be complete in this lifetime
(unless you're one of those weirdos who believes in total sanctification ;). But no Christian denies that
this "fixing" or "sanctification" process is a fundamental part of what it means to be alive.
And what is sanctification? Becoming more like Christ. Too many people think it's "stop sinning." It's
not. That's repentance. Sanctification encompasses more than taking off the bad. It also involves
putting on the good. The church is so hung up with defining Christians by what we don't do (i.e. "stop
sinning!") that we often forget what we were actually designed TO do: make disciples. "Be fruitful
and multiply" was the first operative command to humanity. If you created a TV, the first thing you're
going to do is turn it on and tell it to broadcast a show to make sure it's actually working. When God
said to be fruitful and multiply, that's what he was doing - telling humanity its primary function to
make sure we were working properly ... and then we broke before we even got started.
Now, this whole "be fruitful and multiply" command often gets chalked up to some notion of filling
the earth with physical bodies through physical generations. But doesn't the story of the flood kind of
make that point moot? The conservative estimates involve the world having 10s of billions of people
on the planet at the time of the flood, whereas higher-end estimates go all the way up to 10 trillion
people. Regardless, the point is: it's a lot. Certainly the command to "be fruitful and multiply" was
fulfilled, right? Yet is this what God wanted? No. He wipes them all away, as if saying, "Guys, you
misunderstood my point."
What was the point? Malachi 2:15 tells us clearly, "And why did the Lord God make them one with a
portion of his Spirit in their union? To produce GODLY offspring." That's right, he was looking for
spiritual life on the earth, not a reproduction of bodies of death. In the age of the Gospel, we have the
ability to cause people to be "born again," multiplying spiritual life into others - and that this is the
PRIMARY function of marriage and humanity as a whole: to fill the earth with glory-bearers. That is
what it means to be human. This is the imperative of our sanctification. If we are to be restored to
what God created us for in Eden, then our primary operation will be to fill God's Kingdom
with those who are spiritually alive and bear his glory and image throughout the world. In Jesus
terms, this means making disciples and teaching them how to make disciples who make disciples, etc.
Living Out of Your Internal Point of Origin
Here's where this gets somewhat weird: how do you know if that is fundamentally who you are from
what you do? As we already said, we can't through our works manufacture an identity for ourselves.
So, how do we know if our internal state of being (or "point of origin") is truly aligned with Christ or
not?
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Obviously: you do what you want to do. This will have one of two results:
1. You're going to start sinning a lot and realize real fast where you're not yet sanctified. You're
also going to see that your ACTUAL mission is not the one you're pretending to live out
through your behaviors. This will alert you that you need further sanctification and drive you
back to God for the renewing of your mind into further conformity with Christ, which is
possible because you are one with Christ and his Spirit is in you and will do this work.
Remember, you can't fix yourself: only the Holy Spirit can do that (Galatians 3:3).
2. The alternative is, of course, that you do discover that you are actually in God's image and that
your own internal passions are already oriented toward doing what he would have you do - but
now you're doing it as an outflow of your heart and not out of behavior modification that you've
been trained by churchianity to be your operative premise for living.
The latter became evident to me when I first went off to college. I have shared my testimony before
about how I was the behavior-oriented "super Christian" before I actually found Christ. I would go so
far as to say I wasn't even saved in those days because my impressive life "for Christ" was really a
facade that I put on, believing these actions somehow proved I was more of a Christian and more
Christ-like than others. I was wrong.
When I went off to college, I had a dilemma: my parents, pastor, high school friends, etc. aren't
watching. I wasn't living to prove anything to them anymore. So, do I still do all the Christian things
or create a new persona for myself? At first, I opted for the former and tried to put on the superChristian act to impress a new crowd of people, but I was quickly pulled back down. When I stopped
living the lie and operating to impress others with my spirituality (their frame), I was forced to come
face to face with who I really was. I found my own sin, but I also found my own passion: suddenly I
INTERNALLY wanted to do the same things I had been doing for external reasons for so long.
From then on, my drive to make disciples was an outflow of my internal point of origin (my frame),
not something I did to impress people (their frame) with how many converts I could produce.
But at the same time, in doing this I also uncovered aspects of my character that weren't so great like my incredible pride that I'd ignored for so long because my external behaviors didn't reveal it to
me. When I started living out of my own desires it became more obvious how proud and arrogant I
was about my history, and that gave me an opportunity to go to God in repentance to become
something better. To let him fix (sanctify) me.
How Does Repentance Factor In?
Obviously sanctification and repentance are tied together. Repentance is something churchianity
really screws up a lot. Remember this guy I referenced above? He commented:
while we're in these tainted bodies, those desires will never fully go away ... I already know
the true nature of my heart, and so does most. Infact its required for repentance,a
requirement for salvation
Churchianity will tell you that repentance is about behavior modification. I hope you realize now that
God isn't interested in behavior modification. He is interested in spiritual transformation. Those who
think like this operate on the premise (ever hear this one?): "Once an alcoholic, always an alcoholic,"
believing that God will never free someone from any form of addiction - that the underlying desire
will always be there.
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This is simply wrong. I know MANY alcoholics, cigarette smokers, (legit) porn addicts, druggies,
gluttons, gamers, etc. whose desires have actually gone away to the point where the compulsion to
return to their sin isn't even remotely present - even when they re-experience their past vice. I know
alcoholics who can take a drink once in a while and experience ZERO temptation to drink a second
one, former porn addicts who can see a popup ad click away without the thought even crossing their
mind to click on it and watch, or ex-drug addicts who legit are disgusted at the thought, even when in
the presence of it (tag: /u/rocknrollchuck - haven't you affirmed this in your own life?).
Proponents of this view will say things like what that same user commented: "The self- Sacrificing
narrative is a biblical one, we are infact sacrifices on the altar to God." They will then define "selfsacrifice" as "setting aside our desire to do what God desires for us instead." But all of this treats God
as EXTERNAL to ourselves. The reality is that if Christ is IN us and the Spirit is working IN us,
then God is now INTERNAL to us.
Self-sacrifice doesn't mean sacrificing your desires in exchange for the behaviors God wants you to
do. That's totally ridiculous. Jesus actually says to DIE to yourself and to "take up your cross." The
goal here is not to live in a perpetual state of struggle against oneself - an impossible task. It's that
your internal point of origin dies away as you become sanctified and more one with Christ so that
YOU die and CHRIST lives IN YOU. Isn't that the point of Galatians 2:20? That "I have been
crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me"? Now Paul also clarifies that he
hasn't accomplished this yet (Philippians 3, I believe), but does add: "But one thing I do: forgetting
what is behind and straining toward what is ahead ... to win the prize for which God has called me
heavenward," and then he goes on to talk about how he is making disciples by setting up his life as a
model for others (i.e. not just about taking off the sin, but also about doing the positive things we're
called to do).
This is why churchianity is so doggone bad at getting people to stop sinning and start living rightly.
Because they misunderstand the internal beauty of sanctification - that our heart is actually being
transformed. "I will remove from you this heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh," right? It's not
just an external behavioral change to cover over our perpetually internal evil state of being. It's that
our internal state of being is in the process of becoming like Christ because we are one with him. If
there are a trillion sinful inclinations in our being when we start, maybe when we die there will still
be a billion. But that is sanctification - that many of those inclinations have gone, not merely that one
has learned to control them.
Those who follow a behavior modification approach seem to be saying, "Repentance is when you get
to keep your sinful desires, but you just choose to ignore them as much as possible." That's
ridiculous. Repentance is not a mere recognition that we DO evil, but that we ARE evil, and then
repenting not merely of what we DO, but of who we ARE and letting who we ARE be what gets
changed.
THE BOTTOM LINE
When I say to "Do what you want to do, not what you think God wants you to do," I really mean
it. I want to break people free from the behavior-modification view of repentance and sanctification
that churchianity puts out.
When you live purely on behavior modification, you find that the things plaguing you will never go
away. It's why you still watch porn all the time - because as much as you try to modify your
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behaviors away from it, you can't keep up a facade forever. It's why you can't stop yelling at your
kids, or drinking alcohol, or looking to get your ego stroked, etc. To overcome all of these issues you
must be internally changed.
The only way you can move toward internal change is to let that which is internal to you come to
light. Instead of hiding it, start expressing it. Openly. Much of the NT talks about this - especially
from John. This doesn't necessarily mean inviting your Christian brothers over to watch you
masturbate to porn, as if this is bringing your habit "into the light." It might mean confessing it to
them ... it might not (I'm not a fan of "accountability partners" - it rarely ever works).
What it does mean is that you start openly following your own internal compulsions to figure out who
you are first. Once you figure that out, you can see just how evil you are, just how much you need
Jesus, and just how poorly your mission and vision for life is aligned with His.
Then, as you become sanctified and Christ's internal presence in your life, manifest through the Holy
Spirit's work on your heart, your innate desires will gradually become conformed to Christ-likeness.
Then, instead of hiding your evil through behavior modification, as churchianity would have you do,
you will actually have the capacity to expose it (even to your own eyes), repent, be transformed and
renewed in your mind about it (which will likely take some time), and BECOME better rather than
merely BEHAVING better.
At the end of this process, you will not do things because God told you to. You will do them because
you want to. This is why I will continue to push that a Christian should live in his own frame, not try
to live in Christ's frame, as if Christ is something external. He is internal and we are becoming like
Christ, even as the word "Christian" in its origin is meant to mean a "mini-Christ."
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Godliness is sexy (companion post)
17 upvotes | April 14, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
To follow up the Godliness Isn't Sexy post, let's take a look at how it very much is sexy and
appealing, depending on how you define and apply it.
To quickly repeat the point of the first post, if you look for "godly" traits (the way Churchianity
defines it) in a partner, but you aren't physically or sexually attracted to them, you're setting yourself
up for marital disappointment.
(And yes, many people do chose spouses based on the more important character traits, but neglect or
downplay the attraction part, thinking the former obviates the needs for the latter. It doesn't).
God's design is sexually desirable
If we define godliness as including everything God designed a man and woman to be, embracing and
fulfilling the roles, responsibilities and inherent make up of the man and woman the way God
intended, then yes, godliness is sexy.
For men, being strong, confident, dominant, mysterious and more are all attraction triggers to
women.
A man who is assertive, who let's his yes be yes and his no be no, one who takes a stand, who's
fearless in the face of danger, a man on a mission larger than himself, brings forth feelings of arousal
in women who want to be with such a man.
They instinctively recognize this is what a man should be.
They want that. They gravitate to it. They give their bodies to be with a godly man. (Ideally, only in
marriage, but we see this same thing play out with the "bad boys" who display these traits in a secular
sense and use them to bed hot women).
The sexually appealing, godly woman
Likewise, a woman who exhibits characteristics consistent with God's design elicits a sexual response
in men.
A soft, feminine woman, secure in her role as a help mate to her man, demonstrating these desirable
qualities a man wants to see in a woman, has inherent sexual appeal.
She submits to her man, she complements his masculine with her feminine, she's nurturing, not
nagging. She's loving and respectful.
The purely physical
While both sexes can be godly and aspects of it carry a certain sexual appeal, they both need to focus
on the purely physical part of attraction as well.
And yes, this definitely applies to women and their ability to be visually aroused as much as men.
Our bodies are the temple of the Holy Spirit. Keeping them in good health at least means not being
obese.
But that's a poor standard.
We are called to excellence!
All that we do, we are to do for the glory of God. Does one look at you and think, "Wow, they really
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take care of their appearance!"
Or do they see an overweight, unkempt, my body isn't that important to me type of attitude, and the
physical representation that displays it?
Fitness and fun in the bedroom
Being godly shouldn't rely solely on everything except being fit and taking care of your body.
Are other aspects of it a lot more important? Of course!
Add in being fit and attractive, and you'll find things are a lot better in and out of the bedroom.
Your spouse will respond more positively to you. They'll be enhanced sex appeal, more sex and more
satisfaction. Refrain from doing so, and you'll likely be rewarded with disappointment and a dead
bedroom.
Put forth your best effort to be the man or woman God calls you to be, and include keeping your body
fit and healthy as part of that.
It's good. It's right. And it'll improve your life, especially your sex life.
Cross posted from Godliness is sexy (companion post)
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Can’t stop disrespecting women.
17 upvotes | April 17, 2020 | by lilrobin50 | Link | Reddit Link
I think I’ve been brainwashed by the red pill. I watched a lot of alpha male strategies when I was
younger I’m 17 now. And I don’t want to attract sluts. I call women bitches and thots but I’m a
Christian my old self wanted to fuck girls and I’m ashamed by my old self. What should I do I’m a
Christian I pray to god every night. My ex gf left me cause I disrespected her. I don’t want to be a
uncivilized ghetto man who calls women bitches. I’m disgusted with myself.
The negative experiences with my past has turned me into the very thing I swore to destroy I’m a
degenerate now. I just don’t masturbate but I talk Ebonics. I do everything A thot would do I’m
manipulative and I use people the same way girls use guys.
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Let's Have a Little Talk About Respect
17 upvotes | April 18, 2020 | by chaseemall | Link | Reddit Link

Introduction
There was a little post about disrespecting women on here a little while ago, and the replies in that
thread got me thinking, what respect are women owed?; and moreover, what respect do we think
women are owed?; and finally are the two commensurate with one another?
First off let's get to the scripture (from Ephesians 6):
22 Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord.
23 For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church: and he
is the saviour of the body.
24 Therefore as the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own husbands
in every thing.
25 Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for it;
26 That he might sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the word,
27 That he might present it to himself a glorious church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any
such thing; but that it should be holy and without blemish.
28 So ought men to love their wives as their own bodies. He that loveth his wife loveth
himself.
29 For no man ever yet hated his own flesh; but nourisheth and cherisheth it, even as the
Lord the church:
30 For we are members of his body, of his flesh, and of his bones.
31 For this cause shall a man leave his father and mother, and shall be joined unto his wife,
and they two shall be one flesh.
32 This is a great mystery: but I speak concerning Christ and the church.
33 Nevertheless let every one of you in particular so love his wife even as himself; and the
wife see that she reverence her husband.
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What We Do and Do Not Owe
Now, as the first shall be last and the last shall be first, let's start with the last: "let every one of you in
particular so love his wife even as himself; and the wife see that she reverence her husband."
You'll notice something here. What is juxtaposed against what? Who is supposed to love who? And
who is supposed to respect who? Love is juxtaposed against respect, and Man is juxtaposed against
Woman. The man is directed to love his wife. The woman is directed to reverence her husband.
Notice that the man is not directed to "love and respect" his wife, but only to love her. You'll notice
similarly, that the woman is not directed to love him, or even to respect him, but to reverence him. In
the first verse of the above, she is directed to submit herself to him, "as unto the Lord." Let us just be
clear here. Now there's an old redpill adage that goes "Men love women, women love children,
children love puppies," and another (from a fellow Christian no less!): "Women are incapable of
loving men in a way that a man idealizes is possible, in a way he thinks she should be capable of."
(Iron Rule #6).
She will never love you the way you love her. And moreover you are NOT commanded to respect
her. You are commanded to love her as your own flesh, as Christ loved the church. This is a very
different thing. Are we commanded to love Christ the same way Christ loves us? We truly aren't
capable of it, except that we love with his love. Does Christ respect us in the same way that we are
commanded to respect Him? Ought He? To say so is blasphemy. No my friends, he may have washed
the feet of his followers, and humbled himself in so doing, but we should never say Christ ought to do
anything, and say that his humility was an act of Love. But nevertheless, to say that the King ought to
respect His subjects as the subjects respect the King is to set the subjects above the King and this we
will not do!
So then what shall we say? That men ought to love their wives as Christ loved The Church, and
women are to reverence their husbands, and subject themselves unto him, as unto the Lord. Women
are not owed respect. They are owed love. Men are owed respect by women. They are not owed love.
(Ain't that a pill!)

The Women Who Are Owed Respect:
The first is the Blessed Virgin, the Mother of God. It is written "Blessed art thou among women," and
so we believe. At the Cross:
25 Now there stood by the cross of Jesus his mother, and his mother's sister, Mary the wife
of Cleophas, and Mary Magdalene.
26 When Jesus therefore saw his mother, and the disciple standing by, whom he loved, he
saith unto his mother, "Woman, behold thy son!"
27 Then saith he to the disciple, "Behold thy mother!" And from that hour that disciple took
her unto his own home.
"Behold thy mother!" And so we believe. So she is not only the Mother of God, but the mother of His
disciples, and hence our own mother. And thus we should respect her in a manner commensurate
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with that. I'm not saying you need to pray the rosary. I'm a protestant too, if a very catholodox one,
but if there is one woman who is categorically owed your respect, it is the Blessed Virgin.
The second woman who is owed your respect is the woman who bore you in the womb, dear old
mom. Now, not all mothers are perfect, and mine certainly isn't. But they are owed our respect, no
matter how hard it may be (and believe me I struggle with this). They do, in general, try their best,
and moreover, they are your elder, who bore you. You may leave them, but you never rise above
them. You may do as you will, as a grown person, but they are owed your respect, as well as your
love.
Finally, there are women who are above you. First the saints, of whom the Blessed Virgin is the
highest, but also many others, who are mentioned in the scriptures and in the tradition. We need not
belabor the point, but there have been some very holy women, and I'm sure there are still some today.
Then there are the women who are above you in a social hierarchy. If you're a pentacostal, who allow
women to be preachers and elders, then that includes them. Respect the wives of men above you in
the social hierarchy as well, because they are the wives of men who are owed your respect, and are
their own flesh. (If the wives of the men are not respectable, then neither are the husbands,
nevertheless, give them what they are owed, and not a whit more!)
And yet, should you not also respect yourself? You should. And should you not also respect your
flesh, as a part of yourself? You should. So should you not also respect your wife? Arguably so. If
you respect your own wife, as she is your own flesh, also remember that you also discipline your own
flesh, and force your flesh to submit to your own will, and remember that you are responsible for the
discipline of your wife as well, and if any man says this is not Christian, or not Biblical, then
remember: "Unto the woman he said, 'I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception; in
sorrow thou shalt bring forth children; and thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over
thee.'". If one does not have the right to discipline, then one does not have the right to rule. The
natural companion to this is "Likewise, ye husbands, dwell with them according to knowledge, giving
honour unto the wife, as unto the weaker vessel, and as being heirs together of the grace of life; that
your prayers be not hindered." This tells us what form, in which manner, and under what conditions
such a respect should be practiced. I have little to say about this, except that here nuance and wisdom
must reign. I know I said earlier "women are not owed respect," and that's true. But it's also true that
in certain cases and in a certain manner, they are owed respect. Speaking to the question of one's
wife, the kind of respect they are not owed is reverence. Women are not owed reverence by their
husbands. Men are. Women are owed honor by their husbands. And not just any honor, but honor as
unto the weaker vessel, and furthermore as heirs together of the grace of life. The woman in your life
is the weaker of the two of you, and a certain care is owed her because of this. And the woman in
your life is your companion along the Way, and a certain respect is owed her in this. Is it the same
sort of respect as the one she owes you? No, it's of a different character, and wisdom and experience
will teach you what this respect is, and in what manner it is to be practiced.

Again, Women Are Not Owed Respect
But didn't I just say they are? Yes, but I also said they aren't, and I stand by that. Women are not
owed respect as the secular world understands it. You are not required to "respect women" as the
feminist schoolmarms would have you do. Chivalry is dead and thank God for that! (unless you
subscribe to a sort of traditionalism which is well beyond the scope of this post). The kind of respect
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a woman is owed is the respect owed to weakness, not to a superior. It is noblesse oblige in the basest
form, and the love of ones ame soeur, one's companion along the Way, in the highest form. It is not
reverence. It is not the respect owed to a fellow man. It is not the kind of simpering which is common
in the world, and even on this very sub. The simpering must end. It cannot be allowed, and it
especially cannot be allowed here. If you lack the intelligence to understand the truth of the saying
"women are not owed respect", then you are a cuck, a simp, and a fool. It is true, that the respect
owed to an ame soeur is higher than that owed to any of your fellow men, except perhaps a true
friend, who, as Aristotle says, is a second self, and a dear companion along the Way. But in the
general case, "women are not owed respect."
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Should we guys listen to our mommas?
17 upvotes | May 14, 2020 | by uzaquebrantado | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: Stats: 28M, 5'11'', 150 pounds, 15% BF (though never measured it). Been doing AthleanX
home workout. Currently reading 100s series of sidebar. 3ch/day of the Bible. 30m/day minimum of
prayer.
"Listen, my son, to your father's instruction and do not forsake your mother's teaching." - Proverbs
1:8
Hey, guys:
I've been following the RP for a month now and I've been meditating on my past relationships, trying
to see them through the RP lens.
One thing I've noticed is that my mother actually gave me some pretty good relationship advice, even
borderline RP. She couldn't articulate exactly why she opposed some relationships but I think it was
her hypergamy oddly working in my favor. The way I see it, is that once her imperatives gave fruit
(me), the same imperatives will work to make sure the fruit doesn't go bad and gives fruit on its own.
Does that make sense?
Another evidence I have of this is that a guy from church, call him E, was courting a woman who had
a sexual relationship with another man. E's dad, who's a pretty wise man in normal circumstances,
barely expressed his concern but his mom, who's usually quiet and lowly, went absolutely nuclear.
She agreed with me that we should expect more sexual partners from the woman in question.
Gotta be careful here: relationship advice from women is usually misleading to say the least (lots of
chivalrous BS). What I'm postulating is that a mother's opinion (not any woman's) on a potential
relationship is worth listening to.
Anyway, I'm curious to know if some of you have seen this effect on your personal lives. May the
grace of Christ be with you all!
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Do's and Don'ts on a "first date"
17 upvotes | May 29, 2020 | by Continuous-Metanoia | Link | Reddit Link
STATS
body fat: 15%, Height: 6'2", weight: 190, lifts: Gyms have opened = WOOT!, age: 26
Reading: All the sidebar
Finances: Current job: teacher, income quality: 51k/year, future prospect: Hopefully seminary
in 5 years, debt issues: hopefully debt free in 4 years
Spiritual: Read, pray, meditate daily. Also reading a book on Jewish evangelism
I was originally going to post this on r/askrpc, but I'm predicting that some of your comments(hint
hint, the Mods) will be beneficial to a wider audience.
I recently obtained an Hb7 phone number, and plan on inviting her to join me for lunch. (I chose my
words carefully here, because I have learned that this is the correct RP framework to be operating in,
in terms of "dating")
I've been doing a lot of research on RP subs for "first dates", but the majority of the content consists
of ABC (Always Be Closing)...and I guess this is true for everyone, but that road of closing is much
longer for the Christian than it is the non-believer lol. In other words, when a Christian finally closes
it will be on his wedding night.
So, I'm here seeking your advice. With the aforementioned tension of ABC in mind, what are some of
your Do's and Don'ts on a "first date"?
P.S. The advice I'm seeking is broad and could range anywhere from venue selection, texting to meet
up, conversational topics and closing out the date.
Cheers!
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I lost 30 lb due to fasting. How do I gain it back without being a
glutton?
17 upvotes | July 10, 2020 | by Elchamocco | Link | Reddit Link
Weight 150/ height 5'10/spirituality read the word pray atleast 2× a day./ mission idk. Some
evangelist just invuted me to go to co denver and go around the country to evangelize, dont think i'll
have time to workout, but who knows
I used to weight about 180, but now i'm a feather weight 150. I'm skinny as heck I feel like I should
be on a NG magazine. My weight hasnt come back though, I've been like this for about 2 months.
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Struggling with abstaining from sex after break-up
17 upvotes | July 11, 2020 | by takeoffyourcool | Link | Reddit Link
Hey everyone,
I am 28 years old. My girlfriend of 3-4 years have broken up. We were in sin having pre-marital sex
with each other. However now that we have broken up I am struggling with abstaining from hooking
up with girls after the break up. I have only ever had one partner who was my ex. Part of me wants to
hook up because I feel like I have missed out on that part of my life, like I didn't live out my youth to
the fullest. I do listen to a lot of redpill youtube channels and they all encourage spinning plates or
having a rotation of girls to help adopt an abundance mentality. While I feel like there is some truth
to that--I understand that it would be unholy behavior for me to hook up with girls like this and so I
feel conflicted.
How can I combat this thinking?
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Too young to be dating?
17 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | by KukidoZero | Link | Reddit Link
Stats:16M, 5'9, 12-13% bf, 68kg. OHP/Bench/Deadlift-56kg/92kg/110kg
Reading: The rational male, NMMG, TRP sidebar, Majority of RPC sidebar
Finances: I do dog-sitting for my uncle and he pays well, also looking into a part-time job offer i
received so i can work during vacation. Going into 5th form(12th grade i think?) when school
resumes, studies going great.
Spiritual: Pray twice a day, go to church every sunday, and read a decent amount about theology and
philosophy. Feel like I'm making progress and becoming closer to god, but still have much to learn
Hey guys, lurking here for a while now. This cute girl (14F/15F) at my church has been giving me a
lot of IOI's recently (making eye contact often, feeling my arm, laughing a lot when i'm around).
Talked to my friend about it and apparently she had been doing this for a while now, but he thought i
was ignoring her because i wasnt interested, when really i was just nervous to speak to her, and i
guess in that nervousness i missed any signs she may have given me.
I haven't talked to her too much, but she seems like a very kind and mature girl, never misses church,
comes from a good family, is well-spoken, etc. and is one of the very few children around my age
group who attends church regularly. I've never had a girlfriend before, and i sometimes feel like i
would have missed out a bit if i never got a gf in my teenage years and never had that experience. On
the other hand I understand most relationships between teenagers don't last very long anyway, so i
might sort of be wasting my time.
My biggest concern is that a girl could distract me from my schoolwork, which is most important to
me right now. There is also the fact that in my country we only get our learners permit at 17 which
means i wouldnt even be able to carry her out, and i find it embarrassing to have your mom dropping
you on a date with a girl (You can hardly call it a girlfriend if you arent going out on dates with her
alone). Combine that with the fact that i honestly just dont know many girls (go to an all-boys school,
play male-dominated sports and hobbies) and i might likely develop oneitis, i feel like its a bad idea
to start dating so young and i should spend more time developing myself before i start thinking about
something like that. Making this post because most likely i'm not meeting any girls until i leave
school so this is the only opportunity i might get in a while, and i'm not going to be holding out and
hoping that one girl is still single by the time i'm 18. All advice is appreciated.
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23 year old woman desperately looking for help.
17 upvotes | December 9, 2020 | by Lara-Larissa | Link | Reddit Link
I know there is a RPW christian subreddit, but it feels empty, so I dare to post here.
Mission: above all, forming a family, marrying and finishing my career and start working. Then
continue to enrich my spirit and that of my boyfriend, raising children of God.
23yo, 160cm, 48kg. I don't lift but I swim and do callisthenics religiously.
Reading: not much of the sidebar, since it's mostly for men. However, I did read "For any
woman who stumble in here" and I believe I check all of the suggestions. I'm reading a lot of
philosophy, essays and the like.
Finances: private math teacher, but no formal work, just enough to help with the house bills
(economy is destroyed, there are no jobs), currently studying, living with parents, hoping to
finish my career and start working so I can begin my family. No debts.
Spiritual: I have always read a lot of philosophy. Maturity? I guess very? I can do everything
by myself. I pray every night, after meditating (thinking) about my life, what I learned that day,
the future and my objectives. I don't share my faith, as no one cares. I am not assured that I
would be saved, even though I am a good woman. I follow His teachings, but still, something
deep within inside me tells me that I am not worthy of salvation. My scriptures memory is
decent, though I definitely need to read more.
I'll try to keep this as short as possible, since I feel desperate and feel like I could write forever. I'll
separate my doubts and worries like this:
Boyfriend: he is the love of my life and my leader. He is currently studying, has no job (like
most men currently), so he cannot support himself (or us, for that matter). Everyone under 28
yo is in the same boat. He is a very good man, the kind that everyone likes to have around.
Virtuous, knows just about everything, the kind of man that everyone likes to have around. My
family loves him. Everyone loves him, really. He is my teacher and my guide. I would say he is
the epitome of what you praise here (obviously not perfect). His only weakness is that he is a
very depressive and pessimist person, but he knows how to handle it for the best, plus I am his
companion and help him through those times. I feel like I haven't been communicating with
him properly. How do I express my concerns and worries to him without being a burden and a
weight on him?
Marriage: me and my boyfriend (24 yo) have been together for 7 years now. We started dating
in high-school at 15 yo. All (literally all) the churches and priests here are what you can expect
of your typical heretical, feminist, God-loves-you-for-everything, feel-good, wishful thinking
kind. No spirituality, love songs, no teachings. You know the deal. So me and my boyfriend
resent it. We want to get married but there is no priest that to us, is a man of God and has
authority to marry us. We made an oath between ourselves, with God, saying we would be
together forever (and all the other pretty things). It's an engagement. We don't know what to do,
and it feels like "marrying" ourselves is more valid than any other option. What to do? We are
already engaged and feel like we are married.
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Sex: I know you will hate me for this. Throughout this year, we started having sex. I convinced
him. He jokingly calls me Eve (he takes full responsibility for "succumbing" to my "seduction",
he is no saint in this regard). I was feeling really desperate with life in general so I decided to
take solace in sex, and I justified myself thinking we will be together forever, we made a
promise to God after all, I thought. So after 6 years without sexual intercourse, we started this
year. I feel terrible about it, but at the same time, it has really helped me, I feel my boyfriend is
closer than ever and that now I would die if he ever was far from me. I pray for forgiveness
every day, I ask God for Him to understand me. We are not stopping, and we feel we are
actively defying God in that regard. My doubt here is: how to deal with sex if marrying is so
difficult? We feel we wont ever get the chance to do so, as I said before, every church is against
God (like we are currently, with sex...)
Family: I want at least 4 kids. I always felt it was my purpose in life to raise children of God.
But until me and my boyfriend finish our studies and are able to get a qualified work as
engineers (at 29 yo), it's impossible for us so being a family. Our parents wont support us
(understandable, obviously) having kids in their houses, which is common here. A couple is
expected to move as a couple AND THEN start a family. Even with widespread
unemployment, a destroyed economy, a corrupt government and the impossibility of owning a
home. So yeah, we feel desperate. With our current plan, we would be starting our family when
I am 30 yo, which feels terrible. I want to be a young mother (not even mentioning the
advantages of it), and 30 feels really old and in the limit where it's advisable not to have them.
And even if I do, I worry about not being able to have 4 or more kids. I feel desperate. I believe
that I can do everything I want if I work for it, but in this sense, it is quite literally impossible.
There is no solution to it. We can't even get jobs while studying to at least propose our parents
"look let us begin our family, we will take care of every single cost and help with the bills and
the food and everything, we just need the roof under us". None of our parents are religious so
we don't have their full support from that angle either. I don't know what my doubt here is,
other than, what can I do to stop feeling so defeated about it? I work and study very hard, but it
wont be enough until 6 years from now :(
Economy: my country will have a collapse in some 5 or 10 years. Widespread unemployment
(something like 60+ % of people under 23 are unemployed), 50+ % poverty in children below
13yo, a terrible education system which doesn't produce human capital not even by chance,
widespread corruption (ambulances are literally used by politicians to traffic drugs, imagine
that), hyperinflation (our wages are worth half today of what they were worth at the beginning
of the year, and a fourth of what it was worth on October last year). We feel we are condemned
to live in, quite literally, a sh*thole. How am I supposed to feel good about raising a family in
such dire conditions? We wont be living under hardships, which wouldn't be a problem, as
problems can be solved. No, we will be surviving.
Society: not only our country is destroyed economically, we import EVERY stupid and
destructive liberal ideology, from MeToo, to cancelling, to feminism, to abortion. Everything
that you consider terrible in society, we import. Abortion is getting discussed in congress right
now, and will probably pass this month. I pray to God against it. As my father says, "we are
living in a dead world, with broken wings". I feel like I'm living in a dystopia (after all, IT IS a
dystopia). I know my suffering and the condition I live in is not special at all. Humans have
been suffering for millennia. It just feels like, with mass media and the internet, things will be a
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thousand times worth. Kierkegaard was right in the sense that the world will end with a clown
warning them, and everyone will applaud, thinking it's all a joke. I feel helpless in this
situation, and as a young woman, it's difficult to deal with this. It seems you men have an easier
time dealing with this (seems). How can I deal with this suffering. Do I just "enjoy the decline"
and keep to myself and family and friends, forming a tight community? That seems like the
best course of action...
I've been reading and studying quite a lot during the quarantine, asides from physical exercise and
meeting with family and boyfriend. Libido Dominandi, Meditations, Sexual Utopia in Power, some
C.S Lewis, Dostoyevsky and Esther Vilar (a personal favourite), some history books about ancient
Rome, medieval times and the history of science. I've been studying advanced math and physics,
programming, computer science (since I'm studying systems engineering) and electronics. Also I'm
giving math classes to high school girls (which at least helps pays the bills to help my parents). I feel
like I'm doing quite well in most regards. Still I suffer from a generalised desperation in the subjects
mentioned.
Thanks in advance, please correct me if anything is wrong (English is my third language), and don't
be afraid of being harsh with me. I probably deserve it. I truly appreciate all the things you do for
people here. You really are making change.
If you need more information about me or my life, please ask.
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A Remedy for Serial Oneitisism
17 upvotes | November 26, 2020 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
Just a quick little post for those of you struggling with serial oneitisism.
Of course we have all heard the answer to oneitis:
Develop abundance, right? Easy.
...Or maybe not so much.
You understand that there are a lot of girls in the world who are both eligible mates and interested in
you. Not only that but you talk to these women!
So Praex, why do I still find myself fixating on one girl after another, only to find myself constantly
butthurt at both their rejection and my own inability to be the alphachad that is in my heart.
The short answer is: You still lack abundance.
The long answer is: . . .
Well let's actually rewind a bit. What exactly are you desiring so strongly from these women?
If I am totally honest with myself, I rarely meet women who can carry an interesting conversation.
(Through no fault of their own. This is their design!) No, it isn't the conversation I am drawn to them
by, otherwise I would always choose conversing with a close male peer over a female, yet I don't! It
is because there is something happening here. That special male/female je ne sais quio. A special
transfer of energy, maybe?
Well, because I know r/RedirectedFS is going to read this, I'll spell it out in kindergarten terms so I
don't hurt his little brain.
When you are expressing your masculinity back and forth to a female who is responding with her
femininity, both of you are being positively validated. (For the remainder of this post I will call this
Masculine-Feminine-Energy-Exchange or MFEE for short.) Your little dopamine hamster gets a
boost to keep running.
This isn't inherently a bad thing so long as your frame is strong enough to exist without that
validation.
Note: MFEE is not inherently sexual. This dynamic naturally exists between children and their
opposite gendered parents. Dad's bringing their daughters to dances and hoisting them up on
their backs Son's doing a cool trick infront of their mothers. Daughters giving their Father's
the "I'm a daddies girl" eye fluttering to get out of trouble. Mothers squeezing their son's
biceps and asking how they got so strong.
In order for you to develop the type of abundance necessary to prevent uncontrollable oneitisism is to
outsource this MFEE to MULTIPLE WOMEN.
FOR THE AUTISTS OUT THERE, I AM NOT ADVOCATING YOU CHEAT ON YOUR
WIFE, FIRST YOU ARE TOO FAT, SECOND IT IS SIN, AND THIRD YOU ARE
DEFINITELY TOO FAT.
Now, this doesn't mean you are trying to build up every girl into a Christianese-version of a plate.
Rather, you are in the habit of expressing your masculinity to receptive women whenever you want.
•The 3/10 putting together your both beans, both rice burrito at Chipotle? Do it man.
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•The 82 year old woman tapping her foot to Sinatra at your estranged cousin's shotgun wedding?
Totally.
•The single mother with her baby in a stroller? Youbetcha!
The list goes on.
So back to your question "Why am I still feeling this way?" It is because you are so deprived of
MFEE you are treating it the same way a sex starved man treats sex. See u/Red-Curious 's post on
this for better understanding
You need to start getting a steady flow of this from multiple sources so that you aren't pining for it so
hard from one woman.
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Where to go from here?
17 upvotes | February 13, 2021 | by biodinamo | Link | Reddit Link
Mission: unlearn everything this unhealthy society has taught me, becoming the best man I can be,
helping others to wake up, live a self-sufficient and wholesome lifestyle that is in tune with nature
and God, leave something behind for future generations.
Stats: 29 years old, 6'1, 12% body fat, 160 pounds, now on week 4 of SL 5x5 doing 150 squat, 115
bench press, 200 DL. Have always been thin but active and capable in sports. Also lost some weight
experimenting with different diets. Finally decided that wasn't good enough for me. Pleased to see
progress already and it's one of the best things I've ever done for myself.
Reading the Bible for the first time as an adult. Starting with New Testament and am finishing
synoptic gospels now. Saved this year. Fully accept the teachings of Jesus and redemption through
Him. Have some interest in esoteric Christianity. I have an old childhood friend who never gave up
on me and listened to my atheistic anger when I was a teenager and beyond, and he has a fellowship
of good Christian men. He's the main person I talk to about Christ. Try to read a bit of the Bible every
day.
I'm in a LTR of 4+ years with a beautiful, capable woman who is very attracted to me. We have had
significant ups and downs but tbh I'm amazed at her commitment to me. She has her flaws and has
some red flags from her past but is blossoming as a person and I've been far from perfect myself. She
is finishing grad school and her earning potential will be 1.5 times mine as things stand. That being
said she has learned and grown an enormous amount from being with me and from my frame.
Why I need help: I have no career. I always did well in school and was considered to have great
potential. My bachelor's is in psychology. I spent the last 10+ years drinking, taking drugs,
fornicating, partying, and doing the minimum to get by at work. Felt bad man. Finally healed (from
the personal problems and a nightmare family situation) and decided to make a change, quit my
office job 3 years ago, traveled and soul-searched. When I quit my job and traveled I worked on a
permaculture farm. Since then I ran a small one man, one truck gardening business and worked at a
restaurant. I'm unemployed at the moment and traveling again. I don't know where to go from here.
I've thought about a master's in psychology but the cost is extremely, perhaps prohibitively high and
I'm quite disgusted by political materialistic teachings which dominate in universities. My only debt
is a small car loan.
I have a gift for talking to people, making connections, and problem solving. I feel that people around
me always want to see me as a leader and in some ways I am, but historically I never take it seriously
enough. I was pretty much the jokester, cool guy, ironic hipster (cringe). The reason I'm stuck is that
my financial goals for the next 10 years include owning a house and starting a family- one in which
the mother of my children doesn't need to bring in money- and I don't see a meaningful, achievable
path forward for myself. I could see myself building a career as a life coach, counselor, or educator. I
don't think I would be happy or fulfilled working in sales, for example. But, I worry about finances.
Finally, my partner and I have had pre-marital sex and I don't know if it's possible to work with that
moving forward in a healthy productive way, from searching the subreddit I suspect a lot of people
here will say no. I think she's trying to grow in Christ with me and waiting for me to step up as well.
She's going to have a large amount of debt so will need to work for at least a few years, but
recognizes that she would be happier in the long term as a mother. So I'm feeling like I not only
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wasted a solid 10 years of my life (though there was some growth and learning that occurred, my life
was pretty toxic), but don't know where to go from here. Thanks in advance men.
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"Ask out too many girls and you will be seen as desperate and
they will talk about you as desperate."
17 upvotes | September 12, 2020 | by Billy_King | Link | Reddit Link
When it comes to asking out girls in your church, fellowship, or Christian circle, I've heard this:
"Ask out too many girls and you will be seen as desperate and they will talk about you as desperate."
Is this really true if you are attractive though? Yes, I know the girls will talk to each other and they
will know who you've asked out. But if you are a catch and know that you are a catch, does it really
matter? How are you defining "too many girls"? Should it matter how long between asking out
different people? If they are mature enough, they would realize that a first date doesn't mean much; it
is getting to know the person better.
Also, it would seem hypocritical that they would label you as desperate, yet complain that Christian
guys aren't stepping up or asking them out.
Want to hear your thoughts about this.
Edit: I have asked out 3 different girls in one of my Christian circles over the course of 2 years. I was
never been initially rejected by them, but never got to a coffee date with them. I know that for two of
them, it was because another guy was talking to them beforehand, and they didnt want to be talking
to multiple people. Doesnt phase me though. I know who I am.
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Main sub being banned soon.
17 upvotes | October 1, 2019 | by NoFaithInThisSub | Link | Reddit Link
The main sub is being banned from Reddit. Not sure how much that affects us, maybe we are too
small, also we are not only RP.
Hopefully it doesn't affect us as much.
Better save and offline any posts you want.
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Young Guys Today
17 upvotes | August 13, 2019 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
So last week I made the trip to my little home town, and assisted some of my family and friends with
rebuilding roofs and the like. Naturally the fates of some of my former acquaintances came up. When
I was younger and I'd see some of these guys I'd ask the question a lot of younger Christian guys ask:
"Why do seemingly wicked people prosper?"
A lot of younger Christian guys have to deal with that perception, even Job had something to say
about it, and it's getting a bit more brutal nowadays. So I'll bring up the amazing story of Cliff Young.
Each year in Australia, a ~540 mile endurance race from Sydney to Melbourne is held. It's considered
one of the most grueling endurance races, and tends to attract world class athletes.
So Cliff registered for the race. He was 61 years old, and showed up to the starting line dressed in
overalls and work boots. When he started to run he just looked ungainly. The press got one look at
this guy and tagged him as a comedy side show in this race, openly wondering whether he would out
and out die during the race. It didn't help that he described his motivations thus:
See, I grew up on a farm where we couldn't afford horses or tractors, and the whole time I
was growing up, whenever the storms would roll in, I'd have to go out and round up the
sheep. We had 2,000 sheep on 2,000 acres. Sometimes I would have to run those sheep for
two or three days. It took a long time, but I'd always catch them. I believe I can run this
race.
In Psalms 73, Asaph said "I envied the foolish when I saw the prosperity of the wicked." When Cliff
ran his race, most of the guys he was running against probably had shoes that cost more than his
entire wardrobe. They had trainers and staff where Cliff just had one guy. At the end of the first day
of the race, the world class athletes had all left Cliff in the dust. The prevailing wisdom was that the
runners would run an 18 hour day then stop and rest for 6 hours. So the world class athletes stopped.
Cliff, however, just kept going with his ungainly shuffle. In the context of this race, sleeping for six
hours would seem like a good thing, and I'd bet Cliff was tempted to stop and sleep as well.
Eventually Asaph said he got it, when he entered the house of the Lord and saw the situations that a
lot of these prosperous but wicked folks wound up in. By the end of the race, Cliff had beaten the
previous record for that race by almost two days. Upon receiving the prize, he claimed he didn't know
there was a prize, felt bad about keeping it, and split the money between all of the competitors. Since
then, the "Young Shuffle" has been adopted by many ultra-marathon runners as one of the most
energy efficient methods of long distance foot travel. In the end, Cliff had already worked out the
correct methodology, and proved it with perseverance in the face of ridicule.
Much like Cliff's competitors given enough time the seemingly prosperous wicked usually wind up
burned out in many senses. It's one thing to keep hearing this, but this happens in a worldly sense as
well, as most of the prosperous wicked I saw when I was young wound up being betrayed by their
sins.
Also, much like Cliff, a true Christians mission isn't to stand at the finish line and ask these folks
what took them so long. It's to share the prize with them. After all, the first are last and the last are
first.
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Husband had an affair - seeking feedback
17 upvotes | July 22, 2019 | by tcgirl777 | Link | Reddit Link
Middle of last week, I found out my husband had an affair. I wanted to post to get feedback.
Ultimately, I know that I have to make a decision one way or another but I'm getting feedback from
reputable sources to help me in my decision to stay or leave. Background: Married 29 years, both
Christians. Since finding out about Red Pill, we have been working on our relationship for a while
now with falling into our proper roles and me trying hard to respect him, be submissive and be the
wife he needs sexually. I really thought things were going much better. Found out in May of this year
that my husband blocked his phone, which he has never done since we have owned cell phones.
Questioned him a few days later and he said a lady he met at a campout was texting him. (He has
been attending this annual campout for years without issues with his friends. This was the first time
he had seen here there). Apparently, she had been texting since March when they met and my
husband said he had been corresponding with her but that was it. I asked him if he was having an
affair and having sex with her. He said no. I told him that he needed to block her, tell her to stop
texting and unblock his phone. He said he would take care of it and he won't have any contact with
her. So middle of this past week, I needed to get some info off his phone for our cell phone carrier
and when I went to hand him his phone since it was still blocked, this lady's text was on the front
screen. I asked him if that was the lady and he said yes. The next day I got into his phone without his
knowledge (I know, not good). I didn't cover up my tracks and he saw that I had accessed his contact
list. He questioned why I did that. I told him that I was upset that she was still texting. I asked him
point blank again if he had sex with her and he then confessed he did. They had been drinking wine
around the campfire and everyone stayed up late talking. When everyone started to retire to bed, she
went into the camper without him knowing it before he entered and she was there in bed. Instead of
making the choice of kicking her out, he caved and had sex. After that, apparently, she has been
texting him since that time and he has replied back on numerous occasions. He says now that he does
not reply when she texts him. He says he does not want to be involved with her. He wants to stay
with me. What I have a problem with is he won't block her phone number, won't unblock his cell
phone, won't talk to me about it (gets very defensive), and has continued to relate to me as if nothing
had happened. I feel he wants it just swept under the rug and we continue life as normal. That doesn't
work for me. The only two requests I have given him are 1) Unblock his phone and 2) block her
number. I have been talking with a friend that helped me through very dark times in my life and she
says I need to see a counselor before really talking to my husband about everything since he got so
defensive. I'm in the midst of trying to decide to stay or leave. I know that no one can make that
decision for me but I thought I would get some Christian feedback on this.
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If god wants us to be monogamous why does he give men
unlimited sperm and women a limited about of egg?
17 upvotes | May 22, 2019 | by curiousbrethren | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve seen studies done where men can have active sperm well into their elderly years while women
biologically cannot. The oldest man was a 100 years old with an active sperm count. If women can
produce ages until their 30s on average, but men have unlimited sperm for most of their life does that
mean god wants us to have more than one wife considering we have an unlimited amount. What in
the world is the point of this?
Another point is why do women’s SMV decrease after 30 and we are increasing our SMV. It’s like
we’re going in opposite directions. Why did god make us like this?
For example I’m in my 20s and I’m not ready to get married and have kids while my girlfriend is.
Why couldn’t god just either made us increase our SMVs at the same time (men and women?) Does
this mean god wants us to date a woman who is in her prime (early 20s) when we are in our prime
(mid to late 30s?) this has been going on in my mind for a about a year and I can’t seem to get it.
What are your thoughts on this?
PS. Please don’t attack this post I’m looking for a genuine thought out answer by you thank you very
much.
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Helping the predominately but not exclusively gay guy
17 upvotes | May 7, 2019 | by Chazza_Lazza | Link | Reddit Link
21 y/o ,5'11, 67 kg, 15 kg bicep curls // 40 kg bench // new to reddit (read fairly little) // student, no
money problems // fairly mature Christian, read Bible and pray daily
Context: Asked out a whaman, they said 'no'. I'm predominately but not exclusively same-sex
attracted.(i.e. 95 % of people that I turn my head at are men). Dw ain't gonna get with a fella tho
(either I find the 5 % or remain single).
Background: Over the past year I have gotten particularly close to one girl who over the past 6
months I've found to be attractive. Due to difficult circumstances (difficulties in her life, summer
break between uni years, one of my friends hitting on her [#RIPme]) I waited this long.
The problem I have too is that I waited 6 months to 'test the waters' to see if a relationship, given my
predominant sexual inclinations, would work. This, I felt it wise, to take time over. I did not want to
kid myself into pursuing a relationship that I couldn't love / enjoy / lead in etc. . Consequently, as I
should have presumed, I fell under the wrath of the friendzone and although seeing me as a very very
close friend, that's all I'll ever be seen as.
Question: Hopefully that is enough background to me. My questions are:
- Should I tell a potential woman I find attractive about my predominant sexual inclinations before
dating / asking them out?
- How do I reconcile, given my sexual preferences, that I (i) wait - to see if a given relationship I
could flourish in (ii) not wait - ask them out / start dating without true personal conviction that they're
someone I can love?
Cheers all,
Chazza_Lazza
God's Word is the only objective truth <3
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Wow Relevant Magazine is so cucked.
17 upvotes | May 2, 2019 | by CentralParkWst | Link | Reddit Link
https://relevantmagazine.com/love-and-money/christians-turned-marriage-idol/

I can't believe I used to read this crap. Tyler Daswick is just a beta.

Some quotes:

"Everywhere I go, I see married couples. It’s creeping me out. I moved across the country a few
months ago, plugged myself into a church, and started making new friends and meeting people, but
man, everyone I encounter has a ring on it. It’s like living in an uncreative game of the Sims."

Wow, bitter much?

"Someone in college told me once that you shouldn’t date anyone unless you’re willing to take things
two steps ahead with them: In other words, don’t date anyone you wouldn’t make a fiance. In other
other words, be a total psychopath."

Oh okay, good to know that being intentional is psychotic.

"Everywhere I go, married couples, but it would be silly to see these people as sitting on a higher
level or reaching a higher plain of union with God. "

Uhh yeah dude, who is "saying" that?
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Get Woke - Go Broke...
17 upvotes | April 24, 2019 | by RobertMckee | Link | Reddit Link

Should P&G exit the shaving business?
Barrett J. BrunsmanAmerican City Business Journals•April 23, 2019
https://finance.yahoo.com/m/31f04ef8-dc16-3513-af41-538b3152cd33/should-p%26g-exit-the-shavin
g.html
https://www.bizjournals.com/cincinnati/news/2019/04/23/should-p-g-exit-the-shaving-business.html?
ana=yahoo&yptr=yahoo

The Cincinnati-based maker of Gillette razors and Braun electric shavers (NYSE: PG)
reported net sales of $1.4 billion for the Grooming business in the recently ended third
quarter, down 8 percent from last year.

While many people said that the original ad that was inflammatory to men would not do anything and
their sales would go up, etc. Not so much.
Just thought you might be interested in the rest of the story. I will continue to avoid buying a gillette
product for the rest of my life.
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Any children's books that exemplify biblical masculinity for
young boys?
17 upvotes | February 5, 2019 | by Proverbs_31_2-3 | Link | Reddit Link
I have young boys between the ages of 2 and 8, and I read them story books almost every night, both
picture books and chapter books.
With all the changes that are going on in our society (the rise of feminism, "toxic" masculinity, the
APA labeling "traditional masculinity" as a mental disorder), I started wondering the other day: What
stories can I read my sons to intentionally instill a healthy and biblical model of traditional
masculinity? While culture is adrift trying to make sure stories are gender neutral and that girls take
the lead while boys become "gentle", how can I encourage a robust and lordly masculinity in my sons
through what we read?
One set of books that comes to mind is C.S. Lewis' *The Chronicles of Narnia* which we've already
listened to together on audio. Male characters are seen protecting female characters. The sisters in the
novel sometimes argue with their brothers but are also urged to follow their brother's lead because he
is the High King. (Note: there *is* a *High King* in these novels, not a High Queen.) It's shown that
the girls *can* fight but it's also discouraged because war becomes ugly when women are involved men should do the fighting. Several male characters go through redemption, character development,
putting aside childishness, taking on manly virtues like self-sacrifice, protectiveness, perseverance,
etc. Of course these books also show a vibrant adventure life and character development for the girls
in the story; but the gender roles still reflect a fairly traditional view of masculinity and femininity.
*The Children's Book of Virtues* by William J. Bennett has a collection of stories, some of which a
father could use as a jumping-off point for discussing masculine virtues. The retelling of St. George
and the Dragon has a knight leaving the safe lands he has tamed to look for danger and injustice that
he can make right in other lands. He ends up putting himself in danger to help a princess and her
people; but first calls out the question: Why isn't there a man here to fight this dragon instead of you,
a woman? He kills the dragon by his skill, weds the princess, and eventually becomes king of the
land, ruling with justice and benevolence.
So I thought I would ask the question to open up the discussion. What books have you noted where
the story or the characters exemplify the virtues of being a man and could be a model to our sons?
What stands out about the book as celebrating masculinity as God intended it?
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Is the bulk of the modern church's approach ineffective?
17 upvotes | January 16, 2019 | by Underdog891 | Link | Reddit Link
Just recently, we had a post here explaining how female pastors have become acceptable in many
churches and some of the posts within that discussion touched on something that's been bothering me
for the longest time; I believe the bulk of the modern church is (unfortunately) useless for the cause
of Christ and I don't know how to deal with it.
Let me describe the two last church gatherings I went to.


Gathering #1:
We gather around, sing some modern church music (Hillsong of course), and then have a brief
message based upon an incorrect interpretation of the parable of the sower (only one soil was good,
not all four).
Gathering #2:
This was a larger gathering at a larger church. I walk in, immediate noise, music, food, and loud
conversation. Felt like a Christian version of a club. We sing some songs (Hillsong) about the
reckless love of God, and then hear an “inspiring” message (but no gospel).
I have so many questions.


1. What happened to discussing the true gospel message? Nearly every single person around us is
perishing, right (Matthew 7:13)? Then why the casual approach to where your congregation
will spend ETERNITY? Like, 1 million years x 10000 x 1 billion years x 1 quintillion years
from now? Did we forget eternity is FOREVER? Could you imagine begging for a drop of
water while Moses and all the MVPs from the OT/NT have pity on you for ETERNITY? I
couldn't. Do we really need another sermon series on marriage or friendship while people
plunge into eternal death every second?
2. Why do we support female pastors when the bible is clear on it's stance for that?
3. Why do we simply ignore Satan who has been around since eternity past and is currently in
control of the whole world? This means that most of the entertainment industry as well as the
heart and minds of many people in this world are focused on sinful things. Sin may be our own
faults, but it doesn’t help when you’re tempted day in and day out by the culture and people
around you. Those youtube "exposed" channels may be a tad too far but we should talk about
what's going on in the culture.
4. Why do modern churches seem to love Hillsong so much? There have been messages and
songs that come out of that church that are questionable if not outright blasphemy.
5. Why do you always feel the need to “stimulate the youth?” I’m just so tired of loud gatherings
and “bring a friend, there’ll be food and prizes!” I just want truth, not fluff.
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All of these questions lead into more questions, of course:
1. How many people are getting saved at these gatherings? If all we do is just feed people and
give them an “inspiring” message, they may be comfortable within church culture, but do they
actually know Christ personally? Have they read his word to see what Christ is even like?
2. Is it possible to find a wife at gatherings like these? There is always a remnant, and maybe
some people feel like me and are frustrated with church culture, but it doesn’t really feel like it.
3. Should we even waste time giving to these churches? I want to give but it feels like a lot of the
gatherings around me run roughly the same and are “seeker friendly,” it’s starting to freak me
out like a bad spinoff cult based upon Christianity. I don’t want to waste my money if it’s
essentially going nowhere.

4. How are we supposed be encouraged to not “forsake the assembling of believers” when most of
the churches around don’t really have a concern for truth and souls? Should I just start my own
living room church? Because I’m about to.

5. Lastly, is it worth it to talk to church leaders and see if I could bring some change? Or should I
just keep looking for a church?

Thank you as always guys.
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Validation and Interdependency [MRP Draft]
17 upvotes | January 11, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
"I feel worthless," Alex told me recently. Why's that? I asked. "Because my wife doesn't love me."
That's an awful thing to feel. Why don't you think she loves you? "She's just not excited when I walk
in the room anymore."
I asked Alex several more questions about his relationship with his wife. They were having regular
sex. She was respectful of his requests and things she asked him to do. She fulfilled her
responsibilities around the home and they maintained a reasonable budget with an exceptional
income. They didn't argue very often. For all practical purposes, from the outside looking in, a casual
onlooker would have assumed they had the perfect, American-dream marriage. But Alex was broken.
Why? Because his wife didn't feel excited about him. His sense of self-worth was completely dictated
by his wife's feelings rather than his own accomplishments, life purposes, motives, etc.
Validation is one of the core issues underlying every aspect of human existence. I have yet to meet a
single person who doesn't require any validation. As a Christian, I believe that God has intentionally
placed a longing in our hearts for something beyond ourselves (Ecc. 3:11; Genesis 2:18), but even if
you want to take an evolutionary psychology approach, we have been conditioned for millennia to be
an interdependent species, needing community and relationships to advance, and those in isolation
and outside of community fall victim to "survival of the fittest."
Validation-seeking is not unique to men, but the way we are meant to engage with it is certainly
distinct from women. Biblically, men are to find validation from God and not their wives, but women
are designed to find their validation through their husbands. I'll let the evolutionary psychologists
among you figure out how this plays out in the secular world. Suffice it to say that men don't need
women; we just prefer to have them around, for a vast multitude of reasons. Women, on the other
hand, do need men - whether you want to say this is because of how God created the world or to
satisfy their biological hypergamous drive, I don't care (they're really the same thing, from my view).
The point is that women will always seek validation from men, and we can't (maybe even shouldn't?)
change that; but for men there are both proper and improper ways to approach validation and seek it
from others.
HEALTHY VALIDATION
Validation is the product of evaluation. It presumes a judge over your identity. In the absence of
perfect faith or a mental health disorder, I believe validation-seeking is at least subliminally present
in virtually everything we do as a species.
For most of the world, the best form of validation-seeking is when we are able to function
independently, setting up standards of self-evaluation and letting ourselves or our self-created goals
be the judge over our sense of self-worth and accomplishment.
A man who sets no goals, merely scathing by in life, will (appropriately) feel as though he has
nothing to offer his world, creating a negative feedback loop that then discourages him from setting
any goals. This is my brother, still living in my dad's house at 32, drinking beer and playing video
games every night until 5am, having given up on women since his ONEitis left him several years ago.
On the other hand, my friend Dan is self-motivated. He doesn't care about how the world judges him;
but he does have an internal drive to succeed. There's a stirring within him that won't let him sit idly,
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so he sets goals and experiences internal fulfillment when he accomplishes them. He is validated by
self-created objectives. I suppose a man could experience self-validation even in the absence of
external objectives that he creates, simply liking himself for who he is regardless of any other
judgments on him, but even that becomes dangerous, lending itself to a feminist mentality: "You're
perfect just as you are," which often translates to: "You don't need to improve or have ambitions you just need to be placated in your place in life, and not challenge anything I try to do to you and our
country."
For the Christian, the answer is similar. God sets the goals, but there is an incredible biblical latitude
we have in the way we go about accomplishing them or how we evaluate our successes, and there is
even greater grace from God in the evaluation process than we might otherwise give ourselves if we
were self-evaluating. This creates an exceptional balance in that grace gives us freedom to fail, thus
we can remain objectively validated by God through our efforts to grow and accomplish even when
we fail from time to time - which is furthered by the fact that God is perfect and stable, so we know
the standard he sets is reliable, unlike other people whose standards over us are imperfect and
unstable; and having an external standard from God also prevents us from being lazy with our goals
and squandering our lives, overcoming the trap that many people like my brother fall into.
There are other ways that validation-seeking can be helpful as well. For example, if you want a
promotion at your job, you're going to want to seek the validation of your boss, as he is the judge
over your qualification for the position. If you want to win a court case, you must seek validation
from the judge about your arguments, honesty, and competency, for the judge is the actual judge over
your case. It's appropriate for him to validate your arguments, honesty and competency. The
difference is that he is not evaluating you as a person - in both cases, they are evaluating your
behaviors and what you produce.
HARMFUL VALIDATION
I opened this post with a brief snapshot of a conversation I had with Alex - and that is a shining
example of harmful validation-seeking. He allowed his sense of self-worth to be dictated by
something external and didn't allow any room for grace in his failure to live up to the self-imposed
judgments he created on his life. He didn't merely look to his wife for validation on certain behavior
patterns he had; rather, he extended it to his internal sense of identity.
And that is a significant thing to consider. Harmful validation seeking is not merely letting someone
else be the judge over your life, identity, and sense of self-worth. In most cases, the person from
whom we seek validation never signed up for that role. We are voluntarily giving them that job,
often-times not even telling them we are - and then they don't communicate validation because they
never knew that was their job in the first place.
Men, this is a significant thing in your marriage and it's the reason why I started with the difference
between men and women in validation seeking. Your wife needs validation. If you want to have a
successful marriage, you must validate your wife when she acts appropriately within your
judgment, because she has allowed you to be a judge over her. This is healthy and appropriate.
But a man should never voluntarily allow his wife to become a judge over him. Doing so is grossly
inconsistent with biblical theology, the history of any successful society, and basic principles of
underlying evolutionary psychology. Men are conditioned by God or by time to set goals outside the
home and strive to accomplish them. Making your home your goal sounds nice, but we're not here to
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be Nice Guys - and Nice Guys are the biggest validation-seekers, and one quick glance at NMMNG
will show you how that validation-seeking can ruin a man's life.
MANIFESTATIONS OF VALIDATION
So here is a non-exclusive list of different forms of validation-seeking that can get your wheels
spinning to help you recognize when you're in that rut or if you're on the right track. If you're having
trouble feeling a sense of wholeness as a man, look to see if you fit the bill in any of these areas.
OVERT: When my 5 year old daughter shares her candy with her siblings, she runs up to me
and says, "Daddy, I just shared my candy. Wasn't that so nice of me?" This is an obvious and
overt example of validation-seeking. She is directly asking for my validation of her behaviors.
Sometimes it goes even further and my son will ask: "Because I did this, doesn't that mean I'm
a good person?"
SUBTLE, INVALID: Picture a husband who plays video games all day while his wife is away.
She calls and says she'll be home in 10 minutes. He continues playing for 8 minutes, then turns
off the game and starts cleaning the house. She comes home and sees him cleaning, which he
timed so that she would be impressed with him. He's not overtly asking her for validation, but
he's implying it. It's invalid for two reasons: (1) because it's false validation; her being
impressed by him isn't for his actual character, but for an image he fabricated for her to see; and
(2) because this demonstrates an internal insecurity in him that he must impress his wife or that
she is somehow a judge over him. Her feelings toward his behaviors becomes the judge over
how he acts and behaves. What's interesting to note is that the man doesn't care to actually be a
valid person under his wife's standard, otherwise he would have been cleaning the house the
entire time she was gone. Instead, he only cares that she perceives him in a way that validates
him, as evidenced by the fact that he only lives up to that character when she is watching.
SUBTLE, BUT VALID: I've already mentioned that there are healthy forms of validationseeking. Unlike the man above, the case of the employee or the attorney show us that we can do
things without directly asking for approval, yet knowing that our superior's validation of us can
have a positive impact on our own agendas. So, if a man sets a goal to have a certain level of
income, seeking the validation of his boss to get that raise by exceptional performance in front
of his boss is perfectly appropriate. If a man is wise, he has incorporated into his own goals the
prerequisites of external interpersonal dynamics necessary to achieve those goals.
COVERT: Alex's story is a great example, and this is the most common form of validationseeking. This is when a man's emotional state is dependent on how his wife (or anyone else)
feels about him or acts toward him, and he may not even have processed himself the
connectivity between his emotional state and her feelings and behaviors. Getting butthurt is a
clear and obvious sign that a man might struggle with covert validation - because if he were
self-validated, then her feelings or behaviors toward him that caused him to get butthurt would
otherwise have rolled off like water on wax. He doesn't need her to feel or behave in a certain
way toward him in order for him to experience fullness in his life, so her negativity doesn't
diminish his fullness either.
COMPARISON: When one person's validation comes not from how someone feels or behaves
toward them, but from their superiority to them. A sports team feels validated in their skills and
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accomplishments when they win a game against another team. Similarly, the losing team feels
de-validated at the loss. In marriage, one person's sense of validation may come from feelings
of superiority over their spouse, and this can lead to significant troubles when the allegedly
"lesser" spouse either (1) accomplishes something that threatens this superiority, and therefore
he cannot rejoice with his wife or empathize with her successes, or (2) attacks the superiority of
the validation-seeker by criticizing aspects of his life that validated his feelings of superiority.
He will then do things to re-establish his superiority as a means of seeking to re-validate
himself. Note: the "I am the prize" mentality doesn't mean a man should seek validation in the
fact that he is better than his wife; rather, it is a simplified way of communicating confidence,
independent of validation-seeking, that cuts out a lot of the nuance.
PERCEPTION: When a person's validation comes not from who they are, but in how they
think and what they know. A philosopher may recognize that he is of little value in the grand
scheme of the universe, but finds validation in the fact that he understands how that universe
functions. When something challenges his understanding and perception of how the world and
people function, he must argue against them to maintain his sense of validation - that he was
right and they are wrong. This can also apply not only to one's perception of the external world,
but also a self-perception. An athletic man who looks to his physical accomplishments as the
foundation of his identity will lose that sense of validation when: (1) even though he is still
athletically successful, a higher priority in life comes along that stretches his sense of self into
an area where he is less successful (ex. he has a kid and realizes he is failing as a father), or (2)
he is no longer able to compete with other athletes, such as due to age or injury, and thus he has
to redefine his sense of self and identity.
CONTROL: Some people find validation in life through power and control. They don't care if
they're better than someone or not, or if their wife loves them or not, or if their perceptions are
right or wrong. If someone else is better, that's fine - as long as they can control that better
person. It doesn't matter if his wife loves or cares about him, as long as he has adequate
assurances that she'll behave the way he wants her to. As long as he is in control of his world
and anything that might threaten his world, he is happy. If something happens that is beyond
his control, either he emotionally unravels or he takes measures to regain control.
PURPOSEFUL: When a person looks to an external objective and allows the accomplishment
or failure of that objective to be the source of validation in his life. This can either be healthy or
harmful, depending on the appropriateness of the objective. It would be harmful if a 4-foot-tall
white man sought validation in his mission in life to be an NBA star. It would be perfectly
appropriate if that same man sought validation in his mission to become a partner with a major
national law firm.
NEGATIVE/INVERSE: When a person takes on the victim mentality and refuses to be happy,
despite opportunities for happiness that are thrown their way. They refuse to feel or accept any
suggestion of validation over their lives, determined to live in the view that they are invalid,
worthless, broken, unloved, or the like. If someone tells them they're beautiful, they snap back
and honestly believe, "No, I'm hideous." If you tell them they're successful, he replies with
sincerity, "No, I'm a failure." It's virtually impossible to convince them otherwise. Why? While
they may seem to reject any validation-seeking on the surface by their direct denials and
refutations, they are actually trying to find validation in their own self-perception. That is, they
care more about being right about their worthlessness than they do about finding value in their
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lives, and thus they feel validated when something else goes wrong for them, as it proves their
perceptions right. This is where many people with depression, mood disorders, bipolar disorder,
or borderline personality disorder live.
This is, of course a non-exclusive list, and many of these things overlap one another. They're just
common ones I see among my clients and people and general.
OVERCOMING VALIDATION-SEEKING
I'm sure there are a multitude of strategies for dealing with harmful validation-seeking. Here's my
suggestion out of those options, but do what works for you.
FIRST: Figure out when you're validation-seeking and when you're not. Look for signs of emotional
instability, a controlling nature, an internal need to win debates, a desire to show off your
accomplishments, etc. are all indications (though not de facto criteria) that someone is validationseeking. The list of indicators can be very large and wide because, as I said above, validation-seeking
is inherent in the motivation for most human behaviors.
SECOND: Once you've identified when you're validation seeking, figure out if it's helpful or harmful
to your life and mission. Is it increasing your power, wealth, influence, etc. over your environment
and those around you? Continue doing it. Is it causing you to become emotionally volatile,
unattractive, and destroying your sense of self-worth? Cut that crap out.
THIRD: Once you've identified the negative forms of validation-seeking, two things can work intandem for you to overcome them:
1. You must find another source of validation. No one can be functional in the world without any
validation at all. The primary safe sources are God (for Christians) or oneself (for everyone
else).
2. Second, you must experience failure in your destructive validation-seeking tendencies in order
to shift your psychological foundation from the old source to the new source. That is, you must
see, experience, and understand that the new source of validation is sufficient for you even
when the old source fails.
In order to accomplish these, I recommend specifically placing yourself in situations where you know
you may not get the validation you seek. For example, if a guy sees his wife's attraction to him as a
source of validation (covert, perception, subtle, etc.) he should initiate sex with her a lot. For one, he
will likely actually end up having more sex that way. Second, it will also give him an opportunity to
recognize that he can be stable and hold frame on the inevitable times that she turns him down,
thereby learning to rely on his newly found internal sources of validation.
CONCLUSION
In all of this, remember that Thoreau is not the model man we should all be striving to become. We
should not all be leaving society to become hermits in the middle of the woods. For some, if that's
your goal, go for it. But the majority of people are rightfully interdependent with others. We cannot
isolate ourselves from all relationships. And interdependency brings with it an inherent drive for
validation from others, lest we be involuntarily cut off from the community and forced into the
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Thoreau life.
In his book Understanding People, Dr. Larry Crabb hypothesized that all men have two core
longings: (1) relationships with others and (2) to make an impact on our world. If he is right, and I
believe he is, we will always be finding some way to look for validation in these aspects of our lives.
What I propose is that we take control of the means by which we experience validation, not placing it
in the hands of our wives, friends, or societal perception, but by recognizing that we are in control of
who we allow to judge our lives and placing the degree of validation we seek from different sources
with the appropriate sources and in the appropriate weight - validation in our work performance from
our boss, validation in our sense of identity and self-worth from ourselves (or, for Christians, from
God), etc.
[Note: I wrote this draft in a way that could be feasible on both MRP and RPC, so that means
including some references to the Christian perspective, but not bogging it down with biblical quotes
and context. Feel free to engage in conversation on the biblical foundation of any of this, if you like.
Galatians has a lot to say on these topics, so it might be a good place to start for further reading.]
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Best Man Speech at My Brother's Wedding
17 upvotes | December 26, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I had several people tell me it was the best wedding speech they'd ever heard, and one person from
RPC in my family who suggested I share it here, so here goes. This was for my brother's wedding. I
outlined it in about 10 minutes the morning of the wedding and mostly wung it (i.e. followed about
60% of my outline, made up the rest). Note that virtually nobody at the wedding (afaik) is red pilled,
so I had to walk a fine line. While the headers were not part of the speech, I'll include them anyway,
for easy reference and reading. I'll also note a few of the times the crowd reacted to give some
context, as tone of voice was almost as crucial in delivering this speech successfully as the words
themselves.
FACING YOUR FEARS
Hello everyone. I'm glad to be here to celebrate with my brother and his new wife. Jordan and I go
way back. In fact, I've known him all his life. [Laughter] In all that time, I remember at least one
defining moment for him: the time he had to, in his word, "face my feewas" [emulating his childhood
pronunciation] [Laughter].
We used to vacation at Niagara Falls frequently and there was a haunted house that terrified him. For
years he would refuse to go in, staying outside with our mom while the rest of us had fun. Then one
year, realizing he was old enough, he decided it was time to face his "feewas." He went through that
haunted house and something changed in him.
Since then, I've seen him face a number of other fears - his fear of getting sick; his fear of spiders;
clearly his fear of asking out a beautiful girl. [Aww's] Just this past summer he got over his fear of
snakes. There was a 7-footer he spotted hanging out right next to the pool at our dad's house, so we
went out and killed it together. Oh wait ... that was my 6 year old son. Jordan was hiding behind
[Bride's name], screaming every time the thing snapped and hissed at me. Don't worry, Jordan, we'll
work on that one. [Laughter]
As many fears as you have conquered so far, there are many more yet to come: the fear of your
marriage failing; the fear of having kids and how that will change everything; the fear of not being
able to pay the bills. Knowing you, you'll likely be afraid to tell your bride no. [No crowd reaction]
For that matter, on occasion you'll be afraid of what it means to bear the responsibility in the times
you know it's right to tell her yes. [Laughter] But you must continue overcoming these fears.
1 John 4:18 says, "There is no fear in love, but perfect love drives out fear. The one who fears is not
made perfect in love." So, how do you continue conquering fear?
Some people suggest it's through courage and bravery. Certainly these two attributes can help, but let
me propose two alternatives that might be easier to get started with.
AMUSED MASTERY
The first comes from something my wife's grandmother told me on my wedding day. I asked her if
she had any advice for a newlywed. She smiled and said, "Learn to laugh it off." Laugh what off? I
asked her. "Everything."
It reminds me of a movie my wife and I watched recently. Each year we try to go through the Harry
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Potter series during winter - and this is the first year we've made it past the third movie. In that third
movie there's a point where Harry is in class learning how to deal with a Boggart - a creature that
manifests as the worst fear of whoever is looking at it. They learn a spell to deal with it: wave their
wand, picture something absurd, and shout: Riddikulus! [Several crowd members joined with me in
saying it]
One person was afraid of spiders. The boggart turns into a giant one. Riddikulus! There are skates on
every leg and it can barely stand. Another is afraid of their teacher, Professor Snape. Riddikulus! and the teacher is wearing his grandmother's clothes.
You see, when you have the right perspective - an eternal perspective, the way God sees the world you can look at all the trite little things that would otherwise trigger your nerves and just laugh them
off - whether it's an argument with your wife, stress at work, or naughty children. They'll be, in a
word: riddikulus.
MISSION
Even more important than humor and perspective - and perhaps the single greatest piece of marriage
advice I have ever learned - is the value of living on a mission. You see, Harry Potter was able to
conquer his fears throughout the series not just by making them seem riddikulus, but because he was
doing something important for the world that was bigger than himself. The same can be said of
virtually every great protagonist on an epic journey - and of most great biblical figures as well. Great
and godly men are committed to something that matters, and no amount of fear will stand in their
way. [Amens]
Now, anyone sitting here who knows me would be shocked if I didn't bring this up, but let me suggest
a mission for you and your bride: make disciples. [Laughter from several]
I'm actually going to give you an easy way to remember the role of this mission in your life, and
that's the acronym GOD. Every time you hear or speak the word "GOD" I want you to remember the
three great things that God wants for you:
Love G: God - the greatest command
Love O: Others - the second greatest command
Make D: Disciples - the great commission
These are the "Three Greats" in the Bible. It's impossible to do any one of these three without also
doing the other two - and a failure at one is a failure of all three.
I want you to start by applying this in your own home. Make God the foundation for your leadership
within the home. Love your wife as Christ loved the church - not only that he sacrificed for her, but
that he used the Scriptures to teach, train, rebuke, and correct her, as we see in 2 Timothy 3:16. To
that end, I ask you to disciple your wife. Lead her and train her to be the helper to you that God
designed her to be on the mission he has prepared in advance for you. [This paragraph provoked the
most comment afterward.]
And then - beyond merely applying these in your own home, I want you also to take them into the
whole world, loving God by the way you love others and make disciples of all nations.
You see, if you want a healthy marriage, you have to be doing what God designed for your marriage
in the first place. Malachi 2:15 says, "And why did the Lord God make them one, with a portion of
his Spirit in their union?" That's a great question, isn't it? And I'm glad the verse answers the
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question, giving us the definition of marriage: "to produce godly offspring." While you should be
doing it too, that verse doesn't mean just to have a lot of sex. [Laughter]
Adam and Eve filled the earth in number. Some people estimate that at the time of the flood there
were hundreds of billions - or even trillions - of people on the planet. But God wiped them all away,
making clear that he didn't want just any offspring to fill the earth. He wanted godly offspring. And
Ephesians 5 tells us that the physical marriages we have on earth are meant as a parallel to help us
understand our spiritual marriage to Christ. That is, more than mere physical offspring - though I do
hope for many more nephews and nieces from the two of you - God designed your marriage for the
purpose of producing spiritual offspring. Will you accept that purpose with your bride alongside you,
helping you get the job done?
That's how you're going to conquer fear: by having a mission in life more important than your fears,
and the perspective of life in light of your mission that you can laugh off whatever troubles and
anxieties may come your way.
ADDRESS TO THE BRIDE [I'd only met her a couple times]
[Bride], I'm glad you're joining our family. Following my brother's lead won't be an easy task. I hope
you're up for the challenge - even when he inevitably makes some stupid decisions that you don't
agree with. [Laughter]
I've spent a lot of time talking about Jordan's fears and how to conquer them, but I haven't the
slightest idea whether or not fear is one of your struggles. Maybe it's not. I really don't know. But
even if you're not afraid right now, to quote one of Jordan's favorite movies: [Yoda voice] "You will
be." [Laughter]
THE TOAST
So, let's all toast together - to conquering our "feewas" ... to doing God's work of making disciples of
all nations ... to maintaining an eternal perspective in light of our present troubles ... and to the bride
and groom, who will have to embody all of these things, just as we should all do as well. To Jordan
and [Bride]!
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For Married Men: When Constantly Initiating is not Getting
the Results You Want
17 upvotes | December 1, 2018 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
So this was a response I shared with someone on MRP's OYS this week. I thought it might be a
helpful perspective for the married men here as well.
^^^^^^^^^^
Many times on RP forums, the advice to men who get shot down for sex when they initiate is "Keep
initiating bro. She's got to understand that you're a sexual guy, and that you're not going to just stop
wanting sex because she turns you down." And I get that. Really I do. If the man doesn't initiate in
the bedroom, many times sex isn't going to happen.
^^^^^^^^^^
But the problem comes when a man has been desperate and needy for a long time. He gets clingy and
handsy at every opportunity and tries to push a sexual agenda constantly. Not that there's anything
wrong with wanting sex regularly in marriage - after all, it's one of the main reasons why men get
married. But during your transition, while you're going from Mr. Needy (who is seen as clingy and
desperate) to Mr. Awesome (who she desires and WANTS to have sex with), developing situational
awareness is key. The following may help with creating that awareness.
Imagine you like to play golf. You make a new friend, and you go golfing together 3 days in a row
because you're on vacation and have the time. He's hooked.
^^^^^^^^^^
So he starts calling you EVERY DAY asking if you want to go play some golf. The first few times
you're like "Bro, I'm busy right now. Let's plan to get together this weekend." You get together on
Saturday, and he's thrilled. You guys spend the day playing golf together and have a great time. You
grab a few beers afterward and spend some time just shooting the breeze. Awesome time.
^^^^^^^^^^
So then he calls you up first thing Sunday morning. You answer the phone and he says "Hey bro, let's
go golfing today!" You enjoyed your time with him yesterday, had a blast. You love to golf. You
appreciate his enthusiasm. But you don't want to go golfing EVERY DAY. So you tell him "No
thanks buddy, I've got stuff to do today." and hang up.
^^^^^^^^^^
You see your friend later that day and he looks upset, so you ask him what's wrong. He tells you how
disappointed he is that you turned him down to go golfing, and he's bummed. You reassure him that
you enjoy going golfing with him, but you can't go every day. He says okay, he understands. But you
can tell he's not really happy about it.
^^^^^^^^^^
So he calls you up Monday "Hey bro, let's go golfing today!" You say thanks for the offer, but no.
Now you're starting to get a little frustrated. You know it's unrealistic for him to expect you to want
to go golfing every day, no matter how much you enjoy it.
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^^^^^^^^^^
Then he calls you Tuesday "Hey bro, I know you said we can't golf every day but it's been a few days
and I was wondering if today would be a good day to get together?" You politely turn him down and
he starts complaining about how he thought you guys were friends, how you said you love to golf but
never seem to want to go golfing as much as he does. You tell him "Hey bro, sorry you feel that way
but I don't really want to golf EVERY day. Maybe once or twice a week, and if you're not okay with
that then I don't know what to tell you." He says okay, but you can tell he's butthurt.
^^^^^^^^^^
So he calls you on Wednesday. You see his name and number on your phone. You know he's going
to ask you to go golfing. You're getting tired of being pestered every day, so you let it go to voice
mail - you've got stuff to get done today, and golf is the furthest thing from your mind. He doesn't
leave a voice mail.
^^^^^^^^^^
Thursday he calls again. You let it go to voice mail, thinking "What is this guy's deal?" He doesn't
leave one. A couple hours later he calls again. You let it go to voice mail again. He leaves you a 5
minute voice mail complaining about how it's not fair, I thought we were friends, etc. You delete it
and think "That's sad. Does this guy have NOTHING else in his life besides golf?"
^^^^^^^^^^
Hopefully you can see the similarity here. And just to be clear: there are guys who enjoy golfing
EVERY DAY and are happy to do so - they have the time, energy and most importantly, the desire to
do so.
^^^^^^^^^^
Now if you were one of those guys who had the time, energy and desire in the past to golf every day
and just got out of it, then maybe you just need a friend to have the right approach to get you back
into the swing of things - slowly. The same is true with our wives. There are some who loved having
sex every day in the past and just got out of the habit for whatever reason. Those types can be led
back to a much greater frequency than a wife who has never had much enthusiasm for sex in general.
There may be an increase, but it's less likely to approach EVERY DAY for most women, especially
as they get older.
Realizing this dynamic can be important when you're trying to increase sexual frequency in your
marriage. The key is knowing your specific relationship situation so you can calibrate accordingly.
In other words, YMMV.
In the meantime, what can you do instead? Work on Developing Your Mission, because [Mission is
What Matters]
(https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/7vhh4m/210_mission_matters_nothing_else_matt
ers_only/).
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Kavanaugh - the loss of rationality
17 upvotes | September 28, 2018 | by BobbyMckee | Link | Reddit Link

TLDR: I am a moderate who enjoys women. I believe women are losing their rationality and acting
based on emotion/empathy. This Kavanaugh case presents an interesting crossroads and I believe
there are red pill blue pill antagonizing forces at play. This case if fascinating because it presents a
male / female perspective on how to approach problems and I believe our country is heading in the
wrong direction if we've lost the ability to be rational and level-headed.


Let me start off with a few points:
1. I am a moderate but right leaning. If a democrat has a good idea, I call it good. If a republican
has a good idea, I call it good. I have a hard time giving blind allegiance to anyone. And I do
not judge those that do.
2. I enjoy the feminine nature God created. I enjoy women that are virtuous and beautiful - they
are one of God's great creations
With that said, I believe many women in America have lost the ability to be rational. Emotional and
empathetic appeals are being blindly followed. CNN just posted this interaction:

https://twitter.com/CNN/status/1045673959159517184?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweet
embed%7Ctwterm%5E1045673959159517184&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.huffingtonpost.co
m%2Fentry%2Fjeff-flake-cnn-protester-kavanaugh_us_5bae303be4b0425e3c22e899
Essentially two woman yelling at a representative for 4 min (likely longer since they started before
the clip) that they were violated and that Kanaugh is guilty, that if he confirms him he is saying
"all women don't matter"
"that you will ignore all women in the future if they share a sexual assault story"
"they should keep stories to themselves and if they say anything they will help a man to power"
"that her assault doesn't matter"
These are wild and nonsensical allegations. This woman is a stranger as far as I can tell and I don't
know how she comes to the conclusion that he is saying IF she was assaulted, her assault doesn't
matter.

Here is how I see this case:
1. Is he qualified?
2. Can you present evidence / corroboration beyond he said she said that can show he is guilty of
sexual assault?
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I happened to watch and read and follow the coverage on all these issues and it's clear he is qualified
and they haven't produced evidence that would say that without a reasonable doubt he is guilty of
sexual assault.

I love women but the behavior of these women shouting at men, being completely irrational and
nagging / rude - it's appaling. CNN plays this video to try to embarass this man and shame him - the
real shame is the behavior of these women and the amount of irrationality that the country is using.
There MUST MUST MUST be some standard of law or procedure that we hold people to in order to
convict them of wrongdoing. A drunker 36 year old story with witnesses that do not support her story
is NOT enough.
Do I know 100% that he didn't sexually asssault someone? No. But that's not the question here - the
question is if they presented a case to show that he did. They didn't.

I know this is a RPChristian forum and possibly political discussions don't belong - but this is #1 such
an important story and #2 I think it shows and tells a lot about male / female interactions and how
males / females approach problems. Women seem to be coming at this 100% with emotion and
empathy - which we all understand and appreciate - HOWEVER we as judges or rulers (if we are to
have order) must have a standard to follow and emotion/empathy are not standards.

I fear America is falling - due to feminism, welfare (I personally have seen welfar damage many lives
and make them forever dependent on the state - I'm not against helping those in need, I'm against
forever debilitating a person due to forever handouts) and many other issues. This whole Kavanaugh
issue is interesting because it's dividing the country but I believe it's a very red pill / blue pill type of
situation - "trust women always without question" vs. "what is the truth, how can we find the best
way to deal with this situation according to standards and rational problem solving."
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Reviving the "right of passage" culture through Monk Mode
17 upvotes | August 27, 2018 | by RedPillFluffy | Link | Reddit Link
I was considering starting a Monk Order for men who want to take The Red Pill and start with going
“Monk Mode”. I’m posting this idea here for multiple reasons.
1. I want to see if /r/RPChristians think it’s a bad idea and feedback as to why.
2. Maybe it’s a good idea but I’m just executing it poorly.
3. Perhaps it’s a great idea and I should get started right away.
What is Monk Mode? Monk Mode is a “right of passage” journey from boys to men. Many cultures
of the past had a right of passage journey where they send boys into the forest to fend for themselves
for months at a time to become a man (or something similar to that). When you first take TRP, there
is so much theory reading and attempting to practice, but like most facets in life, we fail. I believe we
are missing that key element. The short time in our lives where we suffer (voluntarily) and forgo the
luxuries afforded to us to make our will stronger and become actual RP Christian men. You can’t do
that at home living with mom or dad, or staying in that same place you live with your roommates.
You need to go to an environment unfamiliar to you, alone, and survive and be the man you are
destined to be. I layed out a bunch of rules for the Monk Order, they are listed below, please let me
know what you think.
I’ve always had this idea that being a Monk would be cool. I almost was a Monk at one point as well.
I went to a church that had a monastery. I was one of the youngest guys there. Most of the Monks
there were kinda older… The Friar saw the interest I showed, and he suggested that I join. I gave it
serious though, but turned it down mostly because I’m afraid of a lifelong commitment like that.
But the idea always stuck with me. It would be really cool to be a Monk. So why Don’t I make my
own order, with my own rules?
The rules.
1. You don’t have to follow the rules. You CHOOSE to follow the rules. This is something you
are going to do for your benefit. The rules will be laid out but it's you who chooses to keep
them.
2. You SHOULD move. Sure, you can do this in the city you are living. But you will most likely
fail as you fall back on your dependance on your family and friends. The men of old cultures
would force these young men to go into the forest where they had no dependance on anybody
but themselves for survival. Moving to a city where you know nobody is key to simulating this
feeling. At the least you have to live alone, and accept no help from anyone.
3. This is not permanent. You are a monk as long as it takes to achieve whatever you set to
achieve. Once you are done, you are done.
4. You do not talk about the order. I didn’t want to make it rule one so I can separate myself from
those common cliches that started with Fight Club. You don’t tell anyone what you are doing,
nobody. You are just doing what you do. If anyone notices change, good, let them. That is
what you are attempting to achieve. But you don’t let them know why or what you are
changing.
5. You do not initiate a text message with anyone that is outside of the order. This does not mean
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6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.

that you do not text people. If someone texts you, text them back. How much and for how
long? That is for you to determine. But your goal is to limit contact with the outside world.
Especially females, be short, decline invites, get back to work.
You are a clean person. Your room, your personal hygiene, your paperwork, books, everything
is neat, organized and clean. You are a master of keeping your house clean.
The rules are yours to follow (remember rule 1). But this also means we don’t judge other
Monks for not following rules. We don’t tell the Friar about their actions. If they break a rule,
they are only hurting themselves. If you would like to pull someone aside and let them know
you care for them and their progress than that is ok. But ultimately what they choose to do is
their choice.
No alcohol or drugs. Why? Don’t insert anything in your body that impacts your brain. Alcohol
and drugs change the way you think when you are influenced by them. You need to change
your mind and must be sober to do it.
No sex, masturbation or porn in any way shape or form. There is nothing wrong with having a
sexual appetite or desire. But porn and society has changed the natural way we should be
thinking about girls and sex in general. We are changing our ways, to appreciate and love
ourselves so we can appreciate and love females in a different light.
Stay off of all forms of social media. No headbook, snaptext, twatter.. None of it. You are a
ghost. Nobody knows where you went and nobody knows what you are doing. You don’t make
an update saying “I wont be around for awhile”. That is weak, you are changing into a man and
nobody needs to know.
No movies, music, or news. Basically, stay away from media of this world. This is a tough
one. You have been shaped by movies and music no matter how much you want to believe that
your will is stronger than that. Every song, movie, and news article shapes and creates a bias in
you. Now your job is to fill your mind with things that are good to your overall goals and
progress in life; non-fiction books and videos that will help you achieve your goals. Do you
think a video is made to help you overall in your progress? (like a Joe Rogan video). Determine
if it is good for you, and then decide yes or no. but I would recommend avoiding as much as
possible.
Get 8 hours of sleep. Sleep from 10 pm - 6 a.m. or 9 pm to 5 am. Or 11 - 7. Whatever you
choose, you must get 8 hours of sleep, and have time in the morning for your rituals. You sleep
with no lights on, no music, no videos. The only thing you may be allowed is a noise maker or
nature noise maker for tinnitus or other reasons.
Read… a lot. “Have I read enough today?” If you have to ask that, than you probably haven’t
Pray, if you’re not big into Christianity, I can understand your problem with praying. But if
you are a RP Christian, this should be a daily procedure. The only reason it isn’t higher in the
rules is because there is no set order in rules or ranking of importance.
Two daily devotionals, one with meditation. You read the Bible twice a day, and you meditate
on the words for 5-30 minutes at least once
Meditate. Start with 5 minute of meditation a day, and you will progressively keep doing it
until you reach at least 30 minutes. Normal wordly meditation is without thought and focusing
on breath. But Christiam mediation is meditating on the words from the Bible.
Wash your face, brush your teeth, comb your hair. Not literally (but yes also literally). Don’t
look disheveled. You aren’t doing this to gain attention. Look and act normally everyday as to
not draw attention to yourself.
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18. Lift. Lifting and staying in shape is probably the most important rule of TRP. Hit the gym
daily. Get in the best shape of your life.
19. Diet. Just as important as exercising. Get in a rhythm of eating the right types of foods. Do
research on diets such as Keto, Carnivore, Vegetarian, etc.
20. Intermittent fast. The best way to get over weight loss and gains plateaus. This is something
everyone should consider doing. Only eat 4-8 hours on a daily basis and fast for 16-20 hours.
The results will be amazing.
21. Read a red pill article. From this subreddit or other TRP subreddits. They aren’t long, and they
are informative and you need to theory read daily.
22. Keep a Journal. Log what you are doing. Keep your gains organized and write down your
goals and micro goals.
23. Don’t give up. If you break a rule. Keep on keeping on. You owe yourself that. Sometimes
when you take a wrong turn, you need to take a step backward to go in the right direction again.
24. Do something for your community. Monk Mode in general is about being selfish, but real
Monks are selfless and volunteer and sacrifice for their community. While this isn’t a real
monk order, it would benefit us all to be selfless and actually sacrifice some of our time for the
less fortunate around us.
Please let me know your thoughts.
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Theory: Why The Average Christian Woman Is Unattractive
17 upvotes | July 31, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
The following is a theoretical examination. It is an attempt add to an important conversation and my
hope is that it helps add to our understanding of important sexual dynamics as they pertain to the
church. This should be critically examined and critique, discussion, and correction are all most
welcome. Lastly, it should be noted that there are many very attractive Christian women despite the
average being somewhat unfavorable.

Basic Economics of Attraction
It has become increasingly common to discuss individual attractiveness in terms of Sexual Market
Value. This term is not just an abstraction. The Sexual Marketplace can be analyzed using economic
theories just like any other economic system. By considering sexual behavior and attraction in
economic terms one can gain valuable insight. For added clarity we can suspend moral and legal
judgments to better see what is going on "under the hood" and reintroduce

Supply and Demand
In microeconomics, the law of supply and demand helps us understand the valuation of a good or
service, in this case a mate. Where demand is high and mates are scarce, the value of a potential mate
is high.
Let's consider some examples. (For the sake of simplicity, assume the "normal" baseline gender ratio
is 1:1)
Imagine a boat with 100 people aboard, 50 men and 50 women. The ratio of men to women is 1:1.
Now imagine that at the next port 40 of the women go ashore, leaving 50 men and 10 women behind
for the next leg of the voyage. Now the ratio is 5:1, skewed heavily toward the men. The 50 men
didn't magically become more sexually needy, so the demand for a mate remained constant. The
supply, however, was greatly diminished. We know from the law of supply and demand that the
value of the 10 remaining women would sharply rise; scarcity drives up price. This is all fairly
intuitive and works the opposite direction as well; if men are scarce but women are plentiful, the
value of the men increases as competition for each one becomes more fierce.
So what's the deal with churches?
The gender ratio is roughly 2:3; two men to every three women. This imbalance where there are more
women than men should lead us to the conclusion that churches are a highly competitive environment
for women looking for a husband. In competitive environments, women engage in an arms race of
attraction oneupsmanship in order to secure a mate. Despite this logical conclusion, the reality in
most churches is that women do not feel the need to compete for men and are, in general, less
attractive than the average woman in the broader culture. This phenomenon has been observed,
commented on, and discussed at length on this sub.
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Why Does This Occur?
There are many possible explanations. It has been suggested that perhaps the church, being a
welcoming place for the broken and weary, naturally harbors more of the dregs and downtrodden of
society. While this is likely a part of the reason, it seems insufficient to explain the whole of the
situation.
In my opinion, a more complete and compelling reason is that when hypergamy is factored into the
equation, the gender ratio is actually reversed. Let me explain.
One of the principles of hypergamy is that men who rate below a 7 on the SMV scale simply do not
exist in her sexual considerations. Even a woman who is a 3 or a 4 will not see a man below a 7 as a
sexual being. Sure, they may end up marrying a commensurate 4 or 5, but that does not mean they
see them as a sexual partner. No, they will see their husband as a roommate, child, provider, or
friend. Sex for such a woman becomes a duty rather than a desire.
If one were to examine the congregations in America, especially on the coasts, one would find few
men who rate above a 7 in terms of SMV. Let's assume for the sake of argument that the average
church attending man of age is a 6, which may be generous in many places. Men are not
hypergamous. We are willing to marry across, up, or somewhat down, the ladder. A man who is a 6,
while he may prefer women who are 8+, will still find a 5 to be a potential sexual partner.
What this means is that in order to find the true gender ratio, we need to look beyond simply
comparing the number of men to the number of women attending church. Instead, we need to look at
the number of sexually appealing women to sexually appealing men. Perhaps mercifully there is no
objective way to measure this. Speaking from observation, it would not seem far-fetched to me if the
number of Christian men willing to partner sexually with the average woman is far greater than the
number of Christian women willing to partner sexually with the average man. Thus, the supply of
sexually available males is far above the demand, leading to a decrease in male value and thus a
decrease in female competitiveness.

Drawing Conclusions
Christian communities are essentially "closed markets" with stiff tariffs. Shopping for a wife from
outside the church (aka: importing) is generally frowned upon. Thus, Christian women, do not feel
the need to compete with "foreign brands" in the market. Ford and Chevy were dominant automobile
brands in America until they had to compete with foreign companies. Once foreign companies
became players in American markets, Ford and Chevy were forced to up their game and offer the
consumer more value to remain competitive.
Further, Christian men (fathers, pastors, brothers, husbands, etc) have an incentive not to encourage
Christian women to become highly attractive in general. While the church is a closed market only
buying domestic goods, the world has no objections to buying the church's exports. A highly
attractive single Christian woman will be sexually pursued by men outside the church, increasing her
abundance, while Christian men are largely limited to the bounds of the church in their sexual
pursuits, decreasing their relative abundance.
Because of this limitation on the "size" of christian male "hunting ground", Women in church do not
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feel the need to go above and beyond in enhancing their beauty because they know that they are in
high demand as they are.
One upside element to this is that the few men who are a 7+ in the church enjoy the benefits of being
a scarce commodity. This certainly played out in my own favor. While I was single, many single
women in my church (and others nearby) were aggressively pursuing me at the same time, competing
with one another for my attention. Of course the down-side remains in that Christian women are on
average less attractive than their heathen counterparts, so several of the pursuing women were not
viable options.
Perhaps one way to improve this situation is to focus on elevating the SMV of the men around you.
While it seems counter-intuitive to elevate the competition, this could be a case where a rising tide
lifts every boat. Imagine a community where the average male SMV was 6. We know that men are
typically able to marry one step below and still be content, so a female with a SMV of 5 would have a
chance in the market. By increasing the average male SMV in a community to 8, that woman who is
a 5 would need to elevate herself to at least a 7 to compete for an average male. It is difficult to say
how this could be practically done, but it is theoretically a possible solution of sorts.
A potential side effect of this elevation of Christian male SMV would be macro community level
dread. If Christian men as a whole, by some miracle, had an average SMV of 8+, it would not be
surprising if they began to receive an elevated status in the broader culture as a sexually desirable
demographic. In the same way that Brazilian Women enjoy a certain exotic branding, perhaps
Christian Men could become the "gold standard" of hot guys. While it sounds crazy, it may not be too
wild. There is a disturbing trend among some European countries where European women are
seeking out Muslim men because they, unlike their soy-boy European counterparts, are not
brainwashed by feminism and thus tend to exhibit more traditionally dominant and "Alpha" traits. It's
a long shot, but crazier things have happened.
Another consideration is the messaging that is being preached to the church at large. The general
message being sent to christian women is that men should love you for your inter-beauty and that
outward appearances are of no importance. While there is some truth in that, it is too often taken too
far and it has nearly become a matter informal dogma. Contrarily, Mormon women are taught to
cultivate their beauty in order to attract and secure a worthwhile husband. This messaging comes
from their mothers, fathers, peers, and leadership. While I am certainly not advocating for the
Mormon faith, one cannot help but notice that on average Mormon women are more attractive than
the average woman in most other faith communities. There are many things to consider here that can
be gleaned without crossing over theological boundaries.
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300 Series - Spiritual Maturity [Compilation]
17 upvotes | July 3, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
It's one thing to understand how men and women function as products of God's creation and the fall
(100s) and what we should do about it - how men should lead, avoid temptation, etc. (200s).
But if we are to ask women to follow us, we had better be men worth following. 1 Cor. 11:1-3 makes
it clear that we should be following after Christ to set the example for how others - especially the
women we love - are to follow us. To that end, the 300 Series is entirely about how we can be godly
men and live out the mission Christ gave us.
301 - The 7 Basics - Every believer needs to start somewhere. Whether you're new or have
been a believer for decades, the best way to excel is to master the basics. This post outlines
what they are and how to utilize them.
302 - Bible Study - It's easy to pass the responsibility for learning Scripture onto a pastor or
small group leader. After all, they're used to spoon feeding their followers. But if you want to
lead others, you'll need to know how to do it for yourself first.
303 - Fellowship - This is arguably the most important of the 7 Basics, and it's also the one that
gets overlooked the most. People assume they are great at "fellowship" because they have a few
Christian friends they hang out with a lot, but they fail to understand the real depth of
relationship Christ intended or the ways that fellowship can be over-applied to the degree of
sinfully neglecting other things God has called us to.
304 - Evangelism - For as much as men love physical reproduction, it's frustrating how little we
seem to care for spiritual reproduction with our spiritual spouse. Paul said in Philippians 1 that
he'd rather be dead and with Christ, but that God was keeping him here for a reason: helping
others journey toward Christ. If we're not doing that, there's no real point in our being alive. So,
how do we do witness to others? This post gives a very systematic approach for those who
haven't developed a clear plan for sharing their faith yet.
305 - Quiet Times - Everyone knows we should spend daily time with God. Unfortunately, this
usually ends up feeling like a chore. Why is that? How can we have a right perception of our
time with God that rejuvinates us instead of draining us?
306 - Scripture Memory - I'm amazed at how little the church endorses and teaches this
fundamental discipline. If God's Word is what sustains us, we'd better know it inside and out.
Memorization and meditation are the way we do that best.
307 - Assurance of Salvation - One of the most often-asked questions in Christianity is, "How
do I know if I'm actually saved?" Jesus gave us a clear test to filter the faithful from the frauds:
"By their fruit you will recognize them." What does this mean and how can we find the
assurance we need?
308 - Prayer - Everyone understands the value of communication in intergender relational
dynamics, but what about the spiritual dynamic in our relationship with God? How can we
communicate with him effectively? What's the point of prayer in the first place?
309 - The Discipleship Process - You've heard me say it a million times by now: God called us
all to be disciple-makers. Once we're spiritually mature enough to follow God on our own, how
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can we start leading others to do the same? And how can we teach others to do the same for
even more others?
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Having An Attitude of Gratitude
17 upvotes | June 28, 2018 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
God has really blessed me. I know it. But it’s easy to look around sometimes and see what everyone
else has and then say to God “Why do they have (something I want) and I don’t?” It’s easy to feel
like my blessings are less when compared with others. But it all depends on your perspective. Well,
God gave me some of His perspective last night.
I have a friend named Jay that I’ve known for 25 years. I haven’t seen him in about 15 years – he
lives in the Midwest and I live in the Southwest. But we have kept in touch somewhat sporadically
over the years by phone and social media. We used to drink and smoke weed together, and
occasionally we would do other harder drugs when the opportunity came around. The party was
always at my place, since I had a nice comfortable apartment with a great stereo and cool neighbors.
I’ve been clean for 10 years now, because God delivered me from a life of partying and drugs.
Jay has gone down a different path. After I moved away he got into meth, then progressed over the
years to heroin. He has been in and out of methadone treatment many times over the years, but has
always gone back to street drugs. Well, recently he got into fentanyl. And he’s into it pretty heavily.
When I talked with him a couple months ago, he told me the paramedics had made a few visits to his
place to give him Narcan because he overdosed several times.
Jay called me last night on video chat. He proceeded to tell me that his girlfriend cheated on him with
his best friend, and that now he was living in the same apartment with them but she wants nothing to
do with him – she’s with his friend now. So he lives in the room across the hall from them, for now.
He doesn’t know how long he’ll be able to stay there, because they may put him on the street soon.
He broke down crying, telling me that his life is a mess and he doesn’t want to live any longer. I
talked with him for about 45 minutes, and shared the Gospel with him again. He said he knows he
should give his life to Christ, but hasn’t yet. I was very blunt with him, and told him that if he chose
to wait and he ends up dying and standing before the Lord unsaved, he will face an eternity of regret
in hell. I pleaded with him to imagine being in hell forever, knowing he could have avoided it but
didn’t. He told me he knows. But he’s said that before, so I don’t know. Please pray for my friend
Jay.
After the call ended I went to share what happened with my wife, and we prayed for his salvation.
And then it hit me: THAT COULD HAVE BEEN ME. I could have been in his position right now,
but I’m not. Why? Because Jesus Christ saved me. He pulled me out of the mud and set my feet on
solid ground. He delivered me from drugs, and has been busy changing me ever since. He has given
me a life that I never could have even possibly imagined 20 years ago.
There’s always someone who will appear to have it “better” than me. I realized that I need to be more
thankful for what God has given me. My entire family is saved. My wife loves me, and I get sex
whenever I want. I have a beautiful house in a great area, with a nice yard, fruit trees and a garden.
My kid goes to one of the best schools in my city. My wife and I have good jobs, and we’re not
struggling paycheck to paycheck. We go to a good church, where the Word is faithfully preached,
and I have been given the opportunity to teach from time to time as well. I’m healthy and strong, and
have the gym and homemade food to keep me that way. I know the truth of God’s Word, as well as
Red Pill Christian truth.
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I’m blessed. And I always need to keep that in mind and have an Attitude of Gratitude every day.
Examine your life today. I bet you will find you are sometimes less thankful for what God has given
you than you should be. Go to Him today and thank Him for what He has done for you through Jesus
Christ. He deserves nothing less!
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Desire, Love and Intimacy: Red Pill Christian Podcast - Ep. 12
16 upvotes | August 19, 2020 | by r_horizon | Link | Reddit Link
Here you go: https://youtu.be/Y_4VySpwX1k
Enjoy!
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When She Feels Sexy: Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 14
16 upvotes | September 2, 2020 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Episode 14 out now!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tDAzfVPbnT0
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Struggling with my faith
16 upvotes | June 10, 2019 | by AceBenedict23 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello there everyone.
I'm a 22m. I'm a college student, between my coursework, internship, lifting, church responsibility
that covers my time.
I'm also a Middle School Pastor, and because I'm relied on to answer questions like these, I honestly
don't feel comfortable asking others around me thats why I'm doing it here.
I've been struggling lately with a few questions. In the Bible, everyone seems to see miracles
firsthand. Moses in Pharoah's Temple, Jesus feeding hundreds of people at once, Jesus causing so
many fish to be caught that the nets begin to break, Jesus raising Lazarus, casting out demons, etc.
My question here is, why do I not see these?
These events are huge, tangible miracles of Jesus doing things that nobody other than a God man can
do. As someone who laid down everything to Jesus (and lost my family because of it) I feel there
should be some powerful evidence there, and if there isn't, then we shouldn't be Christian's. Paul says
if Christ was not raised from the dead we are to be pitied the most.
I asked this once, and the reply I got back was "You're not a real Christian, and you wouldn't believe
no matter what miracle you saw".
The reality is, I haven't seen any miracles. I've seen my own mother, in her late 30's get intestinal
cancer, pray over her repeatedly, and then seeing the cancer spread to her liver and have her die in my
arms.
Then everyone says "Oh she's with Jesus now". Except she was a devout Muslim and is going to hell.
She was raised in an absolute Death Cult that treats women lower than dirt. It's illegal to be in
possession of a Bible where we are from. She wasn't allowed internet access, or even allowed to leave
the house without a Male religious figure present. Everyone around her was Muslim. Nobody can tell
me that she had a chance to hear the Gospel, that would be a lie. She was from an evil place in the
world, a place that everyone should visit once so that you can see exactly what hell is like living
under Islamic rule where the gays are getting tossed from the rooftops and the thieves are getting
their limbs chopped by law.
I don't see God's goodness here that I get on stage and talk to kids about. I don't see statistics that say
Christians healing rate from disease is better than non-Christians. I don't see the blind seeing, and the
deaf hearing. I don't see the dead being raised.
They give JUST enough evidence to make you think about it. They'll say "Why would Jesus 1st
Disciples die for something they knew was a lie?" That's a good point! I don't think anyone would die
for something they knew was false.
They'll say "Jesus quoted the Psalm that was describing his death via crucifixion before crucifixion
was ever invented". That's a good point, I don't know!
They'll say a number of things that you can argue about. I'm totally rambling right now in frustration.
Apologies for that, let me know what you all think of this stuff.
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Sam Sex Attracted Christian, Single Male w/ Questions!
16 upvotes | May 24, 2019 | by JimmerJamm | Link | Reddit Link
Hello, brothers!
STATS:
Height: 5'2 Weight: 110lbs. Body Fat: Unsure (probably less than 10% though) Age: 24

SPIRITUALITY: Came to faith 4 years ago. Still ironing down basic disciplines (daily prayer, daily
bible reading, etc.)

LIFTING: Just started doing calisthenics. Very little weightlifting experience (though discovering
how vital it is in encountering the masculine body)

FINANCES: Bi-vocational. Part-Time missionary with college ministry organizations. Part-time
retail job. Don't make enough to live separate from home yet.

I have just discovered RP today and am still researching side bar (forgive me if I don't know the post
rules, etc). After reading some posts for a few hours now, I'm beginning to gather the mission of RP
which seems to be a pretty aggressive, straight forward approach to becoming the most masculine
self, in Christ, you can be. I love this! But I am curious about something two things.

1. How do you guys feel about same-sex attracted males that have denounced a lifestyle of
homosexuality and are pursuing Christ among you? Have you encountered any men like this?
How do you react to them? Do you welcome them? Are you uncomfortable? What does
friendship with them look like for you? etc...

2. I am seeing tons of material about marriage within this community (understandably so) but
very little on the calling of singleness, not just as the thing before marriage, but an actual
CALLING by God to remain single in order to pursue Him. What are you all's experience with
singleness in this form? How does one go about discovering one's true masculine self outside of
a marriage bond with another woman?

I ask all these things because, as a same-sex attracted male who is interested in growing in the
fullness of what God has for me regarding my masculinity, I have found that friendships (and strong
male community) is particularly vital for me as well as discovering what a lifestyle of singleness may
look like.
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Thanks brothas!
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So I’ve finally committed to lifting so I can be the Christian I
want to be, I need help. It’s the one place I’ve always feared
and haven’t committed to.
16 upvotes | April 27, 2019 | by verticalquandry | Link | Reddit Link
So I’m 5,11, 205, 32 years old male. I haven’t worked out since high school but we got a local
community center membership so I’m making the most of it.
Starting 3 weeks ago, I now do an hour a day workout. Right now I’ve focused on conditioning to get
my body in better shape before really starting to push my self. I’ve only missed a day or 2 in the past
3 weeks.
My work out consists of
1. 30- 45 minutes elliptical using the “fat burner” mode. I try to get 2-3 miles per session. My left
knee isn’t great which is why I stopped running 2 years ago. Loving the elliptical so far.
Sometimes I switch it up with rowing or something similar.
2. 15-25 minutes of strength training. I do chest triceps one day, biceps/back/shoulder on day 2,
and stomach/calves or more running day 3. I do 7 usually 3 sets of 7 with ever increasing
weight
3. Diet- mostly paleo, protein for breakfast and lunch, dinner depends on wife but generally
Chinese food or something, so it will have rice
My goal is really to continue to work around and get a better shape. I’m not looking for perfection
but something to be proud and encourage others with. I would love a solid 60 minute workout plan
that I can commit to doing daily do build my health and my strength
Help me brothers!
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Ideas for Effectively Sharing Your Faith With Others
16 upvotes | April 15, 2019 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
From what I’ve seen since I’ve been a Christian, most believers have problems sharing their faith.
Even here on RPChristians it scores low on the list of our investments for the Kingdom (with a few
notable exceptions).

Charles Spurgeon said this about evangelism: “We must school and train ourselves to deal personally
with the unconverted. We must not excuse ourselves, but force ourselves to the irksome task until it
becomes easy.”

So I came across an article recently and decided to make it into a post. My goal is to spark discussion
on sharing our faith, and give some helpful tips that might provide good starting points for this, so we
can be obedient to what Jesus commanded us to do.

I have linked the original article in the first sentence for reference.

I couldn’t think of anything to say. I wanted to witness to the hotel receptionist because he didn’t
seem too busy. If only I could think of a way to start a conversation.

I kept going out to the lobby to get glasses of complimentary lemonade, hoping I would think of
something to say while I was out there. However, after four glasses of lemonade and no conversation,
I decided that my method wasn’t working. Now I needed another excuse to go to the lobby.

Hearing me complain about my predicament, Stephen offered, “You could go get me some
lemonade.” So I headed to the lobby again. [smile]

“Anyone else want lemonade?” I asked my family after I returned with Stephen’s glass.

Okay, this is silly. I just need to say something! I realized.

Finally, I asked the receptionist if he had a family, and I gave him the book that Sarah, Stephen and I
wrote when we were younger, on making your brothers and sisters your best friends. In the morning,
he was still working his shift. It sounded like he had been reading the book for a good part of the
night. He thanked us warmly and told us about his five kids. He also said he would be going to my
blog which he had seen listed in the back of the book.

Getting conversations started is one of the hardest parts of witnessing. Once we take the first
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step—say those first words—it’s often smooth-sailing from there. In this article we are going to look
at 17 ideas of ways to begin conversations about the Lord. No matter what your personality, I think
you will find the ideas in this article useful. They have been helpful for me. Hopefully this list of
initial ideas will stimulate more creativity. I wonder how many thousands of ways Christians have
started conversations about Jesus over the past 2,000 years!


1. Take a Questionnaire

“Hi! I am doing a little questionnaire at the park today, asking people about what they believe. Do
you have time to answer a few questions?”

Starting conversations this way brought me to a new level of confidence in witnessing. Approaching
strangers felt less awkward, and the questionnaire would often springboard into a longer discussion.
We have also found that younger girls who come witnessing with us are more confident to initiate
conversations on their own when they have a questionnaire to follow—a simple half sheet of paper
with four or five questions on it.

Initially, I didn’t think the younger girls would want to come witnessing with us. But I was wrong!
These girls got excited about the conversations we were having, and soon they began asking me,
“Grace, when are we going out witnessing again?” Now they don’t want to just come with us and
listen as we witness to people. They want to do the talking. Questionnaires were one of the things that
helped them grow in confidence.


2. Hand Them Something

“Hello! Here’s something for you to read when you have a chance.”

On a flight home from New Orleans, I was seated next to a teenage guy. As he sat down, he put his
earphones in and began reading a book—without even looking at me or saying hi. He seemed like the
type of guy who felt awkward just sitting next to a girl, so I was wondering how in the world I would
get him to actually have a discussion with me! Of all the types of people God could have given me,
this is about the hardest! I thought.

However, since I had prayed in advance for the person who would be sitting next to me, I decided I
needed to at least try something. I concluded that God was simply stretching me out of my comfort
zone—again! I prayed that the Lord would open a door. After a while, Sean took his earphones out
and I knew I’d better seize the opportunity. I casually handed him a dinosaur booklet tract and told
him what it was about. I explained that we can trust the Bible and that science doesn’t contradict it as
some people say. He nodded in agreement and read the first few pages right away.
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“So, what do you think?” I asked.

He said that it made some interesting points about presuppositions which he had never thought of
before. He told me he was planning to read the rest later.

“Do you have any kind of church background?” I asked him.

He had gone to church some, but he told me that there were some things he didn’t really understand
or agree with. Apparently, he had been taught that both faith and works were required for salvation. I
shared the gospel briefly, explaining that we can have peace with God only through trusting in Jesus
and the work He accomplished on the cross. Just before He died, Jesus said, “It is finished,” which
means paid in full. Romans 3:28 states: “A man is justified by faith without the deeds of the law.”

The more we talked about this, the more interested Sean became.

“Yeah, that makes sense,” he told me. “I don’t get to talk about this stuff very often.”

I gave him a tract about evidence for the resurrection of Christ. Sean turned to the gospel part on the
back and seemed anxious to understand it.

“So, basically, you just repent?” he asked.

It was encouraging to see his thirst for answers. I gave him a book that had further answers to his
questions.

He told me, “My mom (sitting a few rows ahead) has a ton of food with her if you’re hungry.”

I thanked him and laughed.

“I just sort of feel like I owe you for the book,” he explained.

Sean seemed close to becoming a believer, and I was grateful for that dinosaur booklet which helped
me begin a conversation in a seemingly awkward situation!


3. Take Initiative in Casual Conversations
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“How has your day been? Have you heard about the blizzard in Minnesota?”

• “Where are you headed?”

This is a good question to ask in gas stations or airports. People will often return the question, and
this gives us an opportunity to tell them where we are going and why. If we include a reference to
Christian activities in our answer, it can generate a discussion in that direction.

• “What’s next for you?”

What are your plans after you finish school? Do you have any life goals?

• “What do you think of ‘such and such’ an issue?”

Asking someone his view shows respect. It shows that you value his opinion. If he returns the
question, you have an opportunity to witness.

• “I like your hat!”

Taking a friendly interest in others often leads to more opportunities.

• “Do you have any Christmas traditions?”

Holidays provide an expanded array of conversational topics. We can ask people if they have special
plans, what family traditions they enjoy, or what the holiday means to them. We can ask questions
such as, “Do you know what Emmanuel means?”

See more Christmas witnessing questions, practical tips for evangelistic Christmas caroling, and other
Christmas tools and ideas on my blog.


4. Drop Hints

“I’m on my way to a Bible study. We’re studying Revelation tonight.”

Mentioning Christian activities in which you are involved gives others the opportunity to ask
questions. It’s like setting out bait to see if they bite. “Nice shirt,” the guy selling popcorn told my
friend Lizzy as she got a refill of Pepsi.
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“Thanks, it’s from camp,” she said.

“It’s from a Christian Bible camp that people at our church go to sometimes,” I inserted.

“Oh, you’re Christians? What church do you go to?” the guy asked.

“Just a Bible-believing church—it’s not a specific denomination,” I said.

“What about you?”

He didn’t claim to be anything.

“So what do you think about life after death? What happens when we die?” I asked.

“Well, what do you believe?” he asked me.

Perfect! Now I had the opportunity to share my faith with him—he was asking me for it!

“Well, I believe in a Creator … ” I started, and went on to share about the Lord.


5. Learn From Them

“So, you’re a school teacher. What do you think is the biggest need of kids these days?”

“You’re from Denmark? What would you say are some of the biggest differences between Denmark
and America?”

While shopping for groceries one afternoon, I noticed a Muslim lady in my aisle. She was wearing a
pretty black coat, and I told her I liked it.

“Thank you,” she said and kept shopping.

Okay, that didn’t go too far.

She seemed shy.
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Is there something else I could say? I wondered. (Think, Grace, think!)

I kept an eye on which aisle she was in. Finally, I decided to try the “learn from them” approach,
even though I knew it may come across a little random.

“Can I ask you a question?” I said.

She agreed.

I asked her to explain how relationships worked in her Muslim culture. (Was she married and, if so,
how did she and her husband get to know each other?) She told me she was married and gave me a
brief synopsis of how the courtship process works in their culture. We had a short but nice
conversation, and I learned her name was Izza. When I commented on her cart full of baby food jars,
she explained that she was stocking up because she was leaving the country to teach in Saudi Arabia.

About 30 minutes later, as I was leaving the store, I noticed that my new friend Izza was checking
out.

I realized, This is my last chance to say something to her. I decided to go for it.

“Can I ask you another question?” I said, walking up to her after she checked out.

“Sure.”

“Have you ever read the Injeel?” I asked. (The Injeel is the Arabic term for the New Testament
gospels—which the Qur’an actually tells Muslims to read.)

“You mean the Bible?” Izza replied.

“Yeah.”

“No, I haven’t,” she said.

“Oh. Okay,”

Now what do I say? Nothing came to mind, so I simply told her, “Well, it was nice meeting you!” and
left.
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Izza was very nice and we left on friendly terms.

Well, I tried. Maybe somehow God would use that encounter in Izza’s life, I thought.

I decided that I could at least pray for Izza—that she would remember what I asked and become
curious about the Bible.

Many times when witnessing, it feels like “nothing happened.” We think, That didn’t go anywhere.
But we need to remember that for every “extraordinary” story, there are dozens of ordinary
stories—simple attempts to witness with no known results. Yet, in God’s eyes, I think often the
ordinary is extraordinary. Here’s why. It takes more faith to persevere when we don’t see results. God
controls the results. What He wants from us is faith. “Without faith it is impossible to please Him”
(Hebrews 11:6). And how do we know that the ordinary is ordinary? We shouldn’t think of those
“mediocre” encounters as second-rate. Maybe God is doing something amazing behind the scenes.
We just don’t see the whole picture yet.


6. Use Current Events

“It’s pretty unbelievable about the earthquake in _____. Have you been watching the news? Do you
ever wonder why God allows things like that to happen?”

Even Jesus used this approach—He used a current event in the news to turn people’s attention to their
own need to repent (Luke 13:1-5).


7. Wear an Illustration

“I’m glad you asked. There is actually a special reason why I wear this … ”

Curt, a friend of mine, wears one white shoe and one black shoe. Whenever people ask, “What’s up
with your shoes?” he explains that his black shoe represents his old life (living in sin and darkness),
and his white shoe represents his new life in Christ.

Another friend, Mirren, wears a pin that says “IF?” on it. When people ask about it, she tells them
what it stands for: “If you died today, would you go to Heaven?”

While driving through Illinois, my dad was a little frustrated because he couldn’t find the entrance
ramp to the highway he was trying to get on. “Hey, look—there’s an ice cream shop!” I said. (See
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how helpful I am.) A few minutes later Dad made a U-turn and said, “Hmmm, I think I need to stop
and ask for directions.” “The ice cream shop would be a good place to ask for directions,” I pointed
out.

We both went in. Dad got directions; I got ice cream. Since it was late at night and the employees
weren’t busy, they gathered to see who their customers were.

“Hey, you have an awesome tie!” one girl said to my dad. His tie had a picture of a Behemoth on it
and a Bible verse from Job (40:15). “I love dinosaurs,” she said. “What’s the name of that one? Oh,
duh, it says right there—Behemoth.”

“Yes,” my dad answered, “because that’s the name the Bible uses for dinosaurs. Did you know that
the word ‘dinosaur’ wasn’t invented until the 1800s?”

More employees had now gathered and my dad shared some interesting facts about dinosaurs living
in the not-so-distant past, and about creation and evolution.

We went out to the car and brought in several dinosaur booklets to give them. The booklet takes
something that intrigues people—dinosaurs—and springboards from there into the reliability of
Scripture and the gospel. They thanked us warmly.


8. Ask About Their Jewelry, Piercings, or Tattoos

“Is there a special meaning to the necklace you are wearing?”

While checking out, I asked the cashier if there was any meaning behind the jewelry she was
wearing. (It was very unique.)

She was happy to explain her views about diversity to me, and said that her piercings were her way of
expressing herself. After I had listened for awhile, she asked me, “And what do you believe?”

Perfect. That was my chance to briefly explain about Jesus and the Bible. Piercings or tattoos often
have special meanings to people. Without condoning them, we can still take an interest in the person
by asking about their meaning. You may be surprised by how naturally it opens doors for further
discussion.


9. Ask About Their Culture or Religion
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“Where are you from? What is the primary religion of your country back home? Do you have any
religious beliefs?”

We passed the Indiana welcome sign. Two more states to drive through and we’re home. We were
traveling with our team of Bright Lights leaders after running some conferences. Traveling with that
many girls means rest stops take much longer [smile]. During one of these stops, I noticed a Muslim
lady with her little son, and I wondered if there would be an opportunity to talk with her. As we were
getting ready to leave the travel station, I noticed her again—standing by the door.

I wanted to say something, so I smiled and greeted her. “Hey, are you doing Ramadan?” I asked.
(Ramadan is the month when Muslims fast. Christians globally make a special effort to pray for
Muslims during this time, and our team of Bright Lights leaders had chosen to make Muslims a
prayer focus on the trip.)

“Yes!” the Muslim lady replied.

What she said next totally took me by surprise. “Are you from Cedar Rapids? Haven’t we met
before?”

“Oh!” I said, as it all came rushing back into my mind. She was the Muslim girl I had talked to at
Walmart with all the baby food in her cart—six months earlier!

“You’re Izza!” I exclaimed. “We met at Walmart, right? I thought you were in Saudi Arabia.”

She explained that she had only been overseas for a few months. Her husband was standing outside,
so I introduced them both to my dad. “So you are from Cedar Rapids too!” her husband said. “Where
are you coming from?”

I briefly told them about the Bright Lights ministry, explaining that we had been traveling with a
team of young ladies leading conferences for girls— teaching about purity and being strong for the
Lord in your youth. “That’s great—good morals!” he replied.

“Maybe we’ll see you on the road home,” Dad said as we left. “We have a big van and trailer.”

“Well, I have a bad tendency of getting where I want to go a little faster than I should,” he remarked.

We all laughed.
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“God be with you,” he said as we parted.

First we met in an aisle in Walmart in Iowa. Then, six months later, we met at a gas station seven
hours from home in Indiana. We were only there for a few minutes, and Izza and her husband were
only there for a few minutes, but God had it timed perfectly. Now, with increased faith in God’s
ability to bring two paths together any time He chooses, I am praying that I will meet Izza a third
time and will have the opportunity to share the gospel with her.


10. Use the Meaning of Their Name

“I like your name. Do you know what it means?”

“Hey, I’m Grace. Do you live here in the neighborhood?” I asked as I sat down on a swing next to a
girl who was swinging by herself.

She nodded and said she had just moved in.

“So what’s your name?” I asked.

“Rachel,” she said.

“Oh, do you know what the name Rachel means?” I asked her.

“I think I used to, but I don’t remember,” she said.

“It means ‘little lamb,’” I told her as I pulled out my pocket-sized “name meanings” booklet.

“Would you like to hear the Bible verse that goes along with it?”

She did.

I read her the corresponding verse for the name Rachel: Isaiah 40:11. “He shall feed His flock like a
shepherd: He shall gather the lambs with His arm, and carry them in His bosom … ”

Her face lit up. “Cool!” she said.

“Do you have a Bible at home?” I asked.
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“Yeah.”

Rachel and I talked for awhile about God and what will happen when we die. Eventually, her mom
came to the park looking for her. I asked where they lived, and learned that their family had recently
moved in right across the street from us! I had already been planning to go over and meet them.
Rachel, her mom, and her sister agreed to come over for a weekly Bible study, and my mom and I
have been studying the book of John with them ever since.


11. Answer Ordinary Questions in a Non-ordinary Way

“Thanks for asking. I don’t know yet where I am going to college, but my main goal in life is … ”

“School is going well. One thing I’ve learned recently is … ”

“Our family is doing well. God answered prayer for us in a really encouraging way recently … ”

Every question we are asked is an opportunity to seize.


12. Witness in Third Person

“Can I tell you about a really interesting conversation I just had?”

While walking home from the park one afternoon, I was feeling very encouraged by the opportunity
the Lord had just given me. I had talked with four teens who were sitting at a picnic table, and one of
the boys seemed extremely close to putting his faith in Christ.

As I walked up our street to come home, I saw our neighbor, an elderly man, sweeping his driveway.
I stopped to talk and told him what had just happened at the park. He seemed very interested in my
story. I recounted the conversation in as much detail as I could remember—emphasizing the main
points about the gospel. I had been wanting to witness to this neighbor and was grateful for this
opportunity.

Talking in the “third person” is a natural, non-offensive way to present biblical truths. By telling an
unbeliever about a recent witnessing conversation you had, you are teaching him the gospel in an
indirect way. Sometimes there is wisdom in treating another person as if he is a believer, even if you
don’t know if he actually is. He will be learning from you without a barrier of pride being put up. For
example, if you say, “The problem with this nation is that so many have forgotten God,” people will
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often agree with you. Then you have an open door to explain the solution.

I am not saying that we shouldn’t be bold and upfront with people. I’m merely saying that sometimes
we can use tact instead of being “preachy”— especially if we are talking to someone older than we
are and want to make sure we come across respectfully. Sometimes it is wise to gently teach concepts
one by one, as they can receive them. Other times, it’s better to be straightforward, as in the examples
below.


13. Ask Directly if They Would Like to Hear the Gospel

“Hey, we are out here sharing the gospel with people today. Would you like to hear it?”

“Have you ever heard the gospel before?” Ryan, a friend of mine, asked a young teenage guy outside
an apartment complex.

“No,” the boy replied.

“Never?”

“No.”

“Would you mind if I shared it with you?” Ryan asked.

The guy listened with interest, and Ryan was surprised to receive a phone call from him a few days
later—at 5:00 a.m.! This guy’s sincerity and interest in the gospel was evident, and he was anxious to
ask more questions. He appreciated having a new friend who would answer them.

Ryan and a number of his friends often use this “starter question,” and have had many fruitful
discussions at that apartment complex. If people say no and aren’t interested, they simply move on to
others who want to talk.

People appreciate it when we are honest about who we are and what we are doing. There’s no need to
sound like a salesman, coax people into hearing the gospel, or beat around the bush. We are not
ashamed of this message! Paul said, “I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is the power of
God unto salvation to every one that believeth” (Romans 1:16).

One time a friend and I walked up to a group of teens sitting at a table. My friend started the
conversation by saying, “Hey guys, we want to talk to you about Jesus Christ.”
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Wow, that was a pretty bold introduction, I thought.

But they responded with interest, and we ended up having a great two hour conversation with them.

People respect it when you are willing to be upfront with them. Even if they say they don’t want to
talk, or are unwilling to hear the gospel, at least they have now met someone who was bold with it!
That short encounter alone will be a testimony to them. (Maybe, looking back, they’ll regret that they
turned down the opportunity to hear what you had to say!)


14. Go Door to Door

“Hi! My friend and I live here in the neighborhood and we are doing a little project. We are asking
people three questions … ”

“Hi! My brother and I decided to take on the summer project of sharing the gospel with everyone on
36th and 37th Street. Have you heard the gospel before?”

“Hi! My sister and I are making an effort to pray for our neighborhood. Is there anything you would
like us to pray about?”


15. Capture Interest through Objects

“Would you like to try an IQ test? Have you seen the rope trick? Would you like a color bracelet? Let
me explain what it means.”

Little objects make it easier to generate discussions. IQ quizzes, evangecubes, wordless books, coins
with the Ten Commandments, and color bracelets are a few I’d suggest. These tools capture people’s
attention (especially kids) and make it easy to begin discussions.

The “rope trick,” for example, is where you take three ropes of different lengths and make them look
as if they are all the same length. It illustrates that no matter who we are, each one of us is a sinner
needing salvation. I didn’t think I had the right “personality” to do illusions like this. It seemed more
like the type of thing an older man at church would do. Recently, however, I have come to realize
what a great tool this little illusion can be. It is a natural and appealing way to suddenly gain a captive
audience! Kids stick around waiting to see the end of the “trick.” While they listen to you share the
accompanying gospel message, the visual illustration helps drive the point home.
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16. Simply Say, “Can I Ask You an Interesting Question?”

“What do you think happens when someone dies? Do you think peace with God is a free gift or
something you have to earn? Do you have any spiritual beliefs?”

A couple at my church asked their waitress, “If you died today, do you know where you would go?”

The waitress sat down across from them, looked them in the eye, and replied, “Honestly, if I died
right now, I think I’d go to Hell.” She was anxious to hear whatever they had to say.

Hearing this story emboldened me to try harder to initiate conversations with waitresses. Five days
later, six girls and I were sitting at a table at Cracker Barrel after a conference. I had prayed in
advance that I would be able to witness to our server. After we ordered, I told my friends, “When our
waitress comes back, I’m going to throw out a question to see if we can get a witnessing conversation
going.”

Everyone seemed to like that idea. So, the next time she came by, I said, “Hey, I have an interesting
question for you.”

“Okay!” she replied.

“Do you think going to Heaven is a free gift or something you have to earn?” I asked.

She said she believed that one gets reincarnated several times and then eventually ends up in Heaven.
She was really friendly and willing to talk, so I asked some questions about her beliefs.

“When you finally get to Heaven, are you in your ‘human form’ again?” I asked.

“Hmm … good question. I guess I’ve never thought about that,” she said. “Well, some people believe
that in the Karmic circle you eventually become ‘one with the universe.’ Is that what you believe?” I
asked.

“Yeah, I think that’s more what I believe. Eventually, I’ll just become ‘energy’,” she replied.

“Interesting,” I said.

“My relatives and I debate this all the time,” she said, “but no one really knows, so we always keep
going in circles.”
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“Well, it’s important stuff to talk about,” I commented.

“So what do you believe? I’m curious now!” she asked me.

“Well, I’d like to tell you, but I also know you are on the job, and I don’t want to take your time,” I
replied.

“I’ll tell you what,” she said, “I only have one other table. I’ll go take care of them and then come
back!”

After a few minutes she came back, eager to hear what I had to say.

“Well, first of all, I think this world was designed. I think it’s obvious when we see the beauty and
complexity around us.” I gave her a few examples of this. She definitely agreed with that point.

“So the big question is: Who made us and why?” I continued.

She agreed.

“Well, I’ve come to the conclusion that there are a lot of reasons to believe the Bible,” I explained,
and began to list some of them.

“Oh, I’ve read the Bible, but I just don’t think I completely agree with it,” she said, bringing up some
problems she had with Christianity, such as hypocrisy in the church.

“But just because people make mistakes doesn’t mean that what God told us in the Bible isn’t true,” I
told her.

She nodded.

I mentioned that God has to punish evil because He is just and good. Therefore, we all need God’s
mercy because we have all broken God’s law. “Yeah, and that’s what makes me tend to believe more
in the reincarnation thing,” she said, “because I know I mess up, and with reincarnation you have the
chance to start over and keep trying.”

What she did not yet understand is that it is actually in Christianity that we truly have the chance to
start over with a clean slate, having been cleansed by the blood of Christ. I didn’t think of saying that
at the moment, but I shared the gospel and explained that it is in the cross we see God’s love and
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justice together. He punished sin—yet He didn’t punish us. He punished His Son so He could show
mercy to us.

After talking for awhile, I asked her if she liked to read.

“I LOVE to read,” she replied. I gave her a book that clearly explains the gospel and answers many of
the questions unbelievers have.

As we were leaving she told me, “My friend in the kitchen was looking at the book you gave me and
she wants to read it. So now I’m going to have to share it,” she complained, jokingly. She gave me a
hug and said, “You made my night!”

I know it can be difficult to witness to waiters or waitresses. One idea is to ask your server, “Hey, we
are just about to pray for our meal. Is there anything we could pray for you about?” If you are unable
to get a conversation going, another idea is to write a short personal thank-you note (even if it’s just
on a paper napkin), expressing gratefulness for the good service. Include a Bible verse on the note,
and tip well in order to be a good Christian testimony.


17. Meet Needs

“Can I help you with that?”

“Don’t worry about paying for your coffee—I took care of it.”

When we get involved in people’s lives by helping neighbors, giving unexpected gifts, bringing
people meals, and looking for creative ways to meet needs, it prompts questions and strengthens
relationships. It speaks louder than a thousand words. And, very often, it opens doors for the gospel.

We’ve covered 17 ideas, but there are hundreds of other possible ways to begin conversations about
Jesus. God is creative, and we should be too!

So there's some good ideas to get you started. I'm also interested in hearing your ideas and methods
if you already share your faith.

What has worked?
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What doesn't?

What do you think of the ideas listed - are there things you would do differently?

How do you get the conversation started - what's your secret to turning the conversation from
natural things to spiritual things?

Anything else you think would be valuable to add?
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Missional Social Strategy
16 upvotes | March 1, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
A user recently asked about how to find and build relationships with other believers when most of his
friends are non-Christians. Hopefully this can answer his question and also apply more broadly to
anyone in this community who lacks healthy relationships with both believers and non-believers
alike. Especially for married men, I know it's difficult to have any relationships outside your own
family. Know that it is absolutely essential for the health of your marriage, being attractive, and
advancing your mission to have solid relationships outside the home.
FIRST: Don't Abandon Your Old Friends.
Many brand new Christians make the mistake of coming to Christ and thinking, "I have to get rid of
everything to do with the secular world." They conclude that their non-Christian friends either don't
share the same values, and therefore cannot understand them and provide relational value, or they
believe that the non-Christian friends will bring him down into sinfulness and neglect of his
newfound faith.
If they actually do lead you into sin, then by all means walk away. But there is a greater purpose to be
served by remaining friends with the non-believers you're in relationship with. Foster those
relationships into something that can lead them to Christ. For more information, read The Insider, by
Mike Shamy.
TWO: If you're going to leave, do it FOR Christ, not because of Christ.
Suppose you decide you really do need to separate from your non-Christian friends to find others
who are saved and can walk alongside you in the faith rather than lead you astray. What's the best
way of making this transition?
Share Christ with your non-Christian friends. If you're already planning on the friendship ending, this
can only be a win-win.
If they reject you and don't want to hang out with you anymore, oh well. That's what you were
planning on doing to them anyway - rejecting them as friends for not being Christian-enough
(see how bad of an idea that sounds in the first place when you phrase it that way?). Why be
afraid of being rejected by people you were planning on rejecting? That's just nonsense.
If, however, they are willing to follow Christ, then you have won them over and they can
become the people who follow Christ alongside you. This has incredible Kingdom value and is
a way to leverage the things God was doing in your relationships before Christ for the Gospel
in your life with Christ.
THREE: Don't pick friends based on false maturity.
If you are going to find new Christian friends, don't fall into the trap of evaluating their maturity and
positive influence in your life on the wrong factors. There are three key traps that many Christians
fall into when assessing maturity - and don't fall into these traps yourself, either, otherwise you might
be disqualifying yourself as a viable long-term friend to other people:
Less Sin: Most people think that the less someone sins, the more mature they must be. This is
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like saying someone must be an incredible financial investor because he has never made a bad
investment ... while the fact is that he's never made any good investments either. Maybe he's a
financial incompetent who hasn't invested at all, or maybe he just always runs in the middle of
the road. Christians are not defined by how much or how little they sin. Sin is not a master over
us and is not part of our judgment.
Morality: Another mistake people make in assessing maturity is to look at a person's good
deeds and positive moral character. The more they talk about right from wrong and can
recognize the error in other people's sinful ways and seem to rise above it, this must prove that
they are mature, right? Wrong. Jesus talks in Matthew 7 about people who were doing not just
regular good works, but incredible good works - casting out demons, performing miracles, and
prophesying in Jesus' name - and yet Jesus says he never knew them and casts them aside.
Emotionalism: There's this view in the church that the more emotional a person is in their
faith, the more mature they must be. Because of this, I often call this the "popular Christian
myth" - because the most emotional people tend to be the most popular in churches. But neither
emotionalism nor popularity among other church-goers are an indication of spiritual maturity.
If you spend all your time with people who are focused on not sinning, you're going to do a great job
eradicating sin from your life. If your friends are highly moral, you will become highly moral. If you
hang with the popular and emotional crowd, you'll learn to be emotional and will become popular
too. These are good things and should be encouraged in any relationship. But they are not the
foundation of spiritual maturity - and making such people who focus on these areas to the exclusion
of the next item your primary friends will likely distract you from becoming spiritually mature.
FOUR: Spend time with mission-minded Kingdom-changers.
Jesus put us here for a purpose. Paul says in Philippians that this purpose is to share the Gospel with
the world and to raise up new believers into maturity - and he defines maturity in that book by a
pattern of disciple-making where one person follows Christ and another follows him and another
follows that guy, and so on. He literally says in Philippians 3, "All of us who are mature should take
such a view of things, and if on some point you think differently, that too God will make clear to
you."
That is: maturity comes from those who are living in a pattern of disciple-making, which means that a
person is following the example of another trustworthy and godly man and models his own life to be
that trustworthy man for others to follow after - and intentionally establishes these relationships
rather than passively hoping that it happens naturally. This is what Jesus did. Jesus followed God.
The disciples followed Jesus the same way Jesus followed God. Their disciples followed them the
same way they followed Jesus, and so on until you are the latest link in the chain.
Incidentally, people who do this naturally tend to sin less, be highly moral, and have a deep,
emotional connection with Christ. They just don't rely on their sinlessness, morality, or emotionalism
to define their maturity. They allow their faithfulness to the mission Christ gave them to be that
rubric.
FIVE: How to find these people.
It's hard to find these people. So, my first conclusion is always to raise them up. Some of my closest
and most trusted friends who are mature believers, following Christ and making disciples today, are
people who started as non-Christians and who I have raised up to become mature believers. There's a
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guy I brought to Christ just last year who I discipled and am meeting with regularly now, who
encourages me and pours into my life as well. These mutually-beneficial relationships are born not
from finding unicorns in the wild, but from molding clay in others around us.
If you do want to find someone in the wild (or at least someone more malleable than others), local
congregations are a great tool for finding these people.
Mini Rant: I don't like calling these "churches" anymore because they're so full of bloat that
they no longer resemble the core essentials of what Christ established. Are those essentials
there? Sure, to some degree. But they're so lost in the midst of everything else those
congregations are doing that it becomes side-lined. It's like calling Apple a computer company.
Sure, they may still build computers - and some of those computers are much better than the
first ones they were building in the 70s. But few people know them for their computers, which
are now more of a side product. Dell is a computer company. Apple is not, despite the fact that
making computers is a part of what Apple does. The apostles made churches. Modern pastors
do not, despite the fact that biblical church requirements are a part of what modern pastors do.
Apple is identified by their phones, tablets, and a litany of other devices and accessories. If the
church's job was to make money, like Apple, then this focus-shift is certainly a wonderful
venture. But that isn't the church's goal.
My point is simply to say that you can go to a congregation to try to find mission-minded people, but
only about 5% of that crowd will be what you're looking for, and it's rarely the people you'd expect.
They're often not the ones in church leadership or running ministries - they're the ones actively
sharing the Gospel outside the church and discipling individuals rather than trying to get face-time in
front of the masses or cozy up to the pastor. Mission-minded people look outside their congregation
to do God's work. Institutionally-minded people look inward toward their congregations to do God's
work. This isn't bad, and certainly building up the congregation you're with can be helpful to your
external mission, but most church leaders and ministry members stop there - and even when they do
go outside the church, it's less about sharing the Gospel and more about serving a need. Good luck
with that crowd.
Another more effective way to find fellow mission-minded disciple-makers is simply to start doing it
yourself. The more you make disciples the more other disciple-makers will naturally be drawn to you.
I can't explain it, and I don't think there's a logical reason this works, but God miraculously draws
mission-minded people together. I can't count the number of times - even in the last 2 weeks alone where I have found random pockets of other disciple-makers from other churches not because I was
looking for them, but because I'm living it out and happened to get into a conversation with a stranger
who was doing the same thing. How did we bump into each other? How did we get talking about that
subject? I don't know. God just pulls people together when the need arises - but only after you've
already started being faithful to living it out yourself.
SIX: What to do once you've found them.
First, just be friends. This is so under-valued in modern church culture. The lack of genuine,
authentic friendships being formed is shocking to me. I can't count the number of Christians who will
call each other friends, yet when they want to go to the movies or have a game night, it's not others in
their church or small group that they're calling, it's their friends from other churches or people they
knew from college or their long-standing non-Christian friends.
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Don't get me wrong, I absolutely encourage being social with these people. Go back to my first point:
keep hanging out with your non-Christian friends. But there's something sorely wrong when
congregations are failing to foster koinonia oneness bonds among believers in their community.
I tested this once by asking a couple dozen people who their friends were in the church. Many people
could name at least 7 distinct people/couples. That's great! So, then, I asked when the last time was
that they had done anything just for fun - movies, TV show, board games, lifting, going for a run,
hiking, vacationing, playing cards, etc. - that wasn't related to a church-organized activity with any of
these people. Crickets. Of the 2+ dozen people I asked, only 2 people could identify anything like
this. That's shocking and shameful to me.
Conclusion: Be friends with the Christians you meet, not arms-length ministry partners who you
enjoy seeing from time to time whenever the pastor calls.
SEVEN: What to do after you're friends.
I suppose the last step is to start ministering together. Most congregations reverse the order - they
start by doing ministry together in the hope that this will foster authentic relationships. It doesn't.
Instead, what I find is that when you start as friends, ministry is far more effective and the bond of
"having the same love, being one in spirit and in purpose" (Philippians 2:2) is formed.
That same purpose, of course, should be the common mission of making disciples. It might mean
you're discipling these friends, or that you're being discipled by them. It also might mean that you're
just friends who talk about your disciple-making efforts together. I don't care. Just make sure your
friendship is growing toward a common mission. And this, no matter how small the group, is the
church without the bloat.
Core 3: What Purposeful Friends Do.
I should note here that the most effective model of evangelism I have ever found is what I call the
"core 3." I developed and practiced it in college and have still found it useful even in the "real world."
You start with two close friends. You get them all on the same mission. You do everything together eat, lift, go grocery shopping, pray, go to the movies, Bible study, church, listen to stand-up, etc.
These are your real homeboys. You're always looking forward to the next time you can hang out, and
when one guy puts an offer out, everyone is quick to snatch it up. I don't see local congregations
fostering this - they confuse transparency and vulnerability with relational bonding.
Once you and two other guys have that bond, you invite a non-Christian to hang out with you. He
sees the bond you have with each other and really enjoys feeling "in" with the crowd. This is a little
awkward for you all because you have an outsider in your core - but you're purposeful about it, so
you make intentional efforts to include him and explain the inside jokes and jib jab with each other.
After 5-6 times hanging out, he becomes another one of the guys. He sees that you're all Christians
and wants to start doing the Christian things you do together too. He becomes saved.
Now you have a Core 4. So, you add a 5th guy. Guy 4 is now highly instrumental in connecting with
Guy 5 because he was skeptical as the new-guy for a while too, but he vouches for the group and guy
5 is pulled in. Then the Core 5 adds a 6th, but it gets too big, so you split back to a Core 3 with a
strong interconnectivity between the two groups and the process continues.
I know from a recent conversation with u/squizzo_rad that he is doing something similar with a new
believer joining his group of friends. /u/warriorjesus1915 has done the same. I'm doing it now with a
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new guy who I asked to start working out with me and another friend at the gym (Core 2 expanding
to Core 3 - not quite as effective as a Core 3 to 4, but it's all flexible). You can try it too.
Underground Church
Interestingly, this is surprisingly close to the "church" model proposed by Brian Sanders in his book,
Underground Church. He started a brand new and ancient method of "doing church" that removed
the cultural bloat from mainstream congregations. He formed micro-churches, which were as small as
3 people and as large as hundreds, though most stick to a house-church size. They're all based on
friendships and shared passions rather than sermons and singing songs weekly. Some of these "micro
churches" do have sermons, others don't. Some have worship and others don't. Some run it as a small
group, others run it as an outward ministry. Some do only one of these things, others change from
week to week what they do together. He has thousands of people in the Tampa area who are
predominantly mission-focused, and it's still growing - and all this in only 10 years from the ground
up.
The important thing is that they exist to pursue a common mission on the foundation of friendship,
not to amass numbers in a building. His team that started this looked to Scripture to figure out the
bare-minimum components of "church" the way Jesus and the apostles established it - all cultural
influences aside - and they came up with the EXACT same three things that I came to: (1) more than
one person, (2) with a common mission of making disciples of all nations (he left off the disciplemaking part, but it's inherent in his model anyway), (3) with the goal of glorifying God (he uses
"worship" instead, which I find misleading when you look at the expanse of what he means by that
word).
In theory, what we're doing here at RPC is a "church" of sorts. We're more than one person (the
active users) on a common mission (raising up men committed to the great commission) intended for
God's glory. While there's nothing "micro" about us, we are virtually indistinguishable from the
micro-churches he's forming. Instead of organizing around the mission of disciple-making in the
context of homeless ministry or feeding starving children or reaching doctors or running an animal
shelter, etc., our context is a shared passion for growing in and living out biblical masculinity and
valuing the sexual dynamic God has given us, and occasionally even broaching socio-political
landscape of the church.
What are ways that you can continue to branch out and develop a new "micro-church" in your own
locality born from the relational network that you've been fostering and that this post is designed to
help you learn how to create?
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A Reply: Yes, the church and Christian writers really say these
ridiculous things.
16 upvotes | February 22, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
NOTE: I AM NOT SAYING THAT A MAN SHOULD PRIORITIZE EXTERNAL BEAUTY
OVER INNER BEAUTY. I AM ALSO NOT SAYING THAT MEN SHOULD ONLY DATE
HOT WOMEN. YOU DO YOU. I AM ALSO NOT SAYING THAT AN UNATTRACTIVE
WOMAN HAS DONE ANYTHING WRONG OR SINNED, UNLESS GLUTTONY, SLOTH,
ETC. ARE INVOLVED IN THE REASON FOR HER UNATTRACTIVENESS. I AM
SIMPLY POINTING OUT THE IDIOTIC THINGS THAT ARE TAUGHT TO MEN AND
WOMEN IN THE CHURCH.
AN OBJECTOR IN MY POST ABOUT OBJECTORS
With the above cautionary in mind, in one of my recent posts, I paraphrased things I have personally
heard from pastors and church leaders alike. They are as follows:
"Women shouldn't have to dress up and do their hair to look good. We should love
them just as they are."
"Men shouldn't evaluate a woman by her looks, but by her character."
"Women, your heart is all that should matter. God can see that. If the man you want
can't see that, then he doesn't see you the way God does, and you shouldn't want an
ungodly man anyway."
"If a man won't date a girl because she's not 'hot enough' for him, he's sinning and
violating 1 Peter 3. He should only be evaluating her 'inner self.'"
This was in a post addressing the objections that blue pill haters throw our way. Ironically, one such
objector spoke up. If I'm right about who he is, he ticks off all three boxes I mentioned in this post:
young, single, stagnant. He challenged:
Lol, who said any of these things ... Can you actually show one link or comment where
someone says anything like what you've said above ... or even attempted to say something
along that line?
I'll give 5 that I found in less than 5 minutes. But let's sidebar that for now and stick with this
appetizer.
/u/Deep_Strength gave a fantastic reply pointing out his experience hearing and reading similar
phrases both in real life and on /r/Christianmarriage. u/SeaRegion, a mod at r/ChristianMarriage
stood in defense of his sub by acknowledging the truth that people do say these things, but qualifying
advocates of these views to single guys who don't have active or biblical sex lives. Point well taken!
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And that may be true on reddit. But note two things:
1. This doesn't change the fact that these people are often vocal and expressive with their views
and even outside of r/ChristianMarriage these views are taught openly and widely.
2. There are also countless married men and women who teach these things from a public
platform with wide audiences as well, as I'll get to in a minute.
u/SeaRegion further notes: "In terms of the church, I have never once been exposed to the idea that
women (and men) shouldn't care for their physical appearances." I agree. It will never come with that
language. Here's why:
To be clear: every church recognize that we should care for our own bodies. Everyone is on the
same age: we are God's temple, so care for your own body.
The issue isn't how much we care about our own physique, but whether or not it's okay to have
any concern for the attractiveness of our (potential) spouse. That's where the problems arise.
There's always a communication gap between what is said and what is heard. "You should care
more about a woman's inner beauty than her outer beauty" without a stipulation: "It's okay to
want your wife to be hot too" leaves the audience with the impression: "Got it. I shouldn't care
about outer beauty." This is what I call tactful misrepresentation. There's a reason many of my
posts include "notes" and "caveats" that people joke with me about. This is the exact reason
why I use them. Teaching partial truths leads to unbiblical conclusions.
Every preacher and author knows that they'd be faced with numerous objections if they
communicated their point plainly: "It's sin to care about a woman's looks." So, instead, they
couch the issue in numerous peripheral phrases that imply this conclusion without saying it.
They don't have the balls to say what they're really thinking, and hope that plausible deniability
will cover their butts against anyone who tries to take them at their word.
Now for the meat of this post. Let's take a look at some actual Christian resources and bloggers chock
full of real and authentic quotes.
THE GOSPEL COALITION
First up is an article from The Gospel Coalition.
They commend a man for saying, "I don't care what she'll look like ... I'll love her for who she is
inside." They say: "Marital love involves valuing your spouse's body. But this isn't exactly the same
thing as finding it attractive, at least not in the way we typically think of finding something
attractive."
Contrary to common sense, they also say that you can change what you're attracted to, if you don't
find a worthy candidate attractive. "We are more capable than we often recognize of directing our
preferences. We should not presume that our initial aesthetic sensibilities are unchallengeable law
within us. We have some level of direction over them." Sure, this is why we say no girl is actually a
10. Because that last step from 9-10 is based on personal taste - and there's always 1 point to adjust
for this. But he's basically saying that I could learn to get a hard on for morbid obesity if I just try
hard enough.
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Also: "Husbands and wives should be attracted to one another because they value the whole person,
not because they happen to like olive skin or a firm body. Those things change, but physical
attraction need not. Attraction is more a matter of my commitment to value the full breadth of who
my spouse is ... This is a far more stable basis for physical attraction in marriage. And it makes for
better Valentine's Day cards." Right, because I'm going to marry a woman based on how Hallmark
can make more money.
Their ultimate conclusion? "Perhaps this means that singles should be willing to direct their
affections toward potential spouses they may not initially find attractive." His rationale? We
need to be willing to challenge our own preferences regarding physical attraction in light of the
greater principle that attraction stems from valuing a person."
Translation? "Men shouldn't evaluate a woman by her looks, but by her character."
FIERCE MARRIAGE
Or what about this article from fiercemarriage.com? This sounds like a strong, masculine website.
Fierce! Yes, let's see what they have to say.
"Selena [the author's wife] must be my ultimate standard of beauty ... Shifting our standard of beauty
and placing our wives at it's [sic] center will profoundly and positively impact our marriages."
What does this mean? "Here's how it works. Take your wife as she is - height, weight, hair color, eye
color, voice, mannerisms, everything - and set her apart in your mind. Now instead of comparing her
to other women, compare other women to her. The less they look like her, exactly as she is, the less
attractive they are. In other words - your wife is the ultimate example of beauty, one that can never be
matched" (emphasis in original).
How does this play out in his own life? "Selena has brown hair - so I love brown hair! Selena is 5'4",
so I love 5'4"!" The list goes on. Interestingly, he doesn't mention her weight, but you get the point.
For bonus points: "When we truly love our wives, we have a singular discriminatory focus on her.
She is your object of affection, your ultimate prize" (emphasis added). In God's relationship with his
people, did he say we were his reward? No, he said, "I am your very great reward" (Genesis 15:1).
So, who is the prize? (Hint: Isaiah 54:5)
PROJECT INSPIRED
Those are both articles from men. Let's see what a woman has to say from Project Inspired.
"Because men are attracted to feminine beauty, their very first reaction - as Feldhahn says - is to be
instinctively drawn to it. But godly men recognize that instinct isn't always the right choice. Beauty
has a divine definition, and that's the beauty they seek to embrace."
She recognizes the hard reality that guys still want their women to be attractive, but couches it in the
view that only attractive guys want attractive women. "The simple truth is that a guy who takes care
of his 'temple' will look for that in a potential spouse. There is a big difference between a guy looking
for someone who exemplifies cultural standards and a man who wants a partner whose priorities echo
his own." In other words: Don't worry, if a guy doesn't take care of his body, he should find you
beautiful even though you don't take care of your body either. While I agree that the scrawny or obese
man doesn't have much room to complain, the explanation isn't all wrong. It's not that fat guys
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suddenly find fat girls hot and attractive. They're settling.
Here's the clincher, though: "Above all else, a man who truly loves and follows the Lord is looking
more at the heart of a woman than at her body. ... the man who walks in the redemptive grace of
Christ will always place spiritual unity and emotional maturity a his first priorities in a mate - as
should you!" Okay, nobody is questioning this. But are you really insinuating that a godly man
shouldn't care about a woman's looks as long as she's a godly woman?
Her ultimate conclusion? "Be God's woman, and God's man will appreciate all you have to offer." So,
yes. Yes, that's exactly what she's insinuating.
FROM THE STUDY
I was at first encouraged by this article from a guy who affirms that these attitudes are, in fact,
prevalent. I thought I randomly stumbled across a guy who "gets it" as I read the first few paragraphs.
So sad that this one led down the same path as all the others ...
"I am regularly asked if it is important for a Christian man or woman to be physically attracted to the
person they are dating. As I've asked this question in the past, I've found that counsel usually comes
in one of two basic answers. One answer is that no, physical attraction isn't important and shouldn't
be part of one's initial consideration; rather, a person's godly character should be the paramount
factor. Another answer suggests that while godly character should be the primary factor, physical
attraction is important and should also be part of the equation." He goes on to say that neither of these
common answers are satisfactory to him. Excellent! I don't like them either.
He notes his own experiences: "I've observed situations, however, where godly, well-intentioned and
otherwise wise men have counseled single brothers to not let the lack of physical attraction keep them
from pursuing a godly woman." He adds: "When a young man asks me, 'Do you believe I should be
physically attracted to my girlfriend,' I answer, 'Yes!'" Sounds good, right? Yes. So far, so good. He's
going to start explaining why physical attraction is an essential component in a healthy marriage,
right?
Then he starts going cockeyed.
"When we have a clear view of what we truly deserve - an eternity enduring God's righteous
judgment against our sin - that simple, godly girl we've known for the past couple years begins
to appear very attractive, almost irresistible. A man should be attracted to the woman he is
pursuing, but pride will often keep many a man from appreciating the beauty of the women
already in his midst." Translation: If you don't find unattractive yet godly girls beautiful,
then you're probably sinning with pride.
"Attraction his [sic] holistic, and it [sic] possible that physical attraction is lacking in a man if
he is not placing enough emphasis on a woman's character which will, over time, serve to adorn
her physical beauty in his eyes ... [these men are] better served if they were told that physical
attraction can and should grow when proper weight is given to a woman's inner beauty."
Translation: You're wrong for not giving enough weight to inner beauty, and if you did
you'd suddenly find her attractive.
"We are also taught to value physical beauty supremely and treat a woman's inner beauty as
secondary. This mindset is devastating to our relationships and our hope for marriage ... When
we are walking in humility and pursuing the right things, it is possible to be physically attracted
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to many different kinds of women, not merely those who appear on the magazine cover."
Translation: If you're not physically attracted to plain Jane, you're not walking in humility
and pursuing the right things. Ergo, you're sinning.
I was about done with this article at that point. But for bonus points, let's keep reading.
"God has created the man to be the pursuer and the one who woos and wins his wife." Right.
Has he studied this in the Bible at all? Who is the pursuer between God/Christ and his people?
I've done that study - I read every single verse that ever said "pursue" or "seek" or "chase."
Know what I found? For ever 1 instance of God seeking us, there are at least 20 (might have
been a 1::22 ratio) instances of the imperative for us to seek God. Should husbands pursue their
wives? In select circumstances, as God models to us, sure. I'll concede that. But I challenge you
all to find me one sermon where it is preached that it is primarily the wife's obligation to seek
and pursue her husband's affection. I tried once and didn't have any luck. Maybe you all are
better at internet research than me. Best I could find was general "following" and
"submissiveness," which are incredibly different from the attitude that is conveyed when we
read: "Seek after me" or "seek first my kingdom" or any of that stuff.
"As a man pursues a woman, she often naturally grows more and more physically attracted to
him as she is able to perceive his godly character and intentional leadership." Huh? This doesn't
make any sense to me. How is he leading her if he's pursuing her? She's in front but ...
somehow ... following behind him? As to the underlying sentiment, to his credit, for the first
couple months this might ring true - because women love the validation of a new man showing
interest. That's why so many people get fooled by this thinking. Brand new relationships do
seem to give off this vibe. But this thinking always fails in longevity. A man's pursuit of a
woman will, in time, always cause her to lose interest, just as many men often lose interest in a
woman after having sex with her several times. While there are ways to keep this active, once
he feels like he has "sexually conquered" her, his interest wanes, just as women's interest in a
man wanes when she feels like she has "relationally conquered" him (see Genesis 3 for more).
He cites several reasons why men and women may not find someone else attractive: "The
reasons [physical attraction] may be lacking in some women can be similar to the reasons it is
lacking in men: pride, not enough attention given to man's godliness, concern about the lack of
euphoric romantic feelings, a wrong standard of male handsomeneses, same-sex attraction, and,
now more than ever, pornography." Notice he didn't say: "Perhaps attraction is lacking because
the other person is obese, hasn't showered in a week, wears shoddy clothes, etc." No. This
Christian man would ever insinuate that such people are unattractive. It must be a failure to see
the inner beauty.

BIBLE.ORG
For fun, I decided to check out one of the numerous study materials available on bible.org. They
often have good things to say, and a lot of people rely on it, so let's check it out. Forewarning: it's a
VERY long post. I'll cut to the relevant parts. And I'll note that not all of it is bad. There's good
content too. But when they start talking about appearances ...
"The Christian home is not superficial, concerned with the outward appearance. The are not
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consumed with the external appearance in their clothes, makeup, or skin." This is an example of an
author trying to pull a fast one. Notice the word choice? First it's that we're not concerned at all, then
it's that we're not consumed by it. Which is it? Because if we say we're not "concerned" with it, then
we shouldn't be considering it as a factor at all. But by changing words to "consumed" later, he
creates plausible deniability.a
"Let it be known that this focus on the outward appearance is a major struggle for many families
including Christian ones ... The godly home is totally consumed with the inside ... The godly home is
all about the inside ... How can Christian marriages protect themselves from this shallow focus on the
external?" Combine this with the fact that there is no affirmation: It's okay to want to marry someone
you find attractive, and do you see how easily these teachings can lead men astray?
LET'S PROCESS THIS
I used the following two searches:
"Dating for attractiveness, Christians"
"Should Christian men care about looks?"
The results I gave were on the first page of Google for each search. They are not some podunk blog
that only gets read by the author's family members.
While most authors are cautious enough to avoid saying bluntly: "You should find fat girls hot if
they're godly," (because they'd have to deal with the obvious back-lash) they do everything in their
power to convey this idea without actually saying the words. They say the principle without being
willing to address the obvious implications and questions that arise:
1. TGC: "Husbands and wives should be attracted to one another because they value the whole
person, not because they happen to like olive skin or a firm body." - What if there is a WHOLE
lot of her person? Is that just all the more of her to love? Or is it okay for me to pass on a godly
woman because she's not attractive to me?
2. FM: "Now instead of comparing her to other women, compare other women to her" - Okay, I
did. And what if in doing that I still think, "Yep, when measured against the standard of my
wife, that other girl is still more attractive"?
3. PI: "Be God's woman, and God's man will appreciate all you have to offer" - So does that mean
if I don't find my wife attractive and I don't appreciate the way she looks or has failed to take
care of her body, that I am somehow not "God's man"?
4. "A man should be attracted to the woman he is pursuing, but pride will often keep many a man
from appreciating the beauty of the women already in his midst" - So if a godly woman asks me
out and I don't find her attractive, does that mean I'm prideful and arrogant? Am I allowed to
have standards, or is that sinning?
5. B.O: "How can Christian marriages protect themselves from this shallow focus on the
external?" - Does this mean I'm shallow and ungodly if I actually care what my girlfriend or
wife looks like?
All of these authors wanted to make a point, but they're not willing to grapple with these questions. If
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they did, they'd have to find themselves back-pedaling and finally adding in the qualifiers that they
refused to include.
All of these authors create false dichotomies, acting as if attraction is either internal or external. In
reality, they function as a scale. While a woman might be an 8 at physical attraction, perhaps her
inner beauty is only a 4. I would not personally date such a person. But if a woman were a 9 at inner
beauty and only a 2 in physical beauty, I probably wouldn't date her either - AND THAT IS NOT
SIN!
The TGC article actually said my exact thoughts on this issue, then dismissed it as sarcasm: "You can
make a pretty girl spiritual, but you can't make a spiritual girl pretty." In the article, I get the
impression that everyone laughs this away as a joke, but it's the truth. I can take a girl who is
physically a 9 and disciple her from a spiritual 3 to a 10. I cannot take a spiritual 10 and improve her
looks from a 3 to a 10. If she's truly a spiritual 10, I might be able to get her in great physical shape
and lead her in the right clothes to wear, etc. to bump up a few points, but there's still always going to
be a cap that just can't be crossed, including personal taste. I can't teach a girl to have a different
natural chest size (implants don't do it for me) or to have a different ethnic presence about her that
turns me on. So, why not give that youth pastor some credit?
CONCLUSION
Yes, the church absolutely teaches that men shouldn't care about what a woman looks like, and that
internal beauty should somehow make her seem hot to him, regardless of what her external features
may be. This is absolutely absurd. It sickens me just writing this post. I'm not even going to finish
this conclusion. I'm so done with this.
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How screwed am I? 12 questions from Beta Bucks
16 upvotes | February 16, 2019 | by macmeeler | Link | Reddit Link
25 M
6'2 185, super jacked, Uni student almost done. Strong faith. Good understanding of Scripture. Don't
pray enough. Have read whole sidebar. Have read the guide for singles several times recently,
filtering for a wife, etc.
I approach this girl a week ago- she's a 10. Perfect body, no makeup needed. 22y/o, Engineering
Major. Works at a steak house and has her crap together. We hit it off. She's obsessed with me. We
have so much in common. We have tons of fun.
We go on like 6 dates in the past week. I even sleep over. She tells me she hates sleeping alone now. I
sleep over a couple more times. She tells me she's crazy about me a couple days ago. She's
obsessively attracted to me. We post couple pics on our social media on Valentine's Day. I start
contemplating making her my gf. I can't get enough of her. She's consistently super fun and chill, and
ofc, a 10.
A couple of nights ago I slept over. We studied for a few hours and she ended up chilling and
sleeping with me afterwards instead of continuing to study as she planned. She misses her first class
the next morning and gets a bad grade on her exam later that day.
I come over last night- she's upset. Expresses slight anger and then wants to go to bed. She isn't as
cuddley. Clearly wants some space. She becomes cuddley throughout the night, and things go well in
the morning. She apologizes and we play fight. Then we recollect "20 questions" from our first date
or whatever. She remembers all the stupid stuff about me- my birthday, my favorite whatever.
Me- not so much. I remember like 1/4th of them. She's upset again.
I have to leave shortly after for class. She is pretty subtle about it but she is kind of showing that she's
glad for me to leave. At least, that's what I saw. We still kiss and stuff as I leave.
I hit her up after class and tell her I'm on my way. She calls me, confused. Apparently she didn't
realize we agreed on Sushi earlier. She apologizes, I'm chill about it.
She then texts me a few hours ago, asking if I want to join her in the gym. I was taking a nap at the
time. When I wake up I invite her to hang out after she finishes, she says she's going to stay home
tonight.
I accidentally call her. We chat for like 5 minutes. She can tell I'm kind of disturbed- then apologizes
and tells me everything's fine.
And now, here I am. Finally found a girl who I want to be more than a plate. But messing up.

She wanted to make it exclusive a few days ago. I basically communicated I like her
specifically, and I'm not talking to anyone else despite getting a lot of female attention. Was
this a good or bad response? My female friend tells me this was a terrible response because
nobody wants to hear they're "number one on a list."
What can I do to reduce the cold/distant behavior when she's moody/tired? I handled it pretty
well (not pursuing, waiting, playing it cool, not breaking frame) but could use some tips here
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How often can I say sorry? I've read that you should basically never apologize, but that seems
so unnatural. Like, we make mistakes, man.
Are the sleepovers just a bad idea? We love cuddling and being with each other but maybe we
are becoming like, too familiar? I don't know. It's tough when you're both employed and fulltime students.
How can I prevent myself from feeling so damn lonely in times like these? It's like.. Pre-girl,
I'm fine being alone. Then I welcome a girl in. I invest in the girl after she invests in me. Then
she needs space at some point and I sink in the mud that is fear of losing her. Like, I know
"she's not mine, it's just my turn" is a common RP maxim, but it's a bit different for us
Christians of course, and she knows I have marriage in mind. So when she loves me to death
and then suddenly doesn't want me around for the night and needs space, I'm very, very
alarmed.
When she's moody, how can I re-kindle the positive, fun energy that we constantly lived in at
first? I bring the positivity and the fun but when she's moody she's just not having it. I was
tempted to just straight up leave last night, but I don't want to make a dramatic situation.
What are some things we should talk about going forward? How do I establish openness and
healthy communication?
I have a weird time exhibiting Alpha Positive responses. Usually it's natural, but not always.
E.g. When she got upset that I didn't remember all her personal facts. I laughed about it
(because I like her, not the fact her birthday is June 7 or she loves Sushi) and she got even more
upset. Then I took her slightly more seriously (while still smiling and being joyful), and reassured her I care about her. Are there times when Alpha positive is the wrong approach?
I sometimes feel like I should let her do all the initiating of hanging out. Wait til she asks. But
other times I'm just like, man we like each other so much, let's link up! I rationalize maybe
she's probably worried about coming on too strong since she asked me last time. And I initiate
and she's receptive. But not all the time. How do I proceed here?
I've read material from Rollo about menstrual cycles, hormones, mood changes, and ideal male
behavior throughout these periods. What do we think of these? I also read somewhere that this
wasn't scientific.
When things kinda stabilize, how do I establish boundaries without freaking her out. Like, my
natural boundary enforcement is threatening to literally leave. But I haven't really even told her
my boundaries, she doesn't think I have strong boundaries. But like, all day I've been thinking
about breaking things off with her, I don't like a shaky, fragile relationship and I don't like
having emotional energy invested in someone who isn't more than reciprocating. I see myself
caring way too much already and just want to cut it off before it gets worse.
It's weird that I want to spend like, every waking minute with her, right? I have attachment
issues?
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Discussion: How do you "count others more significant than
yourself." while still maintaining the I'm the prize mentality?
16 upvotes | January 30, 2019 | by WarriorJesus1915 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm talking about Philippians 2:3. Have some of my own ideas, but they aren't fleshed out very well.
Was wondering what your guys' thoughts are on this?
1 So if there is any encouragement in Christ, any comfort from love, any participation in the Spirit,
any affection and sympathy, 2 complete my joy by being of the same mind, having the same love,
being in full accord and of one mind. 3 Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility
count others more significant than yourselves. 4 Let each of you look not only to his own interests,
but also to the interests of others. 5 Have this mind among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus,
6 who, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, 7
but emptied himself, by taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men. 8 And being
found in human form, he humbled himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on
a cross. Philippians 2:1-8, ESV for context.
Tag: u/Red-curious, u/Osmiumzulu, u/Rocknrollchuck, u/Deep_strength to get some thoughts rolling.
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Christian Male Suicide...The Unspoken Epidemic
16 upvotes | December 28, 2018 | by RPCJoeMak | Link | Reddit Link
One of the things we deal with in my men's ministry is this issue of suicide, specifically suicide in the
Christian male population.
We have had a few suicides recently in our local church specifically and in our local area generally.
I started a men's ministry partly as a result of all the shattered hopes and dreams and also to help
where I could in this area of desperation that Christian men feel all of this country.
Our men's ministry is called Positive Masculinity Crusade and we train guys in all areas of their
Christian walk.
One of the areas that kept coming up was this area of suicide. What I found was that in our area most
of the feelings of despair were related to 2 issues: sex and shame.
Sometimes the shame is related to sex and sometimes it's not.
I work with the guys on how to deal with suicide calls and what to do when they receive these calls.
Here is the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lXuke7WCuHo
I put this video together so you can see some of the work we are doing.
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Does marriage make sense anymore for a man?
16 upvotes | December 25, 2018 | by Underdog891 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey everyone, I’m new around here and have a simple question. Does marriage make sense from a
male’s perspective? I’ve read God’s word and essentially, males are expected to:
1. Provide for their families, no questions asked. Any man who does not provide for his family is
considered worse than an infidel and has denied the faith
2. Love his wife as Christ loves the church and practice forgiveness, even for tough things to
swallow like infidelity.
3. Obey the laws of the land, which means signing a marriage contract with the state that leaves
them open to “divorce rape” and possible loss of their immediate family and house, and
finances/standard of living.
Pay attention to that last point. This is all hard to swallow for me, but it’s made worse by the fact that:
-1. I went to private Christian school, church etc. my entire life. Half of these girls were sleeping
around by middle/high school, and if they weren’t, they generally were by college. We know that
higher partner counts/ n counts leads to higher chances of divorce. I can honestly say that I’ve never
met a “Christian” woman that I would trust at this point in my life. Many of these women essentially
are living/were living a “prostitute-lite” lifestyle and from what some of them have told me, seem to
have a decently high n-count.
2. Maybe I need to find a new church, but it seems like many evangelical “come as you are”
churches are generally down on men and say that men are horrible communicators/big oafs that
mess things up, even though our first pastor’s wife left him due to feeling “neglected (while
failing to communicate this and she didn’t want to work things out).” They literally had
everything, beautiful kids, nice house, built the church together etc. but she presumably ran off
with some other guy.
3. Christian divorce rates and infidelity rates are pretty high. I’ve actually read a few stories of
infidelity on this very sub, and I don’t think I could continue a marriage with someone who
(please excuse my vulgar language) let another guy have his way with her, probably screaming
out his name etc. if I did divorce, I could lose everything.
Bottom line, I truly don’t understand why I should risk everything for one female? I used to be a blue
pill oaf who thought that just because you do things God’s way, you’ll get a perfect Christian
marriage. The truth is, satan is working overtime, life is messy, and things don’t turn out as we expect
them to. Since roughly 50% of marriages have infidelity in them, there is a pretty great chance that I
and many on this sub will have to deal with it at some point (and yes, I realize I could be the cheater
too).
Why risk it all? If sex was not a thing and celibacy was not my only other option from a Christian
perspective, the choice would be abundantly easy for me.
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I want to encourage all the men here to read 1 Kings 21 the
next time they’re having devotions, or whatever you do to get in
the word. What’s described in that chapter is what we as men
are facing today. King Solomon wisely wrote “There is nothing
new under the sun,” and we are seeing that manifest.
16 upvotes | September 28, 2018 | by TheGlassStone | Link | Reddit Link
/r/RPChristians/comments/9jk3z9/i_want_to_encourage_all_the_men_here_to_read_1/
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How to Smell Amazing
16 upvotes | September 13, 2018 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
I have recently discovered that I have a real love for wearing cologne. Cologne is something that
many people enjoy wearing, although obviously there are some who don’t care for it at all. But there
are tons of choices out there today, and many of them are somewhat pricey. So I thought I would
share what I’ve learned so far.
Unlike women, no one teaches men about fragrances. Mothers often take their daughters perfume
shopping. It is rare for a father to do the same. The lack of knowledge and openness about fragrances
pushes many men to choose between two bad options. First, play it safe and wear nothing. Second,
wear something light and clean, so that you don't offend anyone.
Smell is the greatest memory trigger we, humans, have. Sniff the shirt you wore last night and
memories of a great evening out floods your brain. Roll over to the other side of the bed and smell the
pillow where your partner slept and you may catch yourself smiling. In short, fragrances capture
memories. They do more than that, however. The cologne you wear communicates to those around
you who you are.
I'm sure you've already heard tons of advice about cologne. The one I hear most often is that men
should wear perfume that girls like. Sales associates often tell me to get this or that juice because it's
a best seller or popular with the girls. There is, however, a tiny problem: it doesn't work. Here's why:
First, no guy has ever gotten a girl just because he smells good. A good scent might improve your
chances, by say 10%, but that's about it.
Second, reeking of cologne that every other guy is wearing smells of desperation. Trying too hard
repels any woman faster than you can spritz some more Armani Code on you.
The one piece of advice you need to forget right now is to buy perfume just because the someone else
likes it. Here's the piece of advice you need to remember: the only person you wear perfume for is
you. Your scent should say something about you. This is why you wear something you like, just for
you.
“But Chuck, what if no one else like it on me"? When someone tells you they don't like your
fragrance, they usually mean any of these three things:
1. They may not like a certain note in it. If someone doesn't like the smell of vanilla, they won't
like any vanilla perfume, not just yours. It's not that it is a bad scent, it is just that they don't like that
note. (I personally don’t care for vanilla in a cologne)
2. They may not like it on you. This is usually the case when your fragrance doesn't match any or all
of the three: your style, age, or the occasion. If you are a hardened biker dude, wearing a light floral
scent would make you the butt of countless jokes. It's not that the scent is bad, it just doesn't fit your
cultivated image.
3. You put on too much of it. This is probably the main reason why people tell you they don't like
your juice. Putting on a fragrance is like putting spices in your food. You want to put just enough to
give it a nice flavor but not too much to overpower the dish.
Cologne is the same way: you want to put just enough to enhance your image, not to overtake it. You
want people to notice you, not your cologne.
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Now let’s talk about the terms used when discussing fragrances – knowing these can be very helpful
for finding exactly what you want:
Notes
Simply put, a note is like an ingredient. Notes are divided into three categories or levels: top, middle
(or heart) and base (or bottom) notes. The combination of all these notes together is known as the
“accord.”
Top notes
Top notes are the first notes you smell when trying a fragrance, so they are the ones that shape your
first impressions of a scent. These often fresh, fruity scents are usually light and burst on your skin as
you spray, fading 10-15 minutes after applying. How many times have you tested a fragrance only to
be turned off right away? Why? Because the top notes didn't make a lasting impression on you. It is
hugely important that the top notes not only succeed at luring you in, but also smoothly transition into
the heart of the fragrance.
Popular top notes include bergamot, orange, grapefruit, lemon, and basil.
Heart notes
The middle notes, or the heart notes, make an appearance once the top notes evaporate. The middle
notes are considered the heart of the fragrance. These notes form the core of the fragrance. They last
longer than the top notes and have a strong influence on the base notes to come. A perfume's heart is
generally pleasant and well-rounded. It is often a smooth combination of floral or fruit tones;
sometimes infused with spices like cinnamon, nutmeg or cardamom.
Popular heart notes include lavender, rosemary, black pepper, geranium, and juniper.
Base notes
The base (or bottom) notes are the final fragrance notes that appear once the top notes are completely
evaporated. It is these notes that you remember most and that help create a memory in your mind, the
lasting impression. The base notes mingle with the heart notes to create the full body of the fragrance.
These often rich notes linger on the skin for hours after the top notes have dissipated, but are typically
associated with the dry-down period - that final stage of wear, when the top and middle notes give
way to the base note. The amount of time it takes to reach the dry-down—and how the dry-down will
smell—is unique to every individual, which is why the same perfume might smell different on you
than it does on others.
Popular base notes include vanilla, sandalwood, cedarwood, jasmine, and patchouli.
Next, let’s look at the different concentrations of fragrances available. Keep in mind that although
I’m mostly writing about men’s fragrances, these descriptions apply to fragrances for the ladies as
well.
Eau Fraiche - Usually contains about 1-3% essential oil, making it the lowest of all available
fragrances. The term Eau Fraiche translates to fresh water. It doesn’t last as long on the skin but is
still very popular, especially among those who cannot afford the often-prohibitive cost of true
perfume.
Eau de Cologne (or just "Cologne") - 2-5% perfume oils. Top notes will be the most prominent,
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and the scents themselves will last only a few hours. These are usually the least expensive as well.
Important to note here that when we use the term “cologne,” this is often a generic term for men’s
fragrances and does not necessarily refer to Eau de Cologne.
Eau de Toilette – Toilette was the name given to the ensemble worn by the French aristocracy in the
courts of the 18th century, which eventually came to mean the process of preparing oneself for polite
company. Eau de Toilette was a key part of this, splashed on the body or clothes for a more pleasant
aroma. These days it usually contains around 5-10% essential oils, and can be reapplied throughout
the day.
Eau de Parfum - 10-15% essential oils and can last five or more hours at a time on one application.
Middle notes flourish here, as the scent has a greater longevity. Typically the strongest concentration
you are likely to find at a conventional fragrance counter.
Perfume - the finest, most expensive and strongest formulation available, with 25-40% essential oil
content . Perfume has a significant depth of scent, can last a full day on one application and allows
the wearer to experience all three levels of fragrance. It should be applied sparingly and, in contrast to
its high concentration, is intended to be a far more subtle aromatic experience.
Keep in mind that when we use the term ”perfume,” this is often a generic term for men's and
women’s fragrances and does not necessarily refer to pure Perfume.
A couple of other terms that are important are Sillage and Longevity.
Sillage (pronounced “see-yazh”), or projection, is a French term that describes the ability of a scent
to be smelled at a distance; the bigger the distance, the stronger sillage is. It is the “trail” that the
scent leaves, sometimes referred to as "the sense of a person being present in the room after he or she
has left".
Longevity, on the other hand, refers to how long a fragrance lasts on your skin once applied.
Important to note here that due to evaporation, alcohol content and a number of other factors, a
fragrance will smell slightly different over time, and this is part of the longevity factor as well.
And the two don't necessarily correlate - sometimes we encounter fragrances with huge sillage but
short longevity, and vice versa. Performance is an objective measure of sillage and longevity against
the actual fragrance itself.
How Much is Too Much?
One of the biggest mistakes you can make when it comes to cologne is over-spraying. You know a
guy, or worse you are the guy, who announces his presence with his cologne. He’s the guy whose
cologne gets there ten minutes before he does, and EVERYONE knows when he’s arrived.
Even if your cologne smells great, you don't want everyone to smell it. It's tacky and shows
ignorance about cologne, style and social manners in general. This can be tough because it is hard for
you, as the wearer, to tell whether you've put on too much cologne.
Here's what you can do:
Start with one spray and see for how long you can smell it on yourself. If you can barely detect
it within 30 minutes, then you can allow yourself to put some more.
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Ideally, on the following day put on two sprays. If you can smell it comfortably (i.e. it doesn't
make you choke or feel uncomfortable) within 30 minutes, then this may be the right amount to
put on.
Remember that you, as the wearer, can smell your cologne less than other people can. The
reason is that you get used to it – your nose gets desensitized. This is why others can detect it at
much smaller amounts.
If, within half an hour of putting it on, you can smell your perfume by moving around without
it overwhelming you, you've put on the right amount.

HOW NOT TO APPLY COLOGNE
Applying cologne is simple but people have made it complicated. Let's start with some of the more
popular bad pieces of advice on how to apply cologne:
1. Walk Through the Mist
In theory, applying fragrance this way works. You spray your perfume in the air and you walk
through the mist. The fragrance mist will stick to your body, clothes and hair distributed evenly. The
only problem with this advice of applying fragrance is that it doesn't work. You end up wasting it.
2. The Aftershave Approach
You pour a small amount in your palm and you slap it on your cheeks and neck. For unknown
reasons, someone decided that the most manly way to apply perfume is by slapping it on your face.
Unlike walking through the mist, slapping cologne on your face and neck works but it has some
adverse unintended consequences.
Since perfume is usually a lot stronger than any aftershave, your palm ends up reeking of your
cologne. That on its own is not a bad thing... until you have to shake someone's hand. Having your
hands smell of another guy's cologne, no matter how good it is, makes you wonder what else he has
transferred over. Did he wash his hands when he went to the washroom? How many times has he
washed his hands since he applied this cologne that his palm still smells?
3. Rub and Dab
The rub and dab is another approach to applying fragrance. You spray some perfume on one of your
wrists, rub your two wrists together and then you rub your wrists on your neck or behind your ears.
Rubbing your perfume "bruises" the fragrant molecules and the scent doesn't develop as it should.
You end up destroying the Top notes and blunting the Middle notes somewhat as well.
THE RIGHT WAY TO PUT ON COLOGNE
It's really quite simple: spray directly on your skin and you are done. It's that simple but there is a
trick to it. The tricky part applying cologne is not how you put it on but where you put it on. The
human body has certain areas that are naturally warmer, called hot spots. These are usually places
where you can feel your pulse (neck, wrists, the inside of your elbow, etc.). Since warmth helps
fragrance develop better, it makes sense to apply your cologne on those areas.
Through experience I found out that if there is only one spot you want to put on cologne, it is your
chest. When you spray there, some of the perfume rubs off on your undershirt and the smell ends up
lasting longer. The chest area is also warm, which helps your cologne bloom more if you were to
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spray it on your forearm.
HOW TO FIND “YOUR SCENT”
If you’ve never really given this much thought, then a good place to start is the Fragrantica website.
You can search by name, Notes, etc. If you know some fragrances you already like, you can enter
each of them in the search bar, go to the page, and there will be a section on that page suggesting
similar fragrances.
There’s also a page on Fragrantica called What fragrance do women love on guys? that has
comments suggesting a ton of popular fragrances that women tend to like. There’s even a pie chart
that one of the commenters posted that breaks down fragrances by “main notes that women appear to
like.” This is based on his own personal experiences, so YMMV.
Not that you would be buying a fragrance to impress anybody, and you may not like any of the
suggested ones in this list, but it’s a nice start.
There’s also the Fragrance Wheel, which is another breakdown by Notes to help you understand what
kind of fragrance suits you best.
In addition, Fragrantica has their Fragrantica Awards Voting section, which shows the most popular
selections based on votes by Fragrantica members. Some good ideas there.
Ultimately though, you’ll have to go and try some out and see what works on YOU. Everybody’s
body chemistry is different, so that cologne that smells amazing on your friend may smell funky on
you. So go to a Perfume Store, or a Fragrance Counter at your local department store like Macy’s. If
you know what kind of scent you’re looking for, give them the info you have so they can help you
find something that fits you. If you haven’t done your research and just want to get your feet wet, ask
them for some suggestions. They will spray different colognes on slips of paper for you to smell.
Make sure you don’t touch the paper with your nose, otherwise it will color the rest of the samples
you smell. Also, any good perfume counter will have a small jar of coffee beans available – you
smell these in between each sample, and it “clears and refreshes” your nose to separate the scents.
Otherwise, they all start to blend together after a while.
IMPORTANT - Once you have settled on a fragrance you like, ask them to spray it on you. Give it
ten or fifteen minutes, walk around, and really get an idea of what it smells like on you. Then ask for
a sample and try it out for a couple days before committing to a purchase. Not a big deal if you’re
buying something relatively inexpensive, but when you’re buying a bottle that’s on the pricey end,
you want to make sure you don’t change your mind on how much you like it after you’ve worn it for
a couple days (ask me how I know). Then go back and get a bottle if it passes the test for you.
I’ve been doing this for about 3 years now, and I’ve got about 10 different fragrances, ranging from
inexpensive to fairly pricey, that I wear pretty much every day.
I almost never leave the house without applying some, because I like to smell good. Unless I’m
going to the gym – don’t be that guy.
Here’s some of my personal favorites:
Terre d’Hermes eau de Parfum – my signature scent. Citrus, woody, spicy.
David Beckam’s Instinct eau de Toilette – very inexpensive, amazing scent, smells like
nothing else out there. Citrus, aromatic, woody, warm spicy.
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Acqua di Gio by Armani eau de Toilette – a light, summery scent (wearing it right now).
Citrus, aromatic, marine, fresh spicy.
Azzaro – Wanted By Night eau de Parfum – Elegant, bold, classy. Just got this one, it’s very
strong. Woody, aromatic, fresh spicy, citrus, warm spicy.
Bonus: If you want to try out some high-priced colognes, then head on over to the Frag Splits Reddit
page. There you will find people who have made a hobby out of taking an expensive bottle of top end
cologne (usually in the $300-500 range) and splitting it up into small bottles that you can buy for
$20-50, including shipping. A great option to be able to try some fragrances that would be out of
many people's price range!
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How important is a woman's sexual past to you?
16 upvotes | August 29, 2018 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
Awhile back, a young woman posted on RedPillWomen asking about men's views on virginity and N
count.
So I decided to open it up here and get your thoughts.
For you single men, what number or range is acceptable to you? What would you consider a deal
breaker?
For the married men, if you were never married and doing this all over again, what number would be
a deal breaker for you?
Studying sex
To add a bit more to this discussion, there have been studies (CDC - The Center for Disease Control,
the University of Virginia and others) that show a high correlation between the number of sexual
partners a woman has and the likelihood of divorce.
And you almost always hear the "but correlation isn't causation!" as a counter. True, but when almost
every time something shows up (in this case, a higher number of sexual partners) then the likelihood
of something else happening also appears, that makes many men stop and carefully consider this.
Can you find a woman who has had a certain number of sexual partners and they make a good wife
who stays with you? Yes.
It seems many men don't want to take a chance on the exceptions though (and who can blame them?),
and prefer a woman with a lower number and/or ideally a virgin.
Serious relationships and marriage material
I should state that I'm talking about men interested in an LTR leading to marriage.
This being RPChristians, that's the likely default position.
But for men only wanting something short term and just for fun, they likely don't care as long as she's
clean and disease free.
And another category of men who want something longer term but have no plans to "lock her down"
and put a ring on it, they just like a steady supply of poon from their girl and all of the other benefits
of companionship, then they too likely don't care too much about her sexual past.
For those who want marriage, though, the majority of men I've talked with irl and online seem to fall
in the category of the lower the better when it comes to her "number."
And they base their reasoning mostly around pair bonding and emotional attachment, as well as other
factors such as finding these girls happier, more joyful and thinking they make better housewives.
In fact, decades ago, a common refrain was "hoes don't make good housewives."
There is also a bit of an "ugh" factor with some of the men I've talked to irl or read online.
Let me introduce you to Mr. Magoo
One such example that I copied because it makes me chuckle when I read it is from Mr. Magoo (I
think it was on one of Roosh's blogs)
He writes:
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Actually zero notch count is the standard for the marriageable woman. "ZERO MEANS
ZERO" and I'm serious.
If she has 'low' notch count, then there's an encumberance upon your marriage. There's a
shadow cast over your happy home.
There's some guy out there who has previously reamed the woman that you like to smile
and call 'wife'. There's some guy out there who in days past, squeezed astroglide on his palm
and slapped it onto your 'wife's' tight virgin package. He then doused more slime from the
tube upon his schlong and then proceeded to head bunt up inside the innermost reaches of
her cervix. Maybe he was too cheap for store bought lube. Maybe he hocked a loogie and
spit it on her snatch, thereafter proceeding with the insertion of his phallus, beating the tar
out of her cervical wall like a wrecking ball and she screamed "oooh" "aaah'.
THAT MAN you can never shake hands with. You should be on good terms with all good
men if only it weren't for THAT MAN who schlonged your wife. Of all the good people on
earth who you can shake hands with, that one man is the exception. To shake his hand
would be like shaking dicks with him. DEBAUCHERY for anyone but a fulge packing
down low imbecile. Otherwise to even touch his hand would be unthinkable. It would be
like 'dickshaking' - eeeew!
Those hands of his diddled your woman's vulva and much more and he wasn't even an
approved gynecologist with a good reason.
SO WHY? Why would you want to have such a thing hanging over your marriage? Suppose
you're running for school board or church deacon and THERE HE IS in the same room.
"Why won't you shake his hand?" they all whisper. It's because you know where his
moustache has been and how he turned your woman from a pure dish into an unkosher
leftover scrap fit for a dog, like throwing a raw piece of pork into the punch bowl at a bar
mitzveh.
It's YOUR party that's ruined, not his. He just had to ruin your party and you just had to
settle for some notched up woman right? Well MCGOO says not right.
How much harder is it to simply game a virgin? It costs nothing more than with a whore. It's
where you set your sights. Sure you have to schmooze her parents with accolades and
convince them to release her and pull her out of high school to commence upon a grand
journey of becoming a western renaissance breeder, but hey other than that it's easy. Any
resistance you encounter is only a technicality.
If you're serious about loyalty, service and commitment, keep it pure. KEEP IT VIRGIN.
Well OK then lol
Personal thoughts and things to consider
So let me share my thoughts:
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I think a virgin woman is HIGHLY preferable. But let's face facts, the amount of virgin women is a
small subset of women in society.
And we haven't gotten into hot virgin women. Or Christians. (although you can certainly win her to
Christ, but I don't recommend evangedating). Or any other qualities.
So if you find one, will she even have other qualities and traits you're looking for? As /u/Red-Curious
has said, you can train up a good wife, so I'm not talking about teachable things, but other aspects.
I'd say it's more of a sliding scale.
For example, if there are two women, one is a virgin and let's say the other has had 3 sexual partners.
But the one who's been with 3 guys has almost every one of the things you're looking for. She's
repented of her past. She's a faithful Christian. Her personality, her looks, her sweetness and
demeanor and submissiveness to you is where it needs to be or getting there. And much more.
And the virgin woman also has plenty of good qualities, but not to the same degree as the first
woman. Depending on how great the divide was in these other areas between the women (and
assuming they're not something that can be learned/developed) then I'd give more consideration to the
woman who has a higher N count.
But to quote Iron Man/Tony Stark "Is it too much to ask for both?" ;)
If you can get almost everything you want in the same woman, hey, go for it! Don't settle.
What's more, we haven't even gotten into other aspects of one's sexual past, such as if a man is
looking for a woman as close to virginal as possible, how is he "counting" that?
For instance, let me use an "absurd" example for this first one to illustrate a point. Let's say a woman
has had 5 sexual partners. She slept with each one just one time each. She's only had sex 5 times total
in her life, but with 5 different men.
A second woman has only had sex with two men, but in long term, committed relationships that
lasted a couple of years each. She has a high sexual drive and they had sex an average of once or
twice a day.
So she's had sex hundreds, maybe thousands of times. In this case, the less sexually experienced
woman is the one with more partners. Which do you prefer?
And in today's times, we also have the "virgins" who have done other sexual things. You have
women who are virgins as far as being virgo intacta and have never had intercourse, but they've given
oral, anal, use their hands to pleasure a man, etc.
So you may have a virgin who has done everything else verses a woman who isn't a virgin but hasn't
experienced other "firsts" in various ways.
Which is the state of society that we live in.
In thinking about all of this, what is your preference and what "number" or range would you accept if
you can't get your preference? What number do you consider a deal breaker no matter how good the
other qualities are?
My closing thoughts are this.
I do think a woman's "number" is an important factor to consider. I think her past has an impact on
her future relationships and marriage, which can end up being expressed in a variety of ways. You
also have to consider whether she has truly repented and is where she needs to be with God.
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100 Series - Theory and Understanding [Compilation]
16 upvotes | July 3, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
The theory and understanding section is designed to help men understand how the world works,
specifically in the context of intergender relational dynamics. Some of the content is designed for
married men, and others more applicable to singles - but both would do well to learn both sides of the
coin.
The goal is to look to the Bible as our source of information. What we find is that many of the secular
"RP" concepts are not secular at all - they were found in the Bible first. As such, we look not to
secular RP as a starting point for which we find biblical support; rather, we look to the Bible as our
starting point and are simply not shocked when the secular world has discovered what the Bible
already said was true.
101 - Fitness Develops Attraction - This post highlights a biblical foundation for maintaining
our bodies in good shape with God as our motivator.
102 - Desire and the Curse - God is the one who designed men and women, so let's look to
God's original design and his compensation for the fall to see how our internal desires manifest
and can be understood.
103 - Desire Cultivates Intimacy - Explore the Hebrew concepts of love and the Greek koinonia
bond that Jesus intended those in a oneness relationship to have. See the influence these
concepts can have in fostering physical, spiritual, mental, and emotional intimacy with your
spouse.
104 - When She Feels Sexy - Many people are more interested in the concepts of sex, marriage,
relationships, etc. than they are in the person they married. When a wife thinks "he wants sex"
she's unimpressed; but when she thinks "he wants me" gears start turning. How can you
communicate your desire for your spouse in a way that most effectively fosters reciprocal
attraction?
105 - Non-Negotiable Attraction - Playing the "this for that" game might get someone to fulfill
an obligation, but if you actually want to be desired, it takes something more. Let's look at how
Jesus draws his bride to himself through the Gospel as a model for how we can draw our bride
to us as well.
106 - What Doesn't Work - We've all seen sitcoms. They give a humorous caricature of what
real people try to do to get sex from their spouse. Unfortunately these strategies rarely ever
work, yet somehow we are emotionally committed to them. Let's reorient ourselves away from
begging, arguing, or demanding sex or from covert tactics we employ that make us feel like we
deserve sex ... and just learn to be attractive the way we once were when we were single and
first alluring our spouse in the first place.
107 - Comparison Game and Positive Dread - Has your wife every compared you to some other
guy or herself to other women she knows? Maybe she doesn't do it overtly, but secretly she's
wishing you were more like him or that she could have the life that Bob gives his wife. Why
does she do that and how should we respond? How do we win with our wives and girlfriends
when we're constantly being compared to other men?
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108 - Life Path of a Relationship - This one is a game-changer. It is the first real introduction to
how a man's mission can be the only thing that turns a dying marriage into a successful one.
Whether you're just starting to get interested in a woman or you've been married for 25 years,
this path will probably ring true for where you are and what you can expect down the road.
109 - Pursuit, Seduce, Initiate - How many Christian women demand that men be the ones to
pursue them? The distinction between "initiating" a relationship and "pursuing" a woman is a
significant one that is addressed countless times in the Bible with the way God interacts with
his bride. When we understand the proper orientation of our pursuits, we can more effectively
reflect God to the world through our marriage.
110 - Stay Plan is the Go Plan - Some marriages are on the rocks to a degree where divorce
seems inevitable. Of course, biblically there is no "stay plan" or "go plan." There is just "the
plan" - the orientation of our lives in the direction God would have us go.
111 - Polygamy/Hypergamy - A biblical and historical look at the foundations of male
polygamous desires and how hypergamy ascended as the dominant influence on intergender
social dynamics. Ultimately, if a man wants his wife to be a good bride, he must model what it
looks like to be Christ's bride first.
112 - Alpha Scripture - God doesn't say things out of the blue just because he feels like it. What
he tells us is designed to redeem us into the creation he always intended us to be. Looking at
the 10 commandments as an example, what can we glean from God's imperatives to us that
informs us about the type of people he wants us to become?
113 Part 1 - Introduction to Frame - Who are you in Christ? How does your identity from God
shape the way you orient your relationships or marriage? Do you cede God's intentions for you
when your wife is angry? These questions hit at the core of what it means to have "frame" and
how your framework for viewing the world and operating in it should shape not only your own
life, but the direction your family moves.
113 Part 2 - Practicing Frame - Once you know what your frame is, it's a different matter
entirely learning to live it out. If our frame is rooted in God's intentions for our lives, then any
time we break our frame or cave to the intentions of anyone else, we sin. How can we
strengthen our frame to be the godly leaders we're meant to be?
114 - The Learning Cycle - Have you ever found yourself saying, "I know it in my head, but
not in my heart"? This post is about taking new concepts and how we can intentionally ingrain
them into our character so that we're no longer faking our way through life with tidbits of
knowledge; rather, we are being transformed by what we learn into godliness.
115 - Dealing With ONEitis - Can't get your mind off that one girl? Have you made an idol of
your spouse or female attention? This is a grave error that virtually every man struggles with at
some point in life. How can you stop the idolatry and re-orient your life toward Christ in a way
that doesn't sacrifice your ability to build healthy relationships with women?
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New SBC President JD Greear Urges Evangelical Men to
Apologize to Hurt Christian Women for 'Toxic Church
Culture'
16 upvotes | June 19, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Here is the article.
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My 5 step process to maturity in relationships
16 upvotes | April 25, 2018 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
Hey men,
I'm Deep Strength. Little background on me.
I was partially aware of the manosphere around 2008, but it didn't really click with me. I always
assumed I should have a good job and all that jazz before marrying, but then it dawned on me in
2012: I have no clue what I'm doing either in terms of relationships and marriage as a Christian.
Somehow I ended up bouncing around from Focus on the Family's boundless to Haley's Halo (if
anyone remembers her) to Rollo and Dalrock and Donalgraeme. I saw the advent of the RP subreddit
as I was one of the first 100 subscribers. I've seen many come and go. I eventually started blogging in
early 2014.
It's been quite an interesting journey since then. My blog has evolved from commentary on attraction
and game to understanding the Scriptures as it pertains to godly masculinity over the years. My goal
since starting it has been that "I'm a godly man on his mission, and searching for a godly wife." Since
then through much trial and tribulation, I found (or perhaps was blessed with) a godly Christian
woman, we are married, and we're having a son in the next year.
One of the interesting developments about walking deeper into Christ is the spiritual maturity that
you develop. I used to read almost everything coming out of the manosphere from the PUAs to
gamers to MGTOW to red pill women. Around 2015 I dropped the secular manosphere blogs.
Around 2016 I dropped all blogs by Christian women. None of these blogs have much of value to
Christian men either because they represent a moral relativistic world view or they cannot teach men
how to be men. Manhood and discipleship are best learned from masculine, mature, Christian men.
The mods have graciously allowed me to post some of the material that I've used and developed over
the years as I struggled to figure out many of the things you are discovering. I hope it can help both
single and married men alike.
This first one is from My 5 step process to maturity in relationships. I sometimes reference other
links, but I didn't include all of them since reddit formatting is annoying. Just the most important
ones.
Introduction
One of the worst assumptions you can make about relationships is that time equals maturity in
relationships. This is not true. There is also the common saying that time heals all wounds but that is
not true either. The positive and negative experiences that we experience in childhood still affect our
perceptions of things today. This is also why it is important to take all your wounds to the cross in
forgiveness and repentance. And to know your identity in Christ (the links to about 7 different posts
on the blog if you wanted to read that series).
This is the most common perception that people have in relationships today. It’s based on the Disney
fairytale memes in a way. At the right time, you’ll be ready to take on a relationship. In today’s
culture, the social scripts or at least some variation thereof that is pushed on both men and women is:
1. Go to high school
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Go to college, maybe work on the side
Get a nice paying job
Do that for a couple years and establish yourself
Continue building your career
Start to become mature and find yourself
Then get married in your late twenties or early thirties and have a perfect life with kids

Most of us in the manosphere know that “establish yourself,” “building a career,” and “finding
yourself” are solely key words for directionless wandering. Usually directionless wandering into sin.
A career is not necessarily sin, but it reflects your priorities. It’s like men being told to “just be
yourself” in relationships. It’s entirely unhelpful and just leads to you wander around like a chicken
with his head cut off. It doesn’t tell a Christian man how to develop into the man that godly, attractive
women are interested in.
Thus, the problem is that no one actually tells you what it means to become mature in relationships.
This is something that I have struggled with in the past, but I now have a grounded structural plan to
implement this in my own life and in those I mentor. Time itself is not what is required to growth for
maturity in relationships. Codification of a step by step process is important.
Thus, over the past few months I’ve been trying to codify my approach to relationships so I know
what I’m looking for and what I’m aiming to do on the path to getting married. The end result is is
my 5 steps of maturity in relationships.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Know what God says about relationships
Know your priorities: dreams and 5 year goals
Know your standards for women
Know your standards/boundaries in a relationship
Know how to assertively communicate

These are the 5 steps that I have been using in my life to structure them in determining my maturity
for handling relationships. I’ll discuss them in order and give my thoughts and preferences as
examples of what I do and what I’m looking for. Then you can modify them for your own use if you
want.
These are not only for men, but they can be applied to women as well for the most part.
1. Know what God says about relationships
I think this is the most obvious one, but also one of the most neglected. When I talk to and mentor
younger Christian men about what they’re doing to prepare for relationships I almost inevitably get
something about either school, job, or money. Well, that’s just not good. I’ve seen enough married
couples to know that they did nothing to explore what the Scriptures says on relationships before
marrying to their own detriment.
The main thing to know what God says about relationships is to know in depth what your roles and
responsibilies are and what the roles and responsibilities of your spouse will be. This is one that I
have been exploring for the last 1.5 years or so, and that I have attempted to explore rather in depth
on this blog through many of my posts on husbands and wives.
The main passages are Genesis 1-3, 1 Corinthians 7, Ephesians 5, Colossians 3, Titus 2, 1 Peter
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3, Proverbs 31. But also some other smaller passages on marriage, husbands and wives, or
male-female relationships in Hebrews 13, 1 Timothy 3, Proverbs 18, Ecclesiastes 4, and some
general commands such as from 1 Corinthians 11 and 1 Timothy 2.
The sad state of affairs is that Christians that want to be married, but don’t know of God’s standards
for relationships.
They are entering them at their own risk. This is especially true for the husbands who want an
egalitarian relationship. Sure, such relationships can be “successful” at least by some metric of the
world and as Christians if you hold “success” to be no fights and happiness. But such egalitarian
relationships will never be “godly” because they don’t adhere to God’s standard.
(Note: I think the one exception may be if the husband willingly offers “half his kingdom” to his wife
as authority can be delegated. But that is a risky proposition indeed. This works in favor of Esther
with Xerxes, but it works against Herod with the daughter of Herodias when she requests the head of
John of the Baptist. However, these are both not Hebrew or Christian men which should give you
pause.)
Do not let worldly measures of success cloud your vision of what a godly relationship is supposed to
be. God created everything, and His Word gives us His truths that bring us joy and peace. He
understands us at a fundamental level as we are His creation. However, even when we think such
truths are uncomfortable if we submit to them we will understand them as we live them.
Write the truths that come out of your study of the Scriptures on marriage and relationships down.
For me, this blog serves as my study and analysis of the Scriptures on relationships. This is akin to
doing your research before you engage in anything. You are reading the fine print.
Hosea 4:Yet let no one [e]find fault, and let none offer reproof; For your people are like
those who contend with the priest. 5 So you will stumble by day, And the prophet also will
stumble with you by night; And I will destroy your mother. 6 My people are destroyed for
lack of knowledge. Because you have rejected knowledge, I also will reject you from being
My priest. Since you have forgotten the law of your God, I also will forget your children.
No one would suggest you buy a credit card before you read the fine print. Nor would anyone suggest
you buy a car or a house before you read the fine print on the loan or mortagage. A failure to read the
fine print of the Scriptures means that even if the other person turns out to be the person you were not
expecting that you are also culpable for your failure to ask the hard questions and to know the details.
Your lack of knowledge is your own undoing.
James 4:17 Therefore, to one who knows the [k]right thing to do and does not do it, to him
it is sin.
Likewise, the scary thought is that if you failed as a husband or wife to immediately point out truth
where there is sin in a relationship then you are also culpable for letting that sin slide. This is a hard
word for most Christians in relationships because it means that you are responsible for calling out
your spouse or significant other if they get off track. Similarly, you are responsible for humbling
yourself in the sight of God to come back on track if you sin. Both Christian men and women have a
very difficult time doing this, and it shows in the sad state of affairs in so-called Christian
relationships and the divorce statistics. Not hurting someone’s feelings becomes the truth over what
the Scriptures say.
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2. Know your priorities: your dreams and 5 year goals
This is a straight forward section. This is what your mission is to be.
Generally, God will use your natural strengths for his kingdom. This has become apparent in my own
life with my sense for business and for teaching. Thus, I know that my mission involves facilitating
and earning money for the kingdom, and for mentoring young men in the Church. However, I need to
know where all of this fits in the grand scheme of things. Hence, you need to know your dreams and
what it takes to fulfill them, but also mold them into short term goals.
For me, my 5 year short term goals look like this:
My relationship with God is my top priority: seeking Him in Scripture, prayer, and the like. By
extension of this, helping build up the body of Christ locally at Church. Everyday.
Relationships with my family. Everyday.
Search for a wife or explore relationships. Everyday.
Build a business and mentor young men. Everyday.
Stay fit with exercise and nutrition. Everyday.
I prioritize my 5 year goals in terms of what I find most important. Obviously, my relationship with
God and family is the most important. However, knowing relationships are most important I can also
put my search for a wife as my next important thing to do. This means that if I have to take a bit of
time to search for a wife before working on business related matters that’s fine.
If I find a girl that has potential I will set aside time to get to know her above my other priorities. This
is developing the right sense of mind: a potential wife will be basically family and next after my
priority of my relationship with God. I won’t put her after business, mentoring, or exercise. This is a
sliding scale though. I’m not going to jump up and prioritize for a girl I just met. As the relationship
progresses to engagement and marriage she will be a bigger priority.
Know where your priority of a spouse in your life fits.
It’s important to recognize that a lack of priority onto search for a spouse is what the world and even
family tells you to do. If you’re in college or “young” most people will tell you to put your career or
maturing and finding yourself over a prioritization of marriage. This is the inadvertent path to
spinsterhood for women.
At a younger age, you should be willing to recognize that if a family and children are important in
your life you need to be prioritizing it early and not letting the precious chances that you have slip
away. If it’s a priority, it means you are going to be proactive in doing things about it. Most things in
life do not simply come to you.
You will always find the time to make for something unless you have a family, are working a full
time job, and going to school at the same time. I’ve known a couple of men who have done that, and
they still find a few hours here and there to exercise or do things they like. You always have time for
the things you have priority for. Anything else is a lack of discipline.
3. Know your standards for women
My standards for women are something that I have explored multiple times on this blog. It is
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important to prioritize what you’re looking for both in non-negotiables and things that you are
flexible over.
When I finally parsed down my list, my non-negotiables were:
Loves God with all her heart, soul, mind and strength, and loves her neighbor as herself. This is
broad, but laid out in this post on what I look for in evaluating a potential wife.
Is as passionate about nutrition and fitness as I am.
Can cook well and loves to cook
Obviously, virginity is nice but it’s not something that is absolutely necessary to me. I recognize that
God can transform lives, yet at the same time I also recognize the risks that come with women who
have a n-count > 1. I understand that a woman’s attitude is more of a predictor of what she is going to
be like than her n-count because it will show in her repentance and submission to God. You can truly
recognize a godly woman by her attitude and actions rather than just her physical state such as ncount.
Obviously, as a man all things being equal I would take a virgin over a non-virgin just as I would take
a more beautiful woman over one who is less physically attractive. However, such thought
experiments are fruitless given that there are usually no women who are exactly alike in both
disposition and action.
The reason I selected these non-negotiables is that because they are what is required to complement
me. The God one is obvious (2 Cor 6:14), but the passion for nutrition and fitness is more mission
specific for myself. She would also reflect who I am, and choosing a helpmeet who is slovenly and
fat reflects negatively on my witness. Plus, a lack of attraction. Cooking is a more general one: and I
find that unenjoyable personally and I love a woman who can serve in that way. I didn’t plan it that
way, but it shows that your non-negotiables can be relatively varied even in the context of what you
want out of a relationship in a godly manner.
Compromise on non-negotiables and/or red flags is a recipe for failure.
In the past few women I’ve taken out on dates or was interested in, I tried to compromise a bit with
the passion for nutrition and fitness. I found this to be a fruitless failure because of the expectation I
had in that. It was like the Church of Laodicea in Revelation 3 where God says because you are
neither hot nor cold but lukewarm I will spit you out of my mouth. Women will almost inevitably do
things for men they are attracted to as will men for women. However, this is out of performance and
not desire. Simply put it’s not attractive to me, and who’s to say that they won’t stop once you get
married or become complacent? You can’t know that for sure. But I’m not willing to risk that in this
area of my life.
This is the importance of knowing what your non-negotiables are. I’ve met other women I thought
about taking out on dates because they were godly. However, they didn’t have that passion so I
deemed it a no go. That’s fine with me, and that’s how it should be. You can’t fit a round peg into a
square hole. If you start compromising on your standards this flows over to all other aspects of life
and is a slippery slope.
All of the other facets are in some degree of negotiable. Obviously. because I want a large family
(5+) I may be willing to compromise a bit with say 3-4 children. However, I’m not going to settle for
a “small” family. There is more of a degree of wiggle room with other things. Even in these, there
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needs to be a consideration for godly values. A woman that desires a large family is more likely to be
unselfish: she cares about family and is willing to sacrifice time and energy to make that happen.
One of the major red flags about feminists and pseudo-Christians is that they are miserly with love.
Thus, they only want 1-2 children because they view children as a hassle if they even have children at
all. Her attitude and reasoning toward children matter. Does she only want 3 children because she
wants to spend more time on herself and her career? Or does she want 3 children because she wants
to adopt? You need to explore the attitudes behind the decision making to understand her values and
character.
4. Know your standards/boundaries in a relationship
This is something relatively new that I have been doing to a high degree of success.
I disagree with the general manosphere concept that boundaries should only be asserted reactively. I
believe that good boundaries should be set immediately, and the reactive boundaries only need to be
set in terms of disrespect (toward the man) or in lack of honor (for the woman).
For example, I set 3 main boundaries early on in the relationship, usually after the first date or within
the first week to let a woman know where I’m coming from. These almost always go over well
because you are telling a woman how the relationship will progress. However, almost inevitably
when you say you have some “rules” or “standards” for a relationship the Christian woman will get
tentative and fearful because they think you are trying to control them, but once you actually discuss
them then it builds further attraction and intimacy. I’ll explain this after I tell you the ones I use.
My first boundary that I set is that God comes first in everything and that His Scriptures are our
guideline. Even if I think that she is perfect for me and that I am perfect for her, and we’re
praying and fasting about the relationship and God answers with a no then we’re done.
Likewise, disagreements are to be resolved with Scripture first, and then will default to the
authority in the relationship.
My second boundary is to never lie. Relationships are built up trust. The trust in a relationship
is built on truth in interactions with each other. If I ever find out that one of the building blocks
of the relationship was a lie then who is to say that every other interaction I’ve had with her is a
lie? You can’t really tell, and you won’t be able to trust the woman. Thus, straight out I tell her
that if I ever find out about her lying to me that it will signal the end of the relationship. I won’t
lie to her, and she won’t lie to me.
My last boundary is based on relationship growth. Obviously, there is a three pronged
approach: I should be growing in my relationship with God, she should be growing in her
relationship with God, and we should be growing in relationship with each other. Growth
requires change which is often uncomfortable. Thus, my third boundary is to be comfortable
with being uncomfortable.
Strong boundaries facilitate trust within a relationship. By introducing them as a man will result in
you taking the reigns of leadership within the relationship.
My first boundary with God signals to her that goal is to please God rather than myself or her. I
won’t put her on a pedastal and idolize her, and she shouldn’t put me on a pedastal and idolize me.
This is important because it sets the tone of the relationship given that 53% of Christian women now
rate their family as a top priority over 16% for their faith, 9% health, 5% career performance, 5%
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comfortable lifestyle. Likewise, “Women’s sense of identity very closely follows their priorities, with
62% of women saying their most important role in life is as a mother or parent. Jesus came next: 13%
of Christian women believe their most important role in life is as a follower of Christ. In third place is
their role as wife (11%).”
13% of Christian women believe that Jesus is their top priority. How scary is that? Talk about fishing
from a small pool. Obviously, this is not good, and it is important to establish the frame of the
relationship from the get go.
My second boundary is based around the fact that lying is one of the sins that is straight from satan
himself. For the most part, in our human nature we are carried away by our own lusts. However,
lying and deception is a sin that is rooted primarily in Satan, and it is designed to undermine
relationships specifically. Deception was the reason that Satan was able to tempt Eve to eat the fruit.
Deception undermined the relationship of Adam and Even with God, and the relationship between
Adam and Eve. Lying and deception are not tolerated within my relationships.
James 1:13 Let no one say when he is tempted, “I am being tempted [n]by God”; for God
cannot be tempted [o]by evil, and He Himself does not tempt anyone. 14 But each one is
tempted when he is carried away and enticed by his own lust. 15 Then when lust has
conceived, it gives birth to sin; and when sin [p]is accomplished, it brings forth death.
John 8:42 Jesus said to them, “If God were your Father, you would love Me, for I proceeded
forth and have come from God, for I have not even come on My own initiative, but [l]He
sent Me. 43 Why do you not understand [m]what I am saying? It is because you cannot hear
My word. 44 You are of your father the devil, and you want to do the desires of your father.
He was a murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth because there is no
truth in him. Whenever he speaks [n]a lie, he speaks from his own nature, for he is a liar and
the father of [o]lies. 45 But because I speak the truth, you do not believe Me.
We know the primary identity of God is the Father and His primary attribute is Love, but we often
don’t think about what the primary identity and attribute of Satan is. His primary identity is a
murderer, and the primary attribute he works with is lying and deception. Let that sink in. Obviously,
we hold murder up to be some almost ultimate sin, but lying to most Christians is just something
piddly that you can just ask forgiveness for and everything is fine.
Our attitude toward lying must be change from non-chalant to hardline if we value relationships.
My last boundary focuses on being uncomfortable. This is important because when we start talking
about sensitive topics the tendency is to want to fudge the truth a bit and start with so-called harmless
white lies. However, that devolves into evil creeping into a relationship. Likewise, admonishment and
rebuke will occur within a relationship: humans are not perfect so we need to deal with the
'uncomfortability' of our feelings when addressing the truth. This sets down the standard that being
uncomfortable is a good thing, and in combination with the second boundary that walking in the truth
even when uncomfortable is the right thing to do. Feelings are not the truth of the relationship.
When I’ve used these in my relationship basically it opens up another level of truth and intimacy that
was not there before. Obviously, this only works with Christians who actually want to walk in the
truth so it is somewhat of a self selector where it may not work well with those who are lukewarm.
But you’re trying to filter out those women (or men) anyway.
As much as women hem and haw about boundaries and how they hate them, they really do like them.
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Masculine men are overt in their intentions: women know where they stand with them and their
values. There is no guessing game and that provides a certain security in knowing truly who a man is.
This is the type of outline of a relationship that will foster attraction. A man who knows what he
wants in a relationship and knows the steps to building it is far away ahead of his peers.
In this case, maturity is the ability to lead and build the relationship from the ground up in a godly
manner.
Side note: To quote my wife: "You are unlike any man I've ever met" after a couple months because
of the proactive approach I took like this with my relationships.
5. Know how to assertively communicate
I think this is the most broad one and most confusing for most Christian men. As I described a bit,
masculine men communicate their interests in an overt manner. See these articles for social analysis:
the Socialization of men and women, the selfish and unselfish socialization of men, Masculinity is the
truth, Masculinity is the truth Part 2. I think this is one of the more nebulous sections because I
haven’t posted the half-written article I have on boundaries yet. But I will try to explain this in
context of behavior.
The method that I attempt to adhere to in terms of interacting with Christian women is a 50/50
split of serious communication and flirty banter.
What I mean by serious communication is the fact that the relationships always need to be growing in
some form. I may be asking and discussing various topics about the faith, life, dreams, goals, and
specific situations. This is where questions like the vetting your prospective spouse come in, but also
in terms of doing life with God, church, family and friends.
On the other hand, the flirty banter is mostly comprised of teasing. This is the simplest way to explain
what “attraction” is to men who don’t know or understand how attraction works in a biblical context.
It’s something that’s really enjoyable for women because you’re showing her you’re a masculine man
by comfortably operating in a women’s preferred communication style. Or in other words, it’s
implied that you have the ability to be a leader and someone she can respect.
This tends to fall in line with the boundaries I set in relationships in the previous section with my
focus onto no lying and uncomfortability which is why I chose those. My recent prospect asked me
this question: “If I gained 10 lbs how would you tell me to lose weight.” If you read the question
closely you can see that because my boundaries are already set a woman is expecting me to share the
truth with her: that it’s unattractive and I’m going to tell her to lose weight. The question isn’t “will
you tell me to lose weight” but “how will you tell me to lose weight.” This shows the correct framing
of the relationship to value truth over feelings. Obviously, I’m going to be as kind as possible in
telling a woman to lose the weight, but I’m also not going to march into the realm of white lies or full
blown lies just to satisfy feelings. Indeed, if you set good boundaries in the first few weeks of the
relationship, it will make discussions like these much easier.
If I were to summarize the foundation that was built in such a relationship it would be this:
assertive communication focuses on the ability to truthfully share your faith as well as your
opinions on likes and dislikes. Obviously, there is straight truth from the Bible, and we know
that we as Christians should adhere to that. However, there can be differences of opinion and
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still the ability to honor within a relationship. Thus, part of relationships is teaching the other
person about what you like and dislike. Scripturally this is important to understand. As a
Christian man you are going to be teaching Christian women that you don’t desire love but
respect in the relationship.
Women say “I love you” to men to communicate their feelings to you and/or potentially project their
own desires for you to reciprocate. Each of these scenarios are not Scriptural. However, for
[masculine] men it won’t do anything for them. If a man values an “I love you” from a woman he is
already operating from a feminized mindset: the Scriptures clearly say that wives are to respect and
submit their husbands not love them. The non-exception in Titus 2 it tells wives to philandros their
husbands which is love in an affectionate way.
Why would God not command wives to love their husbands? It’s because respect and submission are
more important to facilitate the roles and responsibilities of a God honoring Christian marriage. Of
course, Christian women are capable of agape love, but that agape love is expressed by wives in a
marriage relationship through respect and submission.
An interesting discussion I have with Christian women because most of them assume that men
want love, and most Christian men are unaware that it is not love they should be Scripturally
striving for. This is because “love” is held as the standard for worldly relationship, and this
[eros] love is taken to be [agapao] love by Christians. Mixing the worldly standards with
attempted Biblical standards is a recipe for failure. This will really open the eyes of men and
women in today’s world, and is important for mentoring young Christian men and women.
Respect frames authority and thus headship in the correct way. Thus, and by extension her
attitude will really tell you all that you need to know.
Therefore, when I talked about how Dalrock's statement that feminists are miserly with love, the
corollary in terms of husbands and wives is that feminists wives are miserly with respect. They
believe that authority is bad and will be inevitably abused. They believe the lies of the enemy over
the truth of God.
Likewise, a woman stating “I love you” in expectation for you to reciprocate is passive-aggressive
communication. She expects you to read her mind and offer the compliment in return. Passiveaggressive communication especially with compliments is very close to manipulation because there is
a wrong answer: if you don’t offer it back she gets mad. This is unScriptural because women are
basing their desire to feel good on recipocation of compliments which is a performance or works
based mindset. Compliments should always come out of desire and free will to do so. Impinging on
the free will of the man to force a compliment is neither genuine or should be desired.
If you ever get to the point where you are not encouraging assertive discussion in a relationship then
it’s going down hill. The trust in a relationship is being eroded.
Another part of assertive communication is the ability to create a "safe space." This is nothing
like the safe space of feminists which mean "don't hurt my feelings." A real "safe space" is that
in the event that something has gone horribly wrong, and a woman is tentative about bringing
up her hurt feelings or opinions before me I always thank her for doing so letting her know that
her communication is valued. This lets her know that I am kind and care about what she has to
say before we even engage in discussion about the particular issue whether right or wrong.
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I don’t think discussion of emotions and how they can hurt is either right or wrong. However,
emotions are not truth. It is in this understanding that emotions play a role in the viability and trust
within a relationship; however, they need to be dealt with carefully in terms of negative ones for
whatever reason they were stirred up. Both parties must be open to being corrected in such an
instance. Both husbands and wives need to own their own thoughts, actions, and emotions. Wives
however, have a greater propensity for victim mentality off loading of negative feelings onto
husbands which needs to be kept in check.
Side note: The "thankfulness when she brings up hard topics" has born much fruit since I met my
wife and we got married. My wife is not afraid to bring anything up to me whether small or large
issues, and they never grow to anything so big that they explode in one big fiery mess. Most are
actually non-issues anyway, but she is actively concerned about the health of our marriage which is
an amazing thing.
Conclusions
So this post ending up being longer than I thought it would. I considered breaking it down into a 5
part series, but it all fits together really well so I thought it would be best to be one straight article. I
want to summarize by addressing the main aspects of what each of these 5 areas does in context for
young men who are preparing for relationships:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Know what God says about relationships
Know your priorities: dreams and 5 year goals
Know your standards for women
Know your standards/boundaries in a relationship
Know how to assertively communicate

I would very strongly suggest writing all of these down and working on them until they are refined. If
you read Artie Buerk’s portion on the Harvard business school advice section on happiness and
success you will see the stark contract of doing so. Note that this was in solely the difference at 10
years.
Several years ago, a graduating class from a large, well-known business school was asked
whether they had written goals, unwritten goals, or no goals. It turned out that 3 percent of
the class had written goals, 13 percent had goals they had not written down, and 84 percent
had no goals.
At the 10th reunion, the class was asked again about their goals and accomplishments. The
results showed that the 3 percent who had written goals did 10 times as well as the others,
and the 13 percent who had unwritten goals did twice as well as the other 84 percent.
The ability to set goals is very valuable in achieving success. Goals should be balanced in
all areas of life — family, social, spiritual, business, health, wealth, education, etc. The
major rules of goal-setting are:
Goals should be in writing.
Goals should be measurable — if they can’t be measured, they’re not goals.
Goals should be dated so you have a time frame to measure accomplishment.
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People who have a clear picture of themselves and have set well-rounded goals tend to be
much more successful than people who are vague in what they hope to accomplish in the
future.
Obviously, my goals in each section are missing some of the details above. I need to go back and
write them down in a better manner. You can also use the SMART goals acronym — Specific,
Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Timely.
Knowing what God says about relationships builds the framework and foundation of your thinking
from the get go. As I discussed in Identity part 5: roots and heresies of identity, the primary way that
heresy develops is through trusting the truth as “feelings” over the plain text of the Scripture. If you
understand the roles and responsibilities of the husband and wife including headship, submission
(also: authority is good), love, respect and honor (also: why I don’t respect women), and then details
about how everything fits together will be built on the solid rock. Such a foundation will never be
shaken even if you are in the world.
The priorities of dreams and goals then add a layer of structure to your life to where you know how
everything fits together. This will keep you away from putting women on a pedestal, but also be
successful to do all things for the glory of God. It is good to plan, but it is also good to realize that the
Lord may be directing you as you plan and in your plans: Proverbs 16:9 The mind of man plans his
way, But the Lord directs his steps.
In reality, all of this structured planning does a couple of things for men. It helps them
determine God’s truth, determines to themselves what they’re looking for out of life and in a
relationship, determines the structure of how they will approach things, and gives them an
overall confidence in being decisive and drive about what they are looking for.
As you can tell from my story, compromising standards for women is generally a very bad idea. I was
talking with some men recently about compromising standards and ultimatums. One of the interesting
things is that ultimatums are lose-lose. If a woman ever wants to make you decide between say what
you love to do and her then answering either way is a loss. If you select her then you compromise on
your life and she will lose attraction for you. If you select what you love then she’ll be angry but still
attracted but then you can’t trust her anymore. It’s not the answer that matters but addressing the
underlying attitude: if you question if she really wants to hear the answer or counsel her against it
then it gives her an out. However, she is still likely not very trustworthy. Always read between the
lines.
I think the standards/boundaries are something the manosphere gets wrong as I stated before. Healthy
relationships thrive on boundaries as creation of safe spaces. Because I communicated that I don’t
like lying and I expect grow and communication to be uncomfortable at times I don’t have to deal
with tests along the lines of being fat and attraction. It’s assumed I will tell the truth — however blunt
— but I that knowing my character I will be as kind as possible. In reality, boundaries must be both
proactive and reactive in my opinion. The proactive approach frames a relationship in the right way,
and I think these must flow along Biblical guidelines. The reactive approach should be used with
likes and dislikes. For example, I gave the proactive approach above, but a reactive approach may be
like if your woman comments about something in public that is in bad taste to pull her aside and let
her know that it’s disrespectful.
At the end encompassing everything else is assertive communication. Women hate passive and
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passive-aggressive communication and so should you as a man. Alternatively, aggressive
communication is seen as controlling and manipulative. That’s not the way we want to act as
Christians. I know what I believe and what I stand for both Biblically and my own preferences. I
want a woman who will fit into that. I assert my standards and boundaries in a relationship by
walking according to the Scriptures and non-Scriptural stuff I like such as my opinions, but I always
leave an out. The woman/wife will always have a choice whether or not to follow my lead. The
ability to frame free will correctly is one of the ways I can best honor a woman that I potentially want
as a wife as she follows my lead.
Now knowing this, it is pretty obvious to see that time doesn’t do anything for becoming mature to be
ready for a relationship. However, this should give you some good guidelines for how to approach
the maturity for one. As they common maxim goes, women aren’t looking for men who have the
potential to develop into a masculine man. They’re already looking for a winner. This will put you on
the track to figure out what you are doing, to be confident about what you’re looking for, and to pull
the trigger when the time comes.
You will be a man that knows what he wants and is not afraid to go after it.
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Die by The Sword: God's Law and The Amorality of Violence
16 upvotes | December 7, 2021 | by orestesshackleford | Link | Reddit Link
We talk a lot about modern Christianity not understanding or appreciating the value of conflict,
aggression, competition, and violence. I argue an even stronger point- that not only does our modern
culture undervalue the necessity of these things, but that it undervalues how central they are to
existence itself. I will argue that when we ignore the virtues of violence and fighting we are not
flaunting God like a son ignoring his angry father's demands to "toughen up" and "fight for yourself."
It's more like we're deciding to just ignore the law of gravity. Violence, in other words, is an
objective, amoral component of the universe, as real as atoms, and we ignore it at our peril.
Jesus is commonly portrayed as a pacifist, and He no doubt was no warlord. His crucifixion
demonstrates the extent to which He was willing to avoid conflict for the sake of His Father's will;
key word- for. He was undoubtedly not opposed to violence a priori, as He demonstrated in His
driving of the merchants from the temple (Matthew 21:12-13,Mark 11:15-18), and further
demonstrated by asking His disciples to purchase swords (Luke 22:36). In other words, it's not that
He was opposed to violence, just very prudent. This is expected, as His life and the subsequent
growth of His church took place during the Pax Romana- a time of unprecedented peace in the
Empire, in which people could travel with relative safety. Indeed, despite the numerous abuses that
the apostles suffered in The Book of Acts, I can't think of any situation that would have fulfilled
God's will with violent retaliation. For example, I can't see how God's glory would have shown
through if there had been an attempt of self defense in Acts 5 (Acts 5:17-27). Best case scenario: the
authority figures at the time would have just called in reinforcements and found a new reason to hate
the teachings of Christ. From this we can see that violence is indeed an essential and real (though
very rare) part of the Christian life.
Let's take this one step further. When he was king, David certainly committed his fair share of
violence, much of it justified and godly. There are the well-known stories of his battle with Goliath (1
Samuel 17), and his battle with the Philistines (1 Samuel 23), as well as several Psalms on this very
topic (Psalm 58, for example). So when David won battles for God's glory, he was rewarded, right?
Not always. Indeed, God did not allow him to build a temple for Him, specifically because of the
blood he had shed (1 Chronicles 22:8-10). It was up to Solomon to do that. Why this is is explained
in Genesis 9:6:
Whoever sheds human blood,by humans shall their blood be shed;for in the image of
Godhas God made mankind.
So how do we explain this? How can David be doing God's will but still seemingly be punished by
God for doing so? The answer, of course, is that he's not being punished, and understanding how this
is the case involves changing our perspective on violence and law.
God also didn't clean David's sword from blood after battle. The reason for this is obvious- because
the justification of the killing is unrelated to it. We somehow think that natural laws such as physics
operate on separate principals from moral actions. This is not the case, as God has dominion over all.
In other words, David's bloodshed prevented him from building the temple in the same way that
jumping up makes you fall back down again- because that's just what the rules of the universe are.
They're called natural laws for a reason, after all. David's fate is therefore very much the fulfillment
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of the God's law, just not the moral one. Indeed if we look closely at Psalm 58, we see that it isn't
beseeching God to let the author personally destroy his enemies, it's for God to take all the action
6 Break the teeth in their mouths, O God;Lord, tear out the fangs of those lions!7 Let them
vanish like water that flows away;when they draw the bow, let their arrows fall short.8 May
they be like a slug that melts away as it moves along,like a stillborn child that never sees the
sun.
It's God Himself that does the violence. Would David be justified in attacking his tormentors here?
Undoubtedly, but then their deaths would be on him; their blood on his hands. With God as the actor,
such a metaphysical debt is avoided, and, moreover, we can be absolutely sure that God's will has
been done in the act. There are times when it is Godly to engage in violence, but nonetheless it may
be better to not do so. This adds another layer to a well-known phrase.
Vengeance is mine (Deuteronomy 32:35)
We need to heed this, as it puts a whole new dimension on how we understand violence. I know
many people who believe that justifiable violence means that the defending party will suffer no
consequences, but the Bible shows that this is clearly not the case. When a person acts out violently,
they will incur metaphysical consequences, regardless of how well justified they are. There will be a
debt put on their person that must be repaid in time. The next time you think about defending
yourself, imagine that that will happen to you and ask yourself not just "Should I do this?" but also
"Is this worth it?" That's not a rhetorical question, nor is it one with an easy answer. "My people
perish for lack of knowledge" (Hosea 4:6) is very true, but we see it too narrowly. We not only perish
for lack of moral knowledge, but physical and metaphysical as well.
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Matrix Induced Narcissistic Dependency Syndrome, a profile of
the epidemic of our time
16 upvotes | December 23, 2021 | by orestesshackleford | Link | Reddit Link
https://dontbeaclone.wordpress.com/2021/12/22/matrix-induced-narcissistic-dependency-syndrome-a
-profile-of-the-epidemic-of-our-time/
Summary
We undeniably live in an age of wide-spread narcissism. The famous blogger and psychiatrist The
Last Psychiatrist was the first one to document this at length, especially it's effects on lower status
(beta) males.
This post expands and formalizes his findings as Matrix Induced Narcissistic Dependency Syndrome
(MINDS) and explains it through the acronym CLONES:
Crying
Lying
Outrage
Negative sum games
Emotional reasoning.
Self Worship
The blog also argues that Christian masculinity is the solution to this problem.
This post expands on crying (synonymous with "playing the victim") and how this leads unproductive
people to bubble themselves off from the real world rather than face the reality of their (less than
great) life situation and take responsibility for their actions. This is a path that invariably leads to the
reprobate mind discussed in Romans. The solution to avoiding this deadly path is to find a mission so
that there is always something productive and interesting that one can do, and never any reason to
identify heavily as a victim.
Value/Lessons
This post does a deep dive about the toxic psychology not only of many people today, but in
particular about the guys who show up here. After reading this, I was able to identify a number of
these traits in myself, and with that awareness establish a plan for getting rid of them. It also helps
enumerate the psychology of professional victims to help better understand how and why they
operate.
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Testosterone options and tips
16 upvotes | March 5, 2022 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
u/Redpill-cool wrote up a great post talking about testosterone.
This is a complement to that, adding more thoughts and things that can help.
It started as a comment reply to u/OsmiumZulu and turned into a much larger thing, so making this
it's own post for visibility.
I recommend ordering online. It's the fastest, easiest and most convenient. I've used WellnessFX.com
(on the pricey side) and WalkInLab.com probably has the widest variety of tests (of any kind), but the
best I've found for price is:
DiscountedLabs.com
They seem to cater to bodybuilders and fitness enthusiasts, offering tests most of these clients want.
Here's a link to their testosterone options.
In short, you order what you want online, a doctor on staff approves it / attaches his name to these
orders, and you print out a lab requisition form and take it to either Quest Diagnostics (who
DiscountedLabs.com uses) or LabCorp (WalkInLabs.com uses both), who are nationwide
providers/draw sites.
[None of those are affiliate links, if anyone is wondering. Just places I've used or know of.]
Some of the places have handy maps to find a clinic/draw site in your area, but if not, just type in
Quest Diagnostics or LabCorp and their home pages will have link to find a site near you.
Note: Make sure you go to the right one, because some ONLY use certain draw sites. For example,
Discounted Labs only uses Quest Diagnostics, last I checked.
Once you get your lab requisition form, and find a draw site near you, you can just walk in (a bit
longer wait time) or make an appointment. I've found (in my area) appointments are far better. They
are on the ball, and usually call me in exactly on time.
If anyone is short on money, simply ask your doctor to run the tests. Some will, some won't. They'll
usually want to know a reason. Low energy, low libido, etc.
But to bypass the doctor route, go online and get whatever you want.
More tips: Get your T checked earlier in the morning, because it's highest in the morning and begins
to drop by the afternoon. If you test one morning, and the next test is late afternoon, it could be as
much as 10 to 20% difference.
Also, keep in mind, there are different testosterone testing methods. For example, LC/MS as
compared to others. So if you're tracking T levels, try and ensure you're keeping with the same testing
method.
Now, to add more to RP-Cool's good article:
He mentioned free and total testosterone, but there's another.
And they are in this order of importance:
Free testosterone: Freely circulating in the body and not bound to anything and readily available for
the body to use, hence the most important.
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Bioavailable testosterone: This is free testosterone plus weakly-bound testosterone (often called
bioavailable testosterone), meaning it's bound to a molecule called albumin, but it's still technically
available for the body to use, as needed.
Total testosterone: This is free testosterone plus weakly bound/bioavailable plus the rest of
testosterone in your body, that bound to SHBG (sex hormone binding globulin). Total is the least
useful measure when it comes to T levels (and especially when it comes to real world benefits), but
still useful to know, to see what range you're in, overall health, ratios in regard to other lab work, etc.
All the benefits redpill-cool talks about is from free testosterone and from bioavailable/weakly
bound, when needed. These are the two a man wants to focus on.
More thoughts:
There can be many reasons your T levels may be low and a wide array of things you can do to raise
them, but to apply the Pareto Principle or 80/20 rule to them, when it comes to vitamins and minerals,
you want more:
Vitamin D: Technically a steroid hormone, although it was named a vitamin many decades ago. Get
tested to make sure you don't reach toxic levels, but shoot for 50 ng/dl (nanograms per deciliter,
although Europe doesn't use ng/dl) and higher. Up to 100.
Unless you're out in the sun for hours a day, most people can handle 5,000 IU (international units) a
day for a few months. But get tested! It's best to know.
While at home tests may aren't as accurate (my opinion) as venipuncture, for vitamin D they often get
close enough, especially to measure trend lines or get a general idea. You can buy these at Amazon.
If you take higher amounts of vitamin D, I'd also take vitamin K and vitamin A along with it. These
three work together and have a synergistic effect, help prevent toxicity of each other, and their
combination seems to be far better than taking any on their own.
I like Life Extension for vitamin K, as it has both forms of K (K1 and K2) and their K2 has two
forms, MK4 and MK7, which just stands for menaquinone and one is used up much faster in the
body, while the other lasts longer, but both are essential.
Magnesium: Get some. It's vital for so many things in the body. And it plays an important role in
your T levels.
Zinc: Another essential when it comes to increasing T levels. Low zinc levels can dramatically effect
your T, depending on how low we're talking. Having more of it in your system helps your body
produce more T, along with other benefits of zinc.
There are supplements that include these three (Vit D, Mag and Zinc) but I'd get these separate. It's
easier to tirate doses or increase where needed, make adjustments, etc.
Sleep: Your T levels are heavily influenced by your sleep. Quality and quantity. Too little of either
one, and even if everything else is dialed in, your T levels won't be anywhere near what they could
be.
Underpublicized info: When it comes to T, your stress levels play an outsized role. Stress increases
cortisol, and cortisol can wreck your testosterone.
Do whatever it takes to lower your stress. Go for a walk out in nature. Change jobs if you can (if it's
that bad and you can find another good one). End or adjust relationships. If someone just sucks the
life out of you, don't spend as much time with that friend, etc.
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Pray. Think on good things, that are praiseworthy, etc. Don't wallow in negativity. Get out and get
active doing God's work, as well as having fun and enjoying more of life when you can, whatever it is
you find fun and fulfilling. You need more of this. It's essential.
Remember, if you want to help others, you have to help yourself. When the apostle talked about
being a vessel, and poured out, you have to have something in you to be poured out.
Take care of yourself, fill yourself up. Then go out and do what God requires and live for Him! To
even greater degrees, when your body is humming like it should be!
Please add to this as needed. There is a lot to be said and RPcool already said a lot!
u/rocknrollchuck
Yes to organ meats, especially liver!
The best company I know of (they are obsessive about purity, which I love) is:
AncestralSupplements.com
I've had a lot of email exchanges with their owner, Brian Johnson, a good guy and ancestral living
fanatic. He's a beast!
A great second option is: Heart and Soil.
You can find them both on Amazon or at their respective sites.
Beef liver, Bone Marrow and Beef Organs are excellent supplements that should be staples in most
people's diets. I'm not eating this stuff off a plate, but process it in a way that preserves as much
nutrients as possible as you turn it into a powder and encapsulate it? Sure! I'll happily take it that way
and have.
There is an an ancient concept of "like supports like" which our ancestors believed (and there is very
limited research and studies on this, but there is some evidence), meaning if someone has a weak
heart, take beef heart. Beef liver to help your liver, pancreas to help pancreas, and so on.
Anecdotal evidence, so keep that in mind, but my dad doubled his EF (ejection fraction, measures
heart pumping ability) with taking large amounts of beef heart, when nothing else worked.
There's other examples, and take with as many grains of salt as needed, but in general you always
want to follow what Hippocrates said: "First, do no harm."
And this stuff is safe.
Chuck is right, the old school bodybuilders were big on liver, and liver does have many, many great
benefits, so worst case scenario, you're giving your body some great nutrients. Are you going to turn
into the Hulk? No. What about a larger Chris Hemsworth? Nope. Disappoint everywhere, I'm sure.
But this stuff is good for you and can help support your gains, recovery and overall health.
Well, as usual, I've turned what was supposed to be a quick comment into a long post. I'll probably
make this it's own post, to complement this one.
Good luck brothers, and all the best!
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What are your thoughts on going to foreign country to find a
bride?
16 upvotes | May 27, 2022 | by Mundane_Actuary2249 | Link | Reddit Link
I wanted to do a follow-up on my previous thread about the depressing statistics regarding western
marriages. Most western women have high partner counts, espouse feminism, do not want children they are all around undesirable for marriage, as evidence by divorce statistics. By taking one of these
women as a wife, you are not only perpetuating this broken culture, but also communicating to
women that they can be absolutely bottom of the barrel and still find a husband without any
repercussions.
My cousin, a devout Pentecostal Christian, went on a mission trip to the Philippines with his church
which is where he met his wife. He is deaf and had trouble dating here because of his disability, but
women in the Philippines were not as judgmental about his disability. Something I noticed about her
is how she treats him - women from these more traditional cultures are taught that being feminine is a
virtue, not only in dress but also in character. It is not "oppressive" to cook your husband meals, but
an expression of love and honor for your spouse, and marriage isn't just about pleasing your wife, as
the saying goes, "happy wife, happy life," but each party making personal sacrifices to achieve
mutual satisfaction - a team effort.
For western women, it's all about me me me - what can he do to make me happy? What can he offer
me? If it weren't for me, he would be miserable... this is, at least, the behavior I saw when I moved
over to a liberal urban area for university.
I understand that not all western women are like this - I also grew up in a Pentecostal church where
traditional values are preached and women wish to marry in their early twenties. They are very much
marriage material. We also have youth conferences where Pentecostals from all over the US meet for
the purposes of dating - I highly suggest being a part of a church community like this to find a
woman who is marriage material. But do note - these women marry fast - the best ones are taken
early. For guys in their 30s, you are still left with singe moms, overweight women, women with
pasts, etc.
I'm still in my early twenties, and I personally would not marry a foreign woman due to cultural
differences and because I have decent options here, but for other guys, this may be their only chance
at finding a woman who is wife material. In this case, do you think it makes sense to seek a foreign
bride?
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204 - Abundance Mentality ... and Humility? Yes, both.
16 upvotes | August 11, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Abundance mentality comes natural for me, even when I was a broke law student, living on student
loans. Let's get the definitions out of the way real fast:
Abundance Mentality: To be bare-bones, if you believe you have options, you have
abundance. This applies to finances, time, relationships, sex, etc.
Humility: Having a right perception of who you are before God and man.

Discerning Humility
I do not have an abundance of Ferraris in my garage, nor do I have the option to to have an
abundance of them. I might be able to have one if I took out a loan. I am humble about the fact that
I'm not a Ferrari-owner.
I do have an abundance of racquetball skills. I can play pretty much anyone I want and know I'm
probably going to win. I am also humble about this. In all due humility, I can look a man in the eyes
with a straight face and tell him, "I am probably the best racquetball player you know." Why?
Because it's true. Now, if I go on and on about my skills, I have shifted to bragging, which usually
relates to pride. Humility doesn't mean downplaying yourself; but it does involve downplaying
how much you talk about yourself. Confidence or cocky/funny techniques do not defy humility, if
they are delivered appropriately and revert to basic rules of being a good conversationalist: listen
more than you talk.
Jesus could say point blank, "I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father
except through me" (John 14:6), essentially declaring himself to be the single most important person
in all of human history - and yet he has not lost his humility in such a bold claim because he is
speaking accurately of himself. Moreover, we see Jesus engaging with other people on their own
terms far more often than we see him bragging about his status as a divine savior. You'd think this
would be something Jesus would be shouting from the rooftops: "I am your savior! Come follow
me!" Instead, he's constantly running from the crowds, rarely ever looking for them, occasionally
even saying things that cause people to walk away from him (more on that in 300-level stuff to
come).
Contentment: The Path to Abundance Mentality
RP spends a lot of time deconditioning people from the social agenda of the Western World. One
such agenda should be the American Dream. "If you try hard enough, you can have a great job, lots
of money, a hot spouse, beautiful house, etc." There's nothing wrong with wanting to improve your
life circumstances. But the fact of the matter is that not everyone is going to be a millionaire. The
American dream is impossible for everyone. Even if it you can get it done, there's an important step
along the way: contentment.
Paul says in Philippians 4, "I have learned the secret of being content in any and every situation ...
whether living in plenty [abundance] or in want [scarcity] ... I can do all things through him who
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gives me strength." That oft quoted 4:13 verse doesn't mean you can faith yourself some wings and
fly! It means that no matter how hard things get, you can do it because Jesus empowers you. Paul
concludes the book: "And my God will supply every need of yours according to his riches in glory in
Christ Jesus." See Matthew 6:33 (and the passage before) for more affirmation from Jesus' own
mouth.
When we are content, we are only one step away from experiencing abundance mentality. I say
"mentality" because "abundance" itself is a very nebulous concept. Just this morning I saw a
comment on TRP saying, "Nobody can be red pill if you only make $40,000/yr." This is idiotic. I've
known millionaires who did not feel like they were living in abundance. If a person perceives himself
to have options, he will feel like he's living in abundance and will radiate abundance, even if he is not
in relative abundance with respect to those around him. To people in third world countries, an
impoverished American citizen lives in abundance, but that American doesn't usually experience an
abundance mentality - he experiences a scarcity mentality.
Scarcity: The Path Away from Abundance Mentality
I see post after post on TRP/MRP saying things like, "How do you guys do it? Where do you find the
time? How do you get the money? Find the friends?" All of this stems from a lack of contentment. "If
only I had a little more ___ ..." is the mantra. When we think this way about our lives, abundance is
impossible. We're desperately trying to increase one resource, but exhausting two others to get it.
Eventually people just feel broken. The eat-work-sleep cycle gives a defeatist attitude. I shouldn't
have to spell this out, but it's worth being clear: If we think we don't have enough, then we are slaves
to our scarcity and can't live like we have options.
The resource-swap game is the pit that people with a scarcity mentality get stuck in. We're slaves to
the next "need" on our list of scarce things in life. Sometimes that means you're so exhausted that you
withdraw from your savings [money] to afford a couple days off work [time]. Other times it means
reading sidebar for a few hours instead of mowing your lawn [time] so you can figure out how to
impress been pining over [relationship]. Or it could dropping frame [relationship] to vent those feels
that have been killing you [emotional]. Whatever it is - stop playing the resource-swap game. If
you're constantly putting one resource in debt to pay the debt on another resource, you'll never get out
and you'll never be satisfied.
Acquiring Abundance Mentality
If you're not living in an abundance mentality, here are a few steps I've coached men through that can
really help:
Step 1: Identify your scarcity mentality - all the ways you feel pressured to do something to get
something (i.e. the resource swap game). Throw that crap out the window. How? Read Philippians 4 pray about it, meditate on it, and memorize the whole chapter. Heck, memorize the whole book.
Philippians is the most RP book of the Bible I know. It's 104 verses. At 2 verses/wk you'll have the
whole book memorized in exactly a year. No excuses. Do it.
Step 2: Start with money. This is where most people feel like they're lacking abundance - because
more is never enough. Develop a skeletal budget - something you know is beneath your capabilities.
Live on that budget for 3 months and put everything else into a separate bank account.
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No eating out. No buying name-brand stuff. No junk food. No new clothes. Replace your own
break pads - watch a YouTube video (it's not hard). Ditch the 3-bedroom apartment for a 2bedroom if you're really that tight on your budget. Don't live beyond your means. This will
help you really learn to OYS, while giving you some extra bank as well. Just don't cheat. If you
really can't fathom how this will work, go hang out with hispanic immigrants for a week - learn
from them. They really have this low-budget/abundance mentality thing figured out.
Your real purpose in this phase is to learn to be content with little to nothing. Paul goes on and
on about how his life was made and how great things were before Christ, then concludes: "But
whatever gain I had, I counted as loss for the sake of Christ. Indeed, I count everything as loss
because of the surpassing greatness of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord. For his sake I have
suffered the loss of all things and count them as rubbish." Where was that? Oh yeah,
Philippians 3 - the whole book ... memorize it.
Step 3: Time. When you learn to be content with nothing, you'll start to realize your financial excess.
Once you have a financial abundance mentality (which, again, is all relative - if you're making
$20k/yr you're in financial abundance relative to 90%+ of the world), start utilizing that financial
excess for things that free up other resources that are harder to self-generate, like time.
Hire someone to clean your house for $100/mo, or mow your yard for $20 every couple weeks.
Pay the $5 fee to have someone do your grocery shopping for you and have it delivered to your
door. These seem like luxuries, but you're really buying your time back. Your scarcity of time
is going away and you'll have an abundance of it. 9 times out of 10, once you've figured out
that budget, the excess finances are better served buying harder-to-acquire resources [time,
relationship, etc.] rather than more stuff. Always start with time. This is the easiest nonproducible resource to buy. At this point, go ahead and pay the mechanic to change your break
pads - if you think the cost/time ratio for that investment is better than for another investment.
Note: This is different from the "resource swap game" because instead of going in the negative
on one to get out of the negative on another, you're spending excess of one for more of another.
Huge difference there.
Step 4: Once you have an abundance of time, you'll have more opportunity to head to the gym, read
sidebar, practice game, etc. What you're doing here is spending your newly acquired abundance of
time to improve yourself and acquire an abundance in your relational life, whether with your spouse
or, if you're single, trying to find a date. Incidentally, this self-improvement will almost certainly
improve your confidence and dominance in your vocation, helping you shift upward, earning more
money, giving more abundance to buy more time to spend on more self-improvement, to get/keep
that girl on fire for you - and a positive feedback loop is formed.
Humility Revisited
Notice that in all of this I never said, "Go flaunting how much abundance you have." That's for
chumps. Betas try to impress people. Alphas are impressive people - not because of objective
abundance (which doesn't exist), but because of an abundance mentality. They don't flaunt it; they
just have to be it. When you feel like you have the option to decide what to do with your time, how to
spend your money, what to do with your wife, which girl to ask out, etc. ... you're not cultivating
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pride, you're cultivating freedom. Jesus came to set us free (John 8:36). Know what that freedom
leads to? You knew I couldn't write this post without this reference: "I came that they may have life
and have it abundantly" (John 10:10).
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What is the point of staying a virgin until marriage?
16 upvotes | January 1, 2020 | by agoodcrayon | Link | Reddit Link
Besides not hindering your relationship with God, not sinning against your own body/Gods temple,
and to avoid any consequences.
Could you provide your testimonies as to what were the effects of premarital sex and post marital sex
- whether you were both virgins or not.
Are there any benefits to staying a virgin? Do you gain any favor from the Lord?
Were there any issues of not being a virgin that you experienced?
I personally have struggled with lust (porn/sexual encounters) and have had times where I have tamed
the beast. This is probably the most difficult struggle. Throughout all this, I have remained a virgin
(depending on what you consider virginity I guess.)
Pride has entered my life because of my virginity and pseudo-righteousness. I know this is false and
shouldn’t pedestalize virginity. I really just fear Gods judgement on me if I were to cross the line. I’m
aware that in reality, I’m no different from the next guy and have fallen short.
Sometimes, I feel like I’m really missing out on sex while everyone else has no problem of doing it
even in Christian circles. On the other hand, I know it’s just a limited pleasure and there will still be a
void longing for something else. Which I believe is Christ.
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How to stop being a people-pleaser
16 upvotes | February 12, 2020 | by Anarchistguy_2 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello.
I am writing this because I have a serious problem.
My whole life I have been conditioned to please people and to live to their expectations, and if I dont
live up to said expectarions, their disappointment will label me as a failure. As a result, I have no
identity of my own and have trouble making decisions.
For example, I'm studying in network management. After which, I want to move out to Boston, But
my dad wants me to stay here instead. It ENRAGES me that he wants to manage my life at 36 years
old.
With women, I'm afraid to make a move because they might think I'm a punk.
My question is, how do I man up?
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Girlfriend's past bothering me, and other things (Warning:
sexual past discussed)
16 upvotes | March 1, 2020 | by maximillian2 | Link | Reddit Link
Girlfriend's past bothering me, and other things (Warning: sexual past discussed)
5 points•52 comments•submitted 5 months ago * by maximillian2 to r/Christianmarriage
I [29M] recently began a dating relationship with a woman [23F] who I met through some mutual
friends in a new city I live because of work. Long story short, we had a pretty good connection and
started dating before she went back to Europe where she and her family live. By that time we started
a budding relationship-she invited me to visit her and meet her family, which I did.

We almost kissed during our first dates, but after that she kept trying to save our first kiss for a
special moment to make a "beautiful" story.
As a Christian, you may be wondering why I tried to kiss her, etc., well, you'd be partly right. I think
God was showing me that I shouldn't kiss her until our relationship is very far along, perhaps after a
proposal if that happens. (Plus lately, I have been getting a lot more attention from women and was in
a drama situation for making out with a woman, which was not a good choice.)
This is fine, except when I heard she had an extremely emotionally intense relationship when she was
around 20. The guy she was with pushed her too far sexually (think foreplay to the point of her
having orgasms and giving oral) many times. Her father gave them permission to marry, so this may
be why. In any case, it seemed like she would do anything for him and was willing to upend her life
in Europe to follow him. Before this she had like 4 non-christian boyfriends who she went too far
with as well. Apparently she didn't know marrying a non-believer was verboten. When she told me
all this, I felt like a truck hit me. I always envisioned I would be with a virgin, (or at least, less
experienced as she hasn't given herself fully sexually). She's grown much since then.
Wow, looking back on the sentence I typed make me and her seem like total pagans. Sexual purity is
actually a big deal for me, and despite my age I've not had sex but have gone too far (foreplay) twice.
I'm a big advocate of no-fap. I had to literally tell women I'm not having sex with them as they tried
to convince me. Praise the Lord for that.
At this point she seems changed, because that relationship didn't work out and she was completely
heartbroken. I was totally floored when she told me this, but I am glad she didn't go farther with her
past bf.
We believe the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ, and know that he cleanses us of our sins when we
repent, confess them, and turn from our ways. She's completely honest with me and I can ask her
essentially any detail and she will tell me because she doesn't want to hide anything at this stage in
our relationship. I want to be a guy who treats her right-and I came to the realization that kissing and
physical touch can interfere with the evaluation process of dating, so at this point I'm starting to
solidify the idea that we shouldn't kiss for a while/after engagement. I want to build her up spiritually,
emotionally, and treat her right. If we decide not to continue I want her future husband to be glad she
met me and happy that I treated her with respect.
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A few things based on this background:
1. She was so passionately "in love" with her past boyfriend and went so far sexually with him
(many times) that I'm having an issue getting over it. It's because she was so attracted to him,
probably. Since she won't kiss me, I'm worried she's not as attracted to me. I refuse to be a betamale provider, I want my wife to be passionate for me and attracted to me at a high level. When
she told me her sexual past I was emotionally wrecked and slipped into masturbation. This was
rare for me as I've tried so hard to discipline myself in that area-typically can go many weeks
without slipping. (I continually need to cleanse my mind.) When I told her this, she said that
she wants to help me as an accountability partner. Recently, we discussed 1 Cor. 7 where the
wife and husband are bound to serve each other sexually. She wants to know how much I want
sex because she's mentioned that twice a week is probably okay and so wants to know how
much I can control myself. She literally said "what if one of us wants sex and the other is tired
or doesn't feel like it for whatever reason." !!! Okay, yea, that possibly happens late in the
marriage. But look, if she's having this outlook now then I'm seriously wondering-is this a
warning this woman is not attracted to me or will use sex as a tool and say "twice a week is
enough!" A women will do this if she's not passionately attracted. I can't help but think she
would never have denied her past bf anything.

2) How do other couples handle sexual tensions? If one partner has a higher sex drive? Men: what do
you do that increases your wife's passion and attraction for you?

3) How do I/we aid in the healing of our sexual past?

4) Do you think letting my gf be my accountability partner is a bad idea and will hurt our
relationship? There's good men who I already do this with. But she want's to know how much
"control" I have over myself. (I'm worried that she's already calculating how she can wean me off
sex, as already mentioned.)

P.S. The above may make our relationship seem very negative, but it only represents a unidimensional slice, and we have grown so much spiritually.
I'll update as necessary.
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unattractive yet godly girl
16 upvotes | April 8, 2020 | by perezuza | Link | Reddit Link
Body fat: 15%? (I'm skinny but don't exercise regularly). Height: 5'11''. Weight: 150lb
I (partially) read RPC.
I'm a graduate student. I live out of a scholarship. Not loving it at all, specially after being born again
in Christ, but I'm learning a trade (AC installation, maintenance) so when I'm free from school I make
a living out of it. The reason I haven't left school is because the scholarship that has been given to me
this far would be counted as debt.
I pray several times a day. Apart from situational prayers (before meals, when interacting with a
difficult person), I try to devote 30mins a day and keep a list of motives. I regularly share my faith
and devote time to memorize scripture.
Hi, everybody:
I'm a 28M presbyterian. I was born again in Christ about a year ago (March 2019) and by the power
of God, I have been free from pornography and masturbation for several months now. I am in the
"monk mode" that is expected from a single Christian, but I met a girl (32yo). We like to talk about
the word of God, the Christian life, our lives in general, our plans, etc. We are pretty aligned in our
views on God and our plans. She is a critical thinker and an opponent of "Churchianity". She's loving,
compassionate and truthful. She looks like a Proverbs 31 kind of woman. She's crafty and a good
steward of her money.
But there's a problem: she's not attractive. It's not that she's not careful with her physical appearance,
there are people who are just not attractive.
Since we have so much in common and we like to spend time together (nothing unlawful), before the
lockdown, she asked me if there was some kind of hope for us in the future. I said yes and I didn't lie
because I've been thinking about the same thing. Sometimes I'm convinced that she's the one,
sometimes not. These changes of mind would rule her out by the heuristic "If it's not a 'Hell, yeah'
then it's a no". She also fails the heuristic of "marrying someone younger than you".
The times I'm not convinced are triggered by my lack of assurance that I'll be always satisfied with
her. I have a past of sexual immorality with other, more attractive women and the flash-backs of
pornographic images sometimes haunt me. These precedents may have created expectations of
sexuality that I doubt she will always be able to fulfill. By many measures, I'm a regenerate man but I
just wonder if these expectations are plainly sinful and I lack maturity (I'm barely a 1 year old in
Christ) or it is just my God-given manly instincts.
In addition to that, there's not a lot of time to make up my mind or to grow in maturity. She's 32 years
old, the biological clock is ticking (badly) for her, specially considering her interest in having
children. You'll probably think that I'm giving myself too much importance, but I'd like to "redeem
her", like Booz did to Ruth. I also think of God's unconditional election of the saints as a bride for
Christ. That probably sounds like I'm making up excuses from Scripture but I am examining my heart
for clarity. Let me know your thoughts about this.
I wonder if I'm not prepared for this situation. Is it too much to make this commitment after 1 year of
being a Christian? I also must say that I wasn't actively looking for a bride, we just gravitated toward
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each other pretty naturally. I have to sort out some pre-requisites from the sidebar, particularly:
-begun lifting and have gotten your fitness in order
-killed off stupid unattractive habits like slouching, self-deprecating talk, picking your nose, etc etc
(self deprecating talk in my case)
-built up a stable financial platform from which to launch your attack on life
-got your responsibilities in order and cleaned up your domain
But I have made some significant progress in all areas, and as I said, time is an important factor with
this lady.
Also, is this some sort of "reverse Oneitis" in which I believe I'm the One and only that will redeem
her? Judging by the composition of the age bracket of our congregation, I can say that I'm the One.
I'm not ruling out there may be someone more suitable for her in other congregations of this city.
If you have any word of encouragement (or discouragement), it will be welcomed. Let me know if
there are flaws in my reasoning, specially if it doesn't line up with the word of God. Thank you!
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RP Christians and the Black Pill
16 upvotes | December 18, 2020 | by throwawayme123454321 | Link | Reddit Link
I've been talking with various Christian RPers (very new to Christian RP but check out my post and
OYS for stats) and thought this would be a good topic to discuss. There isn't much info about it on
here. I've been struggling with the black pill recently, especially because I don't think I'm a good
looking guy facially. So if it's true that women are mostly sexually attracted to a small percentage of
men (with strong jawline, prominent brow ridge, small eyes, etc), is there any hope for someone with
a mediocre face? Even if I find a beautiful Christian woman, would she not be satisfied sexually?
Will she always have the nagging feeling that she could do better?
I'm afraid that I'm destined to be a beta bux because no matter how much weight I put on or act
masculine I'll never give a woman "tingles". Especially because of the rise in hypergamy recently in
the US due to the sexual liberation, tinder, etc (in particular hypergamy in terms of physical
attractiveness, face especially). I have decent height going for me and I should be able to put on some
muscle which could help. But some guys don't have height either and I wonder what Christian RPers
would say to them too.
What is the RP Christian response to the black pill? Any ugly guys out there with attractive wives
who have been faithful and both of you are satisfied? I know marriage isn't all about sex but it's
definitely a key part of it imo especially when you are young (I'm low 20s).
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Someday is a dangerous word
16 upvotes | April 16, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
In the movie Knight and Day, an airplane conversation ensues between Tom Cruise and Cameron
Diaz’s characters, Roy and June.
She talks about restoring an old GTO and sharing dreams about doing something “some day.”
Roy: You know, Wichita is a long way to go for a carburetor.
June: It's not just any carburetor. It's a triple deuce. I am restoring a 66 GTO and Kansas has the best
scrap.
Roy: Really?
June: My dad had a garage, and when I was a kid, he bought this chassis. He used to take us to go out
and search for parts. He died in '98 and now that April's getting married, I just figured, why not finish
it up and give it to her as a wedding present. Kind of like a present from my my dad too, you know?
Roy: That's nice
June: Yea... I used to think that... someday ...when the last part went in. I would just climb into that
GTO, and start it up. Just drive and drive and keep driving until I got to the tip of South America. Cape Horn
Roy: "Someday." That’s a dangerous word.
June: Dangerous?
Roy: It’s really just a code for... ...never
I think a lot about the things I haven't done.
Diving the Great Barrier Reef...
Ride the Orient Express...
Traveling along the Amalfi Coast with nothing but a motorcycle and a backpack.
Kissing a stranger on the balcony of the Hotel Du Caps.
June: Where is that?
Roy: South of France. What about you? What's your list?
June: Your's sounds pretty good.
Roy: Thanks
Let me repeat what Roy said.
Someday is a dangerous word.
If you really view it that way, it can bring about positive effects in your life.
Maybe you’ll stop putting off what you need to do—or desire to do.
Perhaps it’ll change your perspective and that, in turn, leads you to begin doing today what keeps
turning into indefinite tomorrows.
And another reason why it’s dangerous is because there’s no area of life where it cannot creep in.
A marketing mentor’s wise words
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A man I learned a lot from marketing wise once shared a story about “somedays.”
He said in his experience, he could tell whether someone would achieve what they said they were
going to by the specific language they used.
If they used general language, “I’m going to do that!” or even more specific “I’ll get started this
week” it was hit or miss whether they got it done, and usually the latter.
But if they said “I’m going to start today” they almost always achieved it.
And if they said something along the lines of “I’ll do that right now” or ‘I’ll begin now and get that
going” it was almost guaranteed they accomplished it.
All they needed was a start. Just begin. Get the ball rolling.
But the longer they let it pass, the more the delay, the less likely the desired outcome.
This was true regardless of whether it was a small task or a large goal. Whether a lifelong dream or a
simple to do list.
The best time to plant a tree
You’ve probably heard the old proverb:
“The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second best time? Now.”
Apply this in your life and accomplish more than you thought possible. Get started. Get going. Take
advantage of today.
People are waiting on you
In the Bible, Mordecai asked Esther, “How do you know whether thou art come to the kingdom for
just such a time as this?”
How do you know that people aren’t waiting on you to fulfill what God has gifted you to do, or some
good thing you have the ability to do, even if you first have to learn it?
There may be someone to be reached for Christ today that only you can influence, because they trust
or like you.
Sure, they might make a decision down the road when someone else talks to them, but you can reach
them today.
How do you know striking up that friendship might impact that person’s life in a positive way for
years into the future?
How do you know whether starting that business… getting your degree… getting involved in that
organization… running for office… or opening a shelter…
Wont lead to products people need, jobs they depend on, teaching valuable information, innovations
that move society forward, touching a life or helping a neighbor.
How do you know?
How do you know what you write on a blog you start, or a RPChristians post, or a comment of
encouragement, won’t make a difference in someone’s life?
Don’t delay.
It gets personal
It’s not all about others.
It’s about you, too.
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How do you know whether talking to that cute guy or girl can lead to a relationship you always
wanted?
How do you know whether finally getting committed to working out or improving your health can
lead to a level of vibrancy and health and rewards you had no idea of?
How do you know, whether it’s money you’d like to make, a job you want, a relationship you dream
of, a body you want to see in the mirror, health you want to enjoy or a walk with God that seems like
a story out of the pages of the Bible for it’s wonder and joy, is just one step away…
By starting today.
Accomplishments await.
They’re just waiting on you.
Begin the process.
Questions to consider:
What things do you want to do?
Why are they important to you?
What’s holding you back from beginning?
Who do you know that can help you?
Have you run everything by God? What did He say or impress upon you?
When are you going to sit down and define your mission?
When are you going to ask for help if you can’t do it alone?
These can help to flesh things out and get you started.
But do get started.
You’re going to do great things!
I wish you all the best!
Cross posted from: Someday is a dangerous word
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Genuinely curious about your philosophies. Not looking to
debate just want to listen.
16 upvotes | April 20, 2020 | by stupidspoonerisms | Link | Reddit Link
This is new to me! How would you categorize your philosophies/theology to someone unfamiliar
with RP? Would you simply say you’re an RP Christian? Or is there another overarching name for
this type of theology. Personally, I had never heard of RP and it’s hard to find online resources or
commentaries on your interpretations of scripture. Is this isolated to reddit? Do you meet up with
groups or attend churches with those who adhere to these same beliefs? Thank you for any response
in advance.
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Question about my youth group
16 upvotes | April 27, 2020 | by Strict-Paper | Link | Reddit Link
The youth pastor is one of the most beta people I know, he is a hypocrite and a proponent of teaching
feminine values to men
Should I confront him about these issues or no?
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Refreshing words and an encouragement to start conversations
16 upvotes | April 28, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Many of you know my passion for uprooting the churchianity structure we have today. I don't believe
it is in any way compatible with the mission of the Church that Jesus gave us. Maybe it's better to say
that it COULD be, but that we have dug ourselves in so deep a rut, that rather than shoveling the rut
to move in a new direction, we're better off just getting out of it entirely. As long as the existing
structure is maintained, people will expect the same activity and results that structure has always put
out and will never be willing to put in the work to get a more Christ-like foundation for activity and
the biblically promised results of 30, 60, or even 100 times what was sown.
Instead, my view is that discipler-making must exist independent of the congregational structure's
authority, just as Jesus generally ignored the authority of the religious structures of his day,
constantly rebuking the Pharisees rather than focusing all of his efforts on trying to change them.
Instead, he largely ignored the religious leaders and focused his greatest efforts on commoners, like
the 12. This grass-roots momentum Jesus modeled is ultimately how I believe we will bring Jesus's
model back to the Church (capital C) today. That's not to say we can't utilize the work congregations
have already done in pooling people together for us - and because of this I will continue to be a part
of one. But my goal will always be to make disciples of the people, not to adapt the congregation
itself.
Nevertheless, some moments, like this past Sunday, still give me some hope - and I believe the
present time of the coronavirus lockdown gives a unique opportunity to initiate a change where one
would have been impossible of the previous inertia of congregations had been permitted to continue.
Specifically, I've texted off and on with my pastor about the difference between pursuing the
MISSION of the Church rather than the growth of congregations. In his most recent (online) sermon,
he seems to have caught on:
"I personally empathize with the pain, the grief, the frustration, the anger that this season has
brought - including myself. But I'm not convinced that 'normal' was working."
"I think there is within this time the opportunity for us to lean into the creation of a new normal.
I don't know how or what will change on the other side of this season, but I do know this: that I
want to change in the midst of this season so I come out on the other side better, stronger, and
more equipped."
"I do know that right now ... that I'm a better dad than I've ever been. I'm a better husband right
now than I've ever been. My wife would probably agree ... I'm a better friend ... a better pastor."
"I'm thinking more about the mission of the church and less about the expansion of the church
... less about how we just keep on keeping on."
Fantastic. This isn't the first time he's directly referenced our conversations in his messages. I expect
it won't be the last. But I'm more encouraged at the imperative toward change and improvement and
ultimately the drive to place the mission over the structure. Baby steps for now. I can see the full-on
sprint coming alongside the last few pastors I'd red-pilled (we've only barely touched on the
feminization of the church, so there's still a long way to go).
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Also on Point - Here's something else I'd written earlier in the lockdown season (addressed to a
different, non-red-pilled audience), which adds to the point.
Many congregations are struggling to decide: "Do we keep meeting or not?" No, I'm not going to
answer that question. Instead, I suggest it's the wrong question in the first place.
I'm disheartened to read on Facebook, Reddit, blog articles, hear on the news or from friends, etc. that
as soon as Sunday services were shut down, the mainstream church's entire disposition ever since was
focused on one operative question: "How can we get our Sunday services back!?!?" as if this is
somehow the most important thing the church should be figuring out right now.
Some outright disregard social distancing and continue to meet in-person anyway - either in large
groups or small ones. Others are doing drive-in services. Another sect honors social distancing and
has found virtual ways of recreating Sunday services either through live simulcasts, pre-recorded
messages, or video conferencing. Regardless of their disposition toward social distancing, the
universal imperative seems obvious: "We need our Sunday services back!"
This would be fine if Jesus had ascended and said, "All authority in heaven and on earth has been
given to me. Therefore, go and get all nations to attend Sunday services." If I'm missing that verse
somewhere, help me find it! (No, Hebrews 10:25 isn't a reference to attending a weekly service.)
The way mainstream congregations idolize the Sunday service structure is truly saddening to me.
Don't get me wrong. It's a FANTASTIC tool/resource. I encourage everyone to make use of weekly
services whenever possible (in more ways than you may realize!). But the services themselves are
still just that: a tool - and one that's not even being utilized as efficiently as it could be, in many cases.
These services are not the operative mission of the Church (capital C).
Plumbers have a fascinating, highly useful pipe cutting tool. You ever see one? They're really handy.
I couldn't imagine how hard it would be as a plumber if they didn't have one. It's really quite
necessary to many jobs (though not all). But can you imagine if a plumber loved this tool so much
that it's all he ever talked about? Every job, he'd find a way to use it. Instead of that wrench to turn
the nut, he pulls out that pipe cutter and starts toying around. He won't get very far, but he's okay with
that as long as he gets to use his tool.
Of course, when the client complains about his kitchen flooding because the plumber cut a pipe that
didn't need to be cut, he just say, "Oh, you're just mad because you don't understand how awesome
this pipe cutting tool is. If you had one yourself and worshiped it the way I do, you'd realize that it's
so great you won't care that your kitchen is flooding." Such a plumber might even get to the point of
forgetting that wrenches actually exist! Or maybe he'll remember, but they're so side-lined in his
mind compared to that pipe cutter that he views wrenches as archaic tools relative to what plumbers
should REALLY be doing today. So, we don't need wrenches anymore.
You all know that my life's passion is making disciples. Actually, I got it from Jesus. It's really his
passion. It's what he spent the bulk of his active years doing. It's what he commissioned the apostles
to do. It's what the Holy Spirit has assisted the church in doing since the beginning. The Sunday
service structure is a FANTASTIC resource for assisting in the disciple-making process. But it DOES
NOT make disciples in itself. In fact, the current model we use for Sunday services didn't even exist
for the first few hundred years after Jesus rose. I can't wait until we can resume services under more
normal conditions, but the lack of services will have NO NEGATIVE IMPACT on my active daily
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ministry for Christ.
Let me rephrase that: I love weekly services, but I don't need them; I can serve Christ as completely
without them as I can with them.
When COVID-19 caused the world to shut-down, my initial sincere hope was: "Finally!
Congregations will have to rediscover the mission of making disciples rather than the mission of
filling pews. Pastors will have to take a hard look at ecclesiology and rediscover God's mission for
the church and figure out how to live it out in this new context now that they are forced to set aside
their comfortable patterns."
I was wrong. All I have heard across the nation is a resounding: "We want our Sunday services
back!" and congregation leaders are going to great lengths to find creative ways to make this happen.
This is nothing short of idolizing the tool over the mission and the one who gave it to us.
Seriously: I don't see nearly as much emphasis from the service-attending community right now on
spreading the Gospel as I do on Sunday services - whether in the form of complaining that they can't
be in person, or in talk about how great it is that their congregation has found an innovative way to
recreate it while honoring social distancing. Even before social distancing, I was already writing
articles on my observation that I am hearing Sunday service attenders cry out "I love my church!"
more than "I love Jesus!" This is bizarre and is turning CHRISTianity into CHURCHianity. Be
extremely cautious that you don't tread in this direction.
If I'm right, what do we do with this? I encourage everyone to the following:
1. Study up on the way Jesus discipled his 12, which didn't revolve around weekly gatherings.
Emulate with others in your life the way Jesus oriented his time with his 12. If you need
resources for figuring out how to do this, let me know and I can point you to some things that
have been helpful to me.
2. In furtherance of #1, use the time that you're unable to meet corporately to start building
individual relationships (with both believers and non-believers; whether from your
congregation or not) in ways that you wouldn't have before - and also with people you wouldn't
have before. Let these relationships start the foundation of something that can turn into an
evangelistic or discipleship relationship as it grows. I find that most people today are excited to
receive contact from others, but are too insecure to initiate it. Be the one to initiate it!
3. Continue to practice your convictions regarding social distancing. Adjust your evangelistic and
disciple-making efforts to account for these convictions. Wave to your neighbors. Text the coworkers you aren't getting to see anymore. Play online board games, escape rooms, etc. with
your friends. Synchronize a movie and watch it over the phone (video chat if you can!). There
are lots of cool ways to connect with people still, and the sudden, drastic change in life context
CREATES context to make it easier and more natural for you to initiate with others in ways
you haven't done before, without it being weird or uncomfortable.
4. Continue to take advantages of the opportunities provided by your congregation leaders, as I
intend to continue doing myself. Again, the point here is not to boycott these opportunities, but
to understand their proper role and value in light of the church's actual mission. Use a wrench
when you need a wrench, and use a pipe cutter when you need a pipe cutter (and no: a Swissarmy pipe cutter that has a wrench attachment to it is not going to be as effective as using an
actual wrench). That's really all I'm saying.
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5. Ask for help when you need it.
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Feminism is Satan's weapon into separating us humans from
god/Jesus. *Hear me our before you disagree*
16 upvotes | May 16, 2020 | by Reiii123 | Link | Reddit Link
If only feminism is about true equality about every individual, all. It would have been better. But in
modern feminism, majority are just man-hating unfortunately. I believe hate is the worst sins out of
all and it's definitely extremely unhealthy for every individuals. There's a reason why god tell us to
love everyone and himself, and hate is the complete opposite. If you have love, you pretty much
followed all the commandments of god but unfortunately majority of today's society is hate. You can
see like in the media, movies, entertainment where most stuff are turning into hate propaganda. But
anyways, I think hate is the worst out of all because it attracts every other sins.
Because of feminism, many men starts to hate on women and even men themselves. And this greatly
divides humans and God which Satan wants. Men starting to opt out of society and real women for
porn, anime, and other stuff which creates more sins like lust. There's a reason why god wants us to
get married especially man, because of our lust. God wants us to get married so we can control our
lust better and stop SINNING on it. But marriage is pretty much destroyed today, you see less people
are getting married and it's full of risks as well like child support and messed up court system.
Feminism also destroyed the roles of wife which also destroyed the roles of husbands so you can't
even escape lust through GOD'S method. I mean you can still do it by having faith in him and
pursuing him but the marriage method is gone. So now, the society is going like this. Hate between
each others more than ever, men and women opting out for their porn, idolatry, unhealthy eating and
many other sins. This is exactly what SATAN wants. He wants us to SIN and STRAY away from
GOD. I would like to hear your thoughts about this. I felt like posting this but if I were to post this in
other big subs, people would probably lash at me and I want to believe this sub will at least hear me
out before anything as I believe you all are pursuing the path of god. I am currently overcoming my
hate towards my humanity and I am feeling better but I have yet to control my lust which I plan to
move on to that. People already lash out at me just for posting bible encouragement on a group page
that still suffering from the hate. I guess it applies to if you pursue god, you will be hated by the
world..
And before you call me misogyny or whatnot, I have been experience all the racism and
discrimination since childhood to the point of thinking suicide. Ty
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Husbands Being Christ Like and Leading
16 upvotes | June 6, 2020 | by BLUEDIESEL007 | Link | Reddit Link
The example is clear in the bible . Husbands are to love their wife like Christ loves the church. So
yes, the husband should lead like christ leads, but let us be practical.
Does that mean the church gets to do what it wants? No
Does that mean the church can lead? No
Does that mean the respect and admiration the church should have for the things seen and unseen of
the leader should go unappreciated? No
Should the church disrespect its leader with other churches around? No
Should the church go have church's night out with other churches? No
Should the church give its attention to other false leaders on the internet and completely act like
everything is ok while the leader acts like the plow horse ? (Social media diva and typical husband
role) No
Are you getting my drift? Society is full of weak men being bashed over their head by other weak
men telling them to lead, sacrifice, give, and so forth like Christ.....I see why, HE is perfect. He gave
the perfect example..... but when he rebuked and put his followers in line, he did it like he has a
sack.... Jesus Christ loved (past tense for human form) hard. Like a man. Those who wouldn't hear
him, he simply moved on from.....because He knew ultimately his love sacrifice would cover all at
the end.
If we are going to emphasize husbands to be Christ like, we must emphasize the wife be church like. I
mean, it's pretty clear throughout the bible....but, what is church like?.... well it depends on how you
view the church and from what era.
In many cases , it is loving, caring, honoring, repectful, etc..... pretty much the church is being christ
like, following the leader, duh...make sense.
But then again there are so many examples of the "church" just being rebellious, idolatry loving,
disobedient, self consumed, "independent" etc...being very not Christ like....
So I suggest, if you are going to look at the husband to be Christ like, then we have to look at the wife
as being church like which is Christ like.
Here is the thing, some guys are married to a very selfish narcissistic immature girl who loves the
attention she gets online and doesnt appreciate the attention she gets from her poor postured donkey
at home..( yeah I know, his fault, always his fault)..... but if he keeps loving, sacrificing, and so on, ,
isn't he causing more harm then good? She wont get it, and after 7 years with 2 kids she might just
fall out of love and find another "Christ leader".....
It is not that easy in our times to be men. To be the husbands, leaders, the Christ like figure and think
it will all be ok. Then again, if we take that role serious, almost literally, to be christ like, you
ultimately do have to get crucified....
I think young men need to heed ALL the warnings before getting married. Many didn't have a clue
what that entailed...especially with the church pushing it with no clear bounderies for all parties
involved in our modern times of free attention and no reprocausin.
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Pray to see , what you must see, not what you want to see.....
Edit: I posted this on Christian marriage sub.... as you guess it. they took it down . Twice. " your post
is not Christian like"......I posted it as a main post and a response to a typical "soy lancelot white
knight's" post proclaiming men must man up and blame themselves for not leading like christ and
having the poor wife/church floating aimlessly through her life ....
Edit#2: I was permanently banned from the christian marriage sub... I guess my post really hit a
nerve. The "great falling away" continues.... keep seeking truth and see this world for what it is, not
what you have it be.
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Who should you listen to on RPChristians?
16 upvotes | August 4, 2020 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
[For the "quick and dirty" answer, go straight to the bottom of this post under the section titled, The
List.]
OK I'm breaking this post out again since we've added 1500+ subs (representing a 30% increase in
growth) since the last time I posted it, and we've gotten feedback from others about views that are not
representative of our community.
When someone reads something on this sub, they may take any post or comment and think it
represents the community at large, or an official position when it may not.
With that in mind, a new flair system was established awhile back and you now see that for mods and
endorsed contributors.
To date, this flair is almost always with black letters on a green background next to their username
and it will include the words "Mod" for Moderator or "Endorsed." In some cases, it may be a blue
background.
Mods are self explanatory, and Endorsed means we know them, have vetted them and/or seen enough
of their writing to feel comfortable with generally endorsing their views.
All mods and endorsed contributors will have a good grasp of red pill principles and above all, be
rooted and grounded in God's Word, the latter being the standard that guides and directs all we do.
The mods and Endorsed Contributors (EC's, from here on) have also shown a commitment to
RPChristians that we think is deserving of reward and highlighting their commentary with the
aforementioned flairs and (in the case of mods), privileges.
You'll also find a flair category of "Mission-minded" and these are individuals that have shown a zeal
for making disciples and we think their commentary regarding biblical principles, especially that of
having a mission of making disciples is worth listening and giving added weight to on that topic.
Important note for new and old, beginners and experienced
Being new (to this sub) isn't indicative of immaturity, nor is being here from the beginning a
guarantee of wisdom.
Someone can show up the first time and rightly divide the Word and be exactly on point with RP
principles. It's also possible for an "old vet" to get it wrong. Rare, but it happens.
We recognize there are those of you who may have been around RP or the manosphere or have been
thinking, writing or teaching on biblical principles (or all of the above) for a good while.
u/Deep_Strength is a great example of this. His wisdom is evident and he put in the time and effort
on his own blog and participated in other places before he came here.
On the flip side, there are those who have been here and participating off and on for a longer time,
but we think they fall short in one more more categories, and have held off on any endorsement of
them.
We keep our eyes open for new talent, and discuss with each other who to endorse or extend a mod
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invitation to.
If you're solid on the RP stuff and your actions show you're committed to this sub over an extended
period of time, if you're temperament is right and you're judicious and wise (it's why they chose me ;)
— kidding, of course) and most importantly, if you're knowledgeable about the Bible and actively
living it out (best guess, we don't follow you around, obviously), then we're likely looking at you for
a future endorsement.
Of course, any endorsement can be removed at any time, and mods are not immune from that.
If anyone veers too far away from what we think is solid, it's lights out. You, me, all of us. Except for
u/Red-Curious, we'd have to resort to imprecatory prayers if he gets off track. :) More about him in a
minute.
So, who should you listen to and/or what posts and comments are best?
The List
For posts, anything on the sidebar. It's there for a reason. If you want to know what this sub thinks,
approves of, or actions we encourage, go there.
For individuals, all of the moderators.
Moderators: u/Red-Curious He is the creator/founder of this sub and obviously a mod. About 90% of
the sidebar is written by him.
Funny story, one time RC and another guy disagreed on here, and to show him the error of his ways,
the guy told RC he needed to read the sidebar lol, which at the time I believe RC had written all of it.
That story still makes me laugh.
u/OsmiumZulu
u/RocknRollChuck
u/RedPillWonder
u/Deep_Strength
For the curious minded, this list is in order of sidebar appearance, which happens to be the order in
which an individual was asked and they accepted a mod invitation.
Endorsed Contributors:
u/ruizbujc
u/TheChristianAlpha
u/SkimtheDross
u/SteelSharpensSteel
u/AlanNoles
I'm probably leaving some out, but not intentionally.
As noted, if an individual has "Endorsed" in their flair, count them among those whose opinions we
generally trust, in addition to the mods.
Remember, there are those who aren't mods or EC's yet, but who still have excellent advice to give!
And in time, you'll likely be seeing flairs next to their names—or perhaps yours.
For now, this is simply a list of those we currently give our "Stamp of Approval" to and if you see a
comment from any of them, you can be fairly confident that what they have to share will benefit you.
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An extra note: I use "we" to refer to all the mods. We're friends and have become closer over the
months and years and I'm pretty sure none of us knew any of the others before this. And while the
"we" is accurate as far as our discussions and "votes" and what we like or dislike, approve or
otherwise stand against, in the end (and I'm speaking personally, but confident the others think
similarly) this is u/Red-Curious's "house" and he has the final say.
The same as it would be yours if you started your own subreddit, blog, podcast or forum, yet gave
mod privileges to others.
With all this in mind, welcome to any new readers and enjoy the content!
Lastly, a hearty thank you to each and every one of you who contribute and share your thoughts,
ideas and advice! Whether a little or a lot, you're helping others and steering them in a better
direction. It's appreciated.
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Having trouble finding my purpose professionally.
16 upvotes | August 8, 2020 | by takeoffyourcool | Link | Reddit Link
Mission: Get myself out of debt, get a better a job,get a better body, get my spiritual life back on
track.
Stats: I haven't checked my body fat percentage in a while--last I checked it was about 30-35%. I'm
5'10". I weight about 255. I lift 5 days a week with an EZ curl bar and dumbbells with adjustable
weights. I've lost a significant amount of weight with Intermittent Fasting and working out. At my
heaviest I weighed 350.
Reading: I've read most of sidebar content. Currently listening to "Can't Hurt Me" by David Goggins
as an audiobook.
Finances: I currently work in car sales. I make about 4-5k a month. I have about 5k in credit card debt
and about 60k in school loans debt. I'm having trouble finding my place professionally. I don't want
to do car sales. I REALLY want to quit.
Spiritual: This is hard to say. I don't pray and read the Bible enough. However I have been reintegrating myself into the word--I've been reading 2 Samuel after having finished 1 Samuel. I have
surrounded myself with mentors--Godly men who help me navigate in the world and are helping me
get back on track spiritually. I meet with my pastor every two weeks as a mentor/discipleship
relationship. I have a mentor who I call about 3-4 times a week and we talk about everything.
I originally went to school for Theology. I have a bachelors degree in Theological studies.
Unfortunately I didn't realize going in and coming out that I would have such an issue in the
professional world. I was very misguided growing up and I guess pretty naive. Nonetheless here I am
in my life.
Coming out of college I had gotten a few jobs with different churches working as their AV manager
or Technical Director because I have a background in Audio Engineering and as a musician. It was
great. I love working at churches because of the flexibility but the money wasn't great.
I ended up in car sales. It's a long story. I don't want to be in car sales. I'm going to be going back to
school (community college and paying out of pocket to avoid more debt) for Business Management. I
have enough transferable credits to get through this program pretty quickly.
I don't know what to do with my life. I'm 28. I need some help here people. I'm working out, I live on
my own, I'm trying to get my spiritual life back on track my going back to church and having mentors
and delving back into the Word. Despite doing all these things I still feel very lost in the world-professionally.
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Communication in Marriage
16 upvotes | February 22, 2021 | by KaimuraiX | Link | Reddit Link
Been a lurker in TRP and MRP for years but didn’t see how it was congruent with Christianity.
Discovered RPC a couple weeks ago.
Mission: For the longest time I thought my mission was to make enough money so that my wife
didn’t have to work anymore. Now I think my mission might be to reclaim the video game industry
for God by creating video games that point gamers to him.
Stats: 40m, married 17 years w/ no kids, 5’11’, 190lbs, 21% body fat, sq:223, bp:140, br:170,
ohp:101, dl:290
Reading: Sidebar
Finances: Software Engineer making about $100k
Spiritual: I am certain of my salvation and I pray often but I don’t have quiet time or Bible study
consistently at all. I’ve memorized a few verses but not the references. I’ve shared my faith a few
times as an adult but I’ve not discipled anyone.
Issue: Basically I’ve been married for 17 years and still have no idea how to effectively communicate
with my wife. I’m probably the worst kind of beta because I haven’t developed the skills to make her
feel better when she is emotional, which is a lot of the time (this is partially my fault because I left
her twice and she is still dealing with that). When I try to say something positive, she feels worse and
says my words are harsh. When I try to shut up, she feels worse and says it’s like talking to a brick
wall (STFU has been my modus operandi for the last 5 years or so). When I get butthurt I say
something that I don’t think is bad at all but she’s will let it fester for days after the argument and
then blindside me right before work with the knowledge she did not appreciate me talking to her that
way. An example of this would be last week when she complained about my dad (again) saying
something to her 10 years and how he is a jerk. I got annoyed because I’ve heard her complain about
him a hundred times and asked her how she would know when she hasn’t talked to anyone in my
family in 5 years. 3 days later she told me she never want to hear me ask that question again because
it reminded her of how her dad would invalidate her as a kid. I tried so hard to connect the dots but I
didn’t understand (and still don’t) why my behavior must change because of a memory that happened
15 years before we got married. Speaking of questions... She absolutely hates it when I ask questions
to try and understand what the heck she is talking about. She also hates it when I try to break the
tension with a joke. She often complains that she was with someone that understood her and provided
for her. I often think the only reason why she is still around is because I am a good looking dude that
is finally making decent money. So... I guess the question is how do I live with my wife in an
understanding way if I don’t understand her at all?
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The Feminine Imperative has replaced the Holy Spirit
15 upvotes | February 8, 2018 | by Rollo-Tomassi | Link | Reddit Link
https://chicago.suntimes.com/chicago-politics/prominent-presbyterian-pastor-gods-not-a-christian-we
-are/
http://pulpitandpen.org/2017/10/07/presbyterian-megachurch-pastor-says-god-isnt-male-denies-exclu
sivity-of-christ/
Give me your take on this "Pastor" and try to do it without the 'No True Scotsman' argument about
how she's not a "Real Christian".
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Christian Plate Spinning ... Seriously? Sure. Let's do this.
15 upvotes | January 2, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This comes up a lot, so let me finally address it somewhat officially. Nothing here is necessarily new
from what I've said in comments of other threads, but I'll spell it out in more detail anyway.
DEFINING THE TERM
I always have to quote Rollo on this one because the secular guys like to take this concept further
than it has to go. In Rational Male Year One > Plate Theory II > 2nd actual paragraph:
Spinning Plates doesn't necessarily mean you're f------ all of your plates. It's more of a
spreading out of your efforts across a wider pool of subjects.
That's it. For anyone who wants to know my definition of spinning plates it's just that: Exerting effort
toward a relationship with a woman = spinning a plate. Exerting effort toward multiple women =
spinning plateS (plural).
THE BASICS
The whole point of secular RP's sexual strategy is to fix yourself so that you're high enough quality
of a man to have either a sufficient number of plates or a sufficient quality of plates to keep you
sexually satisfied.
Now, for every married guy out there, your wife is a plate, whether you like to think of her that way
or not. She's a woman who's in a relationship with you and you're exerting effort toward that
relationship. Even in a secular context, if she's nothing more than a sparring partner to you - that's
still effort. You're still testing all your RPness on her to see how well you can spin that particular
plate.
Secular RP says that if she is your only plate and you're not sexually satisfied (which is where most
men are when finding MRP), you can do one of three things:
Fix Yourself: There's a good chance you're not a high enough quality of man to warrant the
type of sexual satisfaction you're looking for. Fix this, fix your problem.
Up the Quality: If you've already got your "RPness" in top-notch order and she's just not a
high quality plate, you can train her to be higher quality (they use the phrase: "create your
slut").
Up the Quantity: Just give up and find someone else.

THE PURPOSE
In his first post on plate theory, Rollo appropriately starts off the whole series with this:
the essence of plate theory is that a man is as confident and valuable as his options. This
is the essence of the abundance mindset - confidence is derived from options.
Spinning plates is a sexual strategy of its own right, but a man without an abundance mentality won't
be able to keep those plates in the air. You can put in a lot of effort, but get no return. Spinning plates
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only works with an abundance mentality. Incidentally, spinning plates is also how you get an
abundance mentality. That's where "fake it til you make it" comes in to resolve the Catch-22.
Once you have an abundance mentality, the need to spin plates decreases proportionately to your
increase of abundance mentality. With this in mind, "Fix Yourself" includes developing an
abundance mentality, and spinning plates is one method of doing this. With that abundance, the
quantity of plates doesn't matter as much because you already know you are the quality of man who
could keep them spinning if he wanted to.
EFFORT
There are different levels of effort required to spin different plates:
Some plates require no effort, spinning themselves. We call these orbiters. You get IOIs that
are totally unprovoked.
Others require litte more than natural exposure to you. Simply saying "hi" with a smile is
enough to get some IOIs back.
Others require intentional exposure. If you're both in the same conversation she wouldn't care
much, but if you were to isolate her or otherwise escalate with her while in the group dynamic,
she'd start giving IOIs, having seen your intentional displays of interest toward her.
Others require high effort. This is usually where your wife is. She takes for granted the fact that
you're supposed to be interested in her, so getting IOIs back requires more than you'd need to
pick up the girl at the bar - especially since she already knows all of your moves.
Now, this scale actually only makes sense under two conditions: (1) you're not the highest value man
in her relational network, and (2) you accept practical realities of interpersonal relationships.
I say the second simply to note that no matter how high value you are, some women might stop
thinking about you as soon as you're out of the room. I'm sure even Channing Tatum meets women
who aren't still swooning over him 3 days after he said hi to her. Sometimes they just move on.
But the first point is more relevant in that the higher value you are, the lower effort you need. A girl
who would require intentional exposure from you to garner her interest might naturally orbit
Channing Tatum if he was in her relational network, even if he never went out of his way to say hi to
her. Why? Because he's probably higher value than you are. As your value rises from the "fix
yourself" category, the amount of effort you need to exert to spin a plate goes way down.
This is why many blue pill men exhaust themselves trying to make their marriages work, only to end
up in divorce. They are low-value men, so they have to put in an incredible amount of effort and at
some point they simply say, "It just isn't worth it." To be fair, most secular RP men come to the exact
same conclusion: "If I have to put in actual effort to get my wife to screw me, it just isn't worth it,"
and they go onto the "up the quantity" category.
HOW TO SPIN
This section is more of a joke. Spinning = effort. It's that simple. How do I spin? Say hi to a girl and
let her orbit me = low effort. Put my hand on her back and start to flirt and suggest another meetup =
moderate effort. Isolate her and follow-up with her on subsequent days = higher effort. Buying her
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crap, frequent compliments, and a bunch of other beta stuff that rarely works = high effort.
Remember: showing that you need to put in a lot of effort to get her spinning for you is a real obvious
display of who has the higher value in the relationship. Also remember that just because you can spin
doesn't mean you should spin. Ergo ...
RESPONSIBILITY & BOUNDARIES
Do I sin when I say "hi" and smile to a random girl on the street who isn't my wife? Have I
intentionally led her on? Have I done anything designed to cause her to lust for me? Of course not.
There's nothing wrong with saying "hi" to someone with a smile, but if you're a high value man this is
going to generate interest anyway. That interest means her head is spinning with thoughts about me. I
can't control what she thinks about.
Girls Do It Too
Now, girls do this constantly. Even among church girls, we constantly see them interested in different
boys, and they'll spend time with each of these boys to figure out who they might want to start dating
or "courting." Nobody condemns these girls for spinning plates, but that's what they're doing - and the
church even encourages this. That's the whole point of the "courtship" model - be friends with lots of
people in group settings so you can get an idea of who you might be interested in and what you want
to look for in a man. Sometimes they're spinning multiple man-plates because they're not sure which,
or if any, of them will ultimately ask her out, so she keeps building new relationships and meeting
new guys until one of them finally has the guts to take her to dinner.
Of course, women often get shamed in the church for causing men to think lustful thoughts. So, we
get overly prude girls who are afraid of their sexuality. But many people in the modern church are
finally starting to realize that this isn't what the Bible meant when it said not to cause a brother to
stumble into sin. Women are now being appropriately empowered in the church: "What men think
about you is not your responsibility ... (unless you're acting in a way uniquely designed to cause them
to think that)."
Responsibility
The same goes for men and "Christian plate spinning." If you say hi and smile to a girl, most will
simply be put in a good mood and that's about it. Although I have abundance, I'm also conscious of
reality: I'm not Channing Tatum. Even if I was, it's not my fault if a smile makes her go home to gab
with her friends about the cute guy at the gym and she starts planning her wedding day. That's not
your responsibility how emotionally invested she gets ... with certain limitations.
Specifically, if you are a married man with no intention of having an affair with her, yet still wink at
her while cupping your junk and flashing her your tattoo ... now you're responsible for generating
whatever reaction she comes up with to that.
Guidelines
If you want to have a general guideline to know what's okay and not, here's my suggestion:
Don't put yourself in a position where you're tempted to sin. Suppose you made a funny
comment to a girl on the street and she starts walking with you to continue the conversation.
She gets to her house and invites you inside. If going in will cause you to sin, don't do it. It's
that simple.
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Don't put her in a position to want to tempt you to sin. Even if you have a high threshold for
temptation, if you're engaging with her in a way that makes her want to test your boundaries,
that's bad news and leading her on. You're trying to "awaken love before it so desires" with her,
per Song of Songs.
Don't do anything likely to cause her to believe you would do something sinful with her.
Simple enough.
Be up-front about your limitations. When I get IOIs, I often make passive comments that let
her know where I'll cut off a relationship - things like referencing my wife in a positive way,
mentioning my faith (evangelism purposes there too), etc. From there, if she wants to make
false assumptions about where the relationship might go, it's not on my head.
Female Friends
If I follow these guidelines and never hear from her again, so be it. If she doesn't care and continues
to engage with me anyway, suddenly I have a female friend.
I can hear it now: Oooooh ... there goes that Christian guy who is actually friends with a girl! Shame
on him! Whoop-ti-do.
Can guys and girls ever truly be "just friends"? I don't care. That's a philosophical or psychological or
biological question ... and I'm not a philosopher, psychologist, or biologist (though I pretend to be all
3 at times). As long as she's aware of where she stands with me, and I'm not doing anything to cause
her to think she can go further, and I'm not doing anything to cause her to tempt me to go further ...
let her do what she's going to do.
If being "just friends" is possible, then I've just made a friend and my life is presumably better for it
(otherwise I wouldn't keep her as a friend). If it's not possible, then we have the illusion of friendship
and she's technically a romantic plate - but as long as I'm not responsible for the degree of her
romantic feelings for me (acknowledging that in this worldview those feelings will always be there
no matter what - whether positive or negative), I can continue in the illusion without fault ...
particularly if I can keep my romantic feelings toward her in check, which goes back to the point
about not putting myself in the way of temptation.
FOR SINGLES
When you're single, some of this changes. The "sniper" approach of singling out a target who you
really want to be with (i.e. ONEitis) is obviously a bad idea. It doesn't work. It also carries with it the
false theological implication of "soul mates," which we only see in Scripture as the exception to the
rule (like Hosea and Jacob), whereas the overwhelming majority of marriages in Scripture seem to
have been formed by whatever social construct prevailed at any given time throughout history.
In modern social dynamics, plate spinning makes sense. It's how a lot of people operate. It's how most
women themselves actually operate! Single girls are trying to get male attention all the time. They
don't pick one target and say, "I will ignore every advance from every other man except him." They
keep their options open. If you're a single guy, you need to do the same.
The concept of "spinning plates" as a single guy really isn't all that much different from the
stereotypical "group courtship" model - you hang out in bunches and see who piques your interest.
Once you're in an LTR, I still call you "single" for these purposes - and I would encourage you to
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keep your options open until you actually marry, or are at least engaged. Sure, at some point if you do
decide to go through with it, there is value in changing this dynamic. But until that vow is taken, don't
leave room for regret. Don't be the guy who meets the girl of his dreams the day before his wedding,
ignores her, then secretly thinks about her every time he's in a fight with his wife - "If only ..."
EXAMPLE
I once said "hi" to a hot girl at the gym and smiled at her. I asked to use the weights that were behind
her and made a comment about how busy it was. She smiled back and obliged with a typical
response. I move on to another area of the gym.
Now, I could have just squeezed behind her and grabbed the weights while avoiding any actual
communication. I decided to be friendly instead. I put the plate up and give it a couple small taps,
then left it alone.
A few minutes later, she comes over to the bench I was at and starts talking to me. That plate is now
spinning a lot faster than what my slight tapping would have warranted. Next time I'm at the gym, she
approaches me and chats again - and this continues several times, often with "wow"s and
compliments at how much I lift, hair swishes, giggles, and other IOIs.
Is she into me? Probably.
Have I given her any reason at all to think I'd be into her? Not really - I was just a high value
man around her who decided to be friendly rather than cold. I knew that this was "effort" at the
time, but not unnatural effort for my character. I knew that it might generate interest, but not at
an inappropriate level.
Have I taken appropriate measures to let her know how fast/long she can keep spinning in my
world? Absolutely.
Does she keep coming back anyway? You bet.
Does that help me keep abundance? At first, but not anymore because I already have abundance
even without her IOIs.
Am I responsible for her ongoing emotional connection to me? No. I maintain boundaries (ex.
not letting her touch me, passive references to affirm that I'm not interested).
Is her interest in me affecting her relationships with other men? Doubtful.

SUMMARY
Spinning plates = effort toward a relationship with someone.
Some plates spin on their own. This is not you spinning that plate - it just spins and that's not your
fault. But she is your plate nonetheless.
Even mild and innocuous forms of interaction are effort and can start a plate spinning, but that's okay.
You can't be expected to avoid all contact with anyone who might possibly lust or obsess over you.
As your value goes up, the amount of effort you put in goes a lot further in starting/keeping a plate
spinning. Be ready for that by knowing your limits and establishing clear boundaries for what you
will/won't do.
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The more effort you put into keeping a plate spinning (like your wife), the more you are
communicating low value to that plate. She assumes she's worth the effort and that, implicitly, since
you're putting in effort to get her, she has no reason to put in effort to keep you spinning as one of her
plates.
If you're single, keep your options open until you actually create a covenant with someone, lest you
regret what could have been.
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207 - Perseverance, Sin, and Fitness Tests
15 upvotes | October 23, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Perseverance and self-control through tests are a crucial aspect of the red pill framework and also part
of the fruit of the Spirit. We can't say we are "mature and complete, not lacking anything" until we
have mastery over ourselves, our desires, our mission, etc., which the bible says comes directly as a
result of passing tests (James 1:3-4).
The question is simple: How do we develop this perseverance and self-control?
Odysseus and Jason
Odysseus was on a quest that would lead him past the island of the sirens - vicious monsters who
would lure men in by singing an enchanting and alluring song. Even the most strong-willed men
would be unwittingly tempted to their shores to be eaten alive. Fortunately, Odysseus was smart and
had a plan.
He filled the ears of every crewman with wax so that they would be unable to hear the sirens' song.
But Odysseus wanted to know the beauteous melody that men would die for. So, he had his men
chain him to the mast of the ship. As they passed by the sirens' island, Odysseus beat his chains
against the mast at the seduction of the song, but his men were instructed not to let him free. They
heard nothing and knew to ignore their leader's pleadings. He pulled at his chains so hard that his
hands were bloodied and his muscles were torn at exerting so much force, but his restraints held him
at bay. In the end, the crew were none the wiser as to what all the fuss was about; but Odysseus was a
bloodied and beaten man.
Jason, on the other hand, had a different idea. He sought a man named Orpheus to accompany him.
Together they journeyed with the Argonauts past the sirens' island. And when that beautiful song was
sung, all of the crew rushed to the side of the boat as if to jump in the water and swim ashore. But
Orpheus stops them, saying, "Hold on guys, I got this ..." He whips out his lute and begins playing a
melody so much more wondrous than the sirens' song that the crew cared very little for the foul
temptresses as their ship sailed safely past.
AVOIDANCE OF SIN
This story presents a double-whammy for us. The first aspect is in teaching us how to address the
temptation of sin in the world.
WAX: The first option is to be like Odysseus' crew, who poured wax in their ears. They
avoided every possible temptation so they could go on about their business. For the weakwilled there is merit to this, but we are incapable of bubbling ourselves off from the world
indefinitely. The sirens only used one sense (sound), but our enemy uses all 5 - and we are not
to end up gouging out our eyes every time we lust (Matthew 5:29-30), so there has to be a
better way.
CHAINS: The second option is to be like Odysseus. We set clear boundaries and limitations in
our lives to make it virtually impossible for us to sin. We see the sin. We smell it. Our lips can
taste it. But our safeguards hold us back. We live our lives always wondering how great things
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could have been if only we could have broken the self-imposed chains that have been holding
us back. In the end, we become bitter, never truly satisfied. The focus is on what we've missed,
not what we get.
LUTE: The third option is that of Jason - find something better to do than dawdle in
temptation. More specifically, as alluring as temptation from the enemy may be, we have God.
What can be better than that? If we know the actual joy that a genuine relationship with God
brings (and I don't pretend that everyone on this sub has this - or even that every Christian has
experienced it yet) ... there is no room for being drawn away by sin. It's not even worth our
time anymore. Why leave what's great and healthy to get what's mediocre and will kill you?
What's your usual approach to sin?
FITNESS TESTS
Our wives tempt and test us the same way as sin. I'm not even kidding. Take a look at this:
Genesis 3:16 - "Your desire [teshukatech] will be for your husband, and he will rule over you"
(NLT: "Your desire will be to control your husband")
Genesis 4:7 - "Sin is crouching at your door; its desire [teshukatech] is for you, but you must
master it"
Just a chapter apart, we see the same phrase to describe what sin does as what wives do to vie for
control. Now, the manosphere labels these as "fitness tests" under the impression that women secretly
want us to pass the test - to tell them "no" and maintain our headship over the family. They're right.
This desire comes from the way God created women before the fall.
But sin has tainted that desire, as with all things, and women are now lost in their ability to discern
whether they want a man who can lead them or a man who will supplicate to them. I always
appreciate the Wife of Bath's story in Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, where a knight is sentenced to
death unless he can answer what all women want. Stumbling upon an old hag he deals with her for
the answer: Wommen desiren to have sovereynetee, As wel over hir housbond as hir love, And for to
been in maistrie hym above.
How do we handle this?
WAX: This is the epitome of STFU, but in more of an extreme ridiculousness kind of way.
Pretending like you don't hear her has some merit, but as with this method in response to sin, it
cannot practically last indefinitely any more than Odysseus' crew would be willing to leave wax
in their ears for the rest of their lives. They eventually sailed past the sirens, but many of us are
living with one "until death do us part."
CHAINS: Just as Odysseus engaged in the sirens' song, but refused to be lured away, this is
engaging in your wife's emotional hurricane, but digging your heels in and refusing to budge.
In arguments, it's called DEERing. Yeah, you may be standing at the end of the day, but you'll
have gained nothing and probably gotten all butthurt as a result. If it's not in an argument, it's
letting yourself linger on the beta mentalities, enjoying the juicy bites of sweet deliciousness it
promises, all the while knowing that actually sinking your teeth in will mean death. You won't
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get her dripping juices - you'll only have killed yourself a little inside with each passing day
and nothing to show for it. Even if you fail to give in, you'll always be wondering what the
fantasy world of dazzling blue might have offered if only it were real.
LUTE: Simply put, you've got better things to do. Go do that instead.

SONG OF SOLOMON
Interestingly, we see this solution played out perfectly in Scripture. In Song of Solomon 5:2-6:3 we
see a conflict play out between the Shulammite woman and Solomon. Here's an easier rewording to
see this:
5:2 - She's asleep and he wakes her up wanting to come in
5:3 - Her: "I don't have clothes on. Do you really expect me to answer the door? And my feet
are clean, do you really think I'm going to get them dirty walking across the floor?"
5:4 - Solomon starts to open the door anyway, but changes his mind. "Screw her, if she's going
to be like that."
5:5-6 - She finally finishes getting ready, but by the time she opens the door, he's gone. He had
better things to do than deal with her defiance.
5:7-8 - His withdrawal causes her to get all sore and butthurt (assuming the "watchmen found
me ... they beat me, they bruised me" = metaphor for her emotional state; I can't imagine
anyone would physically do this to one of Solomon's wives).
5:9 - 6:2 - She remembers how great he is and longs to have him back, then finds him and
makes up.
6:3 et seq - He doesn't act all butthurt about it; instead he continues to seduce her.
Let me summarize: (1) She gets defiant; (2) He withdraws his time and affection without getting
butthurt; (3) She gets upset; (4) She remembers how great it is to be "his"; (5) He seduces her and she
willingly accepts.
DAVID
In 2 Samuel 6 we see another example of biblical conflict. The church actually notices this one, but
sees it as a triumph for how much we should love God, not a model of how to deal with a wife who's
acting like a shrew. They miss the point of the story. Something tells me that readers in Old
Testament times understood that this was about how David handled Michal, not how cool it was that
David celebrated in his underwear.
6:16-19 - David has a purpose higher than his wife and begins leaping for joy publicly in his
underwear to see it advancing. Michal "despised him in her heart." David ignores her and goes
about the celebration.
6:20 - Michal unleashes her emotional hurricane on David about the situation.
6:21 - David says, "You're right; I was undignified, but I've got bigger stuff going on than you.
I'm going to keep doing whatever it is I feel like doing. You're not going to ruin my good mood
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- I'll keep celebrating."
6:22 - David ups it a notch (amplifies): "In fact, I'll make myself even more ridiculous and you
can watch! Oh yeah, and all the other girls are going to gawk over me."
6:23 - God curses Michal and makes her barren.
7:1 et seq - David focuses on his vision of building a temple for God, seemingly giving Michal
no further thought. She is never mentioned in the Bible again. The next we hear of David with a
woman is with Bathsheba, who becomes his wife and the mother of Solomon, his true heir (2
Samuel 11).
Let me summarize: (1) She gets defiant; (2) He agrees that he was undignified, then amplifies and
threatens to become even more undignified and to get the attention of other women; (3) She gets
upset, but doesn't relent [unlike the Shulammite woman in Song of Songs], so God curses her and
David ends up with Bathsheba.
CONCLUSION
We see at least five key principles in these stories to help us understand, as men, how to respond to
our wives when they're fighting for control in the relationship:
Neither Solomon nor David got butthurt.
Solomon withdrew his time and attention; he had better things to do.
David employed agree and amplify because he knew he did no wrong and wouldn't have his
passion for God stifled by his wife.
Both Solomon and David seem to have an amused mastery over their affairs - life's a thing to
be enjoyed and celebrated, not a cause for bickering.
In one case the relationship worked out; in the other it didn't. None of this guarantees results - it
only creates conditions where results are most likely to occur. Be OI.
Did I miss anything? What other passages do you all see that demonstrate how to handle marital
conflict? These are the only two I can think of off the top of my head that are directly on-point and
give a specific example, as opposed to generic instruction without any context.
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Pre-marital sex, experience, and reality
15 upvotes | October 6, 2017 | by wsba910am | Link | Reddit Link
Please forgive the style in which I write this: I think my experience can speak for itself without too
many generalities and abstractions.
TL;DR I talk about what real premarital sex is, and contrast it with what church teaches, and what I
experienced growing up. One thing I hope you remember, is that in this culture, the first
commandment is "Thou Shalt Not Have Premarital Sex (or feel premarital desire)". It is more
immoral to have premarital sex than to murder someone. One you get shamed for, the other you get
locked up for. Prison is better than being an outcast, and in our culture God can forgive you for
murder. But premarital sex deserves permanent exile. It's the worst sin.
It was a small, Pennsylvania Dutch Baptist community that raised me in childhood. Two new parents
who didn't know anything much about Christianity, but acted like they did and never showed an
ounce of humility, were also instrumental in my understanding of sexuality.
As I grew up in church, I never saw husbands and wives fond of each other. This persists today, and
I'm Catholic, so it's not just a Baptist thing. But I never saw people very fond of each other, touching,
kissing, playing, teasing, etc. There was none of that. Everything was very much like in those false
depictions of stern Amish ways of life. Husbands who would gladly get the doors for their wives at
church or cars, who would work themselves to death, but no kissing at home, no signs of affection,
and everybody was just kind of sterile it seemed and above sexual desire.
Indeed, sexual desire and to a large extent sexuality itself seemed so alien to church and family life
that I thought it was some kind of evil thing to do. As I aged and urges got stronger, I just
masturbated them away, trying to feel it but in secrecy. As time went on I tried all kinds of
pornography, too, when I couldn't masturbate alone. The porn got worse and worse, but I never really
thought about bringing my fantasies into real life. I could never show interest in another woman for
fear of wrecking the universe.
One time I saw two characters kissing each other in a movie, and after watching that I made my
parents kiss each other once when my father was walking out the door and saying goodbye. They
looked at each other very strangely, and then at me, and then as if they were doing it just to act the
right way in front of me, they kissed. It was the only time I ever saw them do that. And they had four
kids.
Marriage was always something incomprehensible to me. I didn't want it, I wanted a girlfriend, I
wanted sex. Not that I didn't want marriage, either, but I just didn't think about it. I knew that my
parents always said premarital sex was wrong, that God would punish me for it, and it was bad.
But I took that, in the culture and family I grew up with, to mean that so also was premarital
sexuality and premarital desire. "All desire is lust" so I thought. I figured that the churchy way to
do it was to never really be attracted to women. This I didn't think too hard about, because somewhat
of its impossibility, but also because my urges were so strong that it took all my mental energy to
suppress them.
So I began vacillating between choosing to be nice or act like a superaggressive prick, and that if I
wanted to be Christian then somehow after I got married to flip the switch, but only when nobody
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was looking. I saw pastors and husbands with such ugly wives and I didn't want to be like them. I was
afraid if I turned off lust then I would end up with these trolls and ogres by my side.
It didn't help that my parents didn't like the girls I dated. I picked one with massive boobs who was
spunky. She turned me on, and my parents didn't like that she wasn't Christian. I broke up with her,
because I wanted to appease them, and forced her to become more and more Christian. Christ didn't
matter to me, I didn't know him, but I knew that unless she was inside that church then she couldn't
be inside my universe.
I invited other girls to church. Some girls from the neighborhood ... it was a good way to get them to
come over, because my parents wouldn't let me go out with anyone else unless adults they trusted
were present. And that meant church friends. There was one girl from church I liked, but she moved
away. Then we moved away. I tried a couple times to pursue girls at church, but they were all ugly
and stupid. One of them manipulated me into kissing her, and I regretted that for months, but that was
it. I was always uneasy about women, too, for reasons that my mother was extremely abusive in
almost every way conceivable.
Eventually, I did convert to Christianity, and met the holy spirit. I didn't think it was the holy spirit at
first. I couldn't believe what had happened. I was fixed of all the problems that had been destroying
my mind and had killed my heart. I had a new heart. It was only when I looked up the etymology of
the word 'holy' that I realized that that word wasn't his first name. It was who he was. I had been very
sad up to that point, but I learned to be happy.
Unfortunately I began to masturbate with porn again on a periodic basis, and ruined a lot of the
goodness and peace of mind that he'd given me. I became sad again. I dropped out of a good job
offer, the best job offer I'd ever had, and began working three jobs at minimum wage for almost 90 +
hours a week.
Trying to find a way out of this pain, I began dating a girl who I'd dated previously. I wanted to have
sex with her again, remembering what a hot experience she had been, and was extremely aroused at
ploughing her brainless like before. But something in my heart wouldn't let me, and nor would the
religiousness training in my brain let me.
So I told her we couldn't. Not unless we got married. She thought I was ridiculous but respected it.
We were still 'together', she had just broken up with her ex and was looking for a way out of her pain,
too. A 'rebound' she later intimated to me, after we broke up.
One night I asked her what she thought about two people who weren't married on paper, but were
married at heart. Would that count? She said yes, and asked if I was going to ask her. I asked her to
marry me, and we had sex right afterward.
There was something deflating about the experience. I had been looking for excitement. What I got
instead of that, the excitement of stealing something, was a normal feeling of having a relationship
with a woman. It was the first time I ever really felt that. And it was extremely anti-climactic,
probably because lust was gone and there was really no relationship underneath our mutual desire to
sleep with each other.
I thought I had satisfied the legal technicality of avoiding premarital sex, so everything would be
great. In fact, I was terribly mistaken. The girl became my mortal enemy and broke up with me. For
years I didn't date, and wallowed in misery about it, about my pain, not understanding what had
happened in childhood, and regret for having squandered so many years on empty pursuits of
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pleasure.
It didn't hit me until I started looking at this other girl now, and the holy spirit is talking to me ... I
want to sleep with her, and the holy spirit is telling me to look at marriage not like it's a technicality,
but a union. I should unify with someone worth unifying with. Is this girl just hot? Is she just playful?
Or is she someone I want to spend my life with? It's not just about whether I want to stick my torpedo
in her hull. It's if I have kids, would they be safe around her? Loved? Once her beauty fades, would I
still want to be around her? Is she worth being close to? Is she funny? Does she make me stronger? Is
she just a diva, or someone with greatness in her? Do I want to be close to her?
And I'm learning what marriage is. And the utility of avoiding 'premarital sex' as I saw it in my
church, but also the utility of avoiding premarital sex as true marriage is - of the heart. Someone I
wouldn't link my heart to I might not want to link my body to. It's hard, because I'm still struggling
with understanding my own sexuality and desire. I'll really want to sleep with a woman. But I'm
learning that unless I really know her, then it's not going to for one, turn me on as much, and two,
help the rest of my life. I've been in enough sexual relationships with lousy girls to know that it's a
waste of time. All the trying to pretend that I'm interested in what they're interested in, or making
them happy with talking about nothing, just to have sex ...... in the long run the sex isn't worth it. The
first time it is, but after it's so tiring.
So I don't know. But if I stick close to God, I don't have to know all the ins and outs and coddices and
details of the doctrines, the cultural mores and what is really going on. The doctrine is inside me.
Anyway, that's my experience so far.
Edit: to complete a point
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106 - What doesn't work
15 upvotes | July 31, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
A short one for /u/OsmiumZulu. This is a filler because I obviously can't count to 7 correctly.
Nevertheless, it's a massively important concept I realized about a year ago, which often goes
unnoticed. Even though I haven't heard it said directly in TRP/MRP, I doubt anyone would disagree:
AXIOM: If it wouldn't make a single person want to sleep with you, it's not going to make your
spouse want to sleep with you.
Someone on another sub was complaining:
I have argued, pleaded, cried, begged, demanded
... and then concluded that divorce was the only option. I once tried these things too. Know what I
learned? If it doesn't work with single people, it probably won't work on your spouse either. Imagine
going to the bar ...
Argue: I'm really mad that you haven't had sex with me yet. I know we just met, but here's a
list of 7 reasons why your actions have upset me ...
Pleading: Please, please, please have sex with me! I just need to get laid. I'll do anything!
Crying: <Sob, sob, sob> ... I'm so sorry, I'm just pathetic and miserable. If you'd have sex with
me, ... maybe I wouldn't be so sad right now ...
Begging: Come on. Please? You know you want to. DO IT! Come on. It'll be fun. Stop looking
at that hot guy, I'll take you home. I don't have any STDs. C'mon. C'moooon. Pleeeassssee!
C'mon!
Demanding: The Bible says you must submit and have sex with me! I know we're not married
yet, but you're just a woman and I'm a man, so you'd better do what I say.
These don't come from a place of cultivating desire; rather, they're from self-entitlement. To add a
few that aren't on that guy's list:
Chore Play: Hey, I see you spilled some beer on your skirt. How about we go back to your
place, I'll do your laundry, wash your windows, vacuum the carpet, and organize your fridge,
and if I do all of that you'll have sex with me, right?
Bragging: Hey, I just bench-pressed 250lbs at the gym. I also got a pretty good bonus. Do you
want to sleep with me now?
Gift-Giving: I bought you some flowers and chocolates. These are pretty romantic things and I
didn't skimp on the cheap stuff. Is that enough to buy some sex for the night?
Flattery: You're looking really good tonight. You're pretty much the hottest girl I've ever seen.
How do you get your hair so silky? You're so out of my league, it's amazing you're even talking
to me.
Unwanted Touch: Oh, I'm sorry, was that your boob I just grabbed? Hmm, let me feel the
other one too. Are you getting turned on now?
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My efforts in these areas with my wife in the past haven't necessarily been this extreme, but you get
the point. It always boggles my mind that people (including myself!) by default try to use different
tactics to try to get their spouse to sleep with them than they would employ with trying to get together
with a single person.
A couple key verses:
2 Thess. 3:10 - "If anyone is not willing to work, let him not eat." By extension: if you're not
willing to put in the work to improve yourself and flirt with your wife, don't expect the benefit
of what that work would have gotten you. Lift. Sidebar. Etc.
James 4:1-12 - (in part) "What causes quarrels and fights among you? Is it not this: that your
passions are at war within you? You desire and do not have, so you murder. You covet and
cannot obtain, so you fight and quarrel. You do not have, because you do not ask. You ask and
do not receive, because you ask wrongly, to spend it on your passions." This is self-entitlement
mentality. We do this to God and we do it to our spouses. Don't do that. God doesn't respond to
it. She won't either.
Also, go back to Song of Solomon. He had a great body and he knew how to flirt. He was a high
quality man worthy of her desire. He had a mission from God apart from her and was pursuing it and
this attracted her to him. He was surrounded by other men - armed guards even. Other maidens took
notice of him. Be a high quality man. Period.
High quality men do get chores done, buy their women gifts, flirt through flattery, and grope their
wives - but they can get away with these things because, like Solomon, they're not using them as
manipulative tactics. They do it because they want to. The first list? I don't know any high quality
men who do those things at all, nor does Solomon model them for us.
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6 Questions for Christian Merps
15 upvotes | July 8, 2017 | by BluepillProfessor | Link | Reddit Link
Kudos to /u/Red-Curious for creating this Reddit. He will be crafting an introduction and SubReddit
rules soon. While Dalrock is quite a source on Christian Red Pill concepts, his blog is not like Reddit
with replies and a more open discussion which I hope this space might become.
So to get us started into the issue of crafting a Christian Red Pill praxeology let me throw out a few
questions to ponder.
1. How can you reconcile the message of Christ with Red Pill Praxeology? What about Married
Red Pill? Does the message of Paul and Peter change the picture?
2. Why are Christians such bloop caricatures? How did we go from Warrior Knights of the Cross
to this mess of de-testosteronized "men" in the church today?
3. Do you agree with Dalrock that feminism has invaded the churches and that more and more
apostate Christians are replacing the worship of the Lord Jesus with Vagina worship?
4. What Christian denominations have been able to hold back this feminist onslaught and why?
5. Can a Christian man use Dread Game with a disobedient wife?
6. Who agrees with me that we can fix this for the next generation if we bring back the authority
of a man over his family, including his wife, and children? Can we? Should we?
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"The cops are here."
15 upvotes | November 3, 2020 | by brainmeatjuice | Link | Reddit Link
UPDATE: The hearing was today. My wife, a family law attorney, had boasted many times that she
would destroy me in court. When she finally had a chance to speak, she sounded like a complete fool.
The judge even told her to shut up at one point. He made a "T" with his hands like he was putting her
on time out! It was just what I needed, because I just played it cool, although my heart was pounding
under my shirt. I had the COVID mask on, so it was easy to maintain a poker face. Plus he couldn't
see me laughing when he put her on time out. We have agreed to continue it out three months to
allow for private mediation, which I think will work out.

The statement caused me to feel not dread but surprise, even relief. My wife had not called the police,
although she had been threatening to do so for the past 20-30 minutes. Yet here they were. She had
been yelling, "You hurt me! Admit it! Admit what you did! I'm going to call the police if you don't
admit it right now!" I chose to exercise my right to remain silent. But apparently someone (her adult
son, whom she still has living with us) took her shouts seriously and called the police. In fact
everyone in the house heard her shouting and also believed that I had done something to hurt her. It
was a very convincing fraud, far better than her earlier attempts.
Officer Dylan and his partner interrogated my family in the front lawn for about ten minutes, then
left, warning me that if they had to come back, they would arrest "somebody." They didn't really
seem to know what they were doing, but I thanked them for their service anyway.
I took that as my cue to leave. I usually spend the work week sleeping in a truck on the industrial side
streets anyway. I spent the night in my home, on the couch, then left in the morning. The next day I
made the mistake of trying to negotiate for a turn to use the house, and she filed a request for a DV
restraining order, which was granted.
After that I decided to stop living in my truck and start sleeping inside. Every night. That is going to
be my first priority from now on.
I am getting into a new exercise routine. I am able to be far more consistent in my own space, a little
hotel room that feels like heaven after the chaos at my house.
I am trying to strategize both how to deal with the legal matter and how to deal with the wife's
emotions. I am recognizing that they are intimately connected. I want to save the sanctity of the sexmarriage. I also want to make sure my kids have their father with them as they grow up. I also want
to make sure they have their share of the wealth I am trying to build and pass on to them (rather than
my wife and her adult son and her creditors).
Any insight or advice would be treasured. I would also like to think whoever has been praying for me
and my family. God has worked wonders for me, and I believe He will again.
In case any of you are wondering, I have never beat my wife or any woman. That is a vile crime, and
I cringe when I see my name attached to the false allegation.
BF: ~15%, 6'0", 160, no weights currently, but 50 pushups, 10 pullups, bodyweight exercises in my
hotel room for now, starting to achieve some consistency.
Reading: Almost all of the MRP sidebar, just re-read the piece on beta divorce strategy
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Finances: Were going well, until the other night. I had the Mrs. on the Dave Ramsay plan, and we
turned our finances around in 6 months. Paid off all her credit cards, started stacking cash. Now up in
the air. Work is steady, but having a hard time finishing education, moving on to the next goal.
Spiritual: Feeling more spiritually focused than ever at the moment. I am working on memorizing
Isaiah 53. I have shared my faith with an old guy at work, and begun praying with him before we
start work. I reached out to our old foreman about some conflict he was having with our new
foreman, and he was receptive and encouraging, and also offered to inspire the old man with
scripture. I actually had a feeling quite new to me the other night. It was the feeling that I hated
everything that is not holy. I wanted it away from me. I have never felt that way before.
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Got a breakup text telling me I’m a “kind, gentle and curious
spirit”. How do I stop being so nice and toughen up?
15 upvotes | December 2, 2020 | by YurMeister | Link | Reddit Link
I went on a date with a Christian girl last Saturday, only to be told that she’d “think about” seeing me
again and receiving a kind of condescending text from her telling me that I’m a “kind, gentle and
curious spirit”. Our friends at /r/askTRP said it was because I was being too nice and not generating
enough attraction, as well as recommending that I come here because of my post history. Thoughts?
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Are women allowed to post?
15 upvotes | March 17, 2020 | by HumectantMenace | Link | Reddit Link
I follow this sub and enjoy reading posts here as I believe it aligns with my worldview. Right now I'm
really struggling to love my husband as the head and to be attracted to him. First off, his trend is
toward being a BP husband. I do not know how to gently nudge him toward RP without "ruling over
him." When we first dated and got married I was over the moon attracted to him. He could make me
orgasm with no problem and we had sex often and it was great. Several months in and he started
watching porn. He said there was a struggle, now that we are having sex and that it is in his face, that
it was harder to surpress his desire to watch porn. 4 years later and it still has been going on. Well this
prompted me to actually start using porn myself. I found our sex went from great to really terrible,
him not being able to make me orgasm for years. And actually now, the only time I do orgasm now is
from fantasizing during sex. I have selfishly done this because I really don't want my husband to feel
bad in the area of performance as he was very insecure about it. I now have set up a reality in which
he thinks he is statisying me, and I am fantisizing to orgasm. I did confess this to him early on when
the fantisizing started and he hardcore withdrew and I felt very shameful. It has been an elephant in
the room ever since. There are many other things that turn me off of him. One he does not keep up
with hygiene. Never goes to the dentist and has a bad breath problem. I have gently nudged him to go
to the dentist and even had him agree to go once in which he canceled for no reason at all other than
being lazy.
I see you guys talking about investing and getting a return for marriage. Although Christ sacrificially
did that for us, I cannot help but feel like there is no return for my sacrifice in our marriage. For
anything I do. I am also a full time working mother. I have not neglected our sex life although I am
increasingly showing my lack of enthusiasm toward our sex life as I am disappointed by him in many
ways. (I am no starfish wife, but keep it fun, always and we do many things that alot of Christians
would not dare to think of). I have joined RP wife and for a time really worshiped him and found no
return from that.
I really have a sense of feeling like he deserves someone with undying love for him no matter what
and believe he should find someone new that is making him happy. I have not been able to do that
our entire marriage. I am looking for a hail Mary at this point because I am sliding downhill quickly
in our marriage.
If you're interested in more of the dynamic of my relationship with my husband, you can lurk my
profile. I have decided to focus on the sexual aspect as I believe sexual is the manifestation of the
whole.
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Did I do the right thing by blocking this woman?
15 upvotes | May 23, 2020 | by clxmedia | Link | Reddit Link
Stats 23/yo 6’5 210lbs BP 230, OHP 150, DL 420. Train BJJ multiple times a week outside of
lockdown.
Reading Essentially all sidebar + most of main RP sub sidebar. Bible a few times a month alone at
this point outside of weekly meeting with friends.
Finances No debt, high paying job in a dominance hierarchy that I care about. Fully stocked
emergency fund.
Spiritual Pray daily, meet in weekly group, used to attend church regularly prior to lockdown.
I'll make this as concise as possible.
There was a friendly girl that I used to work with. She was only 18, I was 22 when we met prior to
me graduating college. She mentioned that she spotted me at church, and I invited her to tag along
and third wheel with my then LTR. The more the merrier I thought. We discipled her, she had been
going to church by herself for a couple of years, had tons of questions about the problem of evil, the
creation story in Genesis, all the good stuff that we helped her with.
I thought she was cool as a friend. We sometimes would get coffee together after class, she offered to
buy the first time, I didn’t let her and then she reciprocated it the next time and we’d alternate every
time. Good times.
Then at one point after I broke up with LTR, she started developing feelings I'm 95% sure. She would
buy me small gifts, text me late in the night telling me about how much she appreciated me
randomly, multiple times. She even tried to invite herself to BJJ, when literally no girl has ever done
that. All I had done with her was physically pick her up a couple of times, and hug her, that's it.
She is quite pretty, but I didn't feel it was worth severing my only female friend over, so I gently tried
to give her hints that I wasn't interested. Calling her "buddy" at every chance, saying I didn't think it
was a good idea for her to come to BJJ, etc.
Then at one point soon after, she straight up asked me if I was acting sexual towards her, when we
were harmlessly joking over text. I had to go super sober, and explain that I was simply not interested
in her in that way. She then turned around and said that the feeling is mutual, she had just been joking
when she'd said that.
Also important to note, that she had an LTR right around the time this was happening, so as a side
note I was a bit annoyed that she would even be having these kinds of conversations, and seemingly
entertaining flirting with other guys when she had a boyfriend.
After this ordeal, we didn't talk for a while. Every month or so, we would have a short text-exchange.
At one point, we talked about hanging out, I set a date, thinking we would do the usual chit-chat, and
would talk about future plans for hanging out in groups like normal.
She agreed to the date, and then flaked without a word to cancel or reschedule.
This was unusual, she'd never done it before, so I waited a few days, saying nothing.
After five days, I rationally thought, "clearly she's upset at me not wanting to be with her, and played
this stupid game to flake just to spite me". And I wrote out a quick text, saying that her behavior
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wasn't congruent with my expectations and I think it could be best if we don't talk anymore.
I immediately get an ESSAY in return. A giant story about how her father got out of surgery the night
before, that she was super sorry, under a lot of pressure, etc. That was the only thing that would
somewhat legitimize flaking without a word in my eyes, so I decided to not block her and give her
the benefit of the doubt, just this once.
Then, two weeks ago something similar happened. We had a quick text exchange, agreed to hop onto
a FaceTime the next morning, and then on the day of, she flakes again without a word.
I thought that it was weird, but I didn't assume anything because obviously if what happened last time
is legit, I don't want to make the mistake of swatting down a fly with a machine gun this time if some
family tragedy truly happened.
After 10 days, I heard that a bro passed away in an accident. This made me even more hesitant to
assume anything, as a matter of fact I went through my phone, and saw that outside of my bro that
passed away in an accident, this friend/girl was the only other person to not get back to me.
I got concerned, because I was good friends with her, and legit thought she could be dead. So I called
and left a quick voicemail, telling her that someone else had just died and I was just checking to make
sure she was still alive, giving zero care about being "alpha" as it's a life and death situation.
I didn't hear anything back for 24 hours, and truly thought my friend was dead and I'd lost two friends
in a single week. I was mourning them both.
Then the next day, I hop on my social media and I see her online and reposting some random
inspirational/lovey dovey quote.
I'm going to be dead serious, I don’t know what words I can use to describe how upset that made me.
To think your friend is dead, and then to find out they're alive, but they just didn't give a care to speak
up was brutally painful. Because I knew that I did absolutely nothing to deserve that kind of BS, my
first reaction was to want to darce her into another dimension.
So I wrote out a quick text, saying that I thought she dead, and said that it was incredibly cruel that
she wouldn't speak up, and let me think she was dead for no reason when she could have easily taken
ten seconds to clear it up. I said on principle, I'd blocked her. And I did.
Is there anything irrational about how I handled this?
I've never had to play the straight up ghosting/blocking game with people before. I just speak
forthrightly, exactly how I feel, and I try to not hold anything back. But this was just so disgusting, I
felt I had no choice, on self respect alone I cannot be friends with her again.
Let me know what you all think. I was at a loss for words. In hindsight, I think I should have just not
said anything and stopped communication.
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Reformed? Or Arminian?
15 upvotes | July 2, 2020 | by BD_Energee | Link | Reddit Link
Hi team!
I'm a reformed Anglican/Episcopalian in Australia. And I'm just wondering a snapshot of where our
Reddit community sits theologically. Would many of you sit reformed or Arminian?
Complementarian or egalitarian in marriage doctrine?
...if you are egalitarian in doctrine id love to hear more from you!
I hope you are all well through these rubbish times.
Go well brothers and sisters
FYI I am an ex soldier turned school chaplain
EDIT - The reality of this post is that it was rushed and didn't get across my true intention. However
it's been great to hear more on people's belief in this sub.
My reason for asking about egalitarianism is because I have never met a reformed person who was
egalitarian. In my experience reformed soteriology and complementarianism go hand in hand. And I
was hoping to get out of my echo chamber and see what's out there. Not that I want change my belief
but rather understand others. I was also interested in the general theological view of the sub.
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A younger girl. Is this an opportunity or a disaster waiting to
happen?
15 upvotes | July 14, 2020 | by OreoSpeedWhacker | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 12%, 5'11", 165#.
Reading: all 100 and 200 posts.
Finances: Just graduated with a degree in data analytics, should have my debt paid off within a year.
Spiritual: Decent, but with a long way to go.
I'm 26, and recently I've been getting some serious IOIs from a girl in the church I just joined. She's
18 and a solid 9/10. She's about as mature as you'd expect an 18-year-old to be and solid in the basics
of Christianity, but not completely certain about some of its finer points. She's the same way with
politics. She's conservative, but I'm not completely sure she has a deep understanding of everything
she'll be voting for in November.
Is this the opportunity of a lifetime or a disaster waiting to happen?
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How do I support my brother while also being loyal to God
15 upvotes | July 25, 2020 | by Jaymetromod | Link | Reddit Link
18, 145lb, 6'2, Brownhair, Dunno what I bench cause I've had a broken arm since CV quarantine
started
Some background: Right now I am trying to convert into Catholicism, I've started reading the Bible
and I know all the basics of Christianity. I've always considered myself a Christian, but since my
upbringing and my family was not Christian, I'm going to officially become a part of the religion. I
know the rules of sin..but..my brother is 15 and not a believer. He is a partier and likes to drink and
tonight he told me about his first sexual encounter with a girl (who he likes but has caused
trouble/hurt him before and is drenched in red flags)..Whenever I am not supportive of his lifestyle
(since knowing a person is sinning and condoning it is a sin) he pulls away and the relationship
weakens..I know he needs a role model to model good behaviour without shaming him for his current
lifestyle..but I don't know how to do that. He told me about his encounter tonight and instead of
expressing my concerns I just congratulated him..since he doesn't seem to want or care for my
advice/warnings..How do I support him without supporting his sinful behaviour and weakening my
relationship with God..while also not telling him to not do what he's doing because this is his lifestyle
rn and he doesn't seem to want or care to change it.
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Episode 10 - No Frame, No Game Part 2
15 upvotes | July 29, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Here's the latest edition of the RPC podcast. Enjoy!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_-_6ymGP1M
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Any tips from dads with daughters?
15 upvotes | July 22, 2021 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
The daughters going on a group date with a boy tomorrow night. She's a bundle of nerves. She's made
a lot of good choices so far, but if she has a failing it's overthinking to the point of paralysis. Some of
it seems to be excitement, some fear of embarrassment, and some general indecision.
For one thing she didn't want the "porch and shotgun show." I pretty much invoked the holy grail for
her by referencing dating her mother, and let her know that her pawpaw(Grandfather) never gave me
a harsh word, and I took that as testament to my character. I don't doubt for a second that if he hadn't
approved he'd have spoken up. If I have any reservations its about this kid it's his lack of church
attendance and whether he's gotten back there for God or to get a date with her. But I've voiced that
outright. Plus I know his parents, and where he lives. LOL.
I have reminded her that I'm only a phone call or text away.
Any other wisdom the other dads can impart?
Edit: I forget to mention I'll be dropping her off and picking her up, so there's less room for
indiscretion.
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Hi guys, I’ve been reading posts on here for the last couple of
days. And it’s very inspiring/ helpful. I’m going to be
completely honest here as I really want change.
15 upvotes | July 26, 2021 | by Yaswwfc | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: Age-26, Weight: 120 kg, Height- 5'8.5, BMI:37.22 ( roughly)
Mission: I'm not sure exactly what it is, I do sing and minister at churches etc and I have a passion for
it so I believe it's that. But not 100 % sure if thats all. I have a burning passion for more. I am not
currently interested in meeting a woman as I know I need to get my stuff sorted out first. Develop my
relationship with Christ, better finances, better shape and frame, and totally find my mission.
Finances: I work full time as a security guard. It's average pay and I don't really enjoy it that much. I
currently live with my parents. I am also paying off my car. I want to earn more, and have been
searching and looking for ways on how I can make money online. I want to work on the
underground, which is the TFL over here in the UK. So ideally I'd love that job and also make money
online.
Spiritually: I do not read the Word enough, I do pray, however my quiet time with Lord has been
limited to 5-10 minutes a day, which I find I do when I'm at work or just before I leave the house. I
don't know a lot of scripture that I can memorize off by heart.
So, as you can see, I am obese for my height. I put the majority of this weight on in the last 18
months. I was fairly lean before then. I was really struggling emotionally and being lied too by the
enemy for things I was involved back in the day. Constantly feeling ashamed, defeated and worthless
for past sins and mistakes. Until I truly learnt and understood that I was forgiven and God loves me
that same way. It affected my relationship that I had with my ex gf, as I wouldn't see her because I
was ashamed of how fat I had become, eventually the relationship ended. I have also stayed away
from people and stopped going to church and put up a barrier because I don't want people to see how
big i've become. I have healed tremendously emotionally, however I am now left feeling lonely,
disappointed at times, forgotten. However, I am still motivated to changing my life around, becoming
socially active, losing weight and getting into shape, developing my relationship with God,
developing my relationships with people increasing my finances, and improving in every area of my
life. This past week I believe there has been a shift, all of a sudden I have a yearning to get closer to
God than ever before, I want to get to know him on a personal level like never before. I feel as if Ive
missed a lot of time with Him.
I am currently water fasting for days on and doing weight training to lose the fat on my body. I have
lost 2 stone in the past with this method.
Thanks for listening, looking forward to your feedback. If I have missed anything please forgive me.
I will be glad to tell you anything that I have.
God bless.
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Church recs in DC/NoVA?
15 upvotes | August 18, 2020 | by srredditacct | Link | Reddit Link
(If there's a better place to post this, definitely would appreciate knowing about it)
Hi all,
Anyone here have recommendations for a church in the DC/Northern Virginia area? I've been
alarmed by my church's slide towards wokism over the last few years. The church formally holds to
'conservative' views of sexuality and female leadership, but large and influential chunks of our
congregation believe otherwise. E.g. we appointed a couple of eldresses a couple years ago -- they're
privy to and get to offer input on almost all major church decision, though they don't have formal
voting power. Recently one of our eldresses resigned in protest, not being satisfied that our church
still (at least formally) held to said conservative positions.
Our pastor and leaders also hold to a lot of views/interpretations of current social events that, well, I'd
say are essentially copypasta from the New York Times + a little bit of Scripture.
(Yeah yeah, I know, be a man, fight against it. Believe me, I've tried.)
Thanks in advance.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (08/19/20)
15 upvotes | August 19, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Post-Divorce Reports
15 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | by jeffersonkim | Link | Reddit Link
At least for me, prior to my divorce, I was paralyzed by the fear of Asset Rape and Child Custody
disputes. I just read horror story after horror story of men getting screwed by divorce courts.
In my case, being less than two years after divorce and remarried to an angel in comparison to my ex,
things have turned out much better than I could had ever imagined. In fact, had I known what the
outcome would've been, I probably would've hurried my ex out the door the numerous times she
threatened divorce prior.
Perhaps, it's because the movement is too young, that we don't hear from men who have gone through
the divorce court gauntlet, come out on the other side, and stated it wasn't as bad as they had feared
(or maybe it was!).
Obviously, it will be a mixed bag. I know it would had been more helpful for me to understand the
aftermath.
I don't personally know a lot of divorced men myself, but the ones I do know, ended up trading in for
a much better wife and are much happier now.
Anyway, I'm interested to hear some after-divorce reports. Obviously, the process itself is hell, and
perhaps for some years after.
Are RPChristian men much better off in the end?
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The First Among
15 upvotes | September 21, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Lots of guys have caught on to the mission of making disciple(r)s. This is great. I have three qualms
with how this is manifesting here, though:
1. Some men are adopting this mission externally rather than internally. "The Bible says I need to
do it, so I'm going to do it" is an acceptable starting point, but it's also a very blue pill
approach. I've said here before: The red pilled Christian doesn't "enter Christ's frame," as
many suggest. He is internally transformed/sanctified so that HIS OWN frame becomes
synonymous with Christ's frame. The mission to make disciples is something you do for you,
not something you do to appease God or earn his favor (which would be legalism), and having
a proper perspective on this world in light of eternity necessitates this conclusion for anyone
paying attention.
2. I don't get the picture that many guys actually know what discipler-making looks like, often
confusing the process with more common concepts like evangelism or mentoring. Join the RPC
discord if you want to flesh this out more, as it's a much better place for getting insight.
Otherwise, I do intend to proceed with the 300 series soon.
3. Other guys have compartmentalized their mission from their mate.
We've talked about the first before, and the second will be upcoming, but let's focus on the third for
now.
COMPARTMENTALIZATION
I'm as guilty of doing this as anyone else here. I don't mean just in the past - I'm talking the present
too. It's an easy trap to fall into, especially within the red pill scene where there's so much emphasis
on the man doing his own thing separate from the inappropriate influence of his wife. Yet there's a
significant difference between being influenced by her and influencing her.
To be clear, there are areas where you SHOULD be influenced by your wife. Maybe she has skills
you don't, or insight you lack, or experiences you could benefit from. Don't shoot all that down just
because you have some ridiculous notion of what it means to be a "red pill man." The red pill is about
understanding the truth - and I'll add: in its proper context. Yes, it may be a red pill truth that
sometimes women need to be told no. But don't be autistic about it.
When it comes to being the one doing the influencing, lots of guys take a pass. Or, more accurately:
they become passive. They take the "autist" route of misunderstanding the red pill advice of "do your
own thing and let her follow" as "I'm just going to ignore her and expect her to get with the program
all on her own." That's foolish.
But the natural conclusion of this foolishness is segregating your mission from your mate. Why?
Maybe she told us she didn't want to be involved, so we obeyed her like good little children
Maybe she's not naturally good at helping in our mission, so we didn't even bother trying to
train her
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Maybe we're just idiots and completely forgot to include her in the first place
Whatever your reason, the reality is that this needs to be fixed. Your wife is your helper. Let her help.
If she doesn't try on her own, invite her. If she's not good at it, train her. If she resists, correct her. If
she fails, encourage her.
RED PILL EXCUSES
What I DON'T want you doing is using the red pill as an excuse to avoid connecting her with your
mission. I noticed myself doing this at one point, and I've seen it in other men. Their wife isn't
following, so you say things like "1,000 foot rope" and "you do you" as cop-outs for never actually
trying to connect with her on your mission in the first place.
Yes, the 1,000 foot rope may take time to reel in. Yes, "you do you" certainly applies. But these only
make sense IN THE CONTEXT of her refusing to join in with the program. What if she doesn't
refuse? Then there's no point going off on your own! How do you know if she will or won't?
Some guys fail to involve their wives for the same reason other guys fail to ask out a girl in the first
place: "What if she says no?!?" Oooh, the horror. So, you guarantee the bad conclusion (rejection) in
order to maintain your feeling of control and dominance over the situation, giving a false sense of
safety and emotional stability.
But if you can get on board with the idea of a single guy asking a girl out in order to build confidence
(either through success or gradual immunization from rejection), the same should apply to you with
your wife, just in a different context.
The principles are still the same. When a single Christian man asks out a girl, that's his way of saying,
"I want you to be my helper in what God has in store for my life." In case you haven't caught on,
what "God has in store" is for you to make disciplers. When a married Christian man is
compartmentalizing his mission and his mate, he's in the same scenario, needing to ask her: "Will you
start helping me in what God has in store for our lives?"
MARRIAGE AND MINISTRY
For discipler-makers, here's a principle to live by: Your marriage affects your ministry. You may
not realize how, and even after hearing the explanation you still may not see it ... but it does.
Discipleship is about life-modeling. If your marriage sucks, how can you model for other men what
marriage should look like? The Church has been warned that if a man can't manage his own
household, he shouldn't manage God's household either. 1 Timothy 3:5. "One who is faithful in a
very little is also faithful in much." Luke 16:10. And that applies to leading your family, if you want
to have greater influence in God's Kingdom. Get the point?
But the connection goes to another level: your wife should be the first among those you disciple, and
your children after her. How can a man pretend to disciple other men if he does not disciple his own
family? It's a lunacy trap I'd been caught in for years, and having escaped it I see how many other
men are there too. It ultimately stems from a weak frame - a man who likely believes, "My wife
would never let me disciple her." This, as described above, is partly due to misconceptions about
what biblical discipleship actually looks like and how to implement it in the context of a marriage (a
process I'd enjoy much more discussion on). But it's more commonly because most guys haven't
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developed a frame that's strong and attractive enough to handle it.
FIRST AMONG
We've already said that your wife should be the first among your disciples. Great. But it's more than
just that. She's also the first among those who should WANT to follow your lead. Does she?
Your wife has vowed to follow you, right? If anyone would want to follow you, she has more motive
and obligation than anyone else. Now, remove the obligation component. Suppose the Bible never
said wives should submit to their husbands, but still impressed on the man the obligation to lead their
wives. The dynamic suddenly shifts to parallel the rest of the world in your discipler-making efforts,
where you have an obligation to lead them toward Christ-likeness, yet they have no obligation to
submit to your leadership.
With that in mind, the principles that will cause your wife to want to follow you are identical to what
will cause others to want to follow you. Physical attractiveness, strength, confidence, charisma,
charm, wit, emotional stability, financial acuity, a clear vision, etc. - these are all things that make
you more attractive to your wife, and will also make you more attractive to the rest of the world.
She's just the first among your followers.
Yes, you can probably get a guy or two to follow you even if your wife won't. But I've found that
such relationships rarely produce fruit in the long-haul. They're guys who often see themselves as
more your peer, and generally tend to be low-value men who share similar struggles as you. Maybe
they respect one aspect of you that they want to learn from, but will they truly want to be discipled by
you the way Jesus discipled his 12? Probably not.
My point: If you want to be effective at your mission, be effective in it at home first. I don't mean
"first" in a successive sense - "this first, then that" - but in a priority sense. Have other guys you're
working with too. Be simultaneous inside and outside the home. But make sure your home life is the
priority. That's where it starts. Because that's where you're going to model for other men what they
should look like in their own life and relationships.
CONCLUSION
If you don't know who to disciple, start with your wife/girlfriend. If you can't figure out why you're
not effective at making disciples outside the home, perhaps it's because you haven't prioritized
making disciples inside the home. The same things that make your wife want to follow you will also
make other people want to follow you.
In another context, this is much of why we talk so much about improving men's marriage and sex
lives - not because we're obsessed with marriage and sex. It's because the processes are often parallel,
and a healthier marriage/sex-life is a waypoint on the larger journey toward advancing God's
Kingdom during your time on this earth.
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Does AWALT hold for Christian women?
15 upvotes | December 5, 2019 | by afterthe_fapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
And if that's true, is there a version of AMALT in regards to masculine relation to God?
I suppose there could be a hybrid answer that says, "Yeah, all Christian women are the same (as each
other), while all worldly women are the same (as each other)."
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Service and Mission
15 upvotes | November 11, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
A quick note: most of my theology, including everything I write on RPC, is rooted in the imperative
to "walk as Christ walked." One of the ways churchianity has failed at this is in the area of service.
Most congregations take the view that it is up to the various congregations to seek out opportunities
to serve. To get their people serving, they organize group outings, solicit opportunities within the
community, and look for chances to help others. Let me be clear: there is nothing inherently
evil/wrong/bad about doing this.
However, I don't see Jesus doing this.
Instead, I see Jesus making disciples. Those disciples became so excited about how they were
growing under Jesus' leadership that they brought more and more people to follow him. As his
following grew, many of these people needed help, so they asked and he gave it. This seems to be the
prevailing framework for how Jesus helped people. He didn't seek people to heal or cast demons out
of; they found him while he was out and about doing what Jesus does: make disciples.
The dynamic difference here is that Jesus focused on his mission and helped when needs found him.
Churchianity focuses on service in the hope that this will somehow lead to a fulfillment of its
mission. This is backwards.
This is also why congregations today fail so heavily at building up true spiritual leaders. In stead of
making leaders (by discipling them), they are making push-overs in the hope that eventually they'll
met leaders who can help. Result? Natural, godly male leaders out in the wild are like unicorns who
don't actually exist on their own, so they either (1) find and steal away someone that was trained up
by someone else, or (2) we get leaders who only understand a weak, unbiblical framework for
ministry that consistent with how they found churchianity and not necessarily consistent with how
Jesus meant to run it.
Should we serve? Absolutely.
Should we make the search of service opportunities a higher priority in our lives than Jesus
made it in his? Absolutely not.
Should we raise up leaders so gifted that their following naturally invites those in need of
service to ask for it? Of course - and then is when we should respond.
But also note that Jesus COULD NOT do many miracles in his own hometown. Did he lose his
divine power due to some mystical force in that place? Of course not. The Bible says it was because
they did not believe. The implication here, then, is that Jesus was serving those who believed, not
those who did not. Or he served those who would believe because of his service, not necessarily
anyone and everyone regardless of their disposition toward him - and the evidence of his hometown
shows that God intentionally withdraws his assistance from those who aren't oriented Christward in
the first place. And how will we know if those we serve are oriented Christward if we do not first
give them an opportunity to demonstrate their heart toward Christ? By making service the forefront
of ministry effort, we are abandoning our filter in exchange for an "anyone and everyone, whether
they ask for it or not, and regardless of their disposition toward Christ" model of ministry vastly
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disparate from what Jesus showed us.
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[FR] "Happy Life, Happy Wife" & Empathy Theory
15 upvotes | October 17, 2019 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
I will definitely go into more description and detail if anyone wants me to as I see extremely strong
connections with this and animal psychology. Until then I'm going to make some quick statements
I've found to be true (I can't prove this, but at least in my life it's the trend.) and that make what I
believe to be obvious logical jumps in hopes that you understand how empathy works for you, or
against you. And how you can use it to your (and your wife's/SO's advantage). Then give a quick
personal story illustrating it in action.
1. Women, generally speaking, are more empathetic than men. (meaning they are capable of
feeling what other people are feeling without the original stimuli.)
2. Women both empathize consciously, but they also emphasize unconsciously. Or better said
they are not alway in control of their feeling empathy for others.
3. Empathy works negatively. "I'm sad because you're sad." But also positively "I'm happy
because you're happy." (With the disclaimer that they tend not to if the reason the other person
is happy is because they are raising their personal value and is in direct competition with them.)
4. Women typically value group success over individual success and will dampen personal
ideas/feelings/motivations for the sake of the group. (This is more often true when the
ideas/feelings/motivations are not strong-held, or long term.)

I've noticed in not only my relationship but almost every valuable or desirable relationship I watch
that the man is the mood setter (this is because she empathizes with his mood, for better or worse)
within the couple.
Monday night I came home from a mentally and physically tiring day to my fiancé upset over trivial
wedding stuff. Her family has been pretty bad at coming through on their promises such as financing
vendors and errand aid, much to my fiancés chagrin.
This all began to lead to a borderline breakdown for her. We sat down and I got to the bottom of what
we needed completed and paid and by when.
She started getting snippy when I told her to call her mom and start fixing the problems rather than
just worrying about them. My mood was pleasant when I talk about my plan to address these chores
amd she unintentionally empathizes with my mood: relaxed, calm, and jovial. This was a perfect
opportunity to let her choose whose frame to be in:
Her own, which was fragile and currently on the brink of tears. Unable to solve its own problems.
Or mine, which was happy, goal focused, and not changing based on external factors.
I told her "I'm planning on being in a good mood tonight, I think it would be in your interest to follow
suite. I'm going to take a shower and when I get out I want my happy fiance back." Here I overtly tell
her to empathize with me, which she does and I consistently reward this behavior. It might not always
work, but it has for me so try it out and let me know. I was going to have a good night regardless if
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she did. Sucks to be her if she chooses to be miserable.
When I got out of the shower she was in a significantly better mood, I could tell she was still stressed
(we are in single digit days till the wedding so... understandable.) But she was willing to joke around
with me and was able to approach the situation in a manner that didn't result in her having a
meltdown.
She later said "I don't know how you always have a cool head when I'm like that. It's frustrating."
(Here she is trying to get me to feel her feelings. Nope, sorry girl, no can do.) I reminded her that I
am pretty much always in a good to great mood and that she should just go along with it. If I'm
worried or anxious, she's allowed to be. (But I would never show it on purpose/in my right mind.)
The flip side to this is her emapthizing with a negative mood. I'm not going to go into as much detail
as this is already too long, so I'll say it in neanderthal.
Woman: "You feel like loser make ME feel like loser. I no like feel like loser, me go find Chad who
feel like winner so me make me feel like winner!"
You are the mood setter. If you are consistent she will mirror your good mood. (Or bad if you are a
bummed out soy-boy) Show (don't tell) her that she is not strong enough to shake your frame, and
that your frame is a desirable place to be. What this means is Happy Life, Happy Wife.
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RunawayGrain's College Insights, Part 1: Getting Into College
15 upvotes | August 28, 2019 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
In a former career life, I was a college dean. Since the term dean differs from school to school, I was
the head of the admissions department. The school that I served at is a medium sized school, in a
medium sized town in the heart of the south. We had mild winters and hot summers.
The situation that catapulted me into this position was that the previous administration had been
pretty stagnant for the last two decades. Nepotism had run rampant, and the school had one glaring
problem: There might be 1500 new students in the Fall Quarter, but the graduation rates were
something like 1% over six years. Several programs had gone years between actually managing to
have a single student graduate. Not to go into too much detail, but there was a lawsuit and an
investigation by SACS, the schools accrediting body. Rather than have an institution with the state in
the name get defrocked publicly, the state stepped in and fired the entire administration, and cleaned
out some of the departments too. That's where I come in. When I was given the position, I was to turn
around the flagging enrollment as well as the retention issues.
Turning around the enrollment numbers was really just a matter of getting out and recruiting. Just
advertising, 'Hey, we're not run like a slum anymore!' The retention issues had to receive a lot of
attention, though. One problem we had in trying to fix the retention issues being that the local
populace was poorly served by local schools. As a blanket we set up a proctoring room and began
mandatory institutional placement testing of all incoming students.
Which brings us to the first few bits of practical advice I can give to young Christians who want to
further their education:
Point 1: Not everyone is right for college. You need to carefully consider your degree path and
aptitudes to come to an educated decision regarding pursuing a college degree.
Point 2: The SAT and ACT are only supposed to gauge your performance for the first year of
post-secondary education.
Point 3: If you want an actual test to indicate your potential aptitudes, try the ASVAB test. This
can help you out if you are teetering between college and trade school. Just be ready to deal
with military recruiters bugging you if you do well in several of the areas on it.
Another common factor would be pressure from mom and dad to attend college so you can 'get a
good job.'
Point 4: Don't get pushed into college. I intend to deal with this topic later.
So let's say you have weighed all these factors, and decided that getting a college degree is right for
you. What you can expect is to fill out an application. Generally this will ask for general info, which
schools you have attended, and for copies of transcripts and any test scores.
Point 5: Do your best to be comprehensive and honest on correspondence with the college.
Proverbs 11:3 says:
The integrity of the upright guides them, but the unfaithful are destroyed by their duplicity.
I worked at a state school, so basically if you met the criteria and followed the rules you were pretty
sure to get in. You wouldn't believe the number of students who got booted for dishonesty on the
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application. By far the most common scenario was flunking out of another college and neglecting to
state that on the Application. Flunking out was not treated as a massive issue as long as the guidelines
were followed, lying on the application was subject to immediate dismissal. On top of that the student
would be expected to repay tuition and financial aid they received during that time. In later years
we'd avert this out by running the students through the NSLDS federal database before making a
decision about admitting the student. You can flunk out of a school and continue college elsewhere,
but you have to meet some conditions. Again, it's important to follow the rules.
We had a cross town rival which was a small private college. The one scenario we'd see often was a
kid applying, getting run through the database, and finding out they'd not listed a school they had
flunked out of. We'd let them officially know we needed to see transcripts from this school. A lot, and
I mean a lot would head over to this small private college and enroll. The private school was a little
lax and didn't run their checks of the federal database until later on. Usually this resulted in some
students getting kicked out of the private school for academic dishonesty. They'd wind up applying to
us again, with one transcript where they got the boot for 'failure to meet academic standards' and
another where they got the boot for academic dishonesty. That was pretty much a death blow for their
college career as we wouldn't accept them.
Another popular way to screw up centered around certain departments requiring an essay to apply to
the department. What this meant was that in order to declare a major in that field, you had to submit a
short essay to the department and be approved. I had a meeting with one of the department heads of a
department that required this once. He showed me a stack of the essays on his desk. All of them were
plagiarized. Some hadn't even bothered removing the hyperlinks from the page footer. That pretty
much instantly weeded them from getting into that major.
In the next part, I'll discuss college professors.
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I was labeled a misogynist because I said that I preferred
someone who was conscious about modesty
15 upvotes | August 2, 2019 | by eiknihmas | Link | Reddit Link
link to post
Not sure what to really think about it now...
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Should I, a single man, go monk mode until improving or try to
find a wife during a slump?
15 upvotes | July 27, 2019 | by restless_tradcon | Link | Reddit Link
Stats:
Late 20s Man.
10-15% bf (hint of 6 pack unflexed, obvious 6 pack flexed)
6'1" 180 lbs
(I'll explain strange lift numbers below)
Bench: 20 reps of 135 lbs
Squat: 20 reps of 45 lbs
Deadlift: 20 reps of 45 lbs
Mission: Share apologetics that have helped me so much to encourage others. I would like a wife for
companionship, encouragement in my mission, and I'd like to start a family.
Reading: About half of the 100s and 200s series, Lifting is Not a Suggestion, Christian Brad Pitt
Thought Experiment, About 25 Dalrock posts, increasing your social influence and network, The
Bible, OZ's Guide for Singles 1&2.
Finances: ~1 year left on STEM PhD. On a grad student salary now but still maxing Roth IRA
contribution.
Spiritual: Read some scripture daily, but need to up it. Ditto for prayer. Listen to apologetics talks,
sermons, and books of the Bible probably 5-6 days a week. Attend church weekly and a weekly Bible
study.

A bit of background on me

Bluepill conditioning:
Raised in church and conflated being a good Christian with being a nice guy beta. Much of this was
my own timid personality, but this was reinforced, or at least not corrected, throughout my
upbringing. Unfortunately, even though I didn't read I Kissed Dating Goodbye, this was my basic
framework for relating to the opposite sex. By this I mean, I saw women as more moral than men,
and I was very hesitant to initiate anything romantically, lest I be guilty of leading a girl on or not
being sufficiently intentional. This attitude persisted throughout my time at a conservative Christian
college, making me struggle to not have oneitis for the missed opportunities when there was an
abundance of Christian women.
Redpill awareness:
Finally, I realized that my approach needed to change, and I started talking to women and finally
went out on a proper date. I was still hesitant to make a move, but it was a start. Some questions
about the truth of Christianity led me to make exploring my questions about the veracity of the faith,
so I took about a year off from looking for a romantic relationship. When I got back in the game, I
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went out with 10 or so different women, mostly via dating apps, but some girls from irl. Only one of
these relationships started to get serious, we'll call the girl Ally. Ally was my first real girlfriend and I
put her high on the pedestal. I thought, finally, even after all of my incompetence at dating, I found a
good Christian woman. Well, Ally started to trickle truth me, and some of the non serious
relationships from her past were much more serious than I had been led to believe. That along with
some other character flaws led me to breaking up with her. I was so shocked that a pure daughter of
the king could have misled me in this way, and instead of taking responsibility for her wrongdoing, it
was the bad men in her life, and I was bad for not being more understanding. As I searched for why I
was so uncomfortable with the thought of a woman having a past after she said it was a mistake and
how my view of women could be so off, I discovered the theredpill, then Dalrock, and now
rpChristians.
Blackpill:
I was working to become the man I believed God was shaping me to be and working on making
myself more attractive to the opposite sex. I didn't have any concrete prospects, but my confidence
was on the rise. However, a bad knee injury led to surgery, and I'm still recovering months later. This
is why my lifts are so strange, I was only cleared to squat the bar about 3 weeks ago. I will ramp up
the bench weight, but I couldn't bench for some time post surgery and am still reacclimating to the
movement. Until recently, I had a lot of pain moving around, and even sitting in the car was very
uncomfortable, so my social activities fell off. When I reached out to friends, they all seemed to be
too busy to come see me, 3 girls from online (1 I had gone out with once) canceled agreed upon dates
after my injury (could have been usual OLD flakiness, but it still hurt my confidence to have 3
women cancel). I live alone and often feel alone. I'm in a college town and there aren't very many
people, and very few Christians, who are both out of college and single. I'm working on changing this
mindset that mindset, as I know that both Jesus and Paul gained immense benefit from time spent
alone.

Questions:
1. Can I reasonably expect to be attractive to women while still having trouble walking normally?
Should I just wait until I'm back to being physically healthy before seeking a romantic
relationship?
2. Same but for salary. Should I wait until I make more money after graduating to maximize my
attractiveness?
3. Trying to expand my social circle. Does it seem weird to go to on campus ministries? These are
geared towards undergrads, but I'm still technically a student, and this is often closest to my age
group as far as social interaction is concerned. Definitely not opposed to dating a younger
woman but don't want to be a creep about it. What about going to a new church for a week or
two just to meet new people? I like the church I'm at and don't want to treat church just as a
social engagement.
4. What other critiques do you have to help me break the conditioning?
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Looks matter, get lifting
15 upvotes | July 26, 2019 | by RPwisdom | Link | Reddit Link
Overheard two girls talking in public about a guy
“He’s cute bunt he really needs to get some biceps ASAP”
Looks matter. Lifting is not an option
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I’m meeting her dad tomorrow. Any advice?
15 upvotes | July 8, 2019 | by TurnerK28 | Link | Reddit Link
So me (20M) and this girl (20F) from my church started talking a couple of weeks ago and things are
really clicking and we want to date officially.
However, before that happens I have to talk with her dad.
Now I have met him before when I came by her house and helped her move some stuff up to her
dorm at school with her brother but this is going to be a 1 on 1 sit down with him.
I’m not really nervous as I have talked to him before and he seems like a really cool guy but this is
my first relationship and I don’t want to mess things up with her father before we even get off the
ground.
Do any of you have any advice for me going into it?
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[Singles] 10 Reasons Why I Recommend Doing a Lot of Dating
15 upvotes | June 20, 2019 | by macmeeler | Link | Reddit Link
I'll try to keep this post short as I always do
10. It's a lot of fun. Or at least, it should be. Go into dates with the mindset of having fun. And don't
lean on her to have fun. In other words, have fun in your own frame and she'll be like "Oh my gosh I
want to join in on that so bad" if you're having a genuinely, note: genuinely good time/laugh.
9. Learn yourself. You ought to expose yourself to what it is that really pulls you in with a woman.
Maybe you'll find that you get dissatisfied with someone who doesn't appreciate certain traits about
you. You'll find what it is that keeps conversation interesting for you. Maybe you're more bored with
introverts or people who aren't high in openness than you realized. You'll find you're attracted to
certain traits that you didn't even know beforehand.
8. Understanding women You see what works and what doesn't. You learn from your mistakes. You
see the patterns. You see in which ways AWALT. You see what the essence of femininity is because
you see it consistently surface amongst all the women. You then use your intuition to come to
conclusions about how women universally want to be treated and understood by men (this is when
you truly feel like a pimp). You also start to see what causes differentiation in women: you
understand how their upbringing and current situation affects their current views on relationships, on
themselves, on how they should be treated.
7. Builds your confidence It's hard to believe I used to feel lucky to get a date. There's a completely
different attitude when you feel like the prize, and she's going to respect that you're on your mission
with your world. You get used to being after your self-purpose first. Knowing you truly have a lot of
options makes you feel like the prize instead of just trying to make yourself a prize.
6. Lots of friends makes you happy Any girl you go on a couple dates with, you're more likely to be
able to go to her in the same way you would a good friend. You've established a connection, you
respect and admire each other, you're high value people. This is going to compound in your life.
5. Forces you to be ready. It's easy to sit on your couch and dream of "one day" when you meet the
perfect girl who's hot, Christian, and single. But when you finally meet your unicorn, are you going to
be ready? If you date a lot, most likely.
4. You get good at it. You can find plenty of anecdotes of people complaining about how frustrating
and awful dating is. I don't have those experiences anymore. Experience is a great teacher. Dating
becomes less of a big deal to you. I went on a date..I was joyous, excited, at peace, cool. But I was
with a girl who, at first, was so nervous. Visibly shaking and tense/stiff, vocals were tight. I couldn't
believe how nervous she was. And then I realized this is how I used to be. And gradually over time
the nerves became less and less and less on first interactions and eventually, in all honesty, I don't
even experience any kind of nervousness and had completely forgotten that dating was a nervous
experience for most people. Why had I forgotten? Because eventually I felt like.. nothing can go
wrong. I have 15 other options I'm already considering and whomever I'm currently on a date with
already has stiff competition. That's not like, some arrogant self-hype, it's just the truth. I'm not
fearful of anything. I'm ready to enjoy the moment. Nervousness and uneasiness is always derived
from scarcity mentality or a lack of confidence.
3. Girls want guys with options Simple as that. You don't want to have to lie to her when she tries to
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figure out if she's the best you can do. Date a lot, have a lot of options, girls will worship you for
being desirable.
2. Solidifying Frame On every date, you have the opportunity to test your own frame. She may
throw s** tests at you. You just see them for what they are. And you understand that she just wants to
know what you're made of. She may try to qualify and act better than you. You think it's bloody cute*
and you're aloof to the idea. Any relationship dynamic that involves you chasing her and not the other
way around is not an option you'd consider. You are the prize.
1. A-B-U-N-D-A-N-C-E No settling. The other 9 reasons now add up to you selecting who you want,
knowing what exactly that is, and being deserving and ready for it. Without abundance, you're a
fisherman with a single line waiting. With abundance, you're sifting through the day's pull for the
cream of the crop. Your whole mentality with women changes and you end up manifesting as a more
desirable man.
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The Second Kiss of Death
15 upvotes | June 18, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
There is a saying in the manosphere that is so notorious that it has been labeled by some as the "kiss
of death" to a marriage: ILY, BINILWY. "I Love You, But I'm Not In Love With You." This is
usually directed from a woman to a man. It's an expression of her hypergamy and hamster brain at its
finest: "I'm not a bad wife. I still love my husband. But someone else is giving me the tingles. That's
reasonable, right?" 9 times out of 10, when you hear this phrase, it's over. Only the top men will
figure out how to recover from this - and doing everything you can to make her happy isn't the
answer because that's what got you into that mess in the first place. But this isn't the only "kiss of
death" out there - it's just the only one that gets verbalized.
As many of you know, I see a lot of broken marriages. It's my day job. I've noticed another kiss of
death, and this one is usually directed from a man to his wife. It doesn't roll off the tongue as nicely,
but here goes: IH, BINHFY. "I'm Horny, But I'm Not Horny For You."
THE PEOPLE
Women talk. Men do. Women are willing to say ILY, BINILWY. Rarely will a man communicate
IH, BINHFY.
For these men, their wife is willing to have sex with him, but has no personal desire. She wears jeans
and a t-shirt everyday. She spends all her time on social media, primping her house (because you
know it's not really his), or binging Netflix. She may have been attractive at one point, but she no
longer feels the need to put in the effort.
The men themselves are boring. They waver between work and vegging out. They don't have a
mission. They don't employ kino. They're not hitting the gym. They may have been attractive one
point, but he no longer feels the need to put in the effort.
THE PROBLEM
What's unique here is that these guys have willing wives. How do I know? Because the thought of not
having sex with her doesn't cross his mind until she actually offers and he realizes he's not interested.
After that it delves deeper to the point where he's not interested in initiating either.
If she's willing, what's the problem? The problem is that he's not attracted to her, which is closely
related to the fact that she's not attracted to him. If she was, she'd see his disinterest and try to spark
interest again. Married men have standards too. When talking about SMV, most men size up a
woman by her looks, but most of us agree that this isn't based on the raw material alone (weight,
symmetry, etc.):
How she dresses. This is a part of her looks. An attractive woman who hides what she's got isn't
attractive anymore. To pick on an easy example: have you seen Jennifer Lopez in sweats?. Not
bad. But have you seen her in actual sweats?. No thanks. Outfit matters.
Makeup. This is also part of her looks. We've all seen before/after pics of celebrities without
makeup. Dear goodness, most of them look ... normal? Some women can pull off normal and
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still make me want to screw them. Others can't.
Posture/Pose. This is all about how she presents her looks. It's the difference between "There
she is on her phone again" and "Dang, I gotta get her off that phone again!"
Seduction/Attitude. This is less about how she looks and more about sexual behavior, speech,
mannerisms, etc. When you talk, does the conversation go like this? Or a little more like this?
There are more I could go into (hair style, skin tone, muscle toning, accessories, etc.), but you get the
point. Having a hot wife doesn't mean squat if she's only hot on Friday nights when you happen to
have a babysitter, and even then only if she feels like it. Yes, I've been there.
Ironically, his non-attraction to her often makes her feel more validated in her sexuality within the
marriage, not less. Her hamster spins, "I'm ready and willing. All he's got to do is initiate. He must be
the problem, not me. I'm fine." How can she get away with this false-validation? Because he's too big
of a pussy to tell her plainly: "Screw off, woman. I don't cum on to just anyone. I have standards," or
even, "I'm horny, but I'm not horny for you."
MISTAKES/SUCCESSES
Now, when a man actually has this conversation with his wife, it rarely goes well. I tried that in the
past. My wife is naturally attractive, but doesn't always put in the effort I like to see. Progress is
progress, but here are some mistakes from my past.
"You should wear more tank tops and skirts. I think they look really sexy on you." ... didn't
result in her wearing more tank tops and skirts. It's good for her to know what I like, but simply
telling her didn't cut it.
She's riding me, but I'm not even close. I tell her to bite her lip and moan. Mistake. She goes off
about how she's not going to fake it, and she already finished and just wanted to be done
because she was getting sore. Blah, blah, blah.
I've also tried outright saying "No" to sex when she initiated, giving a clear cold shoulder and
explaining that I'm just not feeling horny toward her in the moment. Huge butthurt moment.
No, this did not inspire her to start perking her chest when I walked in the room from then on in
order to make me horny.
Want to know what did work?
Buying her a skirt. She wore it.
Making her moan in bed, then sticking my dick in her while she was still moaning.
Initiating sex in a way that made her feel sexy and want to keep feeling that way.
See the difference between how "saying" failed, but "doing" can succeed?
TEMPORAL HOTNESS
Now I'll note, this is still something of an ongoing struggle with my wife. Every now and then I catch
myself thinking, "What's the point of having a hot wife if I don't get to see her being and acting
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hot?" Then I remember that "hot" is not just about a woman's potential for hotness, but about her
actual hotness in the moment.
To that end, my wife was not hot yesterday. There were a couple days last week when she was hot,
though. See how that works? Yesterday she was a harpy. There are other days when she's an incubus.
Some days she's all business, other days she's all play.
RETENTIVE ATTRACTION
The degree to which I am attracted to my wife isn't temporal, though. Guys seem to have a weird
lingering subliminal memory for how we view women. About once every 6 months I'll go on
Facebook and see pictures of people from high school. My ONEitis from back then looks fine today,
but for some reason I still see her as a goddess. My wife is 11 years older and 10lbs heavier than
when we married, with stretch marks from 4 pregnancies, but there's a part of me that still sees the
girl I dated when I look at her.
Yet my attraction toward her does waver. Why? Because I see the dissonance between my memory of
her hotness and the present reality in front of me, when they're not aligned. But instead of a sharp
spike in attraction from day to day, it's more of an average. If she's hot 6 days in a week, I'm still
horny for her on the 7th, regardless of how she's wearing her hair, posing her body, or that she's not
wearing make-up. But if she's only hot 1 day in a week, suddenly I'm more interested in the girl with
the tight midriff walking down the street. Did my wife's facial features change? Did her weight take a
massive hike that week? No. But in those times she does make it hard to visualize the hotness my
memory wants to recall.
WHY DOES THIS MATTER?
For guys out there whose wives already make them horny 7 days a week, it doesn't. For that matter, if
you're the type of guy who would bang a brick of cheese to get off, it probably doesn't matter for you
either.
For those of us who find ourselves sexually disinterested from time to time, acknowledging when
you're not horny for your wife makes a difference. For some guys, this is the "kiss of death" in the
relationship that leads them toward divorce. They've given up before they even started. However,
instead of cutting off hope of things getting better, this recognition can give a guy motivation to take
action to improve things - especially if you're the kind of guy whose mission and MAP includes
keeping her around.
IMPROVE THE MAN
We talk a lot here about "fixing the man" and general self-improvement. That's great. But in my
experience, a guy's self-improvement doesn't automatically make his wife start improving all on its
own. It does increase her attraction to him, but if he wants to be more attracted to her, she's got to
make some changes too. Her being more attracted to him might give some underlying reason to
improve, that reason doesn't manifest into action until there's something prodding the action.
Remember, women are told all their lives that they're perfect and any guy would be lucky to have sex
with them. If you keep positively reinforcing her through your expression of your sexuality toward
her, all she thinks is: "This is awesome! I'm getting a better husband and I don't need to do anything
at all, except have sex more often with a more attractive man."
This is one of the greatest shortcomings I see in MRP. I completely get that "you can't change her,
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only yourself." I also get that self-improvement is foundational. I also get that there aren't to be any
covert contracts: she may never actually improve. But none of this is a license to ignore all
conversation about how to get her to improve beyond "improve yourself first." What after that? The
imbalance of content on MRP in favor of male-improvement leaves the implication that men
shouldn't nudge their wives to improve themselves because we're so used to reading, "Just work on
yourself and if she responds, great; if not, leave. Abundance, blah, blah, blah." The posts about how
to "train up your slut" are either incredibly narrow in focus or otherwise extremely rare. I'm not
saying to make this a 50/50 - but 90/10 is better than 99/1. Improving the man is only the starting
point.
THEN IMPROVE THE WOMAN
Last week I made this post about "gravitational centers", which tracked a common journey from
"ILY, BINILWY" to bliss. Bob had thought "IH, BINHFY" toward his wife before. But Bob's wife
didn't improve all on her own. It wasn't some magical thing in her that she suddenly decided to do
when she saw him making progress. He was inviting her to improve with him all along the journey.
"I'm going to the gym. Want to join?"
"I need a new suit. Want to go shopping together? You can do a fashion show for me in the
dressing room."
"I'm going to cook a new meal. Want to help?"
He led by example. Instead of affirming her, he stretched her.
Most wives don't ever realize "IH, BINHFY" is a thing a guy thinks from time to time. I remember
my wife at one point thinking that sex was just about ejaculating and that it didn't matter how she
acted, which outfit she wore, etc. "I'm naked. Why aren't you hard yet?" She had to be taught that
guys don't get hard on command. I remember a radio host doing a prank call with a woman, sharing
embarrassing stories, who commented, "This girl must be hot because apparently she grew up
believing guys were always hard. She'd never seen a naked guy in front of her who wasn't!" The sad
thing is: in today's culture where just saying "Do you want sex?" actually will make a dozen men
nearby hard, there's not a lot of reason for women to believe otherwise.
That's why dread is so powerful. You've got to be high enough quality to make her want to keep you
happy. But even after that, you've still got to nudge her to work on herself too. It's not enough to tell
or show her what makes you happy: you have to make it an express expectation.
SUGGESTIONS
How do you do that? A few things I've tried to get the conversation rolling:
Buying clothes that I like to see her in. I actually went to an "adult superstore" recently, for the
first time. It wasn't as absurd as my pious sensibilities were expecting. I bought a pair of
leggings, looked around for a while at some lingerie and toy options, and left. (Funny: I
commented to my wife about how I heard the store was going out of business and she replies:
"Good. Less of that kind of sin to worry about." She'll get there).
I also downloaded a free app that offers sexual ideas and matches them between partners
(Kindu, if you're interested). Every now and then she'll do one of their "packs" [of options] and
press the "wink" button, which sends me a signal that she wants to try it. This gave her some
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inspiration to start working with.
Instead of averting my eyes as soon as my wife sees me glancing at another girl, I let her see
me linger. She doesn't like it, but it tells her what catches my attention. It was easy to start with
steamy scenes in a show, then move everyday life.
Figure out what works for you. But don't just assume that self-improvement by itself is going to get
her on the self-improvement track too. It might give her the energy to change, but you've still got to
make clear that you expect her to change. If you all have any more tips, feel free to share.
CHRIST AND THE CHURCH
"And this is a great mystery: I am talking about Christ and the church."
That's right, this is all a spiritual metaphor. We talk a heck of a lot about how Christ is the most
attractive man the church could ever hope for - pre-and-post-resurrection. Money, power, fame,
confidence, leadership - he has it all. But what about our attractiveness to him?
Yes, the farmer in the parable sows seed indiscriminately throughout his field. But he's also not an
idiot. Even in those days people were skilled enough at farming to see a good plot of soil and say,
"Yes, that's the place I'm going to spill my seed!" While some seed may have fallen on the bad forms
of soil (and nothing came of it), a good farmer looks for good soil because he knows it's going to be
fruitful, just as Deep talks in his books about how the qualities men tend to find attractive in women
are those which indicate an ability to produce healthy offspring. Yes, it's always about multiplication
and disciple-making with me.
How many of us are quick to think toward Jesus, "I love you, but I'm not in love with you"? I see this
all the time on other Christian subs. It's rooted in the emotionalism that I press hard against regularly.
"I just don't feel close to God. What can I do to get that feeling that Christians are supposed to have?"
Feelings are great, but our faith is not about feeling a certain way. It's about being a certain way. This
emotionalism is a form of communal hypergamy that seeks to place ourselves above Christ in the
relationship.
The Church: "Jesus, I want to feel close to you. Shower me with your grace. Let me live in the
light of your joy for all my days!"
Jesus: "I want to go make more babies. I've got an entire kingdom to fill. So let me come inside
you so we can reproduce."
Yes, this is a typical groom/bride dynamic. Just as many men aren't horny for their wives ... are you
doing much to make Jesus "spiritually horny" for you? Yes, I know that phrase sounds cheesy and
weird, but it's a serious question nonetheless. What are you doing to make yourself an attractive bride
for Christ? What are you doing to show him how your spiritual features and proportions are uniquely
designed for producing offspring? Are you hiding those features or flaunting them in public?
Seriously: 1 Timothy 2:9 notwithstanding, how many of you guys wish your wives were less modest
when you went out in public? When it happens, all I can think is: "I can't wait to get you home and
put the kids to bed." And yes, there are ways to be sexy and modest at the same time. "Less modest"
for most Christian women means "stop being a frigid prude." Spiritually, most people are equally
prudish in the way they express their interest in spiritual reproduction. If you don't want your wife to
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be that to you, don't be that to Jesus.
FAST and EASY
You should all know my old acronym for qualities to look for in a wife: Faithful, Available,
Teachable. But "FAT" just didn't seem like a good way to characterize wifey material. So, I added
the S - she's got to be "Saved." So you want a FAST woman:
Faithful
Available
Saved
Teachable
Indeed, fast women do make for good longevity in a marriage, but it doesn't necessarily mean sexual
attraction will be abounding. It could be a boring marriage. Many unattractive women could meet
those criteria. So, I joked with some guys want that you also want a woman who's EASY:
Elegant
Alluring
Submissive
Young
As single men, you still have the principle of selection working for you. Those of us who are married
must train our wives to be this way. It starts with being an even higher quality man than you expect
her to be as a woman - so get working on yourself first. But from there, you can't expect her to just
figure this all out on your own. Take action that lets her know what you want her to become.
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I need help, and I have no one to share my struggles with.
15 upvotes | June 14, 2019 | by miyakai | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Experienced RP Newly Returned to Christianity
15 upvotes | June 9, 2019 | by Zin-Zin | Link | Reddit Link
I've restored the natural order to my marriage through red pill concepts. For the past 2 years, my
marriage has been the best it's ever been.
Part of my leadership has been to return to Christianity. A lot of the RP concepts fit relatively
smoothly with Christianity.
But there's been something niggling at the back of my mind.
In RP, the ultimate leverage is that the man, after getting all aspects of his life in order, is willing to
next his wife if she doesn't willfully and joyfully engage in a sexual relationship with him.
I was raised Catholic so have a firm foundation in Christian teachings. And as far as I can tell, a wife
not having sex with her man would not be an acceptable reason to leave a marriage. Is this different
in other denominations? Am I missing something?
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Who should disciple women?
15 upvotes | June 8, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I was just reading this Dalrock post, in which he concludes that women should not preach or teach
doctrinal issues even over other women. Assume I'm persuaded. Dalrock concludes:
What seems to have happened is somewhere along the line conservative Christians caved on
this issue without ever really putting up a fight, and now everyone knows this is what the
Scripture means without understanding just what they are buying into. Piper, Grudem, and
the CBMW are at best moderates in the fight against Christian feminist rebellion, and when
they ceded this ground there was no one left who was willing to point out the gaping holes
in the feminist reinterpretation of this Scripture.
There is however another issue here aside from conservative Christians caving on the
question of whether women are permitted to preach [or teach doctrinal issues] to women.
Just as important is the question of what a lack of prohibition in this regard means.
Conservative Christians haven’t just rolled over on whether having women to preach to
women is prohibited; they have jumped far past that to the claim that women must preach to
women.
Under this framework - that women should never teach doctrinal issues to other women, who is left
to disciple women?
There are a few contexts we can talk about here.
MARRIED/DATING WOMEN - Certainly a married woman should be discipled by her husband. I
have no qualms there. I would include women in pre-marriage romantic relationships as well. No
reason a boyfriend can't disciple his girlfriend. I encourage it.
SINGLE WOMEN - But what do we say of women who don't have a man romantically involved in
their lives? Are they excluded from the life-on-life, modeling example of discipleship that Jesus
presented? Surely not, as Jesus had women who followed him around just as with his 12.
This context is the one where I have my greatest pet peeves with mainstream churchianity on the
issue. Most pastors congregational leaders automatically assume a man should never disciple a
woman outside of marriage. I have never found a single one who can give a biblical case for this
conclusion. They always default to, "It's unwise." Why is it unwise? "Because it's inevitable that
romantic feelings will develop and they can fall into sexual temptation." But isn't that the very
context that 1 Cor. 7 says is a good reason to reason to marry? How would the 1 Cor. 7 "burn with
passion" situation ever come up for a man if he limits his disciple-making efforts only to other men?
"But what about married men?" someone inevitably asks. "It's too much temptation for the married
man to cheat." My gut reaction is simply to note that polygamy wasn't outlawed throughout biblical
times as it is in most first world countries today ... so that's a problem the Bible never meant to
address because it's a problem we created for ourselves. Not that I do endorse polygamy today, but
that's a longer conversation you can read in this sub's history that I don't want to rehash.
My secondary reaction is simply to say that this "too much temptation" argument ASSUMES MEN
ARE WEAK. What if we raised a breed of men who are not weak? What if we discipled men to be
firm in the faith to withstand temptation and take ground from the enemy?
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You see, mainstream church congregation leaders simply can't fathom a man so strong of faith that he
could disciple a woman and not succumb to sexual temptation for her. This is the true crying shame.
QUESTIONS
1. Do any of you have a SCRIPTURAL argument for why women should be allowed to teach
doctrinal issues to other women?
2. If women are not allowed to teach doctrinal issues to other women, is there any other solution
as to who may disciple women other than men?
3. Do you believe it's possible for men - EN MASSE - in today's culture to grow mature enough
to disciple women without succumbing to sexual sin?
4. If this is possible, what needs to happen to raise up men EN MASSE to pass on from being
spiritual teenagers (rebellious brats who think they're mature because of what they know, but
lack actual wisdom, discernment, and self-control) into spiritual men?
5. Are you still a spiritual teenager? Or younger? If not, what helped you grow into a spiritual
man?

BONUS APPLICATION QUESTIONS
To put your money where your mouth is, if you do believe women should not teach doctrinal issues
to other women (and therefore women discipling women would be limited to the Titus 2:3-5 life
skills type issues), are you willing to disciple a single woman who doesn't have a husband to disciple
her? If so, are you married, or would being married affect your decision on that point? Why would
being married affect your decision? Is there a biblical foundation for your explanation or just your
own personal non-biblical philosophy?
I am married, and I have enough men in my life who need discipled that I don't have time for women
other than my wife and daughters. Even if I ran out of men to disciple, I don't know that I'd be willing
to make that leap yet. But I can't find a biblical reason why not. The only real explanation I've heard
from other believers is: "Your wife's frame wouldn't like that very much." I suppose that's part of the
reason I'm asking about this in the first place. What do you all have to offer on this issue? Or is the
underlying premise incorrect altogether - that it really is okay for women to teach doctrinal issues to
other women?
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Materialist Hypergamy in the Church
15 upvotes | April 4, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I was just writing a comment to someone that I figured would be worth a larger discussion. What are
your thoughts?
CONTEXT: I made a comment about how Jesus' physical absence makes it easier for his bride (the
church) to hamster rationalizations for idolatry (i.e. spiritual adultery), just as a wife who goes away
from her husband for long periods of time is prone by hypergamy toward adulterous thoughts, and
often even likely to act on them. He suggested the feminine imperative invading the church as one
form of idolatry and asked about others. Materialism is what came to my mind. The rest of stream of
conscious thinking off that subject.
Materialism
How many mega churches do you see with massive projectors, stages, huge buildings, etc.?
Ironically, the churches with the most resources are the most prone to operate on a scarcity mentality
- while they have lots of resources, they have lots of expenses as well, catering their services away
from the mission of the Gospel and toward what keeps the money flowing so they can maintain their
massive budgets.
This is one of the things I'm talking about often with my red pilled pastor (executive pastor, not head
pastor), as he believes the church should switch to an abundance mentality built through crowdsourcing rather than asset-accumulating, much like the difference between Uber and Taxi companies.
Taxi: Must purchase lots of cars. Must pay lots of employees. Fulfills their mission to make
money only on the net after expenses are paid, using their own company's assets and
manpower, which it must acquire first.
Uber: Doesn't own a single car. Drivers not official employees. They fulfill their mission to
make money by using other people's assets and manpower.
Back to the church:
Modern "Successful" Churches: Owns buildings. Pays lots of staff. Remodeling projects
constantly. Pays for coffee bars, etc. - all in order to bring people to a focal center each week.
Fulfills its mission of filling the seats by spending lots of money to make people want to come.
Networked/Crowd-Sourced Church: Core, central leadership team works on a minimal budget
(office space rent) with no significant expenses and fewer needed staff members (no huge
congregation/building/projects to maintain). Utilizes existing leaders by giving them a vision
and sending them out to build their own communities of believers (i.e. "micro" churches) in
their homes, at coffee shops, public parks, at the gym, etc., essentially repurposing the expenses
people are already paying to be used for God's purposes as well, thereby crowdsourcing the
expense without actually increasing anyone's bottom-line by much at all. The money that is
tithed, after covering the salaries of the reduced staff, goes toward actual needs like world
missions, assisting the poor, caring for orphans, funding foster parents, a benevolence fund for
people in the church network in need, etc. rather than remodeling a foyer or buying new fancy
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chairs.
I've mentioned it before, but the book Underground Church references this networking church idea,
as the author is actually living this out in Florida right now, having thousands of people within the
church network. When they need to meet corporately, they rent a space or find a public location able
to accommodate them (like a park) rather than paying millions of dollars on a mortgage to maintain a
building to accommodate everyone.
Long story short, the modern church has bought into the materialism of first world countries by
assuming we must be fancy and impressive in order to accomplish God's work. In reality, this merely
placates people and forces the great commission from:
"GO make disciples of all nations"
to
"Hope all the nations come to you to be made into disciples."
DISAPPOINTMENT IN THE SPIRIT
Sadly, a lot of this stems from the fact that the church is disappointed with the mission Christ gave us
and the help the Holy Spirit gives. Most people don't really see value in the Holy Spirit. It's not sexy
to them. They want Jesus returned to earth - someone we can see with our eyes and touch with our
hands.
While many churches give lip service to the Holy Spirit and his work in our hearts, it often comes off
as an idealistic notion of what they believe the Holy Spirit is like, rather than the actual Spirit we
know and understand from Scripture.
"The Holy Spirit told me today ... [something that I was already thinking about anyway, but I
assume it must have been from God]"
"The Holy Spirit moved me ... [when I felt an emotional experience that even non-Christians
would have felt]"
"The Holy Spirit convicted me ... [when I did something that everyone knows is wrong
anyway]"
"The Holy Spirit gave me a spiritual gift ... [that I'm going to use in absurd and often-times
unbiblical ways]"
"I saw this [normal, every day occurrence that was slightly coincidental] and just knew it had to
be the Holy Spirit]"
"The Holy Spirit gave me a vision - an image for you ... [that is really just the first thing that
popped in my head, but I can't stop thinking about it, so it must be Him]"
The Holy Spirit certainly can and does do all of these things - but we often over-spiritualize the trivial
in order to do one of two things:
1. Convince ourselves that we're spiritual, because Spiritual people hear from God all the time, so
we have to assume the things we hear all the time are from God
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2. Give some credit to the Spirit for something because we otherwise don't really know who he is
or what he does, so we just make up things that we think must be him
In relational terms:
1. The first is like a self-conscious wife who wants to keep doing whatever feels right to her, but
looks for a way to rationalize this as honoring her husband. "He would have wanted me to do
these things. I don't know if he actually said it, but I bet he wanted it, and he probably implied
it somewhere. See? I'm really doing this for him and not just myself."
2. The second is like the wife who is disappointed with her husband. She doesn't know who he is
or what he does around the house. But she's talking with her friends and doesn't want to lose the
comparison game, so she starts making up things about her husband and how great he is in
order to rationalize to herself that she really is with a wonderful guy and other women should
be jealous ... but secretly isn't attracted to him, so she keeps hamstering ways to try to convince
herself, but it never quite works.
How many times have you heard someone say something like, "I just can't wait to see Jesus
someday!"? That's quite an odd phrase to me. I bet people said that about God in Jesus' day. They
knew the story of Moses seeing God, and probably thought quite similarly, "I wish I could see God
like Moses got to!" What was Jesus's response to this? "Anyone who has seen me has seen the
Father" (John 14:9). Why? He answers in the next verse: "I am in the Father, and that the Father is in
me." And he reiterates it in the verse after that. I bet the Jews were utterly disappointed with this
explanation. "You're not really the father. You know what we meant. We want the REAL Father."
So when someone says they can't wait to see Jesus, how many of you could confidently say, "You're
looking at him!"? Later on in the same conversation from John 14, by John 17 we see Jesus saying
that he is in us (v. 21-26). Colossians 1:27 also affirms that Christ is in us. The same way we can see
the father through Christ because they are one, others can see Christ in us because we are one - just as
people should be able to know me without ever personally meeting me if they meet my wife because I am in her, both physically and spiritually as one. A good wife should rightly be able to say,
"You don't need to meet my husband because I am a reflection of his mission, character, values, and
attributes. I am molded to his likeness. By getting to know me, you should know my husband too." If
someone is shocked when meeting me after knowing my wife, there's a problem.
Interestingly, despite the incredible weight and value we have in Christ and the incredible blessing it
was to the earth to have him walk around in bodily form, Jesus (in that same conversation above,
John 16 this time) says, "It is to your advantage that I go away, for if I do not go away, the Helper
will not come to you. But if I go, I will send him to you." That is, Jesus says that having the Holy
Spirit will be EVEN BETTER than having Jesus walking the earth in our presence right in front of
us. Yet for some reason we seem disappointed with the Holy Spirit's presence and linger only on the
hope of Jesus's return. This baffles me.
Yes, we should be excited about Christ's return. And yes, some churches do recognize some value in
the Holy Spirit. But most people I come across - even in charismatic circles - just don't get it. Their
focus in applying the Holy Spirit is seldom on Acts 1:8, which is the true reason the Holy Spirit is
given to us: to be God's witnesses, fulfilling the mission Jesus gave us to make disciples. Even when
they do want to "tap into the power of the Spirit" to "do God's work," it's more about feeling superwww.TheRedArchive.com
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powered and impressive than the mission itself. They care more about what the Holy Spirit can do for
them than what the Spirit is meant to enable us to do for Christ. Which brings us to ...
HYPERGAMOUS ENTITLEMENT
Anyway, back on point: I believe money is the biggest idol of the church - and the directive the
church applies in how it spends that money is toward bringing others to themselves. "Come and see,"
as Rick Warren often puts it. "I don't want to go to you. You come to me."
And it's no surprise. What's the feminine imperative right now? Women just sit back and wait for
men to come running over. In a beta-filled world, that's how the sexual marketplace works today - a
very backwards pursuit structure. And how often do we see the bride of Christ say, "Jesus, come to
us, join us, fill us with your presence here in this place"? All the stinkin' time. We treat Jesus like our
beta bux.
In reality, the bride is meant to GO to her husband and the purposes he calls her. Will Jesus show up
sometimes? Sure. I walk through my living room when my wife is there, and she may take notice and
use the opportunity to relate with me. That does happen as a matter of chance while I go about my
business.
How idiotic would it be if I told my wife to give the kids a bath and she sits in the living room and
says, "Kids, come here so I can give you a bath"? Even worse - what if the kids don't want a bath?
They're not going to come. The bath isn't going to get done. My wife is going to end up yelling and
screaming because they can barely hear her when they're in the basement or playing in their rooms.
I'm going to confront her about it and say, "Why haven't you given them a bath yet?" She's going to
say: "Didn't you hear me? I've been shouting at them all day to come here so I can wash them, but
they're not coming. This job you gave me is hard work, and I'm trying my best."
That's what the church is doing to Jesus. I would, of course, tell my wife: "If they don't come to you,
then go get them!" That's the easy, obvious answer. But it's an answer the church isn't willing to take.
"Don't bring them to the living room to get a bath. Take them to the tub." Church buildings are like
the living room - that's not where sanctification happens. It might be where people get motivated to
be cleansed, but the cleaning actually happens out in the world, as we live out the work God starts in
us. At best, even if my wife did get the kids to come to her in the living room, she could only take off
their clothes and get them ready for the bath ... at some point she still has to leave her comfy chair.
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Who Are You?
15 upvotes | April 2, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
As I mentioned in my last post, I'm co-leading a class on the book "Emotionally Healthy Spirituality"
(not my pick). The second chapter is about knowing yourself. After we split the group, my half of the
class was struggling to even understand what I meant by the question: "Who are you?"
I'm not surprised, many people can't answer that question, or they give wrong answers. And YES,
despite what liberal media will tell you, there is a wrong answer to that question.
So, I decided to break it down for my half of the class. They were so deeply moved and impacted by
the way I approached the topic that they all pushed me to write up a summary of what I had shared
with them so they could take it to others that they suddenly wanted to start discipling. I figured if I'm
going to write it up anyway, I might as well post it here for you all too.
WHO AM I?
Most people don't know who they are. If you ask them, they will list off things that they like to do or
values that are important to them and identify with those activities or values to the degree that they
practice them. "I'm a soccer player because it's my favorite thing in the world to do." "I am an honest,
hard-working, goal-driven conservative." Would you have answered something like this?
One woman in our group wisely noted: "I'm a daughter of the Living King." Excellent. This is a true
identity - and we rightfully should get our identity through our Father. This is why children always
take their father's name (if he's in the picture). But there is another life-changing event where a person
can lose their parent's name - especially women - and take on a new identity. Do you know what that
is? That's right: marriage. But let's hold that thought for now.
False Sources of Identity
The author of Emotionally Healthy Spirituality notes from looking at the temptation of Jesus that
there are three things that people wrongly look toward as their identity. While I can't remember which
3 P words he actually used, the concepts are the same:
Performance. Satan told Jesus, "If you are really God, prove it by turning this rock into bread."
He was trying to get Jesus to prove his identity through his performance. This is the mistaken "I
am what I do" mentality that many people fall into.
Perception. Satan told Jesus to jump from the temple so that the angels would save him. This
would have occurred in front of everyone and proved the Scriptures to them about Jesus'
divinity. But Jesus didn't feel compelled to prove himself. This is the mistaken "I am what
others think I am" mentality.
Possessions. Satan finally offered the entire world to Jesus if Jesus would worship him. Jesus
declines, saying he will only worship God. This is the false belief that we are defined by our
possessions or life successes - by our capacity to live up to the American dream (or whatever
motivations your country gives you toward success).
Part of knowing who we are starts with knowing who we are not - at least getting the big 3 out of the
way. Does an elephant stop being an elephant because it learns to dance (performance)? No, it's still
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an elephant. Does a donkey become a zebra because it paints some stripes on itself to fool some
people (perception)? No, it's still a donkey. Does a pig stop being a pig when it wears a gold ring in
its snout (Proverbs 11:22) and adorns itself with robes and a scepter and a crown (possessions)? No,
it's still a pig.
True Source of Identity
There's another P that the author failed to mention, and it's the actual source of identity: Purpose.
Have you ever read a book? Sure you have. If I held one up and asked you what it is you'd rightly
say: "It's a book." But what if I took all of the words and letters out of it. What is it then? Is it still a
book? No. It's a stack of paper glued together. What makes it a book? The fact that you can read it.
The author of a book creates words. He designed the pages for a purpose. If they're not fulfilling that
purpose and the words can no longer be read, it's no longer a book.
Have you ever seen a TV? Sure you have. If I pointed to one and asked what it is you'd rightly say:
"It's a TV." But what if it stopped telecasting any signals. Suppose the screen died and it only shows
black forevermore. What is it then? Is it still a TV? No. It's a hunk of metal and wires. What makes it
a TV? The fact that it televises a signal through its screen. If it's not fulfilling that purpose because it
can't televise anything, it's no longer a TV.
Have you ever seen a human? Sure you have. If I pointed to one and asked what it is you'd rightly
say: "It's a human." But what if it stopped ...
Get the point?
The Point
If we are defined by our intended purpose, we must ask what that purpose is. There are two angles to
discern this, both which lead to the same conclusion.
Creation
The first and most obvious approach is to look to God's intentions through creation. In the beginning
God created man and woman. This was on the final day of creation and the very first command he
gave them was this: "Be fruitful and multiply. Fill the earth in number." Great. Adam and Eve
multiplied their lives through their children, their children's children, and through the chain of lineal
descendants onward. By the time Noah was on the earth, the earth was a pretty fully place. Some
people estimate there could have been as many as 10 trillion people on the planet at the time (I agree
this is doubtful, that's not the point to argue here). Even conservative estimates suggest that there
were at least billions - likely more than we have on the earth today. Yet God wiped them all away
with a flood.
Why would he do that? If his primary purpose for creating humanity was to fill the earth in number,
why would he kill off all of those people? "Because they were wicked," someone appropriately
always says. But when we give that answer we're presuming God had a different purpose for
humanity in Genesis 1:28 than merely populating the earth. And they're right!
Malachi 2:15 affirms this when it explains the purpose of marriage: "Why did the Lord God make
them one with a portion of his Spirit in their union? To produce godly offspring." Before Noah, the
world was missing the "godly" part in "godly offspring." People were just producing offspring - but
that's never what God intended. It was never about filling the earth with those who are physically
alive; it was always about populating the planet with those who are spiritually alive.
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How does one become spiritually alive? He must be "born again," as Jesus put it to Nicodemus. That
is, he must be saved. As Paul says in Romans 9, it is not those who are the physical descendants of
Abraham who were God's true people, but those who were the descendants of the promise of
Abraham - those who were of the same faith. That is, the true purpose of humanity is to fill the earth
with believers who are part of God's Kingdom - his holy church. How do we do this? Malachi 2:15
uses the imagery of a husband and wife with their child. That is, they must have a child first, then
they must raise him to be godly. Or in the spiritual sense, we must work toward someone being born
(again) first, then raise them to be godly. In more common terminology, we call this evangelism and
discipleship.
Commission
With the above in mind, it's not hard to see the second way we can understand the purpose of
humanity. If we look at the Bible from a big-picture perspective we see that God is always at work
toward one primary goal: building a kingdom for himself. In the old testament he used the nation of
Israel as the physical model or example of the type of kingdom he would be building. In the new
testament, Romans 9 reveals that it was never the physical kingdom that God intended, but the
spiritual kingdom that he would claim as his own - that is, the church. Just as the entire old testament
was about the rise and fall of the physical kingdom, the new testament is entirely about the rise of
God's spiritual, eternal kingdom.
The King's glory is found in the size and quality of his Kingdom. God will accept nothing less than
perfection as to quality - and through Christ we are being made perfect, as we will be when we are in
heaven for eternity. That leaves the quantity component. It's our job to bring people into God's
Kingdom, as God desires everyone to be saved (2 Peter 3:9).
When Jesus began his earthly ministry he called the 12, saying, "Follow me and I will make you
fishers of men." He told them their purpose up-front: you're going catch people and draw them in to
my Kingdom. That is, you're going to make disciples. He spent his entire human ministry discipling
them. That's why they were called his disciples. He lived out this purpose for them to see. When he
ascended he commanded them: "Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations."
It should be beyond question that Jesus' mission in life was to make disciples - and that his death and
resurrection was the ultimate vehicle through which those disciples could enter into God's Kingdom
and be made perfect. If that is Christ's mission and we are Christ's bride, what does that say about our
mission?
Why was Eve created? To be Adam's helper. In the Garden God had given Adam clear tasks - name
the animals, care for the plants, etc. God gave him Eve as a helper to accomplish his mission - but the
commands were always given to Adam. If Christ is our groom - our Adam - then we, as his bride, are
meant to be a helper to him on his mission. Given that Christ's mission is to make disciples of all
nations, bringing His Gospel to all people, then this is our purpose as well.
What does it mean to make disciples?
It's not enough to understand vague words about our purpose. The word "discipleship," for example,
means a lot of different things to a lot of different people. The mainstream church today uses a
definition that is so vague that it lacks any appreciable value: "following Jesus." To be frank, I don't
care what the mainstream church means by the word. I care what Jesus meant by it. When he
commanded us to "make disciples of all nations" he didn't mean only the result - that people in all
nations would be following him; he also meant the process. He had a very clear image in his mind
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about what he was communicating, proved by the fact of his life preceding his ascent. He's telling the
disciples: "What I just did with you for the last 3 years - I want you to go do that for the rest of the
world." That understanding behind Jesus' commission carries a much greater weight than what most
people understand today, but when we put ourselves in the disciples' shoes, it seems so obvious!
So if evangelism and discipleship (two halves of the same spectrum) are our mission, what do they
mean? How can we live them out?
Evangelism is the process by which we, Christ's bride, unite with our groom to produce new spiritual
life - that someone else may be "born again" because of the way God works through us. As a sidenote: ever wonder why Jesus doesn't just display the Gospel in the stars for all to see? It's because
reproduction is always meant to happen between a bride and groom. We are the bride through whom
new believers will be born, which begins with the seed of the Gospel planted in us by our groom.
After evangelism a new "spiritual infant" is born, as Paul would put it (1 Cor. 3:1-2). Discipleship is
the process of helping that infant grow into a mature adult. I more commonly define discipleship as:
Intentional and purposeful relationships designed to use one's own life as a model to produce
spiritual generations of disciple(r)-makers into the nations. That is, parents are meant to:
Be intentional about raising their kids, not passively hopeful
Give them a purpose, letting them know that their lives can matter for good (I don't buy into the
silly liberalized notion that every life matters; every life CAN matter, but not every life does especially in a positive sense)
Communicate that purpose through a relationship, not classes
Model what it looks like to live out that purpose so they can learn from their parents' lifestyle
Prepare their children to birth future generations of grandchildren, great-grandchildren, etc.
Conclusion
No matter how you look at it, the purpose of humanity is to make disciples of all nations. Jesus
modeled his particular method of disciple-making by his lifestyle - not only in what he taught, but in
what he did. 1 John 2:6 does not say that we must merely obey the teachings of Christ; it says,
"Whoever claims to live in him must live as Jesus did." Jesus' life was oriented around making
disciples. If that is how he lived, that is how we must live.
If we are not making disciples, then like the book without words or the TV that can't show a picture,
we are broken and can no longer call ourselves human. At best, we are broken humans. The point of
humanity is to fill the earth with other godly people. The earth is already filled; now we must make
them godly. The human identity is that of disciple-maker (or if you want to take a more accurate look
at the great commission: discipler-maker).
If you want to know yourself, you must know what you were created to be. You were created to make
disciple(r)s. That is your identity.
Corporate Commission
As noted above, we derive our identity as disciple(r)-makers from the fact that we are the bride of
Christ. But this is a corporate identity. Christ does not have many brides - he has one: the church. Just
as a physical bride has many parts of her body, so also does Christ's bride have eyes, feet, hands, etc.
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We, individually, are a singular part of the collective body of Christ.
While we share a collective mission to make disciples of all nations, the way we express this mission
in our daily lives is unique to our designed function. The purpose of a nose is to smell. The purpose
of eyes are to see. The purpose of ears are to hear.
So, then, our individual identities are defined by the way we are uniquely created to contribute to the
purpose of our corporate mission of disciple(r)-making. This is most often understood in the context
of our individual spiritual gifts (or if you're a cessationist, through the roles that God assigns each
person in life, such as pastor, apostle, evangelist, teacher, prophet). How does this work in the
varying gifts and roles people have?
Those with the gift of hospitality will make disciples by inviting others into their home and
making them feel welcome, as they intentionally use the model of their life to impart the
purposes of Christ to their guest.
Those with the gift of mercy will be drawn to the lowly and burdened to assist them, as they
intentionally use the model of their life to impart the purposes of Christ in those to whom they
are showing mercy.
Those with the gift of teaching will look among their students for prospective disciples,
intentionally modeling their life to impart the purposes of Christ to those under their tutelage.
Those with the gift of giving will meet people to whom they want to be generous, modeling
their life to impart the purposes of Christ to those who would be the benefactors of their
generosity.
Note in all of these the definition of discipleship: Intentional and purposeful relationships designed
to use one's own life as a model to produce spiritual generations of disciple(r)-makers into the
nations. Teachers don't make disciples merely by teaching them. The hospitable don't make disciples
merely by showing hospitality. Givers don't make disciples merely by giving. That would be an
irrationally passive approach - expressing our individual gifts in the hope that it would have the effect
of building up God's Kingdom. Parents are never meant to be this passive in raising their children
(whether their own by birth, or by adoption).
Paul teaches in Ephesians 4:11-13 that the gifts are to be intentionally directed toward the edification
of the body of Christ - his church, the Kingdom that we're building, and co-members of the bride of
Christ alongside us. There is nothing passive about it. Jesus was not passive in the way he made
disciples, nor should we be. It is not enough that the teacher teaches or the giver gives or the merciful
show mercy - we must be active about using these gifts to build up the body both as to its quantity
(size: through evangelism) and quality (helping spiritual infants grow into maturity, adopting the
same purpose and vision: discipleship). These gifts/roles are all the vehicles through which we meet
and relate with those who we will disciple, not the primary function of our lives in themselves.
To tweak a previous example: even if a book has letters and words and is more than a mere stack of
paper, it is not useful to the author if it holds all the wrong words and shares a different story from the
one the author wrote. It must show the words the author gave it for it to have use to the author. It may
still be a book, but it's the wrong one. Even a TV that casts a signal is not useful to its owner if it
televises the wrong shows and won't play the right channels. It may still be a TV, but it's a useless
one. It's not enough that you know what your spiritual gifts are and how to use them - you must also
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use them consistently with the purpose for which we were created, which is to make disciple(r)s of all
nations.
SUMMARY
You are not:
What you do.
What others think of you.
What you own.
What your spiritual gifts are.
What you want to be.
What you think you are.
You are:
What your creator designed you to be.
You are designed to be:
A part of the bride of Christ.
As Christ's bride, you are designed to help him fulfill his mission.
Christ's mission is to build his kingdom by making disciples of all nations.
The way Christ modeled for his bride to do this is through a lifestyle of disciple(r)-making.
Jesus' model of disciple(r)-making can be defined as intentional and purposeful relationships
designed to use one's own life as a model to produce spiritual generations of disciple(r)-makers
into the nations.
As a singular part of the collective body of Christ, you have your own unique function, which
you are to use to advance your disciple(r)-making efforts.
Who are you? Hopefully you have an answer now. Here's my answer:
I am Christ's bride, designed to help him make disciples of all nations by intentionally building
relationships with those I teach, counsel, and exhort, or who Christ otherwise leads me into
relationship with, giving them a clear purpose of becoming the next generation of disciple(r)makers, which I accomplish by the way I model my life for them to follow.
If you are a married woman reading this, your answer may change slightly to read something like:
I am my husband's bride, as he also is the bride of Christ; and I am designed to help my
husband help Christ make disciples of all nations. His purpose is to be intentional about
building relationships with those he , , and ___, giving them a clear purpose of becoming the
next generation of disicple(r)-makers, which he accomplishes by the way he models his life for
them to follow - and I follow in his example by doing the same for the women I meet through
the use of my unique gifts and roles from God, as well as for those my husband leads me into
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relationship with.
Can these be simplified down? I'm sure. But summaries are only helpful after you already understand
and live out the whole picture.
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[F/R] That escalated quickly...
15 upvotes | March 4, 2019 | by Awayhethrows1961 | Link | Reddit Link
29/6'5/265 - pray frequently, devotional daily, church weekly, lift 3x/week, bible study needs
work, homeowner, business owner.

First, as always, I'll preface this field report by apologizing for deleting my previous posts and
comments. I often point friends, family, and fellow church members to this subreddit; ergo, to avoid
doxxing in a smaller community like RPC, I routinely delete my history.

Some of you may recall my posts about a former oneitis I was pining after. After taking some of the
advice I received here to heart, I backed off completely (she, of course, reaches out to me now) and
started to focus on Christ, my mission, and abundance. I started praying more, seeking more
opportunities to witness, and actively sought and gamed other Christian women. Primarily, I've been
using OLD apps/sites to find these women and have gone on a few first dates over the last month or
so. Although some them have been fun, God-fearing women, we just didn't click. Still, I love OLD - I
have an extremely busy schedule and it allows to me easily filter and seek only those women who I
think would be the most qualified (i.e. FAT & attractive).

I'm also a big fan, and have had success with, sliding into DMs on Instagram. Although things didn't
work out with my former oneitis, that's how I met her and it's how I planted the seed with the girl I
will be talking about in this FR; let's call the latter, Samantha.

Samantha and I have mutual friends, so we both knew of each other, but had never spoken before.
She's active at her church, volunteers in the community, and owns her own business. Oh, and she's
quite attractive. Knowing that the chances of me running into her (without actively trying) are slim, I
decide to follow her on Instagram. She ends up following me back, throws a few "likes" on some of
my photos, and actually responds to something I posted to my story. At this point, I know I can safely
slide into her DMs. Technically, she slid into my DMs since that's where her response to my story
goes, but that's neither here nor there.

When it comes to OLD or sliding into DMs, I keep it short, sweet, and to the point. In seven
messages or less I want to either get her number, suggest and have her agree to meeting up, or give
her my number and tell her to text me. Some of you may scoff at that last one; however, I often use
that tactic to gauge a girl's interest. If I give a girl my number and she actually texts me, I know she's
at least somewhat interested. Compliance sets and 'yes' sets have more applications besides just in
sales.

I digress.

After some back and forth with Samantha, I tell her we should grab a drink - her response: "I'd love
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that :)". She gave me her number and I told her I would text her with a day and time sometime that
week. Here's an important concept to pause and reflect on that most of us here should know already.
Tell a girl what you're going to do and do that thing. I don't ask girls what they want to do or
when they're available. I project that I'm a busy guy (because I am) so they should already know that
my time is limited; if they can't fit themselves into my schedule, or at the very least offer another
day/time they're available, then their interest in me isn't where I want it to be.

I text Samantha a couple days later: "Drinks, The Restaurant, Thursday at 7:00." She replies "I'll be
there".

Thursday rolls around, she shoots me a confirmation text, and we meet at the restaurant. We grab a
seat at the bar and instantly hit it off. She's witty, self-aware, and has no qualms about going toe-totoe with me with sarcasm. She's also very open when discussing Christ and her faith. It was a good
mix of joking around and serious conversation about where we are both at in our walks.

At one point, we go to order an appetizer and she mentions she's allergic to tomatoes. This sparks a
conversation about some other "ailments" she has - all minor of course, but without missing a beat, I
say "if I make it through tonight, I'll make sure the next time we meet is near a walk-in clinic." She
laughs and us joking about her ailments remains the theme for the night. "I didn't know I'd need a
medical degree to grab a drink with you", "You should come with a warning label", are a couple of
the things I said jokingly.

Even though we were sitting right next to each other, our legs touching at times, I did poor job with
kino. I barely touched her and in return, she didn't really touch me. She did show other IOIs however
- frequently touching her hair, strong eye contact, leaning in when I spoke.

Normally, I don't like to stay at one location long, but it was snowing, and it would have been
difficult logistically to bounce around from spot to spot. So we continued with the libation and
conversation at the restaurant for a couple hours until I told her I had to get home. We walk out, my
hand on her lower back as I guide her through the door, and we hug each other goodbye. I'm not one
to force a kiss if I'm not "feeling" it and, even though we had a good time, the moment didn't feel
right. I tell her to text me when we get home and she obliges. She texts me saying she had a good
time and to let her know when I'd like to hang out again. Cool.

I let it marinate while I continue to talk to other girls and set up a second date with one I had met
previously.

Three days later I text her and ask how her weeks going. She responds saying she was going to text
me because she had a question, but didn't want to bother me; she wanted advice on something that
pertained to my industry and asked me a few questions. I tell her "I normally charge for my services
so you'll have to buy me dinner.". "Deal :)" she says.
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"Saturday, A Different Restaurant, 7:00" I text her.

For the sake of brevity, I'll save you the dinner play-by-play. It went well and although we had plenty
of laughs, a lot of the conversation was a serious discussion about what it looks like to date as a
Christian. Unfortunately, we had to sit across from each other so kino was next to impossible. After
dinner we walked hand-in-hand to a bar down the street. We grab a seat at the bar and I can instantly
tell things are different. It's as if out of nowhere there's this sexual tension building. Her hand is on
my lap and my one leg is in between hers. I'm sure the couple of cocktails we both drank had
something to do it.

Again, it's important to note that a lot of our conversation, throughout both dates, had been about
Christ and where we stood on things. I made it clear to her that, although I was not a virgin, I would
not be sleeping with anyone until I was married and that I believed in "keeping it vertical". I also told
her I believe it's important, as the bible says, to flee from sexual immorality. She agreed.

That didn't stop her from getting handsy to the point where I needed to keep her from grabbing my
crotch. She was all over me. I jokingly say "you're going to get me in trouble." She laughs and says "I
wouldn't do that, I'm just a tease." She clearly loved the "game" of trying to get me worked up even
though I felt like I was holding frame well. At one point, she even mentioned being good in bed and
attempted to dangle that over my head like she was a carrot and I was the rabbit chasing her. I smiled
and said "well, I'm not finding out anytime soon". Quickly, she assures me that she doesn't do "that"
anymore.

To change topics, I ask her what she said to our mutual friend about our first date. She ended up
showing me all their texts which actually gave me a lot of insight into how her mind operates. First
thing I noticed was how much her hamster had been spinning by the fact that I didn't text her for three
days after our first date. She went back and forth with her friend about how we had such a good time
but she wasn't sure if I liked her because I hadn't contacted her again yet. The next thing I noticed
was when she said "he's the first guy I've gone out with that wants to talk about Jesus and it's a breath
of fresh air."

Shortly after, I tell her it's time to go. We walk to our cars and she asks to sit in mine for a bit "to
sober up". Against my better judgement, but also thinking she may actually need to sober up, we both
get into my car. She says "you're more assertive than I expected." Immediately, she asks "Do you
take all the girls to This Town?" I reply "This week, yeah." She is surprised and asks "How many
others are there?" Smirking, I say "At least three." She asks "Where do I fall on the list?" I say
"Seventh."

She gives me a fake frustrated look, leans towards me, I grab the side of her neck, and we kiss. My
hand is on her thigh and she pushes it closer to, well you know. I resist and we continue to make out
for a few minutes. Once we cool off for a bit I say "You're a bad influence for me." To which she
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replies "You can trust me, I'm only like this at first until I'm comfortable with you. I would never
cross that line." Based on some of her comments after, it was clear she needed validation from me in
a sexual capacity. In her mind, we didn't need to have sex, but she needed to know that I wanted to
have sex with her. To be honest, I was quite taken aback by all of this. My perception of her, based
on what I knew through mutual friends, was that she was a devout Christian. How she was behaving
was completely contrary to that.

I give her one more kiss goodbye and she says "Am I going to see you again soon? I really want this
to work." Um... PUMP THE BREAKS GIRL I'm thinking in my head. I tell her I have a tight
schedule with work, but I'll her know. She smiles and says "Works more important than me?!" I smile
and playfully say "Just get out of my car and drive safely." She opens the door while saying "Ugh,
you're the worst."

This was all a couple days ago and she has been texting me since.
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How do you guys view/approach ghosting?
15 upvotes | February 28, 2019 | by Billy_King | Link | Reddit Link
(First post here) i find it unacceptable and inappropriate, but unfortunately it’s becoming more and
more prevalent in today’s society, even with Christians.
On a side note: I was ghosted by a girl that I was interested in back in the fall, and I was really hurt.
Haven’t really been interested in dating since then; I’m focused on becoming a better man of God.
Anyways, I just was interested in y’alls perspective. God bless!
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Small victory!
15 upvotes | January 16, 2019 | by WorkingHardAtIt | Link | Reddit Link
Brothers,
I want to share a success I've had recently. I have been seeking to live a deliberately godly life as a
man and husband over the last few months, and while I won't claim that it's turned my life around in a
few short days (like a bad infomercial!), I have been encouraged recently.
After reading this post on validation, I realised that I was implicitly seeking validation from my wife
in many areas. Whether it was my preaching, housework, my business, my character; I measured the
success or failure of many of these things based on her expressed or implied response to my actions.
I have sought to put this to death by simply getting after it and working hard and not openly seeking
appraisal, much harder than I thought. I have to constantly remind myself that the Lord sees all my
deeds, and because of who I am in Christ, I can live a life that pleases God! It hasn't been easy, and I
was bracing myself for a season where my work goes unrecognised by my wife.
But, last night, when my family was around, my wife complimented me in front of them! This
would never have happened before, and I am glad of it! Of course, I need to continue to make sure
my identity is based on who I am in Christ, and not be lead astray by compliments any more that I am
by criticism. But still, it felt great.
God bless you guys!
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The 5 Pillars Of An Alpha Male
15 upvotes | January 9, 2019 | by RPCJoeMak | Link | Reddit Link
In my basic course for positive masculinity I teach guys about what it means to be an Alpha Male.
We talk about the 5 Pillars of an Alpha Male. I had a question come in up in another post asking
about those 5 Pillars of an Alpha Male.
I thought I would put it down here in its own post.
Here are the 5 Pillars of an Alpha Male as I teach them:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Lord is with him
He is a leader of men
He is a protector of loved ones
He has the ability to emote/show emotion
He is pre-selected by women

I used David as my archetype for an Alpha Male. All of these characteristics can be summed up in 1
Sam 16:18. I think its rare to find all 5 qualities in one man. I think it rare also to find all five
qualities mentioned in one verse.
David has all of these qualities like no one else i could find in the Bible, aside from Jesus. I can find a
lot of other scriptures to build a case for either David or Jesus.
I feel its easier for guys to relate to David as he was ALL human and sinned along the way as he tried
to remain close to God in his life. We all sin along our journey also.
In David, we see his grief and anguish as he tried to stay close to God and yet he fell short of
perfection time and again, even as he was a man after God's own heart.
How can this be? How can he be a man after God's own heart if he did such horrific things during his
life?
He stayed close to God throughout all the chaos and all the wrongdoing. He continued to pray. He
continued to write psalms. He continued to write songs. He continued to minister to others, even to
Saul as he played his harp and tried to put Saul's mind at ease.
But David was still human in all of his victories and failures.
He was still human.
1.
2.
3.
4.

God was definitely with him.
He was definitely a leader of men.
He was a protector of loved ones.
He had the ability to emote. He was filled with the Holy Spirit and he freely let it flow through
him.
5. He was pre-selected by women
There are many other special things about David that I have been blessed to study and learn about.
The story about his relationship with Jonathan is particularly touching (1 Sam 20:41 in particular).
It is another great case study to read about how David failed fit tests with women, just as we all do
from time-to-time (In 1 Sam 18:18 we see David even as a Warrior, has deserve-level issues and fails
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fit tests with women early on in his life.) He also failed numerous fit tests with Michal during their
relationship also.
I have heard others talk about how their goal is to be 100% Alpha and how having an ounce of beta is
showing weakness, etc.
We are made by God. We are made and given the full panoply of human feelings and emotions by
which we can express ourselves.
I have stated here before that I think true Alpha Males need to have some beta elements in their
character in order to complete their whole being in God. We see this in David's life and we also see
these characteristics in Jesus and His life as well.
David was a musician. He was well versed in the arts. He had to be in order to play a harp. He was at
home in that environment.
David was also at home in the wilderness protecting his flock and fending off all kind and manner of
wild beasts. He was at home even as he was alone in the stillness of God's presence.
David took time to develop his emotions -- both the warrior ethos as well as the creative writer and
musician and thinker. He was comfortable being alone with his thoughts and his Creator.
David craved the cleansing that comes from repentance and drawing close to his father in Heaven. He
wept when it was time to repent and he killed when it was time to protect his people.
David also showed emotions to his friends and fellow warriors. He was not afraid to embrace his
beta-side characteristics. Yet, he was not afraid of being called a beta-sissy. He was confident in his
alpha-side and was comfortable in developing all sides of his God-given talents and abilities.
Women were drawn to David. He was pre-selected by women. They threw themselves at his feet and
sang songs to his name.
The 5 Pillars of an Alpha Male is a concept that I teach to the guys in my local area as we bring
scripture to life in a very functional way that guys can relate to in the telling of David.
There are many other examples of Alpha behavior in the Bible. This is just one area I highlight in our
journey of heightened awareness as we try to stay close to God in this chaotic society of ours.
I hope this helps,
Compassionate Alpha (Joe Mak)
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As Christian women , what should i do to attracted Redpilled
Christian Men?
15 upvotes | December 20, 2018 | by DatasianAssssss | Link | Reddit Link
Im from asia (philippines) so this might be tricky.
Im asking this for 2 reasons, i wanna improve myself and im curious what other think about it? (me?)
The title already explained the whole question but i wanna add some stuff about me.
What i think about me that are pros
Im 20, have bachelor degree (IT) and virgin (but ive done stuff with my ex that cause us to
breakup.)
Im very upfront and know what i want in my life partner.
I want to submit to my husband and to God.
Very open and can compromise.
Never did smoking/drugs
Never been in a bar/club
Have self confident.
Traditional?
Family oriented
Amvibert (introvert and extrovert)
Have a sense of humor.
Wouldnt mind tough love
lady like (feminine)
healthy (or at least going in that way)
Cons
My parents are seperated and had a abusive dad, mom is basically the AWALT that everybodys
talking about and had a very crappy childhood but thanks to God my life didnt turn out like
theyre life.
Was depress bc of my dad and the abusing but now slowly healing.
Could be very curious even if its useless
Talk to much
Women (a little irrational sometimes)
Dark sense of humor
Have responsibility with my family as the oldest.
very sexual
stuff i find attractive in opposite gender
Christian
goal oriented
straight forward
influencer
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someone who have the "willingness" to listen to others
at least taller than me (im 4'11 okay dont judge me)
have a good heart
open minded
honest
healthy
at least stable (financially/emotionally)
want a relationship
and want to have a male led relationship.
not bi
Additional question
Should i be redpilled women too?
Does having a shitty parents makes other thinks im also shitty?
is redpill even in asia?
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Happy Thanksgiving!
15 upvotes | November 22, 2018 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
May each and every one of you be blessed and highly favored of the LORD.
I hope this day is filled with goodness and gratitude, as well as fun and laughter, surrounded by
family and friends.
And, above all, may we all spend time worshiping the One with whom we have to do, and thanking
Him for goodness and lovingkindness and grace.
Have a great time, everyone!
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What Happens When You Force A Female To Worship Among
Beta Males
15 upvotes | November 21, 2018 | by RPCJoeMak | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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How do you reconcile TRP with Christian values?
15 upvotes | August 4, 2018 | by RedBusinessMan | Link | Reddit Link
So, just to be honest, I'm Muslim, but Muslims don't have a TRP sub. I hope it's alright if I post a
question here.
So, the question's in the title: How do you reconcile TRP with Christian values? Or more generally,
values of Abrahamic (Judaism, Christianity, Islam) faiths?
I've read the Rational Male, and my reality was shattered. All my life experiences confirmed
everything Rollo said, but it got me thinking: how can one believe in God if he built disloyalty,
hypergamy, and greed (fixation on SMV, including wealth) into at least half of his creation?
Also, how can one even get married nowadays? Looking at r/divorce, r/MensRights and all of TRP, I
don't want to get divorce raped. Religious girls aren't an exception. I feel set up for failure. That, or
back breaking work to increase wealth and lifestyle to the point that any wife I have won't cheat on
me.
I'd really appreciate your help, thank you in advance.
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A Christian understanding of attraction and the role it plays in
marriage
15 upvotes | August 2, 2018 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
I've seen a lot of confusion about what role attraction plays in marriage in the previous few posts.
There is Biblical support for understanding the role it plays in marriage. Let's walk through this step
by step.
Marriage is an earthly institution
Jesus gives us insight into heaven. There’s no marriage there.
Matthew 22:23 On that day some Sadducees (who say there is no resurrection) came to
Jesus and questioned Him, 24 asking, “Teacher, Moses said, ‘If a man dies having no
children, his brother as next of kin shall marry his wife, and raise up children for his
brother.’ 25 Now there were seven brothers with us; and the first married and died, and
having no children left his wife to his brother; 26 so also the second, and the third, down to
the seventh. 27 Last of all, the woman died. 28 In the resurrection, therefore, whose wife of
the seven will she be? For they all had married her.”
29 But Jesus answered and said to them, “You are mistaken, not understanding the
Scriptures nor the power of God. 30 For in the resurrection they neither marry nor are given
in marriage, but are like angels in heaven.
This means that marriage is an earthly covenant between God, man, and woman. The earthly
institution of marriage does not transcend to heaven nor do any of the beings in heaven marry.
The final marriage -- of Christ and His bride, the Church -- happens before the the creation of new
heaven and new earth.
Revelation 19:7 Let us rejoice and be glad and give the glory to Him, for the marriage of the
Lamb has come and His [b]bride has made herself ready.” 8 It was given to her to clothe
herself in fine linen, bright and clean; for the fine linen is the righteous acts of the
[c]saints.9 Then he *said to me, “Write, ‘Blessed are those who are invited to the marriage
supper of the Lamb.’” And he *said to me, “These are true words of God.” 10 Then I fell at
his feet to worship him. But he *said to me, “Do not do that; I am a fellow servant of yours
and your brethren who hold the testimony of Jesus; worship God. For the testimony of Jesus
is the spirit of prophecy.”
Revelation 21:1 Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first
earth passed away, and there is no longer any sea. 2 And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem,
coming down out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride adorned for her husband. 3
And I heard a loud voice from the throne, saying, “Behold, the tabernacle of God is among
men, and He will [a]dwell among them, and they shall be His people, and God Himself will
be among them[b], 4 and He will wipe away every tear from their eyes; and there will no
longer be any death; there will no longer be any mourning, or crying, or pain; the first things
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have passed away.”
All this occurs before the new heaven and new earth is created and the temporal things associated
with the old earth and old heaven pass away. This is important to understand because one of those
temporal things that passes away is the earthly institution of marriage. In other words, Jesus must
marry His bride before the institution of marriage is abolished when the new heaven and new earth
are created. Since marriage is an earthly institution and not heavenly, Jesus marries His bride on the
earth.
The context surrounding the creation of marriage
Now we understand marriage is primarily an earthly institution. Earthly institutions address earthly
needs. We have a intelligent Creator and our Creator does not create without a purpose. All of the
things He does for us are out of His loving kindness.
To understand the function of marriage addressing earthly needs, we need to go back to the creation.
Genesis 1 is considered the first creation account, which gives an overview of all of the creation.
Genesis 2 is considered the second creation account, which gives an overview into the creation of
man specifically.
Genesis 1:26 Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness;
and let them rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the [ak]sky and over the cattle
and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.” 27 God
created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He
created them. 28 God blessed them; and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill
the earth, and subdue it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the [al]sky
and over every living thing that [am]moves on the earth.” 29 Then God said, “Behold, I
have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the [an]surface of all the earth, and every
tree [ao]which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for you; 30 and to every beast of the
earth and to every bird of the [ap]sky and to every thing that [aq]moves on the earth
[ar]which has life, I have given every green plant for food”; and it was so. 31 God saw all
that He had made, and behold, it was very good. And there was evening and there was
morning, the sixth day.
God’s commands to man were two fold in the first creation account in Genesis 1:
Rule and subdue the earth — 26 Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according
to Our likeness; and let them rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the [ak]sky and
over the cattle and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.” …
28b and subdue it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the [al]sky and over
every living thing that [am]moves on the earth.”
Be fruitful and multiply — 28a God blessed them; and God said to them, “Be fruitful and
multiply, and fill the earth,
We will come back to these two commands after the next point.
Genesis 2:15 Then the Lord God took the man and put him into the garden of Eden to
cultivate it and keep it. 16 The Lord God commanded the man, saying, “From any tree of
the garden you may eat freely; 17 but from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you
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shall not [n]eat, for in the day that you eat from it you will surely die.”
18 Then the Lord God said, “It is not good for the man to be alone; I will make him a helper
[o]suitable for him.” 19 Out of the ground the Lord God formed every beast of the field and
every bird of the [p]sky, and brought them to the man to see what he would call them; and
whatever the man called a living creature, that was its name. 20 The man gave names to all
the cattle, and to the birds of the [q]sky, and to every beast of the field, but for [r]Adam
there was not found a helper [s]suitable for him.
21 So the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept; then He took one
of his ribs and closed up the flesh at that place. 22 The Lord God [t]fashioned into a woman
the rib which He had taken from the man, and brought her to the man. 23 The man
said,“This is now bone of my bones,And flesh of my flesh;[u]She shall be called
[v]Woman, Because [w]she was taken out of [x]Man.” 24 For this reason a man shall leave
his father and his mother, and be joined to his wife; and they shall become one flesh. 25
And the man and his wife were both naked and were not ashamed.
Genesis 2 gives us more details about the ordering of creation. Man was created first, but there was
no helper suitable for him. Hence, God created a helper suitable for him. The two commands in
Genesis 1 were dominion over the earth and to be fruitful and multiply.
The first command was able to be fulfilled by Adam by himself; he was taking dominion over
the beasts as they came to him and gave them names and also tending to the garden as God
commanded.
The second command, which was be fruitful and multiply, was unable to be fulfilled.
The second creation account shows us the structure of marriage: husband is to be the leader and
the wife is the follower/helpmeet, confirmed by OT Patriarchs, Law of Moses, and ChristChurch model in the NT. It also shows us that marriage is not just for agape love, but also for
philia (companionship) and eros (sexual love).
Ruling and subdue the earth and Be fruitful and multiply. Ruling and subduing the earth requires
good counsel and help. Being fruitful and multiplying requires a wife and helpmeet. Thus, marriage
was created by God to fulfill the earthly imperatives that God gave man in the garden.
What is attractive to both sexes?
Generally speaking, attraction is different between both sexes.
Men are primarily attracted to physical beauty and femininity. Examples of physical beauty are
a woman’s face and her figure. Examples of femininity are long hair and female-only attire like
dresses and skirts. These things are sexually attractive to men.
Women are primarily attracted to PSALM traits and masculinity. PSALM is an acronym for
power/personality, status, athleticism, looks, and money. Generally speaking, these are
embodied in a man such as a confident, handsome, ambitious, successful leader. Masculinity
also embodies many traits that correlate with this such as strong, confident, independent, nonemotional, tough skinned, competitive, and so on.
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Yes, there are exceptions. Yes, these are generalizations. We’re not discussing them now. These are
the things that are primarily [sexually] attractive to both sexes. There is a reason for this.
Understanding how attraction plays into the roles and responsibilities of marriage
We, as humans, implicitly understand that attraction — by very definition of the word — is a driving
force for marriage. Indeed, no one really gets married to someone that they don’t find attractive,
unless there are extenuating circumstances. Even in cultures with arranged marriages such as
Judaism, the two getting married were required to see each other and they had some influence in
terms of veto power over the person they would get married. The families of the two parties ‘set them
up’ on ‘arranged dates’ that they had to go on to get to know each other. There had to be agreement
from all sides, including the two getting married. Very few cultures, if any, have forced marriages.
If you were a Creator, it would make sense that the commands given to man for marriage would
directly apply to the things that attract men and women to marriage. After all, these things are to be a
preparation for the roles and responsibilities of marriage.
Relating this back to the Scriptures in Genesis 1 we can logically see how attraction plays into the
various roles and responsibilities given to men and women in marriage. The commands of God are
directly related to what we find attractive in the opposite sex.
Woman was created as man’s helpmeet and to help man multiply in the earth. She was created
so that man did not have to be alone. Beauty is a proxy for health and fertility because it signals
less genetic errors and ability to bear children. Waist to hip ratios or curves garners a lot of
attention by men because they are attractive, but they are also related to a woman’s ability to
bear healthy children.
Men were commanded to rule and subdue the earth: hence, confident, ambitious, successful
leaders are likely to do that. It’s no surprise that Scripture tells men that they are to be
Protectors and Providers for their wives and families. An ambitious, successful husband can
easily provide for his family such as in Exodus 21 and 1 Timothy 5:8. A confident leader won’t
back down from Protecting his wife when necessary or sacrificing himself as Jesus did for us.
He will also be able to lead his family well such as described in Ephesians 5.
Thus, our schema for what is attraction to men falls neatly into two sexually dimorphic categories.
Men are attracted to beauty, curves, and femininity because it signifies that they are likely
to be able to reproduce well (e.g. beauty) and raise a family well (e.g. feminine nurturing), thus
satisfying the be fruitful and multiply command.
Women are attracted to successful, confident, masculine leaders, protectors, and
providers because they signify that this man is a good man to follow, protect her and their
children, and provider for her and their children, thus fully satisfying the rule and subdue the
earth command.
Now, looking back, it’s an ah-ha moment for us because it all fits together. God created attraction to
be rooted in the ability of the opposite sex to perform their particular roles and responsibilities in
marriage well and to fulfill God’s commands to us. Hence, marriage is created and meant to address
the physical needs in a mate and the commands of God here on the earth.
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Other Biblical pitfalls of downplaying attraction
Generally speaking, the modern Church loves to downplay the role of attraction in marriage. I believe
that this is because it is based on a faulty understanding of why attraction is important.
For example, it’s clear from the Scriptures that beauty is what is attractive to men. However, beauty
without godliness and character has disastrous results results for men. They’re carried away to
worship idols (e.g. Solomon and harem). They get caught in adultery (e.g. David and Bathsheba).
They get scared into lying (e.g. Abraham, Sarah, Abimelech, and Pharaoh). They get dragged down
into the pit (e.g. the vast majority of Proverbs on deceitful women). The beauty of women is never
downplayed.
Those who claim beauty is shallow fall into the trap of false humility. God created beauty, and beauty
is objective. Some examples are nature, facial symmetry, a woman’s curves, and strong, muscular
men. Without a God as an anchor, there can be no objective Truth such as beauty. Those who
downplay beauty don’t understand the role it plays within marriage.
Obviously cultivating beauty or cultivating strong, confident, handsome, ambitious, successful
leaders should not be placed over godliness and character. However, they are not mutually exclusive.
Beauty is only vanity when focused in the wrong direction. Beauty for attention, beauty for power,
beauty for other men are not good. However, beauty for a husband in marriage is good. Similarly, the
same is true of the sex drive.
Conclusion
We do both singles and married a disservice by downplaying the role attraction plays in marriage. If
we don’t show them why, from the Scriptures, God created these traits to be important and attractive
to the opposite sex we risk alienating them and/or giving them cognitive dissonance. Exceptions are
exceptions. Hanging onto exceptions when you want to be married give you a low probability of
success. Sure, some men marry obese women. Most men don’t. Sure, some women marry men who
are lazy drug addicts who play video games all the time. Most women don’t.
“Oh? You want a beautiful wife? That’s shallow and superficial.” However, we implicitly understand
that beauty is objective, at least in part. That creates strong cognitive dissonance in Christian men:
“Oh, I shouldn’t want beauty? Then why do I desire a beautiful wife? Is beauty a bad thing? Why do
I want a beautiful wife if beauty is superficial?” Sadly, this is too often the case.
That which God creates is beautiful. He created us, and we were very good. He created attraction and
our sex drives. He created marriage. He command us to take dominion and be fruitful and multiply.
The loving gaze of a husband on his beautiful bride. The respect of a wife toward her strong,
confident husband. Our righteousness is our beautiful clothing to Jesus. The beauty of a large family.
All of these things come together to form a coherent whole that exemplifies the nature of the beauty
of marriage and the plan that God created for us to accomplish.
Adapted from this article
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IoI's from women at church
15 upvotes | June 1, 2018 | by palmorwrist | Link | Reddit Link
I'm 33, been married for 7 years and have been working on improving my SMV over the past few
with a great deal of success. The wife is like putty in my hands - I'm in great physical shape, have a
fulfilling and well paying career and I've become a leader amongst the younger generation of men in
the congregation. This has all been a wonderful confidence boost and I am doing my best to not let
pride overtake me and give the glory to Him.
It has reached a point though where a lot of the wives in the body have started giving me very clear
IoIs. Now, I don't think these women are consciously pursuing having an affair, as the comments and
signs are always in a group setting (I've vowed to never be alone with another woman except my
wife), and it's been a great boost for my SMV in my wife's eyes. However, some of these women are
very attractive and it's a battle to keep my mind out of the gutter.
This seems to almost inevitably be a problem that any Christian man who embraces the Red Pill will
have to face. I know the answer to temptation is through imbibing scripture and through prayer, but
dang it's hard to keep a pure mind.
I don't want to be a cause of temptation for my sisters in Christ, but at the same time I'm sort of
relying upon being more attractive than the other men in my church community in order to keep my
wife on her toes.
Are any of you dealing with this problem as well? How are you handling it. Should I lower my SMV
on Sundays and Wednesdays?
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I need some advice/encouragement
15 upvotes | November 18, 2021 | by bdb5821 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys,
I am a 22 year old male, engineer, have my own place. I am
5’10” 175-180 17%ish body fat (currently cutting to 160ish) Bench:
225 Squat: 275x8 deadlift: 405.
Spiritually, I am doing okay. I need to be better with quiet times and going to church.
I have been single my whole life. I went to a big SEC party school where I was involved in a ministry
heavily. Got made fun of a lot as kid/had low confidence but I have flipped the script on that and
puberty hit me like a truck in college. Now I have moved away to a big engineering city for work
where the female population is mostly girls who never left their hometown.
I want to wait until marriage and pursue a Godly relationship with someone. My Christian friends are
married, and my non Christian friends are man whores tbh. I have been faced with a lot of temptation
recently (I have messed around with girls, but did not have sex.) My Christian friends don’t really get
the struggle, and my nonChristian friends think I am crazy for not hooking up with them. I have had
such a hard time with wondering if doing the right thing is worth it. I feel like out of all my Christian
friends I am the one who did not find a wife in college and now I am surrounded by women who do
not want what I want. On top of that, there are not any girls at my church that are out of school.
Idon’t want people to tell me what I want to here. Honestly just pray that I stay faithful. Thank you.
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Single, mid-30s guy need direction.
15 upvotes | December 25, 2021 | by BtrLtThnNvr123 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats:
35 M, 185 lbs, 5’10 barefoot, 15-18 %BF, southeast asian (mixed half white)
I look like I lift. And I don’t smoke or drink and eat well.
I.e- tricep and bicep separation, capped shoulders, v-taper, and strong upper chest with meaty fore
arms. I could lean out more and get more jaw definition. But I prefer to fill out my shirts.
Fwiw, I look 10-15 years younger bc of Asian genetics. But I tell everyone I’m my age.
Lifts: I lift almost everyday for about 12 years. Primarily focus on just consistency and use lifting as
more of a cornerstone habit now than I did before which was to increase strength.
Bench- 265 1RM Squat- 2 plates Deadlift- 3 plates
Education and job: Masters in STEM I work in STEM field.
I make 105k from job and anywhere between 25k-35k with investments and side hustles.
Marital status: Kissless virgin pretty much. I don’t really get female attention so I don’t entertain the
thoughts of being married.
Spiritual: Assurance of salvation: 10 , I believe Christ’s act of atonement for our sins and believe in
Him as the Son of God.
I don’t go to church And I don’t do any evangelism I don’t memorize scripture. In other words I
don’t have very good spiritual hygiene.
Body: I grew up in single mother household of a white mom. My dad did not speak very good
English but he tried his best with whatever he could do to help me. But since they split early, I didn’t
have a masculine influence.
So like most lost boys, I treated the internet as a surrogate father, learning wisdom and the path to a
better future for myself that way. As a result I became the first college educated person in my family
on both sides.
I’ve basically been working and developing my hobbies while staying away from the indulgences
that trapped my other family members in a vicious cycle of addiction. All of my friends are guys and
we tend to be on the nerdy side tbh. They are getting married off so I’m seeing my friend circle
shrinking.
I tried going to church but I just never fit in. Idk why it’s uncomfortable for me. I guess it’s bc I don’t
come from a Christian family.
I have attended groups before. But I usually go for a few months, listen to the message and linger for
a little bit afterwords to talk to people. But not many people were interested in talking and although
numbers were exchanged I don’t receive any invites. I’m not sure why but I guess it’s bc of my lack
of common history with them, it’s unlikely I’m going to make good friends.
I have tried to start groups before in the past but I don’t get much attendance. Idk why but I have a
feeling it’s hard for me to be charismatic and likeabke bc I don’t exactly have the traits for it. Usually
the leaders are Caucasian and tall. And well I’m short and Asian lol. I’m not trying to draw pity, it’s
just the red pill I have to accept. Typically Asians are seen as the beta imo.
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Now I’m in a period of spiritual stagnancy and I don’t want to abandon my faith. And I know I don’t
have it in me to go the opposite direction and live an indulgent life.
So I’m open to advice in what direction I could go.
Thanks for reading.
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Leadership
15 upvotes | February 15, 2022 | by redpill-cool | Link | Reddit Link
Today - I’m talking about leadership from a business perspective.
Starting off with a sizable verse - 1 Timothy 3:1-6 “The saying is trustworthy: If anyone aspires to
the office of overseer, he desires a noble task. Therefore an overseer must be above reproach, the
husband of one wife, sober-minded, self-controlled, respectable, hospitable, able to teach, not a
drunkard, not violent but gentle, not quarrelsome, not a lover of money. He must manage his own
household well, with all dignity keeping his children submissive, for if someone does not know how
to manage his own household, how will he care for God's church? He must not be a recent convert, or
he may become puffed up with conceit and fall into the condemnation of the devil…”
I’m going to go through each of those aspects which are for the overseer or the bishop of the
church - not a high level business position, but it applies all the same for this post. I will also add
additional points to watch out for while leading. I will not be speaking on any relationships in this
post - some points will regardless also apply to relationships, and others not so much.
Sober-minded - I’m going to simplify this into today’s term - level-headed. A leader can’t be
someone who is easily swayed or constantly angry, a leader should be like a strong oak tree.
Self-controlled - fairly straight forward - a leader needs to be able to control himself, some of these
actions are physically simple and easy to see - such as no drinking to drunkenness or similar drug use.
Others are tougher - how much “work” time do you truly spend working for instance, how much time
is spent on Facebook, or other social media? Additionally this also covers controlling one’s anger especially in business it is extremely easy to get intensely angry over a situation, and that can sink the
entire ship. Smile through the hard situations - and deal with the big problems.
Respectable - this is an incredibly broad point, and there are many aspects of one's character that can
change it - some of those characteristics are different even depending on the group you are within.
E.g. in some groups it is respectable to be able to drink a large amount of alcohol without great
impact on you, in other groups it is respectable not to drink at all. This is a main focus of the RP subs,
and especially the RPC subreddit is focused on this area.
For starters - a man is never respected if he is weak. There are many different aspects to strength such as good work ethic (which is resiliency), actual muscle strength, and many more. You need to
account for these areas and make yourself as strong as possible. This is why question posts require
lifting stats on this subreddit - if you look like a string bean or a bowling ball - everyone knows you
aren’t worth their respect.
Another area is how you speak - if you sound like a weasel, or too enthusiastic, or any other
number of weird vocal patterns - that will greatly harm you. If you know you suffer from weak
speaking skills - I recommend joining your local Toastmasters group, or working a sales job for a
time (~3 months and you can go from being a terrible speaker to a top 1% speaker.)
Another area is how you dress - everyone knows how a plumber looks - right? Sagging jeans, butt
crack poking out, at least forty pounds overweight - but not necessarily weak - just disgusting.
Plumbers would certainly be more respected if they would wear well fitted clothing, tuck their shirt in
and wear a collared shirt (going as far as is appropriate with the working conditions). The same goes
for other areas - if I’m a large business owner looking for someone to help my business IPO, I
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certainly won’t hire someone wearing cargo shorts and a Hawaiian shirt - they will have a nice multithousand dollar suit on when I meet with them.
Most respect is established on first impression - of which you get to make two. First - how you
look when someone sees you for the first time. Second - how you sound when someone hears you for
the first time.
Hospitable - leaders will not be purely ruthless - especially to their allies, in business this may be
their employees, shareholders, etc. You’ve probably heard stories of huge boycotts being started after
a CEO fires someone who has terminal cancer instead of supporting them to their ability. And you’ve
likely heard stories the opposite way where business greatly increases after positive coverage of an
employee being correctly taken care of. For example - an employer giving six months of paid leave to
an employee with terminal cancer - who very luckily survives and returns to work.
Those situations aren’t most of what you deal with as a leader though - your job is to lead the way
and begin clearing the path. Think of your group as treading through a dense jungle - and everyone
has a machete. You are still the person going first - cutting away a majority of the jungle in your path,
they may still get hit by quite a few branches and need to chop quite a bit themselves to truly clear a
path - but you’re the one at the front dealing with the largest amount of problems. You aren’t making
sacrificial pawns out of your allies. You may have met “leaders” who take it solely upon themselves
to bark orders and do no work themselves - this doesn’t work, it isn’t hospitable to your allies, and it
isn’t respectable.
And you aren’t clearing this jungle path for someone else - it was your decision, you may take advice
on which direction would be the best path to take, and if you have great teammates you’ll almost
always heed their advice - but you are the final say. Keep in mind here - that every one of us who can
be called a Christian’s path leads to the same point, although the directions aren’t the same.
Simplifying it, the end goal of our mission is - 1) Love God 2) Love people (and not the flesh of the
people - think of this in the way God loves us) 3) Make disciples.
Able to teach - you need to be able to both convey a process quickly, and accurately. And also
correct behaviors quickly, and accurately. For behavior correcting as the leader - when a problematic
behavior comes along with one of your followers you need to turn their head back towards the same
path you are on. Generally - it is easiest to do this by acknowledging the problem, but doing it in the
least hurtful way possible. For example “Hey (name) - I see you’re doing xyz in xyz way - mind if I
show you a quicker method?” This will not always be possible though - many correction situations do
have some pain attached, generally you are looking to minimize that pain - as long as you are able to
do so and get them on the right path simultaneously. If you do not minimize the pain - they may grow
to hate you. Some minor pain now to save greater pain later - they will grow to respect you over.
Not a drunkard - this statement is fairly repetitious - if you are a drunkard you can’t do any of the
requirements above.
Not violent but gentle - this can largely depend from position to position, and this verse is
specifically talking about a bishop. A general is a leader - but they would practically never be called
“gentle”. A bishop is a position that needs warmth and gentleness on the other hand - so that they can
properly care for those who are spiritually sick.
Not quarrelsome - this ties back to the respect point. Arguing makes you look weak - and it means
you are weak. If you need to argue you do not have authority in the situation - and a leader can not be
a leader without the proper amount of authority.
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Not a lover of money - being a lover of money is a form of idolatry. If God isn’t your top priority,
whatever else is currently at the top of that ladder is idolatry - and money is an incredibly common
one. This doesn’t mean they can’t acknowledge money for what it is - the apex tool, but to place
money higher on the ladder than God means their end destination is incorrect.
Must manage his own household well. A person needs to be able to manage things in this order.
Themself -> Their household -> Their community -> add any number of in between stages depending
on the society/culture -> Their nation -> The world. If they cannot be trusted to handle the former
they cannot handle the latter. So if you are appointing a leader for a position - check and see if they
check the previous boxes. And for yourself, do you check the previous boxes? If not you aren’t ready
for the next one yet, go back and correct the previous box.
And now I’m going to add a couple points that are not present in this verse - but tie back into
the general points it lies out.
A leader is not to use “I’m sorry.” or any iteration thereof. “I’m sorry.” is the same as saying “Oh
I know I made a mistake, I don’t care, I won’t do anything about it, and I certainly will avoid
responsibility for it in any way I possibly can despite technically taking the responsibility with this
statement.” In short - it’s useless drivel only said by weak weasels who have no authority over their
own lives - who shouldn’t be allowed within miles of authority over anyone else’s lives.
When a huge mistake is made - you may need to take responsibility for the problem. An example of
how to properly do this: “I made xyz mistake, here’s how we are going to correct this mistake (or
here’s how I am going to correct this mistake).” Oftentimes problems you cause are small enough
that they aren’t even worth verbally acknowledging - change your actions to remove the problem in
the future and that is plenty. Acknowledging problems that are too small makes it clear you are weak
- which greatly reduces, if not eliminates respect.
Those parts above are aspects of a leader - a quick reflection of a good leader is someone tasking out
an appropriate amount of responsibilities to their followers. If you have an employee working for you
for 40 hours a week, you should be giving them ~35 hours of work a week (people are not perfectly
efficient and they can not be expected to be). If you give them 15 hours of work in a week - they will
get bored - and idle hands lead to all sorts of issues. If you give them 60 hours of work in a 40 hour
week, they will see you as a ruthless overlord - which violates the hospitable requirement above, and
additionally stresses them out which leads to decreased performance. This is not a simple task - as
people do not complete tasks at the same speed. The leader must learn how fast each individual can
complete tasks and delegate accordingly. In business you also additionally need to compensate
accordingly.
And no - people do not hate being told what to do if they are truly on the same path as you are - in
fact they love it. It allows them to save energy thinking of what they must do - and only focus on the
task at hand. They will love it even more-so if your path is generally better than theirs, as that will
require less work from them for the same amount produced. This does not mean they want to be
micromanaged - if they already know subconsciously how to do a task correctly - telling them how to
do it again wastes their energy as they engage their conscious brain for no reason.
If they aren’t on the same path as you, and don’t want to join your path - the easiest option is to
leave them behind and look for new crew members. Make this decision quickly - but when looking
for new people, add them slowly. One person you don’t remove can kill the entire group, but one
person you don’t add will not.
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Career culture and the trivialization of motherhood
15 upvotes | March 18, 2022 | by orestesshackleford | Link | Reddit Link
Modern culture and government place incredible emphasis on getting every human to work as much
as possible. It's hard to overstate how much of this siphons power away from women by virtue of
trivializing motherhood and family life. For starters, it makes a successful career to be an essential
part of life. It's not, because life is not all about working. Most people don't want to neglect their
families for the sake of their careers. Life is about glorifying God, but we don't even need to talk
religion to show how silly and limiting career culture is. We can look at it strictly from a materialistic
perspective.
Human beings are extremely valuable. Any CEO will tell you that it's those who know how to best
lead other people that are most successful. Further, as anyone who's mentored will tell you, trying to
lead an adult is hard. Few people want to listen to others, even when they say they want to improve.
This, of course, says nothing about the fact that most people don't spend a lot of time with their
mentees, which makes teaching even less efficient. This is tragic, because if you could figure out a
way to raise and mentor scores of people and benefit off of their success, you'd be very wealthy
indeed. Is there a way to do this consistently? There is. Ask your mother.
As Aristotle once said
Give me a child until he is seven and I will show you the man.
By this, he means that s/he who raises a child determines what he will be in adulthood. Who has this
power? In some cases, their families and communities, but always the mother, and her more than any
other. Children are information sponges. They absorb what's around them. They are precious and
protected specifically because what happens to them dictates their adult activities and mentalities, and
there are no cultures where they do not consistently return this gratitude to their caregivers.
Motherhood essentially allows someone to create the substance of the most valuable thing in the
world: a human life. Not just in terms of purely biological or productive aspects (birth, nurturing
strengths, etc...) but in the full spectrum of the human condition. This means loving, caring, depth of
experience, and so many other things. Business owners will often talk about their businesses as "their
baby" but it pales in comparison to the value of a child. A business may generate money, but it has no
depth of character. It can't love. It will probably be gone in a few decades. Humans can experience
the full depth of existence in ways that even poets can't describe, and the human lineages stretch
forward and backward into eternity.
I can always argue from the Bible that every human life is sacred, and that turning people into cogs in
an industrial machine is wrong, but even more simply, we just have to look at the obvious facts of
life. When we do so, we see that behind the veneer of "empowerment" is a system which will, in all
likelihood, tear away a woman's most powerful gift.
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Hello
15 upvotes | March 15, 2022 | by RyGuy4017 | Link | Reddit Link
I am excited to be here. I’ve never been much of a redditor, but this community is exactly what I have
been looking for.
I recently got into the Catholic faith, and it wasn’t easy to reconcile the Church teachings with
masculinity. But this page gives me great hope.
God bless,
Ryan
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Top tier
15 upvotes | June 13, 2022 | by KingCaleb333 | Link | Reddit Link
im just joining this sub, but I know there is going to be some top tier men produced in here, and im
excited for the journey
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Church
14 upvotes | October 24, 2021 | by Spiritual-Tourist227 | Link | Reddit Link
New to this sub and had a question. Do any of you guys go to a traditional church with strong male
leaders? I just started reading the Bible but have been into bible lectures and redpill on YouTube for
years now. I really want to go to a church with conservative men and good peers and role models to
discuss the bible. I think the church I went to is liberal and catering to women and filled with
whipped men unfortunately. I don't just do not want to rely on the internet and YouTube I'd actually
like to go out and meet people to a church that actually practices some redpill ideas and has good
male leaders.
What is your experience? Do most of you just go to a liberal women dominated church just for the
church itself and keep your opinions to yourself about redpill relating to the bible or did you actually
find a church with strong men. Or do any of you just not even go to church at all and socialize and
study from the internet when it comes to redpill and Christianity.
Thank you for any response just want to see what it's like out there to find a church to go to.
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Had no issues with healthy masculinity, and was a member
here a few years ago with another username. Took propecia, it
killed the masculine in me. Please help.
14 upvotes | December 24, 2021 | by Provoking_Copies | Link | Reddit Link
Propecia a hairloss drug, killed the masculine in me.
Someone referred me to here again, and I’m very glad this subreddit still exists.
That flowing spirit women have, where about nothing is set, or done and things can always change.
It’s here.
That masculine determination, ambition, decisiveness. Shouting. Making a dent, being of
significance, carrying a healthy sense of pride/ego personal boundaries, and self. It’s gone.
Everything seem to flow.
From the way I walk, talk, do physical work and think. The way I talk with friends is different.
Family the same. I despise this new “self”.
It’s sounds like one big pile of make belief. But you’ve probably seen men that walk a bit too
feminine.
This curse what put on me. I din’t know how temporary this all is, but it’s been three momths now,
without change.
The preported cause is gene expression changes that finasteride induced.
Long story short, it has a big effect on the way I relate to people around me. Leadership is not natural,
and stressful. I’m sensitive in a way I only women see be. Socially.
Also, there’s nothing wrong with the hormone profile.
Why post this. I’m here to ask for help.
For prayer, for people having been through it perhaps. For experiences. Just anything related.
I want to improve myself, I want to lead my future family, and find a wife that’s not put into position
to lead because this drug killed my manhood. A wife that can relax because she knows she will be led
and protected whenever things get too heavy.
I currently can’t see this future ever happening, because I cared more about the cosmetic appearance,
then the person that appearance belonged to.
EDIT: If for nothing else, please think twice before starting with this medication. It will probably ruin
more then you can imagine.
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Stop Pointing the Finger
14 upvotes | February 28, 2022 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
RP communities are a bit weird about casting blame.
There's one camp (usually the black pill or MGTOW-sympathizers) who want to point the
finger at women for everything going wrong in the world.
There's another camp (usually those who have been invested in red pill communities for a
while) who want to point the finger at men for dropping the ball and abandoning responsibility.
The former have good points because women have done a lot to screw our our world. The latter have
good points too because men have let it happen and also done a lot to screw up our world.
There's a third category of people who love to point the finger. Know who they are? CHLIDREN.
Everyone who cares about passing blame is acting childish.
PARENTING THROUGH BLAME
When has pointing the finger actually helped anyone? You know what I do when one of my kids
tattles on another? I discipline the tattler every time. The accused only gets punished if I actually
believe the accusation and it's not justified.
When these arguments come up, I have each kid give me their version of the story. I don't let the
other kid interrupt while one is speaking. They'll get their turn later. I open with: "Tell me what
happened." 99% of the time both kids will start with: "The other person did this ..." Often-times I'll
cut that kid off right then and there and ask, "No, I want to know what you did." I'm less interested in
the actual event of what happened and more interested in whether my child will be honest and own
up to their own contribution to the problem. Fights big enough to make their way to me always have
a 2-party contribution. If the kid insists in blaming before admitting their own fault, I cut them off,
tell them they lost their chance to tell me their side of the story, and I move on to the other kid (if I'm
feeling generous and the situation calls for it, sometimes I'll circle back).
I've resolved many parenting disputes among my 4 children. Them blaming each other has never
helped a single one of them. My 10yr old son is smart. He's finally figured this out. When I ask, "Did
you do something mean to your sister?" instead of trying to explain himself, he says, "Yes." When I
ask him what he did, he tells me straight-up. Why does my son seem to "get it"? Because he's picked
up on the fact that...
After he admits what he did, I ALWAYS ask the next question: "Why did you do it?"
Motive matters. But there's a huge difference between him trying to rationalize his way out of trouble
and him giving me pertinent facts that I'm asking for. This is one of the most respectable aspects of
my son and I love him for it (among many other things).
DON'T BE A CHILD
Christian or not, you should find use in this saying from the apostle Paul: "When I was a child, I
spoke like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became a man, I gave up
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childish ways" (1 Cor. 13:11). Men put childish ways behind them.
According to Paul, if you still act like a child, you are not a man yet.
Yeah, I get it. This leads into the very shaky territory of trying to define a "true man." There are lots
of opinions on that. I'm not going to go there in this post. But I can say definitively that a child is not
a man.
DON'T BE A WOMAN
The other angle to this is that most people who point the finger do so for a few key reasons:
They're emotionally upset and blaming is a temporary relief from guilt
They want their feelings validated
It averts accountability for one's own actions
There's an internal pressure toward appearing perfect, and accepting responsibility shatters that
projection
A person's ego may be invested in their own self-image, which is broken when the "fault" rests
with them
A person doesn't want to have to change, and if it's someone else is at fault it excuses one's own
imperative to fix the problem or become someone better
Again, not to try to define what a man is ... I can say definitively that a man is not a woman and these
are traits most commonly associated with women (or at least ones that are more appropriate or
expected for women to maintain and men to grow out of). Just as you shouldn't be a child, you
shouldn't be a woman either.
FAULT V. RESPONSIBILITY: A BETTER PARADIGM
Back to my son - you know why I appreciate his approach to being caught in a fight? He accepts
responsibility. Even when it wasn't his fault, he (in most cases ... he is still 10, after all) recognizes
that he did something to contribute to the problem and owns up to that. I don't get very much, "But
my sister this" or "But my sister that" from him (again, it happens, but rarely). Either my wife or I are
aware enough of what's going on in the house to know who's really at fault. We also know our kids
well enough to have a pretty good idea what happened, even if we didn't see it ourselves. We know
where the fault lies. But my love and respect for my son, and the way I treat him, is based less on
whether or not he was at fault for what happened and more on whether or not he's going to own up to
it - whether he takes responsibility.
Likewise, the Bible is pretty clear that God forgives our sins - our "faults". But despite this
forgiveness, he still expects us to "confess our sins." Even though I'm already forgiven, confession
still matters. Why? Because God wants to instill in us a character that takes responsibility for our
actions. Consider the following examples:
Eve ate the fruit first. She gave it to Adam and he took it. Adam pointed the finger at Eve
instead of confessing and repenting. God cursed him in addition to making him subject to
death. I wonder how this story would have played out if Adam had owned up to it and didn't
blame Eve for his own contribution to the problem.
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Paul was a murderer(-helper?) who persecuted Christians and tried to hinder the work of the
Spirit. After his conversion do we see him saying, "But, but, but ... God ... that was the old me.
It's your fault for not saving me before that"? No. In fact, you'd think he'd try to hide that part
of his life so other Christians wouldn't find out what he did, but instead he tells it as part of his
testimony. His zeal as a Jew who persecuted the Church is something he boldly reminds the
Philippians of (3:6). In 2 Cor. 12 he says he will "boast all the more gladly of my weaknesses" and just a few verses before that we see that God had blessed him by letting him taste heaven
before his death.
Joseph's brothers tied him up and sold him as a slave. Despite not being at fault for the
situation, he accepted that he had to bear the responsibility that came with his new life as a
slave - and God rewarded him for that, making him the second most powerful man in the
nation. At no point do we see Joseph whining about how bad his brothers treated him. In the
end, he forgave them, loved them, and blessed them.

YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR OWN HOME
Let me add one more to the list above:
We sinned and ruined the world. Jesus had to bear indescribable torture and suffering to save
us. Did he ever say, "But God ... it's their fault, not mine! I'm innocent"? No. He took it as his
own responsibility to fix the mess we created. Why? Because that's what leaders do who want
their venture to succeed.
In a corporate setting, the CEO is responsible for the mistakes of his employees. A military
commander is responsible for what his privates do on the battlefield, even if he's not the one who
ordered them to do it. Likewise, a husband is responsible for everything that goes on in his household
because it's HIS household.
It doesn't matter if your wife is at fault. The husband is still responsible. You're the one who has the
burden of dealing with the mess. Too many men love lording leadership without recognizing the
responsibility that comes with it. I don't just mean the "responsibilities" of leading (though that
matters too). Yes, you have to provide, protect, produce, etc. But part of the responsibility is figuring
out how to deal with other people's messes - that you are responsible for what everyone else in your
household does. I'll put on my lawyer hat: if your 8yr old kid hits a baseball through your neighbor's
window, who do you think is going to pay for it? You. Because he's your kid and you're responsible,
regardless of the fact that your kid was the one at fault. Of course, if he has an allowance or a piggy
bank, you can teach him to share responsibility, but you are still the responsible person as the parent.
Most things that go wrong in the world are due to failure of leadership. If the way a man leads is not
getting the results he wants (regardless of fault), the logical solution is to adjust your leadership
strategy. Her job is to decide whether or not to follow. Now, this could lead to a frustrating cycle
where a guy keeps changing strategies as his wife doesn't respond to each one. This is insanely rare
because AWALT and typically respond well to predictable sets of good leadership qualities.
Nevertheless, while secular guys who happened to marry an outlier may actually end up here, there is
no excuse for Christian men. Why? Because we have a standard of leadership to stop the cycle.
Jesus' leadership strategy is the optimal one. Changes to our strategy should always be to adjust what
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we do to conform more to what Christ did. I don't mean what you think Jesus WOULD have
done. I mean what he ACTUALLY DID. Too many people are ignorant of just how much Jesus
modeled for us, as found in Scripture. If Jesus didn't, God did - and we know that Jesus did what he
saw the Father doing, so if either God or Jesus did it, we can do likewise. In the end, your wife may
still leave you, but at least you can go to God on judgment day and say, "Yes, my wife left me. But I
didn't know a better way to lead her than the way you showed me, so I stuck with that and did what
you did." I have to imagine God will respect that answer even over the man who manages to abandon
Christ-likeness in order to pacify his wife and keep her from divorcing him. "Marriage in tact, God!"
is going to be followed by the question: "Sure, but at what expense?" If you had to let her cut off your
balls for her to stay, God's not going to let you into his assembly (Deuteronomy 23:1 - yeah, I'm
stretching the metaphor, but roll with it).
On judgment day, I don't imagine God is going to care who is to blame. God isn't judging fault. He's
judging "each person according to what he has done." Do what Jesus did. Worry less about blame,
more about Christ-likeness. Just make sure you're actually looking at how Jesus handled situations,
rather than making up hypotheticals of what you think he "would have" done based on some
stereotypical notions you have in your head about who you think he was. We have a model. Look to
the model, as shown to us through the Bible.
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When is the right time to ask a girl if she's a virgin?
14 upvotes | May 16, 2022 | by Otherwise-Algae-8586 | Link | Reddit Link
I have a second date coming up with a girl I met from a Bible study. I want to get the dealbreakers
out of the way, but I'm not sure if it would be too early to ask about her past on a second date.
I waited four months with my last gf before asking because I assumed she was a virgin, and I don't
want to make that same mistake again.
Should I ask on a second date if she's a virgin?
Edit: No, I will not be postings "stats." Pretty stupid and irrelevant for my thread. This isn't a matter
of attracting or keeping a woman happy. In that case, stats makes sense. Will let this thread die out of
protest of this stupid rule, completely unapplicable to my thread.
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Is it the "right" thing to do to ask a Father's permission to date
his daughter? How about for marriage?
14 upvotes | May 11, 2022 | by Ponder3277 | Link | Reddit Link
The last guy's age issue got me thinking about this general question separate from age.
It seems to be that many traditional communities would advocate for this as some sort of biblical
norm.
I never asked my wife's father for permission to date her. I honestly didn't even ask permission to
marry her. I simply just told him that I was going to ask his daughter to marry me. For the record by
the way, him and I have a pretty solid relationship.
It seems odd to me to ask for permission for either because no one else has any place in dictating to
you your relationship and marriage choices especially considering you have your stuff together as a
man. It is one thing if you are a loser and have nothing going for you, but why would any RP
Christian man ask a beta father for permission to date/marry his daughter? Like what are you going to
do if he says no? Are you just going to be like "oh yea you're right?"
Whenever I bring this up with friends (not RP friends) they say that it is just tradition and the
respectful thing to do. But as an honest person if you're asking the question you better be okay with
honoring the answer if it is not what you want right? But then aren't you letting someone else
interfere with your relationship decisions?
I don't know, that's just me though. I am curious what all of you think.
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Reading
14 upvotes | May 21, 2022 | by Strongearm | Link | Reddit Link
I'm new here, realizing I have alot of work to do on myself.
Reading through NMMNG through for the second time and nailing down my life's mission, about to
retire from military so it is a natural time to re-examine myself , seek to improve and possibly take a
different career path.
Starting to realize that ironically growing up in a church and religious family may have contributed to
some unhealthy subconcious patterns. I like most of this book but the part about putting your own
needs first still seems very anti-Christian. How do you reconcile that selfishness with the notion of
Christian love?
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Just an Introduction:
14 upvotes | June 27, 2022 | by GildedPony571 | Link | Reddit Link
Perhaps I put this in the wrong place. I apologize to the moderators if I did.
Just a Hello, and some information about me, for reference.
Mission:To spread the Gospel of Jesus Christ, Provide for my family, and be sanctified in the
path that the Heavenly Father has set before me.
Stats: Age: 46, body fat: I couldn’t tell you, height: 5’ 10”, 271 lbs (down from 310 lbs), lifts:
Mostly Fence Posts and Tractor implements. Lol.
Reading: Scripture, Apologetics, Theological studies, A few Rollo Books ,and some topical
statistic books.
Finances: I am a Bi-vocational Educator and Farmer/Land owner.(50K-80K), future prospects:
Depends on the Harvest, Low debt/income. (Most everything is paid off except for a student
loan and a land payment which is lower than what I make per year)
Spiritual:
How mature you are: Oh, I do alright. But, am ever growing.
How often you pray: On the spot and as much as I think too. But, never as much as I
should.
Quiet times:My quiet time consists of Farm equipment operation. More during Harvest
and the deep of winter, Less at the beginning of the School year and Parade season.
Share your faith:
About God: I believe in one God, Creator and Sustainer of the universe, who is
eternally existent in three persons— Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. (Genesis 1:1;
Matthew 28:19; 2 Corinthians 13:14)
About Jesus: I believe in the deity of our Lord Jesus Christ, in His virgin birth, His
sinless life, His substitutionary death, His bodily resurrection, His ascension to the
right hand of the Father where He intercedes for us, and His personal return in
glory and power. (John 1:1-2, 14; Luke 1:26–27; 1 Corinthians 15:20-21; Acts
1:9; Acts 7:55; 1 Thessalonians 4:16)
About Humanity: I believe in the fall of man from innocence, rendering all
mankind sinners, separated from God. (Genesis 3:1-24)
About Salvation : I believe in the salvation of the sinner by grace through faith
alone in the work of Jesus Christ alone--totally apart from human works.
(Ephesians 2:8-9)
About Faith: I believe that all who by faith receive Jesus Christ are then born
again of the Holy Spirit, therefore children of God and eternally saved, and that the
Holy Spirit dwells within to regenerate, seal and secure every believer. (2
Corinthians 1:22; Romans 3:21-22; John 1:12)
About the Bible: I believe that the Bible was written by men who were inspired by
God. Because it is inspired, the original documents are infallible. It is authoritative
in all matters of faith and conduct. (2 Peter 1:20-21; John 17:17; 2 Timothy
3:16,17)
About the Church: I believe that the Church is composed of all who place faith in
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Christ and should assemble themselves together in local churches for worship,
prayer, fellowship and teaching to equip them to reach the World with the love of
Christ. (Ephesians 1:22-23; Hebrews 10:25; 1 John 4:21)
About the Resurrection: I believe in the bodily resurrection of the saved to the
eternal presence of God and of the lost to conscious eternal separation from Him. (1
Thessalonians 4:16; 1 Corinthians 15:42; Revelation 20: 11-15)
memorize Scripture: I do, but I’m better off carrying a Bible with me. I tend to forget
references because of some memory loss and to be honest priority problems. I’m positive I
could spend more time in this area.
Glad to be here, and looking forward to sharpening some Iron with you! God Bless.
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The Social Imperative Part 2 - Fundamental Social Skills and
Mindsets
14 upvotes | October 6, 2022 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Yikes - I had half of this written when I posted part 1, but only just now managed to find the time to
finish. This post will focus on the very basic, fundamental things you'll need to know to improve your
social skills. As I have time, I may include a part 3 with some of the more "advanced" strategies. But
first, let's start with a critical question:
Why Isn't This in the Bible? Oh yeah: DISCIPLESHIP
I tried to keep the previous post on why social skills are important as Scripturally-grounded as
possible because I knew this one was going to be more pragmatic than exegetical. Is that okay? If
God wanted us to know the ins and outs of social skills, wouldn't he have put it in Scripture?
Well ... no. For one, unlike biblical guardrails for interpersonal interactions (which are timeless),
social contexts DO change over time. Different norms from different cultures, time periods, locations,
etc. actually impact whether any particular piece of advice is good or bad. That means this post may
find itself quite dated sometime down the line or in some other country, so take that for what it's
worth. Paul says to Timothy that Cretans should be rebuked harshly, but tells others to correct with
gentleness.
What was unique about the Cretan culture that Paul gives different instructions for them? Social
context. He basically calls all Cretans liars (imagine if a church-leader made a categorical statement
about a nationality like that today!) and categorically denounces them as deserving of the same level
of respect as anyone else. Weird, but true (Titus 1:12-13, if you want to read it for yourself). What
he’s saying is that sometimes you have to tailor your approach to your audience. Some people can
handle a harsh rebuke – and even require it – whereas others may need gentility. Different social
contexts warrant a different approach.
Second, and more importantly: God didn't mention social skills in the written Word because he
expected this to be passed on through life-on-life discipleship. The Bible wasn't meant to be an
exhaustive encyclopedia of everything we would ever need to know. For those more pragmatic skills,
we see in Philippians Paul saying that he shared his way of life with others who would live in his
example, and encouraged others to look at their example, and so on. To Timothy, he says he taught
several things that Timothy should pass on - and then he tells Timothy to teach those men to pass it
on to others. This "way of life" includes how we interact with one another.
I remember one time being at the house of a guy I was discipling when his wife came home. They
started a conversation and she became furious. Plates-smashing-against-walls-level furious. I tried to
coach him on conflict-management principles in an aside mid-conversation, but it was hard to get
through. A few weeks later, I knew I was about to have a difficult conversation with my wife, so I
suggested he come over to see how I handle conflict with my wife. His ability to watch me do it was
something you can't get from Scripture because that "pattern of living" and "life skills" part of
following Christ comes from the way the Holy Spirit applies God’s Word in us, beyond just the text
on the page. Scripture is the highest and only absolute arbiter of Truth, but the Holy Spirit is the one
who shows us each how to apply that truth in our own contexts - and He uses us to be a model for
others.
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If life-on-life discipleRship (not a typo) weren't so dead in the mainstream church, you would have
direct access to skilled people to say to you, "Come alongside me and see how I share the Gospel
with my neighbors" and "Come watch me pray so you can know how to do it like I do," and "See me
cold-approach strangers to build relationships so you can become skilled at it too."
Because we don’t have a pattern of this life-modeling in the Church and we only have “teaching
sessions” (whether in a mass-gathering classroom or individually at a coffee shop – it’s still all just
words), there is a dearth of actual leadership in the mainstream church.
Yes, this post is more “just words.” But it’s based on lots of experience and numerous errors and
successes I’ve had along the way. For those of you who happen to live near me, I invite you to come
out with me sometime for a focused time of practicing these skills. In the 5-part discipleship model
Jesus gives, I can:
Tell you what I do (mostly through this post)
Show you how by doing it in front of you, at a mall, park, store, etc.
Let you try doing it in front of me, and I can give you feedback afterward
Send you out to keep practicing without me, and I’ll check in periodically, and
Encourage you to pass it on so that others can learn the skills you develop and so you can
master your own skills through the responsibility that comes with teaching others.
This is how I see Jesus discipling others, and social skills are a very easy way to practice this. Sadly,
for those of you who don’t live near me, all I can do is “just words” – which, I’m sure, is why Paul
said in Philippians that they should look to those locally around them to learn how to follow Paul’s
example, rather than him trying to explain his lifestyle in the letter itself.
Now, onto the actual skills and mindsets useful to build early-phase social skills …
1 - GOAL-ORIENTED
Before you can be good at building a relational network you need to know a few things. What kind of
network do you want? Who do you want to be in it? How large do you want it to be? Will there be
intentional tiers of relational depth (acquaintances v. casual friends v. close friends) or only a singular
focus? What do you want to accomplish alongside your social circle? Do you intend to lead your
social circle or merely participate in it? Are there certain hobbies/interests that you want to center
your circle around? All of these questions matter.
For me, I remember hearing stories in my career about my clients or their exes who were "pillars of
the community" - the type of people who knew everyone in town. I made that a goal of mine. Before
I moved, I had achieved that goal. I could hardly walk into a grocery store without being stopped in
conversation with someone. At the most recent disciplehaus (in-person meeting of men from this sub
from all over the country), one of the guys I work with got to see a taste of that. We happened to be
grabbing dinner near where I used to live ... at 10pm on a Thursday. Surely nobody would be out
then, right? Sure enough, as soon as I walk in I saw some of my good friends from a small group I
led. The next day, we went to a grocery store in my new home area and I met someone from a
congregation I had attended and a conversation ensued.
I tell that story not to brag, but to show that (1) goals can be accomplished once you set them - even
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big goals, like being known and respected wherever you go (and this is even arguably required to be a
leader in God’s Kingdom), and (2) in reference to the discipleRship process, it's good for guys I’m
working with to (2a) know my life is congruent with what I say it is, (2b) see how I do it first-hand in
order to practice themselves, and (2c) be inspired that they can actually achieve goals too. Setting
goals is massively important, but life modeling is the fast-track to accomplishing them.
For a quick biblical reference, Jesus blends these two by telling his disciples what their goal should
be and then showing them how to do it. He told them from day 1 that their end-game will be to
become "fishers of men," then he spent the next few years showing them how to "fish for men" so
they could do it on their own once he was gone.
2 - IMMUNIZE AGAINST FAILURE
Let's face it, you're going to face a lot of rejection. The best thing you can do is immunize yourself to
it. Most people experience rejection as a frustration they want to avoid. If you're clever enough, you
can remap your brain to realize: "Oh, I got rejected once and it hurt. After the 10th time, I kind of got
used to it. Having been rejected 100+ times, it doesn't phase me anymore."
Once you're properly immunized to rejection, you no longer have any social anxiety about
approaching random strangers. Another rejection under your belt? No biggie. Move onto the next
person.
Nobody faced rejection more than Jesus. He is still rejected by countless people today – not randos he
doesn’t care about, but children he deeply loves and passionately wants to save. He is rejected in the
ways it hurts the most. He also tells us to remember that if the world hates/rejects us, it hated/rejected
him first – and that we are blessed of we suffer persecution because of him. Don’t shy away from
this. Embrace that your effort to develop Kingdom-building relationships is a win-win-win scenario:
either you (1) win by successfully relating with someone, or (2) win by being persecuted for your
efforts to build God’s Kingdom, and therefore will be blessed by God, or (3) win by glorifying God
by proving He was right when He said we’d face rejection because of Him.
See how there really is no such thing as “failure” when it comes to attempting to develop Kingdombuilding relationships? Let your rejections work for you, not against you. Immunize yourself against
failure.
3 - BE POLARIZING
In coordination with immunizing against rejection: be a polarizing person. Jesus was, perhaps, the
most polarizing person ever to have lived. Nobody has sparked more global controversy than Jesus.
Some people devote every fiber of their being to him, while others absolutely despise him. He did
this by expressing clear convictions and never wavering from them, and also by being public about
them. As Mark Manson talks about the concept in reference to dating (Models), rejection from
polarization is a GOOD thing, not a bad thing. You're very quickly weeding out the people who you
weren't going to get along with anyway … or, more accurately, you’re letting them weed
themselves out. By being a polarizing person, you’re not rejecting anyone. Like Jesus, you embrace
all who will come to you. But you’re also not bending your convictions to get them to come; you let
them decide for themselves and respect that choice once it’s made.
The catch here is that we ALSO have an imperative to reach all people. No one person will literally
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reach everyone, so there's some give. I'm never going to reach people who only speak Mandarin
Chinese, for example (unless my high test scores for the gift of tongues actually come true someday).
But we do still have the obligation to "become all things to all men so that some might believe" (1
Cor. 9). This comes in the form of finding commonality with everyone where that commonality does
not compromise the polarizing truth you're bringing them.
The goal of polarization isn't to cause the people who love you to love you more and the people who
hate you to hate you more. That would be a foolish(-ish) goal. The real goal is to quickly find those
who will be receptive to you and have no fear or shame when those who are unlikely to "click" with
you reject you even faster. You're just saving yourself some time. Be respected by all, but embrace
the reality that not everyone will become your best friend. I've had people say of me, "I respect you,
but I don't think we'd get along." That's a perfectly acceptable place to be. Embrace it rather than
trying to people-please everyone. As the old saying goes, “The fastest way to fail is to try to please
everyone.”
Caveat 1: Being unskilled and turning people away because you're awkward, mean, have bad
hygiene, etc. is NOT being polarizing. It's lacking self-awareness.
Caveat 2: Polarization is a tool in your belt, not a default state. Sometimes there is value in
avoiding being polarizing to a particular person whose relationship you find a unique value in.
For example: my son is on a soccer team. It would be very bad for him if he polarized his coach
against him. Best strategy here is to put the polarization tool aside and keep the coach happy
(with some exception, when warranted). Similarly, polarization isn’t a skill I want to employ
with my kids. Unwavering in my convictions? Absolutely. Weeding out which of my children I
can develop a quick relationship with and which I can’t? Bad idea.

4 - PEOPLE ARE LONELY AND ISOLATIONIST BY DEFAULT
Research shows that this is the loneliest generation in the history of recorded data on the subject.
Some say it's "despite" the internet providing so much opportunity for connection and relationship,
though I often argue it's because of it. All the same, social media is designed to make us BELIEVE
everyone else is at the top of their social game, while statistics show a COMPLETELY different
picture. My legal education tells me that "statements against one's own interests are more reliable
than self-interested statements" (hearsay exception). So, I have to assume the stats are correct: if
people are admitting that loneliness is rampant on an anonymous survey, but publicly try to look like
they have tons of friends and love in their lives ... the loneliness is probably more true than the
“perfect life” projection.
Remind yourself of this regularly. If people are lacking meaningful relationships in their lives (even
marriages don’t count, if we remember the 60%+ divorce rate) and you are able to offer them a
meaningful relationship, they should be EXCITED at the opportunity to be approached by you
with the prospect of friendship. Framing this in your mind as the context in which you're going out
to meet new people can add a boldness that makes building your social circle much easier.
In the end, if they accept your offer of friendship, you've accomplished your goal; but if they reject
you, per the polarization principle, they're probably people who you'd have had to work so hard to get
to like you that the point of diminishing returns would have warranted cutting off the effort as early
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in the process anyway.
From there, it’s key to remember that our first-world culture is broadly isolationist (which is NOT
true of many other cultures, if you’re outside America while reading this). We live on our own plots
of land with our own immediate family focusing on our own needs. When we do interact, it’s usually
at arm’s length for general social niceties without actually building meaningful bonds.
Because of this, most people in our society aren’t raised, much less trained or equipped, to feel any
imperative to initiate relationships. This means that the burden is on YOU to initiate relationships
if you want them. You CAN NOT assume others will approach you if they want relationships,
no mater how lonely they may actually be.
5 – AVOID BLENDING IN
In the same way that “be attractive, don’t be unattractive” is a non-repetitive, important duality to
remember, so also is there an important difference between “peacocking” and “avoid blending in.” I
won’t get into peacocking here. It’s a useful strategy in some contexts, but perhaps more advanced or
nuanced than this post will get into, so feel free to read up on it on your own. Avoiding blending in is
a more fundamental concept that allows people to take notice of you, whether you stand-out or not.
Consider the numerous social norms out there and contemplate ways to deviate from them. For
example, if someone asks how your weekend was, you could answer “Fine” or “Good” like everyone
else. But you open relational opportunities if you find something different to say, like, “It was an
interesting weekend.” See how they respond (more on this in part 3, if/when I get there).
Or suppose you’re waiting in line at a grocery store, amusement park, etc. You’ve just met the person
next to you. Do you stick with a safe, “How about this weather!” or try a unique connection point,
like, “You see any good shows lately?” I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again: TV is a simple and
easy way to build a fast connection. The way someone’s eyes light up when I’ve seen one of the
shows they mention they love … it’s like magic. That awkward weather conversation that they can’t
wait to run away from has now turned into a dynamic, engaging discussion on what’s going to
happen to some guy named Luke in the next episode. Connection formed.
I remember having a case in front of a new magistrate who had quickly developed a reputation for
churning cases in-and-out in 10 minutes at a time. Rocket-speed for a hearing. He didn't waste time
on anyone ... until I showed up. He had cranked out 7 other cases before me by 10am after having
opened at 9. Insane. Then I walk in with my case. We got through it in 4 minutes and he urged us out
and to call in the next set of attorneys. On my way out, I noticed a TARDIS on his desk and simply
noted. "I like your TARDIS. Who's your Doctor?" He shooed my opposing counsel away and had me
sit down again as we continued to chat for 40 straight minutes about Doctor Who. He didn't give
anyone else that time or attention - but something lit up when he experienced that shared enjoyment.
It doesn't have to be TV either. That's just something that 95% of people have as a common default
pseudo-hobby. The key here is that you can't expect them to share your specific hobby. If you have a
passion for playing the harmonica or riding unicycles - that's awesome, and that can be incredibly
useful at some point. But it's not going to build an immediate connection. Intrigue, fascination,
curiosity, etc. - sure. But not a connection. Ones others are more likely to connect with beyond TV
are sports, music, hiking/biking/other exercise, travel, theater, etc.
When you stick to “safe” topics and “deflecting” responses, you’ll never build a real connection. You
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just blend into the crowd. When you find different non-normative things to say, people are far more
likely not only to engage with you, but also to REMEMBER you after the conversation, which is key
to follow-up. Speaking of …
6 – FOLLOW-UP
You may find this shocking, but you won’t actually build a social circle if you only ever meet people.
Follow-up is perhaps the most important skill to develop on this list. After you make the initial
contact, if you want to have a Kingdom-building impact on someone’s life, you have to keep
connecting with them. Unless you are a Spirit-gifted contact-evangelist who can have someone on
their knees in prayer during a 30-second elevator ride (and let’s face it: even if you are, do you know
if they’re still following 2 years later?), the actual work of evangelism and discipleship will take time.
That means you’re going to have to meet up with them on other days.
This also means exchanging contact information. Learning how to number-close in social
situations is critical to being influential, unless you know for a fact you’re going to see that person
again (ex. probably don’t need to number-close the guy who sits next to you at work, unless he’s
about to get fired – or you are!).
Once you’ve exchanged contact info, follow-up is easy. Call or text a few days later and suggest
hanging out. This is even better if you already talked about a shared interest you can do together.
This is made even easier by modern text-messaging apps. Learn how to schedule messages. Meet a
new person on Day 1 at 10am. Finish talking at 11am. At 11:05am you type a text message to him
and schedule it to be delivered on Day 3. If he reaches out to you before then, great: cancel your
message. If not, you’ve already followed up with him and don’t have to risk forgetting. This also
works great for situations where you remember in bed at night, “Oh yeah, I should have texted so and
so. Oh well, it’s too late now.” No it’s not. Schedule the message to be delivered at 8:56am the next
morning. If you let the moment go, you’ll forget by morning and people who matter to God, and
therefore you, will fall through the cracks.
7 – ASK GOOD QUESTIONS
I’m sure you’ve all heard of the 80/20 rule, right? Listen 80%, talk 20%. It’s a rule for a reason.
Yeah, there are some situations where it’s okay to break it. Sometimes the other person just doesn’t
want to talk. Maybe they’re shy. Maybe they have a well-hidden mental disorder that limits their
ability to communicate. Maybe they are just having a bad day. But don’t assume these are the case.
Assume the 80/20 rule is the best default in a new conversation until you have some information or
purpose that warrants deviating from it.
How do you maintain the 80/20 rule when people aren’t particularly talkative? Ask good questions.
It’s really that simple.
Jesus asked great questions all the time. The Pharisees wanted to express themselves to others. Jesus
repeatedly asks others to express themselves to him. Yes, he taught too. But even many of his
teachings were rooted in directed questions.
When I disciple guys, I often give them a challenge: Teach me something you’re experienced at that
I’m clueless on – but do it by only asking questions. You may not speak any statements; only
questions. Everyone I’ve done this exercise with has loved it. They have also found it extremely
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challenging. Most people aren’t experienced at asking questions. I know I wasn’t for a long time (and
I still have to consciously remind myself at times). But I promise it’s a skill you can learn, and when
you master it, you will find it will make a MASSIVE difference in how quickly people grow to enjoy
your company.
8 – ACTUALLY CARE
Questions are great because they communicate that you care about other people. It shows that you’re
interested in what they have to say. But it’s not enough to communicate these things. You must
ACTUALLY care and ACTUALLY be interested.
This may sound dumb and obvious, but it’s not natural for many people. Especially among the types
of guys who find these forums, there’s a tendency to put on a show and go through the motions to
accomplish your goals. Showing empathy can often-times feel like a means to an end rather than a
genuine expression. Don’t be one of those guys.
The Bible is filled with statements about how Jesus looked on someone who was lost and loved him,
or wept at the death of a friend even though he knew the friend would be brought back soon, or that
he looked on a crowd with compassion. He actually cared about people. If you want to be like
Christ, you can’t just pretend to care about people. You must actually care about them.
Many people are intuitive about interpersonal connections. As good as you may think you are at
faking it, I’d bet more people see through you than you think. Don’t assume you can fool someone.
Actually caring about others is the best way to ensure a relationship is formed. If you don’t actually
care about them, you’ll find it too easy to write them off and move onto the next person. Genuine
care and concern for them takes “follow-up” from being a tool/strategy into being an internalized
compulsion because you can’t quickly ignore or forget about people you actually care about.
How do you show people you care? The simplest way is to give them your time and attention in nonattention-seeking ways. Being at the church picnic and talking to the one homeless guy who shows up
is fine, but it could also be a show for everyone else around. I just had a client hire me today who said
she had spoken to and met with more attorneys than she could count, but was absolutely convinced
that I was the one for her. Why? She said it was because I maintained eye contact with her throughout
the meeting, I engaged on the issues that were important to her rather than the legal direction I
thought her case should go, and I gave her 3.5 hours of my time, even though she only paid me 40minutes-worth of my hourly rate. She could see that I cared about her case and I cared about
protecting her daughter. That genuine care matters to people and it is how relationships get off the
ground.
9 – BE OPEN-MINDED
Isaiah 45 prophesies, “I will give you the treasures of darkness, riches stored in secret places, so that
you may know that I am the Lord, the God of Israel, who summons you by name.” You never know
who God will bring into your life or why. Often-times these people are those you wouldn’t expect to
be “friend” material in your life. Maybe they’re too mean, or too aloof, or perhaps they’re too
unintelligent, or too socially awkward, or too poor, or too mentally handicapped. Or maybe it’s on the
other extreme – they’re too good-looking, too popular, too rich, too buff, too cool in their leather
jacket and sun glasses, etc.
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Don’t make assumptions about who you can connect with or not. For those you perceive to be
“above” you – read the poem of Richard Cory or the numerous novels, short stories, movies,
documentaries, biographies of the rich and famous, etc. and you’ll see quite quickly that those you
think are “above” you still need real relationships that they’re often-times not finding in the
impressive facades they build for themselves. Yes, their wealth and good-looks may not be a façade
(though in many cases it is), but their sense of fullness in life very frequently is. If you struggle
believing this, go re-read the section on “people are lonely” (#4) and research the topic of loneliness
and the struggles these “upper echelon” people go through.
For those you perceive to be “below” you, remember the types of people Jesus spent time with.
Fishermen. Hated tax collectors. Prostitutes. The homeless. The lame. The blind. Lepers. To the tax
collector Zacchaeus he even invited himself over. When was the last time you told someone, “I’m
coming to your house tonight”? What an embarrassing faux pas! Yet Jesus did it. Want to know why?
I can’t say for sure, but I’d wager money it’s because he knew Zacchaeus didn’t have the guts, being
a despised tax collector, to think the miraculous, famous, wonderful Jesus would actually be
interested in spending time with him. To those you may see as “socially below” you, don’t be afraid
to make this move. Could you invite them to your house? Sure. That might work. But it could also
have the effect of intimidating them even more with how much better you have it than them. Be
willing to meet them where they’re at.
But more than anything, don’t write-off anyone simply because they’re part of a demographic that
you don’t think you’d connect with. The polarization concept is to weed out those who will reject you
because of your convictions. However, you DON’T want to weed out those who you think will reject
you because of social status perceptions.
10 – DEVELOP AN APPROACHABLE DEMEANOR, THEN ACTUALLY APPROACH
I remember a guy in law school who I could swear never showered. I knew 30 seconds before he
came near me that he was approaching because his smell hovered down the hallway well before he
actually arrived. He didn’t have many friends. Can you guess why?
I did befriend him. I actually shared Christ with him and he began reading the Bible with me. By the
end of the year, he told me he started attending church regularly. But boy did he smell … at first.
Somewhere along the way I was blunt with him: “I have to ask, when was the last time you
showered?” He answered, “In my country, we only shower when we need to.” That was a hard
conversation, but I told him he needed to start showering every day – and not just rinsing (as was his
custom), but also to use soap and shampoo. The smell didn’t completely go away after that, but it was
better. Tolerable, even.
I remember early in my marriage I had made a similar mistake with my wardrobe. There was a time
when I had gained a lot of weight (just shy of 300lbs at my peak), and even though I was the worship
leader for the church I was attending, I was showing up with a nice sweater on top and fuzzy stretchy
pants on bottom. It was comfy. Jeans were too tight and uncomfortable. What I didn’t realize at the
time was how embarrassed I should have been at wearing what basically amounted to pajamas when
in front of a congregation – and it affected my social presence there. I was weird and unapproachable.
People got the impression that I didn’t respect them or God because I wasn’t willing to dress in a
socially acceptable way around them.
Don’t get me wrong – again, I’m all for peacocking and not blending in. But peacocks are beautiful,
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not ugly beasts. Most people would be enamored if a peacock followed them around and approached.
Nobody wants that from a warthog. At best, it’s an ugly joke.
For other people, your base facial expressions make a significant difference. Some women have RBF
(Google it if you don’t know – I won’t spell it out). Men have similar default demeanors that project
an unapproachable presence. I’ll refrain something I said above: YOU should expect to do all the
approaching, DON’T wait for others to approach you … but nobody wants to be approached by
someone who isn’t approachable themselves.
Develop a pleasant smile. Practice it in the mirror if you have to. Have a clean haircut. Practice good
hygiene habits, including soap, shampoo, and minty toothpaste/mouth wash. Wear deodorant. Use
cologne if you need to. Develop a firm, yet comforting handshake – not like you’re trying to prove a
point with your strong grip, but like you’re naturally confident without the need to prove anything.
All of these things matter.
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I don't want to go to church anymore.
14 upvotes | January 6, 2018 | by StinkyDiaper | Link | Reddit Link
I grew up in church as a youth, as a part of a cultic Baptist congregation. We attended church every
Sunday morning, every Sunday night, every Wednesday night, and I went to school at the same
church 5 days per week.
Rules, regulations, and large lists of things you can't do were shoved down our throats. We eventually
left to find another church, where we continued going.
At age 16, I had a gigantic redpill shoved right up my colon. My mother cheated on my father with an
alpha male, his co-worker no less, giving him all of the best and dirtiest sex she could handle. My
bluepill pops, shattered at her tear-laden confession, bought her flowers and forgave her. Less than
one year later, predictably, she cheated with another alpha-male type guy, left all of us, and still lives
with her new husband today.
Obviously, I fell away from the church as a result of all of this, and dove into drinking, drugs, and
partying headfirst. Unfortunately, I was handed depression, anxiety, and panic as a result, and huge
doses of anger towards my mother for destroying our life and exposing me to far too much reality, far
too quickly. Full story here, if interested.
Eventually, after finding a good woman and getting married at age 26, my problems came to a head
and, out of desperation due to emotional crisis, I joined her church.
There were some good people there who showed me love and cared for me, and still do. When I first
joined the church, I was so excited. I was being put to use in the music department, and I was so
thrilled to see all of the things God would do in my life, and all of the places He would bring me, and
I was so excited for the healing that was to come.
However, over time, it was obvious that I was always a "black sheep" of the church (they are 7th Day
Adventists). I didn't always feel like dressing in a suit and tie, I wanted music that had some soul and
wasn't putting everyone to sleep, I ate forbidden foods, and had beer and wine when I felt like having
some.
Early on, I used to get invited to play drums at different churches, and the ones we visited were
always more of the same. I'd be reminded to not play too loud, and be instructed to play drums in a
"Godly" way. One time while visiting a church I was even told by the building caretaker that, while
playing during an intermission to warm up, "concerned" neighbors called, citing that my drumming
sounded "unsabbathy."
Over time, I quit being invited to play at other churches, which I felt pretty down about. Over the
years, my excitement waned, and I began resenting going to church. The same boring, tired songs, the
youth struggling to stay awake, and prayer and sermons that dragged on and on. I simply no longer
have an interest in sitting in a building for 3 straight hours anymore. And the vast majority of the
youth, by the way, absolutely hate going to church, and are bored to tears by it.
Add to the feeling that churches appear "feminized," and I simply can't think of good reasons to
attend any longer. Getting up in the morning, the wife and I struggling to get all the kids dressed and
ready, rushing out the door, and not being able to wait to get home and nap is not my idea of a
Sabbath. Is the sabbath not to be a day of rest, where I can simply enjoy living, chill, and do whatever
I would like with my family and the possessions I have earned?
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When staying home, I now feel as I actually have a true sabbath, and it's great. I study scriptures on
my own, I pray and meditate, and come to message boards like this for support in my Christian walk.
In all honesty, I wish we could start a "virtual" church; no building required. No tithes necessary to
pay light bills, mortgages, or other expenses just to keep up the physical building. No need to wear
uncomfortable clothing to "impress" God or others. Imagine if, each week, a charity or a homeless
shelter was selected that people could tithe to, where you would directly see your tithes working for
good.
As for "church shopping," I don't have much interest in that, either. Every church I've ever played for
is always more of the same. One time, I was hired to play drums for a church each Sunday morning,
and I was paid $50 per week. After a couple of months, the pastor called me and my co-musician into
his office.
To preface, this was one of those churches who placed a huge emphasis on giving, and the pastor
even told the congregation "challenge yourself to give more, and you will be blessed financially." He
also made sure to let everyone know to "hold your tithes and offerings high in the air for God to see!"
An obvious shaming tactic to make sure everyone pried their wallets open.
So we walk into his office, and he tells us "Some folks in the church were concerned that you two
were not tithing. Now, I don't mind that you don't, but it doesn't look good overall for the church." I
was kind, and agreed to tithe, but all I could think of was how I'm a hired musician, this isn't even our
home church, and now we have to tithe off of our pay as well. Funnily enough, there were two
services prior to this where I did actually tithe, out of a giving heart and kindness to support the
church.
Needless to say, I left.
I'm not even sure the type of church I'd like to visit even exists. I know that, by continuing to not
attend my home church, I will once again have visits from members urging us to come back.
Because of all of this, I sometimes feel betrayed by God. I put in years of time and effort, with zeal
and excitement, truly believing that this would all lead to something great, and I would experience
healing from my mental and emotional issues, as scripture promises. I feel like I've been bullshitted
and lied to. Here I am now, worn out from church, tired of hoping for healing that never miraculously
came, still dealing with horrid social anxiety and stage fright, and I'm financially broke, after
interpreting "the love of money is the root of all evil," and "take no thought for the morrow, God will
supply your needs" too literally, leading me to purposely not focus on money at all. As a man with a
wife and children, being broke absolutely sucks.
I understand this post is sort of a rant, but I guess I just need some support and guidance, and to
figure out if there's anyone else out there who's had this problem, and what they've done about it.
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Working on the Sidebar
14 upvotes | October 18, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all, you may have noticed some significant changes to the sidebar. I'm excited to keep developing
this, as many have suggested. That said, I'd love some help and feedback - specifically with regard to
content.
I know it's like trying to find the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, but which books, blogs, etc.
have you enjoyed, which I can review and vet, to continue adding to our foundation? I'm happy to
take suggestions!
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I decided to read a Focus on the Family article on developing a
"satisfying" sex life.
14 upvotes | September 4, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I wanted to know what the #1 Christian organization on the subject had to say. Here's the article.
Here's my break-down:
GOOD
He acknowledges: "our intimate life would not magically happen simply because we were in
love."
He seems to understand the different social dynamics for men and women. For himself, it's his
own immediate needs and context that shapes how he interacts with the family. For his wife,
she's more interested in the betterment of the group itself. Although these social dynamics are
more prominent in extra-familial social circles, I have no doubt they carry over into the family
as well.
"The longing in her heart is for her husband to interrupt her life with a lingering, unhurried
sexual escape." Spot on there. Many men fail to see this because women hide this very, very
well. It's their anti-slut defense carrying into their marriages.
He encourages flirting with your wife - something many men somehow miss.
He acknowledges that looking at a screen in front of your wife is unattractive.
"We take each other - rather than our cellphones - to bed."
BAD
He mistakenly seems to assume that sex can/should only happen when his wife is into it - a
lesson I have learned the hard way should be rejected.
He believes that "she is more interested in my physically" "when I care about her emotionally,
respond sensitively to her needs and assist her with tasks."
"I don't want to put pressure on her." If she's constantly stressed, sure. But if she's not, women
need that pressure from their husbands - that's where leadership begins. They want to be desired
so hard that you'll do anything to get them, breaking through any resistance and passing any
tests along the way.
He fails to realize that the way "Pam tends to evaluate the quality of our intimacy" is not the
same thing as how she evaluates the quality of their sex or her sexual desire for him.
He misses the other aspects of his character that explain why he happened to have this one
special encounter: he's surrounded by other women for an entire weekend, he's showing
excellence in his profession, and he's owning his stuff at home (albeit almost assuredly for beta
instead of alpha reasons).
Although I'm sure he didn't mean to imply he's only has once a month sex, the fact that he only
made time for "unhurried, uninterrupted time" once a month is highly troubling.
I'm not a fan of his "this one's for you" language they explain back and forth, as if it's not
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something they're both mutually going to enjoy.
Covert contracts abound.
All in all, he has some of the common sense things right and a few of the more subtle things as well.
But he misses so much that I'm not sure how valuable this article can be in actually helping anyone
revitalize their sex life in marriage. So much for Focus on the Family having all the answers (not that
I expected otherwise going in - I was just satisfying a curiosity).
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201 - Healthy Sexual Desire v. Lust/Coveting
14 upvotes | July 26, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This issue comes up a lot in Christian circles and it's worth discussing here too, especially since RP
thinking is mostly derived from these in the first place.
WHAT IS LUST?
When Jesus says in Matthew 5:28, "Anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed
adultery with her in his heart," he's using the words epithumeo for lust and moicheia for adultery.
This is different from the word porneia that he gives as the exception for divorce, but that's beside the
point and /u/BluePillProfessor already tackled that issue in a separate post. Moicheia is actual
adultery, as defined in their culture (which is a little different from how we view it, but not too too far
off).
But that word epithumeo does not mean "lust" in the way we think of the word today. It's actually the
same word that Exodus 20:17 in the Septuagint (earliest known Greek translation of the OT)
translates as, "You shall not covet [epithumeo] your neighbor's wife."
Biblically, the idea of coveting is not merely any old desire. It's an I would if I could mentality. If you
see your neighbor's cow and think, "If I knew I wouldn't get caught, I'd totally steal his cow!" that's
coveting. If you see it and think, "Dang, that's a great cow. I wish I had a cow like that. But I don't ...
oh well." That's not coveting. That's desire.
Desire is healthy. Coveting is not. It's really that simple. If we were to stifle all of our desires and
pretend we never wanted anything that anyone else has, we would totally lack all ambition in life and
fail as a species. Paul saying things like, "Run in such a way to win the prize!" (1 Cor. 9:24) makes
no sense if we're not allowed to desire something we don't yet have.
DRAWING THE LINE
Here's my simple test for discerning whether you're lusting or not:
Is the object of your desire not your spouse?
If there were no earthly hindrances to gratifying yourself with the object of your desire, would
you do it?
If the answer to both questions is yes, then it's sinful lust. If the answer to either question is no, then
it's not sinful.
EXAMPLES
Assume someone is just looking and not necessarily touching himself or anything (which de facto
proves point 2).
She's only a character on the screen; she's not a real person; I can't have sex with a screen. If
she stepped out of the screen and into your basement, would you bang her?
I don't know where she lives - it's probably the other side of the world. Okay, if she knocked on
your door and walked in your bedroom, would you bang her?
I keep eyeing my girlfriend; she's getting me hot, but there are too many people around right
now, which helps me keep control. If you were alone, would you have sex with her right then
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and there?
There's not enough time, so I'm just looking. If you got a free pass from all of your deadlines,
would you then proceed?
You're alone with your GF on the couch making out. No one else is around, you have no
deadlines, you're super into it, but you're afraid if you try to go further she might say no, so you
exercise restraint. If you knew for a fact she'd say yes, would you bang her?
Suppose she would say yes and you're extremely confident of this, but you're afraid of what
your mom might think if she found out. If you knew for a fact your mom would approve, would
you do it?
Suppose everyone would approve of this, but you know you're not married and you don't want
to ruin your sense of moral superiority. If you knew your sense of moral superiority could not
be tarnished by sleeping with your girlfriend, would you do it?
Suppose everyone would approve, you have no worries or concerns about it, you're
appropriately humble, bu tyou know that it's wrong to sleep with someone outsie of marriage
because God said so. This isn't lust - it's appropriately self-controlled desire. Why? Because it's
not an "earthly" hindrance.
Suppose you know God wouldn't want yo uto do it, but you also have the moral superiority
thing going on, you're also afraid of her saying no, you're also afraid of what people would
think if they found outo, etc., and nso in that situation you would refuse, and it is impossible to
discern which of these hindrances would be primarily responsible for your refusal and you are
not sure if "honoring God" alone would be enough (but it might be, you just don't know) ...
*This is probably sinful lust. At the very least, you know you're being reckless with your
thoughts because you don't know whether or not you would be able to restrain your desire if all
of those other things were removed. As such, you're exposing yourself to temptation without
knowing if you can resist on the right motives alone - and that itself goes against the grain of
the command to "flee from temptation," rather than the repeated condemnation the Scriptures
give to our efforts to justify our temptations and desires on some technicality.
CLARIFYING INTERNAL MOTIVATORS
As noted above, one of the "hindrances" can be internalized humanistic motivations. For example,
"I'd feel really guilty afterward" is a hindrance that's usually not a righteous motivation.
This gets me a lot of heat in Christian circles, but I fully believe that all forms of feeling "guilty" are
not from God - that Jesus came to free us from guilt. So, when pastors talk about "guilt" as a healthy
reaction to sin that keeps us motivated to avoid sin, I usually object and say something like this:
No, trying to avoid guilt is a humanistic motivation that places our own internal emotional state as
an ultimate priority. Our reason for living should be our faith, hope, and love. Romans 14 says
anything that does not come from faith is sin. So, if your motivation is a desire to avoid negative
feelings, you're really doing it for yourself, not for God, and that's sin - and that applies to all
negative feelings, not just guilt. The better option is simply to eliminate this guilt and negativity from
your life altogether. After all, you're already forgiven - why bother feeling guilty when God has
already declared you "not guilty"? Then, live in that freedom out of appreciation for the verdict he
rendered, not for fear that he might undo that verdict and somehow make you feel or be guilty again.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
Sadly, many people think they're in "honoring God" mode, when in reality, if the circumstances were
right, that alone would not be enough to hold them back. The temptation of having some porn star in
your bedroom without consequence, without guilt, without anyone finding out, etc., and she's all over
you ... "honoring God" simply wouldn't be enough of a motivator for as many people as would like to
think it would be. As a result, many people force themselves into that last category in the hopes that
creating ambiguity can give them some wiggle room.
Now ... the thing that gives context to all of this is that actual self-gratification in any of these
circumstances proves that you actually would act if you had the opportunity because you are acting.
So, if the thought leads you to beat off, then it's sinful lust, unless the object of your desire is your
spouse ... in which case it would not be sinful lust (although there's debate over whether or not it
would fall under some other kind of "sin" category).
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102 - Desire and the Curse
14 upvotes | July 9, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
BASIC ROLES
Most Christian men have been raised with the, "Let me run that by my wife first" mentality. In
response, women have taken a liking to having the power. In fact, God told us they would:
Your desire will be for your husband, and he will rule over you.
That word for "desire" is teshukatech, which is the same word used a chapter later in Genesis 4:7
Sin is crouching at your door; its desire [teshukatov] is for you, but you must master it
Notice the stark similarities in these two phrases spaced only a single chapter apart? The man must
treat his wife's desire to boss him around as a sin that he must attain mastery over.
To put it bluntly: Men are to lead; women are to help.
DESIRE
Desire is an emotional investment in an object or outcome. God designed both genders to have
desires, but women in particular are more susceptible to making decisions based on desire. Even
before the fall and the curse, the serpent saw God had created woman this way and used it to his
advantage, tricking Eve instead of Adam (see also 1 Timothy 2:13-14):
So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and it was a delight to the eyes,
and that the tree was to be desired to make one wise, she took of its fruit and ate (Genesis
3:6).
Interestingly, Eve's desire to rule over Adam is dictated as a product of the curse. This makes me
think that Eve's original desire actually was for Adam to to rule over her and that she be his
helper, as God declared. For this reason (as confirmed by pragmatic observation of marital
satisfaction issues in my practice of divorce law), I am fully persuaded that women have two
irreconcilable desires: (1) a husband who will lead her, and (2) power to make her husband give her
everything else she wants.
In traditional thinking, these conflicting desires are mutually exclusive. If she lets her husband lead,
she loses her power to control getting everything else she wants. If she takes back that control, she
may get all those other things, but she no longer has a husband who will lead her. In biblical thinking,
the husband will lead in a way that will naturally satisfy most of the wife's other desires as well
because he loves her. But this is done on his authority and not her demands.
MAN V. STUFF
A woman must choose between her desire for her man or her desire for other stuff. When a woman
takes control of a relationship, she is communicating, "My comforts are more important than having a
desirable husband." When she cedes control to the man's frame she communicates, "I desire you more
than my comforts."
Although women must make this choice, it's important to recognize that the ultimate decision is the
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man's to make. If the man refuses to lead her, her decision to let him lead is worthless. She will still
not be fueled by her desire for him. If the man does lead appropriately, even if she does not want him
to, his God-given authority gives his frame an advantage over hers and he will win if he persists. The
reason the woman must make the choice is because this determines how happy she will be living in
light of the context that the man has set for the marriage.
We must remember that a marriage is about the people, not the stuff. Although a woman may be
happy because she controls her man to get all of the other stuff she desires met, virtually all of these
women openly acknowledge that they do not feel secure in the marriage itself. Most such women
would readily acknowledge, "I have a good life, but an unsatisfactory marriage." For the marriage to
work, the primary desire must be for the person and not all the other stuff.
Here's where it gets difficult: A man cannot make himself desire his wife, nor can a woman make
herself desire her husband. Instead, we must make ourselves desirable to one another. From here, it
is essential to recognize that healthy marriages require mutually supported efforts toward selfimprovement. The previous post (101) explains how fitness is one basic way we can start moving in
the right direction.
BASE ATTRACTION
God gave the command to "be fruitful and multiply" before the fall. In order to ensure this command
would be followed, he gave us all libidos. In order to ensure our libidos did not hinder us from doing
everything else he put us on the earth to do, he made our libidos dependent on our actual fulfillment
of those duties and our ability to let the other person fulfill their duties in the context of a relationship
with us. When Adam and Eve became sinners, they lost the ability to trust their natural impulses
because of the new sinful nature. To help set things right, God articulated the curse as a clarification
of our duties:
Women are to bear healthy children and help their husbands, who would lead them. Men
are to work hard to provide what is necessary for life and lead their wives.
A person is considered "attractive" if they have the appearance of: (1) being able to fulfill their duty,
and (2) being able to let the other person fulfill their duty also.
Physical beauty is a sign of a woman's ability to bear healthy children (her duty). Most widely
acknowledged standards of beauty are also expressions of frailty, showing a need for provision and
protection (letting him fulfill his duty). Although a female body-builder is extremely physically fit,
most men do not find her giant muscles and bulging veins attractive because it subconsciously
implies that she does not need the man's leadership, provision, and protection. They tend to partner
with men who are even more physically fit than they are (elements of hypergamy here, to be
discussed later).
Physical fitness and a history of being a hard-worker are attractive on a man because they are
expressions that he will continue to work hard to meet her and the children's needs and provide what
is necessary for life (his duty). A video game nerd or porn addict are not attractive to women because
these men defer to fantasy worlds for life experience rather than looking to real women for
reproductive acts and being a helper (letting her fulfill her duty).
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How would a turnaround for the church look like? Making it
more RP than Feminist.
14 upvotes | December 21, 2019 | by agoodcrayon | Link | Reddit Link
Looking to see if it’s possible to turn the churches around and what that may look like.
Obviously, God changes the hearts of people but we as men need to wake up and become available to
be used by Him.
What type of sermons would they be? What type of leadership would it take? Has anyone made such
plans or an analysis of this? How do you conquer the Jezebel spirit?
I know we shouldn’t talk about Fight Club.
But if you held the key to truth and freedom, wouldn’t you share it in one form or another?
Knowing what you know now, is it alright leaving others blind? Or does this type of truth only
awaken you when it’s too late and you’ve gone through the ringer?
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What are Your Thoughts on Cold Approaches?
14 upvotes | October 3, 2020 | by LilSweetBoi | Link | Reddit Link
For those who don’t know what that is, A Cold Approach is when a person (typically a guy)
approaches a girl in a public place like Walmart, the Grocery store, a park, etc. any public place
where it won’t seem creepy, with the intent of getting the girl’s number/contact info. They usually
start an interaction where they determine interest quickly and try to escalate to at least a date.
This has a low success rate for obvious reasons, but it is supposed to build confidence via the man
learning to overcome rejection and being more comfortable approaching women.
But what are your thoughts also as a Christian? With Red Pill concepts it should be helpful, even if it
leads to not much as of results. But as a Christian, is it lustful to do this since it’s primarily based on
looks? You’re most likely approaching a non-believer, and the sexual attraction is probably what’s
driving you to do it. Any questions and comments are welcome!
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Advice for feeling guilty for wanting to break up
14 upvotes | October 11, 2020 | by WhiteCoatPriapism | Link | Reddit Link
Hey, I am a 24yo man in 2nd year of medical school.
My gf and I have been dating since freshman year, so far that is about 5 years of dating... In college
we had a great relationship. She is now in 2nd year of Law school, and was on a sports team in
college, but due to the life adjustment has put on some weight over the past two years. We both have
heavy time demands so that has put some time constraints on us schedule wise but we have been
making it work. Last fall, (the beginning of both of our first years in prof school) she started talking
more and more seriously about marriage, as I’m sure she had seen other people in her class hooking
up, had been gaining some weight, and was sure there were attractive people in my class, and was
feeling more insecure.
Since then, she has begun to get more worried after hearing that I don’t feel ready for marriage, and
has mentioned that she needs to be dating again because she doesn’t want to get too old before she
gets married. She said if I don’t feel ready by new years then we need to go separate ways.
I agree with this ultimatum because we had kind of gotten stagnant and this probably should have
been addressed sooner, but she wants me to break up with her, not the other way around, and I think
it would really hurt her a lot.
She is amazing, has a wonderful faith, and all the rest, but I have been stuck between feeling guilty
for not being as attracted to her anymore, and not wanting to end it, even though I clearly don’t think
I am going to be ready for engagement this December...
I would love some advice from this community, feel free to ask further clarification, but I will try to
keep as anonymous as possible.
Edit: Thanks for the feedback to all who have commented, we are broken up now. I'm going to go
through the things in the wiki here, set new lifting/career goals, go deeper with the fellowship of my
current friends, and meet some new people. Cheers
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Waiting until marriage?
14 upvotes | October 1, 2020 | by ObservetJCD | Link | Reddit Link
Hello, I recently became a follower of Christ and have been receiving amazing blessings. One thing
that I'm worried about is having to wait until marriage to have sex. I've had sex with a lot of women
and due to my red pill knowledge fear marriage. What are your thoughts on actually waiting until
marriage?
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Thoughts on Home School
14 upvotes | February 1, 2020 | by SkimTheDross | Link | Reddit Link
My wife and I are strongly considering home schooling our two young children next school year. The
FO is 100% she wants to after doing diligent research. She’s asked my official position and for the go
ahead. We’ve reached out to some home schoolers in our area and made some new friends in the
process.
Are there other RPC’s here that home school? What are your successes/failures and advice?
Any recent home school graduates that could weigh in on their experience?
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Intro For Outsiders Pt 1 Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode
24
14 upvotes | December 30, 2020 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Youtube link
NEW
Podcast/RSS Feed can be found here
Apple Podcast App
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Anger, Frame, and Power
14 upvotes | March 4, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
It's certainly easy to get angry when we realize we've been lied to our whole lives about intersexual
relational dynamics. That anger is understandable. Who wouldn't have an emotional reaction to
finding out that people you've trusted have led you astray? Your parents. Your friends. Your pastor.
Social media. Actual media. They've all put out a message that placated you for years until you
started figuring out that you could make decisions for yourself and didn't have to answer to someone
else's emotions or expectations. It's easy to get infuriated.
But it's also pointless. Everyone vies for power in some form or another. Whatever our motive for
wanting that power, it's easiest to get it from other people rather than manufacturing it for ourselves
or discovering it innately from within. So, it's not surprising that the media, pastors, parents, or
anyone else would try to get people on board with their way of doing things. The more people who
are committed to their way, the more power they have, the more they can accomplish their goals.
Those goals may be noble goals, but they're still inherently theirs - whether they adopted them from
someone else (i.e. God/Bible/another pastor/whatever) or came up with them independently.
Many people don't realize you can have our own internal point of origin. People often feel in our
youth that we are simply cogs in a machine that must turn - and that death is the only out. While there
are certainly some structures you are beholden to (gravity, genetics, etc.), you were the one who
decided to give power over your life to others and their way of observing and understanding the
world. Maybe it was reasonable that you did this. After all, children don't know much better. We had
to conform to our parents' way in order to survive, and it's hard to deviate from some things once
they're ingrained in us. Part of me thinks this is why God created the teenage rebellion phase most
people experience: to create a natural detachment from parental influences so that people can learn to
develop their own internal point of origin. If only we were wiser in how we used that ability. Instead
of taking power over our own lives back for ourselves during this phase, we simply steal it from
parents to give it to our friends, rock stars, or other people we idolize.
In this sense, idolatry in every sense involves living in someone else's frame. It's a beautiful thing that
our God doesn't merely say, "Live in my frame," or, "Idolize me." He says, "I have made you like me
and I will make you like me again so that YOUR OWN internal point of origin - your own frame - is
already what I would have you do in the first place, because I am in you and we are one." This is
sanctification and it is much, much deeper than the mainstream churchianity concept of behavioral
modification, which is little more than Judaism 2.0.
In reality, these people are just doing what people do. Men will be men. Women will be women.
Sinners will be sinners. Expect people to act in their sinful nature, and be well-pleased when they
don't. When you hold this expectation, you'll find it easier to think for yourself, always discerning
whether what someone tells you is true or not, as did the Bereans, who were commended for not
taking Paul's word for it, but by challenging what he said against Scripture (Acts 17). This is PAUL
we're talking about. The guy who wrote most of the NT - and yet they were commended for not
trusting him. Why would you trust a pastor? Or even worse: the secular media, propaganda, nonChristian friends, etc.?
As soon as you realize that the responsibility for your trust in them is on you and not on them (for
they're just doing what people do), you can finally enter into your own frame and begin moving
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forward.
As long as you're blaming someone else for your actions, you are inherently succumbing to the view
that they have a power over you which they do not. This power keeps you in their frame. Even when
you defy them, you only do it BECAUSE of them. Instead, you need to stop thinking about their
thoughts and judgments of you altogether and figure out what you want for yourself.
Example: Imagine my kids act out. I plan to discipline them by doing X. Before I get the chance, my
wife says, "You need to discipline them by doing X." If I act on it, she's going to think it's her idea.
Do I change X to Y instead, just to show her she doesn't control me? No. That's idiotic. Do I try to
explain that I already had that idea so that she'll realize I'm doing it for myself and not her? Of course
not. I just do what I was going to do anyway and let her think whatever she wants. Why? Because my
life isn't defined by what my wife thinks. If she wants to think I acted on her idea, let her. If she
figures out on her own that I probably already planned X anyway, that's fine too.
In the same way, don't react to the people who were running your life before. Don't get mad at them that anger will only keep you in their frame even longer. Don't even separate ties with the
person/organization/whatever. Instead, utilize the position you've already got to advance your own
purposes, whatever they may be. It's tempting to start fresh once you learn to be your own person for
the first time, but starting over also means giving up advantages you've built where you already are.
Don't make such a decision lightly. For example, when people become Christians they often want to
give up all their non-Christian friends and "start fresh" by finding a bubble of other believers to
surround themselves with. How, then, will you ever reach the lost? How will you ever transform your
church leadership? How much longer will it take for you to find those with whom to share the Gospel
and begin discipling? Coming into YOUR OWN frame is powerful, but you lose much of that power
when you remove yourself from the context of people who still assume you're in THEIR frame.
It's like in spy movies. When you figure out there's a spy among you, you don't call them out. You let
them keep thinking business will continue as usual. But you start operating in a way that utilizes the
truth that you now know - and this can be far more beneficial to your overall purposes than separating
from the situation entirely. Luke 16 and 1 Cor. 9, of course.
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surrendering pride
14 upvotes | December 15, 2020 | by enigmaplatypus | Link | Reddit Link
today I think God showed me that my constant fear is linked to my pride. I try to take things out of
His hands and put them in my own, basically trying to take His role. Release things to God and trust
Him. He is faithful and good, He won't destroy you but He will change you. Help us Lord to
surrender our pride and trust in you. To get off the throne in our lives and let you take control. Help
us to not try and take back our life out of your hands, we can do nothing without you. Amen!
2 Chronicles 7:14 14 if My people who are called by My name will humble themselves, and pray and
seek My face, and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven, and will forgive their
sin and heal their land.
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Book recommendations for my single brother
14 upvotes | December 14, 2020 | by smunchlaxx | Link | Reddit Link
Hi friends! I reposted this from r/Christianity as it was recommended that this be a good place to start
My brother's Christmas list included "A Girlfriend. Or something that would aid me in getting one".
A bit odd, but I thought it might be a good idea to find a good book for him that writes about
relationships in a God-like way. It would technically sorta fulfil his request, right?
I want to ask if anyone's come across a good book for single men who are strong in Christ, but not
too strong in the social skills?
Thank you!
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A Primer to Visual Arousal Patterns
14 upvotes | April 14, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
There's this view floating around that "men are visual and women are not" when it comes to sexual
arousal. Some people qualify it by admitting, "Yes, women have a visual component ... but men are
mooooore visual." However you want to slice it, the evidence I have seen seems to report otherwise.
I'm going to go through a few sources and then we'll hit home on some conclusions of how to apply it
all.
Yes, this is a long way to say: "Women are visual creatures too. Go lift." But there's value for some
who want to know the research and theory behind the conclusion rather than just accepting
conclusory statements just because someone said it.
No, the Bible doesn't weigh in on whether or not women are less, equally, or more visual in their
sexual arousal patterns as compared with men. No, I'm not making any statements in here about what
should be true about sexual arousal patterns. Perhaps that deserves another post for another day.
What I am focused on here is what we observe in the sexual marketplace today - a reality that holds
true for those in the church just as much as it does for those outside.
DUAL DESIRE: The Problem With Self Reporting
Before going into the research, it's important to note that many research studies on the topic of sexual
responsiveness are suspect because the research relies on subjective reporting. That is, a man or
woman will tell the researcher how aroused they feel by whatever stimuli is being presented. Some
people have caught on to the unreliable nature of this method. One writer at scientificamerican.com
noted:
The issue with such studies is the social and cultural baggage about sex and desire that
women likely bring into a controlled laboratory environment. It's tough to get an unfiltered
biological response to a sexual stimulus, especially when most studies rely on women's own
reporting about their responses - which is often shaped by the burden of sociocultural
influences.
Specifically, women are trained to believe that they SHOULD be attracted to a nice guy - someone
who has a stable job, a great personality, is comfortable with himself, is warm and affectionate, has a
high moral character, and will rub her feet whenever she wants, etc. But she is ACTUALLY aroused
by guys who embody all of the things we discuss here: confident, mysterious, risky, DNGAF, lives in
his own frame, etc. The reality is that women operate on dual desires, but pretend they're the
same.
Women are physically aroused by the bad boy.
Women pragmatically want the benefits of being married to the nice guy.
They then conflate these two desires into a singular concept of "what I want in a man." So, when
women give advice to a guy on how to attract other women, they will assume he wants marriage
(players usually don't need to go to women to get advice in the first place), then usually emphasize
those things that are more socially acceptable and which will highlights the benefits the women can
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get from marrying the guy. They won't mention wanting the "bad boy" because that would destroy
plausible deniability when the hook up with one and it turns out to be a poor choice for a long-term
relatoinship. Yet their behavior shows that their spontaneous (emphasis on that word to be explained
later) sexual attraction is still toward him all the same.
More significantly: this conflation of types of desire (sexual v. pragmatic) explains why "scientific"
studies that rely on self-reporting are ultimately UNreliable.
RESEARCH AND NOTES
With the above in mind, let's take a look at a few studies.
Tinder/OKCupid:
A meta study was once done on Tinder that looked at a lot of user rating data purely for looks. Yes,
this study relies on self-reporting. The difference is that the self-reporting comes from real-world
observation of what occurs on dating profiles rather than sterile "controlled environments," which
really creates a pressure to represent one's own gender in conformity with preconceived biases. So,
what did Tinder see when observing its user rating data?
The bell curve for men was exactly what you'd expect: The majority of women were rated in the
middle range, and it tapered on both sides so that only a select few were rated in the lowest and
highest ranges for physical attractiveness. This is normal. When rating men, however, women placed
over 80% of men in the "below average" ranges of physical attractiveness. Another way to word that
is: women have irrationally high standards for physical attractiveness in a man. This is what we call
hypergamy. I believe OKCupid also repeated the same study with their dating profiles and found
almost the exact same conclusions (slight number variations).
Image Test (Self-Reporting)
When I was in psychology class in college, we discussed two interesting studies. The first was from
the 1980s and involved various people of various ages, genders, races, ethnicities, sexual orientations,
etc. They were shown a variety of pictures and were asked to rate how the picture affected their
arousal levels. Women self-reported similar levels of arousal as men. This was unique, as most
previous studies (before the rise of third wave feminism) left the impression that women were less
visually aroused by men. Apparently those born and raised in the wake of the 1960s sexual revolution
were starting to show a different attitude toward the cultural acceptability of reporting openly on their
arousal levels. That aside, this test really only sets the stage for the next one and shouldn't be given
too much weight in itself, except as to confirm the more in-depth study that followed. There was also
another fascinating result, but it was confirmed in the following study, so I'll defer ...
Image Test (Brain Patterns)
The above study was repeated in the 1990s, but with a unique twist. Instead of self-reporting, it
measured brain patterns. The scientists showed students pornographic images and attached various
nodes to them to measure brain activity to assess the location and levels of arousal centers in their
brains. After that, they took the same students on a separate day and showed them in randomized
order a wide variety of pictures from animals to tress, cars, landscapes, household objects, etc.
Among the pictures were various images of men and women in varying degrees of sexually
suggestive pics, from not at all (ex. working on a computer) to extremely suggestive (ex. naked and
touching themselves). They compared the brain patterns to discern arousal rates. The order of the
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pictures didn't seem to show any statistically significant variances. However ...
Results? Women were MORE stimulated by physical imagery than the men were. However, they
were also only sexually stimulated by the most physically attractive men (i.e. fat men touching
themselves did nothing; a guy with a 6-pack did).
Want to know something even more fascinating? As confirmed by both studies: Even the
heterosexual women had larger arousal spikes looking at other women than looking at men.
That one still boggles my mind. For fairness sake, the most attractive men produced larger spikes
than the most attractive women; but even the middle-ground women produced higher spikes than
middle-ground men. Of course, that's not to say the heterosexual women are closet lesbians or that
they would actually act on any arousal prompted by a woman; rather, it's to say (primarily) that
women certainly are aroused through physical stimulation, but that their levels of stimulation by
moderate or unattractive men is so low that it leaves the impression that they're not stimulated by
physical appearance at all. Personally, I suspect hypergamy is at play here - that women know when a
man is unattractive because she actively compares him to other men; but because of her
heterosexuality she is not comparing women to other women, and thus is able to see and appreciate
the attractiveness of even the average woman rather than discarding the average woman the way she
does the average man (that's just my suspicion, though).
Character Traits
Another study attached monitors to people (I believe to assess heart-rate, breathing patterns, genital
responsiveness, etc.) and placed them in small-group social situations. The circumstances varied.
Sometimes it was a hot girl with two ugly guys. Others it was an average girl with an ugly and a hot
guy. You get the point. The same people were placed in multiple different groups to chart data from a
consistent source. The real goal of the study was not to measure arousal from visual stimulation;
rather it was to rule out the impact of visual attractiveness so that they could gauge the impact of
arousal from other traits. One guy wore an expensive watch and would talk about his high-end job
and luxury car, whereas another would be a trained improv comedian, and another was well-versed as
a poet, and so on.
Know what the results of that study were? NOTHING. That's right: it was a big, fat, pointless
"inconclusive." Now, that doesn't sound very significant. But what it does show us is that even in a
study uniquely designed to measure the impact of these peripheral characteristics on physical arousal,
they could not prove that women were actually aroused by them the way they said they were, when
physical appearance was removed from the equation.
2019 Meta Study
In 2019 a research group looked at 61 different studies that included brain imaging and concluded
that "men and women don't differ much at all in the brain pathways that respond to sexually arousing
visual stimuli." This was published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA.
Hamid Noori, head of the Neuronal Convergence research group in Germany commented that "the
team found that being male or female contributes very little to which neural networks fire up in
response to visual erotica."
Bergner and Chivers
Daniel Bergner has done a lot of research on the topic as well. One of his studies showed that
women's eyes linger on erotic imagery just as much as men's do. In commenting on another
researcher, he said, "Every one of Chivers' experiments shows an immediate physical response [by
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women] to erotic imagery, and that in itself is an indication that we've been missing something."
In another series of (self-reporting) studies, the first (and by far the oldest) involved a man and a
woman asking 200 members of the opposite sex (1) for a date, and (2) for sex. Roughly the same %
of men/women said yes to the date, but 75% of the men said yes to sex and 0% of the women did.
However: another study was done where a hypothetical was presented instead of an actual person: an
attractive celebrity is the one asking. Bergner notes: "What the researcher did was strip away the
social stigma that's involved in casual sex and take away the reality of physical danger. And once
those things were taken out of the equation, women said yes to casual sex just as often as men."
Chivers did another study, changing the hypothetical to the trusted friend or stranger. The women
self-reported being more turned on by the trusted friend, but their measured physiological
responsiveness was significantly stronger in response to the hypothetical involving the stranger.
In short: the latest studies on the subject show no difference in the impact of visual stimuli on arousal
between men and women. Moreover, women once again proved that their outward expression of
what they feel they should be attracted to is inconsistent with their actual biological response.
Lastly: While not so much of a "study," visit /r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen. The evidence is a neverending stream of men swapping "notes" about real women and how they represent themselves in the
online sexual marketplace.
Nuances
Let's be clear: these are just various studies performed to test isolated features. They don't account for
every situation. A glaring one is that NONE of these accounted for the impact of a man employing
kino on any of the women who participated in the study. That is, they only measured
SPONTANEOUS arousal to the images, conversations, etc. My guess is that if men were allowed to
initiate actual sexual contact with these women, we'd find the women getting far more sexually
stimulated by things that wouldn't stimulate her innately.
What I'm getting at here is the difference between spontaneous and responsive sexuality. It's
occasionally discussed that women are primarily sexually responsive - at least insofar as the average
man is concerned. This is corroborated by the studies above, which show that the average man will
not cause a spontaneous sexual arousal in her. But the most attractive men DO. Conclusion? She's
sexually spontaneous for hot guys and only reactive for ... well ... you. So, average men who are not
in the top 5% of physical appearance are going to have to rely on other attributes to stimulate sexual
arousal with a woman. This is where things like confidence and frame come in. Yes, they are
attractive in themselves. But even more so: guys who master these concepts have no qualms initiating
with a woman because they're not afraid of rejection. That initiation triggers women's sexual
responsiveness, developing arousal where it otherwise wouldn't have spontaneously occurred, and
therefore they get sex and the guys who are too chicken or butthurt to initiate with a woman get
nothing, unable to generate spontaneous arousal and also refusing to provide initial stimulation for
her to respond to.
What About the Other Stats?
There are too many other stats to address entirely, though the majority of them can be written-off as
being based on self-reporting (which I've shown actually provides conflicting results, not counterresults). Some which rely on brain scans (Noori's, for example, if you research his 2004 and 2014
studies) have been explained as being extremely nuanced, giving significance to micro-variances that
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aren't reflected in larger scale reviews. One of Noori's own co-authors came out and acknowledged,
"For the majority of the brain, the neural response was actually similar between men and women" and
that the variances were only in "a few small structures."
The majority of the remaining data is statistical in nature, such as the claim that only 1/3 of porn
users were female (instead of 50%), or the fact that Playgirl was ultimately a huge flop among
women (primarily finding its success among homosexual men). These types of variances are easily
understood when one accepts women's tendency to conform to cultural norms. That is, if women
believe it's not normal or appropriate for women to watch porn or buy a Playgirl, they're going to be
less likely to do this. It's not surprising, then, that the percentage of women relative to men who are
engaged in these activities has been rising consistently with cultural approval of open female sexual
expression. That is, culture may not approve of men using porn so much, but it accepts it as the
reality; culture does approve of empowering women toward the use of pornography, but it's not yet
embraced as normal, and therefore the majority of women haven't yet embraced it, but those who do
are increasing as it becomes more normal.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Lift. If sex is important to you, your physical appearance is important to you. That's not to say
this should be your primary reason for lifting, but better sex and hotter women sure does
provide some nice support to your pre-existing internal motivation (you do have that, right?).
2. Don't discount the importance of physical appearance to female sexuality, so go lift some more.
3. If you want your wife to initiate with you (i.e. become spontaneously sexual), do things that
highlight your top-quality physical appearance in a sexually suggestive way. This could be the
clothes you pick out for the day, knowing when to take your shirt off and when to keep it on,
your physical presence around the house, not being afraid to move your body (dance, swagger,
etc.) while you're getting stuff done, etc.
4. If you're not a top-tier looker, stop expecting her to be spontaneously sexual toward you and
start driving home your married-man game: confidence, frame, kino, teasing, etc. Give her
something to respond to. Hike up those feels.
5. If you wallow up in self-pity over how ugly you are, and therefore think you'll never have a
happy sex life because you'll never be visually appealing to a woman, just remember: some of
the best PUAs are slightly overweight, short, and in one case, even legitimately on the autism
spectrum. This is not a post meant to enable those who take a "woe is me" reaction. It's to give
you a hard dose of reality about the sexual marketplace, why your marriage may not be going
the way you want, and why it's so doggone important to lift.

NOTE: No, I don't still have my college psychology textbook - though for this purpose I do wish I'd
saved it, as I've referenced a few of those studies a number of times before. The Tinder/OKCupid
stuff is easy to look up, as well as a few of the others. r/WhereAreAllTheGoodMen is, of course, a
never-ending supply of evidence from the online dating world that shows just how looks-oriented
women are.
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Roosh V on Jessie Lee Peterson
14 upvotes | May 3, 2020 | by ENTPunisher | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nXy_D17WlY
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (05/27/20)
14 upvotes | May 27, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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RPCC Episode 3: The State of Marriage
14 upvotes | June 9, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Here's another round of our video chat series for you all to enjoy. The topic today: The State of
Marriage.
Also, some bonus content: a short on whether or not creatine is worth using. Enjoy!
Episode 3: The State of Marriage
Short Chat: Creatine
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Resentment because of sexual inexperience
14 upvotes | June 13, 2020 | by Parando | Link | Reddit Link
Edit: Sorry for the confusion. I did not inted this as a question, but wanted to help guys that wrote in
the post: "Born-again Women with high body counts" that said they struggle with this.

What if your partner had more sexual experience than you in their youth. Now they are saved and
follow Christ and you want to marry them or are married to them. What if you can't get rid of the
fealing of jealousy, you are insecure about it or think that you missed out.
I fought with that for a long time, because others had fun, while I didnt. My wife didnt have sex like
me but kissed far more people than I. In my mind she had all the fun and now we are married and I
have the burden of her fun, because i feel bad because of her past actions.
I realised, I was lying to myself. I was not mad that she kissed more guys. I was mad that I was to
chicken to kiss more girls. So blaming her for her actions only served to shield myself.
The thing I realised even later when i was honest to myself was, that I would have even liked to have
Sex with other people and how i regret missing out on all that fun i could have had. But i think thats a
worldy view. If i would believe Gods word in this situation, then the situation would be different. I
did not miss out on all that fun, I was saved by God from experiencing all that bad stuff that would
have happend if I was more sexually immoral.
If you struggle with this thoughts i described in the beginning, it can help to ask yourself:Do I blame
my partner for past actions to shield myself from regret of my own actions or inaction?Do I believe
missing out on Sexual experience is a curse or a blessing?
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Am I crazy?
14 upvotes | June 13, 2020 | by jgubs99 | Link | Reddit Link
I’m 20, M, Catholic, and recently have been on a couple of dates with a 20 year-old, non-Catholic
Christian woman. Met online and had been talking almost every day and finally a couple weeks ago
had our first in-person date. It went as well as it possibly could have. I really enjoyed talking to her
and being with her. Our second date was earlier this week and we began talking about sex, purity,
waiting until marriage, etc. Without disclosing here too much of what she said, she revealed to me
that she experienced abuse roughly two years ago. Tough, traumatic situation. She had a close male
friend (not Christian) who helped her through this tough time in her life and it brought them very
close together. About a year after the abuse and a year ago from today, she told me that he had
convinced her to sleep with him. For her, he came from a place of trust and abused that for his own
pleasure. She was very upset with him, repented to the Lord, and stopped talking to him. Later on he
apologized, she forgave him, and they started to become friends again. To this day, they are still
friends (while not as close as they once were) and he still checks in on her to see how she’s doing.
This made me uncomfortable, as a virgin who is saving myself for marriage. I expressed to her that
long term I would not be able to move forward with her if she remained friends with him. Like I said,
I’d only known her for a month and a half. I feel like she shouldn’t have to end friendships for me,
but I feel like it is something she should do just for the benefit of her future spouse, even if it isn’t
me. I told her that I can’t expect her to end a friendship for me but it is a dealbreaker and she said she
couldn’t do that, so I said it is probably best then to end things. We were both kind of upset about that
but I think it was best. Tell me if I’m wrong, but I don’t think I’m crazy for wanting to move forward
with a clean slate and wanting her to forget about the mistakes in her past. I recognize that she
shouldn’t have to end the friendship for me, but I also think it’s for her own good. In other words, I
think that this friendship is not good for her and that she should want to end the friendship on her
own. Thoughts?
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Wife is seeking a separation
14 upvotes | June 12, 2020 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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Just thought I’d post this here if any of you want to chime in
and shed some light!
14 upvotes | June 19, 2020 | by sabsz16 | Link | Reddit Link
Why does sexual sin feel worse than other sins and what does it really mean to sin against your own
body vs sinning against God?
10 points•15 comments•submitted 3 months ago by sabsz16 to r/RPCWomen
Hello, RPC women!! Just a little introduction: I’m Sabrina, I’m 21, and I’ve been a saved Christian
since my junior year of high school. So another Christian friend and I were pondering on this topic
and I thought I would start a little discussion about this, since it’s not often talked about in church.
The verse I am referring to here is 1 Corinthians 6:18 “Flee from sexual immorality. All other sins a
person commits are outside the body, but whoever sins sexually, sins against their own body.” Would
love to hear your thoughts/revelations on it!
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Walk & Talk 1: Spiritualism
14 upvotes | July 16, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Here's the first walk-and-talk, everybody: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4lviqXaSp68&t=227s.
In this walk and talk, u/Praexology and I talk demonic forces, angelic armies, healing ministries, and
other forms of spiritualism.
Warning: It's a long one, so here's a table of contents if you want to skip to the parts you find most
relevant.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
0:00 - Intro & Background on u/Praexology
7:30 - Praex’s Background with Spiritual Warfare
9:10 - Personal Experiences with Healing & Over Demonic Oppression
13:55 - “Can a Christian be possessed or demonically oppressed, or is that reserved for nonbelievers?”
17:30 - “Why are Spiritual Attacks not publicized in Church?”
21:59 - “Why does the Enemy pick one person over another to oppress.”
24:30 - “Why do people who have experienced spiritual events not immediately come to
Christ/faith?”
27:20 - “What is the enemies scheme? What is his overarching goal.”
29:15 - “Why do we see more often demonic influence as opposed to angelic interaction?”
30:15 - “Could the focus on negative spiritual interjection be explain away by saying ‘people don’t
want to take personal responsibility for their problems?”
33:50 - “What is the enemies scheme? What is his overarching goal. pt.2”
36:25 - Red tries to trip up Praex. ;)
39:11 - RC’s “Screwtapes lost letter” aka. make them stumble by focusing on the general rather than
the specific.
44:00 - How the enemy misleads or smokescreens your faith walk.
49:50 - Healing and Deliverance
52:55 - First person story “Healing of an unborn child.”
56:25 - Healing and Deliverance pt.2 and “The purpose of healing.”
59:05 - “Why doesn’t someone with the gift of healing just go through a hospital and heal everyone
in it?”
67:50 - RC’s background with intercessory work.
70:30 - Praex’s outline for intercessory work.
74:30 - Defining “Theophostic Prayer Ministry” and what can go wrong if underprepared people
practice it.
83:00 - Outtro
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If someone asks you why Christianity had "Marry your rapist"
laws in the Old Testament, respond with this.
14 upvotes | February 14, 2021 | by RejectSinn | Link | Reddit Link
Women in those days **wanted** their rapist to marry them. Yes you heard me right. In the book of
Samuel when Amon raped his **sister** Tamar, she later **begged him** to marry her.
We see here that Jesus states that certain laws were *permissible* due to the cultural preferences of
the time "Jesus replied, “Moses permitted you to divorce your wives because of your hardness of
heart; but it was not this way from the beginning."
Jesus was saying that in those days, X was permitted because the society wanted it and thus it wasn't
wrong.
This isn't subjective morality btw it just requires reasoning. For example if you gave a starving man a
fish, that is righteous. But if you gave a starving man a fish, knowing full well he's deathly allergic to
seafood, that is evil.
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Privacy in Christian Marriage
14 upvotes | March 4, 2021 | by airamam23 | Link | Reddit Link
Is it ok to have for a married couple to have “privacy”, especially on phones. What are your thoughts
on this?
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Preparing for First Night of Marriage.
14 upvotes | June 7, 2021 | by petedinkler | Link | Reddit Link
Are there ways to prepare(2) for the first night as husband and wife while still restraining from sinful
habits and continuing to honor(1) your fiancée?

My girlfriend(25f) and I (25M) have agreed to and have been waiting until we are married to both
have sex and live together. I'm very blessed to be with someone equally yoked and I absolutely see us
getting married in the near future. That being said, I also want to be prepared for our first night
together. As questioned above, are there ways to prepare(2) for our wedding night while continuing
to honor(1) God and my girlfriend/fiancée?
(1.) If there aren't any ways to do this, then I'm comfortable in my relationship with her to know that I
won't be judged for a quick finish. That being said, I would love to be able to make that initial first
time together longer lasting and even more memorable.
(2.) By honoring my girlfriend, I am referring to refraining from premarital sex, masturbation,
watching porn, and being mindful of not lusting for her.
I haven't posted stats, as I don't believe this is a relationship 'issue,' but if it is deemed necessary, I can
definitely retrieve them.
edit: I am in good shape and exercise regularly with the aim at become as functionally fit as I can.
edit 2: I have no worries or concerns regarding activities outside of PiV, as I have experience in all of
this from my past. I'm definitely confident in my ability to go multiple rounds.
-I have recommitted myself to abstinence for whoever my future wife is. Just trying to maximize the
future experience. This is definitely not something that keeps me up at night (1).
edit 3: Neither of us are virgins before our relationship together, but we both agreed to wait to have
sex with one another until marriage.
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Advice and prayers needed
14 upvotes | June 15, 2021 | by FarExplanation4609 | Link | Reddit Link
Mission: medicine. I’m currently a third year medical student. Grateful for God’s blessing to give me
the opportunity to be in medical school. I can’t imagine myself doing anything else and I see it as my
way to serve others and God. I am a first gen student and an immigrant so I know very well that I’m
in medical school because of God’s grace.
Stats: I am going to be completely honest here, so here we go, body fat=19-20%. I believe it’s lower
but I have gynecomastia from puberty that I can’t afford to get the surgery to improve my body looks.
Gyno also skew body fat readings since I use a scale with electric impedance. Although it is
mild/moderate and can be hidden with the right outfit, it is affecting my confidence in my body. Also
no matter how high I bench and lift, my chest doesn’t change aesthetically. Otherwise I’m fit. I
played soccer all throughout high school and for a year during college. Then my time got limited so
now I lift 3 days per week doing 5x5.
Height: 5’9’’ Weight 174-177. I measure it twice a week since I’m currently on maintenance using
the RP diet app. Lifts: bench 135lbs (down from 180lbs). DL 135lbs (down from 320lbs). Squats
185lbs (down from 230lbs) Overhead press 95lbs (down from 115 lbs) These weights are after I
haven’t worked out for the past 8-10 weeks. My highest before then were added in brackets. I’m
going up slowly to prevent injury.
Reading: I’ve read a lot of red pill books 3 years ago. The way of the Superior man, WISNIFG,
NMMNG, The Married Man Sex Life Primer. I have read some of the PUA books out of curiosity at
the time but never got into it. I am more interested in becoming a better leader in life in general.
Finances: my finances are not good. As a medical student from a poor background, I use loans to pay
for school and to live. My wife is studying as well so she lives with me and I take care of rent and
bills. She takes care of the groceries. I am very good with money otherwise. I had already known
going into medicine the loans and I have a plan to pay them off. I chose a medical school that’s
probably the cheapest in the country while still get decent medical education.
Spiritual: I have neglected my bible reading for the past 2 years. I had just come back to it last week.
I have had a hard time balancing medicine, life in general, time with my wife, and my time with God.
I hope I can get guidance in this area as well. Currently doing the 2:7 series (a course in memorizing,
reading, and building a strong biblical foundation). Church goer every Sunday. Formed few
friendships but no real brotherhood unfortunately. Still working on this aspect of finding a
community of strong leaders and learn from them.
I realize my stats are long, but this is basically my life. In addition to that, I want to say I am not an
attractive guy. Maybe a 4 or 5/10 lol. But I have a decent social skills that I have good friendships.
Socially, I am well respected by others (except my wife). I have worked hard with God’s guidance
and His will to build a life that’s been transformed from bad, to good, to better, and hopefully to
great!
The thing that I need help with is that my wife almost never takes any guidance from me. It feels like
she is constantly fighting for power and I’m not a passive guy. The smallest thing that she wants, and
she would throw fits, and eventually, she straight up goes against my word in everything. If she wants
to buy a dresser, I said wait 1-2 months for us to move to a bigger apartment (we are moving soon).
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She insulted me, called me abusive, and that I am the worst husband, stopped talking to me for 2-3
days. Then she begged me and cried. I said I still want you to wait, but if you want it so much, I can’t
stop you. She went and bought it. During this time (8 weeks), I was studying for our medical board
exam (USMLE Step 1). It is an 8 hour test, the hardest test I have ever taken. I was putting 10-12
hours of studying a day, at the library and I would go home to a wife who would stonewall me cause
I did not say yes to a dresser. I never said yes, but now she has it in our room, it reminds me of how
disrespected I felt. This is one example, out of MANY. Those 8 weeks were hell. The test alone gets
people in medical school suicidal. For me, I had to deal with a hard test and a wife that did everything
in her power to go against me in every way. She did take care of the cooking and cleaning, for that I
am grateful, but I had slept on the couch many nights cause she would disrespect my word in every
way and then acts angry and asks me to sleep in the living room. Can never get her to agree on
anything. I feel I am alone working on my mission and she is making it harder, much harder. I have
been slowly accepting that divorce might be better because this has been the case for 2-3 years now.
No kids. Any guidance in establishing a better leadership in my marriage? Things improve then she
finds the next thing to repeat this cycle. Other than how she rarely listens to me, stonewalling,
attitude and disrespectful tone has been slowly becoming the norm.
I have reached out to few people who are Godly. They prayed for me. I believe in the power of
prayers. I just have not made any progress for years now and I don’t know what to do at this point.
She just tonight brought up separation and I can understand why she did, and I also accept it. I just
not sure how to handle this whole situation. Thank you for whoever reads this!
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (09/16/20)
14 upvotes | September 16, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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3 Things that Kill Attraction: Red Pill Christian Podcast Episode 16
14 upvotes | September 27, 2020 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Episode 16 out now:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46OvYiXk0bM
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How to find Devout Christians my Age?
14 upvotes | December 15, 2019 | by AtariGamer83 | Link | Reddit Link
In Australia most people under 40 are not religious, my "Christian" friends are very worldly and not
as devout as me. The only people i meet that are devout tend to be older folk.
I am very traditional and conservative but here in Australia where most are Atheist or cultural
Christians it becomes hard to find like minded people.
Does anyone who lives in Australia know any good Godly Youth groups?
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5 Tips on Becoming More Fashionable
14 upvotes | November 9, 2019 | by Djeantine94 | Link | Reddit Link
Gentleman class is in session.
Sit straight in your chairs, find a place to focus on your cellphones, and prepare your minds to receive
instruction.
A little while back on Twitter I read a post by Tanner Guzzy commenting on the similarities in
appearance between the mass shooters around the nation.
I’ll never forget what he said since his tweet was accompanied by three different pictures of men with
the SAME exact features. “Square framed nice guy glasses” an “undefined jaw line” and a terrible
hair cut.
I took that post to heart and started experimenting with different hairstyles and ultimately new glasses
since I was already fairly fit. I decided on a bald fade with a part in the front of my head and some
stylish circular glasses with a light tint so it looks like I have sun glasses on all the time but these are
prescriptive.
I get told I look like “a rapper”
Needless to stay my style brings me many looks from the opposite sex and regular and constant
compliments despite my average looks.
Today I will give you 5 Tips on becoming more fashionable
1. Keep Your Haircut Short
As Christians long hair is generally bad on a man. Especially since the apostle Paul says so in 1
Corinthians 11:14
That leaves only one other choice a short haircut of some sort.
Seeing as I’m not a professional barber I suggest you get with one and coordinate with him which
kinds of styles would look best on you. I’m a fan of bald fades and Ceasers myself. They’re stylish,
possibly as old as Mesopotamia, and reliable.
2. Keep on Top of your Grooming.
I’d suggest every 2-3 weeks you revisit your barber and get touched up.
Guys, your appearance whether you admit it or not is something people constantly judge you on.
Making sure this area of your life is handled will speak volumes on the kind of man you are.
Cleanliness is next to godliness so stay on top of your grooming.
3. If You Have a Beard Keep it Trimmed and Lined Up.
Before sporting a short beard for work I would let my beard grow long.
I would sometimes go weeks without getting trimmed or touched up. I would commonly get told by
my mother and others how ugly it looked on me since I wasn’t caring for it.
It doesn’t take much to care for it yourself just keep some kind of beard balm or oil in it and always
keep the mustache trimmed and styled. The mustache is the most important part in a beard to keep
groomed. My barber told me “it keeps us civilized”.
4. Give Up Your Square Framed Nice Guy Glasses
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The reason for this is two fold
For one, every single person you meet has squared framed glasses.
I honestly never noticed this until I changed the style of mine but It stands out.
Second is this, it’s more stylish.
I hate to say it but most of the stylish guys on magazines and on TV sport more circular glasses.
This could be a well kept secret in the fashion industry. I don’t know, it’s just something I’ve
observed for myself.
5. Never Stop Lifting
This is something I struggle with personally.
No matter how well I dress I still get the same comment that I hate.
“You’re so little”
I’m a hard gainer naturally so I have to eat ridiculous amounts of food to put on any weight But guys
it makes a difference.
When you’re well built, well dressed, and have mass on your body. Everything comes together like a
work of art.
Physically speaking that is.
In Conclusion
My final thoughts are this, nothing is as important as studying your bible, putting into practice the
Truth in God’s word, and being faithful and obedient to God the Father.
That is the most important thing.
After that,
These tips will help you with style and fashion.
Go and be fashionable!
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Understanding what vetting does and does not do
14 upvotes | September 25, 2019 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
There's been a post going around several posts about how "vetting doesn't work" which has some
good points.
I'll quote a few parts of that post. Click if you want to read more.
Vetting is the relationship strategy where a man takes a list of values and qualities he
prefers in women and uses it to assess the viability of the woman he is currently dating so
that he can know if she is worth committing to over the long term. The quintessential
strategy for the type of men who readily identify with being traditional and conservative
within a modern and liberal society. Note, these are little ‘l,’ and little ‘c.’ This isn’t about
tribal politics, this is about men. The vetting strategy is thrown around as if its the same
strategy men have used throughout history, when in reality it’s a horrible mental model; a
narrative guys use to provide comfort for the grim reality that relationships all end, and
most end well before the man is ready to move on, or his children have had the full
biological father experience.
I think this is overestimating the purpose of vetting.
Vetting, especially for Christians, is for 3 primary purposes:
It seeks to compare past behavior against present behavior to ascertain if someone is actually
following Christ or doing it in name only.
It also seeks to understand if a woman is a good fit for your mission in following Christ
It also can possibly an early indicator about readiness for marriage.
Vetting is sort of like a job interview or background check in a sense (though you do not want to
come off like this in person!). Someone following Christ or not following Christ will have certain
qualities and values. Likewise, someone who wants a job but has bad past employment history (lack
of being able to continually hold a job, lazy, etc.) is a much worse candidate than someone who
doesn't. There are exceptions, but the rules generally hold. That does not automatically make the
person with a better employment history a perfect candidate: they could just be good at hiding things
and be a terrible employee down the road.
Clearly you want an applicant that fits the job also: if you're a missionary you want a woman who is
on board with going out an evangelizing. If you're mission is men's ministry, you need a wife who is
on board with you meeting men often during the week and doing life with them in and outside of
your house. There are some women who can slip through the cracks like Red Curious' wife, but for
the most part this catches the vast majority of lukewarm Christians who attend Church every Sunday
and say they are following Christ, but their behavior elsewhere is lacking in obedience to Christ.
To summarize: Generally, you're able to eliminate the bad candidates straight off the bat. Thus, the
goal of vetting for both men and women should be to eliminate the inconspicuous bad candidates
before you waste both of your time.
Vetting is a horrible strategy for the following reasons:
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Men do not know what they want in life. Men have a wonderful ability to rationalize
what the world offers, transforming it what men wanted all along. A vetting list is
guesswork and post hoc rationalization.
Vetting a woman is vetting for values. The question is, whose values? Men today are
instilled with feminine values, created by and for women to meet their own needs, not
his.
Vetting only works if everyone is doing is immunized from everything else.
Vetting for values is a narcissistic fantasy, and serve to hide the true nature of women
and men in order to live in the narrative it presents. By the time the masks come off
it’s too late.
Vetting creates an ego investment, where a man ignores anything that is outside of his
vetted criteria. If the list is wrong, it’s an attack on a mans ego, and he will fight tooth
and nail to protect it.
Even if the masks are off, and humans are naked and honest in their interactions
(which they aren’t) vetting offers a snapshot into someones values, not a longitudinal
assessment. It has the same longevity as an MBTI assessment; it’s astrology for the
educated.
Vetting is often done to the exclusion of actual relationship strategies. Boundary
enforcement is far superior and doesn’t require a lifetime of instilling feminine values
in a man in order to understand them.
These might apply to secular, but many don't really apply much to Christians.
1. For Christians, God's mission is everything.
2. The values and qualities we vet are on God's marital roles and responsibilities and Christ-like
behavior.
3. One I will agree with
4. Not really.. if you use it as a tool to expose areas where speech and action don't match up it's
actually taking off the mask.
5. If it's a Biblical list then such a list has no room to be wrong
6. True, which is why vetting is only a first step.
7. I disagree. Vetting should be like a first interview or background check that you find out over
the first couple weeks to months of knowing someone.
So maybe 2 of the list apply.
Vetting is not mutually exclusive with "relationship strategies" which for Christians should line up
with the Bible. It's pretty easy to see that from many of the FRs posted in this sub that many of the
women that men are dating or married to do not respect them by their actions (even if they may call
themselves Christian) and by extension are not submissive or obedient and are rebelling against God.
If you are dating and a woman is not respecting you then you can call her out and see if she changes.
If she doesn't then it may not be a good idea to remain in a relationship with her since it would only
get worse in marriage. If she does, then maybe she is teachable and possibly a good helpmeet for you.
If that happens in a marriage, obviously you generally have a lot more to learn about breaking
dysfunctional cycles of behavior and learning about becoming a strong masculine Christ-like leader.
The process of teaching her that disrespectful behavior is unacceptable starts with small things and
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gets to the big ones over time: the goal of Christ's love toward the Church that husbands are to
emulate is for the purpose of sanctification.
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[FR] Wife goes off the rails, did I 90% pass my fitness test?
14 upvotes | September 17, 2019 | by BourbonandBirdies | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 30yo, 6'2", 225lbs, 20% BF, lifting 4x per week, Bench: 225x5 Squat: 305x5 DL: 350x5
11month old boy at home.
Reading: NMMNG, Sidebar (RPC and MRP), Starting WISNIFG.
My wife is a highly angry/anxious type. When one thing doesn't go her way, the whole world is on
fire and burning around her and she normally wants everyone to die in the flames with her to feel her
"pain" or "frustration". Before my RP journey, I always did the normal Nice Guy steps of trying to
rationalize her tantrum, say I'm sorry about stuff that I should have no reason to be sorry for, and also
try and "fix" everything. I would say that this is my first situation of this kind since my RP awakening
so I am trying to understand if I indeed passed my fitness test and also what my next step should be.
My son (11 months) is basically the best baby around. He sleeps 12 hours a night and rarely wakes up
in the middle of the night. My wife is also a SAHM. When the little guy was an infant, she would
often get up with him considering I woke up at 5:30am, lifted, went home and showered, and headed
straight to the office. This wasn't all the time however as I would often help out any way to try and
pull some weight in the night feedings. Now that he sleeps through the night, we almost never have to
work out this situation. Last night the little guy has had some stomach issues and dirtied his diaper in
the middle of the night. He tosses and turns a lot and we never get him normally. The wife is adamant
about this and I am too. After about an hour of that, she wakes up in her normal PO attitude wakes
me up and says "You owe me big time, I will go get him and change him". Now myself being awake
and always in my OYS mindset wanted to just hop up, take care of the situation, and let her go back
to bed. I hopped up and she said, "I'm already awake now, I got it". I STFU go back to bed.
I wake up at my normal 5:30am lifting time to head to the gym. I arrive home at 7:10am after
stopping to get her a latte because I know she had a rough night. Wanted to just have something nice
for her when she woke up. Once I arrive home I make my coffee and head outside (since the weather
is nice) and drink my coffee and have my Quiet Time. I do this each and every morning. Usually, the
wife is up when I walk in from lifting. She slept in this time and I simply got my coffee and headed
out the door. I walk in at my normal time of 7:40 to get my shower to get ready for work. I heard her
upstairs with my son. That queued me to go ahead and prepare a bottle for her to help her out. As I
am making the bottle she yells down and asks if I can make a bottle and grab her a coffee.
Considering I already got her the latte I told her I was already on it and had the bottle ready.
She proceeds down the stairs in an anxious PO'd tirade and starts telling me how she hopes I "enjoyed
my coffee outside on the patio" and that I should have gotten the monitor from the room while she
was sleeping and maybe got him for her when he woke up. Knowing this was a completely irrational
thought I simply said "here is your latte I got you this morning" and smiled. She then proceeds to say
that all she needs was some help this morning considering she is a SAHM and is with him all day
blah blah. I DEER'd a little (I think) because I did try and tell her that how would I know to get the
monitor when they both are sleeping and I am simply going about my normal daily routine. She says
some snarky comment back and I STFU. She then keeps going on and on and slamming things down
while getting ready to feed my son. Completely unacceptable. I told her I'm not dealing with her
disrespect and attitude and that I need to get in the shower or I will be late for work. She says "We're
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done" and IMO in the terms, she usually does when she is angry and says things she apologizes for
later. She clearly wants me to sit down and have her "emotional support" conversation but there isn't
simply time to do this. I leave, shower, and get ready to head out the door after saying bye to my son.
Now I have 8 hours to understand, digest, and prepare how to approach this when I get home.
Obviously, texting is never key considering I am using it for logistics. I could be wrong but normally
I will get a novel soon about how I just needed to "be there for her" and all of that. I want to have a
great gameplan when I return home to approach this situation. My initial thought is to sit her down,
ask her about her day, be her oak and let her let it all out. Not sure that is the right approach or not.
All help is appreciated as I travel down this journey of trying to be a HVM and at the same time be
oak to a highly angry/anxious wife.
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An Interesting Study Indicates Men and Women Sin
Differently
14 upvotes | September 17, 2019 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
I'm not Catholic, but I did find this interesting.
The most commonly confessed sins in order are lust, gluttony, sloth, anger, pride, envy and greed for
men.
For women it's pride, envy, anger, lust, and sloth.
https://www.plansponsor.com/men-and-women-sin-differently/
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Don't Believe The Lie
14 upvotes | July 4, 2019 | by sywonsmumu | Link | Reddit Link
I'm writing this on my phone so please forgive any mistakes.
I know AWALT and that we have biological tendencies that effect our behavior, but please, do not
chalk it up to be our nature.
God did not create women to just go with their emotions or lack any discernment from right or
wrong. Yes, emotions tend to have a significant amount of weight in our decisions but it's not the end
all and be all, it's not what guides a godly woman's life.
This selfishness, slutiness, recklessness, is not just our nature or how we are. It is the flesh. Our flesh,
as a whole, is out of control. Women across the board are like that to some degree and this is because
we are now a product of instant gratification as we love ourselves only. We are far from instinct and
natural behavior. This imperative caused by self-centered and slutty behavior is not how we operate.
It is the want for preservation without any constraint or consequence. It is the time we live in and it's
hard for women to have the self awareness to understand the unnatural behavior that we have now
possessed. It's hard to even now self reflect as there would be little to no worldly benefit of doing so.
The time will come to change our ways, and we will do so, because this is not our instinct.
Regardless, women are capable of having good character, moral standard, and self respect. Look at
Abigail, Deborah, Priscilla, and Ruth, or look at respectable communities or times. Such times did
have a positive impact on men and women together, but it comes down to the individual and their
choices along with them being guided within the Holy Spirit.
The lie of repulsive behavior being our nature is what it is. A lie. Women are deceived and are now
deceitful, but God did not create vile creatures in his image. The behavior is everywhere but it is not
the natural, it is sin.
As women depreciate as a whole and become more useless, I encourage you to look at it this way: the
rarer something is the more valuable it is.
Women are not naturally immature, selfish, and unaware. This behavior is adopted and encouraged
throughout multiple communities and I hope you do not accept the lie that this is the way we are
destined to behave. I don't want to see followers of Christ become discouraged in something that is
now so far from God. It is a lie to say it's our nature when it is very bad behavior adopted by the vast
majority.
Now, awalt is very safe as it is an umbrella term for tendencies, but it is not safe to categorize bad
behavior into something innate. That's not awalt, that is sin. Sin is giving into our own selfish desires,
and this is clearly abundant in women, but it is a choice. Not nature.
Women along with men may overcome sin and deceit with the Spirit (although it may be harder for
women (gen 3:16)), but as we know, do what you must with the behavior you see now but know that
it is not the natural.
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Become God’s Best Version of Yourself...
14 upvotes | June 20, 2019 | by RobertMckee | Link | Reddit Link
(Wrote on my phone, forgive typos/editing)
I discovered a philosophy of success for men. It combines ideas from the Bible, Red Pill, MGTOW,
etc. It is this: Become God’s best version of yourself (according to His purpose).
Become God’s healthiest version of yourself. Maybe you become a bodybuilder or maybe you eat a
plant based diet and look like a lean triathlete. There is no mold, find exercise you enjoy and a
healthy eating plan.
Next look at your spirit, your career, finance, social life, church life, mental/intellect, family, etc.
Find ways to improve these according to God’s purpose.
Now if this was the world’s mold, I would tell you to be ripped like Arnold, become a
multimillionaire, spin plates, get a hot perfect Christian woman, put your life on YouTube and
Instagram and get tons of followers.
None of these things are bad. My point is simply this, find out God’s will for the best version of youit may only allow 20 min of fitness per day because you have so many other things to do. I’m not
anti-fitness, I’m just using it as a simple example to show you there is no single path.
Once you optimize your spiritual life, career, fitness, health, finances (according to God’s purpose)
then you can add in a wife if that’s God’s will or He put that desire in your heart. I’m not saying get
rich first, just do your best to put your house in order. And don’t seek attraction first, seek out godly
women and then if you're attracted pursue her.
The goal isn’t to learn game but to learn God. Learning Gods best for each area of your life exceeds
game. Forget about finding an 8 or 9- that’s the world speaking. The best rating scale for women is 0
and 1 (binary). Either you are attracted to her or not. This way, the “6” or “9” both become 1s. And
whatever is a 0 is a 0 and she’s not for you.
Good luck gentlemen. Become God’s best version of yourself.
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Share your experiences with fasting
14 upvotes | May 7, 2019 | by ChadDownUnder | Link | Reddit Link
Fasting is a spiritual practice that many Christians engage in for all sorts of reasons.
Some Christians fast because it is mandated by their congregation (Orthodox, Catholic and some
Pentecostals).
Others fast in preparation for marriage or when searching for wisdom from God.
If you fast regularly or have fasted before, what were your reasons for doing so and how did it affect
your life and mission?
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Is the Catholic Church blue-pilled?
14 upvotes | April 21, 2019 | by nattyyyy | Link | Reddit Link
I see a lot here about how churches teach blue pilled ideologies. I have barely gone to church since I
became a Christian just 2 years, so is this true for the Catholic Church too? I am most likely going to
be getting baptized and confirmed as a catholic, and I'm just wondering what the Church teaches
about gender roles and masculinity. Thanks brothers.
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Power Prayers
14 upvotes | April 13, 2019 | by ChadDownUnder | Link | Reddit Link
“I know I should be focusing on my mission, but I can’t seem to shake these feelings I have towards
her and wanting to pursue her”
“Intellectually I accept that I’m set free from lust however I just keep falling back into my old habits
again and again”
“In the last six months I’ve responded to most of the alter calls at our weekly gathering and despite
the pastor saying that the ‘physical response which demonstrates the state of my heart’ will cause me
to be set free, I’m not any more free than I was before”
“Look man my boss/co-worker/friend/pastor just irritates me when they do X. If only they didn’t do
X then I would be so annoyed”
Where is the power of the gospel in these examples?
Where is the power of the Son who sets us free indeed? (John 8:36)
How is He who lives in you proving to be greater than he who is in the world here? (1 John 4:4)
Where is the evidence of the Galatians 5 righteousness that this believer has been given?
These are all things I said, many times over. I had been baptised into the freedom of the cross,
declared Christ as Lord, repented and believed in his resurrection - but I felt stuck in my old ways.
My behaviour wasn’t transformed to be like the second Adam, I was still living in the shadow of the
first.
Through studying the Word and experiencing some excellent modelling from mature believers, I
realised that I was praying with weakness instead of power:
“You know God I really don’t know what I’m doing. Please give me some wisdom and show me the
right decision to make. Close the wrong doors and open the right ones. Bring the right people to me
so I can know exactly what your will is for me.”
Contrast this with a Power Prayer:
“Thank you Jesus that you have made me a righteous son and that despite feeling some uncertainty I
know that I am more than a conqueror in you (Romans 8:37) and that you will continue to bless my
life because I am pursuing my mission for you. I thank you that I don’t rely on emotions, or for you
to change my emotions, to live a Holy life. Thank you that I even though I have sinned, I am not a
sinner. Each day my behaviour and knowledge of your freedom is growing and shame, fear and
temptation have no control over me.”
When I started having a power approach to my prayer life, my attitude towards my faith changed too.
I didn’t need God to make my decisions for me, bring people into my life, or have Him pursue me.
Instead I pursued him, I found my direction in the Word and started taking life by the horns and
finding ways to achieve my mission.
Despite what many pastors may preach each week, we don’t need ‘another fill up’ or ‘a fresh
revelation”. We don’t need another alter call or to spend a longer time singing ‘to get more of the
presence’. We don’t need more feel good prayers, sob groups or ‘time away from the World’.
Let the Holy Spirit tame your mind. Dedicate yourself to the destruction of the narrative that Satan
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uses to twist your understanding of your salvation. You are free, you are forgiven.
The change doesn’t happen overnight. I continually have to work out my salvation (Philippians 2:12),
rid (present tense) myself of different kinds of sin (1 Peter 2:1) and put on my new self which is
being transformed (Colossians 3:9-10). Discipline equals freedom, the Holy Spirit wants to do the
work of Christ in you.
What is a power prayer? A power prayer is something like: any prayer that acknowledges, thanks or expresses belief in the
freedom that Christ has given.
A power prayer affirms what Christ has done and what his Word says about who the believer is and
the freedom they have. It does not affirm the believer’s current situation, sin or mistake as their
identity, who they are, or that they are ‘stuck’.
—
Add any relevant scripture or thoughts in the comments.
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Am I too little too late?
14 upvotes | March 14, 2019 | by _divi_filius | Link | Reddit Link
Background
• Stats: 27 y/o, 5’6”, 20% body fat, 67kg • Reading: All of the sidebar content. Great stuff! •
Finances: software engineer (newly promoted to mgt level)very high income, no real ceiling on future
earnings. • Spiritual: I’m a bi-vocational pastor, currently serving as international director in my
church. I pray very often, multiple times a day.
So here’s my problem. I grew up incredibly blue pilled. I came across the book, “Church Impotent”
and it hit me so hard I could think of nothing else for days.
Some further background, both my parents are mega church pastors, run their own ministry and all
that. My dad’s a masculine man but due to ministry concerns (he did a lot of missions work early on)
I was mostly with my mother through my early years. As we all know that’s never a good idea.
Thankfully, I’m naturally strong willed and resisted a lot of the feminine programming my mum tried
to hammer into me. The downside however is, I never got to learn how to interact with women
beyond friendship or fellowship.
I’m a fairly good looking guy from a family of very handsome men (unfortunately got my mother’s
height) so growing up, I never had problems attracting women. I didn’t understand this at the time,
but my complete focus on ministry and studies, coupled with my parent’s reputation within our state
(always wanted to be like my dad) attracted even more of them, especially the naughtier girls I went
to high school with. My principle has always been no premarital sex, no relationship till I was ready
to get married — yes, that’s straight from my mother’s indoctrination.
I’ve been out of university for a few years, own my own place and progressing incredibly quick in
my career and ministry but unable to find a wife as of yet. I should also mention that my church is a
quite mature one, the average age is 40. The few women my age are married, so I’ll need to find
someone outside of church.
Enter the Red pill
I stumbled upon the red pill after hilariously trying and failing at some Christian dating websites
which shook me to my core. I couldn’t believe these “Christian” women were no different from the
‘naughty’ girls I grew up with. However, I had a major problem with the ‘sin’ oriented approach a lot
of RP content takes (premarital sex, bedding married women etc). I did agree with a lot of what RP
believes about the nature of women. I do a lot of counselling as part of my pastoral duties and boy,
I’ve heard some stuff.
Thankfully, I found RPChristians just as I was about to give up and possibly forgo marriage
altogether. I’ve tried discussing with some fellow pastors who are friends and mentors, but no dice,
all BP to the core. One of them hilariously told me to consider a ‘reformed’ single mom of 2 in his
congregation. My dad’s very old fashioned and keeps trying to peddle me off to any one of his
friend’s daughters.
My Questions
How do I find decent Christian women as a pastor in an ‘older church’? (Can’t really go
searching in other churches due to my pastoral duties)
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How do I get over my asexual conditioning when it comes to dealing with women IRL? Again,
I have no problem attracting women, just everything else :/
Happy to provide any clarifications. Thanks!
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Addressing the Blue Pill Hate: Objectifying Women, 1 Peter 3
14 upvotes | February 20, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
While not is common as the accusation of manipulation, I have seen a consistent pacing of comments
from new guys and objectors on other forums attacking this sub - and really any man who thinks that
a woman's looks should be at all important.
"You're objectifying women," they say. "Women aren't just sex toys for you to ogle over all day."
You get the gist.
The big bazooka that always gets pulled out and aimed our way is 1 Peter 3:3-4. Fortunately, it's
filled with duds. To the unsuspecting man, he may still get hit by the shell and get hurt, but if you're
paying attention and step aside, there's no explosion. It just falls flat.
1 PETER 3:3-4
What They Say
Let's look at the text of the passage itself, just to get started.
Your beauty should not come from outward adornment, such as elaborate hairstyles and the
wearing of gold jewelry or fine clothes. Rather, it should be that of your inner self, the
unfading beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit, which is of great worth in God’s sight.
Very cool stuff there! But you can see how easily the blue pill church can misuse this passage, right?
"Women shouldn't have to dress up and do their hair to look good. We should love them just as
they are."
"Men shouldn't evaluate a woman by her looks, but by her character."
"Women, your heart is all that should matter. God can see that. If the man you want can't see
that, then he doesn't see you the way God does, and you shouldn't want an ungodly man
anyway."
"If a man won't date a girl because she's not 'hot enough' for him, he's sinning and violating 1
Peter 3. He should only be evaluating her 'inner self.'"
I have heard all of these statements before, some word-for-word. And from a cursory reading of just
those verses, this makes sense, right?
What the Bible Says
Remember those 7 basics on the sidebar? Bible study is one of them. Let's loosely follow the
structure I laid out in the 302 post.
Background
Let's start by adding some context. Peter opens chapter 1 by praising God and calling all believers to
live holy lives. He quotes: "Be holy because I am holy," emphasizing that we are to be a reflection of
God's character to the world. He suggests that the evidence of this is that we "love one another
deeply, from the heart," akin to Jesus' command in John 13:34-35.
In chapter 2 he explains that sin is a barrier to our holiness. He says that Jesus died for us to give us a
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purposes - that we would be building something with our lives. That "something" is God's Kingdom,
but sin can get in our way from doing what we were designed to do, so we should "abstain from
sinful desires, which war against your soul." He says the way we withstand the oppression of that war
is to our credit. He uses the example of slaves and says to "submit yourselves to your masters, not
only to those who are good and considerate, but also to those who are harsh" because this is how
they will be commended by God.
Chapter 3 then opens with a compulsion for wives to submit to their husbands, even unbelieving ones
- just as slaves must submit to their masters, even unbelieving ones. He gives the above quote about
inner beauty and says this is how unbelieving husbands can be won over - by adopting the character
of the godly women of the past. He also says that husbands should be considerate of their wives and
respect the fact that they are the "weaker vessel" and co-heirs with us. He goes on to say that the
world can be oppressive toward us, but that we must repay their evil with our good and that if we are
going to be persecuted either way, "it is better, if it is God’s will, to suffer for doing good than for
doing evil."
In Chapter 4 he talks about the ways the church will be persecuted by the world and suffer for Christ.
Then in Chapter 5 he commissions the elders of the church to live as models for others to follow - not
because they have to, but because they want to. That is, that their ministry should flow from the
desire of their heart and not mere external obedience.
Observation
There are countless observations I can draw from the background and the text of the passage itself.
Here are a few.
Contextual Observations
Peter's big theme throughout the entire book is communicating the value of suffering.
He uses three key examples of commendation in the midst of suffering: (1) slaves and masters,
(2) husbands and wives, and (3) Christ's suffering under worldly authorities.
The suffering is always commended when done from a right heart and not merely out of rote
obedience. The suffering has no value if it is deserved because of our disobedience.
Passage Observations on 3:3-4
Peter makes no reference to how a man ought to evaluate a woman.
His only reference to the inner v. outer beauty is focused on the woman's attitude.
The context of the woman having such an attitude is while she endures hardship, such as from
an unbelieving husband.
The stated goal in a woman's expression of internal beauty over external beauty is to win the
spirit of an unbelieving spouse or to find worth in God's sight.
There is no statement of whether or not other expressions of beauty might be useful for
different end-goals.
He does not say that women shouldn't wear jewelry or do up their hair; nor does he say that
these things aren't beautiful; he only says that this should not be the source of their beauty.
The "source" of a woman's beauty, or in Peter's terms: where it "comes from" is to be her inner
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self.
A gentle and quiet spirit that submits to even an unbelieving husband is what he suggests is a
sign of a woman's beauty and is valuable in God's sight.
Interpretation
To address the issue often raised by those who cite this passage: Peter is not saying that men should
only look at a woman's internal beauty. He is saying that women in difficult and potentially
oppressive situations can find solace in the way God values their inner beauty in the midst of their
hardship.
This is evidenced by the fact that wives are lumped in a trio with slaves having oppressive masters
and Jesus being oppressed by worldly authorities. We also see this in the character traits used to
define inner beauty. He doesn't list the fruit of the spirit from Galatians or the aspects of love from 1
Cor. 13. He says specifically: "A gentle and quiet spirit." These are the two things that would be most
effective at keeping her from being harmed by an oppressive unbelieving husband and also to win his
favor. It seems clear enough that Peter has isolated these two aspects of "inner beauty" not because
they form an exhaustive list, but because he's addressing a specific issue in a specific context that
leads to the greater theme that he is attempting to convey throughout this book.
It would seem grossly inappropriate to extend the context of this passage to say that every woman in
every situation should abandon all thoughts of external beauty and only focus on her internal
character, just as it would be absurd to argue that a "gentle and quiet spirit" are the only possible
signs of "inner beauty." This also wouldn't be consistent with other passages that encourage us to take
care of our bodies as God's temples, or to discipline our bodies and not give way to laziness or
gluttony - which are also things that affect a woman's internal beauty.
Application
What are we to do with this? As men, relatively nothing. These verses are intended for women, so our
best application of these limited verses is to (1) teach them to our daughters and other women who
may one day find themselves in a difficult marriage, (2) notice and appreciate women who express
these qualities despite the difficulty of their marriages, and (3) as we are to reflect Christ to others,
we can communicate to women who embody these traits in this context the value that God has for
their inner beauty.
Beyond that, we should not take as an application that men must re-evaluate every God-given
impulse to appreciate the external features of a woman's beauty as well. That conclusion simply isn't
in the passage.
THE REAL ISSUE: OBJECTIFICATION
A Nebulous Accusation Without Meaning
Now that we know what the Bible really says - within its own given context - let's turn to the real
object of the ridicule: alleged objectification.
Let me start by saying that words have meaning. What does it mean to "objectify" a woman? The
dictionary has an answer: "Degrade to the status of a mere object." Presumably a "mere object" is a
thing without sentient thought or feelings. In short, "objectification of women" could be understood
as the practice of treating women as if they don't have thoughts or feelings, and therefore we only
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view them through the lens of how they may exist to benefit us without regard to their will in the
matter.
I want to be clear that this is different from devaluing one's thoughts or feelings. Someone with an
antisocial personality disorder doesn't objectify everyone he meets. He recognizes that they are
sentient with thoughts and feelings. He just doesn't care. Other's thoughts and feelings don't hold any
value to him. His own thoughts and feelings matter so much that there's no room for consideration of
anyone else's.
Most people who accuse us of objectifying women don't even know what they mean by
objectification. They hear catch-phrases like, "She's just a sex object to you," and see that the word
"object" is in there and relate it to objectification. They then develop this misimpression that we all
have gender-selective antisocial personality disorders, as if we're too self-centered to recognize that
women are real people too.
How We View Women
We love women. In fact, the problem with most guys here isn't that they love women too little, but
that they love women too much! Loving anything too much can be destructive to your health and
relationships. Our goal is not to devalue women; it's to devalue the dependence that men have on the
validation-seeking relationship they have with women.
Simply put, I love my wife. She loves me. Biblically, she is not my highest goal in life. I have higher
purposes than her, and I will set her aside for the sake of my mission from God every time, if they
ever conflict. This is what attracts her to me. Her feelings in the relationship are honored - not despite
the fact that I have higher priorities than her, but because I do.
Why? Because she's my helper. The fact that I have a purpose higher than her gives her something to
do - a role to fulfill, a purpose to live out, and a place to belong: at my side. God created her to long
for this place in life and it would be grossly inconsiderate of her feelings if I were to ignore her Godgiven longings and role in life simply to fulfill my own culturally conditioned philosophies of what a
relationship should look like, right?
By recognizing the role God has given women and encouraging men to develop their marriages so
that their wives can live within God's intended design for them, we are doing a great service for
woman-kind. It is a service that ungodly women despise, but from God's perspective they're actually
the ones doing the disservice to women by encouraging them to live outside the scope of their
intended design.
I love my wife because of the way she helps me - the way she fulfills what god designed her to do.
And she loves me not merely because of the way I live in my role, but because of the way I invite her
to partake in hers as well. It's one thing for a man to live out his mission and it's an entirely other
thing for him to invite his wife along to help him. This sub proclaims the latter, not the former, and
that is why we value the role God has given women.
Does this mean I don't want to have sex with her? Of course not. Why wouldn't I want to have sex
with my wife? After all, sexual oneness is one of the roles God has assigned to both spouses for each
other. Let's live in that role too - and when it is broken, let's figure out how to fix it. This isn't
objectification. It's common sense.
The Objector Point of View
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But the objectors often reject common sense ...
The secular crowd uses the word "autist" from time to time. I used to think it was an insult. For some,
I'm sure it was. But for many, they were trying to draw a parallel to show the incongruity in the way
he processed the information that he was reading on an RP forum. He might read a post on employing
kino, then before hitting the gym and right after an argument where his wife threatens divorce, he's
trying to grab her boobs to "apply what I just learned." There is simply no common sense to this type
of approach. You can't read one post at the exclusion of all of the other content, which is why we see
the constant refrain: "sidebar and lift." This displays a clear dysfunction in how their brain is
processing the information they're reading because they cannot translate it into reality or apply it to
interpersonal relationships.
Unfortunately, this is the same way many objectors reach the conclusion that we objectify women.
They read an isolated post that discusses sexuality within marriage and assume: "They only care
about their wives to get sex out of them!" Right. And if I read an article in the NY Times about a
political race, I'd be right to accuse them of only caring about politics and nothing else, right? Of
course not. I have to take that one article in the context of everything else they write about - sports,
entertainment, economics, science, etc.
More to the point: they assume that because one post talks about women one way, that this is the only
way we view women and that all interactions are filtered through that one lens. this is simply absurd.
We are all real people. While it may not be true of everyone, I at least know that our mods (and soon
to be endorsed contributors) employ common sense. Common sense - especially for the Christian dictates that when someone genuinely needs help, you help them. Just because we teach men to be
comfortable saying "no" to their wives doesn't mean they must always say no to every inclination of
need for help she may ever have. Or when someone genuinely mourns, you mourn with them or
comfort them. Just because we suggest some strategy like AA or AM in one context doesn't mean
you start making jokes when your wife's mother dies.
I'd say, "Give us some credit," but if they did that, our objectors wouldn't be able to build all those
straw men the love making out with.
To all objectors: Actually read our sidebar before coming to conclusions, and recognize that we have
common sense just like everyone else - and check in the comments how we respond when someone
lacks common sense.
APPLICATION
Always study your Bible. Don't just take verses out of context and be duped by the one
peddling them.
Love your wife for the ways she lives out the role God gave her. One such role is sexual. Love
having sex with her. Another such role is to join and assist you on your mission. Invite her to
do just that. Don't merely live your mission independent of her, or assume that her "help" is by
taking care of the other things so you can go off and do it on your own.
Have common sense in the way you apply what you learn, and recognize that we all have
common sense too. If you're curious how a post jives with common sense, don't start applying it
in idiotic ways. Ask for clarification. After all, that's the "common sense" thing to do, right?
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Aristotelian Categories: Essentials, Accidents, and Alphas
14 upvotes | February 14, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
# Aristotelian Categories: Essentials, Accidents, and Alphas


>> "Aristotle made a distinction between the essential and accidental properties of a thing. For
example, a chair can be made of wood or metal, but this is accidental to its being a chair: that is, it is
still a chair regardless of the material from which it is made. To put this in technical terms, an
accident is a property which has no necessary connection to the essence of the thing being described.

>> To take another example, all bachelors are unmarried: this is a necessary or essential property of
what it means to be a bachelor. A particular bachelor may have brown hair, but this would be a
property particular to that individual, and with respect to his bachelorhood it would be an accidental
property. And this distinction is independent of experimental verification: even if for some reason all
the unmarried men with non-brown hair were killed, and every single existent bachelor had brown
hair, the property of having brown hair would still be accidental, since it would still be logically
possible for a bachelor to have hair of another color." [Wikipedia](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accident_(philosophy))


**Alpha** is an *essential* whereas many aspects of an Alpha are *accidents* or *properties*. To
consider every possible property of an Alpha is an impossible task; Alphas can be black or white,
blonde or brunette, tan or pale, silent or extroverted, the list goes on. Ultimately Women are far less
concerned about the properties of an alpha than we tend to be. Why? Because they do not identify a
man as an alpha.

Imagine you wanted to get a dog. Would it make sense to get excited about the first critter you find
with four legs? Of course not, you could end up with a sheep or any other number of animals. Even a
critter with four legs, sharp teeth, and a long tongue shouldn't get us too excited because reptiles and
many other animals qualify. So what do you do? You identify from the negative, you look for
anything that would disqualify the critter from being a dog as that is a far more efficient way of
identifying something.

It has scales? Not a dog. Eight legs? Not a dog. Poison bite? Not a dog. Etc.

## "Be alpha, don't be beta"

Perhaps one of the most important of RP fundamentals is the phrase, "be attractive, don't be
unattractive." In the balance, unattractive traits are "heavier" and weigh more than attractive traits.
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Being handsome and well dressed don't mean much if you smell terrible or eat your boogers. Even
though it is far easier to stop smelling bad or stop eating your boogers than it is to be handsome or
well dressed, those unattractive traits can easily spoil whatever gains were made in terms of being
attractive. In fact, it would be better to be absent of both attractive and unattractive qualities than to
have too many unattractive ones. This is why the first area of focus for most men needs to be a
ruthless focus on eliminating unattractive qualities.

This logic could be extended to "be alpha, don't be beta". No matter how alpha you appear to be,
exhibiting beta behaviors can quickly undermine you. In fact, a man with no obvious alpha qualities
but no apparent beta qualities is likely to receive the benefit of the doubt and be perceived as more
alpha than he really is, merely by not tripping himself up.

## Focus on the Essentials

Not all alpha or beta behaviors are created equal. An alpha can be lazy and unmotivated in such a
way that it demonstrates IDGAF attitude and still comes off as alpha, whereas a lazy beta will be
scorned by men and women alike. This is because alphas is an essential, laziness is merely a
property.

The main focus must be on becoming the essential of alpha, not just learning how to behave like an
alpha. You can train a goat to act much like a dog, but no matter how dog-like it behaves, it will
never be a dog.

The first and primary batter to win is your own mind and self-perception. Fake it until you make it
works, to a point, but unless you internalize the essence of alpha, all you can hope to aspire to is a
beta trained to behave like an alpha.

Fortunately, we aren't talking about goats or dogs, but an internal state of the mind. So how does one
change their internal "essential" state? You must fight to rule your spirit. Perhaps the most succinct
definition of a a beta is: "a man who lacks control over his spirit". His emotional state is determined
by outside forces. His motivating ebs and flows based on circumstances beyond his control.
Everything else is exerting influence over his spirit; his spirit controls nothing.

>> "Whoever is slow to anger is better than the mighty, and he who rules his spirit than he who takes
a city." - Proverb 16:32

The man who rules over his spirit, who takes dominion over the internal workings of his God given
mind and body, has accomplished more than the man who conquered a city. Self-control is rare. So
rare that it is largely supernatural, a fruit of the spirit.

What is the essence of Alpha? Self-control. Self-possession. Self ruler-ship. Self-ownership.
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Ultimately every beta behavior that women find repugnant is a behavior that clearly demonstrates a
lack of self ruler-ship. Text or call her constantly? Get upset at her tests? Choreplay? She sees you do
not rule your spirit, your emotions, or your mission. Amused mastery, kino, outcome independence,
etc. all demonstrate self-possession and independence from external influences.

Women want men to rule their spirit and have self control It turns them on. She will not submit to a
man who's spirit has not been brought into submission to his will. Ultimately, a man who cannot well
rule himself cannot well rule a woman.
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What is the Christian RP Advice to a Wife for Getting Her
Husband to Change?
14 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
Here on r/RPChristians, while we welcome both men and women to post and comment, we are still
mostly geared towards men because that’s how secular RP forums are structured and that’s where our
practical knowledge base originates. There is almost no info out there, however, for giving good
advice to a wife who wants her husband to change. Let's face it, there are many women out there
with husbands who are lazy schlubs.

Now we’re not talking about a man who is just falling short in a few areas. We're talking about
husbands who:

• Are fat and out of shape
• Have not taken leadership in the area of family finances
• Have their family living in one of their parents’ houses because they can’t afford to move out on
their own
• Are making minimum effort to improve their financial situation or are content with a bad situation
• Have undisciplined kids, and basically leave direction and discipline to their wives
• Come home and play video games for hours on end
• Are addicted to drugs and alcohol
• Are emotionally immature and yell and get into fights when the wife attempts to confront them
• Retreat into their own little world and don’t help with anything around the house
• Don’t spend time with their families

These wives would love for their husbands to step up and lead the family, get in shape, lead in the
bedroom and take the helm of his family’s spiritual life, but he refuses to do so. The only info I’ve
seen, other than the RPWives sub (which I have spent almost no time on), is a few comments by
u/jacktenofhearts addressing this. All of them basically involve the wife issuing a direct ultimatum
that he either change, or they’re done and she’s getting a divorce. Moving out to give him time to
think and realize the gravity of the situation is also part of this strategy. Obviously, while this may
work, this is anything but Christ-like.

But on the other side of the advice spectrum, the usual Christian advice to wives is something similar
to this:

You must go to God and tell Him that you are choosing to forgive your husband and start
over. Give it to God. You won’t feel like forgiving him, and once you extend forgiveness
you will still have the emotional pain. So tell Him “Lord, I am choosing right now to
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forgive my husband for all the hurt and pain he has caused me, and I’m starting over fresh
today. I give it to You, and I know I don’t FEEL like I’ve forgiven him. Please help me deal
with the emotional part of it by changing my heart and taking away the hurt and pain so I
can feel love for my husband again.” God is faithful – HE WILL DO IT if you ask.

Then, start supporting your husband daily in a positive way, with words of affirmation and a
kind, gentle spirit. Ask God to help you love your husband again, and take every
opportunity to encourage him in what he does. Stop questioning his decisions and just go
with whatever he decides. To be clear, there will be things he will do that you won’t agree
with. DON’T SAY ANYTHING. Just give it to God and let Him deal with your husband.
You see, God won’t deal directly with your husband if you’re constantly standing in the
way. So step aside and see what God does. Resist the urge to say anything negative at all.
Resist the urge to give direction to your husband.

Remember 1 Peter 3:1-4 at all times:

Likewise, wives, be subject to your own husbands, so that even if some do not obey the
word, they may be won without a word by the conduct of their wives, 2 when they see your
respectful and pure conduct. 3 Do not let your adorning be external—the braiding of hair
and the putting on of gold jewelry, or the clothing you wear— 4 but let your adorning be the
hidden person of the heart with the imperishable beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit, which in
God's sight is very precious.

You’re not responsible for your family’s success – ultimately, that responsibility lies with
your husband, and God WILL hold him accountable for its success or failure. Be “the wind
beneath his wings” and speak those words of faith and affirmation. Tell your husband you
believe in him, even (especially) when you don’t. Faith means you must believe it BEFORE
you will see it. So have faith in God, and have faith in God’s plan for your husband. God
can do what you cannot. Let Him.

Above all, don’t go to your husband and tell him any of this. Go to God and tell Him
whatever you need to. Just begin to change without saying anything. Believe me when I say
your husband may not appear to notice, but he will. And above all, work on yourself and be
in prayer constantly for God to change your situation.

Now this is good, godly advice. But it also leaves the woman thinking “Wait, I thought RP was all
about taking control of your life and making changes. But you’re basically telling ME (a woman) that
all I can do is pray, work on myself and wait on God? Isn’t there ANYTHING I can actively do in the
meantime?
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So I’m posting this to ask for your suggestions: what can a wife do if her husband is not measuring
up, other than pray, work on herself and wait on God? What advice would you give her in general –

Proper mindset? What verses would you recommend to women in these types of situations?
What do you wish your wife was praying for you?

Since the Bible speaks of women winning their husbands over through silent behavior, when
and how do you want your wife to speak up? How can she present opinions and concerns in a
way that makes you more receptive?

a) How should she handle her career and that dynamic, especially if she’s somewhat successful
compared to him? How should she respond if she senses that her husband resents her?
b) How can she have faith in a husband who isn’t measuring up? We say that you have to
believe it before you see it, but what does this look like in this kind of a difficult situation?
How can she show faith in him when she is struggling to have faith in him?

For men who are depressed or feeling inadequate, etc.

a) How can a wife encourage him to seek needed help? Do you recommend counseling as a
good option? Why or why not? And if you say yes to counseling, should that be handled by
someone in the church, or is a professional counselor the way to go? Can personal therapy for
her be helpful, or do you think it is harmful? Why or why not?
b) How can she get past the resentment and hurt and start to undo the emotional damage? How
can she show she supports him when she has valid concerns about decisions he has made/is
making?

What if he’s verbally abusive, stubborn, or otherwise difficult to live with? How can she
continue to encourage and uplift him when she is hurt by his conduct?

How can she influence him to give her attention in the way she needs it? How can she present
her needs in a way that doesn’t make him defensive?
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In addition:
• Are there posts or comments that you think would be helpful?
• Are there other things to be considered here that have not been mentioned?
• Are there other questions here that need to be asked?

Thank you.
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Discussion: What are the consequences of a woman's sexual
past after repentance?
14 upvotes | January 2, 2019 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
We just had a post "Is overlooking a female's sexual past foolish?" and commenters offered their
insights and perspectives.
One of the things that came up was the importance of repentance.
How true!
u/g_e_m_anscombe wrote:
N-count after conversion is more telling than total N-count. Repentance matters. Also,
regardless of gender, it’s a good idea to give someone a few years to demonstrate character
and to learn how to relate to members of the opposite gender properly if they have been
through a promiscuous period.
[If a woman's N count is climbing after conversion, that is telling. But that's another topic for another
time.]
GEM was responding to u/OsmiumZulu who wrote, in part:
Does it matter? Yes. Does it matter even half as much as the majority of the Manosphere
makes it out to be? No.
There are so many factors involved here there is no clear cut answer.
Age: An 18 y/o with an n-count of 10 is a much bigger red flag than a 30 y/o with the same
number.
Attitude: a hot woman with an n-count (who could easily rack up more) and is repentant
about it is vastly different than the post-wall woman who is looking for bb to get off the cc
with.
I want to use these two comments as a jumping off point to discuss the following:
What, if any, are the consequences of a woman's sexual past after repentance?
OZ and GEM touched on N count and age and character, N count and how a woman acts after
conversion, etc.
Others (including myself and OZ) have talked about how, while a woman's N count / body count is
important to weigh in one's decision to date/marry her, there are many more additional factors to
consider, some far more important such as her walk with the Lord.
But for this discussion, I'm interested in hearing this community's opinion on whether the
consequences of a woman's past is "wiped away" once she sincerely repents?
For example, if a woman had sex with "x" number of men, do you think every consequence of her
sexual sin is removed once she repents and experiences conversion/is saved/becomes a new creation
in Christ?
If she contracted a sexual disease and that condition prevents or makes getting pregnant and carrying
that child to term difficult, is that gone?
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Is her pair bonding ability fully restored, as if she had never had sex?
Is any "alpha widowhood" (to whatever degree) removed so that she no longer wrestles with thoughts
of previous lovers?
Is any and all negative effects from sexual activities gone, as if she were a virgin/never engaged in
any form of sexual activity?
I think u/Red-Curious has talked a time or two about the effect of a spiritual marriage that is created
when one engages in sex. What negative effects, if any, are there when one takes that into their next
relationship and marries another, and are those negative effects removed upon repentance?
I ask these question to get this conversation started and seeing where it goes.
Now, if there are real, negative effects from engaging in pre-marital sex, and if they accumulate as
one racks up more and more sexual partners, then it stands to reason that a man is taking on
increasingly significant risks in his marriage since a woman having higher numbers of sexual partners
are correlated with greater likelihood of divorce, depression, less happiness and addictive behaviors,
etc. Moreover, some have noted personality issues and other effects on some women.
If conversion/repentance erases all this, then all one needs to do is look for a genuinely repentant
woman.
If it doesn't, then while one can gain insight into other things as evidenced by her behavior after
conversion, it still means a man is taking on a (much?) heavier load imposed by previous lovers on
the woman he is now with, and should be ready to deal with any consequences of those effects.
To try and help keep this on track (haha good luck with that, I'm sure :) we've already discussed other
aspects of this.
For instance, as I've written before, whether one should date and marry a non-virgin (even a higher N
count woman) is dependent on many factors.
You can paint a picture of a virgin woman (truly sexually pure, no sexual activity of any kind before
marriage) who isn't "all that" and has sexual hang ups she brings into marriage, verses a woman with
a few partners who has almost all of the things you're looking for, and would turn out to be a great
wife and help mate and more. In that example, you may be better off marrying the non-virgin.
And, of course, you can have the opposite, with a godly virgin woman who has kept herself pure and
is a good woman who would make a fantastic wife and mom verses the former slut who sincerely
repented but brings a lot of baggage into the relationship and almost all kinds of examples in
between.
I know some are going to get a little emotional about this, especially if one's wife or loved ones or
even yourself (for any women with a higher N count reading this), but let's talk about this from (as
much as possible) an unbiased view and offer constructive criticism and advice.
As an example, in some of the studies, a woman with 16+ sexual partners correlated with an 80%+
likelihood of divorce. While that is astonishingly high, that still left about 20% of women who didn't.
Which makes me wonder, OK, what were those 20% doing that kept their marriages going? (and
don't say their husbands lol—although that might be true) :) Maybe these women experience all or
many of the negative effects but fought on anyway. Maybe they had very little of them and it wasn't
really an issue.
There's likely all kinds of additional factors going on. We simply know that, from a variety of studies,
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that N counts higher than one before marriage can have (and often does) serious negative effects for
many women.
Also, for the sake of this argument, let's include the sanctification and spiritual maturity that takes
place as one continues to walk with God and not simply the one time conversion experience.
So to ask again as I wrap up this post, what role and to what degree do you think repentance plays
(and ones continued walk with the Lord) in removing these negative effects (such as incurable STDs,
lack of pair bonding, alpha widowhood, etc), if any?
Or asked, differently, do you think a woman with "x" number of sexual partners will still carry
negative effects from her sexual actions into her marriage even though she has sincerely repented and
walking close with God?
Once you have your answer to that, it should help clarify things and make any decisions in this regard
a little easier.
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Is overlooking a female's sexual past foolish?
14 upvotes | January 2, 2019 | by Underdog891 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey everyone, I'm back with another relationship post (I promise these will stop soon). First, I wanna
thank each and every one of you that replied to my last post. I consider you all a blessing... here's my
latest question..does overlooking a partner's sexual past make a man foolish?

1. Between MGTOW, secular RP, and even Dalrock, there's this idea that men who marry a girl
with an n-count essentially get a raw deal. From what I've read on here and through studies, a
female having two or more sexual partners has a very high chance of divorce. Article:
https://www.livescience.com/55104-sex-partners-and-divorce.html
2. 1 Timothy 5:12 says to treat older women as mothers, and younger women as sisters. Yet, when
I read secular RP, MGTOW, Dalrock etc., a lot of the professing christian women treated
Christian men who respected them as their BB and were sleeping with the alpha on the side.
The Christian guy never found out and some of these relationships supposedly lead to marriage.
How does a Christian man know he isn't being played like this during the dating process?
3. I know a lot of women in the church that have a pretty extensive sexual past (more than you
would think), and/or are single mothers. Is it a bad idea to get involved with these women if
they are truly repentant? I don't really care about n-count as much as it seems in my posts, it
just seems like a stupid idea to overlook clear research that says "your marriage has a high
chance of failing because of your gfs past."
I guess one option is to find a virgin, but like I just said, I don't care enough to really ask if a girl is a
virgin or not, I just want to know if she's walking with Christ. I'd rather have Rahab from the OT
(who could be interpreted as a former prostitute) as a wife vs. the vast majority of "casual christian"
women who just listen to Hillsong (i'm sorry lol) and don't even read their bibles, w/ no desire to get
closer to God and serve him.
PLUS, what does "virgin" even mean to her? I mean, the most obvious thing is a girl could just
lie, especially due to the stigma in the church of having and (gasp) enjoying sex, and the shame that
could come from being considered "impure." The second thing is she could have her own version of
the world's "it didn't count" thing. She could have sucked off 100 guys, done anal threesomes etc. and
you might never know, even if she didn't have PIV sex. How would I ever get the truth? Most women
are extremely guarded on sexual topics and can lie with a straight face. You never really know
anyone except God I guess, but God isn't trying to harm you in any way, whereas a lying, cheating
"Christian" woman could fool you (and even herself) into thinking she cares about the things of God,
just long enough for her to take most of your assets.
Look, lastly, I get that none of this will matter once we meet Jesus. As hard as it is for me to
admit, even if I got played in this life, my wife had been with 1000 guys before me when she said 10,
did everything with them and only popped out 2 kids with me out of panic, cheated on me during
marriage, took 90% of my assets, got full custody of the kids, I got laughed out of divorce court with
letters from the judge telling me I was a loser, and she had a new guy every night on my dime (and
sent pictures), and I was sent to prison due to not paying child support, ultimately, vengeance is the
Lord's and 1000 years from now, most of this life will be like a distant memory in comparison. She
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would have to answer to God for her crimes, and might end up in hell if she didn't repent in that
scenario.

I now get that my mission before having a wife is to glorify God, and my mission after having a
wife (regardless of whether the marriage lasts) is ultimately to glorify God. No female alone will
satisfy me like a close relationship with God, and I already have everything I need to be "complete in
God." I am already happy, healthy, content, and ready to serve with or without a wife, but if I do get
one, she would only be a helper on my mission that was established before her. I get it, and yet these
types of issues still bother me. Please help me again guys. And please share your secrets if you've had
a successful marriage.
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Any Catholics here?
14 upvotes | December 21, 2018 | by AudaxVir | Link | Reddit Link
I'm fairly new to Red Pill. I've been spending most of my time on MRP, but I was curious if there are
any other Catholics over here in RPC. Catholic understanding of sexual morality is rather particular
and provides some extra hurdles to overcome. I'd love to talk with anyone who has a little more
experience being Red Pill and Catholic.
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Do Looks Matter – The Maroon Pill and The Apex Alpha
Predator…
14 upvotes | December 11, 2018 | by BobbyMckee | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.thefamouspeople.com/profiles/images/nick-bateman-1.jpg
TLDR: The black pill at it’s best talks about genetic determinism or looks and these are very
important. The power dynamic between men and women is always best when women look up to their
men and feel like they are better than them (hypergamy) – so much so, that you want a woman who is
a “heck yes” woman who will “ride and die” with you, convincing a woman you are good enough
will likely lead to long term failure. Social media and feminism have inflated women’s egos so much
that every woman now believes her SMV is 2-3 points higher than it actually is. The reality is all the
likes she gets on social media are just attempts for males to get sex from her rather than actually give
her a satisfying relationship (with 500 likes, I should get man who will do everything for me – rather
than, they just want to have sex with me). The Apex Alpha Predator experiment proves this, where
you use a fake male model tinder profile to watch women do anything and everything to get with this
male regardless of any of the red pill game / tactics you may learn. The Maroon Pill realizes that
looks are critical to a males success and the true reality is that the relationship dynamic between men
and women is always best when there is a large perceived SMV gap between the male and female.
You should only enter into a LTR with a woman who says “heck yes” (surely this isn’t the only
vetting criteria, but it’s an essential one).
You’ve been lied to. Looks matter. They matter so much that they may be as important as any
element in your ability to attract a woman. Let’s break this down.
I stumbled onto something called the black pill, now before you hang up the phone and tune out, let
me say this – I don’t recommend anyone follow or read a lot of black pill material. I could summarize
the black pill as this, in it’s best it’s saying that there is some genetic determinism (i.e. the classic
nurture vs nature argument) and at it’s worst it says you are hopeless and have no chance with
women. Is it true? Well, like all things there are elements of truth to it.
Let me start out by laying the landscape of dating. The modern woman has greatly benefited from the
toil of generations of men (this post is written for men, surely our female readers would say the same
for men, which I wouldn’t deny). However, men have fought wars, made government, built
infrastructure including roads, buildings, invented machines to make life easier, designed cars. Now a
feminist may say that men haven’t done all these things, but literally they have. Men have largely
done all of the things on this list. Now there has always been this useful power dynamic between men
and women. There are stories of how the unknown maiden is swept off her feet by the prince. There
is the king that marries the young woman. Look at many classic stories, they follow this power
dynamic. There was a recent film that was a huge success called “Crazy Rich Asians”, guess what the
story had – rich guy with huge SMV advantage attracts young woman into his world. That’s also 50
Shades of Grey. You will find that all the most successful male female relationship movies follow a
dynamic like this? Why? Because many of the red pill things you learn about are true – women want
to be lead, taken into a powerful man’s frame, they like to feel intimidated by a man and they get off
on competition anxiety especially when they win the attention of that apex alpha male.
I’ve listened to many of the red pill podcasts and they rightfully recommend that you want a “heck
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yes” woman (I will use that instead of “hell” for this post). You want a woman who really desires you
and says “heck yes” when you ask her to do things. This again is that power balance, when a woman
truly adores her man and looks up to him she will stay with him. There was a very interesting article
written on The Red Pill about how women use hypergamy to be monogamous – and how you should
never forgive a cheating female. Why? Because women desire one man at a time – the best male they
think they can get. That’s why they want commitment (of that best male). However, if they get bored
and cheat – the flip has switched, they now believe they don’t have the best male they can get. There
was a joke in a Seinfeld episode that this great woman had settled on a man that wasn’t good enough.
It’s the ultimate putdown for a woman, settling… well, the second she cheats, you are no longer the
best she can get and she wants something else. Think about women like Jacqueline Onassis who was
married to JFK. He cheated up a storm but she always wanted him and stayed with him, because she
was his alpha – she was the one she wanted most. Women truly don’t mind sharing the apex alpha.
They prefer sharing that guy than obtaining a lame beta. Men on the other hand are different. A
cheating male can be forgiven (I mean by the woman) because he’s just trying to get his rocks off.
It’s his sexual strategy to have sex with wide ranges of women – remember Hugh Grant (a movie
star) hooking up with a random unattractive prostitute while dating Elizabeth Hurley (a dropdead
gorgeous woman)… men just want sex.
So I’ve said two things: Women are best attracted to men that are much superior to them in SMV and
men are best with women who really desire them, who think, “heck yes!”. Well, now let’s talk about
the modern dating world.
Social media and tinder have unlocked hypergamy. Every woman with a pair of breasts can now get
hundreds if not thousands of followers (beta orbiters). I have to start using SMV values 1-10 because
it’s the only way to communicate these ideas (I don’t like the scale personally). Yet, every 6 can now
garner so much attention, praise, and orbiters that she thinks she is an 8. Every 7 can think she is a 9.
Yes, 4s and 5s think they are 6s and 7s. Let’s pause here and ask why men give women so much
attention – either they want to just enjoy looking at them or they actually think they may have sex
with these women. Regardless, most men following or liking women on social media are simply after
sex. Now the woman probably thinks, I have so many men liking me and matching with me, they will
all be good suitors and want to be in relationships with me. I have so much choice! And they match
with that alpha male who is a 9, but he just “pumps and dumps” – like many of the other guys who
are so much higher in SMV… why? Because that 9 guy has literally hundreds of girls to choose from
– so the chances of him locking down all these women is zero because polygamy in LTRs isn’t a
reality. This is why you go on dating apps and see all these 7s and 8s that are still single and childless
but gorgeous. They think they are 9s and deserve a 10 male. A male that is rich, fit, gorgeous, earns
more than her, is socially better than her, etc.
The reality is that the inflated egos of these women are not able to be satisfied. At least not like social
media can validate and satisfy her. As one reply said in another thread, she is married to Instagram.
So what does this have to do with the black pill? I stumbled onto this tinder experiment where these
black piller combat the idea that looks don’t matter. Now the black pill is dangerous because looks
aren’t everything or the only thing – but they are right that they are critical to success. Here is a
video, it’s short but interesting:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4pmhrZkKAU
This Youtuber creates a fake dating profile of a new male model to show how to unleash female’s
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hypergamy. He uses lame pickup lames, terrible game and still gets women drooling all over him. If
you are anything less than a white male who is a 7 or above, then I think you should try this
experiment yourself. If you are a minority or less than a 7, you should really do this. Why? Because
you likely have never experienced the “heck yeah” desire that I was talking about above. A woman
needs to be (or BELIEVE she is) a good 2-3 points less than you to get this “heck yeah” desire. It
takes 5-7 minutes to set up and then it’s a few hours of enlightening entertainment with some of the
hottest women in your city.
I did just that. It’s simple. Create a new profile, you need a phone number, then crop 4-5 photos from
a white male Instagram model. I would recommend you crop photos that look like selfies, don’t do
the professionally done DSLR photos with filters – simple photos that are less professional with a
super attractive male model. Here’s what happened:
The Apex Alpha Predator Experiment:
I call this the Apex Alpha Predator experiment. You are basically seeing women through the eyes of
a guy who has all the sexual selectivity in the world. Much like the above video, I found a whole new
side of women. I personally am like a 6 or 7 and based on the environment and my income, I’d like to
think I could boost myself a little but solely looks I’m a 6 or 7. The only women who think “heck
yes” with me are 4s and 5s. Now if I worked on my game solid and did all I could, could I hit an 8?
Maybe, but not likely. Clearly being super rich, famous or an athlete throws all logic out the door and
makes 6s into 9s… but just go with the general idea here. My point is, I experienced what I never
have before – women drooling over my fake guy’s profile and being all kinds of stupid. I tried to
make this guy the most inappropriate and gameless guy I could. I used openers like, “nice bod” “you
look hot” “I don’t want serious only casual – that cool?” I used the terrible English, never asked
women one question about themselves, even opened with “sup” sometimes. As you can imagine, I
matched with some of the hottest women in my city. 3-4 messages in I told a woman, “nice breasts”
who was a older 30s woman who was an 8 or 9 – drop dead gorgeous, and she liked the message.
Literally this guy could do no wrong. One 9 who was 24 opened me with, “I want you” and offered to
come over to my apartment. One woman who was an 8 with an amazing body accused me of
something and I was short with her, she sent me a message an hour later that she dreamed she had a
first date with me and that she wanted to meet me very soon. Other girls agreed to Netflix and Chill
on a first date with only 6-7 messages and absolutely NO interest in them other than saying, “nice
bod” or “you’re hot” – “are you cool with casual”. Another woman, 24 year old 8 offered me her
number after I opened her with “nice bod”. Literally any and every opener worked and game was not
necessary. This profile matched maybe 100 times more than my own personal profile (and I didn’t
show any special photos, they were all selfies in rooms – it wasn’t like I painted some fantastic life
for this guy).
So yes, the black pill guys are right that all the things we preach about game in the red pill are viewed
under a certain lens – which is this:
The SMV gap – understanding game
If your SMV gap is believed to be 2-3 points higher than the female, that will be best because she will
look up to you and want to please you. She will dread losing you. All classic stuff. The issue is that
feminism and social media are inflating women’s egos so much that that 5s think they are 7s and 7s
think they are 9s. So if you are a 7 and are interacting with a woman on social media, she will never
truly look up to you – unless she is a 4 or 5. If she is a 7 then you will be a guy she’s settling on.
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Tucker Carlson mentions this about income in the following clip:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7UhvdOaWjI
Women are now earning more and less men can be their superior. But this is only looking at income,
now with social media (that’s a competition too – who has more social media friends / followers),
social groups, etc. There are many areas for women to “compete” with men and if they feel they are
superior they will lose attraction for these men.
The Maroon Pill:
So yes, I think that genetics play an ever so large role. I recommend you spend 5-7 min making a
fake tinder account and peering into this world if you are anything other than a white male 7+ on
SMV. It only took a few hours and honestly was entertaining to see how boneheaded and worthless I
could make this guy and still have nearly 100% positive feedback (one tip, don’t get the guy to look
so good that it seems fake, you need to pick the male models worst pictures – or use a 9 male model,
not a 10). The true female nature is to value looks as much if not more than men – the only difference
I believe is that women more see looks as a “good enough” and then start to analyze all the other
parts of game (finances, social status, intelligence, humor, etc). But the attractive male model can
have none of those, I assure you, and still have sex with most any woman he wants. A woman likely
has a looks barrier that she uses as a minimum and ONLY then does she start to assess all the other
factors. In other words, if you are a 4 or 5 of 10, you will NOT be ever attracting a 7. Why? In
today’s world the 7 thinks she’s a 9 if she uses social media. She will probably have a looks barrier of
7 and then start analyzing. She will feel dread and intimidation to a 9 or 10, basically an apex alpha
predator. Now SMVs are dynamic and men can grow in SMV with time and women can decline (and
vice versa, but men have more potential to grow in the 40s+ than women do).
The challenge for men, is what do you want to settle for. Women like to criticize men and say, “oh
you can’t get a woman, blah blah blah” if you say something bad about feminism – one of the female
readers here acused me of this. Yet the reality is, if I wanted to dip down into an SMV market of 4s,
5s, 6s – then I would have many more choices – but if I want to seek an SMV more closer to mine –
7s or even above mine, 8s – then I’m in a pickle because these women in today’s market want
everything. So it’s never as simple as, you can’t get women. Because of obesity, there are plenty of
unattractive women now – and if a man truly wanted to get an undesirable women, they are all
around. But a man seeking attractive 7s or 8s that are virtuous women (and not promiscuous, single
mothers, borderline personalities, or feminists) – this is much harder.
My simple conclusion from this experiment was that – women desire looks as much or more than
men do but it’s more of a “good enough” SMV before she begins to analyze all the other attraction
factors. Yet, the true power dynamic that women desire in their men is being destroyed by feminism
and social media. Which will lead to many divorces and many single women not feeling like they can
settle on all these men. Where have all the good men gone!?
I have no problem with the red pill and becoming the best version of yourself, in fact, it’s the only
card you can play really. However, I do think it’s better for a man to find a “heck yes” woman. And
this can only be done if your SMV highly dominates hers. This is why foreign women in poor
countries claw and fight for men who are from the US, especially if they have good looks. Being a
rich American is +2-3. Now, that 7 or 8 in South America sees the 7 American as an apex alpha. Yet
it’s probably true if you are a 4 or 5, that’s not enough to get an 8 in South America. The issue with
the red pill is that we often think if we strategize enough, get into the best possible shape, be
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confident and have a good career, that suddenly we can get any girl – the reality is, those factors will
likely only enhance your SMV by 2-3 max… so if you are a 4 and you do all of that, you will not be
getting a social media / feminist 7 – she thinks she’s a 9, and even if you did get her she will believe
she is a 9 every time she goes on social media so she will divorce you eventually.
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Benefits of marrying a FAT woman (1/3)
14 upvotes | December 9, 2018 | by WarriorJesus1915 | Link | Reddit Link
This is a 3 part series on marrying a FAT wife. Definitions to know before reading the post. FAT:
Faithful = follows diligently and applies what they learn., Available = makes time for you, Teachable
= willing to learn new things and admit when they're wrong. Conforming to God’s image (aka
adopting His frame) = sanctification process. Hard Spiritual views = salvation dependent theology
(e.g. - Christ died for our sins). Soft Spiritual views = non-salvation dependent theology (e.g. - female
pastors). Onto the Teachability aspect of FAT. . In order to be conformed to God’s image we must be
FAT to Him. Scripture shows that God finds those who are teachable more attractive than those who
by their nature question/challenge Him. We see this in Mark 10:13-16 Jesus said, “Truly, I say to
you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God like a child shall not enter it.” Teachability is one
of the marked characteristics of a child. And in Matt 13:13-17 we see the self-righteous people’s lack
of teachability. They were set in their ways and wouldn’t receive Jesus’ teachings. . We also see
God’s distaste for being challenging when Moses for challenged Him (Exodus 17, Numbers 20, &
Deut 32:51-52). Another example is when Job questioned God and God’s response was basically,
“Who are you, oh man, to question God.” Job 38:1-18. . Now, God sanctifies us to make us more
spiritually attractive (innocent) to Him - Eph 5:25-27. As we adopt His frame we adopt His hard
spiritual views. As a result, we also become more teachable and will more readily yield to His
leadership and authority. . In like manner, in considering a future wife, be sure she is FAT. In terms
of Teachability, look for a woman who willingly adopts your frame, worldviews & soft theological
views, and who will readily challenge any unwise decisions you make with a better idea. Now, it is
wise to consider your wife might have knowledge that you don’t or God may be communicating
through her. An intelligent wife is great, but quickly becomes negative when she isn’t teachable. . A
teachable woman should be ready to challenge your decisions, but humble enough to admit when she
is wrong (likewise husbands should be humble enough to admit when he is wrong too). But if it
comes down to a person’s preference, the woman should submit her view of how things should be
done to her husband’s (Eph 5:22-24). . One of the best ways to find a woman like this is to go for a
younger woman (18-24). Younger women are generally more willing to adopt your frame since their
views have not been locked in and affirmed over time. They also happen to statistically have less
baggage aka an innocence that hasn't been corrupted by the world and are less likely to divorce (per
studies from the CDC and US Census bureau). You can find a woman older than 24 that is equally
teachable, but your chances are much slimmer. . Conversely, culture will argue a young woman
doesn't know what she wants because she hasn't experienced enough of the world yet. Culture says,
“Don’t you want to know more and be wiser?” This is the same argument Satan used with Eve (Gen
3:1-6). Satan said, “For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be
like God, knowing good and evil.” - We also know that scripture tells us, “For with much wisdom
comes much sorrow; the more knowledge, the more grief.” Eccl 1:18. How true was this for Eve and
by extension every woman that is deceived by culture. That said, I believe I have sufficiently covered
how men are deceived by culture. . Another argument that culture will bring up is a young woman
isn't mature enough for a serious relationship. Simply put, women are as mature as the men they
follow. A mature woman will not be attracted to an immature man. . Continue pursuing God through
your mission He gave you and keep an eye out for a women like this that will compliment your
mission.
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The 16 Commandments - Part 1
14 upvotes | October 23, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Moses had 10, Poon has 16. I was reviewing these once again after listening to one of u/redpillcoach's
videos on the subject and realized we'd never talked about this. So, here goes.
I. Never say 'I Love You' first
God modeled this first. The Bible certainly communicates God's love for us before we communicate
it to him, but this is in a corporate sense. "For God so loved the world" is tantamount to telling a
woman, "I love chicks," and not, "I love you, specifically." Is a woman going to get butterflies and
goosebumps at the thought: "I'm a chick, so that means he must love me!"? No. That's idiotic.
In our own personal relationship with God, God draws us to himself, but it is our profession of love
for him that he seeks. As I have often said on this sub (most notably in the 109 post), the Bible
communicates vastly more often about our imperative to pursue God than his pursuit of us, which is
most often reserved for stragglers who are already in his fold, yet happen to wander away.
God's profession of love in response to us is most often through his actions and not his words. While
God does clearly love us, our individual experience of God's love is not something communicated
very often in the Bible - and certainly not in a post-prophetic world (not that I reject the concept of
minor prophecies, but none that rise to the level and mass-applicability as Scripture). As I have noted
from time to time, the Bible seems more concerned with God's corporate relationship with his people
than an individual one.
Someone will invariably note (appropriately) that God really does only have a singular bride, though.
Each person is like a cell in that bride's body, and each cluster of cells is a specific part of the body.
So, perhaps when God speaks corporately toward his church, one could argue that he is is still
professing his love toward his bride. Fair enough. But notice the time-frame in which this happens.
God's profession of love in John 3:16 is toward the whole world - not just his bride. All of "chickkind." It is only after we make our profession of love and faith toward him that we become part of the
church, after which his professions of love in Scripture apply to us.
There's also a line of theology that differentiates between groups of people God loves and those he
doesn't, suggesting that God only loves those who have received the Gospel by grace through faith.
While one branch of theology suggests that God's love is extended to all and it is merely for us to
accept or reject it, another prominent branch suggests that God does not love non-Christians at all that his love doesn't invoke toward us until after we have been reconciled to God through Christ. So,
there's that.
II. Make her jealous
God did it first. Heartiste notes: "The partner who harnesses the gale storm of jealousy controls the
direction of the relationship." Interestingly, God does not have to "make" anyone jealous - his very
existence and supremacy places this as the default state for the church.
As Christians, it is our active goal and desire to cause others to seek and find Christ - but we do this
in the context of them becoming part of God's bride: the church. So, our jealousy is not over
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incorporating non-Christians as Christ's bride.
But we are jealous nonetheless. First, we are jealous among each other. There are countless sects and
denominations, all claiming a special and intimate knowledge and relationship with God - some even
so self-deluded as to deny the authenticity of the relationship Christ has with any other
sect/denomination, despite a commonality in a basic understanding of the Gospel.
Second, we are jealous of God's favor toward those outside the church. We believe that God
somehow must have blessed "those outsiders" more than us, so we get countless Christians who
struggle to please God on the basis that they want him to treat them the same way they believe he is
treating others. Of course, a faithful husband is only teasing these other women, just as God teases
non-Christians from time to time (Ecc. 2:26, for example, which says that God teases non-Christians
with monetary blessings only to make them hand it over to his bride anyway).
Third, we are jealous of other's alleged connection with God. While our groom is actively faithful and
has promised his faithfulness, something in us doesn't believe it. Nothing gets a dutiful Christian upin-arms more than a non-Christian claiming to have a special relationship with God. Mormon?
Muslim? Eastern Lightning? The extremity to which many believers despise such groups transcends
mere righteous indignation at how they defame the truth of our God - there is utter contempt at the
thought that our God might actually entertain these other groups with the kind of bond he has with his
church.
In all three of these we note that our jealousy is what prompts us to love, appreciate, and pursue God
more diligently.
Our jealousy at God's relationship with other sects of believers often gives us an inordinate
amount of pride and dedication to the task God has given our own particular sect of the faith.
Our jealousy at the way God blesses non-believers causes us to repent of our rejection of him
and redouble our commitment to living in his frame in order to be on the right side of the
countless "if ... then ..." clauses that God sets out in the Bible.
Our jealousy against other religious groups who claim a special relationship with God
invariably (seriously, like 99% of the time) gives us an uncontrollable compulsion to start
spraying our seed all over them (in a Matthew 13 way, of course). That is, we feel compelled
toward spiritual reproduction with God toward those groups becoming born again. There is
nothing that compels us to crave spiritual reproduction with God more than being approached
by someone who claims a special yet unbiblical relationship with God.
In all of this, God doesn't need to "make" us jealous because his inherent glory compels it of us in the
first place. To that end, I do not encourage men to take active efforts to make their wives jealous;
rather, their gloriousness as men is what can and should cause this to happen as a passive byproduct one that every wife actually longs to feel.
III. You shall make your mission, not your woman, your priority
By now this one should go without saying: God said it first. Even as to married couples, "Let those
with wives live as though they had none" (1 Cor. 7:29). Why? "I would like you to be free from
concern. An unmarried man is concerned about the Lord's affairs - how he can please the Lord" (1
Cor. 7:32). He's referencing a man's mission.
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There are countless other verses (not the least of which are Matthew 28:19-20, John 13-17, and
Matthew 6:33) and I've beaten this issue to death on this sub, so we'll just leave it at that.
IV. Don't play by her rules
God said this first. Many of you are already aware of my trichotomy between philosophy, science,
and theology. This distinction points out that "man's wisdom" is found in philosophy and science,
whereas God's wisdom is found in theology.
1 Cor. 2 spends a great deal of effort differentiating between man's wisdom and God's wisdom. Paul's
conclusion is that we should not play by man's rules. He affirms this in Galatians 1:10, "Am I now
trying to win the approval of human beings, or of God? Or am i trying to please people? If i were still
trying to please people, I would not be a servant of Christ." That is, God expects us to play by his
rules, not by others'.
But even at that, God himself refuses to stoop to our level. In isaiah 55:8-9, God says, "My thoughts
are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways ... As the heavens are higher than the earth, so
are my ways higher than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts." Imagine telling that to your
wife! (I have: it didn't go over so well ... but I was also pretty blue pilled and obscenely arrogant
when I did it).
If you're looking for more, just read the last several chapters of Job. The first three dozen or so
chapters are spent trying to rationalize God's conduct into a human framework. In the last several
chapters God essentially rebukes everyone, saying in no uncertain terms: "I don't play by your rules."
V. Adhere to the golden ratio
God did it first. This is the bane of most Christians' lives today, actually. How many believers do you
know who have said, "I keep seeking and seeking and seeking, but God's just not responding"? Now,
there are many reasons for this beyond merely the golden ratio. But I'd wager God's "golden ratio" is
actually far less than 2/3 (i.e. 67%) - and especially the 80% standard u/redpillcoach reports as
Gottman's finding.
Heartiste notes, "The idea behind the golden ratio is twofold - it establishes your greater value by
making her chase you." Check. The 109 post (linked above) already addresses that.
Heartiste adds the second: "and it demonstrates that you ahve the self-restraint to avoid getting swept
up in her personal dramas." If that doesn't shout "God!" I don't know what does. Matthew 6:33 is
again on point - that God expects his interests to be primary and anything else is secondary. James
4:3 notes that "you ask, you do not receive, because you ask with wrong motives" - assuming that
God should bend his will to our desires and expectations.
The entire book of Job is another great example, demonstrating that sometimes God has a purpose
that transcends anything we've got going on and he sits silent for 37 chapters, then enters the final 5,
opening with: "Who is this that obscures my plans with words without knowledge? Brace yourself
like a man. I will question you and you shall answer me." That's a 5/37 ratio.
At this point I don't know if I'm talking about the golden ratio (i.e. "bids for attention" per
u/redpillcoach) or STFU (probably the latter), so I'll just stop there and let you decide.
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VI. Keep her guessing
God's been doing this all along. God values faith over knowledge. u/ruizbujc actually just did a writeup on this over here - it's worth a read. His conclusion is, essentially, that God has no intention of
giving clear knowledge of his existence or the specifics of his plans or intentions for any one person.
Instead, he wants us to proceed on faith, which is a higher virtue in the Bible than knowledge.
While God does provide enough information for us to reach a conclusion of faith (Romans 1:19-20),
he has also left the majority of the relationship outside the bounds of human wisdom and knowledge
(1 Cor. 2).
Heartiste notes, "She thrives when she has to imagine what you're thinking about her, and withers
when she knows exactly how you feel." Is that not the exact mindset of most Christians whose
devotion to God is defined by the mystery of his disposition toward him? And how many people
enjoy a false security in God's pleasure toward them - foolishly believing that they know "because of
the Bible" that God is always pleased with them - who are then lazy, unproductive, and unfruitful in
their faith because of this belief?
Heartiste further notes: "When she has displeased you, punish swiftly, but when she has done you
right, reward slowly. Reward her good behavior intermittently and unpredictably and she will never
tire of working hard to please you." Indeed, heaven notwithstanding (which is quite predictable), as
far as earthly blessings go, God's rewards often measure up. And this makes sense! Why? Because
God's goal while we're on earth is not to give us stuff - it's to get us to obey. The tactic that Heartiste
has discovered is effective. That's why God has been employing it for millennia.
VII. Always keep two in the kitty
God does not do this. Of course, he doesn't need to. Heartiste notes: "A man with options is a man
without need" - but God already had no need. And he also has options. If we didn't cry out for his
glory, the rocks surely would (Luke 19:40) - not that he even needs that in the first place.
Heartiste's rationale is, essentially, that a woman "withdrawing all her love and her body in an instant
will rend your soul if you are faced with contemplating the empty abyss alone." God, of course, does
not have to worry about this. First, God is not alone - he is triune. If you want to call this one an
affirmative command, God's "two in the kitty" are Jesus and the Holy Spirit. But these are less of a
backup plan and more of an active part of the relationship in the first place, so it's not quite the same.
The bottom line is that there's no situation where God will be broken up if the church rejects him.
As for us humans, this isn't necessarily one of those things we can emulate in God. Instead, the
Christ-church relationship is the best image we have, in which Christ doesn't have any back-up
options. Instead, he has abundance, knowing that he could have other options in a heart-beat if he
wanted to (Luke 19:40, again). After all, this rule is really about a technique for maintaining
abundance. As I often say, the roadmap is fairly pointless once you've reached the destination.
VIII. Say you're sorry only when absolutely necessary
God doesn't do this. Again, he doesn't need to. He's God. To that end, God emulates the heart and
core of this command: to say sorry as infrequently as possible.
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The first biblical premise here is that we are to do few things that we would ever need to apologize
for in the first place. The second is that even when we do things that would warrant an apology, we
own it instead of groveling. In our relationship with God, it is quite appropriate to apologize. After
all, we are the submissive in that relationship.
But when God acts in a displeasurable way toward us, how often does he apologize? Never. First,
because as the leader in the relationship it's his prerogative to determine the framework within which
we operate, and therefore he has a prerogative to be unapologetic about his decision-making
framework. That is, he owns it.
Second, because an apology is inherently an acknowledgment that you failed to live up to someone
else's expectations - their frame. Interestingly, David says in Psalm 51:4, "Against you, you only,
have I sinned." He says this after causing Bathsheba to commit adultery and then killing her husband,
resulting in their child dying. That's 3 people's lives that were radically changed - destroyed, even and yet David says his sin is against God only and not any of them. Why? Because the only person's
frame he owes an obligation to is God's. He doesn't owe anything to Bathsheba's expectations over
his life and actions. He does have an obligation to God, though. Think about that before the next time
you apologize.
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Where Are All The "Good" Women?
14 upvotes | October 20, 2018 | by jazzlikegood | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 24, 5'10, 165, 12% BF
Bench 155 Squat 265 Deadlift 295
Finances: Engineer, 100k

Hi everyone, before you read my post I'd just like to say that I'm really thankful for this sub and hope
that reading your comments will help me out.

Since this is my first post here, I'd like to give a little background to my story. I've been in the Church
my whole life but wasn't really passionate for Christ until a few years ago. Around the time that I quit
porn I also became much more spiritual and read through the whole Bible for the first time, along
with having devotionals, and in general reflecting Christ's character more.

Because of NoFap, lifting, taking care of my looks, and most importantly my faith, my life really
improved. This all happened over a year ago. Since then not a whole lot has changed in terms of my
habits, but I find my self getting angry and upset over the fact that I can't find a single girl who I can
date. I'm still a kissless virgin who's never been on a single date. So in my frustration I decided to
make a Tinder to change my situation. Within a few days I matched with a few girls who I thought
were pretty attractive, but weren't Christian. I decided that I was going to lose my virginity to one of
them so that I wouldn't have to worry about it anymore. But the story of Joseph and Potiphar's wife
kept on running through my head, where Joseph had the opportunity to sleep with a beautiful woman
(and loose his virginity), but didn't, instead he responded with "How then could I do such a wicked
thing and sin against God?" (Gen. 39:9).

Now I'm definitely not pure of all sexual immorality, as I used to watch porn, but I knew that if I did
have sex before marriage that it would be a shameful thing and that the guilt would be overwhelming.
But the thing that has me even more frustrated now is that, I can't date a non-christain (because it'll
inevitably lead to pre-marital sex), and I also can't find a christian girl to date. I've been to many
Christian youth event's, am active in our church, have made christian online dating profiles, but can't
find a single girl that I'd want to date let alone marry. What usually happens is I'll find a girl that I'm
attracted to, I'll get to know her, and like her personality and faith, only to find out about her past
which I can't deal with. If I'm going through all of this to remain a virgin as a guy, I really want to
find a girl who's a virgin as well. All of the girls who are virgins tend to be either really stuck up, or
not attractive to me.

I know that some of you are thinking that I should just be focusing on my mission, and that I
shouldn't focus on women but I've done that for almost two years and I still haven't met a single girl.
Up until recently I didn't have a problem not focusing on dating, until it hit me that having zero
experience with dating at my age isn't a good sign to women. But more importantly it means that I'm
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not going be getting married any time soon, which is hard for me to think about because it means I'll
have to wait even longer before I can have sex.

I really appreciate you guys reading through all of this, because I have absolutely no one to share this
with in person. My parents never really talked about dating with me and discouraged me from talking
to girls throughout my entire childhood up until college. All of my friends have already lost their
virginity and therefore don't consider it as big of a deal as I do so they can't really relate. From the
outside everything about my life seems good to my friends and family, but every morning I wake up
more and more upset at the fact that I'll probably never find someone who I'm allowed to love
(biblically speaking).

I just want to know if any of you have been in this situation before, and if so how did God carry you
through it?
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How to Play the Game
14 upvotes | September 24, 2018 | by macmeeler | Link | Reddit Link

Preface
This post is primarily meant for single male Christians who are familiar with basic RP concepts- and
especially those men who are former betas and may still have some residual sissy left in them
(behaviorally and psychologically). For married men, the concepts discussed here will help you
further understand what it is that women want in their husband’s frame. For single men, It is focused
on helping you improve the abundance and quality of women making themself available to you
romantically. If you’re not having great success in the early -> middle stages of developing attraction,
this post is for you.
The meat of this post (and its value) relies on you already having a high SMV. If you're not a highly
attractive male, the concepts here can still be of help but some of the theory discussed is not going to
be relevant to you because the frame presented is not maintainable.
How to play the game: You generally just don't play the game.

Perspective
Young, single, high-value, attractive Christian girls? They want you to operate under their frame that
you have to work and impress to be good enough for them. They want you to feel like you have to
put on your best behavior around her friends/family so they can judge you too. They want you to go
through all their tests- poking you in every which way, noting carefully exactly how you react,
judging you accordingly. And she's not a generous judge. From the moment you meet her, she's going
to take everything she can observe into consideration in forming a judgment about you. Don’t forget
that. She's judging you non-stop until you've won her over.
And why? Why is she like this? Why is she the boss? Why is she the selector of mate?
Let's make a simple deduction.. what ought a man do given the current state of the sexual
marketplace?
Well, 2 things.
The first one is the hard part: You have to be that one guy with all the selection. We know who and
what he is- that guy. We all know because we've all met some men like that before. Some of us are
that man or are becoming him. How to get the first part done is repeated ad nauseum in the RP
Universe: Have your life in order, be on a mission for Christ first and foremost, be very, very
attractive (jacked, well-groomed, good skin, clean, etc.), and be grounded and confident in who you
are.
The second part is the easier part: You have to know not to play the game. She's playing the game not
only to derive a sense about who you are from your reactions (this is acceptable gameplay), but she’s
also inviting you to play because she's waiting for you to prove if you are that one guy with all the
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selection or not. Read that again if you don't understand it. She wants to see how eager you are to win
her over. And as soon as you care, she has some degree of power. You don’t give that power to
somebody until you’re sure you want them to have it. And for goodness sake, do not be some buffoon
developing emotional or mental attachment to the hopes of some idealized relationship with a girl
who’s lukewarm or not even initiating those feelings. You’re just doing it wrong, man. Until she
clearly wants commitment from you, don’t have interest in commitment with her.
How quickly are you willing to give her your commitment? Don't forget, while some girls may be a
little deluded about themselves, most of them know +-1 where they are on the attractiveness scale.
They're not dumb. So if she's a 7 and you’re physically a 9/10 and she's won you over too quickly,
you're a beta, because obviously there aren't 9's and 10's hanging around in your life waiting for you
to scoop them up. She wants the guy who is hesitant with HB10's and can't decide which one is best.
This is RP 101, but it's core to your game as a single guy.

Gameplay
Playing the game implies you want to win the game. But does a guy with a huge amount of choice
want to win the game with one individual girl? Probably not- and she knows that. So don't try to win
the game. Let the game be something she played with all the other guys, but not you. All the
techniques for passing girls' tests circulating Red Pill have this concept at their core. Being above the
game.
Now, let me make one thing clear, and I apologize for the lack of depth in my next statement, but I
hope it still gets the point across: It's a lot easier to "not try to win the game" if you genuinely don't
care about winning the game. This is why you focus on your mission before her (not only in your
presentation, but internally), and if you’re single, you need to hit on women like crazy. If you live in
an area with more than 100,000 people, you have absolutely no excuses. A highly attractive guy can
meet and hit it off with 5 new women on any given day if he has good frame and a solid approach.
The easiest approach is smooth approach. Like you’re not trying because you already know she’s into
you- you want your demeanor to communicate that this approach is you extending to her a chance to
prove herself to you, maybe now or maybe over a cup of coffee later.
This is what women want. A guy with expectations and standards because he has options and knows
what he’s worth. Again, calm and smooth is the easiest way to express this non-verbally. The more
you practice, the smoother you’re going to get. Listen to these women talk about what creeps them
out for perspective. I remember watching this for the first time and realizing just how unnatural it can
feel on her end if you’re not doing all the right things. Perfecting your ability to approach is mostly
about removing the aspects of your interaction that are hurting it.

Chad's Bar
If there's one thing that I've found to help high-quality guys with low-quality game improve
immediately, it's this.
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There's a certain way women expect Chad to behave. What might that look like? Well, it looks like
what all the single women want to do to all the men who want to win her over. You scan and judge
the girl. Don't be a kind judge. When you ask her a question, do it from a perspective of judging
whether or not you like her. She is an emotional being so don’t be insensitive, but give her the
opportunity to work to win you over.
The higher the bar you set, the less likely she is to try and break your frame (because heck, she hasn't
even won you over, how could she try and control you with her affection and interest if you're not
even sure about her). And the higher the bar you set, the more special she feels should you finally
select her. And the higher the bar you set, the more scared she will be to judge and qualify and test
you- because she knows her place. She’s more concerned with hanging onto her branch (you) for dear
life. And should she test you excessively, your frame causes you to either dismiss it completely, scoff
at the gesture, or reluctantly, perhaps even facetiously respond. Chad doesn’t try to prove himself, he
operates from a frame of assumed attraction and the girl qualifying herself to him. This is because the
man she wants doesn’t care about how women evaluate him in the first place.
And pray, brother. I pray and believe during my interactions all the time. It’s a lot easier with some
help.
All this said, it’s so easy to implement this frame if you really do have a lot of selection. So be the
man, master your smooth approach, and initiate interest from a ton of women, have a legitimately
high number of options, behave as such, and then increase your options even more as your frame
improves. Stay humble, though. And if you’re married, she’s won you over, so now you focus on
exciting your wife with the possibility of your attention. Presume she’s excited to have your attention
and reward her for that. That turns women on. High quality man focusing on her? That’s a frame
fundamental. If you’re just trying to win her affection, you’ve lost your frame. You’re a weak
husband who beckons to her will. The cure is to behave such that you deserve her affection by being
a strong, focused man who welcomes her into his life. This is Pursue, Seduce, Initiate down to its
core.
Good luck gentleman.
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Tell yourself the Truth
14 upvotes | September 18, 2018 | by wrought_red | Link | Reddit Link
The first time I asked myself “Hey how are you doing?” I welled up in tears.
It was something I needed someone to ask me, but no one was asking it at the right time, and I didn’t
trust the people who did ask the obligatory “Hows it going?”
Time to have a conversation with yourself. Get yourself whole again by putting it out on the table and
speaking the Truth into your own heart, mind, soul.
As Christians we’re often taught the practice of conversing with God: prayer, and listening to
Him. But not often do we hear the idea of self dialogue taught.
Shame causes us to have negative self talk that ends up being a pattern of behavior that we don’t even
notice anymore because it’s so common. Positive thinking, meditation and positive self-talk are
common concepts to combat this, but what I’m proposing is a little more in-depth.
Sit down and have a conversation with yourself, knowing that God is present.
“How are you doing?”
“What can I help with?”
“What are you feeling?”
“Why are you cast down, O my soul, and why are you in turmoil within me?
Hope in God; for I shall again praise him, my salvation and my God.” Ps 43:5
Speak the Truth to your own soul like David did.
Self-examination is a remedy for self-absorption.
Preaching the gospel to oneself is to bring redemption to the deepest part of you.
Re-align your shifted self and free yourself to come out of yourself and live fully.
“Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then
you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and perfect will.”
Romans 12:2
Renew your mind, preach the gospel to yourself.
Speak the truth in love to yourself. Take care of your soul.
"No one is more influential in your life than you are. Because no one talks to you more than you do."
- Paul Tripp
Conversation and dialogue is critical for the Christian man, and oftentimes we are hard pressed to
find outlets that are conducive for it. A good male friend who is a safe person to share with is critical,
but I would put forward that being able to be a safe person for yourself is even more important.
Getting fully coordinated emotionally and mentally is vital to a man’s health.
“As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he.” Proverbs 23:7
I ain’t not psychologist but I’ve heard them talk about the positive self and negative self - our views
of ourselves. The positive self is the “you” that you don’t mind people seeing, or that you thinks is
doing well. The “negative” self is the one that holds you back, the one that you see as a screw up and
you don’t want to see the light of day.
Course, as a Christian, you’re all good. To your core, because Christ is in you. But we still hang on to
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that shame, that “negative self”, that “old man” that holds us back. And we need to drag it into the
Light of God’s magnificence and let it fade away.
Meditation is one way. Sitting alone and being silent is uncomfortable at first because you’re forced
to face your own nature raw and unmedicated by the slew of easy dopamines that make us forget who
we are. Practice the presence of God in the room, and know that He is happy to see you. Tell yourself
the Truth.
"All of humanity's problems stem from man's inability to sit quietly in a room alone." -Blaise Pascal
Another way is to simply schedule that time to talk to yourself and examine what is going on. Old
beta behavior kicking back in? Whats the root cause? Ask yourself. Tell yourself the Truth.
Find out what your heart and soul needs, and take care of it.
“Keep your heart with all vigilance,
for from it flow the springs of life.” Prov 4:23
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Should a man be friends with women he doesn't intend to
marry? Let's chat.
14 upvotes | September 7, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
There was some discussion on this in RPC chat, but that only accounts for a handful of our members
and I wanted to open the floor for more conversation from the broader community: Should a guy married or single - be building friendships with women who he has no intention to build a
romantic/sexual relationship with?
The standard church answer is a big fat: NO!!! There's wisdom to this answer, but it gives an
incomplete picture that for more mature men is very limiting, leading me to reach a different
conclusion.
Married or single, I do believe there is substantial value in spending time with other women, even if
you have no intent of pursuing a strong relationship with them - but only if you have a strong frame,
including an internal orientation that would negate temptation.
ONE: There are legitimate ministry reasons for wanting to build a network of women, who would be
more equipped to advance your mission and legacy in ways that other men could not. Don't forget all
the times Paul references women who labored at his side - women he had no sexual or romantic
relationships with, as evidenced by his determination to remain single.
TWO: Many women need the Gospel and I don't buy into the "only men-men, women-women"
ministry model. If a man isn't allowed to be a spiritual leader to other women than his wife unless he's
on paid staff (which, by the way, is not suggested anywhere in the Bible), how many women under
weak pastors are being left out because (1) they're single and don't have husbands to lead them, or (2)
because their husbands are weak and not actually leading them?
Note: Women's ministries might not help as much as you'd think. How many good ones do you think
there actually are out there? My wife once said she didn't know what it meant to be "submissive." I
was shocked and brought up how men's conferences always center around how a husband should
treat his wife. She says, "I've been to dozens of women's conferences, breakfasts, small groups, etc. but I've never once heard them talk about how a woman should act toward her husband. It's only ever
about women's personal issues." That was quite eye opening. The only exception is the Navigators
Marriage Conference we attended at the Glen Eyrie, which I do know addressed the concepts in a
mix-gender setting.
THREE: Having female friends increases preselection. This can help the single man be more
attractive to the woman he wants to attract and also instills passive dread for the married man. Again,
that's not to say that you try to make your wife jealous, but if you have an otherwise legitimate
purpose for the relationship, there's nothing wrong with receiving an unintended passive benefit.
FOUR: By having relationships with other women, even in a platonic way, you are increasing your
social network so that you can meet more people who can help you with your mission, who could be
your future spouse, who might be able to help your business/finances/be new clients/whatever, or a
million other benefits to having a vast social network. Never underestimate the importance of
building a large social network. If you're only networking with men, you're seriously stifling your
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potential. Additionally, the most beneficial networking relationships aren't the arm's-length social
acquaintance types; they're the ones where you are actually invested in the relationship. Most of my
referrals (where my money comes from) are from people where I invest substantial time and effort
into the relationship even beyond a mere professional context of lunch and coffee.
To be clear, whatever red pilled men may want to say about the role of women in the workforce
(which I have less qualms with than most others), the fact is that they make up a sizable portion of the
working population. This isn't changing. It would be foolish to limit your relationships only to those
of your own gender. For that matter, if you own your own business, that kind of attitude could put
you squarely at the center of a law suit for gender discrimination.
There are more reasons to mention, but I've got to leave for a deposition soon, so let's just move on.
Suffice it to say that anyone who argues, "Men shouldn't build relationships with women" are
speaking with broad-brush wisdom on the assumption that a man does not have the frame to maintain
his boundaries and avoid temptation to pursue something romantic with her when he shouldn't, or
otherwise that he's susceptible to ONEitis.
Assuming a man is already stable in his RP journey, he will have that frame, the ability to resist
temptation, and will not be susceptible to ONEitis. Accordingly, there is minimal risk to him of
having female friends. The issue, then, is whether or not there's a risk to her. Even after that, the
inquiry must go one step further: if there IS a risk to her, is HE responsible for that risk?
Most people mistakenly jump to the assumption that if there's a risk to the woman, then it's the man's
responsibility to mitigate the risk. After all, he's the one who decided to befriend her. But let's be real:
it takes two to build a relationship. She didn't have to choose to be his friend back. Some people will
say, "But men are leaders, so it's his responsibility to lead the relationship in a safe place for her." But
he's not HER leader. He's his wife's leader. He didn't agree to lead her. She didn't agree to follow him.
Just because men have a tendency to lead and women have a tendency to follow (which is being
transformed in radical ways in the modern age of 3rd and post-wave feminism) doesn't mean that
men must always assume the mantle of leadership in every intergender relational dynamic.
Now, there very well might be a risk to her in being friends with a man in that she may become
emotionally desirous of the unavailable man. Some people assume that "leading her on" is an
automatic sin. I don't see that in the Bible. First off, has he actually led her on at all? I don't think a
man should be deceptive about his intentions with a woman, but as long as he's not intentionally
fostering a belief in her that they have a chance at romance together, whatever she wants to assume is
on her own head. More to the point, though: if a man becoming obsessed with a woman is the man's
fault for wanting someone he'll never get, why is it still the man's fault when the situation is reversed?
To be clear, this is one of those direct biases between cultural stereotypes between men and women.
It's villainous for a man to lead a woman on without actually intending to start a relationship with her.
Right? He's dangling commitment in front of her face, but never intending her to have it. But look at
the inverse: a woman who dangles her sexuality in front of a man's face, wearing revealing clothes,
flirting, etc. even though she never intends to have sex with him is perfectly normal and sometimes
viewed as a good thing: "Aww, look how nice she: the hot girl trying to make that loser's day by
giving him some pity attention."
Long story short, as long as the guy isn't being intentionally deceptive, any risk of the woman
becoming emotionally attached to him as a result of their friendship is her responsibility, not his. To
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that end, I see no reason we must conclude that men should avoid being friends with women merely
because she might become emotionally invested in him. If he's a big boy with a strong frame and isn't
deceiving her, and there's mutual benefit to them becoming friends - even close friends - then let
them enjoy that benefit.
CAVEAT: As alluded to many times, if he's weak, then all of this changes. Men who are prone to
temptation or to break their frame should not put themselves in a place of temptation. But we
shouldn't assume that every man is that weak - especially among those who are mature, like Paul,
who sent personal greetings to several women who he had clearly befriended in a close capacity.
That's my view. What do you all think? Discuss.
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For Singles: Finding the Girl You Can't Keep Yourself From
Banging - PART 2!
14 upvotes | August 10, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I'm posting a lot lately, so I'll try to tame it down next week, but while I've got stuff swimming in my
head, let's get this one out. This wasn't meant to be a 2-part post, but after some conversations I've
had with people both in open threads and by PM it seems like there could be some benefit to
providing more here. So, let me hone in on some ideas that may have been glossed over the first time.
I'll stick to the same format so you can supplement appropriately by looking at the two posts side-byside.
MARRIAGE ORIENTATION
I previously focused on Matthew 6:33 and 1 Cor. 7 as a foundation for placing your focus on God,
not on finding a wife. That's not changing. But let me explain on a more practical level why this is
essential in the SMP beyond just the biblical foundation.
One of the ways that RPC differs from secular RP is that secular RP has no interest in changing the
system, only to figure out how to use the system to work for a man's own advantage. There is great
value in this approach. But as Christians we also have a calling by God to the "ministry of
reconciliation" (2 Cor. 5), which is the job of redeeming the broken things of this world to God.
That's right, it's our duty not just to use feminism to work for us, but actively to fight against it,
among many other broken things in this world.
In light of this distinction, traditional TRP praxeology suggests that men chase women to get what
they want from them and then tells them how. Their methods are very effective. But at the end of the
day, they're still pursuing the women, which gives woman-kind a certain power over them. That's the
"submit to the system" mentality of TRP. They rationalize/hamster this by saying, "But if I have an
abundance of women, then no individual woman can have power or control over me. I'm not in any
particular woman's frame, so what does it matter?" Well, you're still letting feminism be the boss of
you and dictate how you pursue women. And this is necessary! ... but only as a temporary measure in
the grander scheme. Sometimes you must use the system to fight the system.
But what I advise men to do is stop pursuing women altogether. I know, this sounds MGTOW, and
in some senses it might be, but as an effective strategy for getting women ... hear me out first. If a
woman knows you're actively seeking a relationship, she becomes the supply to your demand. Even a
very rudimentary understanding of economics will tell you that the one who controls the supply is the
one in power. Either she keeps the supply low and makes those in demand squabble for her affection
(fitness testing, playing hard to get, etc.) or she opens the floodgates and becomes wealthy for all the
supply she's throwing out (whipping her BB).
When you stop looking for a wife and start looking to God, this is a DHV. You are communicating
that you don't need her. You become the supply. At first, you're going to lose a lot of women who
might otherwise have been interested in you if you were actively pursuing them, but that orientation
of a relationship creates a very shaky foundation that is not sustainable in a healthy long-term
marriage. If women know you're actively looking, then they become the judge over you, sorting out
whether or not they're interested in the kind of attention you have to offer. Since you're looking for
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her, she assumes you need her, which gives her power over you.
Having an abundance helps mitigate this harm, but it still places you in a larger female frame. I prefer
the approach of leaving the female frame altogether and stepping into God's frame. Stop pursuing
women. That's how you're going to get women - and with a healthy foundation for the relationship. I
know it sounds weird and backwards, but I'm pretty darn confident about this and it's how I met my
wife, so let me be your anecdotal evidence.
5 STEPS TO FINDING A WIFE (by not trying to find one)
In the previous post I focused on the pragmatic aspects of the five steps - the "how to." Now I'm
going to go deeper into the underlying premise of "why" this works.
ONE: Find a mission in life. I explained in 108 - Lifepath of a Relationship that if you make your
marriage the focal point of your life you will fail. At some point you need something bigger than
yourselves. Your mission in life must transcend your wife and kids.
People who make their marriage their mission most often end up divorced. It's not sustainable. You
can't go anywhere together if you're only going toward each other. Once you have each other, to keep
walking toward each other just causes you to keep clashing into each other. That's painful and each
clash causes you to bump away as you recover. Then like idiots you walk into each other again and
keep repeating the process ad nauseam until you realize that by pursuing each other you're only
creating pain and friction. God didn't design you for that.
You're better off finding something else outside the relationship and walking side by side. When you
do this, you are no longer going to clash - you stay in stride and live in harmony. You're both looking
to the same destination. Some people like to use the imagery of a triangle where spouses are at the
bottom two points and God is at the top - as you both walk toward the same focal point (God), the
two of you grow closer together as well. I prefer two parallel lines because that's how every effective
craft in motion works and it recognizes the directional nature of following God, not assuming that
there is a single destination that we're both trying to reach at which point we have "arrived." Either
version is fine though.
TWO: Start living your mission. This sounds very basic, but many people actually miss it. They
assume that by articulating a mission their life will naturally be oriented toward the fulfillment of that
mission. Then, without any intentional strides, after 10 years roll by they look back and realize that
they haven't done squat and the "oh, it'll just happen" approach wasn't so successful.
The mission is pointless and unattractive if it never becomes anything more than a pipe dream. So, if
your mission is discipleship, who can you name that you're discipling today? Or who are you going to
start discipling tomorrow? If your mission is to plant a church, what are you doing today to lay that
foundation? If your mission is to serve the homeless, how many homeless people do you know today
by name who you want to serve? If your mission is to start a non-profit in your local community,
what steps have you already taken to make that happen?
Most people never take the first step. Even less take the second, then the third, and very few ever
actually accomplish their goals. This is unattractive. It tells women that you live in a fantasy land, but
that you'll never follow through on your big promises. So, a good mission is attractive, but it loses its
attractive power if you don't actually do anything about it.
THREE: Develop orbiters. Last time I talked about the orbiters who will naturally flock to you.
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This time I'm going to tell you it's okay to be active in seeking them out as well. If you're not a wimp,
your mission should be something big enough that you can't accomplish alone. After all, if you could
do it alone, why do you need a helper alongside you in the first place? Think big. But because your
mission is so big, you're going to need to start recruiting people to get it done.
Every guy starting a company imagines that at some point he'll have to hire workers. Anyone wanting
to build a house will need to recruit other builders to help him. Whatever you're trying to accomplish,
this recruitment process is what's going to advance your social network. It will give you a context for
meeting new people (even though you should be able to do this without context). Ultimately, this is
how you're going to meet the girl you end up marrying.
When you do it this way, your mission becomes the foundation of the relationship, which puts you in
a really good spot. If you met her because you were chasing tail, then your pursuit of her is what sits
at the foundation of the relationship and you're going to have to do a lot of work to reverse that tide.
More to the point: if recruiting her for your mission is how you met, then you already know you're
both pointed in the same direction in life, which means that 1,000 foot rope that others experience
when there is no common pursuit ... well it just got a lot shorter and you may never have a rope at all
in the first place.
Creation v. Adoption
No, I don't mean those words in a theological sense, but this is another concept within the
development of "orbiters" for your mission that needs to be addressed.
Most men don't create their own mission - they orbit someone else's mission, then try to cherry pick
from the other man's orbiters. The man assumes that because he's following someone else's mission
and she is too, that they're already on the same mission together. But this fails because she's not
attracted to YOUR mission; she's attracted to HIS. Chances are that the other guy is married, so she
might settle for you instead, but she'll always wish it was him.
A prime example of this is men going to church. They follow their pastor and become one of his
orbiters - in a good way, not a weird sexual way. They look around at the other women orbiting him
and try to attract them. This is the old, "Go to church to pick up chicks" approach, and on its own it
doesn't work. The woman is always going to be attracted to the one who's setting the course and
paving the way. In red pill terminology that's called the AMOG.
But a man can internalize a common vision with someone else and utilize "drifting" to make
fulfillment of his internalization of that mission easier, while still maintaining his own set of orbiters
who see him as the leader. What's drifting? It's a NASCAR term for when one car follows closely
behind another car ahead of him. They both recognize a common mission: the finish line. The front
car is pursuing that destination and the back car "drifts" behind him so close that he gets to avoid all
the wind resistance that the front car has to deal with, saving him gas, improving his traction, and
ultimately putting him in a position to hammer down on the pedal and pass the guy. The key with
drifting is that you aren't actually following the other car's mission, trying to help him get to the finish
line - you're going to that same finish line yourself and you're merely taking advantage of the
momentum he's already built.
I believe this is a very biblical concept. God doesn't want a bunch of people who do things just
because their pastor said so. He wants people who have internalized the vision and are setting their
sights to the finish line. We are then meant to cooperate in achieving that goal. And if someone else
can deal with some of the resistance while we figure out what we're doing, all the better. So, if your
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pastor gives you a mission because you can't see the finish line for yourself, that's all well and good but if you want to develop your own orbiters rather than cherry-picking from your pastor's orbiters,
you're going to have to internalize that mission and pursue it independently, without waiting for your
pastor to tell you what to do.
So, if you lack a clearly defined mission for yourself and your pastor says to make disciples, then go
start a discipleship ministry. You don't need his help or approval to do it. If your pastor wants to serve
the community, go start a service project. You don't need to wait for him to organize a church-wide
effort to get this done. YOU be the one to organize that church-wide effort, and go to your pastor to
help you with recruitment. If your pastor says his goal is to get people involved in small groups, then
go start a small group and train other small group leaders to start their own groups too. You don't
need the pastor's help to get this started.
This is the concept of drifting: you're making use of the momentum someone else has created, but
instead of looking to that person as the end-destination you look to the finish line and utilize the
resources that person has put out there in order to aid in your recruitment efforts, which is how you'll
develop the social network to meet the girl you one day won't be able to keep yourself from banging.
Your pastor is still leading the way, but rather than him being the one recruiting others to follow his
execution, you are the one recruiting others to follow the way you're pursuing the vision that your
pastor has instilled in you. This is very powerful, especially for guys who haven't figured out their
own mission yet (assuming the pastor's mission is actually a good one).
FOUR: Cultivate your orbiters. This is where you're training the people you recruit to actually do
what you recruited them to do. Most people skip this training phase. The standard church model is to
think, "I have lots of people. I have tasks. Let's assign the people to the task." And that's it. But what
if the people aren't equipped and qualified for the task? You have to train them. Virtually every
church I've ever been in completely misses the boat on this "training" concept. They assume that
people are just already qualified because they've been sitting in the pew for a decade. Or they assign
people who are already naturally bent to the task so that they don't have to do any actual training.
This is lazy. Don't do that.
Training is key because it's what gives you the face-time with the people you've recruited to start
building the relationships. With other men, this is how you'll find the guys you'll disciple, as you
pursue a common mission together - and hopefully someday he'll set his sights past you and start
looking to the finish line also, and then he'll use you for drifting. This is a good thing! But when it
comes to women, it's a little different. They are designed by God only to look one step ahead and not
to the finish line. They don't drift behind you to gain an advantage in the race; they sit in the
passenger seat beside you, letting you know when it's okay to change lanes, when to pass, when to
take a pit stop, etc. (I really am not a NASCAR guy, but this works, so I'm rolling with it).
As you train the women you've recruited, you'll notice patterns of who is Faithful, Available, and
Teachable and who is not. You'll notice who is attractive and who is not. You'll notice who is
submissive to your leadership and who is not. And you'll also be setting a stage that they're already
used to following your leadership - a wonderful foundation for a relationship. This is the phase where
you do all of your vetting and discern what red flags there are and if she's really on board with your
mission or if she's only there because she thought you were cute. This is also where you give her
concrete evidence that you're a high value man. Either way, your mission is still your priority - not
chasing pussy.
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As the training happens and your orbiters become proficient, you're both being more effective at
accomplishing your mission and you're already living life alongside each other. In this context,
attractions form and can be very powerful.
FIVE: Start the relationship. I don't have much to add here beyond what I said last time. At this
point you're not single anymore, so you can move on to all the other posts for people in LTRs or
marriages. The bottom line is that at some point you'll realize, "Dang, I wasn't even looking for a
wife, but this girl's really a good helper to everything I've been doing and she's so hot that I don't
know how long I can keep my pants on." So, you press forward and start being intentional about the
relationship.
THE LARGER FRAME ISSUE
By following this path, unlike the secular TRP model where you're submitting to a feminist
framework, you're creating your own path. You're being a temporary MGTOW until you realize that
it's to YOUR advantage to lock down a woman whose help and sex are going to advance YOUR
purposes. Don't supplicate yourself to hypergamy and make hypergamy work for you (although you
can do that too if you want); it's better to leave the feminist framework entirely, live in God's
framework on a mission for him, and draw other people into that framework. And then when you're
horny enough for the people around you, pick one, marry her, and start banging her. And if you never
marry, as Paul says, all the better.
Anyway, I know the structure of this post followed the same as the last one, but hopefully it doesn't
feel repetitive and you can gain some better insights on following the path that's going to get you a
wife with a strong foundation for the marriage and without sacrificing your commitment to God in
the process.
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Paradox of Marriage
14 upvotes | July 24, 2018 | by etaomega | Link | Reddit Link
To every male contemplating marriage: Understand that marriage is the only relationship where you
are called to lead but have no means of enforcing consequences in the face of the other party rejecting
said leadership.
It is totally up to the woman to voluntarily follow you as leader. Two items of note: (1) you have a
whole culture (along with its laws) that encourages/supports a woman to rebel against your leadership
and (2) you have the woman's fallen nature that gives her a natural bent toward usurping your
leadership. Please contemplate the ramifications of this and perform your due diligence accordingly.
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Musings After a Wedding
14 upvotes | April 23, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I was a groomsman in a wedding this past weekend in a wedding where virtually all of the attendees
were self-identified Christians (authenticity unknown). Here are some observations for both married
and single men.
Blue Alphas - Even naturally alpha guys can succumb to a blue pill ideology. Just because you are a
type-A guy doesn't mean you're immune to self-defeating sexual strategies. The groom was an ideal
example of this. He's generally a DNGAF, no-nonsense, does whatever he wants type of guy. But his
wedding vows were full of unrealistic fantasy blah blah. I even caught him commenting "happy wife,
happy life" at the reception.
Emotional Empaths - When the groom said "HW, HL," I tried to jab back, "True, but a happy
husband is what makes for a happy wife." He just gave me a blank stare. The bride pretended to get
it, but who knows. My wife actually backs me up on this now. She still likes the social acceptability
of verbally proclaiming the HW,HL statement, but realizes that her happiness is directly related to
mine. Women are empaths - they feel what others feel, especially those they're closest to. Ideally,
there is no one they're closer to than their husband. If the husband is unhappy, they empathically pick
this up and become unhappy as well. If he's doing well, his happiness rubs off on her.
Whipped - My best friend was at the wedding. He'd only had 2 girlfriends before and he's now 34
and engaged after a year of dating. Although he is a master at playing it cool, it's obvious that below
the surface he has this "finally! I found someone!" feeling that's controlling his life. His fiance likes
to travel a lot and they just announced that they plan to move to Spain for a year after the wedding.
This is pretty ridiculous, given that if he were to stay at his current employer for 2 more years he
would have all of his student loans forgiven - a windfall of over $100,000. Neither of them have jobs
lined up in Spain ... she just wants to go and he's going to ruin the last 8-ish years of working toward
this loan forgiveness program to accommodate her whim. Don't be that guy. He's changed and is no
longer the same person I once knew - at least not when she's around. When it's just us, he's back to
normal, but that will obviously be much rarer now. Perhaps I should have been more intentional
about red pilling him.
AWALT - I got hit on by two girls who came with dates and while my wife was leaning on my arm.
With a little alcohol, there was no shame or discretion. One commented on my appearance and asked
me to dance with her hand on my arm. The other actually asked me to "take a walk" around the lake
with her. Their dates were good looking men, but happened to be sitting at the table eating cake
instead of socializing.
Dread - Getting hit on had a noticeable impact on my wife's interest in me throughout the evening.
Circumstance notwithstanding, my wife commented, "I'm really wishing we'd gotten a hotel."
Stress - At some point throughout the evening, my wife got a work e-mail that stressed her out. This
pretty much ruined things for an hour. It didn't matter how great of a guy I was ... sometimes women
are going to succumb to their feelings and you can't pull them out of it. Don't bother trying. Just keep
having fun and invite them to join you whenever they're ready to stop being such a downer. I enjoyed
myself and my wife enjoyed myself too when she was ready. Don't force it.
PDA - There were two primary crowds with virtually no one in-between: (1) those who had been
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married for under 5 years and had no kids; and (2) those who were married for over 10 years and
have kids. The sharp contrast in levels of PDA between these two crowds was obvious. This was, no
doubt, subliminal. I found myself victim to the pattern for the rehearsal/dinner and the first hour of
the wedding reception, given that I wasn't planning on having sex after the wedding anyway
(wouldn't really have been possible), so kino wasn't an intentional focus.
My wife noticed this distinction and it made her mad, complaining, "We'll see what they're like after
having a house full of 4 kids!" My first gut reaction was to chew her out for her general aversion to
sexuality and say, "It's not about who has kids and who doesn't; it's about who actually wants to have
sex and those who have repressed it." I didn't - it's not often these impulses come up anymore, but
when they do I've gotten pretty good at STFU. I just upped my kino game and she responded. This
made our time much more enjoyable. Conclusion? It's better to be sexual rather than complain about
your wife not being sexual.
I'm sure I could pull out a lot more, but that's most of it. Enjoy.
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Married with children
13 upvotes | September 28, 2020 | by margaretrosemoose | Link | Reddit Link
This is a true story.
I’ve been married to this guy for a little over 5 years now. Let’s call him Dick.
Life married to Dick started in 2015. He and I have two children (4 yo and 1 mo).
It was January 2020, I was 1.5 months pregnant when Dick decides to quit his job (without discussing
it with me). I bit my tongue and waited for him to get a job. Finally, mid April, he got a job. During
his job hunt, I had terrible morning sickness so I stayed at my mom’s most of my first trimester and
to be away from him (he is very angry when stressed). During this time, I was working on a school
project and my laptop wouldn’t let me convert something, so I decided to drop by home, use Dick’s
laptop, and pick up a rug that I ordered. I pull up to the house and DUN DUN DUN Holly’s car is
parked in the driveway. Holly’s a church member that has been hanging out with Dick for some time
now (I had no idea until a month after I decided to vent to my church elder and Kid #1 chimed in and
told me that they went to Chuck-E-Cheese and McDonald’s playground together). After all this, I still
go on with life as it is. All I could do was complain. 1) I was finishing up my credential program (2nd
career move), 2) my mom being super Christian, 3) I was in shock/denial? Baby on the way, no
energy? I don’t know what emotion I was feeling. I was becoming very short with him and then he
tells me he wants a divorce. This is my chance out (according to the Bible), so I agree. We agreed to
talk through things and be as civil as possible for the sake of the children and I didn’t need any extra
stress on Baby. He and I agreed to give me full custody, $ per child, and help with down payment. He
dragged out getting a down payment since April and so I took matters into my own hand. I started
trying to get things taken care of. Knowing I will need a job to pay mortgage, I took a job in August
and didn’t take any time off even after Baby was born. Now that I’m getting things moving, he’s
changed his mind about EVERYTHING. He’s talking like I’m crazy when he and I both have the
texts to prove that he’s full of it.
Baby is born! The day of, I was dropped off at the hospital and had Baby. I didn’t want him there nor
did he say anything. He receives soc sec card in the mail last week and keeps asking me who gave
Baby’s middle name. Dick is bugging me about this because he says it’s tradition to have his dad
come up with the middle name. His nagging is like 5 girls nagging while on their period. It’s no joke
annoying af! He accuses me of letting my dad name Baby’s middle name and states that I took a right
away from his dad. Dick didn’t bring this up to me during my entire pregnancy and so I ask him how
I was suppose to know that he wanted to be a part of anything Baby when he’s been going around
with Holly.
I just want to get away from this psycho! 5 years of him has drained me. This man child will be better
off with someone who can love him better. I am not the one. Why is everyone still telling me to pray,
to read the Bible more, and to listen for God’s voice? I prayed for 5 months to hear His voice and
read Matthew over and over again to get some answers. Nothing. What was suppose to happen? Was
my heart suppose to change? Was I suppose to grow spiritually and forgive him and love him like
God loves us?
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On creeps and romantics and obedience to God
13 upvotes | November 2, 2019 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
Newest post is related to my previous post here.
I don't think I've made a post specifically on this, but I've discussed it a bunch in the comments and
book. This usually helps a lot of men understand at least some of their marital woes. As we all know,
wives can be rebellious even if it was Jesus leading the relationship/marriage.
The creep and romantic dynamic is thus:
If an unattractive man gives a woman flowers, he is a creep
If an attractive man gives a woman flowers, he is romantic
This also corresponds to marriage in an almost predictable fashion:
If an unattractive husband gives his wife flowers, he is seen as trying to curry favor with her
and the wife may get even more dissatisfied and discontent.
If an attractive husband gives his wife flowers, he is so charming, sweet, and the wife gives him
that "I wanna do you" look.
This can be expanded out to several more things that a husband does for her:
If a wife complains about laundry and the unattractive husband does it, he is seen as trying to
curry favor with her and the wife may get even more dissatisfied and discontent
If the wife complains about the dishes or any other housework and the unattractive husband
does it, he is seen as trying to curry favor with her and the wife may get even more dissatisfied
and discontent
The one-up-manship of many things like engagement proposals or expensive dinners or
acquiescing to demands.
This is the total futility of trying to love a wife by catering to her feelings. Her feelings are not
something that can be bought, negotiated, or otherwise transacted by doing things for her.
It's really amazing how the exact same action is interpreted in different ways by women and wives.
Of course, the same exact scenario in reverse could be true of an overweight woman/wife versus a fit
woman/wife wearing lingerie. A husband may get turned off by the former but turned on by the latter.
Hardware and software and identity
OZ had a great post that relates on hardware or software issues.
Most of the issues with "hardware" tend to stem from a lack of care or complacency about one's own
life:
A man may not be engaged with His mission for God and putting God first
He has a lack of care about his own spiritual life and is neglecting God's marital roles and
responsibilities toward her (to be the head and to love her toward sanctification).
He may have gone from muscular and fit to overweight or obese during the course of a
relationship
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He may have become a "yes dear" type of man over the course of the marriage
He could have gotten lazy over the course of the marriage and given in to lack of discipline
over various areas of his life or work
All of these deficits in lack of care or complacency are things that typically make a man less
attractive. Instead of embodying the traits that are attractive to women such as being confident,
charismatic, masculine, ambitious leader, he is instead into an unconfident, bumbling his words and
indecisive, feminized, complacent follower. Instead of being someone she respects, he is acting
unrespectable.
A few things of note:
Obviously, if none of these or few of these things are true, you could just be dealing with a
straight up rebellious wife which is certainly the case when culture and even the Church,
friends, and family can sow discord in marriages nowadays.
Yes, it's true that while wives should still respect their husbands when they act unrespectable,
it's true that it makes it significantly more difficult and they often don't. It's a stumbling block.
Same with a wife that gets obese or constantly disrespects her husband and expects her husband
to want to do her a lot. It's a stumbling block.
This is the common is versus ought fallacy from the previous post that many in the Church
make: because God wants to us to be godly, they think that godliness must be sexy. It isn't. Just
because we know wives ought to respect their husbands doesn't mean they do, and it should not
prevent a husband from fulfilling his own marital roles and responsibilities and be filled with
the fruit of the Spirit in the face of a rebellious wife.
Transactions versus unconditional mindsets
It is only those things done without any transactional mindsets that truly bring about any influence to
change things. The focus should always to be on honoring God with what we do and not on trying to
buy or alter someone as changing someone invites disaster. A husband that gets caught up in covert
contracts ("if I only do this, she'll come around or give me more sex") or the mindset of "tit for tat"
whether in a good way or bad way will always come to failure.
All this is to say you only have full control over yourself which means you can only wholly change
yourself to be more like God. Focus on obeying God because He is the one we answer to in the end.
Make sure your life is defined by excellence toward Him and strive for "well done good and faithful
servant." This leads to your own spiritual, physical, emotional, and mental transformation that God
can use to influence a rebellious wife. Not because of anything you did or are doing for her but
because of who you are becoming in Christ. Out of the heart flows actions that allow transformation
and influence.
Attraction, like faith, is not primarily based on any external thing but by the reflection of your
identity. If you strive to do everything you do as you do for Christ, that becomes visible externally.
If you truly understand the "creep" versus "romantic" dichotomy, I think you can reasonably make
the assumption that there probably are very few things that are "software" issues. Learning techniques
are almost always not going to be a productive use of time.
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I don't think STFU ever fails in my marriage
13 upvotes | October 25, 2019 | by cdnrpc | Link | Reddit Link
This is pretty basic stuff, but just sharing some of my observations and experiences and looking for
feedback.
My wife and I used to fight a lot. This has naturally reduced, as I've begun to better Own My
Ship^(tm) and become more attractive (or at least reduced being unattractive).
Fights usually revolved around how I had... failed to do something I was supposed to, did something I
wasn't supposed to, did the thing wrong, etc, etc. In the past I would DEER. This would look like:
-defend myself (justify my action or inaction with logical exposition)
-deflect blame back on my wife (well, I may have done the dishes poorly but that's because I didn't
have time to do them properly because you don't do XYZ well enough)
-"agree" (this was done passive aggressively, to end the fight and justify holding on to bitterness
against her)
This morning my wife texted me how she was upset that I didn't do the 3 things she wanted me to do
while she was away hanging out with family for 5 days.
In the past I would've ….
pointed out that she got to go have fun for 5 days, so why should I have to work.
pointed out that I'd never agreed to complete said tasks.
pointed out that I had been doing XYZ other important tasks.
pointed out where she had failed to complete tasks I had instructed her to finish recently, etc. etc.

This would've resulted in a blow-up, yelling fight. I would've most certainly won with my strong
reasoning skills and excellent logical points. Commence bitter sexual drought, passive-aggressive
behaviour spiral.
I spent my 5 days doing a mix of fun things, and work related things that aligned with my goals for
my home, business and family.
I replied "Yeah, I didn't do those, I had other priorities", she called those priorities selfish, I just said
"true". I would've been so scared to simply own my choices in the past, but it's so freeing to do so.
Her texts then moved on to logistical questions and I don't think this will come up again.
Of course, I think when I have really arrived... my wife won't feel the need to try and assign me a task
list because she'll be too busy trying to meet my expectations.
But... I think I'm seeing progress?
My big question... should I have even texted her back?
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Dating apps for Christians?
13 upvotes | October 13, 2019 | by Watido408 | Link | Reddit Link
I tried tinder, pof, bubble but it’s all the same girls who don’t desire marriage and just one night
stands. All the Christian dating apps you have to pay to message people and most of them look
inactive/dead. Is there any hope for Christian men seeking marriage on dating apps?
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[FR] A Changing Dynamic
13 upvotes | August 28, 2019 | by SkimTheDross | Link | Reddit Link
38M, married 15 years with 2 kids. 175 lb about 12% BF. Estimated 1 RM's; SQ: 310, DL: 325, BP:
205, OHP: 135.
My wife and I were chatting about our congregation and the fact that there is very few men willing to
step up and teach Sunday School classes. I was tapped to teach and decided to decline this specific
time due to the long hours I’ll be working during that season which won’t allow for time for me to
adequately prepare a lesson each week. And I don’t want to be that “teacher” that presses play and
then asks “anyone have any thoughts?”
I didn’t come to her and ask “what should I do - should I teach this time?” I summarized the
opportunity and gave her my decision all in one shot - “I’m not going to teach this time. I won’t be
able to do it effectively with everything we have going on during this season.”
Our discussion shifted to men these days in general when my wife made the comment that so many
men are way too passive. I just nodded my head, took a sip from my drink and said “pussies”.
She said “I’m so glad you’re not like that anymore.”
I just raised an eyebrow and continued to look at her.
“You’re not passive anymore. You stand up.”
I just nodded.
Shortly thereafter I initiated and we had sex.
—My progression from ultra-beta has been years in the making, even though it took a quantum leap
forward when I discovered the RP. I’m not “there” yet. But, I’m better than who I was yesterday, last
month or 5 years ago.
Early in our marriage, I was so passive and cared so much about what EVERYONE thought about
me. The example my wife often brings up is when we were out to eat, my meal was done horribly
wrong (I can’t remember the details - I probably ordered medium rare and it was still twitching and
moo-ing). She pushed and pushed me to say something to the waitress but I refused - “It’s OK, I can
eat it. No big deal.” I forced it down. When the waitress later asked how everything was I said “it was
good.” I remember clearly the look of disdain on my wife’s face. But, I didn’t realize the implications
back then.
Looking back, its no wonder that version of me dried up her vagina and locked her knees together.
—Your woman’s hamster thinks - “If he can’t stand up for himself - how can I trust him to stand up for
me and our family?”
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Opinions: Do you ask a woman out to begin dating?
13 upvotes | August 13, 2019 | by squizzo_rad | Link | Reddit Link
An attractive Christian woman has been pursuing me hard. Very obvious signs. Drove a long time to
come visit me without prior notice. I’m currently vetting her. If I decide she is the right kind of
woman, do I TELL her that we are going out, do I allow her to ask me for commitment or something
else entirely?
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RP Christians for Women - Cultivating Gratitude / The Power
of Fasting
13 upvotes | August 6, 2019 | by g_e_m_anscombe | Link | Reddit Link
Everything good we have is from the grace of God. "Every generous act of giving, with every perfect
gift, is from above" (James 1:17). Humans are just extremely ungrateful creatures. We get used to
something and stop appreciating it.
Living in an extremely wealthy country like America, it's easy to feel like we are deprived. Once
upon a time, it was a treat to have ice water. Now you don't have it "made" unless you have a second
refrigerator in the garage stocked with different varieties of soda. 2.1 billion people in the world
today don’t have access to clean running water, while Americans build houses with 1 entire bathroom
per person. We must consider how to be grateful for the immense privilege of having running water let alone soda every day or a second refrigerator!
If you are struggling with appreciating the water that you have, try fasting from all beverages for a
month. You go to a restaurant, you get water. You have soda in the fridge? Don’t drink it. Need to
meet someone at a Starbucks? Get a snack and then just ask for a cup of free water.
After your fast, you will find that you have a much greater appreciation for the immense privilege
that is running water. What’s also remarkable is that your tastes change. You do not have such a
strong desire for costly beverages after you have fasted.
To be clear, I am not saying that you should never enjoy a beverage. A glass of soda can be
delightfully refreshing. An alcoholic libation consumed in moderation can be relaxing. But you will
find that your gratitude for that relaxation and refreshment increases immensely after you have fasted
from them for a time.
That is to say, it’s not that you should “never treat yo’ self.” But you’ll come to appreciate what a
great treat it really is through fasting. The special occasions mean more when they are truly
*special.*
The more severe the fast, the more gratitude that emerges. This is why you go back to water, the most
basic and only true NEED you have. When water doesn’t feel like enough, when you crave just a
little bit more, you turn to the source of living water and remember that God has provided abundantly
for you. When you know that God has provided abundantly, then it's easy to recall that your husband
has provided abundantly as well.
A woman whose tastes do not outpace her husband’s ability to provide is a blessing indeed. A good
wife generates value through her modesty and thrift.
Practical tips:
(1) Do not try to get your husband to fast with you. If he wants to join you, great. If he doesn’t, it may
be harder for you, but you just have to develop the willpower to resist whatever you keep in stock for
him. If this is a problem, a personal fast can be a good time to treat your husband by keeping
beverages on hand that he loves but you hate!
(2) If you have soda on hand, just stock none or less of it in the fridge. Use laziness to your advantage
- you’ll desire the soda less if it’s warm!
(3) If possible, keep your fast a secret (Matthew 6:16). This is easiest if you already drink mostly
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water and your husband doesn’t pressure you toward finer things. If the change is more apparent, you
should be clear with your husband about the duration of your fast (~30-40 days is good) so that he
knows. Remember, you aren’t controlling him by getting him to give up beverages; it’s something
you are doing for you. You are controlling yourself. If he pressures you to order a drink or something
like that, you just gently remind him that you are currently fasting and would be happily treated at the
conclusion of the fast. It can be helpful to follow the liturgical year - fasting during Lent can be more
socially acceptable in some circles.
(4) If you are REALLY struggling with giving up soda (like, week after week, you find yourself
cheating), sparkling water can be a good intermediary step to break the soda/sugar habit. Opt for less
expensive unflavored sparkling water; you’re not trying to replace a soda habit with a La Croix habit
(an easy error that misses the point).
(5) Plan ahead for anything that might derail you. If your family practice is to celebrate your wedding
anniversary with a fancy dinner and wine, then maybe wait until afterward to start your fast. If you
will feel much social pressure, don’t start your fast around the holidays. You can also give yourself
1-2 mental allowances - i.e. "I will celebrate x's wedding with 1 glass of champagne but no soda."
(6) Do not evangelize your fast the first time around. Fasting should not be treated as a fad diet.
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My experience having a break up with my first christian
girlfriend
13 upvotes | August 1, 2019 | by ReformedZealot | Link | Reddit Link
Here is my last OYS in case anyone wants to know my background and my stats
Recently I experienced the end of an awful, but short, relationship and I feel like sharing the things I
learned. >!Instead of writing a long boring and sad story, I will just write a list of things I learned, if
anyone wants the details, by all means I can reply to you at the comments.!<
1. My first mistake (and the root of all other mistakes) was breaking my alliance with God. I got
used to wake up and lay down thinking about my girlfriend, I felt blessed all the time, nothing
could make me sad. I thought I would finally marry and have sex, and with a really christian
girl that I found attractive, rich and that had the same tastes as I do. I worked hard because of
her, I wrote many gospel songs and christian blog posts thinking that she would stand with me.
No need to tell that I made a HUGE idol out of her, instead of loving God first like it's
commanded on Deuteronomy 6:4-9.
2. I also tolerated her mother, which told her to break up with me as soon as the relationship
started. All of this because I have an entire arm covered in tattoos, they are my old life scars,
not a big deal to me, but to her mother I was literally mentally ill. This affected me profoundly,
for the first time I saw that there are rotten people inside the church. I wanted to talk with her
mother, but her mother refused to talk to me, her idea of me was final. To her I was not saved at
all, I was an aberration. (I really struggle with the idea of forgiving her mother, even today it's
really hard not to hate her) My main takeaway is that there is indeed chaff together with the
wheat, but thank God there is still time for repentance for everyone, and I should take my
distance from those kind of people.
3. I allowed my girlfriend to disrespect me. Since the start she behaved one way when we were
alone or with my family, but in an entirely different way when we were at church or with her
family. In the first case she was warm and passionate, to the point that my family warned me
she would want to marry me early on. But in front of our mutual friends, she was cold as hell,
in a disrespectful manner. The lesson here is to never allow any disrespect from anyone, no
matter the amount of things I might lose. It's not worth it to leave disrespect without
confrontation.
4. Within a couple days I lost all my self-confidence and basically started trying to show how
resourceful I'm in order to get her respect and attraction. Obviously it didn't work. I think the
right thing to do is just stay away from a girl until you have the guts to handle her.
5. I didn't listened to my friends, they warned me that her mother was tough and that this girl was
single for a reason, she is confused with herself.
The sad thing is, it took me more than a year to settle for a christian girl (I spent like 10 years dating
many many different woman before my conversion to Christ). In my old life I was the kind of guy
that uses woman for pleasure, as the secular RP preaches, and they surely liked me back then. Now
that I went full Christian, making sure that we prayed together everyday and also had a devotional
every week, basically being a "good christian guy", I got dumped, and it does not surprise me.
I'm really struggling with something that was always easy to me. In my old life I never felt fear of
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losing a girl because of the natural abundance that I had. but where I live the christian community is
so small that it's almost impossible to have abundance without missionary dating.
The actions I will take from now on will be to build a REALLY strong frame where God is the center
of my thoughts, I don't know how I will do it, I have read the entire sidebar and I'm following this
sub's bible reading plan. I'm still clueless how I will make God the center of my every action but I
will pray every moment for this outcome.
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Jesus is the Answer...
13 upvotes | July 7, 2019 | by Luke418 | Link | Reddit Link
This is a post from r/ChristianManosphere, I figured I would get feedback from here.
Jordan Peterson recent had a conversation with Dr. Oz on the meaning of life.

A few concepts from their discussion:
Life is tough with malevolence and suffering
We have the ability to overcome this - there is hope
We do this by first stopping to do evil but then moving on to do good
The Christian model somewhat fits this with the original 10 commandments orienting yourself
to avoid doing destructive things and then moving onto Christ who is the ideal man who
oriented himself in the world as a force for good

In the same way, let your light shine before others, that they may see your good deeds and
glorify your Father in heaven.

seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as
well.

These are deep ideas. Ideas worth spending weeks, months or years contemplating.

There are going to be many topics discussed on this subreddit and some will seem grim and not fair
for men (that is not the focus of this post). The point is this - the manosphere including topics like
MGTOW, Red Pill, Men's Right etc - all come across similar problems - they see society moving in a
way that is destructive. Now, many react differently - MGTOW often will say let the world burn or
detach while the Red Pill types will try to to make their personal situation better (but often ignore the
societal criticisms). I hate using terminology like Red Pill and MGTOW because everyone has a
different definition of these which confuses discussions.

But what is the solution to all this? It's going to be Christ. Christ is the ideal man who lived
sacrificially, lived by God's spirit and oriented himself in the world to be a force for good. He is the
ultimate example. Because of this, we must focus on Christ first and foremost. There will be
discussions about marriage, alimony, child support, feminism, social media, abortion, socialism, and
the general bend towards destruction of the west due to all these factors - but one things remains.
Christ is going to be the focal point always because he explains God. He explains everything.

So if you are a man trying to figure out how to navigate this world that is filled with bad advice, little
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role models, many empty pursuits and in general - lack of meaning...
Then the ideas that we discuss here should help you. The ideas we discuss could change your life.

Goodnight and good luck.
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Recent Christian, about to just give up on women.
13 upvotes | July 2, 2019 | by SoyBoySJW4life | Link | Reddit Link

I don't want to make this a huge story. I am someone that once had the word "atheist" tattooed to me
(later got it covered up). But for some reason, God had mercy for me. I don't know why. He, I
believe, and I cannot say with certainty that it was most definitely God, but something very majestic
appeared to me, like nothing you've never seen before. And slowly, I was led to Jesus and taking faith
in Jesus as my savior.

God, honestly, is the only person (don't know if you can call him that), outside of my parents, that for
whatever reason, had empathy for me, even when I didn't believe. He answers my prayers and he
comforts me when I am full of anxiety. I can't explain it but he does it. You guys probably don't
believe me.

So now I am reading the bible, and I find out that sex outside of marriage is truly a sin in the eyes of
god. I've asked god to bring me a good wife. But there's a part of me that wonders if it's even possible
to find the kind of woman I truly want.

My mother is basically as good a woman as you can get. She is a devout christian. Lost her virginity
to my dad. Very loyal, empathetic, and submissive. My sister met a guy she is thinking about getting
serious with, and all my my mom could talk about is his education, how much money he makes, and
his job.

When I hear stuff like that, it just makes not want to ever bother with women again.
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The word "nice" comes from the root word "nescire" in Latin,
which means "to not know"
13 upvotes | June 18, 2019 | by Gods_ssoldiers | Link | Reddit Link
I posted this on r/TheRedPill as well but I think you guys will have a more complete view of what I'm
saying here.

There are thousands of words in the english language which are taken from Latin and, in my view,
deliberately changed to mean something else, in order to effectively take away the meaning of
language and method of communication. If words can mean whatever certain people want them to
mean, you will have no way to express your discontent with life. Love can now mean two men
having sex with each other. Think about that. Do not play these people's game. Love means one
thing, so don't acquiesce to language games in order to debate with people and communicate them.
Being nice is considered not knowing something because you are "pleasant" and docile. You aren't a
threat. The Red Pill is in part about freeing yourself from the chains, the delusion, the lie, the
deception, whatever you want to call it, and become an individual again instead of the part of a group
headed toward destruction. If you know things like this, the twisting of language, you can free others
from chains too. Be a hero. Take down the demons that want society destroyed by showing them that
you know what they're doing.
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Faith, Works, Mission, Disciple-Making
13 upvotes | June 12, 2019 | by ruizbujc | Link | Reddit Link
I wrote this for r/TrueChristian, but thought you guys might appreciate it here, as it's a lot about
mission and disciple-making.
This was a response to someone else's conversation [about how to show people who think they're
saved that they're not really believers]. I ran out of room in the comment, so I figured I'd post this
more broadly with the continuation at the bottom as well as a few significant edits throughout.
PART I: UNDERSTANDING FAITH
NOUN v. VERB
First, the issue stems from a misunderstanding of what it means to "believe." It's interesting to note
the way the word "faith" is used in the Gospels and rest of the New Testament. There are 4 major
conjugations used:
Pistei - Noun. This treats faith as its own entity, often translated "the faith." This version is
never used in the Gospels, only the epistles. This is the second most common conjugation - 58
total.
Pisteos - Noun. This is usually a conjugation accompanied by a preposition showing faith in
connection with something else. It's most often translated "of faith" or "by faith" or "from faith"
or "through faith." This version is also never used in the Gospels, only the epistles. This is by
far the most common use of any of the conjugations - 94 in total.
Pistin - Noun. This conjugation is possessive in nature, treating faith as something that is
personalized to a person. It's translated in such ways as "have faith" or "our faith" or "had faith"
or "their faith." It is the first of the two main conjugations the Gospel writers use and is the
second most common conjugation - 55 total.
Pistis - Noun. Much like Pistin, this is another possessive faith virtually always translated as
"your faith." It is used 36 times in the Bible. This version appears in the Gospels too.
After these 4, the next most common conjugation is only used 4 times in the Bible.
It's interesting to note that even among the versions that show up in the Gospels, John's Gospel never
once uses any of these 4 (he does use the 4th in one of his letters: 1 John 5:4 when talking about faith
as a theological concept), yet we also know John's Gospel as the one most focused on communicating
theological truth through the facts. What theological point is John trying to make by refusing to use
faith as a noun?
Let's look at conjugations he does use:
Pisteuo - Verb. Believe. This is the form John camps out in most. He makes 98 uses of it - over
1/3 of all its uses in the New Testament and more than the other three Gospels combined. It is
based on an active faith and not a passive thing as a concept.
Pisteusōmen - Verb. Believe or entrust. It's used 3 times (once by John) and translated "believe"
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each time.
Pisteusōsin - Verb. It's used 4 time (twice by John) and translated "might/should/will believe"
Pisteusousin - Verb. It's used 1 time by John and translated "will believe."
Pistikēs - Adj. This is an interesting one, as it's translated as "pure" the two times it's used (once
by John).
I imagine John refused to use the noun version as a way of making a theological statement, whereas
the other Gospel writers may have been more casual and relaxed with their word choices - preferring
to go with common usage rather than to make a point. This is much like how I no longer call
congregations "churches" and "going to church" is now "going to Sunday service." Certainly the
common usage is an easier way to communicate for people to understand what I'm trying to say, so
from a linguistic standpoint I'm accurate in conveying what I intend. But from a theological
standpoint, congregations are not churches/the church. For John, talking about faith as a noun didn't
make theological sense to him, so he refused to use the noun conjugations in order to emphasize his
conviction that faith should only be talked about in active terminology.
FAITH, FAITHFULNES, AND FOLLOWING
With the above in mind, I often tell people that the concepts of "faith" and "faithful" are inextricably
linked. It makes no sense to say that someone has faith if he is not "faithful." When worded this way,
it now makes much more sense why John would prefer the active form - believe - over the noun
form. And his use of Pisteuo and its various conjugations are also often translated as "trust." What
sense does "trust" make if not in the context of "entrusting" something? What is it that we entrust to
Jesus? Our lives. What is it that we are faithful to him with? Our lives.
An easy example that helps many people: suppose 3 men receive a note under their front door that
says, "At midnight tonight I will murder you." What do they do?
Person A: He chooses not to believe (pisteuo), ignoring the note. At midnight, he dies.
Person B: He acknowledges that the threat is real, and thus has faith (pistin), and yet chooses to
ignore it anyway because he doesn't care for his life. At midnight, he dies.
Person C: He believes (pisteuo) that the threat is real and cares enough about his life that he
calls the cops, sets up a security camera, lays booby traps, buys a gun to protect himself, etc. He
does something as a result of what he believes.
Interestingly, pisteuo has another associated word with their etymological origins connected: Peithos.
Hogg and Vine (biblical scholars/commentators) note on this word: "Peitho and pisteuo, 'to trust,' are
closely related etymologically; the difference in meaning is that the former implies the obedience that
is produced by the latter." While peithos technically means "to persuade," it is occasionally translated
directly as "obey" or "follow." An easy understanding of this word is to say it means "persuaded
sufficiently to do something about it." Someone might persuade me that eating cheese is unhealthy,
but that persuasion is not peithos - because I'm still going to keep eating cheese. I'm not a "follower"
of any form of "don't eat cheese" movement.
Romans 2:8 is a great example of how this word for "persuade" is used in an "obey" context:
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ESV: but for those who are self-seeking and do not obey (apeithousi) the truth, but obey
(peithomenois) unrighteousness, there will be wrath and fury.
NIV: But for those who are self-seeking and who reject the truth and follow evil, there will be
wrath and anger.
NASB: but to those who are selfishly ambitious and do not obey the truth, but obey
unrighteousness, wrath and indignation
KJV: But unto them that are contentious, and do not obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness,
indignation and wrath
YLT: and to those contentious, and disobedient, indeed, to the truth, and obeying the
unrighteousness -- indignation and wrath
Then the Berean Literal Bible gets confused about how to translate it, using both ways in the
same sentence: but to those of self-interest and disobeying the truth, but being persuaded
about unrighteousness, wrath and anger
Biblios Interlineal Bible: to those however of self-interest and disobeying the truth being
persuaded about however unrighteouosneses wrath and anger.

JAMES 2 - FAITH AND WORKS
Let's look at James 2, as that's where there often gets a lot of confusion over the topic of "having
faith" and "obeying." Here's how he used the noun version of the word:
2:14 - What good is it, my brothers, if someone says he has faith (pistin; noun) but does not
have works? Can that faith (pistis; noun) save him?
2:17 - In the same way, faith (pistis; noun) by itself, if it is not accompanied by action, is dead.
2:18 - But someone will say, “You have faith (pistin; noun) and I have works.” Show me your
faith (pistin; noun) apart from your works, and I will show you my faith (pistin; noun) by my
works.
2:20 - faith (pistis; noun) apart from works is useless
2:24 - a person is justified by works and not by faith (pisteos; noun) alone
2:26 - faith (pistis) apart from works is dead
Then let's switch to the part where we actually see an example of a saved person:
2:23 - Abraham believed (episteusin; verb) God, and it was counted to him as righteousness
Whaddayaknow ... it's the verb, active version - the only version that John was willing to use in his
Gospel. It seems that James had the same theological understanding that John did. While John was
passively taking a stance through his language, James was trying to explain it directly.
This doesn't mean the works are what saves. It just means that faith as a concept does not save a
person (person B in my example above). Active faith - the kind that compels works (person C) does.
DEFINING SAVING-FAITH
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In light of all of this, I define saving-faith as "being persuaded by Jesus' death and resurrection to live
up to the example he set." Note that this definition does not mean living up to that example is what
saves a person. Ghandi - a Hindu - commented on how he believed he lived up to the example of
Jesus and didn't need Jesus or the Bible or to call himself a Christian to do it.
What does save a person by this definition is that they are persuaded to do so. If someone persuades
me to put my cash under my matress in a bank account, and I die on the way to the bank - I never
actually did it, but it's obvious that I was legitimately persuaded because I started taking steps in that
direction. If I was struck by lightning before I even had the chance to take a step, I was still
persuaded to do so, even though I had no opportunity to show it - much like the thief on the cross
(though arguably his defense of Jesus WAS him showing it).
But there is a stark difference between being
persuaded that it's a good idea to put my money in the bank, and
persuaded to put my money in the bank.
Too many people assume that because they acknowledge it's a good idea to allow Jesus' death and
resurrection to change their life, that they are saved. They never shift from, "Yes, I agree with the
Bible that I should live in the example Jesus set" to "I am actively striving to live in the example
Jesus set."
PASCAL'S WAGER
Pascal's Wager gets a lot of heat because people say it produces a "wrong kind of faith." That it
causes people to follow Jesus purely out of logical decision and from a fear of going to hell rather
than focusing on a loving relationship with Jesus. I don't see this as big of a problem.
First, look at the relationship between a parent and their children. My children don't always obey me,
but they often do. They know in a general sense that I love them, but they have NO CLUE how my
commands to them are for their benefit. Cleaning their room teaches them discipline, organization,
and responsibility. To them, it's something they have to do that they don't want to. Telling them not to
call people names teaches them good manners and relational skills. To them, it's just another "don't"
on the list. If they don't understand the value in what I'm telling them to do, why do they do it?
Because if they don't, they get punished. They are afraid of what will happen if they don't conform
their behaviors. Yes, they know I love them, and they believe they love me too - but their love for me
doesn't prompt them to obey. Their fear of my punishment does.
It's not until my children are older that they start to understand the value of my commands. My 7 year
old son is finally starting to get it. With a little explanation, he now realizes why he has to go to bed and that this rule he hates is actually an expression of my love for him. He has started obeying me
without my prompting. In one recent example, he said, "You didn't have to tell me to clean my room
today. I just did it because I love you and because I know it's good for me to learn how to take care of
my stuff." Now, this started after a campaign I had about throwing away the kids' toys that weren't
put away. It started with fear. Then it moved on to love. In humanity's infancy (OT times) God
treated us like children; but when we grew up, we put childish ways behind us (1 Cor. 13) and began
operating as teenagers and eventually adults with God, expressing love for him. Pascal's wager is an
appropriate acknowledgement that most people are going to start their relationship with Jesus like
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infants and toddlers, but leaves room for it to grow into more.
Second, based on everything I've said of what it means to "believe" in this post, Pascal's wager does
prompt an actual saving faith. Motivated by a fear of hell (i.e. fear of God's punishment = fear of
God), they are sufficiently persuaded that Jesus' death and resurrection is the best option for
accomplishing their goal of avoiding that punishment and that they must live in the example Jesus set
for them as a result. Their motive for why they do this will likely change in time - but the fact that it's
not there when they're still infants and toddlers in the faith doesn't mean they're any less God's
children than I was my father's son when I was an infant and toddler in his home.
CONCLUSION
When a person says, "I believe in Jesus," they usually mean, "I have faith (pistin; noun) that Jesus
was a real person who died and rose from the dead to save me from my sins." How often do we hear
these people adding: "I also have faith (pistin; noun) that Jesus has a very clear purpose for my life
and I believe (pisteuo) this so resolutely that I am committed to following (peitharcheo) this plan"?
Understanding the difference between "faith" as a concept and "believing" as an active expression as a verb instead of a noun - can be crucial in helping people move forward. Yes, in a common
linguistic sense we could say that "have faith" does mean "believe," which is why Matthew, Mark,
and Luke were perfectly comfortable using the word - because they knew that in a very colloquial
sense, people would get what they're trying to communicate. But if we account for John's intentional
use of the language to make a more clear theological point, this relationship between faith and
obedience becomes far more obvious.

PART II: UNDERSTANDING OBEDIENCE
OBEDIENCE
From there, the question must always be: what kind of obedience should saving-faith prompt us into?
Jesus talked about a person's "fruit" being the thing that proves one's salvation. In Matthew 7 he said
the way to recognize a truly saved person from a fraud is this: "By their fruit you will recognize
them." What is that fruit, which is the form of obedience that proves our salvation? There are three
general categories that people tend to answer:
Fruit of the Spirit/Good Character: This doesn't make any sense to me at all, but it's everyone's
go-to answer. We don't see Jesus teaching the fruit of the Spirit anywhere in the Gospels. Paul
didn't first bring this up until he wrote Galatians, decades after Jesus' death. If Jesus was
referring to the fruit of the Spirit as the evidence of our faith, there would be no way to have
interpreted Matthew 7 at the time. "Jesus, what is this fruit you speak of?" people may have
asked. He'd answer, "Oh, I haven't told you yet. But there's a guy who's going to help murder
you all, and I'm going to change his heart, and a few decades later he's going to write a letter to
some other people - not you, but the people in Galatia - and he'll tell them what fruit I'm talking
about. If you're still alive long enough for that letter to be written and circulate back to you,
then you can figure out what I mean." That just doesn't sound like Jesus.
Good Works: This doesn't make much sense to me either. Immediately after saying, "By their
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fruit you will recognize them," Jesus says, "But there will be some people who do great works
in my name - casting out demons, prophesying, performing miracles - and yet I'm going to cast
them away and call them evil-doers." Yes, that's literally the very next passage. It's almost as if
Jesus is intentionally trying to say: "Good works, even great works, aren't what I mean by
fruit."
Disciples: What does make sense to me is that Jesus meant the exact same thing he was always
talking about when he used trees, plants, and fruit as a metaphor: disciples. Matthew 13 is the
most obvious place to see this. When the Gospel is planted in someone, if they are good soil it
grows into a tree, the fruit of which "yields a crop 30, 60, or even 100 times what was sown."
What are those 30, 60, or 100 times? Are those good works? Does that mean the person is "100
times patience"? That doesn't make sense. Jesus also says, "Unless a kernel of wheat [i.e. the
fruit of a wheat plant] falls to the ground and dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it
produces many seeds." The 30, 60, or 100 things that are produced from the fruit of the Gospel
in us are more fruit-bearing trees in the nearby soil around us. That is, it is the disciples we
produce.
Unsurprisingly, Paul confirms this interpretation of bearing fruit in Philippians 1:22 - "If I
am to go on living in the body, this will mean fruitful labor for me." Did he mean "lots of
opportunity to do good works"? Or "lots of labor demonstrating love, joy, peace,
patience, etc."? No. He explains the fruit of his labor living in the body in 24-25: "it is
more necessary FOR YOU that I remain in the body ... I will continue with all of you for
your progress and joy in the faith." That is, they were his fruit through his discipleship
of them, which is why he longed to see them - to continue discipling them, as he had
done when he was first at Philippi. For reference on that point, while there are better
technical definitions, discipleship can very simply be understood as actively and
intentionally presenting your life to someone else as a model for how they should live.
This is what Paul says he did in Philippians 3:17 - "Join with others in following my
example, brothers, and take note of those who live according to the pattern we gave you."
He discipled specific people ("those") and is asking the body to be discipled by "those"
people as well. Moreover, this is immediately preceded by Paul's claim that this is the
true test of spiritual maturity: "Let all of us who are mature take such a view of things,
and if on some point you think differently, that too God will make clear to you." That's
how firmly Paul was convinced that disciple-making was what defined the maturity of a
believer, and that the disciples he produced were the fruit of his labor.
Oh, it's probably also worth mentioning all the times that Jesus uses the example of
workers in a vineyard. That vineyard produced fruit. What is his vineyard? Is it the good
works that he's hoping will spring up throughout the world? Or is the vineyard the people
whose souls we are trying to win? When Jesus told the apostles, "Pray for workers in my
vineyard," was he asking them to help reap a harvest of good works or a harvest of
disciples?
I could go on and on and on, but I'm running low on time, so I'll just move on.
SAY V. DO
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Which is a better indicator of a person's beliefs, philosophies, lifestyle, etc.: what they say or what
they do?
This is really the crying shame: that people get so wrapped up in what Jesus taught that they forget
how Jesus lived. If we focus on what he said over what he did, we get the modern church model: "Be
good little boys and girls. Don't sin. Repent. Give to the poor. Serve your neighbor. Love your
enemy." These are, of course, all great things, but they are also easily faked. As I noted before,
Ghandi could be said to have lived by this example - yet he openly identified with Hinduism. He
accepted Jesus' teachings, but completely ignored what Jesus did with his life, death, and
resurrection.
How did Jesus live? He made disciples. Literally every aspect of his earthly ministry was oriented
around this singular mission. It's the mission he gave them - and by extension, us. Matthew 28:19-20
make it clear that this mission is for everyone, as he commanded them to "make disciples of ALL
NATIONS" - that's everyone, and that these disciples must be taught to "obey everything I have
commanded you," which included the command he just gave to make disciples. That is what Jesus
did with his life. That is the model he set for us, but is so easily missed when we only look at what he
taught. And what's sad is that he also taught this too, but somehow it gets confused as "one of many
teachings" and not as the lifestyle from which all of his teachings were produced.
To put it another way, Jesus's life was modeled for us as one of constant, intentional disciple-making.
The things he taught were part of the process of how we do this. I once did a study Jesus' ministry
method and came up with 5 things that were a clear pattern in how Jesus approached his model of
ministry/discipleship. Interestingly, I've had 2 other friends who years apart and without any
conversation on the point with me or each other did the exact same study and came to the exact same
5 things. They are:
1. Tell Them What - He taught people who he was and what he expected of them.
2. Show Them How - He showed them how to live out his teachings by the way he obeyed them
in his own life in front of them.
3. Let Them Try - He starts telling his disciples, "You step out of the boat" and "You feed the
5,000" and "You pray with me."
4. Send Them Out - After doing it in front of him, he sent them out to try it without him. "Go
preach repentance from town to town. Take nothing with you. See how it goes, then come back
and report to me."
5. Pass It On - When they had proved competent on their own, he commissioned them to keep
doing this and to pass this model on to everyone else.
This is discipleship, in a nut shell - a more complete version than the short definition I gave you
earlier.
Too many pastors congregation leaders get hung up on the "tell them what" part that they never move
on to "show them how." At best, they may tell stories from their own life about how they live what
they teach - but many even avoid that, assuming it would come off as bragging. And they may be
right, as there's a difference between telling someone what you do and showing them how you do it.
Don't confuse "here's what I do" with "show them how" - you're still only telling them.
And even the few leaders I do see who actually model for their congregation or small group or
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individuals in their congregation, they skip from "let them try" to "send them out." "You saw me do it
... no go off all by yourself and keep doing it."
Imagine you sign up for piano lessons.
Tell Them What: The teacher verbally explains to you what the notes are and which keys are
which, how rhythm and melody work, tempo, etc.
Show Them How: Then she plays a brand new piece of music in front of you. "See how I
played that?"
Let Them Try: She skips this and never lets you play piano in front of her.
Send Them Out: "Now you go home and do this on your own."
How effective is that model?
Or how effective would it be if she told you all about piano, but never showed you how to press the
keys or where to place your hands? She explains verbally and tells you to do it, but you never get an
example to look at. It's going to be extremely inefficient and you'll probably end up learning it wrong,
just like people who type by pecking their fingers on a keyboard and don't know where to position
their fingers for faster typing. Someone has to show you where to position your fingers before you
can really figure it out. Then you can start doing it on your own - and they can watch to make sure
you're doing it right. Then you can be competent to do it on your own. Then you're able to go and
teach someone else how to do it to.
CONSEQUENCES
There's a reason I speak so much about making disciples in a soteriological about what makes up
authentic saving-faith and what doesn't. It's all over throughout Scripture, but most notably in the
parable of the fig tree from Luke 13:6-9:
A man had a fig tree planted in his vineyard, and he came seeking fruit on it and found
none. And he said to the vinedresser, ‘Look, for three years now I have come seeking fruit
on this fig tree, and I find none. Cut it down. Why should it use up the ground?’ And he
answered him, ‘Sir, let it alone this year also, until I dig around it and put on manure. Then
if it should bear fruit next year, well and good; but if not, you can cut it down.
A few questions this prompts:
Was the problem with this fig tree that it produced bad fruit? No, it's that it produced no fruit at
all. Jesus notes in Matthew 7 that a bad tree produces bad fruit, but that's not the standard for it
being cut down. He says that the tree that fails to produce good fruit is cut down. It's not
enough to cut out bad things from your life. You must also produce good fruit. Is your labor for
God's Kingdom, as Paul says, "fruitful"?
If we assume the vineyard is God's Kingdom - the church (because no one will be cut out of
heaven once there) - are you one of those people who sits in the pew "using up the ground"
without producing fruit? Do you believe that being in the vineyard somehow makes you safe,
or does the master of the vineyard have expectations for a tree to remain? This is kind of like
John 15, where Jesus says, "I am the vine, you are the branches" - but that the branches that
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don't produce fruit are pruned away. Yes, the branch is cut off entirely in order to make room
for new branches.
Is your congregation content with people filling the seats who aren't producing fruit? Is this
actually productive, or are they a drain on resources that could otherwise be allocated to more
fruit-bearing trees?
If you're not bearing fruit right now, who is vouching for you this way? Is anyone in your life
digging a trench to facilitate watering? Fertilizing you? If now, how can you find that person?
Do you know others who aren't producing fruit? If so, do you believe that part of God's plan for
you involves being the one to dig the trench and fertilize and water that tree?
The master put a time-limit on the tree. He gave it three years of fruitlessness before he cut it
off. The vinedresser asked for one more year and after that even he agreed that the tree should
be cut down. How far into this time-frame are you? How far are your friends?
I'm not saying that making disciples is what saves a person - that will always be faith. But if disciplemaking really is the fruit produced by salvation, then a failure of disciple-making is an indication that
the Gospel never took root in you - the soil you were planted in ... that your faith is a passive noun
and not an active verb. Does that make you the hard soil or the path or the weedy ground? I don't
know. But surely Jesus says the way you know you've found good soil is by the crop that flows out of
it.
More to the point, this isn't suggesting that people will be plucked from their place in heaven. God's
Kingdom is here today on earth right now: the church. On a spiritual level, God knows who is part of
the church and who isn't. Attending a congregation doesn't make you a citizen of God's Kingdom.
Just as God would remove an unfruitful tree from his vineyard, should congregation leaders not
remove unfruitful trees from the plot in the vineyard they're responsible for? Especially after they've
already given year after year after year trying to water and fertilize the tree! And yet congregation
leaders everywhere are content to keep drawing more pew-sitters. I'm not okay with that anymore.
Congregation leaders could do so much better to stop focusing so much effort to keep the 80% (or
more) of people in their body who will never live in the example of disciple-making that Jesus set for
them, and instead start focusing on the 20% (or less) who would be responsive. Brian Sanders, head
of the Underground Church in Tampa, FL has already reached this conclusion and recorded his
results in his book, Underground Church. There's a body in California doing the same thing. I'm
doing this through a combination of guys I'm discipling in-person and online. Instead of draining our
lives to keep the masses following us, we're pouring into those who are bearing fruit to facilitate a
massive crop as we send them out.
Notice that the fruitful tree is the one that yields the crop that's 30, 60, or 100 times what was sown.
The parable doesn't say, "The good soil produces a tree and the farmer will sow more seed around
that tree to get a crop of 30, 60, or 100 more trees." The parable of the fig tree doesn't say, "This tree
is alive, but not bearing fruit. I guess instead of cutting it down, at least now I know this soil around it
is good so I can plant more seed here." Anyway ... I'm rambling now.
CONCLUSION
This is the good work that faith is to produce. If you truly believe that Jesus died to save you from
your sins, and that you are now a part of God's Kingdom, and that God has a plan for your life, and
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that this plan is better than anything else you could possibly do with your life ...
First, what do you think that plan is? "God's plan for my life is to stop watching porn." No, that's not
God's plan for your life. Watching porn is something that gets in the way of your ability to fulfill
God's plan for your life. If you stopped watching porn could you honestly say, "There, God. I have
now done everything with my life that you wanted me to do!"? No. Even if you could stop ever
negative type sin - you never make fun of anyone, never tell a lie, never steal, never look covetously
at a woman, etc. - how will that in any way advance God's Kingdom? "Because others might see my
devotion to God and believe in him," someone always says, trying to justify orienting their lives
around passive rather than active obedience. But the conclusion is still the same: it helps God (yes,
you're Christ's bride, making you his helper) by making disciples. It's just an incredibly inefficient
way to do it. So, if there's a more efficient way to get involved in growing God's Kingdom into a
might eternal nation, don't you think you should be doing that? What's the most efficient way to do
that? The way Jesus modeled for us: make disciples. Tell people who Jesus is and what he expects,
show them through your own intentional life-modeling what that looks like, give them a chance to try
it in front of you, send them out to do it on their own, and encourage them as they pass this good
news on to other people.
Second, if you truly believe all of that - how could you do anything other than orient your entire life
around planting the Gospel into people's hearts and/or watering it to help it grow in others?
As for me, I'm not so great at planting. I try. I put a lot of seed out, but instead of 30, 60, or 100 new
plants, I can only point to a little under a dozen where I was the one who did the planting. But
watering ... that's my specialty. If the seed is already there, I can nurture it. I'm mediocre at
cultivating ground too. While it's not expressly mentioned in the Bible, it's important to turn bad soil
into good soil. Maybe you're different - if you're a planter, all the better to you. But whatever your
role in the process, be a part of the process.
Don't be passive about your faith. Let it be a verb in your life - an active faith. Let it compel you to
live on the mission Jesus gave you - a co-op mission that we're all on together ... a co-mission.
The preacher at my congregation this week just gave this sermon, which is a far simpler way of going
through much of what I've been talking about here. It's probably the best sermon I've heard in my life.
Take a listen, if you want to go into this more or prefer an audio version of the second half of this
post: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3R5FIyvWe1I
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Gravitational Centers - A Case Study on the MRP Journey
13 upvotes | June 11, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
As I've observed numerous relationships in the last couple years, I've noticed an interesting
phenomenon. I call them gravitational centers. These are relational norms that people tend to
gravitate toward without even realizing it - and they can work either for or against you.
These are pretty obvious when taking a bird's eye view of how most men see progress in their MRP
journey - both relationally (respect) and sexually (seduction). Understanding how gravitational
centers work would have helped me break covert contracts early on, as well as staying motivated in
my MAP, because it gives a framework for accepting the reality that women will sometimes refuse to
respond to your improvements the way you think they should.
To make it easy to visualize, I've created a simple graph that should show you how this works. For
easy reference:
Red means the woman has given up. She is repelled by her husband.
Orange means she has no interest in working on herself. She gravitates away from her husband,
but watches to see what happens.
Gray means there is no gravitational pull at all. You're just existing.
Green means the wife is responding to her husband by improving herself, following his lead in
the self-improvement venture.
Dark green is where the wife feels the need to impress her man and that the onus for selfimprovement is on her to keep up with where she perceives he already is.
This is far from a perfect graph, and the slopes certainly need a lot more readjusting - but heck, I only
had an hour and a half to put this post together, so deal with it.
BOB'S STORY
A lot of what's written on MRP is targeted content, addressing a single event or discussing one
concept. Reading the broader case studies that tracked the whole of a man's journey often helped me
stay motivated, so let's start with a common RP story in the broad picture to show how the various
gravitational centers affect sexual responsiveness: nuclear to bliss. I'll use a case study from a guy
I've discipled for the past 2 years. For the sake of anonymity, let's call him Bob and his wife Jane.
Bob, feel free to out yourself if you think it'd add to the conversation.
NUCLEAR: Bob's wife, Jane, threatened divorce a couple years ago. They were in the red zone. She
wasn't getting any tingles or fuzzies. Bob was 100lbs overweight and had no clue what a clit is, much
less how to find it. He was more interested in the latest Netflix Original than walking out the front
door, and his mission was dictated to him by an NPC on his computer screen.
He responded to the threat of divorce by promising to improve. He did improve. He dropped 20lbs in
the first few weeks and started contributing to chores. Did Jane see this improvement and reward him
for it? No. If anything, she backed away even more, still repulsed by him.
Why would she do that when he's making progress? I hear this story all the time among my clients
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who are shocked when their wife files after they made the changes they promised her. It's because
Jane rooted herself into a view of Bob that she could not pull away from. It was as though he was on
a bungee cord - the further he tried to pull away from Jane's view of him and the relationship, the
more tension existed that, in her crazy rationalization, only reaffirmed that they were in a bad, tense
marriage and she wanted out.
SURVIVING. At some point, the bungee cord stretched like a mangled slinkee. It's still all
connected, but even if you let go, it wouldn't recoil all the way. There's extra slack in the line to work
with. When Bob crossed that threshold, Jane was willing to give him a chance. Bob's still pretty darn
blue because he's doing all of this for Jane at the time, but at least the weight keeps going down and
he's starting to take ownership of his own home and life responsibilities. He mistakenly makes Jane
his purpose, but at least it's better than his previous mission of making as much time for games as
possible.
Jane's still skeptical and gravitating toward divorce, but at least she's willing to let things play out
before pulling the trigger. She's gone from red to orange. There's a line ahead of her and she sees it.
She wants Bob to succeed and cross that threshold, but expects him to fail. She herself still feels no
compulsion to improve.
GRAY ZONE 1. After enough stretching, the cord finally snaps. Jane is now more interested to see
how far Bob will go than she is in looking up attorneys online. In stead of being repulsed by him,
she's intrigued by him. She's obviously not going to be chasing after him or try to improve herself yet,
but she's not pulling away either. There is no pulling force. Life just exists here.
Jane was willing to call Bob her husband again, rather than "that scumbag I'm planning on
divorcing." She acknowledges her marriage to Bob ... it's just an unhappy one.
PULL UP TO CENTER. At some point, Bob crossed another threshold. He started dressing nicer,
and his clothes were actually fitting. He began wearing cologne. He's initiating sex again. Jane sees
the possibility that their marriage can shift from unhappy to normal.
In this first green zone, Jane sees hope for what their relationship could become. Suddenly she's
willing to work on herself. She believes that a little improvement on her part will continue
encouraging Bob in his efforts to improve as well. She's manipulating him, but in her mind it's for the
best. All the same, Jane's becoming sexually responsive to Bob again, so things are looking up.
CENTER. At some point their lives just kind of normalize. This is the second status quo. Just as
there was a bungee cord in the bottom left when Jane wanted to divorce Bob, now there's a bungee
cord in the dead-center. They aren't unhappy, but they're not excited every time the other one walks
in the door either. They're perfectly neutral. Things in the relationship feel balanced, which at first
sounds good, but then it means no one is yearning.
If Bob were to have faded downward a bit, Jane would have been motivated to get things back to
center. Instead of Bob thinking 300lbs was just his normal weight, suddenly 230 is normal. If he pops
up to 240 for a time he feels it and something in him causes him to gravitate back to 230 again. The
same thing with his lifts - if they slack, he feels a drawing force back to what he was lifting at this
center line. This applies to his efforts at leading in the relationship or taking ownership of his home as he slacks, he sees the negative impact and is motivated to re-stabilize on that normal line.
PULL DOWN TO CENTER. But Bob's not okay with neutral. He keeps improving. It's harder than
it was now. In the lower left sections, Bob first just wanted to avoid divorce, then he saw a "normal
marriage" as some light at the end of the tunnel he was striving for. Now he's got what he believes all
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his friends have. Is it really worth it to keep going? He gravitates back toward the center and must
have an extreme will-power to keep going up.
Jane also became comfortable with neutral. She put in a bit of effort. She dropped 10lbs. It's nowhere
near the 70lbs Bob lost, but she had less to lose in the first place, she thinks. She smiles more than
she used to in the gray first gray zone, and that should be enough for Bob. Yeah, he can keep
improving, but he should be grateful for all the ways she's been improving. She puts the cap on the
toothpaste now. Shouldn't that mean something to him? I've already put in the effort, she tells herself.
I'm good now. I'll be Bob's cheerleader as he keeps going while I sit right on this line.
GRAY ZONE 2. After deciding that "normal" wasn't enough, he keeps going. Now he's developing
his social game. He's working on his Keno. He's trying new things in bed. He's getting too far ahead
of her, so Jane finally agrees to meet him where he's at. She crosses into the gray zone with him.
They reach a new status quo.
Unlike the first status quo, they're not "unhappily married" (default in most sitcoms), nor are they the
second status quo of neutrality (where we just assume other people always are). Now they are
"happily married." There's no pull up or down, left or right - they're fine just where they're at.
THRIVING. But then Bob keeps improving. He's not doing it for Jane anymore. He's doing it
because the further he gets from his former unattractive slob self the happier he is with his life - and
he wants to see just how far that road will take him.
He's no longer one of the "better guys" anymore. Now he's one of the best guys. He went from fat
slob to respectable hunk. Other girls are taking notice of him and Jane sees it. At first she's mad and
wants to pull him back to that center-line, but part of her likes it. If she want it to continue, she
realizes she'll have to improve herself just to keep up. Now she's not doing it to motivate Bob - she's
doing it because Bob has motivated her.
Jane sees another green light - a need to improve herself. Even if Bob stopped improving, just by
being one of the "best guys" around, Jane constantly feels on her toes - a persistent pressure to keep
Bob happy and make a real effort in the relationship. She's initiating sex more than he is. She takes
care of the household responsibilities - without him even having to ask. She buys him little fun
surprises when she's at the mall. Life is good.
BLISS. Now, making gains at some point becomes difficult. It's like building a house. One day the
foundation is laid. Then the next couple days the structure is up. "Wow, you got all that done in a
day?" Then the utility lines are installed, and a day after that the insulation and siding are put in.
"Wow, look at that progress! This is going faster than I thought." Then the flooring is installed in a
day. The dry wall in another day. Then the amenities are put in (stove, toilets, etc.). All this massive
progress in the span of a few short weeks. But something bizarre happens. You stop seeing progress.
The workers are there for hours painting baseboard and nailing it in. It takes two whole days for one
of the guys just to tile the shower. It's a week for painting and caulking and detailing. What's taking
so long?
Bob finally got a foundation laid and structure put in place. He had all the amenities to make Jane
swoon, but the detailing would take much longer. Bob's still working on that.
But from other relationships with the most high-end guys, I see an even greener zone than in the
thriving relationships. They live in bliss - true excitement. I expect this can't be maintained
perpetually and indefinitely (at least I haven't been able to), but when the guy lives in this peak, the
wife seems to feel the full weight of dread on her shoulders and will put in whatever effort it takes to
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keep her man focused on her instead of the neighbor who's always trying to chat him up. As a man
lives in this zone, his wife is drawn toward impressing him. She gravitates toward him, not toward
any status quo.
CAVEAT: In this particular story, (sorry Bob) Jane didn't start off as a very attractive woman
(though she got there by the end), so it's not like she had several Chads sweeping in to steal her away
while Bob was just getting going. If that had been the case, she may have stayed in the "I'm better off
just divorcing him" phase much longer - or actually have gone through with it. Again, you can't
always predict how a woman will act at any given time, though there are certainly broad trends that
are generally reliable.
CONTEXT
It's important to note that the entire context of viewing this graph is looking at the man's
attractiveness, value, improvements, etc. as the decisive factor of his own ability to achieve sexual
and relational satisfaction - whether with his wife or otherwise. If Jane wouldn't have responded this
way for Bob, a litany of other women likely would have.
In that sense, while we use the man's status on two of these axes as the premise for everything, the
colors show generally how women are likely to respond - not a predictor of how Jane specifically
should be expected to respond (no covert contracts). So, you can think of this graph as a picture of
female sexuality.
For the mathematically inclined, you're welcome to imagine the colors as a topographical indication
on a third axis sticking into or out of the page as the general "female" variable - I just thought it'd be
easier to interpret this in terms of color than a 3-dimensional graph (which would have taken far more
effort to figure out how to do than would be worthwhile). But the picture would be far more complete
with an into/out of the page dynamic happening in this hole process.
EXTENDING THE GRAPH
You'll note that I extended the "fuzzies" section beyond the basic square. This is because you can
always add more fuzzies to a relationship ... but after a certain point it forces attraction downward.
The further away you get, the less sexually interested the woman becomes and ultimately couldn't
care less about the man.
GRAY ZONES
It's interesting to note that there are two extremes in the gray zone:
Extremely attractive people with no depth to the relationship. These are your CEOs, biker gang
leaders, and meat heads at the gym. The woman really has no long-term interest in the guy, but
somehow she's in his bed for years and years. She's not going anywhere. She knows she doesn't
love him, but the sex is too good - how could she leave it? They have reached a status quo albeit not an ideal one, but it's comfortable enough to live in.
Then there's the supreme beta bux. The guy who isn't attractive at all, but will do anything and
everything for his wife. She wants a back rub? There he is. A new house they can't afford? He'll
make it happen somehow. Her friend has a cute puppy? He gets her a cuter one. There are
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water spots at the bottom of the sink after he finished the dishes? "Don't worry honey, I'll dry
them up so you don't have to see them anymore." She's not going anywhere, but she's certainly
unfulfilled. Again, not an ideal status quo, but one she's willing to live with.
Between the extremes are areas where a guy sacrifices a bit in one area, but makes up for it in
another.
CAPS
Now, I hear some guys complain that they're not naturally attractive, therefore they must be doomed.
"Black pill ... yadda yadda ... I hate women." Suppose even with all the alpha confidence, amused
mastery, etc., he still caps out at about a 7 on the attraction scale. You'll note that it's unlikely the 7
will ever have to worry about divorce ... just remember that these rankings are perspective-based - a 7
to the girl at the bar might still be a 4 to his wife if he's not gaming and attracting her the same way.
What hope does he have for a successful marriage once he's hit his attractiveness peak? He'll never be
as attractive as Chad. Of course, most Chads don't give her the fuzzies. So, the 7 becomes an oak.
Instead of relying on his attractiveness (A-game) to maintain a healthy marriage, he ups his B-game
and finds himself in the green, where his wife gravitates toward him and her default position is to
improve herself for him rather than rest in the neutral gray zone.
Note that the "fuzzies" he improves here are not about serving or pedestalizing her, as that would
actually decrease his attraction down from a 7. Instead, it is about passing comfort tests and
decorating the interior of his frame to be a desirable place that any woman would want to live in,
rather than steel and barbed wire that make up the border.
The same is true in the reverse. Some guys just lack the capacity to build a comfortable frame.
Comfort tests aren't natural for them. They might hit a 7 and peak there. What's he to do? Up his
attractiveness game.
A balanced guy will have a steady pace moving from phase to phase, but if a guy is imbalanced, he
has to put an incredible amount of work on his strong point to make up for a mild/moderate lacking in
his weaker aspect.
GREEN-ORANGE REVERSAL
It's also interesting that there is green on the "unhappy" half of the graph and orange on the "happy"
half. Shouldn't all the orange be on the unhappy side and all the green on the happy side? Why would
a woman start responding positively to her man when she's unhappy and respond negatively after he's
improved?
That's the whole point of the gravitational centers. When she's unhappy, but has hope, she gets in the
game. When she's happy, but thinks even more happiness isn't worth the effort (usually because she
can't visualize it or doesn't believe the improvements will last), she pulls away.
This confounds lots of men I meet with who saw some early gains in their sex life, but then realize
that continued improvement was counter-productive. I believe this is why.
ANOMALIES
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Now, there's actually an updated version of the graph for you to enjoy: right here. I add 3 significant
zones.
BROWN - The brown zone is the murky area where about 95% of men live. They're not elephantman ugly, but far from attractive. They make up for it by being good beta-bux to their woman, but
aren't perfect. That big brown hole is your average guy. It's not a great place to live, but I guess "not
great" describes the average marriage today anyway. Most women really don't like having sex with a
guy in this zone - and might even say it's painful to have to deal with him there, which is why these
types of guys face constant rejection from their wife.
CENTER PINK - This is the "sweet spot" for women. Whereas men most often live in the brown
zone, married women are most comfortable living in the pink zone - leaning slightly more toward the
attractive end of the spectrum, but overall not seeing a compelling need to supremely excel on either
axis. And why would they? By being average, they can already get whatever they want from most
men. Of course, they don't want to slack too much either, as that would compromise the social
advantage they have and their ability to find another man easily if her husband does turn out to be a
flop. It's not a sexual peak for them, but it's a comfortable place for them to be all the same.
Nevertheless, most guys seem to think women should be sexually excited to be in this "normal" zone,
and it just doesn't work like that.
What zone on the graph is most likely to get a woman sexually excited? ...
UPPER PINK - This is the exciting place for women and where sex happens most for them. For
most women, this really is their peak sexual place on the graph. They can't resist a guy who's
extremely attractive, even if he's pretty low on the fuzzies axis. One night stands, bar hook-ups, the
CC - it's all because of this particular zone for women. But even within this zone, stroking her feelz
even a little bit has more impact than that extra bit of attraction, so I marked off the right-most
section of that pink area as the best spot even within that zone.
Enjoy, fellas!
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What are practical things I can do to be more manly,
masculine?
13 upvotes | April 5, 2019 | by StrivingforTruth116 | Link | Reddit Link
Like the title suggests, I’m 23 now and for the past 3-4 years I feel like I’ve been missing something,
namely, what it is to be a man, so I’ve been reading books to try to identify that ache within me.
“Mark of A Man” By Elizabeth Elliot was one that opened my eyes and now I’ve come across this
subreddit
Can I hear your stories on how you developed into a man? My Dad was present in my life but never
emotionally, He did teach me the word but never really taught me on what it is to be a man, or what it
really is to bd manly? I’ve didn’t have much Father to Son manly talks...mainly lectures and
compliants.
I’m not as quiet, timid or passive as I was before, I made great strides in breaking free of who I once
was—a nice, timid, afraid of conflict guy.
I’m no longer that but I’m not as assertive or confident as I could be, I lack older male mentors in my
life and I pray everyday for that...I just need someone to guide and teach me but for now, until I find
someone I just have Jesus and myself (which at its core is enough but having an older male figure
will definitely help)
Any thoughts? is there something I can do to where I can be more of a man, I’m speakinf in vauge
terms I know but I can’t quite put into words this deeping aching I have.
Because of this, I want to be the father figure for many young people who are in my shoes, but before
I get there, I must be one.
Thank you for your time.
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Emotionally Unhealthy Spirituality
13 upvotes | March 28, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I'm reading a book titled Emotionally Healthy Spirituality. No, my title is not a mockery of the book that's the title of the first chapter. That's as far as I am, but I'm hopeful that this book, which is the
centerpiece of a teaching series in a small group I'm co-leading, will end up being valuable. That said,
I wanted to share the 10-factor test he gives for "emotionally unhealthy spirituality," as it does
overlap with some of what we discuss here.
1 - Using God to Run From God
These are Christians who don't nurture their own time with God. They're so focused on churchyactivities that they neglect their own time in the Word, prayer, scripture memory, etc. If your
emotional stability is built on anything other than your validation in Christ, it will come toppling
down. That includes activities that you say you're doing for Christ, when in reality you're doing them
to try to prove yourself. This performance-based mentality of faith is not a healthy foundation for
spirituality. Examples the author gives:
Do God's work to satisfy me, not him
Do things in God's name he never asked me to do
Demonstrate "Christian behaviors" so significant people think well of me
Use biblical truth to judge and devalue others
Exaggerate my accomplishments for God to subtly compete with others
Make pronouncements like, "The Lord told me I should do this," when the truth is, "I think the
Lord told me to do this."
2 - Ignoring Anger, Sadness, and Fear
Christians are masters at sweeping things under the rug. We are told that certain negative emotions
are ungodly, therefore we should not experience them. If we do, we must ignore them until they go
away. I'm reminded of the hysterical musical, The Book of Mormon in the song Turn it Off, where
they sing: "When you start to get confused because of thoughts in your head, don't feel those feelings.
Turn it off instead. Turn it off, like a light switch. Just go 'click!' It's a cool, little mormon trick. We
do it all the time!" Christians are trained to do the same things, quite often.
While the author doesn't encourage embracing these emotions, he does suggest we must deal with
them rather than ignoring them or letting them control us.
3 - Dying to the Wrong Things
Some people read Luke 9:23 and take it too far. They deny themselves any actual pleasure. They feel
guilty whenever they enjoy the things of this life. To quote the author: "God never asked us to die to
the healthy desires and pleasure of life - to friendships, joy, art, music, beauty, recreation, laughter,
and nature. God plants desires in our hearts so we will nurture and enjoy them. Often these desires
and passions are invitations from God, gifts from him. Yet somehow we feel guilty unwrapping these
presents."
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Sound familiar to the way the church handles sex?
4 - Denying the Impact of the Past on the Present
Some people believe that becoming Christian means that all their baggage is gone. The burden of sin
is certainly removed, but we still carry with us the influences of our past. He talks about how he was
counseling a couple on the brink of divorce. He had them talk about their parents' marriages, using
several one-word descriptors to paint a picture of what they saw in their parents and how marriage
was modeled for them. Surprisingly, the couple was surprised at the fact that the words they used to
describe their parents' marriages were the same struggles they were experiencing. Shocking, I know.
We follow in the mistakes of the people who raised us.
That's why we talk about girls with daddy issues and how men need other positive masculine figures
in their lives, especially if they didn't get this from their fathers.
5 - Dividing Life Into "Secular" and "Sacred" Compartments
If you go to church on Sunday and are cussing at the poor driver on Monday, you've got a problem.
Some people treat "congregation time" (I still try to avoid calling these churches, as they're not) as an
opportunity to unload the baggage they've built up through the week so they can go back and rake in
more the next. After listing some stats, the author points out: "The data suggests that in many crucial
areas evangelicals are not living any differently from their unbelieving neighbors."
This is a truly crying shame - and one of the reasons why we call men here to be different. To lead
different. To model a new kind of life for the rest of the world to follow, and to begin that modeling
through individual discipleship relationships.
6 - Doing FOR God Instead of Being WITH God
This one seemed a repeat of the first to me. Maybe he had to add it to hit an even 10-number. So, I'll
just quote something he put in this section: "Work for God that is not nourished by a deep interior life
with God will eventually be contaminated by other things such as ego, power, needing approval of
and from others, and buying into the wrong ideas of success and the mistaken belief that we can't
[aren't allowed to] fail ... we become human 'doings' not human 'beings.'"
7 - Spiritualizing Away Conflict
Rather than facing conflict head-on, some people find ways to avoid it and rationalize that they're just
trying to be peace-makers. Isn't that what God wants? Of course not. That's not making peace, that's
covering up war. He gives several indications that this is happening.
Say one thing to people's faces, then another behind their back
Make promises we have no intention of keeping ("I'll pray for you")
Give people the silent treatment
Blame, attack, be sarcastic, act passive-aggressively
Give in because we are afraid of not being liked
"Leak" our anger by sending an e-mail containing a not-so-subtle criticism
Tell only half the truth because we can't bear to hurt a friend's feelings
Say yes when we mean no
Avoid and withdraw and cut off [i.e. robot-mode butthurt]
Find an outside person with whom we can share in order to ease our anxiety [especially if this
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emotional ease makes you comfortable enough that you're not willing to re-engage in the
conflict after the meeting is over]
How many of these do you do in your marriage/relationships?
8 - Covering Over Brokenness, Weakness, and Failure
Same thing as the "ignoring anger, sadness, and fear" one, except he picked 3 new things this time.
We talk here about OYS. Own Your Struggles. Own Your Shortcomings. Own Your Self. Own Your
Stuff. I don't care what you call it. Don't hide your weaknesses like Nice Guys. Own up to it. If you're
hiding it, it shows signs of emotional immaturity because you can't cope with the fallout of honesty
about these areas of your life.
9 - Living Without Limits
We must be willing to set boundaries and enforce them. He gives the example of a guy who
complained, "I spent two hours on the phone listening to this guy and it still wasn't enough for him it makes me want to run away." He references that Jesus "did not heal every sick person in Palestine.
He did not raise every dead person. He did not feed all the hungry beggars or set up job development
centers for the poor of Jerusalem. He didn't do it, and we shouldn't feel we have to. But somehow we
do. Why don't we take appropriate care of ourselves?" That's a good word.
10 - Judging Other People's Spiritual Journey
We all get the concept of judging. Yes, we may judge those within the church for the purpose of
reconciling them to God (not blank condemnation), whereas we have no business judging those
outside the church - God can do that. The problem the author notes is when "we often turn our
differences into moral superiority or virtues. I see it all the time. We judge people for their music (too
soft or too loud) We judge them for dressing up or dressing down, for the movies they watch and the
cars they buy. We create never-ending groups to subtly categorize people:
'Those artists and musicians. They are so flaky.'
'Those engineers. They are so cerebral. They're cold as fish.'
'Men are idiots. They're socially infantile.'
'Women are overly sensitive and emotional.'
'The rich are self-indulgent and selfish.'
'The poor are lazy.'"
The list goes on. These types of judgments show an insecurity on our own part - something that we're
trying to compensate for by condemning others. This is the old "Hitler Excuse." "Yeah, I have my
problems, but at least I'm not as bad as Hitler." Or, "At least I'm not as bad as those guys." This
shows emotional immaturity - that we would need this form of validation in the first place.
From what I gather, this chapter was mostly about how to avoid validation-seeking and to own up to
the negative aspects of your life. He's soft in the way he presents it, but the message is a good one all
the same.
How do you all stack up? Here's my breakdown:
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1. I used to be more committed to my mission than I was to my Master. I've got that fixed now.
My mission is a byproduct of my relationship with Jesus, not a replacement for it.
2. I don't ignore anger, sadness, and fear anymore. I respect these feelings as they come, but it's
also pretty rare to need to feel them in the first place if I've got God working for me.
3. I don't have a problem with dying to the wrong things - biblical RP has taught me that it's okay
to "eat, drink, and find satisfaction in my work, for this too I see is from the hand of God" (Ecc.
2).
4. I do deny the impact of the past on my present. This might be the one area that I over-ignore.
Perhaps it's because I've already recognized and overcome the major negative influences I had
in my upbringing - like the way my dad's cold approach to serious conversations caused me to
believe I was shy, and that I became quite extroverted when I learned to overcome this. But
there may still be more lingering that I simply haven't considered yet.
5. I don't have any problems compartmentalizing my life into "secular" and "sacred" bits - it's all
"sacred" and my mission is always on all the time, no matter what I'm doing.
6. Practice the Presence of God really helped me master the art of being with God at all times whether I'm doing things for him or not. I highly recommend it.
7. Developing biblical RP qualities precludes me from feeling like I must avoid conflicts. Amused
mastery gives me the perspective to laugh them off and be okay with it when it happens.
8. OYS again - no need to cover over brokenness and failures here, though I certainly had that
issue in the past.
9. I also know how to set clear boundaries and enforce them. Thanks again to biblical RP
disciplines.
10. I suspect many guys will struggle with the judgmentalism. It's inherent in the anger phase. I
never went through the anger phase. Instead of judging women, as OZ recently wrote in his
letter to an incel, I'm okay with embracing them as they are. Instead of burning with rage at the
thought of blue pill pastors and incel church leaders, I see them as an extra mission field people who need God's guidance, and that I might be a vehicle to give it.
All in all, I feel pretty emotionally healthy right now. No surprise there - I've been red pilled for a
couple years now, and most of the journey is about developing emotional health. I couldn't have said
the same before then. I would have failed most of these. Hopefully this list can give you all some
basic metric for self-evaluation and new fodder for posting in the OYS threads!
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How do I pray?
13 upvotes | February 23, 2019 | by the_cheesiest | Link | Reddit Link
God has recently convicted me that I need to begin a habit of deliberate prayer. NT Wright said after
writing his bio of Paul in an interview that the thing he was really struck by Paul's constant prayer
life. Since Paul was following the example of Christ, he commands that we follow in his footsteps
and make prayer an integral part of our lives as well. (Eph 6:18/1 Thess. 5:16 etc).
I'm also reading a book by Thomas Merton with a few men from my church. In that book, Merton
writes convincingly about the need prayer and the need for contemplation and renouncing busyness
and achievement as goods in and of themselves. I'm struck by my need to be Mary instead of Martha,
although a good part of me screams to be Martha. I've read the sidebar post by on prayer by
RedCurious (which was very helpful), but I really struggle in talking his advice and then transferring
it into practice and talking to God as a Person (who is simultaneously the ground of being but also
transcends all being) which I can have a conversation with.
I know this is not a specifically Red Pill topic, but I'm sure many men (like me) on this sub struggle
or have struggled in the past with making time for prayer and even if they do make the time, don't
really know HOW to to pray. For those who are more experienced in the discipline and practice of
prayer, what and how do you pray? Do you have any good resources? Something like "how to pray
for dummies" would be nice.
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Who Is to Blame for the State of the Western Church?
13 upvotes | January 24, 2019 | by blaeseg | Link | Reddit Link
This was originally going to be a comment to this post:
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/aja4zb/my_anger_phase/
However, the comment got long so I decided to make it a post instead. So, read the link above first
and then read below.
The blame has to also be put on the church members. Because of the doctrine of priesthood of all
believers, the church members should be calling out their church leaders when they are teaching
faulty doctrine. The vast majority of church members just passively follow and submit to their leaders
without checking the Bible to see if their leaders are teaching correct doctrine.
We need a more decentralized leadership structure in the church (Exodus 18:25) so that more people
are leading. Instead, what we have today is like a king leadership structure but that is not from God.
We should heed the warning from God for those who want a king leadership structure.
So all the elders of Israel gathered together and came to Samuel at Ramah. They said to
him, “You are old, and your sons do not follow your ways; now appoint a king to lead us,
such as all the other nations have.”
But when they said, “Give us a king to lead us,” this displeased Samuel; so he prayed to the
Lord. And the Lord told him: “Listen to all that the people are saying to you; it is not you
they have rejected, but they have rejected me as their king. As they have done from the day
I brought them up out of Egypt until this day, forsaking me and serving other gods, so they
are doing to you. Now listen to them; but warn them solemnly and let them know what the
king who will reign over them will claim as his rights.”
But the people refused to listen to Samuel. “No!” they said. “We want a king over us.
1 Samuel 8:4-9
So basically, we have church members who don’t want to lead. They want someone else to lead
them. And then, we have power-hungry church leaders who want followers. The majority of church
members are women so the leaders cater their messages to them.
The men leave the church because the feminized sermons do not apply to them. But make no mistake,
those men will be judged by God too. If they were reading their Bibles, they would see that they are
called to keep the church leaders accountable. And they are called to become leaders themselves. Of
course, the vast majority of them are not going to be a pastor in the traditional sense but they should
be leaders, leading their family and 1-2 other men. See the Great Commission. Making disciples
implies that you are leading one other person and someone is following. I think RedCurious has
written a decent amount about this.
I’m writing this because I used to have your mindset but I’ve started to realize that unless we put the
blame on both the leaders and followers, we won’t have the complete picture of the problem and
therefore, we won't have the full solution of how to solve the problem.
Actually, I think the problem probably is best solved by reaching the people in the pew and showing
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them the decentralized nature of the church that God desires based on the priesthood of all believers.
Trying to reach the pastors seems easier but in my experience, they are harder to change because they
like the “kingdom” they have built and they don’t want to give up power. Also, the money issue is
huge. They don't want to make big changes because it could affect their paycheck.
On the other hand, I believe among the pew-sitters, there are many teachable open people that want to
lead. They just need someone to show them in the Bible that they should be leading and that it's
definitely okay to go against the pastor if he is operating in a non-Biblical manner. In fact, they are
called to go against their pastor in that situation because of the priesthood of all believers doctrine.
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FR: 10 steps to facing the ultimate fitness test
13 upvotes | January 8, 2019 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Here at RPC we often discuss "frame" and how to hold onto it in adverse situations. Throughout life
your frame will be tested. Big time corporate job interview? More than likely the hiring manager will
throw you fitness tests to see how you handle unexpected challenges. This is a test of frame.
Approaching an attractive girl? She will almost assuredly begin testing your frame from the very
start. Visiting the in-laws? Your overbearing mother-in-law might give you a bunch of crap in front
of the family about your recent decision to buy a house in X neighborhood instead of Y with the
"better" schools. You get the point. Fitness tests are a fact of life and passing these fitness tests is
critical to your success as a man.
But each of these examples pales in comparison to perhaps the most common fitness test of all: being
unintentionally provoked by a stranger on the internet.
As a mod I get to see things that get auto-moderated, which affords me a front row seat to some gems
that the rest of you don't get to see. Sometimes a gem of such great value pops up and it just wouldn't
be right for me to keep it to myself. Sharing is caring right?
So here we see the turbo-masculine alpha-chad, u/FlyingBaratoplata's reinforced tissue-paper frame
in action. Some key learnings can be taken from this:
1. When a stranger on the internet questions you, you need to fight back. The best way is to
threaten physical violence.
2. Remind them that they and their ant-sized penis are out of reach of your python like guns. By
asserting that if it weren't for a thin sheet of glass and anonymity you would perpetrate a
felonious assault against them for daring to question you.
3. By informing them that they barely escaped your wrath, you remove 5 lbs from their 1 rep max
on bench, 10 on deadlift. You aren't stronger for it, but you'll feel like you are and "feels is
reals" for men who threaten strangers on the internet.
4. Call them something demeaning. Avoid racist or hateful language. You aren't a jerk after all
and you want to seem magnanimous. Stick to things like, "champ" or "sport". The OP here
missed by calling him "boy" because that implies he has testicles. You don't want to give any
ground on that front because the only way to guarantee that yours are bigger is to ensure you
don't admit that he has any.
5. Admit that you care. It's the only surefire way you can demonstrate that you don't.
6. Misdirect. Collateral damage is the name of the game (it worked in Dresden right?). If you can
use your venting to take shots at another "passive aggressive disrespectful little cuck" poster,
it's like killing two birds with one stone. Efficiency is important after all, you wouldn't want to
wear out your keyboard.
7. Insult the precepts and jargon of the community you barged in on as "dumb buzzwords". It's the
49th law of power.
8. Point out that theoretical discussion is mere philosophical fart sniffing. You're above all that
"thinking" and "considering" nonsense and it's important that you let everyone know it. 8.5)
Fart jokes. 'nuff said.
9. Casually float your stellar credentials as a Biblical scholar by telling them to learn the Word.
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Don't bother to use any Word or verses in doing so, they might just learn some Word and if
they did it would threaten your superiority.
10. Wrap up by making them appear childish. This always works. Even if you are posting like a 6
year old strung out on too many smarties after trick-or-treating, if you can make them out to be
a 3 year old, you're still better than them.
See? 10 easy steps to ensure that you don't lose frame when a stranger says something you don't like
on the internet.
You're welcome.
I take tips in bitcoin.
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Escalation the RPC way
13 upvotes | January 7, 2019 | by NoFaithInThisSub | Link | Reddit Link
How does a man go about escalating and keeping inline with God's laws.
Verbally only? Non sexually? How different would it be for dates 1,2, and 3
Also, what are some good guidelines about topic conversations on dates 1,2 and 3. I'm guessing
number of desired kids on date 1 is too fast, and what color does she like on date 3 too boring.
What do you suggest?
Happy New year everyone.
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Relations with ignorant, blue-pill (feminized) parents when it
comes to building a house (family), and healthy marriage
13 upvotes | December 30, 2018 | by Same_Letter | Link | Reddit Link
How would a person deal with parents, once he found out Red Pill. How would one deal with a
parents whereof the father is beta, submissive, and mother controlling, domineering. Where father,
emotionally absent, and mother manipulative and demanding.
Maybe these could sound as extremes for some, but when recognized even in part, I'd like to know
how you told them the knowledge of Red Pill or more accurately, the order of Biblical marriage, or
whether you chose not to and why. Would you hold it for you're own, and simply live it? Would you
still be able to subordinate yourself unto the beta father? How did the family respond, if they did.
Let's talk about this. We could learn alot from eachother, and might consequently help others in our
direct environment struggling with these problems as well.
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Responsibilities and Privileges
13 upvotes | December 18, 2018 | by BayAreaRPChristian | Link | Reddit Link
TLDR ; Everyone holds responsibilities and privileges. Traditionally a husband had high
responsibilities and high privileges. Now society is eroding a husband's privileges without changing
his responsibilities, leading to an imbalance.
--Every authority structure has responsibilities and privileges. In authority structures that people
would call just, one's responsibilities and privileges rise and fall together. For example, a CEO has a
lot of responsibility (answer to shareholders, the well-being of many people depend on the success of
the company he/she is running), but with those responsibilities come a host of privileges (can
hire/promote/fire, higher pay, status from being CEO). Whenever those are imbalanced, something is
wrong. Example of people with low responsibilities but high privilege are incompetent executives,
the deadbeat dad, the adult son in his mom's basement playing games and masturbating every day.
Examples of people with high responsibilities but low privileges are overworked employees, single
moms, and, in the worst case, slaves. Here's a handle 2x2 matrix summarizing the classifications:

||Low responsibilities|High responsibilities| |:-|:-|:-| |Low privileges|Babies|Overworked employees,
single moms, slaves| |High privileges|Incompetent executives, deadbeat dad, adult son that's living in
parent's basement|CEOs, Senators, leaders|
I find that in the West today, married men fall in to the top right box: a high responsibilities but low
privileges. Historically, married men had both a lot of responsibilities and privileges:
Responsibilities: Provide, protect, sacrifice.
Privileges: Better sex, respect and encouragement from wife, being the head of the household
(which comes with decision-making authority)
Today, those responsibilities haven't changed, but the husband's privileges have eroded:
Better sex - In 1 Cor 7, Paul lays out a balance between the husband's body and the wife's
body. But today's society skews a wife's body over the husband's body. We see this most
prevalent in the #MeToo movement, where consent and regret are blurred. There are numerous
cases where a woman's regret of a sexual encounter will cause her to press rape charges. Even
if those charges are unfounded, it still does huge reputational damage to the man. As for men,
they get raped but people find it hard to believe. This trend worries me because I suspect it will
affect married couple's sexual dynamics by placing much more authority in the wife's hand
regarding sex than what Paul commands.
Respect and encouragement from wife - Scripture tells us that disrespect and
discouragement from the wife is like a leaking roof, and it is better to stand in the corner of
your roof than to endure such verbal torture. But today's women don't look to encourage their
men. Instead, they see men as overly-privileged due to beliefs in things such as the gender pay
gap and patriarchal oppression. This can lead women to instead completely discredit men and
their perspectives "man-splaining". Any achievement a man makes can be seen as exploiting
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the patriarchal system, while any failure a man makes causes him to be less of a man, cause the
wife the lose respect, and, in the worst cases, lead to divorce.
Being the head of the household - This one needs little explanation. The prevalence of "happy
wife, happy life" and "she wears the pants in the relationship" clearly demonstrate who society
deems should be the head of the household: the wife.
In addition, there is added risk today, which comes in the form of divorce: loss of a husband's
children and his wealth. MGTOWs go in depth about the imbalance in divorce courts so I won't go
into that here.

I realize I demonstrate in these examples the dynamics between men and women at large, instead of
using only examples between a husband and wife. I still think the examples are valuable though
because the way that men and women treat each other in the broader society probably both informs
husband's of current dynamics and is a leading indicator of what further erosion awaits husbands in
the future.
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Have we gone too far?
13 upvotes | December 4, 2018 | by StrivingforTruth116 | Link | Reddit Link
States: Body Fat is 15%, 6'2, weight 170 and lifts about 1-2 twice a week, very low right now due to
finals hope to lift every other day once break hits, max was 155.
Reading: Bible everyday and I have NMMNG, but I have not been consistently reading it
Finances: No job, currently senior at HighSchool but graduating with a bachelor and minor; I do have
promising prospects in my field, most likely will be earning 60,000 1st year with what I have set up

Spiritual: 7/10. I read bible daily but not enough quiet time, I spend more time on reddit and christian
subreddits then in the word and contemplating it. I want to be more spiritual and grow closer to God.
Its rare for me to go a day without prayer. I never go a day without thinking of God.

So, I've been dating a girl for 6 months, we have actually been "together" for 10 months, the 4
months we were dating emotionally as we had issues with her Dad (He was hesitant to let us date
because He felt he didn't know me too well, turns out it was an excuse and He was scared of the idea
of her daughter getting married--long story.) So in all, come January I will have known her for a year.
We hang out regularly and spend a lot of time together, she is like my best friend.

My issue is that we are both virgins, had convictions to wait till marriage to have sex, her conviction
was not to even kiss me until marriage but that changed as we gotten more serious. I found out that
her conviction was just what she observed--of course she wanted to wait but as soon as hormones and
loved kicked in, she found it hard to keep that rule. So goes for me.

Brethern, we have touched all bases excepted home base, we have both gone against our previous
convictions--with me feeling more conflicted then she is. She is actually more okay with having sex
with me before marriage than I am because she thinks, according to her logical process, if we are
getting married it's okay, if we don't then it's wrong. I had followed the same logic within myself, as I
had never thought I would go this far with her but as soon as I decided she was going to be my wife, I
sort of let my guard down.

Now, I love her truly and she loves me, and our relationship isn't perfect by any means but we both
know we want to get married, the trouble is this; because of school and our circumstance we have no
money to do so. 2020 is our plan to get married as I will be out of school at that time, so we have two
years of waiting and I don't know if that is possible provided if what we are doing is wrong.

I am still new to red pill and I say this information to give you more of a background on my situation.
Both virgins, both originally wanted to wait until marriage to do anything sexually intimate, both
crossed that boundary.
Now, Have I broken frame? Am I damaging my relationship with God? I do see her as my wife and I
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am making plans to make that happen; she too. Are what we doing is wrong? I don't see any passage
in the Bible condemning couples who plan to get married (who are serious, not like "oh I love you,
lets get married someday) and they end up having sex; I know it is not ideal (like divorce) but is it a
sin?

Part of me questions if what I am doing is right but I don't know if it is because of purity culture that I
grew up in--which gave me negative ideas about sex and purity.

My dilemma is if what I am doing is sinful, what do I do? If I stop physically intimacy, it will surely
hurt us, more her than me as she has told me her love language is touch and if we cut that out, she
will have to change how she loves me and see her more as a friend than a lover. I have awakened
love brethren, and I fear that stopping it may do more harm than good, if so, how do I navigate us out
of it, if it is not wrong then I would be happy to continue where we are--but is it truly wrong to be
sexually intimate with someone you are actively planning to marry?

According to RP Christian mindset, what am I doing wrong? and am I doing anything right?
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How to date "evenly" as a Christian
13 upvotes | November 1, 2018 | by john_of_peaches | Link | Reddit Link
Hey all,
What do you do to maintain an even relationship over many dates without sex before marriage?
- The world: guy buys dates, expects sex back to maintain "even" relationship.
- Christian: guy buys dates, what does he expect back?
My ideas: Expect her to cook, make out, what else?

I'm good at short term dating but have never gotten into the longterm, and I may be doing that soon.
In general, I'd love if there was a longterm dating/courtship guide from a red pilled Christian
perspective. Any links?
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New to Christianity
13 upvotes | October 17, 2018 | by Dymatizeee | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all,
I am relatively new to Christianity. I have gone to church once or twice in the past, but I found it
difficult to really process the information and accept everything for what it is. I have a strong
conflicting feeling between RedPill ideology, and Christianity ideology in terms of intersexual
dynamics. I find the two conflict each other (Church raises feminized men etc) and that is one reason
for my doubts. I came to this community seeking advice and help on where to begin with
Christianity.
Thank you all
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Oh the irony...
13 upvotes | October 2, 2018 | by BobbyMckee | Link | Reddit Link
Just sharing this with RPChristians.

https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/9ksa12/in_case_you_missed_it_reddit_done_goofed
_this/

Essentially, they quarantined Red Pill and gave a link to the Stony Brook's website on postive
masculinity. The male feminist guy who leads the gender programs there and positive masculinity
just had to step down for sexual harassment.

I don't think it can get better than this with irony.
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Married Red Pill - Husbands submit yourselves to your wives...
13 upvotes | October 2, 2018 | by BobbyMckee | Link | Reddit Link
I was reading a Christian book today and the author mentioned how we need to have mutual
submission in our relationships (marriages). I'm curious, I know this is scriptual but how do you guys
implement the idea of submitting yourself to your wife in a red pill world.
Here are the verses - the lead in first verb in the original text was the only verb of the first few
sentences - hence it was a continuation of the idea of submitting to one another out of reverence for
Christ.

I guess I'm trying to figure out if this is more of a blue pill stance or how would a red pill stance look
on this idea? Clearly the man needs to lead and the woman is most appreciative when he leads (unless
you talk to a femnist, then everything is shared 50/50 - no leader). I'm curious how this works out and
if you would just lose all attraction if you constantly submitted yourself to her but she decided to
never submit to you.
____________________________________________________

21 Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ.
22 Wives, submit yourselves to your own husbands as you do to the Lord.23 For the husband is the
head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body, of which he is the Savior. 24 Now as
the church submits to Christ, so also wives should submit to their husbands in everything.
25 Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her 26 to make
her holy, cleansing[b] her by the washingwith water through the word, 27 and to present her to
himself as a radiant church, without stain or wrinkle or any other blemish, but holy and blameless.
28 In this same way, husbands ought to love their wivesas their own bodies. He who loves his wife
loves himself. 29 After all, no one ever hated their own body, but they feed and care for their body,
just as Christ does the church— 30 for we are members of his body.31 “For this reason a man will
leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and the two will become one flesh.”[c] 32 This
is a profound mystery—but I am talking about Christ and the church. 33 However, each one of you
also must love his wife as he loves himself, and the wife must respect her husband.
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You're Not Thinking Big Enough: Part 2
13 upvotes | September 21, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I was PMing with a guy from RPC about my previous post on developing a bigger vision for your
mission. After working with him briefly to refine his mission, I suggested he come up with a practical
vision for what it would look like in practice, then to pick 10 things he could do in the next 30 days to
advance his mission.
Wisely, he asked if that's a worthy bench-mark to pursue and if I do 10 things a month to advance my
mission. Perhaps my reply can be motivating to some of you to be more intentional about how you
pursue your mission.
For reference, my mission is: To glorify God by advancing his Kingdom into the nations through
spiritual generations of workers and laborers living and discipling among the lost.
My practical vision for accomplishing this takes a few forms:
1. Discipling individual guys in my own life to the point where they're discipling others.
2. Developing a discipleship ministry in my home church.
3. Reaching 25 countries by 2025 where people with a vision for discipleship are living and
laboring from my spiritual lineage.

Do I do 10 things a month? Yes. Probably close to a few dozen [edit: after finishing the post, I
realized it is likely actually in the hundreds].
My mission is the pie pan, my "time slots" are the pieces of the pie that I allocate for different
purposes. So, I'm technically on mission 24/7 - every day all the time. I don't stop thinking about it.
Even when I'm on the job, arguing to the judge, there's a piece of my mind that's processing my
mission and how I can leverage the day for that purpose. I know it sounds neurotic, but that's how
important my mission is to me and how passionate I am about it.
As to the individual time slots, some things are directly oriented toward the pursuit of my mission,
and others are maintenance to prevent me from being idle about my mission. Making money at my
job, for example, doesn't inherently advance my mission (though I certainly at times utilize it as a
context for doing so), but it is a type of maintenance I need because without money I would have
greater distractions from doing what God called me to do.
With regard to specific time-slots, let's look at just the time-frame of noon yesterday to noon today
1. I had a quiet time - because I can't help others if I'm not being fed first.
2. I met with one of my pastors to discuss developing a discipleship ministry within my church
3. I went to a discipleship conference to learn about how to reach milennials
4. I networked with other disciple-makers at the conference who I could recruit into my efforts one who is actively interetsed in partnering with what I'm doing
5. I dropped off two books at my church for one of the pastors to review - one from the Barna
Group which talks about the statistics of discipleship in the modern church, and the other
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giving a narrative account of a church implementing discipleship in a highly effective way
6. i texted with one of the guys I disciple
7. I wrote more in a book that I'm writing that will directly contribute to my discipleship efforts
8. I sent a copy of my discipleship book to someone who asked for it
9. I met with one of the guys I disciple at the gym, lifting weights together and talking about
Christ
10. I initiated a conversation with a couple new people, which conversations I can leverage for a
relationship later, which can develop into discipleship (advancing your social network is a
HUGE part of building a ministry)
Oh ... and that is all the stuff I did WITHOUT including anything from reddit, whether here or on
another prominent Christian sub I do a lot of work with (this is actually my alt)
Now, I don't necessarily do this much every day. Most days I could probably only list 4-5 things. But
every day I have contact with at least 1 guy I'm discipling, and I'm always having my own time in
God's Word for my own growth. That's 2 things right there, so at least 60 things every month - and
only if I do nothing else than just that.
I'd wager every month I'm doing hundreds of "time slot" things that directly advance my mission of
disciple-making.
I don't say any of this to brag, but hopefully to inspire you :)
What intentional steps are you all taking to advance your mission? Is it just a vague idea in the back
of your mind that you hope you'll subconsciously just happen to accomplish one day? Or do you have
an active plan? What is that plan? What's your time-frame for accomplishing it? What steps do you
need to take to get there? Who's going to do it alongside you? How will heaven be better off for it?
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Q&A on Divorce and Remarriage
13 upvotes | August 16, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
As many of you know, I'm a writer for gotquestions.com. One of the questions seemed somewhat
relevant to many men here who might otherwise struggle with being in a second, third, etc. marriage,
so I figured I'd share this one. This is, of course, open for discussion and not a hard-lined stance I
take.
QUESTION
Married 2 times, I was unfaithful. I have always believed in Jesus. I'm not a new Christian. Now
married a 3rd time from Christian mingle, wife know my past. I have seen sermons on divorce &
remarriage & they say if someone divorces & remarries another and was the cheater then they stand
under Gods wrath and must divorce the current spouse & remain single or they are not saved. I feel
doomed and have seen my pastor at Calvary Chapel. They say I'm forgiven. Before I got remarried I
spoke to 2 BSF (Bible study fellowship) leaders and 2 pastors and all 4 of them said I can remarry, so
not wanting to fall into sexual sin, I married. I felt that I was never to remarry again from the
beginning, even after seeking Godly council. I feel that if I do not divorce my now wife and remain
single that I'm doomed to Hell. This have me in horrid fear all day long and I'm a heart patient. I have
begged God for his word daily to help me but am confused as there is no answer or there is an answer
and I'm not seeing it. I know the attributes of our Jesus and also know that Jesus is not a God of
confusion. I need assurance of my salvation but don't have it. If divorce and remarriage is a sin or a
continual state of sin...please help
MY ANSWER
"Must divorce the current spouse & remain single or they are not saved"
I want to address this up-front because it is the most important part of your question, if
misunderstood. Salvation is only by grace through faith (GTF) in the death and resurrection of Jesus
Christ. Our works are evidence of our faith, but the works by themselves do not have the ability to
grant or disqualify anyone of salvation. Any model that adds to the Gospel is a wrong one. In the
present case, these sermons you're listening to are suggesting that Salvation = GTF + not remarrying
after divorce. I hardly find any Scriptural passages linking salvation with remarriage after divorce.
I suspect that what they're really getting at is the issue of unrepentant sin. There is a wide debate in
Christian circles over whether or not a person can lose their salvation over unrepentant sin or if
someone who sins unrepentantly was never saved in the first place. Either way, Hebrews 10:26 stands
- If someone continues in willful, deliberate, continual sin without repentance they will be
condemned. The question, then, is whether or not remarriage after divorce constitutes willful,
deliberate, continual sin without repentance - and if so, whether their sin is justified by God on some
other ground.
Divorce and Remarriage
Fault v. No-Fault Divorce
There is a wide debate on the issue of whether or not remarriage after divorce is sinful. In today's
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culture, divorce is a no-fault, mutual thing. If one person wants a divorce, the other is considered to
be engaged actively in the divorce as well. By standard legal practice (I'm a divorce attorney), every
divorce complaint that's filed is answered with a counterclaim also seeking a divorce, so even if the
first person dropped the divorce, the case would still go on per the other party's filing. It's mutual.
Hebrew culture was different in Jesus's day. There was a difference between divorcing someone and
being divorced by someone. Some Jewish scholars at the time believed that a man could divorce his
wife over anything and everything, such as burning dinner even one time, or wearing a dress that he
didn't like. The other camp believed there had to be some actual fundamental grounds for the divorce.
The latter was the dominant one, and Jesus seems to assume this to be the correct/default position in
the way he talks about divorce, although his view may be even more restrictive than any of them.
Consider the following passages.
Matthew 5:32 and 1 Cor. 7:10-11
In Matthew 5:32 Jesus says, "Everyone who divorces his wife, except on the ground of sexual
immorality, makes her commit adultery, and whoever marries a divorced woman commits adultery."
Interestingly, this passage says nothing about the sinfulness of the one doing the divorcing - only on
the status of the woman who has been divorced. It presumes that the divorced woman will eventually
find another husband, as Jesus comments immediately on such a man in the same verse, and as also
would have been customary in that society where a divorced woman would otherwise have virtually
no other means of survival. At first glance, then, one might assume that the "except for marital
unfaithfulness" clause would authorize the woman to engage in the second relationship, as if she were
not an adulterer in such a scenario. The more textually appropriate reading in the Greek (and even in
the English) is that Jesus is referencing whether or not the husband divorcing his wife makes her an
adulterer, and not the woman marrying a new man. To that end, the husband who divorces his
sexually unfaithful wife does not make her an adultress because she has already made herself one in
the first place. Presumably the same would apply if the gender roles were reversed.
That is, because you committed adultery, if you divorced your wife (or she you), then she has not
made you an adulterer because (1) you are under no societal imperative to remarry and, (2) more
importantly, you made yourself an adulterer and she did not have to do this for you. I say this not to
judge you, but as a matter of fact. Similarly, per the end of that same verse, your subsequent wives
were made adulterers by marrying you.
That all pertains to the status of the person who has been divorced. To understand the sinfulness of
the man who does the divorcing in the first place, we look to 1 Corinthians 7:10-11 - "To the married
I give this charge (not I, but the Lord): the wife should not separate from her husband (but if she
does, she should remain unmarried or else be reconciled to her husband), and the husband should not
divorce his wife. When Paul says "should not separate" here, he is clearly referencing a divorce and
not what we know today as a "legal separation" - first, because the modern concept of legal
separation did not exist in that day, but also because he says immediately after, "she should remain
unmarried," making clear that he understands the marriage to be broken, i.e. divorced. The
implication, then, is that even in the case of divorce one is meant to remain unmarried and the only
person a divorced person can then marry is their former spouse, reconciling their broken relationship.
Matthew 19:8-9
Matthew 19:8-9 also says, "Because of your hardness of heart Moses allowed you to divorce your
wives, but from the beginning it was not so. And I say to you: whoever divorces his wife, except for
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sexual immorality, and marries another, commits adultery." In other words, "That wasn't God's intent,
but Moses allowed it anyway." This was not to imply that divorce was somehow acceptable to God;
rather, it was a concession made to men by men in order to prevent a greater harm that would have
occurred if Moses had not otherwise permitted this. For example, if a man could not divorce his wife
to escape a bad marriage, he might have killed her instead. Between the two options, both are sinful,
but divorce is the preferable course of action all the same.
As to verse 9, Jesus' comment on "except for sexual immorality" is not a reference to married couples
in the way we know them today. When we see the phrase "sexual immorality" today in the context of
marriage, we often think of adultery, which is when a married person sleeps with someone who is not
his/her spouse. The Greek word for this is moicheia. However, in verse 9 Jesus does not say
moicheia; he says porneia, which is the Greek word to reference a variety of sexual behaviors,
usually outside of a marriage context, at least as we know marriage today.
Now, it would seem apparent that Jesus is talking about someone who is legally married because he
says, "divorces his wife." But that word for "wife" is gunaika, which is the same word used to
describe Mary while she was betrothed to Joseph. That is, in Jesus' day, people were called "married"
and "husband/wife" upon engagement, which was a much more serious affair than the types of
engagements we enter into today that can be broken at the drop of a hat. Similarly, in John 8:41 we
see the word porneia used to describe the Jewish leaders' accusations of Mary and Joseph having sex
without being legally married in order to conceive Jesus. Although we know biblically that this is not
true, this insight does further evidence that the type of relationship Jesus was referencing in Matthew
19:9 is not that of a husband/wife as we know them today, but that of two people who were betrothed,
where one person calls off the marriage because of the sexual impropriety of the other.
In today's engagements we do not see people as having entered into a covenant or vow, which we
only see happening at the time of the ceremony; we see the engagement itself as nothing more than a
statement of intention. Engagements in Jewish culture at the time Jesus was alive did involve a clear
covenant between two people that simply was not consummated until after the ceremony. Jesus is
suggesting in verse 8 that divorce between legally married persons is always wrong. He then follows
it up in verse 9, changing gears with the phrase, "And I say to you," and then communicating, "Not
only is divorce between married persons wrong, but it's even adultery to break the engagement
covenant unless one party has already engaged in a one-flesh relationship with someone else." To be
clear, this "engagement period" in Jewish culture would have been virtually identical to the period of
time in modern culture between the wedding ceremony where the couple exchanges vows and the
wedding night, when the couple first has sex.
Spiritual Marriage v. Legal Marriage
Biblical marriage is defined by two things, and two things only: (1) a covenant, and (2) sex. A
covenant is a mutual agreement between two people, much like a modern-day contract. It is a
"meeting of the minds," so to say. Biblically, covenants are never to be broken for any reason.
Breaking the covenant of the law made one a law breaker. Breaking the covenant of marriage would
make one a marriage-breaker, or adulterer.
However, every covenant is consummated by some symbolic act. In modern day, this symbolic act is
almost always putting your signature on the contract. In the covenant God had with Abraham,
circumcision was the symbolic act that sealed the covenant. In the covenant of marriage, sex is the act
that sealed the deal. So, Jesus' exception in Matthew 19:9 for allowing people to break a marriage
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covenant was only in the case of annulment - when the two had not slept together. This is no different
than a modern court nullifying a contract because neither party had signed it.
It's also important to recognize the importance of Matthew 19:6 as the context in which Jesus speaks
verses 8-9, which says, "So they are no longer two, but one flesh. Therefore what God has joined
together, let no one separate." That is, God places great weight and value on covenants, but it is when
two people become one flesh by having sex that God actually joins them together. This is affirmed in
Malachi 2:15, which says, "Did he not make them one, with a portion of the Spirit in their union?"
That is, the Holy Spirit binds people together through the act of having sex. This is why 1 Cor. 6 and
2 Cor. 6 both talk about the "oneness" that is created through sexuality and that when we become one
with a prostitute, for example, we are not only uniting ourselves to her, but everything else that we
are one with as well - and also anything that she is one with, as evidenced by 2 Cor. 6:15's comment
that it would be like trying to unite "Belial" (the demon/idol with whom she has a oneness bond) with
Christ, with whom we share a oneness bond.
In this sense, a person, once married, is never divorced from his spouse if there was a covenant sealed
by sex. Although they may divorce each other in a legal sense, they remain spiritually united and
nothing can change this. That is why Paul says in 1 Cor. 7 that if a woman separates from her
husband she must remain single or otherwise reconcile with her husband - because in God's eyes they
are still married.
Conclusion
In short, it is sin both to divorce your spouse and to remarry anyone after divorce. There is no
exception where any of these things are "not sin."
Breaking a Covenant
It is no secret that polygamy was practiced by numerous biblical characters in a capacity
acknowledged by God as legitimate marriages. This is not to say that God endorses or approves of
polygamous relationships, for which there is a substantial case also for demonstrating that polygamy
is sinful. Instead, the purpose in acknowledging this is merely to say that covenants to a second wife
are legitimate and valid, including through consecration of the marriage vows by having sex.
In Numbers 30:2 we see, "If a man vows a vow to the Lord, or swears an oath to bind himself by a
pledge, he shall not break his word. He shall do according to all that proceeds out of his mouth." This
is such an intense reality in God's eyes that when Jephthah, in Judges 11, vowed to sacrifice the first
thing that came out of his home in exchange for God's help, he ended up sacrificing his own
daughter. This is why Jesus gives strong cautions against making oaths or vows in the first place
(Matthew 5:33-37), which James echoes in James 5:12.
In short, if you have remarried someone into a covenant relationship and have sealed that relationship
with sex, then you have sinned by committing adultery, but the covenant is still binding and you
should not break your oath before God to your subsequent wife.
Justifiable Conduct
Although something may be sinful, a particular action may be justifiable in God's eyes. It does not
make it "right" or a model that others should follow, as it is still sin, but it is a preferred course of
conduct nonetheless. This concept exists because God acknowledges that we ware in a fallen state
and cannot help ourselves from sinning.
I have already mentioned one example of this. In Matthew 19:8 Jesus says that Moses permitted
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divorce not because it was "not sin" under certain circumstances, but because of the hardness of a
person's heart. Similarly, as has already been alluded to, although polygamy is almost certainly sin
(on grounds that would be too off-topic to address here), God allowed it to continue in many Old
Testament marriages and even utilized Jacob's polygamous relationships with Leah, Rachel, and their
servants to birth the heads of the 12 tribes of Israel.
Even in the New Testament, we see Paul vehemently condemning those who imposed Jewish laws
and customs over the non-Jews as being wrong (even wishing they would be emasculated, per
Galatians 5:12), but he also concedes in Acts 15 to impose some laws over the Gentiles anyway - not
because this is the "right" or best thing to do, but because there was no other way to bring peace
between the Jews and the Gentiles. That is, because their hearts were hardened, there had to be a
"lesser of two evils" that was chosen.
In your case, remarriage after divorce is sin, but it is justifiable as the "lesser of two evils." Have you
done wrong? Yes. But would you have done even greater harm to God's Kingdom and His purposes
if you had remained single and been tempted into sexual relations outside of marriage? Most likely. I
say this not to condemn you as having a hard heart, but in acknowledging the practical reality that
most men, yourself included, once having tasted sex with a woman, cannot return to a life without it
in the absence of unique gifting from God that enables them to do so. Rather than letting you commit
a great sin in your weakness, permitting you to remarry is the lesser sin that is more appropriate,
which is the course of action you have chosen.
Conclusion
Yes, divorce is sin. Yes, remarriage is sin. Yes, it is a continual state of sin. But you are always in a
continual state of sin. As long as we are in this flesh, we will always be less than God intended. That
is why God gives us a new flesh in heaven. That is why even after being saved and while godly
enough to write inspired Scripture, Paul wrote Romans 7:25, saying, "In my flesh I am a slave to sin,
but in my mind I am a slave to righteousness." That is not to justify our sinful conduct, as we must
always seek to be sanctified, but it is an acknowledgment that we cannot escape sin while in this
"body of death," as Paul calls it in the immediate previous verse. Even if you had never remarried at
all, your flesh would still be in a continual rebellion against God. Praise God that he looks at the heart
and not at our flesh, and that he has renewed our hearts in Christ! Let this be your motivation for
living rightly.
As a practical matter, for you to break your covenant with your current wife would be sin, and a far
greater grievance against God and His people than remaining in a marriage that was sinful at its
inception. This is the reality of living in a broken world: that sometimes we will be caught in a
catch-22 where no matter what options appear before us, it is sinful.
But regardless of the technicality of our behaviors and choices, God is more concerned with the
orientation of our hearts. Your heart is now oriented toward obedience. The fear of being disobedient
to God has caused you great turmoil. This is not a sign that you are not saved; rather, if you were not
saved you would have no care about the effects of your sinfulness in the first place. Take comfort in
this fact that your heart is not callous and hardened against God and your status before him.
Go have sex with your wife. Whether it was sin for you to marry her or not, God has joined you two
together when you became one flesh. Just don't let anyone separate you from your wife ever again especially not yourself.
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[FR] Fixing your SMV
13 upvotes | July 31, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I normally hate posts that try to break-down how women evaluate a man's SMV. That's not the point
of this post, and if that's what you get out of it, you're doing it wrong. I'm merely going to give a
rubric to illustrate a point about how we should go about improving our SMV - both as married men
and singles.
I was in New York City last week for vacation - more on that to come in another post. But after going
to shows on Broadway, hitting up a comedy club, spending time at the bar, and simply walking the
streets, I had a lot of opportunity to people watch, overhear conversations, and discuss things with
some of these people. It affirmed a lot of what I already suspected to be true about how women
evaluate a man's SMV and why some men are trying focusing too much on areas where they will
make too little gains.
THE RUBRIC
Now, I don't mean this to be a hard rubric to follow. Everyone is going to evaluate things differently,
but here's how I've observed women on the whole evaluating men over the last year, and especially in
the last week:
Looks: 3 points
1 point for being of a reasonable body size
1 point for being muscular (6 pack, bouncing pecs, etc.)
1 point for having good hygiene, grooming, and fashion sense
Points can be lost if you have noticeable physical abnormalities, like an unusual scar or
burn marks
Confidence/alphaness/frame: 3 points
90% of men have 0 points for being a typical beta
1 point for showing initiative, passing tests, and having the balls to tell her no
1 point for not getting butthurt or being beta-controlling (ex. mate guarding, making ragedemands)
1 point for being OYS and intentional about managing your life and affairs (mission and
steps thereto)
1.5 points for your financial position and/or prospects
If you earn less than $40,000/yr and have no career ambitions you get no points
1/2 a point for every $20,000 after that
1 point for charm, charisma, wit, personality, etc.
1 point for social status and preselection
1/2 point for morality, ethics, and philosophical consistency with one's lifestyle
CAVEAT 1: Remember, this is just a general rule of thumb. Maybe I need to readjust a point here or
there, or I left something off the list that deserves its own point or half. Whatever. This is meant to
illustrate a point, not to be an ultimate guide to male SMV calculation.
CAVEAT 2: There are some things that aren't on the list because they're general disqualifiers. A
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godly Christian woman won't date a non-Christian guy. This doesn't mean he has a lower SMV to
her. She might be highly sexually attracted to him, but she has an appropriate spiritual boundary she
won't cross. This scale isn't meant to address that.
THINGS TO NOTE
First, I did NOT mention things like: shared interests, how affectionate he is, sentimentality, signs of
ability to commit, etc. Those might be relevant in one's Relationship Market Value, but not one's
SMV
Second, Unlike men, women can re-assign points at their discretion for exceptional features. So, if a
guy makes $500,000/yr he might get 3 points on finances, and they'll just steal the other 1.5 points
from somewhere else. Or if the guy is incredibly charismatic, funny, and flirtatious, he might get 2
points and she'll steal the missing point from somewhere else that he's lacking.
Now, you'll note why the alpha/beta dynamic gets talked about here so much: because most guys
have a full 3 points to gain from that improvement. Lifting gets brought up as one of the basic things
because most guys can gain a whole 2 points from that. Imagine that - you go from being a chubby
beta to a fit alpha and you could potentially have increased your SMV by 5 points right there probably more than your total value to begin with. So, even if you're not charming or witty and you
have no popular friends, just for being a physically fit alpha who is a decent human being with a solid
job, you already potentially are a 7.5.
From there, learning to flirt, building your social circle, and earning that bit of extra cash will make
up the difference to your being a perfect 10.
WHERE IT GOES WRONG
But here's what I see in the world (not necessarily here): many guys who are already a 2 on looks
spending tons of time worrying about how to get that third point rather than working on the 3 points
they could be gaining in their assertiveness and frame development.
What I imagine is more common to a sub like this is the guy who is probably already a 2-2.5 on his
confidence/assertiveness, and would rather perfect his frame than hit the gym to get rid of that spare
tire.
Or the guy who wants to learn how to flirt and be a charming conversationalist in order to get that
one point rather than focusing on the easy 3 points he could get from working on his appearance and
frame.
SELF-EVALUATION
Before discovering RP and through most of my marriage, my SMV was probably something like this:
Looks: 1 point
Alphaness: 1.25 points
Finances: 1.25 points (even though I do earn 6-figures, my wife does too, so it's not impressive
enough to her to max this for me)
Charm: 0 points
Social Status: .75 point
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Ethic: 1/2 point
TOTAL: 4.75 - a loser
Compare this to my wife, who at the time was probably an HB8-8.5 (although some of that may be
due to my personal preferences). It's no wonder I had a dead bedroom. She saw herself as having
married down in terms of SMV.
Today, I'd evaluate myself something like this:
Looks: 2.25
Alphaness: 2.75
Finances: 1.25
Charm: .75
Social Status: 1
Ethic: 1/2
TOTAL: 8.5
LOW HANGING FRUIT TIER 1
Notice where my gains came from so far:
Looks: 1.25 points - The first thing I did was focus on my looks. Most of my noticeable gains
happened in the first few months. After that, I doubt my wife could see the difference between
my benching 265 and 285. I lost weight, gained a ton of muscle, and started dressing nicer both
around the house and in public. In terms of body shape and build, I'm slightly above average
(1.75-2), but I give myself an extra .25-.5 because of my improved fashion sense, hygiene, etc.
and the fact that I'm getting hair cuts every 3 weeks now instead of every 6 months. On the
whole, this was the easiest place for me to start because I already knew how to lift and diet. I
just had to do it. That's low-hanging fruit number one.
Alphaness: 1.5 points - After the first couple months of lifting, my confidence level started
increasing, giving me the internal license to start practicing being more assertive and drawing
harder boundaries. Since then, I've come close to capping what I can improve in this area.
There are still a few situations where I'll act butthurt, so I can't give myself full points, but I've
made significant improvements and the effect on our relationship is noticeable. My wife
complained last week that she gets frustrated at times that she feels as if I act "too dominant"
and that "sometimes I feel like you do things just to prove your dominance." Part of me says
this is a good thing, part of me says I probably need to tone it down a bit - either way, better
balance can be had, but I've definitely tipped to the other side of the scale from where I was.
Charm: .75 points - After I saw physical gains and developed a solid frame, I figured the next
easiest thing to work on (without neglecting the previous ones) was my charisma. I was
generally a goofy guy who could make people laugh and think, but pathetic-funny is different
from confident-funny. This was another easy one to turn around, fueled by the increased
confidence from lifting and developing my frame. I learned to flirt, employ some kino (an area
I could still work on a little), re-brand the way I tell jokes, etc.
Social Status: .25 - I didn't actually have to do anything for this, as it adjusted naturally over
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time based on the improvements I made in other areas. I just didn't stifle social opportunities as
they increasingly presented themselves. As I have improved, I have drawn more attention from
others, which my wife notices and values in the relationship, triggering preselection when it's
female attention and general social standing when it's from other guys.
LOW HANGING FRUIT TIER 2
So, I hit all the easy low-hanging fruit. I picked it all. Does that mean I'm done? NO! I've just got to
go up a tier. I have to actually get out my ladder. I'm not going to climb to the very top of the tree yet,
but I do have to start picking from a separate tier of branches on the tree.
So, where do I go from here? Do I try to get that last quarter point on charm or the last quarter point
on finances? No, that would take immense amounts of effort to go beyond what I've already
developed there. Those ones can wait.
Instead, my focus going forward is on dieting and lifting. Yes, I've already made significant
improvements. I have my full point from hygiene, fashion, etc. I have .75 points for my body size,
and half a point from my muscle - which should actually be higher, but because the definition is still
hidden beneath that other .25 points of body size I'm lacking, the muscle I have isn't exactly showing
to the degree I'd like. Once my body size decreases, my muscular frame will be far more pronounced.
So, by working at the .25 points on my body size (i.e. dropping from 16% BF to sub-12%), I'll
actually be gaining .75 points.
Right now, I will see more gains from making this effort from anything else. It won't be easy, but it
will have a more noticeable impact on my relationship than gaining a combined half a point from
upping my income and charm. Those would be far more difficult than dieting and cardio (without
neglecting the lifting) for a couple months. It might take 2 years and countless hours of marketing
myself before I see any actual improvement on her attraction to me due to financial gains. It's just not
worth it. Likewise, working on charm and charisma literally involves changing parts of your
personality to become accustomed to doing things you never used to do. Developing those kinds of
habits only happens over long periods of time. I'll be working on that too, of course, but it's not where
I'm expecting to see the next wave of improvement just yet.
APPLICATION
So, now I ask you all:
Are you still in your first tier of low hanging fruit? If so, which ones are the lowest? What will
reap the easiest gains? How much effort will you have to put in to accomplish it?
Are you on your second tier or higher? Although all of it is worth the time and energy, is there
anything that you can start building a foundation for now so that the third tier and beyond will
be easier when that time comes?
Are you appropriately balancing your efforts? Or are you trying to master something you're
already proficient at? Are you that meathead at the gym who would rather spend time getting
his bench from 290 to 300, or the guy who's fine with sitting at 290 for a while in order to read
the sidebar and work on passing tests, saying no, STFU, and developing a mission?
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Random helpful tip for those who struggle with pornography.
13 upvotes | June 6, 2018 | by palmorwrist | Link | Reddit Link
Porn addiction is at its heart a spiritual matter. This post is not addressing it at that level. This is
simply a quick tip that has helped me in my own battle.
Whenever I get the urge to indulge in some illicit web browsing, my first go-to is prayer and scripture
reading. However, when I am feeling particularly weak and my will power is low, I will distract
myself with something sensuous and captivating visually, but that is not sinful.
I am a foodie, so for me, I turn to a website like www.alifewortheating.com which features very
excellent photography from some of the best restaurants in the country. Oddly enough, enjoying these
images hit some of the same dopamine receptors that porn does, and will often distract me long
enough to get over the earlier temptation.
Now I know not everyone is a foodie, but I imagine that this would work with whatever it is that you
find visually engaging, be it sports cars, sculpture, paintings, landscape photography, etc. I think the
visual distraction is the key part.
Take this tip for what it's worth, and keep fighting the battle!
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Positive Aspects of Red Pill Compared to Bible
13 upvotes | May 30, 2018 | by capt_cj1 | Link | Reddit Link
I've been following red pill and married rep pill since 2017, and like many others was immediately
engaged. It was the first time I saw information detailed out on how to be a strong husband and leader
in the home. However, there were a few large red flags when I compared red pill information with
my Bible. Since that time I've been slowly formulating a version of rep pill that fits within the
Biblical perspective. I haven't seen a really condensed and thorough explanation of rep pill principles
with contrast to the Bible anywhere in the forum so I hope this may help some guys. Not exhaustive
but extensive. My bio is at the bottom for context.
Dread: All levels of dread should be weighed against the Biblical principle of faithfulness. The
first 6 levels of dread focus on you as a man, growing your social life, improving your
appearance and seducing your wife. Any sexual contact with women outside of your
marriage is strictly forbidden. That includes kino, texting, emails, pics, lunch dates, or
any other kind of sexual flirtation with intentions of making your wife jealous or making
you feel more manly. Work your game on your wife. Have an interesting personality and
create financial success. Be pastor to your family and you will receive the respect you desire.
Lastly, think about what your kids would think if they found out dad was messing around on
mom. That thought should be enough for any real man to stay faithful. For the single guys,
dating around is perfectly ok as long as you don't engage in sexual stuff and don't go behind a
committed girlfriend's back with texts or tinder. Either commit or don't commit, but don't
straddle the fence like an amateur.
Lifting: Your body is a temple for the Holy Spirit to dwell, it better be in good shape. Sad that
we don't hear sermons from the pulpit about out of shape, fat and generally unhealthy
Christians. Would Jesus allow himself to become obese? Would he allow himself to binge
drink? Binge eat? Have a lack of self control? While we don't know if Jesus would have lifted
weights the premise is true that we are given this body to worship God and being fit, muscular,
athletic and healthy is a great way to worship our creator. Your daily food and exercise choices
are either worshipping God or worshipping self. Is food, tv, beer, sports, or video games a god
to you?
Crap Tests: Women testing a man is a bad habit but can be eradicated like any bad habit. I
believe it comes mostly from two places: watching their friends and watching their mother. If a
woman surrounds herself with other women who regularly harass and disrespect their
husbands/boyfriends it starts to seep into her subconscious. If a daughter sees her mother acting
in a similar manner, it relates to her in crystal clear language that a woman/wife has the
authority and responsibility to act this way to get what she wants. And while we as men can't
stop our significant others from hanging around women who treat their men disrespectfully and
we can't go into the past to stop her mother from acting similarly, we can set a standard that a
good wife respects her husband by following his leadership. First you need to be someone
worthy to be followed. Second do not let these tests become a barrier in your relationship.
While I agree with the red pill you cannot allow these tests, the manner in which you handle
them makes all the difference. My approach has always been to simply tell my wife (in a loving
but firm tone) that she's not being respectful. If she continues to nag, harass or disrespect, I tell
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her this is unacceptable behavior and she needs to calm down and we'll talk later. Then I walk
away and let her think about how she acted. Her own brain does the work for me. The premise
is that you are stopping a pattern by slowly being firm and rational about her adult emotional
tantrums. The less you speak the better you will be. And like all leadership, consistency is key.
You are the leader of the family, you are responsible for you wife and she is to be submissive to
you like you are to be submissive to Christ. Remember however you want a life partner not a
slave so don't go rambo. Don't initiate confrontation but do not allow disrespect from her or
anyone else. Here's a wonderful summary of what a christian wife looks like: Mark Driscoll
Respectful Wife
Finances: Every dollar you make is God's money. If you're spending God's money on
excessive consumer goods and do not make wise financial investments you are being
irresponsible with God's money. If you are in debt you've been irresponsible with God's money.
If you live outside your means and do not have a strong financial plan, you are playing games
with God's money. Don't play games with God's money.
Sex: Within marriage you can have sex as much as you want and do anything you want
sexually with your wife as long as she consents and other people aren't involved (no porn or
threesomes). Toys, clothes, positions, let that mind go nuts as long as it's focused on your wife.
If you are unsatisfied in the bedroom like most Christian guys, it's time to up your SMV, start
the dread, and start creating some sexual tension. If frequency increases, start working on
quality. If she's resisting spicing up the bedroom have a serious sex talk one time and tell her
your expectations. Again, be a leader. If she consistently tries to dodge you going forward, it
leaves 2 choices: Continue to up your SMV for long term incremental gains or be satisfied with
the occasional handy. Christian women often were taught sex is gross, dirty, not pleasurable
and only for making babies. It's difficult to undo decades of psychological sexual repression.
Make some effort and initiate. As Christians, we cannot divorce other than infidelity so take
that option off the table and figure it out. Single guys: date alot of girls, swiftly screen out the
ones you wouldn't marry, find one good girl then close the deal. Peter Pan syndrome is a curse
on guys telling them they shouldn't get married, to date as long as possible and sleep with as
many women as they can. It's all a lie. Date several women, find a good one and close the deal.
Be a leader, treat her well, expect her to be an excellent wife and quit screwing around. Dating
500 flaky women on tinder isn't going to make you any happier than dating 5 quality girls,
finding the best the closing the deal. Be attractive enough to get the quality girls. And don't
have pre-marital sex. Talk about how you want to have sex with her and expect once you get
married to have sex often and enthusiastically. If talking about sex makes her feel weird and
awkward, you might want to release her back in the pond.
Hope this has been useful for the Christian guys getting into red pill. I'd love to see more
dialogue on the christian red pill sub.
Bio: Late thirties, married a decade, bunch of kids. Workout everyday, play sports, started and sold
several companies. heavy into investing. Wife is a HB9 and comes from a family where the mom
wears the pants. Always been an alpha leader and wife learned early that her happiest life is trusting
my lead. We've been best friends most of our lives. I almost went to seminary in my 20's to become a
pastor like my grandfather but decided God wanted me to start and sell companies instead so now I'm
pastor dad.
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Screening for a Wife: Methods (Part II)
13 upvotes | May 15, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link

Screening for a Wife: Methods (Part II)
Disclaimer: AWALT remains true. There is no 100% effective way to screen for undesirable
female behavior. All women come equipped with both hamster and wheel. That said, the
following post provides a framework to help screen out candidates who are most likely to be
disloyal or otherwise unsuitable for marriage.

Assumptions
In the previous post we looked at the two foundational elements that need to be in place before you
are able to effectively screen for a wife; worldview (mission) and abundance. This second part post
assumes you understand and are actively developing a robust worldview and are cultivating
abundance. Once you've established options, the question we are seeking to answer is: how do I
screen for the best viable option?

How to screen well
Before determining what to screen for, we need to discuss how to screen effectively. Effective
screening requires collecting and analyzing relevant information about a potential candidate for a
wife. You want this information to be as free from bias as possible. In the last post we covered how
to protect yourself from your own bias (i.e., Oneitis) through abundance. Now we need to employ
effective strategies for combating her biasing the information (i.e., pretending to be what she thinks
you want her to be). There is no way to get 100% unbiased information, but with a thoughtful
approach one can reduce the degree of bias considerably and garner enough reasonably objective
information to make positive decisions.

Methods
The following is a list of considerations and techniques of gaining unbiased information to add to
your tool belt. These skills, though fairly obvious and seemingly basic, can allow you to get a highly
perceptive "read" on people. These skills extend beyond the Sexual Market Place and can give you an
edge in the workplace, during interviews, and many other areas of life. In my career I have done
hundreds (if not thousands) of interviews, and in another role I did some minor criminal
interrogation. I used (and still use) these techniques frequently and can attest to their effectiveness.
There are many more that could be added, these are simply ones that I have used to great effect; use
what works, shelf the rest. Each item could be a post itself, so bare with the shotgun drive by. If you
have questions, ask in a comment.
1) Try not to let on to your own beliefs. The less she knows about your own convictions, the less
she can bias her answers in a way that she believes you will agree with. If a girl knows you are
against abortion and says she is too, you cannot know if she is genuine or seeking your approval. On
the other hand, if you've never indicated your stance and she says she opposes child murder, that is a
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much more reliable piece of data.
2) Don't interview her. Not only is it not sexy, but if she is interested in you and feels like you are
interviewing her for the position of Wife / Sex Kitten, she will answer in ways that she thinks will
please you. You don't want this. Don't rapid fire questions, space them out over time. Serious
questions should be rare and on topic. Remember what she answers.
3) Ask her the same questions again later. By asking the questions again in a different setting and
at a different time you can check for patterns of consistency. If she said she wanted a big family when
you asked her around your friends, but then wants few kids, if any, around her friends, that is a Rosie
O'Donald sized red flag.
4)Watch what she does more than what she says. This should be obvious, but actions speak louder
than words. Words are cheap. If her actions do not line up with what she says, make a mental note of
this as it can be a major data point. Sure, women often say one thing ("I like nerdy sweet guys") and
then do another (Hooks up with bodybuilder Chad), there are degrees of inconsistency. If she says
she is not a night person, but stays up super late to hang out with you, this is could be a positive
inconsistency where she is adopting your frame. On the other hand, if she says she doesn't like it
when guys objectify her but she constantly wears super sexy outfits that leave little to the
imagination, this can be a red flag.
5) Make sure your questions are organic. If you are having a conversation about favorite foods,
and you throw out a question about her political leanings, you will raise her suspicions that she is
being interviewed. Also, who does that? Don't be a sperg.
6) Hang out with her when she is inebriated. This obviously depends on your theological
convictions, but a little liquor can loosen the tongue and lower inhibitions to the point where she may
be more honest than she otherwise would be. This is often best done in a group setting or in public to
prevent obvious sexual overtones. I've heard women admit amazing things after a couple drinks. If
the woman you are screening becomes a completely different person when inebriated, you should be
cautious. Sometimes people loosen up in a positive way, other times they may shock you with their
"real" uninhibited self.
7) Be less interested in what she believes, and more interested in why she believes it. While
women tend to be emotionally driven in their beliefs, logic, to varying degrees, still plays a
significant role. The more logical a woman is, the easier her erroneous beliefs can be changed.
8) Look for consistency in her "belief network". If she believes animal cruelty is wrong, but
abortion is okay, she isn't thinking coherently.
9) Ask presumptive questions. Don't ask, "Have you ever lied to someone you love?" but "What is
the biggest lie you've told and got away with?" Don't ask, "Do you enjoy physical touch?" but
"Where is your favorite place to be touched?" etc.
10) Ask crazy / silly questions. Keep it light, but pay attention. When she asks you in turn, answer in
a silly way. "What would you outlaw if you were emperor of the world?" You: "Skinny Jeans!"
11) Try to change her mind about something unimportant. Is she teachable? If she can't be
persuaded that The Foo Fighters is super over-rated and is actually a terrible band, can you expect to
convince her of anything substantial?
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What to screen for
Now equipped with the screening tools above, we can turn to the question of what qualities to be
screening for. This list could go on forever, but here are some of the big ones that are both high
scope in importance and readily ascertained.

Desirable qualities
Low N Count This should go without saying, but women who aren't accustomed to riding the CC
and engaging in promiscuous behavior are less likely to engage in such behavior in the future.
Teachability/Openmindedness In our day, perhaps more than ever, good wives are made, not found.
You want to find a woman who is flexible enough to adopt your frame without too much difficulty or
protest, but isn't immature and "tossed to and fro by the waves and carried about by every wind of
doctrine, by human cunning, by craftiness in deceitful schemes." (Eph 4:14).
Responsiveness to dread A woman who sees you as the prize from the get go and fears losing you
will be much happier in marriage. Dread is a tool and the more responsive she is to it, the less of it
you may need to employ. That said, overly jealous behavior is just plain annoying, so there can be too
much of a good thing with this one.
Genuine Faith(tm) Duh. This is r/RPChristians after all. There are many ways to screen for this, but
you can't know the genuine article if you don't have a good understanding of your own faith, so start
there. Keep in mind that many women have Genuine Faith(tm) but may be less articulate in
explaining doctrine. That's usually okay, but if they resist theological teaching be very wary.
Political agreeableness Leftism is evil. 'Nuff said.
Family oriented She doesn't need a desire to compete with Octomom, but she should like kids and
want her own. Better yet is if she has a history of babysitting, being a nanny, or caring for younger
kids. If she doesn't want kids or hates the idea of being a parent, next her.

Red Flags
Too numerous to list seriously, you'll know them if you see them. If you are unsure, post about it
here and get outside perspective. If you have to ask, it's a good sign it's a serious red flag.
Finally, one quick rule of thumb when screening for a wife is this: "If it's not a 'Hell yeah!' then it's a
no."
Happy hunting, may the Lord be with you.
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Pastor injects Feminism at Wedding Ceremony
13 upvotes | March 22, 2018 | by Idunnowhy2 | Link | Reddit Link
At a wedding recently, and the (Southern Baptist) Pastor is talking about how Eve was taken from
Adam's Rib means that we are equal because it's the side and not the foot, and on and on about
equality.
I could only shake my head. The Bible never injects equality into marriage, it does the opposite - says
that a women is to be subject to her husband. It's disgusting that the church has lost it's way, and uses
Christianity to push these anti-Biblical views.
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Field report and new MAP
13 upvotes | October 18, 2021 | by icif | Link | Reddit Link
It’s time for me to man up, oms, and make God, marriage, and Family a priority - so I’m starting
here. This is tough for me because I don’t open up, even with friends/family, yet here I am.
I’m not here because things are going well. I’ve built a ship my way and decided who I want on
board. However, my boat was built using my plan, not God’s; I haven’t been loving and kind to my
crew, and now my first mate wants to abandon ship. I’m at rock bottom.
=Backstory, me=
I found Jesus at 15 years old while I was locked up for petty crimes. During mandatory quiet hour I
opened the New Testament and believed everything.
I have PTSD from my youth. Some of it isn’t my fault, most of it is, but long story short I had a bad
parent, I took no guidance, and I did whatever I wanted. An angry teenager attracted to drugs and
gangs will leave a mess behind, and I did exactly that. My youth created a very hardened man; I am
emotionally shutoff.
=My marriage=
Married 10 years with 2 young kids. My wife, a Christian has an incredibly big heart, is kind,
generous, and an amazing mother. However, she is very naggy, which I treated as disrespect, so I
emotionally shut her off. For several years I would have short anger-filled outbursts during her naggy
spells, but over time I stopped being nice to her, and it seemed to work because she became less
naggy.
=State of my marriage=
Last week she said it’s time to separate. I was shocked. I never thought in a million years she would
divorce me - she’s a Christian after all.
However, she rationalized divorce with her faith via input of a paper Christian therapist and some
lesbian podcast. She also began to reject God as part of her process. Marriage counseling wasn’t
mentioned, nor did we have any discussions around separating, or have any deep discussions around
her unhappiness with our marriage. So yeah, I was completely shocked as we don’t really argue and
she isn’t naggy anymore. I asked why she didn’t say something earlier? She was scared I would
lawyer up and make her life miserable. Yet she felt emotionally abused and had to leave.
=What I did about it=
When she mentioned divorce I became sad and remorseful of how I treated her; I had no idea I was
hurting her. She was surprised that I cared; she had me pegged as a narcissist and was expecting
anger. When she didn’t get anger she began to reconsider.
On Sunday we went to Church for the first time since Covid. The message was delivered by God,
through our pastor, and geared directly for us. At least that’s how it seemed.
However, my wife doesn’t trust that I won’t hurt her again, thus she won’t commit to me
emotionally, and divorce is still on the table.
= My MAP =
I am a bit lost on how to rebuild my ship, so I’m seeking guidance from God.
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What kind of ship? I want it built on faith. I want to leave room for passengers outside of my family.
If you’re on my ship I want you to feel safe (physically AND emotionally), and taken care of
financially.
What kind of captain do I want to be? I want to be kind, happy, and learn how to experience sadness
and happiness. I want to take down my emotional walls. I want my family to trust my decisions and
follow my lead for happiness.
I also want to be physically fit with enough energy to take lead in house chores, play with my kids,
and live a long healthy life.
= Next steps =
Started 5x5 SL. If I feel sexually frustrated, angry, or impatient I’ll do accessory lifts.
Getting me and my family to Church is my new priority.
Bible reading. I am a bit lost on where to start diving in. Probably I’ll start with the standard marriage
verses and meditate on them. I have a bad habit of diving into ancient Hebrew/Greek and various
manuscripts to seek larger truths, so maybe I’ll just stick to NKJV and let me seek wisdom from the
interpretation and leave it be.
Edit: mod update request
• Mission: Tell us what it is and why you need a woman's help accomplishing it (I'm being serious).
I need affection. Or maybe I just need sex. Other than affection/sex I’m at a point where women are
more of a headache than anything.
• Stats: body fat, height, weight, lifts, etc.
6’2 175lbs. A few years ago I was at 225lb both squat and bench for 5x5 but gave up because I’m a
pussy and it was too mentally/physically demanding. I’ve been lifting on/off my whole life. Right
now I’m skinny fat - And just started SL 5x5 with 135lbs.
My wife was probably a 7-8 when I married her (on looks) but a 10 character wise. 2 kids later she let
her health slip - put on ~30lbs, takes SSRI’s, is miserable, so now she’s probably a 4.
• Reading: Which sidebar content you've read (RPC and/or MRP). Any other books?
Currently reading MMSLP. Over the past 3 years I’ve had trp, mrp, and this forum on my reddit feed.
I’ve been taking time to watch all of Rian Stone’s YouTube content.
• Finances: Current job and income quality, future prospects, debt issues
IT Architect and make over $200k/yr. No debt other than my house/cars. Plenty in savings. I’m
blessed in this area.
• Spiritual: How mature you are, how often you pray, have quiet times, share your faith, memorize
Scripture, evangelism, how you're using your spiritual gifts, etc.
In my 40’s, and pray every day. I am not comfortable sharing my faith, it’s hard for me to do for
whatever reason. I haven’t found any of my spiritual gifts. Maybe it could be my scientific approach
to studying the Bible but that’s probably more of a curse than anything.
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Girlfriend is Spiritually Lethargic
13 upvotes | January 16, 2022 | by bennybrucie | Link | Reddit Link
Hello Brothers,
I am seeking some Godly advice about a relationship I have been in for almost a year. I am M(23)
and F(23) met her at a Faith-based event, and have always had some different views. Initially when
started dating, it complimented my faith and grew each other. Over the Summer we began to engage
in more outdoor activities and we fell to sexual sin. Towards the end of the summer she got me into
watching TV shows (e.g. Yellowstone, Parks & Rec, Etc.) and my whole life I never watched TV
(outside from some Sports). Throughout this time I began to fall into a more fleshly nature, spending
less time with the LORD.
Around the Fall, I began to find my faith again(and stopped the sexual sin). Getting into the Word
constantly, memorizing verses, studying, preaching, etc. It is not of God to separate others, and I have
prayed for her heart to be changed. I have just found since I have regained my fire for the LORD
everything we do seems so pointless. I've encouraged her to do studies with me, praise with me, or
watch Godly based things but it doesn't happen most of the time("I should but I don't really want
too"). I do enjoy hanging out with her as we have similar hobbies (Gym, Shooting, Hiking, etc.) but
besides that I feel like I'm simply wasting my time with her. I always end-up watching something
stupid when I would rather be diving in my word. And when she does watch something spiritual its
like for "me", implying I should watch some netflix show cause watched something with me. I have
told her multiple times every time we hang out I feel guilt when at the end because I didn't grow
closer to God, while she replies "but I love hanging out with you".
Additionally, I do not want get into a theology argument. But we just have some huge differences in
things that both of us will never change on. I do not approve of CCM music, she has told me she
doesn't "agree" with Apostle Paul's writings about women in the church, I am a bible believer (KJV
only), and she has said she "doesn't want her kids going to a Christian school" which I replied that I
will never allow my children to go to public school.
I have prayed for God to mend this relationship for almost three months now. But I don't think she
will change. I also understand in this era it's quite hard to find a believing-women, let alone a
beautiful one. But everytime we hang out I feel like I am taken away from the Lord. I enjoy the days
better when she works.
Mission: I would like to eventually just become good at teaching and preaching and know my word
(2 Tim 2:15). Women should support the men grow their ministry is my view.
GYM5’9 185 LB 275 BP. Probs 12-13% body fat. I don’t do squats as I have had 3 knee surgeries. I
do still do legs/cardio tho. I am a bigger framed person at 8% body fat I was 163 LBs.
Reading: I haven’t read anything on here as my friend introduced me to the sub. I don’t use social
media at all(with exceptions like this).
Financials: Finance position 70k a year. I have one 3.5K loan balance on a 5k loan for a loan I took
out for crypto (I have 3x) the loan.
Spiritual: Pray in the morning and night, continuously throughout the day, I serve in Church, I try to
read, study and memorize scripture every day.
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Who should initiate the divorce process
13 upvotes | April 25, 2022 | by Radical_Drip | Link | Reddit Link
Stats
49 year old, gym three times per week. SQ 90kg, OHP 30, BP 50, ROW 25, DL 80kg
2x runs per week, sub 30 5km. Long run of 15km, Preparing for a marathon in October
Weight 105kg fat around 25% Height 1.78 cm
Mission:
Unclear with a fuddled mind. My current wife and I would have testimony about marital challenges
and the importance of faith in resolving such.
Faith is suffering. Prayer down to three times per week, Really lacklustre. Reading the Bible also
reduced. Getting counsel from a local pastor
Reading:
NMMNG, Poon, SGM, Pook, Sidebar series. Bible
Finance
I work a fulltime job as a senior manager in municipal administration. For my country I earn decent
money Finances however are tight but manageable
Background
My wife informed me in January that she cheated and that she wants to end the marraige, she feels
nothing for me and do jot want me near her/touching her. For the past two weeks she sleeps in our
son's room and he with me.
Since January I have been begging, crying pleading with her not to leave. Tracked her car, checked
her phone. Very unattractive to say the least.
I really lowered my value over the course of the marraige. Pedestalising my wife increased her value
or at least changed her perception of our relative values. I also stopped dating her.
Recent trigger events
Last week Monday a serious argument developed which the children witnessed and I involved them.
I initiated divorce proceedings and put our house on the market.
Tuesday morning I asked the Lord for a sign and got this scripture.
The Lord said to me, “Go, show your love to your wife again, though she is loved by another man
and is an adulteress. Love her as the Lord loves the Israelites, though they turn to other gods and love
the sacred raisin cakes.” So I bought her for fifteen shekels of silver and about a homer and a lethek
of barley. Then I told her, “You are to live with me many days; you must not be a prostitute or be
intimate with any man, and I will behave the same way toward you.” Hosea 3:1-3 NIV
https://bible.com/bible/111/hos.3.1-3.NIV
I shared with my wife but no reaction.
Covert contract that the threat of divorce would change her position. Nothing, and I was completely
deflated.
On Sunday I told her I accept that she wants to leave and she is asking me to love her enough to set
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her free. Also started reading up on co-parenting.
Sunday morning I made an effort for us as family to spend time together, gave reassurances of our
love to the children and generally were vibing positively for the day.
I only need to give the instruction for the summons of divorce proceedings to be served.
My Edges and Ego
I realised the fight on Monday was about me coming to terms with being back in the dating pool after
22 years. And possible fears about my ability to handle this.It was very visceral coming to terms with
the new reality.
I have no interest in any other woman and she knows it affecting both our behaviours. Oneitis and the
flipside of the coin - dripping disrespect.
I dont want to divorce, my wife wants to but expects me to make this happen.
I dont want to break up my family as I know the impact on children.
Also this is my second marraige, so the ego investment is huge.
Contemplation
I want to tell her to take the steps herself as I am not the one who wants to divorce.
Not sure whether I would just be time wasting/delaying the inevitable.
Could refusing to follow through summonsing be leadership or no leadership.
The two options are the vibing family or the divorced family
I am mindfull of the scripture mentioned above requiring endless love and, clearly not as a once off
verbalising.
Dread of sorts vs I dont care
I feel I have more of an I dont care attitude, now that I am no longer concerned about "winning her
back" . I am showing no interest in her activities, whereabouts and doings. A very relaxed aloofness
is how I would describe the tone of my interactions with her at the moment.
I joined a jazz class, the gym and explored other hobbies such as archery and going to the range to
shoot.
My wife is withholding sex. I went for a massage with a happy ending. . I am clear that divorce is
still the most likely outcome.
Your comments would be appreciated.
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Vaginismus & Concerns About Wedding Night
13 upvotes | October 3, 2022 | by unexpected_value | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: Age 24
Mission - Excel in my career as an actuary, raise a healthy, God-fearing family, live out my heritage,
and constantly improve. The only thing I need a woman for above is raising a family.
BF 20%, Height 6'0", Weight 185lbs, Lifts: Squat 155x5, Bench 145x5, Overhead Press 105x5,
Deadlift 225x5 (been lifting just 3 months)
Reading: Just NMMNG
Finances: Personal income $90K, $100K+ in 2 more years. Long-term expected income $150K. No
debts. Fiance has significant debt of $160K (mostly federal student loans)

I am getting married later this week. I've been with my fiance (age 27) for over 5 years now, we met
in college. Neither of us has have had intercourse, so we are "virgins." Regrettably, we've had oral
sex, but we committed to abstaining about 4 months ago for the remainder of our engagement.
My question is about vaginismus (involuntary tensing or contracting of muscles around the vagina,
which can make sex impossible). I am worried about the possibility that sex won't be possible on our
wedding night/honeymoon, and even after that. She has been using dilators for a few months with
some progress, but she expressed frustration that she can't fit the final size (i.e. close to me) no matter
how hard she tries not to tense up.
Has anybody else encountered this problem as newlyweds? How should I prepare for and react to this
possibility?
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How many of you have read this passage of scripture up close?
13 upvotes | November 5, 2022 | by Provoking_Copies | Link | Reddit Link
Every man who prays or prophesies with his head covered dishonors his head, 5 but every wife[a]
who prays or prophesies with her head uncovered dishonors her head, since it is the same as if her
head were shaven. 6 For if a wife will not cover her head, then she should cut her hair short. But
since it is disgraceful for a wife to cut off her hair or shave her head, let her cover her head. 7 For a
man ought not to cover his head, since he is the image and glory of God, but woman is the glory of
man. 8 For man was not made from woman, but woman from man. 9 Neither was man created for
woman, but woman for man. 10 That is why a wife ought to have a symbol of authority on her head,
because of the angels.[b] 11 Nevertheless, in the Lord woman is not independent of man nor man of
woman; 12 for as woman was made from man, so man is now born of woman. And all things are
from God.
1 Corinthians 11:4-12 ESV
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113 - Christian Frame: Part 2, Frame in Practice
13 upvotes | December 20, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
In Part 1 I explained that frame is your identity and how you project that identity onto your world. As
Christians, we find our identity in Christ and we are to reflect Him to the world through our lives.
Accordingly, frame should be a natural concept for a Christian. But let's dive deeper into what this
looks like in practice.
LIVING YOUR FRAME
Motive Matters
My discipler once told me, "We are human beings, not human doings. Don't try to force an identity
through what you do. Let what you do flow from who you are."
To some degree we should all be familiar with this concept. Even those living in sin understand this.
Imagine trying to tell a homosexual person, "Just go have straight sex and you won't be gay anymore;
you'll be heterosexual." Can you imagine the reaction? In Christianity we more often know this as
legalism. "Just go do all the things Christians are supposed to do and that will make you a Christian"
... right? No, we know that our salvation and identity in Christ is not from our actions.
I remember a German Lit course in college where we were reading things like The Sorrows of Young
Werther and Demian, discussing the nature of identity. Virtually everyone in the class took the "I am
what I do" approach. I single-handedly took the opposite: "I am, therefore I do." A Christian girl in
the class decided to argue, "I go to Bible studies, I pray, I attend church, I share my faith - and I do all
of these things so that I can BE a better Christian." I replied, "No, your actions don't make you a
better Christian. You should be doing those things BECAUSE you are a Christian - BECAUSE you
love Jesus" (no, it wasn't a Christian school, just a rare classroom conversation). She and the rest of
the class, including the teacher, were ultimately persuaded (another rarity in classroom conversation).
The Bible is pretty clear that motive matters. It's also clear that we cannot work our way into God's
favor. The greatest command is not, "Do things that make Me feel loved." It's "Love Me." In
Matthew 7 when people were DOING great and mighty things - casting out demons, prophesying,
healing, etc. - Jesus said, "I never knew you."
Matthew 15:8 makes it clear that God wants our heart, not merely our actions. This means that you
must internalize your frame. It cannot merely be an outward expression you maintain - it must be the
very core of who you are and the motive behind why you do what you do. If you don't grasp it right
away, then follow along the fake it til you make it path - but faking it indefinitely doesn't count.
Eventually you do have to reach make it.
Understanding Matters
If your identity, at its core, is that you are an adopted child of God and co-heir with Christ, and you're
ready to let that be what shapes your lifestyle, you'd better understand the implications of this
identity.
The best way to grasp this is to look at human relationships - the parallel God gave us for
understaning the relationship God has with His children. As a child of my parents ...
I take on their surname and accept the first name they gave me. My very name is identified by
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their household and their wishes.
This is what it means when we call ourselves "Christian."
I accept that they are the primary influences on my upbringing and that their agenda sets the
tone for who I will become.
God decides who I will be, what I will do, and how to get me to become that. I accept
that God has an agenda for my life that may not overlap with my own.
I observe them as a pattern of living and model my life after the example they have set (for
better or worse) until my own unique, personal nuances create room for divergence.
I model my character and lifestyle after Jesus as closely as possible, understanding that I
am also uniquely crafted with a personality, skill set, interests, etc. tailored to the context
of life and ministry God has placed me in (ex. just because Jesus was a carpenter doesn't
mean I must be one also).
I interact with the outside world as often as they lead me to do so and within the boundaries
they establish for what I can/cannot do.
God is constantly sending people out - "Go, therefore" and not "Stay, therefore." I will
engage with His world on his terms and not cross the boundaries he has laid out for how
to interact with His children.
I live within the rules and boundaries my parents create, eventually understanding as I mature
that the rules I once despised were actually there for my good.
God establishes clear rules and boundaries for living within His house - His Church - and
although I may not understand why those boundaries exist, I accept that they are good
and profitable and I will abide by them and will see their worth if not on this earth, then
in heaven.
I'll let you all figure out the next 30, 60, 100, etc. things that could be added to this list. The point is
that you need to be thinking about what it means to be a child of God and how that affects your life. I
didn't go into the specifics, but you can - process what those boundaries are that your parents set for
you, then process what boundaries God is putting on your life. Then look at the freedoms,
empowerment, enabling, etc. and continue exploring the parallels to get a good picture of what it
means to be an adopted child of God and co-heir with Christ.
Nuance Matters
In Part 1 I talked about us all having "nuanced individuality in frame." This remains true. The above
relates to common principles that are inherent among all believers and must be incorporated in our
frame - things that we cannot break when creating our frame - that we must embody and project to
the world as a reflection of Christ in us. I cannot rightly frame myself as both a Christian and
someone who practices sexual immorality. 1 Cor. 5 says that such a person should be kicked out of
the church.
But beyond biblical prescription, you're free to identify yourself any way you want. If you want to be
the charmer, jock, rebel, goof ball, romantic, etc. or a blend of different attributes ... or if you want to
incorporate your athleticism, intellect, passion, empathy, generosity, etc. into your frame - go for it.
Your individuality in how you craft yourself is part of what gives you a high value. If every alpha
guy exuded the exact same blend of interests, character traits, mannerisms, etc., then even if we were
still the rarity we wouldn't feel authentic and you'd be easily replaceable. Let your individual nuances
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be at the forefront of your persona while your God-given set of principles by which you live be the
core that underlies everything you do.
BREAKING FRAME
Sin
Breaking frame is when we let someone else's actions or behaviors affect our expression of our
identity through our behaviors. Because our frame is given to us by God (including the nuances,
which are ours to discover and discern, unique from every other person), any time we sin we are
breaking frame.
Know what that means? That people who sin a lot have a weak frame. Think on that one. That sin
means you're not living out your identity in Christ - you're living the identity the world gives you.
Your behaviors are being shaped by a combination of social pressures, worldly philosophies and
ideologies, and a former identity that you forsook when you were adopted by God and took on His
identity for your own.
We cannot say that "breaking frame" is selectively weak or strong. I cannot say, "I have a strong
frame in my marriage, but a weak frame in regard to sin." You have one identity. You are you. You
are not one person in your marriage and another in your faith. Your context doesn't define your
frame, so you can't have a context-dependent strength of frame either.
Inconsistency
Beyond morally condemnable sins, any inconsistency between your behaviors and your active
expression of living as a child of God is a break of frame - or even worse, an expression of a bad
frame (remember: Christians don't have the luxury of "your frame is whatever you want it to be" that
non-Christians have). This can apply even when you do things that seem productive.
For example, suppose your wife is complaining and starts to cry as you present a stoic front. You
close off your emotions, give your best poker face, and calmly engage in a string of fogging, negative
inquiry, broken record, and eventually AA. Well, if that was a negative fitness test, fine. But suppose
it was a comfort test. You just failed. Even if you "held frame," you held the wrong frame. You just
framed yourself as a jerk who isn't emotionally available and can't be trusted as a source of strength
and comfort. Even secular RP understands this.
But take a similar example: your wife is complaining and starts to cry as you start by presenting a
stoic front, but suddenly the Spirit moves in you to start crying alongside her (Romans 12:15 - "weep
with those who weep"). Now, as an RP man you know that crying alongside your wife should be a
rare exception and this doesn't seem to meet the RP criteria, but you do now recognize this as a
comfort test, so without crying you begin hugging her, patting her back, and saying, "Everything's
going to be okay; we'll get through this." Now you've just broken your God-given frame in order to
create one of your own - a secular-manosphere-given frame.
Who are you going to be: the person that other secular men want you to be or the person God wants?
Who is the source of your frame? Where does it come from? Are you committed to holding that
frame, even when the rest of the world pressures you to change? Are your views evolving and
growing or are they being molded and manipulated? These are all things to think about when
determining what your frame looks like in practice and who/what you will allow to influence your
frame - that includes RPC, as well as MRP, TRP, your church, your friends, etc. We are, at best,
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advisers - but it is you who must discern God's directive in your life and who must remain faithful
and unshakable in how you live out that frame.
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113 - Christian Frame: Part 1, an Introduction
13 upvotes | December 18, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I thought I was done with 100-content (I like the number 12), but here's a glaring one I was recently
reminded I left out, and I'm sure there's more.
FRAME IS NOT:
Avoiding getting butthurt.
Biting your tongue.
Being snarky in the face of an emotional whirlwind.
Being an unmoveable rock against pressure.
Stoicism.
I get the sense from here and MRP that many new guys think some or all of these things about
"frame" - that somehow being stoic and snarky means you have a great frame. Just ... no. Those are
all things that are natural byproducts of frame. They are things that guys with a strong frame will do
because of their strong frame. But they are not your frame itself, nor are they things you do to
"maintain a strong frame."
WHAT IS FRAME?
I've heard it said on MRP that frame is "who you want to be on your best day." I've also heard of it as
"the projection of your worldview onto the world." Holding frame, therefore is living and
experiencing your best all the time, no matter what challenges creep up, never acting inconsistently
with the worldview within which you want to operate. Breaking frame, then, is being someone you
don't want to be or operating in someone else's worldview.
For Christians, let me tweak this: your frame is who God created you to be and incorporates
projecting God's worldview through our lives onto the world. In short, it is your identity. Secular RP
lets a man choose his own frame. Christian RP dictates that God assigns us a frame, at least in its
core. Holding frame, then, is living out who God calls us to be, no matter what challenges creep up,
and projecting God's character to the world through our lives. Breaking frame in a Christian context
will be addressed in Part 2.
STRENGTH OF FRAME
Another way to think about it is to consider your life as a movie. After all, God is writing a story with
time and you're part of it. You are the main character of the plot thread that links the events of your
life together. If someone were to watch a movie of your life, your frame is what they would see in
you as a character and the influence you have on the plot.
The strength of your frame is, in part, an indication of how "main" your character is - particularly in
the lives of others. For example, if I were watching a weak man's movie, I might say, "That's cool,
but that alpha side character stole the show." Did he steal the show by being a pompous jerk? Maybe,
but probably not. He did it by being the guy that everyone really wished the movie was about.
For example, my kids love the movie Moana. Although the movie is named after her and it's clearly
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designed by the writers to be her story, Dwayne Johnson as Maui obviously stole the show. He's the
one who set the context for Moana's journey and is overall the more interesting character. Although
she may have been more determined and persistent and tenacious than him, his frame was stronger
than hers. At the end of the day, the plot moved forward on his terms and Moana was mostly there to
persuade him to act. It was when HE decided to get things done that things finally got done.
So, if someone were watching a movie about your marriage, for example, would they see you as the
main character to whom everyone else responds, or would your wife be the one who runs the show
and you're just responding to her? Everybody Loves Raymond is another great example of this. We
know that Ray is supposed to be the main character, but his wife is really the one who runs the show not just because she has a more dominant personality than Ray, but because virtually all plot
mechanics revolve around her worldview. Ray and company are always trying to appease her wishes
and desires, which is the mentality that drives the show forward. Ray simply isn't interesting enough
to hold anyone's interest apart from the conflict caused by his wife's projection of her worldview and
expectations.
So, is your worldview creating the context in which everyone else around you operates, or are you
merely responsive to someone else's (or even several others') influences on your life?
NOTICE that I did not say that a person's frame is strong if he bosses everyone else around and they
happen to do it. This might be an indication of a strong frame, but there are numerous other ways to
have a strong frame without being bossy. Instead, bossiness might be a facet of your individual
frame, if you choose to make it so.
WHAT IS YOUR FRAME/IDENTITY?
I have put an immense amount of research into this and Romans 8:16-17 sums up all of my findings
quite perfectly: "The Spirit himself bears witness with our spirit that we are children of God, and if
children, then heirs - heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, provided we suffer with him in order
that we may also be glorified with him."
Your identity is that you are an adopted child of God and co-heir with Christ. Period. Don't let
anyone tell you otherwise. What that means will be addressed more in Part 2.
NUANCED INDIVIDUALITY IN FRAME
Premise
Despite having a common core identity, God has created us each uniquely. Romans 12 and 1
Corinthians 12 are both clear that we are one body with one common identity and purpose, one Spirit,
one love - but that body has many parts and we each hold our unique place. I believe this works on
both a categorical (i.e. roles/positions) and individual level. So, while our core identity might be in
common among all believers, our specific blend of function and qualities/traits are unique to us.
To that end, some will be extroverts, others will be shy; some will love sports, others books; some
will be intelligent, others passionate. We will all embody a balance of different traits. Although your
core identity is given by God, the specifics of how you will live out that identity are often left for you
to discern and sometimes decide. In this regard, you have a modicum of flexibility in discerning how
you want to portray yourself to the world, although the Bible still gives guidelines on even this.
Mission-Oriented Traits
I always recommend finding your mission first. Your mission will determine which nuances of your
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frame you should be focusing on. You must become the kind of person who can live out the calling
on your life.
"Disciple-making" is a mission I lay on all Christians, but even at that there are nuances about it. If I
am gifted as a teacher, I will utilize one-on-one teaching sessions as my context for making disciples.
If I am gifted at hospitality, I will invite individuals into my home to share my life. If I am gifted at
prophecy, I will speak into the deep places of those I'm working with. If I'm gifted at mercy, I will
comfort those around me who are mourning to establish a context for speaking the Word into their
lives.
Or to go a different direction, if I'm an extrovert, I'm going to do active things with others so they can
observe my life and learn from me. If I'm an introvert, I'll invite them into a private conversation,
perhaps at a corner table over coffee. If I love sports, I'll invite them to play on my team. If I like
running, I ask them to run with me. If I do the grocery shopping for my house, I have them walk the
aisles with me. Get it?
Disciple-making is your mission. How you do it is your calling. See 209 for more. Likewise, your
identity is common, but your expression of it (i.e. your frame) is nuanced to your situation - and those
nuances should support what is necessary to fulfill your calling.
If your calling is to play sports all the time and to share Christ with those on your team, or to invite
those you disciple to join your team ... it wouldn't make much sense if part of your frame was being
the guy who is a movie aficionado, watching Netflix all day. Likewise, if your calling is to reach
movie-lovers, you'd be making a mistake spending 10,000 hours trying to master the art of ice hockey
to develop a hockey-player's frame. But both the athlete and the movie lover would do well to hit the
gym and spend some time relaxing to Netflix every now and then.
God's Preparation
So now I ask: What is your mission in life and who is God shaping you to be in order to live out that
mission? Don't try to create your own mission and then train yourself for it; accept the task God has
assigned you, which I'm confident he has already been preparing you to carry out for quite some time.
Jeremiah 1:5 says, "Before I formed you in the womb, I knew you, and before you were born I
consecrated you; I appointed you a prophet to the nations." God didn't give Jeremiah a choice on his
mission and calling, he assigned it himself.
Then in verse 6 Jeremiah says, "Sorry God, but I'm not good at that." In 7-8 God replies, "I don't care;
I'll make you ready." Then in verse 9 we see God touching Jeremiah's mouth and saying, "Behold, I
have put my words in your mouth."
In short, God is the one who will work through you - who will prepare you for a calling and give you
the context for fulfilling your mission. I firmly believe that he has already started doing that (see Acts
17:26-27).
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[For Singles] Getting Laid Like a Christian (part 1)
13 upvotes | October 31, 2017 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Turns out I have far less time than I'd like to have to dedicate to writing. That said, I figured it was
better to post something (even if not fine tuned) than nothing at all. The following is based on my own
experience. I hope this generates discussion if nothing else.
You are single and want to get laid. If you didn’t, you wouldn’t be here.
Rule 1: You are not seeking to befriend, date, court, or even marry a woman. Those are simply
the means to an end: sex.
It is vital to keep the end goal in mind.
This is lost on many and is actively discouraged in some circles. But it matters. For some messed up
reason Christians feel like their interactions with the opposite sex have to be entirely asexual. That’s
stupid and counter-productive. Sexual attraction is not generated through sanitized interactions, but
by playful and confident frame. That doesn’t mean go around verbally groping everyone with boobs.
Simply put, purity is not the same thing as asexuality. If you are on a coffee date (how stereotypical)
with a hot single christian woman, you should be running game and actively building sexual
attraction. If she goes to the bathroom and notices her panties are soaked, you’re doing it right.
All of the tactics of game apply. You should be teasing her, dropping a neg or two if she is especially
attractive or full of herself, and holding concrete frame as she throws tests at you, laughing as you
turn it back on her with a pressure flip. Just because a girl is a Christian doesn’t mean her vagina
works differently.
Should you test for theological compatibility? Should you verify she is “wife material”? Yes, of
course. But that can be later down the line. Start with getting her attracted to you.
What if you generate a lot of attraction and she pushes boundaries? What if she wants you to sleep
with her?
Good. She’s a woman. That’s what they want (even the Christians women) in the presence of alphas.
She will probably screw you enthusiastically if you marry her.
Don’t buckle. Brush her off with a smirk and make her keep qualifying herself to you. She will have
to earn her way into your domain, your heart, and your pants. She will appreciate it more if she works
for it anyway.
My wife, a Christian, occasionally was tempted with desire to have sex with me before we got
married. I smirked and told her no each time. Sometimes I’d tease her even more before pulling away
and telling her that we wouldn’t until we got hitched. I explained that my mission was more
important than her. It made her wet. Her respect for me grew tremendously, even though it frustrated
her too. Was it hard to turn down a horny, willing, foxy woman? Not really. I was firmly living in my
own frame. Failing to resist temptation is simply breaking your own frame and succumbing to hers.
Did that make her less of a Christian? No. They are the weaker sex. She was behaving the way
women should. They want sex. She was playing the cards God dealt her: seduction. Women are
temptresses, praise be to God! You don’t want a shrew without a sex drive of her own.
Think about it. This is why married men so often struggle with porn. They thought getting married
would provide an outlet for sexual release and they would be fulfilled sexually. Perhaps that is how it
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went at first. Then the sex got stale. She started to give starfish sex. Even if she wouldn’t refuse him,
but she wouldn’t initiate. Even if she initiated, it was out of duty, not desire. Then the husband sees a
virtual library of women who are not only willing, but enthusiastic and euphoric about sex. That’s the
real allure. That’s the catch: unlike the wife who tolerates sex, the pixel vixens all but beg you to
plow them because they love it. That’s what you actually wanted all along, but you settled or let
things get stale.
Don’t misunderstand. I am not advocating for porn. I am simply explaining why it is so alluring for
men, even the otherwise happily married kind. I am also not suggesting that a stale marriage bed will
always remain that way. It can turned around by men stepping up to the plate. That said, you can
make it far easier on yourself by being a high quality man and not settling for the first pair of legs
willing to open for you, if only you sign on the dotted line and bind yourself to her for the rest of your
life.
Don’t make stupid trades.
So how do you find these magical unicorns (hot Christian women who want sex for their own
pleasure’s sake)? That is a subject for a future post, but the first step is embracing your sexual urges
and interacting with women and intentionally generating sexual attraction.
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206 - Brace Yourself for Battle
13 upvotes | October 19, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
It's been a while since I've brought this topic up, so let's talk about frame. Let's talk about dealing
with the emotionally volatile woman who thinks she can wear you down with feeeeelllllzzz.
STRIKE FIRST
How many of you have noticed your wife visibly upset and thought to yourself ...
Beta: "I better do something to appease her before she rips my head off"
Purple: Avoid her. "If she's going to have an attitude, I'm going to withdraw."
Jesus-Level: Call her out on it and get the party started.
No kidding. The pharisees were mad at Jesus and started merely thinking mean and nasty things.
Does he just avoid them and keep preaching? No, he stops what he's doing and calls them out: "Why
are you thinking these things?!?" (Mark 2:8).
I know when my wife's upset. Rather than letting it linger until she explodes, I defuse that bomb right
away. "You're not acting normal. What's going on?" She usually tries to be evasive at that point
because she hasn't processed what she wants to say yet. DO NOT give her time to let her hamster
spin up a million reasons why she's justified in being mad at you. Nip it in the bud to find out what
the core issue is - not the rationalizations she'll come up with after-the-fact.
The battle is inevitable. Strike first to keep it on your terms, not hers. Why? Because you're capable
of steering the ship where it needs to go. When she's angry, she's only thinking about where she
wants it to go. Let her lead the argument and the ship crashes. You're the captain for a reason. If you
know there's an iceberg ahead, don't let the ship steer straight for it until your first mate calls it out
first. This isn't a game or a test. This is your life.
NEGATIVE INQUIRY
This WISNIFG gem is probably the most underrated tool for beginners in the entire manosphere. We
hear lots about AA, AM, fogging, etc. because they're easy and fun. Those are predominantly
deflection tools to avoid actually dealing with the issues. Before discovering RP I had already put
STFU, AM, and fogging as my primary tools - AA was a nice addition. But my wife (to steal a BPP
description) "has a lawyer level hamster." She's smart and deflecting can only work for so long.
That's where NI comes into play. NI is for when you don't want to deflect - you want to cut through
the crap and get straight to the core of the issue. Like Kevin Costner said in the climactic scene of
The Post Man, "Wouldn't it be great if wars could be fought just by the a-holes who started them?"
All the hamstering (on both sides!) just creates infantry, air force, navy, etc. that makes the war quite
explosive and tragic. That's why we don't DEER anymore. NI says, "No, I want to know what's
REALLY causing this problem - and let's fight that instead."
How do you NI? Just ask, "Why does make you so upset?" followed by, "Why is that bad?"
followed by, "Why don't you like it when I ?" and so on down the line. The goal here is to get to one
of two possible results:
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Less Likely: She realizes that her demands and arguments are silly and apologizes for the whole
thing. I've seen this happen, but it's not often.
More Likely: She reveals the actual core of the issue. In my experience, that core issue is
usually as simple as, "Because that's my personal preference." Sometimes there's a legitimate
reason behind it, but it's almost always just a matter of her personal preference.
If the NI doesn't end the matter with the "less likely" option, once the "more likely" option concludes,
just AA that sucker away. "I don't know why! I just don't like it when you do that." Darn right you
don't! Let me see if I can figure out some other things you don't like either. <wink, wink> No, sorry,
I like that one too much. I'm not giving that up.
Now, when it comes to NI, Jesus is Lord! His primary MO was to respond to accusations with a
question that cut through the garbage and got to the heart of the issue. I referenced Mark 2:8 above
for starting the fight. Know what he did immediately afterward? NI! "Which is easier: to say to this
paralyzed man, 'Your sins are forgiven,' or to say, 'Get up, take your mat and walk?'" In other words:
"What's so bad about what I just did?"
EXERCISE AUTHORITY
As good as old-me used to be at arguing, this is where I always fell short. I knew how to stand up to
my wife in a fight, but I often found myself questioning my own behavior. Learning to be intentional
about NI has helped a lot at finding the core issue - but my weak frame always left me wondering:
Maybe she's right. Maybe I really should change that aspect about me or what I do. This is idiotic
when it's really just a personal preference thing - especially when it's an issue that affects the
direction the ship is headed.
When you engage in NI, there's an implicit jab at your spouse that subliminally translates: "What's so
bad about ?" into "There's nothing wrong with ." Now, maybe there is something wrong with ___.
That's why you're asking it as a question and not making it as a statement. But the statement is heard
nonetheless. This gives you the ability to decide for yourself whether the answer she gives holds the
value of a concerned first mate or a narcissistic insurgent. Sometimes my wife actually sees in my
blind spot. That's why she's there! To help me. But when it really does boil down to just a personal
preference issue and she wants her preferences to control how the ship is run - not only does a line
need to be drawn, I've got to communicate that line clearly. I must exercise my authority in a way that
makes it clear: "This issue is now over."
If you leave the issue lingering, she's going to keep hamstering out - and you probably will too. That's
where resentment lives. Arguments must end with a clear plan of action. As the man, you must
exercise your authority by making it clear: "We've said everything there is to say. This is what we're
going to do from here." Don't ask for feedback. You're leading, not negotiating.
Let's finish our Mark 2 story. After Jesus demonstrated the above in 8 and 9, now in verse 10 he says,
"'But I want you to know that the Son of Man has authority on earth to forgive sins.' So he said to the
man, 'I tell you, get up, take your mat and go home.' He got up, took his mat and walked out in full
view of them all. This amazed everyone and they praised God."
Look at that pattern again. The pharisees had an attitude. Jesus didn't wait for them to blow up at him
- he took charge and initiated the confrontation. Then he asks the moralizing question, knowing that
his answer is in the right. Then he demonstrates his authority by carrying out a plan of action that
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proves his authority and heightened his glory as the people were amazed. Go and do likewise.
CAVEAT
Let me be clear up-front: none of this is meant to be a license to engage in protracted discussions
about your wife's feelings and whether or not they make sense. Still prioritize Acta Non Verba. If it's
a small issue or they're only surface-level emotions, AA/AM/Fog/etc. - all the deflecting tactics, then
get back to leading by living.
This post is more for when it's a major issue where you know your silence could lead to mutiny. To
recap, the plan is: STFU and listen to everything she has to say. When she seems done, ask to make
sure: "Is there anything else you'd like to say?" If she keeps talking, keep STFU. When she's finally
done, that's when you engage in your NI. If that doesn't resolve things, once you're at the core of the
problem, simply communicate your action plan and end the conversation.
"But when I NI, I don't know how to respond to her answers. They seem to make sense." If
she's giving you good feedback, fog and make a conclusion that incorporates the good things
she's offering. If it's garbage feedback, just remind yourself: YOU DON'T HAVE TO
RESPOND. That's operating in her frame. Just ask more questions until you get to that core,
which means she most likely admits it's just a personal preference on her part. Be steadfast and
don't give up.
"I tried that and it didn't work! She kept trying to bring it up again!" That's because you didn't
end the conversation - you left something still in limbo. If you're clueless about what, just
broken record your action plan. Be steadfast and don't give up.
"But my action plan isn't working!" That's because you're a garbage leader with a weak frame.
Learn to be steadfast and don't give up. But be smart too. Go read more books until you're able
to think on your feet.

STEADFASTNESS
2 Peter 1:5-7 shows a clear path: "For this very reason, make every effort to supplement your faith
with virtue, and virtue with knowledge, and knowledge with self-control, and self-control with
steadfastness, and steadfastness with godliness, and godliness with brotherly affection, and brotherly
affection with love." Paul tells us that "love" is the greatest of the virtues (1 Cor. 13:13). Jesus says
the greatest and second greatest commands revolve around our ability to love. Everything hangs on
our ability to love, he says. So, how do we get to love?
1. You can't truly love without faith. God is love. Those without God cannot love. Period. It all
starts here.
2. Once you have faith, you're finally freed from sin and able to do good, taking on positive
virtues.
3. As your virtuous character develops, you start to learn and understand how the world works
and what God wants you doing in it
4. That knowledge of how God created the world to function and the impact of sin on the world
(which we call being "RP-Aware") leads to self-control. Before taking the red pill, Neo was
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always running around, controlled by his environment. Once he took the pill and mastered
seeing the code behind the world, the environment was controlled by him. He was in control of
himself and his situations. [For Christians the rabbit hole goes much, much deeper than basic
RP-awareness, but that's for another post].
5. Once one is in control of his emotions, decisions, actions, etc. he is able to be steadfast. This is
as far as you need to be in order to deal with the raging battles your spouse is likely trying to
draw you into. Self-control is about your external response. Steadfastness is your internal
security in the midst of your controlled responses. One who is not steadfast will quickly lose
their self-control. You have to keep pushing forward or you will fall back.
6. Interestingly, the implication of the verse is that a person cannot be godly until he has
developed his iron frame - one that is both externally applied and internally experienced.
7. Once you have your iron frame and have molded it after godliness, this is when you can finally
have the strength to help others. You can't genuinely be an asset to your environment until
you're strong enough to deal with your own issues first. Again, once Neo was aware
(knowledge/3) he gained control (4), which led to an inner-calm (5), which made him all godlike (6) to function within the matrix - AND ONLY THEN did he have the power to help his
sleeping brothers and sisters (7).
8. And only when we help our brethren can we truly say we are living of love. "By this all men
will know that you are my disciples: If you love one another" (John 13:34-35) ... and,
"Whoever does not love his brother whom he has seen cannot love God whom he has not seen"
(1 John 4:20).
Similarly, if you say you love your wife but don't have an iron frame, you're deceiving yourself. You
must be her oak. If you can't brace yourself for the battles she tries to wage against you, then you are
incapable of loving her.
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Defining RP for this sub - and understanding the toolbox
13 upvotes | October 17, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
As many of you know, there's been some drama on MRP. I was caught up in the middle of it and am
doing my best to stay out. All of that led me to do a lot of thinking about what it means to be "red
pill" - and I am now more than confident that even among the flaired people on MRP, there's no clear
consensus.
The primary dividing line is between (1) one who sees and understands how the world works
[descriptive RP] and (2) one who behaves a certain way (or at least is willing to) in order to
accomplish certain goals [prescriptive RP].
Early on in my RP journey, I used to fall into the first camp. Seeing the matrix for what it is was "RP"
enough for me. Some time ago I changed my mind. Just as we, as Christians, acknowledge that rote
intellectual affirmation of the Gospel does not constitute saving faith, so also does rote intellectual
acknowledgement of the "RP-Matrix" mean nothing if it does not compel us to be different - not just
act different, but actually be different.
If RP is "sexual strategy," it cannot just be about understanding. It must be about doing. The question
is then found in how we define the parameters in which the strategy applies.
Hard-Core v. Higher Priorities
Hard-Core
Hard-core RP prescription cares nothing about a person's life than achieving his 100% ideal sex life.
This is the nature of sexual strategy in its RAW FORM.
What it does not account for is the myriad of other factors influencing a person's decisions. For
example, on RPC we believe that hell is a real thing, sin matters, and someone living in deliberate,
intentional sin is in danger of fiery judgment (Hebrews 10:26 et seq). So, hard-core RP says, "I don't
care if you end up in hell. If you want your 100% ideal sex life, here's what you do. You choose
between great sex and avoiding hell on your own. It's one or the other, there is no middle ground."
This choice between sex and some other higher priority doesn't compute for most hard-core
individuals. They don't have a higher priority than sex. The result is that they will abandon anything
and everything to get their 100% ideal sex-life. For non-Christians this is a legitimate way of life and
one that we have no authority to condemn. We gain nothing by changing non-Christian behaviors or
beliefs - only by changing their hearts, and that's more up to God than us. We are simply to be dutiful
messengers. So, don't read this as a license to go around condemning non-Christians for developing
their own life priorities. "Who am I to judge those outside the church?" (1 Cor. 5).
Higher Priorities
Now, basic observation does show us that there actually is a middle ground. I exist in that middle
ground, as I expect most of you do. I'm not living my 100% ideal sex-life right now, but I have made
substantial progress in that direction, and I expect that progress to continue. So, I've gone somewhere
between "sexual misery" and "My sex life makes me feel like I'm on crack all the time!" The middle
ground does, in fact, exist. If someone was satisfied with where they are in this middle-ground, that
person could maintain their current sexual strategy (even if it's passive or subconscious), but if they
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want to improve they will have to change their strategy.
For those who have higher priorities than sex, living in this middle-ground is satisfactory as long as
those higher priorities are being met. If you say your highest priority is bearing spiritual fruit for
God's Kingdom and you haven't struck up a Gospel-centered conversation in the last 12 months, this
is a display of where "bearing spiritual fruit" actually ranks on your priorities - and if you've got a
middle-ground sex life as well, then your priority is probably actually something like relaxing to
Netflix or eating delicious, fatty foods everyday, or studying theology, or whatever (good or bad, it
could be either). Just be careful that your priorities are intentionally pursued and not passively lived.
For purposes of this sub, I will take it as a given that every Christian has a higher priority than
achieving his 100% ideal sex-life - and that's going to connect to our faith in some way, even if, at a
bare minimum, it's "I don't want to go to hell." The result is that most (maybe all) Christians are okay
with living in the middle-ground to the extent that higher priorities require as much.
That said, there is nothing inappropriate about a Christian wanting to maximize his sex-life without
compromising his higher priorities. This is the nature of sexual strategy in its REFINED FORM.
So, if a Christian is sitting at 5% of his ideal sex life (about where I was 2 years ago) and wants to
bump that number as high as he can go, maybe 4 months later he gets up to 70-80% (about where I'm
sitting right now) - and that number could go even higher - maybe even 100%. But the process of
getting from 5% to 75% and beyond requires sexual strategy.
The Toolbox Approach
Base Mentality
The hard-core view of RP is that it is all-or-nothing. If you have higher priorities that prevent you
from being willing to cheat on your wife or divorce her on a whim, then when those priorities come
in conflict with your strategy, you're left with nothing and no other possible strategy can reap
effective results.
The toolbox approach accepts all of the descriptive aspects of RP praxeology, but as to the
prescriptive aspects it says, "Take what works for you and leave the rest." So, there is value in
understanding the way culture has been shaped by the feminist imperative, that working out affects
attractiveness in a variety of ways, the differences between alpha and beta mentalities, what fitness
tests are, etc. (i.e. descriptive aspects). There is also value in actually learning how to lift, how to pass
fitness tests, how to develop an abundance mentality or an amused mastery of life, fogging, etc. (i.e.
prescriptive aspects).
But if there is a tool you'd rather leave in the box, that's your call. It must be vehemently understood
that for every tool you leave in the box, you run the risk of decreasing the maximum % you can attain
of your ideal sex life. So, if cheating on your wife is a tool you refuse to put in your belt, you might
be dropping your maximum % down to 90% or lower. You've got to accept that. But it's also possible
that you aren't dropping your maximum % at all - maybe it just means you're going to have to use a
penny to turn the flat-head screws instead of your flat-head drill bit. Sure, this is going to be harder
and take more time, but maybe it works.
Efficiency
Hard-core RPers have found the most efficient way to have their 100% ideal sex life. Bravo. I
legitimately applaud this accomplishment. For a non-Christian, they do well to enjoy this world as
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much as they can before eternity sets in - if they insist on rejecting Jesus, it's the only enjoyment
they're going to get. That said, those with higher priorities than their 100% ideal sex life must choose
among:
(1) abandoning those priorities = going hard-core and only utilizing hard-core tools
(2) accepting the natural adjustment to how far you can get in the middle-ground = only
existing RP tools allowed, but you decide which you use
(3) continuing to research and discover alternative tools that, when utilized, do not compromise
your priorities = viewing RP not as a finished product, but involving an ongoing need for
discovery and swapping notes about what works and what doesn't.
With regard to those "alternative tools" - the hard-core RPers have no need to extend themselves
beyond the status quo. They have arrived. Their existing dogma of RP principles does not need
adjustment or modification because it already meets their purposes. As a result, there is no room for
new ideas, only tweaking old ones - and from their perspective this makes sense. They have no need
to fiddle around with whether some new idea gives verifiable, provable results if they are confident
that the new tool will be less efficient than the one they're using. Why test hitting a nail with a rock
when you already have a hammer? Again, for a non-Christian this is an appropriate way of life.
The problem comes when this mentality extends into isolation territory: Only this specific set of tools
will work and absolutely nothing else can possibly work ... or *You must be willing to utilize all of
the tools we give you, and if you cannot, then it will be impossible for you ever to build that barn."
This is flawed thinking. Hard-core RP may utilize a power drill for efficiency sake, but people were
building barns long before the drill was invented.
For those whose priorities make them more selective about which tools they will utilize, if we want to
build a barn without a hammer, we're going to have to get creative. Efficiency may go down when we
start beating nails in with rocks - but we may still get our barn. At some point, there may have to be
some compromise because there simply doesn't exist a rock that can get in the same narrow angles
that a hammer might - and in that case, such a person might simply be okay with settling at 95%
before compromising his higher priorities (which means turning down the hammer) to get that last
5%.
Descriptive RP as the Foundation
But here's the thing - there are still laws of architecture that must be accounted for when
building the barn or the whole thing will crash. These are the descriptive aspects of RP. If one just
starts willy-nilly using tools to hammer slabs of wood together and screw in brackets, but ignore
things like creating a proper foundation or decides to use plywood for the entire structure, that barn
will collapse at the first sign of trouble. That is why the descriptive aspects of RP are so important
and must be maintained. Using the tools with an appropriate understanding of how architecture and
craftsmanship actually function is where the only way to create a barn that stays up.
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Thank you from a SF Bay Area Christian
13 upvotes | August 12, 2017 | by BayAreaRPChristian | Link | Reddit Link
TL;DR - As a Bay Area Christian in his 20s, I'm glad to have found this subreddit. I've always had
cognitive dissonance between feminism and Biblical principles throughout my Christian journey, but
never had a great way of framing my thinking and articulating it until I found r/RPChristians.
Hello RP Christian community,
Some background about me: I grew up in the SF Bay Area, went to university here, and have been a
Christian since I was in middle school. I am now in my mid-twenties and work in the technology
industry. I currently attend a Charismatic non denominational church.
This is what my Red Pill history looks like: I didn't have good social skills in high school so I started
reading r/Seduction in my senior year of high school. My social skills, especially with women, started
to improve, so I kept lurking in that community. A little later, I discovered r/TheRedPill in the middle
of college and saw there were some theory posts that clarified interactions I've seen between men and
women. I resonated with much of the concerns around women and male leadership in those
subreddits, but always found a lack of cohesion with my Christian values. I'm now glad to say I've
found a community that seeks to discuss red pill ideas in the context of Christianity.
To get started on this sub, here are some anti-red pill examples that I've come across but had a hard
time articulating until now:
Lack of Male Church Governance: Whenever I would have discussions with church leaders
about male headship/ female submission in the area of church governance, I would never get
satisfying answers. Most of the time I got a "that was descriptive of the apostolic times, but not
prescriptive for church today". This plays out strangely in my church, because the Executive
Pastor / Founder of my church has clearly articulated that he is against feminism. Furthermore,
he clearly is head of his household, his wife is submissive to him, and he exhibits a masculine
frame. Put all these together, and he makes a great male role model that men in our church,
including me, respect and follow. However, we'll have women at the pulpit and we have a
woman on our board of directors, so the cognitive dissonance is hard to reconcile.
Unfeminine Women: There's a lack of complementary relationships between men and women.
I see women complain about the "lack of good Christian men", but they generally don't show
the value that they could bring to a relationship/marriage. Pair this with the strong careerculture in the SF Bay Area, and we have many women that are in their 30s that are having a
difficult time finding a good spouse for themselves. They've focused a lot on their careers and
subsequently are generally unwilling to submit to a man's frame unless that man is a very
powerful corporate leader or wealthy engineer, who also happens to be a strong Christian.
Needless to say, those men are very rare. Therefore, given the dating marketplace, there is a lot
more demand than there is supply. I don't see it getting any better in the near future.
Emasculate Men: Many Christian men further exacerbate the problem. The men I see
generally try to find Christian relationships but either find the women not feminine enough or
the men are too weak to clearly communicate attraction because of the social stigma around
sexual desire. Specifically, one of my male Christian friends (call him Jack) got shut down by a
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Christian woman (call her Jill) that exhibited strong signs of attraction during a first date.
Noticing these signs, Joe went in to give her a small kiss at the end of their date. Jill
reciprocated, but later regretted it because it was not "Christian" of her to "give herself too
quickly" like that. She escalated that to her church leadership, who then communicated that to
Jack's church leadership (Jack and Jill don't go to the same church), who then reprimanded Jack
for his "un-Christian-like" behavior. I was very disappointed by this because this perpetuates
the stigma around healthy sexual desire, shames men for exhibiting those desires, and doesn't
teach women to own up and take responsibility and consequences for their own actions.
That's a lot for now, but I'm glad that there is a space for me to share and discuss my thoughts around
red pill thinking paired with Christian values. From the discussion that I've read so far on this
subreddit, I've been able to gain a frame work and vocabulary to properly process and organize my
thoughts around the experiences. I look forward to engaging with the rest of the community as time
goes on.
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203 - Lifting and Diet
13 upvotes | August 9, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Where 100 level posts have been more about theory, 200 level stuff I'm hoping to focus on being
practical "how to" stuff. From a Christian perspective, the biggest issue with male sexuality is
pornography or sinful lust, so I wanted to cover that first. The next things I think many Christians
struggle with are sloth and gluttony. So, although there may be more fun posts down the line, let's hit
the big ones right off the bat.
If you're interested in writing a "how-to" on something for this 200-Level series, let me know.
I'd appreciate having lots of guest writers here :)
As previously noted, taking care of your body is essential and should be motivated by your internal
desire to do right by God with what He's given you. So, how do we do this?
Biblical Context
A few things up-front: Proverbs 24:5 says, "A wise man is full of strength, and a man of knowledge
enhances his might." Why? Because wise people know how important it is to be strong and given the
pros v. cons, you'd have to be pretty dumb to choose to be weak when strength is an option.
Similarly, even for women, Proverbs 31 describes a desirable woman saying, "She dresses herself
with strength and makes her arms strong."
In all of this, though, remember the lesson of 1 Timothy 4:8 - "For while bodily training is of some
value, godliness is of value in every way, as it holds promise for the present life and also for the life
to come."
LIFTING
So, how do we acquire physical strength? I'm not going to pretend to be a personal trainer, but I've
talked to many personal trainers and have a best friend who does it for a living and has divulged most
of his "secrets" to me.
It's been pretty well proven within the fitness community that a person can accomplish more in 45
minutes of lifting if you know what you're doing than you could otherwise accomplish in 2 hours of
making it up as you go. My preferred method is the 5x5x5 workout with a few bonuses mixed in. The
premise is you do 5 workouts for 5 sets with 5 reps of each set. You should always set the weight at
something where you cap out at 5 or less. If you can only do 3, that's actually better than using less
weight and doing 5 (most of the time). Between the following 5, you'll hit most every important
muscle group in your body. This is also the order I tend to do these in (assuming the appropriate
bar/bench is free).
Bench press - I always start with this one because it's my favorite. When the bar is all the way
up, I like to tuck my shoulders in a little to push it up an extra inch or so. I feel like this works
the pecs even further. This hits pretty much all of your upper-body muscles, but with a
particular focus on the pecs, triceps, and front shoulders. It hits back shoulders, upper-back,
sides of the chest, and biceps as secondary muscles. For maximum gain, the flat bench is ideal.
If you feel like your lower pecs need to be rounded out better, work in a decline bench as one of
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your sets, but this hits less muscle groups overall, so don't make it a habit. Don't worry about
inclined bench, as those muscles will be hit later.
Squat - This is usually hailed as the king of all lifts, hitting the most major muscle groups. As
its primary targets, it hits the hamstrings, quads (back/front upper-legs), butt, and the back
muscles along the spine. I like to do calf raises at the end of each repetition to hit my calves as
a primary too. Secondary muscle groups include abs and all parts of the outer (i.e. non-spinal
column) back. Good form is key here. The others are pretty straight-forward for form, so it's
hard to screw it up, but this one really won't help like you want it to if you mess up the form.
Watch some videos if you need to.
Shoulder press - I usually just drop a few plates from my squat and go right into this one - pick
the bar up from chest-high and lift it over your head until your elbows lock, drop it to below
your chin and repeat. I find it works better if I look straight ahead rather than tilting my head
back. It also is best to keep your back vertical, not leaning back. This works your biceps,
triceps, shoulders, upper-pecs, and upper-back as primary muscle groups (this is also why you
shouldn't waste your time with an inclined bench press if you're using this routine). Secondary
groups include the mid-back and outer chest region, as well as possibly your abs as stabilizers if
you can keep your back straight.
Dead lift - This is my least favorite one and it seems to overlap with other exercises too much,
but I do it anyway. I find it works best if, once I am fully upright, I pull the bar just a bit toward
my upper-waist while simultaneously doing a calf raise. Primary muscle groups: quads,
hamstrings, shoulders, triceps, abs, butt. Secondary: upper-back, biceps, calves.
Standing Barbell Row - No special tricks here - just do it. Lean forward, pull the bar up to your
chest, and drop it back down. Primary: all things back, shoulders, neck, triceps. Secondary: abs,
butt, and quads for stabilization.
If time permits, between each of the above I'll also try to work in some declined sit-ups, usually doing
3 sets of 25 in a given workout - do more if you can. The abs aren't directly targeted in any of the
above, so I like to pinpoint them in particular. Also, if I'm too lazy on a given day to do calf-raises
with any of the above weights, I'll bounce some sets in periodically throughout my routine.
After 10 weeks of doing the above (5-6 days/wk ... although this routine is probably only 4 of those
days), here's my progress:
Bench press: 165 to 250
Squat: 185 to 335
Shoulder press: 95 to 135
Dead lift: I've never maxed it, but usually just do whatever I squat for the day, so same
increase?
Barbell Row: 115 to 225 (I've never officially maxed this one either; 225 is 5 reps struggling)

Cardio
It should also be noted that I run 2 miles everyday before lifting (with one day off as an exercise
Sabbath). I usually start at 10mph on a treadmill and every .15 miles I lower the speed by .5mph. This
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keeps me motivated - because I know if I can just make it a little longer it'll get easier and easier. It
also naturally builds in a decent cooldown before lifting, as the last 3 cycles are all under 5mph (i.e.
walking pace). If I'm really tired, I'll use one of my sub-5 periods as a breather after finishing 9 or
8.5, then crank it back up to whatever would have been next - remembering not to redo that low-level
period that already got used up. I try not to make the breather my 3.5, as that (being the lowest)
should really be my final cooldown and really only accounts for .05 miles (i.e. 1/3 of everything
else). All of this usually takes around 15 minutes or less.
If I'm feeling really ambitious, I'll do a full 5k, running .25m for all full mph markers (i.e. 10, 9, 8,
etc.) and .2m for all the half markers (i.e. 9.5, 8.5, 7.5, etc.). Once again, this finishes on a 3.5mph
cooldown, which will be less than the .2 you'd expect to be doing (it's actually .15 - so don't sub this
one in the middle). This whole routine finishes your 5k in about 30 minutes ... which isn't going to
win you any awards, but it's a nice pace before a heavy lifting session.
On the chance I don't make it to the gym (which happens for at least 1, at most 2 of my 6 days/week),
I run a 10k (i.e. 6.2 miles) outdoors. Why not a treadmill? Because outdoor running requires muscle
to propel your body forward, whereas treadmill running is literally just rotating your legs. Treadmills
are great for getting your heart rate up and keeping it there, but it's no substitute for actual outdoor
running if you're on a pure cardio day. Plus, if I'm at the gym where the treadmills are anyway, I have
no excuse for not lifting.
I still have a long ways to go due to weight, but I've dropped my outdoor 5k time from 41 minutes (6
months ago) to 27:16 (2 weeks ago). Between cardio and lifting, my entire time at the gym is about
90 minutes. Including driving time, that's about 2 hours. I usually do this from 9pm-11pm after my
wife and kids are in bed, but will 1-2 times/wk take my kids to the gym with me and go earlier, then
do some swimming with them afterward.
Dieting
There are lots of good diets out there. Here are a few that have worked well for me:
Daniel Diet - If I feel like being biblical, I've sometimes done the Daniel diet. I'll assume most
of you are familiar with this, but you can get more info here.
Adam and Eve - This is similar to a paleo diet, but it basically says: If Adam and Eve could
have eaten it, eat it; otherwise, don't. The idea here is that we're only eating foods that God
originally gave for mankind to eat (including out-of-the-garden, so meats are allowed here).
Whole30 - I did this and found it to be of benefit. The point of the diet is to figure out which
foods your body reacts negatively to. So, to do this you remove virtually anything that could
possibly cause inflamation or other internal health problems. By the end of 30 days, your body
should be clean and you should notice fairly quickly if certain foods are causing you to lose
energy, feel bloated, or react negatively in some way, so you know to cut those out of your diet
more permanently. This is pretty good for figuring out what your own personal diet should be
after your 30 days are over, as most other diets won't target your own personal biology the
same way.
Keto - I've done this off-and-on. It's basically a more intense atkins, less intense Whole30 ... but
there's a lot more to it than that. go to r/keto for far more information. This tends to work well
for rapid fat loss when combined with lifting, and it's designed for sustainability (unlike the
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Whole30, which is only designed for 30 days).
Over the past 6 months I've dropped my weight from 275 to 235. I don't intend to do any cutting until
I'm benching at least 275 as my max - but I'm flexible on that.
What all do you do? What works, what doesn't? Do you know of any tips to improve this plan?
Additional exercises worth including?
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Being Christlike vs. Being Used
13 upvotes | August 5, 2017 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
One of my best friends is single. He met a girl a year ago and found her attractive. Long story short,
this girl has a rough past and the baggage that comes with it; carry on, checked, and shipped ahead.
He hid his interested initially and began to help her unpack her mess of a life. They texted back and
forth constantly and spent copious time together. They shared plenty of intimate life details with one
another and he felt a strong emotional connection to the girl.
After several months of this he finally expressed his interest overtly. She turned him down and said
that she "just wasn't ready for a relationship yet" and pointed at all the baggage in the corner that
hadn't been unpacked yet.
Frustrated but not deterred, he continued to help her unpack and sort out her mess. After all, once the
bags were unpacked, she would be finally free to date him, right?
Despite several more months of unpacking her baggage with her, she never showed any overt interest
in being more than unpacking buddies. He consulted his Christian bro friends (some married, some
single) and they told him he needed to lay it out there and express his interest again.
I advised him that he was going to be rejected and that he should walk away. He insisted that he was
going to talk with her about his feelings. I advised him that if she didn't jump on the opportunity to be
with him to ghost her and move on.
He spoke with her and laid his heart out. Predictably, she turned him down again for the same reason
as before.
He felt rejected, unwanted, and confused. He saw how smart she was, how different she was from the
other girls, and how great they would be together. After all, he helped her unpack so much! Just think
of all the unpacking they could do if they were a couple! Why didn't she feel similarly about him? He
even said that I was right and would listen to me in the future.
Fast forward six months. He is still orbiting her. His attraction is obvious to anyone with eyes. Her
lack of interest is just as plain. Nonetheless, he is setting himself up for another crash and burn.
He is being used as an emotional dildo. She gets someone to lean on, someone to cry to, someone to
unload all her life-junk on and the validation and ego boost of having a beta-orbiter. My friend gets
nothing but blue-balls. It's one sided. She gets the milk for free, so why would she buy the cow? She
is going to come across a guy who she is actually attracted to and ditch my friend. She has left herself
ample plausible deniability all along the way to make it an easy move.
"Him? Oh no, we were never a 'thing' just good friends!"
"Why does he keep thinking I am interested in him? I made it clear that I wasn't!"
He refuses to believe that she could be so manipulative. Sadly, by not acknowledging the rules of the
game he is bound to lose it.
The mistakes made and being made are many. Too many to discuss right here, but if you are familiar
with RP or game at all you should have cringed the whole way through this post.
So what's the point? The point is that this happens over and over again in the church because
Christian men have intense messiah complexes. We want to be Jesus to the broken women in our life
(especially the attractive ones). This is seemingly noble, but ends in heartache and being used.
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Outcome independence is everything.
TLDR: Don't be used as an emotional playtoy. Don't be a dog that returns to its own vomit.
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"Ending Loneliness" by Voyle Glover
13 upvotes | January 2, 2020 | by afterthe_fapocalypse | Link | Reddit Link
Below is an endearing work written by an ex-Naval officer that was instrumental in bringing me to
baptism in Christ and a healing that has lasted to this day. I leave it as a peaceful and joyful reminder
to all of us that what we have in Christ is special, and ought to be featured to non-Christians.
-------------ENDING LONELINESS
By
Voyle A Glover
I remember being nineteen and in the United States Navy and having such an overwhelming sense of
loneliness. I was surrounded by people, but I was lonely. Even parties didn't help. At parties I always
had the feeling that everyone was somewhere else. I'd be talking to them and wondering: "Who are
these people?" Oh, I knew their names. And sometimes I'd know something about them. But they
were strangers to me.
Being surrounded by people is not a cure for loneliness. One may have dozens of people at his or her
beck and call, may have dozens of people who attend to his or her every need, yet have a deep,
abiding loneliness. One may even be what is commonly called "a loner," which implies he or she
enjoys being alone. But even that personality trait (which I have) is not an antidote for loneliness.
When I went into the Navy, I had to take a battery of tests in order to determine what job I was best
qualified to perform. I was told that I was superb material for the submarine service. I inquired as to
why and was told that I had a "loner" personality. They determined that I could take prolonged
periods of time alone, away from family and friends and not be adversely affected. I was tempted. I
knew they had some insight to my personality because I used to stay out in the woods as a kid
growing up and loved every minute of it. Later, when growing up in Arizona, I'd take extended trips
into the desert alone and loved it.
But I was almost always lonely. Even when I was enjoying my aloneness, I was lonely.
Over the years, I have come to understand loneliness better. I now understand why some folks go
through life lonely while surrounded by friends and family or others. I understand how some folks
can isolate themselves and not even comprehend their loneliness. I know that I never really
recognized my loneliness for years. I'd have the strange, detached feeling deep within and wouldn't
understand it. I recall the first time I ever turned inward and looked at it and wondered about it. I was
in San Diego, California sitting in a cafe drinking a cup of coffee. I was in uniform and there were
probably a dozen people present. And all of a sudden, I had a strong feeling of detachment, similar to
feelings I'd had before, but this time very strong. And I began to think about the feeling. Although the
feeling was one which I'd had many times before, I'd never taken time to think about it or even
categorize it. It was just there and I'd always accepted it as a part of me. But this day, as I thought and
looked inward, I began to realize that I was lonely. At first, it was hard to accept. I viewed it as a
weakness. But I had to finally come to grips with it and admit that I was lonely.
But ironically, I did not have a desire to mix and mingle with a lot of people. I did not like crowds. I
did not like parties. I was careful about who I invited into my life. I only had one friend and he was a
fellow alcoholic, like myself, and also in the Navy, but stationed elsewhere. My drinking was done
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south of the border where it was legal. And alone. Almost always, alone.
Today, over thirty years later, I can say this: I am still a "loner." I am no longer lonely. I am still
somewhat detached in my personality and ways. But I am not lonely. I still hate parties. But when I
go, I don't feel lonely.
I never thought about the reasons for the change or when those deep feelings of loneliness went away
until my later years, my years of wisdom. I didn't wake one day and say, "Ah, ha! I am no longer
lonely!" My personality is such that I always kind of went with the ebb and flow of life, not
concerning myself much with when the tide would come in or even why. Things just happened and I
accepted them, realist that I am, without pondering the why's of the events. In short, I just dealt with
life on a day to day basis. If I was lonely one day, I didn't think about it. I just went about life. And so
I never gave thought to the fact that I was no longer lonely until much later in life.
But as I thought about it, some things leaped out at me and surprised me for they revealed some
things about myself and about life that I'd never understood. As I pondered the reasons for my
loneliness departing, I had to delve into some of the factors, some reasons, as to why I was lonely.
Moreover, I understand now why all lonely people have those feelings.
Come with me and I'll share with you, my thoughts.
But come with an open mind. Don't react negatively to my assertions until you've heard me out. I
believe that I can help some of you, if you really want to be helped.
Loneliness originates from a knowledge of our uniqueness. Every human being has that something
within that is unique to themselves. There is an identity. There are thoughts. There is a capacity to
know, to reason, to understand and to exist. We know that we are unique. We know that no one else
has our thoughts, our precise feelings, our ideas and most of all, no one shares our identity. That
identity, that something that makes us unique, is ours to possess alone. And instinctively, we
recognize that. We come to know that there is no one out there exactly like ourselves. Oh, there may
be resemblances and there may be some who sound like us, even look like us, or may even share
some personality traits similar to ourselves. But we are all unique inside.
There's no one home but us.
And that's why we are lonely. No one is in there but us.
In my early years, I came to understand my uniqueness in the sense that I knew I was the only one in
the entire universe who was me. There was no one else who was me. No one else shared my mind,
my thoughts, my desires, my hopes and dreams. And even if I shared my thoughts and dreams with
others, they still did not share me, that inner being that stays secluded and apart.
One reason we are driven to share our thoughts and dreams with others is this desire to break free
from the feeling of loneliness. We let others "in" so that they can know us and share some of that
uniqueness. Egotists are driven to let others into their lives in order to showcase all their "great"
thoughts and lofty dreams. You see, if it all remains within, then no one will ever know who they are
and no one will ever know those dreams and goals. And that, to many, is unthinkable, for their
uniqueness demands that they have recognition.
It is this deep loneliness that drives many to seek great achievements in life. It is not enough to be
unique within themselves. Others must know of this greatness, this uniqueness. We are driven to
share our lives for without sharing ourselves with others, we remain as the rocks scattered in the great
desert: unique, with all its secrets locked within.
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But like the rocks, many choose to remain isolated in life, not willing to communicate with others the
deep things within, not willing to open up, to reveal that secret interior. And the loneliness grows.
Some marry, hoping to escape the loneliness. And it works to some degree, for many. But for many
others, marriage is a mere band-aid on a gaping wound and the loneliness remains and perhaps even
deepens. And even those who marry do not escape loneliness entirely because they still remain as
they were. No one is in there but themselves.
The only true escape from loneliness is to have someone else to share that space we call our inner
being. In short, we have to have someone else live "in there" with us. An impossible task, you say?
Well, not really. If one believes in spirits, demons and the like, then one must admit that the human
shell has long been a habitat for such creatures. Other spirits have inhabited human bodies almost
from the beginning. And while it is not clear where that co-habitation is one by invitation or not, one
thing seems to be pretty apparent: such spirits are not anxious to leave once they take up residence.
They seem to enjoy the human experience. Or perhaps they enjoy the dominance. It isn't clear.
However, humans who have had such habitation experiences do not report favorably about them.
They lose control of themselves, that uniqueness. They can no longer control their own destiny. Their
choices are made for them and are often choices that are harmful. They report excessive, almost
compulsive behavior. And some report that it is a kind of torment for them. One of the best examples
is from an ancient account of possession.
A CASE OF ANOTHER BEING INHABITING THE HUMAN BODY
"And there was in their synagogue a man with an unclean spirit; and he cried out, Saying, Let us
alone; what have we to do with thee, thou Jesus of Nazareth? art thou come to destroy us? I know
thee who thou art, the Holy One of God. And Jesus rebuked him, saying, Hold thy peace, and come
out of him. And when the unclean spirit had torn him, and cried with a loud voice, he came out of
him. And they were all amazed, insomuch that they questioned among themselves, saying, What
thing is this? what new doctrine is this? for with authority commandeth he even the unclean spirits,
and they do obey him." Mark 1:23-27 - The King James Bible (KJV).
That spirits inhabit the bodies of men and women on earth should not be such a shock to us. We do
not know to what purpose their possessions are made but we do know that such possessions are not
favored by God. Here is how the great Apostle Paul treated one young girl who has a spirit inhabiting
her body (which also gave her some rather unique and special powers):
"And it came to pass, as we went to prayer, a certain damsel possessed with a spirit of divination met
us, which brought her masters much gain by soothsaying: The same followed Paul and us, and cried,
saying, These men are the servants of the most high God, which shew unto us the way of salvation.
And this did she many days. But Paul, being grieved, turned and said to the spirit, I command thee in
the name of Jesus Christ to come out of her. And he came out the same hour." Book of Acts
16:16-18, (KJV).
ANOTHER KIND OF SPIRIT
But there is another kind of being, another spirit who is also willing to enter the human body and
share that life. That sharing is the only one in existence which can truly remove loneliness. That cohabitation is the only cure for that deep, lonely feeling that humans worldwide share. And that spirit
is the living God, Jesus Christ.
I can say truthfully that my deep feelings of loneliness left when God's Spirit came into my body and
merged itself with my own spirit. I have never had those feelings of loneliness since.
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Oh, I have been lonely in the sense that I wanted someone to talk to, or wanted company, or missed
my family. Those kind of feelings will always exist. But I'm talking about that deep, inner loneliness
that comes from knowing that inside, you're all alone. No one is home but you.
Someone besides me is now home, now lives within me. I know that. I feel that. I sense that. I
experience that. As it is written: "The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we are the
children of God." Romans 8:16, (KJV). I KNOW someone is in there now. There's someone else
home besides me. My spirit is now one with God's Spirit. "But he that is joined unto the Lord is one
spirit." 1 Corinthians 6:17- (KJV)
ENDING LONELINESS
Want to end your loneliness? In order to end it, you have to have God's Spirit come into your body
and take up residence. That takes a couple of things. First of all, God must draw you to Himself. If
you feel that drawing, that longing to have God dwell within you, then take it as a clear invitation.
And now you have to do the inviting. You have to be willing to surrender your life to His life. You
have to be willing to surrender your life style to His life style. In other words, God expects
repentance. God expects you to be willing to turn away from your sinful ways and live for Him. Here
are some important promises God has made to humans:
"Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he
cannot enter into the kingdom of God. That which is born of the flesh is flesh; and that which is born
of the Spirit is spirit. Marvel not that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again." John 3:5-7, (KJV).
"Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? And what concord hath Christ with
Belial? or what part hath he that believeth with an infidel? And what agreement hath the temple of
God with idols? for ye are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and
walk in them; and I will be their God, and they shall be my people. Wherefore come out from among
them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and I will receive you, And
will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty." 2
Corinthians 6:14-18 - (KJV).
God actually will come to live within your body.
"What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have
of God, and ye are not your own? For ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in your body,
and in your spirit, which are God's." 1 Corinthians 6:19-20 (KJV)
"Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?" 1
Corinthians 3:16 (KJV)
Without the Spirit of God living in you, the body is actually dead. Your spirit is dead. Dead people
are lonely people.
"For as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without works is dead also." James 2:26 (KJV)
So what kind of Spirit comes in to live with you?
"For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind." 2
Timothy 1:7 (KJV)
I can tell you that God is a loving and kind God and who gives His Spirit to us generously. He gave
His only Son, Jesus Christ, as a sacrifice for our sin. Following are some verses that you need to read
and carefully consider in your search for God and in your invitation to have God's Spirit come to live
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within you.
Whosoever therefore shall confess me before men, him will I confess also before my Father which is
in heaven. But whosoever shall deny me before men, him will I also deny before my Father which is
in heaven. Matthew 10:32-33 (KJV)
That if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in thine heart that God
hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto
righteousness; and with the mouth confession is made unto salvation. For the scripture saith,
Whosoever believeth on him shall not be ashamed. For there is no difference between the Jew and the
Greek: for the same Lord over all is rich unto all that call upon him. For whosoever shall call upon
the name of the Lord shall be saved. Romans 10:9-13 (KJV)
For it is written, As I live, saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shall confess
to God. So then every one of us shall give account of himself to God. Romans 14:11-12 (KJV)
Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of God, thought it
not robbery to be equal with God: But made himself of no reputation, and took upon him the form of
a servant, and was made in the likeness of men: And being found in fashion as a man, he humbled
himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross. Wherefore God also hath
highly exalted him, and given him a name which is above every name: That at the name of Jesus
every knee should bow, of things in heaven, and things in earth, and things under the earth; And that
every tongue should confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father. Philipians
2:5-11 (KJV)
If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all
unrighteousness. If we say that we have not sinned, we make him a liar, and his word is not in us. I
John 1:9-10 (KJV)
My little children, these things write I unto you, that ye sin not. And if any man sin, we have an
advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous: And he is the propitiation for our sins: and not
for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole world. I John 2:1-2 (KJV)
And I fell at his feet to worship him. And he said unto me, See thou do it not: I am thy fellowservant,
and of thy brethren that have the testimony of Jesus: worship God: for the testimony of Jesus is the
spirit of prophecy. And I saw heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he that sat upon him was
called Faithful and True, and in righteousness he doth judge and make war. His eyes were as a flame
of fire, and on his head were many crowns; and he had a name written, that no man knew, but he
himself. And he was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood: and his name is called The Word of God.
And the armies which were in heaven followed him upon white horses, clothed in fine linen, white
and clean. And out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should smite the nations: and he
shall rule them with a rod of iron: and he treadeth the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of
Almighty God. And he hath on his vesture and on his thigh a name written, KING OF KINGS, AND
LORD OF LORDS. Revelation 19:10-16 (KJV)
And the devil that deceived them was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast and the
false prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night for ever and ever. And I saw a great white
throne, and him that sat on it, from whose face the earth and the heaven fled away; and there was
found no place for them. And I saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were
opened: and another book was opened, which is the book of life: and the dead were judged out of
those things which were written in the books, according to their works. And the sea gave up the dead
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which were in it; and death and hell delivered up the dead which were in them: and they were judged
every man according to their works. And death and hell were cast into the lake of fire. This is the
second death. And whosoever was not found written in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire.
Revelation 20:10-15 (KJV)
And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away;
and there was no more sea. And I John saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from God out
of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. And I heard a great voice out of heaven
saying, Behold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and he will dwell with them, and they shall be his
people, and God himself shall be with them, and be their God. And God shall wipe away all tears
from their eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be
any more pain: for the former things are passed away. And he that sat upon the throne said, Behold, I
make all things new. And he said unto me, Write: for these words are true and faithful. And he said
unto me, It is done. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give unto him that is
athirst of the fountain of the water of life freely. He that overcometh shall inherit all things; and I will
be his God, and he shall be my son. But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and
murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall have their part in the
lake which burneth with fire and brimstone: which is the second death. Revelation 21:1-8 (KJV)
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Beyond Getting Laid: Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 20
13 upvotes | December 1, 2020 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Episode 14 out now! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CY60x0WnWvQ
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Q&A With an untrusting wife
13 upvotes | February 11, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
QUESTION
Dear GotQuestions, I searched your site and could not find the answer to my question. My in laws
recently got into financial problem from over-investing. Now they cannot pay for the remaining
installments of 3 homes they purchased, cancer medications for my mother in law, & bank debts. It
takes all 3 sons including my husband to help them pay & all of us combined may not have enough to
cover everything. We have been helping with the medications but now we are expected to lend more
to pay off the installments, bank debts & upcoming cancer treatment. My husband has lended 85% of
all the cash we have which I agreed to & it's done, but now he wants to lend more from our future
earnings while I want to keep 50% for our own security, because they don't know when they will pay
us back. They plan to sell some assets to pay us back but it can take between 1 to 2 years or more
before anything gets sold. What should I do? The Bible says to lend and not expect it back, but how
much should we lend, do we really need to leave just 15% for ourselves when we don't have anything
else to fall back on? Please, I need to know what is the right thing to do as a Christian wife. Thank
you very much, God bless.
ANSWER
While it may not be a popular answer in many countries, the biblical answer is that you are to submit
to your husband's decisions. Ultimately, he will answer to God for the way he led you and your
family, and you will answer to God for the way you followed your husband. That does not mean that
you must sit idly by and let him do however he pleases. You are certainly within your rights to voice
your concerns and propose alternative plans that may be better than the plan he is proposing.
However, once you have voiced your concerns and he acknowledges his understanding of them, you
support whichever decision he makes. This form of "support" is not "I'll go along with it, but secretly
be resentful" or "I'll obey, but be passive aggressive toward him to show him my disapproval." After
all, should we treat God this way when he asks us to do things we disagree with? And 1 Cor. 11:3
notes that the wife is to follow her husband as he follows God.
At this point, it sounds like the discrepancy between your plan and his is that his is one that places his
parents' needs above his own and yours is one that would place each of your needs equally. There is
nothing directly stated in Scripture as to which of these options is "more godly." Rather, it is
circumstantially dependent. If his plan will make you homeless to meet their needs, that would
certainly be unwise. But if you do have funds to live off of under his plan and it is merely a lack of
financial "security," as you put it, that makes you uneasy, then perhaps it is perfectly appropriate for
him to move your family beyond your comfort zone for the sake of radical generosity and honoring
his father and mother.
Clearly I do not have all of the facts. Are you so wealthy that giving away 85% of such great wealth
is no problem because the remaining 15%, while uncomfortable, simply means a maintenance or
downgrade in your quality of living? Or are you so poor that giving 85% of your income means you
will most certainly default on your own bills? Or are you somewhere in-between? I honestly do not
know. There is nothing in the Bible that obligates you to give or lend this money, but there is also
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nothing in the Bible that prohibits it, unless it prevents you from providing for your own household.
Perhaps the most relevant verse for you at this time is 1 Timothy 5:8 - "But if anyone does not
provide for his relatives, and especially for members of his household, he has denied the faith and is
worse than an unbeliever." You see, there is a clear obligation for your husband to provide for his
family. However, there is also a clear prioritization of the members of his own household as his
primary obligation beyond those outside his own household. Now, this passage was also written in a
time when there was no governmental assistance for the poor. Most countries have some social
welfare programs whereby the state will ultimately cover the cost of various types of medical bills,
food expenses, etc. If your in-laws qualify for any such programs, even if it means depleting their
own wealth to do so, then they should look into such benefits options prior to your family being put
out; otherwise, it is money lost to the family merely to save the government from what they have
already obligated themselves to pay anyway. An alternative way to put it: if the government paid all
of your in-laws' bills because a law obligated them to do so, would you voluntarily write them a
check to reimburse them?
FOLLOW-UP QUESTION
Dear [Red], Thank you so much for taking the time to reply. So ultimately I'm to follow my
husband's decision with genuine acceptance, but I can object if that decision means neglecting our
own family. To give you further information, I'd like to elaborate on the following: Our church
advises that husband & wife should agree on major decisions. If one goes ahead without the other's
consent, it may hinder some blessings for our family. From my understanding, everything we have
from God we are to navigate/steward together, so when he one-sidedly decided to lend most of our
future earnings, I felt I was completely dismissed. I feel by agreeing to keep lending half and not 3/4
or more of future earnings on top of the 85% of savings we already lended (we are in our 40s, have
been saving to invest for years, but now his parents use that savings), I have honored his parents. I
still want to provide for my parents, too. So when my husband insists to do things his way, I feel that
when it comes to his parents, nobody else matters. To answer your question, lending 85% of our
savings does not make us unable to pay the bills or go into debt. But if a large medical emergency
occurs, we won't be able to pay & we don't have medical insurance. 1 Timothy 5:8 says we should
provide for our relatives; I would like to reiterate that we have paid for 1 year worth of medications,
paid off some of their debts, hence the 85% savings used, plus monthly installment of one of the 3
homes that we've now started to pay for. So it's not that we haven't provided for them, but the
question is to what extent. Lastly, the government won't cover my in laws' expenses, and they have
no medical insurance. They are far wealthier than us 3 children combined, but their money is tied in
assets they keep accumulating. They overspent and didn't plan wisely around their own security. My
mother in law has been taking medications since 2011 but they don't think they need to leave some
cash reserve for medical emergencies, and spend it all on investment opportunities instead. Beside
overspending and miscalculating, they have also used funds from an organization that has entrusted
them as treasury for personal use, which is due some time next year. I find all these very
irresponsible. So initially I was on board to help them with medications and a few other payments as
explained above, but more obligations keep showing up and I find it hard to deal with the constant
surprises and the knowledge that this is all happening because they wanted to make more money by
going on shopping spree on homes (they are in their late 70s and are already wealthy) not within their
means and now the children must pay. Thank you again for your time in reading my long reply, I
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would appreciate any advise you may still have for me.
FOLLOW-UP ANSWER
So ultimately I'm to follow my husband's decision with genuine acceptance
Correct.
but I can object if that decision means neglecting our own family
You can object even if it doesn't involve neglecting your own family. Just understand that your
objection is meant to be in an effort to help him understand your concerns, not as an authority as if he
must do whatever you say. Just because you object doesn't mean he is obligated to listen to you. He
may be in sin for failing to do so, but ultimately he will answer to God for his own behaviors and you
will answer to God for the way you follow your husband's leadership.
Our church advises that husband & wife should agree on major decisions
Absolutely. This is preferable whenever possible. But it is also not always possible.
If one goes ahead without the other's consent, it may hinder some blessings for our family
True. But sometimes, when an agreement is not possible, then a decision has to be made regardless.
In this case, one will always have to proceed in a direction without the other.
everything we have from God we are to navigate/steward together
What you're describing is called "egalitarianism." It is the view that God created husbands and wives
to have equal authority in marriage relationships and the lack of equal authority that existed for
millennia was not by God's design, but by cultural practices that are now outdated. This view has
only crept up in extremely recent history relative to the thousands of years since God created the
world and the over 2,000 years since the church had been established. Specifically, secular concepts
of egalitarianism didn't first arise until 1880 and the first time any Christian organization began
advocating for this view was in 1984. Their view is, in essence, that every Christian and follower of
God for thousands of years have been misinterpreting the Bible and that in 1984 they have finally
discovered a "correct" interpretation. The concept gained much ground in the church not because of
the viability of the interpretive model used to reach such conclusions (even the most avid egalitarians
recognize that they cannot derive their view from Scripture itself); rather, it grew in popularity
because culture had shifted toward feminist ideologies (some good, some bad) and a number of
congregations wanted to stay culturally relevant. As a result, a line of "liberal theology" took root that
decided that the Bible should be re-interpreted to suit changing cultural norms, and therefore if
culture decided to change, God's views on sin, marriage, church structure, etc. should all change too.
Many people disagree with egalitarianism, preferring to stick to the more direct interpretations of
Scripture that have been well established for millennia, which is that God loves men and women
equally, but has given each gender different authoritative roles within the home, yet both being
equally necessary and valuable. This is called complementarianism. It is not an easy view to preach
in modern culture because the rise of feminist ideologies throughout the world makes it
uncomfortable for pastors and preachers to say plainly, "Women, your husband is the head of your
house and you must submit to him." However, this is ultimately what the Bible communicates.
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And that conclusion should be obvious from the way the apostles and even Jesus himself reference
the Church as the bride of Christ. If we are married to Christ, as is constantly noted throughout the
new testament (and even at times in the old testament), does it make any sense to argue that the
Church has equal authority over Christ as Christ has over us? Or do we accept that our spiritual
groom is our authority, and therefore our physical marriages should reflect the image of Christ in the
way we interact between husbands and wives?
I felt I was completely dismissed
I am sorry that you feel this way. It is unfortunate. However, it's worth noting that a husband's
biblical obligation to love his wife and to lead his family is not synonymous with an obligation to
make her feel any certain way. Ultimately, each person is responsible for their own feelings. If he did
weigh and consider your opinion appropriately before choosing to do something different than what
you recommended, then your feelings are unfounded: you were not dismissed. If he tuned you out
while you were sharing your opinions and completely ignored what you were saying because he
wanted to do things his way without interruption from you, then you are right to feel as if you were
dismissed - because you were (if that is the case) - but your feelings do not change your obligation to
your husband. A pastor and his wife once commented during a small group I attended: "It's not
submission until you disagree. If you agree anyway, you're still just doing things your own way."
I feel by agreeing to ... I have honored his parents
I believe that you feel this way. But he does not feel the same way. Do you believe that your feelings
are more important than his?
I feel that when it comes to his parents, nobody else matters
You might be right about that. This could very well be a sin on his part. But the fact that your
husband sins does not give you an excuse to sin by refusing to submit to his authority within the
home. As I may have mentioned in a previous response, beyond Paul's passages on submission by a
wife, 1 Peter 3 also addresses the issue - but specifically in the context of a wife submitting to an
unbelieving husband. Certainly, as an unbeliever, everything he does is sinful. He does not have
God's interests at heart. Even more so, the context runs this form of submission in parallel with a
slave's obligation to submit to his master and Christ's submission to the government that crucified
him. Certainly these are very harsh and extreme examples of submission, yet they create the context
both before and after the wife's calling to submit to an unbelieving husband. How much more should
a wife submit to a believing husband who she merely has a difference of feeling and opinion with!
To answer your question, lending 85% of our savings does not make us unable to pay the
bills or go into debt
Then your family is still provided for under your husband's plan.
But if a large medical emergency occurs, we won't be able to pay & we don't have medical
insurance
Then it sounds to me as if your husband trusts that God will protect your family in response to his
generosity to his parents. I also cannot speak as to how the laws work in your country, but I do know
that under American laws and medical administrative regulations, it is relatively easy to work out
payment for medical emergencies when you don't have funds on-hand. This would not be on my list
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of concerns if my family were in a comparable financial situation.
So it's not that we haven't provided for them, but the question is to what extent
I agree. That question is not directly answered in Scripture. But let's look at tithing and alms-giving,
for example. There is plenty of historical precedent for a 10% tithe and some amount of charitable
giving to those in need. This would leave most people throughout Israel's history with between
80-90% of their income to live off of. Yet when Jesus meets the rich young ruler, he tells him he
must sell ALL of his possessions and give the money to the poor, right? Could the rich young ruler
sell 99% of his possession, save 1% for himself, and then tell Jesus, "I already give this and gave that,
and sold this and that. It's not that I haven't given a lot, but the question is to what extent"? No because Jesus asked him to sell ALL of it. Ananias and Sapphira are another great example, from
Acts 5:1-11. They sold a piece of property and decided to be generous in giving it to the apostles. But
he decided to keep part of the money for himself. As a result, God struck him and his wife dead. Does
God expect total surrender and submission or does he every say that partial surrender is "good
enough"?
They are far wealthier than us 3 children combined, but their money is tied in assets they
keep accumulating
Then it is very probable that you will be paid back in full. It may not be in your timing, but how do
you know that when your in-laws' situation resolves, if you have a similar need, they will not sell
assets to return the favor?
I find all these very irresponsible
They very well might be irresponsible practices (I don't know all of the details, so I cannot say). But
are you their judge? What makes your judgment over them the deciding factor in any of this?
So initially I was on board to help them with medications and a few other payments as
explained above, but more obligations keep showing up and I find it hard to deal with the
constant surprises and the knowledge that this is all happening because they wanted to make
more money by going on shopping spree on homes (they are in their late 70s and are already
wealthy) not within their means and now the children must pay
What I see happening here is that your husband is, essentially, financing an investment opportunity
through his parents. That is, they believe the investments will pay off, and you and your husband will
reap the reward if/when it does - and you seem to acknowledge that it will pay off eventually, by
recognizing the degree of their wealth. But in order to seize the investment opportunity when it arose,
they had to become cash-poor. Rather than forcing them to lose the investment opportunity by selling
the assets themselves to pay for their own bills, your husband has decided to fund their immediate
cash needs in order to keep the investment opportunity active so that you can reap the reward later.
At this point, the question has relatively little to do with your in-laws and it would be the same as if
you were asking: "My husband wants to give 85% of our cash and income to an investment. I agree
that the investment is likely to pay off in the end, but it will make us cash poor. Is this a good enough
circumstance to warrant fighting against my husband instead of submitting to him?" In this type of a
scenario, the answer seems to be clearly no - not only does this seem to be "not sin" to me, but it
could ultimately prove to be a wiser outcome. In the meantime, it can also provide an opportunity for
you and your entire family to be willing and able to live on less, as many others in the world do, and
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to share in the concerns of those who are less fortunate (like the anxiety over potential medical bills),
and in so doing you could be better able to witness to those around you.
CONCLUSION
Let me be clear: I understand your concerns and empathize. You like having security in your life, as
do most people - especially wives (men are more prone toward risk than women). I also recognize the
possibility (though given the new information you have provided, this possibility seems quite low)
that your husband is being sinful in the way he is managing your family's finances. You have every
right to feel the way you do about these things. However, you also have an obligation to submit to
your husband's authority. Even if the investment falls apart and you end up not recovering your
money on it, you must know that God is in control and works all things for the good of those who
love him (Romans 8:28). I have seen that verse play out in my life and among those around me so
frequently that it is impossible to deny. Accordingly, just as your husband ought to trust God with his
finances, you ought to trust your husband with his, for just as "the head of every man is Christ ... the
head of the woman is man, and the head of Christ is God" (1 Cor. 11:3). I assume your marriage
vows included that you would stick by him "for better or worse." If this turns out "for worse," then
your obligation has not changed, simply because you would prefer "for better."
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Q&A on Sexual "Brainwashing"
13 upvotes | February 19, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
QUESTION
Does the Bible mention anything about sex having the power to “brainwash” someone? When I was
applying for my job recently, one thing I had to agree with is to never form an intimate relationship
with a coworker. I didn’t quite get why that was a big enough deal to write it as a legal obligation, but
my boss claims sex can and sometimes is used as a form of bribery. She used the term
“brainwashing” because she believes once you sleep with someone, you lose part of your mental
capacity to them and become much more vulnerable to and more easily controlled by that person.
I’ve never slept with anyone, so this just all sounds so bizarre to me. I figured a much simpler and
easier reason to avoid sleeping with your coworkers is because it’s completely unnecessary and a sin
against God. Is any of this “brainwashing” accurate to something God has written, or is this mostly
just speculation?
ANSWER
There is nothing in the Bible that says sex creates brainwashing. The Bible says that sex is a good
thing created by God. That said, as with all good things, it can be used inappropriately in sinful ways.
For example, giving to missionaries is good, yet when Ananias and Sapphira sold their house and
gave a portion of the proceeds to the apostles they were struck dead because they were not giving
from a right heart and were deceptive about it (Acts 5:1-11). In Matthew 6 Jesus gives a series of
examples like this - that while outwardly doing good things, people can still sin in the way they give
to the poor, pray, or fast. Sex is the same way. It is a good thing, but when the people having it are
unmarried, it is sin.
With this in mind, when your boss notes that sex is "used as a form of bribery," this is one of the
sinful ways sex is often used. Sexual attraction can be very powerful. When someone becomes
fixated on that attraction toward a specific person, opportunity for an exchange comes up, especially
if the object of that attraction can find benefit from the person who is attracted to him/her. Typically,
this looks like a boss who is attracted to one of his workers, and the worker agrees to have sex with
the boss, believing that it will lead to a possible promotion, raise, leniency in the workplace on
various issues, etc. Other times it is because the person fears getting fired if they don't accept the
sexual advances. When an employee is inappropriately pressured to accept the sexual advances, this
is called sexual harassment and it is illegal everywhere in America and many other countries (I'm not
sure which country you live in). Many companies would go bankrupt over even a single sexual
harassment lawsuit, making it a grave risk that must be regulated.
The "brainwash" effect your boss is referencing is not directly referenced in the Bible, though it is not
difficult to find examples in Scripture where sexual attraction has caused people to do seemingly
absurd things. For example, Jacob was attracted to Rachel and agreed to work 7 years to marry her,
only to be given Leah instead, after which he worked 7 additional years to marry Rachel. If sexual
attraction did not have an extremely powerful influence over our life choices, Jacob never would
have agreed to commit 14 years of his life in the pursuit of a single woman. This influence can be
good at times, but it can also be very destructive in a variety of contexts.
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What I believe you're really referencing, though, is a psychological and bio-chemical process called
"pair bonding." Pair bonding is when a person feels a strong connection toward another person in a
manner that can influence their decision-making and judgments. Pair bonding is a good thing in the
proper context. If we did not have pair bonding, nobody would ever marry because there would be no
desire to remain connected and loyal to anyone else. Interestingly, when people have numerous
sexual partners, their brains become numb to the pair-bonding effect. As a result, those with higher
quantities of sexual partners are far more likely to wind up divorced - often multiple times. The
conclusion we can take from this is that in the absence of healthy pair-bonding, people are quick to
leave their marriages. This has been well-established in the way the sexual revolution has correlated
with the sharp increase in divorce rates over the last 50 years.
That is, beginning in the 1960s the laws regarding sexual activity began changing, including the
institution of no-fault divorce in America, which allowed people to engage in extramarital sexual
relationships without risking such things as spousal support or rights to marital property. Common
law marriage also began to be abolished, which allowed people to engage in sexual activity with
whomever they wanted, and even live with people, without creating marriage bonds that would then
subject them to divorce laws. As a result, the legal institution of marriage has become little more than
a formality to establish tax benefits and estate planning vehicles - and it is primarily the collective
social belief structures surrounding marriage that give it more weight than that, as it is now so easy to
create and break marriages that it is only in our cultural psychology that we actually find any moral
value in the institution of marriage. Because of all this, marriage has essentially become a non-issue
when it comes to sexual relationships, causing the amount of non-marital sex people were having to
skyrocket, which eroded many people's ability to pair bond, which then upped the divorce rates, the
number of children born out of wedlock, the increase of sexually transmitted diseases, and a host of
other problems. Accordingly, the ability of two people to form and maintain a pair-bond is extremely
important, and can also be extremely powerful.
However, as we've already said, even good things can be used sinfully. For example, bi-lateral pair
bonding (i.e. both people are bonded to each other) can cause people to stay in very unhealthy,
destructive relationships - even before marriage (noting that getting married doesn't actually have a
noticeable impact on pair bonding). Very strong pair bonding (as is usually most common during the
first year or two of a new relationship) can also cause two people to focus so heavily on each other
that they tend to ignore other aspects of their lives, which could significantly affect their work
performance. Alternatively, when pair-bonding occurs unilaterally, it creates an opportunity for
exploitation. Two common stereotypes are: (1) when a woman is unilaterally bonded to a man (i.e. he
is not bonded back to her), the man often exploits the relationship for sex without offering any form
of commitment in return, which is what she really wants from him; or (2) when a man is unilaterally
bonded to a woman (i.e. she is not bonded back to him), the woman often strings him along, using his
hope to have sex with her as a way to earn a variety of other favors such as gifts, taken out on fancy
dates, or (if they are co-workers) raises/bonuses/better hours/etc. - all without ever having any actual
intent to have sex with him, which is what he really wants.
In this way, pair bonding can certainly be seen as a form of "brain washing" in that it can get people
to do things they would ordinarily not do, all for the sake of someone that they feel a strong urge or
connection toward. But pair bonding doesn't merely lead to sex - it is often caused by it too, and in
the most powerful ways. The human brain has various pleasure/reward centers that cause a person to
feel good when certain hormones/chemicals pass through them. Among the most powerful are
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vasopressin, dopamine, and oxytocin. These three chemicals are all known to affect "pair bonding" in
very powerful and unique ways. (1) Vasopressin produces a desire for longevity and commitment in a
relationship; (2) dopamine produces direct pleasure, almost like being on drugs (as many drugs
trigger the brain's dopamine receptors); and (3) oxytocin is known to deepen feelings of attachment
and closeness, also causing contentment, calmness, and security. All three chemicals are known to be
produced in increasing measure in various phases of a relationship and can begin even from purely
psychological sources, such as talking to someone you're attracted to. This effect increases when
skin-to-skin contact is initiated, such as holding hands or hugging. When people have sex, their
brains are flooded with these hormones for a short time, and the more they have sex the more their
brains become re-wired to condition those feelings toward a specific person, which is when pairbonding is at its strongest. In this way, the "brain washing" effect your boss says sex can create can
be viewed very much like one person supplying cocaine to another, and then being in control of that
supply - the person who is addicted to the cocaine will do just about anything to get more. While not
necessarily a perfect example, the parallels are close enough that you should understand that this
effect is very real and serious.
While the Bible doesn't say much about hormones, brain chemical receptors, pair bonding, etc., it
certainly does have a lot to say about how we control our bodies and use them for God's purposes. 1
Peter 5:8 compels us to "be sober-minded." In 1 Cor. 6:12, Paul notes his attitude that he will not be
mastered by anything - and a few chapters later (11:1) he says that we should follow in his example,
as he follows in the example of Christ. That is not to say that we should avoid being pair-bonded to
anyone. In fact, we want to experience this type of relationship with Christ most of all. Remember
also that God is the one who created the human brain and such chemicals as vasopressin, dopamine,
and oxytocin to function in us the way they do - and he is the one who caused pair bonding to occur
in us the way that it does. However, he created it for the purpose of drawing people into loving,
committed marriages in which sex can occur frequently and freely. The way sexual attraction and
pair bonding functions today, predominantly used like a drug for immediate gratification, is a product
of the fallen nature of the world.
With the above in mind, to address a few specific points from your question:
...one thing I had to agree with is to never form an intimate relationship with a coworker.
It's important to note here that "intimate relationships" with a co-worker don't necessarily mean sex.
Often-times it includes dating in the workplace. Many workplaces prohibit dating and not just sex
because even dating alone can have the effects I described above. The theory many employers
operate on is that if they can convince their employees that sex with co-workers is off-the-table, then
they won't allow themselves to become emotionally involved. It's a big risk to put your job on the
line. The higher the cost, the less likely you will be influenced inappropriately. If there was no such
prohibition, then it opens the door to sexual harassment and manipulation in the workplace. Also, the
hostility in the workplace in the event of a breakup could affect job performance. As such, the best
solution is simply to shut down these types of relationships before they even get started, which is
accomplished by giving the prohibition your boss has given to you.
I figured a much simpler and easier reason to avoid sleeping with your coworkers is because
it's completely unnecessary and a sin against God.
That is, of course, a much simpler reason. However, most organizations are not "Christian" in the
sense of being committed to biblical principles. If your employer operates his business as a general
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business instead of being founded on the Bible, it would be irrational to expect him to utilize the
Bible as his rationale. Even if your boss happens to be a Christian - or even if all of the owners of the
company are Christians - they may still have non-Christian employees and need to provide additional
reasons for their management practices that don't rely on the Bible, as non-Christians will not take the
Bible as an authority over them.
Is any of this "brainwashing" accurate to something God has written, or is this mostly just
speculation?
It is neither. God had not written anywhere in the Bible that "sex causes brainwashing." God has also
not written anywhere in the Bible that 2+2=4, yet we know it to be true and not "just speculation."
The effects of vasopressin, dopamine, and oxytocin have been well-studied and documented. They
are very real. Pair bonding and the things that it can cause a person to do have been well-etsablished
through a number of repeated scientific studies, and can be seen in a variety of biblical stories, such
as the Jacob and Rachel story I referenced above. While the addictive nature of pair-bonding is not
always as strong as something like cocaine (though at times it can be), the influence it can have over
a person's decision-making is certainly significant enough that an employer would be justified in
wanting to avoid risk that it negatively affect the business he's trying to run. The fact that intimate
relationships (even non-sexual ones) massively increase the chance for a sexual harassment lawsuit
is, even by itself without any other factor, substantial enough of a risk to warrant prohibition of such
relationships.
While many companies do not have comparable prohibitions, a failure to regulate intimate
relationships among coworkers is incredibly unwise and only makes sense for those companies that
are either so small that the risk of a sexual harassment law suit is very small or for companies where
intimate relationships are incredibly unlikely to form or affect job performance in the first place
(example: traveling sales positions where coworkers are unlikely to have much interaction with each
other).
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Many Christians believe that the Christian red pill ideas
promote an anti-Christian perspective on marriage. What’s
your response? What would you say to someone who says that
the Christian red pill ideas are too process/result oriented?
13 upvotes | February 18, 2020 | by _hey_hey_hey_hey_ | Link | Reddit Link
I find that many want to accuse the Christian red pill ideas of being an anti-Christian perspective, but
they rarely have scripture/arguments/examples to support their claims. They also seem to be very
misinformed on what the Christian red pill ideas actually are and what the mission is.
I see that they lump the secular red pill stuff with the Christian red pill stuff, where in fact the two are
VERY different. Obviously, the secular red pill is messed up (and anyone on this sub will tell you
that).
Also, I have seen people say that the Christian red pill ideas are too process/result oriented, and that
it’s not accurate to how life works. What is your counterargument to that?
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Christian Girls
13 upvotes | February 23, 2020 | by Consistent-Copy | Link | Reddit Link
I had an easier time pulling instagram models than sub 5 genuine Christian girls (not cultural
christians). I am a born again Christian so I am not trying to date/fornicate anymore. I am 5'10 with
shoes, decent shape (muscular but not sub 15bf yet), good face. I am good looking and financially
well off (own a house). What in the world? I am about to just go back to atheists and "spiritual girls'
because the genuine christian girls I've tried to hang out with have been so tough to even get out on a
date.

I am very confused.
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Complex situation: Our CEO using Biblical truths to make a
point, my nephew with cancer, and my lie.
13 upvotes | February 29, 2020 | by justforgigs96 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello everyone
Stats: 6'4 200lbs. Lifts: Bench Press 200lbs, Row 200lbs, OHP 125lbs, Deadlift 405lbs.
Lifts used to be much higher, but I’m currently recovering from a serratus anterior injury that had
kept me away from lifting for a while. Also train BJJ a few times a week.
Reading: I've read all the sidebar content from the main RP sub. Have been through RPC sidebar a
while ago, I used to come here a bit over a year ago as a non-participating lurker mostly but have a
good overall understanding of the material.
Finances: Currently hold a good paying job in SEO/Digital Marketing at a mid-sized firm working 30
hours. I'm a couple months away from being done with my 2nd year of college, I'm going to double
major in Digital Marketing/Information Technology as that's available in my university. Relative to
my classmates, I'm well off because they're all still in the working in fast-food and seeking
internships stage, whereas I was able to break into the industry a year ago and move my way up. This
is a whole story on it's own, so I'll leave this as is for now. Additionally, I am fortunate to not have
debt.
Additionally I've been building a small-business on the side, (content marketing) and after 8 months
on the project am proud to say that I make around $75 monthly on it, which is almost nothing but it's
all passive. One of my key goals is to add to this, and continue to pump out content to grow this. It
currently has around 4k organic monthly visitors, with only a couple of monetized pages.
Okay, so here goes.
I have been praying, and working through the issue of being dishonest for a few years now, slowly
improving but also taking steps backwards. Without giving a giant backstory, essentially I know
exactly where this started. As a child, I was raised in a super conservative, fundamentalist Death Cult
household, where I was badly beaten on a regular basis, and slowly developed into a liar, so as to
avoid future beatings. Then, at the age of nine, my mom got liver cancer and died. I used these
newfound lying skills to make up stories when my friends would ask me where she was, what she
was doing, etc. It was overall awful, looking back on it, but that's where it started.
Those lies kept me afloat, and in safety, so I went with them.
Now, as an adult in my 2nd year of college, I still feel this issue coming back to haunt me now, and
has nearly run me off a cliff.
Because of my father's success in his career, I felt tremendous pressure to live up to that. That's why I
first got into my chosen field (digital marketing) in HS, and decided to lie on my resume in order to
gain opportunities that I would not otherwise have.
For example, when I had no experience other than my own sites (which at the time only made about
$10 a month), I lied on my resume, saying I was making $100 a month on that site, and then made up
a long backstory about how I was actually a senior in college, and used elaborate detail when
describing the relevant projects that pertain to this career field.
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I put my resume out like that, and got my foot in the door with a paid internship. Great, I thought.
So I did that for 7 months, and then used the internship, and my own site, which had grown to $50 a
month at the time in actuality, and put my resume out again, this time saying that my site made $400
a month. So now, I secured a few more interviews with real advertising firms, and still stated that I
was a senior in college (while being a sophomore).
This medium sized marketing agency where I work now, thought it was amazing that I had done that,
and decided I was overqualified for the position, and decided to give me a very solid paying position
doing SEO for them, with the understanding that in 6-8 months (when I was supposedly going to
graduate) that they would love for me to come on and work full-time for the company.
Now, this was bad enough for me to be crushing myself on a regular basis, because I know that
although I can do the job, and do it well, that I lied to get the opportunity, and this only contributes
more to the feedback loop I have that shows I'm becoming successful through lying.
As I have gone along, and in the months since I've been here, have absolutely fallen in love with the
place. A few of my teammates that I work with on a regular basis are Christians, and have become
close with me. I'm able to financially do pretty well, and can finally self-sustain, and survive without
my immediate family, even while working part-time because the per-hour pay is much higher than
what I've ever received before. This contributes to making my guilt even worse.
But this week, things took a drastic turn.
I found out that my little nephew, 9 years old, has cancer. I missed a couple of days of work as a
result, and my co-workers went out of their way to take the time to talk to me about it, and tell me
they're praying for us, etc. I am also going to be putting money forward for him to be getting the best
treatment he can possibly get.
This was my first day back, and our we were giving a presentation to our CEO and at the end I gave
him an update that our department got an email from a local newspaper who wanted to do a write-up
on his role growing the company in such a virtuous fashion. He made a very eloquent response,
turning it down and stating that he "doesn't want to let his left hand know what his right hand is
doing."
Instantly, I realized he was a Christian, and then he and I had a great conversation about faith in the
minutes that followed the presentation. It made me respect him way more, even more than I already
did. He also specifically asked me about my graduation date, because the team is expanding, and he
wants me to be able to step into a bigger role after graduation. I doubled down on my lie, and
mentioned that I would be done at the end of the year, when in actuality, I have two years left,
because I know that bigger role would give me the funds to be able to pay for the treatment, and also
survive on my own.
So after thinking about this situation the past few hours, I can see several options here.
1. I should have a sitdown with him, and am completely honest, with no expectations. ready to
resign, speaking the truth about everything that I have done, and just explain the whole
situation.
2. I go and get another job, and respectfully walk away with no one being the wiser. At this point,
I can definitely get another job with the experiences I have. It might not be as great a situation
as the current one, but I can do that, and have updated my resume, and started applying today.
3. Do nothing, continue the facade and risk being exposed in the future, as I try to balance a
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bigger work-role and going to school full-time, which could prove to be incredibly difficult.
There's also the ominous fear that a promotion will trigger a more expensive, better background
check and will prove that I don't have my degree yet. Perhaps an even more sinister situation is
that I do nothing, and I succeed, thus continue to feed the corrupt feedback loop and
mechanism which got me to the current point, continuing to lie.
Currently, I'm stuck between 1, and 2.
I did wrong, and I need to be better than that. Please share with me your thoughts on what you think
should be done, brothers.
Best
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Thank God I found you guys.
13 upvotes | March 16, 2020 | by Victoribus_Spolia447 | Link | Reddit Link
I had to unsubscribe from the r/christianmarriage sub after I had what i thought were pretty
straightforward biblical points downvoted to oblivion for arguing for young marriages (1cor7)
Was warned by mods there for saying that husbands have a duty to mold their wives (eph5)...they
deleted comment and said it was dehumanizing...
Apparently getting your load swallowed is pretty rare for some of those chumps also based on some
inquiry.....
Also caught shit for being against contraception.... I am 31 and are going on 7 kids so far. Been
married since 19. Operate an off grid farm and am a phD student. I am a Confessional Lutheran and
former Calvinist. I am an Anarcho-capitalist and formerly alt. Right.
Good to meet Yinz (this is your clue as to what part of the country I am from).
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I'd like to talk [Revised Post]
13 upvotes | March 28, 2020 | by operationveritas | Link | Reddit Link
Hello.
Last week I posted on here asking if I could talk about things in my life with people on here, however
I didn't give out any details and was hoping that someone would reach out over PM (someone did thank you). Took on board the comments and have been studying RPC sidebar stuff this week as
much I've been able to. Anyway, I will detail everything I can now, in as simple and concise a way I
can fashion. Forgive me if it gets long, but I'd appreciate some direction, hopefully it's compelling
enough for you to read the whole thing. Questions will be in bold and tl;dr at the end.
Let's start with stats. As per post rules.
Me. 20M. 15% BF. 5'10". 83kg. Lifts: 90kg Bar Squat, 60kg Bench, 80kg Deadlift. Doing Stronglifts
5x5, 3 times per week (was before Coronavirus, tips for muscle building home workouts??). Training
some additional MMA + Royal Marines program. Eczema/allergy sufferer since birth.
Finances:
Industrial Design Student at best design university in UK/world, averaging a 1st. Good future
prospects (more on that later) with plenty of job prospects. Debt is UK Student loans (usual) only. No
credit cards, not overdrawn, no personal loans/debts. Income is on/off (freelance designer).
Reading:
As I'm new to all this, not a great deal but have read 'defining red pill for christians', 'plate theory'
'100's (not all of them yet)' 'dealing with oneitis (briefly)'. As much as I could in one week.
Spiritual:
Pretty mature, I have some small bad habits but ironing those out as best I can. I have never been a
slouch by any means, always committed and do everything with conviction. I share my faith with
those I trust at the moment as I'm just beginning my real walk. Have been a Christian my whole life. I
now pray every day. Have a lot of quiet time (currently in monk mode and focusing solely on self
improvement for a good while coronavirus is going on). I listen to bible audiobook every night until I
fall asleep.
The Issue.
I'll keep it simple and I'll begin where it all started to go wrong for me.
It all went downhill when I discovered my SO was and had cheated on me the week before my
birthday (November), about 7mo into the relationship. We were in an LDR (2hrs drive). Thought she
was different. Said that she would never ever do it. What followed was a progressively worse and
heart shredding experience which I will probably never forget.
A bit about her: HB 9-10 (in my eyes) and naturally beautiful in all ways. Has a history of sexual
abuse (on her), suicidal thoughts and failed attempts as a result. Generally was insecure about her
body etc. Kept saying she wasn't good enough for me and never thought she'd have someone like me.
Family (has a strange dynamic now thinking about it) has a history of cheating (wife cheated on
husband at young age + still together and her brother cheated on his ex now split up) which I found
out after she did it to me. We used to go to school together a long time ago (we knew each other and
then reconnected over social media, then entered the relationship. So quite a bit of history). Lost my
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V to her (I held out for the one I thought was right after turning down many in the past), she lost her
V at 15 (said she regretted it). We talked a lot about the possibility of kids/marriage etc and we were
both really into each other, like it was really meant to be, at least so I thought.
How it all came crashing down. After spending most of the summer together which was bliss and
pretty close to perfect, we returned to Uni and naturally I had a slight concern of cheating but didn't
let the thoughts get the better of me. I started opening up to her about my issues with Eczema/started
to take a lead on getting better and recovering my health. I'd take a lead and see her every
week/fortnight, never limited her from doing what she wanted. She liked going for walks by herself,
on one of the walks she meets the guy she eventually cheated on me with. All the walks subsequently
were to meet him (I didn't know) and they eventually 'kissed by the lake' but to this day I still don't
believe her. Found out all this by following my gut and going through her phone as I knew she was
not herself, or at least the person I once knew. She tried to flip it onto me, and admittedly I had made
a couple of errors in my eyes, but I corrected them. She accused me of cheating on her (which never
happened, and never will) increasingly while she was doing it herself, and she thought our
relationship was 'toxic' and 'over' and 'I wasn't there for her' as reasoning for cheating. She said she
made a big mistake. Anyway after lots of tears on her part (and mine before I confronted her, she was
at my place sleeping in my bed) I gave in to my emotions and stayed with her hoping to work it out,
as this was what she said she wanted. She deleted the guy from everything (so I think but who
knows). Then it all kind of continued as normal, I brushed a lot of my emotions/mistrust/hurt under
the carpet and carried on. In retrospect it was all the classic signs (shorter replies etc.) and red flags I
had missed/ignored. This is where my self guilt factors in a lot.
November passes through, not bad but not amazing either, just normal. I made more effort (error) as I
felt I had to prove myself to her as I'd almost been manipulated to think that by her (error). This was
uncharted waters for me, I had never been in such a situation. Neither had she. Constantly telling me
that she felt like she'd never get my trust back, or that she wasn't doing enough to do so. I dug deep
and forgave her with whatever bits of my heart I had left, but admitted that trust would need a lot of
work. Sex life never really suffered, we had some issues but worked around them and I worked to
improve my own personal performance and fitness. Went on lots of date nights etc. I did a lot even
though I did no wrong (I cringe so hard now thinking about it).
December comes and we're meant to go on holiday to her country for xmas and see her family (I had
already met them before). The night before we go, she cries a lot, I leave her alone for a bit as she
told me to. Go back in and work an answer out of her. Found out she wanted to be 'selfish' with her
family and life out there. Also said she 'didn't get butterflies like she used to' with me. I suggested to
break up and I'd go now/not join her on the holiday. She cried a lot more and said 'No' a lot. I said I
need to think for a bit. I did. Her: 'I really love our dates and stuff' etc blah blah. Again I gave in and
said, We'll try to make this work. Have some make up sex and it all seemed to be back to normal,
even though inside I was a total mess. To not interfere with her family life I took a bit of a back seat
when we got there (to hers). She said my attitude was poor, even though I was totally broken, running
on no sleep (20+hrs of travelling). Eczema flares up (stress induced allergy) while I'm out there,
bought some cream from pharmacy, told her it was getting better. Her: 'only because you spent a load
of money on that cream' in a very derogatory tone. For those that don't have eczema, it is a very big
struggle, with image and all. Her mum told me 'oh you can't let it (eczema) affect you', as I went to
apologise for my 'poor attitude'. Caught my SO talking about me behind my back to her brother/best
friend in the room next to me. Slowly chipping away at whatever bits of heart I had left. Long story
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short, I was meant to be there for 3 weeks but was told to go home by her after being there for 4 days
as she initiated a break.
I went home, alone, extremely depressed, broken emotionally and had no feeling of value or
anything. Empty. I tried to keep a brave face for my family when I went back but was a wreck
underneath. Christmas ruined, New Years ruined. I did not make a single attempt to contact her, only
let her contact me which she did, sent lots of mixed signals and that was it. 'You talk about your skin
too much' (can accept) 'I don't feel appreciated sexually' (how this is possible, don't know, despite
complementing, improve my game etc) 'I don't have much interest in you emotionally or sexually' 'I
want to be myself' 'I want to live my young life' 'I felt suffocated' (can accept, but never limited her)
followed by lots of 'I don't knows'. But then saying 'I miss the old us' etc. A lot of this would have
been totally avoided had she communicated so much better in the beginning. Note; I have been clear
with intentions etc from the beginning. Ultimately I blame myself for a lot of this. Post new year, I
doubt my entire self worth, mission, identity, and life. Suicidal thoughts ensued. She gaslighted me
about her jacket (I know right). All the while I was totally paranoid about her cheating on me while
we were on the break, I analysed the entire relationship and worked on myself a lot. End of the break
arrives and I initiate talk of the relationship and that I was willing to work on it if she was. Nope.
Told her I can't continue like this, didn't want to be 'friends' or anything platonic, if she changed her
mind then get back in touch, wished her well and goodbye (all happened over text as she didn't want
to phone). Or so I thought. Two weeks later she's back in touch. Asks how I feel about everything.
Told her the truth, I was willing to work on it if she was. Her: 'I feel like a lot of time would have
been wasted otherwise'. Ask her to meet up, but she's too busy. Said get back in touch when she
figured out her schedule.
Now I'm trying to move on at this point, as best I can but I'm still in love. But all of the thoughts of
the cheating etc were coming back, even though we were broken up. Vivid flashbacks, like PTSD
flashbacks. Everything I saw reminded me of her. I went clubbing with some friends one night as I
felt kind of ready (Start of February-ish). Wrong. Being in that environment caused me to lose it
completely and I attempted suicide that night, unbeknownst to everyone around me, no one would
have known and I felt some comfort in that. All of this I had been through (and issues in my own
family) had surmounted to this. I was ready to die, and was almost totally comfortable with that. I felt
a presence around me though, while I was sitting at my desk, with a knife pressed into my chest,
which I was gripping with white knuckled. Something was whispering in my ear to think about this
seriously now and fight. I felt the knife drift away from my chest and my grip loosened. The knife
dropped to the floor. I kid you not, I felt some pressure on my left shoulder, like a pat on the back. I
looked down at my crucifix I was wearing (I always wear one now), and I realise it was Him. I burst
into tears of happiness. He had another, better plan for me. But I did not know how it would play out.
I gave my life to Him in that moment.
Following that, I set out the war path to my healing to glorify God. My ex came back to me again
soon after asking how I was doing, if I was seeing someone else ( I was playing it cool with this new
strength and she was having none of it, started getting angry at the prospect I might be seeing
someone) I suggested to meet up and talk, see what happens, but again she was too busy. Suggested
some different times etc but no. So that was that, again, so I thought. Comes back again, Said she
hoped my family was okay with the virus (Grandparents are Italian). Some loose chit chat back and
forth. I tested the waters again by bringing up a happy memory together from our summer holiday,
was met with 'the way you looked at me was a bit of a turn off' (not how it went at all, don't know
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how this is possible either) basically just finding the bad out of something good. I said it would be
interesting to see what would happen between us now (2months post breakup). Her: 'Nothing would',
I ask why, 'I've met someone' 'It's nothing but I'm really happy'. It was like another break up all over
again. I told her 'Nice' 'I'm glad' and 'Well, I know where I stand' to which she said 'doesn't mean
anything' to which I asked what she meant by saying that... no reply.
Anyway, I take this as a sign that I need to move on from God. My questions are now how do I
put all of this behind me? How do I begin to find comfort in myself again and build my frame
back up to even better than it once used to be? So many questions like this. Also there is a lot of
self guilt, regret and various other things that cross my mind e.g. what could I have done, could I
have done this better etc. Then there's also stuff like, is he better than me etc. which is all futile to
be honest but all these intrusive thoughts are chipping away at me, but I acknowledge them and let
them pass, pray and then move forward.
All the while I've kept my training going, built muscle, shaved my head, isolated myself off, stopped
using snapchat and Instagram and have focused on my work and my own self improvement, as I want
to honour God and his decision to essentially keep me alive. He is my only Judge now. Im trying to
slowly let my attachment go, repent my sins and my own mistakes/errors that I thought that I had
made in the relationship, and pray that He will show me His will for my life. This is my monk mode,
and I fully intend to come out after it (and coronavirus) a properly improved version of myself. That
is how I will honour God. I have a lot to prove to him. When I'm ready I will start spinning some
plates again. But my main focus is rediscovering my mission, reinventing myself and being the
absolute best I can be, now that I have experienced all of this in the short space of 6 months.
How do I really make the most of this time? I can't help but think that maybe she will come back
again, but I know that I will not make any attempt to reconcile, unless it comes from her first. But
also I may never hear from her again, and I'm becoming more and more comfortable with that. What
if she comes back again? I don't believe in totally burning bridges, but at the same time, I wouldn't
want to be 'sloppy seconds'. I am not desperate for external gratification so I know I can hold out, and
spend this time purely focusing on me, God, and my relationship and connection with him. I also
know I will not make the same Oneitis errors ever again, like a complete rookie.
There are many many more questions that I have, but I don't know if I can ask them all in this post.
Anyway, based on what you've read, what guidance/advice would you give to me? I encourage
people to be harsh/critical of me etc. if they see it best fit, as this will help me to get better.
tl;dr: I was cheated on by the girl I loved deeply, oversaw the slow and painful demise of a once
beautiful relationship and the person I thought I knew. I attempted suicide and I was saved by
Him. I am on the war path to healing and improvement to glorify Him. What's the best course
of action now? (see last 3 paragraphs).
If you got through all of that, I salute you.
Thank you and God bless you all.
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Should I respond to my ex-wife's text message?
13 upvotes | March 26, 2020 | by throwawayrpcw | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 33/M, ~25%bf, 6'3 240lbs. I haven't recorded my weights/lifts in quite some time, have had
huge weight fluctuations over the past year (250lbs -> 205lbs ->240lbs) current living situation
doesn't make it convenient to workout and though that is not a good excuse in my previous one where
it was a good setup it made it easy to stick to.

Reading: I read most of the sidebar content a couple years back during divorce, since then will read
various RP/MGTOW content I come across from time to time.

Finances: Work in Software with good income and would like to retire ideally by 45. Only debt is car
payment.

Spiritual: Did a minor in theology during school, studied apologetics, and used to do evangelism and
children's/high school ministries. Will do short prayers usually just talking to God everyday but
carved time out to pray once every 1-2 weeks(which needs to increase in frequency). Was active in
men's group at church but just very recently left as I am moving out of state shortly. Only ever had
sex while I was married (not before or after).

The Past:

I will quickly summarize the past as I am using a throw-away and forgot my old one I used to post
here with since I have real-life friends/family that follow my primary reddit account.
Around 2.5 years ago my ex-wife initiated a divorce due to "not being happy and she felt God wanted
her to be happy" even though we had done pre-marital classes/counseling, classes/counseling during
marriage and always said divorce was never an option. I told my ex that her reason for wanting a
divorce was not biblically sound and I could not support it and her response was essentially "I don't
care". We have now been officially divorced about 1.5 years and after it was made official I haven't
communicated or contacted my ex since then. Shortly after she had asked for the divorce I learned
she was going to clubs and dancing with other men, knowing what I know now I suspect her real
reasons for the divorce was probably hypergamy (she thought she could do better) and her biological
clock was ticking(she is older then me). Our plans during marriage were to wait until we purchased a
house (we lived in an extremely high cost of living area) and then have kids, but I think she was
panicked after entering her 30's and never discussed this with me. She did a masters degree near the
end of the marriage and "coincidentally" asked for the divorce right after graduating, aka: felt she
would make a lot of money(she likely in her field doesn't make anything close to what I do) going
from minimum wage to low-mid end salary and thought she could find an alpha bucks to buy a home
right away and have kids. Also I believe a lot of her professors were extremely feminist and touted
ideas of if your not happy then get divorced! Or that men shouldn't have positions of authority over
women, which I noticed she seemed to change with these kinds of ideas over the course of her
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classes.

Reflection on myself/marriage after divorce:

My fathers parents were divorced at an early age and caused a huge divide in his family that still has
lasting hurts and pains all throughout our family that will likely never be resolved. In turn my father
(though never divorced) was a passive man in marriage and let my mother walk over him for most of
the time. A lot of other male role models growing up in family and friends had a ton of divorces over
my lifetime as well. I see now I suffered the same as my father in my marriage. I was not a leader and
let her walk over me and make the decisions. The times I would try to lead she would test me and I
would give in to her and fail every time. I gave up passions/hobbies/interests/personal style and dress
during the course of my 5 year marriage and I hated myself for it and I'm sure she silently resented
me for it but I thought it was the "good christian" thing to do (happy wife happy life). Needless to say
I was pretty beta. Since then I worked hard and lost a lot of weight(sadly regained a good amount of
it back), regained my old passions/interests, and studied a lot on mgtow/rp content.

I ended up gravitating to mgtow because something I learned from this community was the history
surrounding the verse "But I tell you that anyone who divorces his wife, except for sexual
immorality, makes her the victim of adultery, and anyone who marries a divorced woman commits
adultery." Where the earliest manuscripts we found did not include the part "except for sexual
immorality". Studying the word I leaned heavily on that and "He said to them, “Because of your
hardness of heart Moses allowed you to divorce your wives, but from the beginning it was not so”. I
had a few women since my divorce show interest in me and though I went on some dates (and one
invite me to her place and flirt aggressively) I never entered into another relationship and never had
sex since I was married since I believed marriage was a one-time thing unless your spouse died and
not only that but we know marriage to our spouses won't be a thing in heaven. So to me my purpose
is to share the gospel when the opportunity arises and since the divorce I have done so to a few
unbelieving friends and try to find more ways to keep that going in life. Marriage/relationships with
women seem to be the purpose of existence for a lot of people/friends I come across (christian and
non-christian alike), so I felt mgtow (going monk-mode) was the best choice for my life.

Current Situation:

I remember seeing some posts going around recently of "men careful, your ex is running low on
money and is going to contact you!" I never thought it would happen to me but last night my ex-wife
texted me asking something about an online account that she could of google searched or asked
anyone else about, so I figure it was a sounding wave to see if I would be responsive to her. I texted
back "who is this?" since I didn't have her number in my phone, followed by a simple response that I
hadn't used that online account in years. My conundrum I guess is I am currently of two minds on
how to respond because I never anticipated my ex-wife reaching out and never came to a consensus
in myself of what I would do:
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First I think of general forgiveness and grace and the possibility of reconciliation with my ex-wife as
I could easily respond to the text and turn it into a much larger conversation. Also the times I do think
about it the Lord always seems to put on my heart Hosea - Wife left to prostitute around and he went
and was reconciled to her and Isaiah - "For the LORD has called you like a wife deserted and grieved
in spirit, like a wife of youth when she is cast off, says your God." since she is the wife of my youth
and it would real life depiction of redemption and how Jesus redeems his bride. My counter in my
mind to this also is she is feeling the pain of the down economy and just wants security/resources and
not true reconciliation. Also that Hosea and Isaiah were for those specific times and not something I
should ever apply to my personal life.

The second thing is reflecting back my wife was a fair-weather Christian, whether it was hypergamy
or otherwise, neither is a good reason for turning your back on what God says about marriage. If this
is the case was she ever really a Christian at all? And what Paul said would then seem to ring true:
"But if the unbelieving partner separates, let it be so. In such cases the brother or sister is not
enslaved. God has called you to peace". I guess my mind is scrambling because I never really settled
on what I wanted to do if she ever reached out to me. Right after the divorce before I left the city we
lived in I asked her to meet (with no expectations) just to talk about everything that happened with an
open mind about possible reconciliation. She blew it off and we didn't meet and I left and never
contacted her again, so I am inclined to think even if it came about, it wouldn't be sincere.

Could use some outside Christian RP opinions on this of whether I should block her number and
never respond or reach out and try to engage in a deeper conversation, because as I mentioned my
purpose in life is not centered around a marriage or relationship anymore and I feel most of my
friends do not understand this as for both christian and non-Christian seem to center around women,
when (for the Christians) it should be centered on Christ. So I feel the two responses I would get
without nuance would be "never talk to her ever again" or "do everything/anything to get her back!"
which would be going back to placing her on a pedestal above God.
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Female Frame Part 2: The Value of Women
13 upvotes | December 9, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Female Frame Part 2: The Value of Women
26 points•6 comments•submitted 3 months ago by Red-Curious to r/RPCWomen
In red pilled communities, it's easy to glorify men and make women feel like trash. Yes, there's good
reason to speak blunt realities about women, just as we are even more harsh with the men who are
idiots in how they interact with women. But in doing so, the red pill doesn't speak of women's value
or worth. It only speaks to their nature. Yet a crucial aspect of a woman having a healthy frame is in
understanding her own sense of value - where it comes from, how it's defined, and how to live within
it.
TO WHOM?
Value is a subjective quantity. My wife values a cup of coffee in the morning. I don't. I'd spill it down
the drain (sacrilege, I know!). So, when addressing the question of value, we must first ask: WHO is
the frame of reference for this valuation?
If we ask feminists, women have great and massive value far and above that of men, right? If we ask
a keyboard warrior who Facebooks by day and raids orc dungeons by night, he's still going to value
women more than his kind, but for very different reasons. Or what if we ask OBGYNs? Or NFL
athletes? Trannies? You'll get very different answers from different people.
I propose there are only two answers that should actually matter from a woman's perspective, though:
(a) her spiritual groom and (b) her physical groom. As to the first, we have Galatians 1:10 - "For am I
now seeking the approval of man, or of God? Or am I trying to please man? If I were still trying to
please man, I would not be a servant of Christ." God is the primary person whose valuation you
should care about. As for the second, Genesis 2:18 makes clear that God created women to be a
helper to her husband. That is: she is to be valuable to him in the fulfillment of his mission. While
women have direct access to God through Christ, and therefore don't technically need a husband, the
fact that this imperative was placed in women even before the fall makes clear that God has no
intention of removing that compulsion anyway. It's part of you and you SHOULD look to your
husband for his valuation of you, and weigh heavily in your heart the validation (or lack thereof) that
comes with it - especially if he is a godly man.
Now, I suppose there are other sources of value that should matter too. For example, a daughter
should look to her father to find her value as his daughter while she lives in her home. But I assume
we're mostly adults here. A woman can also be asking from her own frame of reference - and this is a
good and valuable thing as well, in some circumstances (not all). Yes, it's good for you to ascertain
your own internal sense of valuation. But women who already have this internal self-validation aren't
often the ones struggling to comprehend their value, so that's a moot point in this post.
HOW DO WE COMPARE?
So, what IS the actual value of women? Are women valuable, but not quite as valuable as men? I
suppose in the husband's eyes, that question is subjective. But God gives us a clear answer in
Galatians 3:27-28: "For as many of you as were baptized into Christ have put on Christ. There is
neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there male and female, for you are all one in
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Christ Jesus." That is: from God's perspective, he doesn't differentiate between men and women when
it comes to our ability to unite with Christ, have salvation, and participate in the work he has laid out
for us to do. Yes, the actual work we are assigned may differ by gender, but we have equal access to
his love and ability to be in a oneness, abiding relationship with our spiritual groom.
This is especially true in the sense that the Church is collectively the bride of Christ - men included.
It's one of the reasons a man is uniquely qualified by God (and not himself), if he is mature, to lead a
wife. God gives him the position of follower-helper in the Christ-Church union so that the man can
understand and life-model for his wife how to live that role in their own husband-wife union.
WHAT IS THE VALUE?
And now to the meat of the question. Asking, "What is the value of women?" is no different than
asking, "What is the value of the Church?" Yeah, it's obvious what Christ contributes to the picture and his headship, strength/power, authority, vision, etc. may all make it seem like the Church is
pointless by comparison. After all - Jesus says that if we won't do our job by proclaiming him, the
rocks would cry out (Luke 19:37-40). Jesus doesn't need the Church - or ANY of us. But does that
mean we're not valuable? In this, I find the following:
Jesus finds the Church valuable, and therefore it is valuable. Period. We don't need to ask more
questions or try to understand because He doesn't owe us an explanation on why he values us. It
should be enough for us to know that he does.
Jesus has chosen the Church to be the primary vehicle through which his mission is carried out.
God created the Church to be Christ's "helper" in spiritually reproducing into the nations. The
Holy Spirit works through us to make this happen. All members of the trinity participate in this
value-assignment.
The Church holds its primary pragmatic value in its ability to make disciples.
Yeah, I could list a lot more ways the Church has value. Feel free to do so for me in the comments.
But having hit the big ones, consider:
Women are valuable if, when, and because their husbands find value in them - Christ being the
first among these.
Women have been created to be helpers to their husbands - especially in regard to his mission
(which if he is faithful in submitting to Christ, is also Christ's mission: make disciples of all
nations). In this, if the man and wife are mature, he invites her into his discipler-making
mission to help him, and she actively participates - and this adds value to the man, who is now
more effective in proving his value to Christ, and also to Christ directly. As such, the woman
has great value to both sources that matter when this plays out. But even if the man's mission is
distracted from Christ's (i.e. anything else), she can still independently be valuable in
both/simtultaneously (a) helping her husband with his unique mission, and (b) helping Christ
with his mission of making disciples of all nations. These do not need to be mutually exclusive.
Women also have value in their ability to produce offspring. The Bible directly says: "Women
will be saved through child-bearing," and I believe this is because they hold the template for
how disciples are to be born and raised. More on that here. Remember that in Romans Paul had
a similar value-conversation with the Jews after the Gentiles were given equality in God's
Kingdom (per the same Galatians 3:27-28 passage, above). In Romans 3:1-2 he both asks and
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answers the question: the value is that they held God's Word and the prophets, which were the
physical template for understanding the spiritual realities made known through the cross
(Hebrews 8-9). That is: if Paul says the Jews were still of value for being entrusted with the
template for understanding the subsequent spiritual realities of the cross, so also do
women have value for being entrusted with the template for understanding the spiritual
mission of Christ, which is also the very purpose of marriage itself.
If women ever doubt their value, contemplate whether or not the Church has value and let that guide
your exploration of the matter.
DOWN TO EARTH
Men Don't Need Women - and that actually contributes to your value
What does this look like in a real sense? My wife used to be infuriated when I would tell her that I
didn't need her. Yeah, it was a blunt reality that I could have communicated better at the time. The
reality is: I don't need her. I would find a way to get by without her. But what I wanted her to
understand is simply this:
If I NEEDED her, then our interactions would be driven by compulsion.
Because I DON'T NEED her, my interactions are driven by desire.
I want her help. I want her in my life. She adds something of value that I desire and find useful, and
this is valuable. That value would not exist if it was from compulsion by necessity. I can despise
something I need, and yet still make good use of it - because I have no choice. But to engage with
someone I don't need should be a clear demonstration of the value we place on the help that is given.
Value-evasion through hollow contributions
Some women like to create fake value for themselves. They avoiding being helpers to the man's
mission by saying they'll do other things that they think he should find valuable because the woman
values it. In reality, this is not a value-add at all. As discussed above, there are times when a woman's
internal sense of value is sufficient. When she's married and her self-valuation is in conflict with her
husband's ... that's not one of those times.
If he's asking for help making disciples, or building a company, or saving the rain forest, or whatever
else - she cannot say, "I won't help with that; I'll take care of the house and kids so you have the
freedom to go do that." Yes, this may be a healthy domain for her focus. But when God created
women, he did not look at Adam and say, "I will create someone to take care of the habitat and
children so you can name the animals without interruption." He created a helper suitable to him.
IF the husband does find distraction-removal to be the most helpful way she can contribute to his
mission (which would make him a crappy husband with a weak vision for how his mission will be
fulfilled, if he can't think bigger than this) - then and only then is it appropriate for her to ignore his
mission and focus on the home and kids. But if he is appropriately inviting her to partake in the
bigger plans he has for advancing God's purposes through his life, it is not her prerogative to step
aside to focus on the things she'd prefer to do. Instead, she is being given an opportunity not only to
be valuable, but to express that value, and a failure to do so deflates her worth to God and her
husband. Contemplate this carefully before insisting within your own frame to reject the frame your
husband invites you to live within.
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Is there an equivalent of this sub but for women?
13 upvotes | December 7, 2020 | by LessDramaMoreMama | Link | Reddit Link
/r/RPChristians/comments/k8ah9e/is_there_an_equivalent_of_this_sub_but_for_women/
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Am I in the right place?
13 upvotes | April 28, 2020 | by Zorrostrian | Link | Reddit Link
First of all, I just want to say how thankful I am that I found this sub. This is exactly what I’ve been
looking for since taking the pill. I’ve struggled with trying TRP into my faith, and for a while there it
really started to look like an impossible task, like trying to shove a circle into a triangular shaped
hole. I’ve just been eating this sub’s sidebar up since finding it.
Anyway, onto my question: one of the first things in the sidebar that I haven’t been able to come to
good conclusion on so far is this: “Change your geography.” I’m a non denominational Christian (but
not one of the weak minded liberal ones) living in Charlotte, NC. I’ve been attending Forest Hill
Church since I was 13 years old. Now, I surprisingly realized before even finding this sub that I
might need to start going to a different church if I want to find a wife. I get it, everyone at church
knows me, I “grew up” there, which means that everyone there will only ever see me as the beta billy
I used to be. Unfortunately I have no clue where to look, or even if Charlotte has many like-minded
non denominational Christians. I do know this: I’m NOT going to Elevation. I’m also not going to try
David Chadwick’s new church; when he left FHC, he took half the congregation with him, so
attending there would be no different than staying at Forest Hill (socially, I mean. It would just be the
same people in a different place). Does anyone here have recommendations?
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How would you all address this?
13 upvotes | May 5, 2020 | by HumectantMenace | Link | Reddit Link
I’m stupid...

♂️

14 points•17 comments•submitted 4 months ago by jmsl87 to r/Christianmarriage
I recently got into a fight with my wife. We were driving to hang out with friends when she started
yelling at me, more angrily than usual. She seldom gets this angry. Of course, it didn’t come out of
nowhere, because I had been acting selfishly the last few days. She had reached a breaking point.
While she was yelling at me, my friend called. I stupidly picked up the phone and he heard her
yelling for like 3 seconds. My huge mistake was not giving her a fair warning before picking up so
she could stop. I motioned with my hands but didn’t say anything, which was stupid because she was
driving. I’m not sure why I did that. Maybe I was subconsciously afraid to interrupt her and was in a
bit of shock due to the yelling. I was also stressed out because we were late and I was trying to adjust
our plans. Regardless, I didn’t do it intentionally but the damage was done. I feel TERRIBLE for
what I did. Obviously, I apologized and understand why she’s upset. We resolved the original cause
of the fight, but she’s extremely bothered by what happened. It’s been a few days, but she’s so
ashamed that she can’t even talk to the friend who called. She’s also DEEPLY upset with me. I’m
wondering how I can best help her. Any advice would be much appreciated. Also, I totally
understand why she’s upset and I’m pretty sure she’ll get over it, but I’m concerned that she’s too
worried about how others perceive her. I don’t say this out of nowhere. Through our many years of
marriage, I’ve seen that this is one of her main struggles, which I believe is rooted in insecurity. How
can I best help her with her insecurity and encourage her to not be obsessed with her reputation?
Perhaps I’m not understanding her well because I care very little about my reputation.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (06/24/20)
13 upvotes | June 24, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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RPC Podcast: The Purpose of Marriage - Episode 5
13 upvotes | June 23, 2020 | by r_horizon | Link | Reddit Link
Enjoy: https://youtu.be/-W5eZE8Hv9U
Side note: Be sure to subscribe if you haven't already. We're working to get 1k subscribers, as we will
be able to do live streams then.
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Is she worth the wait?
13 upvotes | July 17, 2020 | by WhatsGoodMahCrackas | Link | Reddit Link
So there's this girl (18F) I've (18M) known for almost 2 years and liked for over a year and a half. We
share interests and viewpoints in religion, politics, and music, we both value family greatly, and we
both want to go into careers in law. She's unlike anyone I've ever met, the only problem is she's been
dating another guy since before we met, and I found out by asking her out over a year ago. I haven't
been able to get her out of my head, and she probably knows that. All three of us are going to
different colleges, and I'm going where I'm going for either 2 years or 4, so I can transfer and
eventually go to my ideal law school. Should I hold out for her?
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Sectarian issues finding relationships?
13 upvotes | January 25, 2021 | by Shrrrrpa | Link | Reddit Link
What’s the generally feeling about Christian sectarianism and relationships? Lots of posts here
reporting on individuals search for “strong Christian women”, if you’re a Baptist, but she’s
Presbyterian, is that a deal breaker? I can understand the desire to find someone whose worldview
and life experience reflects ones own, but as Christian thought and opinion becomes increasingly
striated, will this mean finding that special person moves from difficult to impossible?
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FR: DiscipleHaus, My Vision and My Mission
13 upvotes | January 11, 2021 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
Hosted another Discipleship weekend with some of the Discord guys and had a number of things
"revealed" to me about the direction of my vision and potentially how my mission will be driven
through it. Thought I'd post this as a way to show some of you how mission, vision, and discipleship
is applied in real life. (And because about half the content here recently has been bad.)
Mission: Make disciples that are capable of making disciples that are capable of making disciples. To
be a strong man that encourages other men to pursue their own respective missions via their desire to
emulate me or those at my "closest table."
Vision: To utilize my skills in teaching and hospitality to open my home up to other teachers and
their disciples. Providing opportunities for real life fellowship to develop, and for legitimate
examples for teachers to illustrate how a Biblically-based man acts in a fallen world. Finally to build
this up to the point that other people begin doing to same until I can drive to any state in the USA and
be in a state operating with this program.
Now onto the Field Report.
This weekend u/RedirectedFS brought along the guy he's been working with for a while. The three
brothers and whatever Albo's account's name is also joined us. Wife and I included makes 8. I had
them help with some menial chores (putting together a bunk bed/teaching me things I should have
learned a long time ago.) But the real meat and potatoes was seperated in two parts.
The first was Saturday night for dinner. A small town near me is hosting an outdoor event that is
helping out small businesses. Bars and pizza places, firepits, etc. All out doors. The whole town
seemed to be showing up too! All the guys got to practice either their approaching game, or their
mayor game. Some of us did well, others did . . . poorly. But the more important thing was getting the
chance to watch u/redirectedfs (who we will call rfs for now) and his disciple (d) interact. Rfs would
go one way, and D would drift his way. Rfs would encourage him to holler at a group of girls, or chat
with some old broads, and D would build up the guts to do it. Succeed or fail, they'd talk about it.
Fascinating.
The second part was while driving the brothers to the airport. u/Aaaquad and I were chatting about
the plan of DiscipleHaus, and while we were talking about how much planning to do for the next one,
I thought about the night prior and these two points dawned on me:
Good teachers will teach in whatever environment you put them in.
I realized Churches compensate for their teachers inability to teach by using programming. The issue
is, programming (men's retreats, life groups, youth groups, etc) turns living a Scripture and Spirit lead
life, into Church camp. That said, we all know what happens at camp, stays at camp. Including
whatever lesson you began to apply.
Rfs was teaching outside of a program or script because it is on his heart to teach D. Not because a
box needs to be checked for a successful Bible Camp.
Life Modeling requires you live life alongside someone.
Going out for coffee once a week on Wednesday at 2:00pm is a very good way to show someone else
how to behave at a coffee shop on a Wednesday at 2:00pm. But if you're trying to show them about
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life, you simply cannot pigeonhole yourself into one thing with your disciple - at least, not forever.
The full context of life is required to teach, and only having this microcosm is insufficient.
All the guys this weekend had a chance to operate within their own frame and invite another into it.
To teach, or show by example. We did this by actually living a day together instead of an hour at
Starbucks or a two hour life group. The point is not to find your disciple here, but to bring the one
you've already found and to experience with them to teach them.
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As far as I know, you guys are the Christian group most
interested in discipleship and having a "mission." Maybe you
can help me.
13 upvotes | February 10, 2021 | by JamesFutures | Link | Reddit Link
I'd like to offer my ministry services for free. Do you know a church that needs help?
11 points•11 comments•submitted 26 days ago by JamesFutures to r/TrueChristian
TLDR: This is a long post so tldr at the front. I'm looking for a church that needs help but can't
afford to hire someone or would otherwise greatly benefit from someone willing to do ministry for
free. Help me find these churches or get in contact with ministers who need help. In particular, I'm
looking for a church that's focused on making disciples.
Why Free Ministry
Two years ago, I met some ministers who are doing tent-making ministry. They are essentially
missionaries who develop a skill and fund themselves while doing part time ministry. One of these
men has planted a church and even preaches 2-3 times a month. I was really drawn to this approach
because I saw the incredible disciple-making potential of a ministry like this. But I'm also quite fond
of the potential to serve a church without being a financial burden on them.
I have been greatly blessed with a well-paying skill where I can work remotely. So I can work from
anywhere in the world as long as there is internet. My wife and I have been looking into a potential
home purchase when we had the realization that we could live almost anywhere in the world. For us,
this meant that God has designed a great ministry for my family somewhere that has great need. We
started by just looking at random places on a map, but we're struggling to feel like we're getting any
real sense of where we're supposed to go.
My wife had the idea that we need to let the world know what we're trying to do and see if God
places something in our path. I'm currently in the process of contacting everyone in the world of
ministry that I know. That includes multiple church planting organizations and missions movements.
But the people and organizations that I'm currently involved with are mostly located in the NorthWest USA. We're hoping that we can potentially reach more people by using the internet: thus this
Reddit post.
A Bit About Me
When I was 18, I joined the Marine Corps and served 4 years. When I was 20, I married my wife who
was 18 at the time. We've been married 10 years. When I was 25, I was called into ministry. I moved
my family up to Boise, Idaho, so I could attend Boise Bible College. I graduated in December 2019
with a major in Preaching Ministry. We now have 4 children. My oldest is 9 and my youngest is 3.
I grew up as a Mormon in Utah. When I was 23, Jesus rescued me by showing me his incredible
grace. I had never been exposed to such powerful and freeing love. I had trouble reconciling that
grace with my Mormon worldview. Eventually, I realized that the two, Mormonism and Grace, were
incompatible. So I chose Jesus and left the Mormon church.
I decided I wanted to do a tent-making ministry so, after graduation, the next step was to develop a
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trade that I could use to provide for my family. A lot of people thought I was crazy because I had
already gone to school for 4 years to develop a skill in preaching and ministry, but I was determined.
I had lined up an apprenticeship that was supposed to start in February 2020. But we all know how
COVID messed up everything. My apprenticeship fell through.
My wife and I took to prayer to try and figure out what Gods intentions for us were. Most of our stuff
was in storage and we were living in my dad's basement as a transitional home. My father is a
software engineer, so I asked him if he would teach me and allow my family to stay in his home until
I could find a job.
For the first time in our marriage, my wife went to work. We both worked about 30-40 hours each
week, taking turns watching the kids while the other was working. My wife's income was providing
our basic needs (and we were blessed to be in my fathers home rent free). While I "worked" studying
programming. This began in the first week of March 2020.
In November 2020, I was offered a contract building an Alexa skill. This contract was a blessing
because I was in no way qualified to be doing this work. It's been a real struggle, but I'm about done
with my first contract and I've already been offered a second contract.
Now, my wife has stopped working and we're back to living off my income. Because there is so
much demand for my skill and I've already got my foot in the door, we're ready to get back to
ministry. We're now at a place where we can start looking into where God is calling us to ministry.
My Ministry Philosophy
I mentioned in the beginning that I saw discipleship potential in a tent-making ministry. For me, my
main goal in ministry is discipleship. Everything I do, I do it for discipleship purposes. I do
discipleship primarily through small intimate groups. For me, this currently looks like groups of three
men who read the same scripture throughout the week and meet each week to discuss what we've
read, our sin issues, our Christian walk, and how we can make more disciples. I'm also quite fond of
small groups and any other form of small intimate gatherings.
I like small gatherings because discipleship happens in relationship. Jesus was in deep relationship
with his 12 disciples for a period of multiple years. Even in those deep relationships, He really had 3
primary disciples known as the inner circle.
I was taught this triad system (we call them Life Transformation Groups) by one of the many
incredible Godly men who has spent countless hours discipling me. I've been involved in these
LTG's for 4 years now and I even have one running with 2 Mormon men. My LTG with the two
Mormon men is one of my proudest accomplishments. It means that they saw Jesus in me and trusted
me enough to ask me to disciple them. I'm excited to see what our relationship leads to. Who knows,
maybe they will leave Mormonism some day and go on to be incredible disciple makers.
For this reason, building deep and intimate relationships is one of the most important things I can do.
My ability to make disciples is based entirely on my ability to develop relationships.
I'm looking for a church or movement that shares this same discipleship focus. While Sunday is huge
and vastly important, everything I do, even Sunday service, I do for the purpose of getting people
involved in discipleship.
In other words, discipleship is the main event. Sunday exists for corporate worship and to get people
exposed to and involved in discipleship. Please don't read this wrong. I'm not devaluing Sunday. I'm
just emphasizing discipleship. I want to see a church filled with Christians who don't just go to
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church on Sunday. I want to see a church where everyone is reading their Bibles frequently, where
men and women are discipling each other, where we exist in deep relationship with each other and
support one another.
Obviously, no body of believers is perfect, but I want to serve in a church where this kind of
discipleship and community is the goal and people are willing to do whatever it takes to get there.
I want to be involved in a church that is working towards a compounding discipleship movement of
disciples who make disciples that make disciples. This, I believe, is what Jesus did.
My Limits
Because I'm working a full time job, I am not capable of working full time as a minister. I can offer
between 10 and 20 hours each week. I know that a lot of churches looking for a part time minister
really want a full time minister that they can pay part time. If that's the case, I just can't make that
work.
I'm not looking for a super prominent role in the church. I'm looking to play a support role.
If the church is looking for a youth or children's pastor, that's definitely not me. I'm more than happy
to help in those arenas on occasion but when God made me, He didn't make a youth or children's
pastor.
What I Have to Offer
I'm looking for a place that's focused on discipleship and needs some extra help. I'm a bible college
preaching graduate. While I can preach, teaching is certainly one of my strengths.
If the church isn't currently focused on discipleship but recognizes their need for discipleship, I would
be happy to come help spearhead that effort.
Maybe the preacher just wants to have a week off from preaching each month to focus on other
ministries. Maybe they need help with teachers in Sunday school or organizing and running the small
group program. Maybe they're just trying to figure out how to get discipleship going in the church.
Maybe the church has multiple ministry needs, but by bringing on a free "associate" they can afford
to pay a youth/worship/children's pastor.
I'm really just looking to play a role where I can be a source of relief for the pastor and elders and
support the discipleship effort in the church. I'm essentially looking be a "light" associate minister.
In Closing
Help me find the place God is calling my family to. If, while reading this, God put a church or a
minister on your heart, please ask them to contact me and describe their ministry and their needs. If
you know anyone or any church that needs someone like me, please ask them to contact me.
Post this on your other social media accounts. Refer me to other sub's or places to reach out.
I'm providing an email contact. It's a junk email so I'll only be using it until we've found our place.
Have anyone who needs my help reach out to me through this email: hopefulminister@gmail.com
I appreciate any help. I'm hoping we can find the place God is calling my family to do ministry.
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(M22) Interested in a Muslim girl - Advice?
13 upvotes | December 15, 2020 | by RandThr0waway | Link | Reddit Link
Using a throwaway.
Mission: Having an incredible woman by my side to form a stable family with has always been the
goal.
Stats: 5’11”, ~20% BF, 195, 235 B and 290 DL
Reading: I have read approximately 1/5 of the listed reading (closer to 1/4 now) from RPC and 2-3
from MRP.
Finances: I am a student. Not lacking money.
Spiritual: I have strong (not perfect) faith. When my faith is at its lowest I neglect prayer and
mindfulness but don’t turn towards sin for comfort.
I will marry a Christian woman. That has always been the goal. However, I recently met a girl who is
challenging this.
She’s two years younger than me and absolutely beautiful. She’s conservative, doesn’t sleep around,
has been open with me about her past relationships (or lack thereof), she’s extremely bubbly, and
family oriented. Everything I would want in a wife. I feel happy looking through her photos.
However, I recently discovered that she’s Muslim (she doesn’t know that I’m Christian and doesn’t
know I like her). If anything she has tried to friend zone me once or twice.
I know it’s wrong but I am feeling extremely let down and disappointed. I know I can’t have her and
feel so numb. I have found the perfect woman (a rare find to say the least) and she’s off limits. How
do I cope? How can I stop looking at her photos and feeling sorry for myself.
She has every quality I’d want in a wife aside from being of a different religion of course.
Anyone dealing with something similar? My DMs are open.
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Anybody Know Where I Can Connect With Conservatives
Christians In The Seattle Area?
13 upvotes | May 14, 2021 | by Baseball82200 | Link | Reddit Link
I need to connect with some like-minded conservatives in the area or I think I'm going to lose my
mind lol. Please let me know if you have any ideas to connect with the community (if there even is
one in the area) other than move to a different location because that's not an option for me for a
while! Thanks!
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are signs of promiscuity not always an indicator of
promiscuity?
13 upvotes | May 8, 2021 | by Apiapapapleaeuz | Link | Reddit Link
mission- Make lots of money, then become a missionary or pastor.
stats 6ft - 180lbs - 220 bench 260 deadlift pretty low-avg body fat
go to church weekly, and average bible study every other day.
job- sales

question - for example: can a woman that checks all the marks on the outside, but have one or few red
flags like dressing in a bunch of bikinis on social media, still be saving themselves for marriage ?
They can still be people that are diligent in practicing abstinence in anything sexual
with guys before marriage? I ask because all those things like red flags are generally true, but people
are still people, meaning everyone is different, which means red flags indicate a certain type of
lifestyle in some cases, but not always?
Should you not write off women just because there may be one or few red flags, because they may
necessarily not always mean they're promiscuous, and further -bad quality christian women. Or no, if
you see red flags, run?
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I'm not going to church anymore because Im in love of a girl's
church who doesn't care about me. How I forget and put Christ
first?
13 upvotes | May 6, 2021 | by Maximius85 | Link | Reddit Link
Hello, I'm a christian since I was 30 y.o, now I'm 36 y.o. In the church that I went, it happenned the
logical. I fall intensive in love of a girl (10 years of difference). I'm an extreme shy person but
working on the name of God's glory it makes me a more secure person. However, I was very selfdemanding in terms of work, and matrimony (a duty in my innervision) and in christian perfection.
Honestly this church (reformed) is the form of christianity that I believe for real, but since the day
that that girl said to me that 'no', I am pretty much hurt to go to that church, but at the same time I still
believe in reformed doctrine. I know that is a feeling and that I am giving excesive importance to a
creature, and for the love of Jesus I have to mortify the flesh and endure to see her with her BF. I
know what I have to do biblically (Jesus said "who loves father, mather, (creature) before me it's not
mine") but how I deal with feelings? How I forget her? A feeling cannot makes you deny your beliefs
in such a way. Blessings to all.
Mission: Forget a non mutual but deeply love and live in peace with the world. And begun my
christian life again. And form a christian family.
Spiritual: I pray all days for a different causes. Also I try to mantain concentration in do all for God
and that any member of my body do anything for God
Finance: Third World Country. So it's relatively fine
Work: Journalist. Currently without formal work (personal reductions because lockdown) but not for
so much time. Strong work ethic.
Stats: Honestly I dont manage american stats so I declare my "french" stats: 1,72 mt; 64 kg. Thin.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (04/28/21)
13 upvotes | April 28, 2021 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
- PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What have
you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are you
employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's your
fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty flip flops
when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your body is God's
temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex life?
- MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you mastered
Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF attitude? Are you
failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this week? Do you feel
pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way? Are you depressed or
lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if it's not what you want?
- SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself:
Assurance of Salvation
Quiet Time/Devotional
Bible Study
Scripture Memory
Prayer
Evangelism
Fellowship
-MISSION: Have you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only
affect this world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you?
Are you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with your
church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
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point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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How to cope with my husband's absence?
13 upvotes | March 13, 2021 | by absent_throwaway1 | Link | Reddit Link
throwaway for privacy reasons...
My husband fell into sexual sin and was arrested on sex charges. Sadly it looks quite serious since the
girl he was caught with was quite young. I try my best not to blame him, since it's natural male desire
(he's explained this to me;my youth and sexual purity was what attracted him to me after all).
I rely completely on him for financial support and direction. I didn't get any sort of education or
training since I intended to always have his providing and protection. But now that's gone, i don't
have access to the family bank accounts and I don't know how long he's going away for. I don't want
to divorce since I know no RP man will want me but I don't see other options.
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Open The Church:Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 42
13 upvotes | May 31, 2021 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Youtube
Podbean
Apple Podcasts
Google Podcasts
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Build Your Tribe:Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 43
13 upvotes | June 18, 2021 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Youtube
Podbean
Apple Podcasts
Google Podcasts
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How to survive ‘no sex before marriage’ when your Love
language is physical touch.
13 upvotes | July 22, 2021 | by anonymouslady2021 | Link | Reddit Link
How to survive ‘no sex before marriage’ when your Love language is physical touch.
Hi guys. I’m 25F. I never had a boyfriend since birth but I had dated guys (unofficially) before. Then
I learned that my love languge is physical touch and I have this belief that sex if for marriage and I
think it would be very difficult for me. But I am firm with my life choices really wanted to abstain
sex before marriage because that will test our self control thay would be beneficial in marriage life.
Anyone here who is/was on the same situation as me? How do/did you survive it? And what are the
boundaries needed to be set?
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I’m always the “clown” of the group , any advice?
13 upvotes | July 25, 2021 | by Popyiy | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys,
Just wanna keep this brief, I’ve been researching the RedPill community and especially RPC for a
good couple of months now, really opened my eyes to a lot of issues I was personally having and
really helped me fix my mindset and the way I handle things with other women and men, etc.
There’s 1 issue that I’ve had for years now growing up, and that’s the fact that I’m always the
“clown” of my friend group specifically when I’m with my church friends, school friends, etc etc.
It’s really starting to get to a point where there teasing me but also giving me crap with backhand
compliments , not respecting me, leaving me out, etc. It’s seriously affected my confidence at times.
I’m not sure how to put my foot down without acting like a complete arrogant “chad” but also still
having some actual respect for myself if that makes sense?
Has anyone been in a similar situation? I would leave, but I obviously have to deal with them since
it’s a smaller town and I see them at church and school.
Any thoughts or advice?
—Mission: Currently I'm on a mission to really better myself and become closer with god. Have started
reading the Bible and praying more often.
Stats: I just recently started hitting the gym again about 1 month ago and getting back into my mojo
the same way I was when I played football in Middle School, although serious this time counting
macros, bulking, consistently lifting etc. Already seeing slight newbie gains which is amazing :)
Deadlift - 225 PR Squat - 225 PR
On a push / pull program
5,10 , 175-180 If I guessed I'd be around 18-20% body fat percentage.
 Reading: Have read RP sidebar and RPC sidebar, didn't read them word by word but fully skimmed
them for the most part and have a good understanding of the content. Some items more than others of
course. Been watching a lot of Rollo Tommasi and Entrepreneurs and Cars.
 Finances: I run my own Digitial Marketing Agency so I'm doing well for a 16-year-old fortunately
enough. I make somewhere around the lines of 4-5k per month and hopefully hitting that 10k per
month mark by end of this year.
 Spiritual: Church every week, three times week. Preservants class, hymns, and Sunday school. Back
on track with reading the Bible and prayer everyday. Helping family back home with charity work
etc. Still figuring out my spiritual gifts and strengths.
(Excuse any grammar mistakes as this was typed on my mobile device)
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Rollo Tomassi: How the FI has assimilated modern church
culture
12 upvotes | February 27, 2018 | by UshankaDalek | Link | Reddit Link
"If the Christian church started valuing and respecting men, men would start respecting themselves
again. They would start going back to the church in waves, and they would start acting like men
again. The church used to be a place a man could go to find a good woman; now, it's a place he can
go to hear about what a piece of s__t he is."
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3V0fv8dsq0
(Also shoutout to /r/NoFapChristians halfway through)
Commentary: This is exactly why I have stopped going to the churches in my area. As I lamented in
the thread Finding a RP Church/Fellowship, churches have let society tell them what they should
think. The Church should be a place for fellowship and preaching the word of the Lord, but it has
become a pulpit for social justice instead. These very institutes, whose purpose is to teach us real
truth, has bowed to the feminine imperative and abandoned that mission.
Read the video description. There are some more good links down there.
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THE FOUNTAIN OF TRUTH
12 upvotes | January 24, 2018 | by aoe2redditacc | Link | Reddit Link
There it is.
The fountain of truth.
This subreddit may be one of the most impactful thing I have encountered in my entire life.
I am a very curious person and I am looking for the truthTM all the time.
I was raised catholic and I decided to keep my faith because of its truth and beauty.
Then I found theredpill. Since it has high truthTM-content, my whole world was shattered because of
the voidness of the redpill. Everytime there was a deep question on the redpill or on asktrp, there was
the obvious lack of an endgoal. Enjoy the decline, take your life in your own hands, do what you
want, dont give a ffff, but these kind of answers mean nothing to me.
Then, once upon a time, I found a link to rpchristians. I think it was because of one of RED-Curious
comments. But I couldnt remember the name of this subreddit and I never found it again.
And now here I am. I just devoured the whole sidebar and it constantly sent shivers down my spine.
Christian belief combined with the redpill- thats the redpill of the redpill. Here you are hit with the
truth so hard, you might as well run head first into a brickwall. Especially Jasons lute really got me.
I think I just found my true home.
The foundation of manliness.
And hey, my dear Red-Curious, you are the Rollo Tomassi of the christians. Thanks for your
work,time and insight. I cant express how grateful I am. It is no coincident that you have curious in
your nickname and we are both ending up here :-)
In paradisum deducant nos angeli
God bless you,
John
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105 - Non-Negotiable Attraction
12 upvotes | July 21, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I've talked some about cultivating desire, which leads to intimacy, and using that intimate knowledge
to develop a feeling of being "sexy." But a few points need to be clarified, as most RP people should
already know:
Axiom 1: Attraction cannot be negotiated or will-powered into existence.
Axiom 2: You can't fix your wife; you can only fix yourself.
Axiom 3: Some people won't respond, even if you do fix yourself; and it's okay to let them walk away
if they insist.
Interestingly, all of these principles are found straight in the Bible, which can re-affirm that we do
right by following them.
TOTAL DEPRAVITY
I don't care if you're Calvinist or Arminian - we all agree that humans are sinful from birth and cannot
be saved (read: reconciled relationship with God, the way he wants) unless God draws him (John
6:44). We may disagree with what that "drawing" actually is, but the core principle is there. Hebrews
11:6 goes another step: "And without faith it is impossible to please God." Isaiah 64:6 clarifies,
"Even their good deeds are as filthy rags." Genesis 6:5 makes this bolder: "Every inclination of the
thoughts of man's heart was only evil all of the time." In Romans 3:11, Paul re-frames the human
condition in the context of relational desire and pursuit: "No one understands; no one seeks God."
In short, if God wanted a healthy relationship with us he could not sit by and wait for us to come to
him. We were utterly incapable of doing anything that would genuinely please him. Even when we
try and think our motives are pure, our hearts deceive us and we are really doing wrong if it's of our
own effort (see Proverbs 14:12, 16:2, 21:27, Jeremiah 17:9, Romans 8:8). Jesus even says boldly in
Matthew 7 that some people think they're doing right by Him, but in the end he tells them, "I never
know you; away from me you evildoers."
TOTALLY DEPRAVED SPOUSE
This is how we must imagine our spouses. Wives will not enter into right, reconciled relationships
with their husbands (read: genuine desire for their husbands, the way we want) unless the husband
draws her. In reality, God can change her heart in the absence of our efforts, but it's idiotic to make
that assumption without a prophetic guarantee. I know I prayed endlessly for God to change my wife.
The response I got from God was, essentially, "Screw that, go change yourself." So, I ask:
ONE - How many of you have endured sexlessness and disrespect from your spouse and just hoped
that without you doing anything different they would magically change?
TWO - How many of you have had your spouse try to initiate sex or serve you around the house, but
totally killed the mood because you knew their motive was out of duty and not desire?
Now you know how God feels! God doesn't bargain for our obedience. He doesn't negotiate for our
love. He knows this would be futile because we are INCAPABLE of loving and desiring him of our
own will-power. In the same way, our wives are INCAPABLE of loving and desiring us of their own
will-power.
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DON'T FIX, BE FIXED
Fortunately, God's pretty smart, so he gave us the answer. Pop quiz: which did God say was the
answer to our sin and depravity?
(A) Screw them, they can all go to hell!
(B) I'll just magically fix them because I love them!
(C) I'll just keep waiting until maybe someone down there figures out how to solve this
problem!
(D) Maybe I can negotiate with them: I give them heaven, they give me sinless perfection!
(E) I'll put the responsibility for their salvation on myself, be perfect myself, set the example by
myself for what I expect, own all the crap and sin in the world myself, and let them respond to
who I am, taking on my identity through my being in them, rather than me trying to "fix them"
as they are.
[Obviously the answer is E!]
Instead of fixing us, God became an example to us of what a "fixed" human being looks like. That
was incredibly alluring! Everywhere he went, people were drawn to him. When you fix yourself,
people are drawn to you. In Jerusalem, Cana, Capernaum, the gym, the grocery store, and the park ...
people turn their heads and notice the one who is living as a "fixed" and right person who "has it all
together" (or by RP terminology, is fit and has mastered OYS and frame, etc.).
THE BREAK-DOWN
Let me split this up into pieces.
I'll put the responsibility for their salvation on myself
Husbands, if you want to make your wives right with God and with you, the responsibility for
accomplishing this is on you, not them. Just as God determined that the responsibility was his and not
the church's to figure out, so it is with husbands and wives.
be perfect myself, set the example by myself for what I expect
This is why RP refrains: "fix the man, not the marriage."
own all the crap and sin in the world myself
OYS, yes ... but also taking responsibility for things that go wrong in the family. Jesus bore the
church's sins. Not just the ones he thought weren't so bad ... all of them. So, when your wife screws
up, don't shift the blame. You're the captain. Ephesians 5:23 literally sets up the metaphor that you
are "God" to your wife. I love what Brother Lawrence said when he was convicted with sin: "I shall
never do otherwise, if you leave me to myself. It is you who must hinder my falling and mend what is
amiss" (Practice of the Presence of God). Husbands, this is part of leading your wives.
let them respond to who I am
God doesn't force every person on the planet to respond to him. He's OI. He accepts the fact that
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some people will reject him, and yet this actually glorifies him even when people reject him! He
loves them and cares about their salvation, but his frame is unaffected by their rejection of him. He
doesn't push them away, but he certainly lets them walk away, or never approach to begin with.
Instead, the focus is on letting people respond to who he is as expressed by all the things he has done
for us, most notably through the Gospel. Salvation is about responding to what God has revealed to
us about who he is. It's not about us; it's about him.
taking on my identity through my being in them, rather than me trying to "fix them" as they
are
The result of being "saved" - after we have responded to true RP manliness from God, his bride (the
church) fits within his frame, taking on his identity rather than trying to craft one for itself. God does
not fix our broken frames to be like his anymore than we should bolster our wives' frames to secure
for her her own independent identity. God opens his frame up and says, "I am the gate; whoever
enters through me will be saved" (John 10:9). To reword that in RP terms: "Jesus is the door to God's
frame; whoever goes through Him will rest securely in God's frame." That's what you want your wife
to do!
But none of this can be done if you are trying to lobby for your wife's desire, as if we could overcome
the sinful nature on our own in the absence of God's help. What I call "the sinful nature" here can, in
part, parallel the concept of hypergamy in the wife, but that's another post for another day.
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101 - Fitness develops attraction
12 upvotes | July 8, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Pretty much any RP sub is going to tell you that the first place to start is hitting the gym. You want to
improve your relationship and sex life? Get fit. This goes both ways, but Christian men seem to have
a harder time wrapping their heads around the need to be physically fit.
WHO JUDGES YOUR WEIGHT?
I had gained nearly 100lbs through the first 7 years of my marriage. In a couple weeks I'll have my
9th anniversary and have lost more than half of that while gaining muscle mass. How could I let
myself go?
Pastor preached, "Your body shape should never get so bad that it hinders your ministry." Meh,
I was still actively involved in ministry and a leader in my church, so no problems there.
My doctor said my cholesterol was a little high, but still within appropriate ranges; otherwise I
was perfectly healthy. So, no concerns there.
My bedroom was dead even when I was in shape, so no motivation to get back in shape there.
I didn't have a reason. I went to the three key motivators in my life (God, health, and sex) and none of
them got me off my butt. They all affirmed that there was no real imperative to conquer my obesity. I
wasn't particularly happy with my body, but it didn't bother me either. So, why should I bother
changing?
Because I'm a man under God!
My pastor is not the ultimate judge of how much I should weigh. My doctor can tell me what might
happen if I get too obese, but his stamp of approval shouldn't be my validation. Even my wife should
not be the judge over how physically fit I should be. Truth be told, I shouldn't be either. God is my
judge.
A CLEAR CONSCIENCE DOESN'T MAKE IT RIGHT
I've mastered the clear conscience. For reasons I won't get into here, I am fairly immune to things like
guilt and shame, which are most people's primary motivators for getting into shape. God had to dig 1
Corinthians 4:3-4 in me for me to realize that my clear conscience about my weight didn't make it
right:
I care very little if I am judged by you or by any human court; indeed, I do not even judge
myself. My conscience is clear, but that does not make me innocent. It is the Lord who judges
me.
Although my ultimate judgment is grounded on Christ in me and not my faults, I have to accept the
fact that Paul wrote this passage as a Christian, after he was saved. His non-innocence doesn't
condemn him to hell, but that doesn't mean it's right either. We have a responsibility to God and to
live as though we will be judged by God. James 2:12 says this:
Speak and act as those who are going to be judged by the law that gives freedom.
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I have freedom in Christ and am right for resting in that freedom! But this does not excuse me from
living as if I will be judged by the law anyway. The Bible clearly condemns gluttony in a number of
places. Although it does not set height-to-weight thresholds or the righteous BMI level, 1 Corinthians
9:24-27 does implore us to take control over our bodies, and 6:12 says that we should not be mastered
by anything.
FITNESS DEVELOPS ATTRACTION
In Genesis 1-2 we see God creating man and woman in their naked bodies and saying, "It is very
good." It's not explicitly stated, but I seriously doubt God created Adam and Even as swollen up
balloons. They ate healthy in the garden and when they were kicked out they worked hard for their
meals (see Genesis 3). These are the people from whom the entire earth was populated! I can only
imagine there was great physical attraction to have enough sex to make so many babies for each
successive generation to multiply.
This attraction between men and women for physically fit bodies was ingrained in us by God for the
purpose of giving us motivation to (1) work the earth he gave us, making us fit, and (2) filling the
earth with offspring. There are a ton of books that talk about these biological imperatives and why
physical fitness is attractive on a biological level, so I won't go much further than that.
But I am also reminded of Joseph and Potiphar's wife. Genesis 39:6-7 - "Now Joseph was handsome
in form and appearance. And after a time his master's wife cast her eyes on Joseph and said, 'Lie with
me.'" This shows us that not only is physical fitness attractive among peers, but it can even be enough
to warrant crossing social gaps. In this case, Potiphar's wife could have been killed if she was caught
(which is why she ultimately shifts blame to Joseph), but that attraction to his being "handsome in
form and appearance" just drove her nuts to the point where she couldn't resist herself.
FITNESS IS NOT THE ONLY FACTOR
Let's not be fooled - physical fitness isn't the only thing necessary to breed attraction. But it does
make attraction much, much easier to foster between two people. If you're not attracted to your
spouse, it's often because you don't feel attractive yourself.
Seriously, I had given up on fixing my DB. My libido went kaput and I literally didn't care whether or
not my wife slept with me. We went about a year and a half with no sex at all. Although there were
other factors playing into this, I did notice one thing in particular: As I got in shape, I felt sexier,
which in turn made me start desiring sex again. My wife experienced the same thing when she lost
her baby weight after each of our first three children. Feeling sexy makes you want to have sex.
Once I started desiring sex again, that was a gateway to other aspects of self-improvement beyond
just physical fitness that I knew were necessary to foster attraction with my wife and develop a
healthy sex life. But it took me a solid 5 months of intentional fitness and dieting before I developed
enough desire to start functioning with my body and in my marriage the way I know God intended and the way I wanted before I gave up on sex.
This isn't a license for men to ship their wives off to the gym or vice versa in order to get them
wanting sex again. This is a basic psychological strategy to put you in a position to develop your own
INTERNAL MOTIVATION to want to follow through with improving your sex life. This internal
motivation is key. Why? Because your spouse knows when you're faking it - when you give only to
get. If you give her the gift of a physically fit husband in order to get sex from her, she might comply
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here and there to reward your good behavior, but in doing so, you're putting her in the position of
leading the relationship by deciding when you get rewarded or not, and you're not going to be happy
with obligation sex in the long-run. You have to do it for you and for God because God is your judge,
not your wife.
Again, this isn't a magic wand to fix all your problems. That's why it's 101 level material. It doesn't
take a lot of skill or in-depth study ... just get some exercise and start dieting. Anyone can do it. A
failure to be able to do this is a failure to maintain self-control, which is part of the fruit of the Spirit.
I'll let you ponder the implications of that on your own.
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[NSFW] Sexual Techniques, Strategies, and Games
12 upvotes | June 5, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
WARNING: EXPLICIT MATERIAL AHEAD. DO NOT READ IF YOU ARE EASILY
TEMPTED
WARNING: COMMENTS SUGGESTING SINFUL BEHAVIOR WILL BE REMOVED. I
know, I'm making the mods arbiters of what constitutes sinful behavior. Not everyone will agree. If
you think it's a questionable practice, feel free to provide Scriptural support pre-emptively or if your
comment ends up removed, just message the mods with your explanation and we'll be happy to
address it. We will be fairly generous with what we allow, but some things (ex. threesome, adultery,
etc.) will have a hard line.
/u/palmorwrist recently asked what we have all found to be useful in maintaining "intoxication with
your wife." I'm going to open up that question a bit more into a general brain-storming, strategysharing session - not just to talk about principles behind this, but about the practical stuff we do in the
bedroom.
So, what types of techniques do you employ? What games do you play? Any particular strategy for
maximizing the experience?
As I put in my post to him, for the first few years of our marriage, our average sexual encounter
might have been 3/10. It wasn't great. Our best times back then were around a 6 or 7/10. More
recently, the average has bumped up to a 6/10 and we probably peak out at a solid 9 when we have
the time and privacy to devote to it.
Athol Kay makes a good point in MMSLP that at least 49% of the sex you have will, by definition,
be below average. So, embrace that. Let's be willing to try new things, accepting that it might not
work for one or the other or both of you. Hopefully you'll learn enough new things with your spouse
that it actually increases the average so that even when you do dip below that 50% mark, instead of
that being a 2 it could still be a 5 or 6 :)
In MMSLP Athol Kay talks through a few of his favorites:
The shower move: he gets in the shower uninvited, fumbles around a bit, acts like it's crowded,
makes her wash his back, then transitions this into sex.
Neapolitan: this is essentially a position formula starting with a BJ, going into cowgirl, then
ending with missionary.
Simon Says: this is actually one of my favorites too. Text your wife periodically throughout the
day with different things to do. End it with something like, "take your clothes off" then "open
the door" right before you get home.
I can't remember the rest of his and don't have the book in front of me.

ME, PERSONALLY
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Favorite Position: Cowgirl
Ideal Length of Time: 2 hours
Average Length of Time: 30-45 minutes
Favorite Techniques, Strategies, Games:
I've looked online before, but most of the games are cheesy or require dumb props, which can often
break immersion (a very important aspect of sex to me). So, these are some of my favorites that tend
to maintain and increase immersion. My wife and I don't call them anything in particular, we just do
it, so I'm just going to make the names up as I go.
The kissing trilogy: My wife is very task-oriented, so immersion is hard when she has other stuff on
her mind. Giving her a task in the bedroom shifts the focus of her thoughts back to the bedroom,
increasing immersion instead of it being a weakness.
Guess Where: We each think of a part of our body and the other person has to keep kissing
different parts until they get there. Once one person gets it right, you switch.
Treasure Hunt: Same as above, except no switching, and instead of random spots you start
somewhere innocuous and after each time the kisser gets it right, the next spot follows a trail to
a "final destination."
Hot or Cold: Same concept, but you can add a modifier of "hotter" and "colder" to help them
move in the right direction.
Edging: Always a solid favorite when time permits. Needless to say, this really increases the degree
of pleasure of the ultimate orgasm. Basically you ramp each other close to orgasm and hold it there
for as long as possible. It also makes multiples easier for her.
Close, But Not Quite: This can be part of the edging process or just foreplay. You can touch
anywhere except her nipples and either one's genitals. The more you dance around the sensitive spots,
the more fun it is. This goes on until one person can't hold it and forces the other person to break the
rule. Or, instead of forcing her to break the rule I might break it myself because the sudden shock of
getting her clit rubbed or a finger going inside of her when she wasn't expecting it can be quite
powerful and fun to watch. The longer the game is played before that moment, the more unexpected
it is and the more her body is aching for it, making it more fun to do.
Who Comes First?: This game is a finisher and is also great if you're low on time. After a bit of
foreplay to heighten arousal (and this works especially well after edging for a while), both people try
as hard as they can to force the other to orgasm. The only rule is you're not allowed to intentionally
shut off your libido, which would obviously defeat the purpose of the game, as the point isn't to win
but to enjoy someone trying desperately to increase your pleasure. Women have a general advantage
in that it's easier to get a guy off, but men have the strength advantage in that I can often pin her down
to prevent her from doing anything to me, while I have at it on her. This display of dominance usually
ends up revving her up enough that I can win every now and then (though admittedly she wins more
often than not).
Bondage: We started with just cuffs, but developed into rope. I like it best when her feet are tied too,
holding her open so she couldn't stop me if she wanted to.
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Caveats
It should be noted that with limited exception, we don't ever talk about these things ahead of time
like, "Let's do the --- game tonight." I just do whatever I feel like and she goes along with it.
Sometimes little cues will come in to tip off what's going on, like with the kissing trilogy I might
whisper to her, "Is that the spot you want it?" or after she kisses me I might say, "That was nice, but
try again." Subtlety is key here so as not to break the immersion.
It's also worth noting that we don't do these kinds of things every time. For us, sex isn't just about
figuring out what the next gimmick will be. But it is fun to have something to try when the moment's
right.
My favorites out of the way, what are some of your favorite things to do? I'm writing this less to
share my stuff and more to get new ideas on things to try. That said, as noted above, I've never been a
big fan of props, like dice or a deck of cards or anything like that (which usually break immersion for
us).
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When should I expect wife to follow me?
12 upvotes | October 24, 2020 | by KeyLifeguard3330 | Link | Reddit Link
Been lurking, time for me to post.
BF ~18% bench ~ 100, squat ~20 (injuries, getting technique down), ~100 DL. Been out of the gym
for a while, been getting back in. I have lost a lot of fat and started building muscle recently by
getting started again.

I have found a ton of stuff I need to work on from RP. Been beta for a while.
I also see a range of issues in my wife:
Disrespectful (understandable) but says she wants to change
Hasn't fully left her parents, spends a lot of time for emotional support. Recently took her dad's
advice on something instead of consulting me. Compares me to her dad in my shortcomings. Likely
closer to her mom than me.
Hardheaded and refuses to follow, even on the most basic things.
Regularly blame shifts and responds as a fool according to the Bible to correction and rebuke. Likely
another frame issue.

Part of the issues has been me in her frame. I am trying to get out of that habit and one of the things I
need to work on.

I can see most of the issues boil down to my frame, I have been pointing out her disrespect and she
agrees it is a problem. How should I lead her in this. Almost all non "how was your day" convos
typically include a shot a me in some way. Her typical response to me pointing it out is her flipping it
back on me. Is this a fitness test?
How should I deal with her not leaving her parents? Should I only focus on one issue at a time( ie
disrespect)? Wait a while until I am truly a higher smv? Maybe we should plan to move further away
from them (they are 10 minutes away right now).

Edit:
In some debt, finishing school soon and this area will be mostly taken care of after that. I have a good
job an income now and will get better soon.
I have read all of the sidebar a while ago, I need to go through some of it again, as it has either been
updated or I am forgetting some pieces.
With school I am going in cycles spiritually. Close and a little distant to God. I read a few times a
week, pray every day, memorizing hasn't been a priority for some time. Shared my faith recently with
my cousin and actively trying to pursue discipleship relationships.
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Someone Suggested I Crosspost This Here
12 upvotes | February 13, 2020 | by toss2pt0 | Link | Reddit Link
Church Issue
5 points•18 comments•submitted 3 months ago by toss2pt0 to r/Christian
This is a story that I may have over complicated but I’m going to try to get through it succinctly but
with the proper amount of details to warrant the advice I’m seeking.
I moved to the city that I now live in almost ten years ago. I looked for a church and never really
found one that made me feel like I was “home.” I was a young, single guy without any close friends
(proximity-wise). All the churches that I tried to join in with weren’t very active and didn’t really
offer any inroads to be a real part of the church body.
After a couple of years, I was miserable and considering quitting my job moving home because I felt
so isolated. As if by divine appointment, I got a flyer in my mail about a new church launching that
week. I decided to go.
I instantly felt at home. I was able to get involved in everything. I made fast friends within the
church. The pastor and I became very close and I came to consider him one of my best friends. He
introduced me to the woman that would become my wife. We were great friends.
I served in every capacity I could at the church. I cleaned on every other Saturday for a while. I
facilitated our prayer meetings. I played guitar week after week. I coordinated our small groups. I
served in the parking lot. I did everything I could because I loved the church.
Then, my wife came on staff as the pastor’s administrative assistant. It was okay—at first. Then, she
began working crazy hours. She’d be at the church from 9am-10pm nearly every day. There began to
be nights where they’d be there alone until midnight or 1am. I voiced my concerns. I was treated like
I was bringing baseless accusations.
I finally aired my grievances with the pastor about two years into my wife working for the church. He
acted hurt that I would think that there could even be an inappropriate emotional relationship between
the two of them. He told me that I needed to be careful with those kinds of thoughts because “they
could hurt his family.”
Things slowly changed. My wife soon stopped working as crazy of hours (partly because we just had
our firstborn child). But I still don’t feel the same level of trust in my pastor as what I used to.
These feeling have been amplified recently because I caught my pastor in a definitive lie (I
discovered a social media profile of his that had a pseudonym as the display name and, after I asked
him about it and he told me that it was his account but he had deleted it, the name changed to another
pseudonym). My trust in him is completely broken. Now, I’m thinking back over the years and I’m
realizing a lot of places where he did things that, deep down, I found questionable in the moment but
I turned a blind eye to it because I valued our friendship. At this point, I just feel like he doesn’t have
any integrity.
I haven’t been able to bring myself to sit through a sermon of his in weeks. I still go to church but it’s
mainly to be around the congregation that I still love (and the church is JUST big enough and has
enough going on that no one notices that I’m not sitting in the service). I’m still playing guitar on the
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worship team. But my heart just isn’t in being there anymore.
Honestly, if my wife weren’t still on staff, I’d leave and find another church. But I don’t feel like I
can without creating (further) issues in my marriage. I just don’t want to go there anymore.
What would you do?
TL;DR: I don’t trust my pastor anymore and I’m thinking about leaving my church in search of a new
one but I don’t feel like I can because my wife is on staff at the church.
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Catholic, Married 20yrs, 5 kids, 40yrs old
12 upvotes | January 13, 2020 | by gogetterthrowaway212 | Link | Reddit Link
So here we go...
Met my (M40) wife (F42) while in high school and both in our sex, drugs, and rock and roll phases. I
was living on my own and working at 16 while still in HS. We got pregnant pretty much immediately
and we both attribute our daughter to saving our lives. After I graduated HS and recognizing that the
love of my life was pregnant with my child, I voluntarily left my home town and friends to move into
her catholic, but unhealthy, home 500 miles away. This is where I really experienced a catholic
family and mass for the first time in my life. My incredible MIL soon divorced her second husband
after we moved in due to child molestation issues, which included several family members and my
wife. She has successfully gone through several years of therapy after this. Fast forward to now and
we have 5 children, I have a great job, she is working part time at our youngest daughters school. We
have a growing real estate portfolio that has allowed us to do more things lately than we ever have
been able to like traveling, eating better food, recreational activities, etc...
What I see the problem is: I admit that I believe I have had an unhealthy relationship with sex... my
parents were both heavily involved in the local theater and before 10yrs of marriage split because my
father admitted he was gay and didnt want hold the family together. Knowing what I know now, my
mom is an emotional train wreck and my father is pretty fn stable. I have a fantastic relationship with
my father and he is very active in our lives. My mother is not unfortunately and there are definitely
wounds there to be dealt with someday. I was sexually active at 16 and approx. 8-10 partners until I
met my wife who was also at those numbers.
She had a fantastic libido leading up to our daughter being born. Then dropped off immediately... Abt
10 years ago, we had our spiritual awakening one weekend where we learned a TON about JP2's
theology of the body and NFP (natural family planning). Although I was alittle hesitant, we jumped
right in and even taught NFP for a few years after taking our classes. We are also a part of a fantastic
church and a faithful circle of friends so we are not alone here by any means.
To summarize NFP, it takes a woman's body signs, mucus signs, and temperature signs to predict
when the infertile and fertile phases are. The catholic church declares that ALL sexual acts where
seed is released MUST be life giving. Married couples are welcome to be responsible in their
marriages and use a "post poning" phase and "open" phase of child bearing. At 5 children we are
definitely on the post poning phase and the done phase of child bearing. BUT that means that we are
limited to these dry phases of not being at risk pregnancy. Every womans cycle is different but this
limits us specifically to approx. 7-10days per month of being together. This is 7-10 days in a row, not
broken up. This means she basically holds the cards for when we can and can't be together. I always
say that NFP compliments her inexistant libido very well.
I am having a very hard time discussing my frustrations with my wife. I have tried distraction by
using porn, masturbation, and orgasm (pmo), I've tried abstaining from pmo for long periods of time,
I've tried ignoring her and focusing on my work, I've tried only the mo parts, I've tried focusing on
winning her, I've tried talking to therapists who end up calling NFP not working for us. I feel lost
with us on this matter.
I admittedly am abt 15lbs over where Id like to be and she is prob similar. I am very attracted to her
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physically. She doesn't really show any sexual desire and she admits to having lost most of that at the
1st pregnancy. She is submissive for the most part which I mostly do the initiating and work. Not
starfish per say, but shes definitely reserved and takes a lot to get her going. I don't really hold back
from enjoying her and putting her first while being together which I know she is enjoying the
experience. Like not taking body language clues and taking forever to get to bed then laying there
"allowing" me to initiate then have to warm her up.
She has been dealing with a mild case of Lime disease for damn near 20years, mildly sloppy, over
bearing with her direction and control, not a very good cook, dresses more modestly than I would like
(no fun sun dresses or light stuff like this), and has zero interest in business or really anything that I'm
interested in. It really is the opposites attract thing black and white. I will say that she is very loyal
and definitely the spiritual leader of the household. I do not worry about her drifting or being tempted
by others. She is resound in her marriage beliefs for sure. Its important to note, that we were attracted
to each other at 18 because we like to do outdoors stuff and be together like rabbits. And we both
wanted kids... other than that, I'm having a hard time seeing what my "return" is for investing
emotional time and energy into her. And I hate that.
The last 5 years I have changed my focus from my winning my wife to focusing on my career and
have grown a very successful real estate portfolio even earning a spot on the local apartment
association. I have a very strong work ethic and feel I am providing to the top of my ability and
growing.
Its been 10 years of dealing with this and now that I'm 40 I dont want to be dealing with this for
another 10 years. I feel divorce is not an option but not sure where else to go. I want to ask her to
soften her belief of the "life giving" parts of finishing inside but not sure as a Christian man that that
is leading my wife towards Christ and I dont want to put her in that position. Artificial birth control is
out of the question.
Any thoughts or suggestions are much appreciated. I'll edit this and adding details as I can.
Thanks in advance.
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I thought I could get over it
12 upvotes | March 23, 2020 | by blumpkinblake | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 15% bf, 5' 10", 174lbs, haven't lifted in a year since I started doing Martial Arts instead. Last
time lifting was 265 flat bar bench, 365 low bar squat, and 475 deadlift 1 rep max. I stopped because
I got burnt out.
Reading: I read most of the sidebar material for RPC with a huge focus on the relationship and sexual
purity posts
Finances: Software, Top 10%, would like to retire by 45, 0 debt
Spiritual: Prayer about every day, sharing faith a couple times a month, don't memorize Scripture on
purpose only when reading it naturally, and I love studying theology for fun. I drift to a Pharisee
mindset a lot. The scales are balanced significantly more in the Truth side rather than Grace and it
causes issues with my own assurance every once in a while. Read Bible a couple times a week but
want to read it way more (Hebrews 4:12).
The issue:
I've been dating this girl for 2 months, she has some things I like, some things I don't like, and overall
is very accepting since I have a ton of quirks that even my friends wonder who the heck would get
with me.
She revealed to me she's been with 3 guys pretty early on. First guy they did it a 5 times and is her ex
fiancee. What she described was basically rape since it was forced every time and she said no. The
2nd guy a few years later was around 12 times and she said she cried every time and never initiated it.
The 3rd guy was for a year and a half, he made all the advances, but eventually she said she "learned
to become fond of it" she didn't give a number, but I think it was around 25 times and it was a very
unstable relationship.
I am experiencing SEVERE insecurity around this issue. We've talked about it a few times. It's like
I'm being stabbed in the stomach. My imagination runs wild of these guys going down on her. I've
spent many hours in prayer asking God to give me the strength to overcome this jealousy, insecurity,
and bitterness. I find I am unable to act in grace on this issue. What makes it harder is the last time
she had sex was in September so it hasn't been that long since she met me. I've never had sex and
having someone who values sexual purity is very high on my list. When we are together, I feel our
line of purity is decaying and might even lead into sex if it continues. This worries me. I'm 3 years
clean of porn and masturbation so I like to think I've proven that I've repented but now that I'm in a
relationship I'm learning my issue with lust goes so much deeper.
Another issue I noticed even right off the bat is anger. She got angry at our waiter. Then again on the
2nd date. Then on the 3rd. After being with her I noticed she gets angry quite easily but how she
deals with it is shutting down. The anger is from a situation in HS as well as from her ex fiancee who
she pretty openly holds resentment against. Overall though, I'd say she's not that emotional. Also, I
accidentally gave her a hickie and she hit me twice. Granted I shouldn't have done it, but I was still
pissed. She isn't always angry, it's just easy to make her angry. Most of the time it's not an issue.
Lastly, I'm a pretty happy go lucky guy and she is not. I wouldn't say happiness is her defining
attribute. I would say humor is. But the humor gets real dark real fast and is usually putting me down.
I don't mind her putting me down, I think it's hilarious right now. I might hate it in the future. I'm
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worried about the darkness of it since I used to be the guy with dark humor and I don't want to be that
guy anymore.
This is my first serious relationship so I'm still figuring out a lot of what I want. My mission is to lead
college students Bible study and maybe even a pastoral position in the future. I want a wife who will
cheerfully be by my side in this task and encouraging me along the way. My big draw to this woman
is her acceptance, our alignment of morals and values, her humor (for now) and she does challenge
me with things related to God just not that often and I'm the initiator usually.
I've started questioning my own faith due to this situation. Love never gives up and keeps no records
of wrongs. I am failing at the latter and considering the former. Do I even understand God's love and
grace even though I can't dish it out to her? I need it just as much.
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When do you know that they’re the one?
12 upvotes | April 9, 2020 | by Graciey48 | Link | Reddit Link
Interested in to know what made your realise that the relationship that you were in was the right one.
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RP Advice on Attraction/Conversation
12 upvotes | November 28, 2020 | by mista_resista | Link | Reddit Link
First off here are stats: 26M, 5’11, 195. Moderately active, mainly surf and run for my exercise. 4
years into a career in stem, currently a grad student in advanced stem field.
I’ve been seeing this girl for about 4 months now. She is attractive, very fit, is almost done with an
advanced nursing degree, comes from a decent family and is a virgin (as am I). She is a great listener
and is totally down with RP concepts as I have crap tested her over the last many months. Both her
and her family expect a strong male leader. I dig that a lot. I have a tremendous amount of respect for
this woman. The problem is that I don’t “feel” a love her. (I understand that love is a choice. Please
keep reading)
I struggle in a few ways. Firstly, I feel like most of the time she is just listening to me talk. In my
single 20s up until meeting her I really put forth a lot of time learning how to analyze different topics
from theology to economics. I don’t want to be a person that talks people’s ear off if theyre not
interested. So I kinda struggle because although I know she is listening (her recall is fantastic) I feel
as if she expects me to carry the weight of not only our conversations but our social interactions as a
couple. Idk if it’s because she sees me as competent or what. I have asked her about it. She basically
says that she defaults to not speaking. I’m just trying to figure out why that would be and what that
would mean for a long long term relationship
Secondly, while I do find her to be base line attractive, I don’t think she’s “hot” per say. For example,
my married friends often say that the very first thing that they noticed about their wives was that they
were extremely attracted to them. For me, that wasn’t the case. What threshold of attraction should be
I looking to meet? It would definitely help if she dressed more feminine because as I mentioned
before she is extremely fit and has an athletic figure. But I don’t think it’s my place to really steer her
how to dress? As a man I kinda expected attraction/presentation to be turnkey and not a project.
So. I guess what it comes down to is that I am with someone that I respect, share common values
with, and have good communication with. But i just don’t feel that infatuation that I thought I’d feel.
I have prayed about this, and I really feel like I wind up in the same place of having a lot of respect
but not feeling like I’d just hit the jackpot.
Any advice? Scripture I could read?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (04/15/20)
12 upvotes | April 15, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Are there some worship songs you enjoy?
12 upvotes | April 28, 2020 | by BornRedy | Link | Reddit Link
I have seen some worship put in a negative light recently, although I think it has been mostly related
to the experience some have at church.
I thoroughly enjoy music and am looking for some other's input on Christian music they enjoy this is
red.
This song has been on repeat for me recently:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X533QtHqHs8
I don't think it has "blueness" as others have stated with songs at their church. I have been out of the
red loop for a little while now, so my senses are not tuned.
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Does Man Really Findeth A Wife?
12 upvotes | May 15, 2020 | by alexdoesmusic | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 5’7, 156 lbs, 14-15% body fat and was lifting 2-4 days a week at the gym
Sidebar: Read RPC
Finances: Making more money I’ve made working being currently unemployed ironically...I was
working for a company that the government shut down lol. Living at home and trading forex until I
can do that full-time.
Spiritual: about 3 weeks in of seriously dedicating my life to reading the Bible daily, watching a
sermon daily, praying and meditating daily, and fully believing that God will provide.
—————————————
With that out of the way, I’ve probably been red pill for about 2 years now. Dating apps suck
(especially Christian Mingle LOL) and it almost seems impossible to meet a girl that actually
believes in God, practices, and has goals for herself and her faith anywhere besides church. I have 92
matches on Tinder but I might as well have no matches at that point honestly.
When most girls I’ve even given time of day are really REALLY into me, they get turned off at the
thought of me waiting to have sex, and I truly think it’s because most of them can only offer sex or
are used to a man only wanting sex and not THEM as a human being.
Ideally, I just want a future wife that doesn’t take life too serious. Doesn’t enjoy being lazy, doesn’t
enjoy sitting around all day and just eating junk, and that doesn’t have addiction to social media.
One that’s health conscious, has passions and goals, wants to leave behind a legacy for her children
(monetarily, mentally and spiritually) and that just wants the simple things in life!
I’m newly 24 years old, I’m at the point in my life now where I’m about to just work nonstop until
I’m a full-time entrepreneur, and just sacrifice everything else to God until we get there together,
which I know we will!
My question is, in this situation, should I even be trying to find a woman of God to build an empire
with? Or should I just pray about it and move on?
So many RP Coaches are pretty much MGTOW, and most traditional people just tell me “you’ll find
love when you’re not looking for it” all that jazz. I just don’t want to generalize EVERY woman like
most on YouTube do, and hardly any of them ever talk about religion anyway!
Thank you all for your advice!
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Is Christianity a blue pill religion?
12 upvotes | May 26, 2020 | by slashewe | Link | Reddit Link
It seems weak that the emphasis is on poverty, self-examination of sin, and meekness. It sounds like
the “effeminate white hipster liberal” of religions.
I don’t say this to be insulting but just that I am not seeing in Scripture a basis for anything Red Pill. I
do see it in pagan religions though. Where am I going wrong?
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Android Faithful Word App Released - 1.4.0
12 upvotes | June 13, 2020 | by michaelmaz | Link | Reddit Link
the Android Faithful Word app has been released with traditional hymns, sermons, the bible way to
heaven in 20+ languages, offline mode, downloading and file sharing
android: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=kvjrvg.com.rvg
iphone: https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/faithful-word/id1234062829
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (06/17/20)
12 upvotes | June 17, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Case Study When Your Wife Doesnt Follow Your Lead: Red
Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 28
12 upvotes | January 22, 2021 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Youtube
Podbean
Apple Podcast
Google Podcast
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Smooth seas don't make skillful sailors
12 upvotes | January 8, 2021 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
The title comes from an old proverb, and it rings as true today as any time in history.
Before you embark on any journey, whether in relationships or life in general, consider well the
experiences and expertise of the one leading you or the one you’re learning from.
Have they sailed in troubled waters? Have they handled various challenges? Been through difficult
trials?
How often?
And what did they learn from them?
Because these experiences give knowledge and expertise, they hone skills and grant a steady hand
that is evident in their actions.
And you need both, the experience and the expertise.
What if you’re sailing with someone who has only sailed in smooth seas, but got caught up in a
terrible storm while with you? Would you want to be there with him and hope he have this covered?
He has experience, but only when the waters are calm.
You have no idea how he would handle a challenge.
And challenges will come.
They do to all of us.
The question is, who do you want with you when they arrive?
As the old knight in Indiana Jones said…
Choose wisely
Would you go on a trek across the jungle with a johnny-come-lately who’s never hacked his way
through the bush? One who’s never dealt with dangerous terrain or wild animals who’d happily eat
you alive?
Closer to home, would you rather trust an investor who’s made good gains through good and bad
economic times, or just the one who’s seen tremendous gains during a bullish market?
The same applies to relationships.
Ladies, choose a man to lead you who has “been through the fire” spiritually and is faithful. Does he
have the experience and expertise not just in his walk with God, but in other important areas?
He will be your head and authority, if you choose to marry him, make sure you’ve thoroughly vetted
him. Past experiences matter, the good and the bad.
Men, make sure you’re prepared to lead. Your future woman as well as who you disciple. And seek
carefully who you decide to learn from and let lead you. It matters.
Knowledge and experience
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Knowledge is important. It’s essential. But it is experience that gives insight and wisdom, it gives gut
feelings that are often accurate, a “knowing” that sometimes can’t be explained, and a fine
application of knowledge that proves to be right more often than not.
And application is where the rubber meets the road, but what many don’t like to hear is that more
perfect application often comes with unwanted experiences…
Find a man who fails
Many years ago, I once heard a man say he learned more from his failures than his successes.
You will find this true more times than not.
In your search for a leader or someone to learn from, it’s often better if they’ve experienced failure,
even multiple times. Failures and setbacks are a great teacher, in addition to being humbling.
The “catch” is that you need one who has failed and learned from it, and subsequently has
experienced successes!
While not a requirement per se, it’s important to note that failures should be looked upon somewhat
favorably (context depending), as a vehicle that can (or has) lead to growth and future successes, and
not as a deal breaker in every instance.
Getting God’s Thoughts
In considering this topic, you, like me, may call to mind the biblical passage:
“Count it all joy, my brothers, when you meet trials of various kinds, for you know that the testing of
your faith produces steadfastness. And let steadfastness have its full effect, that you may be perfect
and complete, lacking in nothing.” James 1:2-4
We’re perfected through testing and trials. They’ll come. Count it joy when they do, because they
prepare you and me for better things. In our personal lives, in discipling and leading others, in who
you choose to be discipled or led by.
You can apply this same principle in most things you do, most certainly in relationships.
Again, ladies, consider this well in your choice of a man.
And men, have you been tested and ready to lead?
If not, are you around others who can guide you, those who have wisdom and a steady hand, those
with godly advice and can get you back on track if needed?
Find them. You will discover they are essential, and pillars for a happier, more prosperous life.
To skilled sailors, in life and on the seas,
RPW
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Adjusting Volume and Set Effort(training to Failure or close)
with sleep issues and broken Sleep
12 upvotes | December 2, 2020 | by mca3829 | Link | Reddit Link
I just cant seem to get consistent sleep to recover well from my Workouts. I train 2 Fullbody
Workouts a week, but wanted to do a 3rd eventually to spread out Volume, but find it hard enough to
recover from 2. I take all the precautions... give myself 10 hours to sleep, wake up and go to bed
every night at the same time for the most part, blackout curtains, keep the room cool, don't drink
caffeine but twice a week only for my workouts, Etc. I even used to be on beta diazepine like
Trazodone and clonazepam Etc and that stuff didn't work. So I'm trying to make the best of my lessthan-stellar sleep habits. Only do two to three sets per exercise with 8ish exercises a workout, and
whenever I train to Failure or 1-0 reps in reserve on my work Sets consistently, I stall or have to
deload almost every 4th week to month, and its frustrating. I'm just starting to lean bulk with a slight
surplus so I dont lose my leanness. My diet is very strict and I count all my macros and calories and
up them based on weekly weigh-ins Sunday morning. So I don't think it's a diet issue at all since I've
maintained my lean has pretty much all year round within 5 lb. I just want some advice on what to do
about adjusting the volume and the set intensity of my work sets for those 2 full body workout since I
don't see myself ever going past that. I'm 32, and it seems like my sleep has gotten worse the older
I've gotten... FYI I'm ADHD and OCD if that matters
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Abandonment > Abundance?
12 upvotes | December 2, 2020 | by pillola_rossa | Link | Reddit Link
I've been reading He Leadeth Me, by Servant of God, Fr. Walter Ciszeck. The book is his spiritual
meditation on his 23 years in Soviet solitary and hard labor prisons. It's powerful witness on many
levels, but I found his discussion of his moment of his abandonment to God's will interestingly
related to abundance/scarcity.
Below, I've pasted the excerpt where he describes his moment of abandonment, and I've emphasized
where the parallels with scarcity and abundance arise. Further below, I've jotted a few thoughts on
why the Christian may have to go past abundance and on to abandonment.
He begins with a consolation of the agony in the garden:
Suddenly, I was consoled by thoughts of our Lord and his agony in the garden. “Father,” he
had said, “if it be possible, let this chalice pass from me.” In the Garden of Olives, he, too,
knew the feeling of fear and weakness in his human nature as he faced suffering and death.
Not once but three times did he ask to have his ordeal removed or somehow modified. Yet
each time he concluded with an act of total abandonment and submission to the Father’s
will. “Not as I will, but as thou wilt.” It was not just conformity to the will of God; it was
total self-surrender, a stripping away of all human fears, of all doubts about his own abilities
to withstand the passion, of every last shred of self including self-doubt.
He goes on to notice that what is in the chalice itself is the strength of Grace, and the chalice is being
offered to him. If only he will drink. This strength he mentions here (and in more detail below) is
very similar to the indomintability of the abundance mentality:
What a wonderful treasure and source of strength and consolation our Lord’s agony in the
garden became for me from that moment on. I saw clearly exactly what I must do. I can
only call it a conversion experience, and I can only tell you frankly that my life was
changed from that moment on. If my moment of despair had been a moment of total
blackness, then this was an experience of blinding light. I knew immediately what I must
do, what I would do, and somehow I knew that I could do it. I knew that I must abandon
myself entirely to the will of the Father and live from now on in this spirit of selfabandonment to God. And I did it. I can only describe the experience as a sense of “letting
go,” giving over totally my last effort or even any will to guide the reins of my own life. It
is all too simply said, yet that one decision has affected every subsequent moment of my
life. I have to call it a conversion.
Now, he flashes back a bit to what looks like his former scarcity mindset:
I had always trusted in God. I had always tried to find his will, to see his providence at
work. I had always seen my life and my destiny as guided by his will. At some moments
more consciously than at others, I had been aware of his promptings, his call, his promises,
his grace. At times of crisis, especially, I had tried to discover his will and to follow it to the
best of my ability. But this was a new vision, a totally new understanding, something more
than just a matter of emphasis. Up until now, I had always seen my role—man’s role—in
the divine economy as an active one. Up to this time, I had retained in my own hands the
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reins of all decisions, actions, and endeavors; I saw it now as my task to “cooperate” with
his grace, to be involved to the end in the working out of salvation. God’s will was “out
there” somewhere, hidden, yet clear and unmistakable. It was my role—man’s role—to
discover what it was and then conform my will to that, and so work at achieving the ends of
his divine providence. I remained—man remained—in essence the master of my own
destiny. Perfection consisted simply in learning to discover God’s will in every situation
and then in bending every effort to do what must be done.
Now, with sudden and almost blinding clarity and simplicity, I realized I had been trying
to do something with my own will and intellect that was at once too much and mostly all
wrong. God’s will was not hidden somewhere “out there” in the situations in which I
found myself; the situations themselves were his will for me. What he wanted was for me
to accept these situations as from his hands, to let go of the reins and place myself entirely
at his disposal. He was asking of me an act of total trust, allowing for no interference or
restless striving on my part, no reservations, no exceptions, no areas where I could set
conditions or seem to hesitate. He was asking a complete gift of self, nothing held back. It
demanded absolute faith: faith in God’s existence, in his providence, in his concern for the
minutest detail, in his power to sustain me, and in his love protecting me. It meant losing
the last hidden doubt, the ultimate fear that God would not be there to bear you up. It was
something like that awful eternity between anxiety and belief when a child first leans
back and lets go of all support whatever—only to find that the water truly holds him up
and he can float motionless and totally relaxed.
Once understood, it seemed so simple. I was amazed it had taken me so long in terms of
time and of suffering to learn this truth. Of course we believe that we depend on God, that
his will sustains us in every moment of our life. But we are afraid to put it to the test.
There remains deep down in each of us a little nagging doubt, a little knot of fear that we
refuse to face or admit even to ourselves, that says, “Suppose it isn’t so.” We are afraid to
abandon ourselves totally into God’s hands for fear he will not catch us as we fall. It is
the ultimate criterion, the final test of all faith and all belief, and it is present in each of us,
lurking unvoiced in a closet of our mind we are afraid to open. It is not really a question of
trust in God at all, for we want very much to trust him; it is really a question of our ultimate
belief in his existence and his providence, and it demands the purest act of faith.
He returns to the moment when he accepts the chalice and drinks, and knows God will thereafter
"always provid[e] opportunities":
For my part, I was brought to make this perfect act of faith, this act of complete selfabandonment to his will, of total trust in his love and concern for me and his desire to
sustain and protect me, by the experience of a complete despair of my own powers and
abilities that had preceded it. I knew I could no longer trust myself, and it seemed only
sensible then to trust totally in God. It was the grace God had been offering me all my life,
but which I had never really had the courage to accept in full. I had talked of finding and
doing his will, but never in the sense of totally giving up my own will. I had talked of
trusting him, indeed I truly had trusted him, but never in the sense of abandoning all
other sources of support and relying on his grace alone. I could never find it in me,
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before, to give up self completely. There were always boundaries beyond which I would
not go, little hedges marking out what I knew in the depths of my being was a point of no
return. God in his providence had been constant in his grace, always providing
opportunities for this act of perfect faith and trust in him, always urging me to let go the
reins and trust in him alone. I had trusted him, I had cooperated with his grace—but only
up to a point. Only when I had reached a point of total bankruptcy of my own powers had I
at last surrendered.
He continues that the effect was pivotal, affecting even his "habitual actions," imbuing them with
"liberation" and a "fresh new wave of confidence and of happiness ... freed thereby from anxiety and
worry, from every tension, and could float serenely upon the tide of God’s sustaining providence in
perfect peace of soul." Sounds like abundance to me.
That moment, that experience, completely changed me. I can say it now in all sincerity,
without false modesty, without a sense either of exaggeration or of embarrassment. I have to
call it a conversion experience; it was at once a death and a resurrection. It was not
something I sought after or wanted or worked for or merited. Like every grace, it was a free
gift of God. That it should have been offered to me when I had reached the limits of my
own powers is simply part of the great mystery of salvation. I did not question it then; I
cannot question it now. Nor can I explain how that one experience could have such an
immediate and lasting effect upon my soul and upon my habitual actions from that
moment on, especially when so many other experiences, so many other graces, had had no
such effect. It was, however, a deliberate act of choice on my part. I know it was a choice I
never could have made, and never had made before, without the inspiration of God’s
grace. But it was a deliberate choice. I chose, consciously and willingly, to abandon
myself to God’s will, to let go completely of every last reservation. I knew I was crossing a
boundary I had always hesitated and feared to cross before. Yet this time I chose to cross
it—and the result was a feeling not of fear but of liberation, not of danger or of despair
but a fresh new wave of confidence and of happiness.
Across that threshold I had been afraid to cross, things suddenly seemed so very simple.
There was but a single vision, God, who was all in all; there was but one will that directed
all things, God’s will. I had only to see it, to discern it in every circumstance in which I
found myself, and let myself be ruled by it. God is in all things, sustains all things, directs
all things. To discern this in every situation and circumstance, to see his will in all things,
was to accept each circumstance and situation and let oneself be borne along in perfect
confidence and trust. Nothing could separate me from him, because he was in all things.
No danger could threaten me, no fear could shake me, except the fear of losing sight of
him.
The future, hidden as it was, was hidden in his will and therefore acceptable to me no
matter what it might bring. The past, with all its failures, was not forgotten; it remained to
remind me of the weakness of human nature and the folly of putting any faith in self. But
it no longer depressed me. I looked no longer to self to guide me, relied on it no longer in
any way, so it could not again fail me. By renouncing, finally and completely, all control
of my life and future destiny, I was relieved as a consequence of all responsibility. I was
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freed thereby from anxiety and worry, from every tension, and could float serenely upon
the tide of God’s sustaining providence in perfect peace of soul.
Abundance mentality is unquestionably very powerful and transformative. It's probably what the
"magnanimous man" Aristotle described as having.
But the way it is typically presented in RP theory is that "Chad has abundance," meaning that the
world is full of goodies and he can always get another goodie (usually a woman), because he's Chad,
an that makes him confident, generous, and unflappable.
This always fell just short of the mark for me.
For starters, Chad will die, and so will the world and its goodies. Chad's abundance flows from a
positive feedback loop - Chad has goodies all around, Chad perceives abundance, Chad exudes
abundance, Chad gets more goodies, Chad gets Chadder. But the goods of the world are finite and
fleeting. The only way Chad's abundance can be rationally grounded in truth is if he believes that the
goods of the world will be around long enough for Chad to keep Chadding. But death comes for all,
so this self-deception has a shelf life. And if the abundance is based on a self-deception, the loop will
end at some point and it's really just an ego trip - which is a whole other problem in and of itself.
Secondly, I'm not like Chad. I know I am an eternal, though mortal, being. There is no amount of
finite goodies in the world or universe which will fill me. I could literally experience every quantum
of matter or energy in my life, because my life has no end. If my abundance stems from the fact that I
know there's "plenty where that came from" and I know I have an eternity to fill with these finite
goodies, then I must reject that abundance is true or reject that I am eternal. This is a setup for
despair.
Enter abandonment. What Fr. Ciszek describes above is the same strength and happiness and
generosity that Chad has, but it's from a more authentic and real frame - namely, God's. The only way
for an eternal being to have "abundant life" is to be given that abundance from that frame. Reliance
on the lower things will die out, and an authentic eternal being will eventually discover that.
This brings it all back to a common theme I've read on r/RPChristians, which is the (apparent or real)
conflict between the autonomous, self-sufficient notion of mission in TRP and the more typicallyespoused RPC notion of mission. TRP Chad is on his own mission, taking what he wants from a
world full of goodies. RPC Chad is on God's mission, taking what God gives, in a world made for
him simply to discover and undertake that "pure act," as Ciszek calls it.
Perhaps the Christian's abundance is identical to the Christian's mission, which is God's will. Maybe
that's already been answered.
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The 5 Love Languages: Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 29
12 upvotes | February 1, 2021 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Youtube
Apple Podcasts
Google Podcasts
Podbean
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Please pray for me I'm scared God will judge me.
12 upvotes | January 31, 2021 | by YoucantTHCme | Link | Reddit Link
I don't know If I am doing the right thing and I don't feel like reading the Bible will help if I dont
understand the important parts unless I only read the verses that are east to understand and ignore the
ones I dont like. I just tried praying but I'm so depressed I cried afterwards so I don't know what this
means. I feel like something is wrong with me. I dont feel like other Christians cry like me or get
upset and angry like I do
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (04/21/21)
12 upvotes | April 21, 2021 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
- PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What have
you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are you
employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's your
fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty flip flops
when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your body is God's
temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex life?
- MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you mastered
Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF attitude? Are you
failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this week? Do you feel
pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way? Are you depressed or
lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if it's not what you want?
- SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself:
Assurance of Salvation
Quiet Time/Devotional
Bible Study
Scripture Memory
Prayer
Evangelism
Fellowship
-MISSION: Have you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only
affect this world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you?
Are you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with your
church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
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point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Discussion: how to train your SO to best help you?
12 upvotes | May 28, 2021 | by OUrocks | Link | Reddit Link
My SO asked me “what can I do better to fill the role of the woman in the relationship”
Was curious to hear r/RPC’s conceptualization of the role of the woman and specific things of how
you can guide your woman to better help you lead
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How do I find an RPChristian man to date?
12 upvotes | April 9, 2021 | by SwedeBird | Link | Reddit Link
Title says it all, I suppose.
24 f here, redpilled in 2020 and feel like I finally found what I’ve been looking for all along. Like
most young women, I was (tragically) sucked into the misandrist feminazi frenzy on the internet and
let other women wrongly convince me that all men are “trash” and that in order to prove myself as a
“true” woman, I had to behave in aggressive, masculine ways. I’ve always rejected this and in my
head, I simply longed for femininity and traditional values but feared social outcast if I embraced that
openly.
Fast forward, I’m at a point now where I’m longing for an RPChristian man. However, this has
proven to be difficult. I’ve tried dating apps, and most of the men there are either vegan soyboys or
atheists still living in their high school punk phase. I truly want an alpha, driven, masculine, Christian
man who isn’t afraid to put me in my place when I need it, protects his family, worships the Lord and
encourages me to embrace my femininity, rather than discourage me from it. There is nothing more
attractive to me than this. I desire the beautiful yin and yang of a masculine/feminine relationship,
rather than two people competing for dominance and power.
Guys, what are the best ways to meet men, well, like you? I live in the south- so I know that good,
masculine Christian men definitely exist out there, but I fear I’m not looking in the “right” places.
Any advice or criticism welcome. Thank you for reading!
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Learning & Implementing Game at Young Age?
12 upvotes | June 27, 2021 | by Popyiy | Link | Reddit Link
Hello, before I want to go ahead and get into this question I really would LOVE to thank all the
admins, mods, and this whole Christian community for quite literally changing my mindset from such
a young age before society really messed me up and I had no clue what I was doing.
A brief overview, I'm currently 16 years old and recently discovered the red pill about 3-4 months
ago and (thank god) have passed the angry stage. I've been reading the sidebar from both the official
RP Reddit and the RPChristians Reddit as I'm Coptic Orthodox and I really wanted some advice
regarding the game.
From reading the sidebar I understand "game" for the most part, but the issue I have really right now
at the moment is building my personality to actually develop a good frame & game but also the fact
that I'm still young and I don't really have the experience of a game and how to actually go about
developing it from now. I really wanna start to learn some game and implement in my life to build
some experience for later down the road but I'm not really entirely sure how considering,
1. I can't really just walk into a club or bar...
2. I'm having trouble developing my personality, I would say I'm outgoing for the most part and
I'm okay with talking to strangers, speaking in public, sparking convos blah blah but It's
genuinely hard for me to keep a convo going and interesting and even worse spark a convo with
girls at my school that I don't know, etc. I'm always so anxious and not sure what to say. I
wouldn't really consider myself that funny either I'm more awkward than funny, but I'm for the
most part able to go out and talk to someone, etc, but I just have trouble keeping up with the
convo or really keep it interesting and entertaining without making myself seem like a total
nerd/moron.
Mission: Currently I'm on a mission to really better myself and become closer with god with actual
love & not duty. (If that makes any sense). Feels like I pray, etc more out of the duty of feeling bad
about not doing it rather than love of God and wanting to learn more. It's a bad habit and I'm not
really sure how to "counter" it. Feels like thanking the Lord when good things happen in my life, but
completely ignore him when something bad happens or it's neutral.

Stats: I just recently started hitting the gym again about 3-4 days ago and getting back into my mojo
the same way I was when I played football in Middle School, although serious this time counting
macros, bulking, consistently lifting etc. Already seeing slight newbie gains which is amazing :)
5,10 , 170-175, If I guessed I'd be around 18-20% body fat percentage. I don't know my PR's haven't
gone out and done them yet will do them sometime next week though.

Reading: Have read RP sidebar and RPC sidebar, didn't read them word by word but fully skimmed
them for the most part and have a good understanding of the content. Some items more than others of
course.
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Finances: I run my own Digitial Marketing Agency so I'm doing well for a 16-year-old fortunately
enough. I make somewhere around the lines of 4-5k per month and hopefully hitting that 10k per
month mark by end of this year. Extremely grateful it's working out.

Spiritual: I'd consider myself fairly mature I've cut off a lot of friends since I don't really consider
them on my level of thinking a lot of the time, feels like they bog me down. I pray every night (for
the most part), If I was being 100% honest I haven't read the bible in years, never got around to it
lately and I need to get back on it if I want to level up I'm very self-aware. I go to church 3 times a
week, for hymns, bible study & servants class, and church on Sunday.
(Excuse the brevity of my grammar as this was typed my phone)
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My current weight loss journey
12 upvotes | July 31, 2021 | by LifeJoke3 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi guys,
I wanted to share a bit about my journey with health and weight loss this year. This group has helped
shape what I'm doing and why I'm doing it.
My quick bio:
Age: 28
Height: 5' 11" (180 cm)
Weight: 198 lbs (90 kg)
Job: Guest services at a Christian camp
Lifts: Chairs, tables, bags of trash, jugs of water, blocks of firewood (I get my exercise during
working hours)
My weight has always been a major insecurity for me. My dad and his whole side of the family are
obese. I was fat my whole life until around the time I was 14 when I got active and starting biking
and involved with Boy Scouts.
A lot of my coworkers are confused about why I'm trying to lose weight. When I mention it they
always look at me confused and wonder why a man as skinny as I am isn't happy with his body. I
decided to write it out in my journal this morning:
1) Long-term health
Simply put, I'm not getting any younger. I want to start this now when I'm young. Furthermore, a year
ago I had an accident during which I took a very hard fall that injured my hip and ribs. My hip still
bothers me on occasion. I want to get any undue pressure off of my legs and to strengthen my hips (to
help with this, I recently bought a bike and am riding as I'm able to).
2) Service to God
My whole life is now dedicated to serving God and his church in a physical way, whether at camp or
at my local church. If I want to do my job well and to serve others well, then my body needs to be
strong for the task.
3) I know that with some reasonable effort I can be stronger, so why not do it? It can only make
things better for me. I am not trying to be a professional athlete here, just fitter.
This last one is the biggest drive for me, and it's also where this group comes into the picture...
4) Sexual attraction
I am a single man looking for a bride. When a lady of interest sees me, I want her to find me
attractive. I want to be able to pick her up, and for her to have a pillow (ie, my chest) to lay her head
on, and to be able to please her in the bedroom. This group has really opened my eyes to not
neglecting our physical nature. The recent post (here) about being dominant in the bedroom is what
got me thinking about this a lot lately.
Like everyone else, I gained 5-10 pounds early 2020 at the start of lockdowns. I probably weighed
195 when it all started, which means I still haven't quite lost my "quarantine 15." Three months ago
when I started this job I was at 205. My goal is to hit 175 - where I was 10 years ago when I started
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college. It's been hard because most of my meals are camp food, which means it's all intended to be
high calorie special occasion food for campers. I've really had to learn how to control my portions.
I'm happy with my progress though. During July I consistently lost about 1 pound per week.
Meanwhile I'm noticing I'm getting stronger. My gut doesn't protrude as much, and carrying the jugs
of water has gotten easier.
I hope this is an encouragement to someone today. God bless you all.
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Are male teachers naturally beta?Can an alpha be a teacher?
12 upvotes | August 12, 2021 | by Beardus1 | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve become Red Pill aware over the past year and since I have become more and more disgusted
with my career.
I am a high school history teacher in North Carolina. I have generally enjoyed my job despite the
subpar pay, long-working hours, rapid changes due to covid, etc. That all changed once I read The
Rational Male and now I can’t believe that an alpha would give up as much as themselves (time,
energy, etc.) without just compensation.
I feel that I have to tame my full personality in order to comply with a teenage audience. I have to
take on somewhat more of a caretaker role. Maybe that’s due to the generation but it’s been my
experience either way. It’s also a heavily female career field so I’m not around many men I’d
characterize as strong.
After learning of hypergamy and how women marry up and across, I can’t help but despise my
current career in terms of the compensation and the amount of money in students loans (both
Bachelors & Masters degree) to acquire this position.
For what it’s worth, I also coach HS baseball but my question is more so focused on in-class not in a
gym or field.
I am currently reading Rollo’s TRM & Religion which seems to continue reinforcing this desire to
leave teaching.
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When can you tell a girlfriend is a future wife?
12 upvotes | August 27, 2020 | by Luminariant | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 30yo, 5'7'', 137 lbs. I don't lift, I only do calisthenics (a couple times a week) and run (once a
week), so I am lean but not at all bulky. I tried starting lifting earlier this year but the pandemic threw
a wrench in it. Am planning to get back to it as soon as possible, mostly because I want to be stronger
and healthier. I don't have any debt, and about $5k in savings (very little, I'd say). I work as a
software developer and right now that's enough to get by, but I work for an eastern european
company (and for the same pay level) while living in western Europe so I need to do better. My stats
are mediocre but they are light years better than what they used to be in my 20s.
Faith: I got baptised this month (Catholic). I try to pray daily, and 9 times out of 10 times the attempt
is a success. I've read the Bible cover to cover when I was younger (and an atheist). Now I stick to the
daily readings except when I remember some passage and feel a drive to revisit it, or feel the need to
get some scriptural grounding for various ideas I have in my head. I try to go to vespers once a week,
to Mass every Sunday (or more, when I have the time), and reserve at least 30 minutes of reflection
every day. I read theology and philosophy whenever I find the time. It's how recharge. And I've been
baptised less than a month but already had to go to confession twice. There's quite a lot of room for
improvement here.
Backstory: I made a lot of mistakes after I moved out to go to college. My life was pretty twisted for
some years, the occasional dose of happiness being drug induced more often than not. Many had it
worse than me, so it's not like I was living as a total disaster. Proof of it that I managed to bounce
back somewhat, by the grace of God. That's good and I am grateful, but I want more.
Mission: I want to first be more materially comfortable. My family was rather on the poor side
growing up. Poor in eastern Europe. I don't want a repeat of that. For a man with few responsibilities
I am comfortable. But having few responsibilities is not comfortable. Sometimes I think that I should
not worry about material comfort so much. God will provide, no? But God also gave me the means to
provide. I've always been the studious kind, so I plan to go "back to school". (I was thinking of
becoming a Jesuit priest at one point, but that thought has since evaporated, especially now that I am
in a serious relationship. And I don't think I'm cut for direct social work.) There are many niches in
God's Kingdom, and mine is most likely focused on more abstract and intellectual things. Like pure
maths. If I can help anyone on the way directly by doing this, all the better, but what I truly want is to
glimpse a tiny bit of beauty and understand God better by reading His own language.
What I've read: honestly, not a lot of "red pill" material. I stumbled upon this stuff by accident.
Mostly due to political tangents. Some of it rings true, some of it rings like useful bullshit (in the right
context), while the rest reads like wishful thinking. And in general it gives me the vibe of "broscience-digest-of-evolutionary-psychology / mating-strategies-in-humans". I don't really care much
one way or the other. And I don't want to be dismissive because I'm sure there's some useful
heuristics here (at least for some people) but I think whatever "red pill" principles I've "internalized"
was due to trial and error, not reading blog/reddit posts.
Dilemma: I'm dating with a goal towards marriage. This is overt between us. The relationship started
online right before the lockdown earlier this year. Since long distance relationships are wishful play
pretend, I visited as soon as borders opened. Then she visited me. Now we live in the same city. She
brought up the fact that she's considering breaking up some time ago, because she wanted/wants to
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feel more attracted to me or something or other. So I said "ok, let's break up" in so many words (but
not too many). To which she replied that she doesn't want to break up. So I said "ok, we won't break
up" in fewer words.
Why? I guess because compared to my previous relationships, this is great: she's very smart (master's
degree in hard STEM field; had better grades than me), 5'8'' tall, has a very nice body, and a cute (but
slightly on the average side) face. Conclusion: good genes. Yes? Good genes. She has a very
feminine mind and behaviour (at least when she's around me). And God is central to her life... I enjoy
spending time with her and she enjoys spending time with me. So she's much better than other
women I got to know in the past. You could say she's a "good catch", or at least that she passed some
filters (in that none of her flaws are deal-breakers for me). But how do I know if she's worth life-long
commitment?
I should be grateful for any hint. I just need an outside perspective. I can probably figure out the
details by myself.
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[Serious Question] What is the proper way to treat a female
these days?
12 upvotes | November 30, 2019 | by agoodcrayon | Link | Reddit Link
Lurker, first time poster.
The reason I ask this is because I’ve taken a look back at my interactions and I see many mistakes
I’ve made since reading RP material - whether it be a friendship, LTR, or regular encounters.
I have many questions and could’ve placed this in asktrp, but I was looking for a Christian
perspective.
After living your whole life with the BP lens (I’m 25) and treating females as if they are “soft and
gentle” humans, being the typical nice guy; I am confused on how to treat females now, specifically,
the ones you may engage in an LTR with.
How do you communicate with them in an assertive yet inviting way?
What are some do’s and dont’s?
If doing exactly what TRP says to do in regards to building yourself to the top 5-10% of men
(physically, mentally, financially, socially, spiritually) - how do you not get outcasted if the other
95% of people around you are stuck in their blue pill state of mind?
I’m at the point where I can’t relate to others since I see life differently now. I see it for what it is
now, and I feel as if I’ve arrived somewhere halfway. How do you all lead a red pill life and keep
your sanity seeing everything?
I know of frame, lifting, sidebar, books, and this is all in progress at the moment. I believe RP was
revealed to me at this time for a purpose but not sure why or what to do with it.
Edit: Reworded and added some things. Botched this post after re-reading it lol. Never done one of
these so my b lol.
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Are there any good podcasts or YouTube series that you guys
would recommend?
12 upvotes | September 24, 2019 | by eiknihmas | Link | Reddit Link
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Thoughts on the fall from my RPEP
12 upvotes | September 5, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
As many of you know, one of my recent pastors was red pilled before ultimately being fired for
wanting to make disciples like Jesus did (huh?!? true story). Most of what I've written here over the
last 14 months has been inspired by conversations with him. He's moved to the other side of the
country, but we still text, and here's a snipet of one of our conversations today:
Him: I've also learned that Eve was deceived, but Adam disobeyed. I think Eve wanted a
"better" Adam, better offspring. Interesting how trees played into that one
Me: Very interesting! Why do you say a better Adam? An Adam more like God?
Him: You are on it! I think woman has a built in desire to reproduce "strong." You taught
me this: Alpha f-, beta bucks. So Adam, the perfect man, was both? I suggest he was
balanced, like Jesus. Eve wanted more alpha.
Me: Eve gives the fruit to Adam. He doesn't just take it on his own. Interesting.
Him: The curses coincide with: you will always want more alpha. And Adam, you will
never be the alpha you wanted to be. Eve's thinking: Forget this depend on God stuff, I want
more MAN! Let's get my man to be like God! (A really good deception!) And Adam thinks:
Heck ya, if this turns Eve on ...!
To be clear, when he says "balanced, like Jesus," from our past conversations he doesn't mean halfalpha/half-beta. He means 100% both - the complete embodiment of both strength, leadership,
confidence, DNGAF, OI, OYS, etc. and also a provider, protector, comforter, servant, loving, kind,
patient, etc. Two interwoven spectrums, not one end of the same spectrum. I isolate this because I
don't want the conversation to get hung up on whether or not Jesus was "balanced" or "beta too."
I have more thoughts, but am curious what you all think.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (09/04/19)
12 upvotes | September 4, 2019 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Who Are You?
12 upvotes | September 2, 2019 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
I just got back from seeing the new Kendrick Brothers’ film Overcomer. It was definitely their best
film yet. I HIGHLY recommend it to anyone who hasn’t seen it. The themes presented in the movie
cover everything from salvation to forgiveness and your life’s purpose. Now obviously I’m not going
to give any spoilers, but here’s a short synopsis:

Life changes overnight for coach John Harrison when his high school basketball team and state
championship dreams are crushed under the weight of unexpected news. When the largest
manufacturing plant shuts down and hundreds of families leave their town, John questions how he
and his family will face an uncertain future. After reluctantly agreeing to coach cross-country, John
and his wife, Amy, meet an aspiring athlete who's pushing her limits on a journey toward discovery.
Inspired by the words and prayers of a new-found friend, John becomes the least likely coach helping
the least likely runner attempt the impossible in the biggest race of the year.

One of the things several characters were asked during the film, was “Who are you?"
When everything is stripped away – your family, your job, your activities, the things you invest
your time doing – if you were to lose any or all of those things tomorrow (God forbid), who
would you be? How would you describe yourself? What would define you instead of those
things?
Would you have a life’s purpose beyond lifting weights, basketball, football, cross-country
running? Beyond your family, spouse and children if you have them, friends, people at church?
Beyond Red Pill and RPChristians?
If everything you loved was taken from you, if God allowed that to happen to you, what would
define you? What would you say about yourself to share with people who you really are? And
what stands in the way of defining yourself in that way right now?

For me, the answer is simple: what defines me is that I exist to serve God and lead others to Him. To
help them understand how to be saved by sharing the Gospel with them and answering their
questions. To guide them into a deeper relationship with Him through ministering to them where they
need help and guidance (which I also do when I’m not online). To glorify God by showing His power
in my life to change me from what I used to be into what I am, and continue to grow in Him toward
what I have yet to become. To reach others who believe that God would never want anything to do
with them because they think they are beyond the reach of God’s redemption and forgiveness. To
inspire hope in what God can do in their lives if they let Him. To help them find their purpose in, and
Mission for, Christ.

When you die one day, what will those who knew you say about you? What will your family say
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about you? How will you be remembered? What will the people in your life highlight as your
achievements, your successes? What will they say about your character? How will you be
remembered? Will you be spoken of as someone who had true faith in Christ? Someone who made a
difference for eternity? What will be the legacy that you leave?

For those who are not currently satisfied with their life’s progress and spiritual maturity and may
have a hard time answering these questions in a way they are happy with, what are you going to do
about it?

I look forward to your answers.
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I just got my lab results back and I have Low T... at 31
12 upvotes | September 1, 2019 | by GinoMan2440 | Link | Reddit Link
Hey everyone. I'm 31 years old and I just got my lab results back and I was shocked to discover my
Testosterone Total is 217 ng/dl. Should I try to raise my T naturally? will that really get me far
enough to get back to normal levels for a 31 year old? or should I jump into TRT and HCG
replacement? Any ideas or experiences and especially advice would be helpful.
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How to overcome isolation?
12 upvotes | August 31, 2019 | by Throwaway3345342 | Link | Reddit Link
I created a throwaway account for this post.
I am a Christian and have tried the youth group at my local chruch but 90% of the time it was just 1
guy talking like a regualr sunday service and that wasn't what I was seeking. Let me give some more
background about myself. I have been homeschooled my whole life so making friends has always
been on the tougher side. When I was younger I befriended neighbors and would hang with them;
however, the people I used to know then has since moved away. Further, my brother has gotten into
some rubbish arguments with the neighbors my age, so they dislike my family. So the people who
live next to me aren't a good option for friends. The last good friend friend I had was 6 years ago and
since then just nothing, and when I say "nothing" I mean no text, no calls, just the abyss. I'm in my
senior year of HS. I'm taking duel credit classes at my community college and I work as a cashier. I
thought once I get into CC I would make friends. However, my social skills are as dull as a butter
blade. My social skills are like a black void that keeps me from interacting with others. My lack of
social skills have manifested in loss opportunities. For example, my first class at CC there was this
girl my age (and my type) that I thought was giving me some suggestive looks. Further, she would
talk about her home life (which was wretched). But these conversations never lasted pass 2 mins so I
thought she was just finding someone to vent to. The night before the last class, I was going to give
her my number; however, I realized I didn't even know her name and I thought "wtf am I doing
asking a girl out if I don't know the very basics." On the last day I was waiting for my mum (who was
late) to pick me up from class, and the girl asks if I want a ride back. I said no, but she ask like 3
more times and kinda insisted. At the time, I thought she felt bad for me and just wanted to help me
out. I've had other situations like that one. However, I'm not sure how to improve my social life. Most
people I meet like me but just kinda overlook me. Like my coworkers. I can't take the isolation
anymore. I feel I'm about to break.
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Leave and Cleave
12 upvotes | August 22, 2019 | by RedPillWays | Link | Reddit Link
Genesis 2:24 (NASB95): For this reason a man shall leave his father and his mother, and be joined to
his wife; and they shall become one flesh.
This hit me reading this verse today (Making strides in OYS). Why is it the man should become
joined to his wife and not the other way around. Curious on your guys thoughts.
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The Main Event
12 upvotes | August 1, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
This came up on the RPC chatroom, but I figured it was worth a post, as we don't talk about it often,
though a lot of guys likely think about it.
THE EVENT
A "main event" is a conversation in a marriage that results in an ultimatum: fix this, or we're getting a
divorce/legal separation. The closest I've referenced this in my writings is in 108 - Life Path of a
Relationship, specifically the lower-right quadrant. And yes, I spent a great deal of time talking in
that post about the ways the conversation can go. To summarize:
You can get divorced.
You can regress, by expending life resources you've accumulated to return back to happier
days.
You can get on board with a joint mission and proceed forward with actual purpose driving
your relationship.
But that doesn't say much about the conversation itself - only what needs to happen after the
conversation to get back on track.
THE CONVERSATION
ILY, BINILWY
MRP talks about the conversation as having one of two directions. Either she hosts the main event by
telling you, "ILY, BINILWY." At this point, the man has to decide whether he's going to become
more attractive or let her walk away so he can find someone else.
For those of us who believe the remarriage after divorce is sin, it's easy to feel trapped by this
conversation because your "only option" for sexual release seems to be running full speed in the
opposite direction. There's been lots of conversation on this topic, but for these types of guys, if you
cannot control your sexual urges, I do believe it is better to sin through remarrying than sin through
repeated extramarital sex. At least remarriage itself can be viewed in a spiritually polygamous
context, which may not actually be sinful at all - but that's a much larger conversation.
FMOFY
The other way the conversation can come up is when you hit a high enough dread level that you
finally blurt out: "FMOFY" (F- me or F- you). Athol Kay talks about this in MMSLP, and it gets
discussed on MRP a fair bit with new guys who Rambo their way to a main event pretty quickly.
I'm about 95% persuaded that the FMOFY conversation doesn't actually work over the long-term.
Rather, it's an option to buy a guy some time. It creates hysterical bonding, if the woman is afraid of
losing her husband, which is not the same as genuine attraction. It is an attraction of immediate
compulsion to cling to the familiar and have one's needs met and avoid the confusion that a divorce
would bring about. Hysterical bonding is also caused by the intense emotions that a woman feels
when she fears losing her husband - and strong emotions (even bad ones) are always better for a
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woman than no emotions at all, and can make her more sexual overall.
In my experience with my divorce clients and some friends who have experienced it, I get the
impression that hysterical bonding lasts 2-4 weeks. But I've also heard stories of it lasting 2-3
months. Eventually this will fade. The value isn't in the great sex you get during this time, but in that
it lowers your resentment levels toward your spouse while you're getting great sex for long enough
that you can unscrew yourself from the way you screwed yourself up in the first place.
That is, hysterical bonding is a sabbatical from the sexual resentment so that you can get your head
on straight, hit the gym, and start developing some frame with limited fear of rejection to stand in the
way. After the hysterical bonding wears off, either you're rejuvinated enough that you can keep
pounding away at self-improvement until you can develop genuine attraction, or you didn't get
anywhere, slide almost immediately back into old patterns, and you're back on the road to divorce.
GHGO
In my Second Kiss of Death post I referenced a third way that a main event could start, and it's more
of a male counter to ILY, BINILWY than FMOFY is: I'm horny, but I'm not horny for you." This can
be simplified even further: Get hot or get out.*
This conversation comes about when a guy has already made substantial improvements and he can
pull much hotter, more submissive women than his wife - even after accounting for the "grass is
greener" mentality that makes us think other women are better than they are. Despite his
improvements, his wife refused to jump on the bandwagon of self-improvement and continues to be a
lazy porker who puts no effort into her sexuality toward him. Sure, he can probably get her to have
sex with him, but he just doesn't want her in the first place, so he stops initiating due to his lack of
attraction toward her.
COVERT CONTRACT PARADOX
These conversations usually only creep up when resentment hits peak levels. But where does that
resentment come from? Unrealized expectation. This means that a guy has to expect a certain degree
of responsiveness from him wife in order to feel resentment when those expectations aren't met.
The paradox of it is that we call this a covert contract and often tell guys not to have them. Remove
the expectations, otherwise you're not outcome independent. But these concepts are really only meant
to apply to individual attempts, not broad-based patterns of interaction.
Individual: A guy cleans his house and expects his wife to have sex with him. This is a covert
contract.
Broad: A guy makes significant improvement and expects his wife to be more sexually
responsive than she was before. This is not a covert contract. It is a boundary.
We often think of boundaries as things that keep something out. You don't want your wife to act like
a harpy? You set a boundary that says: "That type of behavior will not happen in my house. Get it
out." But this assumes she's in your boundary and it's the bad behavior that needs to go.
What if she's out of your boundary? What if your boundary is being married to a 7 and she's a 4?
Now she's not in your boundary. She herself is what you're bumping out - and you won't let her back
in until she has improved herself.
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But boundaries also keep things in. Suppose she's in an acceptable boundary now, but she's slacking.
She starts gaining weight, stops wearing lingerie, etc. She's heading outside your boundary - so you
set a boundary that lets her know you will not accept her movement in that direction any further than
whatever point you set. The boundary is now a way of showing her how to stay in a healthy
relationship with you - and yes, that requires effort on her part just as much as all the effort you put in
to becoming attractive as well.
Establishing clear boundaries and expectations for the relationship from a bird's eye view is healthy.
Becoming invested in your expectations on isolated incidents is unhealthy and will lead to incredible
disappointment and losing frame.
FRAME PARADOX
Another aspect of this that makes things somewhat paradoxical is that a guy with a strong frame
shouldn't get resentful toward anyone in the first place. Right? That's what we tell each other, at least.
He remains positive, upbeat, and emotionally stable at all times.
I believe this is actually a misconception about frame. Your "frame" is not the totality of everything
you feel and experience in life. It is the way you project yourself to others and impose your
perspective on those around you.
A guy doesn't have a strong frame because he never experiences emotional pain or turmoil. He has a
strong frame because he can experience those things and still engage with his world with the same
degree of wisdom, perspective, and insight as he always has, as if the painful event had not occurred.
So, yes, a guy can have a strong frame and still develop resentment.
Does that mean, though, that initiating a "main event" conversation is a break of frame? If you're
doing it out of anger, absolutely. If you're doing it because your boundaries have been crossed and
they need reestablished, then this is actually frame-fortifying, not frame-breaking.
THE SIN PARADOX
But isn't a "main event" always a communication of sin? What real recourse does a guy have? Even
in the case of legal separation, this goes against Paul's message in 1 Cor. 7 that separation should only
be for a short time and for the purpose of prayer. Legal separations are technically permanent, and if
you're only planning it to be a short time, why make it legal at all? As a lawyer, I have several
scenarios where that would make sense - but that's off topic.
The bottom line is that you're still telling your wife that you intend to act in a manner inconsistent
with the Bible. So, is it ever right for a Christian to initiate a "main event" conversation in the first
place, or do we just have to suck it up and keep dealing with it?
The fact is that the alternative to a main event conversation is letting the resentment boil you so hot
that it erupts in another avenue - like actually cheating on your wife, or perhaps murdering her (hey,
it happens). Those are worse alternatives.
Now, in the secular world a guy would just cheat on his wife before ever needing to get to this point
in the first place - that's an acceptable release, especially on MRP. Otherwise, he could use the main
event as a means of warning his wife that he's going to cheat so that he doesn't feel as bad about it
later - he can hamster that it's her fault for not stepping up when he gave her the chance.
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As a biblical matter, cheating is still sin. That's not changing. But the practical reality is that guys are
going to be sexually tempted regardless. So, a main event conversation is an appropriate admission of
spiritual immaturity to a degree that you lack sufficient self-control over your own sexual urges to the
point that cheating, divorce, murder, or some other extreme eruption is inevitable. Yes, this is an
admission of weakness. Yes, it's an admission of spiritual immaturity. Yes, it would be better if you
could just will-yourself into perfect self-control. But the fact is that self-control is a discipline that
must be trained and not something that all guys have at excellent levels whenever the need arises.
I've actually had this conversation with my wife. "I don't want to, and I know it's wrong, but it's just a
matter of time before I cheat on you." No, she didn't take it well. But yes, it did produce some
changes. No, the changes were not permanent - they faded. Like I said, it created short-term
hysterical bonding and not genuine attraction. It actually undermines attraction because you're
displaying low value due to your poor self-control and spiritual immaturity. But these are things that
can be recovered during the sabbatical you get from sexual rejection as you continue to improve.
CONCLUSION
Main event conversations are a display of low value, but this is offset by the hysterical bonding that
follows. You just have to be willing to OYS with your own spiritual immaturity and lack of selfcontrol. Once you're having a main event, the goal is not to communicate your feelings. You're not a
girl. It's to set clear boundaries as to what you will and will not accept going forward in the
relationship.
If you are not willing to follow through with enforcing those boundaries, you will undermine every
effort you make at self-improvement thereafter. Accordingly, NEVER initiate a main event unless
you're willing to follow through with the consequences of the ultimatum you give. Yes, this is sin.
Yes, she's in sin for not following your lead. There's sin going around everywhere. That's why a main
event is a last resort, not a kick in the butt you give her when you think she needs to step up her
game. Using it out of turn can permanently cripple the strength of your frame.
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Monogamy
12 upvotes | July 10, 2019 | by HeavyFact | Link | Reddit Link
Life is good. 35 years old. Successful career. Hot wife. Beautiful children. Well regarded in my
church community. Lead bible studies, men's outings, etc. Yet my mind so often focuses on just one
thing: having a sexual tryst with another woman. Thankfully, no specific woman at my church or
work...yet.
I know this reflects a spiritual immaturity on my part. I ask the LORD over and over to take this away
from me. "Let me find my pleasure and satisfaction in the wife of my youth Oh Lord!" Yet the desire
persists like a worm in the brain. It's a struggle I think I will battle with to the grave.
My wife has a high libido. We have a great sex life. I read the stories of guys in dead bedrooms and I
count my blessings. Yet I want more. It's an obsession. I can't find anyone in my church who can
relate to me in this area. Had an incident where the wife caught me chatting with some other women
a couple years ago. We went through pastoral counseling and she has forgiven me. I have stopped the
behavior. The Pastor who guided us was helpful but I don't think he has faced the temptation to the
degree I do, so doesn't completely understand my struggle.
I feel that I wasn't designed to be monogamous. Yet, my creator has decreed that I must be! How do I
fill this void!?! It worries me that the Spirit hasn't! Have I been deluding myself about being saved? I
truly feel I've been born again except in this one area where the old dead flesh still rots. How do I cut
the rot out?
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Based on what I know of red pill thought it seems like this sub
recommending marriage over living as Paul did being single is
illogical.
12 upvotes | June 3, 2019 | by 4ktvs | Link | Reddit Link
First know I am asking as a mid 20's MGTOW Christian that doesn't 100% believe every word of the
Bible due to not believing in the firmament and the cosmic theology of that concept.
With that out of the way I realize that asking men to "go monk" is a social taboo of sorts and that
biological urges can feel impossible to control. However I can't understand why Christian's that
believe in red pill theory think marriage should be the first thing on the table when data point's to
women often losing all interest in their man after 4-6 years in a relationship.
It seems like the perfect storm to set both Christian's involved up for falling into sin with resentment
due to the woman not really wanting to have sex with their husbands anymore. And if this doesn't
lead to divorce that happens %50 of the time due to the choice of women %80 of time, you then will
likely be dealing with a quarrelsome wife and the bible is clear about how toxic that situation is.
Then the fact that marriage is a concession of God to provide an outlet for sin and often leads the
Christian to put their spouse above God has me wondering how marriage can be recommended as the
default life goal for Christians.
Finally there is the fact modern marriage gives woman most of the power and by default makes them
head of the household. Red pill guy's can try holding frame all they want, but women know they have
the final word granted by the power society gives them. Even if the woman is a good person that
never intends to exploit the many legal weapons at her deposal. In the back of her mind she will see
herself as the actual head of the house due to the legal power's marriage grants her.
In my personal experience from asking people what they thought of removing the government from
marriage, only men seemed to think that was a good thing. From what I've gathered the number of
girls that would be okay with removing the government from the marriage is basically zero and so it's
become clear to me that women like the power the legal contract gives them.
So in effect it's not honestly possible for a man to be actually the leader as the sidebar here suggest
while in bondage to a contract that gives the woman all the real power. And with that being the case
then according to red pill theory the relationship is doomed because the woman will lose all interest
in the man she now controls.
I know some will suggest the Girl that has actually been transformed by the holy spirit as a unicorn
that is different than the standard "Christian" Girl and the issue is that no matter how good she might
be the result is the same with her being the actual power of the household that merely delegates
power to her husband and can easily unleash the state upon him anytime she feels like it not unlike a
queen can to her subjects.
Now personally I don't fully believe in red pill theory or AWALT, but I am MGTOW because at a
young age I decided relationships weren't worth the endless trouble. Mainly posted this here because
I believe marriage actually seems to cause more sin than it prevents for both Christians involved in
the modern world.
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Whoever restrains his words...
12 upvotes | May 18, 2019 | by yeahmaybe2 | Link | Reddit Link
Raised by a single mother who wore her heart on her sleeve, spoke her mind freely and often said “I
gotta be me”, I have these tendencies and struggle to “shut up”
After Jeremiah 29:11, this is my new favorite.
"Whoever restrains his words has knowledge, and he who has a cool spirit is a man of
understanding.” - Proverbs 17:27 ESV
I take small exception to the use of the word “knowledge” in this verse, I would prefer the word
wisdom, to my mind “knowledge” implies information, while wisdom implies something more, an
understanding, thought beforehand, practice and training.
The phrase “…a cool spirit…” feels out of place in a bible verse to me, the language is too “modern”
I like the tone of Old English for scripture. I take “…a cool spirit…” to imply not easily provoked,
not easily riled or angered.
The King James version has a different feel to it:
“He that hath knowledge spareth his words: and a man of understanding is of an excellent spirit.”
In both verses there is the use of the word “knowledge”, but it appears to me that the structure is
reversed between the two, “restrains his words has knowledge” ESV versus ‘has knowledge, spares
words.” KJV.
I take the KJV to imply that possession of “knowledge”(read information)causes one to spare words,
aka ST*U, almost as in a business negotiation. While ESV seems to indicate that restraining your
words gives you knowledge(read information), which to my mind is a non-sequitor, restraining your
words does not gain you greater information.
Your thoughts or opinions?
u/Red-Curious: I believe in the truth of the phrase "A word to the wise is sufficient" Therefore, in my
mind, a simple quote would not be low effort.
“Verbum sapienti satis est”
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-origin-and-meaning-of-the-phrase-a-word-to-the-wise
Thanks and respect to all here.
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Buy this book - and write more...
12 upvotes | April 21, 2019 | by RobertMckee | Link | Reddit Link
You should buy this book:
The Biblical Masculinity Blueprint: A Christian Man’s Guide to Attraction, Relationships, and
Marriage in a Messed-up World
While I haven't read this entire book - I can give it a strong endorsement after skimming and reading
maybe 10-20%. I'm not here to say this is the greatest book ever written, but it is one of the few that
does some important things:
introduces "Red Pill" topics
doesn't use any red pill language or slang
talks about a positive vision of masculinity

I used to frequent this forum and I don't anymore - that's a topic for a different time (or never).
However, I wanted to encourage everyone to buy and read this book AND write more (books).
Almost everyone can agree there is a problem with either masculinity or our western culture that is
starting to show itself (out of wedlock births are sky high, divorce rates, men are losing their idea of
what it means to be masculine, so is the church). What is the solution? We need good thinkers to
come and show a path forward.
The problem with all this Red Pill nonsense - is it's very cloudy. You hear things like, "The Red Pill
is true" - as if the words red pill somehow embody a whole set of ideas - when in reality, the words
"red pill" mean different things to different men. If you asked an athiest Chad (even Chad has
different meanings to different people, lol) - if you asked him what Red Pill means, he might say "the
truth about women" but also mean that you should never marry, sleep with as many women as
possible, hack women's behavior to get sex out of them on the first date. Other authors like Rollo will
call the Red Pill a praxeology, but again it's a praxeology about sexual sucess - in fact, he studies it
out of evolutionary biology to figure out what works with mating. Essentially the red pill the becomes
a sexual strategy and for men, Rollo would say, that means unlimitted sexual options with unlimitted
partners.
Well, I think most men agree that God has a bigger vision of masculinity than anything embodied in
some red pill ideology. Which again, an orthodox Jew may see Red Pill and think of more traditional
male/female roles - regardless, spinning plates, SMV, RMV, amused mastery, push pull, etc. All this
stuff is helpful for seduction and success in sex but I would say it's far from a grand vision of
masculinity.
Which brings us to my original thesis and call - the more men we have paiting positive visions of
masculinity while articulating an understanding of the flaws of having men act and behave like
females, the better off we are. Yes, putting women on a pedestal is not a truly masculine trait. Buying
into their frame is not masculine by nature - but the entire blue pill world can't understand this.
This is why we need men writing about these ideas in a high level / organized / succinct way so that
the ideas can get out. There was a time that I would have thought we need to paint out all the
negativities of the current system, while this has it's place, the writing truly should be focused on a
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positive vision of masculinity and what / how that plays out in the real world - with all the emphasis
on sexual strategy to be less emphasized / i.e. the traditional red pill slang / lingo, etc. The above
book is good because it avoids all of the Red Pill terminology which is hazy and honestly grounded
in very secular ideas (unlimitted sexual opportunities with unlimitted mates). I agree you can learn
and practice what makes a man attractive BUT it's also true that positive masculinity is attractive to
women, so building a vision of masculinity is the true focus and avoiding men behaving like women
is the true north - all the while creating systems that bring this reality into fruition.
Good luck - and good work by DeepStrength. I was happy to see that someone followed through and
also didn't get lost into the Dungeons and Dragons world of Red Pill terminology
RMV,SMV,HB9,Field Report, Negs, DHV, high status male lol
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Are Christan women really different?
12 upvotes | April 12, 2019 | by TheNaughtyGarbageMan | Link | Reddit Link
From what I've seen all women are the same christian or not. They still lie, still cheat, and still follow
their subconscious instincts all the same.
Can anyone prove me wrong?
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What’s your perspective on tunnel vision within the context of
dating?
12 upvotes | April 8, 2019 | by _deleted_username_ | Link | Reddit Link
I made a post on r/Christianmarriage to which I got advice on dating in college. link
Anyway, one specific piece of advice stuck out to me:
“It's very easy to get tunnel vision when you haven't dated much, and you begin to see this one
average person as your chance to have a fulfilling marriage. And that's a pressure that they don't want
and is pretty silly (because there are many different people who all have very positive things about
them). So before you settle in on a crush who you pin all your hopes and dreams on (I did this for at
least 2 women when I started dating), get a sense of what different women are like and learn to
appreciate the differences. Trust me, there is an incredible beauty and joy in each person that you
meet, and you'll miss out on 98% of those if you only interact with the people who are extroverted, or
interested in your hobbies, or look the way you think is attractive right now, or laugh at your jokes,
etc.”
What do you guys think about this? What’s your perspective on tunnel vision within the context of
dating?
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A close friend Tells me He thinks my Wife is hot..
12 upvotes | February 9, 2019 | by BoiLyon | Link | Reddit Link
So I have been helping a friend grow his business for the past three years. His wife and my wife are
both kind of loners so I introduced them to each other. They’ve become good friends and like to hang
out.
Lately, my friend and his wife have been having some struggles and he has started getting flirty with
my wife. I’m not particularly worried about it, but my wife has noticed it and asked me how I feel
about it.
This morning I went to breakfast with my friend and while we were discussing marriage and RPC
theology he ‘respectfully’ admits that he thinks my wife is hot..
Is it advisable to leave this a mute subject or should I keep the topic open for discussion? My instinct
is to tell my wife that my buddy thinks she’s hot and have a laugh about it with her.. it seems like that
would keep things feeling safe for her. I’m not worried about her.. I’m leading (finally) and she’s
enjoying following. I just don’t want to unnecessarily make this an issue for my wife, my friend, or
his wife..
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Could you help me with a prayer?
12 upvotes | February 8, 2019 | by Same_Letter | Link | Reddit Link
I have serious pride issues. Would you help me, pray for me. Also looking for jobs, would you pray
for a fitting job, where I might work ethically and productively for the Lord Jesus.
Thanks for anything.
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How should Red Pill Coach approach a sales meeting with a
group of Pastors?
12 upvotes | February 3, 2019 | by RedPillCoach | Link | Reddit Link
Greetings Brothers, Sisters, and Friends.
I am a Marriage Coach as my name might suggest who has been working primarily with guys who
discovered the Red Pill and screwed up somewhere in implementing it. Most of the time they have
gone Full Rambo and just need to be reigned in a bit. I also have experience working with women
and couples
Next week my long time pastor is introducing me to a group of about 15 Church of Christ Pastors.
Clearly this is a rare and precious opportunity that I don't want to screw up!
They are giving me 5-10 minutes to speak and I would appreciate anybody who can offer thoughts on
what I should say to them. The preliminary outline of my talk is as follows:
Talk to Pastors
Intro: I am a marriage coach who work with couples who are in trouble.
1. My background/elevator speech: law, Baby, M.S., PhD, Academics, Florida- what I liked about
teaching lawyering, BCC, Marriage Coaching
2. My coaching philosophy: secular observations (Red Pill) & extensive writings, and Holy
Scripture, are (shockingly enough) in complete agreement!
3. How does this manifest- lawyer who represents the marriage rather than a lawyer who dissolves
it; Marriage Coach who knows marriage is governed by clear and specific instructions in
Scripture (Eph 5, Prov 31, 1 Peter 3, Luke 10).
--want to convey that they cannot take on the challenge directly because women would get upset but
the clear Biblical hierarchy creates the desire, passion, and respect required for a good marriage.
--would really like to ask why Eph 5 and 1 Peters 3 is NEVER cited in context but I don't want to
offend anybody. Very irritating when we read "Husbands love your lives with the sacrificial love of
Jesus, willing to be tortured to death for her any time and any place" but we never hear the entire
message- oh by the way, you only get the benefits of all that sacrificial love if you submit.
4. Coaching methodology: My Clients and techniques: Life Coaching, whole & creative client,
forward looking, future planning, behavioral, cognitive, belief, and health changes, Gottman,
Schnarch.
Any thoughts or suggestions on how (and WHAT!) I can introduce to a group of Pastors and
still make a good first impression would be very much appreciated.
Thanks to one and all in advance.
Edit: Rule 2 Information:
Mission: Tell us what it is and why you need a woman's help accomplishing it (I'm being
serious)
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My mission is to Coach Men, and the women who love them, into happy relationships that show the
light of Jesus and the truth of Scripture (and Red Pill).
Stats: body fat, height, weight, lifts, etc.
5'10"; 230 pounds, BMI: To High!
Lifts: 5X5 80 lb Dumbbells Bench, 50 lb Military, 30 lb curls, along with -20 lbs supported pull-ups.
I am currently doing circuit training (no rest between sets with rapid change to different groups) for
30 minutes nonstop 2-3 X Week. Yes, I need to add a cardio and eat better.
Reading: Which sidebar content you've read (RPC and/or MRP)
All of it. I am a student of Scripture and Red Pill. I have published a book on Relationships and Red
Pill.
Finances: Current job and income quality, future prospects, debt issues
Money is not a problem.
Spiritual: How mature you are, how often you pray, have quiet times, share your faith,
memorize Scripture, etc.
This IS the problem. I lost my daughter in 2004 and for many years I could not pray. I just couldn't do
it. I was Baptized a Baptist at 12 and am a member of the Church of Christ.
I am obviously not Catholic but studied many of the Saints early writings and the Catechism of the
Catholic Church (an excruciating read on Kindle) along with the Bible and many others, so I have a
great deal of respect for the church.
In 2013 after seeing him speak in person at the Vatican, I sent Pope Benedict a letter when he retired
asking him about his last public words (He said "sometimes it seems as if God has been asleep"). I
wanted to know what I could do because I had felt the same way for 9 years. He answered me with
postcard and in his own hand wrote: "Ora Pro Nobis" (above his signature). This is Latin for "Pray
for Us."
I was led by this short message to learn the entire Rosary in Latin and have prayed it every week for
years (It takes over an hour). Lately I have slacked off to just one "Roselete" a week (about 20
minutes).
I study the Bible about every other day and go to church about twice a month and read everything I
can find to devour.
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We can be bettsr guys!!!!
12 upvotes | January 15, 2019 | by RPRedemption | Link | Reddit Link
https://youtu.be/koPmuEyP3a0
Guys, I just realized we can be better thanks to Gillette!
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The Top 10 Things They're Coming A Next
12 upvotes | January 12, 2019 | by RPCJoeMak | Link | Reddit Link
So they came after masculinity. And with various groups doing some heavy-lifting, most recently the
APA, what will they come after next?
There is a great article by Kurt Schlichter that just came out. Here is the link:
https://townhall.com/columnists/kurtschlichter/2019/01/10/top-10-things-liberals-will-try-to-ban-with
in-the-next-decade-n2538737
It's an interesting read. It seems that a lot of you have an interest in where to go and what to do in
order to protect your faith and your right to live a conservative lifestyle.
It's one thing to post stuff on the Internet at 2am. It's an entirely different thing altogether to work on
your awareness and stay vigilant and active in pushing back against the machine.
What to do? Where to go from here?
The forces acting against us have been preparing this onslaught for generations. It didn't happen over
night. Be that as it may, we have limited time to act and educate those around us as we the severity of
the situation.
Without trying to sound conspiratorial or over-the-top about any of this, the fact remains that our
faith and way of life is under attack on a daily basis.
We need to be active in every element of societal leadership. We need people in public office. We
need lawyers, school teachers ministers, etc.
Most of all though, we need strong leadership in our families and churches. We need strong male
leadership.
Please reference the previous post by red-curious regarding the recent APA decision for background
info as to the genesis of this post.
May God bless you in your work.
Compassionate Alpha (Joe Mak)
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I unknowingly married a BPD... and I need advice.
12 upvotes | January 9, 2019 | by hopeunseen | Link | Reddit Link
For those wondering, BPD is Borderline Personality Disorder. The truth is a spouse with BPD or
other mental disorder is extremely isolating - You can't talk about it with your friends or mentors and
even if you did, they have no idea what its like or experienced insight into the situation.
.
This is my story - and I'm hoping there are a few guys out there who might have some insight or
advice for what to do... I'm feeling very lost.
.
As many Christian couples who want to have sex, my wife and I started dating and got married
within about 6 months. Looking back I would tell ANY Christian man that getting engaged in under a
year is a foolish thing to do. (Yes, it works just fine for lots of couples, but why take the risk just to
get laid a few months faster?) Anyways... Because of the speed we went through the steps, I was
unaware my wife was a BPD until after we were married.
.
The SHTF on the first day of our honeymoon. She was suddenly irritable or depressed all the time My memories of the 2 week honeymoon are mostly me going for walks by myself, cooking by
myself, or driving in silence to our next destination. There were good moments too... But the vast
majority of time she was in bed depressed or had no energy... and I was scared to death I'd just made
the biggest mistake of my life.
.
The story started off being it was her period, and the wedding had worn her out, and she was so sorry
she was feeling this way etc... I hoped this was a reasonable and temporary thing and that once we
were home from the honeymoon she'd be rested and recover to the woman I'd fallen in love with.
.
Sadly she didn't bounce back. But I rationalized there were lots of reasons for this: We'd moved
countries, she had no friends or family in our new area, she had no job or purpose, it was winter in
Canada and so the skies were gray every day and it got dark super early every night, and we were
housesitting for a couple months so even though we were back from the honeymoon, it wasn't really a
"home" for her... Lots of genuine things that I reasoned could be the problem. So I thought once these
things were changed maybe things would get better.
.
So I did what all guys like to do - I started trying to fix things. I organized hangouts with couples we
met to try and build some friendships, tried to encourage her to get involved serving at church or join
a womens group etc, and I did my best to care for her and take the pressure off. Winter slowly
changed to Spring - And I slowly changed from somewhat RP to a robins egg blue pill.
.
Things just got worse. And her story changed from "you're amazing, I'm sorry I'm struggling" to "you
are the reason for everything that is wrong" - Looking back knowing she has BPD, this change makes
more sense as BPD's tend to polarize people into either "all good" or "all bad" - Her pain and
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depression (combined with the fact that she realized I'm far from perfect) led to my going onto the
"all bad" list.
.
Things were terrible, and I still had no clue what was going on. My wife's theory was that Canada just
sucked, it was way too dark in the winter and the town we were in it was impossible to make friends,
so loooooong story short, we moved to California to be somewhere warm + sunny, in an apartment
with lots of windows and light, and a church where we thought we'd meet lots of great friends.
.
The sunshine DID help. So did the new church. But only really for a spell. In desperation we went to
a marriage counsellor and dove deep trying to figure things out. My wife's family growing up was a
really messy situation so there was a lot to workthrough there, and the counsellor did give us some
good insight and helped us work through some of the anger and resentment that had built up between
us. There were some good things that came out of it, but it never really got to the core of the issue My wife had something going on that was seriously dysfunctional, but I had no idea what it was.
.
So the rage continued. The anger and shouting continued. The depression and laying most of the day
in bed continued. My wife was unable to make friends, get a job, find a purpose or grow / heal. Last
year around Feb I discovered RP + RPC and it finally gave me the answer (Or so I thought) - Really
RP and RPC gave me a PIECE of the puzzle. The reality was that as a man, leader & husband I
needed serious growth. Finally something I can actually DO to improve my situation. So I got to
work.
.
In 2018, I gained 30lbs (9% bf), doubled my income, started a new business, began leading in
different spheres, and worked hard to grow in my mindset, skills and SMV as a man. I've still got a
LONG way to go, but I made a good amount of progress, and things DID get a little better.
.
But frustratingly, it seemed no matter what changes or growth I made, my wife was still in the same
place. Obviously she needed help, but it felt like there was just nothing I could do. For 2 years I'd
tried to convince her to try blood testing to see if there was something medical - But she has a severe
fear of medical related stuff and refused. I also tried getting her to go to counselling - Which she did,
with 3 different counsellors... all who cost a hundred bucks a session and failed to bring about any
change I could see...
.
FINALLY, our marriage counsellor suggested a therapist he'd worked with personally, and she gave
them a try. BINGO. This therapist didn't try to talk nice or encourage, but got down to the heart of the
matter and gave my wife the support and advice she needed - To continue to work through her stuff
in therapy, but also to try some perscription meds to help with the depression + rage + suicidal
thoughts.
.
Now for 2 years I'd been trying to get her to try something like this... But she has a fear of medication
so it wasn't happening. But then a friend of mine growing up committed suicide out of the blue... And
that scared her / convinced her it was time to try. Just shows God really can and does work all things
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for the good of those who love him... Even terrible painful things.
.
Once my wife started the medication, the rage stopped. The suicidal threats stopped. She wasn't
crying and screaming every day or two... It was a miracle in itself. BUT it didn't fix the fact that she
still has a hard time getting out of bed, still has no purpose, no job, no strong friendships...
.
I went in to chat with her therapist, and through the course of that discussion and giving her my
perspective and account of the past 2 years, was told that my wife has BPD. This was both freeing
and depressing at the same time. I was so grateful to finally have an explanation that made sense. I
wasn't the sole source of everything wrong in her life the way my wife saw it. But it was also a little
depressing to find out that BPD isn't something a person normally "gets rid of" so to speak.
.
Which meant the marriage I had might always be hard. She might never get better.
.
And so here we are. I'm the one who committed to marriage, and the one who didn't wait to get to
know her better before jumping in. I'm the one who said "I do" - It was 100% my decision and now
because of what the bible says, I'm in it for life. Which isn't exactly an uplifting or joyous reality...
But I guess thats just life sometimes. I still have my health, and my marriage still has its good
moments.
.
Anyways, I really don't know where to go from here... So I'm putting this out there on the off chance
that there is someone else here at RPC who has gone through a similar journey, and has some advice,
or if not advice, just to know SOMEONE who is going through the same thing... Its very tiring doing
it alone.
.
Obviously this is already long, and for the sake of not making it a novel there is a LOT of detail that
has been left out, skipped over, or I've just plain forgotten to mention. There have also been lots of
good moments along the way.My wife is a beautiful person who has some amazing qualities - She's
just also got BPD... And I need help navigating that as a husband.
.
Thanks
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Would the Modern Woman be Attracted to Jesus?
12 upvotes | December 26, 2018 | by RPRedemption | Link | Reddit Link
No.
I don't think so. Christian or not, I highly doubt it. Let me explain.

Like many men, I found the red pill by being somewhat frustrated with my success with women.
About me: I'm a mid-30s professional, I will earn around 300-500k this year, my ego would like to
think I'm a 7 on SMV but based upon my actual results, I'm probably a 6. Now I'm at a crossroads,
should I invest all my time and energy in becoming a chad? Becoming the best version of myself as
preached by the red pill elite? Shall I spin plates and try to climb the ladder?
I recently deleted my account on this site due to some frustrations and finding myself slowly
becoming a keyboard warrior which I detest and don't want to become. After realizing arguing on the
internet doesn't bring results, I exited - but I do appreciate the thoughts of other men and also I learn
from other men / chrisitans - so I welcome the feedback and hope it helps me grow + gain new
perspectives.

I came to the realization today that the modern woman (regardless of faith) would likely have zero
attraction towards Jesus (not in the hypergamy sense). Whether you visit secular or christian red pill,
mgtow, etc. you will find a theme that you just need to make yourself better - become the best version
of yourself. Make more money, be in elite physical condition, become more desireable... but I've
never seen Jesus described like this nor could I find him telling men to do this.
I heard some good advice from John McArthur to read the same book of the bible eveyrday for 30
days. I've been trying this and it's helpful. The more I learn about Jesus and God's spirit - I see things
like:
love
humility, taking a low position
dying to yourself - being a servant
gentleness
kindness
submitting to God
Let me quote a few verses on what Jesus or God was like - or how we should be:
3 Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit. Rather, in humility value others above
yourselves, 4 not looking to your own interests but each of you to the interests of the others.
5 In your relationships with one another, have the same mindset as Christ Jesus:
6 Who, being in very nature[a] God,
did not consider equality with God something to be used to his own advantage;
7 rather, he made himself nothing
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by taking the very nature[b] of a servant,
being made in human likeness.
8 And being found in appearance as a man,
he humbled himself
by becoming obedient to death—
even death on a cross!
9 Therefore God exalted him to the highest place
and gave him the name that is above every name,
10 that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow,
in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
11 and every tongue acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord,
to the glory of God the Father.

4 Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. 5 It does
not dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered, it keeps no record of
wrongs. 6 Love does not delight in evil but rejoices with the truth.

12 Therefore, I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, to offer your bodies
as a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship. 2 Do
not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.
Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing and
perfect will.
3 For by the grace given me I say to every one of you: Do not think of yourself more highly
than you ought, but rather think of yourself with sober judgment, in accordance with the
faith God has distributed to each of you. 4 For just as each of us has one body with many
members, and these members do not all have the same function, 5 so in Christ we, though
many, form one body, and each member belongs to all the others. 6 We have different gifts,
according to the grace given to each of us. If your gift is prophesying, then prophesy in
accordance with your[a] faith; 7 if it is serving, then serve; if it is teaching, then teach; 8 if it
is to encourage, then give encouragement; if it is giving, then give generously; if it is to
lead,[b] do it diligently; if it is to show mercy, do it cheerfully.

13 Who is wise and understanding among you? Let them show it by their good life, by
deeds done in the humility that comes from wisdom. 14 But if you harbor bitter envy and
selfish ambition in your hearts, do not boast about it or deny the truth. 15 Such “wisdom”
does not come down from heaven but is earthly, unspiritual, demonic. 16 For where you
have envy and selfish ambition, there you find disorder and every evil practice.
17 But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving,
considerate, submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere. 18 Peacemakers
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who sow in peace reap a harvest of righteousness.

Therefore be imitators of God, as beloved children; and walk in love, just as Christ also
loved you and gave Himself up for us, an offering and a sacrifice to God as a fragrant
aroma.
I don't pretend to present a full picture of Jesus in a few verses - that's what the new testament is for.
However, when I look at the Jesus of the New Testament - while he did have many of the character
qualities that women say they desire - Jesus is nothing like the Chads that they actually pursue... male
model / good looks, fitness model body, rich, status symbols (cars/house), exciting life (vacations,
lots of exciting social interactions), a great instagram / facebook account, social proof (dating lots of
other attractive women)... If you spend your life pursuing these things to get a better woman you will
end up with a meaningless life.
The Christian Red Pill largely is a minor shift from the secular - the only real differences I can see is
that they recommend no premarital sex and making disciples of Jesus along the way. In a post about
this - I read a reply stating that if the woman you are with isn't causing other men to say "wow" or
"how did he get her" - then you were doing something wrong. Again, trying to equate our success as
men by the quality of women we are able to get (not quite in Jesus' portfolio of teachings).
This picture of Chad is basically the exact opposite of Jesus. So no, I would say the large majority
of modern women would be attracted to Jesus as a mate.
While the advice on this site will surely help you attract a woman, I don't know if it will make you
more like Christ. Yes, the preaching of having a purpose is helpful - and at least the
acknowledgement of Jesus is there - but it's hard to reconcile Jesus with advice to become like Chad
+ disciplemaking - premarital sex.
Infact, I will call that the Christian Red Pill Formula:
Chad + disciplemaking - premarital sex = Christian Red Pill
Jesus formula:
deny yourself + take up cross = following Jesus

Good luck guys.
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[FR] The importance of the basics
12 upvotes | December 16, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I used to criticize the guys at MRP for the ever persistent refrain: "STFU, lift, sidebar." I've changed
my mind and now see the value in this approach better than ever. You all know that I'm a
thinker/analyzer - but that only has value in its proper place. That place is for guys who are already
past the basics or who can't even comprehend the basics at all (which is what the sidebar is for).
A user recently offered to let me make a case study of him, so I'm going to take him up on that offer just not in the way he meant. He wanted me to explain his situation and share the details of what
happened and an analysis of what he did right and wrong for the community to learn from. That
would be a waste of everyone's time in this case. What he was really looking for was another
opportunity to live in the past and engage in some mental masturbation over things that don't matter
anymore. He got emotionally invested in a situation and just can't let it go (or hopefully he has now ...
I doubt it).
To that end, here's what I wrote in reply, which I believe may benefit many of you to remember.
I think a case study would only encourage you to dwell on this more. You have already learned
everything you need to from this situation: don't be some girl's beta orbiter and don't date
nonchristians. If you're looking for more than that, you're losing your own frame and living in the
frame of social psychology. Don't do that.
Find your mission and pursue it. Go to the gym. Eat healthy. Develop confidence and alpha
behaviors. Get a good job or career path. All of these are more important than trying to milk a few
more nuggets out of the past few months.
Until you're earning 75k+, benching 250+, under 12% body fat, and have at least 2 guys you're
discipling, you have no business analyzing all this other stuff. The simple reality is that if you had all
these other things in order, the last few months would have played out very differently.
Figure out the basics first. Only after you've mastered the basics should you be worrying about the
minutia.
I'm reminded of my high school days when I asked a girl to the Freshman Formal and she turned me
down. "I didn't word it right," I thought. Or, "I bet she really wanted some other guy to ask her." Or,
"What if I asked again, but approached it this other way instead?" Or, "Maybe I can find out from her
friends what would work with her."
I was an obese nerd. The thought never crossed my mind: "Maybe I should lose weight, gain muscle,
do something important and valuable with my life, and get a spine." Don't wonder about the small
crap until you've got the basics figured out first. Period.

Can I jump over two or three guys like I used to? No. Am I as fast as I used to be? No, but I
still have the fundamentals and smarts. That's what enables me to still be a dominant player.
As a kid growing up, I never skipped steps. I always worked on fundamentals because I
know athleticism is fleeting. ~Kobe Bryant
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Success is neither magical nor mysterious. Success is the natural consequence of
consistently applying the basic fundamentals. ~Jim Rohn
What people don't realize is that professionals are sensational because of the fundamentals.
The sensationalism has taken over the professionalism. ~Barry Larkin
Higher Education must lead the march back to the fundamentals of human relationships, to
the old discovery that is ever new, that man does not live by bread alone. ~John Hannah
AXIOM 2: The greatest way to excel is by mastering the basics ~Me in 301
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Worried about never being in a relationship
12 upvotes | November 19, 2018 | by OUrocks | Link | Reddit Link
Physical:
20years old, 200.2 lbs, 20.8% body fat
Began lifting after a long while on May 14th and started at 228.9 lbs
Have gone 4-5 days a week consistently since then
Still cutting with a 2-3 month goal of 190 lbs
Can’t do many of the main lifts due to a wrist problem. Looking to take care of a ganglion cyst
in my left wrist over winter. Haven’t been able to bear a load over 100lbs, grip over 225 or flex
my wrist for about a year and a quarter.
Reading:
Books TRM I, TRM II, The Alabaster Girl by Zan Perrion, Modles by Marc Manson
Sidebar: for singles section, 100s and 200s
Currently: reading through Luke, 300s and a book called Atomic Habits
Spiritual:
Gave my life to Christ 1.5 years ago
Bible time/ quiet time: have always truggled to be consistent in this area. I’d say I average
around 2-3 times a week
Prayer: I have made it a thing to pray in the shower. I’ll usually have a long 10-15 minute
prayer session about 4-5 times a week where I just bring my everything to the Lord and
struggle forward through stuff
Don’t really share my faith much cause I feel like I’m a spiritual novice
Finances:
Currently a sophomore in college majoring in Management of Information Systems and
Finance with a 3.42 GPA (should increase a bit after this semester)
Fourtunate to have my father paying for all of my expenses for my 4 years.
Brief background: Began struggling with depression around 7th grade because of bullying, constantly
fighting parents and a manipulative mother. Became Seriously depressed and was on the edge of
suicide on a couple of occasions. Last time if genuinely considered suicide as an option was 11th
grade. I set my sight on college being my light at the end of the tunnel. And boy has it been a relief to
be out of that environment.
Currently, thanks to Jesus, I am in the best mental state I’ve ever been in. Rarely (once or twice a
month) do I feel the depression trying to creep back in.
Problem: I have never been in a relationship before and have never even kissed a girl. I attribute this
to being a broken emotionally unstable person in high school. Additionally my mother was
overbearing and wouldn’t allow me to go out with friends too often
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Questions/ worries
1. Is it a problem that I have never been in a relationship or kissed a girl?
2. If it is a problem should I pursue women or give myself some more time to work on myself?
My worry is that if I continue to not have been with a woman it will be a red flag for the lady
I’m pursuing in the future
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What Is Porn Anyway?
12 upvotes | November 16, 2018 | by RPCJoeMak | Link | Reddit Link
Somewhere in here we probably need to clarify some of the statements so we can all keep moving
down the trail together.
This issue of porn keeps coming up. As I have said before, it's tough to make condemning statements
about blanket topics without commenting a little bit about context. So, I'll give it a go now.
Porn is such a lightning-rod issue in churches and in society in general. To make a blanket statement
that "porn is bad" or "porn is a sin" is missing the mark in my opinion. What is the context of the
discussion regarding porn being "bad" and/or "sinful?"
In some cultures and religions, a bare ankle is viewed as porn and is definitely "bad" and "sinful."
When some folks go to a beach and see gals running around in a skimpy bathing suit, it could be
viewed as porn and sinful.
For some people back in the day, the pictures in the Sears catalog section of ladies undergarments is
their version of porn. Today, that whole idea would be laughable.
People in California and Florida view skimpy bathing suits in a very different manner than do certain
people/religions in the middle east, for example.
Justice Stewart of the US Supreme Court said he would not try to define what porn is, because he
could never do so in an intelligent manner. But he did say that he knew it when he saw it.
So what shall we say then about porn being "bad' and "sinful?"
Some wives enjoy sending their husbands a personal video of their own personal play-time. And just
so we don't get bogged down in another algebra problem of fighting over insecure internet
connections and the like, maybe we can just say that a wife makes a video for her husband. That's
fine to me and I don't think that's a bad thing, nor do I think it's a sin. That's a video she made for him
and whatever they want to do with that is their own concern.
But if another viewer saw the video of the wife, it would probably been seen as porn. Again though,
it might not be seen as porn. Some elements of attraction would have to be present for it to be seen as
porn by an outside viewer. The mere presence of nudity doesn't not, in my mind, automatically throw
something into the category of porn.
Every so often I see historical films of concentration camps and nudity is shown. To me, that's not
porn. I view that as different aims and goals than what is going on in the "porn industry."
Maybe the best way to classify porn is to classify it as causing the viewer to lust, etc. In biblical
terminology that is probably a perspective that we can all agree on.
To one person porn can be categorized as a particular thing. For another person it may not be porn at
all. I think the church has shamed everything so hard that so many blanket statements are made all the
time in an unnecessary fashion. We are all programmed with shame at a very early age.
The result is that people in the church have never really been able to discuss these items with any
kind of realistic attitude at all.
I guess that's the question for us all: how do we have a more healthy attitude about sex and all of the
various topics such as healthy sex, sinful sex, etc.?
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What I am doing in my own little corner of the world is that I am teaching an advanced class to guys.
We cover every topic under the sun. I have set up an environment that is safe and non-judgmental in
our delivery as well as participation. We definitely work within a Biblical framework in teaching Red
Pill Awareness.
Sometimes it's very frustrating to read through some of these posts and see all the judgmental
language and condemnation, etc. That all leads to guys closing down and feeling alone in their Dead
Christian Bedrooms. It's an epidemic in our culture, it really is.
In fact, I think it's such a vital topic that if we don't start to deal with it and help guys work through it,
I think the Church as we know it will be gone within 50 years or so.
To me, that's where my energy will be as we move forward in this modern world of ours. It's not
helpful to talk about porn and not address issues related to both men and women. Most women will
shame their men for looking at porn, while the woman sneaks off and reads 50 shades, etc. Or she
could run off and read her Christian version of a Johhny-loves-Suzi book. Is word-porn more harmful
than internet porn? We can solve that issue another day.
But I would ask another question: would that fight over types of porn really help anything?
I think it's much more helpful to focus on helping men to be better #RP aware. That's where I am
seeing the most traction out here in the field.
I think looking at porn and living in that world is breaking covenant. I also feel that a woman denying
her husband regular, healthy sexual activity is also breaking covenant. So I am fine having all these
discussion as long as both people in each relationship take responsibility for their part in the
relationship.
There are reasons why people (men and women) gravitate toward porn. The truth is that they feel
empty and are looking to fill a void in their lives. It's everyone's favorite past time to beat up guys
about porn, etc. But the truth is that is not helping guys to deal with the issue of porn. Dumping
Shame-Gravy all over guys does not help them, nor does it deal with the problems that they face in
dealing with a Dead Christian Bedroom.
The problems related to these issues have many layers. In my work on the related topics, I have had
the most traction when I can get guys to open up and share their concerns.
You can find my other posts about how I got started in setting up our men's group.
I will have a more in-depth audio product released very soon and if you have an interest in it you can
feel free to contact with about it.
Here is what I know for sure: guys will continue to walk out into the woods and pull triggers if we
don't do a better job of helping them.
Again, throwing Shame-Gravy all over the place isn't helping. It's only isolating more and more guys
every day.
I thank you all for joining in this journey and mission of reaching more guys and helping them work
through these sensitive issues.
May God bless you all as you fight all of your battles out there in the real world.
Contact me anytime if you need to talk or ask questions.
Joe Mak
PMC Member
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What are some questions you should ask before commiting to a
relationship?
12 upvotes | November 6, 2018 | by DatasianAssssss | Link | Reddit Link
Saw this in r/askmen im wondering whats the r/RPChristians thinks?
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The King of Amused Mastery
12 upvotes | November 5, 2018 | by Willow-girl | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Can a Christian be into BDSM or D/s Dynamic?
12 upvotes | October 29, 2018 | by DatasianAssssss | Link | Reddit Link
A really curious question to Redpillers guys who also follow God's word.
Ive been wondering about this the moment i heard about bdsm.
Being a women and having a high libido plus being a christian i always have this guilt around me for
being so horny around guys. So i just try to focus in the future, telling myself that once im married i
can be crazy in sex and not feel guilty about that finally i can be horny without the feeling of guilty
doing and thinking such an act but after reading tons of story in deadbedroom sub and other
relationship sub it breaks my heart to see that they stop having sex!
I cant think of myself being married and have 0 sex a day ! Now im terrified to be actually married so
when i learn about bdsm i was hype! I thought this sounds really exciting and pleasurable to me , and
so i look through it and i really like it...
now to the question.. is there a guy who's in BDSM and also a christian?
Ps. Bc theres alot of branches in bdsm the community im talking about is Dominant and submissive
kind of relationship where the guy is the dom and the women is the submissive.
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Losing feelings for my wife
12 upvotes | October 26, 2018 | by Rojo-Gringo | Link | Reddit Link
I found the RP last year in December and have been reading, lifting, improving a lot and was on
marriedredpill under a different name for a while. I was completely in my wife's frame and our
marriage was horrible. I was a pathetic beta: Disrespect and once a month starfish sex. Long story
short: I lost 35lbs, gained muscle, upgraded my wardrobe, got a promotion at work; now I'm
changing jobs to a better one, buying a house, went through counseling with my pastor, marriage has
improved in regard to respect...sex has improved to about once a week with better variety..but...
I am losing affection for her. I don't even like her. I have a hard time showing her affection and then
she hardens up and gets colder. So, now the dreaded spiral downward is about to begin again. I
engage in playful banter at work with some of the women and I get frequent I.O.Is , so I know I am
capable of gaming. But, with my wife...she is no fun. I'm not even motivated to try to game her like I
know I can to other women. How do I adjust my own thinking on this?
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Impact of Michael.
12 upvotes | October 11, 2018 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
So I'm from Florida, and the small fishing village I grew up in has been literally scoured off the face
of the earth. On the positive side, most of my extended family evacuated, and all are accounted for.
The village is probably not going to recover from this, though, since 90% of the single story
structures have been destroyed. I moved out more or less forcibly so many years ago, but I still have
fond memories of the places and things that I used to do. It's unsettling.
But, I digress. keep the folks in the panhandle in your prayers. The destruction is pretty severe and
they are projecting a few weeks on power in some of the areas, and probably years to recover for
some of the infrastructure.
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Help me out of this pit
12 upvotes | October 12, 2018 | by born-without-a-name | Link | Reddit Link
I am going to start by explaining my situation, and then follow it up with my current game plan, and
I’m asking you guys for direction in creating or tweaking this game plan. I am so far behind and I
have so much to learn, it’s tough to know what to do and what order to do it in. Thanks guys, I have
no one in life to talk to about this stuff, so I apologize as this is a bit long.

MY SITUATION
General: I’m 27 years old and I became Red Pill Aware about 6 months ago. Dad is very beta. While
I am Red Pill Aware I constantly catch myself in a Blue Pill mindset.
Stats: 27 years old, 6 feet, 140 lbs. I have an average looking face. I’m very skinny/bony with bad
posture - pics here: https://imgur.com/a/WM9unGL
Reading: I’m working through the RP sidebar content. I’ve read The Rational Male 1 and 2,
currently reading The Book of Pook and Game by Roosh.
Finances: I spent the last 6 years of my life studying theology to become a pastor, all while working
40 hours a week at a minimum wage job. I have 2 master’s degrees in theology and writing. But due
to significant struggles with deep depression, anxiety, and spiritual doubts, I decided to stop pursing
ministry. That said, as far as my career goes I am now zeroed out. I am now 27 years old, moved
back into my parents' home, mowing lawns to make ends meet, with about 12k in debt. Needless to
say, this is a terrifying position to be in.
Spiritual: I am so alienated from God I cannot begin to describe it. It makes me nauseous. I have
essentially lost my faith, but I’m desperately trying to hold on. I still go to church, but I really don’t
like it due to the effeminacy. I don’t find much encouragement at all from reading the Bible and I’m
constantly questioning if Christianity is even true. Every morning I take a walk and listen to 2
chapters of the Bible and then pray for about 3 minutes. That’s the extent of my devotions. I used to
read and pray way more than this. I just no longer believe that my prayers matter. I’ve prayed
consistently to God for the past 6 years of my life for help and direction with my problems, yet here I
am with my life in shambles. I don’t know how to make myself believe like I once did. Is faith a gift
that God just gives to some people, or am I supposed to do something to make myself believe? I
essentially live in a state of nihilism. Still, I try to thank God every day for the things I do have. I
don’t want to be someone who blames God and gets angry at Him. But I am so disheartened in this
area and I have no idea how I can fix it. It’s not just a question of “Am I saved?” but “Is Christianity
true in the first place?”
Mental Health: I struggle with major depression, OCD, insomnia, anxiety, and I believe most of this
stems from my blue-pill conditioning. Becoming red-pill aware has only exacerbated this depression
as I realize how far behind I am. I struggle with despair, rage, and bitterness inside, and I often think
it’s only a matter of time until I end my own life.
Social Skills / Game:
Social Circle: I had a very small group of friends in my previous city, but it was all guys my
age. Since moving back home, I have literally no friends and no social circle. I mean zero. I do
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force myself to introduce myself to people at church. But it is almost always guys and it’s just
basic small talk that usually fizzles out into silence because I just don’t have much to say.
Girls: I have had about 3 girls interested in me in the past, but they were all 3-4s and I just
wasn’t attracted. I’ve asked a total of 4 girls out in the last 2 years, but they all said no. The first
girl I asked out thought I was too skinny. I have never been on a date. But really, I rarely ever
talk to girls. This last Sunday at church was an exception where I saw a girl sitting alone and
just sat next to her and started a conversation. This was a big step for me, something I’ve never
done before. The conversation went well. I typically do good with conversations in a 1 on 1
setting. But the conversation stayed around basic stuff like school, career, etc.
Porn and Masturbation: I look at porn about once a month, so I guess that’s rare for most guys. But
I masturbate about 2 times a week. I have tried sooo many times to do NoFap but never make it past
7-10 days. I have constant brain-fog and low energy. This is so incredibly tough for me because I’m a
27 year old virgin and sexual desire is consuming me. When you add the fact that I’ve never dated
before and have no dating prospects (scarcity), my desperation compounds as I believe I will never
get married. I catch myself daydreaming sexually all the time. I find myself getting angry that I
“missed out” on the college party days. I used to just look at typical porn with 1 man and 1 woman,
because that’s what I wanted. But now my porn interests are centered around college parties. I don’t
know how to fix this, and I often worry that if I do happen to get better with social skills and girls
become interested in me, I would start fornicating. So I worry that I’m not even a Christian.

MY GAME PLAN
Appearance: I’m doing StrongLifts (120 squat, 100 bench, 130 DL) and trying to eat 3,000 calories /
day. I’d like to reach at least 160 lb before I consider approaching girls I like.
Finances: I’m also teaching myself Web Development and Copywriting, trying my best to spend 8
hours a day doing this. My desire is to become a freelance Web Designer/Copywriter, though I don’t
know how long this will take.
Reading: Continue reading and re-reading RP material, especially Rollo Tomassi, Illimitable Men,
Pook.
Social Skills: This is my biggest hangup. I’m just not a charming person. I’m introverted and really
don’t have much to say. I’m not quick or witty. I don’t see the point of me doing any sort of “Day
Game” at church, or anywhere else for that matter. I am such low SMV (skinny, no career) and I
know it. So my plan right now is to learn how to swing dance. There are several group classes in my
city. This will force me to get used to approaching girls, and I can do so in an environment where it
won’t seem weird if I approach them because I’m expected to approach them. I used to swing dance
about a year ago, and it did help me break out of my shell a bit. Obviously, most of the girls I dance
with would be non-Christian, but hopefully this would help me gain enough social confidence for
when I do meet a conservative Christian girl who I want to talk to more.
Spiritual: I have no idea what to do here. Completely lost. And this is terrifying because I only want
to marry a conservative Christian girl, but I wonder if I myself even believe in Christianity.
Porn and Masturbation: as always, I’m going to continue to try NoFap, but I’m not too hopeful I
will change.
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QUESTIONS:
1. Do you have any advice about my situation in general? What would you change with this plan?
2. Should I wait to reach a certain weight, or career status, or age before I start even thinking
about dating or approaching women I’m interested in? I say this because being scrawny
destroys any confidence I have around girls and I’m so used to my blue-pill mindset that I think
dating at this point is dangerous.
3. Who should I be reading / watching regarding Game/Social Skills? I’ve seen stuff by RSD and
read some of Roosh, but don’t know how to apply much of it in a Christian / church setting.
Should I keep following these guys or follow someone else?
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You're Not Thinking Big Enough
12 upvotes | September 18, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Despite my incessant droning on and on about the importance of having a mission I'm still seeing lots
of guys who give introductions without telling us your mission. I realize this is partly my fault for not
including it in Rule 2. Problem solved.
So I'm asking you all to contemplate two questions right now:
What is your mission?
Why do you need a woman's help with it?

SINGLES
I disciple a guy who I'll just call Dave. Dave longs for a wife. We've had lots of conversations about
how to attract women. He's making progress. Up-front he's told me that his mission is to make
disciples, starting with his wife and children. That's a commendable goal. I asked him today: Why do
you need a woman's help with that mission?
He thought about it for a second and concluded he doesn't. Right! So why would a woman want to
sign up to be your helper when your mission is so small-minded that it doesn't require a helper in the
first place? That's not very attractive.
Your wife is to be your helper. That means you have to be doing something that requires her help.
That means your mission has to be bigger than you or her alone. If your mission is too small, a godly
woman will never think, "I want to be a part of that!" But consider that you can never ask too much
of God. Your mission can never be too big. You may fail at grandiosity, but at least you tried.
MARRIED MEN
I disciple another guy I'll just call Bob. Bob is a married man. He's on the rocks with his wife. He left
his job and moved across the country to become a pastor at a local church. Bob loves his wife, but he
finds a lot of tension between his work with the church and his home life. They don't blend very well.
I asked him what his mission was: "To make disciples who make disciples." That was the motto of
the church. That's a great mission! I said. So, what are you doing to invite your wife into that
mission?
He said he hadn't really thought about it. He mentioned some conversations they'd had about pastoral
issues and decisions for the church and ways that her insights had helped him. Do you think those
conversations make her feel like she's living your mission alongside you? "Probably not," he says. Do
you need her help to make disciples in the church? "I guess not," he says. That's not very attractive.
You're thinking too small-minded, I told him. If your mission doesn't require her help, and you're not
inviting her to participate, why would she feel excited to be living that mission alongside you?
CHRIST'S MODEL
Interestingly, there are actually two competing yet good answers to the problem of a man with a
mission that he doesn't need help on.
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First
The first is that their mission is too small. If they were to think bigger, they'd find themselves in more
need of help, giving their wives an exciting and fulfilling role to play in her husband's life. She can
actually be his follower and helper. What does a bigger mission look like for Dave and Bob? Jesus
actually gives that answer too. They got so caught up in "make disciples" that they forgot about the
"of all nations" part.
I used to think pretty small too. I comment from time to time that my mission is disciple-making, but
this is just a generalization. My true mission statement is: To glorify God by advancing His Kingdom
into the nations through spiritual generations of workers and laborers living and discipling among
the lost.
In the old days my mind was small. I assumed that by discipling one or two guys at a time locally,
somehow the aggregate effect would reach the nations. Indeed, for a time I had 1-2 guys in my
spiritual lineage who were making disciples overseas. It was progress, but very slow. At some point I
had to make a decision: do I want to be intentional about pursuing something bigger, or am I content
with so little?
So, I increased my efforts. I started discipling people who I knew would be traveling overseas,
including missionaries. I focused on leaders of larger ministries rather than individuals, knowing they
would have a wider influence through which to carry on my legacy. I began ministering to men in
other countries directly, investing in their personal, daily lives - including through reddit. Because of
these efforts and more I can now count at least 14 countries where there are men living active
disciple-making lifestyles because of me. My discipleship book, to my knowledge, despite never
having been published, has been translated into 2 different languages and someone from this sub just
a week or two ago said he might want to add Portuguese to the list.
But that's just my mission. A dear friend of mine, who I also disciple, recently joined my gym - over
a 25 minute drive away for him - so that we could spend more time together, even though he was
already a member at a gym 5 minutes down the road from him. I was asking him about his mission a
few weeks ago. It was to reach kids in the foster system for Christ. He and his wife recently adopted
2 of the kids they'd fostered. It's beautiful. But he wasn't thinking big enough. He eventually caught
on. Without me even having to bring it up today, he's suddenly going on about how God gave him a
vision to start a state-wide ministry to train other parents for fostering troubled youth - and also how
to share the Gospel with these children and raise them up in Christ (i.e. disciple them) within the
bounds of the state foster care system. This is a beautiful mission! He's thinking big. This is a task he
can't accomplish without his wife. I love it! He has something to invite her to join him on. This is
attractive. His results are proof of that conclusion.
Single men: are you thinking big enough? Is your mission something that will attract a wife to want
to follow your lead? Or are you living in a way that doesn't give her a place? Maybe that's a big part
of the reason you're still single.
Second
What else can we say to the man who is on a mission for which he needs no help? To spin things in
an entirely different direction: Jesus doesn't need our help either.
That's right. Jesus could make disciples of all nations on his own. He doesn't need the church. If we
didn't do it, the rocks would cry out! So why does Jesus use the church? Simply put: because he
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wants to. It glorifies and pleases him to see his bride engaged in the work that matters most to him.
So, husbands, is your wife glorifying you? Is she passionately pursuing the things that are most
important in life to you? Are you showing her what these are and how to get involved? Sure, you may
not need her to get it done, but do you want her to get it done? Do you want her to live your life
alongside you? When other people see what she's doing, do they revel in what you've done through
her life?
SHE'S A HELPER, NOT AN ENABLER
My guess is that most husbands here - especially those with small-minded missions that don't demand
much help - are using their wives not as helper, but as enablers. They think, "I have my mission, but I
need someone to take care of the house and kids so I can go out and get stuff done." This is using her
as an enabler. She is there merely to enable you to pursue your mission.
Having a helper is quite different, especially if we want to take the model of Christ. Jesus could make
disciples of all nations on his own, but he doesn't. He could write it in the stars, but he doesn't. He
could use his Spirit to compel all nations to become disciples, but he doesn't. He uses the Church, his
bride.
The way Jesus utilizes his bride as his helper isn't merely to tend to the small stuff while Jesus goes
out and takes care of business on his own. For that matter, he doesn't even need help with that small
stuff. After all, he's omnipotent and omnipresent. He can do it all. Instead, he uses his bride as the
primary vehicle through which his mission is ultimately accomplished. Are you using your bride as a
vehicle through which your mission is accomplished?
I used to use my wife as an enabler. It didn't go very well for my marriage or my ministry. At one
point, while I was trying to start a discipleship ministry through my church, I realized: If I don't have
the capacity to disciple all of these men myself, how much less am I going to be able to build disciplemakers for the women?!? That was a daunting thought. So, I sent my wife into a women's group to
start teaching and training those women. She wasn't the leader, but she knew how to build and utilize
influence. How? Because I showed her in my own life. Sure enough, people looked to her for all the
answers. She became the model that other women were striving after. One woman commented to me,
"I love your wife so much, I wish I could be just like her. I would do anything to have coffee with her
and just learn how to become everything that she is." What better opportunity for discipleship than to
have it handed to you on a silver platter like that!
Now, part of me thought: If you only knew ... But then I realized that my wife was doing exactly what
I wanted her doing! She was fulfilling my mission in a way that I could not. She was reaching other
women. She was truly helping me with my mission and not merely enabling me to do it on my own.
She was bearing my image and bringing it to other women, just as I bear God's image and bring it to
other men. This is when I first truly started seeing her as a helper.
CONCLUSION
In short, I want you to walk away from this post asking and answering for yourself:
What is my mission?
Is it big enough that I actually need a woman's help?
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If not, do I really want her helping me and adopting my mission, and how do I do that in a
practical way?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (09/05/18)
12 upvotes | September 5, 2018 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Biblical textual analysis of why Adam had headship before the
fall
12 upvotes | July 12, 2018 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
Why is this important?
Egalitarians and/or “christo-feminists” and even "complementarians" like to argue that prior to the
fall everything was “perfect” that man and woman had equal positions. Therefore, it was only a result
of man and woman being cursed that man has authority over woman in marriage.
They are in rebellion against God's design for marriage is Patriarchy. Patriarchy is simply husband
led marriages and families.
Adam had headship over Eve prior to the fall based on these Scriptural textual clues:
1. Eve is created as a helpmeet for Adam. Also, she is created second rather than at the same time.
(Gen 2, 1 Cor 11)
2. Adam names Eve. Adam also names the animals over which he has dominion. (Gen 1, 2)
3. Eve comes from a part of Adam. Also, man is created in the “image and glory of God,” while
woman is created in the “glory of man.” (Gen 2, 1 Cor 11)
4. The case can be made based on the comparison of the creation accounts in Gen 1-3, that it was
only Adam that received the commands from God being that much happened between the
creation of Adam and Eve and Adam’s responsibility. For instance, we learn that Eve was
deceived but Adam chose to sin (Gen 3, 1 Tim 2), and we can see this in how she was
deceived: “The Lord God commanded the man, saying, “From any tree of the garden you may
eat freely; but from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not [n]eat, for in the
day that you eat from it you will surely die.” — “The woman said to the serpent, “From the
fruit of the trees of the garden we may eat; 3 but from the fruit of the tree which is in the middle
of the garden, God has said, ‘You shall not eat from it or touch it, or you will die.’”
5. Gen 2 indicates that it the man who separates from his parents to create the family unit: “For
this reason a man shall leave his father and his mother, and be joined to his wife; and they shall
become one flesh”
6. Text of Gen indicates man(kind) is created in the image of God (distinction in 1 Cor 11). Eph 5
shows us that marriage is a reflection of Christ and the Church. Marriage was present prior to
the fall. If there was no headship, then there is no reflection of Christ and the Church. Given
that the Trinity is present at creation and that man is created in God’s image, it’s likely that
there was headship prior to the fall because of the reflection of man in the image of God and the
future Christ-Church.
7. When God comes to the garden to talk to them after they sinned, He calls for Adam.
8. The pattern of punishment due to sin is to increase the punishment. God told Adam he would
surely die if he ate of the fruit. The other punishments were punishments of increase. The
ground was cursed and Adam needed to work harder, as he was already commanded to tend to
the garden. Eve’s pain was greatly multiplied in childbirth, as there was already pain prior to
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the fall. This likely indicates the second half of the punishment — “Yet your desire will be for
your husband, And he will rule over you.” — is about the desire and choice of Eve to rebel or
submit to her husband while emphasizing the prior relationship (headship). Hebrew word
“desire” is used in Gen 4 for Cain’s desire to cause him to sin, and in Song of Songs for sexual
desire.
9. Adam is punished for listening to the voice of his wife [and] eating of the fruit. While not
definitive, if Eve was of the same position as Adam it’s likely he would have just been
punished for eating the fruit. Not for listening to his wife and eating of the fruit.
I think that 4-8 are the most convincing of the points, but all of the arguments together present a solid
case.
Additionally, there are no textual clues that indicate that there was similar positioning in the roles of
marriage prior to the fall either.
Conclusion
The textual clues show that it was God’s design and creation that man has headship in the marriage in
all four distinct states of marriage in the Scriptures:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prior to the fall (e.g. Adam and Eve)
Post-fall pre-law (e.g. Abraham and Patriarchs)
During the Law of Moses (rest of OT)
After Christ’s redemption (NT).

Beware those that rebel against God's design.
Adapted from this article
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Q & A Guide to IOIs
12 upvotes | July 9, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Here's another one for the single guys out there. How can you tell if she's interested?
MENTAL FRAMEWORK
The first thing I want to say is that you shouldn't care whether she's interested. You should be the one
to decide if she's interested in you or not. I know it sounds weird and is not technically accurate, but
it's a lot closer to the truth than the inverse - that you're at her whims.
If she's interested in your or not is a lot decided by whether or not you think she's interested in you. If
you assume she's not interested in you, I guarantee that even if she is interested in you, she'll start
questioning that interest when she sees your insecurity (an exception to be made for low-value
women who are desperate).
More to the point: if you assume she's interested in you, even if she's not interested, your confidence
in that assumption makes her interested. It might not be enough interest to get you a date, but at least
you're starting to register on her radar at all.
So, if you're asking whether or not someone is interested or if something is an IOI, this shows a
fundamental breakdown in your mental framework. The answer is always: "Yes, she's interested in
me," followed by, "So, what am I going to do about it?" When you get a hard no, that's when you can
feel free to move on. Of course, if you're single and not in a committed relationship you should
always be moving on, not stopping to wait for someone who may or may not give you a hard no.
This is where I've written in the past about "Christian plate spinning" and the shotgun/sniper
mentalities. Girls - even devout Christian ones - build relationships with many guys who they hope
will ask them out. Likewise, it's your prerogative and imperative, if you're a marriage-seeker, to build
relationships with many women to figure out who you might want to ask out and possibly commit to.
It's not wrong when girls do it. It's not wrong when guys do it. It's just being wise instead of putting
all your eggs in one basket.
With that framework in mind, your goal should simply be to initiate and approach as if she's just been
waiting over there, longing for you to say hi. If you have that level of confidence, you can garner
interest that wasn't objectively there before. At best, you meet someone new who could be your
future spouse. At worst, she says no and you move on. I suppose it could get worse if you have a
garbage frame, letting her "no" be a condemnation over you and your sense of self-worth, but that's
for you to figure out. Go read the 400-series to nip that issue in the bud before it even starts - your
satisfaction comes from Christ, not from getting a date with a pretty girl. Whether she says yes or no,
your excitement meter should remain relatively stable. The more variance you see in your emotional
state from a girl's response to your initiation, the more power she has over you in the relationship, the
harder it will be for you to feel like a leader over her because you'll want to supplicate to her to keep
her bumping that meter higher and higher for you, which isn't sustainable in the long-run.
Q&A
Okay R-C, that's great, but it doesn't help us figure out whether she's actually interested.
That's what many of you are thinking, I'm sure. My point is that it shouldn't matter if she's actually
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interested or not. You initiate with her as often and whichever way you feel like it until you don't feel
like it anymore.
A hard no should make you not feel like it anymore because you won't get any return on your
investment in the relationship. But if it's a soft no, you have to figure out for yourself when the odds
of things working out will finally be outweighed by the time and effort your putting in. If all you're
doing is texting once every couple weeks, that's pretty low effort, but it might be worth it long-term.
But if she works at Starbucks and you're going in there to buy a coffee everyday just to say hi and
strike up a conversation, that's a lot of time and money you're investing for an indeterminate
probability.
Cool, but you're still dodging the question. How can I evaluate the "probability" of her
giving me a positive response down the road?
My gut reaction is simply to say: if she's not showing interest up-front, move on and don't look back.
Your probability is pretty low - odds that I wouldn't bet on. But I do know that sometimes legitimate
things can come up that don't necessarily mean "disinterest" or that sometimes good relationships
need to be cultivated from very little - a seed, if you will - before they can blossom into something
beautiful, just as is true for those God intends to make part of his bride. So ...
1. Touching. If she touches you at all, she's probably interested. Physical contact is a clear
violation of personal space in most contexts. Nevertheless, people will violate your personal
space as a means of showing you that they're okay with you violating their personal space.
That's a clear sign of interest.
2. Verbal Affirmation. If she directly says she's interested, she's interested. This is one of the few
times where you can ignore "trust what she does, not what she says." This, of course, does not
apply to married men, where their wives have an internal sense of obligation to say they are
interested in and love their husbands when, in fact, they do not. When a woman does not have
this obligation, but communicates it anyway, that's often reliable, despite the fact that they
could be intentionally deceptive just to screw with you, which they can do with their actions too
(in high school I had a girl do that to me, so I do admit it's a real thing).
3. No Context Initiation. If she initiates a no-context conversation with you, this is a good sign
she's interested. Girls don't start random conversations with creepy guys. If she does start one
with you, you've just graduated to "he's not a creep" status. To be clear, a "context
conversation" is when there is some socially normative basis for initiating with someone - like
a food worker chatting with you while you order, or a girl asking you if you're done with a set
of weights that she wants to use. As such "no context" is when no normal person would initiate
with you unless they had an internal desire to want to talk to you independent of everything else
going around. Some people will create a context to initiate with you, like bumping into you "by
accident" or pretending to notice something innocuous and relevant, but which didn't really
need to be mentioned, like how warm a pair of boots might look on a cold winter day. "Created
context" is the same as "no context."
4. Availability. People don't make time for things they don't want to do. They do make time for
things they're interested in. A friend recently asked a girl out to coffee and she said something
like, "Okay, but I want to be clear up-front that I'm only interested in being friends." He went
anyway. She made time for him. This means she had some interest in getting coffee with him.
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What was that interest? It was either (1) preserving her own self-image as being a nice girl who
is friendly even toward men she isn't interested in; or (2) she is interested in him, but wants to
deflate any of his expectations to give herself more control over the future of the relationship in
the event she changes her mind during the meet-up. He stressed about which one it was. But,
actuality aside, this is a good indicator that she's open-minded about his interest in her.
Remember that indicators are not absolute proof; they're simply factors we consider when
trying to assess what may or may not be true. If she makes herself available once, this might
not indicate a lot. If she makes herself available again, that adds a lot of strength to the belief
that she's interested.
5. Mannerisms. This is where "look what she does, not what she says" comes back. If she's
smiling a lot, playing with her hair, primping herself when she thinks you're not looking, using
a flirty tone of voice, etc. - those are all good signs. I put this last on the list, though, because
guys often misread these "signs," thinking she's doing one of these things when she isn't. Why
might guys misread these signs? Because of selective perception.
Woah, Red, you're telling me that if she taps my shoulder to ask me to move out of the way,
that means she has the hots for me?
No. Obviously you have to use some common sense here. Basic social niceties are not considered an
entry into one's own personal space. We assume that on a crowded subway you'll be bumping into
people or that if you're in someone's way, they might tap you and ask you to move. Nobody feels like
their space has been entered when that happens. But when someone stands unusually close to you
during a conversation, or touches your hand or arm, that's somewhat unusual and often takes a bit of
courage to do that. I know that some people are touchy-feely people in general ... but again, it's still
an indicator - and only one of many.
Do any girls actually verbally admit that they're interested in you?
Yes. I've had situations where I wasn't even trying to flirt with someone and they communicated
verbal interest. For example, I was at a wedding in April. While standing next to my wife (during one
of these incidents I was even holding hands with her), I was approached by two different girls. The
first one said, "You look really good in that suit. You wanna dance?" The second got up close and
spoke in my ear, "You want to get out of here and take a walk around the lake?"
So yes, if she's interested in you, she very well might tell you. She may not either, but it does happen
- and it should not stop even when you get married, although your effort in seeking these types of
responses should change drastically.
Isn't initiating the man's job? Are you saying I should wait for girls to initiate with me?
No. I'm simply saying that if she does initiate with you without context, she might be interested in
you. You should still be initiating separately. Even more so, if you initiate once and she initiates after
that as a follow-up, even though there's now a context due to your first contact, this is another very
strong indicator that she's interested. People don't follow-up with people that they don't care about or
who they have no interest in seeing again.
What if I'm getting the impression she's interested, but she's just really busy and isn't
available on the days I try to get together?
Some people are advance planners and don't work well on spontaneity. You have to account for this.
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If you're stopping in the coffee shop and asking her to hang out when she gets off, she might
legitimately have plans. Or maybe she's interested, but doesn't want to get together without having
the time to get primped for the date. If this happens 3 or 4 times in a row, it might be a bad sign; but it
could also just be a sign that she needs to plan things in advance.
Of course, she also might just be using a "busy schedule" to avoid actually having to spend time with
you. The way you test this is to ask her about something 3-4 weeks out and not on a holiday. Short of
vacations, most single people don't schedule things that far in advance - or if they do, it's usually
flexible. Another way is to offer an alternative time a few times. If she wants to hang out with you,
she'll suggest another day.
What you shouldn't do is ask her to give you a day. It sounds RP because you're making her pursue
you. But she might give you a day just because she feels pressured to do so, and then you're still in
the dark. Try a few weeks out and give a few options and if she responds to any of your dates or with
a different suggestion of her own, she's interested.
Okay, but what if she gives me a day, but she just looks kind of awkward and not into it?
Should I even bother?
Yes, you should bother. Some girls don't know how to feel. It's your job to ease their anxieties about
the approach into something comfortable. For girls who are used to getting asked out or who know
they're hot, this is somewhat natural. But for many Christian girls it's not. They're shy and not used to
putting themselves in social situations where they get approached like this. Accept that it's awkward
for her, go on the date, and gauge how she is after you've had time to smooth things over with your
conversation skills.
What if she doesn't text me after the date and it's been a week already?
So what? Do what you want to do. You want to ask her out again? Do it. If you don't, don't. The key
is that you're doing what you want to do, inviting her along as often as you feel like inviting her
along, and moving on when she stops responding to your initiation. Your job isn't to pursue her; it's to
initiate with her and invite her to pursue you, just like Jesus did when he said, "I'm here to fish for
men. Come with me and I'll make you a fisher of men too." He was doing his thing, asking others to
come along, and moving on from place to place whether those people joined him or not.
Wait, when you say "doing what you want to do, inviting her along" - does that mean I
shouldn't be trying to schedule special dates?
If you're trying to impress her with your date, you're going to fail. Sure, it might work, but you're still
setting a bad precedent for the relationship: that it's all about impressing her. For my first date with
my wife, I simply said, "I'm going to grab some food. Want to come?" and we went to the local
Skyline Chili - a pseudo-fast-food place that's delicious. I'd asked her this before and she didn't come.
This time she did. Regardless of whether she came or not, I went anyway.
Other times I said, "I feel like going on a walk. Want to join me?" and she did. Or, "I'm going to
church. You in?" and she'd say yes. Or, "I'm discipling a guy and need some time to process how I
can lead him. Want to help me talk through it?" and she would. Or, "I'm about to have a quiet
time/pray/fellowship with other Christians/etc. Want to join me?" and she would. Nowadays I say, "I
feel like renting a movie and microwaving some popcorn. You in?" or "I want to take the kids to the
pool. You coming?" or whatever ... and sometimes she joins, sometimes she doesn't. Either way, I'm
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moving. I'm doing things. I'm living my life. I'm inviting her to be a part of my life. I'm leading.
Between these times - from when we got married and for about 7 years after that - I did something
totally different. I said, "What do you want to do?" "Where would you like to go eat?" "What movie
would you like to see?" Even when I made plans, it was, "I bet she would love doing this!" and I'd
craft the "perfect date" week after week. That got me nothing except a wife who showed contempt
against me.
As I often say, you've got to be a man on a mission. Your mission is what's going to create the
foundation and context for your relationship. That mission should keep you on the move. The
direction you're moving should be the direction you're inviting her to join you in moving. I kid you
not, sometimes it's even as simple as going to the grocery store. "I'm out of bananas. Want to go
shopping with me?" [Emphasize the first A in banana instead of the second and do this habitually recurring obvious mispronunciation of words is a fun little game that for some reason many women
find endearing as a humorous quirk - especially when they know you're doing it on purpose.]
If you're moving and she's joining, that's the best IOI. How much effort you put into inviting her to
join you can be assessed by contemplating all of the above.
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I have always thought sex was dirty and wrong...? wanting
some guidance/advice
12 upvotes | June 26, 2018 | by itlicc | Link | Reddit Link
19 years old, in college, been Christian my entire life.
I’m scared that I won’t ever be able to enjoy sex, even in marriage because of the way I have always
viewed it... I am a virgin and ofc do not believe in premarital sex, but I can’t help but after seeing
some of the posts on here be concerned that my position on sex has been wrong. FWIW I would like
to get married one day and have kids later in life. I have always been told and believed sex was only
ok for procreation as that was what God designed it for and sodomy for example is wrong and sinful.
I really have always viewed it as a sin and always in a negative light until I have been lurking on here
and realized that I might be wrong. Has anybody else felt this way? How did you come to accept that
sex is not always evil and sinful? I appreciate y’alls guidance. It’s kind of hard to explain and put into
words but perhaps some of y’all understand
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Was hit hard with some realizations, need input
12 upvotes | June 16, 2018 | by hello_im_phil | Link | Reddit Link
A couple nights ago my oneitis came back for a bit, and after spending some time with her, I was hit
with this huge realization that there's a lot of her that's not what I want in someone. And then I just
started shutting down and avoiding her. But then it went away and things went back to normal. I don't
understand what's happening. Is this normal? And I don't know what to decide based on this.
Months ago I prayed long and hard and felt called to this situation. It's part of why I've stuck with this
longer than any time before. I don't know what's true when I pray and feel pulled two different ways.
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Why I am anti-game and pro godly masculinity
12 upvotes | April 26, 2018 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
Background
To start off, this topic needs a lot of background. Let me give a brief history of the Christian
manosphere to those who are unaware.
The Christian manosphere started to emerge approximately circa 2009-2010 or so. Hawaiian
Libertarian, Haley's Halo, Dalrock, and some other bloggers started appearing at this time (though
Hawaii was earlier). Prior to this, Christian men were commenting on secular blogs as there was no
spaces for Christian men to talk about men's issues, especially in Churches and marriages.
Around 2012-2013, as the Christian manosphere expanded it started to fracture into pro-game,
neutral, and anti-game components. This is approximately at the time the two biggest Christian
manosphere blogs were Dalrock and Sunshine Mary. Hundreds and hundreds of comments were on
each post. Most of the pro-game proponents believe (and still believe) that game is a praxeology -the study of human nature -- while most of the anti-game proponents like myself believed that you
couldn't separate intrinsic moral/immoral behavior from an action (e.g. actions come out of the heart).
Around late 2013 to 2014 when I started blogging, Donal Graeme, Chad, a couple others and I were
trying to conceptualize "godly masculinity" as a framework for Christian men and husbands. This
was somewhat lukewarm received, although I and a few others continued to blog around this
framework. The game debate started to die off around late 2014 to early 2015 as everyone was tired
of everyone talking around each other.
Finally, what brings us to today is Dalrock made two excellent posts earlier this month: Blinded by
chivalry and Chivalry and biblical marriage can’t coexist. These two, along with a comment by Cane,
a post by Wayne, and my own post finally let me to understand the true nature of why I was antigame all along.
Why I am anti-game
Note: You do not have to click on any of these posts if you don't want to, I summarize all of the
points in the next section.
Why I'm anti-game as a Christian
First, it started off with Cane's post:
Game was intriguing because it is literally the anitithesis of chivalry. I knew that wasn’t the
answer, and I could find the faults of Game, but I couldn’t put my finger on the thing itself.
My blog posts on Game are testament to that…and to the confusion I caused others who
thought I was for Game, but yet denying it. Rather: I was anti-chivalry, but not wise enough
to know it. It’s in my posts about Eros, the unfair weights used to measure men against
women, and many other of the pieces. I was attacking chivalry, but couldn’t quite see that it
was chivalry.
Some of that was also due to half-ass knowledge on my part. I knew enough to know that
the original code upon which courtly love was attached had nothing to do with romantic
love. But I wasn’t knowledgeable enough about its development to wisely write about the
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topic of chivalry. There’s evidence of my folly in my older posts too.
And now I see that so-called “Married Game” is an attempt at synthesis of the thesis
Chivalry (the last several hundred years of Christian marriage) and the antithesis Game. It’s
doomed to failure.
[To be continued later]
To expand on this, the contention that game is anti-chivalry is slightly misleading in my opinion.
Game annuls much of the symptoms of chivalry and feminism, but not the cause or results.
Thus, it is most accurate to say:
Feminism and chivalry are like an infected wound
Game is like a pain killer
Biblical marriage is antibiotics
Pain killers essentially help you ignore an infected wound because it doesn’t hurt anymore, but the
infected wound still exists. The true antidote is acceptance of biblical marriage.
To put this another way, or in spiritual terms:
Feminism and chivalry are idolization of a woman’s feelings, attraction, emotions, and/or
expectations.
Game placates these temporarily by distracting her from idolizing herself and from trying to get
you to idolize her as well.
Acceptance of biblical marriage is the only antidote.
Game is seductive because it decreases the pain inflicted on a husband via psychological assault, but
it does not fix the actual problem: the rebellion against God and His Scripture. The antidote to an
infected wound (feminism, chivalry) is acceptance of biblical marriage, which requires repentance
and rejection of the aforementioned idols.
To understand this, some of the stances of game are as follows according to Chateau (in Wayne’s
post) in order:
To get defensive, upset or angry
To promptly try to make her jealous
To tease her (e.g. Agree and Amplify, Amused Mastery, Asking pointed, realistic questions,
Probing and dissecting her mind, Dread)
To ignore her
The first two will almost always outcome with negative results, as they are contrary to the the fruits
of the Spirit and follow a wife’s lead. The second two are generally what game proponents
recommend. The latter two tend to take control of the situation by reversing her attempts to make you
placate (e.g. idolize) her, but they don’t actually aim to fix the problem which is to point out her
disrespect and bad behavior and call her to repentance.
One commenter almost gets it, if you are not married:
it’s painful to read this post. not because it is written poorly, or because it relates to a
personal experience.
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it’s painful because no man (or woman) should ever tolerate that kind of behavior in a
partner. there is no antidote or way to mitigate being treated that way.
if they disrespect you so much that they do any of those things, then you need to just turn
around and walk away for good.
A woman/wife that you have to continually “play games” with is already operating from a stance of
rebellion. Rather than play games, the true goal would be to call her out for her rebellion and
encourage repentance. This is one of the blind spots of husbands in marriages with wives that are
rebellious. Game does work to cover up the pain of the continued psychological assault, but it does
nothing to address the actual rebellion that constantly continues.
The commenter gets it wrong in that you need to walk away for good. The thing is that when you
have a girlfriend or wife, even if they’re the most sweet, humble, and respectful wife ever, they will
still end up sinning. No man and no woman is perfect. The key is to actually be able to point out and
teach a woman/wife why behavior is disrespectful and sinful and call her to repentance. You want a
girlfriend and subsequently wife that responds to this call.
Ephesians 5:25 Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ also loved the church and gave
Himself up for her, 26 so that He might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the
washing of water with the word, 27 that He might present to Himself the church [q]in
all her glory, having no spot or wrinkle or any such thing; but that she would be holy
and blameless. 28 So husbands ought also to love their own wives as their own bodies. He
who loves his own wife loves himself;
That’s what sacrificial love actually means: stepping into the conflict to pull her toward
sanctification. So Adam listened to the voice of his wife, husbands also have the same choice to go
along with it or call her to sanctification and repentance of bad behavior or disrespect. If you always
walk away, you will never learn to do this.
This is not to say that men should take on any woman who wants to be in a relationship to fix them.
A woman who continually ignores calls for repentance and sanctification is a poor choice for a wife.
You want a wife who is going to follow you toward Christ, even if you have to sometimes bring her
kicking and screaming. However, it should get better over time as she becomes more sanctified —
she will build habits of good behavior and eschew bad behavior.
Finally, the latter part of Cane’s post is the correct mindset to operate from:
Looking back now at my own life, what I did when I decided to neither produce, nor put up
with, anymore nonsense was to reject chivalric notions. I didn’t think of it in those terms
though. At the time I prayed angrily and desperately, “Alright God: I’ll do it your way and
by the book, Smart Guy! Whatever happens is on you! I’ll be sacrificial and loving no
matter what she does, but I will also expect to be obeyed, and I will say so! I will be gentle,
but never quit my expectations. I will stop trying to get her agreement, and settle for her
obedience, even when she is bitter about it.” Best thing I ever did. God’s way held up even
though I sometimes slipped up and tried to change her mind instead of seek her submission
(it confuses them, and prompts them to rebel), or failed to remain cheerful when she
sometimes chafed.
I’ve told that story before, but before these last few posts I did not understand that what I
threw out of my life was chivalry.
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The reason why game fails in the end is that it doesn’t obey God. It doesn’t reflect the fruits of the
Spirit. It will never bring a wife to repentance. It dances around and covers up the actual issues
present within the relationship or marriage. It operates from a state of judgment of bad behavior
instead of seeking repentance through kindness.
Romans 2:1 Therefore you have no excuse, [a]everyone of you who passes judgment, for in
that which you judge another, you condemn yourself; for you who judge practice the same
things. 2 And we know that the judgment of God [b]rightly falls upon those who practice
such things. 3 But do you suppose this, O man, [c]when you pass judgment on those who
practice such things and do the same yourself, that you will escape the judgment of God? 4
Or do you think lightly of the riches of His kindness and tolerance and patience, not
knowing that the kindness of God leads you to repentance?
Game is much like many Christian conservatives attachment to chivalry and complementarism. It
hides the actual issue of rebellion with a “feel good” alternative. In this case, the “feel good” is
making it seem like you have a good relationship instead of doing it God’s way.
Never thought I’d make that analogy like that, but it fits. The only difference is that chivalry and
complementarism capitulate to the culture while game does not. But all of them nudge you in the
wrong direction.
To summarize:
Game does not call a wife to repentance from disrespect and bad behavior. It may work to
placate her in the moment. However, the behavior will continue because she either has not
realized it or continues to give into it.
Biblical marriage is the true antidote: through the process of sanctification you help to shed her
bad habits of disrespect and bad behavior and instill godly habits. Over time, she will stumble
less and less if she is becoming more like Christ.

Why I am pro godly masculinity
As you might have read in the intro/background post, godly masculinity is the conceptual framework
that I tend to operate now when I teach or mentor other men.
What is godly masculinty? Glad you asked.
1 Kings 2:1 When the time drew near for David to die, he gave a charge to Solomon his son.
2 “I am about to go the way of all the earth,” he said. “So be strong, act like a man, 3 and
observe what the Lord your God requires: Walk in obedience to him, and keep his
decrees and commands, his laws and regulations, as written in the Law of Moses. Do
this so that you may prosper in all you do and wherever you go 4 and that the Lord may
keep his promise to me: ‘If your descendants watch how they live, and if they walk
faithfully before me with all their heart and soul, you will never fail to have a successor on
the throne of Israel.’
Walking in who God created you to be as a man, and choosing good instead of evil.
Ask you can see, much of this should have been transmitted from father to son (e.g.David ->
Solomon) or mentor to student (e.g. Moses to Joshua: "Be strong and courageous" - Joshua 1:9, 1
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Chron 28:20, Deut 31:6, etc) and even in the NT from Paul (e.g. "act like men" - 1 Cor 16:13) and
Paul to Timothy:
2 Tim 1:6 For this reason I remind you to fan into flame the gift of God, which is in you
through the laying on of my hands. 7 For the Spirit God gave us does not make us
timid, but gives us power, love and self-discipline. 8 So do not be ashamed of the
testimony about our Lord or of me his prisoner. Rather, join with me in suffering for
the gospel, by the power of God. 9 He has saved us and called us to a holy life—not
because of anything we have done but because of his own purpose and grace. This grace
was given us in Christ Jesus before the beginning of time, 10 but it has now been revealed
through the appearing of our Savior, Christ Jesus, who has destroyed death and has brought
life and immortality to light through the gospel.
So why not just godliness? Is godliness itself attractive?
The answer is no. To be truly "red pill" so to speak, we cannot go with what ought to be like many in
the culture and even church but we must know understand what reality shows us. This is the
difference between wishful thinking and wisdom, which so many men fall prey to.
For example, we know that pastors, worship band leaders, small group leaders are all more attractive
than church parking lot attendants, sunday greeters, and church janitors -- even though all of them do
things to serve God. This is because those certain positions come with attractive traits to women -power, status, money, etc.
In terms of what women are attracted to for individual traits, it would be more accurate to say
masculinity is attractive to women: confidence, dominance, decisiveness, independence, courage and
so on. A man who goes after God with all of his heart is attractive to women because he displays the
masculine traits along with the godly actions.
This is to say that godliness is not attractive in itself to women; it is the masculine way that we carry
out godly actions.
Thankfully, God sets us up for success in marriage as He is the one who created it. Think about the
roles and responsibilities of a husband:
Leadership – God created a man to be the head of the marriage (ref. Gen 1-3, Eph 5, 1 Cor 11,
Col 3, Tit 2, 1 Pet 3) and rule and subdue the earth (Gen 1 and 2). The main traits that tend to
be attractive to women in this category are leadership, power, and status that comes with it. The
common examples in popular culture that emulate this trait are doctors and nurses, bosses and
secretaries, teacher and student, and other men in leadership positions whether it is political,
business, or celebrities.
Protector – Men were tasked to protect their families in the Scripture (e.g. warring and fighting
in the Bible is performed by men). This includes many attractive traits related to physical
stature such as height, musculature, and athletic ability. It should be no surprise that women
tend to gravitate toward men who are excellent at sports, fighters, or those who are physically
imposing. Fashion also plays a role, but it does not solely fit in this category.
Provider – Men were tasked by God in the OT and NT to work to provide for their families
(ref. Gen 1-3, OT Law, 1 Tim 5). There is a healthy attraction for a woman who is concerned
about the ability of a man to provide for her. A common example in culture of this being taken
too far is gold digging. Family studies also show that if a wife is the primary breadwinner of the
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family or makes more than the husband, the marriage is much more unstable because the wife
is more likely to leave.
Masculinity – women tend to be attracted to masculine personalities and traits (ref. the
Patriarchs in the OT, David, Gen 2-3, 1 Cor 11). Man was made for woman, and woman was
made for man. This includes traits such as confidence, boldness, strength, mastery, ambition,
risk taking, independence, humor and many others. Masculine personalities are also associated
strongly with power and status.
Men who excel at these specific roles and responsibilities are attractive to women. Ditch the pickup
lines and games. Become an excellent leader, protector, provider, and masculine man, and you are
setting yourself up for success to attract and find a godly wife. In fact, I would submit that the hard
part is to actually find a worthy godly wife in our culture and churchianity.
It is important to note that into today's culture that "provider" is not really that attractive to women
anymore. The reason for this is that women can pretty much get any job they want now, so provision
isn't on their radar as something that they need. Gold digging and trophy wives not withstanding: it
seems there is a threshold where a money can provide a vastly improved "quality of life" to which
women are still attracted to. However, I doubt that most Christian men would want to marry a woman
who wanted them for their money anyway, so I think this is a moot point.
This is why the whole baby boomer advice of "get a job as it will help you get married" falls flat on
its face for most single Christian men nowadays. It is more important for single Christian men
looking to get married to develop strong leadership skills, the traits of a protector, and the
characteristics of a man (confidence, boldness, strength, mastery, ambition, risk taking,
independence, humor) if he wants to attract Christian women for marriage.
Anyway, we could go on and on about this, but this post is long enough as it is. This is simply an
overview of the framework that the Scripture shows us about what women are actually attracted to
and the process it takes to be married. Game is just a sorry rip off of what God created that will lead
you in the wrong direction.
Also, for those of you who don't know I am writing a book on all of this stuff combining all of the
Scriptures together in one coherent framework.
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What lifting routine do you use?
12 upvotes | October 28, 2021 | by AlexKingstonsGigolo | Link | Reddit Link
I always find interesting learning the lifting routines people use. Sometimes I learn something useful
from the routines of others. Sometimes I learn something about myself in my sharing. So, I’d like to
ask what routine/program you use.
For myself, I alternate between days of overhead-press&lat-pulldown&front-squats and days of
bench-press&reverse-lay-pulldowns&deadlifts. I repeat these days in an 8-day cycle in a dailyundulating-periodization way to keep the muscles confused with different weights. So, I might do
five sets of 15 one day, five sets of five with a much higher weight the next, five of 12 with an inbetween weight, etc.
What about you?
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Seriously. What would Jesus do.
12 upvotes | February 26, 2022 | by Global-Honeydew-7463 | Link | Reddit Link
My wife and I have been married for 7 months and it is safe to say we have been arguing every other
week since we got married. How it goes it she gets into a random bad mood and will react to
something that would otherwise not piss her off, it comes randomly and and it is very intense, and me
in turn will react to her attacks. It has caused me to act rashly towards her and do things I thought I
would never do. And worse about it is she will do this in front of her son (from a previous
relationship).
This behavior was not prevalent before. We had one big fight in the past but she acknowledged it
maturely after and apologized. But now she will start a fight and say terrible things to me without
apologizing or even recognizing that her behavior is bad. Which leads to my problem...
We (her primarily) has been planning a reception to celebrate our marriage. (we had a small
ceremony so now we are going to have a party to celebrate with out of town guest). However since
we have been arguing so much, I told her I want to postpone the ceremony until we can be stable as a
couple, what good is a reception if the relationship is bad? This caused her to threaten divorcing me
and blaming all of our problems on my alleged inability to let go of things, (mind you we argue every
week). From there we have separated and have been separated since middle of December.
In the month of January we have had marriage counseling and some marriage courses and at the time,
it seemed like things were getting better, until she said blew up at again. That argument led to her
saying she hates me and I do nothing right. So naturally i stayed separated.
Soon after that, I get a call from my buddy saying he got an RSVPs for the reception. I ask her if she
still planning it and she says she is having it with me or me. I try and talk it out with her to no avail
and to make matters worse, she says she never said she hates me or that I do nothing right.
A few days ago. She says she's still mad at me but wants me to go to this reception. I asked her why
she mad. She says "everything". I rarely get a straight answer and when I do. I'm usually not
exhibiting this behavior.
I honestly do not know what to do. I have been patient as I possibly could all of this.I have been so
tempted divorce her as well. She disrespects me in a major way. She calls me out my name,
undermines my direction and negates most of the things I initiate or suggest. And to add none of my
loved ones are going to be there because told me "she doesn't know if she wants me there" and told
me to tell my people not to come. The reception is in two weeks.
I am honestly trying to love her as Christ loved the church. But I think going will make her disrespect
me further. Part of me feels like I should go because Jesus gives us grace especially when we do not
deserve it.
I also think she is so gung hoe about this reception so she can save face to her family and friends and
Facebook.
Please pray for me. I need wisdom and discernment in these times. Thank you.
****Edit for stats. I am 29 years old, 6''1 260 pounds. Squat: 275 Bench: 220 Deadlift 380. Compete
in jiu jitsu but on hiatus from lifting and rolling due to an injury.
I work as a network administrator making 52k with 3k of debt. By the end of the year I will be an
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Network engineer making 80k a year. I am skilled at what I do. I always get high reviews.
I am definitely a leader amongst my peers. More introverted but my friends/family rely on me for
various needs. In social situations people tend to gravitate towards me and I definitely know how to
connect with people. I don't cheat or flirt with women but I can tell women are pretty attracted to me.
My mission in life is please God. How I am going about that mission is by becoming the best version
of myself. I firmly believe that through Christ all things are possible and through his strength my
weakness will become strengths. All I really want to achieve in life is to know my fully and know
God as much as he reveals to me. Daily I face my fears and fight my temptations, and bolster my
weaknesses.
Spiritually I have become more mature than i have been. I read my bible probably 4-5 times a week. I
pray constantly and I consider Jesus to be my Best friend. I have no problem with defending my faith
and teaching others about the bible. I don't actively participate in church. I do lead bible studies with
my wife and her son but because of the current climate it has been very inconsistent.
Reading wise as of late. I have only been reading books related to my craft. (technical books) and the
bible.****
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Obedience, a Place I Live
12 upvotes | March 18, 2022 | by jakeredpill225 | Link | Reddit Link
The pastor at my church said that we should be working to have a relationship with God such that we
go through hard times where we grit our teeth and obey his commands, but that gritting of teeth,
should be a place we visit, not a place we live. Several years later, my pastor, put a gun to his head. I
saw it coming. I am a pastor’s son.
I just need a place to say that I have been married 12 years, I bench press and squat above my body
weight, and I stay married only because I am commanded to. That’s it. My father is dead. My brother
killed himself. If I didn’t have a son, I might do the same.
My wife has consistently refused sex and gained weight since we were married. She weighs more
than me and I am taller than her and in-shape. She is sexually unavailable. I make well into the six
figures. When I made high-five figures, she told me I didn’t make enough money to have sex with
her—my fat Christian wife said this.
I hate my life. I hope I get cancer…now.
Jake
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BPD wife - I need a miracle from God
12 upvotes | April 20, 2022 | by Uruzrock | Link | Reddit Link
BPD wife I need a miracle from God
I originally wrote this as a message to u/red-curious due to his family law background, but I’ll post it
too for more feedback. I feel I’m reaching a breaking point.
I am a Christian, 3L at a mid tier law school, and father of a three year old. I train bodybuilding style
workouts, don't test one rep maxes, but my five rep maxes are as follows Squat (SSB) 355lbs Bench
265lbs Deadlift 475lbs OHP 165lbs Pendlay Row 245lbs, and train BJJ once or twice a week. I'm on
a full ride scholarship and am in the top 27% of my class. I do not have a job lined up yet for postbar, but am fairly confident I will find one as my preferred practice area is not too competitive. Right
now, we’re living off my student loans, 500 a month from my wife’s grandmother and rent paid by
my FIL until I get a job.
My spiritual background: I was raised in evengelical churches. I was "saved" when I was 6 (I put it in
quotes because I am not sure I understood the ramications at that age). In junior high I discovered
porn. I wasn't walking in my faith because I felt little to no guilt. HOwever, around the same time a
friend invited me to a youth group and I quickly became involved giving my life to JEsus. We started
a christian club at my school which preached the gospel in a public school with 100plus students
present at each meeting, drawn by the appeal of free donuts. My friends and I spoke and we did the
same when we started highschool. I lead of small group of guys a year or two younger than me.
Around 10th grade I started fearing missing out the fun people have partying, chasing girls, etc. I
started doubting my faith.
The next few years I was basically agnostic just doing whatever felt good. In college I joined a
fraternity spent two years chasing girls, doing drugs, and barely skirting by in school.
My junior year, I hit a stopping point. I wasn't happy and something had to change. I stopped
drinking started working out again and tried to have some semblance of a value system. I still had a
hard heart and was unwilling to welcome Christ back into my life. This is around the time I met my
wife. I still smoked bud and a mutual friend invited her over to smoke with us.
We bonded super quickly and within two months were living together. 5 months in I got her
pregnant. During this time period she would have episodes saying the nastiest things and even getting
violent with me on occasion. Nevertheless, when things were good they were great, so I married her.
Once she was in a mood so I was going to go to a friends house and she tried to physically block my
car from leaving. I got out of the car and told her to move and she put her hands around my neck. I
called the police, they came, I told them I didn't want charges pressed and just wanted to leave so
that's what happened. She then called the police several other times during fights and they'd come out
frustrated and leave after realizing no one committed any crime. Fast forward 8 months and I've
walked out of the toxic mess. We were not living together anymore because I did not want my
daughter raised in that kind of environment.
All that being said I wasn't perfect either. I had dived too deep into the redpill and was asking for an
open relationship, threesomes, etc. This was only fuel to the flame.
I was at the birth of my daughter but due to harrassment I got a restraining order against my wife
shortly after. She was texting me constantly, logging into all my accounts, making all sorts of threats.
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She got based on allegations that I punched her, raped her, ect. All lies. The we got a consent
judgement giving me six hours with our daughter a week, my parents had to get the door at drop off
(I moved back home to save money during law school). She had gotten an apartment five minutes
from my parents' house. All communication was through an app the court had access to.
Still, she would try to pick fights with me on the app, accusing me of being a bad dad, and would
randomly not let me see our daughter. My first year of law school I lifted trained BJJ and studied.
That is it. I had quit drinking and smoking comepletely . Meanwhile, she's partying it up.
Intermittenly she'd tell me what a great person that I was, would remind me of our crazy sex, tell me
she misses me and she's sorry she lied and for all the drama. Shortly before lockdown she told me she
had started going to church. She got off social media and stopped drinking.
Lockdown happened and we had gone a while without random fights. I had started getting the door,
and she would flirt with me. We start hanging out. Fast forward we're back together, only I'm still not
walking with Christ. We have crazy fights, once she pulls a knife on me, tells me to leave, and then
begs me to stay as I'm walking out. I moved out agian. She drove to my parents house because I
wouldn't pick up the phone. Asked to borrow mine said she left hers at home and once inside started
begging me to get back with her. I refused. She ran out back tied a dog leash around her neck
connected to the porch on a chair and kicked it out. I caught her got her down and told her to leave
(should have called the cops but I was worked up at this point). She ran back inside, into my room
and started throwing all my stuff around. She finally left after that. Two months go by, she's not
letting me see my daughter, and threatening to tell the courts I'm on gear. She's also promising a
threesome. I was on tinder at this time doing random hookups and was not satisfied. She swears she's
changed, I want my daughter to have two parents, so I move back in last summer. The summer was
great, no issues once so ever, I had an unpaid internship for a federal district court judge that was
super flexible, and me my wife and daughter had a great summer.
Something in my gut made me start going back to church. I recomitted my life to Christ and told my
"wife" (in quotes because we weren't married agian yet) that I'm done with sexual impurity I want to
live as God had planned for us, man and woman no one else. We joined a couples small group.
However over the next few months pressure built. She once tried to block me from leaving to study at
my parents when she was in a mood. I was at the door playing tug of war over my back pack with her
(she's butt naked) and she yells "help he hit me" as a neighbor walks by. Police come. She tells them
nothing happened, that we jsut got in an argument and every thing is fine. This worried me because
what if a cop came who wasn't interested in the truth.
I was stressed from school and like a jerk woke her up one morning asking her about an email she
sent to her male client that seemed a little too enthusiastic. On my way out the door she says shes
going to kill herself. We have a gun, and she had been saying some really dark stuff lately so I called
the police. They took her to a mental hospital for a week.
When she came back she sounded changed. They told her to take antidepressants and get a counselor.
She refused. Didn't need it. January comes around and she puts a gun to her head after a date night.
She kept putting off sex, and finally we get to the bedroom. She lays down and tells me to eat her out.
I got up and walked out. Her tone, body language, ect. made me not want to. I felt it was like "eat me
out or we don't have sex". I went to work on my bar application and she came out trying to draw me
into argument. I refused. Then she came out and put a gun to her head. I called the cops they took her
away for a week. This time she started taking meds and seeing someone.
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Fast forward three weeks ago. We get into an argument. I try to leave. She says she'll call the police. I
think she's bluffing but on my way out I hear her on the phone with 911. I call 911 stay in the
driveway and explain my situation. They come out talk to us both, and leave. They said if they get
called again, one of us is going away...
Two days ago she started acting crazy irratible flying off the handle at the drop of a hat. Then last
night she tells me she's done taking her meds. Not even weening off. Also I found out she blew $1500
on clothes online. I'm have 16hrs of classses, am putting in 15 hrs a week for clinic, and dealing with
this when I get home. I need God to do a miracle. Everyone tells me to leave her (including the police
who came out two weeks ago), but short of her cheating on me I don't feel a peace about it.
The guy I have been trying to be discipled by has given some pretty bad advice as far as my wife
goes. Once she broke down the bathroom door and ran up hitting me in front of our daughter after
threatening to divorce me, and me not giving her a reaction. His advice was "buy her flowers".... He's
a man of God, but I am not sure he's dealt with anything like this. So if you can find the time to help
me out or point me in the right direction it would be HUGELY appreciated.
I love my wife. When she's not in a mood she's the most compassionate upbeat person I have ever
been around. I feel as if right now I am putting my career at risk. A false DV charge would wreck me.
Do you have any advice?
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Parenting
12 upvotes | June 10, 2022 | by Strongearm | Link | Reddit Link

Seems like most of the discussion here seem to revolve masculinity in the context of figuring out
relationships with the opposite sex, but what about the role of a man in parenting? Particularly in
parenting young men-to-be? Obviously the first step is to make yourself a good example, and model
what you would want your son to become, but that won't necessarily work for a couple of reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.

We are all doomed to be imperfect
Even if we were, perfection doesn't necessarily inspire patterning behavior
We are all wired differently
There is a natural inclination for a son to rebel against his father to a certain degree

So in working on figuring myself out and identifying things I could have done better or wish I knew
earlier, I'm also realizing the gravity of my responsibility in preparing my son to become a man. In
doing so I'm reading the book "Raising a modern-day knight". Now I know the concept of "knights"
is scoffed at by RP communities but I found a few core concepts in there that spoke to me:
First is just defining what masculinity means. Growing up I heard about the importance of "being a
real man" or "leading the family" but what does that really mean? For me that should be based, at
least in large part, on Scripture. The idea they suggested, and I think I like it is:
A real man…
Rejects Passivity
Don't copy the behavior and customs of this world, but let God transform you into a new person by
changing the way you think. Then you will learn to know God's will for you, which is good and
pleasing and perfect. Romans 12:2
Accepts Responsibility
Be on your guard, stand firm in the faith; be men of courage, be strong. 1 Corinthians 16:13
Leads Courageously
But as for me and my family, we will serve the Lord. Joshua 24:15
Expects the Greater Reward
Behold, I am coming soon! My reward is with me, and I will give to everyone according to what he
has done. Revelation 22:12
What would you add to that?

Second, I like the idea of further developing that into a Code of Conduct. A way to break the above
a more tangible and teachable common language that can be referred to as I continue guiding him
toward various milestones of development.
This has been a bit more challenging to me to pen down though.
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Third, the book stresses the importance of ceremonies in marking significant milestones in a young
man's development. For example, my son is about to graduate elementary school, so I'm thinking of a
special way to commemorate the growth that he's show in moving into adolescence and taking more
responsibility for himself and his actions.
Again, still working on how best to implement this, but wondering what the more experienced Dad's
thought about these concepts. Also Happy Father's Day in advance!
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Christians and divorce
12 upvotes | May 25, 2022 | by Banned_On_Facebook | Link | Reddit Link
What can we do about the rise in divorce, specifically among Christians?
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How does Red Pill differ from Complementarianism
11 upvotes | September 21, 2021 | by JabberWookie_77 | Link | Reddit Link
Is Red Pill considered on the Complementation spectrum, or is it a completely different animal?
Obviously, they are not synonymous, but I'm wondering if their the same breed and how they differ.
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Wife's Sexual History
11 upvotes | December 15, 2021 | by illfatednoon | Link | Reddit Link
Looking for some guidance. Been married a few years. Wife and I have same PIV body count. I grew
up Xian, married a virgin, and lost my virginity on wedding night. Got divorced, super depressed and
broken, left God and used prostitutes to self soothe. Met wife on Tinder hookup, she fell for me hard,
I was just lonely. We went back to church, she got saved, repents of her past, we repent of our sexual
relationship then eloped cuz we were failing at celibacy. Only recently have we connected
emotionally and I have really fallen in love with her. But now that I have, her sexual history is killing
me.
She lost virginity at 14. Became super promiscuous and did everything. Was using sex because she
felt accepted and loved by no one and mistook sexual attention for validation. She went to early
college and lived in a dorm years before she was an adult, and really got into lifestyles of chill home
parties, lots of weed, lots of alcohol, and lots of sex. For her, it go to the point where she believed the
only thing she had of value was sex, so she gave it freely. Lots of hookups and fwbs. She got to a
really dark and dangerous place, then we met, and she met Jesus.
She has now reconciled with her past completely. It is burried. She is a new creation. She no longer
deals with the shame and hating herself for her past. She says her past doesnt disqualify her from
anything and it doesnt make her any less valuable.
That's problem I have. She told me about all her sexual encounters in great detail while we dated.
Now that I love her, all those memories come back to me. I feel cheated on, as irrational as that is. I'm
struggling to agree that she has the same value she says she does. I know God forgives her as his
daughter, and I know God wont hold any past sin against her. But I'm having trouble seeing her as my
wife. I'm struggling to reconcile the large discrepancy we had in sexual experiences. I am super
reserved socially stunted (homeschool style upbringing) guy who had sex with 2 virgins (my first
wife, and a serious relationships after my divorce,) then bought sex. She was social from an early age
and doing everything with everybody.
I know that our sins are the same. I know she is no longer in sin. But I cant accept her. I dont see her
now as pure or lovely. Sometimes she brings up past encounters pretty casually, not in detail but in
passing like, "you remember Tim, he was my first, well.." She can talk about her past with no shame.
She doesnt seem different to me than the girl that I met. Slut is a horrible word, but she was that
before we got married and I'm having a hard time seeing her as different from that.
Please help. Christian's have said just to forgive full stop, but I'm not holding sin against her. I cant
feel close to her sexually. Secular advice says I'm a misogynist, and RP advice was that I had no self
respect otherwise I would have married her in the first place.
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Abundance Fatigue and "The Meaning of Life"
11 upvotes | February 23, 2022 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I've observed that abundance isn't always the blessing people expect, but is perhaps sometimes the
one they need. Let's be clear up-front:
Abundance Mentality is when you live your life in a way as if you have abundance, whether
you do or not.
Actual Abundance is the fact behind the mentality. You either have it or you don't.
Let's briefly look at 3 mistakes people make when improperly balancing these two in their lives.
Over-Confidence
Some people have an abundance mentality without actual abundance. This can be good and bad. On
the "good" side, I like the "fake it 'til you make it" concept. This works marvelously ... as long as you
actually make it and you're not just faking it all your life, which just cripples your frame. A guy who
acts as if he already has the thing he wants will find it much easier to attain it "again" - especially
when it comes to sexual dynamics.
On the "bad" side, I'm reminded of the saying: "Before you attempt to beat the odds, be sure you
could survive the odds beating you." Some men play the abundance mentality or other confidencetechniques in ways they're not ready for, and when it doesn't work, they find themselves turning to
the black pill, thinking the "abundance mentality" concept failed them in one set of circumstances, so
it must be a failure in all, so they just give up and assume looks are all that matter.
Broken Confidence
The consequence of failed over-confidence reminds me of circus elephants. Did you know an
elephant in the circus (before PITA put the kibosh on all that) could be tied to a 3ft stake in the
ground and it will not escape? It could easily rip it out. In fact, if you take a wild elephant and tie it to
that same 3ft stake, it'll rip it right out. Why doesn't the circus elephant? Because when it was a baby,
it was tied to that same stake. It tugged and pulled and stretched at its rope with no luck. Eventually it
just gave up. When it grew and developed the strength and ability to rip the stake out, it wouldn't because its confidence was broken.
That same danger exists with sexual dynamics both inside the home and out. I remember in my own
past being denied sex and thinking under similar situations even years and years later, "She said no in
these circumstances last time, so she'll say no again," so I didn't even bother trying. This self-defeatist
attitude wasn't helping me ... or her. Or anyone. It just made the world a sucky place to live in. Even
shortly after I had just-cause for initiation-confidence and could have had an actual abundance of sex,
I didn't believe it was real, so my lack of abundance mentality put the kibosh on my sexuality as hard
as PITA did to the circus elephants. Goodbye, poor circus elephants. We miss you.
"Just a little bit more."
All of that leads us to the very real situation of a person with actual abundance, but no abundance
mentality. Shockingly, one would think the former would produce the latter, but it often doesn't. I
remember reading a quote about John D. Rockefeller, who at one point had 1% of the entire US
economy as his net wealth. Insane. A reporter asked him, "How much money is enough?" His
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answer: "Just a little bit more."
Now, I fully expect Rockefeller had an abundance mentality to go with his unquenchable thirst. But
many guys will actually let their quest for abundance control them to a point where they are never
satisfied and it creates a scarcity mentality, despite being in the SMP equivalent range of a
Rockefeller. I've met guys like this. Sometimes ONEitis is the culprit - because they can have any girl
they want, except that one who he met before he became "all that."
Abundance and Hypergamy
Women have actual abundance. For the most part any girl who's a 4 or higher could probably walk
into a bar and announce, "Who wants to have sex with me?" and someone in the bar would be willing
to take her up on that offer (barring circumstances that might get in his way). Girls on dating websites
have a plethora of male attention - even the ugly ones. On social media, guys will rush to a woman's
defense or disproportionately respond to women's posts over men's. I don't need to prove this point,
right? We have all seen it.
But let me tell you - 99% of those women, when they were barely pubescent, still got flutters in their
stomach at the first guy or two who showed any actual interest in them. Why? Because they hadn't
been emotionally inoculated yet.
That same young girl, no doubt, maintained a steady stream of attention from men for years. It may
not have always been the attention she wanted, but it was attention nonetheless. This is where
hypergamy is born. The constant stream of attention makes the drug ineffective, hence inoculation.
Pharmacists are noticing this with the z-pak with with bacterial infections. The z-pak has become so
over-used that many strains of bacteria have become immune to it, so they have to create stronger
antibiotics. When a woman has been inoculated to low-brow attention from men, she needs a
stronger, more powerful hit. That means a higher value man. Instead of getting flutters when the 5
gives her attention, she then needs the 6 ... then the 7, and so on. Non-hypergamous men are willing
to give them that attention because "the chance of sex is still the chance of sex." Does he intend to
marry her? Probably not. She won't get the commitment she seeks. but the sexual attention she craves
is coming - and from higher than her market value would account for.
Even if a woman manages to get a ring from the highest-value man in her social sphere, over time she
will become inoculated to even his affection and begin to look elsewhere. At this point, lateral moves
are a viable option, even in the absence of upward potential ... ergo "branch swinging." This is why
there's a V in DEVI. As I assume /u/hornsofapathy would tell you, there's often value in integrating
sexual dynamics outside the bedroom just as much as in it. One of my solutions to this problem is to
constantly expand my playbook of ways to keep life/sex/"the relationship" (whatever that means)
interesting rather than stale. New "tricks of the trade" create new flutters.
Abundance Fatigue
The way women become inoculated to male attention can happen to men with actual sexuality as
well. The only difference is that women tend to look up (hypergamy) for a bigger dose, whereas most
men I've met tend to look down. They get depressed and nihilistic. Most of these guys had made sex
out to be their god, violating the third commandment of poon - "You shall make your mission, not
your woman, your priority." For reasons I won't go into here, I'm persuaded that at least in
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monogamous relationships, making sex from her your priority de facto makes her your priority, even
if because of whatever "blah blah red pill blah blah" you don't get sex from her the way she thinks
she wants it.
But this applies to non-monogamous relationships too. I remember a post from a TRP Endorsed
Contributor who had essentially "mastered" sexual strategy and had such great abundance - both
actual and in mentality - that he, theoretically, could have sex whenever he wanted. The story initially
reads like a success story on how effective the red pill is ... until you get to the end and find out that
actual abundance turned him nihilistic and horrified.
I'll call this "abundance fatigue." It's when a person experiences abundance to such a degree that he
no longer values the thing he now has in abundance.
A bite of chocolate cake is delicious. I have no use for having 12 chocolate cakes in my kitchen. This
is why restaurants will sell you a slice of pie for $9, or the whole pie for $15 (although there are other
aspects of business psychology in there too).
Imagine a meteor shower hit earth raining gold from the sky all over the world. What do you think
that would do to the value of gold? Is it going to go up? Stay the same? Of course not. It would
plummet. Because when you have more of something than you actually need or care to have, its value
diminishes.
Wisdom From Solomon
King Solomon was wise enough that even atheists will quote him. He was famous for having 700
wives and 300 concubines. Crazy. That's a new woman a day for 3-ish years (though, let's face it, it
was probably multiple a day, likely even at a time). Yet he writes:
I amassed silver and gold for myself, and the treasure of kings and provinces. I acquired
male and female singers, and a harem as well - the delights of a man's heart. I became
greater by far than anyone in Jerusalem before me.
Then he says, fascinatingly:
In all this my wisdom stayed with me.
What cocky arrogance. I love it. Not only did he have a harem of 1000-ish women, but he was never
mentally consumed by all of it. He goes on:
I denied myself nothing my eyes desired; I refused my heart no pleasure
My heart took delight in all my labor, and this was the reward for all my toil.
Yet when I surveyed all that my hands had done and what I had toiled to achieve,
everything was meaningless, a chasing after the wind; nothing was gained under the
sun. (from Ecclesiastes 2)
Solomon spends quite some time after this on his diatribe toward the meaning of life, but I won't get
into that here. The point is simple: even the wisest man in the world realized the nihilistic end of such
pursuits.
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This Isn't So Bad
Abundance fatigue can be depressing - to realize that everything you hoped and strived for all this
time isn't all it's cracked up to be when you're swimming in it.
But that's actually okay. The reality is that abundance fatigue is usually associated with men who
haven't actually "killed the blue." I remember Rollo writing in one of his posts that some men like to
take blue pill notions and "sprinkle a little red on it." Some guys get REALLY good at sprinkling so
much red that they look pretty doggone red. But when they end up nihilistic because mass-sex didn't
fulfill them the way they'd hoped, it's clear that they were still living in their blue pill fantasy world
and needed something more. I once wrote a post about Killing the Blue - and if I were to re-write it
today, I'd have a lot more to add, but one that stands out in this context is the blue pill notion that
"women can fulfill us" - even if "women" is an indirect way of saying "sex."
I remember in my early days of having discovered the red pill, I was sex-starved. Constant denials.
Sex was once every few months, if-that. We went as long as 18 months with squat (and not the kind
you do in the gym). I had in my mind, reading MMSLP for the first time, that by the time I was done,
I'd be having sex multiple times a day. And yeah, we got there. Once I realized I had achieved actual
abundance - that sex was available whenever I wanted ... I no longer wanted it as much as I thought. I
cared more about quality than quantity. It's the same with fasting. I remember fasting for an entire
week once. When it was over, I thought about all the foods I would eat. We went to a buffet. I filled
my plate and sat down. A few bites in, I was done. Why? Because my actual appetite was nowhere
near as big as I thought it was when I was starving. Different people will have different thresholds,
but I'd wager every guy here will have a point where he realizes, "X is enough sex."
Back to Poon - "You shall make your mission, not your woman, your priority."
Becoming nihilistic from life due to an over-abundance of many good things is cured simply by
finding something more valuable to spend your time on than accumulating that which will
ultimately disappoint.
If you bother to read the rest of the book of Ecclesiastes, by chapter 12 you'll find that Solomon
figured out what he believed to be the meaning of life. You need to figure that out for yourself and
then pursue it.
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My girlfriend was inappropriately touched by some other dude
11 upvotes | May 14, 2022 | by AlexOfBrennenturd | Link | Reddit Link
My stats: Weight 195lbs Bench 176lbs Deadlift 308lbs Squat 200lbs Gym: 2-3 times a week alot of
physical training at work. Mission: To lead my now girlfriend and myself towards christ and in the
future lead in ministry in some way.
So my (22m) gf (21f) was out celebrating her friend who turned 21 today. My girlfriend does bot
drink and neither do I but I decided I didn’t want to join them going out and celebrating at the bar and
what not. Because I have to rest a bit before chruch tomorrow. During their stay at the club/bar some
dude inappropriately touched her and held and tried to force her to guve him her number. She told me
straight away afterwards as she was walking home. Which I appreciate, I do not hold any grudge
against her of course. But the guy who touched her I want to beat up real bad and I somewhat blame
myself for not being there and protecting my gf from those sorts of guys. If I am present next time if
something like that happens, am I in the right biblically to defend hers and my honour with violence?
If no, why not? If yes, how much?
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Why should I hold onto my virginity when it’s obvious no one
else is.
11 upvotes | June 21, 2022 | by SESWants1 | Link | Reddit Link
I (m27) don’t pretend to not know how childish this sounds. I know, but I’m tired.
I was going to post this in the mainstream christianity sub but I got tired of changing my words to
accommodate everyone. Here I can be more direct.
I just don’t see the point anymore. Less and less people are waiting. I’m the oldest in my family and I
know at least one of my brothers has lost his. I’ve experienced Christian women look down on me
because of it.
Everything I’ve learned so far about female nature screams at me to go out there and get rid of it. Get
experience. Compete. I don’t see the point in waiting for someone who didn’t wait for me.
Furthermore, lately I’ve honestly be just disinterested in love between a man and a woman, because I
can’t bring myself to believe in it anymore. Women do not love a man like a man loves a woman.
Women love opportunistically. I can’t find one example of a woman loving a man differently to this.
I’ve been looking for 3 years. I’ve only ever found exceptions to the rule.
I don’t know how to get out of this feeling. It’s like seeing something you can’t unsee and now I’m
stuck. There was once a time where I was softer and believed I’d find someone who honestly love me
for me. Now… I don’t even know anymore… and combine that with our culture. I feel like an idiot
holding onto it.
I’ve held on this long, but I’ve lost all reason why. It’s very likely my wife won’t have waited, so
why should I?
I’m nearly 30 and I’m starting to feel weird about it. What is the point in playing by rules that nobody
else is abiding by? Why should I wait for a wife that has likely given away her best self to someone
for nothing meanwhile I’m supposed to love her like Christ? I just don’t get it.
I keep asking God to help me with this, and usually when I’m confused about something God gives
me an answer, but nothing is sticking. I just can’t shake the obvious clarity of how it all works
combined with what’s going on in society.
I’m really hoping someone here knows how I feel and can help me with this, because at this rate I’m
just not going to be able to be who I think God wants me to be. My whole life I’ve never been this
undecided on what path to take in life.
I need help.
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The Cost of RP and the Benefits of Community
11 upvotes | March 7, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Ecclesiastes 1:18
For in much wisdom is much vexation, and he who increases knowledge increases sorrow.
The Red Pill can be tough pill to swallow. As the pill dissolves you begin to see reality for what it is.
Life, like an actress stripped of her make-up and expensive clothes, is not at all what it has been
presented to be. As you apply RP truths you begin to see just how common and deeply held Blue Pill
beliefs are. You begin to see it everywhere.
Your pastor preaches that the way to experience marital bliss is to do everything in your power to
make your wife feel comfortable and secure. Don't even think about glancing at another woman, and
if you do, you'd better go confess it to your wife and beg her forgiveness. Maybe she'll agree to being
your "accountability" partner, wouldn't that be helpful? You are told that being vulnerable is the way
to a woman's heart. Jesus wept, don't you want to be like Jesus?
You turn on the radio. You hear song after song about how powerless beta Jesus just really super
badly wishes we'd say yes to his invitation to prom uh, salvation. Since taking the Red Pill the
repetitive sappy lyrics on repeat can't help but remind you of some sort of sad amateur propaganda
contest.
Respected Christian leaders teach you that "a woman has every right to expect that her husband will
earn access to the marriage bed" and that a "wife will freely give herself to him sexually only when
he presents himself as worthy of her attention and desire." (source)
Your friend confides in you that his marriage is a sexless hell. He is convinced that the reason for it is
because he isn't enough enough of a servant leader and needs to help out around the house more.
After all, he explains, he recently came across an article about the benefits of chore-play. You try to
slip in some RP truth to try and help the poor guy, but he dismisses it as "worldly" and expresses his
concern that you are flirting with dangerous beliefs.
Yet you increasingly know, from experience, that these sort of behaviors (being overly emotional,
putting her on a pedestal, choreplay, covert contracts, etc) causes a woman's vagina to dry up like
salted jerky. You feel like you see life in color while everyone else is stuck in black and white.
As your knowledge increased, so did your sorrow. You can't "un-see" what has now been seen and
you are stuck watching others double-down on their beta behaviors and shipwreck their relationships.
As you learn more and more about the truth of how the world truly operates, this becomes more
pronounced. In other words, the more you understand the truth, the more the lies will stand out to
you. Thus, increasing your knowledge comes with increased vexation and sorrow. That is the cost
and it doesn't change.
But you don't have to go it alone.
This sub is here, in part, for this very reason and I am grateful for this community. If you are a lurker,
stop hanging out in the shadows and post. We are short on field reports here, and each one of us (if
we are making application) has something to share. There are few places set aside for discussions like
the ones that take place in this sub.
Make good use of it.
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How to approach sexaul relationships as red pilled christian
entering my 20s?
11 upvotes | March 3, 2018 | by 11-Eleven-11 | Link | Reddit Link
This is kind of a rant and has probably been asked/adressed several times before but this has been on
my chest since I swallowed the pill 2 years ago and I have yet to find a suitable answer from the main
redpill subreddit.
I'm 20 years old in college. Never had a girlfriend. Still a virgin. Finally after 2 years of improving
myself I have the power to start dating if I choose to. The problem is I don't see how its possible for
me start dating without having sex or if I should have sex. I know how important it is to not have sex
before your married but I dont see the point.
Every single girl who is even remotely attractive has had sex possible multiple times, christian or not.
We all know this. So, should I give up looking for a girl who is still a virgin? Should I widen my
search to girls who are christian with sexual experience? This seems to be the only option in our
society.
And this leads me to thinking, how can I compete sexually with women who have had multiple
partners when I have had zero? In a situation where I'm dating a girl with a n-count of 5 or more,
which seems unavoidable, and I have had zero, I'm at a huge disadvantage in terms of experience and
frame. It doesn't seem fair. We know women like men with high n-counts and virgin men as weak
and beta.
Whats the point of trying to stay celibate when women have given themselves up so easily and I'm
sitting there like a chump clingling to my chastity belt even though I could lose my virginity
whenever I want? How am I supposed to start a relationship with a christian women with multiple
partners and I have had zero. How is that right? How is our relationship supposed to be strong and
good by God's standards. Even if I forgive for having multiple partners theres no way to know if she's
even sorry, which we know already she's probably not.
Should I just say screw it and up my own n-count to compete? I really don't want to do that but I
could very easily. I won't lie, it would be very enjoyable, but it would not be as fullfilling as finding a
girl who has made the same commitment as me. And I guess I should admit, I'm not exactly sexually
pure since I was addicted to porn until I was about 19. (been porn free for over a year).
And is it selfish to want that? I've seen pua guys and redpill guys say 'who do you think you are
expecting a girl not to sleep with anyone until shes married?' 'You think you deserve a virgin?'
And they might be right. So whats the point of staying celibate myself and trying to find someone
willing to wait?
Sorry for the long rant. Thanks in advance for reading.
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Why the Church is Dead
11 upvotes | February 7, 2018 | by Rollo-Tomassi | Link | Reddit Link
http://savingeve.net/this-is-why-the-church-is-dead/
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God Punishes Beta Men
11 upvotes | February 4, 2018 | by Rollo-Tomassi | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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Wife had abortion without telling me
11 upvotes | February 4, 2018 | by willysmiles | Link | Reddit Link
Well the title says it all. I just married a woman (Not Christian, she is hard core feminist and Jewish
and am happy raising her kids with her but I wanted us to have our own and she said she did and then
I learned this by creeping her phone. She texted her sister and was laughing about it
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Thanks guys
11 upvotes | January 30, 2018 | by the_cheesiest | Link | Reddit Link
I started down the red pill path a while ago, but I never could reconcile the RP with Christianity. This
sub is helping me understand what it means to be a godly man and how that doesn't mean sacrificing
your manhood like a lot of the culture and more tragically the church (implicitly) tells us.
I am so thankful for this sub. You guys are saving and transforming lives.
God Bless each and everyone of you.
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A History of Marriage
11 upvotes | December 1, 2017 | by ruizbujc | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a writer for gotquestions.org and just gave this as an answer to someone's question: What should
a homosexual couple do if they come to Christ after getting married? Now, that question isn't
necessarily on-point for this sub, but a lot of the stuff in my response might interest you all
nonetheless. Feel free to downvote or remove this post if it's too tangential.
These types of questions are often difficult because most people want to talk about them as a
theoretical exercise without actually having any practical investment in the outcome of the answer. At
best, they might be vaguely acquainted with someone who has a similar situation, but that's about it.
To that end, I always like to emphasize that if you're one of these "intellectual exercise" people, don't
let your faith hinge on how God treats other people in unusual circumstances. Worry about what
God's doing in your own life and let God be the one to figure out the tough-cases on his own. We
don't need to know every detail about God's plans for how he'll judge humanity.
That said, for the rest of this comment I'll assume that this question really is uniquely personal to you
and the answer actually matters to your day-to-day life (whether personally or with a close
friend/relative who has solicited your advice). Here goes ...
A History of Marriage
God originally defined marriage in Genesis 2:24 - ""That is why a man leaves his father and mother
and is united to his wife, and they become one flesh." We see a man, a wife, and them becoming one
flesh. This was an ordinance by God that the rest of the world adopted. Although it was originally a
spiritual institution, when people in the days of Cain and onward rejected God, they carried over
things that God had instituted and adopted them as their own.
Over time, this secularized use of marriage crept back into God's people as well. In the time of Moses
God had to establish laws regarding marriage to ensure that there were protections for each spouse
that were enforceable by Moses, the Judges, etc. At first these laws came from God, so it was good.
But when people started relying on the law for the law's own sake, God got left behind and everyone
(Isreal and the rest of the world alike) started blurring the line between the fundamentally spiritual
nature of marriage with the governmental enforcement of the obligations that accompanied that bond.
To be more clear: marriage shifted from being a spiritual bond between a man and a woman and
became a contract enforceable by the government. I'm a divorce attorney, so laws about marriage are
my specialty - and I can affirm that at least in my state marriage is specifically called a "contract."
At some point throughout time, even God's church abandoned the spirituality of marriage and
endorsed the political authorities. Churches began preaching that you weren't married in God's eyes
unless you went to the courthouse and got your certificate and had your little ceremony. Although
they may have also required an ordained minister/priest/pastor to officiate in order to deem the
marriage valid before God, the fact that they also endorsed the secularization of marriage
requirements extended beyond the bounds of what God intended and gave the government authority
that used to belong to the Church to decide what marriage really meant.
So, in modern day America, the government finally abused that authority and decided to change the
definition of marriage. This started in the late 1800s, had its biggest definitional change in 1969 with
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the introduction to no-fault divorce laws, which basically abolished certain commitment requirements
from the definition of marriage, removing permanency as an implied expectation in the definition.
Then came the Obergefell case in the US just a few years ago, which legalized homosexuality.
Evolution of the Word "Marriage"
As soon as the government's definition changed even slightly from God's definition, there became a
split in the institution of uniting two people: (1) God's way is "marriage" in the biblical sense, but (2)
the government created civil unions but called them marriages. Because both institutions (God's
people and the government) are using the same word "marriage," it causes great confusion among
many people as to what God really expects - which is only made worse by the way the church had
adopted the civil marriage laws for so long.
But Paul also says in 1 Cor. 6 that there should not be law suits among believers. Instead, the church
had authorities to handle those types of things. So, any Christian who goes to divorce courts runs
afoul of 1 Cor. 6, as they should really be going to the church to divide their property, issue spousal
support, etc.
The thing is: the church deferred that authority to the state for so long that the church no longer has
any power to enforce its judgments and anyone who decided not to follow along with the plan would
have the ability to really screw over the other side. To that end, if they remained unrepentant in the
face of spiritual authority, Matthew 18 suggests we treat such people as unbelievers, at which point 1
Cor. 6 would no longer apply and suing a non-Christian for divorce in a secular court would become
appropriate.
Instead of going through the Matthew 18 technicality, the church today simply says, "We'll just
assume someone is going to be unrepentant in the process and just always let you go to civil courts to
resolve your divorce disputes." This is wrong, but it's how the church has done things from time
immemorial. It doesn't help, of course, that people are also getting their government-issued marriage
("cilvil union") license before their ceremony, so they generally have to go through civil divorce
courts anyway.
How God Sees It
Now, God's definition of marriage hasn't changed since Genesis 2. It's still man + woman = one flesh.
In God's view, becoming "one flesh" is what defines the marriage. This answer would get extremely
longer than it already is if I went into all of the backup for this concept, but suffice it to say that in my
view once a couple has consensual sex God views them as married (in the spiritual sense, obviously
not the civil). This union is unbreakable. Even when a civil divorce occurs, the spiritual bond still
exists. Even when Moses was issuing divorce certificates, the couple remained married in God's eyes.
So, in my view (again, long story to back this up), once someone is married, that marriage is forever
without remarriage until one spouse dies, even if the couple gets divorced (which biblically speaking
is more akin to a legal separation in modern teminology than what we presently think of when we say
"divorce").
Biblically speaking, there is no such thing as "gay marriage." Period. Although homosexuality is
referenced as early as Genesis and as late as Revelation, not once is it referred to as a "one flesh"
relationship or legitimized as a marriage. God did not suddenly say, "Oh, well the American supreme
court thinks homosexuality should be included in the definition of marriage, so I suppose I'll change
my definition to match theirs." Scripture did not change, nor will it change (Revelation 22:19).
That said, Romans 13 does demand a respect for human laws. So, if someone engages in a civil union
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that they call "marriage," then such a person should abide by what that entails. If following the
human law would mean breaking God's law, we always prioritize God's law. But we also have to
remember that some human laws and agreements are intended or expected to be broken. That's why
no-fault divorce laws were enacted in the first place - to allow people to get divorced without feeling
like they're "breaking the law" by leaving their spouse. So, in the context of civil union "marriage,"
you're not in violation of Romans 13 if you get divorced because the government has specifically
authorized (and in many circumstances actually encourages) the violation of the legal contract of
marriage.
To put it another way: it is not against the law to break a contract; the law merely outlines what
should happen when a contract is broken. So, if you make a civil union "marriage" contract with
another person, even if that contract is memorialized by the state through a marriage certificate, the
state doesn't have a governmental interest in enforcing that contract as if it were a party - it only has
an interest in making sure that both people are appropriately provided for in the event one or the other
chooses to break the contract. To that end, couples can freely divorce and not be in violation of
Romans 13 (although between believers in the context of spiritual marriages this is a totally different
story, as they would be in violation of dozens of other passages).
The Jephthah Argument
Now, one could potentially argue that God takes oaths very seriously - espsecially ones made before
Him. Judges 11 is a great example of this, where Jephthah vows before God to sacrifice the first thing
that comes out of his house if God helps him win some battle, and out comes his daughter. To honor
his vow to God, Jephthah does sacrifice his daughter to God - and the moral of the story is not to
make stupid promises/vows. Inded, some homosexual couples are making oaths before God to get
married, so there's some concern that the oath should follow the same rule of Judges 11 - that they
have to keep it, even if it means continuing in some grievous evil.
This, of course, is based on a faulty premise. It assumes that the homosexual couple is making a vow
based on the spiritual definition of marriage. When the couple enters into the civil union "marriage"
covenant before God, they really mean, "That thing where we're allowed to get divorce if it doesn't
work out - that's what I'm committing to, not this eternal spiritual marriage that doesn't end even if we
decide to call it quits." Accordingly, their vows are in a context that voids the legitimacy behind the
words in the first instance, so they're quite hollow and mean relatively nothing. They might be
emotionally charged and have a lot of personal sentiment behind them - and I don't doubt the validity
of those feelings that these people experience ... but in God's view, there is no real concern for the
enforceability of a vow that isn't meant to create a spiritual union - and no vow can do that in a
homosexual context, as that right is reserved for spiritual marriage by God's definition.
Answering Your Question
Simply put, there are two options:
FIRST - The homosexual couple can get divorced. It's not a spiritual marriage before God, so there's
no divorce to worry about there. And if the laws in the jurisdiction you live in anticipate divorce as a
permissible means of getting out of a marriage contract, then you're not in violatino of Romans 13 for
disrespecting state laws either. So, homosexuals are free to divorce without sin.
SECOND - The homosexual couple can remain in their civil union but follow God's law.
Specifically, they are not spiritually married before God and God condemns homosexual acts, thus
the only reason not to get divorced is a desire to remain in a platonic contractual relationship. For it to
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be a biblical relationship, it would have to be a strictly no-sex civil union "marriage." But there is no
biblical law against two men living in a non-sexual contractual relationship with regard to sharing life
responsibilities. So, to that end, if they can remain pure/chaste/sinless and simply choose to function
as contractually bound roommates because it suits their purposes, and that contract happens to be
enforceable by civil laws (noting that Christians enter into civily enforceable contracts all the time), I
can't think of anything in the Bible that would reject this, except two possible passages: (1) the
command to flee from temptation, understanding that if you weren't tempted to engage in homosexual
sex with the other person you probably wouldn't have gotten married in the first place, and (2) the
general concept that we don't want to make our lives appear to non-Christians or immature believers
as an endorsement of sin; and although there is no passage directly on-point, this concept is implied
in a handful of places, such as 1 Cor. 8.
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Love and Respect Bible Study (semi-RP)
11 upvotes | September 11, 2017 | by Idunnowhy2 | Link | Reddit Link
When I first got married, my wife & I did a Bible Study called "Love & Respect: The Love She Most
Desires; The Respect He Desperately Needs". Anyone else done this or read the book?
The basic premise is that women need Love, while men need Respect and our interpretations of the
Bible to use a single word for love where it had more nuanced meanings has obscured this.
I would call this semi-Red Pill, because it at least acknowledges the differences between men &
women, and from what I remember - encourages women to be subservient (to a Feminist-allowed
degree).
The biggest thing that I think this book misses is that it's all about telling the woman how to respect
her husband/a husband how to love his wife. This is a total and complete waste.
The Lesson should have been how Husbands can GET the Respect they want (Hint: it won't come
from communicating needs). That would be Red Pill.
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302 - Bible Study
11 upvotes | August 31, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
When looking at the 7 basics, some of them should come naturally. Many people miss the relational
development aspect of having a quiet time, but still know how to have a quiet time all the same. From
there it's just a matter of OYS - are you being responsible or lazy?
TYPES OF STUDY
There are typically three approaches to Bible study:
(1) Mama Bird Studies - This is where a leader chews up all the food for all of the participants and
basically spoon feeds it to them. The participants have almost no prep-work. They just come and
learn, asking questions and making comments along the way.
Great for spiritual infants or those who simply aren't disciplined enough for a true study.
(2) Off the Cuff Studies - This is where everyone shows up without any meaningful preparation and
shares their thoughts on a passage or topic with one another. There may be a facilitator, but even the
facilitator hasn't done any significant preparation.
Great for topical studies or life-on-life groups, where you never know what issue someone will
bring up that needs discussed.
(3) True Bible Studies - This is where all participants in the group have agreed upon what passage
will be studied and have actually followed through with preparation.
True studies are incredibly valuable for anyone who has even a basic degree of competency in how to
understand the Scriptures. That said, they are incredibly rare, as it is overwhelmingly difficult to find
anyone who is willing to put in the time and effort to give the passage the level of preparation and
dedication necessary.
By way of example only, when I study a single chapter (20-ish verses), I typically expect that I will
spend a minimum of 3 to 5 hours with the material itself, 30 minutes in prayer throughout the
process, and 15 minutes reviewing commentaries to discern whether or not my interpretations are
reasonable. On average, this is about 4hr per week process. This process applies when I'm leading a
mama bird study or in a true study. When "off the cuff" issues come up, I get a week off. I'll typically
maintain this for about 25 weeks out of a year (i.e. 100hrs of Bible study per year).
A general church group is typically lucky if everyone is wiling to spend 15 minutes skimming the
passage and googling a few key phrases. This is unfortunate, but it is a sad reality for modern churchgoers who do not prioritize in-depth understanding of the Scriptures. Take this as a challenge to man
up. Work those spiritual muscles like you do your physical ones.
THE INDUCTIVE METHOD
Rather than musing over what you think something means, the better interpretive method is to figure
out what the author meant when he/she wrote it. The author is the one we agree was inspired by God
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in writing the Scriptures, not you in reading them. How do we figure out authorial intent?
BACKGROUND: Learn as much as you can about the culture and the context of the passage.
OBSERVATION: Once you have an idea of the context, make as many observations as possible.
INTERPRETATION: Once you have a lot of observations, start asking questions - then use the text
to answer the question.
APPLICATION: Make it personal. How are you going to live differently now?
BACKGROUND
I typically advise people to avoid commentaries as much as possible until after their study is
complete. When people rely too heavily on commentaries up-front they lose the ability to think for
themselves. Instead of studying the Scriptures, it's as if they're sitting in on someone else's Bible
study and reporting the results to their own group. Or a more apt example: it's like going to the gym
with your buff friend, having him lift the weights for you, and then bragging to everyone around how
impressive you are.
Instead, I recommend that people start by going through the entire 4-part process first and then refer
to commentaries at the end to discern whether or not their conclusions are reasonably aligned with a
scholarly consensus. The one exception I make is in the case of a passage where it is clear that
historical context is going to play a major role, in which case there is some necessity to know this
historical context in advance.
In place of commentaries, the up-front part of researching the background should be reading the
passages before and after and addressing correlating passages that reference the subject matter. A
cursory book overview is also immensely helpful.
OBSERVATION
Here's a challenge I give to every man I disciple: make at least 20 observations per verse on average
over a passage. So, if you're studying a 5-verse passage, try to make 100+ observations on it. Early
on, this will seem almost impossible, as I once thought it was too. As you practice, it'll become
second nature and you'll find that even 50+ observations per verse is quite doable.
What types of observations should you be making? I break them up into the following categories with
the acronym GRAPES:
Grammar - Look for things like past, present, or future tense; if it says "and" or "or"; who is the
object of the sentence? etc.
Repetition - If something is mentioned more than once, it's probably important
Absence - This one is the hardest to process, but look for things that you would normally expect to
appear but seem to be missing
Patterns - Look for different things that fit together; for example, if you see the "Father," "Son," and
"Spirit" all in a few verses, that's a pretty clear pattern that means something
Extratextual - These are observations based on things outside the text itself; it might involve
observing what a Greek word dictionary says or what you noticed in a historical reference book; it
most often takes the form of correlating passages outside the one being studied
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Statements - This is the most common type of observation and it's the easiest; simply put, you're just
noticing what the passage actually says and taking its word for it
INTERPRETATION
As with observation, I give a challenge: 10 questions per verse, then answer them. Let's assume
you're studying a 20-verse chapter. You should now have somewhere around 400 observations made.
Now, go back through all of those observations and ask 200 questions.
I've found that there are no less than 5 different types of questions. I will use Philippians 1:1 for each
of my example questions: "Paul and Timothy, servants of Christ Jesus, to all God's holy people in
Christ Jesus at Philippi, together with the overseers and deacons"
BASIC - Questions that are readily answerable by the text.
Ex. Who wrote Philippians?
INTERMEDIATE - Can be answered by the text or surrounding passages, but not immediately
apparent from the verse prompting the question.
Ex. What is an overseer or deacon?
DIFFICULT - Answerable, but require significant research beyond the text itself. These types of
questions usually require an understanding of the Bible as a whole and intimate knowledge of God's
character to answer.
Ex. Why is Paul writing this book to the Philippians?
CRITICAL THINKING - Usually don't have a definitive answer, but are worth pondering because
they alert us to aspects of God's character of which we would otherwise be ignorant.
Ex. Why did God have Paul write this letter to the Philippians rather than just telling them
directly or having someone in their own city write this book?
CATEGORICAL - This is the most important, yet most difficult type of question to address. They
focus on observations that span multiple verses and connect them to a single point that can be
succinctly summarized. All of your other observations and questions should be leading to this, as
these questions (and their associated answers) are the core of what you're trying to get at with Bible
study in the first place.
Ex. What do verses 1-2 mean? What do 3-11 mean? What do 12-26 mean? 27-30? Based on
each of those, what does 1-11 mean? 12-30? What does Chapter 1 mean? How does chapter 1
flow into chapter 2? How does it fit into the greater context of the rest of the book?

APPLICATION
An application references some way your life will change because of what you studied. Applications
are worthless unless they are practical. My basic rule is that an application must be observable. It
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doesn't have to actually be observed; rather it has to be capable of being observed.
For example, "I'm going to love my wife more this week" is not practical. "I'm going to love my wife
more this week by doing , and ___" is practical. That can be observed. The fact that she may never
see you doing those things is immaterial. Your goal in loving your wife more shouldn't be to try to
get her to notice; rather, it's to be the loving man God told you to be - covert contracts being
destroyed in the process.
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109 - Pursuit, Seduce, Initiate
11 upvotes | August 28, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
PURSUIT - Christian women love to play the pursuit card. "You're the man. It's your job to pursue
me!" This is not a biblical concept. I can't give any citations because they don't exist. At best, I could
explain sociological structures that existed at the time the Bible was written, but the Bible never
endorses those cultural concepts as God-ordained any more than polygamy. In reality, this is a ploy
from the feminist imperative telling women that men should be doing everything and women can just
do whatever they want and the "Good-Christian Guy" just needs to keep being a beta chump toward
her anyway, no matter how frigid or denying she may be.
SEDUCE - Instead, what I do see happening repeatedly is that women who wanted men to pursue
them had to take the responsibility for seducing the man before he chased her. Interestingly, we have
two primary books dedicated to female characters: Esther and Ruth. Esther got her position by
seducing the king into selecting her as his new wife. Likewise, Ruth seduced Boaz. Although many
like to reject this, it's pretty obvious Naomi had an agenda of hooking the two up from the start and
Ruth did whatever Naomi said. The plan was to get Boaz to marry Ruth from the very beginning. Are
we really to believe these women weren't chatting up about this plan each night? The Bible as much
as tells us they were.
Now, some people would want to throw out the immediate objection: "But we're the bride of Christ
and God pursues us, so shouldn't we emulate him by pursuing our wives the same way?" This is the
type of thinking of someone who still has the wool pulled over his eyes. This tries to impute the
feminist imperative on how we understand God and the Bible when Scripture itself actually says the
opposite. Yes, there is an element that God is the original initiator - he has to be because we're
incapable of our own salvation apart from him. But once his enabling grace was given:
"Seek first His Kingdom"
"Come to me, all you who are weary"
"You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all of your heart"
"Those who seek me diligently find me"
"Ask and it will be given; seek and you will find; knock and it will be opened"
"Draw near to God and he will draw near to you"
"He made one man from every nation ... that they should seek him and find him"
This list can go on for ages. But let's also look at the practical observation-approved aspects of the
world. If God was pursuing everyone the way we think, then how can billions of people in the world
go day by day without ever feeling any real impact of God's pursuit on them? I'll tell you why; or
rather Paul will. Starting in Romans 1:18 Paul explains that God puts himself out there - he makes
himself known to us, then the responsibility for responding is on us. If we fail to respond to our
awareness of God, he hands us over to a darker mentality, then darker and darker until the "depraved
mind" in verse 28. Where is God's pursuit in the path that Paul preaches? It's the reverse - the
expectation is that we would be the ones to pursue God.
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Lost Sheep - Once we're his, if we wander astray he brings us back (the lost sheep and all) - but that's
us applying RP to a wandered spouse who is walking away from the relationship, not a pursuit in the
way most women mean it when they charge their husbands with pursuing them, which usually
amounts to "buy me flowers; give me love notes; massage my back without expecting sex; etc." Sure,
we can do these things in our own right when we want to - but not in response to her demand. That
actually cheapens our affection because if she can get it on demand, she no longer values it any more
than free pens when you're at a job fair.
It's the husband's responsibility to keep his wife safely within his frame (the sheep pen). But at the
same time, the wife has a responsibility to seduce her husband just as Ruth and Esther seduced their
men, and just as each of God's people began their journey by opening their hearts to God and
fostering a condition where he would come in and change our lives. In that sense, "the prayer" is
(although often ineffective) an effort to seduce God - to say, "God, I want you to come inside me"
just as a wife might do things to communicate to her husband, "I want you to come inside me."
INITIATION
Now, I know that some people are ready to accuse: "But you can't control her, so the seduce section
is worthless!* Righto. Let me be clear, though: the burden of initiation in sex is still on the man,
whether she seduces or not. There have been several times that I've initiated with my wife when she
made no effort on her appearance that day. After having a baby she had to remember how enjoyable
sex is before she could want it again (specifically: enough to seduce me). Otherwise she'd just be
eating up all my self-improvement as an easy freebie. Don't be a doormat - initiate even when she's
giving you the "off signals" or else what's the point of all your self-improvement? (just be ready to
back off on a hard no). As you start to function within the natural order of the system, ideally she will
return to that order as well. And if she doesn't, that's why you work on your OI and ultimately why
Jesus gave the Matthew 18 process for when someone sins against us (not to mention 1 Cor. 5 and 7).
As I have often said, physical reproduction is synonymous with spiritual reproduction. God is always
initiating with us to share our faith. After all, it's his great commission to us. Remember how when
you were first saved you thought everyone needed to know about Jesus?!? We have simply rejected
him so often that we have numbed ourselves to his approach, like our feminized society tells us is
normal and appropriate for wives. By rejecting evangelism, we are accepting the reality of the
feminist imperative in the way we live our spiritual lives. If God didn't give me an internal
compulsion by His Spirit toward sharing my faith, I'd probably never do it except in fulfillment of a
duty (and how much do you enjoy duty sex?). Like any case study of a LL (low libido) on
r/deadbedrooms, "I could go the rest of my life without it and I'd be just fine." But boy does God not
want that from us. He's initiating all the time - stop numbing yourself to it. Bringing it back to the
physical: husbands are and should always be the ones to initiate physically with our wives just as God
initiates with us.
[Bonus: Does that mean God's a bad leader? No, because he has abundance. If you won't respond to
the call to share the Gospel, he'll raise up someone else who will. And if all of humanity rejects him
... "I tell you ... if they keep quiet, the stones will cry out" (Luke 19:40).]
The key distinction here between pursuit, seduction, and initiation here is that as God leads us [read:
real pursuit, not the way wives present it], if we're faithful to following, we actually become the
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[seducers] who are eager to respond to God's [initiation]. As we develop an internalized passion for
evangelism, the Spirit no longer has to prompt the desire for evangelism in us - we're constantly
wanting it with every new non-Christian we meet, and it's exciting. Sometimes we even do initiate
without a clear prompt from the Spirit. In those cases the Spirit either follows suit or he doesn't. God's
plan doesn't depend on our actions any more than your plan should depend on your wife's, though we
can happily incorporate favorable behavior into our intentions. More often than not, the Spirit
responds to our matured desire for evangelism (which is spiritually "sexy" to God) by initiating with
us to help us find those opportunities.
Bottom Line: The order goes something like this: (1) Men should lead their wives; (2) Ideally this
prompts a wife to be seductive; (3) Husbands then initiate sex with their wives under ideal conditions
Note 1: The typical female intentions behind "pursue me" are discretionary in #1, not
mandatory in any part of this process.
Note 2: Often-times step 2 has to be skipped for most of the early months of a man's RP
journey or through certain life situations (such as time off sex due to a newborn) because until
the wife remembers how great it is to have sex with a real man, she's not going to want it
enough to seduce you. The conclusion is that it's all your responsibility - but you need to lead
her in fulfilling her role (i.e. #2), not in overt ways (i.e. "You need to seduce me, here's how
..."), but by being a man she wants to seduce.
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The More You Know: Profanity and evasive efforts are autofiltered, so use alternatives
11 upvotes | July 19, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I set up the auto-mod to delete profanity and evasive efforts, such as using an asterisk instead of a
vowel. I know there are certain catch-phrases in the manosphere like STs and OYS. That said, for the
sake of others who find this place without such familiarity and who prefer to have a cleaner
discourse, the preference is to use alternatives like "fitness test" and "own your stuff" or just to use
the acronym. If I knew how to exempt specific phrases from the filter while still filtering other uses
of the words, I would do so, but that's beyond my capabilities.
For the next week or two I'll try to be pretty lenient with approving these types of posts anyway,
giving you all some time to adjust. Sorry for any inconvenience.
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FR: 1 Cor 7 Revisited
11 upvotes | December 26, 2019 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
28yo, 146#, married 4yrs, on the RP journey ~6 months
Bench 3x155#, Squat 3x205#, Overhead Press 3x115#, Deadlift 4x255#

Introduction
If you've been working on your marriage and reading your Bible, you've visited 1 Corinthians 7:1-5 a
number of times. The conventional (and not wholly incorrect) takeaway is that in a Christian
marriage, each spouse is to initiate and receive sex as often as they want.
When I first started out on my journey, I would revisit this passage about once a month with my wife.
I would take the line that, "I'm supposed to have sex as often as I like! See? It's in the Bible!" I even
made sure she knew I had John Piper on my side of the argument.
As you can imagine, those conversations never went well. They were littered with covert contracts,
and we often only escalated into unproductive anger.
Well, just yesterday, my wife and I revisited that John Piper article, and we actually had a long,
productive discussion looking at the passage together. Here, I'd like to relate some of the big
takeaways which have put words to dynamics and frustrations we've both been feeling on this long,
wild journey.

The Passage: 1 Corinthians 7:1-5
[1] Now concerning the matters about which you wrote: “It is good for a man not to have sexual
relations with a woman.” [2] But because of the temptation to sexual immorality, each man should
have his own wife and each woman her own husband. [3] The husband should give to his wife her
conjugal rights, and likewise the wife to her husband. [4] For the wife does not have authority over
her own body, but the husband does. Likewise the husband does not have authority over his own
body, but the wife does. [5] Do not deprive one another, except perhaps by agreement for a limited
time, that you may devote yourselves to prayer; but then come together again, so that Satan may not
tempt you because of your lack of self-control. (ESV)

The Commands
As you read the passage, you'll likely immediately get a picture of an ideal sexual relationship within
marriage. Each spouse is commanded to give sexually based on the others' needs. There are no deals
to be made or conditions to be met. The only condition is the fact that they are a married couple. No
further requirements are listed (not even weightlifting!).
However, something unique emerges when you step back to deeply consider the specificity of the
commands in the passage, to isolate and evaluate each of the verbs as they can be applied to each
spouse individually.
This approach is how we often read Ephesians 5:22-33. Men obey Paul's commands to husbands
regardless of whether or not their wife fulfills her portion. She's not respecting you? No excuses. Paul
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did not include, "Husbands love your wives if she's behaving the way you want her to." There's no
"if." Look at what Paul commanded of husbands. Are you a husband? There are your marching
orders.
Similarly, in 1 Corinthians 7, we can isolate the commands and expectations given to men and
remove those given to women:
"... each man should have his own wife ..." (v. 2)
"The husband should give to his wife her conjugal rights ..." (v. 3)
"... the husband does not have authority over his own body, but the wife does." (v. 4)
"Do not deprive one another, except perhaps by agreement ..." (v. 5)

The Posture of a Sexual Relationship
Looking at the passage in this light, we see a certain posture or attitude toward sexuality take shape.
1. Monogamy (v. 2). A man is to have a woman who is his. Not multiple women. Not a woman he
shares with others.
2. A man is the recipient of his wife's sexual desire (vv. 3-5).
Point one is an easy takeaway. Here on RPC, that's not something we need to spend time here
discussing.
Point two, though, has totally changed my approach to sexuality and it is quickly transforming my
marriage.
As you'll read throughout RP literature, there is the advice to initiate often and to learn how to receive
denials with grace and amused mastery (instead of being butthurt). It seems many have been like me
and have initiated so often and so consistently that even if I personally am not bothered, my wife gets
annoyed (read: infuriated) which really only drives her further away from me sexually.
This passage, though, implicitly affirms something all of us in the TRP/MRP/RPC world already
know: Women want sex.
And as a husband, to serve the wife (because of temptation in vv. 2 & 5), to position himself such that
she can freely and easily come to him instead of him always battering down the door to go to her.

The Gift of Breathing Room
As I've gotten fit, put my affairs in order, found my mission, and lived this RPC journey, my wife
(and all the other women in my life) have responded to me with attraction. One woman at work who
was impossible to get along with, consistently accusing me of wrongdoing, changed her tone to
actually make excuses for me whenever I made a mistake - even big mistakes.
At home, though, sex still wasn't happening, and now I think I see a major reason why: I had the
posture of aggressor, too often being up in my wife's business about sex. She never had time or
space to let her own feelings of attraction grow and take root such that she had her own desire driving
her to the bedroom.
Toward the end of November, I was convicted, thinking, "You know, nothing is working. I don't
know what's going on, but I feel the Spirit's convicting me that it's time to go NoFap hard mode (no
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orgasm of any kind) and stop pursuing sex with my wife for the month of December. We might not
have sex - I might not even have an orgasm - at all this month, and that would be okay."
Little did I know that in taking this attitude (while still going on dates and maintaining all the other
parts of the relationship) I was taking on the posture of recipient. I did not pursue sex. I did not
reach out to kiss or hug her. I did not initiate any cuddling in bed. I gave her some space and gave her
physical romantic attention only when she clearly indicated she wanted it.
In this time, her sexual desire grew immensely. It's like she got to regain control of her own sense of
sexuality and desire, discovering her own feelings instead of always playing defense against mine.

Leading by Example
In taking on this posture, becoming a patient and faithful recipient of her sexual desire, she has
started to do the same for me. This dynamic has been key in reestablishing an element of trust in that
she might now say, "He really does want to use his sexuality to serve me, not trying to use my
sexuality to serve him." She can feel the freedom to assume the posture of the recipient of my sexual
desire because I have already done so for her. The pressure is off. I'm committed to first and foremost
having an attitude that I am sexually available to her, even if she isn't sexually available to me.
Only now does all the lifting, game, mission, and other dynamics impact my sexual relationship.
Those things have all come together to make it easy for her to desire sex with me, her husband. Now
she has the space to let those desires rise within her, and she feels the safety to bring them to me, a
husband who recognizes his body is not his own.
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Wife advice (first post)
11 upvotes | December 27, 2019 | by Interesting-Ease | Link | Reddit Link
First post. I'm going to dump a bunch of stuff here, confession style, and ask for advice.
Background: I work full time, my wife is a stay-at-home mom to our 1 year old. My relationship with
my wife is just ok. We get along and don't argue much, but I'm not really happy with my home life in
general.
1. My wife is very bossy. Lately I've been trying to correct her when she says something like "go
change Baby's diaper" and instead get her to say "please change Baby's diaper." At least that
way it's in the form of a polite request.
2. My wife is very messy. She'll leave dirty dishes around, clothes everywhere, etc. Any time I
call her on it she says something like "I was trying to deal with Baby. I didn't have time." I
know dealing Baby can be exhausting, but it was like that even before Baby existed.
3. My wife is very overweight. She outweighs me by about 100lb. She was a little heavy when we
met, but not enough to make her unattractive. Since then she's slowly gained. Now I'm not very
attracted to her, and that hurts our sex life. I think she thinks I have a low sex drive (I don't)
since most of the time she is the one who initiates.
4. My wife wants me to be more dominant in bed. I never really knew how to put that into
practice, although recently I learned that the light spankings I was doing wasn't what she
wanted. She apparently likes hard, painful smacks on her butt. I'm willing to keep learning, but
at the same time I can't really manhandle her like I want because of #3.
Where do I go from here? For #1 I guess I'll keep trying to correct her bad habit. #2 and #3... no idea.
I don't see how I have any control over that. #4, I guess I'll just keep trying to be more dominant and
less afraid to really spank her, since obviously it's what she wants.
Edit: Requested info
Mission: Good question. My honest answer is probably to raise my kid and keep my wife
happy.
Stats: Body fat: around 15-20% (a guess), 6' tall, about 170lb, I can bench about 170 on a really
good day.
Reading: I've read through about 1/3 of the pdf, still working my way through it
Finances: I've got a good job and make decent money. I didn't mention it, but this could be #5
on the list: getting my wife to stick to our budget. As a result we have more credit card debt
than I'd like, and it's a source of stress for me.
Spiritual: Getting better. I stagnated for a while, but meeting her was one reason I started going
to church more regularly.
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Are you guys ok with premarital sex?
11 upvotes | October 14, 2020 | by -ChildOfGod- | Link | Reddit Link
I've seen to many posts here that give that kind of vibe. I know I'm not holy and perfect as I battle
through my own desires as well, but is this a common thing among this sub?
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How to handle delusional Christians? (honest answers only
please)
11 upvotes | October 23, 2020 | by KitchenAdditional836 | Link | Reddit Link

Serene Char
Long story short, this girl has some questionable beliefs. What I'd like to specifically focus on is her
testimony at 7:05 that God told her friend to give her a bible and at 8:01 where she said a demon
was inside her that made her as powerful as 3 grown men who were fighting her and at 5m0s
where she said her 3rd eye allows her to see into other dimensions.
First, I'll say a few positive things about her so that this post doesn't seem too much like a hit-piece.
She sounds friendly, genuine, sincere, candid, brave, and her video has a like/dislike ratio of
16,000/200 which is very impressive which is approximately 80:1.
For starters, if God & the universe really works this way and I'm out of the loop, then please be bold
and tell me I am wrong but I'm fairly certain that God doesn't talk to people unless they are a prophet.
(A prophet is a person regarded as an inspired teacher or proclaimer of the will of God) From my
understanding, God only talks to you through the bible or via the holy spirit giving you courage,
strength, and/or emotional support when it is sought through prayer.
I guess what I'm asking is how are Christians supposed to react to statements made by people who
call themselves Christian when those statements sound patently absurd or dubious? If it's someone
that I consider my friend or family member, I kinda cringe and just keep my thoughts to myself but
I'd like to know how other members of this community react to people like her?
Do you caution them and try to gently guide them onto the correct path?
Do you ask them to question their beliefs and respectfully point out that they might perhaps be in
error?
I feel like it's morally wrong to sit back and do nothing. People can do serious damage to Christianity
as a whole if they include metaphysical and/or supernatural phenomenon that is not supported by
biblical evidence. There are just my thoughts though and I certainly do not consider myself an expert
on this matter which is why I'm respectfully asking for the advice of the RPC community on this
difficult matter.
Thank you for reading.
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*I am 15 Year Old Christian and I am starting To LOSE MY
FAITH. Some encouragement and Advice would Help
Tremendously*
11 upvotes | November 28, 2020 | by that_local_teenager | Link | Reddit Link
*PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE POST BEFORE COMMENTING*
Hello, I am a 15 year old “Christian” who has been wanting to talk and say Why I have been Re –
evaluating and Doubting my faith in God. ALL of these Opinions and Statements I have made and
Thought Myself with NO OUTSIDE INPUT. I don’t really think anyone would care enough to Read
this entire post but by posting I hope something changes. What I say is not meant IN NO WAY TO
OFFEND GOD OR BLASPHEMY AGAINST THE HOLY SPIRIT!! I am going to be very frank in
what I think and say bout God, after all this is my opinion about God and what I am starting to
Conclude about God. Here are some of the Doubts and questions I have about God recently:
1. Reliance and Dependence on God
My First Question is whether we should as Humans Rely and Depend on God. I have been asking this
question to myself for the past few weeks and I am coming to the conclusion that why should we rely
on God when we can rely on ourselves and our own strength. Of course, OBVIOUSLY our strength
isn’t always the best and ALL throughout History there has been cases where OUR STRENGTH has
been used for bad and tremendously evil causes, such as Hitler and the Nazi Party and Stalin and His
Gulags as well as many more. However these rarely happen and when we do we as Humans and
Mankind fight to Destroy such evil strength and Power. Where was God during ww1 and ww2, when
4 and around 60 million people died respectively in these wars, where entire villages disappeared
since there wasn’t enough men to populate them? God didn’t send his army of angels to save us, we
had to SAVE ourselves from Hitler and His Regime. Imagine if the worlds leaders at that time
decided to trust and depend on God instead of their own strategy, resources and manpower to fight
the Nazis. I bet you that Hitler wouldn’t give a damn whether they trusted in God or not, he would
just destroy the countries. But of course those leaders relied on their strategy, resources and
manpower instead of some invisible God. We Fought as one army to take down an OPPRESIVE
REGIME. While there were Heavy losses along the way, there were victories as well. HOW MUCH
MORE WE CAN DO TOGETHER INSTEAD OF RELYING ON GOD. Stephen hawking DIDN’T
BELIEVE IN GOD yet contributed HEAVILY to the science of Black Holes and discovered
Hawking Radiation. Yet he wasn’t Christian. There are so many people who have contributed to
knowledge and weren’t Christians and they didn’t depend on God. The list can be found here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_atheists_in_science_and_technology
Why should we rely on a God that doesn’t even show himself and tells us to “JUST” have faith?
What if God doesn’t provide at all because of his “plan” or provides too late to do anything at times
of need. Imagine all the Christian Parents whose child/ children has died of a sickness, prayed to god
for him to save him, yet they still dies? What then? How are they supposed to continue believing in
God when he TOOK their child/ Children away from them? If I were them I wouldn’t see the point.
God didn’t deliver, perhaps science and medicine will. We could Rely on OURSELVES and Become
ENTIRELY SELF SUFFICIENT, without God. Self Sufficiency drives and motivates progress
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without the need of relying on others. But if you Rely on other people or God, they can HARM your
progress or EVEN STOP and DISCOURAGE you from being better. Why rely on other people when
YOU and WE can rely on ourselves? Relying on others can mean you could be DISCOURAGED
easily since YOUR STRENGTH is with Them, an external force and factor instead of YOURSELF,
making you dependant instead of independent. And being dependant on others is NEVER a good
situation to be in. A SITUATION without control in your life and even yourself is ALWAYS a
DANGEROUS SITUATION. That’s how domestic abuse works, the abuser alienates the Victim (in
this case the wife) and makes HER depend on HIM. She relies on him for everything and when he
Betrays her she cant go anywhere because she is isolated and he is all she has ever known. That’s one
of the MANY reasons Self sufficiency and Independence is always BETTER than dependence and
Reliance on others. Why Trust a mysterious God who maybe or may not provide and perhaps even
save us in tribulations when we CAN RELY AND TRUST ON OUR OWN STRENGTH AND
SKILL? The earlier we start relying on ourselves, The more progress and the more we ADVANCE as
SOCIETY AND HUMANITY AS A WHOLE.
1. God
Why is God so mysterious and not show himself upon Humanity? Wouldn’t it be easier for people
and Humans to believe in him if he showed himself and Christians wouldn’t be prosecuted for their
faith because their God has SHOWN himself that he EXISTS? Also why did Jesus have to Exist,
when God could have destroyed Satan the moment he turned from Lucifer into Satan? That would
HAVE SAVED humanity and sin wouldn’t have existed at ALL. Without Satan and Hell, the world
would be without sin and we would HAVE BEEN PERFECT FROM THE BEGINNING without NO
INTERFERENCE! But No, God does not do that. Instead he let Satan lie Adam and Eve and their
SIN damn us humans. Because of the SIN of 2 people, THE WHOLE HUMAN RACE IS DAMNED
FOR ETERNITY!! Why not kill the WEED by uprooting it instead of LETTING OF IT GROW? If
Satan and Hell didn’t exist, then ALL humans would have been saved and believed in God BY
DEFAULT AND NOT LOSE THEIR SALVATION, as they ALREADY BELIEVE!! But Again,
because of the ACTIONS OF 2 PEOPLE we are damned!! Damned and Not SAVED!! Why take the
longer and harder route/ solution when GOD could have Dealt with the Problem Straight away? IT
DOES NOT MAKE SENSE!! Its like me trying to fix a car myself without experience instead of
taking it into the mechanic to be fixed straight away! And Right now, in THE PRESENT, I FEEL
FAR AWAY from God and I’m starting to doubt him and figure out why am I Christian. I NEVER
understood how god would talk to people through the bible, why cant he just show a sign or be clear
in our dreams instead of acting all MYSTERIOUS and speaking to us through the Bible. It doesn’t
make sense. Furthermore I have never felt that God has spoken to me about anything and I always
hear other Christians and other people saying god has SPOKEN TO THEM. I have never heard
God’s voice. Has God FORSAKEN ME?? Am I so Far down the PIT OF PORN that I have been
FORSAKEN AND FORGOTTEN??
AND what makes me the most FRUSTRATED AND HOPELESS, is that if you’re a Christian, He is
your LORD AND MASTER and you must always do as HE SAYS or else you’ll go to HELL. Its like
God is using our NATURAL tendency to SIN and MAKE MISTAKES since he didn’t stop Adam
and Eve from DOOMING HUMANITY as LEVERAGE FOR US TO SUBMIT TO HIM, Like a
Slave or else will be thrown into the Pit of HELL!! That’s the point of the TEN
COMMANDMENTS. Of course doing the WRONG THING IS ALWAYS BAD, like Taking
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someone’s life and Stealing another’s personal belongings for yourself, but people make mistakes
and HAVE A NATURAL TENDENCY TO SIN and its NOT FAIR we should BE DOOMED TO
HELL. EVEN IF you question or doubt him it’s a Sin. How can questioning and/ or doubting GOD
be a sin, when you are trying to learn more about GOD or re – evaluate your faith? Isn’t that the
point, to learn more and re – evaluate your faith, but if you do so you are ACCUSED OF
BLASPHEMY. And if so you ARE CONDEMNED!! CONDEMNED FOR ALL YOUR SINS AND
MISTAKES!! All because god didn’t stop, wasn’t bothered or couldn’t stop Satan From lying to
Adam and Eve, His OWN CREATION in which he modelled HUMAN AFTER HIMSELF!! Why do
we have to fail as humans and earn salvation through Christ when God could’ve stopped Satan in the
First Place and be saved nonetheless?? HECK, EVEN GOD WONT LET GO OF YOU AND YOUR
LIFE!! He CONTROLS when you are BORN and when you WILL DIE like a Maniac who Crave
CONTROL. You cant Decide YOURSELF how long you will live YET ITS DECIDED BY AN
EXTERNAL BEING you CANT EVEN SEE!! God can and DOES take LIFE when he PLEASES
and NO ONE can STOP HIM. We are Helpless, little beings. God is like a giant who craves control
and we are his Slaves and subjects. WE THINK WE HAVE CONTROL BUT WE DON’T!! OH
HOW STUBBORN AND HOPELESS WE ARE. God can Take our Loved ones away FROM US,
and for The rest of us LEFT on this DAMNED PLANET he offers nothing but Pain and Suffering.
HE TAKES AND TAKES, whenever and However he wants because he is GOD. And if that is not
enough we cant even Decide or Plan our own Destiny and Plan for our life, God does. We cant be all
smart and intelligent, only GOD CAN DECIDE. Why should GOD BE CONTROLLING EVERY
ASPECT of our Lives like a dictator. ITS SO SAD. God can destroy our hopes and dreams and
replace them with his “plan” for OUR OWN LIFE. We cant even do anything about it. ITS NEVER
about You but GOD. A god we cant even see or hear, well I certainly cant hear him. You were born
for him and you are trapped BY HIM. Tell me, what is SO WRONG IN FOLLOWING OUR OWN
AMBITIONS, DREAMS AND HOPES that God ACTIVELY TRY TO STOP US. What if I Have a
burning PASSION AND DREAM I want to pursue in Life, however its NOT GODS “PLAN”. What
Now, should I give EVERYTHING UP TO AN INVISIBLE GOD and if I don’t I am doomed to hell
for ETERNITY? Is he a maniac, is he a dictator?? I am starting to think he is. YOU HAVE TO LET
GOD use YOU for HIS purposes or you will be doomed. DOOMED!! No mercy or Escape from a
controlling God that WILL never Let us go and be FREE!! And the Most Depressing thing we cant
do anything about it. He can Take our lives when he wants and how he wants and leave the pain and
suffering to us. GOD TAKES our Identity and Replace it with his version of it, his plan! It doesn’t
matter whether you are a Christian or not, God does not give a damn, he will ULTIMATLEY decide
your Fate and Destiny and we can never do anything about it.
We are SLAVES, SUBJECTS to A GOD we cannot RUN FROM. HE TAKES AND TAKES every
ASPECT OF OUR LIVES. He plays with our lives like toys and HE DECIDES OUR DEATH AND
DESTINY, NOT US. How Sad. How hopeless are we. I wish I could do something about it but I
cant. I am just a hopeless little being who will ultimately die and not change a single thing, another
invisible cog in a horrible machine we call life where God plays the Cards, not us. Its just so damn
depressing.
1. Our Existence and Purpose
Now that we have fallen as human beings and are prone to sin, what is the point of our existence,
when all, and when I mean all, I mean ALL of Earth is going to be destroyed by God in FIRE when
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JESUS COMES AGAIN? Why LIVE, build houses, create families, acquire knowledge, fall in love
and study, win trophies and championships when its ALL GOING TO FADE AWAY LIKE SAND
and in the VERY END, it amounts to NOTHING. When Jesus comes, EVERYTHING WE HAVE
LIVED FOR in this planet will be eradicated forever, for eternity. Every War and Loss, every
Purpose and Dream, Every Victory and Sacrifice, Every action of Love and Hate will ALL BE IN
VAIN, for nothing. Then THERE IS NO POINT OF EXISTENCE!! It would have been better that
we wouldn’t have existed and lived and leave no imprint of humanity on earth or in the Universe,
then to live and knowing ALL will AMOUNT TO NOTHING!! I would RATHER NOT LIVE, then
LIVE and All that I created be Destroyed. It all AMOUNTS TO NOTHING. Every ideology, city,
country, continent, monument, human glory, triumph and loss will CEASE TO EXIST when JESUS
COMES. GOD TAKES OUR FUTURE, its all Pre - destined to be destroyed. HE TAKES AND
TAKES. Why couldn’t GOD DESTROY SATAN BEFORE HE BECOMES A WEED in the Human
Consciousness, forever making us fallible and imperfect. Thus, it is better to NOT LIVE AND DIE
and have no legacy or/and History than live a life with a Legacy and History knowing it WILL
NEVER LAST and YOU WILL NEVER BE IMPORTANT. Either the World will be destroyed or
you will die of old age or another cause before the Future Generations remember you. It is then to
stop living, but we CANNOT DO THAT. WE HAVE NO CHOICE. WE MUST LIVE until GOD
SAVES US OR WE SAVE OURSELVES. But in the MEANTIME we ARE DAMNED!! DAMNED
TO THE TOMBS OF TIME AND DEATH. Death has a hold on MANKIND, never letting go,
TRULY THE LAST ENEMY, THE LAST BATTLE before we no longer exist. And Death takes our
loved ones and leaves nothing for the rest back on earth. DEATH IS INEVITABLE, but we can buy
ourselves time and learn to prolong our lifespans. Then we won’t be so naturally insignificant like
before as we put DEATH ASIDE. BUT my point is, we aren’t even IMPORTANT AS HUMANS,
Let alone FOR GOD. Not in the Past and Present, let alone now. Why does God make us live life, a
horrible yet exciting thing, let us EXIST when everything WE DO IS TEMPORARY AND WILL
NOT LAST. We must make a better job then of prolonging OUR legacy and History, prolonging our
Triumphs and Losses To AT LEAST GIVE US A SENSE OF EXISTENCE. Right Now Existence is
Futile, everything will be eventually be THROWN in the COFFIN OF TIME. In the Meantime, we
must buy ourselves time and Push aside or even ERADICATE DEATH, that why GOD WONT ROB
US OF OUR EXISTENCE, EVERYTHING WE HAVE KNOWN at That Point. If God would let us
TRULY LIVE, he would ridden this world of Satan, the weed in the Garden, the imposter among us,
the predator among the sheep instead of making infallible humans exist and live, create legacies and
create history while also becoming susceptible to Satan’s Lies and Tricks knowing it will never Last.
THEN THERE is NO POINT OF EXISTENCE or life AT ALL when it is ALL temporary and
everything will SADLY BE IN VAIN AND DESTROYED BY GOD.
My Final Question and Query is a very personal one. Its do with my battle with Porn and how I have
been fighting it for the past 3 years. Like Before I am going to be VERY FRANK here and Honest.
Here is what I have to say
1. Porn
I am a 15 year old "Christian" dude that has been struggling with porn for around 3 years now. Every
time I make a step forward I get pushed 2 steps back. My parents know about this problem and they
have put controls on my Phone and Laptop. Heck, I cant watch my own YouTube Videos in My
YouTube Channel because of YouTube Restricted Mode. Yet it is not enough. The images and
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videos seem to be ingrained into my mind for like eternity, never letting me go and letting the enemy
to continue tempting me. Some Days I fall and other days I resist. I've broken my record on the
number of days that I have abstained from porn, which was from 14 days before to 19 days now. It
may not sound like much but I fought that Battle with my will and reminding myself about God's
Grace as well as watching Christian sermons about Porn. But it's the same battle every day and I'm
tired of always fighting. I wish it would end but I know it will never end.
The Flesh, My FLESH will always be flesh and have fleshly desires and I feel like I'm always at war
with Myself. The Thoughts, Images and Videos wont go away, sometimes I cry about it but that’s
rare and most of the time I ignore the feelings of shame and guilt by pushing it away, hoping its gone.
BUT IT NEVER GOES AWAY!! Why is it that I'm liked cursed with this porn addiction. Sometimes
I feel like physically throwing up after I fall into temptation. And I sometimes I think that my porn
addiction has had a greater influence on me than my equally hard battle with Depression and
Loneliness. I've Watched sermon and read books about it and where it will lead you. Even When I
AM TRULY MOTIVATE the enemy truly tries to distract and DESTROY my will. I feel Numb now
more than ever!!
And it REALLY DOESN'T HELP that the temptation is Everywhere, and when I mean everywhere I
truly mean EVERYWHERE!! On the TV, in Movies, in our EXTREMELY Permissive Culture, in
books, in music and even at SCHOOL! My schoolmates, colleagues and some of my friends treat it
as if porn is not a problem and even OPENLY boast about their Addiction to Porn. The world is
Truly getting worse and each battle is getting harder and harder. Its EVERYWHERE, its influence is
everywhere. No matter how hard I run, its always here, since Satan is the Prince of this world. I feel
cornered, trapped, hopeless.
I FEEL SO DISCOURAGED!! Its like I am Facing a giant that will never let me pass nor go and
every time I try it beats me and tears MY WILL apart. I feel so discouraged and utterly hopeless I am
losing my faith. And it gets to the point where I am increasingly feeling hopeless to the point where I
wonder whether I should Truly give up or not. And with how I feel about God, who I cant even see
and have never spoken to me even when I read the bible doesn't really help at all. I feel that god has
drifted away to the point I can notice and he is SO FAR AWAY right now I feel like David when he
wrote Psalms 22 and God is SO FAR AWAY from me that I'm having doubts and questioning my
Christianity. I already feel like there is no point in believing in a God you cannot see, who dictates
YOUR ENTIRE LIFE, where you were born, how long you will live and even how you will DIE. He
can Take our Lives when he wants, giving him TOTAL Control over us, like slaves to a master we
cant escape. What More can he and will he take from us?! My Morals feel so corrupt and bad, I feel
numb when I fall. The First Time I remember watching porn I was so SHAKEN, my consciousness
screaming at Me, the guilt and shame afterwards that I felt for DAYS, making me feel emotionally
and perhaps even physically unwell. Now I barely feel anything, pushing and running from my guilt
and shame like a coward. I'm a coward who wished he was a hero. But I push my feelings away to
not Confront them when I get tempted and Fall. I am SO SICK of this Addiction.
And Finally, I really WANT to be in a Romantic Relationship with a Christian Girlfriend in the
Future, But I KNOW I need to solve my and defeat my porn addiction first before it otherwise kills
and destroys my relationship with her. That’s Why I left my previous relationship during Lockdown
with my girlfriend, BECAUSE OF PORN. I couldn't look or speak to her during Lockdown telling
her I love her when I Secretly watched porn behind her back, because I felt unsatisfied and lonely,
like a Coward. I felt like I MASSIVE HYPOCRITE and the HYPOCRISY made me break up with
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her. I made my girlfriend (now my ex) cry for bloody sake. I felt so disgusted and ashamed with
Myself afterwards that I self harmed. Porn and my fleshly desires cost me my girlfriend and YET IT
DOES NOT GO AWAY!
And I barely Pray or Read the Bible. I don’t believe and Trust God offers more than Porn, that he
should be the source of my Joy and Happiness. I just don’t trust when I when I use or have porn.
Heck I even say the lords name in vain when something bad has happens just because something bad
has happened. I don’t see and think that God OFFERS more than porn. I don’t trust him. I don’t have
faith in a mysterious GOD that has never revealed himself or has spoken to me clearly in my Life, A
god that can take our lives, take the ones we love and for the rest left behind on this DAMNED planet
and Humanity, what does he offer? Porn is a temporary pleasure but a pleasure nonetheless. I do not
know why I should Rely on God when I have porn, albeit with shame and guilt. Its like its gotten to
the point that I feel like I don’t need god when I have porn, but porn causes mass Shame and Guilt
that it sometimes makes me want to cry and hurt myself. I don’t have faith in a God that seems
farther and farther away every second and Day.
Am I so far down in Sin, shame and guilt that I feel like my spiritual life and consciousness are non existent? Sometimes I feel like I'm the one that abandoned God and left him because I've used porn
for so long I believed it was my source of Joy and Happiness when in fact it was and it is something
sweet in a pile full of crap.
Oh how I long for intimacy with a (hopefully) Christian girlfriend who will then become my spouse
in marriage and that our marriage paves the way to Jesus Christ and God. And by intimate I mean
intimate as in kisses, cuddles and Hugs with a REAL person that I can Love and Relate to, not some
image or video on the Internet. And when we are married I can have sex with her and please her
instead of being some dud who cant even last long which may lead to her leaving me for black dude
with a big cock. But my Porn addiction is like a thorn on my side, a giant I cannot DEFEAT,
reminding me of my shame, guilt and failure. I wish so much to be close to God and be on Fire for
him like how I once was, yet he is so far away. I feel so discouraged that I am considering to give up,
I fought this battle for so long but I am always at Square 1, never making True Progress. Temptation
is everywhere, when I truly try to abstain the enemy uses every weapon in the book to break my
desire and will and make me fall. Its so normal porn use these days, like NO ONE talks about its
social, ethical and personal consequences because it threatens their source of pleasure and Happiness.
I WANT TO AND NEED TO be FREE. FREE FROM THIS ADDICTION. Free so I could maybe
start believing in God again and what he has in store for me in my life. But I'm not free, I'm stuck. Its
a slippery slope that I keep on falling down. I have been wanting to say this for a very long time in
the hopes that something changes, but I never had the courage or time until now. I am Starting to not
believe and drift further and further away that what’s left of me spiritually is concerned whether I will
be saved or not.
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Machiavellianism (Discussion)
11 upvotes | January 29, 2020 | by swerzierotten | Link | Reddit Link
Recently, I've been reading up on Illimitable Man's works.
One of the main things he promotes is Machiavellianism.
What is Machiavellianism? Machiavellianism is predominantly an art form, keenness for
strategy and personal characteristic. As a psychological phenomenon, it is the strategy that
takes place in the realm of subtext, a label for the battleground on which psychic warfare is
conducted. Mental gymnastics, mind games, charm and subliminal subtleties that alter and
influence through the psyche are all components of interpersonal Machiavellianism.
In other terms:
At its crudest, Machiavellianism is calculated thinking applied to social strategy as a means
of survival, at it’s most beautiful, it is the beating heart of a studious enquiry into the art of
power.
Recently, I've been reading 'The Prince' by Niccolo Machiavelli, too, and a lot of the theory makes
sense. This is one of my favorite lines in the book:
“The lion cannot protect himself from traps, and the fox cannot defend himself from
wolves. One must therefore be a fox to recognize traps, and a lion to frighten wolves."
Now, from what I've seen and heard from Church culture — being manipulative is wrong.
However, aren't we all manipulative, in a sense? Some more than others. Therefore, is it wrong to use
machiavellian strategy in the work force, or in relationships, or with your kids (family)?
Now, my understanding of Machiavellianism isn't the best, so correct me if I'm wrong; however, I
think machiavellian strategy can be used for the betterment of one's own life and relationships — it
can be used for good.
Of course, going full-blow Machiavellian would probably be bad. However, I think when used
correctly, and for good — it can be powerful.
I'd like to get your input — what do you think? Does it go against Scripture?
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Dating friends vs. dating women you don’t know entirely well
11 upvotes | February 16, 2020 | by bigger_than_me | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 20yo full time student 5’10” 160 lbs 13% bf
I recently realized that I don’t have many female friends that I know entirely well. I mean, im friends
with a bunch of girls in my fellowship and classes, but I don’t really do stuff with them outside of
that. I feel like I need to work on this, not necessarily for the purpose of finding a partner but because
it would be good for me. But I don’t want to turn it into a thing where I hope someone starts
developing feelings for me.
The girls I’ve asked out in the past were girls that I was friends with, but I didn’t really know them
entirely well. (I’m 0/3 hehe)
I’ve heard many accounts of people who ended up dating and getting married after simply being good
friends for a while, and becoming attracted to the person because of that.
Should I take more initiative in developing better friendships with women? Is this a dumb question?
I appreciate any advice, input, and personal experience. Thanks
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Why is mission so important? Because ...
11 upvotes | March 17, 2020 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Despite how much writing I've done on the significance of having a mission, this one just keeps
coming up again and again, especially in DMs/chat. When people give their Rule 2 stats, it's the #1
thing that gets left off, or otherwise is some kind of cheap cop-out answer. Someone on MRP just
asked, for example:
I just don't know if most people have a mission that would take a lifetime to complete.
Right. Most people are also getting divorced. Make sense now? He goes on ...
And even if they did, they might change their mind from year to year.
Then they're fickle and weak-willed. Any mission not worth committing to is one not worth having.
Let them putter around until they come up with something actually worth their time.
Maybe a mission that has a year's completion date is more realistic.
A mission that can be completed in a year is a short-term goal. It reinforces a "Next-Thing-itis"
mentality (per my last post, this is a BAD thing) because once that year is up, what's the next thing
you're going to invest time in?
I just can't think of anything that would take a lifetime, apart from creating a family or
building up an insane amount of wealth.
Missions that could take a lifetime other than pure money-making:
Become a best selling author on the NYTimes list
Write a show that gets produced on Broadway (one of my second-tier "missions")
Start a non-profit that will cure world hunger
Create a cure for cancer
Own your own professional sports team
Make it into the Guinness book of world records
Another example I gave someone recently: become the best-selling yodeler of all time
Mine: Making spiritual disciples of all nations (a long-term goal as a waypoint for this is to
reach 60 countries by age 60)
You can see how some of these are legit, while others are somewhat goofy or laughable. Others are
realistically unattainable. The actual destination, for women, is less significant than the journey - as
long as the destination is something that will require a man to display his masculinity to accomplish
it. You don't see Indiana Jones losing the girl because he didn't actually get to take the Ark home at
the end of the movie.
All of these require consistent dedication, self-improvement, passion (so you don't fizzle out),
leadership skills, social networking to get a team of people supporting you, etc. Most of them also
require you to be generally attractive, as it's extremely hard to be successful if you're an unattractive
person.
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When you summarize all of this together, you realize that being mission-oriented, even toward a
stupid mission, has the passive byproduct of causing you to become more attractive overall, so it's a
double-hitter. 1. The mission itself is attractive because women love supporting something bigger
than themselves. 2. Pursuing the mission diligently as your top priority causes you to develop skills
that are inherently attractive to women. Win-win.
For more reading, check out "210 - Mission Matters, Nothing Else,", which goes more into detail on
how having a solid mission affects all of the other fundamental issues discussed on the various red
pill forums.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (03/25/20)
11 upvotes | March 25, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Bible Studies for Men’s small group
11 upvotes | April 21, 2020 | by eiknihmas | Link | Reddit Link
I will be leading a college men’s small group. What bible study do you guys recommend?
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The lost sheep of Lord (Need help urgently )
11 upvotes | May 20, 2020 | by omaranjum | Link | Reddit Link
I, Umair and (My Wife) Neha from Pakistan and we are ex-muslims. We decided to convert to
Christianity and be born again in Christ 11 months ago. We chose this in full awareness of the peril it
places us in but knew that the risk was worth it for us to live and die as followers of Christ. We
understood that our salvation was only possible through Jesus Christ.
No Church would baptize Muslims due to the danger in which it would place us congregation and
Church by vengeful radical Muslims, so we were baptized in an open place (just like Jesus).
Following the baptism, we sought help from the delighted Christian friends of mine who welcomed
us into the fold with open arms.
Abandoning Islam is considered as crime of apostasy in Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Our lives were
at risk from our family members and also from radicals who consider us eligible to be killed
according to Islamic Sharia law. However, events took a turn for the worst when my muslim family
learned of our conversion and viewed it as a horrendous betrayal, sin, and crime punishable by death.
They began to hunt down the family of three, we took to hiding, constantly on the run with
anonymous identities and no stable home.
Desperately trying to support my wife and young baby Urwa Umair (2 years old) had to venture into
the world to work from time to time, which exposed us to threat of my brothers tracking me down. I
was so dreadfully beaten and attacked that I ended up in hospital. I began receiving death threats by
telephone and on social networking sites. The police ignored my requests for protection in spite of
my hiding the facts of our conversion. In fact, they refused to ever register my complaint against my
brothers. I even resorted to an appeal with the Pakistani judiciary but my plight was not heard.
I was dreadfully afraid that my brothers will spread the word of our conversion and incite the radical
factions of Islamic society to violence. Some believe killing an apostate is viewed as a holy job which
will get them an automatic place in heaven and 72 virgin women – so they would not hesitate in
going after us if they learned of the news.
We innocent Christian family desperately needed to flee the danger in Pakistan. We sought nothing
more than a safe relocation and had no wish at all for luxuries or special favors. All we asked for was
the right to practice our faith in safety, free from the constant threat of death. We wanted a life of
dignity, where our human rights would be respected, and our darling daughter could grow up
peacefully.
On October 21st we arrived to Baku where we have sought protection from the Government of
Azerbaijan.
We had to leave Pakistan and flee to Azerbaijan where we sought protection by applying asylum but
our case has been rejected within 3 months despite the fact that we are baptized Christians, UNHCR
also not helping us in immigration and by providing a lawyer to appeal in court. we have each and
every document that proves how we faced the persecution in our homeland due to our conversion.
And the reason behind this refusal is that Azerbaijan is also a Muslim majority nation and they would
definitely not support an apostate who has left Islam.
My wife, I, my daughter are now hanging in an uncertain limbo. We are at risk of being deported to
Pakistan where we shall be treated inhumanely, we can become the victims of religiously motivated
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imprisonment and there is also possibility of us getting lynched publicly by radicals Muslims who
think we have deceived Islam and its prophet.
We kindly request you to please help us with private refugee sponsorship to any Christian country
where we can live with rights, respect and dignity, and above all we can freely practice our Christian
faith. Please contact us if our vulnerable situation has touched your heart and if you think that Lord
asks you to stand beside us. Here I send you the link of my testimony which explains the process of
my conversion from Islam to Christianity. May Lord bless you.
Yours sincerely,
UMAIR ANJUM
Tell # +994 50 792 0413
Umair & Neha | The lost sheep of Lord returning home
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fqsMfQl8WAk
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Women are the beloved creation of Gods hand before they are
temptation to you
11 upvotes | May 20, 2020 | by ughs1234 | Link | Reddit Link
Here is a passage from “Why Does God Care Who I Sleep With?” that I wanted to share because it’s
something that I struggle with too, as I’m sure many of you do as well.
“This is what Jesus was getting at(in regards to Matthew 5 v 27-28). Looking at someone with lustful
intent is looking at someone purely as a means of gratification for you- as a means of satisfying a
desire you have. It is turning them into a commodity to be consumed, rather than a person to honor. It
makes their sexuality something for us to be satiated by(67).”
“This is what lust does. It reduces how we see others, in the process dehumanizes us. We become
those who see less and less of humanity in others. So it makes no difference if the objects of our lust
are even aware of it. David’s lust for Bathsheba would have been destructive to him even if he had
never been able to physically act on a it with her(69)”
“But notice how all of this began with a lustful look...
David was idling about on his rooftop. He saw Bathsheba bathing. However it began, he lingered
over the image. What he was looking at was a person, a woman, a wife.
What made her with his eyes was a possession to be taken. She was evidently beautiful, but her
beauty led to David to covet her. It was something David felt he had a right to.. because he found her
attractive, it was now fair game for him to use her looks to give him gratification...
He committed adultery with her in his heart before he physically committed adultery in his
bedroom(68)”
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How can I be more masculine?
11 upvotes | June 10, 2020 | by [deleted] | Link | Reddit Link
[deleted]
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (06/03/20)
11 upvotes | June 3, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Another post about oneitis? How should single guys approach
friendships with women?
11 upvotes | January 18, 2021 | by Wild_N_Out | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 21m, full-time student,163 lbs, 5'11", 14% bf, 48% muscle, 23 BMI
About four months ago, I asked out a Christian girl I know somewhat well from my university. She
said that "we were friends" and that she was "not at that headspace right now." With her response, I
moved on, but lately I find myself hoping that she'll come around. I guess part of me hopes that she
would be interested but she just wasn't in a healthy position to date (one of her friends told me that
she was still processing a breakup). I made it clear that I wanted to respect her as a friend first if that's
how she viewed things. After this, I kinda felt guilty because I stopped interacting with her as much
and wasn't sure if I would come off as shallow for interacting with her as a crush and not as a friend
as well. But I also feel guilty interacting with her because I don't want to become "the nice guy
friend," and didn't want to further pursue a friendship with me hoping that it would eventually turn
into something.
I know that if anything, the ball is in her court, but I'm finding myself thinking about her a lot, and I
recognize that this is an unhealthy mindset.
I think part of the problem is that I'm not finding myself being able to meet other Christian women in
communities. I don't know a ton of strong Christian women at my college, and it's harder to meet
people with covid (student organizations aren't meeting in person, classes are online, etc). And a lot
of strong Christians and friends that I do know are Catholic (i have nothing against Catholicism, but
it's harder to see myself marrying a Catholic because of the sacrifices/differences involved in a
relationship). I like to compliment women when I'm around campus and stuff, but asking out women
who aren't involved in campus ministry is a crapshoot.
Another question I have is how should single guys approach friendships with women? I have a few
women that I'm closer friends with, but I'm much more close with my guys. Should simple
friendships with women develop mostly in group settings? I'm not attracted to the women I'm friends
with, but is it a bad idea to pursue friendships with attractive women? I cant say Ive done that outside
of group settings.
Anyways, I would appreciate feedback. God bless!
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Anyone else feel like being redpill is lonely
11 upvotes | January 16, 2021 | by malignava8d | Link | Reddit Link
I’m 18 in high school I became redpill at 15 when I got rejected for being a simp. After that I just
digested redpill material all day everyday I’ve literally almost have watched/read everything and I
now identify as a Mgtow/clean living king. Since I don’t like sexual degeneracy. But ever since I
became redpill I have become resentful towards society and have isolated myself. I cut off all my
female friends and I limit contact with girls so they don’t use me as a orbiter. And I deleted all social
media and just focus on self improvement the thing is though I’m lonely and resentful.
I’m mostly in monk mode constantly and the rare times I go out in public I’m too redpill to enjoy it.
When I see couples I’m low key resentful and I’m just like he’s a betabuxx simp. But I also want it
too. But am too redpill to emjoy the relationship. Tbh I’m envious of the bluepillers but am also too
woke and red pill. To get into a relationship. And I generally am too redpill to be a mindless sheep in
society. What do I do. Just stay in monk mode ? It’s lonely but I don’t want to stoop to the level of a
bluepiller. I low key want a relationship but have been burned before and am too redpill for it.
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Should I Marry a Virgin?:Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode
31
11 upvotes | February 11, 2021 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Youtube
Apple Podcasts
Google Podcasts
PodBean
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Christian marriage sub is banning those who don’t want their
wives to hang out with the opposite sex
11 upvotes | February 13, 2021 | by verticalquandry | Link | Reddit Link
So it seems the pro gay crowd is taken over the Christian marriage subreddit. Some who say, very
kindly I might add, that it would be inappropriate for a spouse to spend so much time with her gay
fbriend where an emotional affair could happen got me permaband.
Weight 180, 5’10 Lifting - bands Bible- weekly Wife and 2 kids
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How Do You Practice The Spiritual Discipline Of Sabbath
With Children?
11 upvotes | February 22, 2021 | by AbstergoKnight | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 6'4", 300lbs, Bench: 175, Squat: 145, Shoulder Press: 115, Deadlift: 280. Read entire sidebar.
Going through it again in the 100's. Finances: First contract as software engineer - about 40k/year.
Spiritual: Mature. Being discipled/making disciples. Pray daily. Read my bible 4 days this last week.
Married 10 years, 4 kids.
Mission: I make disciples who make disciples. Before I die, I will see at least one disciple maker in
each family in my county. This mission is too big to accomplish by myself.
Men,
A few years ago I put in some effort to develop the discipline of Sabbath. For several years now I've
been enforcing sabbath in my life and in my marriage. It's not always Sunday. Its always been
centered around which day of the week is currently the best day for me to take a day off. I don't do
any work on that day. I have been okay with pursuing hobbies (those aren't technically work in my
mind). Since I started lifting, I will not lift on my sabbath.
This has been going well, but over the last several months I've noticed that my sabbath doesn't seem
to be as rejuvenating as I want it to be. I end up getting insanely frustrated during my sabbath days
because I just can't seem to get some actual rest. I never quite feel rested at the end. So I feel like I'm
just wasting a day of my life each week and accomplishing nothing from it.
I've tried to pin-point what's causing the problem and I think its the fact that I have kids (I'm open to
the idea that I'm just not being disciplined enough). It doesn't matter what I do, the kids are always
needing something from me. They fight with each other or get hurt. They feel tired so they get super
whiny and also fight me when I put 'em down for a nap. I rule my family pretty sternly, but my
children exhaust me and I have no idea how I'm supposed to sabbath in this situation.
As I was thinking about it yesterday, I realized that my wife probably feels the same way. She
watches the kids all day everyday and never gets any kind of significant break from them. As the
head of my household, and in keeping good faith with my duty to love my wife as Christ loves the
church, it's my job to ensure my wife is also enabled to get the kind of sabbath rest she needs as well.
I have no idea how I'm supposed to navigate this. My first thoughts are that I need to send her
somewhere away from the kids for a few hours and then when she gets back, I can go somewhere
away from the kids for a few hours.
I've been trying to be intentional about my sabbath and I feel lost with this one.
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Looking for RP Bible Study Group
11 upvotes | November 24, 2020 | by pietshawn | Link | Reddit Link
I was wondering if there is a red pill man bible study group out there that I can join. Also, interested
in starting a new one if someone likes to join.
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When Something Heavy Takes You Down
11 upvotes | May 11, 2021 | by ReddJive | Link | Reddit Link
The squat is a great metaphor for life. It’s about getting back up with something heavy takes
you down.
NOTE: I did post this to MRP but it is relevant material here as well.
This isn’t a sob story. I wanted to share with other Red Pill men what I do when setbacks or injury
happens. Because they will happen.
I always notice a lot of guys report in OYS thier lifting, and there isn’t too much hassle about it.
Unless you Crossfit or just don’t do it at all. For me I believe how a man lifts is how he approaches
his life. If he changes programs every few months he is pretty wishy washy and can’t make up his
mind. He doesn’t see things through. If his numbers are low and progress is extremely slow he either
doesn’t know what’s required or he isn’t putting in that much of an effort. If he does every kind of
workout except lifting iron or he is not lifting or limiting his program due to “injury” then he’s
avoiding the hard stuff.
Let’s be clear about “injury”. There is a difference between discomfort and legit pain. Pain means
you cannot go on with normal daily activity. Discomfort means things are not all that great but it does
not prevent you from daily routine. Pain you stop and get better. Discomfort you work around while
you rehab back to health.
I gained another injury. My intent here is to post a series as I rehab it AND continue to lift without
stopping my program. I want to show you how I do it and the outcomes. I am prepared for injury, for
setbacks. I want to share with you how it’s done. Not everything an unplugging man, even a RP man,
will go through will be 100%. Predators never attack when you are ready. They know when you are
weak. It’s how you handle it when you are weak that matters.
In lifting it is possible to keeping lifting even with real injury. There are always ways to work around
the injury and keep moving. Can't deadlift? There are at least 6 ways to deadlift that avoid your
injured area. There are several accessory exercises you can do to work muscle groups other than your
injury. This way when you go back into the lift you won't be all that far off from your last PR.
In powerlifting you are always hurting, always injured. I strained my left Lateral Dorseai or just lat
muscle, possibly my left scapula as well. My mobility coach suspects a strained rotator cuff but I
don’t have any discomfort moving the arm, though late last week my arm was locked up and I could
not move it externally nor internally. Took me all weekend to work that out.
Rehabbing a strained lat can be up to 2-3 weeks. This is week 1. How did I do it? Don’t know. I
know just before I was deadlifting 500 with bands that provided resistance of 120 where I was
experiencing a 620 pounds at lock out. That week I also had trouble moving 480 on bench using a
duffalo bar (or Youcon bar). My form sucked but I made it happen. Then there was my accessory
work where I was moving the needle higher. Any number of things could have caused it. Last week
was a good week for progress.
The plan going forward is to not stop my program. I will keep lifting and progressing. Meanwhile I
will add in the following to keep blood flowing to the muscle to prevent lock up and give the area rest
and ability to heal up. This (+) denotes work BEFORE lifting. This (@) marks work that will be done
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every day even at home on rest days.

1. (@) Adding in light band work externally and internally rotating my arm (both arms to keep it
even). This consists of 4 movements for one arm to keep the muscle moving and preventing
cramping and locking up. It will also keep blood flowing to the area. Start at 2x10 for each
movement.
2. (+) Light weight (80 pounds no more) wide arm lat pull downs to get blood rushing in.
3. (@) Foam roll the lat area from hip to shoulder (I can feel the muscle bunched up. I literally
shouted last night working it out). Even have a set of stretches and yoga like movements to do.
4. (@) Use a Thera-cane, racket ball and go to town on the shoulder and scapula area. Even up to
the neck.
5. (@) Use NSAIDs to prevent inflammation NOT to dull pain/discomfort. I need that input to tell
me where progress lies.
6. (@) Ice as needed at night.
7. I will also take longer rest breaks between sets. I usually only rest 2-3 minutes. Keeping my
hear rate at 120 no lower. Now I will default to resting my lats and go back in when I feel it's
ready.
Week 1, Day 2.
Instant relief after exercise. Even my program lifts. I didn't feel the effected area at all at night. First
time since I sustained it. Foam roller is brutal. My fingers are tingly during the work (normal for a
strained lat), afterwards instant relief. I think coach is worried for nothing about the rotator cuff but I
will proceed as if it is. Safer that way. I don't want to mess around with rotator issues. That will set
me back.
Rest period between sets is 3-4 minutes. Seems to be good. My left arm was weak and unstable
during dumbbell work (Tate presses, tricep roll backs). I didn't lower the weight but supported the
arm. I got a spotter to support my arm. He may have assisted the lift but it was better than not doing it
at all.
I will report back at the start and the end of the week on the progress.
White lights and big lifts.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (04/07/21)
11 upvotes | April 7, 2021 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
- PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What have
you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are you
employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's your
fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty flip flops
when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your body is God's
temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex life?
- MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you mastered
Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF attitude? Are you
failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this week? Do you feel
pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way? Are you depressed or
lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if it's not what you want?
- SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself:
Assurance of Salvation
Quiet Time/Devotional
Bible Study
Scripture Memory
Prayer
Evangelism
Fellowship
-MISSION: Have you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only
affect this world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you?
Are you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with your
church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
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point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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My Current Status in this Scene
11 upvotes | March 16, 2021 | by RedDreadWolverine | Link | Reddit Link
I'm sure some of you remember me and some don't. I've been somewhat of a recluse over the past few
years as I've focused more on my faith and family. I started a red pilled men's group that in the past
few years has multiplied across the city almost like how small groups in a church do. The past couple
years with the socio-political climate plus covid a lot of groups have gone underground and started
meeting in people's homes away from the public eye of pool halls diners and parks. I no long run
anything concerning these groups but I do have men in my life that I have my own independent group
with and we hang out and talk shop.
I never wanted to start a group. I just enjoy mentoring and seeing others succeed.
I'm curious though how many of you have started IRL groups and I'm wondering how that's going for
you.
My current status is mostly consultant to men running these groups. I tend not to overextend myself
much but I'll help how I can.
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Text Game
11 upvotes | May 29, 2021 | by Praexology | Link | Reddit Link
*Off the jump I am going to assume you are texting someone you are interested in - if you are not, it
would be more worth you time just to schedule a time to hang out. That said, all of my advice will be
for people texting others they are interested in and have chatted with for a decent amount of time.
This is an introduction to texting game - so obviously most of you will still benefit from just avoiding
texting except for coordination altogether. *
When it comes to texting, there are a few points to always strongly consider.
First, that you are only using texting as an accoutrement or an "appetizer" to having IRL conversation
with you. If you are messaging a girl for more than, say, an hour, you are probably over doing it.
Second, if she isn't into you, age out the relationship with grace. Nothing is more unattractive than a
"you ugly poopyhead, message me back."
Third, this is a tool - on principle alone if you are messaging a girl conversationally, your IRL game
likely is still too weak.
Here are some more axioms to think about:

1) Sandwich sexual energy with questions.
This gives them plausible deniability (encourages ASD) but also allows them to revel in your
sexually charged conversation.
Ex:
Girl:
"Do you think this swimsuit would look good on me?"
Me:
"(A)It'd look better off, but I guess it looks okay on you.
(B)Where are you getting it from, looks great!"
• If they respond to point (A) positively, then obviously that is good.
• If they "ignore" point (A) but respond to point (B) they enjoy the attention and don't want it to stop,
but may not necessarily feel comfortable messaging back so forwardly.
• If they respond to point (A) negatively, or give a response that is strictly informational ex: "Macys"
then pull back. They are either uninterested, offended, or annoyed - and at this point all you can do is
salvage it, which is never worth it considering you can just find someone who is interested.

2) Recognize "Conversation Killers"
If the person you are chatting with is pushing the burden of carrying the interaction onto you, they are
not interested in chatting at best. Worst, they are actively annoyed you are texting them and are just
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being polite.
You will notice the burden of conversation is on you if:
a) Most or all of their responses complete an answer without offering their own novel question or
insight.
ex:
Me: What did you think of [movie title]?
Her: It was good, I really liked it.
Me: drop conversation
b) They respond strictly with information and no follow-up.
ex:
Me: What are you doing at 4:00pm?
Her: I'll be doing [xyz immovable thing.]
Me: drop conversation
c) Their messages are consistently between 1 to 3 words long.
ex:
Me: What do you think of (friend I introduced you to)
Her: He was nice.
Me: drop conversation
If they are doing these things, wait until they drop a CK on you, and just allow the chat to die. You
only stand to lose face for being the one who doesn't recognize when someone doesn't want to chat
with you.

3) Allow the natural ebb and flow of conversation to happen.
Forcing conversation is going to make you seem "dry". When conversation is engaging, ask questions
beyond the scope of just "wbu". However, when a lull occurs accept it, wait until they give you a CK
and peave the conversation for another day. Little is gained and much is risked from forcing texts
with someone.

4) Questions to stay away from:
• "How are you?" - answers to this will provide little to no conversational value, and ultimately are a
drain on the asker.
• "What's up?" - If asking as a genuine question rather than a passive response to a greeting. The
responses to this are very limited, "NMU?" "Go to xyz place." "Chilling with xyz person." It's a blasé
question with an even more laborious answer.
• "How do you feel?" OR "What's on your mind."

Not even going to dignify this. Just don't do it.

This has helped me in dating exponentially, and with tweaking works with friendships as well.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (03/31/21)
11 upvotes | March 31, 2021 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
- PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What have
you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are you
employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's your
fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty flip flops
when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your body is God's
temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex life?
- MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you mastered
Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF attitude? Are you
failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this week? Do you feel
pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way? Are you depressed or
lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if it's not what you want?
- SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself:
Assurance of Salvation
Quiet Time/Devotional
Bible Study
Scripture Memory
Prayer
Evangelism
Fellowship
-MISSION: Have you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only
affect this world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you?
Are you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with your
church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
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point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Could use advice. See below
11 upvotes | June 17, 2021 | by NoMoarNonsese123 | Link | Reddit Link
After her big work promotion, chubby wife doesn’t want sex
146 points•208 comments•submitted 19 hours ago * by NoMoarNonsese123 to r/asktrp
EDIT: Stats
Mission: to live a happy and productive life and be fulfilled, including sexually
190/6’/body fat 15%/Bench 230/At the gym 5 days a week
I’m an architect
own home. About $250k in equity. About 90k left on mortgage. Solid 401k and some other
investments
I attend church most Sundays. Wife is more into it and attends many women’s Bible study
sessions.
I’m 49. Wife is 47. We’ve been married 20 years. No kids.
I’m getting started with RP stuff.
TL;DR. Wife doesn’t want sex anymore, divorce or affair would both screw me.
Sex has never been great between us. We both come from conservative Christian backgrounds. I’m
not as affected by it as she is.
Since the promotion it’s gotten worse. She already let herself go after getting married and it’s
accelerating. Lots of stress eating I think. Less time for cooking.
I’m not even that physically attracted to her but I need sex. I’ve thought about divorce a lot. Thank
god we don’t have kids.
My family would go ape shit if I got divorced. Our families are very close. I’ve worked hard
renovating the house and don’t want to lose it. I’m also much better with money have have a huge
401k. She doesn’t.
I used to loathe infidelity but am inching in that direction. I don’t even know if I could work out the
logistics since I have the kind of job that doesn’t allow me to get away during the day.
I’m new to TRP. How would a RP expert proceed in my situation?
I haven’t seen any signs of her cheating. And yes, I know I shouldn’t have married her.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (08/12/20)
11 upvotes | August 12, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (08/26/20)
11 upvotes | August 26, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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My story. Am I on the right track?
11 upvotes | September 14, 2020 | by DrowningInPhoenix | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: M, 26, 5'9", 150# ~9%BF, doing bodyweight exercises and biking to try to lean bulk.
Age: 26
Marital status: Single
Height: 5'9"
Weight: 155#
BF%: 9-10
Workout routine: Simple bodyweight routine + 10 miles biking
Hair: A frikin' dreadhawk. All my female friends said I shouldn't do it, but like that catchy song
says, 'I don't care, I love it.'

So, a lot has gone down in the last two decades and I'm only now starting to realize a good bit of it,
but here's my story best I can tell it.
When my parents got married, my mom was an average Christian, but my dad, although he was
raised in a Christian home, was either not a Christian, or not a strong Christian. The last time we
moved, when I was about 8, my mom picked out our new church. Honestly, I could just end the story
right here, because you already know what's up.
The church was Presbyterian, and my mom picked it out because it had strong teaching. She was
apparently skeptical of the doctrine of cessationism, but for several years she never saw a reason to
bring it up and all was well. Then, she became chronically sick, became interested in miracles, and
started doing research, and eventually ended up embracing Pentecostal theology. She tried to bring
my dad into it, and he was open to it at first, but after several years of listening to solid Presbyterian
teaching he had started to grow as a Christian, and after some intervention from the elders, he decided
he disagreed with my mom's new beliefs. This led to several years of marriage drama, and an
unfortunate situation where my dad would take us all to church on Sundays, and my mom would
have us secretly listen to Pentecostal teaching while my dad was away at work. My mom told me and
my siblings that we should find Pentecostal churches to go to when we turned 18, so when I went
away to college, that's what I did. For years I lived a double life, going to a Presbyterian campus
ministry, but going to Pentecostal church on Sunday because that was where I believed the truth
could be found. Four years later, I moved to a new town to start vet school and again found a
Pentecostal church to go to.
As school went on and I studied medicine, I started to realize that some of my mom's medical advice
that I had listened to years wasn't exactly accurate. This made me realize that she was just as fallible
as any other human, and might not be right about everything. I don't know why it took me so long to
figure this out, because I had definitely had past arguments with an ex who took her mom's words as
scripture, but it led me to wonder if her views on the Bible might be flawed as well. To add to this,
my friend group at the time consisted of several Mormons, several Catholics, an atheist, and an 'it's
2019'er, all of whom were convinced that they believed the truth. I knew that we couldn't all be right,
and started to wonder if I might be wrong, and wasn't able to completely convince myself that I
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wasn't. It was this internal conflict that made me realize that none of my beliefs had come from a
personal study of the Bible and that almost everything I believed involved me simply accepting
another human's interpretation of scripture without checking it for myself. For a while I felt hopeless,
wanting to know the truth, but not knowing how to find it, until one day when I decided to just pray
and ask God for wisdom. No sooner than I had done that than I realized that the answers to all my
questions were sitting in a leatherbound package on my bedside table, and all I had to do to know the
truth was to open it and start reading.
Of course, studying the Bible takes some effort, and I slacked off on my efforts to study it for the first
year or so. I kept going to the same Pentecostal church because I 'had to start somewhere' (there was a
girl), but little by little, things started to bother me about that place. The thing that bothered me the
most was that I was a new Christian trying to start over with my faith, learn what the Bible had to
say, and become a man who could lead his own family spiritually, but sometimes I had to sit through
an hour of church before the preacher even opened the Bible. When he did read the scriptures, it was
usually no more than 10-15 verses that seemed to be handpicked to support the sermon.
The turning point came one Sunday when the preacher read a verse that just didn't sit well with me. I
don't remember what it was, but it just seemed off, as if he had control+F'ed the Bible to find that one
phrase that he needed for the sermon, but didn't stop to read what that verse was actually talking
about. While everyone else stood up to cheer as he shouted on, I just sat down and looked at that
verse, then spent the next minute or two reading the chapter before it. Sure enough, that verse was
taken completely out of context and didn't seem to support his point at all. I don't remember what he
was preaching about at that moment, but I do remember that when I finally did put down the Bible
and look back up, the first thing he said was, "Don't go trying to get into heaven holding onto the
bootstraps of someone else's faith!" That was the best advice I'd heard all day, so I took it, and when
the sermon was over I walked out of that church for the last time. And to make matters easier, I'd just
shot my shot with the most attractive girl there and came up empty-handed, so there was really
nothing left to hold me back. One week later I was sitting in a church listening to a preacher go
through the new testament chapter by chapter, and I haven't looked back since. I'm still not as
consistent with my Bible reading as I should be, but I'm taking responsibility for my own faith now,
and trying to become the man I need to be.

That probably wasn't the most coherent yarn you've ever read, but there it is. I don't even know why
I'm posting this, except maybe to vent and to see if anyone has any advice on how to keep moving in
the right direction.
Cool. Thanks.
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why does it seem many former protestants convert to eastern
orthodox rather than catholicism if both orthodoxy and
catholicism are technically part of the same church from Jesus?
11 upvotes | September 23, 2020 | by thehispanicmechanic | Link | Reddit Link
Hey I ain’t defending roman catholicism. Just saying that isn't it very similar to eastern orthodox
though? ( I think technically in the nitty gritty they are both the same church but went through a
schism).
Anyhoo I noticed a lot of folk I know IRL from apalachia grew up evangelical but become eastern
orthodox. Their tends to be a bias in the south against catholics (I FULLY understand especially after
the abuse scandals)
But one theory I heard is that Protestantism does not talk about apostolic succession/church hierarchy
as often while Catholicism does. However due to the bias in the south it seems that by being eastern
orthodox you fulfill those but you are not REALLY roman catholic thus it is ok. Ie an “indirect way”
to be catholic and support apostolic succession/hierarchy.
Ie how Medeval chrisrtians would “indirectly” accept loans if a jew lent them money rather than a
fellow Christian. (that is how the jewish banker stereotype started)
-OBJECTIVELY if you want a more hierarchal form of christianity wouldn’t it simply make more
sense to cut out the middle man and just be catholic despite the problems of the current Catholic
Church?
(YES! Catholicism is paganism but Russian orthodox is not much better and adopts pagan rituals
from the byzantine. If you are going to want apostolic succession/church hierarchy OBJECTIVELY
why not just be catholic?

-protestant to orthodox converts would you mind explaining this phenomena I might be missing
something thank you :) (Sorry if I am being offensive)
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Mission
11 upvotes | November 12, 2019 | by succulent_dude | Link | Reddit Link
Been meaning to post this here for a while. I have been ruminating on the whole idea of mission for
the last year or so and I believe the following quote really drives home the point so well. I found this
quote in a book written by a man named William (Bill) MacDonald called True Discipleship. The
quote comes from a letter written by a university student after he had gone to Mexico and become a
Communist. He wrote to his fiancée, breaking off their engagement. Here is part of what he said:
"We Communists have a high casualty rate. We're the ones who get shot and hung and lynched and
tarred and feathered and jailed and slandered, and ridiculed and fired from our jobs, and in every
other way made as uncomfortable as possible. A certain percentage of us get killed or imprisoned.
We live in virtual poverty. We turn back to the party every penny we make above what is absolutely
necessaryto keep us alive. We Communists don't have the time or the money for many movies, or
concerts, or T-bone steaks, or decent homes and new cars. We've been described as fanatics. We are
fanatics. Our lives are dominated by one great overshadowing factor, THE STRUGGLE FOR
WORLD COMMUNISM. We Communists have a philosophy of life which no amount of money
could buy. We have a cause to fight for, a definite purpose in life. We subordinate our petty personal
selves into a great movement of humanity, and if our personal lives seem hard, or our egos appear to
suffer through subordination to the party, then we are adequately compensated by the thought that
each of us inhis small way is contributing to something new and true and better for mankind. There is
one thing in which I am dead earnest and that is the Communist cause. It is my life, my business, my
religion, my hobby, my sweetheart, my wife and mistress, my bread and meat. I work at it in the
daytime and dream of it at night. Its hold on me grows, not lessens as time goes on. Therefore I
cannot carry on a friend-ship, a love affair, or even a conversation without relating to this force which
both drives and guides my life. I evaluate people,books, ideas and actions according to how they
effect the Communist causeand by their attitude toward it. I've already been in jail because of my
ideasand if necessary, I'm ready to go before a firing squad."
Don't get distracted by the object of the man's passion, but just take note of the passion itself. This
man is marriage material. Admittedly, I have a long way to go to get to where this young man was at
when he penned the aformentioned letter, but I believe that every believer should make it thier goal to
cultivate this sort of passion for advancing God's kingdom.
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Proposal, Engagement and Marriage Traditions
11 upvotes | November 6, 2019 | by ChadDownUnder | Link | Reddit Link
Are there any proposal or marriage traditions that you might avoid because they are do not hold up
under biblical, or red pill, wisdom?
Married RPCers, if you had an opportunity to go though the process of engagement and marriage,
what would you differently this time?
Different cultural contexts will elicit different answers, so please share any cultural differences too.
In my opinion, an example of a tradition that is not biblically justified is proposing by bending on one
knee. The tradition very likely originates from the medieval period, with a direct link to the same
action a knight would perform to submit himself before authority. Jesus does not submit to his
Church, therefore I believe this particular gesture of proposal is not a good reflection of Christ and
his Church in the lives of believers.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (10/02/19)
11 upvotes | October 2, 2019 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Are wives a gift?
11 upvotes | July 23, 2019 | by BornRedy | Link | Reddit Link
I am just leaving the anger phase. I have been mad at a lot of different things, but am starting to enjoy
life again.
I have not viewed my wife as a gift. I know I used to put her on a pedastul and don't want to do that
either. I think I swung too far on the other end.
Is your wife a gift? What is a good measuring stick to know if it is appropriate thankfulness and not
worship?
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Monogamy and Eschatology
11 upvotes | July 12, 2019 | by WorkingHardAtIt | Link | Reddit Link
Christians agree that monogamy was practiced by the patriarchs, the kings, and many other faithful
men in the great cloud of witnesses. We also agree that this practice was not specifically abrogated in
the New Testament, and while Paul’s qualifications for the office of eldership bear consideration,
they are by nature the standard for the elder, not the standard for the Christian.
Much of the pro-monogamy case stems from God’s design in creation as revealed in Genesis:
Genesis 2:24 ESV
Therefore a man shall leave his father and his mother and hold fast to his wife, and they shall become
one flesh.
This is likely not news to anyone here, but when God starts to unfold the human story, the foundation
was one man and one woman. Of course, many who advocate more license in this area, arguing that
polygamy would be lawful were it not for the laws of the land prohibiting it, gain there material from
the Old Testament also.
But my interest is to examine the question of monogamy/polygamy from an eschatological
standpoint, retiring for a moment the question of where we came from, and instead examining the
question of where we are going.
I don’t know about you, but every time I hear my brothers and sisters talk about Christ as a single
man I shed a small tear for the biblically illiterate state of many (albeit genuine) believers. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Christ is not single, he is engaged, and he has been from before the
foundation of the world. Christ came to redeem a particular people for himself, as his blood was shed
he bought that bride. One of the theological lenses we can examine the whole of human history
through is as an engagement and wedding festival. Christ is the groom; his church is the bride (note,
singular); the new heavens and the new earth are the great wedding banquet of the lamb.
Revelation 19:6-9 ESV
Then I heard what seemed to be the voice of a great multitude, like the roar of many waters and like
the sound of mighty peals of thunder, crying out, “Hallelujah! For the Lord our God the Almighty
reigns. [7] Let us rejoice and exult and give him the glory, for the marriage of the Lamb has come,
and his Bride has made herself ready; [8] it was granted her to clothe herself with fine linen, bright
and pure”— for the fine linen is the righteous deeds of the saints. [9] And the angel said to me,
“Write this: Blessed are those who are invited to the marriage supper of the Lamb.” And he said to
me, “These are the true words of God.”
In a real and biblical way, the entire course of history can be described as a romantic drama more
complex and beautiful than a multitude of earths finest poets could conceive. Before the foundations
of the world were laid, God promised his son a bride, and the world will draw to a close when the
bride is complete, purified, and beautiful.
Note, Christ has no other bride. He is strictly monogamous. Marriage is a type, the antitype is Christ
and his church. While we do read commentary of saints in the Old Testament having multiple wives,
the very relationship that human marriage is designed to shift our gaze towards is fiercely
monogamous. Christ laid down his life for his bride and he loves no other in a similar way.
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If the very relationship our human marriages are designed to image is monogamous, we would be
unwise to even entertain the notion of polygamy. The Old Testament saints were in a fog of shadows
and types, but as we bask in the clear mountain air of God’s full written revelation, I believe we can
God’s design for human marriage is monogamy.
That said, these are the thoughts of a man who has only been having RP discussions for around 12
months, and found this sub more recently than that. While I have surveyed the discussion, I thought
this was a point worth making. I hope it is beneficial to your all, and it has been beneficial for me to
articulate and clarify.
God bless you all.
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Changes starting to get traction. Wife starting to become
insecure.
11 upvotes | June 21, 2019 | by AlanNoles | Link | Reddit Link
I believe the changes I have been making are starting to make traction. Last night my wife mentioned
that she feels like we are going in different directions. After talking about it with her as well she also
said, "She does not know if she is the right woman for me..."
As I predicted, the pregnancy talk also came up further into the conversation and she was upset that I
said not yet. Then about how me saying no crushed her a little mentally (she texted about it earlier
yesterday as well), "I do not think you want a baby with me" (inferring she thinks I would prefer one
with someone else). I asked why she was thinking like that and could not say, but that is how she
feels. She also said she is scared and does not know where she is going in life anymore, she does not
have real friends, etc. I mentioned her getting involved more in the church etc. She says No that is
your path. I am trying but it all feels like too much, etc. Plus most of the people at church act fake,
etc.

This is probably why I have met some resistance when trying to do bible studies or get her to come to
the gym with me. At first, I made changes to myself and tried getting her to do stuff on her own. That
did not work. I have tried getting her to sit with me the past two nights to sit down with me and read
the bible as well as go to the gym but she says she will pass...
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At what point do incorrect beliefs equal "wandered off into
myths"?
11 upvotes | May 24, 2019 | by ihavequestionns | Link | Reddit Link
Through Scripture there are numerous occasions where the author will warn against certain false
teachings, and that these are people who are not Christians. We should avoid these teachers and
individuals as they do not practice sound doctrine. [2 Timothy 4:3, Romans 10:2, Acts 20:30, etc]
At what point do we judge (for sake of argument, grant that the judgement is done in humility and in
love [John 7:24, 1 Corinthians 5:12]), that because of these beliefs the individual or church hold, we
say that they are goats [Matthew 25:32]?
Of course, the obvious answers are if they preach salvation by works, Jesus is not God, Christ is not
resurrected from the dead, a different 'gospel', etc. [Galatians 1:8]
My question is more in light of the gray areas.
We know that those who believe meat being sacrificed to idols, and as such refrain, are still believers
because they do it in faith. [Romans 14:6]. So there are some things you can do that 'technically' isn't
correct, but is still done to the glory of God, so it's good.
But what about those who say abortion is fine, homosexuality is fine, there are more than two
genders, men and women are the same, women have the same rights to eldership in the Church,
divorce for any reason is fine, pre/extramarital sex, etc 'progressive' church beliefs. Or even some
Catholic beliefs such as praying to Mary or the immaculate conception?
Obviously, these ideas are far from preaching a different gospel, but they also are denying
fundamental truths about God's creation and are causing great harm.
Now, for the sake of discussion, I'm not referring to those who are newer believers and as such still
have much to learn. I'm speaking of people who knowingly and willingly accept these premises,
knowing full well the principles of Scripture, and choose to explain around them or consider them
antiquated ideas.
I've been wrestling with how to separate the beliefs of those who are 'weaker' in their faith, but are
saved nonetheless, vs those who implicitly reject Christ through rejection of certain truth.
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FR & Two questions- admitting where you need to grow to
your wife, and "STFU" vs "Butthurt".
11 upvotes | March 27, 2019 | by mwggw | Link | Reddit Link
As i've been trying to approach my marriage and conflict with my wife differently, there are two
situations where I'm a little confused on how to approach them.
The first is when a test involves her pushing on things that have some validity and areas that I do
need to grow, although there is a lot of unwarranted criticism wrapped up in the test as well. A recent
example was when she got pretty frustrated one morning that I hadn't prepared for the small group
that night that we lead together (I actually lead the discussion). I am pretty bad at waiting until the
last minute before preparing, and that needs to change, if not just to improve the stress levels around
the home before the group meets. However in her frustration she complained about how I always just
do what I want to do, I never help out, I never spend time with the family, etc etc. All of this being
unfair- yes I can do better, but I work two jobs, I spent the last two weekends doing big projects
around the house, etc etc. Her initial potentially fair concern quickly spiraled into all kinds of
unwarranted complaints.
As she was yelling at me I kept repeating to myself to STFU and not DEER. I replied mostly with
"ok... I understand..." etc. I didn't fall into the trap of DEER, which was a win for me as that's
typically where I try to go. Instead I focused on a plan for tonight. Part of her complaint was that I
was planning on working on the projects around the house after work, and would wait until the last
minute to prepare for group and then wouldn't be able to spend time with our kid, thus leaving her to
handle the kid all evening. So I said "Ok, I know I need to do better in the future at preparing for
group sooner, but today I will be ready by 5pm when I get home from work and will take over
watching the kid then. I'll work on the house projects a different day." I wanted to compromise and
give her the break she wanted, even though she recognized it would mean the house projects would
get pushed back. My plan was to prep for group during lunch.
The struggle for me was understanding how much to acknowledge areas that I need to grow- most of
her complaints have some validity, or at least stem from areas where I've failed in the past and
continue to fail. I know I need to be humble enough to recognize those areas and show her that I see
them too and am not ignoring them. But at the same time her complaints spiral into ridiculousness
where she's obviously being emotional and not thinking rationally, much less acknowledging and
appreciating the good things that I do contribute (working around the house all weekend, etc). It
definitely seems to go much better in the long run when I practice STFU & DEER, so maybe I
shouldn't worry as much about acknowledging the areas I need to grow, and instead just working on
them myself? Do you guys have any thoughts on how to balance these?
Another situation I'm wanting to understand better is the tension in the aftermath of a big "fight"
where I've STFU. In the example above, when I got home from work a little early I needed to handle
an important errand so when I came in I said "hey I'm home, give me about 10 minutes to run this
errand and then I'll be back and watch the kid" very matter-of-fact. She sensed some frustration so
she tried poking me as I was leaving to try and test if I was okay or still frustrated after this morning.
I felt like needed to continue to STFU and focus on getting done what needed to get done, and not
start to engage emotionally. Also I was still frustrated- she had been disrespectful this morning in the
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way she complained about everything, and I wasn't just going to pretend like everything was okay.
But I also wanted to be careful not to be butthurt and overly emotional myself. So when she poked
me I just said "Ok I'll be back in a few minutes" and left. Not sure if it was the right call but maybe
helps with some dread. I did decide to call her after my errand and ask if she wanted me to pick her
up a soda, just to show that I wasn't overly mad or anything.
When I got home I went straight to taking care of the kid- she even said something about "you can go
prepare for group if you need" not knowing I already had during lunch, so she was surprised when I
said I already was. The rest of the evening went well- after group she said it went well (even though
we hadn't really discussed my preparation at all) and then apologized for being mean this morning. I
wanted to be quick to forgive so I grabbed her hand and said I forgive her and I love her. The rest of
the evening went pretty well.
So, all in all it was a really helpful example for me of where STFU and DEER work well, even if I do
need to adjust my plan due to her feedback. I think it was helpful for her as well to see me take
ownership in action, not just in words. Also she saw that her words did have an effect in causing me
to be frustrated and a little more distant.
I would appreciate your thoughts on how to balance acknowledging where you need to grow, and
also practicing some dread and STFU without just acting butthurt or emotional yourself.
Thoughts or feedback?
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Gentlemen, we should take more risks - We are god's people!
11 upvotes | March 25, 2019 | by UNSWMASTER_RACE | Link | Reddit Link
We should take more risks. We have god's will that allows us to reach eternal life with him provided
we are Christian followers. What excuses can we possibly we have to not take more risks in life in
general!
Now this isn't risk like doing silly things like jumping out of an aeroplane without a parachute or try
and go into a warzone. Important bible versus about this ‘You shall not test the Lord, your God.’
Matthew 4:7.
My point is that as Christian followers, we know where we are going. But right now our mission is to
not only become as close as we can with our father in heaven and Christ and to do glory to his name.
Doing glory to his name can be many different things, be the best football player to give glory to
god's name to talk about him, be a successful businessmen to talk about his world and to donate to
various Christian projects around the world. If you're reading this god has given you a gift, we
shouldn't be complacent and not take risks.
So go start that business, go down a risky path that will do glory's to god name and more importantly
go talk to people about your faith! People will remember it one day if you live by god's word and
they encompass a difficult time. Here is some of god's word:
2 Timothy 1:7 “For God gave us a spirit not of fear but of power and love and self-control.”
John 14:27 “Peace I leave with you; My peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world
gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled; do not be afraid.”
Philippians 4:6-7 “Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything by prayer and
supplication with thanksgiving let your requests be made known to God. And the peace of God,
which surpasses all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.”
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For Single Guys - An Intro to the Red Pill, A few pieces of
advice, and a Farewell
11 upvotes | February 21, 2019 | by TheRedOne911 | Link | Reddit Link
This is a short guide that I would write to my younger self. It’s for single men. I am not married, but I
gained a lot of experience that I believe will be helpful to some men. I don’t pretend to be an expert
but I have diligently absorbed hundreds of hours of material on “The Red Pill” but I also have the
perspective of a Jesus follower.
The purpose of my life and even of this post is that you make God the most important thing in your
life. I will say it again. God is the focus. That you can walk by the spirit, seek God’s kingdom first,
become sanctified and more Christ-like. I’ve used language like this before and mod’s have objected,
“that’s vague, it’s not of any value.” I disagree. These ideas are not specific for a reason, they can
apply to all men. The challenge of your life will be personally seeing how these vague applies apply
specifically to each and everyday you live. If you believe in Christ and have the Holy Spirit, then he
can guide you. With that said, good luck.
I wanted to spend more time refining and editing this post but I think my time on this forum is
coming to it’s end so I’m posting it now. I find the red pill helpful in many ways, it’s infinitely
beyond the blue pill… however, I don’t know if continuing this forum is beneficial or good – which I
will dig into at the end.
Qualifications: As I’m sure I will be criticized for this post, as it’s not 100% in agreement with the
mods – let me qualify myself. I’m in my 30s, have been extremely successful in multiple fields, I
have a top 1% income in the United States, I remain unmarried but this is not because of lack of
choice. Plenty of men don’t marry immediately, Jerry Seinfeld was a multimillionaire and famous but
didn’t marry until 45. Leonardo Dicaprio is still single today.
Introductions:
“I went to the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only the essential facts
of life, and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die,
discover that I had not lived.”
-Walden
Thoreau saw a bunch of cultural influences pointing him to live in a certain way – but he stopped to
think. And in thinking he realized that there was a better way to live.
You too should stop. And think.
The first section of this post will be defining terms. I’ve read many posts on this forum that are
verbose and attempting to define a term, I read it and have no idea what the term means. I will
attempt to define the terms you read in the red pill and also discuss why they are so confusing.
Part 1 – Defining a Few Terms and an introduction to the Red Pill Godfather:
Rollo Tomassi is an author/blogger of the Red Pill. He needs this introduction early as I will be
referring to him occasionally. He has spent the better part of two decades studying male/female
sexual dynamics from an evolutionary perspective. He did this in part by observing and talking about
thousands of “field reports” (men writing their experiences in trying to get women) on forums like
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sosuave. He did this so thoroughly and studied academic evolutionary psychology that he was able to
write a book called the Rationale Male, which stands as an introduction to the red pill. He now has 3
books (4th one called religion and the red pill releasing soon) and continues to blog regularly on a
wide range of red pill topics. In some ways, he is the foremost authority on the Red Pill.
When you first start reading about the Red Pill, you are inundated with terminology which is
confusing. And some things never clear up. After reading and listening to topics for over a year, there
is still little consensus on the definition of worlds like: The Red Pill, The Blue Pill, alpha, beta, etc. I
will attempt to define these now – but realize there is no clear agreement on these terms.
The Red Pill originates from the movie the Matrix. When Neo is stuck in the matrix he is offered a
Red Pill to open his eyes to reality or the truth, the blue pill would be an option to ignore the truth and
continue living in a lie. On a forum over a decade ago, called sosuave, they began to understand that
some men were being awakened to the truth about male and female relationships. The men that were
able to learn the truth were labelled as having taken the Red Pill – it was a great analogy because it
was painful and eye opening for both neo and the men learning the truth. The more they learned, the
more they added to the Red Pill knowledge base. The opposite of the Red Pill was the blue pill. This
essentially was whatever culture had sold men as the truth about what to believe and how to interact
with women.
Some would like to call the Red Pill “the truth” but that’s inaccurate. It is a term that refers directly to
the pragmatic reality of intersexual dynamics. The Red Pill therefore isn’t truth as in, 2+2 = 4 is truth
or gravity is an unbreakable law of the universe. Instead it’s a truth in that it’s an observed reality, i.e.
that women are very attracted to higher status males and seek to have sex with them regardless of
their current situation (hypergamy). This is observed in evolutionary behavior and in countless field
reports and experiences by men that it’s become a defacto truth.
So what is the red pill in simple terms? Rollo would say it’s a praxeology – in other words, we
accumulate thousands of experiences by men in the real world on what works and doesn’t work in the
pursuit of women. If this were about hunting animals in prehistoric times, it would be like men
describing where they shot a deer with an arrow. With enough men sharing enough data, they would
eventually learn the kill shots involve a shot to the heart or the skull. This analogy isn’t as far
removed as you might think, as the men writing these reports were typically just engaging in sexual
pursuits as a game.
There is now a distinction to be made. Is the red pill descriptive (explaining what is) or prescriptive
(explaining what to do). Rollo would say it’s descriptive and that he doesn’t make prescriptions. This
isn’t true though, the Red Pill manosphere makes plenty of prescriptions (including to not marry early
on, to seek multiple women so as to not be needy, to enhance your sexual market value, etc). But in
general, he does a good job of describing female behavior to give men more success with women.
So if the Red Pill is understanding the truth about male/female dynamics based upon practical reality,
observed interactions (praxeology) – then the blue pill is it’s opposite. It’s believing the cultural lies
that you are sold. The largest lie you are told, which will be the central explanation of the next part –
that women should be the most important thing in your life, that you should make women more
important than they are and place them on a pedestal.
What is alpha? The simplest definition is this: characteristics women find arousing in men for
short/long term mating strategies. Even simpler? It’s characteristics in men that make women want to
have sex with them. You may think this to be a vague or simplistic definition, but it captures what
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alpha means. Now, clearly not all women are attracted to the same thing so there is fluidity to this –
but in general people can typically agree that confidence, leadership, high status, high success,
wealth, high testosterone / fitness, social influence, social power and things like these attract women.
And beta would be it’s opposite in many ways. Beta is much harder to define because it’s basically
what is not alpha. Does every man have to try to become alpha? Haha. I don’t know, that sounds like
a secular red pill thing and not a Jesus thing.
Part 2: The Problem
The greatest trick the devil ever pulled was convincing the world he did not exist.
-Verbal from The Usual Suspects
If you live in the west, you live in a world dominated by feminism and what an author named Rollo
Tomassi calls “The feminist imperative”. This idea is that the whole western way of life is focused on
serving women, with your income, your thoughts, your actions, etc. This can be by convincing you to
supplicate to women and spend your time pursuing them or it could be by law/mandate where a
family court tells you they will take half your assets and income for alimony and child support. No
matter how you slice it, the man’s spirit, income and life is being consumed by the feminine
imperative. You could also call this the money imperative.
Let’s dig into this idea.
First off, we can think of feminism as a push for equality for women. Equal rights, equal pay, equal
everything. Well, that sounds good and that’s how it started but it’s not where it ended. Equal pay is a
great example, even a previous President of the United States was caught saying, “women earn 78
cents on the dollar compared to men” – hinting at how unjust things are for women. However, with
further analysis and thought, one realizes that the pay gap is not only much less but it may be entirely
explained by decision making of women. First, understand that statistic quoted comes from taking
every woman’s income and every man’s income and comparing the two. That’s it. It’s univariate
analysis and the most basic / dumbest of ways to analyze a group. Once you look deeper, you see that
men are working more, in more dangerous areas, more willing to move to different places for jobs,
have more likeliness of dying on the job, work in more STEM fields (science, tech, engineering,
math) which are much more scalable than say social work (a heavily female dominated field). Also
women are more likely to work part-time once children are involved, again – not explained in the
original “women earn 78 cents per dollar for men!” Why would politicians lie? We know they lie to
garner votes. It’s expedient.
I detailed this example to give you the idea that there will be a national narrative created to benefit
corporations, politicians, the economy, etc. This can be extracted to how men are raised in our
modern society. As nearly half of children are being born out of wedlock and with women being
greatly favored in family courts, men are being raised by women. Fourty percent of births today are
out of wedlock, if you’re African American it’s more like 70%. I was listening to a sermon the other
day on living by the Spirit and living holy lives. It stated, wisely, that the first thing to change when a
culture is falling is sexual practices. This is why almost every time you see Jesus or Paul talk about
holy living or sanctification, if they give a list of sins – sexual sin or immorality is often listed.
Women have been able to fundamentally change the sexual marketplace in their favor but to the
detriment of society.
The Sexual Revolution: The birth control pill hit, allowing women to have control on when they
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could have children. This was somewhere around 1950s and 1960s. By the time this fully adopted our
birth rates plummeted (and are still plummeting in the most liberal states in our union). Women could
hold off their reproductive rolls and become career women. What if that didn’t work? Abortion. You
could now kill babies if they were inconvenient. Recently, in 2019 both Virginia and New York are
looking at and passing legislation to allow abortion up until birth. Yes, up until seconds before birth –
so essentially anytime. Now defenders will say, this is only to protect the health of the mother… but
they haven’t read or understood the law. The one in New York specifically states that it is to protect
the physical or emotional health of the mother. This could mean, if any doctor decided with the
patient that a woman’s emotional health could be negatively affected by birth (essentially everyone –
postpartum depression is very common), then they could abort a child seconds before birth. I saw a
political commentator arguing about this, “It’s my body. It’s a woman’s body and you have no say.”
Well, actually – you have a 40 week old infant carried to full term, it’s no longer your body. So yes,
women have been pushing for and receiving all types of “controls” on when to have children at any
whim or fancy. They also have fought for not allowing men any say. Do you think the father of that
40-week old has any say or discussion? Nope. They could be divorced or whatever and that baby can
be killed for any reason. Sad.
These practices have destroyed families, increased divorce, increased promiscuousness, allowed
women to experiment with tons of men. Think about it. If you were going to get pregnant after sex
100 years ago and couldn’t abort the fetus or take birth control, you had to think about who you had
sex with. Now? Not so much. Divorce and single motherhood have skyrocketed. And if you want to
see some interesting stats, look at children raised by single mothers (MUCH more likely to be
criminals, rapists, mentally ill, etc.).
On another recent thread I posted, a poster said – check out Kingdom Man by Tony Evans – it’s the
most red pilled book you can find. Guess what Tony Evans says in chapter 1? He gives an example of
a lunatic woman who traps her 4 kids in a van and drives it into a freezing river to murder them all.
She does it because she’s afraid of her crazy boyfriend. Guess what Tony Evans says, it’s the man’s
fault! Yup. A crazy woman murders her children and it’s her boyfriend fault because he threatened to
harm her.
This is a perfect example. In the feminist world, women are only responsible if good things happen.
This is why MGTOW is starting to catch so much popularity. The MGTOW men are willing to call
women out on their BS. Joe Rogan has a funny joke about the secret service allowing a woman to
guard the White House. Apparently someone charged the White House and got inside and the only
guard there was a small woman. Rogan jokes, everyone kept promoting a small woman and allowing
her through the ranks because they wanted to sleep with her “Yeah Jenny, you’re an awesome
guard!” Bill Burr has a similar joke, while watching Oprah, women are saying “being a mother is the
hardest job in the word!” and everyone claps and nods with approval, Burr jokes that being a coal
miner and working with a sledge hammer in dangerous conditions is obviously harder, but men agree
and listen to this nonsense because they want to sleep with women.
But yes, no one will call women out or have an appropriate view of women because they want sex
from them. It’s true. Tony Evans book Kingdom Man goes on to blame men for not being around the
children of all the single mothers out there. That women are victims and have no responsibility or
agency. Children raised by single mothers are more likely to be rapists, criminals, school dropouts,
etc. Basically children raised by single mothers turn out to be horrible people. Who’s fault is that?
Men. There is a Instagram thot named Brittany Renner, she slept with something like 25 men one
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year including athletes, celebrities and bragged about it online. Is it any wonder women are becoming
single mothers? They focus on their careers now, try to sleep with the most alpha of guys before
marriage and then suddenly they are single mothers! How did that happen. Could it be that they are
promiscuous? Could it be that they are using birth control and it didn’t work? Did you know 30% of
pregnancies in New York are already aborted, this is before their law passed allowing anytime
abortion. You can guess how many of those abortions are single women, a LARGE percentage.
Don’t get me started on #MeToo, which essentially has people believing an accuser without any due
process or evidence. Allowing the court of public opinion (the least rationale court in history) to
decide the fate of men.
I shared a few examples on what feminism is doing but it’s much deeper than any of these examples.
I read a post on this forum of a man asking about a woman. He was a grown strong man, over 200 lbs
and in decent physical condition who was desperately waiting and hoping for a girl to text him hours
after a first date. His emotional and physical well-being was being shaped by acceptance or rejection
of a woman. If she texted him he would leap for joy and be giddy while if she ignored him he would
feel depressed and go sulk. He wrote about their hands touching and how emotional it all was on the
first date. I felt like I was reading a bad romance novel.
I felt bad for him but also saw a bit of myself in him. This is how I used to think before the red pill.
It’s how many men think. They put women as the most important thing in their life and if they get
accepted, they are on cloud 9 but if they reject them their world is shattered. Many men kill
themselves after a hard breakup for this reason. Their identity is in their acceptance of women and
when they understand that women are hypergamous, that women love opportunistically, that women
will easily trade up for bigger and better if they can / society lets them – then they will. This is a very
important concept – understanding how men and women love. If you ask a woman if she loves a
Chad (an ideal high status alpha male) she will say yes and she will be emotionally invested. But she
really doesn’t love him, not in the sense of love that we would understand. Let’s think of love beyond
sex for a second. Think of a friend or even maybe your dog that you love. You love that person or
your animal. If you had your dog for 10 years and a bigger, better, faster dog came by – you would
not think, “wow, this dog is so much better than my dog. I’m going to ditch my dog tomorrow and
get a this new one!” You would never do that because you LOVE that dog. In fact, you would rather
take care of your dog into his last days and love him until he died – and you would cry and mourn
when he died. I’m speaking from experience and any man who has had a good dog for 10 years
knows what I’m saying. Women do NOT think like this. Literally, they could drop the less useful
object of their love in seconds and move to a new more useful object of love. Their love is an
opportunistic love. How about Jeff Bezos who is recently divorcing, he attracted another 40
something year old woman who has dated men who are more attractive than Bezos, however, I’m
sure that woman believes in her mind that she loves him. He is very useful to her and has a high
status, he is the best she can get. So she loves him. But it’s not how men love, it’s a different love.
The reason you need to truly understand this type of love is that you should NEVER put your trust in
it. If you do, it can shatter you and lead you to suicide. The wisest man will have a mission and a
purpose, that is larger than a woman and her fickle desires. This is more attractive to women also, but
that doesn’t matter. The thing that matters is that it’s the wisest and most reasonable way to conduct
yourself.
Part 3: The Solution
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Have a proper view of women. Make God #1 in your life, walk by the spirit, pursue God’s Kingdom
first, become like Christ, sanctify yourself, suffer well.
I was fleshing out the end of this post – the prescriptions for success – but I just got tired of all the
mindless back and forth on this site. However, I do have the basic ideas I wanted to lay out.
Here’s what I would do:
Read God’s word and pray every morning. One of the best plans I’ve seen is to read the Old
Testament on a year plan and then read and re-read the New Testament everyday in shorter
sections. For example, right now I am on a year long Old Testament reading and I am reading
1st Peter (all 5 chapters) everyday for 30 days. Take notes, read and see if any of God’s word
speaks to you that day. This will drive that book deep into your heart and mind, meditate on it
day and night. The next month, take a short book (or if it’s a long book like John, break it into 3
sections – e.g. reading John over 3 months).
Get involved in your church. Find a good conservative church with a vision you believe in (that
will make it less likely to be feminized). Get involved, meet with other believers and somehow
get to know at least 10-40 people well. You need a community of other men or followers of
Christ to fellowship with. I was NOT doing this for too long – you can’t go at the faith alone,
you need a group of other men or Jesus follower’s to have community with. Become a leader,
contribute, give your time, energy and passion to help the communityStop using technology as
much. If you’re under 30, you likely have an unhealthy relationship with technology. Delete
most apps on your phone. Stop checking things on your phone unless it’s absolutely necessary.
Stop checking nonemergent emails or reading news. Only read God’s word or use your phone
to talk to people. Stop texting except to set up conversations. Stop using the internet
mindlessly. Avoid social media except for scheduled blocks with a clear outcome. A lot of the
ideas I just wrote are mainly from a book called Digital Minimalism by Cal Newport. It should
be essential reading for everyone who has grown up with technology. Corporations, including
reddit, google, facebook, Instagram, Snapchat – they are worth billions to get slivers of your
attention so they can sell you things. Get away from that and get into God’s word
Women are wonderful, but they are supposed to be your mission in life. Instead of spending all
your time plotting and scheming on how to have sex with women, seek God’s Kingdom first.
Red Curious objected to me saying this as it’s vague. It is vague – but that’s why you study
God’s word, if you do what I recommended above and fellowship in a good church, you will
find the way to specifically walk by the Spirit in your life, you will find the way to seek God’s
kingdom in your life. You will find out how to suffer well for God in your life. I don’t need to
write you 10 steps to seeking God’s kingdom, that’s why you get into the word and fellowship
with the brothers and seek and desire to be like Christ. If you do, you will figure it out. I believe
you will.
Sure, exercise, become excellent in your career, work your tail off. I can’t stress competence
enough. Whatever you do, put your heart and soul into it and become the best you possibly can.
Don’t half-heartedly do anything. You should attempt to keep your body in the best physical
shape you can in a reasonable # of hours a week. I’m not saying to dedicate 30 hrs a week to
nutrition and bodybuilding, but at the same time you can take 5 hrs a week or so to really
enhance your physical self in the best way possible. I could give you specific advice but that
would be another post just as long as this one – the most general advice is to eat real food
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(vegetables, lean protein, healthy fats), eat less processed food (breads, pastas, sugars, chips,
sodas, cookies, garbage), and then have a fitness plan where you lift 3-4 days a week with
cardio 3-4 days a week also. In your career, find something or someone you can serve in an
excellent way and do it. Fortunately in America, you can get paid very well if you do this.
I will close you with an idea from a mod - DeepStrength - who I find to have pretty useful posts.
Also, I am still of the opinion that ‘game’ is unneeded and that focus on the Bible marital
roles and responsibilities with good fathering and mentoring/discipling are all that are
needed. Everything is an offshoot of Christianity as God made everything.
The above bolded ideas are essentially what I've argued for and have been criticized for.
We just had a quick discussion on what the red pill and blue pill - and I essentially came to this
conclusion, the red pill is necessary because the blue pill sucks. The red pill is something you must
understand and move through - but my point is that it's not something to study for life, it's something
you internalize and go on with. Once you know and understand you've been blue pilled, then you
become red pilled - you understand women are not to be placed on a pedestal. Then you can
rightfully place God in that place.
You don't need to spend hours and hours reading theory on this site. I had mentioned that the sidebar
has around 750 words per full page and that makes it somewhere around 100,000 words. Combine
that with other posts you're reading on this site and you're approaching maybe 200,000 words. The
New Testament is 184,000 words. Read that.
Yeah, take the red pill then move on. It's a place to visit, not a place to live.
I tried to give you guys a quick introduction to the red pill - which is nearly 5,000 words. I may have
been able to condense it is I spent more time - but I can't. I'm going to do what I recommend and
spend more time in the church, relating with humans in the real world, reading God's word and
exercising / improving my career. This was done out of love and hoping that you guys can improve.
Goodnight and Good luck.
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Nofap
11 upvotes | January 26, 2019 | by nattyyyy | Link | Reddit Link
I've been trying to stop engaging in a fetish I've had for 2+ years. For 2+ years I've been in a cycle of
PMO to fetish, feeling ashamed, shy and nervous, and doubtful for about a week, get urges, not want
to relapse but follow the will of my body. For most of this 2+ years the fetish has caused extremely
detrimental damage to my life. I stopped going to school because it made me so nervous after I
relapsed. I was diagnosed with psychosis, but the real cause of my psychosis was PMO. I had a huge
problem with obsession after PMO. I could not stop doubting my faith, overthinking every thought
that came into my head, forcefully trying to be masculine among other things. When I go 7+ days
without PMO I feel amazing. Deeper voice, more confident and assertive, way less obsessive.
I'm wondering if anyone has advice here about how to help me. There is something in my mind
(demons) that really want me to keep PMOing and feeling ashamed. Every direction I turn I seem to
hit a brick wall where I end with PMO. I work out for a week, something in me (demons) inspires
anxiety so I have no appetite to eat after I work out, then I have nightmares that night because of it,
and this creates a series of events detrimental to my life. I need to stop PMOing.
I have another question as well. Is it wrong to rebuke my parents when they're being immoral? I
know you're supposed to honor your parents, which I had barely been doing until recently, probably
has a lot to do with my problems, but is it wrong to rebuke them if I see them doing something
immoral? I don't understand the dynamic of parent and child. It might just be my family but I am well
aware of the fact that I don't respect them as I should.
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Caught wife wanking off
11 upvotes | November 15, 2018 | by throwawayRP305 | Link | Reddit Link
TLDR: Caught wife wanking with vibe; very uncharacteristic of her; how would you approach?

Throwaway account due to OPSEC.
I've been RP'd and followed the MRP forum since Summer 2016. I've followed RPChristians since
inception. I've read the sidebar, and lift. This is me seeking advice from similar men on how they'd
handle.
Our sex life has its ups and downs but has been satisfying lately. Overall we have a very strong, welladjusted relationship. A problem in the past is she has not liked for me to get her off either manually
or orally. Sometimes we'll do it together with the vibe. She has always said she gets way more out of
PIV; and I have tried to approach this with the RP mindset of "her orgasm is her responsibility".
Every session is not caveman though. I have offered to her help out in that department for years and
have been turned down. I think I realize why.
I came home from work one day last week during lunch, which rarely happens. This was during my
wife's short time when the 4 children are typically taking naps. She is a SAHM. I walked upstairs and
heard a "buzzing" sound and I thought she must have been female-scaping: she does this from time to
time. She heard me come in the room at the last second before I saw anything; however her face was
flushed, etc. and I could smell it. She was definitely using our bullet vibe. Since then I've confirmed
just by shifting the placement of the vibrator where it is stored and have seen that it is handled a
couple times a week.
So this is the vibe that we use together, on occasion. I know what you may be thinking, and she's not
having an affair. Logistically it is not possible right now for either of us. The more I think about it
she's probably snuck away with the vibe while I'm gone for several years.
As a married Christian male, how do I approach this? My initial reaction was shock/surprise, some
jealousy that I was not able to be involved, and some small amount of turn on as well.
I know that I've certainly committed more wrong than her in my life by looking at porn, wanking, etc,
which is no longer a problem for me at this time.
For now I am thinking of leaving a note for her taped to the vibe, saying I'm happy that she's found a
way to have a good time but would she please consider saving some of her mojo for us too. Perhaps
that would start a conversation and allow her to gather her thoughts before being blindsided.
I don't want to outright condemn her or make her feel insecure; number one because of the log in my
own eye but number two because handling it aggressively will probably work against us.
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Sad times
11 upvotes | October 3, 2018 | by lololasaurus | Link | Reddit Link
I've been meaning to post my OYS here, but things in life have taken my time leading up to this post.
Yesterday my wife of 8 years signed a lease on a place to move out to. In November, I will be
separated physically on top of the year of functional separation that has gone on already. She also
saw legal aid and they are helping her file.
Prayers would be appreciated. I'm much better prepared for this after a year of the red pill than I was
before, and it's not like it hasn't been obviously coming. That said, it's a gut punch and I can't
honestly say IDGAF- she's my wife and the mother of my children, and I once called her friend.
So, I guess this is a bit of a victim puke. It's my first one since finding trp, and we all get one, right?
Anyway, sadness aside, I'm trying to be thankful for Christ putting me where I'm at and for what He's
gonna do. The Psalms are a blessing to me right now.
Anyway, back to life I guess. Maybe now I'll have time to post my OYS.
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Potentially Getting Engaged. Asking for Guidance.
11 upvotes | August 25, 2018 | by LaCremaFresca | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: Early 20s, 6'0", 170 lbs, <10% Body Fat, 185 BP, 205 SQ, 235 DL. I know the lifts are bad. I
am currently working on them. Reading: I just found this sub about a week ago. Other than the Bible,
I haven't read any of the books, but I've read a lot of the recommended posts, 100s, 200s, and most of
the "singles" content. I’ve also adopted some thinking and lifestyle choices from “The 48 Laws of
Power” by Robert Greene, Jordan Peterson’s content, Joe Rogan’s podcast, and various ‘Alpha’
related blogs. Finances: I'm ok here. I graduated with a stem degree and have a solid job with great
opportunity for upward mobility. Separately, I may venture into real estate investing if none of my
business ventures pan out. Spiritual: I would say I am generally more mature, thoughtful about life,
and competent than many men my age. My faith has always been important to me. I am heavily
involved at my local church. I pray daily, have weekly quiet times, and have many scriptures
memorized (although I've stopped memorizing new ones). I've struggled recently with some doubt. I
definitely believe in God as creator, but I don't really think the Bible makes sense in a lot of ways (a
different discussion). Nevertheless, I choose to live by it as best I can and put my faith in Jesus. For a
while I have only shared my faith with people who ask or want to learn.
Alright. Before I found this sub, I was seriously thinking about getting engaged (I still am). I have a
ring picked out, and I'm ready to buy it. Reading some of the content here made me question this, or
at least brought some feelings I’m uncomfortable with to the surface. But first some background: I
moved to a new area over a year ago and knew no one. I started going to a church that has become
my home and I am highly involved. I met a girl there who I got to know and started dating. It has
been over 8 months in an exclusive relationship. She is great in almost every way. She is faithful,
teachable, educated, funny, a strong Christian, and has almost every personality trait I am looking for.
Family is great. Politics are great and well thought out. She will basically do anything I ask her to do
because she loves me and wants to serve me. She will be a GREAT mother. I believe for the most
part she is not just faking these traits to get me 'hooked'. She is awesome. We have fallen into sexual
temptation several times, but have repented and are committed to abstaining. Some negative things
are slight breaches of trust (her oversharing things about me/us to her friends), and a juvenile
tendency to do gross/inappropriate things around her friends (she refrains when around me, but she
doesn’t have the intention to stop this).
As for physical attractiveness, my SMV is a little higher than her’s (7.5 to 6.5). I’m a little skinny,
but athletic, fairly cut, and improving. She has a little extra fat overall (mostly on legs and butt which
looks good now but could potentially get out of control), but not too much. She is still decently
attractive overall. She works out, is strong, athletic, and eats healthy (If we do get married, I'm gonna
teach her the compound lifts). Her biggest physical detractor is having very small breasts. I was
willing to compromise on this because so many other things about her are so on point. However, I
OFTEN find myself wishing she was more attractive (mostly desiring larger breasts). I see women
with way nicer breasts every day and wish she had them. And I feel like such an trash human being
for having these feelings. I know it would destroy her if she knew this, because that’s one of the only
things she can’t change. I can't talk to anyone about this at my church. All the potential mentors have
known her all her life and definitely care about her more than me. (And many of the men seem
content with fat wives anyway. That’s not someone I want relationship advice from) Sometimes, I
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convince myself I'm being ridiculous, but I can never fully kick the thoughts out of my head. I feel
like such a piece of rubbish even typing this.
I'm know she will be a great wife and that I could most likely be happy. However I also know that
with work and growth, I will be able to attract someone with similar personality traits and a higher
SMV. Still, I hate the thought of breaking up. It would completely devastate her since we've had sex
and I've hinted at marriage. And I would miss so many things about her. We really do have a really
good relationship. But I don’t know what to do. She is not unattractive at all. I simply desire more. Is
this normal? Can/should this desire be extinguished? If I did find a more attractive woman, would I
even be satisfied then? When does the chase end? I really thought I was ready to marry her. What is
keeping me from being content. Should I go through with it? Will these feelings go away eventually?
Is this a sign I shouldn’t propose? Am I being a huge jerk? Or am I just scared of being locked in for
life? I feel like I shouldn’t be doubting this. When it’s time, shouldn’t I be itching to marry her? Or is
this all just a consequence of having sex early? I don’t know. I need guidance.
Apologies if this is too long. I am confused and have no one with whom to discuss this. This sub
seemed to align with a lot of my ideals. I’m willing to listen, learn, and grow. Thanks.
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Phil's July Update
11 upvotes | August 4, 2018 | by hello_im_phil | Link | Reddit Link
June update: https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/8uy90c/phils_june_update/
Stats
Weight: 245 -> 233
DL: 300 -> 330
Squat: 200 -> 225
OHP: 140 -> 160
Bench: 180 -> 190
The Ugly
I’m realizing how inconsistent I am in many areas of my life, being able to stick and commit to
plans or goals.
I have a severe problem making the healthy choice over spending time with people (e.g. sleep,
eating out, activities when I should be studying, etc).
I’m starting to have a lot of downtime at work, and I’m not sure how to fill the time effectively
while also “rendering to caesar what is ceasar's”.
The Handsome
The amount of time I’ve spent in the word the past month is probably more than the time I’ve
spent in the past two years combined.
I’ve been trying out a new church, and the mindset and difference in community is already
making a positive impact on my life.
I’ve lost all desires for a relationship 95% of the time. I don’t know what happened exactly, but
the contentment and realizing the blessings of singleness finally clicked in. A huge weight has
been lifted off my shoulders, and the positive affects in the various parts of my life have been
very noticeable.
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10 Ways To Build A Strong And Lasting #RedPill Christian
Man Group
11 upvotes | July 19, 2018 | by RPCJoeMak | Link | Reddit Link
10 Ways To Build A Strong And Lasting #RedPill Christian Man Group
3 points•21 comments•submitted 1 year ago * by RPCJoeMak to u/RPCJoeMak
Positive Masculinity Crusade #1: Starting a Group
10 Ways To Build A Strong And Lasting Christian Man Group
1. Choose a name that identifies the group and it’s function
Your group name is critical. The name should:
The name should do your marketing for your group in a positive way
Your target group should be able to identify with your group name
The name should serve as a dog-whistle to interested men, to call them out
The group name should also describe the function of the group, what is the purpose of the
group, anyway?
Get The Right Guys
2. Recruit the Right Type of Guys
This will ensure that you:
Gain traction immediately
Establish cache’ and credibility from the start
Have energy and staying power
Ideally, you want guys who have these characteristics:
Real, sincere, high-integrity type of guys
Coachable and willing to work
Loyal, committed, and understand the Brotherhood concept
It helps if the guys are desperate for learning. Get a Starving Crowd!
3. Have a Plan for Your Content
Do Incorporate these concepts into your Planning:
Develop an outline that can be easily followed by the group
Refer to your outline often as you discuss content with the group
Use your outline as you build foundational concepts and update it as you move through the
class meetings
Use books as appropriate to the age of your group
Use content appropriate to your content. Use secular books as well as books by Christian
authors. Don’t be afraid to use edgy material in building your program.
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Use short video clips to emphasize key points
Stay away from these practices:
Don’t use videos as your foundational pieces. Videos should provide supplemental material
to emphasize teaching and discussion points. Too many groups play videos for 80-90% of the
allotted time. This provides for bad energy and is not inspiring for the group. This strategy
leaves little time for sharing or building the Brotherhood.
Use books for learning, growth and structure; not, for testing or gauging the commitment
of the members. Many groups take class time to read word-for-word from selected books or
other reading material. This practice drags down the class and takes away from the GrowthImperative.
Allocate time to go off-schedule when more sharing is needed. Monitor and adjust as you get to know
your group and their needs. Be more concerned with sharing, content and growth than with the pace
of your outline.
https://i.redd.it/2z46yeytsua11.jpg
4. Establish An Awareness-Incubator With A Growth-Mentality
Growth and Awareness**: Contagious when there is buy-in from the group!**
Choose books and materials that captivate and energize the group
Find out where they have pain and get or develop materials that address these issues and
solutions. Awareness is the key to Growth!
Find relevant topics that meet your needs – there are many materials available
Your group will devour the books and material if they provide solutions and help with
awareness
Challenge your group to read at least 2-3 books a month as a group
Get comfortable with different guys in the room reading several different books from your
reading list. Some books resonate with some more than with others.
Find alternative resources for guys who don’t see themselves as readers:
Help them find audio books
Teach them how to find video clips on youtube or other outlets
Help them locate book summaries
I have worked with all kinds of guys who announced emphatically that they couldn’t read and would
not read. Be patient with your guys. Once they start seeing other guys read about proactive and
entertaining topics, everyone will find some books that resonate. They will all want to participate and
talk about the concepts that worked for them. We have had non-readers and dyslexic issues to deal
with. The bottom line is that if the guys develop a thirst for the content, they will be very creative in
finding ways to get that content in them. Help them be creative! History is littered with stories about
people who had to overcome great obstacles in order to achieve great things. And our mission of
trying to rebuild a masculine presence in our culture is nothing short of critical.
The Success Of Your Group Depends ON Your Energy And Creativity!
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https://i.redd.it/4z4e42kxvua11.jpg
5. Choose a Time And Place With A Great Vibe
Consider the following items when settling on time and place:
Do you want a Barnes and Noble Vibe or a Public Library vibe?
Coffee Shop or Wal-Mart?
Church Building or Private Home?
6 am or 8 pm? 5 am? Midnight? Whatever works. Jesus worked whenever people had a need
and wherever he found them
Kitchen Table or out in the Barn?
Find a place that energizes your group. Find a place that oozes growth and learning. You need
good energy for growth and stimulation. Our current group meets in our church building at 8am in
one of the empty classrooms. It’s not perfect, but it works for now. It was a place to get started.
The key is to get started as soon as you can after forming a basic outline and recruiting a core
group of guys. You can always steer the missile once you get it off the launching pad. There will
always be more reasons not-to-start than there are reasons to get going. Most of those reasons are in
our heads. There is no reason to put it off until next year or the year after that. The longer you wait
the more chance there will be that guys will go out into the woods and pull a trigger. There is a lot of
pain in our churches. (Honestly, that and a few other sad stories in our local area gave me all the
motivation I need to kick this project off the cliff. It has always been my job to catch the thing
before it went splat all over the ground.)
Build A Warrior Ethos!
6. Build a Warrior Ethos
Key items for warriors:
Warriors protect the group
Warriors have ceremonies
Warriors have a brotherhood
Warriors build their own identity
What happens in the group, stay in the group!
Servant Hearts are Required
7. Develop a Servant-Heart Attitude That Permeates Each Meeting
The following items should be readily apparent during each meeting:
There should be brutal honesty in dealing with group members
Members should be addressed in utmost respect
There should be an overriding presence of genuine care in the meeting
Sarcasm and cutting remarks have no place in the meetings
Compassionate Alpha tone should rule the day in every way
The most important element in developing a safe-haven for the guys is a feeling of trust. Off-color
comments and snide remarks will ruin a group faster than just about any other item. Be respectful and
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have a Christ-like attitude in developing a sincere, caring and consistent environment.
https://i.redd.it/wdohnowuxua11.jpg
8. Don’t Be Afraid When Things Get Messy!
This is where all the good stuff happens!
This is THE MOST IMPORTANT part of the meetings
This is where the most growth happens
These things will determine how deep and how meaningful your meetings will be:
Beware of the “Biblical Copout”: this is employed frequently when guys need an excuse to
change the subject. They start praying or reading scripture without actually processing or
talking through the problem or solutions. This is an easy default setting for Christians.
Don’t be afraid to “let it all hang out!” When guys are in “Flow-State” let them go. Don’t stop
their thoughts or ideas. Let them bring it to fruition. Topics should change of their own volition.
Thoughts and ideas are crystalized when guys process things with other guys. This is the most
meaningful time for guys. It is also the most difficult thing to replicate.
Be ready for these moments at any time. Guys will be comfortable sharing at random times.
Allocate for some free-flow sharing in meetings. There is often no rhyme or reason for when a
topic or feeling hits a guy. Do NOT STOP the sharing! Don’t look at the clock or distract a
guy from sharing. If the class goes long, let it go long. Guys wait all week for a chance to share
and talk. Out society has moved guys out of every space that used to be sacred. Provide a place
for guys to share. Be willing to stay after the meeting to listen and talk with those who want to
stay after. Some of our most meaningful conversation take place durint the hour or so after
most of the guys leave.
Be edgy with content and with sharing! Don’t be afraid to bring in edgy content if it furthers
the dialogue with the guys. Feel free to avoid items with gratuitous profanity or
crude/objectifying language or imagery. We read all kinds of books in our group meetings.
Some are secular books and others are more faith-driven books. We also read from the Bible.
The main thing is we want growth-drivers. We
There are times when things get extremely visceral during sharing times. Sometimes profanity
will slip out and other times raw analogies are used and talked about. There is no need to censor
language or ideas during sharing times. Sometimes guys feel more open to share if they don’t
have to worry about being all “churchy.”
Remember: You can’t steer the ship if its not moving! Get the guys talking so you can help
them find the rudder. You can help guys find their way if you have an idea about what they are
thinking. You can’t know what they are thinking until they talk. Learn to go deeper in your
questioning in order to drill down as you look for solutions and issues.
Redirect guys back to the topic at hand when they try to “go third person.” Guys will want
to change the subject when things hit close to home. Some times you will have permission to
take them to a new level and sometimes they need more time. Be a student of body-language
and tone. Study people so you can help them get out of a tight spot in their talking. Help guys
find an escape hatch Also be ready to help them build a bridge to an unfamiliar area or location.
Remind the group every few weeks about confidentiality and discretion
There Will Be Battles To Fight
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9. Stay The Course – Inside and Out
You will face a lot of hurdles and difficulties in guiding your group:
There will be pressure/conflict from outside the group:
Spouses/Family members
Church members/Leadership
Community/Media
There will be pressure/conflict from inside the group:
Internal conflict among the guys
Some guys will want to dominate the discussion
Some guys won’t want to study or grow, but want a social group
Sometimes it will be hard to find a meeting time for the group
Provide strong leadership for your group
Develop mentors for yourself and for others
Put together a leadership council consisting of 3-4 guys
Start new groups and develop new leaders: Elite & Starter Groups
Maintain Control Of Your Content
10. Maintain Editorial Control of Your Group
Your group can be killed If you turn over editorial control of your group to the church
leadership or other groups.
You may run into any of the following items:
Group Members/Meeting times and places need to be approved
Content/Materials/Books need to be approved
This can impact your mission and outreach in an adverse way
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Should I keep this girl around to potentially LTR later??
11 upvotes | July 16, 2018 | by AceBenedict23 | Link | Reddit Link
6'5. 210lbs. 14% bodyfat.
Bench: 235 DL:410 Squat: 315.
Career/Life/Finances: Have my own business that I run full time from my favorite coffee shop or my
apartment. It's related with web design, has become more passive over time and allows me freedom
to pursue my other goals. (For example I'm obsessed with learning a new language, I'm a BJJ
practitioner (purple belt, I do gymnastics, I do yoga, I travel alot) I try to do tons of different stuff
basically)
Spirituality: Was saved 2 years ago after rejecting God for the longest time. Encountered Christ in a
real and meaningful way, and I changed my ways. Read the Bible daily, have become obsessed with
apologetics, and also lead a group at my church on Sunday's. I would say I have a decent baseline of
knowledge and have come a long way, but still have a long way to go.
Situation: I have a girlfriend, whom I like. I have tried to be a leader spiritually for her and show her
the way. She is very submissive, is a follower of Jesus, and is very attractive. She has a career of her
own. However, I am not satisfied with the relationship because I do not feel like I am being
challenged or pushed in a meaningful way where I can experience growth.
She's accepted my frame completely and I'm able to do whatever I want. I can't grow, and she doesn't
necessarily hold me accountable like I want in a future wife. Just assumes that I always know best. I
make mistakes all the time, and oftentimes have to address things on my own. There is NOT an equal
spiritual yoking as there should be IMO. "How can the two walk together except for they agree?"
comes to mind.
She simply doesn't have the confidence on her own to really speak up. She grew up with a very
strong father figure (which I love) but it means that she does not check me when I do wrong. I want
someone to hold me properly accountable and shares a somewhat more equal burden. She does not do
that job for me. I've tried to talk to her about this multiple times and she just isn't able to do it. Its
ingrained too deep in her behaviorally. It's like I'm the founder/CEO of the business and instead of
being a co-owner and advisor she wants to be working as a local storefront manager.
There is a different girl that I have honestly desired for quite some time. That girl is probably my best
(and only) female friend ever.
I have been super attracted to her, physically but more than anything because of her spirituality. She
has everything that my LTR has, except her biblical knowledge is probably a good bit better than
mine is. When I was first saved, in the first 6 months she was someone that I was able to confide in
and ask questions to, and she constantly gave me golden nuggets of information that I was able to
directly apply in my life better than any Male Pastor figure ever was.
I legitimately trust her, and I hardly trust anyone. Like this girl literally drove 2 hours and picked me
up at 3am once when I got stranded. (Her apartment was the closest to the location). I called her by
chance, and she didn't ask any questions she just said "I'm coming". Every time I needed anything,
she was the most reliable person, whether it was a physical need or a spiritual need. Another
example, on her 21st birthday she was out with her friends. She saw me post a picture on Snapchat
while I was sick, and she literally left her friends to first call me, then went to pickup medicine, and
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then came to my apartment and spent 2 hours with me just hanging out.
She actually handed me my first bible, and introduced me to 50% of my friends at my church. She
did so many things that she didn't need to, just because she cared that much. If I'm being honest she's
probably the best friend I've ever had in my life.
She got into a long distance relationship about 3 months ago. I fully accept and understand that there
are boundaries because of this. But I feel called to pursue something deeper with her. If not now, then
perhaps one day in the future if it's in Gods will.
As far as have I done anything with her: not really/sort of. We constantly playfight, I pick her up and
tickle her mercilessly, we obviously hug a lot. And one time she was crying really hard (in happiness)
and I cuddled her for a bit. After a while it almost felt like I crossed a line and I never did it again
because I didn't want to cheat.
I feel like I can't be in my current relationship with this intense longing for a different girl.
Let me know what you guys make of this.
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I'd love some biblical feedback.
11 upvotes | May 2, 2018 | by Itsgonnabereal | Link | Reddit Link
A bit about me. I'm 36. I've been red pilled for just over 2 years, married 14. I'm endorsed on MRP not that I'm bragging, but to cut through the basics. I know my stuff. I've read the entire MRP and
TRP sidebars and virtually all of the top 100 posts. I'm 11% BF, bench around 255 and squat 335 - all
for sets (I don't ORM). I pull IOIs constantly and have flirted with catch-and-release some during my
first year being red pilled (I have abundance and don't need that crap anymore). I've never cheated or
gone on a date with any of these girls. I have clear boundaries on what I'm okay with and not and will
not cross into sin on this stuff.
I have a clear mission as an evangelist. I share the Gospel with people regularly and God has been
good and blessed me with much fruit. I teach in my church and preach sermons periodically. I'm a
psychologist by profession, focusing on family issues, including marriage counseling and child
psychology. I earn six figures.
Long story short, I really am the prize. But I believe I do live with a humble attitude IRL - this is just
an RP forum, so a quick run-down seemed appropriate.
So here's the deal. My relationship with my wife has always been a sexual struggle. We've had some
great times, but they've always been few and far between. I came to the red pill looking for a longer
lasting solution. I made a lot of changes and preached the program on MRP, but as a practical matter
not a whole lot changed. Theologically, I view remarriage after divorce as sin, so without changing
my theology to suit my whims if I want to have sex again, I'm either going to wait until my wife dies
or we're going to figure this out.
On Sunday my wife drops a few bombs. She's not attracted to me and never has been. I asked about
when we were dating and she said, "Even when we were dating I simply didn't find you attractive and I know you're even better looking now [I went from a runner build to a muscular build]." In her
words, "The church always taught me that I should find the godliest man I could and marry him and
that nothing else mattered, so that's what I did. And in that way you've never disappointed me. But
when I married you I was ignoring the fact that I'm not attracted to you because the church told me
that God would make it all work out if I just found a godly man."
She started crying and insisting, "I've never faked an orgasm with you. The only reason I keep having
sex with you is because you're so darn good at it. But there's never been a point where I've looked at
you and thought, 'I want to have sex with that guy right now.'"
As the conversation went on, she stated that she knows other women find me attractive and that "you
could be pulling 9s and 10s," but that I'm just not her personal taste and she's never been able to get
past that. Today she was crying again, saying she wished she could just die because, in her words,
"You don't need me. You can do everything. You've got a great job, you're a wonderful dad, you can
handle the house on your own," etc. Then she adds, "If I died you'd be able to find a new girl in a day
and be happy." This is obviously normal comfort test garbage, so I reply in kind and pull her out of it
and she offers to screw me again.
Here's where I goofed. I didn't STFU. I pulled the psychologist card and asked, "Do you actually
want to have sex with me or are you just using sex because you want something from me, like some
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kind of emotional connection that you're not feeling right now?" She said the latter and once again
affirmed that she doesn't ever really want sex, but she knows it's something she has to do to get other
things out of me she wants, so she makes the best of it.
Despite all of this, she is adamant that there was only one time where she had sex out of duty (which
doesn't reconcile well to me). Most of her "initiations" are things like, "If you want sex I won't say
no" or "I'm not opposed to it right now" or "If you're in the mood I could deal with it." I often tell her,
"If you want it, just say you want it." She replies, "But I don't want it, I just know you do." Obviously
after those crap initiations I really don't ... but I also follow MMSLP's advice to keep my mouth shut
and never turn down an initiation from the wife. She says it's not duty sex, but it sure feels like it a lot
of the time, though we do have some passionate times too.
I know this is a lot of "she said" and I should look to her actions not her words. But in this case the
two are well-aligned.
For some further background, she was raised in the churchy culture that suppresses female sexuality,
telling them that it's dirty and wrong. She comments that one of the reasons she never really wants
sex is because it just smells gross and feels sticky. There's a connotation that if you have to clean up
afterward, it's dirty, which reaffirms what the church always told her. Her parents only told her horror
stories about sex and pain and all that trash. She mentioned today that her mom always complained
about how awful the honeymoon and "The only time she ever talked to me about my honeymoon was
when she was at the doctor with me and she went on about doing stretching exercise because if I
didn't it would be so excruciating that I'd pass out."
When I walk away from bad sex, she always blames it on things from 15 years ago when we were
dating. She recognizes that I'm not the same man I was, but that she still sees me that way and can't
get past it. No amount of psychology has helped her live in the present on this stuff.
I know what TRP and MRP would say to this. "Some situations are hopeless. You've got abundance.
You can do better, so go get better." I don't want to hear that crap anymore. So what does
RPChristians have to say about this? Is there hope? I do desperately want to leave, abandon my love
for God and just go be with any one of the dozen or more girls who gave me their number last year,
but I know it's not right and I care about my faith too much to make that move. If you try to tell me
otherwise, screw you - I'm not going to listen. As one of the sidebar posts here says, I simply have a
different set of priorities that I'm not willing to break over this. But does that mean I'm just in a crap
situation that can't be fixed?
I'm reminded of 2 Cor. 12, where Paul talks about the thorn in his flesh. My sex-life is the thorn in
my flesh right now. Do I just accept that God's grace is sufficient for me and make the most of a bad
situation? Or is there something deeper that RP and godliness alone just can't fix? What else is there?
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Evangelicalism is diseased. It might as well be called "Beta
Male Christianity".
11 upvotes | April 29, 2018 | by milkky_ | Link | Reddit Link
Yes, I wrote those tirades against Evangelical legal scrupulosity a while ago. My position is wellknown.
Just now, prompted by curiosity, I googled "Would Jesus jaywalk?". To my horror, there seems to be
no shortage of Evangelical articles on the subject, all of them written in that arthritis-inducing dogoody Evangelical style.
Take a look at this article:
https://matttimms.wordpress.com/2011/10/08/the-spiritual-discipline-of-not-jaywalking/
Now take a closer look at this guy's face: https://i.imgur.com/YXqvcJ4.jpg
That's a chill-inducingly beta face. The low testosterone. The simpering.
Now take a look at this John Piper article:
https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/deciding-what-we-deserve
He's basically saying we should not jaywalk. It's a crime. Even though it's an idiotic law, we should
not do it, because a Christian's concept of justice is different, says Piper. It's not a "law of
recompense" thing. No, it's something far more transcendent. Show the other face. Walk another
mile. Follow the minutest state regulations with the passivity of a retarded sheep. Excellent point.
Now that's an invigorating perspective. I might have to join this man's church.
Now take a closer look at John Piper's face: https://i.imgur.com/evqcXAv.jpg
Forgive my crude words, but looks like a p%ssy-whipped beta to me.
That's what a guy who finds it okay to be the law's b%tch (as much as he is his wife's b%tch) looks
like.
Are my words too bitter? Maybe. Am I exaggerating these men's betaness? Maybe, but I don't think
so.
It does seem to be a general problem in Evangelicalism. A general air of mediocrity and pansiness of
which those simpering faces are emblematic.
I just googled the word "pansiness" to check the spelling and this was the second result: " ... generally
passive-aggressive, but never think they could do with manning up a bit for a change. Unavoidably,
their pansiness translates in the pansiness of the entire Church, which will then perforce be infiltrated
by either pansies, or positively evil men".
Haha yeah, probably just a coincidence.
Anyway, I don't know. I don't want to renounce my faith. But good grief. What is this stuff. What's
the deal with these guys.
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My Story
11 upvotes | April 27, 2018 | by ReddJive | Link | Reddit Link
As promised. It’s late. I hope this isn’t as rambling as it sounds. It also details my leaving of the faith
and why which is why it is here and not on MRP.
TO get to the good stuff some background on myself. I am a second generation American. My grand
parents right off the boat from the old world. I grew up in cultural ghettos. Greeks on that block,
Germans over that, Italians there. Today the place is a burned shell full of heroine addicts and sex
traffickers. My hackles go up whenever I hear “I was once Alpha”. I don’t think that is the right term.
I think it is more appropriate to say that I once understood what being Alpha is. All boys possess
Alpah traits but they lack emotions maturity to make it work. Women don’t need emotional maturity
in order to pursue their sexual strategy. This supports the idea that Men need to learn how it works
and they do this from other men.
The men in my family were all masculine. I could tell stories of that. My grandparents particularly.
Very much the ideal of a Red Pill relationship. My father married and moved away. My mother, is a
co-dependent selfish closet narcissist. Now that my father has passed its even worse. Doesn’t surprise
me that I would marry a woman similar to my mom.
Since I was young my goal was to be a military officer. Don’t know why it just was and I achieved
that. I met her in college in my last year of ROTC. For context later, my BA is in Ancient
History/Early Christianity. I have a minor in Archeology. I didn’t have many girlfriends in my life,
didn’t need them. I had been engaged for a brief time in college, but caught her with another guy and
that was that. A year later I met her. She was as Red Pill says. She claimed to have never been with a
man, and her family seemed to support this idea, but I am telling you no one can do the things she did
without having experience. Sex was on demand and often, and I mean once or twice a day she was
after me. It was perfect for a red blooded man.
She was behind me in school so when I went off to active duty she would come out once or twice a
month on her money to spend the weekend and holidays. So after a few years I figured she earned the
right….married her. Still the first 4 years were ok. Sex was like chore to get out of her but 3 times a
week. She tried often to make me go on a schedule. I wouldn’t. Being in the army though I had to
give in to 3 times a week…just too tired otherwise. Looking back I should have seen the signs right
from the honeymoon.
Left the wedding at 10pm, she alluding that sex was going to be had. Got to our room and spent the
next 5 hours telling her how beautiful she looked. Our flight was around 6am or so. I am not joking.
We took pictures of her hair. They are in the wedding album. It was a constant validation fest. So we
We had arrived at our resort. She spent the next 18 hours sleeping. Digression: she always slept. Like
a lot. 8 hours at night then a good 3-4 hour nap during the day. She was army as well so it seemed
normal. In college….uhhh yeah. Sleep was at a premium. She made me wait for sex for 2 days on our
honeymoon. And when we did she had something always keeping before we would start. The normal
story.
Flash forward, our first year anniversary. I was on deployment. We were talking through some chat
room message thing at the time and I told her what I had planned for our first. I had booked a 4 day
cabin in some historical town where we were stationed. 18 holes of golf at a internationally known
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golf course (we used to play), dinners at the best places, the cabin was full of chocolate strawberries,
wine…..look. No one beats me when it comes to taking care of my girl. I don’t, even then, do it out
of a sense of getting something out of it. I enjoy the planning, the execution, displaying what I am
capable of. And yes I derive enjoyment out of her surprise. But if it is not appreciated then it’s over.
Well…somewhere along the lines I lost that and it morphed into doing it to placate her…but more on
that. Back to this. She hated it. Every bit of it. She was pissed primarily because I didn’t clear it with
her what I was going to spend.
Here I was in the middle of the desert. I executed a brilliant plan from that far away and I get the
“how much did yo spend speech”. This was to become an ongoing theme. So the anniversary was
spent with her first sleeping the first 12 hours. Missing the golf game, which I played by myself, and
then spending the rest watching TV on the couch with her. The cabin even had a large hot tub in it.
Sex was had once and I had to shame her into it.
During the time we spent on active duty we were part of the post church. I even considered joining
the Chaplains Corps. I volunteered on base to teach the history of Christianity to the church on post. I
did this for a few years. She got tired of that church, had a list of reasons and demanded I man up and
find us a better place. Ok….maybe she had something there. So I did. Something more in line with
what she was used to, which was more of the Holy Spirit Benny Hill kind of thing. And I hate that I
just reminded myself of this. Thing is…once I got ensconced in the leadership there…we moved
again. This time she decided there wasn’t a good church any where and maybe we just worship at
home. She always claimed she wanted a man to lead the family. She spoke a good game when it
came to males and the role they play in the home. But she didn’t accept it. When I tried to lead us in
prayer, she would stop me and then proceed to tell me how to do it. What should be done. This for
bible study as well. If I picked something out then came the lecture and I didn’t consult her.
Thing is I learned quickly that her idea of leadership was that she had final veto over any decision.
This si what lead me to trying to appease her. Not just so I could get her back to where we had started
but so that she wasn’t a raging witch all the time. I desired domestic tranquility.
As I look back any gift I had given her still sits in the the box it came in. She never wears anything I
bought her, gave her, or even looks at it to this day. Once I had this brilliant idea. I got a box. A
decorative box. I told her that it was her box. Whenever the box was out there was a gift in it for her.
I used it one time. She opened it gave me the awww thank you, and closed it. That gift and box are
now in the basement storage with a thin layer of dust on it.
Her family professes to be extremely faithful. I grew up Catholic, she more nondenominational but
leaning more Lutheran. Her mom, whom I believe was a CC Rider in her day, got pregnant in
college, married her father. Her dad is an alcoholic, both mom and dad are but the mom only in so far
as she HAS to have at least one drink as the definition says. More then one person in the house? It’s a
party. Bring out the boxed wine. Any way 10 years forward for them and she divorces him because
well….her friends were divorcing. TO this day no one really knows why mom divorced dad. My
shrew has 2 sisters and a brother. Her mom then spent a few years riding the CC again. Even leaving
the kids home alone to do this. My shrew was the oldest at 10 during the divorce and was the one that
took care of things. This dynamic has made her and her mom “Friends” instead of mother daughter.
So much so that my shrew still chases her mom looking for motherly approval. She will drop
everything if her mom is in town. Me? She can’t even be bothered to wake up from her nap when I
come home from work.
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Her mom hates men. Not that she doesn’t like men in the biblical sense but she has little good to say
of them. While she is 60+ she is attractive for that age group. No grey hair, when she is thinner and
decides to dress up she can turn heads, but that would take work and effort. She hates her age and
tries to emulate the younger daughter. It’s pathetic really. The father is in no way religious. Yet the
mom and rest of the family use religion as a tool of karma more than one of salvation. The younger
sister is like her mom. Now with 3 kids from 3 different dads. Married and divorced. The middle
daughter is in a 15 year LTR, which actually is working from what I can see. The brother is a train
wreck. This is a completely different tale but let me just say he is exactly the omega horror story Red
Pill says. He is also why I say and believe that if you are limiting your decisions because of “the
kids” or your “marriage” you are doomed for failure. Men must be willing to risk it all in pursuit of
their missions. This isn’t to say forsake it all. But risk it.
Back to me.
I got out of the military after a good long while. Mostly for her. Perhaps the greatest regret of my
life…and the only one other than getting married. We got pregnant and this is where things got
worse. I remember she was 2 months pregnant. WE were living in a very nice apartment talking
about when we would start the house hunt. I got up. Got ready for my job, which is a very well
paying job, she handed me lunch (which she stopped doing the next day), and as I left she leans out
the screen door to the porch and says to me with the most intense hate I have ever seen. “I don’t trust
you.” And left it at that. It stuck with me and as I find out was a theme that has played out ever since.
At the time we decided she would hav e SAHM mom. The cost of day care would literally mean she
would work for the privilege of working, her income going to pay day care. Seemed like a good idea
at the time this would also allow her to see her mom and family when she wanted without me using
vacation time or precious weekend time that I needed to do house things. Reality was altogether
different.
During the next 10 or so years we had another child. She had always wanted more. Sex was up and
down. Schedules were created and abandoned. She was always solidly in control and I doing a lot to
get her into that mindset. There were extremely irrational things that went on. For instance I let her
buy a house that was an hour commute for me. She seemed to realize this at the time but soon she
demanded to know why it took me so long to get home. TO her everything was 20 minutes away. She
would call as I sat in traffic and yell because I wasn’t home to take the kids from her. So when we say
there is nothing unique here? There isn’t. After working 10 hour days (I got every Friday off for that
work schedule) I then had to take care of two kids while she slept until 9pm. Then she would be
irrrate if I didn’t spend quality time with her on the couch watching TV until midnight. I was in hell.
To illustrate the contempt she has for me: total up the number of gifts you have been given by your
wife or girl. The total number from day one until now. In the 20 years we have been together I have
received exactly 2. One of which was the wedding gift. As point of understanding and not pity she
doesn’t remember my birthday. Though it shares the same day as one of her sisters, and she
remembers that one. For 8 years I have spent my birthday by myself. I may take the day off work and
do what I plan, or tell her I have business trip and I will take a 3 day vacation. My kids are now old
enough where they ask when is dad’s birthday or where is dad’s Christmas present. As a point of fun
I get a large container of selected nuts from her mom. I am allergic to nuts. I am not sure how I am to
take that.
Anyhow, It got to the point where I would purposely not come home on time. Stop by a buddy’s
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house, or spend time at one of my hobby stores. Anything to delay coming back. I got pretty good at
it and oddly dove tailed nicely with what MRP layers out as a plan. So when I say I had a head start,
or I had instincts I did. I wasn’t doing it for the right reasons nor did I have any goal in mind. I was
merely existing during this time. Sex as even worse than starfish. More like zombisih. There were
bizarre things here as well. Once when she was….well…doing it manually to me she stopped and
asked me about the bills. To her this was getting close. IN fact before sex we had to have an in-depth
financial review or a long talk about why I was a complete loser. Any way again even before Red Pill
I got up and left went to the gym. I did this often as well. Over time I stopped being to finish at all
with her. I had been conditioned by this point to no longer see her as sexual. Hence we had no more
kids. To this day she believes I have ED. It’s been 5 years since I have sex with her.
She has no desire to please me in any way. Once she told me during sex that I should accept what she
wants to do…..despite the fact it brought me no pleasure. For many years I was denied touching her
in certain areas of her body. The reasons changed. Once it was because she was just getting over
having kids (for three years?) another time it was because she didn’t trust me, and another ….she just
didn’t know.
She will also fact check me. Prior to the internet she would call her dad or brother or even her mom
in order to confirm something I said. Like repairing the sink. Call dad. Replacing windows…her
brother. Then when the internet became a thing and she got a laptop she will look it up. Even as I talk
to her she will, to this day, Google for information to make sure. It’s to the point where I don’t even
any more.
During this period we have been to 3 churches. Same pattern as before. I have taught catechism, adult
history classes, even give a sermon or two. She is at the current church only because our kids have
grown up there and enjoy friends there. Even before my red Pill awakening I could see the church for
what it was. It sickened me, but I didn’t have the courage to do what I wanted. When I finally did
swallow the pill I left. I haven’t been to services in over 3 years. I haven’t sought any either. I guess
you could say I have rejected the church at this point. 2 years ago I started an affair. This relationship
has opened my eyes to many things. Including making me fully aware of what it is I deserve.
She stopped being a wife. I stopped being a husband. I accept Red Pill’s assessment that I had/have
the relationship I deserve but I have now seen things that make me more realize my situation was
more of getting caught by someone who wasn’t worth my time to begin with. Perhaps I did do
something early on. My behavior in the middle was certainly blue pill, but while I don’t think I was
red nor Alpha I don’t think I was blue at all. I became that way. It doesn’t matter any way. Yet in this
context of religious faith I find the hypocrisy palatable. On hand forgiveness and love one another are
the hallmarks and yet I was treated with contempt, distrust, and ridicule from someone who was
supposed to be the closest to me. She uses everything she knows about me to bring me down. It
hasn’t worked in several years but she still tries. I have reasons for staying at the moment but the time
is drawing near. My kids see a father who is strong and there for them.
Recently someone told me that my mission was to find and master myself. I guess I can’t disagree
with it. I have been a Soldier. A Scholar. A Healer. I am working to be an Artist. I was told that not
only have I walked a path that few have not dared, that I have also reflected on this path and I am
cognizant of the journey I have walked and have yet to walk.
As you can see my journey is not all that different though the terrain is. While society encourages the
worse traits in women I also believe upbringing and her mother have influences as well. Sometimes
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not. AWALT isn’t exactly a lock but more of a spectrum of behavior. While all women are AWALT,
some are more than others.
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How to connect with and influence others using stories
11 upvotes | March 14, 2018 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
There was a woman who loved her husband and wanted to play a more active role in being a helper
to him and support his mission. She knew she had talents and abilities that weren't being used and
each time she brought up the topic, her husband was open to it but in the end, she was never given the
opportunity to express her talents.
One day, she remembered watching a football game with her husband and what he had told her about
a player on his favorite team.
That same day, she went to her husband and asked if he remembered telling her about the player and
what he had said. How every time they put him in the game, he almost always helps the team. How
he is talented. But for some reason, they don't use him that much and they keep him on the sidelines!
I just don't understand it, the husband had remarked. Then the wife looked up at her husband and
said...
"I'm that player! I want to help you and your mission. I have talents I can use. Just put me in the
game!
The husband smiled and realized how this message got through when the other attempts didn't. He sat
down with her and talked about different ways she could be more involved going forward.
An ancient story that changed a King...
Stories abound, and their power to influence seemingly knows no limits. It's been this way for ages,
as when an ancient King was humbled by a prophet whom the LORD had sent unto him.
In that biblical passage, it is recorded that...
"the LORD sent Nathan unto David. And he came unto him, and said unto him, There were two men
in one city; the one rich, and the other poor.
2 The rich man had exceeding many flocks and herds:
3 But the poor man had nothing, save one little ewe lamb, which he had bought and nourished up:
and it grew up together with him, and with his children; it did eat of his own meat, and drank of his
own cup, and lay in his bosom, and was unto him as a daughter.
4 And there came a traveller unto the rich man, and he spared to take of his own flock and of his own
herd, to prepare for the wayfaring man that was come unto him; but took the poor man's lamb, and
prepared it for the man that was come to him.
5 And David's anger was greatly kindled against the man; and he said to Nathan, As the LORD
liveth, the man that hath done this thing shall surely die:
And he shall restore the lamb fourfold, because he did this thing, and because he had no pity.
7 And Nathan said to David, Thou art the man. Thus saith the LORD God of Israel, I anointed thee
king over Israel, and I delivered thee out of the hand of Saul;
8 And I gave thee thy master's house, and thy master's wives into thy bosom, and gave thee the house
of Israel and of Judah; and if that had been too little, I would moreover have given unto thee such and
such things.
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9 Wherefore hast thou despised the commandment of the LORD, to do evil in his sight? thou hast
killed Uriah the Hittite with the sword, and hast taken his wife to be thy wife, and hast slain him with
the sword of the children of Ammon.
Nathan goes on to describe more of the punishments King David will receive, and when he is done,
the message impacts David greatly.
The king is humbled and repents. David later pens Psalm 51, a moving passage of repentance and
seeking God's forgiveness and mercy.
In addition, one of the children born to King David and Bathsheba was named Nathan. No doubt
named for his friend and advisor who brought him both good news and bad, and showed tough love
and loyalty over the years.
Connect more deeply, with greater influence and reach
Is it any wonder why these stories work? Or ones like these?
You can use stories to communicate things that may not get through otherwise. They can hit you on
an emotional, visceral level. They can reach people where sometimes reason doesn't. Or when
someone is "closed off" to hearing your point of view.
They have a way of opening up the heart and mind and making connections where none may have
been seen before.
3 simple rules of a great story that influences others
Please note what they are:
First, they are simple. The simpler, the better. The more complex they become, the less the impact.
Second, they genuinely relate to something in the hearer's life. Something they love, they've
experienced, they know about or are familiar with.
It can be a hobby, an event, a life experience. Maybe something work related.
A secret: The stronger the hearer's feelings about the subject, the better the story works.
For example, in the latter story, David was a shepherd. You can imagine him loving the sheep he took
care of, leading them, protecting them.
In fact, a lion and a bear took a lamb out of the flock that David was keeping, and he went after it and
saved the lamb.
Do you think Nathan knew of this story or heard David tell it before? And knew that sharing a story
about a lamb would hit David at the core of his being? That it would be the best way to reach his
friend and King?
Yes.
And the first has the same element. Her husband loved football, the player was on his favorite team,
etc. The woman shared a story that would reach him because it has relevance to something he loved.
Third, make the connection.
In each story, the point is clearly made by tying in how it relates. Yes, it's often obvious but make the
point anyway. "Thou art the man!" and Nathan continues from there describing in detail what David
did.
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As well as the woman in the first story with "I'm the player!" and sharing how she wants to be "in the
game" and helping her husband more with his mission.
Our Lord and Savior Jesus the Christ did the same. He told parables and stories often.
And notice how they're very relevant to the people and crowds he's talking to.
Do you think merchants and traders in precious jewels would easily understand and relate to this in
Matthew 13... ?
45Again, the kingdom of heaven is like unto a merchant man, seeking goodly pearls: 46Who, when
he had found one pearl of great price, went and sold all that he had, and bought it.
I do.
And I hope you've found the Pearl of great price, and know the joy and peace of living for Him. If
not, PM /u/Red-Curious , that great winner and discipler of souls. (or any of the mods or myself, if
you choose)
While this sub's existence isn't for winning souls, we take it for granted that most everyone here is a
Christian. Just in case, if not, allow me this small paragraph or two to encourage you.
Lastly, don't neglect the power and influence you have in using stories.
Whether in dating or marriage, at work or with friends, use this method and see how it strengthens
your position.
When done right and well, they are a wonderful gift in influencing and persuading others to your
point of view, and (more than!) adequately communicating what you want to get across.
Use them wisely and well.
And as always, with (very) good intentions!
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Desire, Love and Intimacy Pt. 2: Red Pill Christian Podcast Episode 13
10 upvotes | August 27, 2020 | by r_horizon | Link | Reddit Link
Here's the video:
https://youtu.be/-YwyOhTCaXM
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How important is context to communicating mission?
10 upvotes | September 19, 2020 | by -Red-Rev | Link | Reddit Link
Age: 36; Height: 5’10; Weight: 222; BF: ~35%. Measuring Tape Went Missing. Ground zero of
BWF recommended routine. Married 6 years; 2 kids under three years old. Youth Pastor. Hoping for
a raise. Just finished seminary. Looking for a new call. I do a lot of praying and Bible reading for
work, working on being more disciplined with my personal discipleship. Read WISNIFG, MMSLP.
Reading Biblical Masculinity Blueprint. Been working on RPC for about a month.
I took my wife to DQ yesterday and then drove around town. My mom had the kids. Second date out
since the birth of our second in February and COVID which still looms large here. I realized a couple
of things as we talked, a big one was about mission.
When we met and got married, I had a clear mission, and we were both on it together. Then we
started having kids, and her ability to partner with me in youth ministry shifted. She was less present
in the ministry, but supportive in other ways. Then I realized my days in youth ministry are coming to
a close. The current mission was unclear because the context of youth ministry always framed it. My
wife wants to be a good First Officer, but has been confused and asking if I want to stay in church
ministry. (I have had a rough go in youth ministry. Fruitful, but hard.) I realize what she perceives as
a mission change is a context shift.
I sat down and wrote out a mission statement with flexibility in context: I can see myself working in a
handful of roles In the church and want to live out my mission regardless of position or employment
at a church. I want my wife to understand what we’re doing.
Gentlemen, is the following a strong and clear mission?
My Mission is to become a man who brings glory to God in pastoral ministry, sharing the gospel,
discipling others, and encouraging the body of Christ through writing.
1. I commit to being faithful to the work of a pastor: teaching sound doctrine, caring for my flock
as an under-shepherd, and boldly leading towards the fulfillment of the great commission.
2. I will challenge my flock to be intentional about owning their faith, developing a discipleship
plan that includes go-and-tell evangelism. When in a teaching position, I will ensure that my
church is confident that their friends and family will hear the gospel somas to commit to a
secondary come-and-hear evangelism.
3. I commit to sit down six-days a week and work on my writing craft: blogs, articles, or a book. I
will study the art and research of Christian publishing. I will establish publication goals
annually. I will read voraciously.
To be effective in my mission, I will develop discernment, courage, and discipline.
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At a crossroads. Need some guidance.
10 upvotes | September 14, 2020 | by Vegetable_Habit_2158 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: late 20s, 5'5", 143lbs, bf 20%. estimated 1RM: DL 176lbs, BP 110lbs, OHP 90lbs, S 154lbs
Reading: NMMNG, MMSLP, Dalrock, bits of TRM
Finances: Software Engineer, quite high income for my age, high savings, zero debt
Spiritual: Catholic, attend church 1-2 times a week + attend a Christian bookclub once a week. Have
been a while since last quiet time and dont share my faith a lot.
Was in a relationship for 3 years and only engaged recently to this very sweet girl and the wedding is
in 7 months. I am finding it incredibly difficult to discern whether I should be getting married to this
girl or breaking up.
Initially, when we first started going out, I was even fatter than 20% bf (which I realise is still fat -I'm working on it), didn't care about the way I dressed or presented myself. I was maybe a 4 and she
was a 5. Throughout the time we've been together I've upped my appearance and demeanor quite a
lot, took lifting seriously and more recently have been very focused on losing fat -- with a tshirt on,
you wouldn't guess I'm carrying 20% bf.
Because of all that, I've started getting IOIs from girls in and out of church that are hotter than my
fiancee. And this has led me to think that I can "do better" than her in terms of attractiveness. I would
say right now I'm a 7. She has upped her game too as a result tbh -- puts more effort into her
appearance, skin, makeup, clothes, etc.. (even though there's still room for improvement, so I
wouldn't say she's at her peak at all) And very recently started taking fitness and her health more
seriously. I would say she's now a solid 6 or 6.5.
I keep thinking about the same thing: if at this point I'm able to pull more attractive women, how
more so will it be when I actually get to a lower bf level and become even stronger and older in my
peak-SMV in my 30s as the SMV gap widens between me and her. And I daydream about breaking
up and going for a hotter girl. Part of this is my ego, and part of it is I want a hotter girl because of
some sort of "status" in front of other people. But another part of it is wanting to enjoy a hotter
woman.
Overall, however, there really aren't red flags about her at all: virgin, very minimal social media,
submissive, respects me very much, solid family and dynamic between her parents, caring,
supportive, would be a good mother, shares my faith and values, she's funny, I like her company, she
gets me out of my head because I'm in there too much, and she has the utmost love for me.
I don't "need" a woman in my life -- I can be happy either way. I understand that in either getting
married or remaining single, I will have a few annoyances and challenges to deal with, but I think I
would rather the advantages and challenges of being married than being single. Mostly because I do
believe in being enriched through relationships and company with another. Of course, there's sex too
as I do not believe in sex before marriage so having sex in my life is better than not (im a virgin too).
Things I don't like in the relationship: she's less independent than me so bit of codependeny on me for
comfort, handliing her stress, etc.. she has a bit of low self-esteem too but that doesn't come up as a
problem mostly. She is working on both those things with a counselor.
The current crossroads is causing me incredible anxiety and stress and I am in need of guidance.
Either I break up, hurt her, and go for someone hotter, and maybe I'll regret it later for throwing away
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something good, OR I stay and get married and maybe I'll regret it later for being unfulfilled for
wanting more and still find myself thinking "what if I had went for this or that other girl" 10 years
down the road.
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How would you ask out a girl if you are always around friends
when you see her?
10 upvotes | December 1, 2019 | by canldigit | Link | Reddit Link
I’m part of a Christian fellowship group at my college and everyone is really friendly with each other.
There’s a girl I’m interested in, but I never get to talk to her without our friends being around. Also, I
don’t see her around campus at all so there’s no opportunity there.
IMO I really would prefer asking out a girl in person, but I don’t know how or when I would get to be
in that situation with no friends around. I don’t know...how to get an...isolated context?
Any advice is appreciated here. Thanks!
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The Good Husband - Lectures by Fr. Josiah Trenham
10 upvotes | October 24, 2019 | by SingularityOne198 | Link | Reddit Link
There is another lecture series on “The Good Wife”, but I thought this would be more pertinent.
https://patristicnectar.org/bookstore_130903_1
He mentions feminism and it’s destruction of the family and what it is to be a man. Great stuff here.
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[FR] Comfort Test About Finances and More
10 upvotes | October 8, 2019 | by SkimTheDross | Link | Reddit Link
38 married for 15 years, together 20, with two small children. 6' 1", 178 lb, 13% BF, unplugged since
April of 2018, OYS on RPC for a year. Read the MRP sidebar and books as well as RPC sidebar.
On the finance side my wife and I are doing well. She's been the family bookkeeper forever. She's
fiscally conservative but we seem to spend our excess on improvements and projects the last few
years as opposed to regular savings. I’ve been a beta bucks provider in that respect and just green
light to projects. We don't have a vision, a direction and that’s my fault. My aim in this area is to act
as the CFO and have the long-look working along side her to get there.
After reading Total Money Makeover and wanted to extend OYS to finances I began getting into and
overseeing our personal finances. I started by setting up Quicken and worked to determine our net
worth which is very good for our age. I've set financial goals for us that align with the vision.
About two weeks ago, I laid a bunch of bullet points in front of her which included writing a check to
pay off a small loan. I made a mistake here and didn't share the vision first - the why behind all this.
She's been wary and testy of my intrusion into the personal finance arena. My actions culminated this
morning into a massive comfort test.
She would like to make a home improvement that we can easily afford in cash. She's been talking
about for over a week and I've been wary and haven't blessed the decision as I didn't know the total.
The total came in last evening and I was pressed for the OK this morning. I said I wanted to think
about it today and we'd go over it this evening.
Couple on top of this that I have been removing time and attention significantly for 3-4 weeks now.
Sex is on an IV drip at 1-2 times per month and is unenthusiastic starfish when it does happen. She's a
darn good FO in a lot of ways. But, this is what brought me to MRP in the first place - and I know its
my fault. I wasn’t attractive, high value or very much fun.
Her ...
"We don't talk about anything anymore".
"I feel like we're growing apart". With tears coming and her making a gesture of her two hands going
apart.
"We don't sit and talk in the morning and we don't have coffee outside anymore."
"I don't know what's going on with anything."
Her emotions were a blend of tears and anger.
I think she feels resentment towards me for peaking into the finances. She used to work in industry
and was great at what she did before coming home to be a SAHM. I’m realizing I’m not feeding her
feels here of need for validation and affirmation. I actually did the opposite and withdrew.
Me: "I want to share the goals and vision I have for our finances with. I should have done that first
and got us on the same page. I skipped right to the actions."
At another point: "I feel like we should connect on a lot of levels much more". Somehow, she needs
to get the message that I'm not happy with our sex life. But I can't do this overtly.
We parted without much in the way of good byes. She basically stormed off when I offered comfort
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of a hug and I went about my day.
Two dynamics came together here. First my removal of time and attention and second my getting into
the finances. The later brought resentment and hurt because I was accidentally covertly telling her
that I didn't trust her and think she's fiscally irresponsible.
My plan is to add back in communication slowly. I pulled back to hard on T&A too fast. I know that
now after reading various posts on MRP and I OYS on it. Time to adjust fire and continue on.
Second, I feel it’s time to share the vision and mission I have with her. Not just financially, but in
other areas. Why I'm building my body and why I'm working to build men of God. Part of this
discussion will be giving the green light on the project she wants but showing how it does fit into the
plan.
Two other things I need to do better at is (1) encouraging/praising her and (2) be more fun, teasing
and flirting. I've turned too stoic, too firm, too unemotional. Plain old no fun and all business.
I'm concerned if I go back to 100% time and attention it'll be a failure on my part. I feel like I
somehow have to communicate the expectation for more sex in all of this.
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Help! Stunned by wife
10 upvotes | September 19, 2019 | by Nomoreexcuseman12 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi brothers,
Need some help processing and I really don't know who I can trust for the advice I need to hear but
this channel.
My wife and I haven't had sex in years. I was lead to believe she simply lost sexual desires and
attributed to hormonal reasons - she's still breastfeeding our 4 year old which can lower libido and
she's in her upper 40s. She also says it's her problem and that it's happened to her before.
After taking the red pill, I've recognized my role in the change despite her assurances. I've been
working out consistently, reading the sidebar, stopped the butt hurt talks, and started more manly
behaviors. We've had more sexual flirtations but haven't initiated sex. I'm trying to break through my
pride and fear of rejection. For our anniversary I actually took her to an upscale burlesque dinner
theater. Wasn't exactly Christian, though it was more cirque then lewd, but I hoped it would open us
up more sexually as a couple.
For more background, I'm a licensed minister, but when I met my wife I was somewhat backslidden/
church hurt. She wasn't in the church but joined and committed her life through our friendship. We
crossed the line with sex while dating but stopped for a period after an elder, my uncle, challenged
me. She feels that was the moment she began turning off sex. After marriage we had 2 kids, but she
never felt turned back on. My church is large and largely run by my family. She's been resistant to
further discipleship because she feels it's a ploy by my family and me for her to get with the preacher
wife program.
Fast forward to the last two weeks. She decides to take her recently unboyfriended girlfriend to the
burlesque dinner theater for their slightly more raunchy male review. She said her single friends
needed a little fun. I had already begun doing a little cyber snooping because although we have a
generally fun friendship as a couple I've felt she's holding back.
It was wrong but I logged into her social media and reviewed chat logs. I was hurt to find how she
lusted after entertainers, talked with her friends "DAMN, your boyfriend's brother is FINE" "I'd like
to adopt that man". Clearly still has sexual interest. She cusses much more than any conversation with
me. She generally doesn't represent me well though no signs of actual cheating.
Very hard to stomach what I feel is disloyalty, though not yet betrayal. In my mind I'm thinking she
acted a fool at the male review although she played it low key. She's thinking everything is
improving, but I'm raging. I don't think it would be worthwhile to confront her and expose my
snooping, but it's a hard pill to swallow. I want to confront her and let her know I'm not a sucker, but
that just feels like a butt hurt conversation. Hard to be motivated for her right now though.
Please help me get my mind right. My insides are too loud to hear God's voice. I except prayer and
advice. Sorry for the rant.
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Where and how to meet religious women?
10 upvotes | September 17, 2019 | by qiis | Link | Reddit Link
I don’t drink, I don’t have sex before marriage. Where can I meet someone as religious as me?
Do I really need to go to a church group to meet women, and then find out that half of them sleep
around with men?
Why is it so hard?
All advice is appreciated.
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Warnings for a People Not Listening to God
10 upvotes | August 15, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
... is the title of a daily devotional by Walter A. Henrichsen, a former Navigator who also wrote what
I hear is a stellar book titled: *Disciples are Made, Not Born."
My red-pilled ex-pastor is going through this devotional and sent me this blurb from Day 68.
LEADERSHIP
"And the angel came in unto her, and said, Hail, thou that art highly favoured, the Lord is with
thee: blessed art thou among women." Luke 1:28
God spoke to Mary, the mother of Jesus, only once through the angel Gabriel. After this, God
communicated His will regarding Mary and Jesus through Joseph.
First, when the angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream telling him to take Mary as his
wife.
Second, when the angel again appeared to Joseph in a dream telling him to take the family to
Egypt.
Third, when the angel told Joseph to return to Israel from Egypt.
And fourth, when God instructed Joseph to move the family to the area of Galilee.
Even in the life of this remarkably blessed woman God led her and her Son through her husband. As
Paul writes, "Wives, submit yourselves unto your own husbands, as unto the Lord. For the husband is
the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church: and he is the Savior of the body.
Therefore as the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own husbands in every
thing."
Peter also addresses the leadership of men in the home. "Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling him lord.
And you are now her children if you do right and let nothing terrify you." When was the last time you
heard a woman address her husband as "lord?" God designates the husband the leader in the home.
I'm usually not a fan of daily devotionals ... but I might be picking this one up.
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Remember that Gillette commercial?
10 upvotes | August 2, 2019 | by Deep_Strength | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=koPmuEyP3a0
Mixed results.
(Reuters) – Procter & Gamble Co’s (PG.N) quarterly revenue and adjusted profit beat Wall
Street expectations on Tuesday, sending shares to a record-high even as the world’s No.1
personal goods company took an $8 billion charge on its Gillette shaving business.
P&G reported a net loss of about $5.24 billion, or $2.12 per share, for the quarter ended
June 30, due to an $8 billion non-cash writedown of Gillette. For the same period last year,
P&G’s net income was $1.89 billion, or 72 cents per share.
P&G which owns Gillette lost 8 billion in their business, but their other businesses made up for it by
beating their profit expectations.
Turns out tanking one business through boycotts is pretty easy, but making sure a diversified
company feel it is pretty hard.
It should be obvious that insulting your client base is a pretty dumb move.
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Household Finances
10 upvotes | July 28, 2019 | by CarelessBowler5 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm on mobile. No stats. Check my next OYS if you need them.
Been in a DB for 3.5 years. I'm about 1.5 months into my RP journey.
Before I found TRP/MRP/RPC I arranged for counseling and mentorship through our church. I intend
to stick with those commitments, even if it's just a smokescreen at this point while I run my MAP.
In our first counseling session, my wife revealed, almost explicitly, that my beta bucks are the most,
most important thing to her in our marriage.
Early in our marriage, I 'delegated' budgeting and finances to her. She's always been good with
money, so that seemed like a good move.
That 'delegated' eventually slid into 'abdicated,' and got bound up with covert contracts and
resentment when I couldn't spend money the way I wanted, even though I am the sole breadwinner
for my household.
Heading her reveal (probably unintentionally) just how high in her priority list the finances fall, really
set me off. I'm not at the top of her list, not even close. My paycheck is.
I'm prepared to open my own bank account, move all cash out of our joint accounts, and remove her
access to our family budget.
No more leverage for her over me. She's used sex to leverage me, and I have not returned the favor.
I've got the plan all laid out. I could execute it tomorrow morning.
But I can't shake the feeling that it's a bad idea - a really, really bad idea.
I'm hoping some of you guys can shoot me some wisdom, texts, or advice in these circumstances.
I thought I was coming out of the 'anger phase,' but then the money piece really revealed itself, and
now I'm ready to go ballistic.
TL;DR - Wife revealed that I'm almost nothing more than beta bucks, and I'm ready to risk sending
the whole marriage to hell.
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Need Opinions from Married RPs: Is My Wife Gaslighting Me?
10 upvotes | July 23, 2019 | by TheMemeSpiceMustFlow | Link | Reddit Link
Hello RPChristians,

I've married about 8 months and it looks like we're probably getting divorced. I've talked with
mentors, pastors, counselors , but I'm starting to think I'm being gaslighted at this point. I'll try to
keep as short as possible, but I appreciate anyone who reads it all and gives their opinion.

About me: Age 32. Before I was married I was 5'9" about 180', 425 bench, 565 deadlift. Now 220,
365 bench, 450 deadlift, the weight gain is my fault, but my strength down mostly due to training BJJ
instead of lifting as much. Lots of daddy issues growing up. Listen to a lot of Stephan Molyneux and
I agree with his DeFOO and a couple years ago I told my parents I don't want to be in the family
anymore and moved across the country, though I did let them fly out and spend a weekend to meet
my wife. Been "RP" for maybe a decade or so, read most of the stuff on the side bar and lots of other
stuff as well.

After about a month of marriage things started to go bad. At this point I acknowledge that it was
mostly my fault as I was pushing her away due to a lot of the family abandonment issues I had
growing up. I told her I loved her and I would seek counseling for the behavior and be try to be
conscious of it. Since then she has been pushing me away too. For example, I planned dates and she
would cancel them at the last minute to do something else, or she'll sometimes stay out until she
comes home too tired to do anything but go to bed. Or she'll refuse to keep a sleep schedule so we
can see each other in the morning, and sometimes sleeps 10-11 hours or more leaving no time
together on most evening weekdays.

I've talked with my mentors, pastor, counselor several times, sometimes alone and sometimes and a
couple, and and it has now I've started to think I'm being gaslighted. Every conversation is the same.
My wife lists some things I did, then they ask me or tell me what I could have done differently, I
agree, come up with suggestion on doing things differently (an example is I don't like to talk when
I'm upset, and my wife said that if I just say I can't talk right now and ask for 5 minutes to cool off
and then we'll).

All of that seems normal conflict resolution from what I can tell, but when I bring up something I'd
like my wife to do different (for example, when she's upset she'll raise her voice or storm out of the
house in a huff instead of telling me how she's feeling), then I start getting all the speeches about
"marriage isn't about keeping score" and "you need to chase after her" and "you need to be the strong
one".

I understand there is an element of truth to those statements, but I don't understand how me simply
not wanting to be yelled at equates to "keeping score", or how "chasing after her" means that anytime
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she yells and leaves the room or storms out of the house because she doesn't want to talk means that I
need to go apologize and ask her to come back home, or how "being the strong one" means I need to
take whatever emotional abuse she dishes out and never get an apology or some kind of indication
she wants to change the behavior.

I can go into more specifics if that helps, but that's really what it comes down to from my perspective.
Every time we talk to resolve conflicts we can never get to a point where we both come up with
things to do to improve, it's always just me being the one needing to do things differently. I'm willing
to admit that I might be most of the problem, but I certainly do not bear 100% of the blame. It has
gotten to the point now where she and the mentors have basically implied I'm the problem, and I need
to make all the changes, and if she's unresponsive and doesn't feel like participating in the
relationship on some days then that's somehow my fault too and I should just be grateful she hasn't
divorced me already.

Like I said, at this point I think I'm being gaslighted, but I wanted some MarriedRP opinions. Do you
agree, or do you think I should stay in the marriage and accept more responsibility for the state it is
in?
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Feeling Guilty and Redemption
10 upvotes | July 22, 2019 | by NakieNeck | Link | Reddit Link
Hey RPC Guys.
I hope that it is okay to post this question (if not please remove it and I apologize).
Can I be redeemed after all of the bad things I've done (and sometimes still do)?
I come from a non-denominational Christian upbringing, but it wasn't enforced heavily.
My buddies were almost all atheists and let me know that my beliefs were stupid.
I diverged from the faith and shrugged my shoulders with partaking in sins (pre-marital sex with
multiple women, lying, stealing, watching and looking at porn, masturbating, etc).
I've recently been feeling different after a couple of life events and realize that I hate the person that
I've become.
I want to change and be a more Godly person, but I don't know if I deserve it after all of these
transgressions towards God.
I don't mean to be dramatic with this, but in essence I don't want to offend God for flip-flopping so
much in belief and actions I've taken (if that makes any sense whatsoever).
Thanks in advance for your comments.
I'll keep on reading The Bible and the sidebar in the meantime.
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Using RPC principals as a last resort for my sex starved
marriage.
10 upvotes | July 17, 2019 | by BourbonandBirdies | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 7/10, 19% bodyfat 220 lbs. Bench max 285, Squats 400
Spiritual 6/10, a quiet time each morning with devotional and reading, Church every Sunday, Men's
groups bi-weekly.
Reading: 5/10, reading a lot of marriage content and the 100-200 sidebar

Where to begin. My wife and I have been married for 5 years and together for 8. We both came into
the marriage with the usual baggage from a lifestyle in college that wasn't the best nor the most
Christian in terms of relationships. I turned away from my faith while in college and came back to the
faith right when I met my wife. She was a beautiful southern belle that from the outside, seemed like
she had it all together. This made me want to get back to my roots as a Christian and be a better man
now that my college days were ending. I became deep in my faith and started to grow exponentially.
As mentioned in the sidebar, our chart was right in line with the early stages of dating. As we
experienced struggles, some of our real sides started to show. We had an incident one night where her
anger came out full force in something I had never experienced before. That was the first event that I
noticed. After this event, the depression, anxiety, and insecurities started to flow out. I quickly
learned that she has had a troubled history of this even before I came into the picture. I only
exacerbated the problem. We chugged along and our dating life was good. Our engagement lasted
one year and then we were married.

My wife and I did not save ourselves until marriage and I know this was one of her biggest
insecurities knowing and thinking about the girls I had dated during my not so glamourous college
years. We also did not wait while engaged to save ourselves until marriage until that last several
months. This obviously wasn't the best decision either. Since marriage, our sex life has been so
sporadic and almost non-existent. I fell into the major trap of wondering how our sex life could have
been so good before I married my wife but absolutely terrible when we got married. I know the
majority of our issues started when my wife's anger started to flare up during discussions and she
went off the edge, even physically abusing me at times. As a man, I took the abuse and kept moving
forward. I would never reciprocate the verbal or even physical abuse. I would only protect myself if it
should get out of hand. During this time the excuse was always that we had lost the love we had when
we were dating and were different people. The sex would come every 6 weeks if I were lucky and
sometimes anniversaries or special dates. The one and only time it was good, was when my wife
wanted to get pregnant. Much like RedCurious' initial post, I felt like a science experiment. She often
acted like it was genuine but deep down, I know it was not and just a means to an end. I will say
though, when we do have sex, the sex is amazing and I know she enjoys it. Her libido is just only
going if she "feels" like it or all the stars align in her schedule. She controls the remote and doesn't
like anyone telling her that she is required to provide me with sex to meet my needs.
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Fast forward 5 years, and we have grown in our relationship tremendously. With counseling and a lot
of prayer, forgiveness, and faith, we have limited our dark events to a minimum. My wife still
struggles at times but those are rare. Our sex life, however, is still non-existent. The sex is good when
it comes, but can be months of waiting and denials. She now has fallen into the trap that I only want
her for sex and not for her. This couldn't be further from the truth. My wife is a bombshell in every
sense of the word. She has it all and is my PERFECT attraction emotionally and physically. With sex
never coming, I struggle very hard with temptations, thoughts, and lust. I often have to erase social
media to not fall into the trap. Many times I try and look at sexy pictures of my wife that she has sent
when these times come. I fail over and over again in this department. I keep trying to make things
better by utilizing all of the tools I have been told. RPC is the last resort and why I'm here. Can
anyone provide support for a sex-starved marriage where all other tools are not working?
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MRP/TRP says it's my fault if my wife cheats on me. What does
RPC say?
10 upvotes | July 10, 2019 | by dgd_mobius_centurion | Link | Reddit Link
First, I'm a single guy and my first taste of TRP was reading NMMNG. That started my RP journey
as I saw a lot of stuff in that book that can be harmonized with Scripture (except for Dr. Glover's
seemingly trivialization of divorce and neutral view of homosexuality). Long story short, I want to
adhere to RP but don't want to be associated with the TRP community so I tried to find if there are
other Christians who see RP (at least most of it) as Scriptural and apply it in a godly manner, and
well...here I am.
But as I treaded through TRP, one thing that stuck out to me was the idea that if your wife cheats on
you, it's your fault. Wait, WHAT? How? That's no dumber that the girl who posted on FB: “If your
girlfriend cheats on you then you lacked something that made cheat so you should apologize and
make yourself a better man."
What does this sub say? After all, the Ten Commandments say, "You shall not commit adultery." It
did not say, "You shall not make your wife commit adultery."
At the risk of answering my own question, an act of infidelity will cause a hardship on the husband
but then hardships are what strengthens us, and the Scripture has no shortage of examples of this.
Joseph was sold into slavery, but that allowed him to be Prime Minister of Egypt. Does that mean his
brothers who sold him are off the hook? No.
So in light of that, I could see how a wife cheating on her husband be "his fault" in that it will allow
him to take a good look in the mirror and have God refine him to reach the ultimate goal of holiness
as He did many times in the Scripture. Is this the extent I am to see it from a RPC perspective? And
what other takes (if any) I should have on it?
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Meta Frame
10 upvotes | July 1, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Our resident black pill objector (Bobby/Robert McGee, and most recently: ThrowAwayRP10101) has
harped on a point that I have seen pop up enough to know it's worth addressing. Most significantly, I
know /u/thechristianalpha has had the same question and tried asking Rollo about this before:
"Isn't all of RP about appeasing female frame because we're catering to their sexual taste
preferences in order to get more sex?"
It makes sense from a purely logical viewpoint. RP forums ultimately are a look at what makes
vaginas wet, and therefore vaginas dictate what a man does to make them wet. Women have vaginas,
therefore women set the broader frame and are ultimately in control of what RP men tell each other to
do. Right?
Wrong. This only makes sense if women could decide what did or didn't make them wet.
ROLLO'S VIEW
While I had my own answer ready, I wanted to get Rollo's thoughts, so I did a brief search and found
Rollo's post on meta-frame (literally the first link that came up):
If women control the larger social dynamic as to how men will define every term of
engagement, up to and including men’s own existences (to say nothing of sexual strategies)
then they are not acting or thinking ‘genuinely’ as Real Men® should. This is a MGTOW
classic now, and it’s a tough hurdle for most of them to get past. The more militant will say
that any engagement at all with women is acquiescing to the female meta-frame. I think
some distinction needs to be made between an individual woman insisting on her own
dominant Frame and the larger, meta-social narrative that women in general should always
expect to have men relinquish Frame because it is women’s correct and entitled position.
This was pretty affirming in my own view: There is a distinction between individual frame and a
collective, societal frame.
I think his last phrase is not a reference to his own views of what women should do, but about what
society tells women they should do. And why not? Women do have an entitled position in society
today. Be mad about it if you want - that's not the point. The point is that this entitlement comes with
benefits that it'd be idiotic not to use. If someone says, "Here's $1,000,000 just for being you," would
you throw that in the trash? Most people would say: "You should use that money." Society at large
tells women, "You can get men to bend over backwards for you. That's an incredible power and you
should use it." Some will suggest using it for some greater moral good, others for self-pleasure, and
others to advance some communal agenda.
But that's all beside the point. The fact is that this broader social-narrative does exist, but is it what
we mean when we talk about "frame"?
MY VIEW
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"Frame" is a product of conscious thought. If it's not sentient, it can't have a frame. It's that simple.
Biology doesn't have a frame any more than a lamp does. We should never confuse psychological
pressures with biological conditions. Can you will yourself not to have a penis? Can you concentrate
hard enough to make your body not bleed when it's cut open? Can you think your way out of ever
going to the bathroom again?
While there may be psychological influencing factors, female sexual responsiveness is not a frame
issue. It's a "fact of life" issue. It has been this way for thousands of years and will continue being this
way for thousands to come, if Judgment Day doesn't come first. Don't treat vaginas as if they're
sentient. The women who have them certainly have thoughts - and those conscious thoughts can
certainly have a frame. But a woman cannot use her conscious thoughts to change what makes her
vagina wet. At best, she can consciously think of things that already make vaginas wet. You can't
negotiate attraction. Try telling your penis to get hard at the sight of broccoli. Good luck.
In this sense, red pill discourse on enhancing one's sexuality is not a matter of ceding to the "female
frame," but of understanding how a non-sentient vagina works, just as we all do well to understand
how a lamp works so we can turn it off and on when we like.
What is the "Female Frame"?
The female frame, insofar as sexual dynamics are concerned, is what a sentient woman wants a man
to believe about how her vagina works.
Note that these don't have to line up - and they often don't. This topic could warrant a whole post of
its own, but suffice it to say that there are a few primary approaches to female sexual frame:
Timing - when can a man get into her pants?
Method - how does a man have to go about getting into her pants?
Standards - what type of man will she let in her pants?
Conditions - does something have to happen before she'll let him into her pants?
There are more. But let me note that nowhere on this sub has a mod or endorsed contributor (to my
knowledge) ever recommended finding out your wife's thoughts on these things and using that
information to enhance your sexuality. That would, by definition, be living by her frame.
What is "reality"?
The reality is that an attractive man can:
Timing - get a woman horny when he wants her horny, even if she wasn't planning on it
Method - get a woman horny in ways that she never would have expected
Standards - make her feel tingles even if he's not the type of man she says she wants
Conditions - make her want him even without those conditions met
Now, this reality doesn't always translate to a close. It's a two-branch system. Congress can give the
green light and the senate the red and nothing will happen. Her mental frame is the gate, but her
vagina controls her desire. If a woman's vagina is begging for it, but her mental will-power is strong
enough, she can deny her urges. Similarly, if her will-power is there, but her vagina just isn't feeling
it, starfish is about the best you're going to get. That is, you can get in her pants, but you can't get her
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horny.
Of course, the desire component is far more powerful than the filter. People have a tendency to do
what (and who) they want to do, if they really, really want to do it. If she's "queen of her own castle,"
the more she wants the traveler to enter her doors, the more she'll rationalize away her own frame
(timing, method, standards, condition, etc.) to get him in the doors. Instead of negotiating what the
queen can get from the traveler to let him in, the gatekeeper begins negotiating what it will give to get
him to come through this particular gate instead of him finding some other castle to hang out in.
SOCIAL SCRIPTING
Social scripts are a subject I've been doing a lot of research on, as they will be somewhat relevant in
my eventual book. To keep it simple, a social script is a boundary society causes us to operate in,
whether we're conscious of it or not. The fact that we go to school for 13 years is part of a social
script. The presumption toward marriage in society is part of a social script. The fact that you get a
job to earn a living is part of a social script.
Rollo's quote above describes these as "social narratives." I prefer to avoid calling it a "narrative"
because "narratives" are stories that are spun to be persuasive. A social script isn't the way a story is
told - it's a fact of life, the rote plot mechanics themselves. Yes, you can defy the script, but there are
generally harsh consequences if you do so. If you don't get a job, you will end up homeless. If you
don't go to school, you won't get a good job. If you don't get married, you can be viewed as a social
outcast. The narrative associated with the script is what dictates the consequences. If you can change
the narrative, you can change the script - and yes, there is often enough flexibility in scripting that
someone who is meta-aware of the scripting he lives in can function within his own narrative. When
enough people have caught on and prefer their own narrative separate from the social narrative that's
being spun to enforce the prevailing script, then the people revolt, a new script is drafted, and the
narrative then works to support that script until another insurgency begins.
Much of the growth of the manosphere over the past years is tied to an effort to change the social
narrative (spinning "positive masculinity" instead of the way it's negatively narrated), while giving up
on trying to change the script itself. It's like a director telling the writer: "I want control over how the
setting is framed, but I'll still follow your basic plot" because he knows he's powerless to force a
script-change, especially if the producers are not on board.
As Christians, our producer is God. Our script is the framework society has laid out for the world
since the fall. Our narrative is what we're conditioned to believe about how the script is to be
interpreted. If you haven't read it, Margaret Atwood's "Happy Endings" is the epitome in short story
form of demonstrating how the same plot can be cast in different lights through different narrative
style (It's only 2.5 pages). Consider a similar exercise:
Script - Bob meets Jane. They each have decent careers. They fall in love. They get married.
They have 4 children. They retire. They died.
Narrative 1: Bob was a real estate novelist who never had time for a wife. He loved his career
so much that the thought of finding a woman seemed to be an unwelcome distraction. But when
Jane came through the doors one Sunday morning he was knocked on his feet. They were
married in months and had a kid less than a year later. Then another ... and another and another.
After many years they set sail on Bob's boat and one day die in each other's arms.
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Narrative 2: Bob had a true passion for writing, but it didn't pay the bills, so he got his realtor
license. Trying to fulfill his dayjob and passion at the same time made it difficult for him to
commit to a relationship, and he gave up on even trying, settling for one-night stands. One
Sunday morning Jane swung Bob's door open, knocking him off his feet. His fling from a few
nights before was pregnant and her daddy had a shotgun. They married in months, before the
child was born. Deep down, Bob truly did love her, and she him, but he always felt trapped. He
took his frustrations out in the bedroom. Jane was afraid of being alone and childless, so she
stopped taking birth control, hoping that more kids would keep Bob around. After all, he
wouldn't want to pay all that child support, right? After the kids were grown, Bob found out
how Jane had been deceiving him all this time. When a nosy neighbor overheard his altercation
with Jane, she threatened to call the cops, so Bob killed her. Nerve wracked, Bob liquidated his
life savings, bought the cheapest boat he could afford, and set said to hide from the authorities
across international waters. Unfortunately, the boat was only worth what he paid. When Jane
went for the only life-raft, seeing that it could only support one, Bob went after her. She
stabbed him in the heart with a knife, but he clutched onto her so tightly that they both went
down with the ship.
Same plot. Two extremely different takes on who the characters are, how an audience should view
them, what the author thinks of them, etc.
There are aspects of social scripting that you cannot change. Even though they are created by the
collective beliefs and expectations of numerous sentient people, social scripts do not have their own
"frame." The script itself is not sentient. While you can certainly choose to go off script, it is not
breaking frame to follow the script.
What would be considered a break of frame would be to let someone else spin the narrative of how
you view your life - and how you project your life to those around you. Your life story is your own.
You decide how to tell your own narrative. No one knows what happens behind closed doors. They
can make assumptions, but the way you present yourself, your mannerisms, tone of voice, word
choice, beliefs and opinions, and all that other good stuff are what influence the narrative of your life
to those around you.
Have you ever seen a co-dependent relationship? They're interesting, especially if they're nonromantic in nature. This is most obvious through the mother who tries to live vicariously through her
daughter, or the BFFs where one feeds off the life drama of the other like a parasite. If you see
yourself as the supporting character in your wife's story, you're in her frame. If you see yourself as
the lead role, but are worried that other people see you as your wife's supporting character, you're not
necessarily in your wife's frame, but you are in her friends' frame - and if she has influence over her
friends' views, then you're vicariously in her frame too.
Similarly, if you're concerned about how society at large views you, and you let that control how you
behave ... well, then you're just an idiot. Society doesn't have conscious thoughts and emotions. When
this is your mental state, you're really concerned not about "society's frame," but about the frame of
every random stranger, social acquaintance, or even friend and family member who might develop an
opinion of you that you don't care for. You're not in "society's frame," but in the frame of the
hypothetical person you've created in your mind who you believe will judge you. Most often, that
person doesn't actually exist - and if they do, they're not likely actually judging you - and if they are,
they're not necessarily judging you the way you think they are.
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CONCLUSION
In short, meta-frames don't exist. Social scripts do, whether you abide by them or not. You CAN
create the narrative for your own life for how your script is to be told, and there are as many ways to
tell the story as there are directors in Hollywood - and more!
You're not in the "female frame" or "feminist frame" or "feminine imperative frame" by learning how
to get a woman sexually attracted to you and tailoring your approach to ways that actually work.
Figuring out attraction triggers is no different than figuring out how a lamp works. You're only in her
frame if you orient your efforts at developing attraction around what she tells you will attract her. She
may be honest and uniquely self-aware, and therefore her advice is good advice. But if you're doing it
because that's her advice, then you're in her frame. If you're doing it because you know what actually
attracts women, then you're in your own frame regardless of the fact that she suggested the same
thing you independently decided to do anyway.
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Ruined a relationship with female disciple
10 upvotes | April 21, 2019 | by AceBenedict23 | Link | Reddit Link
6'5. 210lbs. 14% bodyfat.
Bench: 235 DL:410 Squat: 315.
Career/Life/Finances: Have my own business that I run full time from my favorite coffee shop in the
summers or my apartment(College student). It's related with web design, has become more passive
over time and allows me freedom to pursue my other goals. (For example I'm obsessed with learning
a new language, I'm a BJJ practitioner (purple belt, I do gymnastics, I do yoga, I travel alot) I try to
do tons of different stuff basically).
Spirituality: Got saved 2 years ago after rejecting God for the longest time. Encountered Christ in a
real and meaningful way, and I changed my ways. Read the Bible daily, have become obsessed with
apologetics, and also lead a group at my church on Sunday's. I would say I have a decent baseline of
knowledge and have come a long way, but still have a long way to go.
Situation: I have a girl that I sort of discipled/baby sister zoned. She's 19, I'm 22. I've realized that
this was my first mistake by not having a female friend disciple her instead and I engaged in it
because of my attraction to her and also I suppose because I'm generally a kind person.
She spotted me at church, and after we met we hung out there in service about 8-10 times plus one on
one plus a few times outside of church. She bought me coffee the first time, and then after that I
reciprocated the gesture and we've alternated every time since then.
She also bought me coffee beans and reusable straws, I discipled her and tried to instruct her about
the scriptures. I also tried to get her involved in the community, and she has been hesitant because of
her somewhat introverted nature.
I thought this was a bit strange but brushed it off as nothing. Then, she hits me up out of the blue,
asking if I can invite her to BJJ because she really wants to learn.
At this point I thought she might be developing feelings, but also remembered that she was very
interested in learning martial arts (her mom used to be viciously beaten by her absent father). But to
play it safe, I just told her I don't think that's a good idea and she didn't press the issue.
Now, (I haven't seen her in two weeks) I got hit with the feeling of missing her. The only
communication we had was when she texted me during the week saying it was on her heart to tell me
that she's thankful for me and that she appreciates me.
So (stupidly), I texted her saying I'm sorry but I don't think we should talk anymore, and she freaks
out sending 10 texts in a row, calling a few times, and eventually texting again saying she was
looking forward to hanging again and that it was her turn to bring coffee.
Because I have no heart whatsoever, I stupidly responded "sounds good". And now it's been days and
I'm regretting it because now I owe her a proper explanation.
I don't know what to do, or the right way to handle this situation. We've hung out, as friends one on
one, but I've never made a clear move on her in that way because I was afraid of ruining the
friendship/discipleship.
I could either
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A) Do nothing and maintain radio silence.
B) Call her and tell her how I'm feeling/explain
C) Meet her and tell her how I'm feeling/explain.
What do you guys say about this?
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If a woman is designed to be a helpmate, then is she destined to
be married?
10 upvotes | March 30, 2019 | by sywonsmumu | Link | Reddit Link
I have a question, I know in the Bible, that it says the woman is made for man,
> 1 Corinthians 11:9 "neither was man created for woman, but woman for man."
> Genesis 2:22-24 22 Then the LORD God made a woman from the rib he had taken out of the man,
and he brought her to the man. 23 The man said, “This is now bone of my bones and flesh of my
flesh; she shall be called ‘woman,’ for she was taken out of man.” 24 That is why a man leaves his
father and mother and is united to his wife, and they become one flesh..
So does that mean a truly Godly woman, to say, is destined to be married? Doesn't marriage need to
happen for a woman to be "made for man"? She can't just give up the goods to any man?
I think I'm taking it out of context, but the more I research it, the more it talks about being a help
meet, aid etc, but to be that shouldn't a woman really be married?
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Starting from Fat
10 upvotes | March 1, 2019 | by RPandReformed | Link | Reddit Link
I found r/RPChristians yesterday. I am starting from a place that will require a long journey. I'm
5'11", 250lbs, 39% BF and this is down 30+lbs in the past couple of years.
I have already started working at my diet and that is going well. I will resume lifting this week and
will be consistent. This sounds like a silly question, but does anyone have experience coming from
my physical situation and how long it will take to start to gain the aesthetic from this point?

I also have much work to do to become the true leader of my wife and family. I ask permission far
too many times. I travel for work and my wife works outside the home. That will not be able to
change anytime in the near future, so it's something I will have to work around and through.

Your prayers and advice are appreciated.
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Why Does Society Hide the Truth; What Do They Have to Gain
From the Blue Pill?
10 upvotes | February 22, 2019 | by wsba910am | Link | Reddit Link
I speak from my heart, and not from ... from the kind of marshaled facts an academician would regard
as bulletproof scholarship. There are conspiracy theories about the promotion of women because they
are more pliable and spendthrift consumers, or that bringing women into the workforce essentially
doubles a govt's tax revenue, that blue pilled males protect themselves by ridiculing the alpha, or that
this subterfuge is a symptom of women's general duplicity. We must be cautious not to commit a post
hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy, however. Just because all of these theories have evidence, doesn't mean
they are the primary causal agent of blue pill mentality. So, whereas I believe that blue pill mentality
is far too widespread, pernicious, and protected not to be intentional; we may have to look deeper for
original or causal intent.

Let me ask you this, and ask this on the boards for all to respond. What is the general effect shared by
all men in a society in which we are raised on lies? What does the blue pill do everywhere, regardless
of its accidents, its attributes, its particular circumstances to geography, gender, society, or political
economy? It weakens. When you get a man to think masturbation is healthy, that women are the
ultimate aim of his life and a worthy aim, and that sexual pleasure is worth transforming his
personality or values for ... you weaken men. You enervate them. Yes, you may render him more
consumptive, perhaps you have made him insane even. But to think that a clandestine cabal of
economists are behind blue pill proliferation is fallacious reasoning.

What function does a blue pilled XY create when proliferated throughout a society, where you
weaken what is supposed to be the strong? A wise man said, when you want to steal something from
a house, do you not look for a way first to bind the strong man who guards it? BP proliferation is like
a million termites eating at the foundation of a great house. This house cannot stand. When the men
go, when society is raised to hate the masculine, it means that pest control is seen as the pest itself.
The termites have eaten the brains of the residents, not just their abode. At this point, there is no
analgesic, no cure, no fix. The house is ready for invasion, theft, etc. and the residents to be raped,
held as hostages, murdered, or whatever other evil imaginations materialize.

This is something smacking of amateur geopolitics. The question motivating this post was 'cui
bono?'. Who is going to do the invading? I don't see Russia or China with a land force or clear
ambitions to take over and lead the world. In fact, their internal troubles would appear to be keeping
them quite busy, and their geopolitical reach is considerably shorter than America's. If it were
anything in flesh and blood terms who was invading, it would be a supranational force with a global
agenda.

But knowing God through the Holy Spirit, I know that what is not seen rules the visible. This is
where this response departs any attempt at conformity to something an academician might consider
good reasoning, and becomes in a word, spooky. I think in general, this pattern - which is being
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repeated throughout the world (at least addiction to pornography among others) - is a globalized
attempt to destroy for the sake of destruction. Like Tyler Durden said in Fight Club, "I just felt like
destroying something beautiful."

We saw this diabolical betrayal destroy paradise in the Garden, where society unraveled when first
the woman was corrupted. Then the man's inclination to pedestalize the woman led to an eclipse of
His vision of God, of the priority of God in a man's heart before the woman ... And man, following
woman who followed the devil, lost paradise. This is why TRP devoid of God first in our hearts still
leads to destruction. We may still get laid, and I am a beta in this, but I know that I will have
abandoned my joy and my confidence and my assertive independence if I lift weights, earn money, or
whatever to get laid. TRP substitutes sexual pleasure for TBP's ultimate aim of pleasing women. Now
we please ourselves. But don't you see that we are still pretending that banishment from Eden is
preferable? Milton wrote Paradise Lost, but he also followed it with Paradise Regained.

The Christian vision offers exactly this, and it is why u/TheRedOne911 reminded us that Sts. Paul
and Peter recommended as a basic moral rule that avoidance of sexual immorality. This destroys the
soul. As a former porn addict, I promise you that. And it is not just me, but Ted Bundy (interview
with Dobson), Gary Wilson's enormous volume of evidence, and others like them who know that it is
through this sexual sin - the only type of sin against oneself - that rots a society from within. It ruins
everything, the very soul.

So we see how the devil destroyed the greatest society on Earth is exactly how he is destroying the
greatest society now. There are whispers of circumstantial 'evidence' behind this, from Alinsky's
Luciferian epigraph to Communist infiltrations in the Catholic Church and its internal moral erosion,
but I am now rambling and would wish to leave the rest to speculative exploration, where someone
else may know more than I and offer a more informed completion to this explanation.
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Do feminists ever "see the light"?
10 upvotes | January 24, 2019 | by Awayhethrows1961 | Link | Reddit Link
My initial thought is, no, a feminist can/will never "see the light" and accept red pill and traditional
biblical teaching.

The reason I pose this question is because my ex reached out to me recently with clear intentions of
rekindling. (Disclaimer: I am not even remotely considering getting back together with her). She is a
self-proclaimed feminist and bleeding-heart liberal; however, she is a devout Catholic who studies
the bible, prays daily, and attends mass weekly. She was a virgin and had a great relationship with her
father.

As the marriage and having kids talks began, I ended things with her after three years due to our
different political and world views. She wouldn't take my last name if we got married, she didn't
believe in traditional gender roles, "pro-choice not pro-abortion", the list goes on...

During our relationship, I was never right with the Lord and was far from being a godly man. We
were living together, and thus, living in sin. Which makes me wonder, had I focused on Christ, my
mission, and leading our relationship from a biblical perspective, could things have been different? I
know that with God all things are possible, but what would it take to get someone to put their
feminist beliefs aside?
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[Field Report] Worldly Dating vs Christian Dating: Part I
10 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | by Awayhethrows1961 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats:
29/6’5/265lbs, lift 3x/week, pray and study the bible daily, church 2x/week. Read the sidebar.
Homeowner, small business owner. Family is involved and well-known in the community.

Preface:
I'm not a writer and I often have difficultly putting my thoughts on paper in a clear, chronologicallycoherent manner; ergo, I encourage any of you who'd like to offer constructive criticism, or request
clarification, to do so. This will be a two-part field report of sorts where, in Part I, I give you a
snapshot of my previous relationship struggles and how I got saved and in Part II I will discuss my
journey trying to navigate the Christian dating scene with a godly woman and what I learned from it.
Part II is still in the works, so if you have any topics or points you think I should cover, please let me
know. Also, if you've followed any of my posts up to this point, you'll probably notice that some have
been deleted as I am constantly paranoid someone from my church or circle will see them and put
two and two together (I realize how absurdly unlikely that is).

And we know that all things work together for good to them that love God, to them who are the
called according to his purpose. Romans 8:28

In 2010, my uncle asphyxiated himself in my grandmother’s garage. Two neighborhood kids found
his lifeless body kneeling, held up only by the rope weaved through his arms, over a support beam,
and around his neck.
Having never met my real father, and despising my alcoholic step-father, my uncle was the only
father-figure I ever truly loved and respected. He was a God-fearing man who, despite suffering from
depression, was seemingly growing in his faith in the years leading up to his death. From the outside,
he was as alpha as alpha gets. Looking back, he was living in a tremendous amount of sin and was a
slave to the women in his life. Still, I couldn’t quite come to terms with how God could let one of His
children break like that - I was angry. I was angry with God and I was angry with my uncle.
Fast forward to 2012… the anger I felt was just as vibrant and consuming as it had been two years
prior. Having spent 12 years in Catholic school, I was at least somewhat versed in the Word and
believed wholeheartedly that God was real; however, I never had a personal relationship with Jesus
and my uncle’s suicide made me question everything.
In order to better understand his mindset and situation, I decided to check out what the church he
went to was all about. Surely, those “non-denominational”, born-again creeps had something to do
with him killing himself. Surely, they were preaching their own, bastardized version of scripture.
I wish I could remember the exact date, but going to his church one Sunday in 2012 would change
my life. I can’t explain the joy or peace I felt, but I accepted Jesus as my Lord and Savior that day.

I know your works: you are neither cold nor hot. Would that you were either cold or hot! So,
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because you are lukewarm, and neither hot nor cold, I will spit you out of my mouth.
Revelation 3:15-16

I won’t get into a lengthy, detailed description of my life from 2012 to present, but I will say that,
although I was saved, I always had one foot stuck in this world. I’ve been a serial monogamist since
the age of 16 and, at 29, I’ve been in five LTRs, three of which lasted over three years each. I felt
convicted to not live with them, but I did anyways. I felt convicted to not have sex with them, but I
did anyways. I was living in sin and ignorantly thought going to church on Sunday’s was enough.
In 2015, only two weeks removed from a four-year LTR, I met “the one”. How absurd it is to even
type this out realizing, at some point in my life, I thought such a thing was even possible. She was
everything I thought I needed: low n-count, went to church, good family, intelligent, physically my
type.
Oh, and she was a self-proclaimed liberal feminist who studied gender in college.
We had sex on our second date and professed our love for each other on our third.
Anyone literally face palm yet?!
Long story short, our relationship was great for the first year and slowly decayed over the last two
when, four months ago, everything came to a head. Between our polar opposite world/political views
and my conviction to live a godly life, it was clear our relationship had been doomed from the start.
We ended things amicably and she moved all her belongings out within 24 hours.
Now, even though I was convicted to start fresh and become the godly man I knew I needed to
become, I felt this resentment for having never been single and enjoying the dating life all my
buddies had enjoyed. That’s when I came across The Red Pill - one of the best and worst things to
happen to me.
I swallowed TRP and hit the dating scene. It was too easy. I plated and slept with nine different girls
over the span of two months after my breakup. The validation I'd get from these women was like a
drug. Combine that with the validation I'd get from my boys when I bragged to them about my
sexcapades and it's easy to see how guys get addicted to the "game". Despite enjoying the sex and the
praise from my friends, each morning after a hookup I’d wake up feeling miserable and guilty. It
wasn’t until I got a text from one of those girls, accusing me of forcing her to have sex, that I realized
I needed to cut the crap and go all in for Jesus. Thankfully, I had textual proof that the sex was
consensual and she ended up apologizing, but nonetheless, that experience scared the heck out of me.

But I say, walk by the Spirit, and you will not gratify the desires of the flesh. Galatians 5:16

This brings us to this past November. I finally made the commitment to God and went all in. I started
studying the bible, going to church twice a week, working on my mission, discipling, improving
myself both physically and spiritually and I cut off all the girls I had been talking to. I was on fire for
God and finally walking the walk instead of just talking the talk. Saturating myself with scripture and
praying on a daily basis made it easier to flee from sexual sin and combat other temptations.
Everything seemed to be falling into place and I thought the next step in my walk was to find and
pursue a godly woman.
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In Part II I’m going to go over how I met that godly woman I thought I needed, where I went wrong,
and what I learned.
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RMG #49 - The State of Masculinity
10 upvotes | January 12, 2019 | by RPRedemption | Link | Reddit Link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ao1WXR4uQHw
About the coming war - one of the better episodes.
The west is dying. Real men will be our last hope.
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310 - Leaving a Legacy
10 upvotes | January 6, 2019 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
It's been some time that I've wanted to come back to the post series - and I had wanted to start with
something more practical to intergender relational and sexual dynamics ... but this is what I believe
God laid on my heart for you all instead.
In 309 I explained that there are clear stages of growth toward spiritual maturity, each with their own
distinctive need:
1. All people start as non-believers and need the Holy Spirit. The process of helping a nonChristian grow toward Christ is called evangelism.
2. On accepting the Gospel, they become new believers who need leadership in order to grow in
their newfound faith. The process of helping a new believer grow is called establishing.
3. Once established, a believer can call himself a disciple - one whose heart is innately oriented
toward following Christ - but he still has no vision. A more mature believer uses the equipping
process to cast that vision, then give him tools to accomplish it.
4. Once equipped, the believer then lives in light of the vision for disciple-making by reproducing
the entire process within others - and training those he disciples to do the same. One who goes
beyond even this is a leader among disciple-makers, organizing their efforts in a common
pursuit. The relationship between him and the disciple-makers under his care is one of a mutual
entrusting, addressing their joint need for accountability toward staying strong in the mission
God gave them.
Given that it's been almost a year since I added to this series, I thought it best to give that recap.
301-308 already covered the evangelism and establishing processes. That leaves equipping and
entrusting. But before going there, I wanted to give a more significant word of motivation to my
fellow men on a concept that is often overlooked in the church: leaving a legacy.
A GOD OF LEGACY
Our God is not one who leaves loose ends to dangle. He has a plan. We are part of that plan - and his
plan spans across the universe and time. Acts 17:26-27 says, "From one man he made all the nations,
that they should inhabit the whole earth; and he marked out their appointed times in history and the
boundaries of their lands. God did this so that they would seek him and perhaps reach out for him and
find him, though he is not far from any one of us."
This verse is talking about all of humanity throughout all of time - yet, in the present tense, he is
never far from any of us. God began with Adam and knew ahead of time every person who would
ever be born. That's incredible to me - not just that he knows us, but that he sees the entire
connectivity of every person on the planet from Adam to now and onward.
God always intended men to leave a legacy.
He used Adam as "a pattern of the one to come" (Romans 5:14), who would be his legacy.
God's great promise to Abraham was not riches or fame throughout the world. It was the legacy
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he would leave behind - a legacy that he would never live to see while on earth, but which he
trusted God would give him all the same. That promise was a great motivator for him.
Moses allowed an entire generation of people die in the desert and was forbidden from entering
the promised land. But his legacy was that he got them there all the same, even if he was never
to see the fruit of his 40 years of wandering with his own eyes while alive.
Rahab was a prostitute of no significance in a land that was about to be conquered, yet for one
act of faith God honored her with being an ancestral mother to Jesus.
David was a man after God's own heart, and it was given to him as his legacy that the Messiah
would be born of his line.
God devotes an entire book of the Bible - Numbers - to the importance of the lineage from one
man to the next as a testament to the importance of the legacy that a man is to leave in the
world.
The succession of Kings, as explained in 1/2 Kings and 1/2 Chronicles, is a testament to the
way men can leave their legacy for good or for bad - and we will be remembered for the impact
we make by the degree we make it.
A man cannot read the Bible and miss the fact that God does not often work with people in isolation;
rather, he works with them in light of the legacy they will leave behind - whether he uses their life as
a foreshadowing of greater things to come, or by including them in direct lineage to something vitally
important.
And now that Christ has come and the veil is torn, it is not merely for the select few prophets who
had a direct connection with God who could leave a legacy, but for all of us. While Abraham may
have been the only one who was to be made into a mighty physical nation, we all have the
opportunity to be the patriarchs of a line of succession in a spiritual nation.
PERSONALIZE IT
What is your legacy? Or more accurately: WHO is your legacy? Who is your firstborn - the one to
carry on your name and continue the work that you started? Are you blessed with dozens of spiritual
children or wondering if you're shooting blanks?
These questions matter. Someday you will be gone. Will anyone remember you? Will you have made
a difference on the earth beyond a mere hope in the butterfly effect (which won't even tell you the
quality of the difference you've made)? Does your life even matter?
Unless Christ comes back, you'll be gone someday while this world carries on. Don't you want to
have made your mark in it?
SPIRITUAL STERILITY
But here's the thing: what if you create a next generation that's sterile? David's lineage to Christ
would have been cut off if Solomon was sterile. Yet we know that David raised his son to enjoy
women ... perhaps a little too much ;)
Think about that for a moment. How many men are as good as sterile today because their fathers
weren't setting the right example or leading them properly? How many fathers today look toward the
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days they will one day have grandchildren, yet have done nothing to train their sons in how to attract
a woman to have those grandchildren with in the first place? The exceptions do exist, but most men
want the legacy without putting in the work to ensure their sons will carry on the family line. The
best they can do at that point is sit back and pray for a miracle.
Not at all ironically, but by extension: this is exactly what most people do in their spiritual lives as
well. They pray desperately to God to use them to change the world ... yet when it comes right down
to it, they're not willing to train up a next generation to know how to spiritually procreate. So even the
ones who do have children are still left without a true legacy. Their lineage dies with them. What will
happen to your spiritual legacy if you make the same mistake?
In one of his talks, Dawson Trotman explains that there are 3 main reasons why a person might be
sterile:
He's immature. His body hasn't physically grown enough that his pieces and parts start working
to where they can reproduce.
He doesn't have a spouse to procreate with.
He has some disease or deformity that pervents him from procreating, such as ED, castration,
actual sterility, etc.
Spiritually, the causes are not so much different:
If someone is spiritually immature, he will not actively share his faith with other believers.
Fortunately, spiritual maturity does not depend on time, but on character. Paul says in
Philippians 3, "All of us who are mature should take such a view of things and if on some point
you think differently, that too God will make clear to you. Only live up to what we have
already attained. Join with others in following my example, brothers, and take note of those
who live according to the pattern we gave you." This is, of course, disciplesihp - modeling
one's own life for others to follow in. And Paul says that this is the mark of a spiritually mature
man.
If someone is a non-believer, he has no spiritual spouse. Christ is not his groom. There is no
ability to reproduce for God.
Any other reason for not reproducing is unnatural - a disease or affliction, just as any other
reason a believer might give for not spiritually reproducing is an unnatural spiritual disease or
affliction. That could be sin; it could be bad theology; it could be any number of things. Just
don't let it happen to you.
Men were created to have sex. That sexual urge was meant to inspire us toward multiplying and
filling the earth through generations that would flow from our loins. It was also meant to inspire us
toward understanding our spiritual mission toward disciple-making - and not merely that we make
disciples, but that we leave a legacy.
APPLICATION
I always like to bring it back to something you can walk away with, and this one is simple - a
question I've asked dozens of times here: Where's your fruit?
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Jesus says, "By their fruit you will recognize them." So, where's that fruit? Who is your man? And if
your fruit falls to the ground and dies and never grows into a fruit-bearing tree of its own ... did you
produce good fruit or a dead tree? That's a pretty big question, if you're reading Matthew 7 and Luke
13.
Dawson Trotman says in his talk Born to Reproduce: "If i were the minister of a church and had
deacons or elders to pass the plate and choir members to sing, I would say, 'Thank God for your help.
We need you. Praise the lord for these extra thigns that you do,' but I would keep pressing home the
big job - 'Be fruitful and multiply.' All these other things are incidental to the supreme task of
winning a man or woman to Jesus Christ and then helping him or her to go on."
Who's your man? If you don't have one yet, your application is to find him.
If you have found him, who's his man? If he doesn't have one yet, is it because he's immature, a
non-believer, or something's just screwed up?
Let me leave you with something my college discipler once shared with me. He asked the very first
time we met: "Do you know why I'm discipling you?" I answered something obvious: To help me
grow toward Christ. "Sure, that's a secondary goal, but it's not my primary purpose. I'm here not just
for your benefit, but for the benefit of the people you'll disciple one day." Do you have that attitude
about the people God has placed in your life? Are you a good steward of those relationships? Are you
living your life in a way intentionally designed to leave a legacy, passing on what God has entrusted
to you to other reliable men? (2 Timothy 2:2)
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Hey, brothers. I'm in need of encouragement.
10 upvotes | December 27, 2018 | by droptopo | Link | Reddit Link

Stats: body fat, height, weight, lifts, etc.
5'9, 185, 18-20% BF, I don't lift anymore, almost 31 y/o
Reading: Which sidebar content you've read (RPC and/or MRP)
I've read all the TRP books
Finances: Current job and income quality, future prospects, debt issues
Server
Income: less than 1000 month
In my last semester of my undergrad of a STEM degree, with a 3.5 gpa
Student loans/ Car, so maybe around 60k

Spiritual: How mature you are, how often you pray, have quiet times, share your faith,
memorize Scripture, etc.
I don't pray enough, but I try to go to at least 2 church functions a week.

Virgin
I grew up in a secular household with my parents splitting up at a young age. My mom was a classic
dominant single-mother. Even though I was definitely a victim of her ovarian oppression and not
having a strong father figure in my life led me to get a real late start, I loved her because I knew she
acted this way because she loved me and I knew she thought the way she reared me was what was in
my best interest. But there's no denying that I've lived a soft belly type of life which made me risk
averse and soft.
I got exposed to TRP about 3 years ago, with RM. I was over 220 pounds, and was a major AFC. I
was always a fair-weathered Christian, who had a major case of temporal faith only when it got bad.
Eventually, I took off with TRP once I decided to take my life into my own hands. I was lifting and
sculpting my body to the point where I got way more attention from girls than I could imagine before.
I started hanging out with girls and opportunities starting presenting themselves because I adopted the
Cocky and Funny persona who had wise-ass quips for everything. I also used push-pull method very
well., I just never reeled them back in.
I move out of my parents house last year, and I'm getting set to start living life on my terms apart
from God. I was excited about my prospects, until I got hurt in May. Felt like I got a huge kink in my
neck, and got diagnosed with a sprained neck after doing a military press. Fast forward to July, and
then I get diagnosed with a herniated disc after I felt the most grueling pain in my neck region. I was
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told I didn't need surgery and then I should try PT first (always recommended conservative treatment
before the knife). Well, this recovery process has been a roller coaster. With each subsequent month
present different symptoms, like numb hands, internal shaking. I had to move back to my parent's
house (mom got remarried), to do my recovery. I can't work as much in my job because of how
physical taxing it is. And I definitely can't lift anymore, which is the most major bummer since the
gym was my asylum.
I've gone back to God, and I feel like He knows this is only temporary until I get healed (or if I get
healed). He humbled me, and I feel like I'm being disciplined because of my apostasy before.
I don't think I'm depressed, but I'm definitely down in the dumps because of all this. I was in
challenge mode, building my body, and cultivating my testosterone-driven spirit, only to succumb to
this injury. I'm in my 30s now, and I desperately want to stop relying on my parent's for a place to
stay. I'm feeling really discouraged, and I have a fear that I'll never heal because of how long and
grueling this process is.
I believe in my heart I want to live for God, but right now, I feel so discouraged because it feels like
something new is wrong with my body. I've always said my health is my wealth, but now my wealth
was taken from me, and I'm forced to find a different way to find contentment in this world.
Just typing this, I feel so bad that I'm trying to draw a pity party, but I don't have anyone else to share
my problems with because I try to remain stoic in my real life. Also, being in this weird stage in my
life, where my friends are partnering off, and now my peers are people who are 10 years younger
than me, who can I honestly talk to?
If anything, I just need prayer in a real way. And I need to surrender to God and remember that my
life is His.

Thanks for reading.
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How To Deal With SHAME...Can We Really Be Free? I Mean
For Real?
10 upvotes | December 8, 2018 | by RPCJoeMak | Link | Reddit Link
Adam and Eve had an increased awareness after their sin. That's their version of swallowing the Red
Pill. Once you have increased awareness, you can't go back in the past with current awareness.
They lost their innocence after they sinned. Shame entered the world as a result. They had to live
with their SHAME until Jesus came and provided another pathway to God. Jesus has taken away our
sin, but we are still programmed to take on SHAME.
We need to update our operating system. We are still operating under the OT programming. Anyone
who figured out this new program software and who lived after Jesus, the church figured out a way to
kill them all. Martin Luther and the whole lot of them.
When will people start to upload the new program? Maybe they won't. The church has a vested
interest in controlling people. Even with some of the things I have posted on here...some people have
questioned my intent and have implied that I wasn't condemning enough in my posts. And so people
are still looking for condemnation verbiage in my delivery before they feel like they can get on board
with my viewpoint.
In some of my posts you can see that play out in the comment sections. It's really hard for people to
buy into some of my views until they get an explicit statement of condemnation from me on certain
topics. It's not my job to serve as a judge and jury. My job is to help people find Jesus. My job is not
to beat them with SHAME all the way to the altar.
I have no hard feelings about all of it. People can only operate at their highest level of awareness.
And for most people, their level of operating awareness is at the judgment level. That's what we are
taught in churches and schools and society. It's programmed into us at an early age.
All I am saying here is that we forgot to update to the newest operating system after Jesus died on the
cross for our sins. The Holy Spirit is fully capable of pricking our conscience when we do wrong. I
don't need to bring SHAME into the equation.
Jesus took care of the part of the equation that deals with SIN. It's our job to take care of the SHAME
part.
Yes, we are to go to a brother and confront their wrongdoing. I get all that. The problem is that most
folks have never learned how to do that with a non-judgmental attitude. I don't need to judge anyone.
The Holy Spirit can handle that, thank you very much. I am still working on all of it too.
So we still have elder tribunals and all that in our world today. And the cycle continues.
This Reddit has been a blessing for me to work with all of you who happen to be here.
I am just a guy out here in my little corner of the world trying to reach people.
Thanks for all the comments.
Joe Mak PMC Member
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Two Great Podcasts - The Fight for Our Future Against
Feminism
10 upvotes | December 5, 2018 | by BobbyMckee | Link | Reddit Link
I have two great podcasts (+1 book) to share with you guys:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcWY-PNKoRE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0alLMrBmzns The Feminist Lie: It Was Never About Equality
by Bob Lewis These are two of the best podcasts I've ever heard explaining how feminism is
changing the world we live in and also destroying men's lives (especially through the family courts). I
think every single man should heart these two podcasts. I'm working through the book and so far it's
ok. The reality is, feminism is a huge financial boon to the west and takes advantage of male work /
ability to gather resources. There is so much systemic abuse and indoctrination going on that you may
not even notice it. There is a war going on. Anyone supporting any rights or ideas for men has a
target (Reddit quarantined TheRedPill, Amazon is banning some books that are pro-men while
having books written by PhDs called, "How to Destroy a Man Now" - one I wouldn't buy but I
believe has all types of legal and manipulation tactics to destroy men - no ban hammer there! right?,
Google just demonitized any video that had the word MGTOW in it, regardless of content). There is
going to be a huge effort to silence any and all groups that are pro-masculinity or anti-feminism.
These podcasts will give you some real world cases and explanations of what is going on. My little
post on Feminism also had some of my critiques. The world that men are growing up in and living in
20-30 years ago will have spineless men raised by women (or single mothers - 40% of kids are born
out of wedlock, marriages can't last, the most dangerous place for a child to grow up is without their
biological father in the household - more molestations/rapes occur when the biological dad is missing
and new step parents or single mothers are there)... anyway, we could go on and on how breaking up
the nuclear family, preaching promiscuity and feminism is ruining and destroying the fabric of our
culture - so much so that we will be a shell of our foundation in only a few decades. Yes there is a
war going on. Men are losing this war. And if it finishes, all of humanity will suffer. If feminism
triumphs and destroys all masculinity, we will have a nation of weak men, purposeless men,
fatherless men, feminine men, and those men are not competent - the women will suffer, not only out
of their desire for feminine men but by the destructin of our society. Masculine men build things, they
protect things, they provide value, they lead, the fight, they honor, they are sturdy in the storm, they
prevail. Feminism running our country will not produce this. Women are already complaining about
how they want real men - but the reality is, feminism and women raising men by themselves and
teaching them feminism will never build great men. Good luck guys. Unfortunately this war has just
begun.
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A note for the Latter-Day Saints, Mormons, and frankly
anyone from a traditional Christian background... (Crosspost
from MRP by popular demand)
10 upvotes | December 5, 2018 | by alphasixfour | Link | Reddit Link
This was deleted for swearing... hope I caught them all, I think there was just the one at the end.
A big thank you to u/becoming_alpha for proofreading, improving, and fixing this giant wall of text.
We've noticed a ton of Latter-Day Saint posters come through here and thought this might help you
get started. You may wonder if this is for you. Read this long post before you decide.
NOTE: THIS IS ONLY AN INTRO TO REDPILL FOR LDS MEN. IT IN NO WAY SUPPLANTS
THE BASIC READING MATERIAL OR HARD WORK IT WILL TAKE TO FIX YOUR LIFE.
Lift, sidebar reading, STFU etc.
Why You Are Here
You’re a Latter-day Saint. A member of the Church of Jesus Christ. And you’ve got marriage
problems. You feel like you were bait and switched, sold a bill of goods. You probably found this
place Googling something like “why won’t my wife have sex with me” or “why doesn’t my wife
desire me” or “how can I get my wife to desire sex with me.”
Or maybe you were sent here by a well-meaning friend. You’ve taken a vow of chastity. That is that
you will not have sex with any woman other than your wife.
What do you do when she won’t have sex with you as often as you want, as passionately, or even at
all?
You feel stuck. You’ve covenanted to be sexual with her and only her, but she doesn’t want to be
sexual with you. You feel like you’re a roommate that she’ll occasionally have sex with to keep you
around.
This Isn’t What I Signed Up For
Why do God and the Church command you to remain faithful but very little is said about her
responsibilities? Doesn’t she have a duty to you just as much as you have a duty to her?
You were told during your entire time in the Church that sex within the bounds of marriage is good,
beautiful and holy. But you can see it’s just a chore for her. Perhaps as a youth you were told that if
you could just hold out until marriage that this wonderful world would be open to you with your
beautiful bride and you would be free to explore and do whatever you want with her forever. Maybe
it started that way.
Why won’t she have sex with you now?
After all, you’re “Peter Priesthood”. You Protect, Provide, and Preside. You do all the stuff in the
Family Proclamation... but she seems less and less interested in you.
You do what’s right. You follow the Commandments most of the time. You go to church on Sundays.
You magnify your calling. You dutifully go to your job to make money to provide for your family.
Maybe you figured out that whole protect thing (chances are you have, most US based male Saints
are gun owners). But do you really preside? (I’ll get to that later)
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Duty Sex – Lack of Desire
Your wife doesn’t seem to be attracted to you like she was when you were dating and couldn’t wait to
have sex. Maybe you made it to the finish line before going all the way, maybe you didn’t but the
Honeymoon is officially over. She has dutiful boring sex with you once every while.
She complains that she “needs to feel more loved to have sex” or that “she’s just not very sexual.”
You notice that she just wants to get it over as quickly as possible. It feels like she’s just checking
another item off her list. You can tell she has no desire for you. Do you really want sex if it’s just a
duty?
You may think that something is better than nothing here, and you’re trying to be grateful for any
little affection she shows you.
Blaming, Bargaining, and Guilt
You secretly blame the kids you have had with her, they came along and took her tight body, her
hormones, her time and attention, her unconditional love she was supposed to have for you forever,
and now she is just tired. You love the kids, but that doesn’t make it any easier.
You secretly blame the Church for sexually repressing her desire. Maybe she feels visibly guilty after
sex and dries up even more. Your clumsy attempts to “spice things up” only making things worse?
You see she’s busy, so you get the idea that if you do more around the house she’ll have more time
and energy for you, and you’ll get the intimacy you need. You’re doing extra chores around the house
trying to take the load off her after a long day of watching the kids.
You’re disappointed when she would rather sit in bed and scroll through Facebook than be with you.
You’re frustrated that she didn’t even notice all you did to help her, and you’re bitter she doesn’t give
you the attention you give her. After all, she knows what you want. How can she not?
You’re still frustrated and feel guilty when you’re having sexual thoughts about other women If your
wife would just have sex with you, that struggle would be a lot easier. You’ve talked or tried to talk
to her about your needs and desires. You do your best to negotiate something that works for her.
Maybe she said she understood and would try, and maybe you had better sex for a week or two. But
then you’re back to duty sex.
There is an extra layer of guilt layered on here as Saints. Let’s be brutal and say that sometimes the
frustration and rejection is just too much, and maybe you look at a little bit of porn, take care of
yourself, and then feel guilty about it for weeks. You know it’s not right, but if she’d just have sex, or
really if she would just desire you, you wouldn’t turn to porn or other fantasies.
You might find yourself reflecting on what attracts you to pornography and realize that yes, it’s the
sex and the beautiful women but it’s also the desire. It’s that validation feeling of a man being
enthusiastically desired by a woman. It doesn’t matter that she’s on the other side of a screen, she has
desire and it’s aimed at you. Whether she’s just acting or not, it’s way more than your wife does.
Maybe you even repeatedly go to your bishop and wonder why you can’t break the addiction. Why
does porn keep pulling you back?
Does the cycle sound familiar?
You really aren’t allowed any vices. Except food. So you’ve put on a few or a bunch of pounds of fat
after a few years of this. Who cares anyway? Who do you need to attract? You got married already
and she’s not sleeping with you anyway.
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Lack of Respect
Furthermore, she doesn’t respect you. She tells you what to do and because “no authority should be
exercised by virtue of the priesthood” you do your best to downplay that whole patriarchal bit.
You don’t want to exercise unrighteous dominion, so you back off and defer to her opinions on just
about everything. You want her to be happy so you put her on a pedestal and do everything you can
to make her happy, all the while secretly hoping that if you make her happy, she’ll make you happy
(sexually).
You walk on eggshells around her because if you make her upset you’ll feel guilty and you for sure
won’t get any sex. She plans all the activities, spends 99% of the money and dictates your schedule
around the kids’ activities.
So you find yourself feeling like a bank account for your family. Your wife and children don’t
respect you and the sacrifices you make. You are a comic relief sitcom dad. They don’t respect what
you do in your church service, your job or in your life.
You stop hanging out with most of your friends. You don’t really have any hobbies aside from the
odd game of golf that your wife lets you play. You always get permission from her to take time away
from home to do things you want. You’re lonely. You find yourself headed to 40 years old, (maybe
40 is in the rearview mirror) you are depressed and wondering: Is this God’s plan for me?
I’m here to tell you that it’s not.
Rewarded for Being a Nice Guy
Perhaps you grew up in the Church. Maybe you’re a convert. That really doesn’t matter. In any case
you’ve been told that if you do the right things and live the right way that you’ll be blessed for your
efforts. If you’re nice enough, and serve enough, and endure to the end, you’ll get your reward. And
the reward is awesome. You get your wife and family in this life, then you get to be exalted, become
like God, and have eternal increase with your wife forever. So, super cool resurrected God-sex
making spirit babies for eternity. Sounds pretty good.
In many ways this is right, but in one fundamental way it gets twisted into what is essentially one of
the worst lies ever told. As we know, that’s Satan’s favorite tactic: take a truth and twist it a little. No
amount of good works on your part (or grace of God) can overcome the free will of another person.
Let me repeat that. God will not undermine the free will of another person to prevent you from
getting hurt.
That means He will not make your wife have sex with you just because you are living a righteous
life. He will also not prevent her from cheating on you, divorcing you and taking your kids, dog and
future away.
Free will is the essence of this life. It is the reason there is so much joy in this world, and so much
suffering. God allows all the atrocities we know of happen because he gave us free will.
More importantly, free will is what you and I stood shoulder-to-shoulder to fight for in the great war
in heaven. The moment you chose a side in that war was the moment you accepted every struggle,
every joy, every pleasure and every ounce of pain in your life. What if I told you that you chose this
fight?
Whose Fault Is It?
What if I told you that one person is responsible for all of this: the lack of sex and respect, the
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loneliness, unmet expectations, and sadness? It’s you. Yes, you. Look in the mirror. No, take your
shirt off and look in the mirror. Now honestly ask yourself, would you want to have sex with you? If
not, you have some low-hanging fruit and improvements you can make quickly and easily. The
deeper and more important changes happen on the inside.
What Do I Do?
You fix yourself. I’ll tell you the secret of why your wife doesn’t want to have sex with you. You’re
not attractive. And you don’t fix yourself just to be attractive to her, you fix yourself because that’s
the man you want to be.
In the (paraphrased) words of Rian Stone – you came here for sex, but left with self-actualization.
The best bait and switch in history.
This only works if you do it for yourself. If you want to fix yourself, there’s hope. But it’s going to
suck, it’s going to be hard, and it’s going to require you to give your best.
Just like Neo in the Matrix, you are at a decision point in your life. Take the blue pill and keep doing
what you’re doing with that gnawing emptiness inside you, or take the red pill and discover the truth
and what you need to do.
“And now that my soul might have joy in you... arise from the dust, my sons, and be men.”
If you’ll listen and fix yourself, you’ll learn or re-learn to be a man (not just a male).
Redpill is Amoral
All that said, if you’ve done ANY browsing on MRP you might have been turned off by the
swearing, (J. Golden Kimball has nothing on me) the talk of cheating or “spinning plates” and the
general worldly attitude.
The science behind the redpill and understanding of female hypergamy and human sexual dynamics
has its roots in the pickup artist community.
Doesn’t change that fact that it works.
Guys here came from all walks of life. They do not share your morals. Some will be purposefully
grating to test your resolve and toughen you up in a locker-room environment. I implore you to look
past all of that for now and into the motives behind the message.
You have chosen a moral path that raises this stuff from hard mode to original Nintendo-hard. Good
for you. Now get into the gym, lift weights, read the materials on the sidebar and start owning it.
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Smash The Matriarchy
10 upvotes | November 5, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Smash The Matriarchy by Doug Wilson.
Worth reading and considering.
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How to eliminate this trend of interest fading between first and
second date?
10 upvotes | October 27, 2018 | by IntentionalMispell | Link | Reddit Link
Someone from MRP recommended I crosspost here...
I'm out here legitimately courting women and not trying to fuck them. I have had 3 instances of this
in the past month..
Attract HB9, I'm 25, she's 21, she is interested and kind of pedestalizing me because I'm attractive.
I be my charming, fun, intellectual self on our first date. Date goes really well. We talk for hours,
laugh, move around. We make out at some point, and then again several more times. At the end I pick
the girl up and make out with her, then depart to go to the gym or do my own shit.
Then it seems like shit just kinda fades. I text purely to organize our next date but they become
indifferent, and it seems like interest actually decreases. Like with this most recent girl, last night we
had rough plans to smoke and chill and then she texted me at like 8:30 saying she's "actually going to
a haunted house, but am I still going out of town tomorrow?"
Me: "Yeah at like 7"
Her: "In the morning?"
Me: "Nah nighttime"
End convo last night. Then I call her this afternoon to see if she wants to go chill at a park before I
leave and she says she has to do homework.
And same shit last week, great date, made out, connecting, then we were doing light texting the next
day and I told her I'm free tonight and she just never responded. I didn't really give a fuck about her
anyway though.
And last month, same shit with a girl I was getting romantic with.
I need to know how to kindle a LTR.
Granted, I'm spinning no less than 5 other plates begging for me to come through and fuck them on
any given day, but it seems like I can't keep the girls that I actually like interested in dating after a
first date. Does my text game suck? Am I seeming needy? Am I letting her get too comfortable? Do
these girls just want me to be their Chad?
Please don't slaughter me for having oneitis man. I'm aware. I don't actually give a fuck if this girl
never responds to me because there are a million other beautiful girls around but if there's something
about my behavior which is the reason for this pattern I keep experiencing, I need to fix it.
Do I need to plan more eventful second dates? How do I get her excited?
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What does living out Matthew 6:33 look like?
10 upvotes | October 5, 2018 | by hello_im_phil | Link | Reddit Link
This is something I've been grappling with the past few months. I keep getting into situations or
mindsets, and I keep struggling with the answer, as I'll see both sides as being the right answer.
How do I know I'm living my life according to this verse, and not just what I think could be the right
answer? I keep realizing even my best attempts are terrible, and most of the time they feel no
different.
How do you guys align yourself in this direction? Any tips or general guidelines? I'm honestly tired
of living to be validated by other people, but. I don't think disappearing into the woods is the option.
But at the same time, it's the only place I see myself successfully not seeking validation.
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TRP Has Been Quarantined - Meta Thread
10 upvotes | September 27, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
If you have anything you'd like to discuss about TRP being quarantined, keep it here.
What does it mean that they've been quarantined?
Officially: That users must read a warning before entering the TRP subreddit, acknowledging
that it is "dedicated to shocking or highly offensive content" and redirecting others to a
predominantly liberal university.
Speculatively: This is a precursor to an official ban of the subreddit.
For information on Stony Brook University, check out these demographics. Of particular note in their
politics on campus section:
What political party do you associate yourself with?
Republican: 7%
Democrat: 42%
How would you best describe the political beliefs of campus as a whole?
Progressive/very liberal: 11%
Liberal: 34%
Moderate: 23%
Conservative: 1%
Very Conservative: 1%
I don't mean to imply that political parties and red pill praxeology are inherently related. That said,
it's no secret that the democratic party is the primary supporter and promoter of feminist ideologies,
and we are being told that we must learn how to be a man from a predominantly feminist university.
Have fun ;)
For those who are curious, the mods have previously discussed possible options for hosting our users.
Nothing has been established yet, but the sidebar materials have been secured privately in case we
become the target of another wave of attacks.
I do not anticipate that we will be targeted, nor do we intend to begin policing content differently than
we have so far. As far as I'm concerned, this sub will continue without change or interruption.
Nevertheless, it is wise to be cautiously aware.
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MMG Part 1: Know Yourself
10 upvotes | September 25, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Married Man Game: The Need for Testing
I have been meaning to write a post series on married man game for quite some time - almost a year
even. I'm glad I didn't. Back then, I would have been writing as I was learning, which would have
driven the content to be theory-based and anecdotal, at best. Now, a dozen or so months down the
road I've lived it long enough to see what patterns work for me and for other Christian men I know in
real life who are red pill aware. Thanks to u/macmeeler and u/coachdad8 for reminding me to come
back to this.
The lack of quality content on this subject in the Christian realm - even within the Christian
manosphere - is so small that I can't pretend to have universal answers. We could say "AWALT,"
which holds true in most biological and psychological respects, but we also know that a mature
Christian woman will be able to temper her biological and psychological impulses in unique ways
from secular women (who are still slaves to sin) that may or may not affect the viability of secular
models of game. While the secular world often brags about how easy it is to pull the "good church
girls" into bed with them, I have yet to see this play out with an actual mature believer. Is it possible?
I'm sure. AWALT. It's certainly possible that I might watch porn again someday too. AMALT. That
impulse will always be a part of my biology. Is it likely? Not at all. Because in my spirit I have
mastered that part of my flesh. While no woman can truly master hypergamy, just as I cannot kill all
sexual desire in myself, as I can conquer the physical expressions of that desire, so do I leave open
the likelihood that many spiritually mature women may be able to stifle some of the physical
expressions of their innate hypergamous desires.
My point in saying this is simply that there are a lot of variables that are currently unknown. It could
be that the secular models fully carry over into the Christian relationships 100% and there's no
difference (as has been mostly true in my experience, with limited exception, even with a moderateto-high spiritual maturity in my wife), or it could be that some of you experience different results and I don't want to close the door on that and pretend that what gets addressed in this series is the
only way. I'm happy to re-write everything if the evidence and field reports come back with more
mixed results than the consistency with what I see in my own marriage and observations of those I
know in real life.
To that end, please do the following:
1. Read and reflect on each post in this series.
2. Apply and implement it in a controlled environment. Feel free to put your own spin on it, but if
you do introduce variables, keep track of them.
3. Keep applying for at least 2-3 months.
4. Start posting field reports about your results.
Introduction to the series aside, let's kick it off with a few fundamentals.
What is Game?
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Loosely, I define game as any intentional effort a man makes to escalate attraction with a woman.
Passive game would include things like being physically fit, pursuing one's mission, maintaining
frame, early levels of dread, and the like. These are all things you do whether or not you're trying to
attract a woman. They're just part of who you are.
Active game, on the other hand, is more intentional. Where passive game creates the right conditions
for my wife to initiate sex with me, active game is what I do when I want to initiate sex with her
(among other possible reasons for employing it).
There are aspects of who God is that cause us to want to pursue him. We get so excited about who
our spiritual groom is that we want to tell others about him (spiritual reproduction). But there are also
times when we are idle and the Spirit escalates with us, taking a more active involvement in
escalating the oneness and unity that we can experience in that relationship. Make sense? Good. Let's
move on.
KNOW YOURSELF
Game involves confidence. In fact, the urban dictionary definition of game notes, "You can't have
game if you don't know yourself; you can't be confident of what you're ignorant of." So, who are
you? Here are some questions to help you figure this out:
What is your mission? (Yeah, you knew I couldn't write a post without bringing this up; it is the
foundation of everything)
What does the Bible say about who you are?
What motivates you in life to do things other than watch Netflix?
What is your testimony? Process the big-3: who you were before Christ, what caused you to
embrace Christ, and who you became afterward.
How would you summarize yourself in 60 seconds or less?
What things will you never compromise on?
What are your personal strengths and weaknesses?
After answering these questions (and many more) about yourself, discern how you can portray
yourself to others in a way that emphasizes your positive attributes as charming and magnetic, while
embracing your less desirable attributes through a display of confidence and playfulness (one of the
reasons AA is such a powerful tool).
To be clear, this is not creating a false persona of yourself. It is being up-front about all of you.
There's a reason why God emphasized his justice, judgment, and condemnation of sin in his Old
Testament parental role, while leaning more on his passion, grace, love, and purpose in his New
Testament role as our spiritual groom. God didn't change. The Old Testament still references God's
passion, grace, love, and purpose - it just doesn't emphasize them. The New Testament still references
God's justice, judgment, and condemnation - and is quite bold in its pronouncements of these things but it doesn't stress these things as the dominant traits God expresses to those he loves.
In the same way, contemplate how you express the balance of your traits to the one you love. You
can't do this until you know who you are first. Consider two men I know:
Example: AJ
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AJ is the hot guy that made every woman in college swoon. Even my own wife had a crush on him in
college. I roomed with him for a year and he was my best friend during the 4 years we were together
- and for years thereafter, even to this day. I was in his wedding earlier this year.
What's he like? He has always been in peak athletic form. He toured the country. He engaged in a
variety of jobs that gave him a wealth of experience. He's funny, confident, charming, an incredible
conversationalist, and knows the Bible thoroughly. He's also unreliable, bitingly sarcastic, easily
aggravated, and doesn't think before he acts.
AJ didn't know himself until very recently. This is why my wife never actually made herself available
to him. After college, AJ spent nearly a decade without any stable job. He was homeless most of the
time he toured the country, living with whatever friends, family, or acquaintances he could pressure
into giving him a room for a week or two. While his experiences made for a great story later on, he
never had a girlfriend for several years because the possibility of commitment was automatically off
the table and he was entirely unreliable. Was he attractive? You bet. Did women want him? The nonChristian girls looking for a quick fling, sure. But no, as hard as he looked, he couldn't find a
Christian girl willing to commit. Exciting though it may have been, they didn't want to tour the
country with a guy who didn't know why he was doing it or what it might lead to.
He eventually settled in one city and began developing a career as a personal trainer. It wasn't the
most lucrative thing ever, but it played to his strengths. It emphasized his physical attributes, his
people skills, his wit and charm, his confidence, and gave him an opportunity to use his conversation
skills. It also catered to his need for flexibility in life, allowed him to utilize his biting sarcasm as a
positive expression of motivation to his clients, and put him at low-risk for making foolish decisions
without thinking. See it? His positive attributes were emphasized, whereas his negative qualities were
embraced and contextualized in a way that they could be an asset to him. Are you surprised, then,
when I say that within weeks of having finished his journey of self-exploration and embracing the
conclusions he came to - that is when a hot, single, mature Christian girl came on to him who is now
his wife? We often give the "pick 2 of 3" rule - but he got them all.
When AJ was on his decade-long journey of self-exploration, he couldn't find a girl no matter how
hard he tried. Once he figured out who he was, discovering his mission and conceptualizing a vision
for how it could be accomplished in his life, he became more practical about the day-to-day goals and
responsibilities he would have to take on to make it happen. After discovering what he wanted out of
life and how to get it, almost immediately he met a girl at the gym he was working at and they
married this year. From observing them in public, AJ knows how to game his wife. She knows him
intimately and loves the way he teases and taunts her.
While the day he will need it is fast approaching, AJ is not red pill aware. He doesn't know the truth.
But he does know himself and who God created him to be. This is the greatest asset he has working
for him right now, and I wish him well.
CONCLUSION & APPLICATION
Game involves an intricate balance of playing to your strengths and embracing your weaknesses. AJ's
story is about how he found his wife, but that doesn't mean his story irrelevant to married men.
What's not attractive to the girl at the bar isn't attractive to the girl with a ring.
What are we to do about this? First off, figure out who you are. Write down whatever notes you come
up with. Develop your 60 second self-description speech and make sure your lifestyle is consistent
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with your life description. For a sneak-peak of a future post: learn how to give that 60 second speech
without saying one word.
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Messed Up World...
10 upvotes | September 21, 2018 | by BobbyMckee | Link | Reddit Link
In America, we live in a world that is falling apart. As much as some of these red pill authors don't
like Jordan Peterson, I find his ability to focus and think deeply on problems inspiring to say the
least. One thing that he said that was impressive (paraphrased) - "I was looking for a truth that was
irrefutable, a truth that I could not break down or tear apart. And that truth was that life has suffering
and at it's worst suffering with malevolence." Something to that effect, and I think if we are all honest
- it's hard to refute that.
This brings me to the central idea of this post, America is falling apart. It's interesting to hear the
MGTOW guys complain about how the family court system is all messed up, how feminism is
ruining the west, how we are barely at replacement for our birth rates, and how it's seemingly getting
worse. The far left liberal agenda is to womanize / feminize anything that is left of boys throughout
years of poor eductation.
Add on top of this that we are creating a welfare state due to women voting for more entitlements
(not only women, but women clearly vote to spread wealth and for more entitlements - case and point
the new democratic star Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez who essentially is pushing for free school, free
healthcare, free everything - CNN asked how she would pay for the 40 trillion dollar plan - she didn't
really know).
Furthermore, the state of the modern western female is also in jeapordy - which I believe Roosh V
was able to capture in his book Game, quoted here from his first chapter:
Beautiful girls in big cities are now directly and indirectly offered sex more than 1,000
times a month from men on the internet, in bars, on the streets, and within their social
circles. If a girl has a basic internet profile, spends time on social networking, and goes out
twice a week, I guarantee that she is offered more C*** than even the most famous women
of the past. A girl is not interested in 99% of the men who offer her sex, but try to imagine
the effect on your psychology if 1,000 women a month were trying to have sex with you.
What kind of person would that make you? I can tell you what I would be like if I were
getting over 1,000 sex offers every month: I’d be spoiled rotten, thinking that I deserved all
those women just because I existed. I’d be flakey, cancelling dates often, because I’d
constantly be unsure whether I was getting the “best” possible girl. I’d be bitchy to women
who didn’t read my mind and failed to treat me exactly the way I wanted, because don’t
they know that I could sleep with hundreds of other women any time I wanted? I’d be
moody, always dependent on the reactions I get from women. If I received less attention one
weekend than usual, I’d throw a temper tantrum and demand immediate satisfaction. I’d
also get bored easily. With so many women constantly trying to entertain me, I wouldn’t be
able to tolerate five minutes with a boring girl who didn’t jump through hoops to make me
laugh. Lastly, I’d be primed to value novelty more than stability. I’d become addicted to
experiencing one new girl after the next, and believe excitement and fun were worth more
than stability and commitment. My attention span would morph into that of a small child.
Haven’t I just described the modern woman? While a large part of who we are is shaped by
our genetics, environment plays a huge role, and when your environment is getting nonstop
attention from thousands of people trying to have sex with you, your personality and even
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your humanity will become degraded, making it hard for you to connect meaningfully with
anyone. Trying to find lasting love, comfort, and stability with a modern woman is like
trying to have a deep conservation with a cat that just wants to chase after a red laser dot
darting around on the floor. I’m sure you’ve had the experience of losing a girl’s attention in
a bar or nightclub and watching her get approached by another man not even ten minutes
later. Even girls in small towns are getting hit on a lot. I’ve met girls from backwater
European villages who can describe to me all the local beta orbiters who are trying to sleep
with them, the Spanish or British tourists who have approached them in the mall, and men
on the internet who are outright offering them gifts and free travel just for the chance of
landing a date. Understand that the amount of dating choice a woman has is the primary
driver that determines how we must structure our game. The more choice a woman has, the
more methodical our game has to be.

Add to this what is known as marriage 2.0 - described well here:
https://adventistredpillmen.wordpress.com/2014/03/20/marriage-2-0-vs-marriage-1-0/
Which I can summarize (as it's a super long post):
People are marrying later and less
contraception allows women to frivolously engage in promiscuity with no consequences
men are no longer providers (even as Roosh points out) - we are now clowns, clown game is
game that revolves around entertaining women - they don't need our money because of the state
/ feminism
divorce is fine, no fault, women can initiate due to "disastifaction", it's cool to divorce in
society, vows no longer mean anything. Not to mention divorce is an industry (divorce corp - I
haven't seen it but I hear it explains it very well). American feeds off more divorce and more
marriages - it's a bonus for our economy.
broken homes, more single mothers
By no means is this comprehensive, but with all the problems I've outlined - a fallen family court
system, feminism expanding and making things worse, political correctness inhibiting our ability to
have rational conversations about important things, gender equality - equal pay for being female and
in the same job (forget competence, quality, quantity of work - just being female is enough for equal
pay), an ever increasing welfare state with incompetent politicians asking for free everything and
socialism (because they don't know how bad socialism is), a falling birthrate that is below
replacement level (30 year lows), a modern female who is becoming conceited beyond belief,
worsening attractiveness due to an obesity epidemic, marraige 2.0 with men now seen as clowns, the
further breakdown of family units which are the best by far way to raise a child...
I know I am critical and can sometimes be pessimistic, but these critiques are in someways
undeniable and very difficult to refute. (I know that I didn't go deep in proving each of these points
but there are many who have in the past)
Myself, I'm mid 30s and approaching what will be my peak. I've been fortunate to dodge any type of
baggage (divorce/kids) but I can feel jaded by this system. I could identify with a lot from this post I
saw on The Red Pill form called Michael's Story:
https://dalrock.wordpress.com/2012/11/24/more-grim-news-for-carousellers-hoping-to-jump-at-the-la
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st-minute/#comment-62160
Also, while I don't consider Milo Yiannopoulos to be an upstanding character, his writing was hitting
home in many points:
The Sexodus, Part 1 by Milo Yiannopoulos
The Sexodus, Part 2 by Milo Yiannopoulos

What is the solution for the west? I know there are unicorns out there. And we may be able to find
one - sure it's possible, but it seems like we're navigating a minefield. And then what is the hope for
our country with so much garbage going in and garbage being dolled out to our citizens. I don't know
if I buy 100% into everything ever written by the Red Pill guys, their solutions to just make yourself
really awesome, enjoy life, have lots of sex - I'm not sure if that's age old wisdom or something a
teenage boy would write up in a fit of frustration and rage. Who knows?
As I started this point, one thing I have a hard time refuting is the terrible path America is walking
down and it's not clear how we can navigate out of it. The media is becoming worse and worse, you
hear the feminist propanganda being thrown out there and how everything is made to put women on a
pedestal - it's not good. And with Roosh's scathing review of the modern female I posted above, it's
hard to know if building a world that caters more to females is a good idea. Their egos are likely
approaching saturation point - and who knows what this modern female will be like in 20 years.
I don't mean this to come off saying, "women are the problem, nothing is wrong with men." I
disagree. Men can get better, we can be stronger, more dominant, more decisive - but a lot of that our
culture is against and indoctrinating us to be like the blue pill person that these forums describe. So
yes, men need work also but it starts in us getting rid of our cultural indoctrinating BS they've been
selling us.
What is the solution for the west? What is the solution for America?
I actually don't know. But I'm thinking about it. One good problem solver I know said, you first need
to clearly define a problem before you solve it. And that's what I've been doing here is trying to
define the problem. I don't think - make yourself and your life really awesome and have tons of sex
with tons of women is the right answer though. Many men who go down that path don't end up
satisfied.
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We now have a Glossary of RPChristian terms and Acronyms
on the Sidebar!
10 upvotes | September 17, 2018 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
Here's a link to it:
Glossary of RPChristian Terms and Acronyms
Credit to all the Mods, this was a collaborative effort over the past few weeks.
This is a valuable resource, since we use these terms and acronyms quite frequently. If you have
some you think should be added, put it in the comments on this post. Edit suggestions are also
welcome.
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Phil's July update
10 upvotes | September 3, 2018 | by hello_im_phil | Link | Reddit Link
July update: https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/94j9dj/phils_july_update/
Stats
Weight: 233 -> 225
DL: 330 -> 350
Squat: 225 -> 250
OHP: 160 -> 165
Bench: 190 -> 195
The Ugly
After “ending” things with my oneitis
(https://www.reddit.com/r/RPChristians/comments/98mspp/question_about_trying_to_love_an
d_be_there_for/), I’ve been doing a lot better, but there is still a lot of times that I find myself
falling into a habit or making a decision based on the old order. And the times I do I regret it
immensely as a whole. And while I’m recognizing this and working on it, looking at it from the
front, I feel like this time will be different. So I guess that I’m struggling lining up doing what I
know in my head is best for me, versus what my wicked heart wants.
I am still having a severe problem making the healthy choice over spending time with people
(e.g. sleep, eating out, activities when I should be studying, etc). I guess in my head the
argument is that all these things I’m working towards won’t last, where with people I can try to
have some positive impact on them. Basically, I feel guilty for going off and doing my own
thing, or not spending time with people when an opportunity arises.
I’m finding I have a lot creative hobbies/ideas that I want to pursue, but I am unsure of how to
go about doing it, and which ones are even worth doing. If I should focus on all of them, just
one of them, or none of them.
I find I am talking a lot for no reason, saying things for no reason, and just overall saying things
to fill a conversation when I really have nothing to say about something or to someone. A lot of
people are saying I’m closed off and repressed.
The Handsome
Combined with my increased time in the word, I finished 2 books in July: Principles, and The
Measure of a Man. I’ve been listening to almost no music during my commute and instead
doing audiobooks.
Mentally I feel a lot more stable and at peace. There’s not as many highs any more, but also not
many serious lows. and I prefer that for some reason.
I don’t have any other specifics at this point. I just overall feel in a lot better place. And in some
cases it’s true, but on the other hand, a lot of other aspects in my life have actually gotten
worse. I guess the lease and the perspective I have towards them is shifting, and as a result they
haven’t drug me down as much as they would have before.
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God bless!
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Need Guidance For a Kid in a Jam.
10 upvotes | August 23, 2018 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
One of my kids that used to be in my teen Sunday school class has approached me for guidance. I've
told him I'm there for him, but deferred any advice for the time being for prayer and consultation. The
situation is this:
As I see it, his parents steered him into marrying the daughter of the parents close friends from
church. Both of these kids were home schooled and fairly sheltered. To give you some idea, we did a
trip to a local water park, and on the bus over one of the older guys in the group was talking about
picking up chicks at the water park. She got excited and asked if they had some kind of petting zoo.
she had zero clue that chicks was slang for girls. That level of sheltered.
Anyway, she's way out of his league in terms of SMV. He's a portly, short guy. Maybe a 4. She's a 9,
definite model material. The marriage lasted until she started college, and probably started getting
attention from better looking guys. My guess is that she started to resent being tied down to him, and
started being about as nasty as possible to him, culminating in divorce. He's pretty beaten up and
hasn't gotten much support, as his family is just going the don't talk about it route, and her family has
kicked her out. She's a cam girl now, and apparently having the time of her life, which is a point he
brought up. But he's also got some heavy oneitis for her, and is tearing himself apart over this.
My first thought is that my shadetree psychology isn't up to this, and that while I can give some
biblical guidance on manning up the kid needs professional help. I also don't want to state this in a
passing the buck way, though. I'm weighing talking to one of my buddies who is a therapist and
seeing what kind of support the kid needs to get.
Secondly, he seems to believe that he can't remarry now. That would in fact coincide with my belief
about marriage, but he views this as something he's being denied or maybe that has been stolen from
him. I'm kinda lost on this one, as I've not been though divorce. I know this is kind of a hot button
topic for some, though.
Thirdly, I think the SMV disparity is really contributing to the problems, particularly the oneitis. I
also think he's hurting to see her enjoying worldly delights while he's getting slammed. Galatians 6:9
seems applicable here, or Hebrews 11:25 about the fleeting pleasures of sin. Maybe the prodigal son
at a stretch?
Lastly, and tying in to number three, I'll be advising him that she might attempt a comeback when
she's done with her fun, and that, in my opinion, he should reject her. As I see it, that's just saying
'have some self respect.' I'll also be advising him to cut all contact, regardless.
Anyone else here have viewpoints on this, or other biblical resources I can study?
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RPC is now fully functional with the Reddit redesign. Enjoy!
10 upvotes | August 17, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Most importantly, all of the rules are now visible on the sidebar of the redesign. In addition, I put up
some color schemes and made a quick banner.
For anyone who's using the redesign, you now have no excuses ;)
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Obedience to him is not an economy, but...
10 upvotes | July 18, 2018 | by palmorwrist | Link | Reddit Link
Karma is a foreign concept to Christianity in a metaphysical sense, as we know the only thing we are
worthy of as sinners is eternal damnation in the presence of a holy God. To the extent that we suffer
for our sins in this world, it is a result of the logical consequences of those sins. Divine
Punishment/Reward is being withheld by his mercy, until that final day. (At least that's my
understanding of things)
Still, I wonder sometimes...
An interesting thing happened in the past two days that has really sent my mind reeling. As I have
indicated in past posts here, I have struggled immensely with the temptation to seek out a one night
stand; there is just something deep within my nature that craves the lurid sexual experience of
sleeping with a woman other than my wife (who is my first and only lover).
This temptation came to a front two days ago while on a business trip. I was approached by a
beautiful, voluptuous Asian woman, (relevant, because this has always been the type I knew I would
go for if I ever cheated - yes, I'm one of those white guys) and she was giving off the clearest IOIs I
have ever received. After a little back and forth conversation, she pretty much made it explicit that
she wanted to leave and engage in some sexual acts. (I'm fairly certain she was not a hooker.)
The fantasy that had gone through my head dozens, maybe hundreds of times was materializing
before my eyes! It was like I was in a dream! Every bone in my body was pushing me to go ahead
with it, but I was suddenly and shockingly overcome with guilt. I thought of my wife and my
children, and thought of Christ looking down on me, and then, thank God, I high-tailed it out of there.
I would be lying if I said part of me did not regret my decision as I lay in my bed that night, but I was
also exhilarated that I had, in a sense, faced Satan head-on (for surely he had to be orchestrating these
events) and had been able to resist.
The next day (yesterday) I was going about my work, trying to put the previous day's events out of
my mind, when out of the blue, I get an email from an executive of one of the largest publically
traded companies in my field of expertise - they had somehow gotten word of a side company that I
have been developing and want to meet with me personally to discuss taking the project on as one of
their incubator projects!
This could potentially be a life changing deal, and is sort of the career break I have long been waiting
for - and this only one day after I had resisted the sin I had so longingly wanted to engage in.
Now, part of me thinks this is just a coincidence, but at the same time God is orchestrating all things
in our lives, no? I can't help but think He is telling me that His ways lead to blessings. Not to say that
those blessings are all material (I am not here preaching a prosperity gospel, and who knows, this
deal with the company may never happen) but it has again solidified in my mind that our greatest
happiness is to be found pursuing Him. It's like He is saying to me "Focus on using the gifts I have
given you, and drop this foolish fantasy you have been wasting your time on."
Just thought I'd share what happened with you all, as I'm still rather flabbergasted by the whole turn
of events.
Continue to fight the fight Brothers!
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NEW RULE - READ BEFORE POSTING
10 upvotes | July 10, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Given the very large influx of people we've had over the last month (from 850 to over 1,250), it's
worth drawing attention to our rules, which are located on the sidebar. I know the new redesign of
reddit is not sidebar-friendly and often cuts things off or just doesn't show it at all. This is a
frustration to us all. Nevertheless, that's the only way I know of posting community-wide standards.
To that end, we have just added a new standard to ensure that the quality of posts and discussion
remains high and each new post isn't flooded with (1) requests for more information or (2) bad advice
because it's predicated on false assumptions about how far along in his MAP each poster may be.
Here it is:
ALL posts asking for dating/marriage help must include the following:
Stats: body fat, height, weight, lifts, etc.
Reading: Which sidebar content you've read (RPC and/or MRP)
Finances: Current job and income quality, future prospects, debt issues
Spiritual: How mature you are, how often you pray, have quiet times, share your faith,
memorize Scripture, etc.
If you do not follow this rule, your post will be removed with a request from one of the mods that you
edit it to include this information before we will re-approve it. If you have already given the
information in a past post, you're free to link to your past post unless there have been updates worth
noting (and if your post is over 2 months old, I seriously hope there are!). Of course, exceptions may
apply if the above information is totally irrelevant to the question being asked, such as asking about
Scriptural interpretation or how hypergamy works or some other theory-based content that is
unrelated to specific dating/marriage help.
The reason we need this information is because it is impossible to give an accurate answer without it.
If you're asking why your wife blew her lid when you didn't take out the trash and how to handle it if
that happens again ... if you're fit, make good money, OYS, godly, etc. then it's probably one answer
and we will give you a tailored solution ... but if you're obese, unemployed, and fight her every
Sunday morning because you don't feel like going to church, there's a totally different answer that
would not be appropriate at all to tell the other guy. If you leave us to make assumptions, then I'm
going to ask you to make one too: assume we will make the wrong assumptions every time. Don't get
mad when we do. That's on you if you don't give us enough information, not us.
If anyone has more suggestions on how to further improve the quality and quantity of content posted
on this sub, please use this thread as an open forum for making such suggestions and discussing new
ideas!
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Book Summaries
10 upvotes | July 9, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
So, we seem to have a lot of newcomers as of late and it makes sense to me that we give an overview
of some of the content so you know what to expect and look for when reading some of the relevant
information.
To my knowledge, there is no solid Christian "red pill" book on the market yet. Most of the sidebar
posts are meant to be a short-term solution to rectify that problem, helping men get biblical advice
that stands out from the mountains of unscriptural and often downright sinful content you'll see in the
Christian publishing industry.
In the meantime, until more published content is available, it seems necessary to borrow resources
from some of the secular men who have spent significant time observing the order of God's creation
and commenting on it. Obviously they are mistaken as to the source of how things came to be this
way, which also leads to some inappropriate and sinful behavioral prescriptions (ex. suggesting sex
before marriage, cheating on one's wife, etc.), but these can be redeemed by appropriately
understanding Scripture and maintaining boundaries in not letting praxeological content affect our
theology or application thereof.
To that end, this post will go over why I have included some of the secular books on the sidebar and
the most relevant content from those books, in an irrationally brief way (which is my way of saying:
you still need to read the books!).
NMMNG
The primary purpose of this book is to give an "awakening" of sorts to men who have been
indoctrinated into blue pill ideologies of pedestalizing women and being controlled by them. Many
men put themselves in a box of believing that they must interact with their wives a certain way in
order to receive the love, validation, and sexual enthusiasm that they desire. This self-created prison
places a framework in our minds from which it is very difficult to break out.
The author spends a lot of time defining the traits of these "nice guys" and how they develop. He then
explains why many of these men feel trapped and how they create their own prisons. "Nice guys"
believe that the only way they can receive the love and validation they desire in life is if they place
others' needs above their own and hide all of their flaws. This creates "covert contracts," which are
when a man expects that his behaviors should yield certain results with his wife - sexual favors,
respect, admiration, etc. - but he fails to communicate this expectation to his wife. He is often
internally resentful when she doesn't live up to his unspoken expectation, causing further degredation
to the relationship. The author uses numerous examples of Christian men and women throughout the
book as the majority of his examples. Why? Because the church is notorious for producing "nice
guys."
Biblically, we know that God created men to lead and women to help. However, many Christian men
mistakenly emphasize the need to be a "servant" over their role as a leader, creating a mistaken
understanding of "servant leadership." As such, they believe that they must make their own desires
subservient to their wife's. It is true that a man should serve his wife, but the way Jesus modeled this
was always in the context of pursuing his own purpose and mission and calling others to join him.
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Jesus did not give up his life to help his followers become better fishermen, tax collectors, etc. His
service was always in the context of the advancement of his own purposes, creating a beautiful
balance between intentionality and humility.
For many men, the thought of saying "no" to your wife or prioritizing your own direction for the
family over her wants and desires is incomprehensible and terrifying to most men. It is only when a
man escapes his self-imposed prison and begins understanding that God placed him in charge for a
reason that we can have the fulfilling marriages God intended. It is only then that your service to your
wife can be genuine and authentic, rather than a means of covert manipulation. Where most men are
merely figureheads for their wife's puppetry, God intended us run a household from a place of
strength, wisdom, discernment, and ability to act. Our wives are valuable advisers whose opinions
should not be taken lightly; but they should also not be given more weight than they deserve.
WISNIFG
Bill of Rights
This book starts with a person's "Bill of Assertive Rights." They are as follows:
1) You have the right to judge your own behavior, thoughts, and emotions, and to take the
responsibility for their initiation and consequences upon yourself.
Many men look to their wives for validation. When they do this, they let their wife be the judge over
them. Giving her this power makes a man subservient to his wife, tailoring his actions to seek her
approval. In reality, if he is the leader and she is his helper, she should be the one seeking validation
from him, just as we seek validation from Christ, just as Christ sought validation from God.
Too many men try to pass off responsibility for their home to their wives. When things go wrong,
they say, "I knew better, but it's what my wife wanted, so I went with it." Or when a decision must be
made they look to her to make the call, thereby abdicating responsibility by saying, "I was just trying
to make my wife happy in the situation." In reality, we must become our own judges. I cannot
emphasize this enough.
2) You have the right to offer no reasons or excuses for justifying your behavior.
No DEERing (Defend, Explain, Excuse, Rationalize). Doing this once again makes someone else a
judge over you by demonstrating that their judgment of you has power over your emotional state and
self of worth and value.
3) You have the right to judge if you are responsible for finding solutions to other people's
problems.
Sometimes you are, sometimes you're not. Don't let someone else con you into thinking you're
responsible for their mess. If my wife doesn't like x, y, and z about the house and I'm fine with all of
those things, it's up to me to decide: (1) if I'm going to do x, y, and z myself, (2) if I'm going to make
my wife take responsibility for resolving her own interest in x, y, and z, given that it's not a problem
I'm interested in, or (3) if I really don't want x, y and z to change, I'm going to put my foot down and
make sure they stay exactly the way they are.
4) You have the right to change your mind.
Too many men feel trapped when their wives say, "You told me last week that ..." This isn't a trap. "I
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changed my mind" is a perfectly acceptable reply.
5) You have the right to make mistakes - and be responsible for them.
Again, no need to explain the problem or prove to her that you'll do better next time. You screwed up.
Admit it, accept the consequences, address the issue, and move on.
6) You have the right to say, "I don't know."
Again, don't feel pressured to give a certain reply.
7) You have the right to be independent of the goodwill of others before coping with them.
That is, you do not need other people to like you. It's okay if your neighbor thinks you're a jerk.
That's his business deciding what he thinks of you. You should not bend your will to impress him
unless you have a reason for doing so. Wanting to share the Gospel with him, for example, might be a
great reason. If that's your motive, then by all means try to earn his respect. But don't put all your
eggs in one basket. Don't orient your life around serving your neighbor when all that effort may never
result in fruit for God's Kingdom.
To put it another way, just as the pre-marriage process should be one of a "shotgun mentality" and
not a "sniper mentality," so also are we to scatter seed and not be seed snipers for God's Kingdom.
8) You have the right to be illogical in making decisions.
We're not robots. My wife's favorite phrase lately has been, "I don't know why I want to do things
this way. I know it's not logical. But it's what I'm feeling. Can you respect that?" She figured that out
before I did - and now it's a powerful tool to wield in return and gives an excellent basis for avoiding
DEERing when I make a decision that I know she won't understand - even if it is a logical one in the
first place. But let's be honest, at least 90% of what we do is not the "logical" best thing we could be
doing at any given time.
9) You have the right to say, "I don't understand."
Simple enough.
10) You have the right to say, "I don't care."
"But we should always care about everything that our wife thinks is important, right?" Wrong. My
wife likes to get on me for not cutting grapes in half for my 6.5 year old son. "Don't you care if he
chokes on it and dies?" No, honey. The risk is so low that I don't care to worry about those odds.
He concludes: "You have the right to say no without feeling guilty."
Techniques
As important as the above are, the remainder of the book is even better: addressing techniques for
asserting these rights. They are as follows:
Broken Record: Just repeat what you want whenever the issue arises, offering no explanation.
When they try to bring up another argument you simply say, "Thanks for telling me. I still want
..."
Fogging: Agreeing with someone else's perception rather than arguing with it. This leaves them
with nothing to argue against. If they say, "You're a liar!" you simply reply, I understand that's
how you feel. You don't have to admit anything, you just acknowledge their perception, even if
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the conclusion itself is invalid. This often diffuses aggressive behavior by letting the other
person know that you understand and accept their position at face value, even if you disagree
with the conclusion.
Negative Inquiry: This is my favorite tactic and, in my view, the most powerful when
mastered appropriately. In short, you ask questions to explore why the other person has the
perception they do. So, if your wife is yelling at you for spending time with your friends instead
of helping her with the kids at home, instead of defending yourself you simply ask, "What is
wrong or morally objectionable about spending time with my friends?" With every answer she
gives, you ask another similar question until one of three things happens: (1) She realizes that
her complaint is really not a moral issue at all; it's an issue of personal preference and she just
didn't get her way; (2) She realizes that you didn't do anything wrong and drops the issue; or (3)
After enough questioning, she opens up about a deeper issue at the core of her frustrations and
acknowledges that her emotional reaction has nothing to do with the actual issue at hand, but
with some other insecurity or vulnerability, which can then be addressed appropriately, often as
a comfort test.
Negative Assertion: Acknowledging your behaviors that she views negatively. This essentially
nips her criticism in the bud by letting her know up-front that you already understand your
behaviors and have evaluated them. The implication (which you should not say directly, unless
it's calm and composed) is that you don't need her to critique your poor choices and actions any
further because you have already done so.
Workable Compromise: Straight-forward: offer a solution that meets your goals while still
addressing her concerns.
Self Disclosure: Revealing additional information that she may not know about, which might
affect the flow of the conversation. This is easy to confuse with DEERing, but can be done
appropriately when you're issuing a judgment, rather than defending yourself before her as your
judge.
All of the things in this book are appropriate and tactics we see employed in Scripture. The Bible
does not present itself as a manual for conflict-resolution, but it does include principles for behaving
in conflict and examples for what that looks like, all of which are consistent and aligned with the way
these techniques can be practiced. As such, although they don't come from the Bible, they can still be
valuable, just like knowing basic math doesn't come from the Bible, but is still valuable in daily life.
MMSLP
There is a lot that can be said for this book. Athol Kay is not a Christian, but there were many points
where he was speaking so aligned with biblical principles that I found myself googling if he was because I thought the only way someone could reach some of his conclusions is if they had read the
Bible first.
The beginning of the book starts with an evolutionary perspective on alpha and beta qualities.
Whether you're an evolutionary creationist or not, there's still some interest in this bit, but mostly in
trying to understand what he defines as "alpha" and "beta" qualities and the balance that he suggests
is necessary. To be clear, when he says "beta," he means specific behaviors and not the motivations
behind those behaviors, which can get confusing when the manosphere defines "alpha/beta" by the
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internal motivators of a man rather than the actions themselves. Perhaps a better way to put it would
be that Athol Kay is talking about strength-oriented behaviors and service-oriented behaviors. So, a
man who gives his wife $300 to go shopping at the mall is doing a service-oriented thing that Athol
calls "beta," but this can also be done from a very alpha internal state by ordinary definitions of those
words.
With an appropriate balance of alpha/beta, Athol then goes into developing a MAP (Male Action
Plan), which is your personal road to improving yourself and your marriage/sex-life. This involves
ways of ramping up the strength-oriented behaviors, like lifting weights, enhancing social status,
developing confidence, etc.; and to the degree that anyone might actually be weak at beta qualities,
how to address those as well.
After this he moves on to talking about certain strategies and techniques for maintaining sexual
interest by displaying confidence and initiative with your wife. For example, he discusses "the
shower move," where his wife is taking a shower, then he steps in naked, fumbles around with the
soap and eventually butts her out, then initiates sex. It's a display of dominance with a context of
already having your clothes off, among other things.
Lastly, he goes into the topic of divorce and what to do when a marriage simply can't be salvaged.
Needless to say, he doesn't come from a biblical perspective, but some of his advice is still useful for
those for whom divorce is inevitable anyway.
/u/BLUEPILLPROFESSOR'S PODCAST/BOOK
I'm not going to give much of a summary here because the entire podcast is, itself, a summary. He
goes through all of the resources above as well as the collective discoveries of countless men in the
manosphere and compiles a very short, concise, and easily-accessible means of ingesting the
information that you need to know to set your marriage straight.
Although BluePillProfessor is a Christian, we must remember that he's writing for a secular audience,
which adjusts how he communicates. That said, you'll probably find less issues with his podcast
series than you will with the above books.
I always recommend reading the above books in that order and listening to BPP's podcast as you have
time around the house or at the gym. I put MMSLP last, even though it is perhaps the most important
of all of them. I have intentionally left that section more general to give you all a greater incentive to
actually go through the book for yourself.
In all, even though these are distinctly secular books, they are still of great value and should be read
by all men who have any interest in getting married or improving their sex-life in marriage. Just make
sure that you're filtering what you read through Scripture. Again, the Bible may not be a manual for
how to improve your sex life, so we have to turn to outside sources for that.
From there, the prime distinction between Christian and secular sources is that the secular sources
will include recommendations that the Christian sources may have already filtered as being
unbiblical. It does not mean that everything from the secular sources is somehow moot or irrelevant,
as Christians and secular authors actually agree on a lot more pragmatic things than we disagree,
despite the fact that the disagreements are what get publicized in the media, and therefore seem more
prominent.
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Suitable Mates in Church
10 upvotes | June 14, 2018 | by RPChristof | Link | Reddit Link
Hi all,
Stats: 6' 200, Bench: 325, Deadlift: 545, OHP: 205, Squat: 335 (poverty squat, lol)
Long time subscriber on my main account and have chatted with a few of the mods via PMs. After
reading u/deepstrength 's blog post earlier about obesity in America, I wanted to ask for advice on
screening for a suitable mate. I live in a major metro, went to a good university, have a good job, and
take care of my self.
I never had a problem pulling very attractive girls before I fully gave my life to Christ, and while I
recognize that a wife is not the end-goal, I agree with OZ's sentiment that we should always be aware
of and approaching prospects. (Paul was blessed with a gift, but it is better to marry than to burn
AND not everyone has the gift Paul had -- the preacher I came up under went as far to say as he has
never met someone with said gift)
I am engaged in the young adult ministry at my church (it's sorta mega -- looking for a new one, but
it's a good pond!) and I have noticed the same trend in obesity and/or general unattractiveness among
my female peers. That is to say in a city known for extremely attractive women, there are virtually no
attractive women in my congregation. Anyone noticed something similar? It's mildly disheartening
and I recognize that my past sin has created a comparison matrix in my head but how do you weigh
"settling" vs. "longsuffering"?
I don't mean for this to come off as self-promoting; we are all on the self-improvement train for life
but I want to know how to navigate "kinda having it together" and hear any feedback you guys are
seeing in your churches/hometowns. I think the "world" is too easy for (most) hot girls to come to
Christ if they were not raised in a Christian home.
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[Theory] Evangedating (AKA: Missional Dating)
10 upvotes | June 14, 2018 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
Alright gents. Disclaimer time.
DISCLAIMER: IF YOU TAKE THIS AS GOSPEL TRUTH(TM) AND JACK UP YOUR
LIFE DON'T COME CRYING TO ME OR THE MODS. THIS IS MERELY THEORY TO
BE DISCUSSED AND DEBATED. DON'T BE AN IDIOT AND USE DISCERNMENT.
The following is meant to be debated. If you disagree, bring it up and yell at me in the comments.
Iron sharpens iron (ISI. Can that be a thing?) and the community is made better when we can openly
discuss controversial ideas.
If you've been in the church for more than a hot second you've seen a brother or sister start dating (or
"dating") an obviously secular peer. Smitten with their good looks and abundant charm, the brother or
sister attempts to excuse their behavior and downplay their emotional (or perhaps physical)
attachment.
"Dating? Him? Oh no, we're just really close friends. I mean, maybe some day, but he's not
a Christian after all. But wouldn't it be great if he becomes one?"
Oh yeah, she's cute, we've been talking a lot about Jesus. I think she's really open to the
gospel man, really.
Not a Christian? How can you say that! Sure, they don't always go to church or read
scripture regularly, but they were raised right and totally love Jesus.
You get the point.
We see this begin to happen and often scoff, but can't help but shake the notion that the temptation
makes sense. The average congregation is made up of fairly average looking people who don't try
much when it comes to appearances. After all, why would the women go out of their way to doll up
to impress the stick figure soy boys or the overweight keyboard jockeys? Sure, they will likely marry
one of them and throw duty sex periodically to fulfill their wifely duty, but why go the extra mile?
Then consider the guys. They look around on a Sunday morning and see the following:
Already married women Little house on the prairie re-enactment girl "If-she-was-any-more-coveredshe'd-be-wearing-a-burka lady" Fat and loved "just the way she is" Super hot gir- crap she's married
to one of the guys in the band Older, single, desperate. The pastor probably tried to set you up
already.
The point should be clear. There is a real motivation beyond just "desires of the flesh" that is making
young christian singles look outside the church. We ought not minimize that.
So, OZ, can Christians date outside the church or not?
Yes. Christian men can, but you probably shouldn't.
Wait. What?
Yes. I think that Christian men can date non-Christians but that it is a terrible idea for most of them
because they lack sufficient frame.
I'll put it this way. Women long to adopt the rock solid frame of a strong man. Even non-Christians,
unless they are truly vile SJW porkbeasts. If a Christian man is resolute in worldview,
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uncompromising in his ethical conduct, and intent on disciplining those around him, he will repulse
women who cannot see themselves being with such a backwards hate filled bigot. Why would a
secular woman put up with such a man if she wasn't drawn toward something more?
Think about what women put up with to be with a man of high value. Abuse. Cheating. Total lack of
reliability. Etc. In the end it is because they have adopted his frame and operate within it. Not only do
they put up with such stupid behavior, they actually make excuses for the man and defend him! Why
is it so hard to conceive of secular woman being attracted to and then adopting the frame of a
Christian man?
At risk of reductio ad absurdum consider what is happening in Europe. Secular European feminists
are converting to Islam to get plowed by devotees to Allah. Why?
Seriously. Why?
Islam is the antithesis of everything Europeans allegedly stand for. So why are European women
giving lip service to secular feminism and then giving "lip service" to immigrants? Because they
cannot help but adopt a dominant frame.
Consider this. In America most women we encounter "grew up in a Christian home" and then stopped
practicing. Why? Because dad, the pastor, and their male peers (prospective mates) had lousy frame. I
imagine many women in such a position would welcome with open arms (and legs) a strong male
Christian frame.
Now let me be clear. Men cannot replace the Holy Spirit. Conversion is an unmerited gift of grace.
I'm not suggesting that a guy reading this should go and try to "convert himself a wife!" because it
doesn't work that way.
So how does it work?
Imagine this. A Christian man, who is faithful, fit, and financially secure, sees a bikini clad hottie at
the local swimming hole. He has no idea if she is a Christian or not but approaches anyway. He
games her and throughout the fun conversation she gives IOI. He gets her number. Later, they
arrange a date. Boundaries are upheld but a good time is had. He invites her to church and she starts
going. He wisely assumes she is attending because she wants to get his sausage and doesn't move
forward. He denies exclusivity and does not offer any emotional or major time commitment. Time
passes. She claims to have become a Christian. He remains skeptical. Over a length of time, many
discussions, and keen observations he is eventually convinced that her faith is the genuine article. He
dates her more seriously now and screens hard. He eventually determines that she is wife material
and proposes. They get married. Kids are had and God's kingdom advances.
Does that sound like a fairy tale? Well, with some illustrative variation, that is a paraphrased story of
how I met and eventually married my wife.
SDG
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27/m virgin, want to lose it
10 upvotes | June 7, 2018 | by Confusedbjthrowaway | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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May her breasts satisfy you always...
10 upvotes | June 5, 2018 | by palmorwrist | Link | Reddit Link
<May your fountain be blessed, and may you rejoice in the wife of your youth. A loving doe, a
graceful deer—may her breasts satisfy you always, may you ever be intoxicated with her love. Why,
my son, be intoxicated with another man’s wife? Why embrace the bosom of a wayward woman?
Proverbs 5: 18-20
Why indeed....
For some men it's liquor, for others it's gambling, others money. For me, my intoxication has always
been women. Oh what can compare to the beauty of women fair?
God has given us marriage to fulfill these desires. And certainly for some men, their passion for there
wife never wanes. But in this age of sexual saturation - where one's lustful desires can be fulfilled at
the click of a button, those who share my predilection and proclivities can be driven to madness.
Part of me wishes that God had ordained a system much like the "French Model" where a man has his
wife, and he has his mistress. But indeed that is separating sex and marriage which are by definition
the same thing. And don't get me wrong, married sex life can be great. Still it is a struggle (for me at
least) to find my full satisfaction there. What's even worse, is that God has given me an absolute
stunner of a wife, and I still fight this battle.
What have you all found to be useful in maintaining intoxication with your wife? MRP pushes the
idea that you need to "turn her into your slut" but obviously that doesn't jive with our biblical
mandate to be her spiritual leader. And yes ultimate fulfillment is to be found in Christ, but we all
know that already...
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Regulating Sexual Desire
10 upvotes | May 6, 2018 | by ElectricalAutumn | Link | Reddit Link
I’m 21.
Red Pill theory strongly recommends that men stay uncommitted until 30 or so, and then once their
SMV is at its peak to consolidate and settle down with a woman who also has a high SMV.
The difference being that as a Christian Red Piller, I need to remain celibate until I’m married, which
could be a decade away from now.
I would very much appreciate some tips and wisdom on how to navigate sexual desire and urges until
this time, or mindsets to adopt.
I don’t masturbate or watch pornography, and these are out of the question.
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What parts of “Game” should a RP Christian utilize? Which
ones should we not utilize?
10 upvotes | April 19, 2018 | by akohlan198 | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve been reading a lot about game in the secular RP sub. It all seems to be centered around sex as the
goal. The goal here in Christian RP is to pursue Christ and his vision for us (above sex as the
pinnacle).
Any advice or posts you recommend reading on this topic?
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From Darwinian fitness to God's glory- the missing link under
our noses the whole time
10 upvotes | November 25, 2021 | by orestesshackleford | Link | Reddit Link
After being encouraged to make high quality posts, I have decided to make a writeup of some of my
analysis of Darwinian fitness and how it pertains to Christianity and RPC. We all understand RP
knowledge in the context of Darwinian fitness, i.e. that competition for mates dictates behavior and
has played out in such a way that the different genders have different natures according to their life
histories (e.g. hypergamous instinct for women, polyamorous instinct for men). At the same time, we
recognize that we are not merely callous beings killing and conquering each other in a pointless blood
bath: God is love and has called us to love (1 John 4:7-8). He has called us for his glory (2
Thessalonians 2:14). This has sparked major dissonance for well over a hundred years: how can the
two be reconciled? How can we simultaneously be loving creatures called to the glory of an
omnibenevolent God and forced to compete with one-another in such a harsh struggle for existence?
The answer, I believe is actually very simple to answer- because that's what reality is.
More specifically, people look at the rules of Darwinian fitness, mate selection, and so forth and
mysteriously don't extrapolate to their natural conclusions. Even stranger, many (even some
professing Christians) take neither the ubiquitous presence of love in the world nor the Bible as proof
that the two can exist in harmony. I've known Christians who simply cannot reconcile the glory of
God as they know it with natural selection. My rebuttal to this is simple: Why does natural selection
negate God's glory? Why doesn't natural selection fulfill God's glory? If the two seem contradictory,
then why do we even have cognitive dissonance? Do we presume that we know absolutely all the
other facts in the universe? If we have fact A from the Bible and fact B from empirical observation
and discernment, and the two are in contradiction, the correct response isn't "we need to ignore B" or
"The Bible is wrong" it's "we should keep observing" and "that's interesting." Indeed, the obvious
truth is that once we begin to analyze these two observations without bias we actually come to a
startling conclusion- that not only is competition for survival and mates very much a part of God's
glory, but that it is, in many ways, the foundation of all behavior.
I'll start by taking it for granted that all existence is based on survival and competition- that which is
not able to compete for its own existence cannot exist for long. Given this as a truism- why are no
extant societies brutal states of robots? Why are there no societies where anyone who cannot work is
immediately euthanized and their remains fed back to the fit? Why do all societies produce apparent
frivolities like art, interpersonal relationships, charity, and other things not totally necessary for
survival? Indeed, regimes that try to exert hyper-efficient control over the populace, such as Nazi
Germany and The Chinese Legalist system of Emperor Qin, fail catastrophically in short time. Why?
The answer is simple- because such richness must be necessary for survival. They must be- otherwise
they'd be gone by now (least of all represented of the most successful groups of human on the
planet!). They must also, therefore, be necessary for the glory of God. So then why the apparent
contradiction? Why do we have trouble seeing the connection between the two? Why do we see
Darwinian fitness and God's glory in opposition rather than harmony? There are many different
perspectives to this, but I'll focus on the aspect as it relates to Christianity and the church.
Historically, there has never been any ability to doubt the importance of competition. Even one
hundred years ago the average American lived on one dollar per day; if anyone wasn't trying their
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hardest to get by, they didn't. The emphasis was on survival, and almost all energy was geared to this.
As such, mercy and kindness were in short supply. Christ's ministry is often talked about in terms of
his healing, kindness, and reconciliation, and this is true. To the fiercely patriarchal, hypercompetitive, and nearly starving people of the ancient world, these are the aspects of God's glory that
were most missing in their lives- the parts most obscured by sin. They were so preoccupied with
survival that they generally neglected the more nuanced aspects of their purpose on Earth.
Nonetheless, this does not mean totality of God's glory was in mercy. Ours is a God of power, not
weakness (2 Timothy 1:7). Indeed, there are no less than 5 psalms which specifically talk about how
God will allow those who follow his word to survive by winning battles, and kill those who fail to do
so (Psalm 68:21 21:8-12, 28:5, 60:12 73:27). We therefore compete even for godliness.
In the modern west, many have the opposite situation. For us, existence is not nearly as much of a
struggle. It's easier than ever to focus on mercy, charity, and the other aspects of glorifying God.
Unfortunately, this does not mean that competition is not for God's glory, and it most definitely
doesn't mean that competition has gone away. Indeed, such things only exist in addition to more
fundamental concepts such as struggle for existence;. It's obvious from simple observation that as
there must be competition long as people want things and there is not an infinite supply of
everything. A society without competition is like a house without a foundation. Nonetheless, the betaized version of Christianity that we are now neck deep in likes to pretend that just because we aren't
constantly at each other's throats that all competition is somehow bad or nonessential. This is no less
a sin than the rich man's refusal to help Lazarus (Luke 16:19-31). Put simply- being competitive and
strong is as essential to the believer as charity and mercy ,and indeed, charity and mercy, being part
of God's glory, must make one more competitive than their absence. I argue that we at RPC are
organized around the first fruits of this sin- everyone on this subreddit knows what it's like to have
people require you to be a competitive, high value man while refusing to let you become such.
His glory is not just the force of mercy, justice, and kindness in the world; it is also the force that
drives victory and judges. As such, we must always be mindful of when and how we are competing
with people- with each other for women, with Satan for the souls of the unbelieving, and even with
nature itself for pure survival. People who ignore the principles of natural selection and Darwinism
mock God in a way that is severely punished, and this is so obvious that even the atheist would agree.
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OYS Done Right
10 upvotes | December 11, 2021 | by UpTanks | Link | Reddit Link
Own your self (also known as own your sh*t) is the way in which we track our own progress and
open the door for input from others on RPC. Note: if you’re wondering why the reddit OYS’s are so
thin these days it’s because most, if not all of them, are posted on the Discord server.
Today I’m reminding you all of what it means to OYS. Recently we’ve seen some ordinary, to
downright waste of time posts in the OYS channel. Guys having an absolute cry about their lives,
unsure of themselves or what to do, skipping gym, whining about their wives, falling into sinful
patterns, the goberment, not bothering to spend time with God for 5 minutes, craving validation, not
reading the sidebar, and worst of all – blaming God for all of it.
Why OYS?
As iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens another. – Proverbs 27:17
The reason why we OYS is to become strong Christian men who bear fruit for the kingdom.
RPC has a negative reputation among many Christian subreddits, yet we still get inundated by guys
reaching out for guidance. Why is that? Christian men want to be sharpened by brothers in the faith
who aren’t going to coddle them.
When looking for that sharpening, most guys are still locked into the feminine worldview default to
modern society. They’ve never been in the men’s locker-room. As such, they aren’t sure how to
effectively conduct themselves in this space. They simply turn off their brain, write out a ‘dear diary’
entry and hope someone else can fix their life for them.
Brothers, this is not how OYS works. Your OYS post is about how YOU are fixing YOU.
Here are some basic errors we often come across:
Blaming everyone else
*Writing about everything wrong
“I’m looking for feedback on this”
“Spank me u/Praexology”
Your wife/gf’s problems and responses to you
Random and irrelevant BS
“I don’t know what to do”
Seeking validation
None of those indicate a man who is ‘owning their stuff’. This is why we recommend you read the
sidebar or at least start making your way through it before posting an OYS. Also, indicate to
what extent you have read it within your post. Even further than that, mention things within the
sidebar that you disagree with. A common point of tension is always AWALT. Guys may read the
sidebar but refuse to believe their special snowflake wife has the same wants, needs and desires as
every other woman out there. With this information we will have a better idea as to what
beliefs/attitudes are causing particular problems.
What should an OYS include?
*We allow you to have 1 victim puke. Which means you can have 1 OYS post that is essentially a
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giant vent about everything wrong and why (hint: YOU). Beyond this, your OYS posts only need to
convey 2 things:
What you’re doing.
What matters.
What you’re doing.
Who is wise and understanding among you? Let him show it by his good life, by deeds done in the
humility that comes from wisdom. – James 3:13
What are you doing? That includes the good and the bad.
As you’ll notice in the weekly OYS comment section, we’ve given some ideas to spur your thinking
and assign things under certain topics. A common organization is: Physical, Mental, Spiritual,
Relationship, Mission. Don’t feel obliged take this format as gospel though. We find it helps to
segment things under headings, so we aren’t reading a 100-word rambling sentence.
Only writing about what you’re doing helps eliminate all the irrelevant BS, or more precisely the BS
you don’t have (or want to have) control over.
I’m failing classes at Uni, but my parents won’t let me dropout. I don’t really care about the
work and don’t see much point doing any of it. There’s a girl I like but she doesn’t seem
interested. I think it’s because of my bad haircut and also being a beta. I feel like God is
distant.
I hope by now you can see what’s wrong with something like this. I’m almost triggering myself right
now. The main issue is that this guy just doesn’t get it. It’s a bunch of rambling and complaining that
nobody cares about.
Consider:
I’m failing classes at Uni. I don’t like the work and don’t see the point. I like a girl, but
don’t know if she’s a viable option yet. I have a crappy haircut. I’m beta. I feel like God is
distant.
The second individual has been able to take ownership rather than waffle over his issues. Writing like
this also helps someone to have the lightbulb moment where they realize, “When I finally put my
problems out there, the solutions seem more obvious as to why my life isn’t what I want.” The result
is that the guy who wrote this better OYS will actually end up writing something more like this:
I’m failing classes at Uni. I need to get serious about improving my grades or drop out,
despite the fact that there are some serious challenges in either of these directions. I don’t
like the work and don’t see the point, but I do recognize that it’s either going to pay off in
the end or it won’t, and that’s a judgment call I need to make today. There’s a girl I like, but
without any IOIs yet, I need to be bolder about how I talk with her to see if it’s worth
continuing to invest time, energy, and emotion on her. I have a crappy haircut. Need to get
that fixed. I’m a beta. I need to fix that too. I feel like God is distant. I should start focusing
on spending time with him also.
This guy knows what needs to be done and is obviously processing things he is reading in the sidebar.
There is hope for someone like this because he is willing to own himself without outright blaming
others. He isn’t hiding the embarrassing stuff either. ‘Owning your sh*t’ starts with ‘owning up to
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your sh*t’. Don’t pretend to be alpha and only post about how well you’re doing – it only hurts you.
The second guys post also enables us to see what his intended actions are so that we can put up guard
rails if he’s about to make a stupid decision. Alternatively, even if we’re not changing what he does,
we can give better advice on how to optimize the ideas he already has. For example, if he vaguely
says he needs to “start focusing on time with God also,” we can begin to offer ways to do that.
A guy who doesn’t give these intentions or ideas comes off as someone who just expects others to tell
him what to do. That’s literally the opposite of “owning your SELF.” If you’re going to own your
SELF, you’d better say what you plan to do with yourself. After that, we’ll tell you if you’re being an
idiot or not.
What matters.
Discerning things worth mentioning is important for you to track your progress. Was there a
particular interaction with your wife that would be worth recalling as a gauge for the progress you’re
making? Did you fail to assert yourself and draw boundaries with a coworker or family member? Did
you make approaches or p*ssy out? Did you lift consistently? Pray and read the Bible consistently?
It’s up to you to decide what you think is worth mentioning, as long as you are the main character and
that it matters. A simple rule of thumb is that your OYS is full of I’s and very few she/her’s.
Mission matters.
For what shall it profit a man, if he gains the whole world and forfeits his soul? - Mark 8:36
I want to conclude by emphasizing the most important part of an OYS. You need to address your
mission. Now this isn’t just to have you declare what your mission is, we want to know what you’re
doing to fulfill it.
When men come to us with problems, we’re more interested in why the problem matters than in
solving the problem itself. u/Red-Curious can give a guy advice all day long about how to improve
his sex life or relational prospects. But if that’s not working towards advancing the Kingdom in some
way, we betray our true calling.
TL;DR - Remember the 2 pillars of an OYS done right:
Things you’re doing.
Things that matter.
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A Word About Posting Stats
10 upvotes | February 27, 2022 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
Recently we’ve been getting a lot of people making comments questioning the reason we focus so
much on stats. There is also debate about whether stats are needed on certain posts or not. So I
thought I would break it down for everyone here in more detail.
Stats are required per Rule 2 on the Sidebar for questions on relationship issues. This includes
the following:
Husband/wife issues
Boyfriend/girlfriend issues
Dating issues in general
Any posts that have “there’s this girl…” or “I’m thinking of asking this girl…” or any other
variation of that.
Questions on marriage, separation, divorce, dating, courtship, and living together when not
married.
Marriage issues in general. One recent example can be found in the comments on this post.
Any other situation where a mod says “Post your stats.”

A good rule of thumb here is: if you're not sure, or someone else says that you need to post your stats,
then stats are needed. It's much easier to get it right the first time than to write something up and
post it and then it gets locked and you have to edit it and ask for it to be unlocked, losing the visibility
a new post offers in the meantime.

Now why are we so insistent on this? Well it’s simple really: many, if not most, relationship issues in
marriage and/or dating have to do with attraction. More specifically, lack of attraction. This is where
the other subs miss it – they tell him to just listen, do chores, pay more attention to her, etc. etc. etc.
Well…..the problem is, most of the time he’s been doing LOTS of those things with no results.
The issue usually boils down to two things:
1. The man is out of shape, overweight, underweight, soft, flabby etc.
2. The man’s attitude and approach is one where he’s either scared of his wife, weak and timid, or
argumentative and thinks he can fix the problem with words alone.

Posting stats usually identifies the problem as #1, in which case the advice is nearly always the same:
do the work and make yourself attractive, which will usually fix the problem. If his stats clearly show
that he’s in shape and objectively attractive, then we can focus on #2.
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Most men are one or both of these, so figuring out the attractiveness part is crucial to being able to
give good advice that will work. Do you know why? Because once a man is in shape and attractive
physically, his wife (or women in general for both single and married men) will begin to treat him
differently. Often the problem will mostly resolve itself in these cases – in fact, once a man is really
attractive, preselection comes into play. A woman notices other women checking a guy out, and it
increases her desire for him because she can see that he is indeed desirable to others.

Realize too, that these truths about human behavior come from observations of people and how they
act and respond in different situations. So if it works, that’s because we've observed that it’s true.
Simple, really. So why do people fight us so much on this? Because they are soft and lazy and
don’t want to do the work. That’s really all there is to it.

Now along with physical / lifting stats, we also want info on:

Mission - Many problems stem from a man not having any idea of what to do and where he’s going
in his Christian life. Nobody wants to follow a man who isn’t going anywhere. In addition to the
Mission posts on the Sidebar, you can find two more here and here.
Reading - This includes the Sidebar posts and comments, and the books. Many come here from
MRP, so obviously if they’ve read the Sidebar content over there then they have a good grasp on
what we're about already. But what I see most often is people who come here with a HUGE
paragraphs-long question and yet haven’t read anything on the Sidebar. Or any of the books. They
haven’t done a search on our sub either to see if the question has already been answered. They want
to be spoonfed the answer without having (again) to do the work. There was an excellent post put up
the other day on this very subject.
Finances - If you’re living paycheck-to-paycheck or are unemployed, chances are that this is a
significant part of your problems. Nobody is asking people to come in and state their exact salary and
submit 4 paycheck stubs to the mods, we just want to know if this is an issue for you or not so it can
be addressed.

Spiritual - This is the most important part! Remember, we are here to help you develop your spiritual walk first, and help with
relationship / other problems second. Most people don’t read their Bibles, and it shows. There was a comment made a while
back that stated that Adam knew God, obeyed Him and did NOT eat the fruit. I mean c’mon, this is basic Bible 101, right? I
mean we all make mistakes but our approach is to get into the Word, read it, learn it and apply it. God changes us through His
Word, which is why a reading plan is essential.


A final word here: we realize that this place rubs some people the wrong way. But there are many
who have come here and gotten their lives together and are serving the Lord with all their heart.
RPChristians has been a big part of that – God has used this place in a mighty way. So before you
come in with critical comments, understand that it’s a locker room approach. It’s meant to be a bit
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rough, because men these days are soft. We will tell you the truth you didn’t want to hear - IF you're
willing to hear it. So suck it up, buttercup.

If someone takes the time to respond to you, it’s because they believe they are adding value to your
life. If you don’t see it that way, I would challenge you to examine yourself first. Because you
sought US out, not the other way around.

Also, as part of this final word I will take the opportunity to remind any women reading this that
RPChristians is a male-only space. The ladies would love to welcome you at
https://www.reddit.com/r/RPCWomen
Thank you.
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Starting point
10 upvotes | April 9, 2022 | by XxHuffmaster4000 | Link | Reddit Link
Ok so here I go with being vulnerable. I’m 5’7 and some change I weigh 190 but hide it well so it
kept me from seeing how fat I really am. Today I lifted legs and shoulders. Im only going to post my
last set for each exercise I do 3 sets per exercise. Angled seated leg press 140-11, rear facing hack
squat 70-7, seated calf raise 110-10, seated hamstring pull 50-7, single leg squat 20-5, alternating
dumbell arnold press 20-6, trap pull using straight bar 50-7, overhead press using bar bell bar-5,
alternating db trap pull 25-6.
I’m also day 2 into not looking at porn. Trying to read 1 chapter from each portion of the Bible about
5 chapters a day. I have over to 1000 books in my audible library currently listening to alone on the
ice. I will purchase NMMNG tomorrow and start that as soon as I’m done with Alone on the ice. I
have listened to CS Lewis, Jordan Peterson. I tend to listen to non fiction as well as some fictional
classics as these have stood the test of time. I was going to read the fire and ice series but have
decided my time is spent elsewhere. I have a lot of books from Jocko Willinks list.
I grew up that being a Christian and being nice had to go together. I know, Aslan isn’t safe but he’s
good. I am married to a good woman. Tho she is obese. She was that way when we met. I do think I
have let her insecurities about her weight (some of which are due to medical conditions) influence me
to not be as diligent as I should have been about health and physique (listed both because they are not
the same) we do have an 8 month old son and let that get me off the lifting wagon as well but no
More I’m going to change. any thing I missed let me know.
Oh is there unchristian advice I need to be aware of when reading NMMNG
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How do you "hear God's voice", the non-cucked way?
10 upvotes | February 10, 2018 | by Whitified | Link | Reddit Link
Definition: hearing God speak or communicate His will through means other than the Bible.
So every time a pastor preaches about this topic, it's always some sort of sensationalism or
emotionalism.
"God is speaking to you now!!! Can you feel it in your heart?"
"God will always speak love to you! God will never speak hate!"
"Any voice that makes you feel bad is from the Devil!"
"sSHHH there-it-is-there-it-is-there-it-is-there-it-is.... the Holy Spirit!! Can you feel Him speaking to
you?"
"Can you hear, the still small voice, speaking to your heart right now? "You. Are. Beautiful! I
LOVE YOU!""
"FFIIIIIRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
So in summary, how to hear from God, according to the Church today:
1. Quiet your heart
2. Feeeel it in your heart
Yeah..... ewwwww
And then every feminized church there is that one high status woman, usually the Pastor's wife, who's
incredible way of solving all theological debates is by declaring "The Lord has placed a word upon
my heart!!! He told me....." and then goes on to say something that directly contradicts the Bible.
Nooo, that is totally not "taking the Lord's name in vain", nooo that will be saying Oh my God or
Jesus Christ! apparently you can go hell for those
OR: "We don't have to debate about this! Let's pray and ask the Lord...." Geez, why don't you just
admit your brain isn't logical enough to process what grown men are saying LOLOL
This strikes me as disgusting and fruit of feminization. That being said, the Bible does indeed talk
about God communicating His will to people through creative ways, and even refers to "the small
small voice" on one occasion. So how do we hear God the non-feminized way?
Disclaimer: Christians claiming to "hear God's voice" is not a new thing. All prophets claim to have
some sort of special revelation from God.
So what do the Christians of old have to say about this? Not much.... But we do have a few. (let me
know if there are more)
Martin Luther:
Then they began to say: Yes, but how can we know what is God's Word, and what is
right or wrong? This we must learn from the Pope and the councils. Very well then, let
them conclude and say what they please, yet I will reply, you cannot put your confidence in
that nor thus satisfy your conscience, for you must determine this matter yourself, for your
very life depends upon it. Therefore God must speak to your heart: This is God's Word;
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otherwise you are undecided.
And God commands this Word to be told you through men, and especially has he permitted
it to be proclaimed and written for you by the Apostles; for St. Peter and St. Paul do not
preach their own word, but God's Word, as Paul himself testifies in 1 Thess. 2:13: "When ye
received the Word of God which ye heard from us, ye received it not as the word of men,
but as it is in truth, the Word of God, which effectually worketh also in you who believe."
Surely, a person can preach the Word to me, but no one is able to put it into my heart
except God alone, who must speak to the heart, or all is vain; for when he is silent, the
Word is not spoken. Hence no one shall draw me from the Word which God teaches me.
BUT THEN:
In a word, enthusiasm inheres in Adam and his children from the beginning [from the first
fall] to the end of the world, [its poison] having been implanted and infused into them by
the old dragon, and is the origin, power [life], and strength of all heresy, especially of that of
the Papacy and Mahomet. 10] Therefore we ought and must constantly maintain this
point, that God does not wish to deal with us otherwise than through the spoken Word
and the Sacraments. 11] It is the devil himself whatsoever is extolled as Spirit without the
Word and Sacraments. For God wished to appear even to Moses through the burning bush
and spoken Word; and no prophet neither Elijah nor Elisha, received the Spirit without the
Ten Commandments [or spoken Word]. 12] Neither was John the Baptist conceived without
the preceding word of Gabriel, nor did he leap in his mother's womb without the voice of
Mary. 13] And Peter says, 2 Pet. 1:21: The prophecy came not by the will of man; but holy
men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost. Without the outward Word,
however, they were not holy, much less would the Holy Ghost have moved them to speak
when they still were unholy [or profane]; for they were holy, says he, since the Holy Ghost
spake through them.
-Smalcald Confessions, Article III
So verdict, Mr Luther: Can we "hear God's voice"?
..... errr, yes and no? I have no idea what he's trying to say.
Well that was unhelpful! Next up.... Saint Augustine!
God speaks with us, not by means of some some audible creature making a sound, so that
vibrations of the air connect the one who speaks with the one who hears. Nor does he even
speak by means of a spiritual being with the appearance of a body, such as we see in dreams
or similar states—for even in that case, God is speaking as if to our bodily ears, because he
is speaking by means of the appearance of a body, and with the appearance of a real space
between him and us, visions being exact representations of real things.
No, God does not speak by these things, but by the truth itself—if anyone is prepared
to hear with the mind rather than with the body. For he speaks to that part of us that
is better than everything else in us. Only God, in fact, is better than that part of us.
-St Augustine, City of God, 11.2
Augustine seems to be saying that God speaks to us through our reasoning and logic. But later on:
heard from a neighbouring house a voice, as of boy or girl, I know not, chanting, and
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oft repeating, “Take up and read; Take up and read. “ Instantly, my countenance
altered, I began to think most intently whether children were wont in any kind of play to
sing such words: nor could I remember ever to have heard the like. So checking the torrent
of my tears, I arose; interpreting it to be no other than a command from God to open the
book, and read the first chapter I should find.
Confessions of St Augustine
So now he's saying God speaks to him, audibly, like the voice of a boy or a girl (a child).
So verdict, Mr Augustine! Do we "hear God's voice"?
.... Yes? He seems to be saying that God speaks to us through our logic and reasoning, and also that
God can speak audibly like the voice of a boy or a girl.
How do we tell then, if it's the voice of a God and not that of a boy/girl? .... No idea.
Verdict, me: Well that's a lot of confusing quotes. I still have no idea if Christians are a) supposed to
hear God speak to us outside of the Bible, and b) if so, how we discern if it is God's voice?
TL;DR AHHHH FORGET IT. JUST ANSWER THE TITLE QUESTION LOL
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The value of application
10 upvotes | February 1, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Someone on r/theredpill was just questioning the point of all the "lift and sidebar" advice people give
on TRP. He said that lifting is fun and reading might hypothetically be useful in the future, but that
on the whole he didn't see how it was actually making any difference in his life. Whatever he may
have actually been trying to get it, here's what I thought he needed to know, and I figured you all
might find value in this little parable as well. I share it with most men I disciple.
TRP is here to open your eyes. It is not here to give you a purpose or help you find meaning in life.
For that, there are places like r/RPChristians.
What you're really struggling with is the difference between learning and applying. Consider ...
Adam and Bob are walking down the street having a friendly conversation. Adam tells Bob, I have
something to show you, follow me. So, the two men round a corner and cross a few blocks before
coming to a lot. Bob's jaw drops. Before him is the most impressive mountain of bricks he had ever
seen. "I've never seen so many bricks," Bob tells Adam. Adam smirks and says, "I know, right?" The
two marvel for a moment before Adam asks Bob, "So, do you have any bricks?" Bob motions for
Adam to follow along.
The two men walk a few blocks down the street to another lot, where Bob lived. Adam runs a lap
around the house but doesn't see Bob's pile. "Where is it?" Adam asks. "Where's your pile of bricks?"
Bob shrugged, "Well, I don't have a pile of bricks. But my house is made out of bricks."
Are you accumulating a pile or are you building a house? What are you doing with all these bricks
you're amassing for yourself from all this reading?
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308 - Prayer
10 upvotes | January 19, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
It's time to introduce the last of the basics for this series, though there's no particularity in the order in
which I wrote these.
CONVERSATION ARTISTRY
I take it as a given that everyone here knows how to pray. If you know how to talk to a person, you
know how to pray. It's really that simple.
That said, RP talks about being conversational artists, and this is a concept I've been employing in my
faith since long before RP, which only makes more sense now. Consider: there are some who are
great conversationalists and some who aren't. Some who inspire with their words, others who make
people laugh, others who help people understand, and others who evoke curiosity. What are you
doing with your words in your conversations with God?
If everyone else knows you as the "funny man," have you ever tried to make God laugh? He
already knows the punchline, but I still love re-hearing old jokes.
If you're the constant encourager, have you communicated encouraging thoughts toward God?
Sure, he already knows what will unfold, but sometimes people like hearing it anyway.
If people know you for talking about complex ideas, are you sharing thoughts thoughts with
God and brainstorming together? Obviously he already knows more than you could ever tell
him, but how can you learn if you don't share your brilliant theories with the one who knows
how to take them to the next level or to fine-tune an otherwise rough-shod idea?

PRAYERFUL ATTRACTION
Let me add one more to the above non-exclusive list:
Are you great at picking up girls with one-liners? When was the last time you tried to use
prayer to enhance God's attraction to you?
You see, we're usually so concerned about our emotional passion and connection to God that we
often forget we need to make ourselves desirable to him as well - to enhance his emotional passion
for us.
In a conversation with the rich young man, despite that it ended poorly for him, when the man said,
"Teacher ... I have kept all these [commands] from my youth," Jesus' response is unusual in all of
Scripture. Before Jesus proves his point, we see the Scriptures say: "Jesus looked at him and loved
him." Why? Jesus obviously knew the character of his heart. He knew the man's obedience wasn't
genuine. He knew the man would turn away at the challenge to sell everything. Nevertheless, the
man's words inspired love in Christ for him.
Matthew 15:8
Now, everyone's going to jump down my throat: What about Matthew 15:8?!? Sure: honoring God
with your mouth and not your heart has little value. It doesn't do much for the relationship. That's like
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my wife dressing up in her sexiest lingerie and whispering dirty things in my ear, then acting like I'm
crazy when I try to take her right then and there.
You see, even if she had no intent to follow-through, her words still affected me. They still aroused
me. How horrible it is when they're hollow, yet even better when they're true!
So it is with your prayers to God. Are you saying the things that will cause him to love you? To
enhance his passion for you? As His bride, are you talking about all the ways you're going to please
him and tickle that spiritually reproductive bone in his spiritual body?
Note: If you're not aware by now, I equate physical reproductive acts (i.e. sex) with spiritually
reproductive acts (i.e. evangelism) as a biblical parallel God intended to establish, just as I do
physical child-rearing (parenting) with spiritual child-rearing (discipleship).

STRUCTURE
A lot of people like to use the ACTS acronym: Adoration, Confession, Thanksgiving,
Supplication/Stuff. Sadly, this misses the single most important aspect of prayer itself: that prayer is
first and foremost about relating with our God. You would have a pretty sucky relationship with your
wife or LTR if you never communicated with one another.
I know, RP talks a lot about "let her speak more" and just STFU and the 2/3 rule and all that ... and
God models this pretty darn well with his bride. But the fact is that most conversations between
spouses shouldn't be purely logistical, they should be relationship building. Our conversations should
be enhancing attraction and deepening intimacy, and if they're not doing this then we start to feel like
business partners rather than horny lovers.
To that end, I rework the acronym into REACT.
Relate: Tell God how your day was; ask him about his; make him laugh and let him make you
laugh; share something you learned; practice every aspect of your conversational artistry.
Entrust - Lift up to him those things which are important to you and ask that His will be done.
Trust him with what's concerning you, but also let him know how you'd like it all to be worked
out ;) This is a better replacement for "supplication/stuff," in my view.
Adore - Praise him for the great things he has done and for who he is - because he deserves it!
Confess - Acknowledge your sins, faults, etc. and ask forgiveness.
Thank - For what he has done, for forgiveness, for grace, etc.

PRAY THE MEANS
With regard to making requests of God, another thing that has been quite helpful to me is to pray the
means, not the end. Most people want to skip to the end because that's easier, but that also requires
very little faith. Saying, "God, please help my friend come to faith" is one thing, but saying, "God,
please give me the words to say to help my friend come to faith" is an entirely different monster. The
same is true for, "God, please cause it to stop raining for three and a half years ... SO THAT your
people will return to you" (see James 5:17).
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Paul prays this type of prayer often and we should follow in his model. Consider:
Ephesians 1:17 - He prays for "the Spirit of wisdom and revelation [means] SO THAT you may
know Him better [result]."
Ephesians 1:18-19 - "the eyes of your heart may be enlightened [cause] ... IN ORDER THAT
you may know the hope ... his glorious inheritance and his incomparably great power [result]"
Ephesians 3:18-19 - "may have power together with all the Saints, to grasp ... the love of Christ,
and to know this love that surpasses knowledge [cause] THAT you may be filled to the
measure of all the fullness of God [result]."
Philippians 1:9-10 - "that your love may abound more and more in knowledge and depth of
insight [cause] SO THAT you may be able to discern what is best and be pure and blameless
[result]."
Colossians 1:9-10 - "asking that you may be filled with the knowledge of his will in all spiritual
wisdom and understanding [cause] SO AS TO walk in a manner worthy of the Lord, fully
pleasing to him [result]"
This list could go on indefinitely and gets really interesting, not just with things like Elijah's prayer
for it to stop raining, but with Elisha, who didn't pray, "God, please save me from my enemies," but
instead said, "God, Strike this army with blindness" (2 Kings 6:18).
Are you bold enough to pray for specifics, or are you hiding behind vague generalities, hoping that
your faith in the power of prayer will not be shaken if you avoid asking for anything too specific? Are
you so insecure of God saying "no" or that he'll choose to fulfill your request a different way? It's
been said a million times that men are overt and women are covert. Don't we as men wish our wives
would communicate a little more overtly when they actually want something done and it's not just
about sharing feelings? Being that we actually are men, despite being Christ's bride, should we not do
him this favor in how we pray and make requests?
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A few questions for you “RP” hotshots
10 upvotes | January 19, 2018 | by macmeeler | Link | Reddit Link
My usage of quotation marks in the title is, of course, tongue-in-cheek. I know we all thrive off of
qualifying rhetoric.
I want to remind some of you that RP basically entails that you understand the necessity of a few
things about being attractive- things which are blatantly fundamental but that I suspect must be reiterated for at least some of you. And there is no shame in that, so long as you own yourself and
address your shortcomings.
Are you jacked? Nobody cares if you’re just fit or “not fat,” though I realize that’s already
better than the majority here in America. If you’re RP, you’re not the type of man to settle for
being anything less than amazing. If you’re not physically dazzling, then for goodness sake,
shut up with your excuses and make time and energy for it. It is so rewarding in itself, but you
won’t know until you are truly pushing yourself to great levels of fitness and athleticism. You
aren’t allowed to be anything less than incredible in fulfilling whatever potential you have.
Do you have a personality? Do you get to assume everyone wants to be your friend? Can you
be the life of a dead party? Can you be a social standout? Do you have great fun whenever
appropriate? If not, go watch comedians and hang with your funnier friends- take note and
practice a brave sense of humor, and use this to get what you want by making people love your
presence and allowing you to approach otherwise uncomfortable subjects.
Do you have true confidence? Does rejection or judgment shake you in the slightest, or do you
wisely choose to let all of your confidence come from within, to the point where your own
opinion of yourself matters infinitely more to you than the opinion of others? Think about what
that really looks like- a man who is far more concerned with his own judgment than that of
others. Do you shamelessly make your desires known? Are you unafraid to absorb everyone’s
attention, and do you thrive on the endless possibilities of bringing joy and excitement to those
captured by your presence? Bonus points for realization: your comfort in the spotlight makes
others comfortable with your being there- assume their acceptance, and if that’s hard, it’s
because you don’t accept yourself, and probably for a good reason- so chisel on your marble
and work on whatever you need to in order to be more accepting of yourself.
Are you sexy? Do you exude sex appeal? Can other people tell you know you’re desirable? Do
you trust that AWALT when it comes to craving sex just like us, and make assumptions about
their interest in you accordingly? (Note: you’re just arrogant to make that assumption if you
don’t own all these bullet points) If you’re married, are you comfortable enough to approach
things sexually? If not, be sexier- and COMFORTABLE with being sexier. You take initiative,
you go there, you get what you want, and you get it because you’re wanted.
Do you know what women want? Do you know how to bring them excitement and drama, and
do you elicit emotions in them that they chase after but never find in every other guy out there?
Do you make them comfortable and do they realize you aren’t there to judge them? Are you
unafraid of embodying the very man you know she’s dreamed about having? Are you eager to
be exactly what that man would be? If you’re unmarried, can she tell you have 1,000 other
options, and hence you scorn the notion of her being on a pedestal to you? Are you unafraid to
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put her in her place? Do you make her feel special, and lucky to be wanted by the guy who all
the other women would kill for?
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Should Christians Care About Physical Attractiveness?
10 upvotes | December 15, 2017 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
In a recent post u/macmeeler asked an interesting question: how much (should you) value physical
attraction in dating? This is a great question and I wanted to post a full response. This is my opinion,
so take it or leave it as you will.

Summary
Physical attractiveness in a potential spouse is extremely important for Christians, perhaps more so
than for non-Christians

Body
Imagine you moved to a country and were going to buy your first house there. As you begin the
process you are shocked to discover that you were only allowed to buy one house in your entire life,
and that selling it or buying another would lead to a life long prison sentence. How picky would you
be in that situation?
Though it is a poor analogy, it illustrates a serious point: Unlike first time home-owners who often
buy a “starter” house, Christians who enter marriage don’t get do-overs. Barring a few narrow
circumstances laid out by in scripture (which vary somewhat depending on who you ask), divorce
simply isn’t a faithful option for the Christian. This should make us pause before rushing into a
lifelong permanent commitment.
It gets worse. In the fictitious permanent home ownership scenario above, you can at least redecorate
or remodel however you please. Not so with spouses. Unlike a house, a spouse has a will of their own
and cannot so easily be renovated or reshaped. In many cases, unless you have a highly pliable
spouse, who you marry is who you get.
Simply put: You cannot go into a marriage resting your hope that certain attributes in your spouse
will change favorably. You have to decide on what is, not what may be.
Ever person has preferences in attributes in a spouse, and everyone will rank or weigh those attributes
differently. For some, orientation towards family life or the desire to be a stay at home mother are
highly desirable attribute in a potential wife. For such a person, settling on this issue and marrying
someone who does not match this is likely to be utter foolishness. Certainly, no person is perfect. We
are talking about two sinners pairing together after all; at some point everyone who marries settles.
We all have a cross to bear, but in this area we do get some input on how much that cross weighs.
I knew enough about myself when I was dating to know that I place an inordinate premium on
physical attractiveness and overall sexuality. I also knew how competitive I was. Healthy or not, I
was aware that if I did not find a top tier wife in terms of looks, I would have always wondering
“what if?” and questioning my decision. To bring back the house buying scenario, why settle for a
shack when you know that with some effort you could secure the funds for a mansion?
Is this just vanity? Somewhat. But consider this: much of our outward appearance signals our inward
self. This is what I mean:
Being overweight signals:
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Poor health and potential risks of expensive complications
Doesn’t value healthy living
Will struggle keeping up with me in my hobbies
Likely to pass on unhealthy genetics to my kids
More likely to die young from preventable causes
Lacks discipline in eating, exercise, or both
Laziness, lack of concern for the value good health brings to a relationship
Ugly clothing / makeup signals:
Unaware of social dynamics or conventions
Lack of confidence
Over-developed sense of shame; may indicate frigidity in the bedroom
Laziness, lack of concern for the value good aesthetics brings to a relationship
Poor hygiene
Laziness, lack of concern for grossing the crap out of people around them
Being gross and horrible in general (seriously, how hard is it to shower daily and brush your
freaking teeth??)
You get the point. Being basically healthy and attractive has never been easier in the history of
humanity, so why not expect that someone you are going to PLEDGE THE REST OF YOUR LIFE
TO avails themselves of the opportunity? These outward attributes reveal inward realities that I care
little for. Seriously, gym memberships are CHEAP. Learning how to eat and workout more
effectively than 80% of the population takes like 30 minutes of googling and reading. Makeup, dental
work, clothes, etc have never been cheaper or more accessible. The kind of woman who has no desire
or drive to take advantage of the situation and put in even a modicum of effort is not the kind of
woman I find myself interested in.
Am I being ridiculous? I don’t think so. Seriously, a woman (or man) who wants to marry, but
doesn’t take steps to improve their physical attractiveness is saying this:
“Uhm, yeah, so, despite it being easier and cheaper to be fit, well dressed, groomed, and
generally attractive than just about ever before, I don’t really want to bother with it. In fact,
even though there are entire industries, YouTube series, even charities, designed with the
express purpose to make the process of being attractive as easy as possible, it’s just too
much for me. So here’s what I’m offering: pledge yourself, for your ENTIRE LIFE, to me to
be your sole sexual outlet forever, forsaking all others no matter how attractive or
motivated sexually they may be. Oh and this still applies even if you get jacked and model
tier hot. In fact, I hope you do because that would be good for me because I know you can’t
ethically justify leaving me because you want to be faithful to Christ. How does that
sound?”
Screw that deal. Talk about not loving your neighbor.
Being unattractive and trying to find an attractive spouse is not only selfish and short-sighted, it’s a
violation of the Golden Rule: “treat others as you would have them treat you.”
I plan to be fit, healthy, well dressed and groomed, and sexually vibrant. I like presenting that as a
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gift to my wife. Knowing this, I found a wife who would to the same in turn.

Bottom Line
So is sexual, physical, attractiveness important for Christians? Unless you really don’t place a high
premium on it as most guys do: yes it is.
Now a caveat: people age, disfigurement happens, and life doesn’t always turn out as expected. That
said, there is a world of difference ethically speaking between someone who is unattractive because
of a maiming accident and someone who eats themselves to death. Someone who strives to maintain
their attractiveness as they age, is not the same as someone who “gains some baby weight” and
somehow never lost it decades later. Again, it’s about what externals reveal about internal character. I
get that my wife and I are going to age. I am also highly confident that we will be fit and look good
for our age.
Physical attractiveness is important and it’s okay to discriminate against spousal candidates based on
it. Who knows, maybe some of the lazy folks in the congregation would get motivated if the lie of
“looks don’t matter” wasn’t so pervasive.
Or maybe I’m just an unsanctified jerk.
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113 - A History of Feminism
10 upvotes | November 15, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
As RPers, we know that feminism is the enemy. "Feminists" tend to stifle any sense of masculinity
and shame it as a threat to their way of life. Social media has revolutionized the mass scale on which
this can happen. How did we get to where we are? Let's look at the different waves of feminism.
First Wave Feminism - This started as early as 1848 with the first Women's Conference in Seneca
Falls, riding on the coattails of the abolition of slavery. Its primary focus was toward equalizing legal
rights, particularly including acquiring the right to vote. This phase lasted through the 1950s.
Second Wave Feminism - Where the first wave was about legal equality, from 1960-1990 the range
of issues opened up drastically. Significant targets that were affected included representation in the
workplace (from 24% in 1953 to 76% in 1990), reproductive rights (ex. Roe v. Wade), and a
redefining of family roles, such as converting the term "housewife" (which had been around since the
1200s) into "homemaker" in the '70s (removing "wife" from her identity) and ultimately "stay at
home mother" by 1990 - each of these drastically altering the expectations of non-working women
and how they related with their husbands. The crowning achievement of the second wave was the
institution of no-fault divorce laws, beginning with California in 1969.
Third Wave Feminism - Lasting from 1990 until 2008, the feminist goal here was to abolish all
gender role expectations and stereotypes, treating men and women as having no appreciable
differences. Whereas second wave feminism condemned female involvement in things like
pornography and public displays of sexuality, much of the third wave encouraged it, believing it was
a sign of women finally embracing their sexuality. The focus became less political and more about
transforming individual identity, which carried over into the LGBT movement.
Fourth Wave Feminism - From 2008 to the present, feminism now exists predominantly on social
media platforms for the uplifting of women and degradation of men. To quote wikipedia, "the internet
has created a 'call-out' culture, in which sexism or misogyny can be called out and challenged
immediately with relative ease" - yet any effort to call out women for misandry (female degradation
of men or masculinity) is not tolerated. Any signs of traditional or historical masculinity are shamed
as misogyny or otherwise deemed threatening. Social campaigns began gaining traction by using
inaccurate or exaggerated slogans that stir up emotional reactions rather than assessing facts. Out-ofcontext title-shaming ("You're a sexist!" or "mysogynist!" or "chauvinist pig!") became the norm for
manipulating social behaviors through crowd mentality.
Fourth wave feminism has also been credited for the rise of the Social Justice Warriors - men
who promote socially progressive views in order to win the approval of women. They believe
that by supporting the underdog they will be seen as a "hero of the commoner," earning them
admiration from the fairer sex. In short, they exchange or rationalize away genuine critical
thought in exchange for a boost in their reputation, known as virtue signaling.

CHURCH RESPONSE
What should the Christian think about all of this? The Bible does not take a hard-nosed stance on the
viability of some of the early feminist movement. The church's ability to maintain biblical intergender
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dynamics is not dependent upon the political climate the church lives in - if the men leading the
church are strong enough to function within their own framework of operation.
The problem is that most church leaders are more concerned with getting people in the door than
pursuing godliness. They have adopted the "great commission" in some bizarre sense, but they have
abandoned biblical teaching in order to fulfill their hollow understanding of the Gospel. This is why
we see so many churches watering down the Gospel into "easy believism", preaching prosperity
through faith rather than the cost of being a disciple, and ultimately failing to show any interest in the
fulfillment of the great commission itself. Result? Many churches have abandoned the truth in favor
of becoming social justice warriors in the hope that their rise in popularity would be the most
effective way to win people to the Gospel - if, in fact, it is still the true Gospel at all. I'll be bold and
call out the Episcopalians, Presbyterian Church USA (as opposed to the PCA), the United Church of
Christ, and the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America (not to be confused with other types of
Lutherans).
More to the point, I'm guessing we have a wide array of views even among RP men as to what
degrees of feminism are appropriate on both societal and church-organizational levels. For example, I
personally have no problem with first and part of second wave feminism on a societal level particularly under modern divorce laws. The empowerment of women in the workplace helps offset
the likelihood of financial divorce rape. So, if divorce laws aren't going to change, I'm all in favor of
more women in the workforce and having comparable wages (of course, a reversal of those laws
would be preferable on the whole ... but we have to be realistic as well). But in a more perfect world,
at least to the degree of church leadership as its own path apart from cultural influences, I do believe
that even first wave feminism should never have crept into the church in the first place.
MODELS FOR ENACTING CHANGE
There are two primary models for enacting change.
TOP-DOWN: This approach says that people follow positional leaders at the top, who have at least
the appearance of authority. Because the masses view themselves as powerless to fight the system or
are otherwise easily manipulated by marketing and propaganda from the top, the only real way to
change the culture of a society on the whole is to transform the leadership so that everyone else will
follow. Specifically, through political tactics, social media campaigns, journalism, etc. awareness can
be raised to the degradation of masculinity in society, including within the church, and with enough
numbers, finances, popular faces, and overall support, leadership will have to take notice and start
changing the rules. When this change in rules occurs, society will follow.
Although we don't see Jesus or the apostles employing this tactic in Scripture, it is certainly a popular
one among most Christian organizations. For example, the Christian Legal Society, Alliance
Defending Freedom, and International Association for Religious Freedom all target the political
sphere in order to effectuate a positive change in the culture for Christians+. Within my own ministry
association, the Navigators Church Ministries teaches that the best way to change a church culture
into one of disciple-making is to start with the pastor, have him reach the elders, and move on from
there.
BOTTOM-UP: The alternative to the top-down approach is the discipleship model, which is what
we do see Jesus and the apostles employing. It is a very long and difficult process and is often
rejected because it does not reap immediate or fast-paced results and often goes so far under the radar
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in its earliest phases (sometimes intentionally) that it's hard to see from a logical standpoint how it
could ever truly change a culture. The premise is that by reaching one other person, the following
year you and that other person can now reach two more, and then it multiplies to 4, then 8, then 16,
then 32, then 64, 128, 256, 512, etc. - and after enough time and generations of multiplication, the
growing numbers become hard to ignore.
Where the top-down approach often leads to hollow compliance (i.e. people following because they
have to), the bottom-up approach leads to dedicated compliance (i.e. people following because they
want to and believe in the cause). As a result, proponents of the bottom-up approach believe that this
system leads to greater authenticity within the culture and is thus less likely to be uprooted by a
sudden change in political climate, whereas the top-down proponents would argue more along the
lines of the difficulty of turning around a ship, even from the captain's chair.
Wherever you fall on the spectrum of how you view feminism or how to enact change, it's important
at least to be moderately informed and to know what social factors are influencing the way you
experience life. I look forward to fruitful discussion, as I'm sure many of you know even more about
this stuff than I do. I'm also happy to edit this post as comments roll in :)
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305 - Quiet Time
10 upvotes | November 1, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
MEDITATION
Meditation is a substantial part of the RP world. It helps a man focus, process his thoughts, hone in
on his vision, and regain a sense of perspective about the world around him, assisting him in holding
frame and maintaining an amused mastery and abundance mentality.
Although there is value in general meditation, as Christians we know there is greater value in focused
meditation. Joshua 1:8 says, "This Book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall
meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do according to all that is written in it. For
then you will make your way prosperous, and then you will have good success." That's right - you
want a formula for prosper and success? Meditate on God's Word and be careful to do everything
written in it. That's the path.
QUIET TIME
A Christian's time in the Word is his life blood. John 1 tells us that Jesus is the Word of God. We also
know that the Scriptures are Spirit-inspired. They're also a record of everything the Father has done.
No matter how you look at it, if you want to know and love God, you've got to go through His Word
to do it.
The most basic method of having a quiet time involves three steps. (1) Pray that God opens your
heart to love Him and receive what He wants to show you. (2) Read a passage. (3) Prayerfully reflect
on the passage and how it can help you be more like Jesus in very practical ways.
A quiet time shouldn't be an in-depth research session. Put down the commentaries, concordances,
internet references, and study notes. Just read casually and absorb what God has to offer. Then
meditate on what the Spirit is trying to do in your heart through the passage - or maybe even through
something else entirely that has been weighing on you, and the passage is merely a vehicle to orient
your gaze back toward Christ. The reflecting should resemble the phrase, "Be still and know that I am
God" (Psalm 46:10).
If you lack anything else in your faith - make this one thing a priority above all else. I believe you
will find that emphasis on a daily quiet time will develop in you a compulsion for all other areas of
the faith, and thus all other aspects of our walk with Christ cannot appropriately grow if one isn't
spending daily time in the Word.
RELATIONSHIP AND REST
The most often missed aspects of quiet times are the ways it's meant to be intensely relational and
restful. Most people see quiet times as a chore - something they have to do to keep learning new
things about the Scriptures. This is not God's design.
Relationship
Imagine being on a date with your wife. You ask, "Tell me about your childhood." She obliges with a
5 minute story. You follow up with, "Okay, now tell me about your trip to Europe as a teenager." She
answers. You continue, "Okay, now tell me about your favorite concert," and this is how the date
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goes. You get home and how's she going to respond?
If it's all about the information, you'll never get to sex. You need kino, flirting, teasing, isolation,
escalation, etc. What's the point of the date if it's not leading anywhere? If you just wanted to gather
information about your spouse (or her about you), couldn't you have done that at home? Or couldn't
you have sent her a questionnaire from your office desk? The point of the date is to build the
relationship.
Now, try going the next 3 months with no alone time with your spouse except maybe 15 seconds
before eating a meal and see how well the relationship flourishes and how revitalized your bedroom
gets. [Hint: It won't work!] Have you spent some alone time with God yet today?
Initiate, Isolate, Escalate. God's trying to initiate with you all the time - are you willing to follow him
into isolation and let him escalate within your spirit? Can you take what God's trying to do with you
and implement those same tactics on your wife?
Or let me get to the point: maybe your wife isn't responding to your initiate because you're
rejecting God the same way she's rejecting you. She's just following your lead. Show her how
she should act with you by modeling that behavior with how you react to God's initiation.
That's how you'll lead her.
Rest
I can't write about QTs without touching on this subject. Everyone complains, "I don't have enough
time!" or "I'm just not motivated ..." Boo hoo. Man up and get it done is what I used to say. Now I
realize that there's a fundamental psychological problem that causes these types of attitude: we see it
as work and not rest. It's a chore that must be checked off our list, and it's always more fun to
procrastinate work. "Come to me all you who are weary and burdened and I will give you rest"
(Matthew 11:28).
Do you Netflix and chill at the end of a hard day? I can't count the number of people I meet who say,
"I don't have enough time," but somehow manage to have 20 minutes for a TV show. "That's not
fair," they say, "you want me to give up my only down time during the week to do another thing?"
Therein lies the problem. Human brain chemistry has been so warped by the addictive noise we
receive through our 5 senses that we dread the thought of giving it up for stimulation in our 6th sense
- our spirit. Consider:
Touch/physical stimulation: working out, sex, "self-gratification," massages, chiropractors,
back scratching, long baths/showers, drugs
Taste: food, wine, pop/soda, beer, candy, ice cream, drugs
Smell: candles, cooking, camp fires, nature
Hear: music, nature sounds, interpersonal conversations, OD-ing on sermons, books on tape,
radio advertisements
See: porn, Netflix/Hulu, movies, billboards posters, video games
Be still and know that I am God. (Psalm 46:10)
It is good to wait quietly for the salvation of the Lord ... Let him sit alone in silence, for the Lord has
laid it on him. (Lamentations 3:25-28)
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CONCLUSION
It's easier said than done, but if you can learn to weed out the noise in life that fills your 5 senses, you
will find your greatest rest in basking in what God has to stimulate your 6th sense - not the
intellectual curiosity of what the Bible has to teach you, but the Spirit-filled peace that comes from
letting your spirit rest.
Intellectual comprehension of Scripture is a good thing, but it is often the greatest enemy of our
spiritual ability to escalate in our relationship with God, rest in His strength, and re-center our focus
through meditating on His Word.
Similarly, if we employ quiet times with God in response to His initiation, which is ever present, I
have found in my own life that my wife tends to follow my lead and is more responsive to my
initiation, to resting in my strength, and to re-centering her focus away from the noise in her hamster
and toward the focused path I am laying out for our family. She is a reflection of you.
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What is going on in the head of Christians that give BP
marriage advice?
10 upvotes | October 18, 2017 | by generic____account | Link | Reddit Link
Are they
1. hypocrites - saying one thing but actually doing something else?
2. somehow actually content in their BP marriages? How is this possible?
I can't imagine actually being happy in a BP marriage, forget encourage others in it as well.
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What's your preferred system?
10 upvotes | July 30, 2017 | by MilesBeyond250 | Link | Reddit Link
[removed]
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How does biblical submission benefit wives?
10 upvotes | July 18, 2017 | by RedPillWonder | Link | Reddit Link
This was posted and asked by /u/BlurryFace114 and I decided to post my (rather long) comment here.
First, a compliment. You have an earnestness to ask questions and learn (and hopefully apply that
knowledge) and that's a beautiful thing! We should all be like that, at any age.
Now, as others have noted, it's not about you, me or anyone else. It's not how does this benefit the
husband or how does it benefit the wife?
It's about God and His plans, purposes and pleasure.
Of course, that brings us around to a husband and wife and certainly nothing wrong with asking the
question you did, just a friendly reminder that the focus is on God.
Let's get to the heart of your question.
Wives benefit from submission to their husbands by:
Receiving personal pleasure, happiness, contentment, peace and protection because that's the
way God designed the female, in all of her glory.
When a woman is healthy in every way (physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually) and she
has a close walk with God, the above descriptors will be more clear and evident.
She'll find it pleases her to submit to her husband. It makes her happy. She'll experience more peace
and contentment.
But take away one or more of the aforementioned things she needs to be and do, and it becomes less
clear. Even outright clouded or more.
And it doesn't have to go from a "ten" to a "zero" as far as her not thinking, feeling or doing certain
things. It can be a gradual decrease, say from ten to 6, etc.
The same as our relationship with God. We experience all of those things and more when we're what
and where we need to be and do.
But moving things out of place (where God designed them to be), letting other things creep in, and
next thing you know, we're questioning God, saying this doesn't make sense, it's works fine for me
this way, and a million other reasons why. Explanations abound, excuses appear, it "gets in" and
starts affecting our actions and more.
Stay, be and do exactly as God designed, and a wife will receive the benefits above because that's
how God designed a woman and how God wants her to operate within a marital relationship.
"Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made me thus?" - Romans
9:20
To be clear, there's nothing wrong with asking questions to find out reasons why, to discover the
spirit of the law (the reason the law was created/given in the first place, the heart or motive behind it)
verses the letter of the law (what it actually says).
Surely your turning of things upside down shall be esteemed as the potter's clay: for shall the
work say of him that made it, He made me not? or shall the thing framed say of him that
framed it, He had no understanding?" - Isaiah 29:16
Some translations say of the latter part of that verse, "You know nothing?" referring to God. Some
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women refuse to accept God's design, and that's why and question whether God knows what He's
doing.
Or in some cases, they don't like questioning God, so they do it by way of "questioning" the
translations, or the interpretation, or use cultural arguments to "fight" against what they don't like,
and say, well, that was for that time.
No.
God's word is immutable, enduring, and it plainly says what it says.
Neither was the man created for the woman; but the woman for the man.
The best way for a wife to receive the benefits we've talked about is to know, understand and accept
what God says.
And then apply them diligently in her life.
Besides personal benefits, she also receives "professional" benefits as far as greater success in
her marriage and life overall.
Because the way God designed things, there has to be one leader who is held accountable and God
has chosen the husband to be that leader.
If there's confusion or infighting or other things that are getting in the way, your success in life, in
your marriage, in your personal happiness, is going to be limited, diminished or in extreme cases,
destroyed.
Think of it like one of those "Driver's Ed" cars with a break on the passenger side as well as the
normal accelerator and break on the driver's side.
If one is trying to accelerate and another is hitting the break randomly or constantly, there's obvious
problem in getting to your destination as smoothly, if at all.
The same as if one reached over and tugged the steering wheel in a different direction as the driver
and the vehicle swerved.
To make things go better in life, to have more success, fun, happiness, joy, to experience the height of
what God wants for you, and to have those things come faster, go smoother and last longer, there has
to be one "driver," one leader, one husband who leads his wife in a manner consistent with God's
laws and is accountable to Him.
What can a wife do and be?
You asked, I believe, in another comment about what can a wife say, or the difference between a
submissive wife and a doormat.
You're free to do anything you like, as long as it doesn't violate Scripture.
You can talk to your husband about anything. You can offer advice, your experience, your wisdom, a
woman's intuition, all of it. In fact, you should.
If he's a godly man, he's going to want to take in all pertinent information before making a final
decision.
You can and should ask questions. "Sweetheart, why are we doing this?" and all manner of variations
of this.
Be careful of the tone and inflection in your voice. There's a big difference between asking the reason
behind a decision he's pondering and a Why are you doing this?! type attitude that's dripping with
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disdain and contempt for him as man and his leadership.
Put another way, if he knows you are a godly woman, that you've made a decision long ago to follow
his lead and be submissive to him, that you trust him, love him and respect him, I think you'll find
you can go to him with almost any question, talk about any thing, "push" for what you think is right
and good and is best for your marriage/family, then he'll be very open to hear you.
After all, he has no need to worry if the above is true. He has a trusted partner who is committed to
him, who values his opinion and knows that even if he makes a decision you disagree with, you're
still going to follow him, implement his decision and go forward together in life, why wouldn't he
want to hear from you more and more?
So yes, speak up, appropriately. Share your heart. Offer your insight. Tell him what you're thinking
and feeling.
And do so with love, respect and trust in him. And above all, your trust in God.
All the best to you!
I just noticed you asked other questions and I only addressed one, hopefully the main one. I was
going off of a comment to me by /u/ruizbujc
Speaking of, thanks to /u/ruizbujc for inviting me into the conversation. Pay close attention to what
he's shared. There's wisdom and insight there.
Also, /u/BlurryFace114 some of my comments are about women in general and not you specifically.
The LORD bless you and be with you and cause His face to shine upon you.
Lastly perhaps others here will take on this and the other questions as well in this subreddit, and I'll
tackle the additional questions as well if I get the chance.
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The Importance of Qualified Pastors
10 upvotes | July 19, 2017 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link

Chosen Authority
Of the many authorities in our lives (elected officials, law enforcement officers, parents, teachers,
bosses, etc.) there are few that we get to fully and freely choose to submit ourselves to. Our choice of
pastor(s) who we allow to shepherd us and our families is almost entirely within our control. This
choice will impact our lives in many ways, including our success in the bedroom.

Well, What is "Well"?
"He must manage his own household well, with all dignity keeping his children submissive"
1 Timothy 3:4
One of the qualifications for overseer in the church of God is that the man must manage his own
household well. If a pastor's household is not managed well, you shouldn't be under his leadership. So
what is the standard for "well?" Paul defines what a well ordered family relationship looks like in
many of his writings (see the side bar). At the core of a well managed household is God's design for
the relationship between husbands and wives. Thus, if your pastor's marriage is not one of headship
and submission, or if his wife is a feminist, his household is not well ordered and it would be wise to
consider being lead by another pastor.
The importance of this is difficult to overstate. If your wife goes to your pastor for marital advice or
concerns, you do not want him to reinforce blue pill feminist conditioning.

We Become Like Our Leaders
If your pastor is soft, effeminate, or doesn't promote biblical gender roles, it will be reflected in the
congregation. Preaching from the front, their words and actions set the expectations for men in the
church and influence the expectations women in the church will have of their husbands. After all,
every man who sits under that pastor is giving their implicit approval of the man and his teaching.
This is not lost on the women. If the pastor is effeminate or weak, that will be seen as the standard to
emulate. Men who believe in traditional biblical gender roles, who care about theology, and who take
their faith seriously are ostracized as they are seen as 'divisive' and dangerous.

Women Judge Us By Our Choice of Leader
Imagine that your friend is looking to learn a martial art. He wants to learn because he lives in a
terrible part of town and will at some point need these skills to save his life. The city has several
qualified gyms with virtually the same costs. In the end your friend picks a an instructor that doesn't
know anything beyond the absolute basics, has a track record his students being killed as they were
not properly trained, and is cavalier about the real dangers involved. This terrible choice for a mentor
causes you to lose trust in your friend's judgement and greatly diminishes your respect for him. After
all, your friend is not dealing in trifles; his life is on the line.
Your choice of pastor is far more important than this because your spiritual life, and those of your
family, is at stake. Beyond that, men who subscribe to weak leadership do not give women the tingles
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in the 'gina.
If you are single and your pastor cannot properly handle the text, doesn't promote biblical gender
roles, or is a woman, you are a going to struggle to find a good wife. Many Christian women of
Godly character know that strong men won't abide a weak leader and will not be found in that
congregation.

RP Men Thrive With Masculine Pastors
I'll spare you my full testimony, but a major pivot point in my life was when I switched churches. For
several years I had been attending an evangelical mega-church where the "preaching" was self-help
with some verses thrown in. The men in the church who had charisma, but were soft, weak, and
effeminate were the ones given key leadership roles. The women in the church expected men to
conform to that castrated standard.
For a host of reasons that don't pertain to this post, I left that church and began attending one that fit
my theological convictions. I felt like a refugee being granted asylum. The men who had beards,
drank beer, shot guns, and took charge of their families were the ones given leadership roles. The
pastor was a big guy who could have kicked my tail if he had reason to. I thrived in this environment
and the women in the church expected men to be men.
As we've moved around, my wife and I have done our share of church shopping. Having been a
member of solid biblical congregation, my wife scoffs at the notion of pro-feminist pastors. This
encourages me because I am responsible for the teaching my wife receives and I would be sinning to
letting limp wristed leaders pour feminist garbage into her mind.

Questions
1. Are you under the leadership of a qualified shepherd? If not, what are you doing about
fixing the situation?
2. Does your pastor actively promote biblical gender roles?
3. What weak qualities or beliefs have you picked up from leaders that you are working on
uprooting?
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RP Christians: Great Idea
10 upvotes | July 10, 2017 | by mista_resista | Link | Reddit Link
Just wanted to drop in and say that I think that this thread has alot of potential. I have found the
RedPill to be incredibly insightful but also full of alot of garbage that quite honestly keeps
perpetuating the same problems that RP seeks to point out and "solve."
As believers, we know that any worldview other than a Christian lens will be imperfect, some more
harmful than others. The RedPill Christian should seek to identify the same problems that any other
Red Piller identifies but also provide a better solution than just "go lift," "eat clean," "go have more
sex," etc.
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18 Years Old. Fresh out of High School. Need Advice.
10 upvotes | December 25, 2019 | by NovRe | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys, I feel I need to get this off my chest, and ask for advice.
I guess I should give give some backstory first:
I'm 18, just graduated high school, currently doing nothing. I've never been in a relationship in my
life. I've had girls interested in me, but I'd always turn them down because of insecurities.
A while ago, on the internet, I found the Red Pill, and I liked a lot of their stuff. Self-improve, spin
plates, mess around with lots of women. Seemed nice to a young, insecure virgin like myself. I began
to dive deep into the Red Pill stuff (but didn't apply it), exercised every now and then, and I thought I
was doing good.
But, I also began watching a lot of pornography, thinking of the things I would do once I began
'spinning plates', and dove deep into that as well . . . eventually TRP and Pornography led to me to
develop some very nihilistic, materialistic, (etc) views of the world, and life. They made me view
women like objects, and not as humans. I pushed a lot of family and friends away. I got fat and full of
acne. Everything went downhill for me.
So, here I am now. A loser, struggling with my addictions, and at the very bottom. A couple weeks
ago, I had a panic attack, and somehow, someway - I found my way back to God. I poured out my
soul to him (while dealing with panic attacks) and when I did, the fear and anxiety left, and I felt a
sense of peace wash over me. It was surreal.
I've been reading the Bible every day ever since (past 2 weeks), and just recently went 1 week
without pornography/ masturbation; but eventually all good things must come to and end - Earlier
today, I was online, came across a triggering thumbnail, the urges got to me (I should have stopped
myself), and I relapsed, twice . . .
The thing is . . I'd like to lead a better life. One where I'm strong in my Faith, Strength, and Mentality.
Free from vices. And with a Strong Wife and Family of my own. I'm shooting far and wide - yeah, I
know. Though, I'd like to reach out to you guys because a lot of you know much more than me, and I
need your help. I can't do this on my own.
What can I do to improve? The new year is about to start and I'd like to really change this year. I want
to start my life as an adult on the right note. Thank you to those of you who reply to this lost child.
Sorry if this is all over the place, btw. :)
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Is doing magic tricks a sin?
10 upvotes | October 18, 2020 | by CrispyBrian | Link | Reddit Link
Hey guys,
I've (M21) been following your subreddit for a while and I have to admit that reading some of your
questions helped me to work on my personal stuff on how to be a better men.
Now my question is. Recently (three months ago) I started learning card tricks. I have to say it really
helped in certain areas. Confidence boost, logical thinking, public speaking, coordination skills and
impressing my peers (lol). Now, I started to be careful just for the fact that sometimes (especially
Christians friends) kept asking me how did I do that? But in some situations they were confused and I
had to ensure them it was an illusion (I learned one really easy but mindblowing trick that made two
friends concerned). This actually led me to this question. Is it wrong? Can a Christian guy perform
magic tricks? I like it so far.
Background: student, I study bible each morning and visit Sunday masses, like sports and languages
Thank you for your responses. I don't want to overthink it but this was really concerning me and
wanted to have your point of view.
Regard from The Czech Republic.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (10/21/20)
10 upvotes | October 21, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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“Alphas” at gym, “betas” at life
10 upvotes | October 22, 2020 | by ScholarLad | Link | Reddit Link
I’ve noticed that there’s a threshold after which being a gym rat has diminishing returns. The most
ripped guys at the gym are usually working class, not particularly educated, very materialistic. The
old rich white guys who “succeed” in the capitalist rat race presumably train hard in their youth, but
then develop dad bods or frankly become fat once they’ve “made it” in the business world. You don’t
see many wealthy people who look like Arnold, unless they’re in the same line of work as Arnold. I
use “wealth” as an indicator of success, but the same applies to those pursuing other vocations. The
famous Christian pastor, or politician, or renowned writer rarely looks like Arnold.
I wonder if there’s an age at which you stop training hard, or simply abandon the gym altogether to
prioritise your career? Is there a point in which you give up lifting altogether?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (10/14/20)
10 upvotes | October 14, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Pigs and Pearls
10 upvotes | February 11, 2020 | by AlanNoles | Link | Reddit Link
Many times, as we start learning to be the Captain, spreading the gospel, or anything new that we are
passionate about. We get so excited about this wonderful new world of possibilities and we want to
share it with our friends and family. Very quickly we find many of the people closest to us, not only
not being excited about it like we are, but they go on to us telling us how we shouldn’t be trying to
learn this stuff at all (BP Husbands or wives) or that this may be how we view Christianity, but they
believe it to be this. They don’t want us to change, they don’t want to change themselves, and every
time you talk about it they seem to get more and more upset.
Matthew 7:6 says, "Don’t waste what is holy on people who are unholy. Don’t throw your pearls to
pigs! They will trample the pearls, then turn and attack you." (NLT). When you understand this
analogy, it pertains to the above situation and can be very powerful. I wanted to share this here
because I know that you will all relate to it when you evangelize and hopefully it will bring greater
understanding when you face these situations again going foreword. It really relates to me as well in
what I have experienced in evangelism so far.
Let's think about this literally first. The problem with giving pigs pearls is that they don't care about
them. If you were a farmer, what the pigs want from you is food right? You like your pearls, you see
the value in them, but the pigs can't appreciate them at all. Like the passage says, the pigs will likely
stomp them into the mud and be angry with you because that's not what they want from you. They
want food, and if you continue to only give them pearls, they will still need to eat and will eventually
turn on you and tear you to pieces so they can eat. So when you do this, you de-value your pearls and
worsen your relationship with the pigs to the point where they could want to tear you apart.
Now, let’s break down the parts of this passage to better understand it and how it relates to you…
First, what are the pearls?
You have things in your life that are pearls for you. Your pearl may be the RedPill, it may be your
faith, it may be art, it may be what you learned in school, it may be your 20-inch biceps and abs, it
may be advice from RPC, it may be whatever. The point is that the pearls are things that you highly
value and you probably had to work hard to obtain.
So, who or what are the pigs?
The pigs are people who don't care about whatever your pearls are. The pigs expect to get from you
the same thing they’ve always gotten and your relationship with them is built around that.
Maybe it's an old friend from school who you start to talk about Jesus with, and you know he can use
the knowledge, you know how much it’s helped you, and you know what it could do for him. But
when you tell him about it, he gets all upset and defensive and tries to convince you that you
shouldn't waste your time with it. They just want to go back to old times with you both smoking
blunts together.
It's not that your pig friend is a bad guy, it's not that there is anything wrong with you or your pearls,
it's just that he doesn’t appreciate them, and he liked you the way you were. Your new pearls are not
what he wants from you and the more you try shoving them down his throat, the worse your
relationship will become until eventually, he will turn on you. He wants you to be who you’ve always
been because he likes that guy. Any change that you start that he isn’t excited about for himself
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threatens your relationship because as you change, he loses that friend that he had and liked. So the
more you talk about your changing, the harder he fights to keep you the way you were so he can keep
his friend.
I’m not saying that your pig friends will always stay as pigs, but they may. If they are to learn to
appreciate your pearls, they will have to do it on their own. If they eventually come and start asking
you about your pearls because they’ve seen the change in your life and they want it for themselves,
now you know that they are on their way to being open to what you have to share with them. The key
here is that it needs to be their idea first.
Or you could try to talk about the individual aspects of theology like psychology, group dynamics,
how attraction works, the differences between men and women, and other subtopics that they might
be interested in while avoiding potentially negative hot words like sin, heaven, or hell. When you try
this approach you might find they already have an interest in one of these sub-topics and you can
build from there.
Instead of waiting for your friends to un-pig themselves, it's important to find people who are actually
interested in your pearls, for themselves, so you can share your pearls with them. This way, you can
enjoy them together instead of having to try to convince your pig friends of how great your pearls are
and probably never getting anywhere.
And that my friends, is why we are all here. We are here to talk to others who share a passion for this
pearl that we call "the Gospel" and "The Red Pill". We are here to be excited for each other, support
each other, encourage each other, and help each other in ways that build us to be the men that God
designed us to be.
EDIT: to include actual verse Matthew 7:6
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An interesting career dilemma.....
10 upvotes | February 1, 2020 | by BourbonandBirdies | Link | Reddit Link
I recently changed companies after a very good opportunity came up to advance in my career and
move my family to a much better area to lay down some roots. The job came to me organically as I
wasn’t pursuing employment. The VP of the company saw my potential after working closely with
his company for some time and after a long negotiation and discussion as a family, we decided to
take the opportunity. It was a significant salary increase with the understanding that if everything
went as planned, I could take over the VP’s position once retired in 6-8 years. As I mentioned before,
I had a great job. I was able to blaze my path and be ultra flexible with my work. I made a good
salary, had a lot of vacation, enjoyed my work every day, and was home by 4pm. This seemed to be a
perfect opportunity other than that the growth development for the future wasn’t there. I had visibility
to the company but after 3 restructuring changes in less than a year and 3 bosses. It wasn’t clear what
the future may hold. This allowed me to take the new opportunity seriously and see if it was worth
the challenge.
I did my homework and I knew this job would be demanding in that the business is very dynamic and
ever changing. I knew taking on more responsibility would be as well. I was told they wanted me to
come in and make change to the dumpster fire that is their ways of working currently. From the day I
stepped in the door I have found the place to be an epic disaster. The VP that hired me runs the
company like a dictator. While he has made the company what it is, he doesn’t want to follow
procedures or processes and simply wants everyone to do what he says and don’t ask questions or
challenge him. He is an awful leader and developer of talent. He simply wants to have his hands in
every cookie jar and doesn’t empower or trust his team. I never noticed this in the beginning but as I
began to set-up meetings with his team, they all were on the verge of having breakdowns. Within this
first week the red flags began to come up. I know that we aren’t supposed to be comfortable and God
calls us to impact and be agents of change. I wanted to do this for this company but they are almost
too broken to fix. Especially if I won’t be supported at the top in my changes. Long story short I’m
having serious doubts after only 1 week in the office. Not to mention the work/life balance and
benefits there are atrocious. They make you take time off if you leave 1 hour early to simply make an
appointment. It’s crazy.
Before I accepted this position I had a very interesting opportunity come up with another company
that is brand new and starting their business this year. The company is backed by major investors in
an industry that I know well. The CEO spotted me and personally called me to try and persuade me to
join the team. I nicely declined because of accepting this new opportunity and making up my mind.
Since that time, the CEO and I have reconnected again and he is very serious about me coming
aboard. This company is exciting and the potential is very good. The other interesting thing is it is in
my wife’s hometown. We know the area well and would have no problem adjusting to life there.
They want to fly me down and persuade me to join up.
After now being worried about my current opportunity not being what I hoped, I’m having trouble
deciding to try and ride the new opportunity out with less flexibility and in a poison culture or
perhaps cut my losses and embrace the new one. I am not one to quit on my commitments but I’ve
never had this feeling that I’ve has after 1 week on the job. I find it better to cut losses now before I
invest too much in the company. I can assure you this isn’t just beginner nerves. This company is
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seriously broken and it seems a lot of people have been broken trying to fix it. For me, flexibility
matters and a company with awful flexibility is not what I want for my family.
I’m seeking answers in prayer and study. I’m really trying to listen to the Lord on what is my path
forward. I’m hoping some of you brothers can help guide me in this dilemma.
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Christian girls and hypergamy
10 upvotes | March 24, 2020 | by Carelesssolution | Link | Reddit Link
Hey! I am pretty new to the bible and praying to Jesus Christ but I have felt it works and feels good
to walk with god. I try to pray during the whole day here and there to get rid of my sexual thoughts,
lust etc
I have found some topics from you guys here and it come to my understansing that Christian girls
have the same settings as every women in many ways
But What are your experince about hypergamy and cheating from Christian girls? The ones who walk
with god, are they like more afraid to cheat etc?
I can stand women and their emotional state and behaviour. Its just the cheating slutty-culture that I
am sick of and dont want to be a part of anymore
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Is anyone here celibate?
10 upvotes | March 24, 2020 | by Elchamocco | Link | Reddit Link
Being redpill is a societal game, not exclusivley sexual dynamics, right? Did you make vows? If so
how is your life, any regrets?
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Marriage Bible study
10 upvotes | March 31, 2020 | by Wranglers74 | Link | Reddit Link
One of my failings in my marriage has been my not leading my wife, especially spiritually. I have
been getting a lot of my own crap together, and this is now a priority for me.
I have been searching for a devotional, reading plan, or something similar that would be a good
marriage-focused start for a short time (2-4 weeks) before continuing with a general daily bible
reading.
My concern as I have read many of the marriage reading plans on YouVersion is that I see a lot of
feminist creep into them, especially the devotional part of the reading plans. Surely there has to be
something better...
My intro under a different name is here. I would appreciate any recommendations.
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Help with how to handle my friends situation.
10 upvotes | December 11, 2020 | by childproofbottle-ho | Link | Reddit Link
My friend was recently jailed for “sexually assaulting” a woman at work with whom he had a
relationship with. We have tons of proof that he didn’t do it. I know he didn’t. It’s a woman scorned
kind of situation. He told the “victim” he was going back to his long term relationship and then she
brought these charges against him. They put him in front of a man hating judge and he’s being held
now without bail. He goes in front of the same judge in two weeks and we are scared they will drop
an unjust hammer on him in the light of being politically correct. Has anyone else dealt with
something so extreme and something so wrong. We just don’t know where to turn right now.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (04/29/20)
10 upvotes | April 29, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (05/20/20)
10 upvotes | May 20, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (06/10/20)
10 upvotes | June 10, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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How to know if I’m (F) dealing with a narcissist or with
someone who has narcissistic traits (who is a bit arrogant, a bit
entitled)?
10 upvotes | June 23, 2020 | by Evasmaa | Link | Reddit Link
I mean I have no problem with people who need a kind of validation, who like to show their abilities,
etc..
Maybe the question that I ask myself is: can that person genuinely put the interest of someone else
first if needed? Can they have empathy? But I can’t really answer that, since it takes a critical
situation to show the true nature of a person..
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (07/08/20)
10 upvotes | July 8, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (07/29/20)
10 upvotes | July 29, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Decoding towards a better world?
10 upvotes | August 6, 2020 | by throwaway89764532 | Link | Reddit Link
Hi,
maybe this is not the right place to ask my question, but since my awakening started with the Redpill
forum here at reddit and then brought me by some twisted processing of thoughts into understanding
the truth in the bibel and truth in Christ this is the only place where I feel safe enough to ask. It is
redpill that has led me to see the truth in the bible.
Would it help to turn the world into a better place, if someone knew how to decode the word and
translated some aspects into our modern way of thinking to show that there are no contradictions
between the sciences and the word and by that could give some humans a key to understand it in a
more abstract way, e.g. scientists, such that they could potentially start the journey of exploring the
word themselves and then might be able to see the truth themselves. Would this help to turn the world
into better place? Or would it open Pandora's box, since it would enable anyone smart and powerful
enough to even more evil manipulation?
Should some things better be only found by those that seek them instead of being given away for
free?
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In a Christian household what are the roles of the husband and
wife? And why is this important?
10 upvotes | July 18, 2019 | by wellystudent | Link | Reddit Link
/r/RPChristians/comments/cenxh3/in_a_christian_household_what_are_the_roles_of/
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (01/20/21)
10 upvotes | January 20, 2021 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
- **PHYSICAL**: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are you
employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's your
fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty flip flops
when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your body is God's
temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex life?
- **MENTAL/EMOTIONAL**: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you mastered
Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF attitude? Are you
failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this week? Do you feel
pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way? Are you depressed or
lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if it's not what you want?
- **SPIRITUAL**: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself:
Assurance of Salvation
Quiet Time/Devotional
Bible Study
Scripture Memory
Prayer
Evangelism
Fellowship
-**MISSION**: Have you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it
only affect this world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling
you? Are you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with your
church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. *How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
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point.* What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (01/13/21)
10 upvotes | January 13, 2021 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
- **PHYSICAL**: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are you
employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's your
fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty flip flops
when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your body is God's
temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex life?
- **MENTAL/EMOTIONAL**: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you mastered
Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF attitude? Are you
failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this week? Do you feel
pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way? Are you depressed or
lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if it's not what you want?
- **SPIRITUAL**: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself:
Assurance of Salvation
Quiet Time/Devotional
Bible Study
Scripture Memory
Prayer
Evangelism
Fellowship
-**MISSION**: Have you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it
only affect this world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling
you? Are you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with your
church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. *How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
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point.* What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (1/6/21)
10 upvotes | January 6, 2021 | by rocknrollchuck | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Dating & Social Dynamics for the Christian:Red Pill Christian
Podcast - Episode 29
10 upvotes | February 4, 2021 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Youtube
Apple Podcasts
Podbean
Google Podcasts
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (05/12/21)
10 upvotes | May 12, 2021 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
- PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What have
you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are you
employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's your
fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty flip flops
when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your body is God's
temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex life?
- MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you mastered
Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF attitude? Are you
failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this week? Do you feel
pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way? Are you depressed or
lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if it's not what you want?
- SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself:
Assurance of Salvation
Quiet Time/Devotional
Bible Study
Scripture Memory
Prayer
Evangelism
Fellowship
-MISSION: Have you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only
affect this world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you?
Are you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with your
church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
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point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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I think I'm in some deep doodoo.
10 upvotes | March 11, 2021 | by AbstergoKnight | Link | Reddit Link
Edit: You guys are great. I think I may know where I went wrong and have some ideas of how I can
proceed. Thanks for the tough love.
Men, I need help. Stats: 6'4" 300lbs. Lifts x6: Bench: 175, Squat: 145, Shoulder Press: 115, Deadlift:
280.
Gentlemen, this is going to be a long one. Please bear with me.
I have been taking charge in my relationship lately and really stepping into my role as a Biblical
husband and father. I'm in Utah county Making disciples through relationship building and working
with church planters out here to get a church planted in a city that has never had a Christian church.
In order to reach Mormons, I learned a skill (programming) after Bible College because Mormons
don't have paid ministers. This is so that I can be a covocational church planter. I got done with Bible
College in December 2019, started self learning programming early 2020, got my first programming
contract in December 2020, plan to have that contract finished in around a month, have more
contracts lined up when that's done. Currently at 40k salary. Within 5 years that should be close to
150k. I'm making disciples. I'm involved with the church. I'm absolutely mission focused. Things are
going smoothly.
Married 10 years, 4 kids. Every time I try to make a decision in our marriage my wife fights me. On
multiple occasions she has literally physically fought me. Two of these, I called the police, she
admitted that she attacked me and went to jail. One of them I didn't call police because I was tired of
paying her fines.
My wife threatened to leave me when I told her I was going to bible college. I told her I didn't care
what she did, if God called me to ministry that's what I was going to do. She spent 3 months treating
me like garbage and ultimately gave in and came with me (we had to move). I add this detail as an
example.
I'm a pretty strong willed guy (my wife is also). Anytime I decided to do something, I do it. I've never
cared what anybody said, thought or did. When I make a decision, my wife fights me. I fight back
and come out on top. We get into a new "mode of being." Things calm down. I accomplish the thing,
then find the next thing to do. Now, as long am I'm not trying to make any new decisions, things are
relatively calm. I have to listen to frequent complaining and moaning about little things I never do
"right." But relatively calm. Even to the point where it seems we have a great marriage. Right until I
have to make another decision.
Getting to the meat:
I am looking to buy a home sometime in summer. My credit isn't great. Recently we had a little tiff
because I wanted to get a credit card and she didn't like it. I got the card anyway which pissed her off.
That was 3 weeks ago now. She has brought it up multiple times. Argued with me about it. Finally, I
explained to her that as the head of my household, I am free to make decisions even if she doesn't like
it. She attempted to argue with me. I listened, didn't DEER, and didn't relent. This was about a week
ago. I thought it was over.
The last few days, she's really challenging me on biblical headship. She said that she doesn't want to
be in a relationship where "you get the final say." I told her she is free to leave anytime. We went
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back and forth. It got heated. I lost my cool and started arguing and even raising my voice a bit.
She said that she "feels" like I'm being abusive. She "feels" like I'm oppressing her. I told her that
statements about abuse is a very serious thing. I tried to NI it and she ultimately admitted that she
would rather be in a relationship where the husband and wife "come to an agreement." In other
words, preference. I tried to AA it away. "Oh yeah, I've heard that the best managers 'come to an
agreement' with their assistant managers before they ever make a decision. The only way to lead is to
make sure that everybody 'agrees' with you first. You know, that's what Jesus always did." And so
forth. IDK if I failed this hardcore, but it didn't work. She just got more pissed.
This morning, I explained to her that I'm taking her claims about abuse very seriously. I told her that I
was going to separate from her until I can get a written and signed statement that no actual abuse has
occurred. She indicated that she "feels" abused. I told her I don't care what you "feel" only what
actually happened. She said her feelings are real and are actually happening.
She texted me later and said that she wanted to get help with our relationship.
I explained that I will no longer be in the same room with her without a witness until I can get legal
coverage protecting me from potential abuse claims. She said, "why won't you try to solve this
problem." I told her that I won't solve that problem until I get the bigger potential legal problem
sorted out.
WTF do I do? How do I proceed? Have I overreacted about her statement about abuse?
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Nuclear families make having and raising children significantly
more difficult
10 upvotes | September 14, 2021 | by smherky- | Link | Reddit Link

Crosspost "Nuclear families make having and raising children significantly more difficult" from /r/Natalism:

"Nuclear families"
This is the kind of half-truth that they're best at. The "Nuclear Family" was the lie that was created by
to push away from the idea of extended communities taking care of each other and draining
generational wealth to the profit of the elite. The "Nuclear Family" is a complete fabrication only a
few decades old, pushed by the propagandists as "the norm" and that was the lie pushed to break up
extended families and push for mass consoomerism.
Owning land and buying or building a home and having 3 or even 4 generations under the same roof
was the norm before then. You took care of your own elderly and your children, the elderly helped
raise their grandchildren, with each generation getting easier as the financial sacrifices of your
grandfather established the homestead for his children and their children. Having large families was
no burden and hardly any added expenses as child care was always on staff and you had generations
of hand-me-down clothing to reuse. Older children were taught chores and how to care for their
younger siblings, making them far more experienced when they became parents themselves. You
knew your neighbors because they too lived there for generations. Communities were strong and
supported each other. You knew everyone else's kids.
Right around that time they were pushing feminism and women entering the workplace, created the
"Nuclear Family" to suggest that children should all be kicked out at 18, move across the country to
chase a McJob paying a few more dollars, abandon your communities, leave your parents in a
banker-owned nursing home run by strangers at a cost of $30,000/mo. One family home holding 3
generations became a target of shaming tactics to encourage 3 houses to be purchased instead. And
three houses full of every basic necessity to fill them.
Posted by smherky- | 14 September 2021 | Link
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Conflict Resolution Controlled by Frame
9 upvotes | March 1, 2018 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I received a PM from a user who I'll keep anonymous. The issue seemed to be a common enough one
to warrant sharing this with the rest of the community. For context, although is wife isn't a lawyer,
she often acts like one (and irrationally so) during arguments, which prompted the following.
Parts in brackets are things I've added that weren't in my original comment reply.
What advice would you have for dealing with a female "lawyer" without a judge to dish out a
final ruling?
You must have missed this post I made on MRP a couple months ago ;)
Long story short, you're positioning yourself as her peer when you argue with her. You're the Plaintiff
and she's the Defendant and vice versa, and the judge is some mythical ideology that never actually
steps in. [You create your own frame. If you think of yourself as the opposing counsel, that's a weak
frame; if you think of yourself as the judge, that's a stronger frame. If you think of yourself as God to
her, that's the ideal frame. Let me explain ...]
Of course, we know that God and his standard are ultimately the true judge, but God isn't going to
step in any more than he was willing to communicate with Aaron in Exodus 4. God allowed Moses to
work alongside Aaron, but specifically declined to talk to him. Instead, God appointed Moses to be
the one to communicate with Aaron, saying, "you shall be as God to him" (4:16). [You should be as
God to your wife.]
This is how it works in marriages too. 1 Cor. 11:3 says, "But I want you to realize that the head of
every man is Christ, and the head of the woman is man, and the head of Christ is God." In other
words, just as it was God > Moses > Aaron > Israelites, so also in your marriage is it God > Jesus >
Husband > Wife.
A few chapters later Paul affirms this in 14:35: "If [wives] want to inquire about something, they
should ask their own husbands at home." Where in there do you see a suggestion that your wife
should debate you? Or more to your situation: she's going to debate you and you can't stop her, so
where in there do you see an implication that you should let her debate you and act like she's the final
judge? That's on you to set straight. [Again, you decide your frame.]
The point is clear that even though God is the judge who can settle disputes between you and your
wife, he's not going to step in and do that because he appointed you for that role. He won't tell your
wife the answer because he put you in charge to do that instead. Discipleship could not work as
Christ modeled if God just stepped in and did everything himself.
To that end, ask yourself: Why did Paul write the books of Philippians, Romans, Ephesians, Galtians,
etc.? Why did God say all of those things through Paul? Why not communicate directly to the heads
of the churches at Philippi, Rome, Ephesus, etc.? Or one step further: why even use those church
pastors and not communicate to the people in the church directly?
The answer is, of course, that God wants us making disciples. This is what Jesus modeled and
established with his church, his bride. This is what he ordered in Scripture [to] be the established
structure between husbands and wives. This is also the way that all of the church was commissioned
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in Matthew 28:19-20 to bring the Gospel to the nations.
Summary: don't debate with your wife as an opposing equal; hear out what she has to say as the
judge.
Remember that God's actual design for authoritative leadership was not one of Kingship, which he
specifically rejected in 1 Samuel 9 - it was the establishment of judges and prophets, which Israel
followed in before Saul entered the picture. I'd rather be a judge or prophet under God's headship than
a king of my own authority. Of course, I couldn't put most of that in the post to MRP because the
secular world simply can't understand this biblical premise. The "return of kings" concept is cool, but
God never intended kingship in the first place. That was only a concession he made. As the prophet,
your role is to discern God's will and lead your family in it. As the judge, your role is to hear
arguments in a dispute and decide what must be done.
It's the getting to a point of consensus that's a royal pain in the [butt].
Ah, but that's the easiest part, and the way you frame this comes from some lingering blue pill
mentality. You see "consensus" as an ideal that must be reached in all arguments with your wife. But
who instilled that idea in you? Who is making you think you must reach a "consensus" with your wife
on anything?
It might be her. So, are you going to let her be the one to decide how arguments are resolved in
the household? That it must be by "consensus"? No, that's your decision to make.
It might be society. But that wasn't society's imperative for centuries. This is only a recent
phenomenon. Until feminism crept up, most men did what they would do and their wives
accepted it and helped them along the way. The societal imperative to give your wife an equal
voice - that a "consensus" must be reached for the marriage to work - is inconsistent with the
incredible divorce rates.
Simply put, most people will never reach a true consensus on anything, and constant
compromise damages the integrity of the mission of the family (be it discipleship or
anything else). It's like there are two paths to reach the same destination, you're each
pulling toward opposite paths, so you end up walking not on either path, but on the
weedy, overgrown, thorn-laden marsh between the two paths. It's highly inefficient. Don't
let society tell you what to do, especially when society is dominated by feminism.
Of course, if you personally decide that "consensus" is an ideal that you want to maintain in your
household, that's fine. You're the leader. It's your prerogative to decide what you value and what
works and not. But don't make that decision because society seems to idolize it. Make it of your own
evaluation and assessment of what you believe is best for your family.
And if you do decide that "consensus" is something you want to maintain as an ideal in your home
and it's causing your marriage great difficulty ... well, there's nothing I can do for you. At that point
you will have chosen to value an unnecessary ideal that has proven to be unmanageable, and you
accept those consequences when you decide what conflict-resolution ideals you want to establish in
your marriage. You may experience some advantages in doing this, but you must also accept the
disadvantages where they come, and the inability to reach a consensus on all points of argument is
one of the major pitfalls of incorporating consensus into your conflict-resolution model.
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The Power of RPC
9 upvotes | February 12, 2018 | by macmeeler | Link | Reddit Link
Preface
Hey everyone, this is a write-up on the specifics of RP's effect on my life. I share it with hopes that
you all may see familiar change in your lives if you don't already as well- I think it will be
particularly useful to young unmarried men like me. I suspect it will be of little use to veterans and
the married alike.
Wow
This community, its content, and the backbone behind it (Red Pill Theory) have done remarkable
things for my attitude and confidence in life, but perhaps more impressively, they have uncovered the
truth about the world we live in.
For the first time in my life, I really love myself, and so long as God wills it, that won't change. I will
still love myself greatly and unashamedly.
Taught by the Feminine
I've heard the generalization that the baby boomer generation was not trained well to be exceptionally
good fathers, perhaps due to the strictly militarized character of many of their fathers. My situation
supports that theory: there was such a strong disconnect between myself and my father that my
mother and my two sisters are the ones who basically "taught me" how to be a man.
Terribly.
Overly sensitive, operating in everyone else's frame to show my compassion, subjecting myself and
my confidence to everyone else's opinion of me and keeping my heart unguarded. Pay for everything
for her, cater to her needs, pander, etc. I won't get too far into the details here. I was a beta who
bordered on alpha but never really stood a chance. I tried to model a few male characteristics,
particularly asseretiveness, that I picked up from my rough-around-the-edges father, but I never fully
understood what it meant to be a man until I was blessed by God with a red pill. Traits like brave
leadership, frame-holding, and being just plain dominant and unafraid everywhere you go, traits
which I thought were overrated and unnecessary, gave me the ability to transform my role in society,
a role which I now realize is much needed: A leading, confident man.
Lies
The Manipulated Man in particular taught me how grandly misinformed I was about gender and how
horrendously exploited men are in modern society. The borderline enslavement that the male role
currently has in society and the utter ridiculousness it entails in the form of most women disregarding
man's greatness and their recognizing him as inferior. This reality is not so strongly present in our
Christian circles, but it exists nevertheless. The book also fully made clear to me just why men
always seem to perceive women as mysteriously confounding and impossible to understand: because
they are simply not intelligent in the way that men are, on the whole- they are not meant to be
understood because they often don't make sense to begin with. And this is seemingly not due to some
genetic difference or simply of their nature, but rather due to society's constant reinforcement of
manipulating men into worshipping women and training young women to train men into behaving
like their slaves.
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I no longer look at women and put them on a pedestal. It is blatantly dishonest about where they
belong. Potentially wonderful companions and lovers, sure, but men are the ones who belong on
pedestals. I see this ideology in successful marriages but had never realized it. I see this ideology in
the analogy Christ painted for us concerning marriage- His being the leader of the Church. I never
fully bought into this ideology until RP revealed to me the reality we live in. I never realized just why
I bought into feminine worship: a lie.
Social Dynamics
But I'm starting to exhibit that belief in places, and every time I do it in front of men they immediately
start to respond positively to that truth because it is otherwise swept under the rug and tucked away in
the darkness- they're refreshed to see a leader who can express a love for what men are unashamedly.
This, of course, excludes the most beta of betas, who would never acknowledge such a thing. But in
general, men respond to it in much the same way a cub responds to the call of its parent: because it is
the way God constructed us- it is instinctively sought after.
What's more, I occasionally get reactions from certain women... the types who do their best to "keep
men" in their place and reinforce the feminine superiority in every mannerism down to their core, by
qualifying men as if their opinion was worth gold and trying to get every man in existence to operate
in her frame. I love it, because when they do whatever they do to shun men, perhaps gasp or scoff at
the suggestion that masculinity is an incredible thing or that their version of femininity (aka leeching
off and manipulating a man their entire life) is horrendous, they look into my eyes and immediately
realize they never came anywhere close to shaking my frame. And they see masculinity. And they are
humbled, and then usually, well, they are attracted. I know it may seem braggy, it's just a pattern I've
recognized: Man embraces masculinity, women try to shake him and train him to worship
femininity instead, man embraces masculinity, women embrace masculinity.
"Am I now trying to win the approval of human beings, or of God? Or am I trying to please
people? If I were still trying to please people, I would not be a servant of Christ." Galatians
1:10
There are also a great deal of women, moreso in Christian circles, who are familiar with, recognize,
and dislike the massive manipulation of men in society, and these women are especially attracted to a
man who seems to actually understand that reality and tackle it bravely and, well, like a man.
Leading
"The light shines in the darkness." John 1:5.
The more I let the truth shine, the brighter the places that I go become.
Since applying RP, I've become a "top dog" of sorts, an unafraid leader. I used to be afraid to
acknowledge what positive things I could contribute, for fear of appearing arrogant and suffering
from the ever-dreaded disapproval of society. As you can tell, I'm comfortable with talking about my
strengths, and this has allowed me to accept myself as a leader. Now, younger men are asking me to
mentor them, women want me to spin their plates, my peers want me around, my mentors see my
growth. I look forward to brightening the days of those I encounter.
"Not many of you should become teachers, my fellow believers, because you know that we
who teach will be judged more strictly." -James 3:1
We are those who accept themselves as leaders in order to serve others- the few who can withstand
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the judgment and whatever other cost that may come with.
Closing
This post is surely lengthy and borders on elementary given the quantity of veterans and generally
high quality of community members we have around here, but I hope there are, at the very least, a
few great takeaways.
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Even Jesus debunked the Soul Mate Myth.
9 upvotes | January 30, 2018 | by Rollo-Tomassi | Link | Reddit Link
The Sadducees and the Resurrection (Mark 12:18-27; Luke 20:27-40)
23That same day the Sadducees, who say there is no resurrection, came to Jesus and questioned Him.
24“Teacher,” they said, “Moses declared that if a man dies without having children, his brother is to
marry the widow and raise up offspring for him.
25Now there were seven brothers among us. The first one married and died without having children.
So he left his wife to his brother.
26The same thing happened to the second and third brothers, down to the seventh.
27And last of all, the woman died. 28In the resurrection, then, whose wife will she be of the seven?
For all of them were married to her.”
29Jesus replied, “You are mistaken because you do not know the Scriptures or the power of God.
30In the resurrection, people will neither marry nor be given in marriage. Instead, they will be
like the angels in heaven.
31But concerning the resurrection of the dead, have you not read what God said to you:
32‘I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob?’c He is not the God of the
dead, but of the living.”
33When the crowds heard this, they were astonished at His teaching.
Sorry Disney, even Jesus says no such thing as a soul mate.
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Merry Christmas RPC :)
9 upvotes | December 24, 2017 | by Whitified | Link | Reddit Link
“Behold, the virgin shall be with child, and bear a Son, and they shall call His name Immanuel,”
which is translated, “God with us.”
-Matthew 1:23
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402 - Impact of the Cross
9 upvotes | December 15, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
In 401 I explained the essential components of the Gospel itself. Most people get saved and leave the
Gospel at the door. They will acknowledge it has value, but usually limit that value to things like:
Reminding ourselves of the Gospel makes us thankful to God.
*Jesus' sacrifice is an inspiration."
We need to master our understanding of the Gospel to share it with others.
We need to know where our journey started to know where we're going.
These are good reasons. But they're also pretty nominal in comparison to the true impact the Gospel
has on us today. Your very identity is defined by the Gospel itself. More to the point of this post: the
way you experience life is controlled by what you believe about the cross.
THEORIES OF THE CROSS
The primary operative function of the Gospel is to restore us into a right relationship with God. That's
what was lost in Eden. That's what Jesus was trying to fix. There are several ways the cross functions
to address the problem of sin, imperfection, and our broken relationship with God. Here are nine.
1. Ransom Theory: In God's justice, the consequence of our sin is that it gave us over to Satan.
God loved us so much that he sent his son to die as the ransom price for our sin. Mark 10:45; 1
Timothy 2:5-6.
2. Reverse Ransom Theory: Our sin was against God, creating a debt we could never repay.
Jesus was perfect for us, paying the debt on our behalf. Satan is not a factor at all. Matthew
6:12, 18:21-35; Colossians 2:14.
3. Wrath Theory: God hates sin and must exert his wrath against those who sin. When Jesus bore
our sins on the cross and died, God put his full wrath on Jesus instead of us. Romans 1:18, 5:9;
1 John 4:18.
4. Recapitulation Theory: Adam and Eve brought sin into the world, which spread to all of their
physical descendants. Jesus lived, died, and rose in parallel to undo what Adam did. Romans
5:12-21.
5. Atonement Theory: God preordained that the blood of a sacrifice would wash away sins. The
animal sacrifices were a symbol, but Jesus' blood washes us clean once and for all. Leviticus
17:11; John 1:29; 1 John 1:7.
6. Penal Substitution Theory: The wages of sin is death. We sinned, we deserve death. Jesus
died in our place, taking the punishment instead of us so we are free to live. Romans 6:23;
Isaiah 53:5; 2 Cor. 5:14-15.
7. Moral Example Theory: Jesus' live modeled how mankind should live. His death was
designed as the ultimate example of the extent of the love we must have for one another.
Matthew 5:48; John 13:34-35.
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8. Vicarious Repentance Theory: Because mankind is imperfect, we can't repent perfectly. Jesus
bore our sins and in his perfection he repented of them for us. Matthew 3:11, 15-16; Luke
23:34.
9. Spiritual Warfare Theory: There is a battle in the spiritual realm. Death was the enemy's
greatest weapon. Jesus died and rose to defeat death so it has no power over us. Ephesians 6:12;
Hebrews 2:14; Revelation 1:18.
All of these theories are grounded in Scripture and true, working in harmony with one another. There
are others I'm sure we could add as well, but these are the most common ones I see that impact
people's lives.
WHAT YOU BELIEVE MATTERS
I have found that everyone tends to resonate with one or two of these very closely, while inherently
having an aversion to another one or two (or at least to recognize them less than the others). The
aspects of the Gospel that resonate with you or which you shy away from are quite telling as to how
most people experience life. Let me give some examples from my own observations.
ME: The wrath theory is the one I most closely identify with. I don't know why, but it just clicks with
me. As a result, I experience no shame in life. I have no worry or fear that my actions will disappoint
God. I know that any wrath God would have against me was expressed on Christ in my place. That
doesn't free me to keep on sinning, but it does mean I don't go through what most others do who
claim to struggle with feelings of guilt, shame, and depression at their sinfulness. I am free from these
things. That said, I naturally reject the ransom theory. Ever since reading C. S. Lewis' The Lion, The
Witch, and the Wardrobe, the ransom theory has not sit well with me. As a result, I don't emotionally
experience the vast depth of love that God expresses toward me - that he would pay any price for me.
I just don't experience that the same way others do.
MY WIFE: My wife closely identifies with the atonement theory. In knowing that she has been
washed clean once and for all by Christ, she has great security in her salvation and has a deep
conviction of the purity that God is leading her into. But she really struggles with the spiritual
warfare theory, seeing that as more of an ancillary component to all of this. Result? She lacks any
perception of what's going on in the spiritual realm in her daily life and struggles to see the value in
prayer.
FRIEND 1: A guy I discipled was very, very strongly aligned with the moral example theory. This
view of the cross created a compulsion in him to live as a generous, humble servant. He lived out
Christ's good-will to the world as the vessel by which it would be carried out. But he was weak in the
wrath theory. Consequently, he struggled with a constant feeling that he was a disappointment to
God, which was only magnified by the moral example theory compelling him to try to measure up to
Christ's life and sacrifice.
FRIEND 2: Another guy I discipled connected with the recapitulation theory. It was an amazing
intellectual concept to him - the pattern from beginning to end that Christ was fulfilling. He had a
keen sense of his place in this pattern that let him feel confident in the fact that God could and would
use him as an ongoing expression of the reversal of the curse, namely through redeeming as much in
this world to God as he could (i.e. social campaigns, service projects, ministry to the poor, etc.). But
he really struggled with penal substitution. As a result, he constantly felt like God was going to
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punish him if he sinned, or he would often crumble under the weight of the fact that he doesn't
deserve to be saved.
CONCLUSION
I could go on and on with different combinations and patterns - and they are all unique and
fascinating to explore. I encourage you to think through some of these theories and process what you
can learn about how your beliefs about the Gospel have affected your life - positively or negatively.
Praise God for the positives that he has given you through the Gospel, and pray for repentance at
those aspects of Jesus' sacrifice you inherently reject and the distance that rejection may have caused
in your ability to relate with God.
As you strive to be a more complete, full man, living in light of how God intended you, remember
that the Gospel is at the core of this. You cannot live to be the man God created you to be if you are
not reconciled to God through Christ's death and resurrection - but also that what you believe about
the Gospel affects the terms of how your reconciled relationship with God will play out in your daily
life. Explore new ways of connecting with God by embracing different aspects of the Gospel that you
previously had not considered. Then consider how those previously ignored theories were affecting
your internal well-being and daily living patterns and start experiencing and living life the way God
intended instead!
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How much to value physical attraction in dating
9 upvotes | December 11, 2017 | by macmeeler | Link | Reddit Link
Couldn't think of a better place than RPC to post this question.
I'm dating a lot of girls at my University, and the pick-2 3-check axiom has proven itself consistently
accurate
_ Hot
_ Single
_ Christian
I have found at best a 6/10 who is single and Christian (and over 20). She's really into me, and she's
awesome. Intellectual, engaging, studies Engineering like me, and deeply wants to grow in Christ.
I think our subjective perceptions of beauty are a result of the Fall, but that's a theory at best and a
rabbit hole of theological considerations regardless. My point is, I can't help but want a sexy girl. I
guess my question is, should I abandon this desire like I do many of my other desires? Is it
unbiblical? Solomon quotes about wanting a sexually attractive wife come to mind, but I am not sure
it's enough to convince me that it's better for me to pursue more attractive but less godly women.
Where is that balance?
Additionally, with a hot woman, I don't get the security of knowing there are less Chads pursuing her.
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Happy Wife, Happy Life
9 upvotes | December 6, 2017 | by zamunda761 | Link | Reddit Link
I'm a 20 year old college student and have a great girlfriend. We both love the Lord and each other.
My family and friends all love her as well and she just gets along with everyone. There's been a
sentiment, however, that I have noticed concerning how I treat her. My cousin has said "As long as
you keep her happy, all will go well." I got a new hairstyle and my friend asked me "Does your
girlfriend approve?". Even my parents asked me that when I showed them the new style.
Now I understand this is all part of the underlying message "Happy Wife, Happy Life." I just cannot
agree with it. For example, I guarantee that no one would ever ask her, "Did your boyfriend
approve?" if she got a new haircut. To be honest, I wouldn't really care because she can do what she
wants with her hair, except go bald, then we got things to talk about.
I also understand that this sentiment is especially prevalent in the church today and christian
communities. It's like boyfriends and husbands are just expected to bend to the whim of their
girlfriends and wives and seek their approval before even breathing. This bothers me because if I go
around saying that so and so's girlfriend needs to get approval from her boyfriend, then people will
look at me sideways or think I'm some sort of sexist.
My question, men of RPChristians, is what is the best way to respond to such sentiments and how do
I not grow into someone who is whipped by his wife and has to seek her approval for everything?
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Discerning God's will - emphasized for singles
9 upvotes | November 20, 2017 | by ruizbujc | Link | Reddit Link
This question gets brought up to me a lot and I thought you all might be interested, especially for the
singles among us.
I love illustrations. Here's one I call "The Frame" that I have used so often that it's just a subconscious
way of life now - and it's all about discerning God's will in a given situation. Here are the basic
concepts:
Jesus is the picture. The frame exists to enhance and glorify the picture, as all our decisions
should.
The 4 things we should look to when making decisions create the frame: God's Word, Prayer,
Godly Counsel, and Circumstances. The first two must exist in that order, but the last two are
interchangeable. Specifically, no matter how you feel in prayer, if God's Word says, "No, you
shouldn't murder that guy," you probably shouldn't murder him ... or if God's Word says, "Yes,
kill your son" (as God's spoken Word to Abraham said), you obey regardless of whatever you
hear from godly counsel or what logic would say about fulfillment of the promise, thus defying
circumstantial necessity, etc.
Atop the frame is a string. For the picture to be glorified, the string must hold the frame in
proper balance, not leaving too much string on either side of the nail. That balance is between
our desire to obey and God's sovereignty. That is, if we don't care to obey, it doesn't matter
whether or not we discern the right answer - we're not going to live it out. Also, if God isn't
sovereign, then our obedience means very little and we cannot trust him to guide us. But ... if
we intend to obey God and do everything we can to discern how to do that in a given situation,
then because of his sovereignty, even if we don't know what the right answer is, we can walk
confidently that he will cause us to make the right choice regardless of the insecurities we
otherwise may have experienced if we did not trust in God's sovereignty and faithfulness to our
directive toward obedience.
Lastly, action is the nail that holds it on the wall. Discerning the right thing or having
confidence because of our faithfulness even in the absence of clear answers - all that means
nothing if we don't actually take action to carry out what we intend.

With regard to dating in particular, here are ways to help process the frame ...
ONE: GOD'S WORD - Are you "equally yoked"? If not, I don't care what feelings you get in prayer
(genuine prophecy notwithstanding, in case you happen to be the next Hosea), you don't bind yourself
to her. Is she a temptress? Does she align with the suggestions given in Proverbs about what to look
for in a woman? Is she willing and able to follow you and subscribe to the spiritual roles laid out in
Scripture between men and women? Start evaluating whether or not she has the capacity to align with
Scriptural expectations of a wife - she doesn't have to be perfect, but she does have to be faithful,
available, and teachable in order to grow into those things.
TWO: PRAYER - When you do pray about it, do you feel an overwhelming peace and tranquility
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over the situation, or are you filled with bubbly emotions and infatuation? Are the emotions you feel
when you pray parallel with emotions that might lead you into sin with her? For example, if you're
feeling all passionate when you pray about your relationship, but a similar passion is causing you to
want to have sex with her before marriage - there's a good chance that passion isn't from God; it's just
you being a normal person having normal emotions. It's not a sign of any spiritual direction one way
or another. But if you are calm in your heart, yet feel a whisper in your soul (I know, it's hard to
describe this), that can usually be trusted.
THREE: GODLY COUNSEL - What do your Christian peers say? What about your pastor, elders,
youth pastor? Your parents? Have you gotten any warnings about potential pitfalls or destructive
habits/behaviors? Has anyone warned about troubles that might come ahead? Are you ignoring
seeking advice from certain people because you're afraid they might speak against the relationship? If
so, maybe go talk to those people and figure out why - and take their advice seriously, even if you
ultimately choose to go a different direction.
FOUR: CIRCUMSTANCE - Does she live in another country or speak a foreign language to you?
Is God calling her to be a missionary a thousand miles away, while you're called to stay where you
are? Is she infertile and having kids is a huge priority to you? Do you actually like each other, or do
you just like the idea of having a significant other/potential spouse? Don't take that question too
lightly, as most people do. Is there someone else you're more attracted to, but you're settling because
that other person is already taken? Think about the circumstances from every angle to figure out if
this is really what you want. Don't do something you might regret later.
FIVE: OBEDIENCE - Do you really want the answers to the question? If you didn't have a clear
prophetic vision from God on the subject, but the frame causes you to lean toward breaking up, are
you willing to accept that and be okay with not actually knowing what the "right" or "best" decision
is? Are you turning a blind eye to aspects of discerning your path that might take you where you don't
want to go? What if God is really calling you to be single for the rest of your life? Could you be okay
with that and accept it? Could you accept it even if you never had clear proof that God planned that
for your life? How committed are you to obedience?
SIX: SOVEREIGNTY - Do you believe that God is really sovereign? Do you believe that he can
guide you even if you don't feel his guidance or know he's causing the disposition of your heart to
lean a particular way? Do you trust that God can redeem every situation you get in, no matter how
bad it is - even marrying the wrong person sinfully? Do you believe that God can do better in your
life through a break-up than he could if you stayed together? Do you accept and internalize that God's
ways are higher than yours, or is this only an intellectual acknowledgment?
SEVEN: ACTION - What are you going to do about it? How long do you have to make a decision?
Should you put a deadline on yourself? If so, what's that deadline? How involved should she be in
making this decision? Have you led her through the frame and asked what action she feels is
appropriate to make in this situation? Are you willing to follow-through if God is telling either of you
(and not just one of you) to break up?
Those are just some questions to help process the frame and get started. I'm sure I could come up
with a similar set of questions with regard to whether or not you should get divorced, or whether or
not you should get coffee with your secretary, or whether or not you should confront the guy who just
hit on your wife, or whether you should wear the brown socks or the black ones.
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No matter how big or small the situation is, the frame can apply and give you confidence moving
forward. Since having internalized the frame, I no longer question or second-guess my decisions or
wonder whether or not I'm making a terrible mistake. I do the best I can to obey God, I follow
through with everything I can to make sure I'm discerning His will, and I trust that even in the
absence of clear answers He is sovereign and will guide my path where he wants it to go. This kind of
confidence in your life-direction, I believe is essential in making a marriage work and instilling your
spouse's confidence in you - whether the decisions are about your marriage or about anything else at
all.
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306 - Scripture Memory
9 upvotes | November 17, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
Scripture memory is probably the most overlooked of all the basics. It is an essential part of the
Christian way of life that somehow gets lost on the masses and isn't preached from the pulpit. Why?
"It's too hard"
"My mind doesn't work like that"
"I can barely remember where I put my keys"
"I can always just look it up on my phone"
"It's enough to just know the gist of a passage"
BIBLICAL IMPERATIVE
What does the Bible say? This blows me away every single time. What is the greatest command?
Deuteronomy 6:5 - "Love the Lord your god with all your heart and with all your soul and with all
your strength."
What is the very next verse after the greatest command? Another command: "These commandments
that I give you today are to be on your hearts" (v6). Why is this the very next verse? Because the best
way to obey God's Word is to memorize God's Word! David says the same thing: "How can a young
man keep is way pure? By living according to your Word ... I have hidden your Word in my heart
that I might not sin against you" (Psalm 119:9-11).
Song of Songs 3:8 also says of the mighty men of Israel: "All of them wearing the sword, all
experienced in battle, each with his sword at his side, prepared for the terrors of the night." The Word
is our sword (Ephesians 6:17). Who charges the front lines with his sword still in its sheath? Or who
tells the enemy, "Hold on, I know I've got a weapon for this somewhere, just let me find it"?
For some reasons, most pastors just don't talk about this. Looking for sermons on YouTube, John
Piper is about the only one who has any appreciable content on the subject. Let me link you to one of
my favorite sermons on the subject, if you're interested: here. Don't know where to start? Here's
where I began.
HOW TO
References
First and foremost: memorize the references. Why?
If you ever forget the verse, you know where to find it again.
Lots of people will have trouble buying into the "trust me, it's in the Bible somewhere" excuse
When you share it with someone, they may need to look it up for context, like the Bereans of
Acts 17
Meditation
Regarding methodology, I like to use what I call "piecemeal meditation." Break the verse down into
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several components and let each one seep into your mind gradually. So, if I were memorizing 1
Samuel 12:23, I would say ...
"As for me," and then ponder what that means
"As for me, far be it from me" and then try to meditate on what might cause a person to say
something like that
"As for me, far be it from me that I should sin against the Lord," and then meditate on the
aspects of why we shouldn't sin against the Lord and how the "far be it from me" attitude
factors into that.
"As for me, far be it from me that I should sin against the Lord by failing to pray for you" - how
does failing to pray fit into the rest of the concept and how often do I make that mistake?
"As for me, far be it from me that i should sin against the Lord by failing to pray for you; and I
will teach you the way that is good and right" - what does teaching people have to do with
prayer? Ask all kinds of other questions about the passage.
Add the reference at the end every time.
By doing things this way, you're not just memorizing words, but meaning and application as well.
You're meditating on Scripture in a way that commits it to memory with a purpose. Then repeat it
several times.
Organization
In fact, Dawson Trotman suggests a verse isn't truly memorized until you've reviewed it every day for
49 days after the day you learned it. To help keep verses organized, I use what's called a verse pack,
which can fit in your pocket to be pulled out whenever it's convenient - most easily used between sets
or while doing cardio at the gym.
My discipler has one of the most impressive systems I have seen on Scripture memory. As a result,
he has a verse for virtually every single scenario I have ever brought to his attention. His system?
In the front pouch of the verse pack, keep verses you're currently trying to memorize. Review
those multiple times a day.
In the opening of the pack, keep verses you memorized within the last month that you still need
to keep reviewing. those should be reviewed once a day.
The pouch on the other flap on the inside is for long-term verses (over a month) that either need
to be reviewed or honed. He would also review these once a day.
All of his back-logged verses were divided into 30 groups and a new group entered that back
pouch every day so that every verse he knows was erviewe at least once a month. If he had
trouble, it went into the other middle pouch for closer review.
Bulk Memorization
I have developed my own niche in Scripture memory through working on longer passages. I find that
by doing successive verses, it's easier to maintain a flow from one topic to the next. This also helps
me understand and meditate on verses because I don't need to open my Bible to get the context - it's
already stored in my heart and head, making application that much easier.
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Again, the gym/cardio is a great time to get this done. Record yourself reading the passage and play
that sucker on a loop, pressing the "restart" button every time you begin to falter.
If you want a verse pack, let me know and I'll PM you a number where you can order one ... or
several - I like to hand them out to people I disciple after they get their first 5-10 verses down as a
motivator.
Why does any of this matter? Because part of being a man is being disciplined. We shouldn't just
discipline ourselves on matters that affect our outward appearance, like lifting and dieting. Much of
MRP content is about developing emotional and mental discipline as well, such as passing tests,
abundance mentality, amused mastery, stoicism, etc.
As Christians, developing spiritual discipline is even more important than all of the above. Sure,
Scripture memory has a mental component, but the spiritual benefits are undeniable.
Most notably, John 1 references Jesus as the Word of God. The Bible is literally an expression of
everything Jesus has to say to us as God's voice to the world. By internalizing the Word, we are
asking Christ Himself to dwell within us. Think on that as you pick out your first verse to get started
with.
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My Revelation of Manhood
9 upvotes | November 3, 2017 | by preacher258 | Link | Reddit Link
I am a 28 year old, married to a 27 year old and we have 5 kids together. We both had decent
upbringings in the church and families we still talk to today, but we were both damaged goods when
we met about 10 years ago. I was actually an OK mix of alpha/beta back when i was younger, and I
attribute that to my faith - My deeply personal and incredibly important relationship with God. I
didn't care what people thought of me, but for the right reasons. I did me, and i didn't say "screw
everyone else", I was on a mission to love them, throwing caution to the wind....
And then i graduated high school and got a taste of freedom, living in my grandparents basement
(which was actually just like my own apartment), and after a serious breakup, I met my wife, Alex.
All during this, my porn habits were progressively getting worse, my eating habits also, and i was
much less physically active. All in all, I think the only thing attractive about me then was my
"potential" as my wife puts it. She claims she saw the man God wanted me to be from the start, and
that while i was failing that in some ways, i was living up to it in others.
Then, during our sin, she became pregnant with our first. We nearly had a shotgun wedding, she
called it off (thank God), and i proposed to her after our son was born, after maturing a great deal
from where i was at, even though i still had so long to go.
Our marriage has been a real mixed bag, but after discovering /r/marriedredpill, I was finally able to
OYS and man up. Everything was my fault. I was a pretty sterotypical "nice guy"/beta. I had covert
contracts, expected sex when i put in the minimal effort to just provide financially for my family, not
really spiritually or very much emotionally, ate junk food and played video games - you get the idea.
And all the while during this my relationship with God had been going up and down.
The past few months I have committed myself to changing, for myself, but also primarily for God. To
be the man he made me to be. I am eating less, and healthier when i do, working out, reading the
word, started devotionals with my family, pray more regularly for those i love, and my enemies, and
am even going to pick up woodworking. (i have had no hobbies with a bunch of young kids running
around).
I also have my sex drive under control. My wife thinks she is getting what she wants so far, but
really, i am just free from it. I don't want to sound condescending for those who struggle, because, i
know all too well that misery. But I feel like an evolved being, when sex can become something to
unite my wife and i, and while i still may have "urges", they are quite easily suppressed. It doesn't
control me, nor does it drive me forward. Yes, I do want even more sex than we currently have (a few
times a week), but i am content, because i have found the secret - Phillipians 4:13.
I just want to share a testimony that this works, and moreso than that, i believe it is truth. Man and
woman were created equal, yet distinctly different. I am only months, not years into my fresh start as
a "real man", but finding /r/RPChristians has helped me even further along, as I struggled to balance
the truths found in the Red Pill line of thinking with Godly principles. Shoutout to /u/Red-Curious for
doing a great job with all of this so far.
Also, apologies if this is missing in any detail or somewhat jumbled, I am at work but wanted to
make sure i shared this at least once before i forgot to do so.
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[For Singles] Getting Laid Like a Christian (part 2)
9 upvotes | November 2, 2017 | by OsmiumZulu | Link | Reddit Link
In my previous post I went over Rule 1: You are not seeking to befriend, date, court, or even marry a
woman. Those are simply a means to an end: sex.
I explained that having this clear goal in mind clarifies your mission and informs your interactions
with the single Christian hotties (SCH) you are attracted to. So the question remains, where do you
find these elusive SCH?

"Hot, Single, or Christian. Pick Two."
If you’ve spent any time in church recently you’ve probably felt like you were faced with this
annoying question. The hot girls and usually taken or not Christian. One of the reasons I find
RPChristians to be a useful sub-community in the greater RP realm is because we Christians are
faced with some long odds unique to people of faith.

How rare is rare?
Especially those of particular denominational preferences. For example: of the 320 million citizens of
the United States, the Association of Religion Data Archives counted approximately 66 million
members of mainline and evangelical churches. Only about 5.8 million were Reformed. So if you are
a Reformed Christian in the United States, your pool of like-minded folks is roughly 1.8% of the
population.
It gets worse.
You have to divide that number roughly in half because, limp wristed pansy liberal “Christians”
aside, we don’t marry other dudes. So we are talking about 0.9% of the population. Ouch. Then you
have to take out the women who are already married, too old for you, and too young (edit: as in,
below the age of consent), and you are left with a very small pool indeed. Oh, don’t forget to take out
the ones who aren’t even attracted to.
This is some dirty back of the napkin sort of math, but the point is clear: we are talking about a very
small subset of the population. See this comment by /u/ruizbujc for a more precise analysis.
So who is ready to go unicorn hunting?

Pre-Requisites
Before diving into the topic of tracking down such a rare species, I need to clear something up. With
this post I am going to assume that you:
understand your own faith and have your own strong theological convictions
have read the side bar(s),
begun lifting and have gotten your fitness in order
improved your overall appearance by dressing well
figured out your hygiene and stopped smelling like rancid mule carcass
killed off stupid unattractive habits like slouching, self-deprecating talk, picking your nose, etc
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etc
built up a stable financial platform from which to launch your attack on life
got your responsibilities in order and cleaned up your domain
have practiced social interactions and built up fun healthy a social network
have a good handle on intermediate game
If you haven’t done these things, you should stop reading this and go get it figured out. I may write
about some of those topics in the future if I feel like I have something unique to add, but honestly
others have done a great job dealing with those topics at length. No need to re-invent the wheel.
Seriously though. Go figure it out. You don’t have to be a master RP Jedi, but If you aren’t in a fairly
solid position in those areas you aren’t going to attract Mrs. Unicorn even if you do find her. Don’t
go hunting if you don’t know how to shoot a gun.
Warning: Christians are especially prone to oneitis and must guard against it. Because of the
extreme mate scarcity of SCHs, Christian man are especially prone to overly fixating on one woman.
It can be difficult to have an “abundance mentality” when there isn’t much in the way of real
abundance. We will talk more about it, but keep it in mind that you must be aware of oneitis much
more than the frat bro who can go pump any other willing broad without losing sleep.
Lastly, don’t get your panties in a twist because I am not offering the usual Christian platitudes: “Just
pray about it!” I’m sure you’ve heard more than enough of those and I am not interested in offering
them. Yes, pray about it. Yes, read your Bible. Yes, talk to your pastor. Duh.
With all that said, let’s talk strategy. The following is a series of tactics in no particular order.
Consider these tools. Apply the ones that make sense to your situation.

Change your Geography
In the famous words of Flo Rida, “Where them girls at?” Seriously. If you are a Catholic, and live in
Tennessee, the least Catholic state in the United States (3,504 Catholics per 100,000 people) you
need to get the hell out and move to somewhere like Massachusetts where there are almost 13 times
more Catholics (44,905 per 100,000). Or you can literally get the hell out and repent of your
erroneous doctrine and swim the Tiber. Happy belated Reformation Day.
In all seriousness, your geography has a massive influence on your ability to find a wife. You have no
room to moan about not finding a SCH if you live in San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, or a similar
“unchurched” city. After all, Abraham had to do some geography hacking to find a wife for Isaac.

Change your social network
You can only make one first impression. How you present yourself to someone the first time will, so
some degree, act as an “anchor” that can be difficult to change. If you’ve been involved in the same
church, friend group, bible study, etc. for any length of time, there is a good chance you have a
“label” of some kind. If you are seen as the “desperate to find a wife” thirsty guy, the “barely makes
ends meet” guy, or some other “negative image” guy, this will play heavily against you.
The odds are, if you’ve done any sort of self-improvement while a part of the group, they will still see
you as the guy you used to be. People hate change, even positive change can be difficult to accept
because it is uncomfortable. Even those who want to see that change and celebrate it can’t entirely
cleanse their previous image of you. No matter how long you know them, some part of their image of
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you will be the guy who used to be. That is the anchoring effect working.
Imagine you have that image at your Bible study or church. A new SCH attends. She sees you and
finds your well dress, confident, muscular self to be very attractive. Then she starts getting to know
the other girls in the group. You know, the ones who cringed when they saw you crash and burn with
several other women in church. They know who you “really are” and begin to tear down the
attraction the new SCH felt. Later, when you confidently and winsomely approach her, she “sees” the
old you even though she never met him. The worse you were as a beta loser, the harder this “group
think” will work against you. Women are creatures who like to outsource their thoughts and
conclusions to others. They resist making their own decisions, so when a group of other women give
them prepackaged judgments about you there is a very good chance they will latch onto the opinions
of the group rather than form their own conclusions.
In a nut shell this is just the flip side of social proof. If this is holding you back, find other groups.
You don’t have to forsake your friends, but if you’ve worked a scorched earth campaign on your
imagine with your friend group you will be better served finding more fertile soils to farm.

Lead something at Church
You don’t have to join the pastorate to get noticed, but having some sort of leadership role that
contributes value to the people of God is both helpful to the kingdom and a manifest demonstration of
your ability to exercise dominion. Whether it be the sound team, worship, a Bible study, or
community outreach, if you take charge of something it won’t go unnoticed. At the very least your
pastor will be happy. I’ve never met a pastor who didn’t want more men to step up and help lead.

Look outside your denomination
Theological differences DO matter. They can have a huge impact on your marriage and life. That
said, women are designed to adopt the frame of a man if his is stronger. If you are rock solid on your
theological position and can both defend it and make a good case for it, there is a good chance that
she can and will be persuaded to change her mind. She is like water and will adopt the shape of the
vessel she is poured into. Don’t go do something stupid and marry someone involved in a cult or
heretical schismatic group, but if she has some Pentecostal leanings but you are a cessationist, odds
are you can persuade her. My best friend married a woman who had been a Jehovah’s witness before
they dated. Both women are now theologically aligned to their men. Men lead, women follow. If she
can’t, next her before you commit.
Note that I am NOT advocating for missional dating. That said, I’ve seen it work when the man had
impeccable frame and she was at least open to matters of the faith. In fact, my wife just looked over
my shoulder and read that last line and said “well yeah, you did that with me” and sauntered away
with a smirk.

Get involved in non-church groups and activities
You’d be surprised at who you’d meet. Speaking of my wife, I met her before she was a Christian. I
was swimming at the local watering hole and met her. We talked for awhile, I applied some minor
game and got her contact info, just because. We didn’t really communicate until she started attending
church about six months later. Long story short, she eventually became a Christian and we got
married 5 years ago. This is a story in and of itself, but the bottom line was that God can do some
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great stuff with people who were once strangers. Even if you don’t find anyone of spouse potential,
you will improve your social network, get a chance to practice your social interaction and game, and
improve your perceived abundance.

Improve your perceived abundance
You and I know the reality that finding your unicorn is a daunting task and the deck is stacked against
you. But, like a skilled magician you can use some illusion to your advantage. One core RP truth is
that abundance mentality is crucial for success with women. More than just a mentality, actual
abundance is needed. As mentioned before, women (and many guys) prefer to outsource their
judgments about other people, especially new people. If a woman walks into a room and sees a guy
confidently chatting up a couple hotties and making them laugh, she will make a positive assessment
of his overall desirability. After all, if those two gorgeous women are enjoying his company, he must
have something special to offer, right? This is called pre-selection and it has a compounding effect:
the more women who are into you, the more women will be into you. This is a good feedback loop to
get working for you.
The magic to pulling this off is that it doesn’t matter if the women who are into you are wife material
or not. The SCH doesn’t know that you’d never actually marry the woman who is flirting with you,
all she knows is that she finds you desirable and so should she. Women love competition and the
feeling of getting the shiny toy that all the other women fought her for. When I met my wife, I was
leading a large young adult Bible study group at my church. There were about five other women
there who were obviously interested in me. In addition, there were several attractive non-Christian
women that I knew who were, let’s just say very forward in showing their interest in me. To this day
my wife gets a little gleeful thinking about me picking her over them.
As somewhat of a side note, this demonstration of abundance helped to establish a foundational level
of “dread” in my marriage. My wife knows I get attention from attractive women and acts to keep me
focused on her. She loves being the one who gets my attention because she knows that it is highly
valued by others. I can say from experience and observation that it is far better to marry out of
abundance than to marry out of scarcity.

Use the internet to your advantage
Don’t date online. LDRs are hell and I do not advise them at all. That said, the internet is a great
sorting tool to meet people to be with in real life. I’ve never used dating websites or met women
online, but I’ve known others who have been successful in this area. Most often I see people who
“met” in special interest groups on Facebook or other social media get together as they already share
a common, often rare, interest.
If I were advising someone thinking about going this route, I would suggest that the key to success is
meeting them in person as soon as is reasonably possible. Once you’ve established a “real life”
connection, treat then like you would any other person who you met offline. The online route is
efficient in that it helps screen out incompatible people, but it can be costly. Be prepared to spend
some time and money traveling to meet u p.
When meeting them, assuming you find them attractive and want to pursue more, I would imagine
you want to work it similar to a One Night Stand in that the goal is to quickly generate high levels of
attraction. After all, you can get to know someone at a distance, but attraction is built in person and
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you only have a small window. You want to leave them wanting more of you, because it is that desire
for more that would motivate a change in geography to be more suitable to being with you. You don’t
want to be the one chasing them, let them chase you. Beyond these initial thoughts on using the
internet, I have little to offer as it isn’t hasn’t been in my experience. If you have some gems of
advise to share, please do so in the comments.

Import
There is at trope of sorts that exists in the manosphere that to get a good wife you have to go to
eastern Europe or some far flung exotic jungle to find a wife that hasn’t been infected by feminism.
While it is sort of overblown, there is something to be said about going hunting abroad. You gain all
the benefits of changing geography and social groups in quick order. Plus, despite some negativity,
I’ve found that Americans are an exotic commodity elsewhere in the world. When I’ve traveled, I’ve
found that people are immediately fascinated by me when they find out I am American. It is an easy
icebreaker and the conversation can go anywhere, lots of fun. A friend of mine met his wife overseas.
It took a few trips back and forth, but she moved to the US and they’ve been happily married for
years. Again, this isn’t something I can write about from my own experience, but I think this has a lot
of potential.

Look for younger women
Last one for now. I strongly recommend finding a wife who is a few years younger than you,
especially if you are young. If you’ve established your life at all, it is likely you will have more
wisdom, income, and experience than her. This makes it very easy for her to adopt your frame. Since,
as /u/Red-Curious often points out, good wives are seldom found and often built, a young wife is
much more easily taught and molded to suit you. Plus she will likely have a lower n-count and the
odds of finding a virgin sharply decrease as you look further up the age scale. As an added benefit,
she will retain her youthful attractiveness longer into the relationship.
There are certain risks with this strategy. While there is risk with any woman, there is a greater
likelihood that women who married young will wonder “what if” about riding the CC and the “fear of
missing out” on her younger years may rear up later in life. There are some things you can do to
mitigate this, but know that the risk may be elevated. Overall, despite the risks, I am an advocate for
this position as I think the guaranteed upsides outweigh the possible risks.
There are more strategies to consider, but this is good for now. The bottom line is this: if you haven’t
run at least some of the plays listed here, I don’t want to hear you cry like a little girl about not find a
wife. Try harder.
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FR: Why having a mission is so important
9 upvotes | November 2, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
I know ... 3 posts in 2 days. But with how much I've been talking about having a mission in the
comments, I couldn't let this one go.
My wife get all emotional this morning at something small I did. I hold frame and go about my day
(i.e. off to work and don't really think about it). After the kids are in bed she brings it up again. I start
my usual pattern of AA and it's not working, so I change tactics to Negative Inquiry (my favorite of
the WISNIFG strategies).
"What's wrong with me doing that? ... Why is that bad?" Eventually I decide to land the big Q: "Why
are you even still with me?" Now, until this point in the conversation she had been a little weepy and
hard-hearted - very faux-repressive-aggressive.
I totally expected her to play the emotional manipulation card: "I don't even know anymore! Maybe I
shouldn't be!" Now, I know her, and she wouldn't actually mean that. But in the past she had used that
tactic to get me to back down - to feel like I have to make some drastic move to convince her I'm
worth staying with. I've passed that test enough times by now that she knows it won't work on me.
[How? you ask? "Hey, I had the same thought just two days ago! We have something else in
common! No wonder we're together!" and a pat on the butt or a wink with a grin.]
No, her answer surprised me: "Don't get me wrong. You drive me crazy. But I know one day
we're going to be standing before God's judgment seat and you're going to be the one he's
impressed with - the one who has fruit to show. I want to be the one standing by your side on
that day. Other guys just care about watching football or making money. But you're actually
doing something with your life. I want to be a part of that."
Did we have hot monkey sex afterward? No. I probably should have initiated right then and there, but
opted to keep STFU and letting her talk instead. As to the underlying issues that started the whole
conversation, she concluded: "I know this makes no logical sense and I have no right to feel this way
or to be upset with you; but that's how I'm feeling anyway. Just give me time and help me work
through it, if you can." That's a conclusion I can work with.
My point in this story isn't some new trick to get wild hot monkey sex out of your wife. Initiations
and general boundaries aside, we have that periodically. My point is more that if you want your wife
to respect you - to value you as the prize God put you in her life to be, you've got to have that
mission. I know many guys here have communicated to me privately that there not here for better sex
(which they're allegedly already getting) - they're here because their wives don't respect or follow
them. You you, I ask: What's your mission, and is it one that she will proudly stand by? Will God tell
you, "Well done, good and faithful servant" (Matthew 25:23) and to her, "Thank you for helping him
along the way"?
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112 - Alpha Scripture
9 upvotes | October 23, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
SCRIPTURE AS AN ALPHA
I'm always intrigued at how certain things that seem so obvious are somehow missed by the church. I
DO NOT endorse reading Scripture for the purpose of finding a particular result. So, don't read it just
to affirm alpha/RP tendencies or to force them where they don't belong. But the modern western
church reading of many passages does exactly that, only from a blue framework.
They will read a passage like David and Michal (see 207) and totally miss the relational dynamic
between the two. They will see it as: "David was passionate about God; Michal was not; Michal got
punished and David didn't. Therefore, this is a story about how God interacts with those who are or
aren't passionate about Him." Is that in the passage? Absolutely. But to completely ignore the fact of
how David was dealing with his wife's outburst, or to refuse to make a statement on that tells me that:
(1) BP Christians simply are incapable of seeing everything God intends to communicate in
Scripture because they're filtering out what goes against their psychological conditioning; or
(2) They're intentionally re-interpreting Scripture to avoid making statements that would be
politically incorrect or culturally unacceptable.
Either way, it's wrong.
Now, reading Scripture from a red framework can lead to similar problems, but the risk is much
lower. Why? Because the world was far redder back then than it is today. Blue is the dominant color
today; red was the dominant color back then. So, if we want to understand what an author was trying
to communicate, if we're going to have any bias in how we filter things, I'd much rather have a bias
that's more consistent with the inclinations the author of each book likely held as well.
Moses didn't bat an eye at the concept of slavery or having a homosexual stoned. Today, Christians
wince when they read those things because culture doesn't like it. I'm not calling to bring OT law
back. I'm not Jewish, so I'm not under that law in the first place, just as the apostles said not to
impose that law on the Gentiles. I'm glad that we don't have biblical slavery as a dominant economic
force today. I'm glad I can embrace homosexual friends for the sake of the Gospel in their hearts
today. But if we want to understand what the authors meant and were thinking when they wrote those
passages, we've got to approach interpretation from the same mindset they were in - not one that has
been polluted by worldly thinking. James 1:27 says that this (plus taking care of orphans and widows)
is the only 'religious' practice that is "pure and undefiled before God."
HOW TO
The key to doing this is first and foremost to escape the fantasy world. Swallow the pill and accept
the fact that God had an agenda when he created humanity and that agenda has been tainted. The "red
pill" tries to explain how the world operates in the midst of this conflict between intentional design
and mankind's fallen nature. Figure that out first.
Next, get some historical perspective. Once your Bible study skills are up to par, start reading some
commentaries and learn what life was like back then. Don't just make wild assumptions or take the
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footnotes in your Bible at face value. Actually dig in and look it up. Get in the mind-set of the author.
Most importantly, ask the question "why?" to everything. Don't just read it and apply it. Try to figure
out why God wants you to apply it in the first place.
EXAMPLES
The ten commandments are an easy example. Most people read; "Do not lie" and let that be the end
of it. They do the best they can to stop lying, and that's that. But have you ever stopped to think about
why Go doesn't want us to lie?
One can try to explain this stuff away with "higher morality" - to believe that there is some standard
higher than God that decides right from wrong, and that God is always on the "good" side of this
standard and wants us to be as well. That's garbage. There's no standard higher than God. God is the
standard. If God wanted to say, "Lying is good - do it as often as you can," he could have done that.
Who am I to put him in a box? But he didn't do this. Why not?
Probably because he wants to make us into the type of people who don't have to lie. Alpha men don't
need to lie. Alphas are all OYS and tell it like it is. The beta avoids lying because he's afraid of the
consequences, whether as small as getting caught or as grand as not wanting to be condemned to hell.
Consider some more:
"Do not steal" = God wants us to become the type of people who don't have to steal. Alphas
position their lives in a way where we can provide for those we love, not relying on someone
else's work to get the job done. The beta avoids stealing because "it's wrong" or he might get
caught.
"Do not take the Lord's name in vain" = God wants us to be the type of people who both honor
Him in the relationship we were designed to survive on, and also don't need to invoke the name
of God over every trite thing in life. Betas "swear to God" that whatever story they're peddling
to the girl at the bar actually happened. They ask God to "da** it" for them because they can't
(or won't) do it themselves. God didn't want people to become so weak and passive as to defer
everything to him when he empowered us with his authority to live and act on his behalf as his
ambassadors and representatives.
"Do not commit adultery" = God wants us to become the types of men who don't have to - men
who dominate the bedroom with our wives and are satisfied with making good use of what he's
given us. The beta's reason for avoiding adultery is one of fear that he might lose his wife. The
alpha's reason is simply that he doesn't have to or want to.
By now you should get the idea. God wrote the Bible for a reason - for our benefit. If we take it at
face value and never ask why?, we'll never become the type of people God wants to mold us into.
Specifically, the why of it all explains exactly who it is God's trying to help us become - and for men,
that's the path to being alpha.
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We now have flair!
9 upvotes | October 2, 2017 | by Red-Curious | Link | Reddit Link
My CSS coding is pretty much non-existent. This is what I could figure out in about an hour. Enjoy.
Let me know if you have any suggestions or have the skill to help out.
For now I'm leaving flair self-editable so people can put in their own relationship, gender, faith, etc.
information. I'm doing this on the honor system based on the fact that most participants are
Christians. If this ends up getting abused, I'll have to switch to how MRP does it - assigned flair
where users get no say. I don't want to do that, so let's not let a few ruin it for everyone.
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Question I always had about Christianity (but every
pastor/priest is too bluepilled to answer)
9 upvotes | September 11, 2017 | by Whitified | Link | Reddit Link
Why would a good God want every male in Old Convenant Israel to be circumcised "as a sign
of the covenant", yet demand no such "sign" for females who are also part of this covenant?
DISCLAIMER: I'm not saying that women should be "circumcised" too, nor am I supporting or
condoning what the World likes to call "Female Genital Mutiation" (FGM).
I think FGM is wrong. And if I'm not looking at this through any religious lens, I think that male
circumcision, or "Male Genital Mutiliation" (MGM) is wrong and barbaric too. Common sense
really.
Yet the Bible seems to demand, even promote the use of MGM. Not just on specific individuals, but
on the entire nation of Israel. Every boy, man, father, soldier, etc. No mention whatsoever about longterm consequences, human rights, etc. And that's to be expected, after all the OT has slavery in it too.
But where is the female equivalent of this "sign" then? How is this double standard not the standard
gynocentrism throughout numerous civilizations in history? Except this time, it is instituted and
promoted by God Himself??
This is the relevant text in the Bible when this practice is first instituted by God. Shortly after God
gives Abram a new name, Abraham:
And God said to Abraham, “As for you, you shall keep my covenant, you and your
descendants after you throughout their generations. 10 This is my covenant, which you shall
keep, between me and you and your descendants after you: Every male among you shall be
circumcised. 11 You shall be circumcised in the flesh of your foreskins, and it shall be a
sign of the covenant between me and you. 12 He that is eight days old among you shall be
circumcised; every male throughout your generations, whether born in your house, or
bought with your money from any foreigner who is not of your offspring, 13 both he that is
born in your house and he that is bought with your money, shall be circumcised. So shall
my covenant be in your flesh an everlasting covenant. 14 Any uncircumcised male who is
not circumcised in the flesh of his foreskin shall be cut off from his people; he has broken
my covenant.”
15 And God said to Abraham, “As for Sar′ai your wife, you shall not call her name Sar′ai,
but Sarah shall be her name.
So this is how I see it:
1. Men and women are both part of this new covenant. Abram is renamed Abraham in the new
covenant. Sa'rai is renamed Sarah.
2. There must be a physical sign of this covenant. This sign is painful and might potentially have
numerous negative consequences (credit to our friends over at /r/Mensrights)
3. Therefore, only men shall bear this sign!
This is gynocentrism 101. As the famous Esther Vilar said in her book The Manipulated Man:
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(paraphrasing) A "man" is defined as someone who does the hard work and what is not pleasurable in
society. A "woman" is defined as someone who does the easy work and what is pleasurable in
society.
Why would a good God institute such an openly gynocentric pratice?
"MGM is nowhere as bad as FGM!/there's no female equivalent of circumcision!"
Assuming that's true, it still doesn't answer the question. Think about it: Why won't God mark
Israelite women with a simple cut on the arm then? A simple cut on the legs? You know, still painful
mark, but nowhere as bad as MGM either? What does "one worst than the other!" have any relevance
to this question?
"Its a harmless practice!!!"
So is a simple cut on the arm. Or branding.
"You're a misogynist pig SAKJDNFSAKJNF!!!!111"
Not an argument.
The question remains: why the obvious gynocentric double-standard?
An RP atheist friend provided a much more convincing answer:
RP atheist: "Because there is no God, and the Old Testament is written by men. Men looking to
build a functioning society, and for a society to function, it has to place the interests of women
on a pedestal. To some extent at least. Gynocentrism. The authors of the New Testament are
revolutionaries who have no interest in doing society the way it has always been done, and
therefore see no point in the continued gynocentric practice. The OT God and the NT God are
therefore at odds with each other, with the NT God being the only "good" one here as He has
no gynocentric preferences."
Me: "How does male circumcision further gynocentric interests then?"
RP Atheist: "One popular theory is that if you can train society to not blink an eye to the
mutiliation of a boy's genitals, even as a baby, then society definitely won't blink an eye too
when a grown up man is shot, beheaded, tortured or killed in war. After all, we all know
societies survive by training their men to be disposable."
I have to admit, this argument is 100x more convincing than anything any Christian has given me.
Unfortunately, it is also an atheist argument that concludes that the God of the Bible can't be real, or
suffers from split personality disorder.
One thing he is definitely right, regardless of your beliefs: The Bible has definitely been used over
the past 200 years by feminists to outlaw FGM, while promoting MGM. Because it does promote
MGM! (or at least, doesn't seem to find anything wrong with it.)
(It is technically silent on FGM, therefore the argument goes, that it must follow then that FGM is
barbaric until proven otherwise. And really, who can prove otherwise?)
In short, the Bible is PERFECT for furthering feminist interests in this area.
So, RP Christians!! Tell me what you think! If someone can, please repost this question to Dalrock's
or any other famous Christian on the Manosphere you might know of! (my browser doesn't allow me
to comment on blogs for some reason...)
TL;DR Remember, the question is: Why would a good God want every male in Old Convenant
Israel to be circumcised "as a sign of the covenant", yet demand no such "sign" for females who are
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also part of this covenant? Why the obvious gynocentric double standard?
P.S. If by now you still don't know what gynocentrism is... you have a lot of unplugging left to do my
friend ;) "Esther Vilar" is your friend!
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Weak pastor comment
9 upvotes | August 24, 2017 | by ruizbujc | Link | Reddit Link
You all might find this interesting. I'm teaching a class at my church today and a fundamental aspect
of the topic involved sharing the Gospel. My pastor stands up at the end and gives the speech: "If
someone here today doesn't know Jesus, but wants to - there's no conversation I'd love to have more."
So far so good. Then ... "I will stay here talking to you about it tonight as long as it takes ... ... well,
as long as my wife is willing to stick around."
Seriously?!? He's more interested in not upsetting his wife than he is in sharing Jesus with people
who are interested? I suppose it's a moot point because he darted out the door 10 seconds after the
class was over anyway. RP or not ... that's pretty unacceptable.
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2 things to think about
9 upvotes | August 10, 2017 | by Xoramung | Link | Reddit Link
Hello RPC
Hey also i was thinking of 2 things particularly for this sub, we should call the CC the Chad Carousel,
we all know whats up, but as a Christian we should be mindful of vulgar language as much as
possible.
Also, have you ever thought about the direct relationship between pump n dump (PND) and the Chad
Carousel (CC). Its like the redpill aware cannot see (the irony) of this relationship. They want low
nCount women but they want to increase the nCount of every women they see/covet.
What do you think?
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On the Will of God - St. Silouan the Athonite
9 upvotes | December 30, 2019 | by SingularityOne198 | Link | Reddit Link
http://orthodoxinfo.com/praxis/willofgod.aspx
This is true frame and OI. Faith, Hope, and Love abide in God’s Will along with the virtues in
obedience to His in obeying His Commandments (the way we truly love God and others).
—“How are you to know if you are living according to the will of God?
Here is a sign: if you are distressed over anything it means that you have not fully surrendered to
God's will, although it may seem to you that you live according to His will.
He who lives according to God's will has no cares. If he has need of something, he offers himself and
the thing he wants to God, and if he does not receive it, he remains as tranquil as if he had got what
he wanted.
The soul that is given over to the will of God fears nothing, neither thunder nor thieves nor any other
thing. Whatever may come, 'Such is God's pleasure,' she says. If she falls sick she thinks, 'This means
that I need sickness, or God would not have sent it.'
And in this wise is peace preserved in soul and body."**
(**Cf. Phil. 4:6-7 (KJV): "Be careful for nothing; but in every thing by prayer and supplication with
thanksgiving let your requests be made known unto God. And the peace of God, which passeth all
understanding, shall keep your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.")
—This is a good writing from St. Silouan. An Orthodox Monk from Mt. Athos.
https://www.amazon.com/Wisdom-Mount-Athos-Writings-1866-1938/dp/0913836176/ref=pd_aw_fb
t_14_img_2/132-2855050-5778610?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=0913836176&pd_rd_r=b21b1366ad42-4c22-a20d-7992bfc77547&pd_rd_w=bl3QQ&pd_rd_wg=OyBr0&pf_rd_p=6e6afc8afbbd-4649-97cf-4e08f5113612&pf_rd_r=HMQKY9WKVRZ7ZE5AV530&psc=1&refRID=HMQK
Y9WKVRZ7ZE5AV530
—https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silouan_the_Athonite
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One Year FR
9 upvotes | January 6, 2020 | by AlanNoles | Link | Reddit Link
Relationship Timeline before marriage
Dec 04, 2017 – I met my wife for the first time.
Dec 16, 2017 – We officially start dating.
August 21, 2018 – She moves into my parent’s basement with me
June 03, 2018 – I propose
June 16, 2018 – We get married
Pre Red Pill Christian
May 21, 2018
My wife moves in with me to my parents. At the time she was staying at one of her friends’ houses
and she was having relationship issues with the friend’s mom. At this point we already knew we were
getting married, it was just a matter of me going through the process of proposing and actually
getting married. I was excited about her moving in (mainly because I thought we would be banging
like rabbits because she will be around all the time).
This ends up not happening. I was super passive during the wedding planning and she felt like she
was doing most of it herself and I was in the mindset of letting things happen and not stressing. My
mom was also coming downstairs and doing my dishes and I had zero responsibility. My favorite
video game was Monster Hunter World and I used most of my free time doing this even during the
wedding planning.
June 9, 2018
My druggie friends want to do a bachelor party for me in Athens. Sex was also not happening like I
thought it would. Before she moved in it was like 5-6 times a week. Now I was lucky if it was 2 times
a week. I knew of dread although I did not call it that at the time. I just knew about PUA stuff and
RSD. I thought girls like it when other women also like their man. I decided to create fake dread
about a fake girl from Athens texting me. I create a fake # and text myself on a text exchange and
conveniently tell her about it and how Idk if I should go out now etc because she will be at the party.
The plan completely backfires. My wife already does not like my druggie friends and now “this girl
situation” makes her go nuts. We get into one of our shoving matches and wrestling (not in a good
way). She dresses herself up all sexy and says she just got invited to a party in ATL from one of her
old HS friends (a guy and is going out). I say IDC go ahead do you and she leaves to go. I go to pick
up my friend and start to get ready to go to Athens.
Turns out I knew she was BSing. She went to her sister's house nowhere near Atlanta. She was just
doing it to piss me off. Minutes after pulling out to head to Athens I get into a car accident. My wife
heads back home after hearing about it. She gets pissed off because I am high and was smoking weed
with one of my buddies. Another wrestling match ensues. By the end of the night, I promise not to
smoke weed ever again (for the hundredth time).
June 16, 2018 – we get married
When we started dating I weighed 205 LBS.; throughout our 6 months of dating, I gained 25 LBS
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and had to buy a larger set of Dress Blue pants for our wedding day. On that day I weighed 230 LBS.
First two months of marriage
Sex is still only 1-2 times a week. I don’t really know what to do about this. I am still also being
extremely shady about smoking weed. One weekend she goes to her sisters for the night because she
says I need alone time with friends since we were arguing a lot. I get home from work and tell her I
am “tired” and I am going to sleep. I leave my phone on the charger “so my location stays at home”
and go down the street to smoke weed. Periodically I go home to check her location to make sure she
has not left her sisters.
The next weekend I do the same thing. She heads out of town to drive a friend of hers to college in
North Carolina since her car broke down or something. I go to a friend’s house on Saturday and tell
her I am going to sleep at like 9PM. I smoke that night then ignore her future calls since she can tell I
am high when we talk until the next morning.
Sept 2018 (I find the Red Pill)
I watch a video from the 21 Convention about marriage and it is about MRP. I find out there is a
Reddit and think I have hit a gold mine and make a post. I read the levels of dread and read one about
“buying a hooker” if the wife is not putting out to get over it. At the time I and my wife were going to
church and it crossed my mind this could not be the only way. In the comments, I read something
from RockandRollChuck and find RPC and am thankful because this seemed more like my lane and I
was still in the early stages of taking my Christian walk seriously.
The next week I read the post on “Entering God’s Frame” and I consider putting the druggie life
behind me. It was still not enough for me though. That same day I smoke a marijuana vape pen with
an Enterprise customer at his house when I dropped him off and considered buying one so I could get
high “without smelling like smoke” so my wife will not know. On the way back I had a conversation
with God in my head. Idk if it was just super concentrated THC in my brain or what but he basically
told me to stop smoking and to enter his frame and stop being a dumba.$.$. I was also tired of doing
this behind my wife’s back and knew we would not make it if I kept doing this. (And I have not
touched drugs ever since!!!)
The next week we go on a cruise “for our honeymoon”. I was a little annoyed since she was about to
be on her monthly (it was like 10 days late). We planned the wedding so fast that this was the
cheapest time to do it. On the way to Florida, I was listening to a preacher talk about advice for
newlyweds. He said secrets will kill your marriage etc.
The first night on the cruise I told my wife to take Motrin for motion sickness but she said she does
not get motion sick. Well, she ends up getting motion sick and tells me to go have fun on the ship
because she does not feel good so she wants to stay in the room. I go out and meet a guy who has a
drink card and we hit it off well. He starts to bring me shots and beers and I get drunk with him while
watching the waves from the deck.
I go back to the room 2 hours later and my wife is pissed. She started throwing up when I left the
room and she was mad I was not there yada yada. After engaging with her in a screaming/arguing
match she tells me she does not feel secure in our marriage and does not feel like I have been honest
with her. I remember the sermon from earlier and I feel like I need to tell her to put my mind at ease.
I tell her two huge secrets.
ONE – I did cocaine back in January 2018 at that party you went to with me and continually lied
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about it. I was scared you would break up with me if I told you.
TWO – I have been smoking weed behind your back these past two months, but I have got my mind
right with God now and I will never do it again (saying this for the 101st time).
At this point, she is balling out crying and I am just a drunken idiot in bed. She shoves me off of her
in the bed and cries in the bathroom for like an hour. She says she does not know what to think
anymore. In a drunken rage I tell her well if she does not want to be married then to give me her ring.
I don’t remember the exact words I said but it was just drunk rage talk. At the end of our 20-minute
argument all I remember screaming was “Give me your wedding ring I am going to throw it
overboard” while trying to take it off her hand. She gives it to me and tells me if I walk out that
door…it is over. Without a second thought, I walk out of the door and slam it shut.
Immediately after I walked out I fell to the ground on all fours because the boat shook. I just laid
there next to the door and started crying because I thought my marriage was over. After about an hour
I knocked on the door and my wife let me back in. Not another word was spoken that night.
Oct 2018
We “made up” on the cruise over the next 4 days and in hindsight, it must have been God’s work
because we were stuck with each other on a boat in the middle of nowhere and had no
communication to the outside world. The only people we could talk about the situation to was each
other.
Early October she started getting into it with my Dad a lot more and she said she could not take living
there anymore. Long story short, we ended up moving out on Oct 11, 2018. In my mind at the time,
our lives were going great. Sex increased again to about 3-4 times a week and I assumed it was
because I was implementing stuff from RPC. In hindsight, it was probably because we just moved
and I was behaving differently. I lost 10 LBS during this time and dropped down to 220. Towards the
end of OCT, I make my first OYS post but I did not think I needed to because I had RP handled and
although we still had problems, my sex life was where I wanted it to be and that is all that mattered.
My first post is here.
Nov and Dec 2018
I and my wife got in a big fight on Thanksgiving. She refused to come to my parents and we ended
up not talking half of the day. After I went to my parents, I came home and we both went to her
Mom’s. Also, my ignoring her "when I am angry" tactic was not working anymore and instead was
seen as passive-aggressive and we ended up in wrestling matches every two weeks or so when an
argument came up. I was emotionless roboting and Ramboing a lot at this stage.
Jan 2019
In the middle of January, we got progressively worse. Halfway through I make this post on RPC.
January was also the month I started posting consistently in OYS. I remember the night clear as day
when I decided to do so. My wife was licking her lips watching Adam Levine on the SB halftime
show after she had just recently denied my attempt. That along with the post I linked above was
enough for me to start OYS weekly.
Since then…
PHYSICAL
In all honesty, there is a lot of stuff I could have done better. I have gained a lot of strength
physically, added 30 LBS to my bench for reps, added 100 LBS to leg press for reps, added 1 ½
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inches to my biceps, etc….but I have sucked pretty bad on dieting. When I started posting in OYS in
January I weighed 215 LBS. The lowest I ever got to in those periods was 203. At the moment, I
weigh 207 LBS. My pattern here is I lose 3-5 LBS, then I get lax and gain it back. Normally by
eating sugar and over time, it adds up. I have known this the entire time so no excuses here I just have
to keep up with it. What gets tracked gets done.
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL
Lots of inconsistency here. Some weeks I do very well and then others I break frame which
backtracks us a bit. But if I compare myself to where I was in January, I have come a long way.
Recently in our relationship the relationship scoreboard is back but instead, it is one I created. We
also have been going tit for tat with each other and I forgot what STFU means. The best thing is
though our arguments never get physical anymore and have not for 6 months (OYS). We argue and
yell sometimes but this boundary is still enforced. The most she does now when she is pissed is
getting a cup of water and dumping it on me. This should open up AA or AM on my side but
sometimes it makes me feel butthurt or disrespected and is something I am working on. I still fail to
recognize tests a lot or I mix up what kind of test it is which causes tension or arguments.
The other most important thing is here is developing a mission. Mine is to evangelize and disciple
and walk alongside them in their faith.
My biggest failure here is knowing where I want to go but getting mad when my wife does not want
to do it alongside me. Over the past few weeks, I have changed that and obviously there has been
friction because of this but nothing I cannot deal with, but I will save that for OYS, this is already
entirely too long.
SPIRITUAL
This is the area I have shown the most improvement. Not only on my individual walk, but with my
wife as well. I would like to take the credit here, but God is the one who changed me and her. She is
on good terms with my parents again because of God (From time to time we go over and play board
games with them). In the past month she has also reached out to my sister and now they are at least
corgial (she disliked her the most). I also have not touched any drugs since that day before the cruise.
I am also in the process of bringing some of my druggie buddies to Christ. This causes tension with
my wife from time to time (per this post…why would it not?) but I am convinced God is using me
here. I have had a conversation about it with some of them one on one about Jesus and this past week
two of them want to start coming to Church with me. Granted, he said this to me 30 minutes after
doing a line of coke right in front of me but we all start somewhere. I have drill this weekend coming
up but I will follow through on this the next weekend hopefully.
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Prayers for godly Christian friends that I can talk to often and
tell anything to, preferably at my college
9 upvotes | October 6, 2020 | by anonymou890 | Link | Reddit Link
/r/RPChristians/comments/j5wjnv/prayers_for_godly_christian_friends_that_i_can/
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This is a good and easy way to share the Gospel! It’s basically
Ray Comfort in your pocket!
9 upvotes | November 29, 2020 | by LilSweetBoi | Link | Reddit Link
To all my brothers and sisters in CHRIST: "Are you ready to Share GOD's glorious Gospel?"
✝️
24 points•10 comments•submitted 3 months ago by ShareTheGospel to r/NoFapChristians
If so, then comment with: "Yes, send me LORD!"

️

And this will help you: I just published a website designed to share the Gospel with unbelievers.
I called it "ThisCouldChangeYourLife" and it contains:
➤ The Gospel ✝️ ➤ An explanation why this is important for their Life! ➤ Clear evidence for
GOD ➤ Clear evidence for the Bible ➤ What it means to be a Christian ️ ➤ Where to find
good answers ❓❗
Please help out by sharing the link with as many people as possible!
▶️ Link: https://www.thiscouldchangeyourlife.net ◀️
*Also this is no Advertisement, I'm not earning money with the website, it's all for GOD'S glory!
"The LORD bless you and be with you in all of your ways. HE will strengthen you with the necessary
faith and courage to proclaim HIS Gospel!" In the name of JESUS, Amen. ❤️
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How to regain reputation/dignity?
9 upvotes | February 9, 2020 | by hshegwgq | Link | Reddit Link
Like a fool, I declared myself as conservative though a multiple statements, comments and jokes.
Now I am viewed as sexiest and a racist. What must I do to regain my reputation?
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Field Report. I asked my wife to write an erotic fantasy story
and she didn't, but something else unfolded instead.
9 upvotes | September 5, 2018 | by helaughsinhidden | Link | Reddit Link
First Stats:
39 years old, 5'7", 195#
Gym: Been going for 4 weeks, 3-4 times per week, Using Stronglift 5x5 program and currently
at Sq 110, Bench 135, Row 120, Dead 170, OHP 85 (working through tennis elbow)
Bible: yes, Tulip guy
Spiritual: Born again 15 years ago, Holy Spirit baptized, I often teach, preach, witness, and
disciple men.
MMSPL: Game your wife, pass fitness and comfort tests, stay in shape
Rational Male: I am the prize, hypergamy, dread
BBP: Crash course of red pill in marriage
WISNIFG: Make your own decisions, stick to it, don't feel bad
Men's Fraternity: Reject passivity, expect God's reward, accept responsibility, lead
courageously
12 Rules for Life: Currently 50% through. Positive psychological guidance, mainly for men,
some biblical references.
Finances: Getting too much debt from home improvement projects, but under control. Secure
job in software, above average for my location, below for industry, get job offers often, but not
looking to relocate.
Roughly a month a go, I asked the wife to write up an erotic story. Read up here for the plot setup.
First response.
She was pretty happy and confident about this request. She knows that sex had become really boring
and she was doing none of the initiating. So, when I asked her to write up a story, she tells me she has
it in her head already and just needs to write it up. I ask a couple times how the writing is coming
over the course of a week and keeps saying she hasn't got anything to write it up on. Lame. We have
dozens of notepads, 3 laptops, she can write it up easy. After two weeks, I give up asking about it and
reply with "oh, ok. Too bad, I was looking forward to it." and drop it. No pouting or whining,
immediately moved on to talk about something else.
Day after I dropped it.
She starts sending me unsolicited nudes via text out of the blue and insisting that we go on a date. I
tell her we can do it tomorrow. Tomorrow comes and she is acting different, like she can't wait for
dinner to end. She also orders a couple bloody mary's which she normally doens't do. We drove to a
restaurant along the Mississippi that was part of the "Grumpy Old Men" movies which we both like
to eat at because it is right on the water. After dinner we go for a walk along the river and find a
pretty cool willow tree. She pulls me under it and kisses me, then gives me head as I watch for cars or
other people coming. We stop as a truck 2 blocks away turns towards us and lights up the tree with
it's headlights. We decide to walk to the car and leave. There I put my hand up her skirt to see she's
wetter than I can ever remember her being. She's happy, so she's giving me road head like no
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tomorrow and keeping it going while I look for a state park picnic area I know about. There we get
out of the car and she leads me to a pavilion with picnic tables where we touch all the bases outside in
pitch dark. Normally she's picky about what I touch or poke fingers, but not tonight, she's not batting
my hand or objecting to anything. Between the car ride and picnic table, this goes on for almost an
hour and a half. I can hardly say that it's directly related to this writing thing, but it's interesting
anyway, right?
The next week.
She wants to go on another date. Now sending pics that aren't the typical "burlesque" style she makes,
but they are not filtered, below the belt, kind I am always asking for. I let her know I like this. Says
she liked the Mississippi touch from last time, but wants different small river city. We stop at one for
dinner right on the water again, but different town. She flashes me the crotch-less underwear I bought
her that she never wears and is wearing some gold color high heels that I also like and bought her.
Very much aiming to please. We eat, she has two bloody marys and it's still light out so we head to
another town to a tap house.
Here is where it get's odd. She wants to go in first and sit at the bar alone for a few minutes before I
come in to see if she gets hit on, then have me come up and pretend we don't know each other and
also hit on her, then leave with me. I laughed it off, and said she isn't to accept any drink from anyone
else, because that has implications. However I was uneasy, not sure if she could tell. She is quite
pretty, especially for 38 and she is totally filling those F cups too, so getting attention won't be a
problem. I had to use the bathroom anyway, so I walk in separate go do my business, and just take
my time. By the time I get out, sure enough a guy has sat two stools away from her at the bar and I he
is turning to her and just about to talk when I sit on the stool between them. She was really amused
with this whole thing and blushing. I didn't play the full game out and act like we were strangers, just
acted like I didn't notice him at all.
We talk, I have a beer, she has two more bloody marys, we leave. Three drinks in one night is rare as
we don't believe in getting drunk, this is closer than usual. Road head again for the 40 minute drive to
a fishing spot of mine along a river. She get's fully naked in front of me (which she NEVER does)
alternate positions in the parking lot and on the hood of my car. We go home and do it again in our
bedroom, which she never wants to do it twice in a day either. Afterwards she is cuddling like she
never has. Putting her head on my heart and getting all sappy and sentimental about other
relationships falling apart and looking for me to comfort her about us staying together. Saying she
never wants us to split up and so on. Normally, she can be kind of cold too, so this isn't like her to get
mushy over me.

Gather some facts and spill some beans.
She is acting more attached and "in love" than she ever has in our lives.
I do game her regularly, pass fitness and comfort tests and have been for a while.
I don't get jealous when she is hit on. In fact I like knowing that other men find her attractive.
In those two dates, we might have had more sex in terms of "minutes" than all summer long of
the quick starfish stuff, huge improvement.
We have probably had sex +3500 times in 20 years, but she's never been wetter, adventurous,
or enthusiastic about sex than these two dates. This is also huge.
When we first got together, she would like to make out in front of other people at parties or
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around our friends and clearly enjoyed the attention. We had sex in the car circa 1996 with
people walking by at a keg party and it drove her crazy. I liked it too.
Nearly 20 years ago before Christ, she was willing to have a threesome or swap if I wanted to
but I declined because of Oneitis. Now I see it as infidelity and usually leads to divorce.
Both of us had sex abuse as children and this sort of role play appeals to each of us.
She absolutely doesn't get drunk and will get mad if I pressure her to have another at any point.
Will hold the it over my head for weeks too.
Cause for concerned?
I am starting to wonder if her "story" had something to do with being hit on by a different guy and/or
being seen in public. Maybe it just got her exploring some stuff and these feels came back to her, like
this is possibly a repressed kink that has been resurfaced.

Questions I can't ask at my own church:
Is this harmless fun to put her on display?
At what point is it causing others to lust?
Boundaries were set long ago to not involve anyone else, what other boundaries should be
considered?
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Need Advice about getting a sense of worthlessness sometimes
9 upvotes | December 26, 2020 | by TheSaintOfTheRight | Link | Reddit Link
Like me(17M) always gets a feeling of worthlessness sometimes (not enough to want to make me
want to die because I value the gift of life god has given me and don’t plan on wasting it like that at
all)
I’m not sure why, most of my family wouldn’t agree and in fact they appreciate what I do like
cooking and cleaning for them/taking care of my grandma..etc.
I’m not sure why, I don’t know if it’s because I can’t drive or get a job(In CA, you need parents
permission to get ID/drivers stuff which is frustrating for me because my mom is the only one around
and she has no time during the week to do it which means I’ll have to wait until I’m 18) and I have
started applying to many places however a lot of them are only hiring 18+ year olds or you need a HS
diploma. Add with the fact that I had to convince my mom to let me get a job because she didn’t want
me working in the first place.
This just makes me feel worthless for some reason. I’ve been exercising every day (shedded 100+
pounds of fat off of me) and trying to do my best in school and all of that stuff. I plan on joining the
military after HS, but I feel lost or trapped because I want to do things but I can’t because of 1 reason
or another and it sucks.
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What about BDSM and Roleplay?
9 upvotes | March 1, 2020 | by LordMacragge | Link | Reddit Link
Single young man here, but hope, lord willing, to be married by 2030(Or before, by the grace of
God). Is BDSM & Roleplay an OK thing in a Christian Marriage. I mean, pretending to be strangers
in a bar might LOOK like you two are sinning, but does it actually count? I am not familiar with
BDSM stuff, but I hear it can be one way to 'spice things up' so to speak.
Again, this is all advice for the future, but I would like to atleast know what is and is not allowed, so I
can plan for the future(I've already planned on getting a doctorate in the future. So, yeah, thinking
long-term here.).
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (04/01/20)
9 upvotes | April 1, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Lifting Troubleshooting Questions
9 upvotes | April 5, 2020 | by SkimTheDross | Link | Reddit Link
Two weeks ago, on my third week of a 5/3/1 cycle, I set a new deadlift PR and pulled 335 for one. I
was ecstatic.
I took off the last week and lifted light in line with the recovery week guidelines in 5/3/1.
Today, the program had me deadlifting 305 for 5+. My goal was 7 - and should have been a new 7
rep PR.
I just didn’t have it. I let go of the bar on the four rep dropping the weight from about 8 inches in the
air. My momentum had stalled.
Is this normal to hit problems like this?
My sleep is good. My diet is good - but, could be better. My weight has slightly dropped as I’ve taken
my foot off the gas eating now that groceries are a little tougher to go buy.
I’ve never “failed” in dead lift before. Is dropping the weight like I did the right way? In bench and
squat its straight forward - set it down on the safeties.
Another thought - I don’t use a pre workout. I lift first thing in the morning after a coffee and a glass
of water.
My gut says nutrition is to blame, but I’m looking for thoughts.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (12/23/20)
9 upvotes | December 23, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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What do you want to see covered on the Red Pill Christians
podcast?
9 upvotes | December 16, 2020 | by TheChristianAlpha | Link | Reddit Link
/r/RPChristians/comments/keers4/what_do_you_want_to_see_covered_on_the_red_pill/
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Galatians 5, or The Answer to "Is XXXXXXX a Sin?"
9 upvotes | April 16, 2020 | by Rifleshoot | Link | Reddit Link
There have been a ton of posts and comments in the sub asking if (insert thing here) is a sin. I've even
asked questions like that to myself and searched for those answers on the internet before. Today, I've
found the answer to every single one of those questions: Galatians 5. And please forgive me if you
are already aware of this wonderful chapter's contents, but today after reading it, I have to share it
with someone.
The true answer to "Is XXXXXXX a sin" comes in the first half of the chapter. Ready to hear the
answer? Here it is: why on Earth does it matter if XXXXX is a sin? You are justified by the blood of
Christ, not by your adherence to the law. In fact, by even asking the question, you are putting your
faith in the law, not in the saving blood of Christ. By even trying to follow one of the laws, you are
placing yourself under the entire thing! The heavy yoke of the law is unbearable for any man. So by
asking if an action is a sin, you are showing that you consider the law to be your guide rather than the
Holy Spirit. And by that token, you are now held accountable to the entirety of the law! But that is
what is so great about what Christ has done: He has freed us from the law! We are now free to do
whatever our hearts desire!
But if that is true, then does it not follow that we are now free to live as sinfully as we like, indulging
every sinful desire of our flesh? Guess what? Yes! With the power of the Holy Spirit, we are free
from that terrible burden of sin: death. But here's the interesting part: if you truly have the Holy
Spirit, you will choose to walk as Christ did, in service to others. With the power of Christ's blood,
only one commandment is needed: "love your neighbor as yourself." With this one commandment,
how could you serve the evil desires of your flesh in good conscience? It is impossible. So in walking
by the Holy Spirit, we are free to follow all of our heart's desires, but our heart's desires will be to
love our neighbors and to serve our fellow man. So if you find yourself wondering if "XXXXXX" is
a sin, you have to ask yourself "am I seeking to supplant Christ with the law?" Because if you are
walking by the spirit, you won't ever ask if something is a sin, because you won't desire to do it.
Here's an excellent commentary of Galatians 5 that really helped me, if you have trouble
understanding exactly what is being said: https://enduringword.com/bible-commentary/galatians-5/
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Has anyone seen dynamics change lately
9 upvotes | April 28, 2020 | by cooldave777 | Link | Reddit Link
Has anyone seen a shift in how men are being viewed or women being slightly nicer than normal. It
also seems to me that women are depressed or dieing for attention right now. I know many are
struggling and I pray we can all get through this but it's just very strange to see some things not
resembling the past.
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Be a music-producer (Trap, rap, pop) and still honor God and
the Lord?
9 upvotes | July 11, 2020 | by Carelesssolution | Link | Reddit Link
Hello my friends. I am a new christian and try my best to figure out what gods plan for my life are. I
try my best to get rid of my pride and submit to God that he knows what is best for my life. I pray and
talk much with new Christian friends, and I have even talked with a Christian music producer (rap,
trap) and still I cant hear Gods messange if I should do music or not.
I have other things I do in life, I got a son, working to build my body and find a job that match my
degree.
I know that I am talanted in making music + talking with people. So I really want to do that as an
hobby, either just music or music + be a youtuber about my faith and relationship with the Lord.
The thing is, the youtube/blog thing feels right, I want to talk about relationship and sex from a
biblical perspective. Still I am to weak to have the currange to do it.
The music feels 50/50, I really want to find a way I can produce beats and express my feelings. There
is no evil in my melodys and even if most of the pop/rap artist promote stuff I dont relate to so is
there a driving force for me to make beats and do my thing in this.
I think its good that people can express their emotions and most of the times its not even real life just
words in their songs.
I feel a little bit feared that I will be judged by God or other Christians that I am a part of the music
bussniss. Even If I dont have or want to have anything to do with the artists, rappers and stuff like
that I feel judged.
I just want to make beats for all people to use, and I dont want to be apart of what they choose to sing
or rap about.
how can I pray or read in the bible how I should handle this?
I talked about this with a christian music producer, he told me this. He have had the same feelings as
I have and told me he found 2 ways
1. Produce for only Christian artists
2. Realize that the artists just express their way or life and what they are going through, and that
there is no evil in my beats, that I dont have controll what they choose to sing or rap about.
I just know that I am very talanted in writing music and people want my beats in the genre of melodic
trap, pop-rap and emotional music. I am not even into some gangsta rap or stuff like that. Still I just
only want to hear Gods voice
"Its okay that you produce music for these people, keep doing it its not sinfull or wrong in amy ways,
I love you"
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (07/22/20)
9 upvotes | July 22, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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21 M, need general life advice, thinking of hooking up
9 upvotes | December 10, 2020 | by throwawayme123454321 | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: 6'2, 165, BF very low, lifts I don't know but not very good. My face isn't very attractive but I'm
not hideous. I'm a virgin and I've never had a girlfriend. I'm not socially inept with men, I can talk
sports or whatever and act alpha, but I haven't ever talked to an attractive woman in real life in a
romantic setting. Basically I put women on a pedestal my whole life.
Reading: Haven't read any of the books, have read a lot on reddit. I learned about RP this summer
during quarantine. Before that I was super blue pilled, had a Disney version of romance and just
thought that the magical girl was going to fall into my lap one day.
Finance: I'm currently a student, but I have a job ready after I graduate. Depending on bonus around
100-120K a year starting. Will realistically be making upper 6 figures or even 7 figures by the time I
am 35, if I follow on the typical trajectory for my field and get good performance bonuses (which I
expect)
Spiritual: Not great. Don't pray often. I share my faith a little, haven't memorized much scripture. I do
attend church and men's group bible study though.
Attention from women: When I was blue pilled I got hit on by some average (in shape but not good
looking) girls. With my mask on I get checked out at the gym by cute girls, and also I've noticed I'm
getting checked out by girls at church too (with my mask on). I match with dozens of girls on dating
apps (tinder and bumble not so much but Hinge I get lots of matches, I probably put out more beta
vibes), the Christian ones aren't that attractive though, and the attractive but more secular ones
usually flake once I suggest meeting which makes me think they're using me for validation (i.e that
they're still able to land the ok looking beta bux when the time comes) But I was being beta a lot so I
might be able to pull attractive women as well with better texting game, photos, and lifting more.
Background: I was raised in a pretty beta fashion. My whole life my dream was to marry an
attractive, young, conservative, Christian woman, who would be loyal to me and raise my children,
and we would grow old together and see our cute grandchildren running around. I would love her and
she would love me. Basically what my grandfather had. Sort of a blue pill fantasy with some
traditionalist red pill elements. Now I am definitely more wary of that, especially as a lot of
"conservative" and/or "Christian" women racked up high N counts in college.
Here's my dilemma: As far as I see it, I could either try to find a traditional girl now, or wait until I
am older (and richer) and women are looking for a guy with money. But the last thing I want is to be
a beta bux for some girl who just became a christian to get the guy and then will cheat on him once a
6'5 chad with the chiseled jaw comes around. That's why I'd rather go for a traditional girl who would
have much more to lose to cheat and be her alpha. But the problem is that they just aren't that
attractive and it seems impossible to find an attractive Christian woman. Basically either way seems
utterly hopeless. Honestly I don't know if I'd rather just marry the unattractive but traditional
Christian girl or try to be super alpha and hope the high N count but attractive "born again" Christian
girl doesn't cheat. I feel like either way I wouldn't be happy, with the not attractive girl I would be
sexually frustrated especially because I would probably be getting a lot of attention in my upper
20s,30s, and 40s given my income. But with the high N count girl I would always be suspicious of
her past and she probably would have some emotional baggage. And divorce would be a big worry.
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Obviously I am trying to date younger. I'm 21 and don't mind going for anyone 18 or older. I'm
guessing once I'm 24 I would probably have to go for 20 and up unless she's super conservative. Until
I'm 30 I would date anyone above 22. I know women like older men but that seems so far away.
So this has led me to thinking of going for a hookup. I'm so tired of being beta and only dating nice
but unattractive Christian girls. I feel a strong urge to just remake my dating profiles, hit the gym, and
go for a hottie or even just a decently cute girl to bring to my room. I know that's wrong, I do believe
in my faith but I just don't know how much longer I can stay on the right path.
I would like to hear any advice or words of wisdom. I know I need to lift more. I would like to hear
from both married and single guys.
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Vaccine II: Electric Boogaloo
9 upvotes | February 3, 2021 | by RunawayGrain | Link | Reddit Link
To preface this, I'm pretty much required to get the shots for my work in the medical field. I figured
I'd give as neutral an account of it as possible. Please make up your own mind as to whether you want
the vaccine as any medical treatment you receive should always be your own prerogative.
That said, I arrived at the site the vaccinations were taking place at and there was a huge backlog. The
appointment I had was at 9:00 A.M., and it only got done around 12:45 P.M. It was actually bad
enough that one of the other doctors waiting there was snarling 'Just give me the needle and I'll give it
to myself' at the girl taking all the information. A common thread with both my experiences is that
the vaccine clinics are organizational disasters.
After actually getting the shot we had to wait around for half an hour again. Nobody in the group I
waited around wit had any immediate reactions. I then went on with my day as usual.
I went to bed around 9:30 P.M. as is my usual habit. Normally I sleep until about 5:00 A.M. or so, but
I woke up around 1:00 A.M. That's when the party got started.
What woke me up was a muscle spasm in my thumb of all places. The thumb was twitching and just
wouldn't stop. I also felt like I'd been hit by a bus. In general I'd describe it as flu-like but a pretty stiff
flu. I pretty much cat-napped until 7:30 A.M. at which point I forced myself up to get the kid off to
school. Driving over there was incredibly tiring, so I got back and got back in the bed.
I pretty much laid around all day in bed, which is really odd for me. I did stream a 'World War II in
Color" marathon, though. Probably about mid morning the general flu like symptoms progressed to
also having a mild headache. Somewhere around noon, I got up and drove to Subway for some lunch.
Again, this was pretty taxing.
Then I went and picked the kid up from school. I could tell I was picking up a bit, and I crashed on
the couch while she did homework. She got permission to drive herself to cooking classes that night,
and tried a hail mary to drive the Duster and not the Jeep. I told her I was sick, not high.
Got in another episode of "World War II in Color" until the kid made it back. Got some supper, then
locked up and went to bed. When I got up in the morning, I felt normal.
Several other folks I know have also recounted variations on this scenario, and one is still
experiencing issues with it a couple of days out.
A few other observations:
I was drinking tons of water, because I had a keen sense of dehydration.
I had some chills going on. I'm from Florida originally, so my thermostat is naturally set a bit high,
but I had the heat turned up to 80 during the day with long sleeves and still couldn't get warm.
Also: we were given cards from the CDC that listed the dates and times the vaccine was given. My
understanding is that some of the facilities I visit have already had employees faking these.
edit: For clarity, this is the second dose of the vaccine for me.
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The problem of guilt
9 upvotes | February 23, 2021 | by TakeHeavenByForce | Link | Reddit Link

Mission: train my seven children to the glory of God and help others do likewise
Stats: 130lb, 5'9", bench 100, squat 85, deadlift 140. Started lifting 9 months ago, lots of
setbacks with injury and illness.
Reading: Most sidebar articles, 100-400 series, dalrock, marriedRP, NMMNG, Biblical
Masculinity Blueprint
Finances: principal software engineer, successful, mid-$100k.
Spiritual: Reformed Baptist, sort of. Church leadership, former deacon, led children's
ministries. Read Bible almost daily, memorized 10 chapters. Serious family worship,
Other: age 48, wife 52, married 25 years. 5 boys, 2 girls, ages 23 to 9. Home-schooled kids
since birth. Wife stayed home.
Background: Marriage pretty rocky from the start but the best years were the first five. After third
child my wife started towards depression. Last few years she had been becoming quite angry, with
yelling outbursts, general selfish, obnoxious childish behavior. Then one day in the spring she really
let the youngest two "have it" and they cried and were quite afraid. I sensed a huge change coming
over me in my thinking towards her. She agreed to some joint marital counseling and admitted anger
as a besetting sin but every attempt to get her to see the harm she was causing, was responded to with
excuses - "If the children were better behaved", etc...
Around that time, I also met with couple of our grown children and in talking with them, I found out
that she had actually been that way for years, but it was hidden from me or I ignored it. Oldest
described many times running to his room crying, and another of being "afraid" in childhood, though
she hasn't been (overtly) physically abusive as far as I can tell. After hearing this from the older kids,
I decided I would ask her to leave home, for an extended time of several months. So I counseled with
a few close family and trusted friends, to make sure I wasn't making a big mistake, then I gave her the
news, via a pretty harsh letter. She was surprised, but agreed to leave. She was absolutely furious that
I spoke with anyone outside the family, calling it gossip. Rather than going to stay with her family as
suggested, she went across country, found a place to live, a job, good church, and is apparently
happier than ever. Seven months so far, and while away, she is silent in matters of the separation,
except to ask for a letter detailing my grievances. She has asked about buying property there. No
indication of any plans to return, hasn't fought for the children. I doubt she'll divorce, due to the
embarrassment. I can't tell the kids what the future holds, because I don't know. But there is peace in
the home. I am a busy single dad but the Lord has made a way.
My question/problem is - emotions. Most of the time, I am doing OK. But occasionally, waves of
piercing guilt overcome me, wondering whether I did the right thing, or should have tried harder to
disciple her through her anger. Wondering if I had been a more biblical husband and less beta, could I
have dealt with this sooner. Wondering why I ignored the warning signs during courtship. Not
looking for affirmation (I hope) - I know I had to remove her from the kids. But that fact doesn't erase
the guilt. I guess that's my problem. Perhaps a second question is - is there anything I should do to try
and get her back, but pretty certain the answer is 'no'.
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SERIOUSLY considering leaving Christianity help! [Short]
9 upvotes | January 11, 2021 | by waffle65g | Link | Reddit Link
"Don't resist evil, turn the other cheek, love those who use you" is meant to be taken literally and
I would never want my wife and kids and people who I love to follow it.
I learned, "Don't resist an evil person, turn the other cheek" is within a larger context, part of a bigger
teaching called "The Sermon on The Mount" in which there are five times Jesus takes a teaching of
the law and then amplifies it. All four seem okay but the fifth is just pure evil.
1. "he who is angry at his brother without a just cause is in danger of helfire" -I like it
2. "whoever feels lust in their heart commits adultery" -100% agree
3. "don't make oaths to God. Just let your yes be yes and your no be no" -Yes have good frame,
agreed.
4. "pray for those who spitefully use you" -Difficult to do but okay
5. "don't resist an evil person, turn the other cheek" -WHAT THE???
All Christians I've talked to about this have no problem saying the first four are to be taken literal but
all the sudden when it comes to the fifth one I get "Well actually!" wall of text half hearted damage
control response
Apparently I'm meant to believe that the first four are supposed to be taken literally but the last one
isn't. Even though Jesus and his disciples literally followed the last one and were literally used and
abused and suffered tremendously.
Sorry but looking at my adorable daughter with her little sippy cup, I would never want her to follow
the fifth one and I do not want to raise my kids saying it's okay to let people abuse you. I would tell
them to crush their enemies. And I don't see why God would want me to suffer like that if he loves
me and views me as a Child.
Sorry if I sound like a fedora lord but this just doesn't make any sense at all to me.
PLEASE HELP
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Analyzing my relationship with my ex
9 upvotes | December 12, 2020 | by Casesteamer | Link | Reddit Link
Stats: M29, 5'7", 170~lbs, 25 hrs/week @ $10/hr
I haven't started lifting yet, but I am doing my research.

Stumbled on Dalrock circa 2011, didn't understand it all at the time, so I shelved the red pill for the
time being. Got back into it this fall after breaking up with my gf in May and then discovering Aaron
Renn's blog (The masculinist). Met my ex gf about two years ago in a Facebook group. I live in
Missouri, she lived in Oregon. She was not skinny by any means, but she had a good figure for her
body type. Her dad is a broad shouldered Englishman, her mother is a tiny Korean woman. All of her
siblings inherited her dad's body type; they are not tiny people. I'd say in terms of looks, she'd be a
HB5.

She was September to March older than me. Prior to dating her, I used the FB group where we met to
socialize and hone my theological debating skills. She was making about $48k at an international
corporation, while I was struggling to reboot an already dying business. I am a sharp debater, so that
got her initial attention, to the point where she actually jockeyed other girls in the group out of my
peripheral who admitted interest in me.

But she knew I was broke broke before we even started dating, and she also made it clear that after
marriage she had no intention of being a sugar mama. So there was this weird dynamic where there
was constant pressure for me to "man up" and get successful in my business, while at the same time
she was extremely jealous of me, and would absolutely seethe if another girl looked cross-eyed at me.
In January of this year, she and her mother were already having screaming matches about who was
going to cater the wedding.

If things had worked out, I would have probably proposed sometime around this last September.
THANK GOD I did not. I actually called her in May to break up with her. By that time, there were
too many red flags for me to ignore. I held my frame as best I could, and like I say, I started to get
back into RP around August. Things are clicking for me so much better this time around. Rollo's
SMV podcast this week has been invaluable for me. Discovering this subreddit is the best thing that
could have happened for me, and I'm excited to keep participating. I've been devouring the sidebar,
and will be reviewing it again.
EDIT TO ADD: Oops, I guess the last paragraph didn’t post somehow. I was wondering, in the
AF/BB equation, what was I? I didn’t have the BB, but I’m also a pretty mild-mannered person
unless we’re talking about specific topics. I don’t ever really put my alpha on unless someone is
being totally ridiculous.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (10/07/20)
9 upvotes | October 7, 2020 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What
have you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are
you employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's
your fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty
flip flops when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your
body is God's temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex
life?
MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you
mastered Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF
attitude? Are you failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this
week? Do you feel pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way?
Are you depressed or lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if
it's not what you want?
SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself: Assurance of Salvation,
Quiet Time/Devotional, Bible Study, Scripture Memory, Prayer, Evangelism, Fellowship. Have
you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only affect this
world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you? Are
you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with
your church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Field Report - Things are looking up!
9 upvotes | March 12, 2021 | by AbstergoKnight | Link | Reddit Link
I hope this is the right way to do this. If not, Mods, if you remove this would you shoot me a message
explaining the proper format for sharing failures, lessons learned, and ultimately some really cool
success.
This is an update to my post from yesterday: I think I'm in some deep doodoo
First, I want to recognize that any positive outcome from the mess I was in yesterday came from God.
"And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have been
called according to his purpose." Romans 8:28. The Lord definitely worked my recent situation for
good.
Second, I also wanted to thank you guys. There were a few really helpful comments and ideas
provided yesterday. Some of which were difficult to address. But I needed a bit of a slap in the face
and you were happy to provide it.
Lessons Learned:
Yesterday, when I wrote my post, I was not in a good place. I had perceived myself in the middle of a
battle that could end up screwing me over. This was mostly because I have recently been reading
some legal divorce and abuse stories on the internet. I ended up inserting myself into those stories
and losing my frame over it. This led me to a pretty major 'overreaction' to my wife's statement that
she felt abused.
This was one of the first things I quickly realized after reading a few comments. My wife does not
have a history of making things up about me especially when the law gets involved. In fact, her
history suggests the exact opposite. I'm certain that I lost my composure and my 'frame.'
The second thing I realized was that I was trying to move too fast or going "Rambo" as multiple
commenters referred to it. I had not done a good job of STFU. As a result, I was not ready to lead my
wife like I want to and, by extension, my wife was definitely not ready to be lead by me. I need to be
more patient and continue working on myself.
The third thing I realized was the hardest pill for me to swallow. I have not been doing a great job at
making my wife feel heard and valuable to me. I like to see myself as a kind and loving husband, but
I think I've actually got a lot of work to do in this arena. Being mission focused is good but I need to
learn how to balance that with taking time to just "be" with my wife and children.
Action:
I swallowed my pride and went to make amends with my wife. This was really an OYS moment for
me. I told her what I now knew I had done wrong and apologized for making those mistakes.
Frankly, this was a super productive conversation. I could see God moving in spite of my mistakes.
My wife ended up admitting that she had been prideful as well and apologized to me for not trusting
me and being as submissive as she should be.
Outcome:
As it turns out, my wife was freaking out too. She had never heard me threaten separation in our
whole 10 year marriage. She didn't understand what was going on with me and she was starting to
feel like she needed help.
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For context, I've been actively discipled by several mentors for approximately 5 years. I've been
actively making disciples for around 4 years. About 3 years ago, I started suggesting to my wife that
she should find a godly woman to disciple her. She has been incredibly resistant and has never made
a step to get herself discipled. Because my mission is to make disciples and that's what I've been
doing, It's a lot of work and I feel like I need help from the person that is supposed to be my helper.
In order for her to step into discipleship as a disciple maker I need her to fist get herself discipled. I've
never been very forceful about it, but I have mentioned it probably every month for about 3 years
now.
Well, in her desperation, she reached out to one of the 3 women I had been recommending as a
potential mentor. She ended up talking with this woman for 1.5 hours and came out of the
conversation admitting that she had a lot to work on. Apparently this woman first, did a great job of
making my wife feel heard and valued, then explained Gods intentions for marriage. My wife
admitted she had a lot to learn! What a relief.
This woman then invited my wife into a discipleship relationship with her and my wife agreed! This
is something I haven't been able to get my wife doing for 3 years and now, in the middle of this really
weird struggle we were in, God does his thing and gets my wife involved in discipleship. Praise the
Lord.
Not only this, but my wife finally agreed to read the Bible with me each night. I've been doing my
own quiet times, almost daily, for approximately 4 years but I've never been able to get my wife
reading with me. She has agreed one night here and there, but never agreed to read long term with
me. Yesterday evening, we discussed a plan for how we were going to read through the Bible
together and we got started. I'm excited about this.
Finally:
I've made a lot of progress in my walk with the Lord but I've still got a lot to work on. You guys have
helped me see that.
My post from yesterday reads kind of desperate (because I was) and I was starting to get some weird
responses. I considered deleting it, but it got locked by a mod. I decided to leave it up because it will
serve as a reminder, for me, about what can happen when I lose my frame and the things I listed
above, and, for others, that STFU and patience are actually quite important.
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (03/10/21)
9 upvotes | March 10, 2021 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
- PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What have
you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are you
employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's your
fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty flip flops
when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your body is God's
temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex life?
- MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you mastered
Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF attitude? Are you
failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this week? Do you feel
pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way? Are you depressed or
lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if it's not what you want?
- SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself:
Assurance of Salvation
Quiet Time/Devotional
Bible Study
Scripture Memory
Prayer
Evangelism
Fellowship
-MISSION: Have you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only
affect this world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you?
Are you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with your
church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
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point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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OYS - Where Progress is Made (05/26/21)
9 upvotes | May 26, 2021 | by AutoModerator | Link | Reddit Link
Struggling or failing? It's time to own it. Nice guys hide their flaws, trying to put on a false
impression of who they are in order to impress others. We don't do that. We're up-front and honest
with the fact that we're sinners and failures. James 5:16 compels us to confess our sins to one another
and to pray for one another. 1 John 1:9 goes even a step further and makes confession a cornerstone
of the Gospel - acknowledging that we are insufficient on our own. So, where are you failing? What
do you need to confess?
To do this, it would be helpful to get to know how you're doing in a variety of areas. To that end, just
as God is triune, he created us with three core parts of our being: our physical bodies, our heart/mind,
and our spirit/soul. Try to cover all three. Use the questions in each category as inspiration, but roll
with whatever you need to put out there.
- PHYSICAL: How are you doing with lifting? Losing weight? Where's your body fat %? What have
you been eating lately? How about your porn/alcohol/drug/cigarette/whatever use? Are you
employing kino on your wife properly? Are you going too far with your girlfriend? How's your
fashion sense? Are you still lounging around the house in gym shorts and using your ratty flip flops
when you go out? How are you spending your time? How's your income doing? Your body is God's
temple: are you reflecting that appropriately? For married men: how's your sex life?
- MENTAL/EMOTIONAL: How have you been doing reading and learning new things? How's
your frame? Do you still struggle with living up to someone else's expectations? Have you mastered
Agree & Amplify? Amused Mastery? Negative Inquiry? STFU? Your DNGAF attitude? Are you
failing fitness or comfort tests? How are you leading your wife/girlfriend this week? Do you feel
pressure from any sources to do something or to act/not act a certain way? Are you depressed or
lonely? Are you secure in your heart/mind that God's will is good, even if it's not what you want?
- SPIRITUAL: How are you doing on the 7 basics? Rank yourself:
Assurance of Salvation
Quiet Time/Devotional
Bible Study
Scripture Memory
Prayer
Evangelism
Fellowship
-MISSION: Have you solidified your mission - and does it have eternal consequences or does it only
affect this world? Does your mission extend beyond the home? Do you have someone discipling you?
Are you discipling anyone else? Have you talked with your non-Christian friends about Christ
recently? Are there parts of the Bible you're just not understanding? How are things going with your
church or small group?
Again, these are all things just to get you thinking. Share where you're really struggling. We may give
you some encouragement. We may kick you in the butt and tell you to get to work. Or we may leave
you to meditate on your comment yourself. How we respond to your comment and update isn't the
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point. What matters is that you put it out there so you have a milestone to look back on next week something where you can ask yourself: have I improved or not?
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Rambo v. Jesus:Red Pill Christian Podcast - Episode 34
9 upvotes | March 11, 2021 | by redirectedfs | Link | Reddit Link
Youtube
Podbean
Apple Podcasts
Google Podcasts
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Jesus Christ directs your steps
9 upvotes | June 3, 2021 | by Lioncare4 | Link | Reddit Link
Stop surviving.
Start thriving.
Don't worry about anything.
Just pray about everything.
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Hey guys, no offense, but are you sure it was a good idea to
exclude women from this board?
9 upvotes | May 28, 2021 | by lousa_limpa | Link | Reddit Link
I love this sub. And it seems to be dying. Maybe it's the fact that it now smells like a sweaty menonly locker room? Not trying to be snarky here. Just a thought.
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Social skills and loneliness
9 upvotes | June 4, 2021 | by Nkolift | Link | Reddit Link
Mission: My life mission at the moment is to become a Doctor/Surgeon, and treat people of their
alliements using the gifts/knowledge learned from medical school that God has given me. I also want
to travel to different countries if possible and focus on helping all people, but mainly people that can't
afford healthcare. I also plan on spreading the gospel to co-workers and patients. One of my goals
would be starting a family, and would need a strong (not independent), woman who believes in and
fears the living God, to help me raise the family during this mission.

Age: 22 Stats: body fat: 15-18% Height: 177cm (5'9) weight: 87.8kg (194lbs) lifts, Bench:
70kg (154lbs) Squat: 100kg (220lbs) Deadlift: 110kg (243lbs)
Reading: I've read the rational male. Most of the side bar. Planning on re-reading how to win
friends and influence people and Games people play.
Finances: Currently I am a student, not earning much with student loan debt. When I graduate I
should be earning £27k > ($38k with up to $100k later on in career) if all goes to plan.
Spiritual: I am quite a new believer (2 months now), I pray everyday and try to have
40minutes> quiet time each day. I try to share my faith and talk about the bible with my friends
but have yet to dedicate time to memorising scripture, I can only vaguely reference passages e.g
I would say "Jesus saving Peter from drowning in Matthew is symbolic of us allowing the
storms of life and other things to distract us from focusing on Jesus and having faith in him."
Instead of knowing the verse. I still need to work on this though.
I planned on posting this question in February/April time, but decided to read some of the sidebar and
sort out the smaller more direct issues first. I prayed to God to meet a woman who would be my wife,
I'll admit I prayed for a beautiful, intelligent and Christian woman, which I think God is answering
and asked for him to reveal any things about myself that require changing or understanding. I think
God is answering my prayer but I'm not ready for a wife yet and am undergoing the process of being
with one. I realised that my social skills were extremely poor, I hesitate a lot, and when I went to a
young adults fellowship group I struggled until my friend introduced me to the other guys. I struggled
to make conversation and lead them. I also felt like I wasn't as confident as the other young men,
despite one of the pastors commenting on me having grown a bit more from going to the gym.
Despite having friends to talk to, I am also quite lonely, I rely on God and trust in him but would
enjoy meeting and speaking with other people specifically women. I am in the process of improving
my self and growing closer to God.
Does anyone have any tips on improving social skills, learning how to tell stories, asserting myself
and leading more in groups ?
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Anyone want to explain how this post is right/wrong? And in
what ways? I’m new to RP and still learning what it’s all
about...
9 upvotes | August 6, 2021 | by McFlygon | Link | Reddit Link
The Toxic Manosphere: Why the Red Pill can never be Christian
141 points•107 comments•submitted 1 day ago by MedianNerdMarried Man to r/Christianmarriage
3
The manosphere is a term used for a group of online communities espousing a particular set of
philosophies. These communities use various names like MGTOW, the red pill, and men's rights.
These groups are bound by two primary ideas: that women and feminism are ruining society, and that
the solution is for men to 'return' to a sort of hypermasculinity and subjugate women.
I've seen a lot of confusion about what these groups are and why they're problematic. Some people,
for example, believe they can create a Christianized version of the red pill simply by tacking on "You
should only have sex inside marriage." This fails to recognize that the anti-Christian elements of
these philosophies go much deeper than that. Here are the biggest problems:
1. The manosphere has a warped view of reality. The majority of the members in these
communities are either (often young) unmarried or divorced. The term "red pill" is taken from
the 90s movie The Matrix and is meant to signify that they have become aware of the hidden
societal conspiracy against men. As evidence, they rely on the cultural misunderstandings of
what alimony is and how parental rights are determined. Because these men typically have little
healthy experience with women or are hurt by perceived injustices (like having to pay child
support), these men eagerly consume the message that the deck was stacked against them the
whole time and they're being persecuted simply for being normal men.
2. The manosphere has a horribly warped view of women. Christianity teaches that all human
beings are sinners--the manosphere teaches that women are worse sinners (usually not in those
words). Women are portrayed as especially dishonest. As a result of this, men are encouraged
to be manipulative and to expect dishonesty. For example, instead of letting a woman tell you if
she's a virgin (more on that later), the advice is to see if she's shy and bashful, because that's an
indication that she's sexually inexperienced (if she's a good kisser, that's a bad sign). Similarly,
women are believed to be inherently disloyal. They're portrayed as slaves to sexual desire who
are comparing their husbands to other potential sex partners and will always be looking to
"trade up." These ideas are supported, if at all, by textbook confirmation bias.
3. Because their understanding of the problem is warped, their solutions grossly offend the
Biblical understanding of human beings:
Men are encouraged to find women who are younger and "teachable," so she won't resist the
red pill worldview (this can also be achieved by finding immigrants or other vulnerable
women). Women who think for themselves are "infected" by feminism.
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People are assigned a value based on different factors: your "sexual market value" (SMV). For
women, this is primarily based on youth, beauty, and fertility, with adjustments for
submissiveness and virginity. For men, it's about physical strength, income, and assertiveness.
A man with a high SMV should negotiate a match with a "high-value" woman, while "lowvalue" women should be grateful to get any attention at all. The manosphere doesn't understand
why anyone would object to this unless they're "low SMV".
Manipulation. Besides standard pick-up topics like negging and withholding affection to
increase desperation, the manosphere encourages men to see women as means to an end: sex.
"Rule 1: You are not seeking to befriend, date, court, or even marry a woman. Those are
simply the means to an end: sex." If you haven't gotten it before now, I hope it's clear that the
manosphere is completely man-centric--women only have value for what they can give to men
(which doesn't extend far beyond cleaning and sexual pleasure). At the same time, men are
encouraged to keep women in a state of "dread," or fear that he might abandon her. This will
encourage her to be more pliable and sexually available.
Hyper-masculinity. The Manosphere encourages men to actively fight against feminism and
anything that is perceived as connected to it. Christians in the manosphere reject egalitarianism
and CBMW complementarianism as "feminized." They believe men should aspire to be
"alphas," displaying aggression and refusing to adapt their behavior to any standards outside
the manosphere. They believe that, despite their protests, women prefer this to the point that
their sexual desire will overrule their rational thinking and they will be inevitably drawn to
"alpha males." This is a philosophy that perpetuates itself by rejecting the input of anyone
outside the manosphere (outside men protest because they can't measure up while women are
simply wrong about what they really want). "[T]here is no moral obligation to use our
strength or manliness toward some greater good - [] men should serve themselves and
seek their own agenda." This is justified among red pill Christians by arguing that Christians
should have godly agendas anyway, but it is regularly used to justify being antisocial without
apology.
The problem should be clear at this point. It is not simply that there's a tenet of the red pill that
conflicts with the ethical teachings of Christianity (although the manosphere certainly encourages
some abhorrent behaviors), but that the core of the philosophy is incompatible with Christianity.
Women are not treated as image-bearers of God, but as deceptive beings whose primary purpose is
sexual. Men are not treated as sinful, nor encouraged to humble repentence; they are encouraged to
dominate women and pursue their own desires without consideration for others. Token lip service is
occassionally paid to the doctrines of Christianity, but the actual teachings of the manosphere are
about desire fulfillment. Instead of hesed, God's constant and sacrificial love, the manosphere teaches
men to subtly threaten to abandon their wives so they won't resist the man's will.
Those within the manosphere will argue that there is good to go along with the bad. For example,
men are encouraged to take responsibility for themselves and communicate directly. It's certainly true
that many men can benefit from learning to take responsibility and communicate well, which is why
the vast majority of social groups encourage those things. When you could quench your thirst with
any beverage, do you choose gasoline?
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